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FOREWORD
Punjabi l lnivei‘sity, l’atiala is committed to the promotion and dissemination o 1` Punj abi
language. literature and culture. The preservation and projection Ofthe rieh intellectual and
cultural heritage ol‘the Punjab constitutes an integral pan ol‘this commitment. The linglish and
now the Hindi translation ()1` Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha‘s scholarly text Gurushahad Ratnakar
M ahan Kosh which is cited as the most authoritative reference work" are impoitaht projects 01‘
this nature.
Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha the most erudite Sikh Scholar visualized Gurushabad Ratnakar
M ahan Kosh as an encyclopzedia meant to elucidate all the concepts and categories ol‘Sikh

literature. lle embellished his explanatory notes with illustrations from (,'…‘2/ (,'/'…“17 Sahib
and other sources ot‘doetrinal. expository. hagiographieal and historical importance. lo his
exposition. so richly embellished with illustrations. he sought to provide a w ider perspectiVe hy
clarifying the categories and concepts taken from the ancient l lindu seriputres. the Classical
literature ofSanskrit, the Indian systems ol’prosody. music and medicine.
'lhis scholarly work ofamazing magnitude. a comprehensive archive ol‘seholarship. remained
shrouded in mystery. }”…- all the devotion showered upon 11. even the Punjabi people did not
beneﬁt from it to the full extent. Though historically it is the eleventh eneyelopzedia ol‘the
world, foreign scholars and readers have remained oblivious to its contents. What the greatest
Sikh scholar knew about Gurmat, diverse scriptures o 1` various religions“ Islamic theology.
Sanskiit prosody Indian mythology. traditional system ol‘medieine and several other branches
ofknowledge and belief. remained unknown to them. It is in order to compensate for the
lacunae among the native scholars on the one hand and the foreign scholars on the other. the
project. for bringing out the English and Hindi version ofthis magnum opus in four volumes
was undertaken.
It is our pleasure that the ﬁrst three volumes ol‘the linglish version ot‘the lineyelopaedia ol‘
Sikh literature have drawn uniVersal reception from scholars ofdit‘t’erent cultures and languages
spread over the whole world. It is believed that this volume. like the preceding ones, will go a
long way in realizing the commitment ol‘Punjabi U niversity. Ptttiala. which the author probably
set before his mind for fulﬁlling the need both Ofthe erudite scholars and the general readers 0 1`
Punjab. India and the world.

Punjabi University.

Jaspal Singh

Patiala

Vice-(‘haneellor

DEPARTMENTAL NOTE
Punj abi University, Patiala as it is evident from its name is committed to the development
of Punj abi language, literature and culture. According to its act also the university is under

statutory obligation for multi dimensional development of Punj abi language. In pursuance of its
sacred duty the university created a separate department ‘Department of Development of
Punj abi Language’ in 1965. Since its origin the department has been continuously engaged in

the development works through various schemes.
Under the scheme oftranslation the department started the project of English translation
of Gurshabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh an Encyclop&dia of Sikh literature written by Bhai
Kahan Singh Nabha. Three volumes of this precious and famous book has been already
published now the department is presenting its fourth volume to its readers.
Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha was the most celebrated scholar of different languages, Sikh

literature, history and culture of Punj ab. His work Mahan Kosh is considered to be unparallel
not only in Punjabi language, but also in all the modern Indian languages. Its subject matter is
not limited to one language and one state, rather it contains knowledge of different languages,
religious, subj ects like music, prosody, medicine, astronomy, besides sikh literature, history of
culture and geography ﬂora and fauna, birds and customs not continued to Punj ab best extending

its references to the boundaries ofAsiatic region.
His father Baba Narayan Singh was a Sikh priest oqurdwara BabaAj apal Singh. He
made him recite Gurbani at an very early age. Bhai Kahan Singh did not attend any education
institution but he attained knowledge of Sanskrit, English, Persian at home and with his own

efforts. Due to his competence he became most favorite ofﬁcial of Maharaja l-Iira Singh of
Nabha state and rose to the position of foreign Minister. He was also respected by the rulers
of Patiala state. It was Maharaja Bhupinder Singh who helped to publish Mahan Kosh in
1930. Bhai Kahan Singh has to work hard for 26 years for the preparation of this excellent
work.

.

This is the most appropriate work of Punj abi literature, which represents Punj ab in
logical and modern way of intellectual level. It gives sufﬁcient and accurate knowledge of
Punjabi language, Sikh literature, history, geography and cqlture of Punj ab with possible brevity.

viii
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With this volume the department is feeling great pleasure in presenting the complet

e English
version of Mahan Kosh in four volumes. Undoubted by this will largely contribute in promoti
on
and dissemination of Punj abi language, literature and culture. I hope this publication
of the
department will be warmly welcomed by the readers.
Deptt. of Development of Punjabi Language
Punjabi University, Patiala.

,

J asbir Kaur
Head

PREFACE
We feel highly honoured in presenting the fourth volume of the English version othai
Kahan Singh Nabha’s Gurushabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh in English before you. It is in
continuation of the first, second and third volumes which have already appeared earlier.
It is hard to think of a more authentic and comprehensive source ofknowledge and general
information about Sikhism. Therefore we embarked on this proj ect with the feeling that this
magnum opus of the greatest Sikh savant should be translated into English. We have been
encouraged by the reception of the ﬁrst three volumes to expedite the publication of the fourth

volume as early as possible.
Mahan Kosh, as this work ofvast magnitude and proportion is believed to be, contains
explication ofseminal words, terms and expressions drawn from the Gurbani in the ﬁrst instance.
Bhai Sahib has rare intellectual capacity in different areas such as philosophical, historical and
lexicographical. He has scholarly command on ancient Indian scriptures, literary epics, myths,
chronicles and Islamic lore with equal authority. Lest his explication should remain only in the
realm ofabstract explanation, he supplemented it with opulent illustrations from all the relevant
and valuable textual sources. Along with this, he complemented them with hisjudicious
cements, thereby extending the scope of his explication further.
While preparing this founh volume in English, the guidelines laid down earlier by the Advisory
Board, have been strictly adhered to. They are:
1) To preserve the authenticity and spirit of Mahan Kosh, the original text will be kept unaltered
and unedited. No editorial activity, regarding addition, deletion, correction or updating,

will be taken up.
2) The different categories into which the original text is classiﬁed i.e. the seminal word, its
grammatical form, etymology, variant meanings, usage in quotation etc. will be accurately
identiﬁed.
3) The English version ofMahan Kosh will embrace the original Gunnukhi alphabetical order
of the words. The Roman transliteration, will be done in accordance with its spellings and
not pronunciation.
4) The etymological word will be kept in the original script (i.e. Persian, Devanagari, Roman).
5) Only original quotations will be transliterated.
6) Footnotes will be given as in the original text.
7) Equivalent computer fonts will be prepared from Gurmukhi fonts used in Mahan Kosh.
The Editorial Board for this volume comprises Dr. Tejwant Singh Gill and Dr. Gurkirpal
Singh Sekhon. The former, a renowned scholar and translator ofEnglish into Punjabi and vice

x
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versa, is a retired professor of English. The latter, formerly a professor of English languag
e and
general linguistics, is a British-trained linguist. The way they have worked in unison and
with
mutual fruitﬁil dialogue for supervising and perfecting the translation and the transliteration,
sets
a precedent for proj ects to be taken up jointly in the future.
ਲ਼ੀ
To complete this task in a short span of time would not have been possible without the
enthusiasm and endeavour put in by the leamed team of translators. The list of contribu
tors to
this volume is given on page iv, and as coordinator of the proj ect, I owe them all my
sincere
thanks.
It is matter of honour for me to thank Dr. J aspal Singh, our worthy Vice-Chancellor,
who
as an ardent advocate and genuine lover of Punj abi Language, Literature and Culture,
has not
only appreciated this endeavour, but has wholeheartedly given all guidance, help and incentiv
es.
With a deep sense of gratitude I express my indebtedness to him.
I am extremely thankful to Dr. Jasbir Kaur, head of the Department of development
of ‘
Punj abi Language for the cooperation having been extended.
I acknowledge and appreciate the unstinting assistance that Mrs. Inderj it Kaur and Mr.
Satnam Singh have rendered to the onerous work of editing and proofreading. Their expertis
e
has gone a long way in imparting the required standard to this volume as well.
Thanks for this volume are due particularly to S. Rajinder Singh for putting the scripts
together and for helping in every way to give the volume a ﬁnal shape.
The Publication Bureau of Punjabi University, Patiala, has rendered all types of timely
help. The administrative staff of my Department deserves my profuse appreciation for clen'cal
help, given tirelessly and cheerfully.
I also express my thanks to all the well-wishers of the Proj ect, academic as also
administrative, my senior faculty—members and colleagues who have been generous with advice
and guidance. The credit for the completion of_ this ensuing proj ect goes to them too.
Deptt. of Development of Punjabi Language '
Punjabi University. Patiala.

Dhanwant Kaur
Project Co-ordinator

EDITORS’ NOTE
In continuation of the ﬁrst three volumes, the fourth volume of Mahan Kosh seeks to

translate each word, phrase and sentence of Bhaj Sahib, ﬁguring at whichever place in the entry,
into English. Quotations, given by Bhai Sahib from variegated sources and documents are
transliterated in specially evolved symbols. For transliterating them, a methodology was devised,
and to avoid any vagary, every eifort is made to stick to rules so devised. After several deliberations,
the choice of symbols for transliteration was decided for reasons of convenience and clarity of
usage. The detail of this methodology goes as under :

SYMBOLS FOR TRANSLITERATION
ਉ, :

ਊ, ਟੂ

ਓ, :

ਅ

ਆ, -ਸਾਂ

U
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0
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TRANSLITERATION RULES

Transliteration of quoted material, long passages or short lines, is within double quotes.
In Gurmukhi orthography, there are 10 vowels: 3 short, and 7 long.

The short vowels are :
The long vowels are :

ਅ/- [a],
ਅਾ/-ਯਾ [a],

1°8/F— [I],
' ੲੀ/ਜੋਂ [i],

ਏ/ਝੂ [e],

ਐ/ ਤੈ [e],

and ਉ/: [o].
ਊਂ/ਫ਼ੂ [u],
ਓ/ਝੂ [o],

and ਔਂ/ਥੂ [3].

Gurmukhi symbols before the ‘slashes’ in 2) and 3) are used syllable-initially or as

second part of a diphthong, and those after the slashes, called ਲਗਾਂ [laga], are hooked
to the Gurmukhi consonant symbols.
Final consonant in a syllable is always a-free, that is ਸੁਕ੍ਯਾ [mukta].
In ਕਰ [kar] and ਕਰਤਾ, ‘ਕ’ is ਅਕਾਰਾਂਤ [akarat] and ‘ਰ’ is ਮੁਕਤਾ [mokta].
ਅਕਾਰਾਂਤ [akarét] means that the consonant symbol includes a, and ਮੁਕਤਾ [mukta] means

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

that the consonant in question is a-less.
‘
To put in other words, a is neither marked nor pronounced after the last consonant of
a syllable.
Short vowels, I and o, are not normally pronounced if hooked to the ﬁnal consonant
of a word.
All long vowels, on the contrary, are pronounced in all positions.
Since the three short vowels are not pronounced after the last consonant of a word
(even though I and o are marked in Gurmukhi as also in transliteration), they do not
constitute the nucleus of the last syllable.
.
The nucleus of the last consonant of a word to which a long vowel is hooked is the
long vowel itself. In all other cases — that is, where a short (unpronounced) vowel is
hooked to the last consonant — the a preceding the ﬁnal consonant constitutes the
nucleus.
In view of somewhat Sanskritized and Persianized vocabulary of Punj abi, a number of

words may have conjunct consonants like ਕ੍ਰਿਪਾ [krIpa], ਸ੍ਵੈਜੀਵਨੀ [svejivni], urgﬂkhadyfa],
ਰਖ਼ੂਸਾਂ [rakhya] etc. formed by adding half letters to the preceding consonant. Similarly,
there are quite a few cases of consonant clusters like ਹਰਸ਼ [hers], ਹਸਤ [hast], ਬਹਸ਼ਿਤ
[bahIst], ਬਿਸਤ [bIst], ਕਰਮ [karm], ਗਰਮ [germ], ਸਰਬ [sarb], ਸਰਦ [sard] occurring

ﬁnally in a written word, though it cannot be denied that most Punj abis declusterize
these consonants by interposing a a in between them exactly as Gurmukhi orthography
demands. But a few hypersensitive and sophisticated speakers prefer a—less pronui 1ciations
in such cases. We follow the practice ofdeclusterization 0fthe consonants by inserting
a a between them.
15. We also ﬁnd occasional use of VIsarag [8] and odat L] symbols in Gurbani as in

Editors’ Note

xiii

ਦ੍ਰਿਤੰਤਣਛ [drIrétanah], ਥੰ'ਨ੍ਰਿ [bénhI].
16. In the case of two abutting consonants, the ﬁrst consonant is the arresting (closing)
consonant of the ﬁrst syllable, and the second consonant is the releasing (initiating)
consonant of the next syllable. In such a situation no a intervenes between the two
consonants. Remember: there is no a marked in between two consonants in
transliteration when the former closes a syllable and the latter starts the next.
17. Taking this View, it is possible to posit a syllable structure for Punjabi : (C) (C) V (C),
which gives us the following syllables : 1. V [ਆ]; 2. VC [ਉਸ]; 3. CV [FF]; 4. CVC
[ਬੇਰ]; 5. CCV [ਸ੍ਰੀ]; 6. CCVC [ਕ੍ਰਿਤ].
18. The commonest syllables are the ﬁrst four : V; VC; CV and CVC. The last two occur
with varying degree of frequency depending on a number of factors.
19. In our transliteration, nasalization is marked only when the original text demands it.
In no case, do we supply nasalization on our own. A tilde / ~/ is used for nasalization
in Punjabi. It appears over the vowel carrying nasalization:

ਕੰਤ /1<ਡੁ੮/

ਅੰਬ /5b/

20. All quoted material including long passages/stanzas in the Mahan Kosh is
transliterated.
21. Head word(s) of every entry is/are transliterated immediately after it/them within
square brackets. Cross-references in the Mahan Kosh are not transliterated, only the
Gurmukhi form is given as it is. Transliteration follows only the headwords. Words
written in Devnagari, Arabic/Persian scripts are retained as such to the extent
possible, but wordsfmm Sanskt'it/Hz'ndi, and Persian/Arabic written in Bhai Kahan
Singh ’s modified Gurmukhi script are transliterated within the ﬁamework 0f the
rules devisedfor transliteration 0f Punjabi words as given above, irrespective of
current practices adopted for their transliteration in respective languages.
22. When two Gurrnukhi vowel symbols are hooked to the same consonant, the one hooked
over the consonant precedes the one hooked below the consonant in transliteration:

ਭੂਖੇ ਪ੍ਰੀਤਿ ਹੁੰਵੈ ਅੰਨੁ ਖਾਇ! |
bhukhe pritI houvs Emu khaI.
ਸਰਣਿਪਇਅਾਨਨ੍ਯਸੁੰਹੇਲਾ
saranI paIa nanak soohela

ਸਹਸਮੂਰਤਿਕ੍ਯਾਏਕਤੋ਼ਹੀ
sahas muratI nana el< toohi.

23. A voiced aspirated ੦0[150[18ਪਿੰ(ਭਰਾ bhara) is distinguished from a voiced consonant

xiv
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followed by ‘h’ sound thus: ਕਬਹੂੰ kab-hﬁ. By retaining voiced aspirated consonants in our
transliteration, we have only tried conservatively t0 trudge a relatively safe track.
SOME OTHER RULES

Translation : We have provided within single quotes translation only for references which
Bhai Sahib Kahan Singh has translated, and t0 the extent he has done it.
Punctuation : F ollowing Bhai Kahan Singh’s punctuation may seem difﬁcult to follow,
but consistency, uniformity and editorial convenience suggested that we deviate from it to

the minimum extent possible.

~

Proper Nouns : A11 proper nouns in the body of the running text have their usual roman
spellings without an ‘a’, that is a schwa [a] after last consonant as per Punjabi practice, ie,
Shiv, Ram, Krishan, Dev, Nanak.

F ootnotes : F ootnotes are retained at the end of the relevant pages and not absorbed in the
body of the text. This is to ensure that we stay as close to Bhai Sahib as possible.
Addendum : It is considered best to incorporate the addenda in the last Volume.
Special Symbols : Like | S... for metre are retained.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE ENGLISH VERSION OF
BHAI KAHAN SINGH’S ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF
THE SIKH LITERATURE
Abbreviations used

for

Abbreviations used in

the English Version

in Mahan Kosh
ਉਪ.

ਉਪਸਗੰ. Preposition.

ਅ:

ਅਸ੍ਵਪ੍ਯਾਥੂਸ਼ਾ ਅਤੇ ਅਧ੍ਯਾਯ.

a

ਅੁ.
ਅਸਫੋ.

ਅਰਬੀ ਭਾਸਾ.
ਜ੍ਯੋਟਕ ਕਬਿੱਤ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

A
aspho

ਅਕਾਲ.

ਅਕਾਲਉਸਤਤਿ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

aka]

ਅਜਰਾਜ.

ਰਾਜਾ ਅਜ ਦੀ ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

aj

ਅਜੈ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਅਨੁ.

ਅਜੈ ਸਿੰਘ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.
ਅਨੁਕਰਣ. ਸ਼ਬਦ ਦੀ ਨਕਲ. Onomatopoéia.

ajg
onom

prep

ਅਰਹੰਤਾਞ.

ਅਹੰਤ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

arhét

ਆਸਾ.

ਆਸਾ ਰਾਗ.

asa

ਏਡੀ.

AD. ਈਸਵੀ ਸਨ.

AD

ਸ.

ਸਲੋਕ.

's

ਸਹਸ.

ਸਹਸਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ ਸਲੋਕ.

sahas

ਸਨ.
ਸਨਾਮਾ.

ਈਸਵੀ ਸਨ (ਸਾਲ).
ਸ਼ਸਤੁਨਾਮਮਾਲਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

AD
sanama

ਸਮੁਦੁਮਥਨ.

ਸਮੁੰਦਰ ਰਿੜਕਣ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

samudrmathan

ਸਰਵ.

ਸਰਵਨਾਮ. ਪੜਨਾਉ". Pronoun.

pron

ਸਲੋਹ.

ਸਰਵਲੇਂਹ ਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

saloh

ਸਵਾ.

ਸਲੋਕ ਵਾਰਾਂ ਤੇ ਵਧੀਕ.

sava

ਸਵੈਯੇ ੩੩

ਤੇਤੀ ਸਵੈਯੇ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

saveye 33

ਸਾਰ.

ਸਾਰੰਗ ਰਾਗ.

sar

ਸਿੰਧੀ.

ਸਿੰਧੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

S

ਸੂਹੀ.
ਸੂਰਜਾਞ.

' ਸੂਹੀ ਰਾਗ.
ਸੂਰਯ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

suhi
suraj

ਸੋਰ.

ਸੋਰਠ ਰਾਗ.

sor

ਸੰ.
ਸੰਕ੍ਯਾ.
ਸੰਮਤ.

ਸੰਸਕ੍ਰਿਤ ਭਾਸਾ.
ਨਾਮ. Noun.
ਵਿਕੁਮੀ ਸਾਲ.

Ski
)1
5ਕੈ…ਹਿ
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ਸ੍ਰੀਰਾਗ.

sri

ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ ਵਿੱਚ ਜ਼ਫ਼ਰਨਾਮੇ ਪਿੱਛੇ ਜੋ ੧੧ ਹਕਾਇਤਾਂ ਲਿਖੀਆਂ ਹਨ. hakayat
ਹਜ਼ਾਰੇ ਸ਼ਬਦ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

hajare 10

ਹਨੂਮਾਨ ਨਾਟਕ, ਦ੍ਰਿਦਯਰਾਮ ਕ੍ਰਿਤ.

hanu

ਹਿੰਦੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

H

n?g(Hebrew) ਭਾਸਾ ਇਬਰਾਨੀ.

He

ਕਸ਼ੱਯਪ ਅਵਤਾਰ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਕੱਛਪ ਅਵਤਾਰ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

kassap
kacch

ਕਲਕੀ ਅਵਤਾਰ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਕਲਿਆਨ ਰਾਗ.
ਬਾਵਨਕਵਿ, ਸ਼੍ਰੀਦ੍ਸ਼ਮੋਸ਼ਜੀਦੇਦਰਬਾਰੀ.
ਕਸ਼ਮੀਰੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

kaIki
kaII
52 Poets
K

ਕ੍ਯਾ ਰਾਗ.

kan

ਕੇਦਾਰਾ ਰਾਗ.

keda

ਕ੍ਰਿਯਾ ਵਾਚਕ ਸ਼ਬਦ. Verb. ‘
ਕ੍ਰਿਸਨ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਕ੍ਰਿਯਾ ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਣ. Adverb.
ਖ਼ਾਲਸੇ ਦਾ ਸੰਕੇਤ ਕੀਤਾ ਸ਼ਬਦ.
ਖਾਲਸੇ ਦੀ ਮਹਿਮਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

v
krIsan
adv
xa
xam

ਗਉੜੀ ਰਾਹਿ.

gau

ਗੁਜਰਾਤੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

Gj

ਗ਼ੁਰੁਪੁਤਘ ਸੂਰ੍ਯ (ਸੂਰਜ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼).

GPS

ਗੁਰੁਪਦ ਪ੍ਰੇਮ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼.

gurupad

ਗੁਰੁ'ਵਿਲਾਸ ਛੀਵੀੰ ਪਾਤਸ਼ਾਹੀ ਦਾ.

GV 6

ਗੁਰੁਵਿਲਾਸ ਦਸਵੀਂ ਪਾਤਸ਼ਾਹੀ ਦਾ.

CV 10

ਗੂਜਰੀ ਰਾਗ-

guj

ਗੌ'ਡ ਰਾਗ.

g5d

ਗਜਾਨਪ੍ਰਬੋਂਧ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

gyan

ਚਉਬੋਲੇ.

cau

ਚਚਿਤ੍ਰੋਪਾਪ੍ਯਾਨ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

carItr .

ਬੋਜ੍ਯੋਚੌਂਘੀ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

capai

ਚੌਬੀਸਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਭੂਮਿਕਾਅਤੇਅਵਤਚਾਂਦੀਕ੍ਰਗ਼ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.
ਚੰਡੀਚਰਿਤ੍ ਵਡਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਚੰਡੀਚਚਿਤ੍ਰ ਛੋਟਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

cabis
cédi 1
cédi 2

ਚੰਡੀ ਦੀ ਵਾਰ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

Cédi 3

ਚੰਦ੍ਰਮਾ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

Cédr

ਚੰ'ਬੇ ਦੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

C

ਜਨਮ.

b
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Abbreviations

ਜਨਮਸਾਖੀਭਾੲੀਮਨੀਂਸਿੰਘਜੀਦੀ.
ਜਨਸ੍ਯਖ਼ੀਭਢੀਬਾਲੇਵਲੀ.

JSBM
JSBB

ਰਾਜਾਜਜ੍ਯੋਜਯਦੀਕਥਾ, ਤ੍ਯਾਗ੍ਰੇਥ.
ਜਫ਼ਰਨਾਮਹ.
ਜਲੰਧਰਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

jag
jaja l'I
janmcjay
jafar
jalédhar
jfdgi

ਨ੍ਹੂੰਥੂਜ਼
ਿੰਯਿਭੰਛੂਭ
ੰਚੂਥੂਯੂੰਲ
਼ੀਚੂਭੂ
ਕੌਂਯੂੰ
ਛ
ੂ
ਫ
ੂ
ਭੈਭੂ-ਭੰਥੂਚੂ-ਥੂਭੂਛੂਥੂਲ਼ੀਭੰ ਭੂ .

n

9

.„

ਜੈਜਾਵੰਤੀਰਾਗ.
ਜੈਤਸਰੀਰਾਗ.

jcja

ਵਾਰਗੁਰੂਗੋਬਿੰਦਸਿੰਘਜੀ,ਕਿਸੇਪੇ੍ਮੀਦੀਰਚਨਾ,ਜਿਸਵਿਚ

jégnama

ਔਥਿੰਗਜ਼ੇਬਅਤੇਉਸਦੀਪੁਤ੍ਰੀਜ਼ੇਬੁੱਨਿਸਾਦਾਸਵਾਲਜਵਾਬਹੈ.
ਟੌਡੀਰਾਗ.

todi

ਡਿੰਗਲਭਯਾ.ਇਹਰਾਜਪੂਤਾਨੇਦੇਕਵੀਆਂਦੀਂਪੁਰਾਣੀ

Dg

ਬੋਂਲੀਂਹੈ.
ਤਨਖਾਹਨਾਮਾ.
ਤਿਲੰਗਰਾਗ.

tanama

ਤੁਰਕੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਤੁਖਾਰੀਰਾਗ.
ਥਲੀਦੇਸ਼ਦੀਭਾਸਾ.
ਦੱਖਣੀਭਾਸਾ.
ਚੱਤਾਤੋ੍‘ਯਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਰਾਜਾਦਿਲੀਖਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਦੀਵਾਨਗੋਂਯਾ(ਭਾੲੀਨੰਦਲਾਲਜੀਦੀਆਂਗ਼ਜ਼ਲਾਂ).
ਦੇਹਾਂਤ

jet

tIIég
T

tukha
Th
Dcn

dott

d Ilip
digo
d
dev

ਧਨਾਸਰੀਰਾਗ.

dhana

ਧਨੁੂੰਤਰਿਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

dhanétar

Verbalroot.

vr

ਨਸੀਹਤਨਾਮਾ.
ਨਟਰਾਗ.
ਨਰਸਿੰਘਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਨ੍ਯਨਾਰਾਯਣਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਨ੍ਯਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਗੁਰੂਨਾਨਕਪੁਕਾਸ਼.
ਪਹਾੜੀਭਾਸਾ.

nasihat
n9;

narsfgh
namarayan
nara v '
NP

Pa
paras ਰ੍

ਰਾਜਾਪਰੀਕਿਤਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

prichal

ੂ
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ਪਾਲੀਭਾਸਾ.

Pl
paras

ਪੁਰਤਗਾਲੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਪੂਰਵੀਭਾਸਾ.

1’g
Pu

ਪੋਠੇਹਾਰੀਸ਼ਬਦ.

[’0

7:r37IIIrT.Sufﬁx.

s uf
prabha
Pkt

PP

ਪ੍ਰਭਾਤੀਰਾਗ.

ਪ੍ਰਕ੍ਤਿਭਯਾ.

PPP

ਫ਼ੌਫੂਭੂਫ਼ੌਭੰਛੂੰਭੰ ‘ਭੰਡ਼ਾਕੌਂਛੂਖ਼ੂ ਚੂਵੂਕੋ ਥੂਭੂਟੂ

prI Um

ਥਮ

ਫ਼ਾਰਸੀਭਾਸਾ.
ਫ੍ਰੈ'ਚਮ੍ਥੂਸ੍ਯਧੀਗ਼

F

ਬਸੰਤ(ਞਸੰਤ)ਰਾਗ.

basét

ਬਾ'ਗਰਦੀਭਾਸਾ.
ਬਾਵਨਅਖਰੀ.
ਬਿਹਾਗੜਾਰਾਗ.
ਬਿਲਾਵਲਰਾਗ.
[3-6.ੲੀਸਵੀਸਨਤੋਂ'ਪਂਹਿਲਾਂ.
ਰਾਜਾਵੇਣਦੀਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.
ਬੈਰਾਡ਼ੀਰਾਗ.

Bg

ਭਾਈਬੰਨੋਂਵਾਲੀਸ਼੍ਰੀਗੁਰੂਗ੍ਰੰਥਸਾਹਿਬਦੀਬੀੜ.

b.5110

ਬੁਹਮਾਦੇਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਬਾਈਗੁਚੁਦਧ੍ਯਜੀਦੀਰ੍ਯਢਵੀਂਵ੍ਯਦੀਵ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾ
ਭਾੲੀਮਨੀਂਸਿੰਘਜੀਕ੍ਤਿ.

braham

ਭਾਈਗੁਰੁਦਾਸਜੀਦੇਕਬਿੱਤ.

ਭੈਰਉ(ਭੈਰਵ)ਰਾਗ.
ਮਹਲਾ,ਅਰਥਾਤਪਾਤਸ਼ਾਹੀ(ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ).
ਮੱਕੇਮਦੀਨੇਦੀਗੋਸਟਿ.

ਮਛਾਵ.

ਮਨੁਸਿਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ.
ਮਨੁਚੇਰ੍ਯਦਾਪੁਸੰਗ,ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.
ਮਹਾਗਾਟ੍ਰੀਭਾਸਾ.
ਮਲਾਰਰਾਗ.
ਮਾਧਵਾਨਲਸੰਗੀਤ.
ਸ੍ਯਧਦੇਸ਼ਦੀਭਾਸਾ.
ਮਾਝਰਾਗ.

I)

ba van

bIha

bIIa
BC

ben
bera

bhag ta v11'

BG
BGK
bhsr
m
mago
macch
manu
manuraj
M
mala
ma 55g

Mg
majh
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Abbreviations

ਥੂਛੂਡੂੰਵ੍ਭੂ ਭੋਲ਼ਾਭੋਜ਼ਘੀ

ਯੁਧਿਸਟਰਰ੍ਹਾਜ.

ਖ

Latin.
ਮਮ

ਵਡ
ਵਰਾਹ
ਵਾ
ਵਾਮਨਾਞ
ਵਾਰ੧
ਵਾਰ੨
ਵਾਰ੩
ਵਾਰ੭
ਵਿ.
ਵਿਸਨਾਞ

médha ta

ਮਾਰਵਾਡ਼ੀ.
ਮਾਰੂ ਰਾਗ.
ਮਾਲੀਂਗੌੜਾਰਾਗ.

Mv

ਮੁਲਤਾਨੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

Ml

ਮੋ-ਹਿਨੀ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਰਾਜਾ ਯੁਥਿਸ੍ਵਿਰ ਦੀ ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਯੂਨਾਨੀ ਭਾਸਾ.
.

mohni

yuthst‘ar

ਯੌਗਿਕ ਸ਼ਬਦ. Etymological.

cpd, ety

ਰਹਿਤਨਾਮਾ.

rahIt

ਰਾਜਾ ਰਘੁ ਦੀ ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

raghu

ਰਾਮਕਲੀਰਾਗ.
ਰਾਮ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.
ਰੁਦ੍ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦਾ ਪ੍ਰਸੰਗ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.
ਲੈੱਟਿਨਭਾਸਾ.

ram

L

ਲੋਕੋਕ੍ਰਿ. ਲੋਕਾਂ ਦੀ ਕਚਿਨਾਵਤ.

prov

ਵਡਹੰਸਰਾਗ.

vad

ਵਰਾਹ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

varah

ਵਾਕਸ.
ਵਾਮਨ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.
ਜਿਸਰਾਗਦੀਇੱਕਵਾਰਹੈ ਉਸਲਈਕੋਈਔਗਠਹੀਂ.

sen

mam
ma11'

G

rama V

rudr

vaman

var 1
var 2

੧-੨-੩ ਵਰਤੇਹਨ, ਐਸੇ ਹੀਐਤਸੇਮਅਾਦਿਦਿਨਾਂਸੰਬੰਧੀ

var 3

ਬਾਣੀਲੲੀਵਾਰ ੭‘ਹੈ.

var 7

ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਣ. Adjective.

a d}

‘ਵਿਸਨੁਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ,ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ

ਵਿਚਿਤੂ ਨਾਟਕ.

ਵ੍ਯ

ਅਵ੍ਯਯ. Particle.

VIsan
VN

_

part

ਵ੍ਰਜ

ਵੁਜਭਾਸਾ (ਮਥੁਰਾ ਛਿੰਦਾਵਨ ਦੀ ਬੇਲੀ).

Vj

ਵ੍ਰਿਥੂ’ਦ

ਛਿੰਦ ਕਵਿ ਦੀ ਸਤਸਈ.

vrfd

NEW LETTERS
For writing in the standard language of a country, there is no need to form new letters.
Whichever letters the scholars of the language have formed, those perform the whole task.
While writing in a foreign language, the task gets tough. No wonder there is an urgent need
to form new letters. For writing in Punjabi, the Gurmukhi letters are so ﬂawless that no
new formations are required.

ਕਗ਼ੁ ਰਿ-ਰਿਸਿ

@ ਤ-ਤਕਲੀਂਫ਼

_“,

ਸ-ਸਬੂਤ

"ਭਿ ਸ਼-ਸ਼ਰੀਰ

],

ਤੁ-ਤੁਬੀਬ

J

ਸ-ਸਹੂਲਤ

,

ਹ-ਹਜਵ

J

ਸ਼-ਸ਼ਹੀਦ

ਧ ਸ-ਸਟ ਸ਼ਾਭ੍ਰਿ

”ਯ ਸ-ਸਮਾਯੰ

C ਹੁਂ-ਹੁਰਾਮ

ਗ਼ ਕ਼-ਕਮਾ

ਨੂੰ

ਗ਼ ਜ਼. ਜਾਨ (ਗਜਾਨ)
- ਹ'ਸੰ'

-ਦੁ :ਖ ਨਮ:2
ਮਨਸ੍3

J ਸ-ਸਬਰ

.ਖ-ਖ਼ੁਸ਼ਕ

C

ਉ-ਅੁ-ਇ

,-

ਜ-ਜਿਕਰ

\

ਉਮਰ-ਅੁਕ਼ਲ-ਇਲਮ

j

ਜ਼-ਜ਼ਹਿਰ

C

ਗ-ਗ਼ਰਕ਼

ਭੰ“
J
`

ਫ਼-ਫ਼ੌਜ
ਕ਼-ਕੁਤਲ
ਚਸ਼ਮੇ Hr.4

ਭੰ ਜ-ਅਜਦਹਾ
ਗੀ ਜ-ਜ੍ਯਾਫ਼ਤ
],. ਜ-ਜਰੂਰ

lThis ‘r’ is marked over a character.

2This is called VIsargé.
3This \marks a a-less consonant.
4This sign stands for a vowel sound in between [I] and [e].

INTRODUCTION
After going through Pandit Tara Singh’s Guru Granth Kosh in Sammat 1955 (1898
AD) and Bhai Hazara Singh’s Sri Guru Granth Kosh in 1957 (1900 AD), I got the idea
to especially prepare a useful good lexicon by including words which have appeared in
Guru Granth Sahib and arranging them in the order of characters and vowel symbols.I
For making this idea a success, I commenced a special study of Sri Guru Granth Sahib
which took me ﬁve years to complete. As I started arranging the words in order and saw
the Encyclopmdia Britannica, I thought that there should be a similar reference book for
Sikh literature which might properly distinguish all words contained in Sikh religious
literature.
.
During Sammat 1963 (1906 AD), I studied Dasam Granth, and after that works of'Bhai
Gurdas, Bhai Nand Lal, Sarab Loh Prakash, Guru Sobha. Anecdotes by Bhai Mani Singh,

Gumpad Prem Prakash, Hukamnamas, commentaries on Gurubam’ and several historical
treatises. Having read them, I-noted down words and after pondering over all aspects of
etymology and semantics2 and after discussing them from time to time with learned men, I
succeeded in discovering their actual and suggestive meanings.
Due to several reasons, following the death of Maharaja Hira Singh of Nabha on
May 10, 1912, I gave up service of the State; I went to Kashmir to spend the summer, and
there on 20'“ May after ardas started writing Gurushabad Ramakar Mahan Kosh. It was
completed on F ebruary 6, 1926.
The completion of the book was followed by concern about. its publication. Maharaja
Brij endra Singh of Faridkot who had promised its printing and publication, had expired,
and Maharaj a Ripudaman Singh of Nabha, who for one and a half year had been giving
ample funds for my staff and had sanctioned large amount of money for the printing of the
book, abdicated and went away from Nabha. The Administrator of the state declared treasury
as empty and declined to get the book published.
At last in consultation with some friends, it was decided that ﬁve hundred customers
should be found each of whom would pay half the price of the book in advance thus enabling
it to be sent for publication. For this purpose one thousand specimen booklets were got
printed and distributed as also advertisements were issued to newspapers. Only for two
'In Pandit Tara Singh’s Kosh, thus is the order in which words begin and end: ਸਉਤ, ਸਲਿਤਾ, ਸਮਰੱਥ, ਸਦਾ,

ਸਹਜਸਮਾਧਿ, ਸਰਨ, ਸਮਾਨ, ਸਰਬ… etc. In Bhai Hazara Singh’s Kosh, words observe this order as ਓਕ, ਉਕਤ, ਊਖਰ,
ਉਗਲਾਰੇ, ਓਘ, ਊਚ ਉਛਾਹੜਾ, ਉਜ਼ੂ, ਉਜਲ. ਓਜਾੜ, ਉਝਰਤ, ਓਟ… etc.
7“akz‘1ksa pun yogyata sénIdhan pohlcan. tatparoy cotho mile, hove sabodgyan.”-Bhai Gulab Singh ],“.

In this connection, See ਵਿੱਤਿ 4.
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hundred copies did the customers come forward over nine months.1
Having been disappointed by the public, I appealed’to the Sikh Maharaj as, requested
them to buy three hundred copies and favour me by assisting in the proﬁtable venture.
Maharaja Bhupendra Singh of Patiala called me to Chail on October 1, 1927 and issued an
order that he would meet all expenditure on the Mahan Kosh, and that it would be published
by the State of Patiala and that all advance payment received from the prospective buyers be
returned forthwith. This was done and the printing of the book commenced at Sudarshan
Press Amritsar on October 26, 1927 and ended on April 13, 1930.2
The contents ofthis Mahan Kosh (Encyclopaedia ofﬂze Sikh Literature) the readers will know
themselves by reading it, but to mention them brieﬂy inthe introduction seems appropriate indeed:
(1) Included are words from all well-known books ofprose and verse which relate to Sikhism.
(2) Not only the alphabetical order of words, but that of the vowel symbols has also

been maintained, like — ਅਉ [av] , ਅਉਸਰ [aosar], ਅਉਹਠ [auhath] , ਅਉਹਾਰ [aohar],
ਅਉਂਖ [aokh], ਅਉਖਦ [aukhad], ਅਉਗੁਣ [augon], ਅਉਘਟ [aughat], ਅਉਚਰ [aucar],
ਅਉਛਕ [aochak]... ਅਇਅਾਨ [alan], ਅੲੀਏ [916],ਅਸ [as], ਅਸਰ [asah], ਅਸਤ [asat],
ਅਸਤਾ [asta], ਅਸਥਿ [asathI], ਅਸਥਿਰ, [asthIr] ਅਸਨ [asan], ਅਸਪ [asap], ਅਸਬਾਬ
[asbab], ਅਸਮਰਥ [asmarath], ਅਸਮਾਨ [asman], ਅਸ਼ਰਫੀ [asraphi], ਅਸਾ [asa], ਅਸਾਡਾ

[asada], ਅਸਾਧ [asadh], ਅਸਾਰ [asar], ਅਸਿ [aSI], ਅਜਿਤ [as:t], ਅਸੀਸ [8515].ਅਸੀਮ
[asim], ਅਸੀਲ [asil], ਅਸੁ [asu], ਅਸ਼ੁਚਿ [asUCI], ਅਸੁਰ [asor], ਅਸੂਅਾ [asuaj, ਅਸੂਤ
[asut], ਅਸੇਖ [asekh], ਅਸੈ [ass], ਅਸੋਕ [asok], ਅਸੋਚ [asoc], ਅਸੰਖਰ੍[85ਟੈ1<11], ਅਸੰਗਤਂ
[95ਟੈ89੮], ਅਸੰਭਵ [asébhav], ਅੱਸੀ [assi], ਅੱਸੂ [assu],3 ਅਬੂ [asro] etc.
(3) Meanings of words have been clariﬁed by mentioning their roots and derivation.
In this regard, readers are required to keep in mind that in Sanskrit 1708 roots
have resulted in lacs of words. On further investigation, it seems valid to hold
that betwixt the roots and the words formed therefrom, supreme is the conceived
meaning. F rom vr ਅਸ੍ is derived ਅਸਿ [351]. The root means ‘to cut’. On this

basis, ਅਸਿ can without any problem be used for ਕੁਹਾੜਾ [kohara], ਛਦ੍ਹੀ [chavhi] or
ਟੇਕਾ [toka] , but by extension this word has been used by scholars for a sword too.
(4) If a word has several meanings, its components are given and with examples their
meanings are classiﬁed. See ਸਾਰ, ਹਰਿ, ਕਾਮ, ਗਤਿ, ਗੁਣ, ਨਾਰ, ਨਿਹੰਗ, ਪੀਰ, ਬਾਮ, ਬਾਰ, ਰਾਮ… etc.
(5) If a noun relates to a Puran, Simriti or Shastar, its full detail is provided. See

ਉਗ੍ਰਸੇਨ, ਅਸ਼੍ਵਮੇਂਧ, ਸ਼ੁਨਹਸ਼ੇਫ ਗਜ, ਜਨਕ, ਪੁਰਖੁ, ਪਂਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ, ਮਧੁ, ਮਨੁ, ਯਾਟਸ੍ਯਵਲਰ੍ਯ… etc.
lOrder for seventy copies was placed by Sardar Bahadur Sardar Dharam Singh, a government contractor.
2I spent 28 years in identifying'words, explicating them and checking their proofs.
3Conjunct characters come after matras, that is why words like ਅੱਸੀ and ਅੱਸੂ follow ਟਿੱਪੀ [tIppi] (nasalization) ,
as a conjunct character will come after a character with an ਅਧਿਕ [adhxk] if they were written using
Sanskrit pattern : ਗਥੀ, ਡੈਮੋਗ੍ , conjunct characters not being there [hal] sign has occasionally been used

as m ਪ੍ਲਕ.
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(6)

Briefreferential detail is given to explain words relating to history. See ਅਕਬਰ, ਅਮਰਦਾਸ

' (7)

Full location of gurdwaras, alongwith historical account, is given. See ਅਬਿਚਲਨ੍ਯਥਿੰ.

-=੧ ਨੰਦ, ਪ੍ਰਿਥੀਰਾਜ… etc.
ਇ, ਹਚਿਸ੍ਚੰਦ੍ ਨਾਨਕ ਦੇਵ ਸਤਿਗਰ
ਸਤਿਗਰ
~=, ਔਰੰਗਜ਼ੇਬ ਹਕੀਕਤਰਾ

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ, ਅਚਿਪੂੰਰ, ਕਰਤਾਰਪੁਰ. ਚਮਕੋਰ, ਨਾਨਕ਼ਿਆਨਾ, ਬਗਦਾਦ, ਮੁਕਤਸਰ, ਲਹੌਰ… etc.

(8)

Full speciﬁcation isiprovided ofwords relating to geography. See ਉੱਚ, ਕਾਬਾ. ਕਾਬੁਲ,

(9)

Full effort has been made to explain botanical names deriving from Latin. See

(10)
(11)

Elucidation is given of words concerning science. See ਘੁੰਮਣਘੇਰ, ਬਿਜਲੀ, ਭੁਚਾਲ… etc.
Correct forms are given ofhistorical names which with the passage of time and
colloquial pronunciation have so changed that it is difﬁcult to specify their original

ਦਿੱਲੀ, ਪੰਚਾਲ ਮਦ੍, ਰਾਢਾ… etc.

ਉਦੁੱ-ਬਰ, ਅਕਾਸਬੇਲ, ਤਗਰ, ਤਿਲਕ, ਮੌਲਸਰੀ, ਲਸਣ… etc.

or real formations, as in case ਘੰਅਦੁਹਮਾਨ [adrahman], ਅਬੂਤਬੇਲਾ [abutbela], ਖੋਜ
ਜਨਾਵਰ [khoj janavar], ਟਟੀਹਰੀ ਸ਼ੇਖ [tatihri sekh], ਸ਼ੇਖ ਬ੍ਰਹਮ [sekh braham], ਢਬਾੲੀ
[dhabai], ਲੋਣੀ ਅਖਤਰ [loni akhtar]... etc.

(12)

Religious terms relating to Islam, Christianity, Parsees, have been distinguished
ਜਗਾਤ,
and explained in full. See ਇਸਲਾਮ ਦੇ ਫਿਰਕੇ, ਇੰਜੀਲ, ਈਸਾਡੂੰੲੀਦ, ਹੱਜ, ਕੁਰਾਨ, ਖ਼ਲੀਫ਼ਾ,

ਨਮਾਜ਼ ਪਾਰਸੀ, ਫਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ, ਮੁਹੰਮਦ, ਮੂਸਾ… etc.

,

(14)

e
At several places, maps, sketches and images have been provided to facilitat
their understanding. See ਅਬਿਚਲਨ੍ਯਹਿੰ, ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ. ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ, ਸਾਜ, ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀ, ਸਿੰਘ, ਦਿੱਲੀ,
ਨਾਨਕ਼ਪੰ'ਥੀ, ਬਗਦਾਦ, ਲਹੌਰ… etc.
ਸ਼ੂਤਿ.
Thorough research has been undertaken in the case of musical terms. See

(15)

Words appearing as riddles have been elaborately explained. See ਸਸਿਅਠੁਜਨਨਿਜਾ

(16)

Detail is given about words relating to medicines and diseases. See ਸੌ'ਢ, ਸੰਨਿਪਾਤ,

(17)

Pronunciation of words taken from Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, etc. has been

(13)

ਸ੍ਵਰ, ਠਾਟ, ਬਿਲਾਵਲ, ਭੈਰਵ, ਮੂਰਛਨਾ, ਰਾਗ… etc.

ਚਰਨਾਥ ਸਤੂ, ਝਖਧਰਸੁਤਧਰ ਧਰ, ਪ੍ਰਿਬਵੀਂਬਿੰਦਪੰਚਾਨ੍ਯ ਚਿਪੁਸਮੁਦ੍ਪਿਤਕਾਨਅਰਿ… etc.

ਹਲਕ, ਹੈਜਾ, ਜਵਾਇਨ, ਤਾਪ, ਦਾਰਚੀਨੀ, ਬਨਫ਼ਸ਼ਾ, ਮਿਰਗੀ… etc.

.

clariﬁed

by putting them in the source language.
which after
It is also essential to tell the readers that words of different languages
meaning, should
absorption by the Punj abi language have totally changed their form and
them incorrect
call
to
in their present form and meaning be taken as correct. It is not proper
and relegate them to their former shape.l '

es. However, current orthography
IWith the passage oftime, spellings ofwords change in all the languag
ਧੁਹੂਂਬ੍ਰੂਵੋ, ਛਜਿ਼ਰ੍ for ਵ੍ਯਗ਼ਰ੍; Will for
doesnot regard obsolete spellings wrong as in Ramayan: ਜ਼ਹੂਯੇਟ੍ਰ for

English words: aboutc ’
ਸ੍ਯਣ੍ਚਣਧੀ; ਗ਼ਸਿਚਸ਼੍ਯਰ for ਗ਼ਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਗ; ਚਾਝਧ for ਗਂਧੇਟਫੋਪੌਂ; merit for ਸ’ਲ਼ਵ੍ਯਾਲ਼ਾਰੀ. Similarly, in old

heuen (heaven); hight (height); hys ×
(about); bricke (brick); Cabull (Kabul); gode (good); hande (hand);
preue (prove); speche (speech);
(his); lande (land); Londinium (London); Noapolis (Naples); nyght (night);
‘
tonne (ton); trouthe (truth) etc. are not incorrect.
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Scholars have divided words into eight categories, viz, ਤਤ੍ਸਮ
[tatsam], ਅਰਧ ਤਤ੍'ਸਮ

[aradh tatsam], ਤਦਭਵ [tadbhav], ਸੈ-ਸਾੰਸ਼੍ਰਤ [mIert],
ਅਨੁਕਰਣ [anukaran], ਪ੍ਰਤਿਧ੍ਰਨਿ

[pratIdhvanI], ਸਾਂਕੇਤਕ [5ਕੇਂ1<€ਚਿ]<], and ਸੰਕਿਪੁ [sékstt].
(a)

ਤਤ੍ਸਮ (unaltered) are those words which after absor
ption into Punjabi/other
languages retain their original fo‘rm and meaning. For
example ਉੱਤਮ [uttam],

ਉਦਾਰ [Udar], ਉਪਕਾਰ [Upkar], ਉਪਮਾ [Upma], ਅਂਇਿ [anét],
ਅਪਮਾਨ [apman], ਅੰਤ
[5t], ਅੰਨ [fan], ਇੱਛਾ [Iccha], ਸੁਖ [sukh], ਸੁਗੰਧ [sugédh], ਸੇਵਾ
[seva], ਹਠ [hath],
ਹਲ [hal], ਹੰਸ [}1ਟੋ5], ਕਥਾ [katha], ਕੀਲ [kil], ਕੋਟ [1<01_:], ਗੁਣ [gun]
, ਚਿੰਤਾ [cita], ਚੰਚਲ
[(:ਫੌਧਗਂ], ਜਗਤ [jagat], ਜਾਪ [jap], ਜਾਰ [jar], ਤੇਜ [tej], ਤੌਲ [tol],
ਦਾਸ [das], ਦਾਨ

[dan], ਦਿਨ [dIn], ਧਨ [dhan], ਧੂਪ [dhup], ਨਾਮ [11am],
ਨੀਚ [nic], ਪਲ [pal], ਪੁਲ
[p01], ਪ੍ਰਸਾਦ [prasad], ਪ੍ਰਾਣ [pram], ਫਲ [phal], ਬਲ [bal],
ਬੰਧਨ [bédhan], ਭਜਨ
[bhajan], ਭਾਰ [bhar], ਭੋਗ [bhog], ਮੱਲ [mall], ਮਿਤੁ [mItr],
ਮੋਹ [moh], ਮੰਗਲ [mégal],
ਮੰਤੁ [métr], ਰਸ [res], ਰਣ [ran], ਰਥ [rath], ਰਾਜਾ [raja], ਰੂਪ
[rpp], ਰੌਮ [mm], ਲੋਕ

[1੦1<], ਲੋਭ [lobh], ਵਸਤੁ [vastu] etc. are from Sanskrit;

`

ਉਮਿੰਤ [ummat], ਅਮਾਨਤ [amanat], ਅਮੀਰ [amir], ਔਰਤ [brat]
, ਸਨਦ [sanad],

ਸਬਬ [sabab], ਸਰਦਾਰ [sardar], ਸਲਾਮ [salam], ਹਵੇਲੀ [haveli], ਹਿੰਮਤ'ਸਿ
਼ਨ੍ਹੂੰਗ਼ਰਗ੍ਰੇਚੂ‘ਹੇਂਲ
[}1੨1], ਕਬਾਥ [kebab], ਕਮਾਲ [kamal], ਕਮੀ [kami], ਕਿਤਾਬ [kItab],
ਕੁਰਸੀ [kursi],

ਗੁਨਾਹ [gunah], ਚਮਨ [caman], ਜਹਾਨ [jahan], ਜਲਸਾ [jalsa], ਜਾਨ
[jan], ਜਿਗਰ [jIgar],

ਜੰਗ [jég], ਤੀਰ [tir], ਦਸਤਾਰ [dastar], ਦਰਗਾਹ [dargah], ਦਰਜਾ [darja
], ਦਰਦ [dared],
ਦਿਲ [dIl], ਦੀਨ [din], ਦੀਵਾਨ [divan], ਦੇਗ [deg], ਦੌਲਤ [dalat], ਨਹਿਰ
[nahIr], ਨਰਦ
[narad], ਨ੍ਯਮ [naram], ਨਵਾਬ [navab], ਠੋਕ [nok], ਨੌਬਤ [nobat],
ਬੰਦ [béd], ਮਦਰਸਾ
[madrasa], ਮਰਦ [marad], ਮਾਲ [mal], ਮੁਰਦਾਰ [murdar], ਮੁਂਰੱਬੀ
[murabbi], ਮੁਰੀਦ

[murid], ਮੋਰਚਾ [morca], ਮੌਜ [maj], ਮੌਤ [mat]... etc. are from Persian/Ar
abic;

and ਅਪੀਲ [apil], ਸਕੂਲ [sakul], ਸੋਡਾ [soda], ਕਲਾਸ [kalas], ਕਾਲਰ
[kalar], ਕਾਲਿਜ
[kale], ਕੇਸ [kes], ਕੋਟ [kot], ਕੋਰਟ [korat], ਕੰਪੌ'ਡਰ [kédear],
ਗੇਂਮ [gem], ਗੋਲ
[gol], ਟਾਈ [tai], ਟੈਨਿਸ [tenIs], ਟ੍ਰੈਮਵੇ [tremve], ਡਾਕਟਰ [dakt
ar], ਨਿਬ [nIb],
ਪਲੀਡਰ [palidar], ਪੋਲੋ [polo], ਪ੍ਰੰਫੈਸ੍ਯ [prophssar], ਬੂਟ [but], ਬੈਰਿਸ
ਟਰ [berIstar],
ਬੋਰਡਿੰਗ [bordig], ਮਾਸਟਰ [master], ਮੈਚ [mac], ਮੋਟਰ [meter]...
etc. are from

(b)

English.
ਅਰਧ ਤਤ੍ਸਮਸਿ਼ਫੋਗਿੰ-ਗ਼ੀਫ਼ਿਫਿ਼ਧੰ) are those which have somewhat chang
ed

in writing and

pronunciation, but not much in their shape, for example ਉੱਚਸਾਂ [ucca]
, ਉੱਜਲ [ujjal],
ਉੱਦਮ [Uddam], ਅਕਾਸ [ekas], ਅਗੰਮ [ਬਥੂਚੋਗ਼], ਅਜਿੱਤ [anItt], ਇਕਾਂਤ
[Ikéit], ਸਮਰੱਥ
[samrathh], ਸੂਰਜ [suraj], ਸੰਜੋਗ [séjog], ਕਲੌਲ [kalol], ਕਾਰਜ [karaj
], ਕੋਸ [kos],
ਗਿਆਨ [gIan], ਛਿਤਿ [chItI], ਛਿਨ [chIn], ਜਮ [jam], ਜੈ [je], ਜੋਗ [jog],
ਜੌਧਾ [jodha],

ਦਇਆ [daIa], ਦੁਆਰ [duar], ਨਿੰਦਿਆ [nidIa], ਨੈਣ [nan], ਪੁੰਨ [pfm]
, ਪੁਰਖ

[purakh],

ਪ੍ਰਾਨਮੁ'ਖਿ [pranmukhI], ਬਾਹਰ [bahar], ਬਿਜੋਗ [bIjog], ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ [brah
man], ਭਗਤ
[bhagat], ਭੈ [bhe], ਮਰਜਾਦਾ [marjada], ਮਾਇਆ [maIa], ਰਾਤ [rat],
ਲੱਛਮੀ [lacchmi],

,ਵਣਜ [vanaj], ਵਰਖਾ [varkha], ਵਿੱਦਿਆ [VIddIa]... etc. are from Sanskr
it;
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[sahab], ਸਾਦੀ
and ਸਹੀਦ [sahid], ਸੱਕਰ [sakkar], ਸਜਾ [saja], ਸਰਬਤ [sarbat], ਸਾਹਬ
], ਕਬਜਾ [kabja],
[sadi], ਸੈਤਾਨ [setan], ਹਜਾਰ [hajar], ਹਾਜਰ [hajar], ਕਸਾਈ [kasai

a], ਜਰੂਰਤ
ਕਰਜ [karaj], ਕਾਗਜ [kagaj], ਖਸਮ [khasam], ਗੁੱਸਾ [gussa], ਚਰਖਾ [carkh

ਬਾਜ [baj], ਮਨਜੂਰ
[jarurat], ਜੋਰ [jor], ਤਮਾ [tama], ਤੋਸਾ [tosa], ਨਗਾਰਾ [nagara],
[manjur], ਲਿਹਾਜ [IIhaj]... etc. are from Arabic-Persian;
[kaptan], ਕਰਾਬੀਨ
and ਅਸ਼ਟਾਮ [astam], ਅਫਸਰ [aphsar], ਸਕਿੰਡ [581<:~[€,{], ਕਪਤਾਨ

ਡਿਗਰੀ [dIgri],
[karabin], ਕੁਨੈਨ [kunen], ਜਰਨੈਲ [jarnel], ਟਿੰਕਂਸ [tIkkas], ਟੈਮ [tam],
[bera], ਬੋਤਲ
ਦਰੇਸੀ [daresi], ਪਤਲੂਨ [patlun], ਪਰੈਟ [paret], ਪਿਸਤੌਲ [pIStDl], ਬੈਚਾ
[raphal] etc.
[botal], ਮਿੰਟ [mit], ਮੀਲ [mil], ਰਜਮਟ [rajmat], ਰਪੋਟ [rapot], ਰਫਲ

(c)

are from English.
Arabic, Persian and
ਤਦ੍ਭਵ (evolved) are those words which, come from Sanskrit,
following will make it
English, and have altogether changed their former shape. The

amply clear:
Punjabi
Sanskrit

ਉਸ੍ਣੀਸ

ਉਸਨੀਕ
ਉਗਲਣਾ

ਅਉਤ
ਅਭੀਚੁ

' ਸਉਕ'ਨਿ
ਸਤਿਨਿਰਤਿ

ਕਬਰੇ
ਕਿਅਾੜਾ

ਖਰਬਾੜੂ

Example

“SIr pahI usnik-hI nik banai.”—NP.

“bIkhU kadhe mukh uglare.”—m 4 var gau 1.

“aut janeda jaI.”—m 1 var ram 1.

“navanu purabu abhicu.”——tul<ha Chét m 4.

“saukanI ghar ki 1<ਟੈ੮ tIagi.”—asa m 5.

“satI nIratI bujhe je kOI.”—sul<hman1'.

“qu kécan kothari carIo, kabro hot phIro .”—sar m 5.
, “asmanI kIara chIk10nu.”——var ram 3.

“kharbaru khira.”—-BG.

ਖੂਹਣਿ

“khIma VIhune khapIge khuhan: lakh a'sékh.”-—o§kar.

ਗਾਖਣਾ

“n3 galli gakhie.”-BG

ਗੁਸਾਈ
ਗ਼ੁਲਾਲੁ

ਘਸਣਾ

ਜਾਹਰਨਵੀ
ਗੋਪਣਾ
ਛਨਿਛਰ

ਜਵਾਈ
ਜੋਕ
ਝੀਵਰੁ
ਡੀਨਿ

“gusai ! partapu tuharo ditha.”—sar a m 5.
sri.
“kamal aleat he 58 hatha VICI gulalu.”—m 4 var

“ghaSI cédanu jasu ghaSIa.”-kaII m 4.

“jaharnavi tape bhagirathI ani.”—mala m 4.

“jo gur gope apna, su bhala nahi.”—m 4 var gau 1.

7.
“chanIChar varI saun sasat bicaru.”——bIla m 3 var

“kuram sake nalI javai.”~—asa m 4.

“jIU kusti tanI jok.”——sar surdas.
“Ihu jiu machli, jhivaru trIsna kalu.”—m 1 var ram 1.
“chike par teri bahutu dithI.”——bas.§t kabir.

ਤਤਬਿੰਦ

“mokh tatbid mahI jan nIrdhar ha.”——NP.

ਤਪੜ

“taper jhar VIChaI.”—BG.

ਤਮੋਲ

“kajal har tamol ras.”—var maru 2 m 5.
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ਧਵਲਹਮੰਜ਼

ਧਉਲਹਰ

ਨਪਭ੍ਰਿ

ਨੱਤਾ

' ਪ੍ਰਲਪਨ

ਪਇਅੰਪ

“kIt-hi kami n3 dhaUlhar thu hear]: bIsrae.”—suhi m 5.

“put pota parota natta.”—BG.

“nanak palépe karhu kIrpa.”--bI1a Chét m 5.

ਪ੍ਰਾਯਾੰਸ਼ੁੱਤ

ਪਰਾਛਤ'

ਪ੍ਰਤਿਵੇਸ਼ਿਨੀ

“sagal parachat 1athe.”—sor m 5.

ਪੜੋਂਸਣਿ

ਮਾਭ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਾਸ੍ਰਿ

ਮਾਸੀ
ਲਉਗ

“parosanI puchIle nama.”—sor namdev.

ਲਵੰਗ

Arabic-Persian Punjabi
ਕਫ਼ਸ਼

ਕਉਸ

ਕ਼ਬਾ

ਕ਼ਵਾਇ

ਕੋਰਨਿਸ਼

ਕੁਨਸ
ਖੁਸਰਾ

ਖ਼ਗੀਰ
ਜੁਜਾਮ-ਵਾਲਾ
ਤਰੀਂਯਰ
ਤਿਬਾਬਤ

ਖੁਰਗੀਰ

ਤਅੱਲੁਕ
ਚੁੰਬਾਲਹ
ਨ੍ਯਦੀਕ

ਮਸਲਹਤ}

ਜਜਮਾਲਾ

“masi 3r masa jag VIVIdh VIkhyata he.”—BGK.
“kInhi laug supari.”——I<eda kabir.
Example

“1<905£ sapat payala.”—--bher namdev.
“galhu kavaI kholI paI1Inai.”----BG.

“1<(1118ਕੇਂ kini tin prabina.”——GPS.
“khusre kIa gharvasu?”-—m 1 var majh.
“jin khurgir sabhu paVIt hahI.”—m 4 var sor.

“con: vakhI kadhe jajmalIa.”~-Var asa.

ਤਗੀਰ
ਤਬੀਬੀ

“marhate dakhni kIye tagir.”~—PPP.
“satIgurU pura kare tabibi.”—BG.

ਤਾਲਕ
ਦੁਮਾਲੜਾ

“tIsu maIa ségI na talka.”—~maru solhe m 5.
“me gur mIlI UC dumalra.”—sri m 5 pepaI.

ਨਾਜੀਂਕਿ
ਨਮੋਂਸੀ

“gur 1<ੲ sabadI najikI pechanhu.”~-maru solhe m 3.
“us di namosi hon lagi.”—--JSBB.
’

ਨੀਤ

“us di nit badli vekhke.”—JSBB. '

ਠੁਗਦੀ

“nugadi modak adIk brid.”~--GPS.

ਬਜਗਾਚੀ“

kIUkarI paIa hOI bajgari.”-—BG.

ਮਸਲਤਿ

“bio puchI na maslatI dhars.”—g5d m 5.

ਮਸੀਤਿ

“kIa masitI SII‘ nae?”—prabha kabir.

ਮਜ਼ਦੂਰ

ਮਜੂਰ

ਮੁਅਤਬਰ

ਮਾਤਬਰ
ਮੁਂਸੱਦੀ

ਲਿਹਾਫ਼

ਲੇਫ

“brid majur lage tab aI.”-—GPS.
“‘1'੭91117੦ matbar take pas.”~-GPS.
‘ “anIk musaddi karte kar.”—--GPS.

“na jélu leph tulaia. ”-—Vad alahani m 1

SimilarIS the rule applicabie to tadbhav words from English, Portuguese and French
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ਮਿਸ੍ਵਿਤ (mixed) words are those which have come into being through a combination

of two or more languages, for example ਅਣੀਅਾਲੇ ਤੀਰ [aniale tir], ਸਾਹਿਬਸਿੰਘ [sath
sigh], ਸੁਦਰਸ਼ਨ ਪ੍ਰੌਸ [sudarsan pres], ਸੁਲਤਾਨਪੁਰ [sultanpur] , ਹਕੀਂਕ਼ਤਰਾਇ

[hakikatraI], ਹਰਿ ਕੀ ਖੌਡ਼ੀ [harI ki pari], ਹੁਗਲੀਂਬੰਦਰ [huglibédar], ਕੁਬੋਲ [kUbol],
ਖਾਲਸਾਕਾਲਿਜ [khalsakale], ਗੁਰਬਖਸ਼ ਸਿੰਘ [gurbakhas sigh], ਗੁਰੂਡਮ [gurudom],

ਜਾਰਜਨ੍ਯਰ [jarajnagar], ਮੁਖ਼ਲਿਸਗੜ੍ਹ [muxlIsgarh], ਰੇਲਗੱਡੀ [relgaddi], ਲਾਯਲਪੁਰ
[layalpur]... etc.

(ੳ)
(f)

(g)

(h)

ਅਨੁਕਰਣ (imitation) words are formed by imitating some sound, for example ਸਾਂ ਸਾਂ

[ਝਫੋ s5], ਸੂੰ ਸੂੰ [$11 511], ਟਣ ਟਣ [tan tan], ਟੈੱ ਟੈਂ-' [ਦਿ [ਟੇ], ਠਾਹ ਠਾਹ [thah thah], ਨੇਂ ਨੇੰ
[th‘e‘ thé], ਡੁਗ ਡੁਗ [dug dug], ਡੈੱ ਤੋਂ [d5 615], ਧਡੰਮ [dharém]... etc.
ਪ੍ਰਤਿਯੂਨਿ (resonance) words are formed by juxtaposing words of similar sound
such as ਕੱਟ ਵੱਢ [katt vaddh], ਖਾਣਾ ਦਾਣਾ [khana dana], ਪਾਣੀ ਧਾਣੀ |‘}੭8੮ਪਂ dhanij,
ਪੂਰੀ ਊਰੀ [puri uri], ਮਾਰ ਧਾੜ [mar dhar]... etc.’
ਸਾਂਕੇਤਕ (allusive) words are those which by referring to certain traits or qualities
carry special meaning such as ullu (owl) for a stupid person, or anéd for marriage.
ਸੰਕਿਘੂ (abbreviated) words are formed by shortening others such saba from sadbas,
sudi from sukal (ਸ਼ਿ), badi. from bahul dIn.

(18)

Literary terms are provided detailed deﬁnition and explication, See ਉੱਲਾਸ, ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ,

(19)

Errors committed by historians have been rectiﬁed with full evidences, See ਜਯਸਿੰਘ~

(20)

Words relating to rituals are explained in full. See ਔਂਸੀ, ਕਾਂਉੱ' ਉਡਾਉਣਾ, ਜੂਠ ਵਿੱਚ ਧਨ

(21)
(22)

ਸਵੈਯਾ, ਸਾਰ, ਕ੍ਰਿਪਾਨ, ਚਿਤੁਪਦਾ, ਛੱਪਯ, ਦੀਪਕ, ਦੋਹਰਾ, ਭਾਵ, ਭੁਜੰਗਪ੍ਰਯਾਤ, ਰਸ, ਰੂਪਕ… etc.

ਧੂਬਰੀ, ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ etc.
ਪਾਉਣਾ, ਤਣੀ ਛੁਹਣੀ, ਪਾਣੀ ਵਾਰਣਾ… etc.
Difficult words, phrases or lines are indicated by the ﬁrst word of the line followed

by the remaining a couplet 0r quatrain. 866 ਅਣਮਤਿਆ ਮੰਦਲ ਬਾਜੈ., ਅਧਮ ਚੰਡਾਲੀ.,
ਏਕਮਰੰਤੇਦੋਂਟਿਮੂਏ,ਤੀਸਇਕੁਅਰੁਪੰਜਿਸਿਧੁ., ਫੀਲੁ., ਪਹਿਲਾਪੂਤੁ ਪਿਫ਼ੈਰੀਮਾੲੀ. etc.
Certain lexicographers and scholars not understanding the grammatical rules of
Prakrit and Punj abi grammar applicable to derivations from Sanskrit have given
wrong meanings contrary to context. These words have been corrected so as to

be in accordance with Gurbani. See ਸੁੰਨ 9, ਗੁਲਾਲੁ 2, ਪਗਾਰ 3, ਪਰਲ 2, ਪਾਵਸ… etc.
Some additional words have been given against lexicographical traditions so
that semi-literate scholars do not misinterpret Gurbani wilfully by going against

the scriptural texts. For instance ਚਉਤਿ [caurI] after ਚਉੜ [caur], ਚਿੰਨ੍ਹਿ [rinhI]
after ਰਿੰਨ੍ਹ [rinh] have been separately put. Similarly See ਗੁਰਿ, ਜਪਿ. ਮਨਿ, ਮੰਘਰਿ…
etc.2
'Ruralites , use onomatopoeic words as ਕੜੀ ਕਚੌਰੀ, ਪਤੀ ਪੂਰੀ, ਰਤੀ ਰੋਟੀ… etc.

2], myself, have heard certain scholarly persons pronounce ਜੋਂ ਚਉੜਿ as ਚਉੜੂ and ਕੁ‘ਹਿ ਬਕਰਾ ਚਿ'ਨ੍ਹਿ ਖਾਇਆ as
ਕੁਹਬਿ ਕਰਾਰ ਨ ਖਾਇਆ. Through mispronucialion they play havoc with meanings.

xxx

Encyclopaedia of The Sikh Literature

(24) New letters have been devised to transliterate in Punj abi the words of Sanskrit,
Arabic and Persian so as to enable their correct pronunciation.1 Historians of
languages know that a word after entering another language becomes a part of
that language. To relegate such Punj abi words back to their original form would
be a hostile act against the mother tongue. See illustrations under heading
seventeen of word-distinctions and altered words.
(25) At the end of the illustrations, information is provided about poets and their
writings.2 A list of symbols used has been given in the beginning of the book
under the head ‘ABBREVIATIONS ’
To give detail of obstacles and disappointments faced during the preparation and
publication of this book would lessen the enthusiasm of the writers. However it is also
necessary to mention in passing that our community has very little regard for work of this
kind. Not many know how such works are written and what beneﬁt can to be drawn from
them.
I am highly indebted and grateful to those votaries of knowledge who provided me
help in this venture, especially reverend Bhai Bishan Singh J i, Mahant Gurdwara Baba
Aj apal Singh, Nabha, who took great pain in writing in order the words noted by me from
numerous volumes, Pandit Krishandas Shastri Udasin, professor Teja Singh, M.A., Khalsa

College and Bhai Dharmant Singh who gave valuable suggestions during the revision.
Raja Sir Dalj it Singh of Kapurthala and Sardar Mukand Singh Engineer Simla spared
time to write on ‘rags’, Bhai Mohan Singh Vaid of Tarn Taran and Bhai Dharam Singh J i
Vaid of Budiala, helped in writing about diseases. Sardar Nand Singh Ramgarhia of Simla
contributed a lot in the preparation of maps of gurdwaras, Maulana Maulavi Hakim Mirza
Muhammad Nazir Sahib Asshe, Munshi F azil took the trouble of replying to historyrelated queries, Late Dhani Ram ‘Chartik’, Printer Sudarshan Press Amritsar, not behaving

like a businessmanbut as a votary of knowledge. published it, excellently with enthusiasm
and devotion. Last of all, I am grateful to the court of Patiala entitled to blessing from
Satguru and honour from Sikh Panth through the benevolence of which this book has
reached the readers}
I am highly indebted to those scholars whose histories, glossaries, dictionaries etc. have

been helpful in this endeavour of mine.4
'See under ‘New Letters’.
2Such quotations as carry no names of authors at the end are mine.

3Due to the publication of 1000 copies instead of 500 as envisaged earlier, the increase of pages from
3000 to 3338 and the retention of scholars for supervision, the price has been increased to Rs. 1 |0/‘from the initial one of Rs. 70/-. It does not include any payment to the author for devoting so much time

to the project.

4The names of books are not listed to avoid increase in size.
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Subj ect to forgetfulness and little knowledge, I shall heartily thank by speech and writing
those who would take the trouble ofpointing out any errors to be found here.
Nabha

1 Baisakh, Sammat Guru Nanak 46 l,

Servant of the lovers of knowledge

Bikrami 1987

13 April 1930

Kahan Singh
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ਥ [babba]l twenty-eighth letter ofPunj abi script.
Its pronunciation is labial. 2 Sktn god Varun.
3 pitcher, earthen waterpot. 4 process of weavin g or webbing. 5 sea, ocean. 6 water. 7 genital
organ of the females; vulva, vagina. 8 departure, act of going/departing. 9 signal, indication. 10 P ~=, part short ਧਿਜ਼ਾਬਾ; with, alongwith.

e.g. “kadre mutlak bakudrat jahIrast.”—zfdgi.

11 also preﬁxed to the verb as ਬੁਗੋ, ਬਿਦਿਹ etc.
ਬਉਡਰ [baudar] P ”3-); (ਬਾਦ-ਦੌਰ) n whirlwind,
gust of wind. “baudar kau tab rup dharyo.”
--I<rIsan. ‘Demon Trinavarat, assumed the
shape ofa whirlwind.’ ‘
ਬਉਧ [baudh] God Buddha. “ab ms: gem badh

avtar.”—c3b1's. 2 See ਬੁੱਧ and ਬੈੱਧ.
ਬਉਨ [baun] Ski ਵਮਨ. n vomit, puke, spew.
“sronat k0 atI baun karyo he.”—c5d1' I.

—asa m 5. “log kahé, kabir baurana.”—bh£r

kabir.
ਬਉਰੀਆ [bauria] See ਬਾਉਂਰੀਆ.

ਬਊ [bau] P ,ਠੂ ਬ-ਊਂ. with him/her; including him/
her.

ਬਊਧ [baudh] See ਬੁੱਧ and ਬੈੱਧ.
ਬਊਂਧਾ [baudha] n the might of Lord Buddha.
“narsighI baudha tuhi.”—sanama.
ਬਆਂ [baa] P ਪਾਂਨੂ ਬ-ਆਂ. with him/her, including
him/her.

ਬਇਅਾਰ [baIar] See ਬਯਾਰ.’
ਬਇਅਾਲ [baIal] evening, dusk. ਲ਼ਾ/ਜੰਵ੍ਯਹੂਕਾਲ. 2 wind.
air. 3 See ਬਿਆਲਥਇਆਲਿ [baIalI] in the evening. at the time of
sunset. “bhalke bhaukahI sada baIalI.”——sri
m 1. “bark daily at dusk and dawn. i.e. wail
when having birth and while dying.’ 2 See ਵਸਾਲ.

ਬਇਆਲੀ [baIali], ਬਇਆਲੀਂਸ [baIalis] adjforty-

ਬਉਰ [baur] See ਬਾਉਰ.

ਬਉਰਾ [baura] Skt ਵਾਤੂਲ. adj one whom rheuma—

two, two more than forty, 42. “baIalis lakh ji

tism has turned insane: crazy. demented. “man
re! kaha bhan ts baura?”—gau m 9. 2 self—
absorbed. indifferent. “ham prabhu ke race ras

jal mahI h0te.”—asa namdev._ See ਚੌਰਾਸੀ ਲੱਖ
ਯੋਨਿ and its footnote.

ਬੲੀਧਿਗਂ] parta vocative: ‘O! brother.’

baura.”—carItr 294.

ਥਈਂ [bat] P ਪੂੰਨੂ ਥ-ਈਂ with this. alongwith this.

ਬਉਰਾਉਣਾ [baurauna], ਬਉਰਾਨਾ

[baurana] v go

mad, be insane, See ਬਉਰਾ. 2 adjmad, resolute.

demented. “‘bInu nave sabh phIre baurani.”
—asa a m 3. “bInu nave sabhu jagu bauraIa."
'In Punjabi language and Sikh literature. ਬ and ਞ have
merged so much that it is impossible [() distinguish

between them. [fsomc word cannot be located under'a'.
it should be looked up under? In Sanskrit language 100.
many words are written with both the letters as ਬਹੁਂ-ਵਹੁ.

ਬਾਣ-ਵਾਝੂ. ਬ੍ਰਧਾਹਮਣ-ਫ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ. ਬ੍ਰਿਹਤ-ਵ੍ਰਿਹਤ. clc.

ਬਟੀਅਰ [baiar], ਬੲੀਅ'ਰਿ [baiarI], ਬੲੀਅਰੂ [baiaru]
Skt ਕਗ੍ਰੇਠ. woman with beautiful thighs. 2 spouse,
married woman, wife. “baiarI bolt mithuli."
—sora m 1. 3 women folk; womankind.

ਥੲੀਖਾਨਸ [baikhanas] See ਵੈਖਾਨਸ.
ਥੲੀਦ [baid] See ਵੈਦਜ਼ 2 A g! adj away, far off.
distant.
ਬੲੀਦਸਾਸਤ੍ਰ [baidsastra] n school of Ayurvedic
system of medicine; Ayurved. “baidsastra kahu
pragat dIkhava .”—dhan§tar.

ਬੲੀਦਰਭਿਸ
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ਬੲੀਦਰਭਿਸ [baidarths] ਵਿਦਤੰ-ੲੀਸ਼. See ਵਿਦਰਭ.
“bade bir baidarthsé ros rasi.”—kalki. ‘Rul—

ers of Vidarabh are very ebullient.’ 2 See

ਵਿਦਰਭਖਤਿ.

ਬਸਤੀਰਾਮ

5 P :2. adj bound, fastened. See ਬਸਤਨ. 6 n
lover; with whom one is attached heart to heart.
7 knot. 8 turban.
ਬਸਤਨ [bastan] P f v tie, bind, fasten.

ਬਿਕਹ੍ਕਜ਼੍. 77 the sun. “baibassatu pad prItham

ਬਸਤਨੀ [bastani] P 0’4”,“ ﬁt for tying/fastening.
2 will tie, will bind. “jab ajrail bastani.”-~-tIIég

kahI pun sut sabad bakhan.”—sanama. Karan
— son 0fthe sun. 2 ਕੈਕਧ੍ਯਰ. adjsoiar; 0fthe sun.
3 n Yam — sun’s offspring. “baibassatu pad
prItham kahI ayudh ਰੈਨਿ bakhan.”—sanama.
‘Yam’s armour -— noose.’

m 5. 3 n a piece of cloth wrapped over garments; piece of cloth in which garments/costumes are bundled or parcelled. 4 a beautiful
decorated cloth put on the saddle of a horse.
“pal bastani sOdar jin."—GPS.

ਬਸ [bas] See ਵਸ and ਵਸ਼. 2 P J’ adj enough,

ਬਸਤਰ [bastar] Skt ਵਸਤੁ. n cloth, dress, robe.

ਬਈਂਬੱਸਤੁ [baibassatu], ਬੲੀਵਸ਼੍ਵਤ [balvasvat] Skt

numerous, plentiful. 3 partonly,just. 4 ﬁgura—
tive expression enough. 5 ﬁnished, ended.
ਥਸਉ [basau], ਬਸਉੱ [basaﬁ] imperative form of
ਵਸਣਾ. 2 inhabit, reside, live. “baba! ab na basao
Ih gau.”—maru kabir. Here ਗ੍ਰਾਮ (village) means
the mortal frame.
ਬਸਇ [basal] resides. “basal karodhu sarirI
cédara.”—suhi a m 5.

ਥਸਸਿ [b35351] resides. “bhakaSI SIbalU b35951

nIrmal jal.”—maru m 1. 2 See ਞਸਸੀ.
ਬਸ਼ਹਰ [bashar] a hilly state of Simla district in
Punjab. Guru Nanak Dev visited Bash-har.
See ਪਾਖਰ. 2 ﬂat ਬੁਸ਼ਹਰ (Bushire) a famous town

and port in Persia. Guru Nanak Dev visited
this place also. Both these names have got
mixed up.

ਬਸਹੀਅ'ਉ [bas-hiau] keep firmly in mind.
“sétrasan k0 basahiau.”—j€tm 5. 2 adj inhabit—
ant, native, resident.

ਬਸਕਿ [basakI] P fur! adv so, as, when.

ਬਸਖੇ [baskhe] inhabited, settled. “gun cédan ke
baskhe.”—nat m 4.

ਬਸਣਾ [basna] v reside, inhabit. Ski ਵਸਨ. See ਵਸ੍ਰ

vr. 2 rain, pour. See ਬਸੈ.
ਬਸਤ [basat] resides. “1੭੪89੮8ਡੁ8]: harISadh ks.”
—bI1a m 5. 2 ^ਉੱ/ਢ਼/ਵਸ੍ਵ. n thing, material. “beset

mahI 1e beset gadaf.”—sukhmani. 3 Ski clothes;
dWelling place. 4 Skt ਬਸ੍ਵ. billy goat; male goat.

costume.

ਬਸਤਾਧਿਰਝੀਕ਼] residing, dwelling. “basta tuti
jhOpri.”—var jet. 2 n clothes, garments. “ha—
satI ghore aru basta.”-~gau m 5. 3 P :9. adj
wrapped, enveloped. 4 n bag, sack, attire, cloth
piece used for tying ﬁles.
ਬਸਤੀ [basti] habitation. “Ih basti, ta beset sarira.”—asa kabir. 2 n habitation. population.

56੮੮!6ਮਿੰ611੮.5'/ਢ਼7ਵਸਤਿ. 3 village, town.

‘ ਬਸਤੀ ਸ਼ੇਖ [basati sekh] a village in tehsil and
district Jalandhar. In this village, there is a gurdwara inmemory of Guru Hargobind.
ਬਸਤੀਨ [bastin] ਵਸਤੁ-ਜ਼ੀਨ. 11 strong cloth embroi—
dered with golden/silver thread for covering a
horse’s saddle. “bar ﬁber bastin bIraje.”

—GPS. See ਬਸਤਨੀ 4.
ਬਸਤੀਰਾਮ [bastiram] son of Bhai Bulaka Singh,
who was Guru Gobind Singh’s attendant. Born
in 1708, he died ,in 1802 AD. He was an expert practitioner of Ayurved and was a reliਰ੍ gious preacher too. He resided in the famous
Sikh ashram situated on the bank ofriver Ravi
near the Lahore fort. Many orphans were
looked after and educated here. Bhai Basti
Ram was very kind hearted. Once a woman
sweeper, crying with pain due to the formation of pus in her teat, came to him for treatment. Bhai Sahib sucked out the pus from her

ਬਸਿਸਟ
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ਬਸਤ
-

breast with his mouth and made her perfectly
healthy. Many noble and respectable descendants of Bhai Sahib are very rich persons living in Lahore, who are baptised Sikhs as well
as non-baptised ones.
ਥਸਤੁ [basatu], ਬਸਤੂ [bastu] Skt ਞਸ਼੍ਤੁ. n thing,

material. “sz ki basatu tIsu age rakhe.”—su1<h-

“thIéganI basria.”—bIha m 5. See ਭੁਇਔਰਨਿ.
ਬਸਾ [basal See ਬਸੁਅ. 2 866 ਵਸਾ. 3 P [×] adjmuch,
plenty. 4 n a town in Persia.
ਬਸਾਉਣਾ [basauna] v found, populate. 2 resolve.

“man méhI basaI.”—GPS. 3 be in control. “kale
ka kIchU na basaI.”—var sor m 3. 4 shower

ﬂowers etc on. “phul suran basae.”—datt. “tab
sabh logan phul basae.”—GPS.

mani.

ਬਸਤੰਦ [bastéd] P ﬂy, they tied. See ਬਸਤਨ.

ਬਜਾਇ [basaI], ਬਸਾਈ [basai], ਬਸਾਏ [basae] See

ਬਸਭ੍ਰ [bastra] Skt ਵਸਤੁ. n cloth. See ਵਸ੍ vr. “bas—
tra utarI dIgébar hogu.”—bas§t m 3.

ਬਸਾਉਣਾ 2 and 3. “capalbuth SIU kaha basal.”

ਥਸਤ੍ਗ੍ਰਿਹ [bastrangh] 11 house made of cloth.

ਬਸ਼ਾਸ਼ [basas] A jt'y adjhappy, delighted. 2 cheer—

tent, camp. “cacoba nghbastra banayo.”—car—
Itr 74. ‘tent pitched on four poles.’
ਬਸਤ੍ਣੀ [bastrani] n army camping in the tents.
—sanama. 2 an army with standards.—sanama.

ful.
ਬਸ਼ਾਸ਼ਤ [basasat] A Qty n happiness ofmind.
2 prosperity. “dInpratI je IS bIth krISI ujre.
rahak 1<€s basasat 'gujre?”—NP.

ਬਸਤ੍ਤਿ ਉੱਤਮ [bastratI uttam] ਵਡ਼ਾ-ਤ੍ਰ-ਅਤਿ-ਉੱਤਮ.

ਥਸਾਹਿਗਾ [basahIga] one’s will pervails. “ta dIn

ਬਸਨ [basan] ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਵਸਨ. n dwelling, residing. “raiatI basan na dehi.”—suh1' kabir. 2 robe, dress.
“asan basan dhan dham kahﬁ me na dekhyo,
jeso gurSIkkh sadhségatl k0 nata he.”—BGK.

ਬਸਨਾ [basna] See ਬਸਣਾ. 2 Skt ਵਸ੍ਰਜ਼ adj precious. “qu mrIg nath bass basu basna.”
—prabha m 4. ‘Precious fragrance inheres in
the navel of the deer.’ 3 Skt ਵ੍ਯਸਨ. n enjoyment. “tu ape rasna ape basna.”—asa m I . ‘you
are yourself the tongue and the taste (gust).’

ਬਸਨਿਨੰ [basanxné] adj dressed up apparelled.
“bharag basanIn§ jajjap japno rIkhé.”—datt.
‘wearing saffron~clothes.’
ਬਸਫ [basaph] See ਵਸਫ.

ਬਸਫਾ [[)ਫੂਣੌਸ੍ਰਹੁਯਿ] lived, dwelt. “harInama manI
tan: baspha.”——prabha m 4. 2 See ਵਸਫ.
ਬਸਮ [basam] A (J )1 stands for smiling. Skt

ਜਮਯਨ.

'

—bas§tkab1'r.

kachu na basahI ga.”—maru kabir.

ਬਸਾਖ [basakh] See ਬੈਂਸਾਖ.
ਬਸਾਤ [basat] one’s will prevails. 2 See ਬਿਸਾਤ.
ਬਸਾਤੀ [basati] See ਬਿਸਾਤੀ.
ਬਸਾਯਉ [basayu] resolved, kept in mind. “rIdI

sabad basayau.”¥saveye m 5 ke. 2 founded.
3 one’s will prevailed.
ਬਸਾਰ [basar] n turmeric powder mixed with
spices used to give yellow colour to the vege-

table being cooked. “pahIti bIkhe basar na
dar‘é.”—carItr 266. Skt ਵੇਸਵਾਰ. spices comprising powdered salt, pepper, coriander etc.
ਬਸਾਰਤ [basarat] A .mt'g 14 good news, auspicious news. 2 A ‘;‘/ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ੂ] eye sight, power of
vision.

ਥਸਾਰੇ [basare] are living. “ghatI ghatI étarI tumahI basare.”——suhi m 5.

ਬਸਿ [basx] dwelling, residing. 2 Ski ਵਸ਼ਜ਼ adj
under control, subdued. “mai man mero bas:
nahI .”—sorm 9. “kamu krodhu moh baSI pra-

ਬਸਮਾ [basma] See ਵਸਮਾ.
ਬਸ਼ਰ [basar] A f" 11 man, human being, person.
ਬਸਰ ਬੁਰਦਨ [basar burden] P ਘਾਂ/ਭੰ/ n stands for
passing, or spending (time). 2 living a life.

ਬਸਿਸਟ [1੭95ਗ਼ੁ58੮],ਬਸਿਸ੍ਵ [basxst] Skt ਵਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ a sage,

ਬਸਰੀਅਾ [basria] is inhabited, is living.

who had complete control over his senses. This

ni.”——gau m 9. 3 See ਵਸੀ. 4 See ਬਸਿਰਸਿ.

ਬਸਿਕਰ
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Vedic sage was author of many Rigvedic
hymns. He is believed to have taken birth from
the ejaculated semen of Mitravarun which fell
on earth, when he had a glimpse of nymph
Urvashi. He was the fami ly priest of King Nimi,
religious guide of Ramchandar and a consum—
mate preacher of Vedant. He was a staunch
opponent of sage Vishvamitar who turned
Brahmin from Khatri. Arundhati, wife of Vashisht was a friend ofSita. See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਮਿਤ੍ਰ and ਬਿਆਸ
2. “gurmukhI bBSISSt harIupdes sunai.”—var

vad m 4.

ਬਸਿਕਰ [baSIkar], ਬਸਿਕਰਣ [baSIkaran], ਬਸਿਕਾਰ
[baSIkar] See ਵਸ਼ੀਕਰਣ.
ਬਸਿੱਠ [basxtth] an untouchable subcaste, assumed to be illiterate, living in Kashmir region.

2 transform of word ਵਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ.

ਕਰਣ.

ਬਸੀ ਕਲਾਂ [basi kala] See ਹਰੀਆਂ ਵੇਲਾਂ and ਬਡੀ ਬਸੀ.
ਬਸੀਠ [basith], ਬਸੀਨਾ [basitha] Skt ਗ਼ਰਚ੍ਹੂਂਣਰ. adj
which has been sent or deputed. 2 n envoy,

pleader. “satIgurU lagI basitha.”—gau m 4.
ਬਸੀਠੀ [basithi] n duty of a pleader, advocacy.
See ਬਸੀਠ “ham harI ki gur ki-i he basithi.”
—natparata1 m 4.
ਬਸੀਨੁ [basithu] See ਬਸੀਠ. “ape bhagat basithu.”
~sr1' a m 1. “harIdargah ka basithu.”——varram
2 m 5.
ਥਸੀਨ [basin] male sparrow-hawk. See ਬਾਸਾ and
ਬਾਸੀਨ. “base gos basinan séga.”-—G V 10. “along
with these birds of prey.’

ਬਸੀਲਾ [basila] See ਵਸੀਲਾ.
ਬਸੁ [basu] See ਵਸੁ. 2 See ਵਸ਼. “kIa basu, jau

bIkhU de mahI tari.”—gau kabir.

ਥਸ਼ਿਰਸਿ [baSIraSI] by living happily. “baSI r951

ਬਸੁਅ [basua], ਬਸੁਅ ਰੋਂਮਾਵਲਿ [basua romavalI]

man mIle.”—gau ravrdas.
ਬਸਿਰੇ [baSIre] brought under control, dominated.
“pap karahI péca ke bQSIre.”—prabha a m 5.
ਬਸੀ [basi] an ancient town of Fatehgarh subdivi—
sion in Patiala state; its name was Basti Malik
Haider. 2 Bassi is also a tehsil headquarters of
Kalsia state. 3 a village, under police station
Nurpur of tehsil Una, district Hoshiarpur, situated at a distance of twenty—eight miles to the
south-east of Nawanshahir railway station.
There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru Har
Rai to the south of this village, and about two
miles to the south-west of Kiratpur. There used
to be a stable for 500 horses there, which the
Guru often visited to look after his horses and
feed them. Manji Sahib is also built up. The priest
is a Nihang Singh. There is no land or estate

short for ਵਸ਼ਾ (60ਸ਼੍ਯ)-ਅਢਿ (sheep). “ghanhar bﬁd

allotted to the gurdwara. 4 Skt ਕਬਿਜ੍ adj keeping under control; controlling. 5 independent.

basua romavalI kusam basét ganét na ave.”
—savsye m 3 ke. ‘There can be no count of
rain drops, hair on body ofa cow and a sheep
and flowers blossoming during spring.’
ਬਸੁਚਾਰੀ [basucari] dominance and endeavour.

might and remedy. “na hamro basocari.”~sar
m 5.
ਬਸੁਦ [basud] adj who gives wealth; who bestows riches.
ਬਸੁਦੇਵ [basudev] Vasudev — a Yadav of Lunar
dynasty, born of Marisha. He was son of
Devmidh and father of Krishan. His sister
Kunti was married to King Pandu, who gave
birth to Yudhishtar, Bhim and Arjun.
Vasudev had 12 wives — Paurvi, Rohini,
Madira, Dhara, Vaishakhi, Bhadra, Sunamani,
Sahdeva, Shantideva, Sudeva, Devarkshita and
Devki. Rohini begot Balbhadar while Devki

ਥਸੀਸ [basis] ਅਬ-ਸੀਸ. See ਜਾਕੈਥਸੀਸ. 2 ਬ-ਸੀਸ; on

gave birth to Krishan. See ਉਗੁਸੇਨ and ਅਾਨ੍ਯਰੁੰਦਭੀ.

the head.
ਬਸੀਕਰ [basikar], ਬਸੀਕਰਣ [basikaran] See ਵਸ਼ੀ-

“dino he tIlak ja I bhal basudev ju ke.”—1<rIsan.
ਬਸੁਧ [basudh] that which bears wealth -—- eaith.

ਬਸੁੰਧਰ'
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“basudh gagna gavae.”—asa Chét m 5.
ਬਸੁੰਧ੍ਯਾ [basOdhra] Skt ਵਸੁੰਧਰਾ. n earth, that bears
wealth.
ਬਸੁੰਧਰੁ [basbdharu] adj wealthy, rich. “soi dhurédharu soi basﬁdharu.”—sar m 5.
ਬਸੁਧਾ [basudha] n earth that bears wealth. All

the Objects come out of the earth, hence this
name. “qu basudha kou khode kou cédan
lep.”—sul<hman1'. “baru l<i bhitI jese basudha
ko raj he.”—jeja m 9.
ਬਸੁਧਾਧਰ [basudhadhar] n mountain, bearing the

earth. 2 king, ruler. 3 Sheshnag. 4 the Cre-

ator.

was an ancient hill-state. The ruler of this state
was a disciple of Guru Gobind Singh. Once
the Guru visited this place. The ruler of
Basohli died childless in 1835 AD; hence this
state was merged with Jammu.

ਬਸੋਲਾ [basola] Skt ਵਸੀ. n adze; hoe; an implement used to hew the wood. 2 an implement
used by farmers to hoe the earth (land). 3 adj
brought under control. “kam krodhu dUI
karahu basole, godahu dharti bhai.”—basét m

1. Here ਬਸੋਲਾ has both the meanings to forge

adze from sexual instinct and anger so as to
bring them under your control.

ਬਸੁਮਤ [basumat] See ਵਸੁਮਤ. 2 Skt ਵਸੁਮੰਤ. .adj ਬਸੋਲੀ [basoli] See ਬਸੋਂਹਲੀ. 2 small adze, tesa.
ਬਸੰਤ [basét] living, residing. “phunl garabh nahi
wealthy, rich.
ਬਸੁਮਤਿ [basumatI], ਬਸੁਮਤੀਂ [basumati] Skt ਞਸੁ'ਮਤੀ.
n earth, that possesses wealth and other materials.

ਬਸੁਮਤੇਸ [basumates] 17 lord of earth, king.
—-sanama.
ਬਸੁਮਤੇ'ਸਣੀ [basumatesni] lord of earth — king;
his army — armed forces.—sanama.
ਬਸੂ [basu] See ਵਸੁ-

ਬਸੇ [base] P ਤੂੰ, adjmany, more, excessive. 2 part
enough, sufﬁcient. See ਹਮਾਰਾ.

ਬਸੇਖ [basekh] See ਬਿਸੇਖ and ਵਿਸੇਸ.
ਬਸੇਬਾ [baseba] n sense of living/residing; residence.
ਬਸੇਰਾ [basera] 11 place for living, abode. “ghat

ghat tIsahI basera.”—j€t m 5. 2 residence,
abode. 3 balance, stability. “gur te manahI
basera.”—sohI1a.

ਬਸੈ [base] lives, resides. “sokhi base maskinia.”—sul<hmani. 2 may rain. “sarfg pritI base
jaldhara.”—gau m 4. “megh base mor nIratkar.”—bas§t m 5.

ਬਸੈਯਾ [baseya] adj resident, dweller.
ਬਜੋਆ [basoa] See ਵਸੋਆ.

ਬਸੋ'ਹਲੀ [basohli] a town on the right bank of
Ravi river in tehsil Jasrota of Jammu, which

basét.”—ram m 5. 2 resident, inhabitant. “ਗਿਰਿ…
so thanu basét dhénu, jah japie namu.”—bIIa m

5. 3 Skt ਵਸੰਤ. season during which the earth is

covered with leaves, ﬂowers, fruit etc, on the
trees; period of Chet and Vaisakh; spring season. “rutI saras basét mah cetu vesakh sukh mas
jiu.”—ram ruti m 5. 4 a hepatonic rag of purbi
parent scale, in which both the fourth notes are
employed; ﬁrst and third are medium, ﬁﬁh, sixth

and seventh are pure, second soft, medium is
sharp. Night is the time for its recitation during
the spring season.

ascending — ਡੁਬ ga ma dha ra sa.
descending — ra na dha pa mi g3 me go ra ਝੁਰIn Guru Granth Sahib the basét rag is at the

twenty-fiﬁh place. 5 ਫਾਗ (fag) or ਹੋਰੀ (hori) is
also named ਬਸੰਤ at several places because it
synchronises with the spring season. “khel
basét bade khIlvar.”—carI tr 52.

ਬਸੰਤਅੰਤਕ [basét-étak] n summer — season that
ends the spring season; the season following
spring.

ਥਸੰਤਸਖਾ [basétsakha] n friend of the spring
season; one whose friend is the spring season
— Cupid.

ਬਸੰਤ ਸਤਸਈ
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" ਬਸੰਤ ਸਤਸਈ [basét satsai], ਬਸੰਤਸਿੰਘ [basétsigh]
son oqulzara Singh, resident ofvillage Kheri
in Patiala state, who became a celebrated poet

by studying poetics from Baba Ram Dass. He
was a distinguished person in the court of
Maharaja Narendar Singh of Patiala state. The
Sat Sai (collection of 700 couplets) compiled

ਬਹਤੀਂ

son. 2 ofthe spring season. 3 yellow, pale.
ਬਸੰਤੁ [basétu] See ਬਸੰਤ3. “maha mah momarkhi

Carla sada basétu.”—bas§tm 1.

ਬਸੰਤੋ [1੭95ਟੈ੮0], ਬਸੰਦੜੋਂ [basédro] lives, living. “nIkatI baséto baso.”—ga tha.

ਬੱਸੀ [bassi] a Khatri subcaste.
ਬਾਧਤੁ [bastu] See ਵਾਦੁ.

by him is an excellent work. gudhoktI, a ﬁg-

ਬਸ੍ਯ [basy], ਬਸਿਯ [basyI] See ਵਸ੍ਯ and ਰਿਖਿਔ.

ure expression of hidden sense, has been beautifully explained in this book.I Bhai Basant Singh
was born in Sammat 1880 and died in Sammat

ਬਾਧਤ੍ਵ [bastra] See ਬਸਤ੍ਵ and ਵਤ੍ਰਿ.
ਬਹਸ [bahas] A a n exchange of views; dis-

1936.

U4 courage, bravery.
ਬਹਸਨਿ [bahasanI] will sit. “bahasanI ruhé
malI.”—s farid. ‘graves will control the souls.’

ਬਸੰਤਕੌਰ ਬੀਬੀ [1੭95ਟੈ੮ kar bibi] daughter of Ma-

cussion; debate. 2 reasoning; argument. 3 A

haraja Narendar Singh of Patiala state, born
in 1845. She was married to Kulendar Singh, . ਬਹਕਣਾ [bahakna], ਬਹਕਨਾ [bahakna] v argue,
son of Maharana Bhagwant Singh of Dholpur
debate. 2 talk non-sense, 3 go astray 4 S bark
in April 1852. She gave birth to MaharanaNilike a dog.
hal Singh.
ਬਹਕਾਰ [bahkar], ਬਹਕਾਰਿ [bahkarIL ਬਹਕਾਰੁ [bah-

ਬਸੰਤਗੜ੍ਹ [})ਰ8ਡੁ੮8-9ਨੂ11] a holy place six miles to
the north of Anandpur from where Guru
Gobind Singh, decked in light yellow coloured
robes, went to Guru Ka Lahore to marry Mata
Jeeto. A congregation is held at this place on
Basant Panchmi (ﬁfth day of the brighter half
of the lunar month Magh) every year. It is situated twenty-eight miles to the east of
Garhshankar railway station. Its district head—
quarters are Hoshiarpur, tehsil Una. It falls under thejurisdiction ofAnandpur police station.

ਬਸੰਤਦੂਤ [basétdut] n that which harbingers the

karu] n fragrance, dispeision of fragrance.
“agar vasu bahkaru.”—var asa. “bahu basna
bahkarI.”—mala m 3.
ਬਹਣ [bahanl See ਵਹਣ. 2 See ਬਹਿਣਾ.

ਬਹਣਿ [bahanI] n sitting, meeting. “paSI na dei
koi bahanI.”—vargaul m 4. “Nobody allows
them to sit with them.’ 2 conjunct v does not
allow to sit.
ਬਹਤਰ [bahatar] adj two and seventy; seventytwo.

ਬਹਤਰਿ [bahatarI] “kasanI bahatarI lagi tahI."

spring — mango-tree. 2 Indian Cuckoo, nightingale. 3 ﬁfth note, highest pitch.

—bas§t kabir. Seventy-two veins are tying
cords. According to Gorakh Paddhati, a treatise on Yog, there are seventy-two thousands

ਥਸੰਤਪੰਚਮੀ [basétpécmi] ﬁfth day of brighter

veins (ਰਕ ਜ੍ਯਫ੍ਧ: ਦ੍ਜਾਬ੍ਰੂਵ੍ਯਗ਼: ਦ੍ਧ੍ਰਫ਼ੁਰ੍ਗ਼ਾਸ੍ਯ' W2) out

phase of the lunar month of Magh. The festival is celebrated on this auspicious day.
ਬਸੰਤਿ [basétI] lives. “sokhyé basétI nanakah.”
~sahas m 5.
ਬਸੰਤੀ [baséti] adj pertaining to the spring sea-

of which seventy-two are regarded as main
veins. As per Pran Sanguli, there are seventytwo vital spots in the body. “bahatarI gharI
Iku purakhu samaIa.”—--suhi kabir. See ਗਜਠਵ.

ਬਹਤਰਿ ਘਰਿ [bahatarI gharI] See ਬਹਤਰਿ.

1The translations in verse by Bhai Basant Singh of

ਬਹਤੀ [bahti] ﬂowing, gliding like a stream. “bahti

(lulislaan Bostaan are also excellent.

jat kade drIsatI na dharat.”~suhi m 5.

ਬਹੱਤਰ
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ਬਹੱਤਰ [bahattar] See ਬਹਤਰ. 2 See ਇਸਲਾਮ ਦੇ
ਫਿਰਕੇ. 3 See ਕੌਮ ਬਹੱਤਰ.
ਬਹਦਿਆ [bahdIa] while resting; while sitting.
“bahdIa uthdIa na VISI‘€ saca.”—var sarm 4.

ਬਹਨ [bahan] See ਬਚਣ and ਞਹਨ.

ਬਹਨਿ [bahanI] See ਬਹਿਣ. 2 See ਬੰਨ੍ਹੀਂ.
ਬਹਨੋਈ [bahnoi] See ਬਂਹਿਨੋਂੲੀ.

1e agya émrItbanvayo.
khare hOI tatkal Chakayo.
sri mUkh te tab nam ucaryo.
subh ajmersigh tahi dharyo.
vahIguru ji ki kahI phate.
bha kalyan UCIt mud CIte.
SImran karan lagyo guru kera.
gurbani parh séjh savera.”

ਬਹਮ [baham] P ਨੁੂੰ/ adj together, collective.
See ਛੱਤੇਅਾਣਾ.
2 obtained, achieved. 3 See ਬਾਹਮ. 4 ”See ਞਹਮ.
ਬਹਮਨ [bahman] P J" emperor of Iran, who ਬਹਰ [bahar] A j. n ocean. sea. 2 rhythm of a
was son of Asfandyar. His name is referred ਰ੍ poetic metre. 3 P [1 part for; for the sake of;
in order to. 4 each one, everyone. e.g. ਬਹਰ ਜਾ.
to in the eighth Haqayat. 2 an angel. 3 adj
ਬਹਰਹ
[bahrah] P ਹਿ: part, portion. 2 luck, for—
shrewd, clever. 4 powerful. 5 See ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ.
ਬਹਮਨੀ [bahmani] P ਲ਼ਾਠੱ a ruling dynasty ofthe tune. 3 See ਬਹਰਾsouth, which ruled between 1347 to 1526 AD.

ਬਹਰਹਬਰ [bahrahbar], ਬਹਰਹਮੰਦ [bahrahméd] P

According to an article in Farishta, the founder

am: gm: partner. share holder. 2 lucky, having good luck, fortunate.
ਬਹਰ ਜਾ [bahar ja] P (ਪਿੰਡੋਂ adv everywhere, at
every place.
ਬਹਰਮੰਦ [baharméd], ਬਹਰਵਰ [baharvar] See

of this dynasty was Allauddin Hasan Gangoo
who was brought up by a Brahmin, hence the
name Bahmani, but itis only a tell-tale. In fact,
Bahman is a Persian family, whose ancestor
was Zafarkhan Hasan.

ਬਹਮੀਸ਼ਾਹ [bahmisah] 0r ਬੁਹਮੀਸ਼ਾਹ [brahmisah]

ਬਹਰਹਬਰ.

.

ਬਹਰਾ [bahra] Ski ਬਧਿਰ. adj deaf. “sai n3 bahra
hOI .”-—s kabir. “bahre karan akal bhai hochi.”
—bher m 1. 2 See ਬਹਿਰਾ.
ਬਹਰਾਨੇ {bahrane} became deaf, became hard

His real name was Ibrahim Shah. He was a
Muslim resident of village Chhatteana in the
Malwa. When the tenth Guru arrived in his
village during the formers’s mission to cover ‘ ofhearing.
the forest land with joyous vegetation he was ਬਹਰੀ [bahri] A 0% adj pertaining to the sea;
maritime. 2 n pearl. 3 a bird of prey, which is
deeply impressed by the preachings of the Guru
b1ack-eyed.Its size is that ofa small hawk. Its
that he renounced Islam and became a Sikh.
male is named ਬਹਰੀਥੱਚਾ [bahribacca]. 1t migrates
Bhai Santokh Singh wrote thus about this tale
to
Punjab alongwith wild ducks in the early
in the ﬁrst part of the 18‘h chapter of Guru
winter season. It lives mostly on the banks of
Pratapsuray Granth:
lakes. It is most daring and agile among the
“sun sri prabhu prasénta dhari.
black-eyed birds. Its ﬂight is much higher and
purab bhali ritI t'é dari.
longer. Very easily it kills a ﬂorican (Siberian
musalman hUI bhavan dhare.
Crane). Its colour is black like that ofa ਚਰਗ
mIlan péth me je hIt kart.
[carag] (a species of hawk). The hair on its
tau yahI UCIt khalse bic.
chest is greyish brown. It lays eggs on cold
pahul 1eI uc ks nic.
mountains. The hunters keep it for six months
mansigh ko hukam bakhana.
for the purpose of preying and thereafter set it
kharo hohu kar SIkkh sujana.

ਬਹਰੀ ਬੱਚਾ
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free. It is also named as sahin bahri … Royal
Hawk. “nabh te bahri lakhI chut pari janu kuk
kulégan ke gan me.”—-C§d1’ 1. “}')/(~) bahri khag
l<o jhaptat."-—NP, See ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀਆਂ ਦਾ ਚਿਤੁ.

ਬਹਰੀ ਬੱਚਾ [bahri bacca] It is the male ofa hawk
and is a little smaller than that. It does not prey
like hawks, hence hunters do not to domesti-

cate it.
ਬਹਲ [bahal] n conveyance, vehicle, carriage.
Skt ਵਰਨ. 2 Ski adj concentrated, dense.
3 strong, rigid. 4 broad, wide. 5 one ofthe ﬁve
subcastes of Khatris. “rajmahal bhanu bahal.”—BG. ‘Bhai Bhanu belonging to Bahal
subcaste in the town of Rajmahal.’ 6 P ਪੰਡ“

dedication, offering. “pranu mano dhanu sét
bahal.”—ma11' m 5.
ਬਹਲਾ [bahla] adj in excesss, excessive, abun-

ਬਹਾਦਰਸ਼ਾਹ

close to this village. This is why some authors
hold that the Gurdwara .lharh Sahib is situated
in Chuharhwal instead of Behlolpur. See ਝਾੜ

ਸਾਹਿਬ no. 1.
ਬਹੜਾ [bahra] It is a variant ofthe Punha poetic
metre. Its characteristics ~ four feet. each foot
having twenty-one syllables, ﬁrst pause after
the eleventh ending with a jagnat, second pause

after the tenth with a ragnat in the end.
Example:
athk ros kar raj, pakhrIya dhavhi
ram ram bIn 55k, pokarat avhi....

—ramav.

2 See ਵ'ਹਿੜਾ.
ਬਹੜਾਇਚ [bahraIc] a town in the Avadh region, which is also district headquarters.

ਬਹੜਾ ਸੰਗੀਤ [bahra ségit] See ਸੰਗੀਤ ਛੰਦ.

dant. “Udre karanI apne bahle bhekh karenI.”~~,var ram 1 m 3. “cécl CItari kalIka man

ਬਹਾ [baha] A [<< 11 light, illumination. 2 hustle

bahla‘ros baclhaIke.”—C§di 3.

ਬਹਾਉ [bahau] n sense of ﬂowing; ﬂow.

ਬਹਲੀਮ [bahlim], ਜਿ਼ [bahlima] A ਟੀ? See
ਧੁਨੀ (8)ਬਹਲੇ [bahle] many, several. See ਬਹਲਾ.

and bustle. 3 beauty. 4 1’ cost; price. See ਬੇਬਹਾ.

ਬਚਾਉਣਾ [bahaunal v cause to ﬂow. “apI dobe
cahu bed mahI, cele clie bahaI.”——s kabir.

2 make one sit; seat (a person).

ਬਹਲੋਂ [bahlo] See ਬਹਲਾ. 2 See ਬਹਿਲੇਂ.

ਬਹਾਘੀ [bahaghi] See ਬਰਿੰਗੀ. 2 adj who causes

ਬਹਲੋਲ [bahlol] A ਲ਼ੀਮੁਂਝੂ/ adj jolly, cheerful; viva—

to flow. 3 thrower, renouncer. “dar cali sagre
' pat y5, janu dar cali sabh 1ajbahaghi.”—I<rIsan.
‘The unclad milkmaids (those in love with Krishan) frolicked leaving all their clothes behind
like groups of Sanyasis — i.e. renouncers ofall
worldly coyness’; suggesting a row Ofunclad
ascetics on the move.

cious. 2 community chief. 3 See ਬਗਦਾਦ. 4 See
ਬਹਲੋਂਲਖ਼ਾਂਲੋਦੀ [bahlolxa lodi] ਨੂਂਭੰਭੰਘਾਂਫੂਲ਼ੀਭੰਮਾੰਥੂਲੂ a Pathan
of Lodi dynasty, who ﬁrst ruled over Punjab,
then he became king of Delhi. He ruled between 1450 to 1489 AD (Sammat 1508 to
1546). Guru Nanak Dev lived during his re-

gime. See ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨਾਂ ਦਾ ਭਾਰਤ ਵਿੱਚ ਰਾਜ.

ਬਹਲ਼ੋਂਲਪੁਰ [bahlolpor] a village four kohs to the
west of Chamkaur Sahib situated in Samrala
tehsil ofLudhiana. A gurdwara Jharh Sahib in
memory ofthe tenth Guru is situated close to
this village. This village was founded by chief
Bahlolkhan during the regime ofemperorAkbar. A village called Chuharhwal is situated

ਬਹਾਦਰ [bahadar], ਬਹਾਦੁਰ [bahadur] P Ag: shin-

ing pearl, sparkling pearl. 2 precious pearl.
3 courageous, brave.
ਬਹਾਦੁਰਸ਼ਾਹ [bahadursah] .12;qu second son of

Aurangzeb, who was born on October 4, 1643
in Burhanpur. Muazzam and Sah Aalm were
his earlier names. In 1707 AD, he became rul-

er of Delhi and renamed himself as Bahadur
Shah. Most of his time was spent in ﬁghting

ਬਹਾਦੁਰਖ਼ਾਨ
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against the southern states — Bijapur, Golkanda. He marched towards Punjab on being told
of the dominance of Sikhs under the command
of Banda Bahadur, and subsequently the death
ofWazir Khan, governor ofSirhind, but could
not establish peace in the country. Bahadur
Shah expired on February 18, 1712 (Phagun
Sammat 1769) in Lahore.
Bahadur Shah II. The last Mughal ruler of
Delhi, who was son of Lalbai and Akbar Shah
II. He was born on October 24, 1775. Histori-

ans termed him as Bahadur Shah Rangeela.
He was sent on exile to Rangoon from Delhi
in 1858 with a grant ofa monthly pension of
rupees one lakh by the British government because of his involvement in the conspiracy
during the 1857 mutiny. He breathed his last
there on November 7, 1862. He was an excellent poet with Zaffar as his pen—name. “sz ki
tujh k0 justju he vah tujhi me he zaphar. dhﬁdhta
phIr phIrke phIr tu jabaja kya ciz he?”

descendants of Saifkhan after making due
compensation in 1774 AD. He then fortiﬁed
it and named it Bahadurgarh.
ਬਹਾਦੁਰਪੁਰ [bahadurpur] See ਦੋਹਰਾਸਾਹਿਬ |10. 2.

ਬਹਾਨਾ [bahana] See ਬਚਾਉਣਾ 1. 2 P ;[ਭੰਦ੍ਰ H excuse. “kIa k0 kare bahana.”—-bIIa m 3. 3 in
the name of, for the sake of.
ਬਹਾਰ [bahar] P Ag n spring season, season of
blossoming ﬂowers and vegetation; months of
Chet and Vaisakh. 2 crop; weather. 3 bliss,
joy, happiness. 4 song ofthe spring season.
ਬਹਾਲ [bahal] P JV. adj as such, status quo.
ਬਹਾਲ਼ਣਾ [bahalna],

ਬਹਾਂਲਨਾ [bahalna]

v

“dharamkala harI béth bahali.”—asa m 5.

ਬਹਾਲੀ [bahali] See ਬਹਾਲਣਾ. 2 P ਮੂੰਡਿ n act of
reinstating at the same place; reinstatement.
ਬਹਾਲੀਓਨੁ [bahalionu] has set up; he has estab-

lished. “apI thatI bahalionu.”—var sor m 4.

ਬਹਾਵਲਰੁੱਕੁ [bahavalhakk] 04.31,< Khwajah Ba-

hawalhak — a holy Muslim of Multan, who
became a disciple of Guru Nanak Dev after
having held discourse with the latter.
ਬਹਾਦੁਰਖ਼ਾਨ [bahadurxan] an army ofﬁcer under sardar Mukhlishkhan, who fought against ਬਹਾਵਲਪੁਰ [bahavalpur] a Muslim state in Punjab, with its capital in Bahawalpur. It is situatGuru Hargobind in the battle Amritsar.
ed 244 miles away to the south-west of Lahore.
ਬਹਾਦੁਰਗੜ੍ਹ [bahadorgarh] a town founded by
The nobles of this state originate from ShikarSaifkhan (Saifuddin) and a fort saifabad sitpur (Sindh). The distinguished Abbasi Daud
uated at a distance of about four kohs to the
founded this state; as a result its residents are
north east of Patiala. Guru Tegbahadur
known as Daudpotre, being descendants
also
stayed here for about four months. A holy
ofDaud. Bahawal Nagar was founded in 1748
place in memory ofthe Guru is situated within
the fort while another is in the garden out- 'by.Bahawal Khan, grandson of Daud.
Bahawalpur has an area of about 15,000
side the fort. Land measuring about five
miles with a population of about
square
hundred ghumaons with revenue of nine
781,191. Bahawalpur state came under the
hundred rupees for celebration of festivals
administrative control of the British Governhas been allotted to the gurdwara by the
ment in 1833, and is a protectorate now. It is
Patiala state. Each year, a religious congrenow connected with Government through
gation is held on the Vaisakhi. The gurdwara
A.G.G. Punjab states. The state is considered
is under the administrative control of the
be at number two in Punjab.
to
Patiala state. Amar Singh, ruler of Patiala
state, got the control of the fort from the ਬਹਿ [bahI] adv after sitting. “bahI sakhia jasu

ਬਹਿਸ
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gavahI.”——V2ir sor m 4.

ਬਹਿਸ [bahIs] See ਬਹਸ.

ਬਚਿਰਜੱਖ

ਬਚਿਬਲ [bathal] a village under Kotkapura

ਬਹਿਸ਼ੂ [bahIst] See ਬਹਿਸਤ.

police station of Faridkot state. There stands
a gurdwara named Tibbi Sahib in memory of
Guru Gobind Singh. It is situated at a distance
ofa quarter ofa mile to the north of this village and four kohs to the west ofJaito. When
the troops of the Guru were resting here, many
groups of Villagers took the soldiers to their
houses to serve them food. A poor farmer had

ਬਚਿਕਾਉਣਾ [bahIkauna], ਬਹਿਕਾਨਾ [bahIkana]

nothing except dried fruit ਪੀਲੂ [pilu] of a wild

ਥਚਿਸ਼ਤ [bahIsat] P w n paradise, heaven.
ਥਹਿਸਤੁਲ ਨਿਵਾਸ [bahIstol nIvas]~japU. one who

dwells in heaven; paradise-dweller. i.e. ‘who
lives happily.’

ਬਚਿਸਾਏ [bahIsae] made to argue, made to
quarrel with.

See ਵਰਗਲਾਨੀਦਨ.
condition. “thor bahIkram budth bIsekha.”
—paras. “joban bahIkram.”—sahas m 5. young
age. “kanh bahIkram thori tums.”—krIsan.

tree with him to serve. He boiled it and served
it to one offellow soldier. When the disciples
came to the Guru after taking their meals, the
Guru asked all of them about what food they
had taken. All of them told about the food they

ਬਹਿੰਗੀ [bahigi], ਬਚਿੰ1ਖੀ [bahfghi] Skt ਵਿਹੰਗਿਕਾ.

were served. The devotee Maliagar Singh, who

ਬਹਿਕ੍ਰਮ [bahIkram] Skt ਵਯ2ਕ੍ਰਮ. 17 age, stage,

n contrivance; a bow shaped ﬂexible bar of
wood held on the shoulders of persons like
palanquin bearers, from the ends of which
small baskets of reed etc are suspended by
strings for carrying weights.

ਬਚਿਜਣਾ [bathana] v be carried away or
washed away. 2 get exhausted for doing work.
“suniar bahIgae.”——s farid. 3 be seated.
ਬਹਿਠ [bahIth], ੲਹਿਠਾ [bahItha], ਬਰਿਠੀ [ba-

hIthi], ਬਹਿਨੁ [bahIthu] Skt ਅਵਹਿਤ. sat, established, was situated. “kajal rekh na sahdIa se
pékhi suI bahIthU.”—s farid. “Iku lakhu lahanI bahIthia, lakhu lahanI kharia.”—asa a m

1. “sz0 paSI bahIthIa sohie.”—sava m 5.

ਬਹਿਣ [bahIn] n sister. “bahIn bIrahI jaljaI.”
—051<ar 5. 2 See ਬਹਣ.

ਬਹਿਣਾ [bahIna] v be washed away, be carried
away by currents. 2 sit. 3 get tired, get exhausted.
ਬਹਿਣੇਂਟੀ [bahInoi] See ਬਹਿਨੋਟੀ.

was served with boiled wild tree fruit said that
he enjoyed all the delicious dishes on earth.
The villager reluctantly remarked that he served
this contented Sikh with only wild tree fruit
[pilu]. The tenth Guru was highly delighted and
uttered:
“SIkh thg ho: acavahI nahi,
t3 dukhan janahu tIs mahi.
nIrdhan SIkh te jacahI nika.
dos lakhahu acavahI tIs-hi ka.”—GPS.
ਬਹਿਰ [bahIr] See ਬਹਰ. 2 Skt ਵਹਿਚ. adv out—
side. 3 without. 4 n a village under police station and tehsil Bhawanigarh of subdivision
Sunam in Patiala state. An elegantly constructed gurdwara in memory of Guru Tegbahadur
stands nearby to the west ofthis village. Fifty
vighas of land has been allotted to the gurdwara by the state. The priest is a Singh. It is
situated at a distance ofabout ten miles to the
north ofKaithal railway station.

ਬਰਿਨ [bahIn] sister. “saglIa ki hao bahIn bhan— ਥਹਿਰਜੱਖ [bahIrjakkh] Skt ਵਚਿਯੰਕ਼ Accordin g

ji.”—asa kabir.
ਬਚਿਠੋਂੲੀ [bahInoi] sister’s husband, brother—inlaw.

to the Mahabharat, Kauravs and Pandavs de-

ployed four Yakshes all around the battle ﬁeld
of Kurukshetar in order to push back the sol-

ਬਂਹਿਰਤਵੀਲ
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diers ﬂeeing from the war. A village bearing
this name founded at the site where one of
these Yakshes stayed is situated on the bank
of Sarasvati river in Kurukshetar. Guru
Tegbahadur stayed in the house of a devotedcarpenter of this village for three days. This
village falls in Patiala state.

ਬਹਿਰ ਤਵੀਲ [bahIr tavil] a rhythmic tune of
poetic metre tavil. The longer songs in Tilang
Rag written in Persian and Pushto are popularly known by this name. There is a prayer
composed in 19 poetic metres under the heading bahIr tavil pascmi. It is not composed in
the Western style but contains songs written
in Pushto according to the rhythm and recitation popular in this language. Hence this name
is assigned to it. The characteristics of this
metre are — each foot having ”5, l, I. It is also
named as nayak.
Example:
k1 agéjas. k: abhéjas.
kI arupas. l<I ag5j95.—gyan.

See ਤਵੀਲ.

ਬਹ

tank of Amritsar. Bhai Behlo was born in Sammat 1640 and died in Sammat 1700. His de—

scendants are called Bhaike. See ਫਫਡੇ ਭਾੲੀ ਕੇ.

ਬਹਿਲੋਲ [bahlloll See ਬਹਲੋਲ.
ਬਹਿਲੋਲ ਭਾੲੀ [bahIlol bhai] a gurdwara in memory of Guru Amar Dass about two furlongs to
the east of Kaadiwind village under police
station and tehsil Kasoor of district Lahore. When
the Guru was staying in Jhari Sahib during his
visit to Kasoor, Diwan Chand of Delhi requested
the Guru to get some memorial raised with his
wealth so that people could remember him after
his death. The Guru got a pond dug and a few
pucca houses built per his desire. Two hundred
vighas of land used for the purpose belonged to
Bhai Behlol of Kaadiwind village. A memorial of
Bhai Behlol also stands here. The priest of this
gurdwara is an Udasi saint. A religious congregation is held annually on the seventh day of
Sharadhs (the darker fomight of Bhadon).

ਬਹਿੜਵਾਲ [bahIrval] See ਬੈਹੜਵਾਲ.
ਬਹੀ [bahi] n account book, ledger. 2 a subcaste ofthe Pathans, twelve villages belong—

ਬਚਿਰਮੁਖ [bahIrmukh] Skt ਞਹਿਮੁੰਖ. adj facing

ing to whom fall in Hoshiarpur district. 3 adj

outward. 2 directing attention to the other side.
3 having attachment with worldly objects.
ਬਹਿਰਲਾਪਿਕਾ [bahIrlapIka] See ਪ੍ਰਹੇਲਿਕਾ.

carried away or washed away by a current.

ਬ'ਹਿਰਾ [bahIra] See ਬਹਰਾ- 2 E corrupt form of
‘ bearer; servant who helps one to be dressed
up; servant who lifts the luggage of his chief.

ਬੇਹਿਰੀ [bahIri] See ਬਹਰੀ.
ਬਚਿਚੰਗ [bahIrég] See ਵਚਿਚੰਗ.
ਬਹਿਲ [bahIl] See ਬਹਲ.
ਬ'ਹਿਲੇਂ ਭਾੲੀ [bahIlo bhai] a Sandhu Jatt, resident of Phaphrha village of Malwa region, and
a devotee of Sultan. He became a worshipper
of the Creator after becoming a disciple of
Guru Arjan Dev in Sammat 1660.
He served with great devotion during the
construction of the Golden temple and the holy

“durmatI jat bahi.”—sar m 5. 4 See ਵਹੀ.
ਬਚੀਆਂ [bahié] ﬂexible bamboo sticks (bamboos)
used for loading and unloading luggage. “nau

bahia das gonI ahI.”—bas§tkabir. ‘ﬂexible nine
sticks around the boat-like body sustain
breaths which are their ten times.’
ਬਹੀਰ [bahir] n large body of marching men;

rush of wanderers; caravan. “pache pari bahir.”—s kabir. 2 nomad; a group of nomadic
people, who do not stay at one place.

ਬਹੀਰੀਅਾ [bahiria] adj pertaining to the nomad;
nomadic.
ਬਹੁ [bahu] Skt adjmany, numerous. “bahu sastra bahu SImrIti pekhe sarab dhéclholI.”

-—sul<hmani.

ਬਹੁਸੰਮ'ਤਿ
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ਬਹੁਸੰਮਤਿ [bahusématI] r1 majority opinion. 2 unin

ਬਹੁਲ

ofthe majority opinion.
ਬਹੁ'ਸ਼ੁਤ [bahusrut] adj who has listened to a lot
of_holy scriptures and discourses of several
scholars.

many kinds, of various types. “kin bahubhat
jég darun.”—saloh. “ape hOIo Ik, ape bahub—
hatIa.”——var ram 2 m 5.
ਬਹੁਰ [behur] adv again, once again. 2 afterwards, later, thereafter.

ਬਹੁ'ਹਿਰਹਿ [bahuhIrahI] (they) sweep or clean

ਬਹੁ ਰਸੁਨਥੇ [bahu rasunethe] having many

with broom. “kotIk pap pfm bahuhIrahI.”
—bhera kabir. ‘Millions ofpious deeds are His
humble broombearers.’
ਬਹੁਕਰ [bahukar] Skt one who sweeps with a
broom; sweeper. 2 camel. 3 adj overdoing.
ਬਹੁਕਗੌ [bahukri] Skt broom.
ਬਹੁਜਾਈ [bahujai] See ਖਤ੍ਰੀ.

tongues, muiti—tongued, i.e. Sheshnag. “rasna
ek jasu gaI na sake, bahu kije bahu rasunathe.”
—1<.911' m 4. ‘Please make us like the multi—
tongued Sheshnags.’
ਬਹੁਰਨਾ [bahurna] v return; come back. 2 meet
again.

ਬਹੁਟਾ [bahuta] n bracelet; armlet; an ornament

to be worn around the arm.

ਬਹੁਂਟੀ [bahuti] ਲ਼ਾ/ਨੁਲ਼ਵਧੂਟੀ. n wife, bride. 2 daughter—in-law, son’s wife.
‘
ਬਹੁਤ [bahut], ਬਹੁਤਾ [bahuta], ਬਹੁਤੁ [bahutu], ਬਹੁਤੇਰਾ
[bahotera] adjSktEIgB'Er. much, very much, plentiful. “bahuta kahis bahuta hoI.”—japu. “sadh
bahutere dIthe.”—saveye m 3 ke. “bahutu Slanap lags dhurI.”—asa m 1. 2 The traders generally use the word ਬਹੁਤੇ for three while weighing
with a balance.

ਬਹੁਤੇ ਬਹੁਤ [bahuto bahut] adjmuch more, more
than enough, in abundance. See ਬਹੁਤ.

ਬਹੁਦਰਸੀ [bahudarsi] Skt ਕਵੁਟ੍ਸਿਂਜ੍. adj who has
seen a lot. 2 n he who has seen many ups and
downs in life; one having wide knowledge.
ਬਹੁਧਾ [bahodha] Skt adv in several ways, by
diverse means. 2 oﬁen, mostly, frequently.
ਥਹੁਪ੍ਰਜ [bahopraj] n one having a large progeny
— sun. 2 adj having a large family.
ਬਹੁ'ਬਾਹੀੰ [bahubahi], ਬਹੁਂਬਾਹੁ [bahubahu] adjwith

ਥਹੁਂਰਾ [bahura] Its pronunciation is also ਬਹੋਰਾ
and ਵਹੁਰਾ; a subcaste ofthe Brahmins of Marwar region, who are goldsmiths by profession.
2 a subcaste ofthe Vaishy, having trading as
their profession. 3 a subcaste living in Bombay region, converted from Hinduism to
Islam.

ਬਹੁਰਾਇਓ [bahoran] returned, gave back. See
ਬਹੁਰਨਾ. “trIy anp ko bahuralo eso carIt ba—
naI.”—car1’tr 81.
ਬਹੁਂਚਿ [bahurI] again, once again. See ਬਹੁਰ.
“bahurI us ka bIsvas n3 hove.”—sukhmani.
ਬਹੁਂਚਿਯਾ [bahurIya], ਬਹੁਂਰੀ [bahuri], ਬਹੁਰੀਅਾ

[bahuria] n wife. “harI mero pIrU, haU harI ki
bahuria.”—asa kabir. “mahénéd murdar ki huti
bahurIya ek.”—carItr 4. 2 daughter—in—law,
son’s wife.

ਬਹੁਰੂਪਿ [bahurupI], ਬਹੁਰੂਪੀਂਆ [bahurupia] Skt
ਕਛੂਦ੍ਨਧਿਜ਼ adjwho can assume different disguises and characters. 2 multifaceted. “Ik sabdi
bahurupI avdhuta.”—sr1' a m 5. 3 n mimic,
buffoon. “sarab sastra bahurupia.”—m91a

multiple arms i.e. having a large number of namdeV.
supporters (supporting hands). “bahubahi aru ਬਹੁਰੋ [bahuro] See ਬਹੁਰ.
dhani mahana.”—GPS. 2 n Ravan; supposed ਬਹੁਰੰਗੀ [bahurégi] adj who assumes several
to have twenty arms. 3 one having a thousand
forms. 2 who assumes several appearances.
arms — Kartykey, Arjun.
3 carefree.
ਬਹੁ ਭਤ [bahu bhat], ਬਹੁ ਭਿਤ [bahu tht] of ਬਹੁਲ [bahul] Skt adj much, plenty. 2 n sky

ਬਹਲਦਿਨ

ਖ਼
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3 fire. 4 dark phase ofa lunar month. 5 Shiv;
Mahadev.

ਬਹੁਲਦਿਨ [bahuldIn] days of the dark phase of
a lunar month. Its short for ਥਦਿ is now misspelt as ਵਦੀ.
ਬਹੁਲਾਂਤਕ [baholétak] 11 one vanquishing many
* arrow.—sanama.
ਬਹੁਲੋ [bahulo] See ਬਹੁਰ. 2 plentiful, abundant.

too much. See ਬਹੁਲ 1. “bahulo krIpala.”——sahas m 5. ‘really benevolent.”
ਬਹੁਵਚਨ [bahuvacan] n word for more than one

in number; p1ural.viz plural 01°ਦੇਵਤਾ is ਦੇਵਤੇ.
ਬਹੁਫ੍ਰੀਰਿ [bahuvrth] Skt containing plenty of
rice. 2 having a huge quantity ofpaddy. 3 one
of the six compounds in grammar that forms
one adjective by combining several qualiﬁers.
e.g. ਪਦਦਲਿਤ, ਭਯਭੀਤ, ਪੀਂਤਮੁਖ, ਸ਼ਤੂਸੇਨਾਧਿਪ etc.
ਬਹੁੜ [bahur] See ਬਹੁਰ. 2 See ਬਹੁਤ.
ਬਹੁੜਨਾ [bahurna] $66,ਬਹੁਰਨਾ. 2 come to one’s

help; come to the rescue of. See ਬਾਹੁਂੜਨਾ.
ਬਹੁਤਿ [bahurI] again, once again. See ਬਹੁਰ. “beho{I no sékat duara.”—todi m 5. 2 many, several.

“bahurI bIdhi na dhava.”—bIIa Chétm 5.

ਬਹੂ [bahu] wife. “dIn das péc bahu bhale ai.”
——asa kabir.
ਬਹੂਦਕ [bahudak] n class of sanyasis who beg
alms on the banks of rivers, lakes, ponds etc.

ਬਹੇਰਾ [bahera] See ਬਹੇੜਾ. “tajat bahera chéh sabh
gahIt am ki an.”—vrfd.
ਬਰੇਲ [bahel] a woman involved with many men;
lecherous woman; lewd female.

ਬਹੇਲਾ [bahela] See ਞਹੇਲਾ.
ਬਹੇੜਾ [bahera] Skt ਬਹੇਟਕ and ਵਿਭੀਤਕ. A ,]ਥੂਫ਼ੂ L
Terminalia Bellerica. n a tall tree, on which
grow bunches of berry like fruits. This myrobalan (Belleric myrobalan) is used as one of
constituents of medicinal mixture of three
myrobalans called triple myrobalan [consisting of ਹਰੜ (chebulic myrobalan), ਬੋਹੇੜਾ (belleric myrobalan) and ਔਂਲਾ (emblic myrobalan)]

According to Ayurved, belleric myrobalan is
thought to be an eradictor of sycosis and
syphlosis as well as is useful for the eyes. The
skin of its fruit is used for tanning leather.
Many people believe that evil spirits inhabit the

myrobalan fruit. So it is also named as “ਭੂਤਵਾਸ
(abode of ghosts)” in Sanskrit. See ਬਹੇਰਾ.
ਬਹੈ [bahe] ﬂows. 2 sits. “5er bahe tapa pap

kamae.”—var gau I m 4.
ਬਹੋਰ [bahor] See ਬਹੁਰ.

ਬਹੋਰਨ [bahorn] v bring back; return, give back.
“name ke suami sia bahori.”—sor namdev.
“harI gala bahore bIt.”—s kabir.

ਬਹੌਰਾ [bahora] )1 cycle, circle. “janam janam ko
jatI bahora.”—gau m 5. 2 adj returned, gave
.
back.
ਬਹੋਰਿ [bahorI] adv again, once again. 2 with—
out break; beyond this.

ਬਹੋਰੀ [bahori] returned, gave back. 2 brought
back. See ਬਹੋਰਨ.
ਬਹੌਚੈ [bahore] returns, gives back. See ਬਹੋਰਨ.

ਥਹੋਲਾ [bahola] See ਬਸੋਲਾ.
ਬਹੌੜਨਾ [}੭ਗ਼ੀ੦ਨੂ118] v return, give back. See ਬਹੋਰਨ.
ਬਹੇੜਾ [bahora] 11 an embroidered margin of a
bedsheet of cotton. 2 a goldsmith, who was
owned by Guru Arjan Dev when he vowed to
give up the act of thieving. 3 a subcaste of
Khatris. 4 a poetic metre. It is variation of
Padhri metre. Its characteristics — four feet,
each foot having sixteen syllables, two paus—
es, one each aﬁer eight syllables with lSl in the
end.
Example :
tab rukyo tas, sugriv an,
kahi jat bal, nahI pas jan....

~ramav.
ਬਰੋਂੜਿ [bahorI] See ਬਹੁ'ਤਿ. 2 by supporting. “krIpa kare harI mera nanak lae bahorI.”—vargau
1 m 3. 3 by returning, by giving back.

ਬਹੋੜੂ [bahoru] adj who gives back, who returns

ਥਹੋੜ=
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back. See ਬਹੋਰਨ. “gaibahoru bédichoru nIrékar
dukhdari.”—sor m 5.

ਬਹੋੜੂ [bahoru] a Khosla Khatri of Lahore, who
grew into a person of piety after becoming a
follower of Guru Arj an Dev. Bhai Bidhi Chand
stayed at the residence of Bahorhu, when,
acceding to the request of the Sikhs of Kabul
to bring back the Guru’s horses, seized by the
ruler, he asssumed the guise of an astrologer.

ਬਹੰਤਿ [bahétI] flow. “bahét: agah toyé.”
—sahas m 5.
ਬਹੰ [barh] Skt n peacock’s tail. 2 leaf, feather,

tree—leaf. The Sanskrit word ਵਹਿੰ [varhI] is also
correct.
ਬਹਿੰ [barhI] Skt n a kind of grass used in religious rituals. 2 fire.

ਬਹੀ [barhi] Skt ਥਫਿੱਜ੍. 11 one having feathers —
peacock. 2 tree. The Sanskrit word ਞਹਿੰਣ is
also correct.
ਬਕ [bak] Skt ਵਕ੍. vr bend, cunning, go. 2 n
heron; the word ਬਕ is also a Sanskrit word.
3 a demon, who came in the guise ofa heron
to eat up Krishan but was killed by Krishan

and Balram.

“bat kahi bak ko son lays.”

—1<rIsan. 4 See ਬਕਣਾ.

ਬਕਈ [bakai] See ਬਕੀ. “phun mardari bakai.”
—1<rIsan. ‘killed Pootna’.
ਬਕਹਾ [bak-ha] n killers of demon Bak —
Krishan and Balram. 2 wind, that with its vigour, leaves behind the heron/crane.
ਬਕਣਾ [bakna] v utter, speak, state. “caran ga-

hao bakau subh rasna.”——jst m 5. 2 make noise
in vain like a heron. “bake na bole khImadhan
ségrahe.”—maru a m 1.
ਬਕਤਰ [baktar] P /-f n armour; mesh of iron
chains worn by warriors to protect their bodies.
ਬਕਤਾ [bakta] Skt ਵਰ੍ਹਾ. adj speaker, orator, declaimer. “bakta sunta soi.”—-gaum 1.

ਬਕਤ੍ਰ [baktra] Skt ਵਕੂ. n face, visage. “daryo
carbaktré.”—c5di 2. ‘Brahma having four

ਬਕਬਾਇਂ

faces gbt afraid.’ 2 See ਦੰਤਵਕ੍ਰ.
ਬਕਤੁਣੌ [baktrané] talking people; those who discourse. “so kotI cakr baktrané.”—gyan.

ਬਕਤ੍ਹਾਗੁਜ [baktragraj] always remaining in front;
always keeping before the mouth, eyes.

—sanama.
ਬਕਦਾਲਭ [bakdalabh] Skt ਵਕਦਾਲ੍ਭਜ਼ a sage who
lived in Panchal. His hermitage was on the
bank of Sarasvati river within the jurisdiction
of Dhritrashtar; There is a tale in 40th chapter
of Shaly Parav of Mahabharat that once he
performed a ﬁre ritual for King Vishvjit, and
got 21 oxen as an offering. Bakdalabh presented those oxen to other hermits and demanded a few more oxen for himself from king
Dhritrashtar. The king told the sage, in anger,
to take away his dead cows. Bakdalabh took
away the dead cows and began to perform a
ﬁre-ritual with the ﬂesh ofthese dead cows in
order to ruin Dhritrashtar’s territory. As the
sage Bakdalabh started performing a yajna
with pieces of the dead cows ﬂesh, the em-

pire of Dhritrashtar proceeded towards destruction. Ultimately Dhritrashtar begged forgiveness of the sage.
The reference to Vakdalabh is also found in
the second and twelfth section of ﬁrst chapter
of Chhandog Upnishad. His name is also Lavme—

trey. “sigirIkhI bakdalabh bhane.”—paras.
ਬਕਧ੍ਯਾਨ [bakdhyan] n heron-like meditation,
pretence of goodness with an evil mind. “bath
rahyo bakdhyan lagayo.”—aka1.
ਬਕਨਾ [bakna] See ਬਕਣਾ. “bInu bakne bInu kahan kahavan 5tarjami jane.”—sar m 5.
ਬਕਨੀ [bakni] ਬਕਨੀਗਰ [baknigar] See ਬੁਕਨੀਂ and

ਬੁਕਨੀਗਰ.
ਬਕਬਕਾ [bakbaka] adjtasteless, vapid or nause—
ating. “phal phIke phul bakbake.”—var asa.

ਬਕਬਾਇ [bakbaI] n senseless talk. “bIsarI gee
bakbaIa.”—maru m 5.

ਬਕਬਾਈਂ
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ਬਕਾਲਾ

ਬਕਬਾੲੀ [bakbai] adj non-sensical. 2 n habit of non-sensical talk.
talking non-sense. “nahi bakbai.”—prabha m 1. ਥਕਾ [baka] short for ਵਕਾਸੁਰ. See ਬਕ 3. “baka
ਬਕਬਾਦ [bakbad] 17 See ਬਕਣਾ. talk non-sense;
talk futile senseless talk. 2 quarrel, dispute.
ਬਕਬਾਦੀ [bakbadi] Skt ਕਾਰ੍ਯ. adj babbler, idle

mokh phar.”—1<rIsan. 2 A remainder. balance.
3 last, resultant ਰੋਜ਼ੋੲਕ਼ਾ.

ਬਕਾਇਣ [bakaIn] n a shady tree (china berry).

‘
talker.
ਬਕਬਾਨੀ [bakbani] 17 act of making a noise; hab—
it of raising a hue and cry. “manbrat gahe jese

L Melia Sempervirens.
ਬਕਾਸੁਰ [bakasur] n ਵਕ-ਅਸੁਰ. a demon having

ukh me pyukhas, bés bakbani 1<€ sugédhta
na.”—BGK.
ਬਕੁਰ [baker] A ਮੰਟੁ n act of splitting. 2 prayer for

ut bakasur dekhan mahI bhayanak bhari.”

the welfare of people. 3 ox. 4 cow. 5 See ਬਿਕਰ.
ਬਕਰਜਾਂ [bakerjé] P ਪੀਲ਼ਾ/ਨੂ innocent soul; pious
soul. 2 holy spirit. 3.crux oflife.

ਬਕ੍ਯਾ [bakara] Skt ਬਕੰਰ. 11 male goat, he-goat.
In Sanskrit scriptures male goat is taken as an
animal of sacriﬁce in a ﬁre-ritual. There is a
ritual of offering ﬂesh during the performance
of Sharadhs (i.e. feasting the Brahmin in the
name of one’s ancestors.) See ਯਾਗਯਵਲਕਜ਼ ch.
1, $ 258 and ਮਨੁ ch. 3, s 269. Durga, in partic-

ular, likes this meat. 2 A 9/": 'cow. 3 second
surat of the Koran in which cow’s sacriﬁce
is described.

ਬਕਰੀ [bakeri] Skt ਬਕੰਰੀ. female goat, goat. “bakri
sight) Ikte thaI rakhe.”—suhi m 4 . “bakri kau

hasti pratIpale.”—ram m 5. ‘A weak person is
looked after by a mighty (arrogant) person.’

ਬਕਰੀਦ [bakrid] A g}: Muslim festival of Id—
Ul-Zuha during which cow is sacrificed; tenth

day of the month Zulhiz. See ਈਦ.
ਬਕਚੀਦਿ [bakridI] during the days of the festival Id-Ul-Zuha. “jake idI bakridI kul gau
re b‘adhu karahI .”-“1913 ravidas. See ਬਕਰੀਦ
and ਈਦ.
ਬਕਰੀਮੁਖਾ [bakrimuakha] adj who talks about

poverty. See ਸਿੰਘਮੁਖਾ.
‘ ਬਕਲ [})81<ਹ1] short for ਬਲਕਲ. See ਬਨ੍ਯਲ. “kare

bakal basétr.”—gyan.
ਬਕਵਾਸ [bakvas] n talking like a crow; that is,

the appearance of a heron. See ਬਕ 3. “aIgayo
—1<rIsan.

ਬਕਾਰਿ [bakahI] Speaks, utters. “bebadu baka—
hI .”—tI15g kabir.

ਬਕ਼ਾਯਾ [bakaya] A tag adj plural of ਬਕ਼ੀਯਾ, balance, remainder. 2 n saving 3 material or

wealth which is left as surplus.
ਬਕਾਰ [bakar] pronunciation of ‘ਬ’. 2 letter ‘ਬ’.
3 P Ag adjuseful, beneﬁcial.

ਬਕਾਰਾ [bakara] Skt ਬੁੱਕਾਰ. n lion’s roar, war—
rior’s roar.

ਬਕਾਰਿ [bakarI], ਬਕਾਰੀ [bakari] n enemy of demon Vakk; Krishan. See ਬਕ 3.

ਬਕਾਲ [bakal] n seller, trader, businessman. 2 A
ਲ਼ੀਫ਼ਿਭੰ, vegetable seller. 3 dealer in daily provisions; grocer.

ਬਕਾਲਾ [bakala] a village about two and a half
miles to the north of Beas railway station in
district Amritsar, where Guru Tegbahadur
stayed for long alongwith his mother Nanki.
Makhan Shah spotted Guru Tegbahadur at this
place. The holy place where the Guru used to
stay is named as Bhora Sahib. The sacred site
where the Guru made his ﬁrst appearance af—
ter his elevation is called Darbar Sahib.
Guru Hargobind Singh had also stayed at
Bakala for some time along with his mother.
Mata Ganga. She breathed her last here at
the residence ofa Mehra disciple on 15… Harh,
Sammat 1685. A small memorial is built up near
Khalsa High School.
The place where Dheer Mall got the Guru

’
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ﬁred upon is named as Manji Sahib. The gur—
dwaras of Bakala are managed by a local committee, which has raised an elegant building as

Darbar Sahib. A beautiful pond has also been

constructed; Khalsa High School has been
established. Sardar Basakha Singh has donat—
ed liberally for the development of this religious place.
An annual religious congregation is held on
the last (ﬁfteenth) day of brighter phase of the
lunar month Savan as well as on the martyrdom day of Guru Tegbahadur (Maghar Sudi 5).

ਬਕਿ [bakI] by saying, by uttering. See ਬਕਣਾ.

“bakte bakI sabad sunaIa.”—ram kabir. 2 by
the heron.
ਬਕ਼ੀ [baki] n female heron, she-heron. 2 sister
of demon Vakasur; Pootna. “kés kahs baki bat
suno, Ih aj karo tum kaj hamaro.”—krIsan. See

ਪੂਤਨਾ.

ਬਕੀਤਾ [bakita] adj speaker, orator, narrator.
“khal cator bakita.”—bIIa m 5. ‘Fools became
clever narrators.’

ਬਕੀਂਲ [bakil] See ਵਕੀਲ.
ਬਕੁਲ [bakul] Skt 11 also pronounced as ਵਕੁਲ in
Sanskrit. L Mimusops Elengi. 2 Shiv. 3 See
ਬਲਕਲ.

ਬਕੁਲੀ [bakuli] adjofMimusops Elengi ~ a soft,
fragrant tree. 2 n boiled food grains; boiled
food. 3 food fried after boiling and flavoured
with salt, chillies in oil etc.
ਬਕ੍ਰ [bakr] Skt ਵਕੁ. adj curved. “nora sursarI

bakragatI guni na ogun jan.”—NP. ‘bent rivulet
of the Ganges.’ 2 rotating, revolving with high
speed, whirling. “cakr bakr phIre catur cak.”

—japu. 3 n Shiv. 4 turning ofa river, bend in a

river. 5 short for ਵਕ੍ਤ੍ਰ. “tumi bakr te bed caro
ocare.”—CarItr 1.
ਬਕ੍ਰਤ [bakrat] an ignorant writer has put ਬਕੁਤ
ਧਿਸ਼ਾਵਕੂ... as “bakrat bol avéna.”—NP. ‘cannot
utter words from (his) mouth.’

ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ੀ

ਬਕ੍ਰਦੰਤ [bakradét] See ਦੰਤਬਕ੍ਰ.

ਬਕ੍ਤਿ [bakrIt] adj curved, bent, not straight.
ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ [baxas] P f n part, portion, section.
2 luck, fortune. 3 v imperative ofverb ਬਖਸ਼ੀਦਨ.
which means to give. 4 abbreviation ਘੰਬਖਸ਼ਿਸ਼;

gift. “ape bakhas kareI.”——sri m 3. 5 adj who

pardons, who forgives; it is used as a sufﬁx in
such cases as in ਖ਼ਤਾਬਖਸ਼. (pardoner ofsins).

ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ਸ਼ [baxsas] P f5 n boon, bounty, charity.
2 award, prize, reward. 3 mercy, kindness.
ਬਖਸਣਾ [bakhasna] See ਬਖਸ਼ੀਦਨ.
ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ਦ [baxsad] P ਨ੍ਹੀਂ. bestows. 2 will bestow.
ਬਖਸਦਰ [bakhasdar] blessings from Him — the
Creator. “babe pai bakhasdar.”—BG.
ਬਖਸਨਹਾਰ [bakhsanhar], ਬਖਸਨਹਾਰਾ [bakhsanha-

ra] adjkind, benevolent. 2 who forgives.
ਬਖਸਾਤੇ [bakhsate] those who forgive. “ham
apradhi, turn bakhsate.”—bher m 5.

ਬਖਸ਼ਿ [ਠਿਕ਼ੀਗੁੰਰ੍ਭਤ੍ਯ] adv by bestowing. “ape bakhaSI mIlaIda.”—maru solhe m 3. 2 short for

ਬਖਸ਼ਿਓਨੁ [bakhSIonu], ਬਖਸਿਅਨੁ [bakhSIanu] (he)
pardoned, he forgave. “kaun kaun apradhi bakhSIanu.”—sor a m 3.
ਬਖਸ਼ਿਆ [bakhSIa] one who has been blessed
with a boon. “mat koi bakhSIa me mIle.”—s
farid. 2 donated. 3 pardoned.
ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ [basts] See ਬਖਸ਼ਸ਼.

ਥਖਸਿੰਦ [bakhsid], ਬਖਸਿੰਦਹ [bakhsidah], ਬਖਸਿੰਦਾ
[bakhsfcla], ਬਖਸਿੰਦੁ [bakhsfdu] P ,ਭੰਰ੍ਝੂਨੂੰ/ adj

charitable, benevolent. 2 who forgives. “prabhu parbrahamu bakhsfdo.”—-sr1' m 5.

ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ੀ [baxsi] P 0‘3 n paymaster of army —- offcial employed for disbursing of salary to the
army personel.l 2 chief of the army. “bakhsi
kar tako thahIrayo. sab dal ko tIhé kam ca1ayo.”—aje. 3 (You) bless us, you forgive us;
’Those families have been nicknamed as Bakshi. whose
forefathers were appointed Bakshis during the rule of
the Mughals or the Sikhs.

ਬਖਸ਼ੀਸ
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this is derived from ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ੀਦਨ.
ਬਖਸੀਸ [bakhsis] See ਬਖਸ਼ਸ਼ “ja kau épni kare
bakhsis.”——sul<hmani.

ਬਖਸੀਸਸਿੰਘ [bakhsissigh] a kalaal of village
Bharowal under police station Vairowal in
tehsil Tai‘n Taran district Amritsar, baptised by
Guru Gobind Singh 0n Vaisakh 1, Sammat 1756.
He fought very bravely in the battles of
Anandpur.
ਬਖਸੀਸੀ [bakhsisi] adj who bestows, benevolent. “ਪਿੰ bakhsisi agla.”—var asa. 2 pertaining
to a boon/bounty.
ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ੀਦਹ [baxsidah] P „ਭੰ adj blessed, bestowal.

ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ੀਦਨ [baxsidan] P U; v give, donate.
2 reward. 3 forgive, pardon.
ਬਖਸੰਦ [bakhséd], ਬਖਸੰਦਹ [bakhsédah] P ,ਭੰਰ੍ਛੂੰਵ੍ਰੱ

adj who bestows. “parbraham puran
bakhséd.”~—g5d m 5.

ਬਖਸੰਦਗੀ [bakhsédgi] P J15}, n freedom. 2 boon,
bounty. 3 forgiveness. “teri pariah khudaI ਪਿੰ
bakhsédgi.”—asa farid.
'
ਥਖਟ [bakhat] Skt ਥਥਟ੍. part incantation uttered
during an oblation (sacriﬁcial burning) offered
to the deities.
ਬਖਟਕ੍ਤਿ [bakhat krIt] ਲ਼ਾ/ਵ੍ਤਾਂਕਧਰ੍ ਨੂਰ. adjmaterial
poured in the sacriﬁcial burning. See ਬਖਟ.
“svaha sudha bakhatakrIt aha.”——GPS. See ਸੁਧਾ

and ਸ੍ਵਾਹਾ.
ਬਖਤ [bakhat] P c} n luck, fortune. 2 A ਨੂੰ„
time, period.

ਬਖਤਬਲੰਦ [})ਰ1<}18੮}੭91ਰੈ<1],ਬਖਤਥੁਲੱਦ [bakhatbuléd]
P Ac}. adjhaving good luck, fortunate, prosperous.
ਬਖਤਮੱਲ [bakhatmall], ਬਖਤਮੱਲੀਏ [bakhatmallie]
a preacher cum collector of tithes and offerrings from the time of Guru Hargobind. He
used to collect/accept tithes in Kabul. When
Guru Gobind Singh reprimanded the collectors
of tithes, he went in the guise of a woman,

ਬਥਿਆਣ

approached Mataji and begged pardon. The
Tenth Guru pardoned him on the persuasion
of Mata Ji and asked him to be a true and
honest disciple. The udasis of this sect are
popularly known as ਥਖਤਮੀਥੀਂਏ (Bakhatmallie)
and the chief priest wears lady’s garments
while sitting on the seat ofspiritual authority.
ਬਖਤਰ [bakhtar] armour. See ਬਕਤਰ. “8118ਗ਼ੁ1'ਸ਼ਿ0ਗ਼ੁ
négasna, bakhtar vala navé nIroa.”—BG.

ਬਖਤਚਪੋਸ਼ [bakhtarpos] P ਪਾਂੜੈਡੂੰ/ਥੂਲ਼ਾ adj armoured;

who has put on armour. “laée prahar karan gen
ayudh, bakhtarpos VIlokyo SOI .”-(;ਬਿੰਬਖਤਾ [bakhta] fourth son of Ram Singh, son of
Baba Phul; forefather of Malaud and Ber fam—

ilies. See ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.
ਬਖਤਾਵਰ [bakhtavar] P 1:134. adj lucky, fortunate.
2 wealthy, rich.

ਬਖਤਾਵਰਕੌਰ [bakhtavarkar] younger daughter of
Maharaja Narendar Singh of Patiala state, born
in 1849 AD. She was married to Maharaja
Jaswant Singh otharatpur in 1859. She gave
birth to a male child, who died at an early age
on December 4, 1869 at Patiala. Bakhtawar

Kaur breathed her last on February 17 1870
because of the shock caused by the death of
herson.

ਬਖਨਿਯਤ [bakhnIyat] is said, is uttered. See
ਬਖਾਨੀਅਤ.
ਬਖਰ [bakhar] See ਵਖਰ.
ਬਖਰਾ [bakhra], ਬਖਰੋ [bakhro] See ਵਖਰਾ. 2 S por-

tion.
ਬਖਾ [bakha] P ,ਤੂੰ. n stitch, stitching, thick tailor-

ing.
ਬਖਾਣ [bakhan], ਬਖਾਨ [bakhan] Skl ਵਜਾਖਜਾਨ n
description, statement. “ ghatI ghatl suni 5੮9vanI bakhani.”—sukhmani.

ਬਖਾਨੀਅਤ [bakhaniat] is described, is stated.
ਬਖਾਰ [}੭81<}1ਪਿੰ],ਬਖਾਰੀ [bakhari] Skt ਵਿਕ੍ਰਯ ਆਗਾਰ.
store house, depot. 2 godown for food grains.

ਬਖਿਅਾਣ [bakhIan], ਬ'ਖਿਆਨ [bakhIan] n descrip-

ਬਖ਼ੀ

bakhil

gaphal.”

—tII§gm 1. 3 base, mean. 4 back-biter.
ਬਖ਼ੀਲੀਂ [bakhili] P J? n greed, temptation, ambition, desire. 2 miserliness, niggardliness.
3 jealousy, envy. “tIn ki bakhili koi kIa kare?”
—suh1’ m 4. 4 enmity. 5 back-biting.
ਬਖ਼ੁਰ [baxur] P ਭੰ ਨੁੂੰ imperative of ਖ਼ੁਰਦਨ. xa to eat.
ਬਖ਼ੁਰਦੀ [baxurdi] P L531} you eat, you ate.
ੲਖੂਹਾ [bakhuha] See ਵਕੂਹਾ.

ਬਖ਼ੇਰਣਾ [bakherna], ਬਖੇਰਨਾ [bakherna] Skt ਵਿਕ਼ੀਣੇਂ.
v disperse, scatter, spread.

_

ਬਖੇਰਾ [bakhera], ਬਖੇੜਾ [bakhera] Skt sense of
dispersion/scattering. 2 discord, rivalry.
“badhyo bIkhera man akolaI .”—GPS.

ਬਖੋਆ [bakhoa] See ਖਾਨ ਜ੍ਯ'ਥੂਦੀ.
ਬਖੋਏ [bakhoe] those who explain/describe.
“brahmau bakhoe.”—BG. ‘studying the couplets
of Brahma, scholars of the Veds.’

ਬ'ਖੋਰਹੁ [bakhorahu] drink, eat. See ਬਖ਼ੁਰ and
ਖ਼ੁਰਦਨ. “haku halalu bakhorahu khana.”—maru
soIhe m 5.

ਬਖੋਰਾ [bakhora] „,ਫ਼? short for ਆਬ-ਖ਼ੋਰਾ, pot
for drinking water.
ਬਖੋਰਾਇ [bakhoraI] P L51;

yo’u eat. “murdar

bakhoraI.”——tI15g m 5.
ਬੱਖ [bakkh], ਬੱਖੀ [bakkhi] Skt ਕਸ਼੍ਯ. n breast,
abdomen, womb. 2 See ਵਖ.
ਥਖਜਾਣ [bakhyan], ਬਖਜਾਨ [bakhyan], ਥਪ੍ਯਾਨੁ [ba-

khyanu] Skt ਵ੍ਯਥਾਖਸਾਨ. 71 statement, utterance.
“kab-hu hOI pédlt kare bakhyanu.”——sukhmani.
ਬਸ੍ਵਾਨ੍ਯ.’ [baxvanad]P ”,2. may call, call, will call.

ਬਗ [bag] Skt ਬਕ and ਵਕ. n heron. “bag qu laI
bahe nIt thana.”—gau a m 3. 2 sense —

ਬਗਣਾ [bagna] v move swiftly, run fast. 2 ﬂow.
ਬਗਤਰ [bagtar] P f-( n armour, cover.
ਬਗਦਾਦ [bagdad] P „ਸ਼ੀ a town founded at the

conﬂuence of rivers Dajla and Farat by Naushirvan in Iraqi-Arabia. Guru Nanak Dev visited
this place while on his way to Mecca, as is described by Bhai Gurdas in his ﬁrst Var as:

“baba gIa bagdad nﬁ
bahar jaI kia asthana,
Il< baba akalrup
duja rababi mardana.”...
In Baghdad many descendants ofholymen
like Dastgir Behlol etc became his disciples. A
memorial stone in Turkish language was installed. This is situated one and a halfmiles
from Baghdad railway station. It is clearly
evident from the following ﬁgure.

".»
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ਬਖ਼ੀਲ [bakhil] A ਪਂਟੁੱ adjmiserly, miser. 2 greedy.

“bhavar gee, bag bathe aI.”—suhi kabir. “bag
bahIthe aI.”—suhi m 1 kucaji.
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ਥਖੀ [bakhi] See ਬੱਖੀ.
ਬਖੀਆ [bakhia] See ਬਖਾ-

horses run in single rows.’ 4 adjwhite, clean.
See ਨਿਬਗ. 5 See ਬੱਗ. 6 sense — white hair.

,ਕ੍ਰਿਡੁਰ੍

tion. “sétsabha mIlI .karahu bakhIan.”—ram
m 5. “bed bakhIanU karat sadhujan.”—_todi m 5.

“badbakhat

ਬਗਦਾਦ
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The writing goes : Look! God has fulﬁlled
our desire, seven main holymen endorsed it
and this prompted Nek Bhakhat to i nstall a well
for the beneﬁt to all.|
lThis translation and the map of Baghdad was supplied

by the Central Sikh Commitec Baghdad, after getting it

hypocrite. 3 short for and transform of ਵਾਗ.

prepared by school teachers. The author and the readers

“bag mel turég uthae.”—krIsan. i.e. ‘made the

are thankful for it.
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When the Guru visited Baghdad, the water
of all the wells was brackish. The water of
the well dug on the orders oquru Nanak was
found to be" sweet. This well is situated near
the Qatbaa and the water of only this wellis
sweet while that of all others is saltish.

ਬਗਨੀਗਰ [bagnigar] P 42": n distiller of beer
from barley and rice.

ਬਗਮੇਲ [bagmel] adv by tying (tying) the reins
of horses; See ਬਗ 3.

ਬਗਰ [bagar] n dwelling place, home. 2 courtyard, compound. 3 horse-stable, stable for

lino.”—carItr 166.
ਬਗਵਾਨ [bagvan] See ਬਾਗਵਾਨ. “mIlyo bagvan $()
har gare harI ke tIn daryo.”—krIsan.
ਬਗੜ [})ਬਥੂਗ੍] n soaked rice which ripens in sixty
clays.l 2 brown rice which ripens in sixty days.
3 grass with long strands. cords of which are
used for weaving cots.

ਬਗਾ [baga] plural of ਵਕ. 2 of herons. “baga bage’
kapre tireth méth vasénI.”-suh1’ m 1. 3 adj

white. Skt ਵਲਕ. “baga rata piala, kala bedéi kari
pukar.”—-—m 1 var majh. See ਵੇਦ. 4 n whiteness,
dress, robe. “}))/6੮ dare baga se savaré.”—VN.

cattle; charitable home for old uncared-cows. ਬਗਾਉਣਾ [bagauna], ਬਗਾਹਨਾ [bagahna], ਬਗਾਨਾ
4 See ਬਗਲ. 5 See ਬਗੜ. 6 Dg fragrance, pleas- _ [bagana] v throw with a h i gh speed. “pher bagaI
dayo harI ju, kahf jaI gIryo su nahi Ubryo he.”
ing odour.
——1<rIsan.
ਬਗਰਾਨਾ [bagrana] v stretch a bow; have an ar-

row in it. “ban panac ke bIC bagraI.”—GPS.
2 spread. “dal phal phul te basét bagrayo he.”
—GPS. 3 spreading of fragrance.
ਬਗਲ [bagal] P J51 n side, armpit, axilla, abdomen.

ਬਗਾਰ [bagar] See ਬੈਗਾਰ.
ਬਗਾਲਿਵ [bagalIv] n deceptive meditation like

ਧ੍ਯਾਧਿ [bagelsamath] See ਬਗ਼ੁਲਸਮਾਧਿ.

ਬਗ਼ਾਵਤ [bacavat] A _..ਭੰਭੰਰ੍ਫੂਝੂ n rebellion, revolt.

ਬਗਲਗੀਰੀ [bagalgiri] P ਪੰਲੈੰਇਿ n hug, embrace.

ਬਗਲਗੰਗਾ [bagalgéga] xa n leather bag, small
leather bag.

ਬਗਲਗੰਧ [bagalgédh] n stench from the armpit.

that of a heron/crane. “thagdlsatl bagalIy
laga.”~prabha bani.
mutiny.

ਬਗੀ [bagi] n she-heron. “lagra kahf) chorat jat
bagi ko?”—1<rIsan. ~ Does a hyena allow a she-

heron to escape?’ 2 See ਬਕੀ.

“bagalgédh tIn te atI ave.”——carItr 348.
ਬਗਲਤਚੰਗ ,[ਠਿਰੋਥੂਗੰਚਿਢ਼ਟੈਬੂ], ਬਗਲਤਾਰੰਗ [bagaltarég] n
a kind of drum, to the stretched leather cover
of which a string is attached. The string is tightened with the left hand by holding the drum
under the armpit and the drum is struck with a
plectrum (bow) with the right hand. The pitch
ofthe note is altered by tightening or loosen—
ing the string. “kaho bagaltarég baje bajavé.”
-carItr 405.
.

ਬਗੀਚਾ [bagica] P ਡੂੰਫ਼ੂ 11 small garden, ﬂower

ਬਗਲਣਾ [bagalna] v encircle. 2 embrace, hug.

madhé.”—var asa. “qu bagulsamadhl
lagaie.”—ram m 4.

ਬਗਲਾ [bagla] heron. See ਬਗੁਲਾ.
ਬਗਲੀਂ [bagli] female heron. 2 adjpertaining to a

heron. 3 Skt ਕਗ੍ਕਿਧ੍ਯ. n beggar’s bag, which
monks hold on their shoulders. “dar bagli mahI

garden.

ਬਗੀਰ [bagir] P ਯੂੰ you hold, you keep hold of.
Its root is ਗਰਿਫ਼ਤਨ.
ਬਗੁ [bagu], ਬਗ਼ੁਲ [bagul] n'heron. “kIa bagu bapU_ra chapri naI.”—dhana a m I. 2 sense -"
hypocrital, arrogant.
ਬਗੁਨ੍ਯਮਾਧਿ [bagulsamath] deceptive meditation; impression given by the pose ofa hypo-

crite shutting his eyes. “511 pujasx bagulsa-

1The ritual ofdistributing baga; at the time of marriage
among relatives and friends is a common practice with
many Hindu families.

ਥਗ਼ੁਲਾ
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ਬਗੁਲਾ [bagula] See ਬਗੁ. “bagola kag n3 rahIi
sarvarI.”—m 1 var ram 1. ‘No crow or heron
was left in Maansar (lake)’. 2 sense — hypo-

crite. “kIa hésu kIa bagula jakau nadrI ka, reI.”—m 1 var sri.
ਬਗੁਲਾ ਭਗਤ [bagula bhagat] person practising
duplicity; hypocrite.

ਬਗੁਲਾਰੇ [bagulare] adj heron-like; meditating
hypocrite like a heron. “bathaI ghusarl bagulare.”—m 4 var gau I .

ਬਗ਼ੈਰ [baoerlA 253 part except, without, save.

ਬਗੋਂ [bago], ਬਗੋਇ [bagOI] P ,ਨੁੱ say, ask.
ਬਗੋ'ਇਦ [[)980161],ਬਗੋ'ਯਦ [ਠਿ980ਨੂਂ/8੮1]2°ਰ੍ਵ੍,ਫ਼ੁੱ said,
asked, stated. 2 says. “bagOId ki man phaj ko
saham.”—I<rIsan. “nanak bagoyad jan tum.”—
tIIég m 1.

ਬਚਸ਼ਮ

of Chubhal (district Amritsar). He conquered
Delhi with the assistance ofthe Sikh army in
Sammat1847, but returned to Punjab only after getting three lakh rupees, getting gurdwaras
in Delhi constructed and estates allotted to
them. Persons belonging to noble Sikh families would feel privileged on being baptised by
Sardar Baghel Singh. Raja Sahib Singh, ruler
ofPatiala state was himselfbaptised by Baghel
Singh. This chief expired in Sammat 1859 at
Amritsar.

ਬਘੇਲਖੰਡ [baghelkhéd] territory in central India,
which comprises many states like Riva etc.
Rajputs of Baghela subcaste gave this name
to the territory.

ਬਘੇਲਾ [baghela] a Rajput subcaste. 2 young

ਬਗੋਰ [bagor] See ਬਘੋਰ 2 with care, carefully. one oftiger. 3 resident of Baghelkhand.
See ਗੌਰ.
ਬਘੋਰ [baghor] ਮਿੰਬਾਗੋਰ [bagor] a town in Udaipur
ਬਗੌਰ [bagor] carefully, with care. See ਗੌਰ 8.
state, situated 70 miles to the north-east of the
ਬੱਗ [bagg] n herd of white cattle, drove. 2 adj capital on the left bank of Kothari river. Guru
white.
ਬੱਗਸਰ [baggsar] See ਜੱਸੀ.

ਬੱਗ ਮਾਰਣਾ [bagg mama] v loot the herd; steal
away cattle.
ਬੱਗੇ ਬਾਜ ਵਾਲਾ [bagge baj vala] See ਚਿੱਟੇ ਬਾਜ ਵਾਲਾ.
ਬਘਾਰਣਾ [bagharna], ਬਘਾਰਨਾ [bagharna] v put
hot and fried spices in a cooked dish and cover them with lid so that the taste of the spices
gets absorbed in the dish. 2 providing steam
of fried spices to an empty utensil; put a cooked

Gobind Singh was informed about the demise
ofAurangzeb here, while he was going to the
south from the Malwa region. According to
Bhai Santokh Singh, this is the place where
Bhimsen was killed.

ਬਘੰਥਰ [baghébar] tiger’s skin. “jIm kédh p8
dar baghébar jogi.”——1<rIsan.

ਬਘੰਬਰੀ [baghébri] adj who wears tiger’s skin.
2 n Shiv.
ਬਚ [bac] See ਵਚ. 2 Skt ਵਚਾ. a medicine named

dish in that utensil so as to enhance its taste.

ਸੂ„ ਵਜ [vaj] in Arabic. Its after-eﬁect (latent

3 boast, vaunt, brag.

effect) is hot and dry. It reduces phlegm and
is aphrodisiac. It cures stammering and is beneﬁcial in curing paralysis and diseases of the
teeth and the eyes. L Acorus Calamus. 3 young
ones; large gathering ofyoung ones of birds/
animals or locust. 4 v imperative ਧਿਬਚਣਾ.

ਬਘਿਆਰ [baghIar], ਬਘਿਆਰੀਂ [baghIari], ਬਘਿਆੜ
[baghIar], ਬਘਿਆੜੀ [baghIari] n wolf, she-wolf.
“a: jam base baghIari.”—NP.
ਬਘੁਲਾ [baghula], ਬਘੂਰਾ [baghura], ਬਘੂਲਾ [baghu-

la] n whirlwind, tornado, cyclone. “sahIt dhurI bahu bhramat baghure.”—NP.

ਬਚਉਨੀ [bacauni] Skt ਵਚਨਾਨਿ. “kesva becauni.”

ਬਘੇਲ ਸਿੰਘ [baghelsfgh] This warrior, belong-

—dhana namdev. ‘as said by Keshav.’ See ਮੲੀਏ.

ing to misl of Sardar Karorian, was a resident

ਬਚਸ਼ਮ [bacsam] P ff with eyes, through eyes.

ਬਚਸਾ

ਬੱਚੇ
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ਬਰਸਾ [bacsa] Skt ਵਚਸਾ. “rId karmana bacsa.”——
gujjedev.
ਬਚਣਾ [bacana] v remain (after using). 2 avoid/
keep away from adversity; keep aloof from
distress. 3 beware of evil deeds. 4 dissociate
from something; withdraw.
ਬਚਤ [bacat] n surplus, left over material; re—

mainder. 2 proﬁt. gain.
ਬਚਨ [bacan] Ski ਵਚਨ. n utterance, speech.
“utam salok sadh ke baca’n.”-sukhmam'. 2 866
ਵਚਨ.

ਬਚਚਾ [bacra], ਬਚੜਾ [bacra], ਬਚਾ [baca] 17 Child,

son, offspring. P ਤੂੰ “oh rakhe citu picha bICI
beere.”——gau m 4.
ਬਚਾਉ [bacau] n safety, protection, security.

ਬਚਿਤਿ [baCItI] See ਕਉਥਚਿਤਿ. 2 866 ਬਚਤ.
ਬਚਿਤ੍ਰ [baCItr] 866ਬਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ and ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ. “maIa CItr
bachItrbImohIt.”——asa namdev.

ਥਚਿਤ੍ਵਸਿੰਘ [baCItrsigh] See ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ and ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ

ਸਿੰਘ.
ਬਚਿਤ੍ਨਾਟਕ [baCItrnatak] See ਵਿਚਿਤੁਨਾਟਕ.

ਬਚਿਤ੍ਰਪਦ [bBCItI‘pad] See ਵਿਚਿਤੁਪਦਾ.

ਬਚਨ੍ਯਤੁਰ [bacanacatur] n according to poetics; ਬਂਚਿੰਦਾ [bacida] adj saviour. protector.
the hero who is very smart in his utterances. ਬਚੀੜੀ [baciri] See ਵਚੀੜੀ.
ਬਚੇਸ [baces] See ਬਾਚੇਸ and ਵਾਗੀਸ਼.
2 clever in talking, cunning in talking.

ਬਚਨ ਪਾਲਨਾ [bacan palna] fulﬁl or redeem one’s
promise, keep one’s word.
“pran putr dou bade yug carahu perman;
so nares dasrath taje bacan na dine jan,
bacan na dine jan badan ki yahi badai,

bani kahi su hoy 3r sarbasu kIn jai,
kahI gIrdhar keVIra I bhae dasrath pranvana,
bacan kahe nahI taje, taje sut aru 111 j prané.”
ਬਚਨ੍ਯਚਨਾ [bacanracna] n embellished talk; high

ﬂown conversation. “sabh chadI bacanracna.”——maru ravrdas. “give up cunningness, not
supported by action.”
ਬਚਨਾ [bacna] See ਬਚਣਾ. 2 utterance. statement.
“5mm te mithe jake bacna.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ਬਚਨਾਕਾਰੀ [bacnakari] adj saying without doing
anything.

ਬਚਨਾਤਿ [bacnatI], ਬਚਨਾਂਤਿ [bacnatI] by saying,
i.e. by preaching. “thakur bhete gurbacanétl .”
—I<an m 5. “gurbacanatI kamat krIpa te.”—sar
m 5.
ਬਚਨਿ [bacanI], ਬਚਨੀ [bacni] due to one’s utterance. “gur ks: bacanI rIde thandhari.”—suh1’
m 5. “bacni tor mor menu mane.”—dhana raVI~

das.
ਬਚਪਨ [bacpan] n childhood, boyhood/girlhood.
2 ignorance.

ਬਚੈਯਾ [baceya] adj saviour, protector, defender.
2 reader.
ਬਰੋਂਲਾ [bacola] See ਵਿਚੋਲਾ.

ਬਚੰਨ [bacén] n utterance. See ਬਰਕਤ.
ਬਚੰਨੀ [bac‘éni] with (one’s) utterances. “bédhe
ap bacéni.”—b11a kabir.

ਬੱਚਹ [baccah] 866 ਬਚਾ.
ਬਚਗਾਂ [bacgé] P ਪਾਂਫ਼ੁੱਡੂੰ’ plural ਧਿਬੱਚਹ. “bacgé kustah car.”——jafar.
ਬੱਚਾ [bacca], ਬੱਚੀ [bacci] See ਬਚਾ.

ਬੱਚੇ [bacce] plural ()ਬਿੱਚਾ. 2 a village nearly ﬁve
miles to the east of Kaleka railway station.
under police station and tehsil Haﬁabad, dis—
trict Gujjranwala. To the east close to this village, there is a gurdwara in memory of Guru
Hargobind. The Guru stayed here for a short
time while returning from Hafjabad and
preached his doctrine. A small gurdwara has
been constructed here. Religious congregations are held on Vaisakhi and on Nimani Ekadsi every year. Maharaja Ranjit Singh allotted
40 squares of land to the gurdwara. The priest

is an Udasi saint.
One of the ancestors ofthese Udasis, Bharti
Dass by name, once presented a very beautiful
horse to the tenth Guru. The Guru was pleased

ਬਛ
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and gifted him a turban and Guru Granth Sahib, which are still safe with these priests.

ਬਛ [bach] See ਬੱਛ.
ਬਛਰਾ [bachra] n Child, infant, kid. “bachre pritI

khiru mukhI khaI.”—gau m 4.

ਬਜਰੂੜ
inal. 2 .ਉਂਬਜਗਰ, who sins. 3 maker of musical

, instruments like drums.
ਬਸ੍ਯਚੀ [bajgari], ਬਜਗੀਰੀ [bajgiri] P ਮੂੰ/ਠੱਲ਼ੀ. n sin,

vice. 2 Iicentiousness. “kIukar paIa hOI baj-

gari.”—BG. “tum date ham sada thkhari. deu
ਬਛਰਾਕ [bachrak] to the child/infant/kid. “jsse
jababu ho: bajgari.”—bh€r kabir. ‘W hen we
gau dekhI bachrak.”—kan m 4.
fail to acknowledge your gifts. it is ungratefulਬਛਰੂ [bachru] 11 child, infant, male calf. “ape ness on our part.’ 3 P (5/2
guile, deceit.
bachru gau khiru.”—bas§t a m 4.
4 excuse, pretext. 5 theft. 6 ਲ਼ਾਬਜਗੀਰ domestic
ਬਛਲ [béchal] See ਵਛਲ.
servants or personal attendants, and service
ਬਛੜਾ [bachra] See ਬਛਰਾ.
of the master.
ਬਛਾਹਾ [bachaha] (am) desirous, eager. See ਬਜਣਾ [bajna] v produce
sound by playing a
ਬਾਛਾਹਾ.
musical instrument. 2 be famous. 3 clash,
ਬਛੇਰਾ [bachera] n child. male foal, young horse.
quarrel. “bIsar sék bajIyé.” and “tahe’i ek baਬਛੇਰੂ [bacheru], See ਬਛਰਾ.
jyo mahébir dyalé.”-~ VN.
ਬੱਛ [bacch] 11 child, infant, kid. 2 male calf. ਬਜਨ [bajan] See ਵਜਨ.
3 Skt ਕਧ੍ਯ. chest. 4 either side of the body ਬਜ਼ਮ [bazam] P (7.
n social or cultural gatherbetween hip bones and ribs. 5 heart, mind.
ing, assembly.
“svach bacch ChemOCIt bala.”—NP. ‘pure heart ਬਜਰ [bajar] Skt ਵਜ੍.
n bolt owned by Indar.
is an innocent child.’ 6 The word “ਬੱਛ” has 2 lightning. “harI SImran
ki vela-bajar SIrI
been used for ਵਤਸਾਸੁਰ also, because it had the
pare.”—bherm 4. 3 diamond. 4 adjhard, rigid.
form of a male calf. “kesi su bacch dhenuk
“bajar kuthar rnoh he china.”—-dhana namdev.
hanyo.”—I<rIsan. See ਭਾਗਵਤ ਸਕੰਧ 10, ch. 11.
“bajar kapat khulaIa.”—majh a m 3.
7 Dg year.
ਬਜਰ ਕਪਾਟ [bajar kapat] rigid doors. i.e. doors
ਬੱਛਾ [baccha] male calf.
of ignorance. See ਬਜਰ 4.
ਬੱਛਾਸੁਰ [bacchasur], See ਬੱਛ 6 and ਵਤਸਾਸੁਰ.
ਬਜਰਕਵਾਰ [bajarkavar] See ਬਜੁਰਗਵਾਰ.
ਬੱਛੇਅਾਣਾ [bacchoana] a village under police sta- ਬਜਰ ਕੁਠਾਰ [bajar kuthar] very hard and
sharp‘
tion Budhlada. district Hissar, which is situated
axe i.e. weapon of prudence. See ਬਜਰ 4.
at a distance of four miles to the north-east of ਬਜਰਪਾਪ [bajar pap] horrible
crime; deadly sin.
Budhlada railway station. In the village, there is ਬਜਰਾ [bajra] 11 house boat,
canoe, a kind of partly
a gurdwara in memory of Guru Tegbahadur.
covered or roofed boat. See E Budge-row.
The Guru stayed here for many days, and a ਬਜਰੀ [bajari] n gravel,
small stones. 2 hailsmall old shrine has been constructed there.
stones of small size.
There is a room for the installation of Guru ਬਜਰੂੜ [bajrur] a village
under police station
Granth Sahib. Bhai SahibArnauli has donated
Nurpur in tehsil Una, district Hoshiarpur, twen60 ghumaons of land to the gurdwara. The priest
ty miles to the east of Nawanshahar railway
is a Singh. There is a beautiful memorial raised
station. Gujjars and Rangharhs belonged to this
in memory ofThamman Singh. See ਥੰਮਨਸਿੰਘ.
village, who looted the pilgrims coming to have
ਬਜਕਰਵਾਲ [bajkarval] See ਬਜੁਰਗਵਾਲ.
a glimpse of Guru Gobind Singh. The Guru
ਬਜਗਰ [bajgar], ਬਜਗਾਰ [bajgar1P ਸ਼ੀਸ਼ੀ . adjcrimpunished these robbers with a heavy hand:

ਬਜਰੰਗ

ਬਜ਼ੀਦਖ਼ਾਨ
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“mar gram bajrur ko dﬁdath dahi bajaI,
phate paI pUI‘I me praVIs garje phate b01611.”

has control over the body like the city, is a Sher:
iff.’

—GPS.
ਬਜਰੰਗ [bajrég] adj having body limbs as hard as

ਬਜਾਵਨ [bajavan] See ਬਜਾਉਣਾ.
ਬਜਾਵਨਹਾਰੋਂ [bajavanharo] adj musician. “bajav-

a mace. “sarab 5g bajrég he dharyo purakh 355g
he sarabloh avtar.”—-saloh. 2 n a deity
worhsipped by Rajputs, regarded as an incarnation of Vishnu. 3 Dg Hanuman.

anha'ro uthI SIdharIo.”—sar m 5. ‘the body
is a musical instrument, the soul is a musician.’

ਬਜਰੰਗੀ [bajrégi] ਕੋਕਂ/ਧ੍ਯਾਫਿਜਿਜ੍. having limbs as

ਬਜਿਭ੍ਰ [bathr] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼/ਵਾਦਿਤ੍ਵ. n musical instrument.
“péc bathr kare sétokha.”—ram m 5. See ਪੰਚ
ਸਬਦ.

hard as a mace. “tav hIt rup dharyo bajrégi ਬਜਿਨਸ [bajInas] A J5 adjlike that, that kind.
sarabloh ਪਿਰ racch karo.”—saloh. 2 n Hanuman.

ਬਜੀਦ [bajid] P 2.2; a saint, who used to live in

ਬਜਵਾਰਾ [bajvara], ਬਜਵਾੜਾ [bajvara] a town about

Bastam (in Persia) 2 a Punjabi saintly poet
living in the mid sixteenth century. Intially he

two miles to the south east of Hoshiarpur.
2 Bezwada — a town on the bank of river
Krishna in district Krishna of Madras state,

termed as Bajwara by some authors.
ਬਜਾ [baja] P (5 part at the right place, properly
situated. 2 correct, proper. beﬁtting, adequate.

ਬਜਾਂ [baja], See ਬਜਾਨ.
ਬਜਾਉਣਾ [bajauna] v play musical instrument;
produce tunes from a musical instrument.

ਬਜਾਗ [bajag] A L}, n frog, toad. “nIhphal janam jyo bésl me bajag he.”—~BG. 2 large-sized
lizard.

ਬਜਾਗਿ [bajagI] 11 ﬁre caused by lightning.
ਬਜਾਜ [bajaj] A ਭੰ'ਨ੍ਰਿ, n cloth-merchant. 2 a sub-

caste of the Aroras.
ਬਜਾਂਨ [bajan1P utr- adv whole heartedly; from
the core of one’s heart.

ਬਜਾਯ [bajay] P a_lf- adv instead of, in place of
2 at the proper place.
ਬਜਾਰ [bajar] P Jut' n market, bazaar, shopping
centre, trading centre.

ਬਜਾਰੀ [bajari] adj pertaining to the bazaar.
2 vulgar, lecherous. 3 transmigrating in the
cycle of birth and death. “avagaonu bajaria,
bajar jIni racaIa.”—m 1 var mala. 4 who supervises the market; city-superintendent. “bajari so ju bajarahI sodhs.”—g5d kabir. ‘one who
!ਬੰਸ is sometimes also read as ਹੰਸ.

was a staunch Muslim, but became liberal

after enjoying the company of Vedantists. His
disciples are known as rasni. Many verses
composed by him in Punjabi, end with the

line: “bajida! kon sath n11 akhe, ਏਂ nahi ਰੌ]…
kar.”

ਬਜੀਦਖ਼ਾਨ‘ [bajidxan] ਕ਼ੀਫ਼ੋਰ੍ਪੂਤੁਠੁ He belonged to the
Khalfazai Pathans of Kusoor. He received the
title of Kutubdin from Bahadurshah.2 He
received the ruler of Jammu and Doaba
regions. He fought against the Sikhs many
times on the orders of Farrukhsiyar Shah of
Delhi in order to stop the assaults by Banda
Bahadur. He remained the administrator of
Sirhind for some period (after the death of
Wazir Khan) Some historians have erroneously
written the name of Wazir Khan as Vazidkhan
and have shown both these names as of the
same person.3 Vazidkhan was killed by Banda
Bahadur. Some authors write that Bazid Khan
was killed by a Sikh during the night when he
2Many historians name him as Qutab-u-din Kheshgi.
3“khan vajida nIkaske- ayo sabha majhar.”—GPS. “tab
béde an hay phéthyo. kha vajid 1<e sanmukh an.”

—GI’S. ‘Wajid Khan‘s feet were tied with ropes to the
toxen, and he was dragged through all the bazaars.’

—tavar1'kh gurukhaIsa.

ਥਜ'ਦਿਪੁਰ
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was in his camp. This happened in Sammat

1771 (1714 AD).
ਬਜੀਦਪੁਰ [bajidpur] a town in Sangrur (Jind)

state. See ਸਰੂਪ ਸਿੰਘ 2 See ਬਾਜੀਦਪੁਰ.
ਬਜੀਰਖ਼ਾਂ [béjirxa] See ਵਜੀਰਖ਼ਾਂ.
ਬਜੁਜ਼ [bajuz], P f part except, without, without
exception.

ਬਜ਼ੁਰਗ [bazorag] P ਥੂ/ਨ੍ਹੂੰਭੰ, adj elder.
ਬਜ਼ੁਰਗਵਾਰ [bazuragvar] P 1117/. respectable,
venerable.
ਬਜੁਰਗਵਾਲ [bajuragval] previously so named,
now this village is popularly known as Bajkarwal. There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru
Hargobind in this village. The Guru visited this
place while on his preaching mission in Kashmir. A small gurdwara has been built here,
which has an estate of worth annual revenue
income of rupees three hundred. The priest is
a Singh. This village falls under police station
LalamOOSa oftehsil and district Gujarat. This
village is situated about ten miles to the east
of Lalamoosa railway station.

ਬਜ਼ੁਰਗਾਂ [1੭92ਘਫ਼ੁਫੇੰ] plural of ਬਜ਼ੁਰਗ.
ਬਜ਼ੂਰ [bazur] A ”y, n plural ਧਿਬਜ਼ਰ (ਬੀਜ).

ਬਜੇਗਾਰ [bajegar] See ਬਜਗਾਰੀ.
ਬਜ਼ੈਚ [bazer] P //. adv below, under, underneath. 2 adjunder subordinate.

ਬਜੈਯਾ [bajeya] adj musician, player.
ਬਜੌਰ [bajor] a territory under Dir Swat and
Chitral agency in North West Frontier area.

ਬਟਮਾਰਸਸਤA

as a mace — blue jay.

ਬਜ਼੍ਹਧਰ [bajr dhar] n Indar who keeps mace with
him.

ਬਜੁਧਰਿਸਣੀ [bajr dharIsani] n Kashyap, lord of
Indar, the mace bearer - his (Kashyap’s)
earth.—sanama.

ਥਜੁ'ਪਾਣੀ [bajr pani], ਬਜ੍ਪਾਨੀ [bajrpani] 17 one who
bears a mace — Indar. “clini rajdhani bajr pani
1<੦ krIpanpani.”—-NP.

ਬਜ੍ਪ੍ਰਾਣੀ [bajr prani] n hard-hearted, merciless,
narrOW-minded person. “bajr pram na Udhar
he.”—BGK.
ਬਜ੍ਹਾਵਘਾਤ [bajravghat] adjgiving a blow as hard
as ofa mace. “hone ban bajravghat.”——rama V.

ਬਸ੍ਰਿ [baer] Skt ਕਯਿਜ. adj who bears a mace.
2 n Indar.

ਬਸ੍ਟਿਸ਼੍ਯ [baeranuj] n younger brother of Indar, Vaman.—sanama.

ਬਜ਼ੀ [bajri] See ਬਸ੍ਰਿ.
ਬੱਝਣਾ [bajjhna] v be bound. be tied.
ਬਟ [bet] :7 banyan tree, banyan. 2 weight. “])/੦
larka bat phékat hé.”—1<rIsan. 3 distance,jour-

ney, pathway. 4 See ਬੱਟ. 5 See ਵਟ.
ਬਟਹਰ [bat-har], ਬਟਹਾ [bat—ha], ਬਟਹਾਯਾ [bat-haya]

n dacoit, highwayman, robber. “cédrabhan jatu
bat—hayo.”—carItr 1 76.

ਬਟਕ [batak] n banyan tree. “batak bij mahI raVI
rahIo.”—gau bavan kabir. 2 tablet, pill, small

Some writers feel that the description ੦1ਲ਼ੀਬਿਜਉਰੀ

weight.
ਬਟਣਾ [batna] See ਬੱਟਣਾ 2 See ਬਟਨਾ.
ਬਟਤੀਰਥ [bat—tirath] See ਹਰੀਪੁਰ 3.

ਦਾਖ [bIjauri dakh] (Bijauri resin) in a slok of

ਬਟਨ [baton] n button. E button. Skt ਵੀਂਟਿਕਾ.

Farid, relates to this area. See ਬਿਜਉਰੀ.

ਬਟਨਾ [batna] n paste prepared with oil, barley
flour and turmeric used as massage by the
bride/bridegroom to make their skin soft and
fair.

ਬਜੰਗ [bajég] P _,ਛੂੰ. in the battle. “ avat bhayo
bajég.”—carrtr 21 7.

ਬਜੰਤ [bajét], ਬਜੰਤੁ [bajétr] n musical instrument.
“bajje bajét.”— VN.

ਬਜੰਤ੍ਰੀ [bajétri] adj musician.
ਬਜ੍ [bajr] See ਬਜਰ and ਵਜੁ.

ਬਜ੍ਤੁੰਡ [bajr tOd] Dg who has a beak as hard

ਬਟਪਾਰ [batpar], ਬਟਪਾਰਾ [batpara], ਬਟਮਾਰ [bat—

mar] 11 highwayman, robber, dacoit.
ਬਟਮਾਰ ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ [batmar sastr] robber’s weapon —~

noose.—sanama.

ਥਟਰ [batar] See ਵਨ੍ਯ.

ਬਟਗੋਆ [batria] n traveller, wayfarer, passerby. “sagal batria bIrakh Ik taria.”—bIha m 5.
‘under the world-like tree, everyone is a wayfarer.’

ਬਟਲੋਹਾ [batloha], ਬਟਲੋਹੀ [batlohi] large kettle,
cauldron, made of cast iron. Now—a-days this
vessel, ﬁtted with a handle, is made of brass.
ਬਟਵਾਰ [batvar] n watchman. 2 collector of tolltax. 3 portion, share. 4 highwayman, dacoit,

robber.

ਬਟਵਾਰੲੀ [batvarai] through the highwayman, by
the dacoits. “bidha p'éc batvarai.”—bIIa m 5.
ਥਟਵਾਰਾ [batvara], ਬਟਵਾੜਾ [batvara] 11 share, portion. 2 highwayman, dacoit, robber. “balmiku
batvara gurmukhI parIpaIa.”—maru m 4.

“man tarég batvara.”—gau kabir. 3 ofﬁcial who
supervises distribution/division. 4 division of
ﬁeld by raised boundary lines.
ਬਟਾ [beta] 17 sale proceeds, cash box, money
box. 2 ball. “bhae dou nan beta net ke.”
~krIsan.

ਬਰੁਆ
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ਬਟਰ

,

ਬਟਾਉਣਾ [batauna] v be distributed, be exchanged.

ਬਟਾਊਂ [batau] adj who exchanges. 2 n passer' by, traveller, wayfarer. “batau SIU jo lave
neh.”—sul<hman1'.
ਬਟਾਈ [1੭9੮81] n division, partition, distribution.
2 In olden days there was a common practice
of collecting royal share of the produce. During Manu’s period this share was one—sixth of
the total produce. It was one-fourth prior to
the imposition of cash revenue. 3 act of twining/interwining. 4 wages for twisting/twining.
ਬਟਾਲਾ [batala] a town in district Gurdaspur, situ-

ated at a distance of 57 miles from Lahore, on
Pathankot—Amritsar railway line. The in-laws

of Guru Nanak Dev belonged to this place. Guru
Hargobind also visited this place on the occasion of Baba Gurditta’s marriage. This town was

founded by Rai Ramdeo, a Bhatti Rajput, during the regime ofBehlol Lodhi.
There are two gurdwaras in Batala:
1. Kaochi Kandh — This is the holy place,
where the marriage party oquru Nanak Dev
stayed. There was an old mud wall existing at
that time. A platform is built at the cross road,
An annual religious congregation is held on the
seventh day of brighter phase of the lunar

month othadon. The priest is a Singh.
2. Debra Sahib — This is the holy place
where the marriage ceremony of Guru Nanak Dev took place. Land measuring thirtyﬁve ghumaons attached with the gurdwara
falls in village Bhattiwal and eight ghumaons
in this village. An annual religious fair is held
on the seventh day of the brighter phase of
lunar month othadon. The priest is a Singh.
The places where Baba Gurditta’s marriage was solemnised as well as the one visited by Guru Hargobind, are not much known

in the area.
ਬਟਾਵਾ [batava] n ofﬁcial who collects or supervises the shares of the produce.
ਬਟੀ [bati] n tablet, pill. 2 small garden, ﬂower
garden. 3 Dg noose to trap a deer.
ਬਟੁ [bato], ਬਟੂ [batu] Ski ਕਰੂ. ਵਣੁ is also a Sanskrit
word. child, infant. 2 celibate. See ਵਟੁ.
ਬਰੂਆ [batua] 11 small bag used for keeping
money or other material. 2 beggar’s bag used

for keeping ashes etc. “mera batua sabh jag
bhasmadhari.”—gau kabir. ‘To consider, the
entire world as a heap of ashes as moneybag.’ 3 mortalframe, body. “batua eku bahatarI adhari eko szahI duara. nave khéd ki
prIthmi mags.”—asa kabir. ‘My body is collection (cash bag) of seventy-two principal
veins. There is one opening (the tenth opening), the monk begs alms in nine openings
(mortal frame ofnine points).’ 4 twisted cord,

ਬਂਟੇਹਰੀਂ
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ਬਡਾਂੲੀ
that is made by twining wool or two strips of amount in exchange
for something. 2 earn profcloth. “batua apne katI sath kasehé.”—I<rrsan.
it. 3 twine, make a rope by twisting.
‘The monks tie this cord around their waist.’
ਬੱਟਤ [battat] earnings, savings, proﬁt.
ਬਟੇਹਰੀ [batehri], ਬਟੇਹਡ਼ੀ [batehri] Skt ਥਰ੍ਹੇਇਿ. yag ਬੱਟਾ [batta] n
exchange. 2 measuring weight,
performed for the bridegroom. It is a ritual
weighing stone, metallic object used for weighamong the Khatris etc that they do not serve
ing. 3 blemish, stigma, blot. “nah: batta SIkkhi
food to the marriage party at their residence
kau 1avE.”—GPS. 4 difference paid in exbefore the marriage ceremony is performed.
change for something.
All the foodstuff is supplied at the place where ਬੱਟੀ [batti] n
tablet, pill. 2 estimated measure
the marriage party is made to stay. This ration
of ﬁve seers; ancient unit of ﬁve-seers weight.
is called ਬਟੇਹਰੀ. Sometimes, it is also named as
3 weight measuring ﬁve-seers.
ਬਟੋਰੀ. See ਬਟੇਰੀ 2.
ਬਠਲ [bathal] 11 an earthen bowl or trough.

ਬਟੋਰ [bater] See ਪਟੇਰ. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਗ੍ਵੱਤੰਕ. a bird smaller
than a quail; it has the look of a quail. The
male quail, when it produces sound, attracts
many quails around itself and all get entrapped
in the hunter's net. Some people domesticate
them to ﬁght in competitions. E quail.

ਬਟੇਰਾ [batera] See ਬਟੋਰ 2.
ਬਟੋਰੀ [bateri] n feminine ੦1°ਬਟੇਚ (quail). 2 See

ਬਟੇਹਰੀ. “premcéd tab pathi bateri.”—GPS.

ਬਟੋਹੀ [batohi] 11 passenger, traveller, wayfarer.

ਬਟੌਰਨਾ [batorna] v collect, gather.

ਬਟੌਆ [batoa] 11 person responsible for supervising division of someone’s share. 2 passenger, traveller, wayfarer.

ਬਟੰਕ [baték], ਬਟੰਤ [})ਗਿ੍ਗੌ] n a pear of small type,
a bit smaller than a ﬁg. It is mostly found in

Kashmir and Kabul areas. “seu baték bel 5gur.”

and “jardalu aru lyaI batét.”—GPS.

ਬੱਟ [batt] n raised boundary line of mud, that
controls water and divides a ﬁeld. 2 sultriness,

stufﬁness. 3 furore, fury. 4 stomach pain.
5 wrinkle, pucker, dysentery.
ਬੱਟਕ [battak] See ਬਟਕ. 2 one who twines.
3 pill, tablet. “athatt batt battké.”—gyan. ‘the
cosmos, like the pill impossible to make; is created by You.’
ਬੱਟਕੰ [battké] See ਬੱਟਕ.
ਬੱਟਣਾ [battna] v earn; make profit; receive

ਬਠਿੰਡਾ [bathfda] See ਭਟਿੰਡਾ.

ਬਡ [bad] adj great. “bad partapu sunIo prabhu
tumro.”—bIIa m 5.
ਬਡਅਾਛ [bad ach] adjhaving big eyes. “bad-ach
badi ChabI pavahige.”—kalki.

ਬਡਹੰਸ [bad-hés] See ਵਡਹੰਸ.
ਬਡਪਨ [badpan], ਬਡਪਨਾ [badpana], ਬਡੱਪਨ [baddapan] n greatness, importance. “jaleau ehu
badpana maIa laptae.”—suhi m 5.

ਬਡਬੋਲਾ [badbola] adj arrogant; vain, braggart.

ਬਡਭਾਗਸਿੰਘ [badbhagsigh] See ਵਡਭਾਗਸਿੰਘ.
ਬਡਭਾਗ਼ੀ [badbhagi] adj fortunate, lucky. “badbhagi tIh jan kau janau, jo harI ke gun gave.”
—ram m 9.
ਬਡਰੁੱਖਾ [badmkkha] a village in J ind state, owned
by Besava Singh’s descendants. Maharaja
Ranjit Singh was born in this village.I Some
ignorant writers err in showing his birth in

Gujjranwala. See ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.

ਬਡਵਾ [badva] See ਬੜਵਾ.

ਬਡਵਾਸੀ [badvasi] Dg a demigod (attendant of

Kuber — god ofriches) having the appearance
like that ofa mare; demigod Yaksh.
ਬਡਾ [bad] adjbig, great. 2 superb, excellent.
ਬਡਾਈਂ [badai] n excess, abundance. 2 praise,

appreciation, laudation. 3 greatness, fame.
lMaternal grand parents ol~ Maharaja Ranjit Singh

belonged to this village.

ਬਡਾਘਰ

2 1 25

4 example. “kaCI gagarI niru paratu he, Ia
tan ki Ihe badai.”—sor kabir.
ਬਡਾਘਰ [badaghar] See ਵਡਾਘਰ-

ਬਡਾ ਦਰਬਾਰ [bada darbar] The name given to

ਬੱਡੋਂ=

“jIn ke jane baclire tum hau, tIn SIU jhagrat
pap.”-—sar m 4.

ਬਡੀ ਲਹਿਲੀ [badi lahIli] Lehli Kalan. See ਜੰਡ
ਸਾਹਿਬ N0. 3.

the main gurdwara at a place where there is a
large number of gurdwaras, for example the
main gurdwaras situated in Muktsar and Dam-

ਬਡੇਰਾ [badera] adj eminent. 2 senior. 3 aged.

dama are named‘as bada darbar.

ਬਡੋ’ [badol See ਬੱਡੋਂ.

ਬਡੂਰਜ [baduraj] See ਵੈਡੂਰਯ.

4 fore-father.

ਬਡਾ ਦੋਹਰਾ [bada dohra] See ਦੋਹਰਾ 18.

ਬਡੋਚ ਸ਼ਹਿਰ [badoc sahlr] See ਭਰੋਚ.

ਬਡਾਨ [badan] adj great. 2 n greatness.

ਬਡੌ [beds] See ਬਡਾ.

ਬਡਾਨੀ [badani] adj praiseworthy, great. 2 strong.

ਬਡੌਨਾ [badana] adj praiseworthy, great.
ਬਡੰਗੀ [badégi] Dg horse.

“eso 1<al badani re.”—b1‘1a kabir.

ਬਡਾਮੇਂਲ [badamel] Sodhi dynasty ofBaba Suraj
Mall son of Guru Hargobind, who mostly
live in Anandpur. Contrary to it, the
Sodhis of Prithi Chand’s dynasty are called
chotamel.
ਥਡਿਅਾਈ [badIai] See ਬਡਾੲੀ.
ਬਡਿਸ [badIs] Ski Its pronunciation as vadIs is

also correct; ﬁsh—hook, 'fishin g tackle. “mates
badIs k0 grass jese.”—GPS.

ਬਡੀਸੰਗਤ [})96115589੮], ਬਡੀ ਸੰਗਤਿ [badi ségatI]
main holy place, chiefshrine. The main centre
of worship, in a city where there is a large
number of holy places is so. called; for

example, there exists vadi ségat in cities like
Sasaram and Calcutta.

ਥਡੀਕੇਂਮ [badikom] See ਵਡੀਕੇਂਮ.
ਬਡੀ ਗੁਜਰਾਤ [badi gujrat] See ਛੋਟੀਗੁਜਰਾਤ.
ਬਡ਼ੀਬਸੀ [badibasi] Bassi Kalan, a town about
six kohs to the south—eastof Hoshiarpur. Its
cruel Muslim chiefkidnapped two daughters
ofa Brahmin. Baba Aj it Singh, on the instructions of the tenth Master, killed the culprit and
handed the girls over to their parents, but the
girls laid their lives by fasting in the gurdwara
at Harian Welan built in memory of the
seventh Guru. Memorials have been raised in
their memory at this site.
ਬਡੀਰੇ [badire] were praised, were honoured.

ਬੱਡੋਂ [baddo] a village under police station Ma—
hilpur, tehsil Garhshankar, district Hoshiarpur, situtated at a distance of ten miles to the north-east
of Phagwara railway station. There is a gurdwara ofNihangs in this village. Baba Aj it Singh
visited this place in Sammat 1757, when he came
here after rescuing the two Brahmin girls from
clutches of the Pathan chief of Bassi Kalan.
On his way to Anandpur, when Ajit Singh
reached here, after getting these noble girls
released, Baba Karam Singh who was wound-

ed in the battle of Bassi was unable to travel.
Baba Ajit Singh stayed here for a few more
days and ordered villagers to look after Karam
Singh with dedication. The villagers felt grateful and took care of Karam Singh for many
months but he ultimately succumbed to his injuries. The memorial built in his honour still
stands in this village.
'
A gurdwara has been constructed at the
site visited by Baba Ajit Singh. Sardar Baghel
Singh allotted a big estate to this shrine but
has been lost due to bickering among the
priests. Now the gurdwara has only ten ghumaons of land donated by the villagers.
Sardar Kundan Singh a resident ofthis village got an elegant building constructed for the
gurdwara in 1928 AD.

ਬਤ’ਊਂਆ
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ਬਡਯਾਛ

ਬਡਯਾਛ [badyach] adj big eyes. See ਬਡ ਆਛ.

karts Ik banat banai.”—maru solhe m 3. “sabh

“badyach bado athman dhare man.”—paras.

teri bante.”—m 4 var gau 1. 2 arrangement,

ਬਢ [badh] adj more, extra, surplus. “apan te

management. 3 glamour, glory.
ਬਕ੍ਯਾ [banna] v be made. 2 be useful. 3 be
possible.

badh véhI lakheke.”—krIsan.

ਬਢੲੀ [badhai] Skt ਕਢੂੰਥਿਤ. n carpenter; joiner.
ਬਢਨੀ [badhni] Skt ਕਗੁੰਰੀਂ. n broom. “gyanahI
ki badhni man hath ls, katarta kutvar buhare.”

—I<rIsan.
ਬਢਲ [badhal] n a tree bearing large and heavy
fruit. Its fruit is useful in preparing pickles and
cooked dishes. According to Ayurved, this fruit
is thought to cause psora (ﬂatulence). Arto
carpus Lackoocha.
ਬਢਵੰ [badhvé] adj extended, expanded. “badhV5 ghatvé.”— VN.
ਬਢਾਉ [badhau] 11 increase; progress. 2 expansion, excess. 3 abundance, plenty. 4 rising of
water level in the sea or the river etc.

ਬਚਾਉਣਾ [badhauna] v increase. 2 get something cut. “ghas badhavahI."——sar m 5.
ਬਢਾਈ [badhai] n process of cutting. 2 wages
for cutting. 3 increased, enlarged. “ta SIU rue]:
na badhai.”——sar m 9.

ਬਢਾਰੀ [badhari], ਬਢਾਲੀ [badhali] n that which is
sharp edged ‘— sword. “kadhe badhari hath.”
—carItr 52. 2 dagger.
ਬਢਾਵ [badhav] See ਬਢਾਉ.

~

ਬਚਿੰਦਾ [badhida] adjincreasing, making abun—
dant. “rég rag ke badhida.”—gyan.
ਬਫੈਯਾ [badheya] adjmaking abundant, increasing. 2 who cuts.
ਬਵੈਲੀ [badheli] adj which cuts. “badheli sarohi.”—chak1<e.

ਬੱਢਲ [baddhal] adj who cuts.

ਬਣਾਉ [banau] n formation. structure. 2 make—
up, adornment, beautification.
ਬਣਾਉਣ [banaut] 11 structure, construction. 2 showoff, ostentation. 3 assumed but false assertion.
ਬਣਾਉਣਾ [banauna] v construct, build, prepare.

ਸ਼ਕ੍ਤਿ [banIk-l trader, grocer. See ਞਣਿਕ.

ਬਣਿਜ [baan] See ਬਣਜ and ਵਾਣਿਜਜ਼
ਬਣੀ [bani] 11 small fprest. 2 See ਬਣਾਉਬਣੀਬਦਚਪੁਰ [banibadarpur] There are two
villages having this name, situated close to
each other, under police station Ladwa, tehsil Thanesar, district Karnal. Guru Tegbahadur visited this place and handed over a bag
full ofmoney to a farmer and ordered him to
dig a well and set up a garden. Initially this
village was named as bani. Bhai Santokh
Singh writes. “badra lebe te tIs nam. banibadarpur bha athram.”—GPS. There exist a
gurdwara and residential houses. Land measuring 250 vighas, belonging to both these villages has been donated to the gurdwara. The
priest are Nirmala Singhs. The religious festival takes place on the Hola day every year.
This place is situated ﬁfteen miles to the east
of Kurukshetar railway station. There is a
pucca road uth Ladwa, followed by three
miles of kuccha road.
ਬਣੇਸ [banes] See ਬਨੇਸ.

ਬਣੋ! [banota], ਬਣੌਤਾ [banata] n manager of a trade,

ਬਣ [ban] Skt ਕਾਸ੍ਰ. vr utter words, make a sound.
2 n forest. wood. 3 fruit of a wild tree. 4 v
imperative ਘੰਬਵ੍ਯਾ.

ਬਤ [bat] A ਨੂੰ] 11 wild duck, duck, goose. 2 See
ਞਤ. 3 See ਵਤ੍ਵ. 4 Skt ਵਾਂ'ਤਿ. vomit, puke, spew.

m [banaj] Skt ਵਠਿਜ਼ 11 trade, commerce;

ਬਤਊਆ [bataua] adj informer, instructor, report-

give and take; business. See ਵਾਠਿਜ਼
ਬਣਤ [banat] 11 structure, composition. “mere

er. 2 n talk; conversation. “p'éc jana sru bat

money-lender’s accountant. 2 son of a trader.

bataua.”—ram namdev.

ਬਤਸ
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ਬਤਸ [betas] See ਵਤਸ,

ਬਤੀਸਸੁਲਕਣਾ

ਬਤਕਹੀ [batkahi] n conversation, dialogue. “karat
batkahi pur nIyraya.”—NP.

lakhna] adj having thirty-two auspicious facets. “nakahI bIna, na sohe batis lakhna.”
—bhsrnamdev. Scholars have formulated thirty-two favourably good characteristics in man

ਬਤਖ [batakh] See ਬਤ 1.

and woman. 32 characteristics, according to

ਬਤਨ [batan] See ਵਤਨ. 2 Skim. mouth, beak.
“kag batan bIsta mahI vas.”——gau a m 5.
crow’s beak stuck in the ﬁlth. 3 A U53 stomach.

Kashi section of Sakand Puran are the following:
ﬁve (eyes,jaws, nose, side part of the body
between hip bones, arm) — major.
ﬁve (skin, hair, ﬁngers, teeth, ﬁnger—knots)
— minor.
seven (palm, soles, corners of eyes nearer
to the nose, palate, tongue. lip, nail) —- red.

ਬਤਕ [batak] See ਬਤ 1. 2 See ਬਤਕਹੀ.

ਬਤਰਾਨਾ [batrana], ਬਤਰਾਵਨ [batravan], ਬਤਲਾਨਾ [bat-

lana] conversing, talking. 2 See ਬਤਾਉਣਾ. 3 condole the death of a person with his relatives.
“nar batravan k0 jab ae. saph satréji din dasaef—GPS. 4 expression of the inherent
meaning of a song through gestures while
dancing. 5 manifesting the central idea of a
poetic composition through bodily movements
while reciting a poem.
ਬਤਾ [beta] 11 a large stone on which condiments
are grounded; stone slab. 2 some scholars mean

flesh or meat by this word. “kiyo bata k0 dher.”
—1<rIsan. In fact the correct version is as kiyo—
ab—téko dher.

ਬਤਾਉਣਾ [batauna] v tell, explain. 2 make one
understand. “sane sane batan batravat.”-GPS.
3 order. 4 express underlying meaning of a
song registered in the mind through gestures.
ਬਤਾਊ-' [bataﬁ] See ਥੈ'ਗਣ.

ਬਤਾਇ [bataI] adv by telling, by explaining. 2 v

imperative of ਬਤਾਉੰਣ. tell. “tujh rakhanharo
mohI bataI .”—bas§t1<abir.
'
ਬਤਾਸਾ [batasa] a kind ofsweet drop, sugar bubble. 2 bubble.
ਬਤਾਨਾ [batana] Sec ਬਤਾਉਣਾ.

ਬੜੀਆਂ [[)ਗੀਰੇੰ] n talks, conversations. “sunke harI
ki batié.”—1<rIsan.

ਬਤੀਸ [batis] adjthirty-two, two plus thirty. “jese
kati tis batis he VICI rakhe rasna.”——gau m 4.
‘line ofteeth sharp as scissors.’
ਬਤੀਸ ਸੁਲਕਣਾ [batis sulaksna], ਬਤੀਸ ਲਖਨਾ [batis

six (backbone, abdomen, rib, shoulders, palm

ofhand, face) — higher.
three (forehead, chest, waist) —- extended.
three (neck, legs. sexual organ) — small.
three (voice, navel. nature) - sober.
“sukrIt praman kul rup krIyavét sada
sajjan subuddh saty sil vratdhari he,
VIcacchén VInai japi VIsvaSI védniy
keVI nIrlobh daya dani upkari he,
tucchnIdra idrith sucI parkasbuddhl
harI guru mat pIta bhaktI pIari he,
gastragy dharmagy m I tbhuk vaskam
lacchan batis nar jagat majhari he.”
Poet Lal has described 32 favourable characteristics ofa king as:
“sOdar salajj sudhi sahsi surhId saco
suro SUCI savdhan $astragy janie,
Uddmi Udar gungrahi 3 gébhir “lal”
Suddhman dharmi chami su tatv gyanie.
'I'drayajIl satyvrat sukrIti VInit
tejsi dayalu pritI harI 56 premanie,
lobh chobh hisa kam kapat garurta na
lacchan batis e chItis ke bakhnie.”
Following are the thirty-two noble facets
of woman:
1 beauty; 2 cleanliness; 3 modesty; 4 cleverness; 5 knowlege; 6 ﬁdelity; 7 service; 8 mer-

ਬਤੀਂਸਾ
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cy; 9 truth; 10 sweet & soft speech; 11 happiness 12 humility; 13 candour; 14 unity; 15 patience; 16 faith in religion; 17 self restraint;
18 generosity; 19 sobriety; 20 endeavour;
21 bravery; 22-28 knowledge of music, poetics,
painting; medicinal treatment; cooking; and knitting; sewing; embroidery etc; 29 decorating the
household properly; 3O venerating the elders;
31 respecting the guests and; 32 nurturing the
children.

ਬਦਦੁਅਾ

ਬਦ [bad], Skt ਕਰ੍. vr play (a musical instrument),
Speak. “badI amrIt tatumaIé.”—guj jedev.

2 See ਵਦ. 3 P ੴ adj bad. See E bad. “bad amal
chodI ਚਿਤਿ}… hathI kuja.”——maru solhe m 5.
4 mean. 5 n musical note in the Muslim die-

tion. “bad bahu nIkse gene na jéI .”—GPS.
ਬਦਉ [badeu] See ਬਦਣਾ.

ਥਦਅਮਲ [bad-amal] n bad aspect, 111 practice.

“bad-amal chodI karahu hathI kuja.”—-maru

ਬਤੀਸੀ [batisi] 17 set of thirty-two objects. 2 a
line 0fthirty-two teeth. “baj batisi jaya.”—gva1.

soIhe m 5. 2 state’s maladministration, state’s
mal-functioning.
ਥਦਮਗਿ [badédes] P ﬁg}, adjwho wishes ill;
not a well-wisher.
ਬਦਹਜਮੀ [bad-hajmi], ਬਦਹਾਜਮਾ [bad-hajma] P ਪਾਂਧੀ]
n indigestion, dyspepsia. “aradh nIsa badhaj—

‘teeth were chattering due to cold.’
ਬਤੀਸੁ'ਲਖਨਾ [batisulakhna] See ਬਤੀਸ ਲਖਨਾ-

ਥਦਹੁਂ [badahU] See ਬਚਣਾ.

ਬਤੀਸਾ [batisa] n collection of 32 things. 2 person, who has 32 teeth. 3 a kind of laddu containing 32 kinds ofdry fruits and condiments.

ਬਤੀਹ [batih] See ਬਤੀਸ.

ma heja hveava.”~GPS. See ਅਜੀਰਣ.

ਬਤੀਹ ਸੁਲਖਣੀ [batih sulakhni], ਬਤੀਹ ਸੁਲਖਨਾ [batih

ਬਦਕਾਰ [bad—kar] adjwicked, vicious, immoral.
2 lecherous. 3 adulteress.

sulakhna], ਬਤੀਹ ਸੁਲਖਨੀ [batih sulakhni] adj

ਬਦਖਸਾਂ [badkhasa] Skt ਕਟ੍ਥਜ੍ਯ. P 019,9 a city

having thirty-two noble qualities. ਧੂੳੳਬਤੀਸਲਖਨਾ.
“batih sulakhni sacu sétatI put.”——asa m 5.
ਬਤੇਰਾ [batera], ਬਤੇਰੋ [batero] adj plenty, abun—
dant. “samanta pa]: na ਨੈਟੋ], Upay batero.”——NP.

on the border of Tatar in Afganistan and the
territory around it. The gems of this region are
very famous. “sahIr bad-khasé me huti ek

ਬੱਤ [batt] See ਬਤ. 2 See ਵਤ੍ਰ. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਾਂਤਿ. feeling

headquarters of Badkhashan.

mugal ki bal.”——carItr 17. Now Faizabad is

Ofnausea, retching, vomiting sensation. 4 talk,
'
conversation. “kahé tohI batta. —paras.

ਬਦਗੋਈ [badgoi] n ill-talk, slander. 2 backbiting.

ਬੱਤਿਸ [battIs] See ਬਤੀਸ.
ਬੱਤਿਸ ਅਭਰਨ [battIs abharan] thirty-two orna-

false.
ਬਦਣਾ [badna] v state, say. See ਵਦੁ W. 2 bet,
vow. “bad bad kud kulacan kari.”—NP. ‘lept
after striking a bet.’ “badahu ki na hod madhau
mo SIU?”—sar namdev. ‘why don’t (you) bet
with me?’ 3 accept, agree. “me na baduga
bhai.”—-asa kabir. 4 determine, ﬁx.
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ments. “battIs abharan trIy kare.”—carItr 103.
It means adornment with ornaments from head
to toe. The ornaments vary with religion, caste
and territory, hence it is difﬁcult to enumerate
them. 2 thirty-two qualities. See ਬਤੀਸ ਲਖਨਾ-

ਬੱਤੀ [batti] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਤਿੰ. n wick, lamp’swick. 2 candle, incense-burning. 3 See ਬਤੀਸ.
ਬੱਤੀ ਸੁਲੱਖਣੀ [batti sulakkhni], ਬੱਤੀ ਲੱਛਣਾ [batti
lacchna] See ਬਤੀਸ ਸੁਲਕਣਾ.

ਬਥੇਰਾ [bathera], ਥਥੋਰੋਂ [bathero] See ਬਤੇਰਾ.

ਬੱਥੂ’ [batthu] See ਚੇਲਾ.

ਬਦਜਾਤ [badjat] P ਭੰਮ੍ਰਿ adj eviI-intentioned,

ਬਦਤਰ [badtar] P 2,? adj very bad.
ਥਦਤਿ [badatI] Skt ਵਦਤਿ,-88)(ਡ੍ਰ, states. “badatI
trIlocan, te nar mukta.?’-¢guj.

ਧਢ਼ਦੁਅਾ [ਠਿਬਯੱਲ਼ੀ-ਯੰਪਗ੍ਰੀ, ਬਦਦੁਅਾਇ [bad-duaI] P ‘“‘/ਭੰ
n curse, malediction‘. “leda bad-duaI tﬁ maIa
karahI Ikat.”—sr1' m 5.

ਬਦਨ
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ਬਦਨ [badan] A U2 11 body, torso. “SIthIl badan
te jaI n9 calyo.”—-GPS. 2 Ski ਵਦਨ face. “jese
darpan mahI badan parvani.”—kan namdev.
‘like the image 0fthe face in the mirror.’

ਬਦਨਸੀਬ [badnasib] P b.4519 adj with ill-luck,
unfortunate, ill-fated.

ਬਦਰਾ

terer.

ਬਦਫੇਲੀ [badpheli], ਬਦਫੈਲੀ [badpheli] P ਠੀਬ੍ਰੂ adj
wicked, adulterer. See ਬਦਫੇਲ 2. “badpheli kIa
halu?”—sri a m 1. 2 n adultery, immoral act.

See ਬਦਫੇਲ 1 . “khaI khaI kare badphsli.”—majh
m 5.

ਬਦਨਜਰ [badnajar], ਬਦਠਦਚਿ [badnadarI] P ਟਿਸ਼ੂ,

ਬਦਬਖ਼ਤ [badbaxat] P 9'54 adjunfortunate, un-

n evil eye. The Hindus believe that the sight
of a wicked person has ill—effect upon the
other. According to a writing in Mishkaat,
Hazarat Mohammad was also a believer in the

lucky, having ill-fortune. “badbakhat hamcu
bakhil gaphal.”—tI1§g m 1.

evil eye. 2 evil sight. “badnadarI parnari.”
—prabha a m 5.

ਬਦਨਾਉ [badnau], ਬਦਨਾਮ [badnam] P (H adj
having bad name, disreputed. “duhcaranI bad-

nau.”—m 3 var sor.

ਬਦਥਰ [badbar1P /.,ਠੂ adj inclined to doing evil.
“hfdun se badbar bhayo Im nurég turkes.”

~GPS.
ਬਦਬੂ [badbu] P 1,? n bad smell, foul smell, malodoun
ਬਦਮਸਤ [badmasat] P ***/“ਭੰ adj highly intoxicated, badly drunk. 2 licentious, libertine.

ਬਦਨਾਮੀ [badnami] P JV )1 infamy, ill-reputa- ਬਦਮਾਸ਼ [badmas] P ਕ਼ੀਲ਼ੀ, adj living as a bad
tion.
ਬਦਨਾਞ [badnav], ਬਦਨਾਵੀ [badnavi] See ਬਦਨਾਮ

character, living on mean deeds. 2 lecherous
immoral.

and ਬਦਨਾਮੀ. “je k0 nau lae badnavi, kalI ke la-

ਬਦਮਾਸੀ [badmasi] P 055,]? n roguery. 2 mean-

khan ei.”—ram a m 1.

ness. 3 libidousness, unchasteness.
ਬਦਮਾਦੀ [badmadi] P ਪੀਂਘ behaving as son-in—
law, by becoming a son-in-law. “badmadi hUI
and bestower ofblessing.’
ab dhen 1ev6.”—GV 6.
ਬਦਨੀ [badni] adj pertaining to the body. 2 per- ਬਦਰ [badar] Skt )1 fruit ofjujube tree, jujube.
taining to the face. “sabadu na cine, kathni . “dharyo badar kIn kar par jese.”—GPS. 2 jubadni kare.”—sri m 3. ‘he believesonly in talk- jube tree, L Zizyphus Jujuba. 3 cotton. 4 coting.’ He is vocal but good -hearted. 3 n a kind
ton seed. 5 A ਅੰ., full moon. 6 P ਅਂ adj outof gambling done by traders, not played with
side, as ‘sahar badar karna.’ See Ski ਵਿਦੂਰ. 7 n
cowries, but oral agreement is struck for exa well in Arabia, which existed between Mecchange of certain things.
ca and Madina. Mohammad won his ﬁrst bat—

ਬਦਨਿ [badanI] by Speech. “9qu rasna, badanI
bardatI.”—saveye m 5 ke. ‘sweet in speech

ਬਦਨੀਯਤ [badniyat] P _ਢੂੰ/ਭੰਝੇ adj bad intentioned,

tle here during the Ramzan month (March, 624

ill-intentioned. 2 n ill-intention, dishonesty.
ਬਦਪਰਹੇਜ਼ [badparhez] P X544 adj lacking in
self-control (in diet, health care) 2 renouncer
of self-restraint.
ਰ੍
ਬਦਪਰਹੇਜ਼ੀ [badparhezi] P 6/344 n lack of selfcontrol, no control on eating and drinking.

AD). After this victory the sovereignty of
Mohammad spread all over.
ਬਦਰਸਿੰਘ [badarsfgh] See ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ.

ਬਦਫੇਲ [badphel] P ਕ਼ੀਬ੍ਰੂ n doer of vicious deed,
performer ofimmoral act. 2 adjwicked, adul-

ਬਦਰੱਕਾ [badrakka] A 3,4 n guide, preceptor.
ਬਦਰ ਚਉ [badar raul P “““., n drain for discharging water from a house, outlet for waste
water, waste water—channel.
ਬਦਰਾ [badra] A DJ}; n bag, small bag, knapsack.

ਬਦਰਧਾਹ
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“nanak badra malka bhitarI dharIa anI.”——m

3 card different from the one played.

1 var suhi. 2 H cloud, rain. shower. “garje

ਬਦਲ [badel] A J4 n change, substitute. 2 re-

madmatt kari badra.”~c§d1' 1 .

placement, alternative. 3 See ਬੱਦਲ.
'
ਬਦਲਹਾ [badlaha] in lieu of, as a replacement

ਬਦਰਾਹ [badrah] n wrong path, corrupt practice.
ਬਦਰਾਹਣਾ [badrahna] v put on the wrong path,
mislead.

ਬਦਰਾਹੀ [badrahi] adj going astray. 2 by going
astray. "clas aurat rakho badrahi.”—maru so]he m 5. ‘prevent the ten senses from going
astray.’
ਬਦਰਿ [badarI] See ਬਦਰੀ-

ਬਦਰਿਕਾ [badrIka] Skt fruit ofjujube tree.
2jujube tree.

ਬਦਰਿਕਾਸ਼੍ਰਮ [badrIkasram] a Vashanvite tem-

of. See ਬਦਲ 2. “dulabh janamu CIrékal pan
jatao kaudi badlaha.”~—sar m 5.
ਬਦਲਗਾਮ [badlagam] P (65,2 adj a horse that
can't be stopped/controlled with the bridle; uncontrolled, indisciplined. 2 a person having no
control over his utterances; brash.
ਬਦਲਨਾ [badalna] change. overturn, replace.
2 exchange. 3 deny, go back upon one’s word
or promise; sense of changing.
ਬਦਲਾ [badla] See ਬਦਲ.

ਬਦਲਾਉ [badlau] n sense of changing. See ਬਦਲ.

ple on the west bank of river Alaknanda in ਬਦਲਾਹੁ [badlahu] See ਬਦਲਾਉ and ਬਦਲ. “hove
mat]: badlaho.”—m 3 var sor. 2 profit earned
Garhwal region which is situated in the Himaby ill-doing; dishonest profit.
layan range at a height of about 10400 feet. It
is also popularly known as Badri Nath and ਬਦਲਾਵਨਿ [badlavanI] n exchange. See ਬਦਲ.
“an dev badlavanI dehao.7’—g5d namdev. ‘I
Badri Narayan. It is the place where Nar
will offer all the deities in exchange for one
Narayan meditated. ln Padam Puran, its imCreator.’
portance is held above all other pilgrimages.
Its name is derived from the fact that there ਬਦਲੀ [badali] n transformation/change, alterused to exist a jujube tree (ਬਦਰੀਂ) on the top of ation. 2 small cloud. 3 a Sodhi, who became
an exemplary embodiment of humility after
the hill named Bhrigutung, hence the name
becoming disciple oquru Hargobind. He beBadrikashram. The administrative control of
Badrikasharm is under Tehri state. The chief came a great preacher of religion.
ਬਦਾਂ [badé] P Ute plural ਧਿਬਦ. 2 another form
priest ofthe temple is called ਰਾਵਲ (Raval).
ਬਦਰੀ [badri] Skrn jujube fruit. ਬਦਰਿ and ਬਦਰੀ ਧਿਸ਼ਆਂ` with’him, to him.
are both Sankrit words. 2 a river in Mysore ਬਦਾਣ [badan], ਬਦਾਨ [badan] n an implement for
cutting; a big hammer (heavy hammer) used
region.
ਬਦਰੀਨਾਥ [badrinath], ਥਦਰੀਨਾਰਾਯਣ [badarinaray4 for cracking stone and the shaping iron; heavy
hammer used for sculpting the stones.
an] See ਬਦਰਿਕਾਸ਼ੁ'ਮ. The idol ofNarayan installed
in the temple of Badrikasharm.
ਬਦਰੁੱਦੀਨ [badruddin] See ਬੁੱਧੂਸ਼ਾਹ.
ਬਦਰੁੱਦੀਨ ਅਹਮਦ [badruddin ahmad] See footnote of ਅਕਬਰ.

ਬਦਾਮ [badam] xa 12 grams. “pilu dakh, baclam

ਬਦਚੰਗ‘ਧਿਰੋਯਿਟੈਬੂ] adjdiscoloured, faded. 2 n de-

is hot-wet. It is useful as a brain tonic. lts

tachment. non-attachment. “kajan lari kare

'Sanskrit ਵਥਾਂਤਾਮ [vatam] is also used for ਬਾਦਾਮ

badrég."-~-G1’S. ‘Qazi’s wife has ill-repute.’

cane ko.”—PP. 2 Skt and P (bt a dry fruit',
almond. L Prunus Amygdalus. “dakh badam

gIru pIsta.”——NP. The aﬁer—effect of almond

[badaml.

ਬਦਾਮਚਾ

‘
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essence overcomes dryness 0f the head.
Ayurvedic practitioners recommend its use for
discharge of faeces from the intestines.
ਬਦਾਮਚਾ [badamca11’ ,ਡੂੰ‘ਣੌਠੁ a kind ofarrow, with
its tip shaped as an almond. “gan badamce

adIk ghane.”—GPS.
ਬਦਾਮਰੋਗਨ [badamrogan] almond oil. 586ਬਦਾਮ 2.
ਬਦਿ [badI] See ਬਦ and ਬਦੀ. 2 with a bet. 3 by

ਬਧਿਰ

1

ri.”—maru solhe m 3.

ਬਧ ਕਰਣੀ [badh kami] n army, that kills the
enemy—sanama.
ਬਧਣਾ [badhna], ਬਧਨਾ [badhna] v kill, slaughter,

commit murder. 2 develop, advance. 3 n big
earthen pot, wide-mouthed earthen vessel. Skt

ਞਧੀਝੀ. ਲ਼ਾਬਦਨੋ.
ਬਧਨਿ [badhanI] with a rope. “prem badhanI

ਬਦੀ [badi] Skt n dark phase (fortnight) of the

tum badhe.”—sor raVIdas.
ਬਧਰ [badhar] Skt ਬਧਿਰ. n deaf, hard of hear-

lunar month; short for ਬਹੁਲ ਦਿਨ. See ਬਹੁਲ. 2 P

ing. “édh lakhe, badhro suns.”—VN. 2 See ਬਧਿਰ.

announcing.

d}, viciousness, evil deed.
ਬਦੀਂ [badi], P 0:4 adv with it, alongwith.
ਬਦੈ [bade] states. 2 considers, counts. See ਬਦਣਾ.
“kIse na bade apI ahékari.”——sukhmani.

ਬਦੈਨ [baden] See ਅਘਅੰਤਕ and ਵਦ੍ vr.

ਬਦੋਂਬਦੀ [badobadi] adv forcibly, forcedly. 2 by
arguing, disputing.

ਬਦੌਨੀ [badani] A L5»? 11 Baddu, a tribe of Arabia, known for robbing like the Bhils are.

3 See ਬੱਧਰ.
ਬਧਰਾ [badhra], ਬਧਰੋ [badhro] deaf. See ਬਧਰ ].
ਬਧਾ [badha] adj bound, tied. “badha cati jo
bhare.”—m 2 var suhi.

ਬਧਾਇ [badhaI] adj restrained, subjected to restraint. “hotbadhaI bIna hi gahe.”—carI tr 98.

ਬਧਾ'ਈਂ [badhai] n progress. advancement.
2 blessing given for one's progress. 3 felicita-

tion.

_

ਬਦੌਲਤ [badalat] P „../„ਚੂ adv by, through. 2 by ਥਧਾਵਰਿ [badhavahI] progresses. 2 tying. 3 gets
means of, by virtue of.
ਬੱਦਲ [baddal] )7 Cloud, rain. “baddal jIO ma—
hIkhasur ran VIC. gajan.”——C5di 3.

ਬੱਦੂ [baddu], See ਬਦੌਨੀ. 2 adj notorious.
ਬਦ੍ਰ [badr], See ਬਦਰ 1. “kar par badr hrIde as
gyana.”—NP.

ਬਦ੍ਰਿ [badrI] See ਬਦਰਿ.

raised. “mari badhavahI.”—ram a m 1. ‘in—
tends to do something.’

ਬਧਾਫਾ [badhava] n auspiciousness. “ghar ghar
sabh-hﬁ badhava bhayo.”—arh5t. 2 restrained,
brought under restriction. “katu apu badhava?”—gau ba van kabir.
ਬਧਿ [bath] increasingly, surpassingly. 2 by

ਬਦ੍ਰਿਕਾਸ਼੍ਰਮ [badrIkasram], ਬਦ੍ਰਿਨਾਥ [badrinath]

tying, by binding. “kamar bhath pothi.”—g5d

See ਬਦਰਿਕਾਸ਼੍ਰਮ.
ਬਧ [badh] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਵਧੁੰਭੰਮ. 11 hard swvollen gland grown

ਬਧਿਕ [bathk], ਬਧਿਕੁ [bathkU] Skt ਬੱਧਕ. n

between the hind legs due to blood infection;
tumour in the hind legs. 2 Skt ਕਬ੍. vr tie, bind,
kill, be hostile, insult. 3 n assassination, act of

ki ll ing Someone. “jia badhahu sudharam karI
thapahu.”—maru kabir. 4 Skt ਬੱਧ. adj bound.
“karambadh tum jiu kahat h3.”—g5d kabir.
ਬਧਕ [badhak] adj homicidal, murderous. 2 n
huntsman, hunter. 3 Skt ਕਛੁਥਜ਼. prisoner, detainee, hostage. “tregun badhak mukatI rum-

kabir. 3 after murdering, having killed.

prisoner, bonded labourer. “sakat mu: maIa ke
bathk.”—-brla m 4. 2 Skt ਬਧਕ. huhter, hunts-

man. “bathku UdharIo khamI prahar.”
—bas§t a m 5. See ਖਮਿ.-

ਥਧਿਰ [bathr] deaf. See ਬਧਰ. 2 variation in
poetics — conjugating words giving opposite

meatiings, as in “jaya so mIl tat bak‘haru.”
Here ਜਾਯਾਂ [jaya] means mother as well as wife
while ਤਾਤ [tat] means father and son. “édh ju

ਬਧੀ

'
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bathr pégu nagan.”—NP.

ਬਧੀ [badhi] progressed, advanced. 2 bonded,
tied, populated. “me badhi saco dharamsa]
he.”—-sr1' m 5 pepaI.

ਬਧੀਆ [badhia] adj who murders, who kills.
“badhia arI jou.”—krIsan. 2 See ਵਧੀਆ.
ਬਧੀਕ [badhik], ਬਧੀਕੀ [badhikiISee ਵਧੀਕ and
ਵਧੀਕੀ.
ਬਧੁ [badho] See ਬਧ and ਵਧ. 2 See ਵਧੂ.
ੲਧੁਕਰਿ [badhukarI] adv by tying, by binding.
“In dutan khalu badhukarI marIo.”—j€t raVIdas.

ਬਧੂ [badhu], ਬਧੂਟੀ [badhuti] bride, wife. $66ਵਧੂ

and ਵਧੂਟੀ.

ਬਧੇ [badhe] slaughtered, killed. 2 bound. “péje
badhe mahabali.”—var basét. 3 increases, en-

hances, progresses. “badhe bIkar IIkhe bahu

kagar.”—gaum 5. ‘idleness grows i.e. time is
wasted; list ofevil deeds expands.’

ਬਧੇ [badhe] kills, commits murder. “harI 51mrat moh man na badhs.”—bh€r m 5. 2 may
progress/develop.

ਬਥੈਯਾ [badheya] adj who murders, who kills.
2 who develops, grower. “badheya rajsaj ke.”

-—GPS.
ਬਧੌਹੁ [badhoho] populated, tied, inhabited. “bad~
hohu purakhI bIdhate.”—phunhe m‘ 5.

ਬੱਧ [baddh] adj much, excessive, plentiful. 2 Ski
ਬੱਧ. bonded, restricted. 3 Ski ਬਧਜ਼ deserving to
be killed. “badhe baddh.”—c§di 2. 4 Skt ਵਧ. n

poison, venom. “baddh nasni birha.”—sanama.

ਬਨਖੱਡੀ

ਥਧਗ਼ [badhy] See ਬੱਧ 3.
ਬਨ [ban] Skt ਵਨ. n forest; woods. “kahe re ban

khojan jai?”—dhana m 9. 2 group, community.
3 water. “bhatI bhatI ban ban avgahe.”—majh
m 5. traversed through manyjungles and holy
places. “menu maran karanI ban jaie. so jalu
bInU bhagvét na paie.”—gau kabir. 4 water
reservoir, ocean. “bIkhIa amrIt ban dekhe

avgah ji.”—BGK. “lagi barvanal jyo ban me.”
—c5di 1. ‘It is red not on account ofthe blood

of warriors, it seems as if water is on wild

fire.’ 5 forest tree. “ban phule méjh barI.”
—tukha barahmaha. 6 garden, orchard.

7 sense — body, mortal frame. “jab Iago sighu
rahe ban mahI .”-ਗਿਲ਼ਾ kabir. ‘till the ego (lion)
stays in the wild (body).’ 8 1’ ਥਾਂ: small garden.
9 threshing ﬂoor, place for threshing food
grains. 10 See ਵਣੁ.

ਬਨੲੀਆ [banaia] adereator. "sabh bIth her:
her: a_pI banaia.”—bIIa a m 4.

ਬਨ੍ਯਪਤਿ [banaspatI] Skt ਵਨ੍ਯਪਤਿ. 11 large and
tall trees, abundantly found in the jungles (forests). 2 trees etc. “banaspatI mauli ee_rIa
basét.”—bas§t m 3.
,
ਬਨਸੀ [bansi] 17 ﬁsh hook. ਵੰਸ਼ੀ (vasi) is named
so because it is made ofa bam boo stick. “hath
VIkhE bansi ko gahe. maret minan VIcrat
rahe.”-—GPS.
ਬਨ੍ਯਰ [banhar] n ﬁre that consumes the forest.
ﬁre that dries up water. “sam banhar harI tato

ਬੱਧਪਰਿਕਰ [baddhparIkar] Skt adj girded up

hve kahyo.”—1<r;rsan. ‘said in indignation.’
ਬਨਕ [banak] See ਵਣਿਕ.

the loins, ready for the task.
ਬੱਧਮੁਂਸ੍ਵਿ [baddhmustl] adjhaving his ﬁst closed;

ਬਨਕਰ [banker] who keeps moisture in the rays
— sun.

selfish. miserly, niggardly.
ਬੱਧਰ [baddhar] SktE'Ef. n leather cord. 2 broad

ਬਨਖੰਡ [bankhécj] n forest, wood, jungle.

lace made of leather. 3 The word ਵਧੁ is also

ਬਨਖੰਡੀ [bankhédi] Bhal Chand was born to

correct Sanskrit word for ਬੱਧਰ.

ਬੱਧਿਤ [badtht] adj bound, restrained. “badtht hOI na ave java.”—GPS.

“bankhéd jaI jogu tapu kino.”—sor kabir.
Manorama, wife of a Gaurh Brahmin named
Ramchandar, resident of Thanesar in Sammat

1820. This promising child became a disciple

ਕ੍ਯਾਢੀ
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ofthe Udasi saint Mela Ram at the age often
and was renamed as Bankhandi. Initially, he
acquired his spiritual knowledge in the com—
pany ofhis Guru’s disciples. Then, traversing
across several countries, he started preaching
theprecepts of true Name (God). Ultimately
this divine person set up his seat for good in
Sadhubela (island of Sindh river) near Sakkhar
in Sammat 1880 and preached the precepts of
his Guru. Bankhandi breathed his last in Sam—
mat 1920. Now Sadhubela is regarded as a
sacred pilgrimage centre. Bankhandi had descended from Bhai Mihan Sahib’s lineage.
ਬਨ੍ਯ1ਢੀ [bangadhi], ਬਠਗ਼ਾੜੀ [bangari] Per Bhai
Santokh Singh, Guru Gobind Singh arrived in
Bangarhi from village Bandar while preach—
ing in the Malwa region. “pahuc gram bangari
gee. guru VIlok thal utrat bhae.”—GPS.
ਬਨਚਰ [bancar] 11 wild creature of the forest,

wild life. 2 forest dweller. 3 monkey. 4 aquatic
creature, aquarians like the ﬁsh etc.

ਬਨ੍ਯ'ਰੀ [bancari] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਯਿ. See ਬਨਚਰ.

ਬਨਛੀ [banchi] ﬁsh hook. See ਬਨਸੀ ਅਤੇ ਬਡਿਸ਼.
“banchi ek hath mo dhare.”—datt.
ਬਨਛੇ [banche] (we) long for (we) desire. See
ਵਾਂਛਾ. “satIgur caran ham banche.”—bas§t m 4.
ਬਨਜ [benaj] n trade, business. “mohI sse banaj
SIU nahin kaju.”—basét1<abir. 2 lotus grown-in
water. 3 grown in the forest; wild.
ਬਨ੍ਯਨ੍ਯਯਾ [banjanhara], ਬਨ੍ਯ'ਰਨਿ [banjaranI],
ਬਨ੍ਯ'ਰਾ [banjara] n trader, businessman. 2 See
ਵਣਜਾਰਾ.

ਕ੍ਯਾ [banthan] 77 make up and glamour, beautification ofthe body and its exhibition. “tIsi
ritI dikhat he banthan.”— GPS.
ਬਨਤ [banatln structure, constitution. “jInI teri,
man! banat banai.”—sukhman1'.

ਬਨਨਾ ਤਨਨਾ [banna tan-na] v adorn oneself and
feel presumptuous.
ਬਨਫ਼ਸ਼ਾ [banafsa] P _;ਬ੍ਰੂਫ਼ੈਟ੍ਰੈ n a herb generally grown
in the hills, with small flowers ofviolet colour
blooming on it. Its after effect is cold-wet.l It
is very useful for curing cold, cough and fever. It relieves a patient from constipation. It
drives away burning sensation from the body,

clears the throat, reduces swelling and induces sleep L Viola serpens.
ਬਨਮਾਣੂ [banmanuL ਬਨਮਾਨੁਸ [banmanus], ਬਨਮਾਨੁਖ
[ban manukh] 72 wild animal resembling man;

forest dweller, aborigine. 2 a wild creature
between monkey and man. orang-outang. “clekhi banmanus ki dara .”-~NP.

ਬਨਮਾਲਾ [banmala] n rosary of wild flowers.
hanging from neck to ankles, top bead of
which is yellow cauliflower. Per many Sanskrit scriptures, this is the name given to a ro—
sary made from ﬁve kinds ofﬂowers of plants
like basil, coronaria, mandar, nyctan and lotus.

This rosary is the adornment of Vishnu and
Krishan. “banmala bIbhukhan kamal nan.”
—maru soIhe m 5. 2 form of vegetation. 3 per—
son wearing this rosary. See ਬਨਾਟ੍ਰਾ'ਲੀ 3. “mIlIa
harI banmala.”—ma11' m 4.

ਧ੍ਯਾਜਿ਼ [banmali] Skt ਕਜਹਂਜਕਿਜ੍ Vishnu wearing rosary of wild ﬂowers. 2 Krishan. 3 the
Creator, who wears all the forests as a rosary.

4 an Ayurvedic practitioner. brother of the
Brahmin Parsuram, who in benevolence used

to treat the people and preached Sikhism, af—
ter becoming disciple oquru Hargobind.
ਬਕ੍ਯਾ [banra], Skt ਹਿਜ਼ n bridegroom. 2 See ਬਨ੍ਯ’ਇ.
ਬਨ੍ਯ’ਬਿ [banraI], ਬਨਰਾਜ [banraj], ਬਨ੍ਯਯ [banray]
11 lord of water — god Varun. 2 lord of the for—
est, forest king, mythical wish fulﬁlling tree.

ਬਨਤਾ [banta] See ਬਨਿਤਾ and ਞਨਿਤਾ.

3 vegetation. “sagal banraI phulét joti.”—sohI—

ਬਨਤ੍ਰਿਣ [bantrIn] trees and grass. i.e. vegetation. “netI netI bantrIn kahIt.”—japu.

'Many vaids take it as hot-dry.

1a. “basudh kagad, banraj kalma.”—asa Chét m 5.

ਬਠਰੀਂ
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ਬਨਰੀਂ [banri] Ski ਕਿਵ੍ਫ੍ਰਾਜ. n bride.
ਬਨਵਾਸੀ [banvasi] Ski ਧ੍ਯਗਚਿਰ੍. adj living in a
forest, forest-dweller. 2 n last stage of life to
be lived in the jungle. “ban phIrI thake banvasia.”—gau karhale m 4.
.
ਬਨਵਾਰੀ [banvari], ਬਨ੍ਯਲੀ [banvali] See ਬਨਮਾਲੀਂ.
“jalI thalI purl rahIa banvari.”——sri Chétm 5.
“harI mIlIa banvali.”—asa Chat m 4.
ਬਨੜਾ [banra], ਬਨੜੀ [!ਹੁਗ਼ਘਾਂ] See ਬਕ੍ਯਾ and ਬਨਰੀਂ.
ਬਨਾ [bana] made of. 2 water reservoir. See ਬਨ.
“kese man tarhIga re, sésaru sagaru bIkhe k0
bana?”—asa namdev.
ਬਨਾਉ [banau] See ਬਣਾਉ-

ਬਨਾਸਪਤੀ [banaspati] See ਬਨਸਧਤਿ.
ਬਨਾਤ [banat] n broad cloth; a kind of woollen

cloth of large width, available in many colours.

ਬਨਾਤੀ [banati] adjmade ofbroad woollen cloth.
ਬਨਾਮ [banam] P (l2 by the name of. 2 namely.

ਬਨਾਰਸ [banaras], ਥਨਾਰਸਿ [banaraSI] Skt ਵਾਰਾਣਸੀ.

a town situated on the banks of rivers Vama
and Assi. It is a very sacred pilgrimage centre for the Hindus.l Kashi. Many scholars
give its meaning as ਵਰ-ਅਨਸ੍ਰ (water). a city
of sacred water. “banaras: as: basta.”—g5d

namdev. See ਕਾਸ਼ੀ. 2 Barsana village of the
Brij territory. “as pas ghan tursi ka bIrva, majh

banarSSI gau re.”—gau kabir. In this Verse the
seeker is the milkmaid, and the Creator is
Krishan; Barsana is the

conscience and

Brindaban is the body.

ਬਨਾਰਸੀ [banarsi] See ਬਨਾਰਸ. 2 adjpertaining t0
Banaras (Kashi), of Kashi. 3 mother of Baba
Kalu, grandmother of Guru Nanak Dev.

ਬਨਾਰਸੀ ਮਾਤਾ [banarsi mata] See ਬਨਾਰਸੀ 3.
ਬਨਾਵਟ [banavat] See ਬਣਾਉਣ.

ਬਨਿ [beam] in the forest, within the jungle. “banI
bhihavle hIkU sathi ladhamu.”——var guj 2 m 5.

‘in the terrible world.’ 2 See ਵਨਿ.
'ਗੀਜਾਸ਼ਕ ਕ੍ਯਾ ਧਕ amen ਭੁਯੀ ਧੁਸੀ!

ਗ਼ਹਹਜਿ਼ਕਿ ਥਿਧ੍ਯਗ ਕ੍ਯਾਜ੍ਯ ਜਫ਼ੁਰਾ ਸੂਜੇ |*]<85ਮਿੰਖ਼ੀਰੇੰਗੂੰ

ਬਨ੍ਯ
~,

ਥਠਿ [banIhJ P ਲ਼ੀਨੂਲ਼ੀ. Its root is ਨਿਹਾਦਨ (to keep).
ਸ਼ਕ੍ਤਿ [banIk] See ਵਣਿਕ.

ਥਜ਼ਿ [baan] See ਵਣਿਜ.

ਬਨਿਤਾ [banIta] Ski ਵਨਿਤਾ. )7 wife, spouse. “banIta ChodI, bad nadar parnari.”—prabha 9 m5.
‘abandoning one’s (legally married wife)’ “jananI pIta 10k sut banIta.”—sodaru. 2 female;
woman. “5th dara banIta anek.”;sri m 5.

ਬਨੀ [bani] made of, composed of. “at: niki teri
bani khatoli.”—b11a m 5. 2 orchard, small gar-

den. “sri guru yes kamlan bani, man kar bhar
lubhaI.”—NP. 3 love, affection. 4 intoxication.
“ahInIs bani pem 11v lagi.”—asa m 1. 5 A (ਭੂ

plural ਘੰਇਬਨ. sons, progeny, offspring. 6 Ski
ਥਜਿਜ੍. living in thejungle, forest-dweller, enjoying the ﬁnal stage oflife. 7 Dg bride, consort.
ਬਨੀਆਂ [bania] n trader, tradesman, businessman. “kutvar pe kukat hr»: banié.”—I<rIsan.
ਬਨੀਬਦਰਪੁਰ [banibadarpur] See ਬਣੀਬਦਰਪੁਰ.
ਬਨੁ [banu] n forest, jungle, wood. “banu banu
phIrti dhudhti.”—oékar. 2 garden, orchard.

“mera gharu banIa banu talu banIa.”——suhi Chét'
m 5. Harimandir, Guru Ka Bagh and Amrit
Sarovar (pond of sacred water) were built in!
Ramdaspur. 3 water. “émrItu harI pivte sada
thIru thivte, bIkhE banu phika janIa.”_sr1'
Chétm 5. 4 ocean. “prabh gun gaI bIkhebanu
tarIa.”—dev m 5. 5 Clouds, rain. “banu banu
phIraf Udas bod jal karne.”—phunhe m 5.

ਬਨੂੜ [[)ਗ਼ੀਘ] an ancient town. about nine miles
to the north east of Rajpura railway station,
falling under police station Lalru, tehsil Rajpura in Patiala subdivision of Patiala state. This
important city was popularly known as Chhatt
8811ਪਿੰ(ਛੱਤਬਠੂੜ) duringtheMughal rule. It is a

composite name of two villages ਛੱਤ (Chhatt) `
and ਬਨੂੜ (Banur).
This town hasnot gained its gaiety aﬁer
devastation by Banda Bahadur caused to
punish the evil—doerstNow Chhatt and Banur

ਭੰਬੇਨੇਸ
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have the appearance of small villages, separated by a distance of about four miles.

ਬਨੇਸ [bones] vegetation, greenery. “maSI sarab
sidhu lekhanI banes.”—datt. ‘light of all the
waters and the grafting of all the trees.’ 2 lord
of the water — Varun.

ਬਨੇਰਾ [banera] r1 roof boundary, parapet.
ਬਨੈ [bane] is made. 2 humility. “man ghane
bhrame bans, umkIt ras cale.”—mala parta] m
5. ‘Mind as the cloud in a state ofhumility is
hovering low that water spills out ofit.’ 3 appears graceful presentable/and is dignified.
“uparI bane akasu.”——phunhe m 5.
ਬਨੈਸਨ [banesan] Skt ਵਨਸ਼੍ਵਨ.‘ 11 wild dog, street

ਬਬਾਣਥਾ

ਬਪੁਨਾਸ਼ਨੀ [bapunasni] destroyer of the body ~—
poison.—sanama.
ਬਪੁਰਾ [bapura], ਬਪੁੜਾ [bapura] adj bodiless. disembodied. 2 evil spirit, ghost. 3 ugly, devoid of
beauty. 4 uncouth, uncultured, uncivilised.

5 orphan, destitute. “bhag bado bapura ko re.”
——gau kabir. “hukam na janahI bapure bhule
phIrahI gavar.”—sri a m 3.
ਬਫ਼ਤ [bafat] P _..„ਗ਼. adjknit, woven, embroidered.
In this sense — it is used as a sufﬁx with other
words as M(embroidered with golden or
silver thread) See ਬਾਫ਼ਤਨ.

ਬਫਾ [bapha] See ਵਫਾ. 2 dandruff, caused by
dryness of the hair.

dog. 2 wolf. “dIn ran banesan bic phIre.”

ਬਫਾਉਣਾ [baphaona], ਬਫਾਨਾ [baphana] v evapo—

—ramav. 3 wild stud-buffalo. See E Bison. plu-

rate, boast, vaunt, brag. “nIt nIhphal karam

ral ੦1ਰ੍`ਬਨੈਸ਼.

kamaI baphave durmatia.”—trl.§g m 4.
2 S mumble in dreams. 3 foolish talk.

ਬਨੈਟੀ [baneti] n Marhatti — a weapon, on either
side of which are attached sharp daggers tied
to an iron-cliain with a bamboo stick or thick
iron-chain inbetween. Those who employ it for
practice only have balls made ofcloth mount-

ed at both the ends. “mugdar baneti trIsulo
bIchu kaldara.”——saloh.

ਬਨੈਤ [banet] adj elegant, graceful. “bIcre bir
banet akhédal.”— VN.

ਬਨੈਯਾ [baneya] adj maker, Creator.
ਬਨੈਲਾ [banela] adjwild, pertainiiig to the forest.

ਬਫਾਰਾ [baphara1n act of inhaling steam; inhal-

ing the steam of some medicine or water etc.
ਬਬਕ [babak] onom n a lion’s roar; thunderous

or threatening speech. “ban me janu baghbaca
babaké.”—VN. See ਬੁੱਕਣਾ.
ਥਬਕਾਸੁ [babkasu] This name is used for demon

Vak. “det trInavarat or baki babkas hone”,
—l<rIsan.

ਬਬੱਖਤ [babakkhat] raining torrentially, raining
heavily. “bagardi babbakkhat ban.”—ramav.

ਬਨੋੰ [bano] n tradesman, businessman. “ayo ਬਬਰ [babar] P ;: lion. “babar bab§k€ bhuja
porakh ek tab bano.”—carI tr 294.
ਬਨੋਂਟਾ [banota] See ਬਣੌਟਾ. '

pharéke tej baré.”—aka1. 2 See ਬਰਬਰ. 3 ਬਬਰ 0r
ਬੱਬਰ is also used for stomach (abdomen) which

ਬਪਰਾ [bapra] See ਬਪੁਰਾ.
ਬਪਾ [bapa] P [ਭੰ on legs, i.e. standing. 2 See ਵਪਾ.

babar phoryo bIsal.”—GPS.

has root in Sanskrit word ਵਵ੍ਰਿ (body). “lag gayo

ਬਪਾਰ [bapar] trade, business. See ਵਜਾਪਾਰ.

ਬਬਰਚੀ [babarci] See ਬਾਵਰਚੀ.

ਬਖੁ [bapu], ਬਪੁਸ [bapus], ਬਪੁਖ [bapokh] Skt ਵਪੁ

ਬਬਾ [baba] letter ੲ. “baba, braham janat te brahma.”——bavan. 2 pronunciation of ਬ. 3 father.

n body, mortal frame. “kal paI brahma bapo
dhara.”—c3pai. 2 look, appearance. “vastra
VIbhukhan bapukh sohaI.”—GPS.
ਬਪੁਦਾ [bapuda] n provider of beautiful body,
nectar.—sanama. 2 father.

“kanh baba kahu lil layo.”—I<rrsan. ‘swallowed
Vasudev.’ 4 grandfather, father’s father.
ਬਬਾਣਾ [babana], ਬਬਾਣੈ [babane] adj ofthe grand

father. “putt saputt babaiie lahna.”—BG.

- ਬਬਾਯਦ
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ਬਬਾਯਦ [babayad] P „ਖ਼ਾਂ,/. is appropriate; is proper.
ਬਬਾਰ [babar] n lion’s roar. 2 adjfaded in colour.
“k0 luke k0 buke babare.”—BG. ‘Some stars
disappear while others twinkle.’
ਬਬਾੜਨਾ [babarna] Skt ਬੁਵਣ. v speak, say, utter.
“hau marau hau bédhau chodau, mukh te ev
babare.”—-asa m 5.
.

ਬਥੀਂ [babi] P ਪਾਂਢੂੰਲ਼ਾ‘ 866, look. glance.

ਬਬੀਹਾ [babiha] n rainbird. See ਬੰਬੀਹਾ. 2 i.e. seeker
of knowledge. See ਬੰਬੀਹਾ 3.

ਬਬੂਰ [babur], ਬਬੂਲ [babul] Skt ਵਵੁੱਰ. n Acacia,
Acacia Arabica. “surtaru k0 an ajar UjarahI.

ਥਯੋਂਮਬਾਨੀਂ

ਬਯ [bay], ਬਯਸ [bayas] Skt ਵਯਸ੍. 11 age, stage.
“dutIye bay te brIddh bayohc").”—-GPS.
ਬਯਣ [bayan] n speech, utterance.

ਬਯਣਿ [bayanI] in the utterance, in the speech.
“nayanI bayanI mUhI IkU.”—saveye m 3 ke.

2 due to one's utterances.
ਬਯਤ [bayat] See ਬੈਤ.

ਬਯਦੂਰਥ [baydurath] Skt ਵਿਦੂਰਥ. son of Yadav
Bhajman and father of Soor. He died ﬁghting
against Krishan while taking revenge for the

death of Shishupal. “hveke kurup paryo dhar
juddh ki tan same baydurath k0 tan.”—I<rIsan.

bani baburan ki VIstarahI .”—NP.

. 866ਭਾਗਵਤਸਕੰਧ 10, ch. 78.
ਬਬੰਕ [babék] onom n lion’s roar, thunderous ਕ੍ਯਾ [baya] P 9. come. 2 bring.
speech. “babar babéke.”—aka1.
ਬੱਬ [babba] 11 elderly person, grandfather, father.

ਬਯਾਸਨ [bayasan] n fault, blemish. 2 act of wan-

[babhichan] Skt ਵਿਭੀਸਣ. adj dreadful, terrible.

3 See ਵਜਾਜ.
ਬਯਾਨ [bayan1A ਪਾਂਡੇ. 11 statement, description,
mention.
‘
ਬਯਾਰ [bayar] n air, wind. 2 serpent, snake. “}’)/(~)

dering, wander lust. “anek bayasnasané.”-—gyan.
ਬੱਬਰ [babbar] See ਬਬਰ 3.
‘wandering and staying at many places.’
ਬਭੀਖਣ [babhikhan], ਬਭੀਖਨ [babhikhan], ਬਭੀਛਨ ਬਯਾਜ [bayaj] P j}, whiteness. 2 See ਬਿਅਾਜ.
2 n Ravan’s younger brother. “bhedu bab—
hikhan gurmukhI parcaInU.”—SIdhgosatI.

See ਪਰਚਾਇਣੁ. “]ੲ calyo babhichan bhrat tih.”
—ramav.
~
ਬਭੂਤ [babhut] See ਬਿਭੂਤ.

dam bayara.”—-NP. ‘snake-like rope.’

ਬਯਾਰਿ [bayarI] n air, wind.

ਬਤੌਰ [babhar] See ਬਿਭੋਂਰ.

ਬਯਾਰੀ [bayari] P L544 you may bring.

ਬਭ੍ਰ [babhra] Skt adj reddish brown. 2 11 rainbird. 3 Shiv.

ਬਯਾਲ [bayal] See ਬਿਅਾਲ and ਵ੍ਯਾਲ.
ਬਯਾਲੀ [bayali] See ਬਿਅਾਲੀਸ. 2 See ਵ੍ਯਲੀ.

ਬਭ੍ਰਵਾਹਨ [babhravahan] son born to Chitarangda, wife of Arjun. He was ruler of Mahoday
(Manipur). He once killed his father Arjun in
the battle, but Uloopi step mother of Babhar—
vahan, brought Arjun to life with the help of
Sanjeevni Mani.
ਬਮਨ [baman] vomit, puke, spew. See ਵਮਨ. “baman rog karhiparnfda.”—¥NP.
ਬਮਾ [bama] P l»: to us, with us.

ਬਯੁਫ਼ਤਾਦ [bayufatad] P mg, fell down, tumbled,

ਬਮਾਂਦ [bamad] See ਬਿਮਾਂਦ.
ਬਮਿਤ [bamIt] See ਵਾਮਿਤ.

ਬ'ਮੂਜਥ [bamujab] P 5.2.x: adv accordingly,
favourably, suitably. See ਮੂਜਬ.

down. See ਉਫ਼ਤਾਦਨ.

ਬਯੂਹ [bayuh] See ਬਰੰਬ੍ਯੂਹ. 2 See ਵਸੂਹ.
ਬਯੋ [bayo] adj second, another. “sam sayam ki
1<0 jag bir bayo.”—Igrrsan. 2 was born; grown.

ਬਯੋਗ [bayog] See ਬਿਓਗ and ਵਿਯੋਗ.
ਬਯੋਗੀ [bayogi] See ਬਿਓਗੀ and ਵਿਯੋਗੀ.
ਬਯੋਤ [bayot] See ਬਬੋ'ਤ 2 See ਵਯੂਤ.
ਬਯੋਮ [bayom] Sky. See ਵਯੋਮਥਯੇਮ ਕੀ ਬਾਮ [bayom ki bam] n wife of the ‘sky,
fairy, nymph.

ਬਯੋ'ਮਬਾਨੀ [bayombani] n divine inspiration or
communication. See ਆਕਾਸਬਾਣੀ.

‘

ਥਯਗ
"
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ਬਰਹਮ

ਬਯੰਗ [bayég] See ਵਯੰਗ and ਵਜੰਗਜ਼

ਅਚਰਕ੍ਯਾ [acarkara] and ਫ਼ਰਫ਼ਖ਼ੂਨ [ferfyun]. Crush

ਬਰ [bar] n banyan tree. “bar piper jal.”—GPS.
2 P short for ਬਰਗ. “gIre dhar p8 bar jyo

this mixutre and sieve it. Mix honey in it weighing three times the mixture so obtained. This

patjhari.”—c§d1’ 1. 3 force, strength, might.
“chut eso bahyo kar ke bar ka.”—c5d1' I . 4 entrance, entry. “bsthi bic barke.”—GPS. 5 part

perhaps, possibly. “kalu ko samjhavai, bar
sardha urdhar.”—NP. ‘may one develop faith
in (it).’ 6 See ਬਲਨਾ. “dhokhat rahIt nIt chati

ab bar pare.”—GPS. 7 See ਬਰਿ. 8 Skt ਵਰ bridegroom, consort “bar sOdar sam vss ko.”,—GPS.
9 blessing for the fulﬁlment of one’s desire.

“ਬਿਧੀ… bar magahu put SIane.”—paras. 10 liberation, emancipation. “bar car padarath da bar
car.”—NP. 11 adj superb, excellent. “vahIguru bar sodar nam.”—NP. 12 P /. adv upon,
above. “bar ruxas tahkik nure thar tafat.”

-—jfdgi. 13 n fruit. See ਬਰਖੁਰਦਾਰ. 14 chest.
15 width. 16 damsel. 17 side. 18 end or cor-

ner of a sheet of cloth. “jese bar bédhe hodi
lagat na bhar kachu.”—BGK.
ਬਰ ਆਉਣਾ [bar aona] v get a blessing; achieve
the desired object. “ménat mor kahi bar ai.”
—CarItr 329.
ਬਰ ਆਮਦ [bar amad] P 4,7,. came out, went
out.

ਬਰ ਆਵੁਰਦ [bar avurad] P „ਪੁੰਨੁੰ brought out,
pulled out. 2 n form for withdrawing money
from the treasury, pay-bill.
ਬਰਸ [bares] Skt ਵਸੰ. n year. “barah bares bal-

constitutes ਬਰਸ਼ [bares]. It should be used after _ ‘
burying it into barley for three months. Its dose
is four rattis to one masa with warm milk or
mdistillate.
Many people use bares in place ofopium.
ਬਰਸਣਾ [barasna] Skt ਵਜੰਣ. falling of rain.
2 showering like rainfall, e.g. “Itte‘i pathré da
barsna.”

ਬਰਸਰ [barsar] P //. overthe head, on the head.
ਬਰਸਾ [barsa] Skt ਞਸਾੰ. n rain, rainfall.
ਬਰਸਾਤ [barsat] n rainy season, months of Savan and Bhadon.

ਬਰਸਾਤੀ [barsati] adj pertaining to the rainy season. 2 n cloth for protecting from rain, rainproof cloth. 3 disease in the foot of a horse,
which generally occurs during the rainy season. 4 airy room on the upper ﬂoor where one
can sleep during the rainy season.
ਬਰਸਾਨਾ [barsa‘na] a village in tehsil Chhata of
Mathura district in U.P., situated thirty-one

miles to the north-west of Mathura. It was the
native place of Radha (Radhika).

ਬਰਸ਼ਿਕਾਲ [barsIkal] P J92 n rainy season.
See Sanskrit ਵਸੰਹਂਕਾਲ.
ਬਰਸੀਣੀ [barsini], ਬਰਸੀਨੀ [barsini] n death anniversary, ritual performed after one year of

pan bite.”—asa kabir. 2 Ski ਵਸੀ. rain, rainfall.

a person’s death. “pIt ki barsini lakh kala.”
—NP.

3 A white spots on the body due to impurities

ਬਰਸੁ [barsau] 11 rain, rainfall. “rotI barasu suhe-

in blood, Leukoderme. See ਸ੍ਵੈਤ ਕੁਸ਼੍ਵ. 4 PEER. a

lia savan bhadve anéd jiu.”—ram ruti m 5. 2 v

medicine, with full name as ਬਰਸ਼ਾਸ਼ਾ. It is used
to cure muscular diseases and chronic common cold. Thus is its formula—

Take seven and half tolas each of black

imperative form of ਵਰਸਣਾ (ਵਰ੍ਹ'ਣਾ). “abaraso megh
ji, tIlU bIlamu na 1au.”——maIa m 5. ‘O cloud!
let there be rainfall.’ 3 year. “barasu eku hau
phIrIo.”—~saveye m 3 ke.

pepper, brown pepper, parsley seed and three
tolas of opium; one tola and ten and a halfmasas

ਬਰਹਨਾ [barahna] P ,4}, adj naked, nude.
ਬਰਹਮ [barham] P (”1. adj angry irate, wrath-

of saffron; four masas each of ਬਾਲਛੜ [balchar],

ful. 2 See ਬ੍ਰਹਮ and gm.

ਬਰਹਮਣ
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ਬਰਹਮਣ [barahman], ਬਰਹਮਨ [barahman] ”See

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਣ and ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ.

ਬਰਹਾ [barha] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਕਵੁਸ੍ਰਾ. Indar — killer of demon
Vrit.—-sanama. 2 See ਵਰ੍ਹਾ.

ਬਰਹਾ ਏਸ'ਣਿ [barha esanI] ਬਰਹਾ (ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਹਾ) ਬਿੰਦੁ.
Indar —- his lord … Kashyap; his earth — Kashyapi.—sanama.

ਬਰਹਿ [barhI], ਬਰਹੀ [barhi] Skt ਬਹਿੰਣ. it one having feathery tail — peacock. The word ਵਹਿੰਣ in
Sanskrit is also correct.
ਬਰਰਿਨਾ [barhIna] See ਬਰਹਨਾ.
ਬਰਕ [barak] A J]. n shine, glitter. 2 lightning.
“lah 13h samser mIsal barak damke.”—saloh.,

ਬਰਗਂਸਤਾਣੀਂ

guard. “barkédar sajde gae.”—G V 10.

ਬਰਖ [barkh] Skt ਞਸੰ. 11 year. “gayau dukh durI
barkhan ko.”—saV€ye m 4 ke. 2 P 6/. position,
share, part. 3 pond. 4 lightning. 5 dew.

ਬਰਪਾ [barkha] Skt ਞਸਂ”. n rain, rainfall.
ਬਰਖ਼ਾਸ੍ਵ [barxast] P #5,. adj dispersed. “bhi
barkhast sabh sabha.”—GPS. 2 suspended, dis—
missed. 3 n adjournment ofa meeting.

ਥਰਖ਼ਾਸ੍ਵਨ [barkastan] P J5]. v stand up.
ਬਰਖਿ [barakhI] due to rain, with rainfall. “bar—
akhI bhare Sar tai.”—s kabir.

ਬਰਖ਼ਿਲਾਫ਼ [baerlaf] P __ਭੰ'ਮੁਂਫੂਲ਼ੀ adv against, opposite.

3 A 01, leaf, sheet. 4 foil, leaf. 5 thin foil of

ਬਰਖ਼ੁਦ [barxud] P ,ਤੂੰ). on oneself, upon one-

gold or silver.

self.
ਬਰਖ਼ੁਰਦਾਰ [barxurdar] P Aug). bearing fruit.
“barkhurdar khara.”—maru solhe m 5. See ਬੁਰਗੂ.
2 one who eats fruit only. 3 happy,joyful, 4 for
its suggestive meaning, it stands for son.

ਬਰਕਸ [barkas] P ਰ੍/ਥੂ adj opposite, against,
adverse. “dIn ki bath khasam ki barkas Ih bela

kat ai?”—gau kabir. See ਗਜਨਵ. 2 P j)” excercise, practice. “jIm be] bad tIm barkas kari.”

—GPS.

ਬਰਕਤ [barkat] ਬਰਕਤਿ [barkatI] A .42 n

ਬਰਖੇਸ [barkhes] P ਪਾਂੜੈਮੂੰਲ਼ੀ act of waking up.
2 act of rebelling. JG; dispute, riot. “kul

progress, bounty. “barkatI tIn kau agli.”——sri a
m 1.2 proﬁt, gain. 3 grace, mercy. 4 capacity,
capabil ity. “tumre bacén barkat su hen.”-GPS.
5 While weighing something with a beam bal-

the rioters. 3 See ਵਰਖੇਸ.
ਬਰਗ [barag] P _f/ n leaf, sheet. 2 material,

barkhesian ki jeti.”—GPS. the entire tribe of

count. This means they wish their business to
prosper.

provision. 3 Skteaf. group, gathering. “jIh nam
tham nahI barag bayadh.”—aka1. 4 community, herd or ﬂock. 5 group of letters having similar pronunciation as kavarg, cavarg etc.

ਬਰਕਤੀ [barkati] adj bountiful. See ਬਰਕਤ.

ਬਰਗਸ਼ਤਨ [bargastan] P J3: v turn. return, op-

2 advthrough bounty “tIn ki berkati sabhu jagatu khaI.”—m 3 var sor.

pose.
ਬਰਗਸ਼ਤਾ [})ਰਿਬੂਰੋਝੁਰਿ] P 536 adjturn away, oppo-

ance, traders utter the word barkat for the first

ਬਰਕਰਦਨ [barkardan] P wfj v raise, elevate.
2 make'one famous.
ਬਰਕਰਾਰ [barkarar] P 11)}. adj existing, stable.
ਬਰਕਾ [barka] See ਵਰਕਾ.
ਬਰਕੀ [barki] adj pertaining to electricity e.g.
“tar barki.”
ਬਰਕੰਦਾਜ [barkédaj], ਬਰਕੰਦਾਰ [barkédar] P ਭੰ'ਸ਼੍ਯਨੂਨ੍ਹੂੰਠੱ

n soldier bearing a riﬂe, rifleman. “barkédaj
55g prath lae.”—gurusobha. 2 watchman,

site, against.

_

ਥਹਗਸਤਾਣ [bargastan] P utfx. or ਪਾਂਭੰਤਂਲ਼ਾਲ਼ਾ/ਰ੍ n
horse’s saddle; fetter worn by a horse during

the war. “khig nIsi'th nacaIa daII uparI bargastan kau.”~ca”di 3. ‘Nisumb made the white
horse dance by putting a saddle on it.’
ਬਰਗਸਤਣੀ [bargastani] n opposition; retreat;
stampede; fleeing from the battle ﬁeld. “bar—
gastani dal VICC ghattio.”—c5di 3.

ਬਰਗਸ ਤਾਨ

ਬਰਤਾ
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ਬਰਗਸਤਾਨ [bargastan] See ਬਰਗਸਤਾਣ.

row.—sanama.

ਬਰਗਰਿਫ਼ਤਨ [bargarIftan] P J5}: catch hold ਬਰਣਾਯੁਧ [barnayodh] n weapon of god Varun
of; sense of gripping.

ਬਰਗਾ [barga] n a wooden plank used for making a roof by placing on it small wooden raﬁers.
2 placing wooden planks on the roof before
covering it with earth. 3 See ਵਰਗਾ.
ਬਰਗਾੜੀ [bargari] a Village under police station
Kotkapoora in Faridkot state, situated ﬁve miles
to the east of Rumana-Albel Singh railway sta—
tion. A gurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind
Singh stands nearby to the north of this village. The tenth Master stayed here for three
days. A platform for praying and also residential houses are built there. The state has allotted seventeen ghumaons of land free of revenue. The priest is a Singh. Annual congregation is held on the Vaisakhi day.
ਬਰਗੁਸਤਵਾਨ [bargostavan] See ਬਰਗਸਤਾਣ.
ਬਰਛਾ [barcha] Skt ਵੁਸ਼੍ਚਨ. n cutting. 2 weapon
having a bamboo stick supported by sharp
blades on both the ends; spear, javelin. 3 chis—
el — implement to cut iron.

ਬਚਛੀ [barchi] 12 small spear.

ਥਰਜਸ [barjas] See ਵਰਜਿਸ਼ “ab ਪਿੰ barjas karo sadai.”—GPS.
ਬਰਜਣਾ [barajna], ਬਰਜਨ [barjan], ਬਰਜਨਾ [barajna]

Skt ਕਯੋਸ- forbid, prohibit, warn. 2 interdict,
reject.

—— noose, rope. —sanama.
ਬਰਤ [barat] burning, on fire “barat CIta bhitar le
daré.’ ’—carItr I84. 2 marrying. wedding.‘ ek
porakh tab tab]: beret bhyo.”—carI tr 255 . ‘performing the wedding ritual.’ 3 Skt ਵੁਤ. 71 fast,
religious vow not to eat anything; fasting. “beret
nem séjam mahI rahIta.”—gau m 5. 4 Skt ਦਿੱਤ.
round circle; universe. “d Inasu ran: barat aro

bheda.”—gaua m 5. 5 Skt ਵਤੁੱ. rope, cord. “tahI

ko beret paI latkava.”~—GPS.
ਬਰਤਨ [bartan] n utensil, vessel. Sk183°8‘. 2 be—
haviour, usage.

ਬਰਤਨਹਾਰ [bartanhar] adj who has social dealings, worthy of contact. 2 who takes away

the utensils. See ਬਰਤਨ. 3 Skt ਕਕ਼ੀਜ੍ slipping
away, refraining from. “megh ki chaIa jese
bartanhar.”—bhsr m 5.

ਬਰਤਨਿ [bartanI] Skt ਵਤੰਨੀਂ. 11 way, path. 2 conduct, action ritualistic deed. “gunnIdhan bhagtan kau bartanI .”-5੦2“ m 5.

ਬਰਤਮਾਨ [baratman] adj present, time that is
passing; existing condition.
ਬਰਤਰ [barter] P )4 adjvery good. 2 very high.
3 superior.
ਬਰਤਰਫ਼ [bartaraf] P J}? adj separated, isolated. 2 dismissed, retired.

ਬਰਤਰੀ [barteri] P (5)4 n high position, superi-

ਬਰਜੋਂਰੀ [barjori] 17 high handedness. “Ih sath- ority, greatness. 2 you are great. short for‘a838
karé hItva barjori.”—krISan. 2 adv forcibly,
illegally.
ਬਰਟਹਾ [bartoha] See ਬਟਲੋਹਾ. “deg karahe bed
bartohe.”-——GPS.

ਬਚਣ [baran] Skt ਵਣੇਂ. n colour, pigment. 2 caste.
3 word. 4 See ਵਰਣ.
ਬਰਣਸੰਕਰ [baransékar] See ਵਰਣਸੰਕਰ.
ਬਰਣਨ [baman1Sk1 ਵਣੀਧ੍ਰ. n statement, explanation.
ਬਚਣਾ [barna] n dust ﬂying in air. 2 See ਵਰਣਾਬਰਣਾਂਤਕ [barnatak] n armour’s destroyer — ar-

ਹਸ੍ਵੀ.
ਬਰਤਵਾਰਾ [baratvara] n behaviour, conduct. social contact. 2 ritual, tradition.
ਬਰਤਾ [barta] n supremacy, excellence. “barta
ganke kabIta Ih thano.”—1<rIsan. 2 who
bestows a boon, bestower of blessings. “sevak

ki barta tﬁ.”—krrsan. 3 a straw with which
words/numbers are etched on the ground.
It was widely used by students in the ancient
times.

ਬਰਤਾਫ਼ਤਹ
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ਬਰਤਾਫ਼ਤਹ [bartaftah] P gr]. returned, turned
. back.

ਲ਼ੀਬਰਤਾਫ਼ਤਨ [bartaftan] P Jib. v return, give back,
take back.
ਬਰਤਾਰਾ [bartara] 11 share, position. 2 tradition,
custom. 3 description. See ਵਰਤਾਰਾ.

ਬਰੜਿਬਰੁਨ [baratharun] Skt ਵਤਿੱਵਰੁਣ. n rioose,
used by god Varun. “baratharun k0 nIvarat
nIhar‘he.”—52 Poets.

ਬਰਤੀਂ [barti] adj fasting, observing fast. “barti
barat rahe nIhkam.”—b11a thIti m 1.
ਬਰਤੁਲ [bartul] round. See ਵਰਤੁਲ.

ਬਰਤੁਲਾਕਾਰ [bartulakar] circular, spherical. See

ਵਰਤੁਲਾਕਾਰ.
ਬਰਤੋ [barto] P L. upon you.

ਬਰਤੋਂਚੂ [bart6] n behaviour. act of behaving.
2 custom, ritual. 3 exchange of things/gifts
practised by members of a community.
ਬਰਦ [barad] n ox. “barad cadhe dauru

dhamkava.”—g5d namdev. 2 Skt ਵਰਦ. adj bes-

towing a boon, giving blessings. 3A ,j n cold,
coldness. 4 In the words of drum players, one
part of a pair of drums.

ਬਰਦਪਤਿ [baradpatI] n lord of the ox— Shiv.
“gore pa barad cadh ae the baradpatI, gori gara
gore rudr rate rate hverahe.”—krrsan.. ‘Shiv
came riding a white ox; beautiful Parvati, fair
complexioned Shiv and his ox, all turned sanguine due to glow of weapons.’

ਬਰਦਾ [barda] adj bestower of a boon. 2 n Durga. 3 T w. prisoner of war. 4 slave, subordinate. “me 1Ikhéi bahadarsah nﬁ jo mera bar-

ਬਰਨ

—saV£ye m 1 ke. 2 See ਵਰਦਾਤਾ.
ਬਰਦਾਨ [bardan] 11 act of bestowing a boon,
bestowing a blessing. 2 sail, a kind of cloth
spread on a ship which, with the blowing wind,

goads the ship to sail. “sat ségatI lakh pot ma—

hana. sImran nam jahé bardana.”—NP.
ਬਰਦਾਯਉ [bardayu], ਬਰਦਾਯਕ [bardayak], ਬਰਦਾਯੀ

[bardayi] adj bestower of a boon. “harInamu

rasanI gurmukhI bardayau.”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਬਰਦਾਰ [bardar] P 111/. adjtaking away. 2 adopting. 3 obeying, obedient. 4 bearer, this word is
used as a sufﬁx as — nezabardar (lance bearer).

ਬਰਧ [baradh] See ਵਰਧ. 2 ox. “baradh pacisak
ségu kac.”—bas§t1<abir. sense — there are twenty-ﬁve rows of oxen and glass is loaded on

them. This indicates trading.

ਬਰਧਕ [bardhak] ਕਛੂੰਕਤ. adjdeveloping, promot-

ing. “kul bardhak gunjut sut dije.”—GPS.

ਬਰਧਨ [bardhan] See ਵਰਧਨ.
ਬਰਧਮਾਨ [baradhman] See ਵਰਧਮਾਨ. 2 adjdeveloped. “baradhman hovat dInpratI.”—saveye
sri mukhvak m 5.
ਬਰਧੰਤਿ [bardhétI] develops, increases. “bardhfatl
jarua.”—sahas m 5.

ਬਰਨ ,[ਠਿਰਿਜਿ਼] Skt ਵਟੰ. n form, shape. 2 colour.
3 caste; classiﬁcation of castes. “baran asram
sastra sunau.”—bIIa m 5. 4 When ਅਬਰਨ is used
aIOngwith ਬਰਨ, it indicates a higher caste. “baran abaran rék nahi isaru.”—bIIa raVIdas.
Salphabet’s letter. 6 praise, appneciaiion.
7Skt'é‘ﬁ. worthy ofexplaining. i. e. explaining

da.”—j5gnama. 5 quiz, puzzle.
ਬਰਦਾੲੀ [bardai] See ਬਰਦਾਯੀ.

the meaning of a word. “baran sahat]0 jape

“ਬਰਦਾਸੂ [bardast] P Jim n act of tolerating;

explanation. “mukh te nahi jat baran.”—sarm 5.

ਬਰਦਾਸ਼੍ਵਨ [bardastan] P J1,,ਮੂ v tolerate. 2 pick

vari or me dharan ki. ”—GPS. ‘having colour of
a Jasmine ﬂower reciter ofa poem, and having
beautiful appearance? 9 Varun, god of seas.

tolerance. 2 patience, contentment.

up.
ਬਰਦਾਤਾ; [bardata] adj bestower of a boon; giver
of blessing. “Ik man purekh thaI'berdata.”

namu. y—bherravrdas 8description, statement,

“cépak baranvari kaVIta .baranv'ari sustu baran-

“harem barI m: t bhane.”ammav.

ਬਰਨਜ
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ਬਰਨਸ [barnas] Lt. A. Burnes. He was born in
1805 AD in Scotland. He came to India after
joining the British Army at the age of seventeen. He had good knowledge of the Persian
language. He came to present beautiful horses to Maharaja Ranjit Singh, as an offering
from the British emperor William IV1 in 1831
AD and reached the court of Maharaja Ranjit
Singh on the 20th May. He remained British
agent in Kabul from 20th September, 1837 to
25th April, 1838 and was knighted. He died on
2…ਭੰ November, 1841.

He had access to the court of the Mughal
emperor through Mohammad Shaﬁ (Danishmand Khan). He went to Kashmir alongwith
Aurangzeb in 1664. The travelogue written by
Bernier is worth reading. This scholar returned
to his country in 1668 and died in Paris in 1688.
ਥਰਨੇਹ [bérneh] (he) explains, (they)exp1ain.

ਬਚਨ ਸਿੰਘ [baran sigh] a devotee, resident of

ice.
ਬਰਬਸ [barbas] adv forcibly, with force. 2 help—
less, hopeless.

Village Fajal, who was baptised by Guru Gobind
Singh. This warrior fought bravely in the battle ofAnandpur.

ਬਰਨਥੇ [baranthe] (we) explain, (we) describe.
“ham tuch karI karI baranthe.”—1<alr m 4.

ਬਰਨੰਗਜ [barnégaj] messenger of god Varun.
“aI paryo jal me baranégaj.”—I<r;rsan.
ਬਰਫ [baraph] P .54 n water frozen due to
cold; ice, snow.

ਬਰਫੀ [barphi] n sweetmeat having the look of

ਬਰਥਦ [barbed] P „ਖ਼. n ਸੀਸਤਾਨ. Skt ਸ਼ਕ੍ਯਾਥਾਨ.
2 adj always determind to commit evil-deed.
See ਬਦਬਰ.

ਬਰਨ੍ਯ [barman] See ਬਰਣਨ. “mahIma nam kaha

ਬਰਬਰ [barber] Skt ਕਕੱਰ੍. A /,/. a territory in the

lau barnau.”—sor m 9.
ਬਚਨਾ [barna] See ਬਚਣਾ. 2 burn, get ignited, be

ਬਰਬਰੀਂ [barbari] resident of Barbary. “cale bar~

set on ﬁre. “mare barSgi jaI .”—carItr 52. 3 get

bari armani.”——kalki. “barbarin k0 jit.”—CarItr

married, marry, wed. 4 n a tree belonging to
the Butea frondosa family, with yellow ﬂow—
ers blooming on it. Its leaves are braided like
ﬂowers. Its wood is very soft and light in
weight.
.

21 7.
ਬਰਬਾਦ [barbad] P 4/, adj destroyed. ruined.
ਬਰਬੰਡ [barbéd] adj strong, mighty, forceful, po-

ਬਰਨਾਵਲੀ [barnavali] n group of letters, line of
letters having similar sounding consonants.
2 alphabet of the script of a language as ਪੈਂਤੀ
[péti] is ofPunjabi.

ਬਚਨੀ [barni] Skt ਵਰਣ. magical formula, basic
magical formula. “parhé yahI bIth 56 1<9੮ਫ਼ੁ

hom barni.”¥saloh. 2 eyelash, eyelid. “jal ki

north in Africa, Barbary.

tent. “atIran médé barbédé.”— VN.

ਬਰਬੰਡਿਕਾ [barbédIka] strong, mighty, forceful.
“tino gan/i/barbédlka.”—NP.
ਬਰਭੰਡ [barbhéd], ਬਰਭੰਡੁ [barbhédu] Skt ਕ਼ਗਧਛ.
n Brahma’s egg, source of the cosmos and

the world. “jahI barbhédu pfdu tah nahi, racanharu tah nahi.”—gau kabir.

ਬਰਮ [baram] Skt ਞਮੰ. n armour. 2 A (J: n swelling.

tor came to India as his country’s agent in 1658.

ਬਰਮਣਾ [barmana] v drill a hole with a brace.
2 pierce, perforate. “Ik k0 baram due tan
barme.”—-PP.
.

'He was the third son of George III and became king of

ਥਗਸ੍ਰਾਣੀ [barmani] n wearing armour; that which

England in 1830 in place of his brother Geroge IV and

wears coat of mail — army.—sanama.
ਬਰਮਰਿ [barmarI] n enemy of the armour — ar-

bﬁd Vllocan barni.”—GPS.

ਬਰਨੀਅਰ [barniar] T. Bernier. This French doc-

ruled for seven years.

ਬਰਮਾ
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row. 2javelin, lance, spike.—sanama.
ਕ੍ਯਾ [barma] n tool used by a carpenter to drill

a hole. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਮੰਨ੍ਵ. armour, coat ofmail. “dekh
dayo barma sutsuraj.”—I<rrsan. 3 Brahma,
four-faced. “guru isaru guru gorakhu barma.”
—japu. ‘guru is Shiv, guru is Vishnu and guru is
also Brahma.’ 4 Burma, a mountainous coun-

try on the eastern border of India, to the east
of the Bay of Bengal and the south of Assam

and China. It has an area of about 230839
square miles and population of 13,205,564. The
capital of lower Burma is Rangoon while that
of upper Burma is Mandley. Mines of pearls,
gems and gold etc are found in this country.
ਬਰਮਾਉ [barmau] adjof Brahma. “suasatI athI

bani barmau.”—j9pn See ਸੁਅਸਤਿ. 2 Brahma’s
creation—the Veds, See ਬਖੋ'ਏ.
ਬਰਮਾਕ੍ਰਿਤ [barmakrIt] See ਕ੍ਤਿਵਰਮਾ.

ਬਰਮੀ [barami] 11 small drill. carpenter’s implement/tool. 2 resident ofBurma. 3 language of
Burma. 4 mound of earth raised by white ants
with a hole in it, ant-hill. See ਵਗਰ੍ਸੇ.
ਬਰਮੌਰ [barmar] Skt ਬੁਹਮ੍ਪੁਰ. Earlier this town
was the capital of Chamba.

ਬਗੀਡ਼ਾ [})ਰਿਗ਼ਰੈਸੁਫੋ] girl aspiring for a husband;
virgin, who longs for a husband. “navsat cha-

daIlai barméga.”—krrsan. Sixteen thousand
virgins were rescued from the captivity of demon Bhomasur (Narakasur). Krishan married
all of them after getting them released from
conﬁnement.
ਬਰਯਾਰ [baryar] adj strong, mighty, powerful.
“kédh utég mahé baryar.”—1<rIsan.
ਬਰਰਾਨਾ [bar-rana] v mumble, talk in sleep or in
the sub-conscious state. “sovat sahjahé barrayo.”—carItr 82.
ਥਰਲ [baral], ਬਰਲੁ [baralu] Skt ਵਾਤੂਲ. adj mad,

lunatic, crazy. “bIn sabde jag barlIa.”——sava m
3. 2 n madness, insanity. “matI dur hOI, baralu

pave VICI aI.”—m 3 var bIha. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਗੁੰਵਰਲ. yel-

ਬਰਾਹਤਨ

low wasp; hornet.
ਬਰਵਾ [barva] a village under police station Nurpur in tehsil Una of district Hoshiarpur. The
description ofthe pillage ofthis village by DiIavar Khan’s son is given in the tenth chapter
of Vichitar Natak.
“tav bal Ihé na par sake barva hana rIsaI,
salan res jIm banio roran khat banal .”
2 a poetic metre featuring two feet, each foot
having 19 matras with pauses after the twelfth
and the seventh niatras. It is also named as
dhruv and néda.
Example:
bhai n3 kiratI jIn ki, ya jag mahI,
pran calat hi: yadyapI, jivat nahI.

ਬਰਵੈ [barve] See, ਬਰਵਾ 2.
ਬਰੜ [barar] See, ਬਰਲ 2.

ਬਰੜਾ [barra] See, ਥਰਲ l.
ਬਰੜਾਉਣਾ [barrauna] See ਬਰਰਾਨਾ. “neni nid su—

pan barran.”—gau thIti m 5. “supnehu bar—
raIke jIh mukhI nIkse ram.”—s kabir.
ਬਰਾ [bara] adj big. large. 2 Supreme, superb.
“sunétu silubédhanI bara.”—maru soIhe m 5.
3 n fried lump of soaked and mashed pulses
(generally horse beans) with condiments. “poe
sikh bara bhatIyare.”——carrtr 405. “sukham

odan bare pakare.”—GPS. 4 girder, wooden bar

supporting rooftiles. “Chan ke badhas bare ba-

naI.”—carItr 37. 5 P ¢_l/. adv for, for the sake
of, meant fof. “bara khudai sac caU.”—m I béno.

ਬਰਾਂ [bara] P ਘੜਿ. on that.
ਬਰਾਇ [baraI] See ਬਰਾ 5.

ਬਰਾਸਾਇਆ [barasaIa] blessed with, got the gift
of. “sakat ta ko na barasaia.”—bher m 5.
ਬਰਾਹ [barah] Skt ਵਰਾਹ. n pig, boar, swine. 2 P

ਪਿੰ, advvia, along the path. 3 by, through.
ਬਰਾਹ ਤਨ [barah ten] 11 one having the body of
a boar; shaped as a boar (Varah). See ਖਗਤਨ.
2 Narkasur, son of Varah (in the shape of

Shookar — pig). See ਤੇਂਮਾਸੁਰ.

ਬਰਾਕ
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ਬਰਾਕ [barak] See ਵਰਾਕ.
ਬਰਾਗਨ [baragan] 11 support of monks, on which
they place their arms while sitting; support of

ascetics. It is T shaped. “hath baragan dhare
manahU ghar man ko.”—NP. 2 wife of an ascetic.
ਬਰਾਟ [barat], ਬਰਾਟਕਾ [baratka] n cowrie. See
ਵਰਾਟ and ਵਰਾਟਕਾ. “Ik baratka kInahu na din.”

—GPS.
ਬ੍ਰਾਂਡਾ [baréida] See ਬਰਾਮਦਾ.
ਬਰਾਤ [barat] n marriage party, people accompanying the bridegr- iom at the time of his marriage. 2 A ‘9']. royal certiﬁcate. 3 estate, ﬁef.
“dUI lakh taka barat.”—sar kabir.
ਰ੍
ਬਰਾਤੀ [barati] 11 member of the marriage party.
ਬਰਾਦਰ [baradar] See ਬਿਰਾਦਰ.
ਬਰਾਬਰ [barabar] P /,|/. adj equal, equivalent.
2 smooth, levelled, plain. 3 right, correct.
4 continuous, uninterrupted.

been under the British control since 1853. Its
area is about 17710 square miles.

ਬਰਾਲ [baral] n whirlwind. 2 adjterrible, horrible. “tajs naSIka dhumra nené baralé.”—paras.
ਬਰਾਵੁਰਦ [baravurad] See ਬਰ ਆਵੁਰਦ.

ਬਰਾੜ [barar] chief of the Brar dynasty. 2 See

ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼ and ਬੈਂਰਾੜ.
ਬਰਿ [ban] by marching ahead, by entering into.
“barI étarI herlavo bhalIbhati.”—NP. See ਬਰ
ਸ਼ਬਦ.

ਬਚਿਆੲੀ [barIai] adj forcibly, by force. “gahIkar lejavahI barIai.”—NP.
ਥਰਿਆਮ [barIam] brave, valourous, heroic, val—
iant. 2 an ancestor and chiefof Phul dynasty.

See ਵਰਿਆਮ.
ਬਚਿਆਰ [barIar] adj powerful, strong, mighty.
“bir spar bade barIar.”—aka1.

ਬਰਿਯਰ [barIyar] n enemy‘(7>1'f"€f) ofthe elephant
(ਵਾਰਣ) - lion.—sanama.

ਬਰਾਬਰਿ [barabarI], ਬਰਾਬਰੀ [barabri] n equiva-

ਬਚਿਯਾ [barIya] n garden, orchard. 2 orchard,

lence, similarity. “karau barabarI jo prIa ségI
rati, Ih haums ki dhithai.”——mala m 5. 2 com-

ﬂower bed. 3 turn, occasion, chance. “barIya
apni apni.”—carItr 38.

parison, competition. “khasme kare barabri.”—

ਬਰੀ [bari] adj great, large. “ਦੀ…: tﬁ bari abadh.”

varasa. 3 adjequivalent, similar. “bhagatbara-

~skab1’r. ‘Duality, thou art inseparable”. 2 ig—

barI aur n9 k0: .”——bIla ra VIdas. “ap barabarI
kécanu dijs.”—ram namdev.
ਬਰਾਮਦ [baramad] P 17/. n adjexported.2 came
forward. 3 recovered, found. 4 n income, prod-

nited, manifested, set in ﬂames. “bujhs na

uct.

ਬਰਾਮਦਾ [baramda] P “@, n verandah, extension or projection of the roof of a house, corridor. 2 adjextended, projected.

ਬਰਾਯਦ [barayad] P ਗੀ. may march ahead;
may attack.
‘
ਬਰਾਯੇ [baraye] P Lu. adv for, for the sake‘of,
with the purpose of, meant for.
ਬਰਾਰ [barar] adjmighty, strong, powerful. “jen

bujhai bari he apara.”—NP. “bari bIrahI ki ag
me.”—carItr 91. 3 married, wedded. “dehuri
lau bari narI .ségI bhai.”—sor1<abir. 4 n tablet,
p111, ball. “bhéitjari ki bari.”—carItr 91. ‘a pill of
a creeper.’ 5 lump made of soaked and mashed
pulses. “bari masaledar.”—~GPS. 6 marched
ahead, entered. See ਬੜਨਾ. 7 robe sent by the
bridegroom to the bride at the time of marriage ceremony. Skl ਵਤੁੱਜੇੰ. “purani ਬੋਧੀ bari
kure.”—prov. 8 A ਪਿੰ. adj free, blameless, unblemished. 9 healthy, robust, free from dis-

ease.

thte bararé.”—-paras. 2 See ਬਰਾੜ and .ਥੈਰਾੜ.

ਬਰੀਂ [bari] P ਕੂੜਿ. ਬਰਭੋਈਂ. on this. 2 higher. It is

3 Vidarabh region (Berar), which falls in the
south. This territory of Nizam Hyderabad has

used asI-a sufﬁx -i~.e. ਅਰਸ਼ੇ ਬਰੀਂ.
ਬਝੀਆ Iberia] 71 turn. occasion. “gobffd mIlan

ਬਰੀਂਨ
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ki Ih teri baria.”—sopurakhu. “nanak kahIt
mIlan ki baria.”—sor m 9. 2 lumps made of
soaked and mashed pulses. “baria dath khir
pulav ghane.”—GV 10. 3 times, occasions.
“haU balI jai lakh lakh baria.”—suh1' Chét m 5.
4 years. “janau kotI dInas lakh baria.”—sarm

be blessed, be matched.
ਬਰੋਜਾ [baroja] n secretion (gum) of a pine tree.
It is used in many medicines and is also added
to varnishes. It is applied to the strings ofrods
for playing on muscial string instruments.

5. 5 See ਵਰੀਆ.

ਬਰੋਟਾ [barota] n banyan tree; young tree.

ਬਰੋਸਾਉਣਾ [barosauna], ਬਰੋਂਸਾਉਨਾ [barosauna] v

ਬਹੀਨ [barin] P Ly, adj best, excellent. “bin

ਬਰੋਟਾਸਾਹਿਬ [barota sath] a gurdwara in mem-

sanaI barin saje.”—sa]oh.
ਬਰੁ [baru] part of course, may be.
ਬਰੁਣ [baron] n Varun; god of water. See ਵਰੁਣ.

ory of Guru Har Rai within the boundary of
village Bhagola, situated one mile to the north—
west of Kiratpur on Anandpur Road. It falls
under police station Anandpur, tehsil Una, district Hoshiarpur. Some horse riders of the Guru,
alongwith their horses, used to stay here during the rainy season.
The Guru visited this place many times to
have a look at the horses. The gurdwara is yet
to come up. Only a simple platform is there.
Also exists a tree of the period named as Barota Sahib. An annual revenue of Rs. 180 has
been allotted to the gurdwara by the Patiala
state. The priest is a Singh.
ਬਰੋਲਾ [barola] See ਵਰੋਲਾ.

ਬਰਣਾਸਤ੍ਵ [baranastra], ਬਚੁਣਾਯੁਧ [barunayudh] n

weapon of the god Varun — noose.——sanama.
ਬਰੁਣਾਯੁਧ ਨਾਸਨਿ [barunayudh nasanI] n noose,

its destroyer — river Vipash.—sanama.

ਬਰੁਣੀ [baruni], ਬਰੁਨੀ [baruni] n eyelid. eyelash
that covers the eye.
ਬਰੂੰ [bani] P U51, adv outside, without.
ਬਰੂਖਨ [barukhan] See ਬੋਲ ਬਹੂਖਨ.
ਬਰੂਟਾ [baruta] n plant, tree. 2 banyan tree.

ਬਰੂਤ [barut] P cal. n moustaches. “us de barut

tarase.”—JSBM.

ਬਰੂਥ [baruth] See ਵਰੂਥ.
ਬਰੂਥਨਿ [baruthanI], ਬਰੂ'ਥਨੀਂ [baruthani] army,

military. See ਵਰੂਬਿਨੀ. ,
ਬਚੇਖਨ [barekhan] transform of ਅਵਰੇਖਨ. See

ਅਵਰੇਖਨ.
ਬਰੇਡਾ [bareda] M ਬਿਰਡੈੱ. n curry, gravy, meat
curry. 2 potable liquid ﬁt for drinking. See

ਅਲਉਤੀ.

ਬਰੰਗਨ [barégan], ਬਰੰਗਨਾ [})ਰਿਟੈਡੂੰਸ਼ਕੇ], ਬਰੰਗਨੀਂ [barégm']
Skt ਧ੍ਯਛੂਗ. beautiful woman having graceful
features. 2 nymph, fairy. “ran mﬁjh mare, tatkal
barégan jaI bare.”—krIsan. “gen barégna sevat

aI.”—GPS. 3 a musical rag (feminine). “rag ek
55g: péj barégan.”—ragma1a.

ਬਰੰਜ [baréj] P 5/. adjshort sighted, semi-blind.

ਬਰੇ'ਡਾ [baréda] See ਬਲੇ'ਡਾ. .
ਬਰੇਤੀ [bareti] n sandy bank formed by a heap
'of sand settling due to the ﬂow of water.
ਬਰੇਲੀ [bareli] a‘town in UP, which is a district
headquarters. It is also named as Bans Ba—
reilly.

2 n a type of~date. 3 rice. 4 copper.
ਬਚੰਨ [barén] Skt ਵਟੰ. n caste, discrimination.
“car asram car baréna.”—dev m 5.
ਬਚੰਬ੍ਯੂਹ [barébyuh], ਬਰੰਬੁਹ [barébruh] Skt ਵਰੰ

ਬਰੋਂ [baro] n cricket bat, spear. “drabh jar lai

that the author has written ਬ੍ਯੂਹ for ਵੂਚਿ.
ਬਰ੍ਹ [barh] See ਬਹੰ.
'

magaI baro téko su kIy.”—carItr174.made a
lance from the root of spear grass. 2 P “. on
that.

ਵੂਹਿ. demand a boon, =ask for a boon. “baré
byuh putri k0 kaha.”——carItr 259. It appears

ਬਰ੍ਹਣਾ [barhna] falling of rain. rainfall.

ਬਰ੍ਹ'ਮੌਰ [barhmor] See ਬਿਭੋਂਰ. 2 crown made of
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or decorated with peacock feather.
ਬਰ੍ਹਾ [barha] year. 2 a village under police station Boha, subdivision Sunam ofPatiala state,
situated three miles to the south ofNarenderpura and t0 the north east of Budhlada rail—
way station. One .furlong to the west of this
Village, there stands a gurdwara in memory of
Guru Tegbahadur. The Guru stayed here for
four months. Along with the gurdwara, resi—
dential houses have been constructed. Land
measuring 210 ghumaons has been attached
to this holy place by the Patiala state. The priest
is a Singh.

ਬੜ੍ਹੀ [barhi] See ਬਹੰਧੋਂ.
ਬਰ੍ਹੇ [barhe] ਬਰ੍ਹਾ 2.

ਬੱਚ [barr] A j 72 forest, jungle. 2 dry land.

ਬਲਨ

body. i.e. ‘it can not remain alive.”
ਬਲਹਾ [balha] 72 vanquisher 0f demon Bal —
Indar.—sanama. 2 arrow.—sanama. 3 vanquisher of one’s vigour … sex.
ਬਲਕ [balk] Skt ਵਲ੍ਕ. 72 tree’s skin/bark.
ਬਲਕਲ [balkal] Skt ਵਲ੍ਕਲ. 72 clothing made of

the bark oftrees. “kIn balkal 11y ko ég néga.”
—NP.
ਬਲਕਾਨ [balkan] Skt ਵਲ੍ਗਨ. 72 act ofjumping,
leaping. “sri raghubir bali balkane.”—rama V.
‘leaped forward.’

ਬਲਕਿ [balakI] P ’11 part but, rather.
ਬਲਕੋ ਖੁਰ [bal k0 pur] n dwelling place ofBali;
underworld; Bali’s territory.

ਬਲਖ [balakh] P ਨੁੰ ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਫਸ੍ਯਗੈ. Bactria. An an-

3 pious man.
ਬਲ [bal] 72 spasm, spasmodic pain in the stomatch, dysentry. 2 tangle, entangled knot. 3 Skt

cient city in Khurasan (Afghan Turkistan).
“balakh bukhara adIk sare.”——GPS.
ਬਲਗ਼ਮ [balsam] A (q 72 sycosis. UPhlegma. E
Phlegm.

ਕ੍ਯਾ vr remain alive, bring up, defend, kill, state.

ਬਲਟੋਹਾ [baltoha], ਬਲਟੋਹੀ [baltohi] which tests

4 72 strength. power. “bal Chadd bal jaI chapIa

strength; heavy to lift large kettle; cauldron.

petal VIC.”—52 poets. 5 king Bali, See ਬਲਿ 5.

See ਬਟਲੋਹਾ.

6 army, military. “jog bhog séjutu bal.”
—saveye m 4 ke. “prabal bal lin.”—c5di 1.
7 semen. 8 body. physique. 9 leaf. 10 Baldev,
Krishan’s brother. 11 adj red. 12 mighty. 13 n
spear, spike. lance. See ਗਾੜ5. 14 a Jatt subcaste,

ਬਲਣਾ [balna] v burn, be on ﬁre. “diva bale
édhera jaI.”—m 1 var suhi.

particularly found in Doaba. 15 See‘a'FFSand ਬਲੁ.
16 See ਦੋਹਰਾ 8. 17 a demon, killed by Indar.

ਬਲਦੀ [baldi] burning, on ﬁre, blazing. See ਬਲਣਾ.

ਬਲਦ [balad] Skt 72 ox. adj which/who provides
strength. 3 A A n country. 4 town. 5 P guide.
6 spy.
“baldi édarI tel.”—m 1 varmala.

ਬਲਈਆ [balaia] sets on ﬁre. “manI dipak gurg- ਬਲਦੀਜਲਿ [baldijalI] 72 intense ﬁre, conﬂagraIanu balaia.”—bIla a m 4. 2 See ਬਲੈੰਯਾਂ.
ਬਲਈਸ [bal-is] 72 master of the army, chief of
the army.—sanama. 2 lord of the wooden beam
— tree.——sanama. 3 Walnut’s wood. “bal-is adI
bakhan. pun basni pad than.”——sanama. that
which resides in walnut wood; riﬂe having stock
made ofwalnut wood; residing in wood.
ਬਲਹਰ [balhar] adj destroyer of one’s vigour
(semen). See ਬਲ. “}'856 médIr mahI balhar na

thahre.”—g5d kabir. ‘Evil can’t stay within the

tion i.e. ardent desire. “baldijalI nIer kIrpa
te ape jalnIth paIda.”-—maru solhe m 1.
2 blaze.
ਬਲਦੇਵ [baldev] Krishan’s elder brother, Balbhadar, Balram, Mushli.
ਬਲਨ [balan], ਬਲਨਾ [balna] See ਬਲਣਾ. 2 72 fuel.

“jIn dia tudhu pavak balna.”—ram a ਧੀ 5.

3 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਿਲਯਨ. spending, passing (time). “bInu
SImran jo jivan balna.”—t0di m 5. “basudha
dio bartanI balna. tIsu thakur ke CItI rakhu

n
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carna.”—ram a m 5. 4 living one’s life. “balan
bartan kau sanbédhu CItI aIa.”—bher m 5.
5 adj mighty. “atI balna bahu mardanah.”
—sahas m 5.
ਬਲਨੰ ['੦81ਸ਼ਟੈ] Skt ਕਕਿਜ੍. adjmighty. “khinét bal—
né.”—sahas m 5. 2 n force, might. `
ਬਲਬੀਰ [balbir] See ਭੁਜਬਲਬੀਰ 2 n Krishan, brother
of Ba] (Balbhadhar). 3 a subcaste of the
Kanaits.

ਬਲਥੀਰਸਿੰਘ [balbirs’I‘gh] son of raja Raghubir
Singh of J ind state from the womb of Pratap
Kaur, daughter of Chaudhary Jawahar Singh
of Dadri. He was father of Maharaja Ranbir
Singh, the present ruler ofJind state. Born on
30th November, 1856, he died on 20th Novem—
ber, 1883 in Sangrur due to small pox. 2 ruler

of Faridkot.'See ਫਰੀਦਕੋਟ.
ਥਲਬੰਚ [})ਬਧਿਟੈਧ] ਬਲਸ਼ੰਦੁ [balbécu] n act of force
and cheating; high handedness and dacoity.
“sabh mIthIa balbécu.”—gau thIti m 5. 2 act
of forcible snatching, robbery. “balbéc chapI
karat upava.”—saV€ye sri mukhvak m 5.
3 cheating by force.
ਬਲਬੰਡ [balbéd] adj Balwant. “balvéd bade

bhujdéd precéd.”—NP. 2 See ਬਲਵੰਡ.
ਬਲਭ [balabh] See ਬੱਲਭ.
ਬਲਭਦ੍ [balbhadr] Balram, Krishan’s elder brother. “krIsan balbhadr gurpag lag: thave.”
—gau m 4.

ਬਲਭਾ [balbha] See ਬੱਲਭਾ.
ਬਲਮ [balam] adj dear, beloved. 2 See ਬੱਲਮ.

maro.”——krIsan.
ਬਲਲੇ [bal-le] greatly devoted, largely dedicat-

ed. “ham jan ks: balI bal—le.”—nat m 4. 2 invite
someone’s ill-luck on oneself. See ਬਲਇਿਲੇਨਾ.
ਬਲਵਾ [balva] A „ਨੂੰ n riot, disorder. 2 rebellion,
revolt. 3 calamity, disaster, trouble.
ਬਲਵਾਨ [balvan] adj powerful. mighty.

ਬਲਵੰਚਕ [balvécak], ਬਲਵੰਚੀਅਾ [balvéchia] adj robbing by force, cheating forcibly. “ham papi
balvécia.”—brha chétm 4. 2 n robber. 3 cheat.

ਬਲਵੰਡ [balvéql] rebeck player of the time of
Guru Angad Sahib, Guru Amar Dass and
Guru Arjan Dev. He used to recite hymns
alongwith Satta. In his books Bhai Santokh
Singh has shown both Balwand and Satta as
brothers. viz—“huto dum balvécl mahana.

satta tIs ko anuj sujana.”—GPS raSI 3 a 43,
but in Mehma Prakash written in Sammat
1857 by Bawa Kirpal Singh Bhalla, Satta is

termed as son of Balwand,viz~— “balvéd putr
satta tahI aI. an hajur rabab vajaI.” See ਲੱਧਾ

ਭਾੲੀ. “balvéd khivi nek jan.”—varram 3. 2 adj
powerful. mighty.
ਬਲਵੰਡ ਖ਼ਾਂ [balvéd x5] chief of the army of
Emperor Shahjahan, who fought against Guru
Hargobind in the battle of Hargobindpur. He
was killed by Bhai Kalyana, who also, got martyred in the same battle.

ਬਲਵੰਡਿ [ਠਿਰੋਸਿ਼ਚੈਗੂੰਗ਼ੁ] Balwand did. “raI balvédI ਰ੍
tatha sate dumI akhi.”—varram 3. 2 the mighty
people did.

ਬਲਮੀਕ [balmik] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਕ਼ਿ. 11 high heap raised

ਬਲਵੰਤ [balvét] adj powerful, mighty. ,

by white ants; ant-hill.
ਬਲਰਾਮ [balram] who plays with strength — Kris-

ਬਲਵੰਤਕਾਰੀ [balvétkari] Skt ਕਜ੍ਯਜ੍ਯਯਿ. who

han’s elder brother, Balbhadar; Baldev,

shouts loudly. i.e. calling one’s servants in an
arrogant tone. “baho jatan karta balvétkari.”
—sahas m 5.

Sankrashan. 2 See ਬਲਿਰਾਮ.
ਬਲਲ [balal], ਬਲਲਿ [b91311] Skt ਥਰ੍ਯਗ. son of ਬਲਵੰਤਿ [balvétI] adjpowerful, strong. “balvétI
demon llval, who caused terror among the
sages. He was killed by Balbhadar. See ਭਾਗਵਤ
ਸਕੰਧ 10, ch. 19. “b91311 nam haldhar tIh

bIapIrhi sabh mahi.?’-guj m 5. ‘strong sense

' of illusion pervades.’
ਬਲ, ਵ੍ਰਿਤ ਨਿਸਚਹਾ [bal VI‘I‘t nIscha] See ਨਿਸਚਹਾ.
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ਬਲਾ [bala] Skt n very effective medicine. There
is a herb of this name, popularly known as
khareti. lts after-effect is cold and dry. It gives
strength to muscles and cures urinary diseases. It is very effective in treating bleeding piles.
L Sida Cordilfolia. 2 a magical formula, practising which one does not feel thirst and hunger during war. Vishvamittar taught this to
Ramchandar. 3 earth. 4 Lakshmi, goddess of
wealth. 5 daughter of Daksh. 6 A [ਨੂੰ calamity,
adversity. 7 suffering. 8 suffering caused by

ਬਲਾਹਕ [balahak] Skt both ਵਲਾਹਕ and ਬਲਾਹਕ are
Sanskrit words but they differ in meaning.

ghosts and evil spirits. 9 disease. 10 See ਬੱਲਾ-

mite balaI.”—g5d m 5. “ona 5tarI krodh bal-

ਬਲਾਤਕਾਰ [balatkar] Skt ਬਲਾਤ੍ਕਾਰ. n act performed with force. 2 injustice, oppression.
“balvét balatkaranah.”-—sahas m 5. 3 adv forcibly, by force.
ਬਲਾਨੁਜ [balanuj] younger brother of Balram —
.
Krishan.

aI.”—sr1' m 4. 2 Skt ਵਿਲਯ. adj vanished. “hau
gai balae.”—majh m 5. ‘the ego has vanished

ਬਲਾਰੀ [balari] n ਬਲ-ਅਚਿ. lndar, killer of demon
Bal. 2 ਕੋਯੰ/ਬਲ-ਵਾਰੀ - strong, powerful. “bis sah—

i.e. the monster of vanity has disappeared.’

sra sena balari.”—GV 6.
ਬਲਿ [ball] Skt n state-tax, octroi, revenue levied
upon land. 2 present, offering. “te bhi balI

ਬਲਾਉ [balau] n pretext for deceit, ground for deception. 2 intricate idea, plan to commit deceit.
“hIrde balau ਰਿਪ nan bagdhyani prani.”—BGK.
ਬਲਾਇ [balaI] See ਬਲਾ 6,7. “man tan ki sabh

ਬਲਾਇ‘ਆ [balaIa] burnt, ignited, set ablaze.
“gIan pracéd balaIa agIan 5dhera jaI.”—sr1'
m 3.
,

ਬਲਾਇ ਲੇਨਾ [balaI lena], ਬਲਾਇ ਲੈਣੀ [balaI leni]
v pray for the good of the loved one by assuming all his sufferings. See (in this context)

ਬਾਦਸ਼ਾਹ ਬਾਬਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ when he prayed to take the
illness of his son Humayun on himself by thrice
going round his ailing son’s bed. Per historical
record, Humayun started to recover while the
physical health of Babar began to deteriorate.

ਥਲਾਈ [balai] See ਬਲਾ 6, 7. “sunat japat harInam jas taki durI balai.”—bIIa m 5.

ਬਲਾੲੀ ਲੇਨਾ [balai lena] See ਬਲਾਇ ਲੋਨਾ.
ਬਲਾਏ [balae] enjoyed, passed. spent “markﬁde
te k0 athkai jInI trIn dhari mﬁd balae?”——
dhana namdev. ‘nobody is older (in age) than
Markandey, son of sage Mrikandu, who
passed his life by placing straw on his head.’

ਬਲਾਸਪੁਰ [balaspur] See ਗੋਂਲਪੁਰਾ. 2 See ਬਿਲਾਸਪੁਰ.

Which does not vibrate is ਬਲਾਹਕ, while what

raises water is ਵਲਾਹਕ. 2 n cloud rain. “tokak
kekI jI bhek anek balahak ke bIn na
harkhae.”—NP. ‘rain—bird, peacock and frog
were not happy without rain.’ 3 a horse of
Kirshan’s chariot. 4 a demon.
ਬਲਾਕਾ [balaka] Skt 11 female heron; she-heron.
2 flock of herons.

ਬਲਾਚੌਂਰ [balacor] See ਅਗੰਮਪੁਰਾ.

puja orjhae.”—VN. 3 cattle or food offered to
a deity. 4 sacrifice. “baleaI nanak sada
karte.”—ram chétm 5. See ਬਲਿਦਾਨ. 5 grandson
of Prahlad and son of Virochan, born from the
womb of Vindyavali. He was so valiant that
he established his own sovereignty over the
whole universe by defeating Indar. Lord Vishnu attained the incarnation of Vaman on the
persuasion of the deities in order to belittle Bali
and asked Bali to oﬁ‘er him (Lord Vishnu) two ,
and a half or three steps of earth. Bali agreed
to offer the land even though his master, demon Shukar, warned him not to do so. Vaman
enlarged his body to such extent that he took
the whole of earth as well as the sky in just
two steps and took the body of Bali in the third
step. Lord Vishnu was pleased by Bali’s devotion and made him the ruler of the under-
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world. He (Lord Vishnu) even consented to
remain his gate keeper. “nama kahe bhagatI
bas: kesav aj-hﬁ balI ke duar kharo.”—maru.
6 See ਬਲੀ. 7 In Shastarnammala, ‘elephant’ is

also named as Bali (ਬਲਿ) See ਬਲਿਆਚਿ. 8 See

ਵਲਿ. 9 adv forcibly, with force. “tItu balI rogo
na bIaps: koi.”—gaum 5.

ਬਲਿਓ [balIo] burnt, blazed. “balIo carar adhar
mahI.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਬਲਿਅਰਿ [balIarI] n elephant’s enemy — lion.
~sanama.
ਥਲਿਆ [balIa] See ਬਲਿਓ. “glan balIa ghatI
'cananu.”—asa chét m 4.

ਬਲੂਚ
in the Bible and the Koran. See ch. 28 Aayat
4, 5, ch. 29, Aayat 3,4,5,6 and ਕੁਰਾਨ ਸੂਰਤ ਹੱਜ,
Aayat 27, 28.

ਥਲਿਪਸ਼ੁ [ballpaso] n that animal which is sacriﬁced; animal worth sacriﬁcing. “jImbaleaso garbét.”—GV6. meaning— short-lived, perishable in a short span oftime.

ਬਲਿਰਾਉ [balIrao] King Bali, See ਬਲਿ 5. “gun
gave balIraU sapat patalI baséto.”—saveye
m 1 ke.

ਬਲਿਰਾਮ ਜੀਉ [balIram jio] sacriﬁcing over allpervading Ram, sacriﬁcing over the Creator.
“gun ravé balIram jiu.”—suhi Chét m 4.

ਥਲਿਸਟ [balIsat], ਬਲਿਸ੍ਵ [balIst] Skt ਬਲਿਸ੍ਵ. adj
very strong, very powerful. “balIsat daldosat
nIkédan.”—gyan.

ਬਲਿਲੋਕ [balIlok] n underworld; Bali’s abode .

ਥਲਿਸਤ [balIsat] palm. See ਬਾਲਿਸ਼੍ਵ.
ਬਂਲਿਹਰੀਐ [ballharie] let me be sacriﬁced. “dar—

badhe maha bali.”—var basét. 2 See ਬਲਿ.
3 Skt ਵੱਲੀ. n creeper. 4 branch, twig. 5 crop’s
ear, spike. “lata bali sakh sabh SImarahI.”
—maru 501118 In 5.

san kau balIhariE.”—gau m 5. 2 is devoted.

ਬਲਿਹਾ [balIha] n arrow, that kills the powerful.—sanama.
ਬਲਿਹਾਰ [balIhar], ਬਲਿਹਾਰਣੇ [balIharne], ਬਲਿਹਾਰੀ
[balIhari] n act of getting sacriﬁced, act of

sacriﬁcing oneself. “balIhari gor apne.”—Var
asa.

ਬਲਿਗਈਏ [balIgaie] she who has burnt her—

“an die balIlok te balak.”—krIsan.

ਬਲੀ [bali] Skt ਥਕਿਜ੍. adjpowerful, mighty. “p"a'je

ਬਲੀਆ [balia] adj powerful, mighty. “sarapni te
uparI nahi balia.”—asa kabir.

ਬਲੀਅਾਚੰਦ [1੭31186ਟੋ61] See ਅਾਲਮਚੰਦ 3.
ਬਲੀਮੁਖ [balimokh] Skt ਵਲਿਮੁ'ਖ. n one having a
wrinkled face— monkey. 2 adjhaving wrinkles
on one's face.
ਬਲੁ [balu] n force, power, authority. See ਬਲ.

self. “sri gopal n9 ucarahI, balIgaie duhcara—
n1 rasna.”——bIIa chétm 5. 2 one may get sac“balu hoa bédhan chute.”—s m 10.
riﬁed; (one) getting sacrified.
‘ ਬਲੂਅ [balua], ਬਲੂਅਾ [balua] adjmade of sand,
ਬਲਿਤ [baIIt] Skt ਞਲਿਤ. adj coiled, encircled. sandy. “balua ke ngh bhitarI base.”—sukh“kalI kalmal bal balIt.”—NP.
mani. i.e. likely to perish soon.
ਬਲਿਦਾਨ [balIdan] n act of offering victuals etc ਬਲੂਗ਼ [baluc] A 6,1, 17 reaching, arriving.
to the deity. 2 It is an ancient ritual to sacriﬁce
2 youth, youthfulness.
an animal before some god or deity. It was ਬਲੂੰਗੜਾ [balﬁgra] n kitten.
most prevalent during the Vedic-period. The ਬਲੂਚ [baluc] a subcaste of Suni Muslims, also
study of Yajurved shows that animals were
named as Baloch. The name of the country,
sacriﬁced to please the deities. Many such
Balochistan, derives from the people belongreferences are found in scriptures like the
ing to this subcaste dwelling in this territory. A ‘
Mahabharat and the Ramayan etc. The ritual
community, owning camels, called Balooch,
of sacriﬁce is also described at many places
lives in Punjab. It originated from Iran.
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ਬਲ੍ਚਿ'ਸਤਾਨ

ਬਲੂ'ਚਿਸਤਾਨ [baIuCIstan] territory to the north- ਬੱਲਭ[1)811ਗੰ)11] Skt ਵੱਲਭ. dear. 2 husband. 3 friend.
west of India, with Afganistan to the north,
Sindh to the east, Arabian sea to the south and

Persia to its west. Quetta is the capital of this
country. Large areas of it come under the ad—
ministration of Khan Kalat etc. Baloochistan
has an area of about 54,228 square miles and
population 01°42 1 , 679.

ਬਲੂੰਦਰਨਾ [balﬁdarna] v (like a cat) to scratch with
ﬁnger nails. 2 peel, scrape.
ਬਲੋ'ਡਾ [baléda] n upright support. long wooden
girder that supports a thatched roof or shed.
The two ends of this girder are placed on columns or pillars. “moh baléda tuta.”—gau kabir.
ਬਲੇਦ [baled], ਬਲੇਦਾ [baleda] plural of ਬਲਦ. “satu
s5tol<hu baled.”—m 1 var ram 1.

ਬਲੇ ਬਲਿ [bale ball] expressing deep devotion/
affection.

ਬਲੇਲ [balel] A Of 11 sound, utterance. “bag
balel he.”—hajImama. ‘It is like the invocation ofthe Divine.’
ਬਲੋਵਾ [baleva] precious material, power, wealth

etc.
ਬਲੈੰਯਾਂ [baleyé] See ਬਲਾ. “jahagir narnah ki sakal
baleyé ilet.”——CarItr 48. See ਬਲਾਇ ਲੇਨਾ.

ਬਲੈਯਾਂ ਲੇਨਾ [balayéi lena] See ਬਲਾਇ ਲੇਨਾ.
ਬਲੋਚ [baloc], ਬਲੋਚਿਸਤਾਨ [baIOCIstan] See ਬਲੂਚ

and ਬਲੂਚਿਸਤਾਨ.
ਬਲੱਤੀ [1੭91ਰੈ੮1] burning, on ﬁre, blazing. “bhahI
baléti ai.”—ram m I.

.

ਬਲੰਦ [baléd] P ,ਰ੍ਰ੍ਲ਼ਾਫ਼ੂ adjhigh,tall. 2 grand, glori-

4 See ਥੈਸਨ੍ਯ (e).
ਬੱਲਭਣੀ [ballabhni] n that which belongs to the
ruler — his subject, army.—sanama.

ਬੱਲਭਾ [ballabha] Skt ਵੱਲਭਾ beloved (f) darling.
2 wife, betterhalf.
ਬੱਲਭਾਚਾਰਯ [ballabhacaray] See ਬੈਸਠਦ੍ (e).

ਬੱਲਮ [ballam] n dagger, mace. 2 gatekeeper’s
club that has a sharp iron-blade at one end.
ਬੱਲ਼ਾ|ਟੋਰ [ballmater] E volunteer. 11 one who
serves as per his desire and vigour.
ਬੱਲਾ [balla] n beam, girder. 2 racket; club used

for playing with a ball. 3 a Rajput subcaste.

4 See ਵੱਲਾ.
ਬੱਲੀ [balli] n small wooden girdei. 2 See ਵੱਲੀ.
ਬੱਲੀਸ [ballis] n bearer of small branches, tree.
—sanama.
'

ਬੱਲੂ [ballu] a devoted follower of Guru Amar
Dass, who was always in attendance whenever the Guru was to take bath or put on his
clothes, or take food etc. Prior to becoming
the Guru’s follower, he was a barber.

ਬੱ'ਲੇਂ [ballo] a village under police station Phul in
tehsil Dhanaula of Nabha state. In the vicinity
ofthis village there is a famous (sacred) place
in memory of Baba Boola‘. Guru Hargobind
stayed there for one night while preaching in
Malwa and came to this village in the evening.
There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind in Ballo. The priest, Bhai Sewa Singh,
is a devotee ofthe Divine and takes his food

after serving it to others.
ous.
2 may hapਥਲੰਦੜੀ [balédri], ਬਲੰਦੀ [balédil burning. “bha- ਬਵਦ [bavad] P 5,} happens, occurs.
Its root is
hI balédri buthgai.”—m 5 varjet. ‘the ﬁre of pen/occur. 3 will happen, will occur.
jealousy got extinguished.’
ਬਲ੍ਹ [balh], ਬਨ੍ਯ [baly] a Bhatt, always singing
hymns in praise of the Guru. “baly bhat jas
gaIyaU.”—saveye m 4 Re.

ਬੱਲਹਾ [ballha] dear, beloved, husband. “duh
nari da ball-ha.”—BG.

ਬੂਦਨ.

ਬਵਰਈ [bavrai] got crazy. ‘2 will become-mad.
3 n craziness.

ਬਵਰਚੀ [bavarci] See ਬਾਵਰਚੀ.
'Baba Boo‘la was 'a glorious follower of Guru Angad

Dev.

ਬਵਰਾ
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ਬਵਰਾ [bavra] Ski ਵਾਤੂਲ. one who is mentally
deranged because of rheumatism. “chodI kapatu nIt harI bhaju, bavre!”—bIIa kabir.
ਬਞਰਾਨਾ [bavrana] got insane, mentally deranged.
“Ih bha sIr-ri matI bavrana.”—NP.
ਬਵਾ [bava] See ਵਬਾ.
ਬਵਾਸ਼ੀਰ [bavasir] A {bf Skl ਕ੍ਯਾ. piles. It is also

called papilla (papule) of the rectum. The main
reasons for this disease are : not responding
to the call of nature intentionally, defecating
at a ﬁlthy place, sittin g continuously for a long
time (especially on the ground), overeating, not
doing exercise, taking hot and dry food, taking
purgative repeatedly and inheriting it from one’s

parents.
There are two types of piles: one is
pugnacious pile, the other is bloody pile. Ifit is
only within the rectum, with shooting pain and
constipation, the pile is pugnacious. Ifblood
oozes out of the rectum, the pile is said to be
ofthe second type.
The best treatment ofthis disease is to get
it operated from an experienced surgeon. The

(7) fume the wart with incense ofcamphor.

(8) take ਮੀਚਕਾ [micka], ਚਿਤ੍ਰਾ [CItra] rock
salt, ginger, barley grind them to a ﬁne powder
and take it daily with lassi prepared from cow's
milk.
`
.

ਬਵੇਸੀ [bavesi] This term is oftenly used for rectum-warts or papilla of anus.

ਬਵੰਕ [bavék] See ਬਬੰਕ. “babar bavéke.”—aka1.ﬁ
‘the lion roars.’

ਬਵੰਜਾ [bavéja] adj ﬁfty-two, two more than ﬁfty.
ਬਵੰਜਾ ਕਵਿ [bavéja kaVI] Fifty-two poets in
the court of Guru Gobind Singh, who used
to translate books ofmany sects and faiths
into Punjabi and Hindi languages on‘ the
persuasion of their mentor. A marvellous
scripture named Vidyasar or Vidyasagar was
composed. Hard labour of several years of
a large number of rare scholars was
destroyed by the enemies of knowledge
during the battle of Anandpur. Only a few
scriptures like some chapters of Mahabharat,

Chankaya Niti,‘ Guru Sobha etc which had.

become available to the lovers of knowledge
before the war, were saved. Maharaja
(1) take berberis aristate (dried extract of Narendar Singh, ruler of Patiala state. got
the root of a shrub called barberry), crystalline , `ਜਿਹੋ remaining chapters of Mahabharat
comnitre and kernel of fruit of margosa tree, grind
pleted through authors patronised ,by him.
the mixture of the three, make balls of six rattis
Some poetry of miscellaneous nature was
each. Take a ball with stale water daily early
collected by Bhai Santokh Singh, who comin the morning.
piled it as Guru Pratap Suray Granth.
(2) take skin ofcherubic myrobalan mixed
“ham bhi ketak karahf bakhani,
withjaggery in the morning with sour lassi.
kahE khalse 1<e hIt bani,
(3) take daily with stale water the mixture
adI mahabharat je an,
of jaggery with the kernel karéjua seed.
bhakha sabh ki karat sujan,
(4) daub the wart with strychnine (ਕੁਰਲਾ)
so ham péth het karvavé,
grounded in water.
path-hf ap sabhhun sunavE.”
(5) daub the wart with snakes’ slough burnt
hute bavéja kaVI guru pas,
in mustard oil.
sath hi bani karahf prakas,
(6) fume the wart with the smoke of the
satI guru sabh Ikatr karvav‘é,
old honey comb of wasps.
patre diragh par lIkhvavE,

general treatments are as under:

ਬਵੰਜਾ ਬੀਰ

ਬੜੇਮਾ
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1 Nandi, 2 Bhringi, 3 Ritti, 4 Tundi,
5 Pretasya, 6 Vajr, 7 Kuvlasv, 8 Ashvkaran,

nam gréth k0 VIdyasagar,
rakhan kino sri prabhu nagar.
—GPS rutt 3 a 51.
tIn kaVIyan bani raci
IIkh kagad tulvaI,

9 Nirmund, 10 Masatkarun, 11 Pushapdant,

n3 man hoe tol mahI

18 Asurant, 19 Janalhad, 20 Alhadek,

121Vrihad Bhanu, 13 Amitasya, 14 Ashvahan,

15 Tundik,

16 Dundik,

17 Kalnam,

sukham lIkhat lIkhaI.
“bIdyasar” tIs gréth k0
nam dharyo kar pritI,
nanha VIdh kaVIta raci
rakh rakh n3 ras ritI.
macyo jég guru 55g bad
rahyo gréth so bic,
nakse anadpura te
lutyo pun mIl nic.
prathak prathak patre hute,
lutyo su gréth bIkher,
Ik thal rahyo me, Im gayo
sz te mIlyo na pher.
—GPS rutt 5 a 51.
The list of52 poets is an follows:
1 Udey Rai, 2 Ani Ray, 3 Amrit Ray, 4 A11u,

21 Yamik, 22 Chandik, 23 Chandar Raj,
24 Antkar, 25 Nishchar, 26 Vir Bhadar,
27 Maniman, 28 Chandish, 29 Nandishvar,
30 Veervetal, 31 Vikat, 32 Vinodi, 33 Sumantar
Vlnodi, 34 Sur Mantar Vinodi, 35 Kaliy, 36 Truti,
37 Karman, 38 Naar Singh, 39 Hanuman, 40
Bhairav, 41 Nishaly, 42 Kalsam, 43 Naraad,
44 Naseer, 45 Keshri, 46 Ijay, 47 Vijay,
48 Vishodhari, 49 Kakum, 50 Kamakhy,
51 Niralamb, 52 Punymay.
ਬੜ [bar] Sktez n Banyan tree, L Ficus Benga1ensis(Banyan).
ਬੜਨਾ [barna] v enter into; pierce into.

5 Asa Singh, 6 Alim, 7 Ishwar Bass,

heat inside the earth. See ਬੜਵਾ ਅਗਨਿ. 3 wife of

8 Sukhdev, 9 Sukha Singh, 10 Sukhia,

the Sun who gave birth to Ashvani Kumar’s
son by assuming the guise of a mare. See ਵੜਵਾ.

11 Sudama, 12 Senapati, 13 Shyam, 14 Heer,

15 Hussain Ali, 16 Hans Ram, 17 Kalloo,
18 Kuvresh, 19 Khan Chand, 20 Gunia,
21 Gurudas, 22 Gopal, 23 Chandan, 24 Chanda,
25 Jamaal, 26 Tehkin, 27 Dharam Singh,
28 Dhanna Singh, 29 Dhyan Singh, 30 Nanoo,
31 Nishchal Bass, 32 Nihal Chand, 33 Nand
Singh, 34 Nand La1, 35 Pindi Dass, 36 Ba11abh,
37 Balloo, 38 Bidhi Chand, 39 Buland, 40 Brikh,
41 Brij Lal, 42 Mathura, 43 Madan Singh,
44 Madan Giri, 45 Malloo, 46 Mann Das,

47 Mala Singh, 48 Mangal, 49 Ram, 50 Raval,
51 Roshan Singh, 52 Lakkha.

ਬਵੰਜਾ ਬੀਰ [bavéja bir], ਬਵੰਜਾ ਵੀਰ [bavéja Vir] the
ﬁfty-two brave persons, according to Kedar
Section of Sakand Puran, were as follows:

ਬੜ ਬੜ [bar bar] onom talking nonsense; un-

meaningful talk.
.
ਬੜਵਾ [barva] Skt ਬਡਵਾ. n mare. 2 warmth of

ਬੜਵਾਅਗਨਿ [barva aganI], ਬੜਵਾਗਨਿ [barvaganI],
ਬੜਵਾਨਲ [ਠਿਰਲ਼ਾਗ਼ੀਕੀ] Skt ਬਡਵਾਗਿ੍. n heat present
within the earth’s womb that can make the
water of the ocean boil if released due to some
reason. 2 Per the Purans, ﬁre emanating from
the mouth of a mare, that can dry up water of
the ocean. As mentioned in the Kalika Puran,
the ﬁre ofanger that Shiv produced in order to
calm down the passion, was converted into the
shape of a mare by Brahma and was handed

over to the ocean. See ਵੜਵਾਗਿਨ.
ਬੜਾ [bara] See ਬਰਾ 2.

ਬਡਿ [barI] by entering into.
ਬੜੀ [bari] See ਬਰੀ 5.
ਬੜੇਮਾ [barema] See ਵੜੈਮਾ

ਬੜ੍ਹਕ
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ਬਇਿਬਲ

ਬੜ੍ਹਕ [barhak] n bull’s bellow. Skt ਕ੍ਰਫ਼ੂ. roar.

not in proper form, it gives rise to many ail-

ਬੜ੍ਹਕਨਾ [barhakna] roar, (bull) bellow. See

ments.

ਬੜ੍ਹਕ.

ਬੜ੍ਹਾਨਾ [})ਰਜਿ਼ਕਸ੍ਯ] v increase, progress, enhance.
ਬਾ [ba] 11 air, wind. 2 P t partwith, alongwith.
“ba man j5g.”—krIsan. 3 See ਹੋ'ਇਬਾ.
,
ਬਾਂ [b5] 11 well with steps leading down to the
water level; well with steps.
ਬਾਉ [bao] 71 air, wind.
ਬਾਉਕਾ [bauka] n farting; passing of wind noisily through the anus; foul smell.
ਬਾਉੰਰ [baur] Skt ਵਾਗੁਰਾ. 11 net to trap a deer;

noose, snare.
ਬਾਉਰਾ [baora] See ਬਉਰਾ and ਵਾਗੁਰਾ.
ਬਾਉਰੀ [bauri] See ਬਾਵਲੀ.
ਬਾਉਰੀਆ [bauria] Skt ਵਾਗ਼ੁਰਿਕ. 11 animal catcher

having a dragnet, vagura. 2 a subcaste also
called Bawria. People belonging to this subcaste are regarded as low of caste. They are
thieves by profession. This name derives from
the fact that they always keep a dragnet with
them. Baurias prey upon animals by trapping
them in the net.

ਬਾਉਲੀ [bauli] See ਬਾਵਲੀ. 2 T d3; training a
prey bird to swoop on the bird tied with a
cord, so that the former trained bird feels

encouraged to attack other birds. “béda
lino bauli IaI.”—PPP. ‘Banda Bahadur was
overpowerd by enchanting him to become
a ruler.’
ਬਾਉਲੀ ਲਾਉਣਾ [bauli launa] v See ਬਾਉਲੀ 2.

ਬਾਇ [baI] adv by blowing. “baI sékh apar.”
—c§di 2. 2 n air, wind. “apu teju baI prIthmi
akasa.”——gau kabir. 3 Vital air, breath. “baIrup5 asthébhnah.”—sahas m 5. 4 Skt ਵਾਤ. psora,

an element of the body. See ਖ਼ਿਲਤ 6.
Psora is a life—providing element in the body
which keeps all its components active and in
order. Without syphlosis and sycosis; it isof no
use at'all. When psora is out of order and is

There are five and ten types of variations

in one’s body. See ਪੰਚ ਪ੍ਰਾਣ and ਦਸ ਪ੍ਰਾਣ.
The following cause disorder:
taking stale, cold and heavy meals, not

sleeping during the night, indulgence in sex,
excessive bleeding from the body, remaining
hungry, swimming in water for long periods,
postponing urination, travelling beyond one’s
strength to do so.
Symptoms of such disorders are:
stiffening of joints, bone-breaking, headache, insomnia, depression, dryness of skin,
disturbance in intestines etc.
The following are the ways to cure it:
massaging the body with oil and paste prepared with oil, barley flour, taking gum of certain pine trees as amyris comiphore, taking tasty
and salty gravy with delicious food. “baI pItt

kar Upjat bhae.”—carItr 405. 5 Skt ਵਜੱਤ. adj
spread, dilated. 6 adj by opening wide, by
spreading. “rom phUIaI bado mukh ba I .”—G V

10. 7 See ਬਾਂਇ.
ਬਇਿ [bill] 11 well, with steps leading down to
the water level.

ਬਾਇਆ [baIa] 11 air, wind. “lags na tati baIa.”
-—sarm 5. 2 See ਬਾਯਾ. 3 See ਵਾਇਆ.

ਬਾਬਿਆਂ [baIa] See ਬਾਯਾਂ.

ਬਾਇਸ [baIs] Skt ਵਾਯਸ. n crow. “suan sukar
baIs ije bhatkat.”—maru kabir. 2 A .91., rea-

son, cause.
ਬਾਇਕ [baIk] Skt ਵਾਯਕ. n weaver.

ਬਾਇਫਿਚੰਗ [baIphIrég] See ਬਾਦਫਿਰੰਗ. “pathri
baI phIrég 5dhnetra.”—carItr 405.

ਬਾਇਬਲ [baIbal], ਬਾਇਬਿਲ [baIbIl] G Bible. n
scripture,,sae~red,book. 2 holy scripture of the
Jews‘and the Christians, which is a collection
of many scriptures like the Bible, the Gospel
etc. It wascompiled in Greek between the last

ਬਾਇਵ
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period of the second century and the beginning of the third century. Now it has two main
parts. The Old Testament and The New Testament. The Bible is mentioned as divine in
the Koran.

ਬਾਇਵ [baIv] Skt ਵਾਯਵੀ. n the north-west direction, whose deity is the wind. See ਦਿਕਪਾਲ. “SIr
baIv kon nIvae.”—GPS.

ਬਾਇੜ [baIr] n a cord of hemp that is tightly
tied across the circumference of the spinning
wheel just like strings on the drum, on which
moves the string belt ofthe spinning wheel. It
is also named as kasan.

ਬਾਈ [bai] M n a respectable term to address
women; madam. See ਮੀਰਾ ਬਾਈ etc. “ari bai!
gobIdnamu mat bisrs.”—guj trIlocan. 2 one
of the three elements of the body —— psora.
3 air, wind. 4 adj twenty-two, 22. “mIl kar
raje bai dharan "praja sahIt sabh jodha.”—GPS.

See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.
ਬਾਈਆ [baia] See ਬਾਹੀਆ.
ਬਾੲੀਸ [bais] See ਬਾੲੀ 4.
ਬਾੲੀਸ ਧਾਰ [bais dhar] See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.

ਬਾਈ ਜਾਤ [bai jat] According to Bhai Santokh
Singh, the Guru settled in Amritsar people belonging to various professions, subcastes and
Khatris of Baijati. It does not mean that the
Khatris have some twenty—two castes. What
is meant is that a total of twenty-two subcastes
of Khatri lineage were settled. “bai jat ju kha-

tri kul ki.”—GPS.

ਬਾਈਧਾਰ [baidhar] twenty-two ranges of mountains. The hilly area was divided into twentytwo regions due to streams. Twenty-two hilly
states were popularly known as ਬਾਈਧਾਰ [baidhar]. Eleven of these states fell in the J alandhar
region while other eleven ﬁgured in Doogar
region. Chamba state is counted in both the
regions. Many of these states have merged in

Jammu and some of them had become a part

of the Sikh empire during Khalsa reign. The
descendants of many of these states now live
in a state of penury and names of many states
have undergone change. These states are as
under -—
Jalandhar Region
Chamba, Nurpur, Guler, Datarpur, Siba,
Jasvan, Kangra, Kotlehar, Mandi, Sukct and

Kullu.
Doogar Region
Chamba, Basohali, Bhaddu, Maankot, Benhridralta, Jasrota, Samba, Jammu, Chaneni,
Kashtvar and Bhadarvah.
The period of Guru Gobind Singh’s sojourn
in Anandpur ranged from 1674 to 1703 AD
(Sammat 1732-61 ). During this period Chatur
Singh and Udey Singh were rulers ofChamba
state. Chatur Singh expired in 1690 AD and
Udey Singh, who ascended the throne in the

same year, died in 1720 AD.
Raj Singh and Dilip Singh ruled overGuler.
Raj Singh died in 1691 and his son Dilip Singh
became the ruler oquler.
Kulu was ruled by raja Bidhi Singh from
1663 to 1674 AD. The other rulers ofthe hilly
states were raja Bhim Chand Kahluria, raja
Kripal Chand Katochia, raja Kesrichand Jaswalia, raja Sukhdayal Jasrotia, raja Hari Chand
Hinduria, raja Prithi Chand Dadhwalia, raja!
Fateh Singh Sri Nagaria. They fought many

battles against Guru Gobind Singh.

ਬਾਈਧਾਰ ਦੇ ਰਾਜੇ [baidhar de raje] See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.
ਬਾਈਬਲ [baibal] See ਬਾਇਬਲ.
ਬਾਈ ਮੰਜੀਆਂ [bai méjia] Guru Amar Dass selected twenty-two excellent Sikh preachers
and gave them holy seats. They got deep respect in the Sikh community. Bhai Santokh
Singh writes:
“dvevisatI dIlli umraIv.

tIte SIkkh méji so bathaIv.”—GPS.

ਬਾਏਂ
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The twenty-two occupants of the holy seats

were:
1 Allayar. See ਅੱਲਾਯਾਰ.
2 Sachansach. See 'ਸੱਚਨਸੱਚ 2.

ਬਾਸਨਧਾ

bhakhat “sakal” jane bhup te thkhari,
cor sah te pachane ੨ catur CI tt kur te,

rat dIn sur te o kécan kacur te, tyo
janyojat nike basaur besaur te.

3 Saadhaaran. See ਸਾਧਾਰਣ 6.

ਬਾਸ਼ਹ [basah] See ਬਾਸਾ 2.

4 Sawan Mal. See ਸਾਵਣਮੱਲ.

ਬਾਸਕ [basak] adjresidential, dwelling, residing.
2 fragrant. See ਸੁਬਾਸਕ. 3 Skt ਵਾਸੁਕਿ. n a snake.
Per the Purans, the deities and the demons
used this snake as a rope to churn the ocean.
“basak kot sej bIstharahI .”-{ਘੋਰਿ a kabir. See

5 Sukkhan. See ਸੁੱਖਣ.

6 Handaal. See ਗਿੰਜਨੀਏ.
7 Kedari. See ਕੇਦਾਰੀ.
8 Kheda. See ਖੇਡਾ 2.

9 Gangu Shah. See ਗੰਗੂਸ਼ਾਹ
10 Darbari. See ਦਰਬਾਰੀ 5.

ਲ਼ੀ 11 Paro. See ਪਾਰੋ ਭਾਈ.
12 Phera. 566 ਫੇਰਾ 3.
13 Bua. See ਬੂਅ' 2.

14 Beiii. See ਬੈਣੀ 5.

ਸੇਸਨਾਗ.
ਬਾਸਕਸੱਜਾ [basakasajja] Skt ਵਾਸਕਸੱਜਾ. In poetics,
the heroine who adorns her house with pleasing objects enhancing sexual enjoyment; she,
who, is always willing to live in an decorated
house.

15 Mahesa. See ਮਹੇਸਾ 1.
16 Mai Dass. See ਮਾਈਦਾਸ.
17 Manak Chand. See ਮਾਣਕਚੰਦ 2.
18 Murari. 566 ਮਥੋ ਮੁਰਾਰੀ.

ghat1a.”—var ram 3.
ਬਾਸਠ [basath] adj two and sixty, sixty-two — 62.

19 Raja Ram. See ਰਾਜਾਰਾਮ 7.

ਬਾਸਦੇਉ [basadeu], ਬਾਸਦੇਵ [basdev] See ਬਾਸੁਦੇਵ

20 Rang Shah. See ਚੰਗਸ਼ਾਹ.
21 Rang Dass. See ਚੰਗਦਾਸ.
22 Lalo. See ਲਾਲੋ ਭਾੲੀ 2.
ਬਾਝੋਂ [baé] adv towards the left side.
ਬਾਸ [bas] Skt ਵਾਸ. n act of dwelling, dwelling

place, residence. “basao ségI gupal.”—phunhe m 5. 2 residential place, home. “bas bIkhE
b5dhan.”—NP. ‘is tied to the home.’ 3 clothes.

“pahIran bas layaI gen dasa.”——GPS. 4 smell,

odour, fragrance. 5 P jg, may be, may happen. 6 may live/reside. “ba xuda bas.”—zfdgi.

ਬਾਂਸ [bés] Skt ਵੰਸ਼, ਵੇਣੁ. n plant of the straw
family, having knotted long stems. Bambusa
(Bamboo).

ਬਾਸ਼ਊਰ [basaur] P „ਭਜੈ wise, intelligent.
~data ko duni me sum kajé janIyat,
Im kayar ko janIye samar mahI sur te,
papi te pragat pfmi janIye dukhi te sukhi
nIdhni ko janIye su dhani dhanbhur te,

ਬਾਸਕੁ [baseku] See ਬਾਸ੍ਯ 3. “basaku netre

ਬਾਸਣ [basan] See ਬਾਸਨ. 2 See ਵਾਸਨ.

and ਵਾਸੁਦੇਵ.
ਬਾਸਨ [basan] n with which one can smell odour
-— nose. “hasat kamavan, basan rasna.”—ram a

m 5. ‘Hands are for activity, nose for smelling
and tongue for taste.’ 2 utensil, vessels. “basan
majI caravahI AuparI.”—asa kabir. See E Basin. 3 Skt ਵਾਸਨ. act of incense-burning to produce pleasing odour. 4 home, residential place,
residence. “gurprasadI nanak sukh basan.”
~gau m 5. 5 pleasing smell, fragrance. “all
kamleh basan mahI magan.”—asa chét m 5.
6 desire, longing. “basan metI nIbasan hoie.”

—maru soIhe m 5. “ras basan SIC ju dahé dISI
dhan.”—sav5ye m 4 ke.
ਬਾਸਨਾ [basna] 5/(2ਵਾਸਨਾ. n desire, longing. “man
basna raCI bIkhE bIath.”—suh1‘ m 5. 2 smell,

odour, fragrance. 3 making fragrant, redolent.
4 Poets also employ this term both for its good

or bad implications.

-
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ਬਾਮਨੀ

jat-ho kalal calo ghara liye baruni ko
gédhi calo jat-ho phulelghat asna,
thokar thamak lag dou ghat phutgae
taha kou catur karat mukh bhasna,

“murli” bhalai :) burai ko bIbek yahe
kijie bhalai jab jibh lag sasna,
bhul nahf asan bIlok paksasan se
basan bIlanat rathat basna.

ਬਾਸਨੀ [basni] (she) who resides. 2 n long bag

The reason for living in solitude was that
Datoo, son of Guru Angad Dev, insulted Guru
Amar Dev out ofjealousy and asked the Guru
to leave Khadoor Sahib. The peace-loving
Guru Amar Dev opted to live at a solitary place
to calm down the irate Datoo. Now there
stands a gurdwara at this site. The door ofthe
room faces the west and the breach in the
wall is in the east. The size ofthe opening in

of cloth, tied around the waist after putting

15><27 inches. There is Manji Sahib inside the

money in'it.

room. Guru Granth Sahib is reverently
displayed daily. The priests are Nirmala Singhs.
The village people have donated 125 vighas
of land to the gurdwara. Revenue of rupees
38 per annum is exempted. Samund Khan
Bhatti, Rajput of Kotli Nasib Khan, donated
84 ghumaons of canal irrigated land to the
gurdwara. Initially Sardar Lehna Singh
Majithia looked after the maintenance of the
gurdwara. Bhai Gobind Ram Amritsari
constructed a tank to the east of the gurdwara.
Each year a religious congregation is held on
the 1St day of the Saradhs.

ਬਾਸਨੁ [basanu] odour, smell, fragrance. “basanu
rog bhavaru bInsano.”—bher m 5. See ਬਾਸਨ.
ਬਾਸ ਬਸਨਾ [bas basna] See ਬਾਸੁ ਬਸਨਾ.

ਬਾਂਸ ਬਰੇਲੀ [bas bareli] See ਬਰੇਲੀ. “})ਫੌ5 bareli ke
bIkhE bir bado dhenrav.”—carItr I 6 7.

ਬਾਸਬਾਸਰੀ [basbasri] habitation and inhabitant;

residence and resident. See ਬਾਸਰੀ.
ਬਾਮਬੇ [basbs] by residing, by dwelling. “sadhu
ségat ks basbe kalmal sath nasna.”—bI1a m 5.

ਧ੍ਯਾਫ਼ੀ [basmati] n a species of superior and
delicious rice.
ਬਾਸਰ [basar] Skt ਵਾਸਰ. 11 day; ਵਾਸ਼੍ਰ [vasr] also
means the day.
ਬਾਸਰਕੀ ਰਿਲਿੱ [basarki gIllé], ਬਾਸਰਕੇ [basarke] a
village under police station Gharinda, tehsil Tarn
Taran, district Amritsar, situated three miles
to the south west of Chheharta railway station. It is three kohs away from Amritsar city
towards the west. It is the birth place of Guru
Amar Dev. Situated one furlong away from
this village there stands a gurdwara named
Sanh Sahib in 'memory of Guru Amar Dev.
The true Master sat in deep meditation in this
room and got the order displayed on its door
that whosoever opened the door would not be
called a Sikh. Baba Buddha along with the
Guru’s disciples entered the room by breaking the back wall of the room and had glimpse
of the Guru.

There stands a memorial of Bibi Amro,

daughter of Guru Angad, at the edge of a
kaccha'tank to the east of the village. The
priest ofthis shrine is a Nirmala Singh.
ਬਾਸਰਨਾਹਿ [basarnahI], ਬਾਸਰਪਤਿ [basarpatI] lord

of the day, sun. “basarnahI jatha gras rahu.”
—NP. “sighasan uparI rajat h‘é janu basarpat—

ta.”—GV 10.
ਬਾਸਰੀ [basri] resident, dweller. “bas basri eke

suami UdIanU drIstagIo.”——gau m 5. ‘Both in
jungle and home, the same mentor is seen to
live.’
,
ਬਾਂਸਰੀ [basri] See ਬਾਂਸੁਰੀ.

ਬਾਸਰੋ [basro] n residential place, dWeiling place.
2 day. See ਬੀਸ ਸਪਤਾਹਰੋਂ.
ਬਾਸਰੋਂ ਰੈਣੀ [basro reni] day and night. 2 sense
— daily, always.

ਬਾਂਗ਼ੀ
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ਬਾਸੁਰ

ਬਾਂਸਲੀ [})ਫ਼ੁ511] n ﬂute, pipe. 2 See ਬਾਸਨੀ 2.
ਬਾਸਲੀਂਕੁ [baslik] G blood vessel, blood vein.

than mIlIo basani.”—sarm 5. 2 ਕਧੀ/ਬ-ਆਸਾਨੀਂ.
easily, comfortably.

Doctors take out infected blood by cutting this
vein.
ਬਾਸਵ [basav] Skt ਵਾਸਵ. adj pertaining to Vasu-

ਬਾਸਿਤ [baSIt] Skterfna. adj perfumed, fragrant.
“subas akas mIli ਰਿਪ baSIt bhumI .”—1<rIsan.

deities. 2 n Indar, lord of the deities. “je n3

ਬਾਸਿੰਦਾ [basfda] P „**/"“ਨੂੰ adj dweller, resident,
citizen.

mIte bIkte bhat kahi”) so, basav so kab-hﬁ na

ਬਾਸੀ [basi] adj not fresh, stale. 2 Skt ਗਚਿਜ੍.

pachele.”—carItr 1.
ਬਾਸਞਅਰਿ ਧਰ ਸੁਤ ਧਰ ਧਰ [basav arI dhar sut

resident, dweller. “phslrahyo sabh 5th basi.”

—33 saveye. 3 P ਕੱਛੂ may you be. 4 may you

dhar dhar]-sanama. 71 whose enemy is Indar
— Mainak mountain; supporting it — the ocean;
its son — the moon; keeping it — the sky; moving in the sky — the arrow.

live. 5 See ਵਾਸੀ.
ਥਾਂਸੀ [basi] n bamboo of the small variety.

ਬਾਸਵਲੋਕ [basavlok] n Indar’s abode, paradise,

ਬਾਸੀਅੜਾ [basiara] adj residing, dwelling. 2 n

heaven.

ਬਾਸਵਾਰਿ [basavarI] n lndar’s foe — demon.
2 Shumbh etc demons.

ਬਾਸਵੀ [basvi] n queen (wife) of Indar — Shachi. “basav dev basvi janyo.”—raghu. 2 son of
Vasav —Arjun.

ਬਾਸਾ [basa] n abode, dwelling place. “jaka basa

2 See ਬਨਸੀ. 3 reed of kahi grass attached with
the arrow. It is also used to make reed-pens.
stale sweet pudding for Shitla Devi festival,
celebrated during the ﬁrst fortni ght of the dark
phase of Phagun and Chet. At that time, Hindu women offer stale pudding and indigenous
sweets to Shitla Devi and hold worship. Food
is prepared on Monday night when they observe fast.

gor mahI .”-5 kabir. 2 P _ਸੈਠੂ a preying bird with
pink coloured eyes, a bit smaller than a falcon.
Its appearance is like that of a falcon. It is the
feminine of basin. It is not native to Punjab. It
lays eggs in the cold regions and ﬂies to
Punjab at the beginning of winter. It is
domesticated for preying upon smaller birds.
A trained one can kill even a patridge. Its legs
and tail are longer than those of a falcon. spar-

bear a reed — arrow.—sanama.
ਬਾਸੀਨ [basin] P aft 71 male bird of prey small-

ਬਾਸਾਨੀਂ [basani] for residing, for dwelling. “so

ਬਾਸੁਰ [basur] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਾਸਰ. n day. See ਬਾਸਰ. “bIkh-

ਬਾਸੀਐ [basis] let us reside, let us dwell. 2 let us '
get redolent. “Cédan subas jese basis.”—BGK.
ਥਾਂਸੀਧਰ [basidhar], ਬਾਂਸੀਧਰਨ [basidharan] n one

er in size than a hawk. See ਬਾਸਾ 2.
ਬਾਸੀੜਾ [basira] See ਬਾਸੀਅੜਾ.
ਬਾਸੁ [basu] See ਬਾਸ. 2 residence, dwelling place.
“surag basu na bachie.”—gau kabir. 3 frarow-hawk. See ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀਆਂ ਦਾ ਚਿਤੁ. “jese basa“ grance. “basu te sukh lagba.”—prabha nammas det jhatuli.”—sar m 5. “man base SIU nIt
dev. 4 See ਬਾਂਸ. “basu badaibudIa.”——s kabir.
bhaudIa.”—suh1’ chét m 4.
ਬਾਂਸੁ [bﬁsu] See ਬਾਂਸ. “jIU basu bajai phuk.”
ਬਾਂਸਾ [basa] n a small plant, bearing ﬂowers of ~skab1'r.
many colours, which bloom mostly during the ਬਾਸੁਕਿ [basukI] See ਬਾਸਕ 3, ਬਾਸਕੁ and ਵਾਸੁਕਿ.
rainy season. See ਗੁਲ ਅੱਬਾਸ. 2 a plant, giving ਬਾਸੁਚੇਵ [basodev] See ਵਾਸੁਦੇਵ. 2 n omnipresent
“yellow coloured ﬂowers. The coal of its wood
Almighty, inhabiting all within Himself. “bais used in gun-powder. It is also used in manusudev beset sabh thaI.”-ram m 5.
facturing many medicines.
ਬਾਸੁ ਬਸਨਾ [basu basna] See ਬਸਨਾ 2.

ਥਾਂਸੁਰੀ
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Iasakat rahIO nIsbasur.”—-sor m 9.

ਥਾਂਸੁਰੀ [})ਫ਼ੁਝਘਾਂ] n bamboo pipe. Indian ﬂute;
musical wind instrument made of a bamboo
pipe having eightholes on it. “lalIt dhanasri

bajave ség basuri.”—krIsan. See ਮੁਰਲੀ.
ਬਾਸੂ [basu] Dg horse 2 See ਵਾਸੂ.
ਬਾਸੇਖਕ [basekhak] Skt ਵੈਸ਼ੇਸਿਕ. See ਖਟਸਾਸਤ੍ਵ. “gurmukh basekhak gun gave.”—BG.
ਬਾਂਸੋਂ [[)ਕੇਂ5੦] n bamboo. “nIkat baséto baso.”
—gatha. 2 See ਬਾਂਸਾ.
ਬਾਸੰਤ [}੭85ਟੈ੮] adj pertaining to the spring season.
2 n Holi (Indian festival of colours). See ਮਾਹੰਤ.
ਬਾਸ੍ਵ'ਦੇਵ [basvadev] See ਬਾਸੁਦੇਵ 2 and ਵਾਸੁਦੇਵ. “sri
basvadevasy je koi janaSI bhev.”—sahas m I .
‘none knows the mystery of the Creator.’
ਬਾਹ [bah] n ploughing, cultivation, act 0ftilling
the ﬁeld. 2 profession, occupation. “bah pare
turkan 56.”—GPS. 3 Vehicle, rider. “cadhe prab-

hu bah kar tOd k0 calayo he.”—GPS. 4 arm. “bah
pakarI kathline apune.”—sar m 5. “kInhi

born from the arm — Khatri, a warrior of the

ruling caste of the Hindus. “de bahaj ke bic
basae.”——NP. 3 Skt ਵਾਰ੍ਯ. adj external, exterior. See ਵਾਰ੍ਯ.
ਬਾਹਟ [bahat], ਬਾਹਠ [bahath] See ਬਾਸਠ.

ਬਾਹਣ [bahan] 11 act of attacking with weapons,
attack with weapons. “astaIdh bahan.”—-aka1.

See ਅਸਟਾਇਧ. 2 tilled ﬁeld. 3 See ਵਾਹਨ.
ਬਾਹਣਾ [bahna] v till the ﬁeld with plough. 2 attack with weapon in one’s hand; to assault.
“satIguru surme bahIa ban jU ekU.”—s kabir.
ਬਾਹਣੀਸ [bahnis] See ਬਾਹਿਨੀਸ.

ਬਾਂਹਦੇਣੀ [bah deni] v support, assist. 2 defend.
3 help.
ਬਾਹਨ [bahan] Skt ਵਾਹਨ. n vehicle. 2 See ਬਾਹਣ.
ਬਾਹਨਾ [bahna] See ਬਾਹਣਾ.

ਬਾਰਨੀ [bahnil, ਬਾਹਨੀਸ [bahnis] See ਬਾ'ਰਿਨੀ and

ਬਾਹਿਨੀਸ.
ਬਾਂਹਫੜਨੀ [bah pharni] v help one in distress.
2 make one’s own. 3 adopt a woman i.e. mar-

kahIa bah bahu bhai.”—ram a m 5. 5 flow of

ry her. 4 for a woman to accept someone as

water. 6 partvow! bravo! excellent! 7 adjseri—
ous, mortal. “bahan k0 bal kar bahni halaIdai,

her husband.
ਬਾਂਹਬੀਸ [béhbis] n Ravan having twenty arms.

bahan k0 prer bah ghau bahu marte.”—GPS.
8 P »ਠੂ sexual, potency. 9 semen. 10 Skt ਕ1ਫ੍.
vr try, make effort. 11 S ﬁre. See ਭਾਹ and ਵੰਨ੍ਹਿ.

ਬਾਹਮਹ [bahmah] P ,sz with all.

ਬਾਂਹ [bah] Skt ਬਾਹੁਂ. n arm.
ਬਾਹਉ [bahau] imperative verb form of ਬਾਹਣਾ.
2 (1) plough, I (till). 3 (1) put in, make it move,

drive. “jab lagu taga bahau behi.”—guj kabir.
‘till I put the thread in the pipe.’

ਬਾਰਕ [bahak] adj driver, carrier. 2 load-carrier.
“jese bharbahak khot.”——keda m 5. 3 n cultivator, farmer. 4 boatman, rower. 5 land, good
for ploughing.

ਬਾਹਕਪੌਤ [bahakpot] n ship’s pilot, boatman, row—

er. See ਪੋਤਵਾਹਂ.
ਬਾਹਗਾਭੈਣੀ [bahagabheni] See ਰਕਾਥਸਰ.
ਬਾਹਜ [bahaj] Ski ਵਹਿਚ. adjdischarge. “jo prabhu

kie bhagatI te bahaj.”-—gau kabir. 2 Ski ਬਾਹੁਜ. n

ਬਾਹਮ [baham] P (7; adv'mutually, amongst
themselves.

ਬਾਹਮਨ [bahman] n a subcaste of the agriculturists/farmers. 2 See, ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਨ. 3 See, ਬਹਮਨ.

ਬਾਹਯ [bahay] adj exterior, external. “bahay ka
5trik bakhana.”—NP. ‘told about the external
and the internal ones.’ See ਵਾਹਜ਼

ਬਾਹਯਾਹੰ [bahyahé] Skt ਗਫੂਧੀਬਿਜ੍. adjﬁghting with
arms only, ﬁghting without weapons. “dou bir
bani, dou bahyahé.”—gyan.

ਬਾਹਰ [bahar] n muscle pewer, power of arms.
2 assistance, help. 3 Skt ਕਵਿਹ੍ਜ੍. adv exterior, against interior. “baharahu haums kahe kahae.”—asa am 1. 4 ineffective. 5. except, without. 6 devoid of power, lacking in authority.
ਬਾਹਰਹੁ [baharahu] advextemally, from the out-

ਬਾਹਰਾ
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side. “5daraho énha baharaho 5nha.”—~'m 5 var
ram 2. 'e.g. ‘sans spiritual knowledge and
proper behaviour.’
ਬਾਹਰਾ [bahra] 11 Hindu rite of feasting the Brahmins for the beneﬁt of the dead person’s soul
performed on the twelfth day of his death. 2 a
cluster of twelve villages belongin g to the same
community. 3 See ਬਾਹਰ 3, 4 and 5. “bed kateb
sésar habha hﬁ bahra.”—asa m 5. “jIU jogi jat
bahra.”—sor m 1. “banjanhare bahra kaodi
badle jaI .”-5 kabir.
-

ਬਾਹਰਾਜ [bahraj] n lord of all vehicles — horse.

2 Indar’s horse.—sénama.
ਬਾਹਰਿ [baharI] See ਬਾਹਰ 3, 4 and 5. “harI,
todhahu baharI kIchu nahi.”—m 4 var 511'.
2 See ਬਾਹਰ 2. “kaho kabir ab baharI pari.”

ਬਾਰੀਂਆ

army mounted on some carriers or vehicles as
chariots, elephants or horses. 2 a speciﬁc unit
ofthe army consisting of81 chariots, 81 elephants, 243 mounted soldiers and 405 foot-soldiers. 3 that which flows —- river, stream.

ਬਾਹਿਨੀਸ [bahInis] n chief of the army, army
commander.

ਬਾਹਿਰ [bahIr] See ਬਹਿਰ and ਬਾਹਰ. 2 A ਲ਼ੀ-ਫ਼ੂ adj
famous, known. 3 supreme, exalted. 4 lighted,
illuminated.

ਬਾਹੀ [bahi] n act of ploughing a ﬁeld, tilling a
ﬁeld. 2 cot’s arm. “cura bhéno palégh SIU
mﬁdhe sano bahi.”—vac_1 m 1. 3 dimensions of
all the four sides of a tank like length and breadth.
“bahi caro ek saman.”~GPS. 4 arm. “chutat

—g5d kabir 5. 3 ਵਾਹ (horse) ਅਰਿ (enemy).

nahi kotI lakh bahi.”—suI<hmani. e.g. ‘because
of countless number ofarms.’; that is, in spite

horse’s enemy — lion.—-sana11'ia.

of innumerable helpers. 5 Ski ਗ੍ਭਿਜ੍. adj who

ਬਾਹਰੀ [bahri] See ਬਾਹਰ 5. “eki bahri duji nahi
jaI.”—var asa. “dhenu dodhe te bahri kIte na

drives. See ਚਾਕਚੂੰਧਰ. 6 n vehicle, carrier.
ਬਾਹੀਅੜਾ [bahiara] See ਬਾਸੀਅੜਾ.

ave kam.”—majh barahmaha. 2 a subcaste of ਬਾਹੀਆ [bahia] n cluster of twenty-two villages.
the Khatris, which is divided into twelve clans.

3 adj external, not internal.
ਬਾਹਰੂ [baharo] external, outer side. “baharu

UdakI pakharis.”—gau raVIdas. See ਬਾਹਰ 3.
“baharo khojI'moe sabhi saket.”—bas§t am 4.
ਬਾਹਰੂ [baharu] adj one who grasps. 2 who assists. 3 outsider; stranger.

ਬਾਹਰੋੰ [bahro] See ਬਾਹਰਹੁ.
ਬਾਹਲਾ'ਧਿਗ਼ੀਪੰਕ਼] Skt ਬਹੁਲ. adj more, excessive.

ਬਾਹ ਲੁਡਾਉਣਾ [bah ludaona] v go about care
free; enjoy without any worry. “kaho nanak"
bah lodaie.”—sri m I.

ਬਾਹੜੀ [bahri] n arm. “pIr gal]: bahria.”—asa
farid.
ਬਾਹੜੀ ਵਲਾਉਣਾ [bahri velauna] v embrace, hug,
hold close. “mIlo mere bithula! le bahri valaI.”—sri trIlocan.

ਬਾਹਿਂਸਤ [[)ਗੀਗ਼ੁਡੰਰਿ] See ਬਰਿਸ਼੍ਵ. 2 adjdeceased one.
ਥਾਹਿਨੀ [bahIni] Skt ਵਾਹਿਨੀ. n mounted army —

2 twenty-two villages belonging to Bairars of Me—hraj particularly, which fall in F erozepur district.
Now the number of such villages has risen to
twenty—ﬁve; but the name Bahia is still popular.

Villages owned by descendents of Kul
Chand — Poohla, Poohli, Vega Lehra, Dhilwan,
Maari Mana wali.
Villages belonging to descendants of Kala
~Nathana, Ganga and Buraj.
Villages inhibited by descendants of Sandli
— all the ﬁve Kalyans, Bajjoana and Kaani
Bhaini.
The descendants of Karam Chand own all
the four Lehras, Giddar, Nathpura, Chhana and
Bath.

Sema village is owned by the descendants
of Sema.
Village Mehraj (Marhajh) is common to all
of them.

ਬਾਹੀੜਾ

ਬਾਕੀ ਰ੍
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Bahia came under the control of the British Government in August 1833. All the Bairars of Bahia are freeholders.
ਬਾਹੀੜਾ [bahira] See ਬਾਸੀਅੜਾ.
ਬਾਹੁ [bahu] n arm. 2 ਵਾਹੁਂ [vahu] is also correct.
ਬਾਹੁਕ [bahuk] a ruler belonging to the Suraj
dynasty. He was Sagar’s father. 2 King Nal,
who had the appearance of a dwarf, was the
charioteer of king of Ayodhya.

ਬਾਹੁਂਜ [bahuj] n born from the arm — Khatri.
2 The term ਵਾਹੁਜ [vahuj] is also correct. See
ਚਾਰ ਵਰਣ.
'
ਬਾਹੁਣਾ [bahuna] See ਬਾਹਣਾ.

ਬਾਹੁਂਬਲ [bahubal] strength of the arms; might.
ਬਾਹੁਯੁੱਧ [bahuyuddh] n combat, battle with bare
arms, not with weapons. 2 wrestling.
ਬਾਹੁਰ [bahur], ਬਾਹੁਰਿ [bahurI] adv again, repeatedly. “jo jan parbraham apne kine, tIn ka bahurI
ਜ਼ਿਦ}… na bicare.”—tod1' m 5. 2 n armlet, shirt’s
sleeve. “jame ki bahur me jharﬁ.”—GV 10.

bebak.”—t1'15g m 1. “tumre darsan nahI jam
bak.”~GPS. 5 Skt short for ਬਾਕੁਰ. “1<Ite hak

mar’é, 1<Ite bak dabé.”—carrtr 102.

ਬਾਂਕ [bak] adj curved, harmed. “na sot bar bak
hve.”—braham. ‘saints remain beyond harm.‘
2 n curved ornament worn by women round
their ankles; anklet. 3 weapon, which looks
like the nail ofa lion. 4 Dg sword, sabre. “bak
bajr bIchuo tuhi.”—sanama. See ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ.
ਬਾਕਚਾਲ [bakcal] See ਵਾਚਾਲ. “bakcal sun turan

ayo.”——GPS.
ਬਾਕਨਟੀ [baknati] n skilled in talk, cultured lady.

Sarsvati.
ਬਾਕਪਤਿ [bakpatI] n Lord of speech; Vrihaspati. ,
2 See ਵਾਕਪ'ਤਿ.
ਬਾਕਬਾਨੀ [bakbani] n Skt ਵਾਕ-ਅੁ-ਬਾਨੀ. who inspires one to recite; goddess of speech. “namo
namo bakbani.”—NP.

ਬਾਕਬਿਦਜਾ [bakadya] n study of grammar.
2 study ofliterature. 3 study oflogic.

ਬਾਹੁਲ [bahul] See ਬਾਹੁਚ 2. 2 Skt ਬਾਹੁਨ੍ਯ. n abun-

ਬਾਂਕ ਬਿਦਜਾ [bak bIdya] n study of literary em-

dance. 3 Dg month of Kattak. 4 Skt ਬਾਹੁਲ.
ﬁre. 5 iron-glove.
ਬਾਹੁੜ [bahor] adv again, once again.
ਬਾਹੁੜਨਾ [bahuma] v support, help. 2 help, assist. 3 come to someone’s rescue. “aje su rabu

bellishment.
8138*[bakra] adj pertaining to a goat as goat’s

na bahUrIo.”—s farId.
ਬਾਹੁੜਿ [bahurI] again; once again. once more.

“hau bahurI chi'jh na nacau.”—sri m 5 pepaI.
ਬਾਹੁੜੀ [})ਕਘਿਨੂਣੋ] n shouting with raised arms for
help; entreating for redressing a wrong; shouting: Please help me.
ਬਾਰ੍ਯ [bahay] See ਞਸ੍ਯ.

ਬਾਰ੍ਲੀਕ [bahlik] or ਵਾਹ੍ਲੀਕ [vahlik] resident of

milk. 2A ,

ਨੂ n virgin, unmarried girl.

ਬਾਕ ਰੂਪ [bak rup] n prose, poetry, literature.
“kahﬁ vedVIdya, kahﬁ bakrupé.”—al<a1. 3 musicology, study of vocal music.
ਬਾਂਕੜਾ [békra], ਬਾਂਕਾ [bﬁka] adj curved, bent.
2 adorned, elegant. 3 brave, dauntless. 4 dent'less but sharp edged sickle.
ਬਾਕਾਤਾ [bakata] n washerman, one who keeps

legs immersed in water like a heron. “bakata

trIy an, Cir panhae tIn tane.”—1<rIsan. ‘washerman’s wife came to dress (someone).’

ਬਾਕ [bak] Skt herons. 2 Skt ਵਾਕ. sentence ut-

ਬਾਕੀ [baki] n nausea and vomited matter. 2 A
(ਵੂਸ਼ੂ adj remainder, residue. 3 n, arrears left

terance, statemeht. “namo as ase, namo bak

after settlement of accounts. “na jam kanI, na

b5ke.”—japu. See ਅਾਸ. 3 Skt ਵਾਕਸ. sentence;

jam ki baki.”—guj a m 1. “tajI athman chute
teri baki.”—ba van. 4 the Almighty, the Creator.

Balakh. See ਬਲਖਚੂ

collection of words that conveys full meaning.
4 P J; fear, threat, apprehension. “benajar

5A J9 adjmawkish, maudlin.

ਥਾਂਕਰਾ
-
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ਬਾਂਕੁਰਾ [bakura] See ਬਾਂਕੜਾ.

ਬਾਗਾਤ

ਬਾਗਰ [bagar] 11 high land on the bank ofa river

ਬਾਧ੍ਯ [baky] See ਬਾਕ 2.
ਥਾਂਰ੍ਯ [béky] n curvature, crookedness. 2 ele-

gance.
ਬਾਖੜ [bakhar] Skt ਵਸ੍ਵਕਯ. milch animal with one
year old calf.
ਬਾਗ [bag] adj white. “ghar gac kine, bage bag.”
—m 1 var sar. ‘white clothes’ 2 n costume,

dress, robe. “kare bhes kruré dhare bag kare.”—
saloh. ‘wore black dress.’ 3 Skt ਵਲ੍ਗਾ. bridlestring. 4 P a garden, ﬂower garden, orchard.
“jIh prasadI ba g mIlakh dhana .”—suI<hman1'.
5 world, mundane existence.
ਬਾਂਗ [bag] n grease applied to the axle of a wheel
etc; that greasy material which is applied on
the axle ofa device. 2 P jg voice, sound.
3 request, appeal. 4 Muslim’s call for prayer.
“ja karanI ਪਿੰ bag dehI, dIl hi bhitarI jOI.”—s
kabir. See ਅਜਾਨ. The text of the call for Muslim'prayer is as:

where water cannot reach. 2 territory surrounded by rivers. 3 double mouthed rear end
of an arrow that fits into the bow-string. “kécan
bagar sOdar race.”—GPS.

ਬਾਂਗਰ [})ਫੌਥੂਹਿ] n land with scant rainfall; See ਬਾਗਰ
1. 2 the area surrounding Kaithal and Karnal.
“bégar ki dISI trIn ਸ਼ਿ}… jahé.”—GPS. In
Sanskrit scriptures, its name is nardak.
ਬਾਗਰਾ [bagra] n world; universe. See ਬਾਗ 5.
“her: ka bagra nacs.”—~dhana namdev.
ਬਾਗਰਜੋਂ [bagaryo] Dg possessor of the noose,
bird-catcher, noose-bearer. 2 arrow put in the
bow-string. See ਬਾਗਰ 3.

8'813[bagar] n desert; area of Bikaner and Jodh-

‘God is great (4 times), I am witness to the
fact that none else is so sacred and worthy of
worship as God (2 times). I hold that Mohammad is the messenger of God (2 times). Come
on towards Thy Prayer (2 times). Come for
salvation (2 times), God is great (2 times). None
other than God is so worthy of worship.’
ਬਾਗਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ [bag guru ka] See ਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ ਬਾਗ.

pur; land of Marwar. 2 sharp point of an ar—
row. See ਬਾਗਰ 3.
ਬਾਗੜੀ [bagri], ਬਾਗਡ਼ੀਆ [bagria] resident of Bagar
region; Marwari.
ਬਾਗਡ਼ੀਆਂ [bagriéi] a village in district Ludhiana,
situated at a distance ofseven and a halfmiles
from Nabha in the north west direction on the
Malerkotla road. There is a seat of Baba Guddarh Singh of Bhai Roop Chand‘s lineage in
this village. Fiefis allotted to this seat for common kitchen by the British Government, the
Phulkian states and the Faridkot state. Currently Bhai Arjan Singh occupies this spiritual
seat. The sword and long ladle presented by
Guru Hargobind to Bhai Roop Chand and the
holy scripture along with a kitchen knife bestowed by the tenth Guru to Bhai Dharam

ਬਾਂਰਫ਼ਾ [bagna] v grease a cart’s wheel.

ਬਾਗਾ [baga] adj white. “bage kapar bole ban.”

xbwumum [w [win [Lin [w
ਮਿੰਪਾਂਘੀ ਘਿਪਂਅਂਲ਼ੀੴਘੀ ਘਿਘਿਘਾਂਖ਼ੀ

with; swath; ਙਜਿ਼ਠੀਲ਼ਾ ma

Mum

. ਘੀ,

[my

cum“;

ਬਾਗਡੋਰ [bagclor] n string tied to a bridle.

ਬਾਗਦਦੀ [bagdadi] resident of Baghdad. “bagda~
di SIpaha k5dhari.”—1<alki.

ਬਾਗ਼ਬਾਗ਼ [bacbac] P ਨੁੂੰਚੂਫ਼ੂਣੌ/ਛੂ adj extremely happy,
overjoyed, ecstastic.
ਬਾਗ਼ਬਾਨ' [baGban] P wt); n gardener; one car-

ing for and maintaining a garden.

Singh are displayed here. See ਰੂਪਚੰਦਭਾੲੀ.
—mala m 1.2 n dress, robe. “pahIre baga karI
Isnana.”—-gau m 5.

ਬਾ'ਗਾ [béga] xa n shouting “sat sri akal” in uni'
son. See ਅਕਾਲ ਬਾਂਗਾ.
ਬਾਗਾਤ [bagat] P _“,ਰ੍ਫ਼ੁਠੂ plural ੦1°ਬਾਗ਼ [bac]; gar-

dens. “sabh phula ki bagat.”—sr1' m 5.

ਬਾਗ਼ੀ
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ਬਾਗ਼ੀ [baci] A (f; adjrebellious, not obeying the
ruler’s orders.
ਬਾਂਗੀ [bﬁgi] who gives a call for Muslim prayer.

“bégi kasai dere na ave.”—PPP. 2 See ਬਾਂਗਣਾ.
ਬਾਗੀਸਰੀ [bagisari], ਬਾਗੈਸਰੀ [bagesari] Skt ਵਾਗੀਸ਼੍ਵਰੀ
r1 deity ofmusic, Sarasvati. 2 complete musi—
cal composition of notes. It is a variation of
Kanharhe; ﬁrst, second, fourth, ﬁfth and sixth
notes are pure. Third and seventh are flat,
fourth is sonant and ﬁrst is subsonant, fourth
is homenote i.e. it is combination ofthe third
and the seventh notes. F ifth is feeble. The sing-

ing time 0fthis ਰਾਗ [rag] is the 2nd quarter during the night.
ascending —sa ra ga ma dha na sa.
descending—sa na dha pa ma ga ra s3.

ਬਾਘ [bagh] Skt ਵ੍ਯ1ਘੁ. n tiger, leopard. “pache
bagh daravno.”—sava m 1. sense — death. 2 a
subcaste of the Rajputs. “bagh baghele ketre
balvéd lakkh bOdele kari.”—BG. 3 See ਵਾਘ.

ਬਾਘਨ [baghan] n feminine of tiger; tigress.
2 name of a cannon associated with Guru

Gobind Singh. See ਬਿੱਜਘੋਖ.
ਬਾਘਨਖਾ [baghnakha] n a weapon looking like
the tiger’s nail. 2 nail ofa tiger embedded in
gold, silver etc that is worn around the necks

of the infants. “baghnakha madh kécan te makhtul gare mahI dalat hE.”—GPS. ‘Women
regard their offspirng safe by making them
wear this tiger nail around their necks.’
ਬਾਘਬਚਾ [baghbaca] n weapon of the type of a
dagger; dagger-like weapon with the image of
a tiger on its grip handle. 2 cub. “ban me jam)
baghbaca babaké.”— VN.

ਬਾਂਛਤ

“kam kala hﬁ k0 he phun baghi.”—krIsan.

ਬਾਘੰਥਰ [baghébar] n tiger’s skin.
ਬਾਚ [bac] See ਬਾਚਾ and ਬਾਚੁ.
ਬਾਚਸਪੀਂਤ [bacaspatI] Skt ਵਾਜ਼ਾਞਾਧਤਿ. n god of
speech, Vrihaspati; lord of the deities. 2 an
expert and scholar oflanguage. 3 title ofSanskrit scholar.
ਬਾਚਣਾ [bacna] v escape. 2 Skt ਵਾਚਨ. read, re—
cite.
ਬਾਚਾ [baca] Skt ਵਾਚਾ. n speaking power. 2 conversatiori, dialogue, utterance. “sat‘é satIkar

baca jan.”—gau thIti kabir. 3 vow, pledge.
4 adv due to uttering, because of talking.
“mansa baca karmana m8 dekhe dojak jat.”
—maru kabir.
ਬਾਚਾਲ [bacal] 866.ਵਾਚਾਲ.
ਬਾਂਚਿਆ [})ਕੇਂਧ੍ਯਕ਼ੇ] escaped. “manahu kathoru mare
banaraSI, naraku na b5CIa jai.”—asa kabir.
2 read, studied.
ਬਾਚੀ [baci] read, studied. 2 See ਕਾੱਚੀ.
ਬਾਚੁ [baCU] See ਬਚਣਾ. “}੭‘ਗ਼ੁ1<}1€ bacu, harI raCU.”

—gaukab1'r. ‘Shun evil deeds and involve yourself in meditation.’
ਬਾਰੇ [bace] read out, recite. See ਬਾਚਨ. 2 were
saved, escaped. “sacs sabadI rate se bace.”
—guj a m 1. “jIh kaI ks mukhI jagat sabh graSIa, gur sat: gur ke bacanI har ham bace.”—gau

m 4. 3 put in; inserted. “kIte bédhke prra bace
dIvarﬁ.”—gyan. ‘were bricked in the wall.’

ਬਾਂਚੇ [bace] See ਬਾਚੇ. 2 were saved. “se jan béce,
jo prabhu rakhe.”—asa m 1.

ਬਾਚੇਸ [baces] n god of speech, Vrihaspati. See
ਬਾਚਸਪਤਿ. “tab dhara rup baces an.”—braham.

ਕਾੱਚੀ [bacci] jaw-bone.
ਬਾਘਲ [baghal] a subcaste of the Rajputs. 2 adj ਬਾਛ [bach] n collection, subscription donation.
tiger—like, wild cat. 3 ofthe tiger.
2 male bovine calf. “gau bach kau séce khiਬਾਘਾ ਭੈਣੀ [bagha bheni] Bahga Bhaini. See rU.”-sar namdev. 3 See ਬਾਂਛਾ.
ਰਕਾਬਸਰ.
ਬਾਂਛਝ [bichat] Skt ਗਟਿਧ੍ਯ. required, desired,
ਬਾਘੀ [baghi] njump or leap ofa tiger; gambol,
needed. "‘manbﬁchat phal pae.”—sor m 5.
frisk. 2 play, game. 3 turmoil, uproar. 4 player:

“bac'hst néhi, su bela ai.”—asa m 5. ‘came the

ਬਾਛਰ
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period that was undesired.’ meaning —death-

time.

‘

ਬਾਛਰ [bachar] n male bovine calf.

ਬਾਛਰਖੋਜ [bacharkhoj] n foot-print of a male calf
on the ground; cloven hoof-marks on the

ground. “sagaro tarIo bacharkhoj.”—-ram m 5
‘as one can cross, without any effort, the foot
marks of the calf on the ground ﬁlled with
water.’
ਬਾਛਵਹੂਂ [bachavahu] (you) wish, desire, long for.
ਬਾਛੜ [bachar] n severe slanting shower of rain

due to strong wind.

ਬਾਛਾ [bacha] 11 male bovine calf. “jese gal ka
bacha Chutla.”—g5d namdev.
ਥਾਂਛਾ [bacha] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. n desire, wish. “bachaho
dhurI paVItr karere.”—1<an m 5.
ਬਾਛਾਹਾ [bachaha] (we) desire, long for, wish.
“jandhurI bachaha.”—suh1' m 5.

ਬਾਂਛਿਤ [})ਫ਼ੁਧਲ਼ਿਦਿ] See ਬਾਂਛਤ.
ਬਾਛੀਐ [bachie] (Let us) wish, desire, long for.
“suragbasu na bachie.”—gau kabir.
ਬਾਜ [baj] Skt ਵਾਦਜ਼ musical instrument, harmo-

nium. “sunie baje baj suhavi.”—mala m 5. “su-

nat hone bajan par d5ke.”—GPS. 2 sound ofa
musical instrument. 3 types of musical melody. “anIk nad anIk baj.”——bher portal m 5.
4 Skt ਵਾਜ. water. 5 ﬁre-ritual. 6 feather of an
arrow. 7 swiftness, quickness. 8 approach,
arrival. “baj hamari than thanétarI.”—bher m

5. 9 Skt ਵਾਸੀ. horse. “phIryo des desé naresan
bajé.”~rama V. 10 P it hawk; falcon; a bird of

ਬਾਜਕ

falcon hunting and rich persons used to keep
falcons on their hands as a status symbol. See

diagram ਧਿਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀਂ ਪੰਛੀ. “siha baja carga kuhia,

ena khavale ghah.”—m 1 var majh. 11 adv
again, repeatedly. “dije baj des hams metie
kales.”—-c5di I. 12 and, as well as. 13 n wine,
whisky. 14 tax, cess. 15 adj supreme, excel-

lent. “bIsukarma te baj.”—carItr 143. ‘better
than Vishavkarma.’ 16 suf when used as a
suffix, it gives the meaning ofa player, bearer

etc as ਦਗਾਬਾਜ (betrayer), ਜੂ'ਏ'ਬਾਜ (gambler i.e.
gambling), ਕਬੂਤਰਬਾਜ਼(0ਸ6 who ﬂies pigeons) etc.
17 A f pron any, anyone, someone. 18 P

ਪਿੰ n government revenue, tax, cess. l9 xa
hoe, short—handled hoe. See ਬਾਜਦਾਸ਼ਿਕਾਰ.

ਬਾਜਉਡਾਉਣਾ [baj udauna] v hunt birds with the
help ofa falcon. 2 enjoy pleasures of flesh,
indulge in sex. 3 reap grass with hoe.
ਬਾਜਸਾਲ [bajsal] n falcon-house. 2 stable (for
horses).

ਬਾਜਸਿੰਘ [bajsigh] a Jatt of Ba] subcaste, resident of Mirpur Patti. He adopted Sikhism after getting baptised by the tenth Guru. He is
regarded as a valiant warrior ofthe Sikhs. He
was sent from Abichal Nagar by Guru Gobind
Singh to assist Banda Bahadur. He was installed as governor ofSirhind by Banda Bahadur after killing Wazir Khan in Sammat ]767.
Baj Singh attained martyrdom alongwith Banda Bahadur in Delhi. His brother Bhai Ram
Singh was also the right hand man of Banda
Bahadur. He shOwed great valour in several
battles.

prey; king of pink-eyed birds. It is female of
the falcon. It is taller than the eagle and is
brought captured to Punjab from cold coun- ਬਾਜਕ [bajak] a Village
under police station and
tries. It does not lay eggs here.IIt can be used
tehsil Bhatinda, subdivision Bamala of Patiala
for preying for 10-12 years. It is made to stay
state which is situated at a distance of ﬁve
in a cold place during summer, when it dismiles to the west of Sangat railway station (of
cards its old feathers and grows new ones. It
B.B.‘& C.I. Railway). Guru Gobind Singh
is best used for preying partridge, wild duck
came to the south-west of this village. Sukkhu
etc. In olden times, people were very fond of and Buddhu served the
Guru with deep devo-

ਬਾਜਗੁਜ਼ਾਰ

ਬਾਜਿਨੀ
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tion and recited the song of Malwa region to
the Master —
“kacca kotha VIC vasda jani. sada na mape,
nItt na juani. calna agge hOI, gumani!” On
their persistent request Guru Gobind Singh
again put on the robe worn earlier at Machhiwara. These two devotees alongwith two more
Sikhs carried the palanquin 0f the Guru — “sun
guru palégh apan uthavayo. sukkhu buddhu
sis lagayo. dUI SIkh apar lage hi ség. gamne

guru uthaI utég.”—GPS.
A simple but elegant shrine stands here
alongwith a few residential houses. Forty-ﬁve
ghumaons of land has been allotted to the gurdwara by Patiala state. The priest is a Singh.

ਬਾਜਗੁਜ਼ਾਰ [bajguzar] P Ma n tributary paying
rent to the ruler 0n the teiritory leased by the

ruler to him. $86ਬਾਜ 18.'
ਬਾਜਦਾਸ਼ਿਕਾਰ [baj da sIkar] hunting with falcon

cum spicatum.
ਬਾਜਰਾਜ [bajraj] superior ofall the horses in the
stable. 2 god Indar’s ride — The ucchshsrava,
horse.

ਬਾਜਵਾ [bajva] subcaste of the Jatts. 2 village
founded by Jatts of this.subcaste.

ਬਾਜਾ [baja] Skt ਵਾਦਸ਼. n musical instrument that
produces rhythmic sound, e.g. two-sided
drum, string instrument, rebeck. etc. “baja man

tan tajI tana.”-—ram m 5. For types of musical
instruments, See ਪੰਚਸ਼ਬਦ. 2 A pron any, anyone, someone.
ਬਾਜਾ ਨੇਜਾ [baja neja] See ਵਾਜਾ ਨੇਜਾ.
ਬਾਜਾਰ [bajar] P Mt, n bazaar, market, place for
selling and purchasing. 2 cluster ofshops; centre of many shops; shopping centre. 3 merchandise, goods. “bajari bajar mahI aI kadhe
bajar.”—~var asa.

ਬਾਜਾਰੀ [bajari] adj pertaining to the market.

birds and creatures like rabbits; falconry. 2 xa
scraping the earth for grass with a hoe.
ਬਾਜਦਾਰ [bajdar] P 1th n person having a falcon, falconer. 2 attendant to look after a fal-

2 the wanderer in the bazar; loiterer. “sabadu
n9 cine lépat he bajari.”—maru a m 1. “je k0
dargah bahuta bole, nau pave bajari.”—-asa m
1. 3 disciplined, putting restraints on the body.

con. 3 P 1ng octroi collector,vrevenue collec-

“so bajari ham guru mane.”—g5d kabir. ‘We

tor. See ਬਾਜ 18.

regard him as our master who keeps bodily
desires under control.’
.

ਬਾਜਨ [bajan] Skt ਵਾਦਨ. 11 musical instrument.
harmonium. “bajan ran bajyé.”—rama V. 2 play
a musical instrument.
ਬਾਜਨਾ [bajna] See ਬਜਣਾ.
.

ਬਾਜਨੀ [bajni] See ਬਾਜਿਨੀ. 2 small tinkling bell;
cord having a tinklin g bell worn around the loins
of the male children. 3 producing a musical
sound. “bani bajni kikanI cari.”—NP.

ਬਾਜਮੇਧ [jajmedh] See ਅਸ੍ਵਮੇਂਧ and ਬਾਜਿਮੇਂਧ.

ਬਾਜਰਾ [bajara] Skt ਵਜੰਰੀ n famous foodgrain of
the autumn harvest (crop sown in summer and
harvested in autumn) used to prepare meals

ਬਾਜਾਰੂ [bajaru] See ਬਾਜਾਰੀ 1 and 2.
ਬਾਜਾਚੂੜ [bajarur] horse-rider.

ਬਾਜਾਂਵਾਲਾ [bajévala] name and appellation for
Guru Gobind Singh.

ਬਾਜਿ [bajI] See ਬਾਜੀ.
ਬਾਜਿਸਾਲ [baszal] n stable of horses.
ਬਾਜਿਤ੍ਵ [bathr], ਬਾਜਿੰਤ੍ਵ [bajitr], ਬਾਜਿੰਤ੍ਹਾ [bajitra]
Skt ਵਾਦਿਤ੍ਵ. n harmonium; musical instrument.
“tar ghor bajitr tahI.”-—m 1 varmala. “anhad
bathra tIsu dhunI darbara.”-—bIIa chét m 5.

868ਪੰਚਸ਼ਬਦ.

by mixing it with ਮੋਠ[ਧ10੮11] (a lentil); a kind of ਬਾਜਿਨਾਲ [bajInall n cannon driven by horses.
millet. Leaves and boiled grains ofthis millet 2 a gun possessed by the cavalry. 3 See ਨਾਲ 9.
are a favourite food with many people. L Pani-

ਬਾਜਿਨੀ [bajIni] n cavaliy.—sanama.

ਬਾਜਿਮੇਧ
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ਬਾਜਿਮੇਧ [bajImedh] Skt ਵਾਜਿਮੇਧਵ੍ਕ੍ਯਾ ﬁre — ritual in

ਬਾਟਘਾਟ

tain ration to the gurdwara.

which a horse is sacrificed during the cere-

ਬਾਜੀ ਦੀਬਾਣੁ [baji dibanu] n spectators, on-look-

ਬਾਜੀ [baji] P 0’); n game, play. “baji khelIgae
bajigar.”—maru solhe m 1. 2 Skt ਵਾਜ਼ੀ. (ਗਯਿਜ੍)

ers. assembly of spectators. 2 sense — the
world. “qu baji dibanu.”—aa”1<ar.
ਬਾਜੀਰਾਉ [bajirau] See ਪੇਸ਼ਵਾ.

mony. See ਅਸ਼੍ਵਮੇਧ.

horse. “janu baji meli bad baji. natbaji sz dekhat laji.”—GPS.
ਬਾਜੀਗਰ [bajigar] P [2511: n sense — acrobat.
2 gymnast. 3 magician, juggler. 4 sense — the
Creator, who has created the world. “bajigar
sau mohI pritI banIai.”—asa raVIdas.

ਬਾਜੀਗਰੀ [bajigari] n doing of acrobatics, creation of the illusory world; show for entertainment. “bajigari sésar kabira.”—asa kabir.

ਬਾਜੀਦਪੁ'ਰ [bajidpor] a village under police station and district Ferozepur, situated at a distance of four miles from Ferozepur cantonment
on the metalled road leading to Moga. The connecting railway station is Saidawal on
F erozepur Ludhiana section. Guru Gobind Singh
visited this village. The tenth Guru emancipated a partidge that in previous birth had taken a
loan with the Guru as the guarantor. Hence this
sacred place is now named as Tittarsar.
First ofall Sardar Bishan Singh Ahluwal ia
(who was an ofﬁcer of Maharaja Ranjit Singh)
constructed Manji Sahib here. Raja Pahara
Singh, ruler of Faridkot ﬁxed supply of ration
worth rupees 51. Later maharani Mai Harditt
Kaur, queen of the ruler Balbir Singh, got some
extension done in the gurdwara building.
Narendar Kaur, mother of maharaja Brijendar Singh, got an elegant shrine constructed
by spendin g about rupees thirteen thousand in
Sammat 1979-80 and she also donated uten—
sils for the common kitchen and robes for the
adornment of Guru Granth Sahib. ln Sammat
1985 , Mahendar Kaur (mother of raja Harindar Singh) got a pucca pond constructed here.
Faridkot state has also allotted supply of cer-

ਬਾਜੁਵੰਦ [bajuvéd] n ornament tied around the
arms; armlet, bracelet. “subhe bajuvédé.”

—gyan. See ਬਾਜੂਬੰਦ.

ਬਾਜੂ [baju] P ,;ਠੂ n arm.

ਬਾਜੂਬੰਦ [bajubéd] P 12:]; n armlet, bracelet.
ਬਾਝ [bajh] part without, except, sans. “bajh guru
gubaru hs.”——sri a m 1. 2 ਠੋੳਰ੍ੳਰ੍ਵਾਹਜ਼

ਬਾਂਝ [bajh] Skt ਬੰਧਜਾ. n one that does not bear
fruit at the proper time; barren woman; sterile
lady; woman not capable ofdelivering a child.

See ਬੰ'ਧਿਅਾ and ਬੰਧਜਾ.
ਬਾਝਹੁ [bajhahu] See ਬਾਝ. “akhi bajhaho vekh—
na.”—m 2 var majh.

ਬਾਂਝਪਨ [béjhpan] See ਬੰਧ੍ਯ'ਪਨ.

ਬਾਝਤਿਅਹੁ [[)ਕਸਿ਼ਰਨੂਗ਼ੁਰੋਘਿ] See ਬਾਝ. “pIr bajharIahu.
mere pIare, aganI dhurI lute.”—asa Chétm 4.

ਬਾਂਝਾ [bajha] barren. See ਬਾਂਝ. “jIn harI hIrde nam
na VBSIO, tIn mat kije harI béjha.”—j€t m 4.
ਬਾਝੁ [bajhu] See ਬਾਝ. “bajhu guru jagato baurana.”—m 1 var mala.

ਬਾਝੋ= [bajho] See ਬਾਝਹੁ.
ਬਾਟ [bat] n adversity, trouble. “an bat pari

tIse?”—hajare 10. 2 weight. “ek banak ne di11:95 bat.”—GPS. 3 Skt ਵਾਟ. way, path, passage.

“dur rahi Uh jan te bat.”—GPS. 4 travel. “pede
bInU bat ghaneri.”—bas§t kabir. See ਜੋਇਖਸਮ.
5 home, house.
ਬਾਂਟ [bat] n portion, share, part. “Ik sam bat b5:
kar khai.”—GPS. Skt ਵੰਟ. vr divide, distribute,
separate. 2 division.
- ਬਾਟਹਾ [bat-ha] n waylayer, dacoit, robber.
—sanama.
ਬਾਟਹਾਅਸਤ੍ਵ [bat-ha a'str] n Weapon of a robber
(dacoit’s noose).—sanama.
ਬਾਟਘਾਟ’ਧਿਕ਼ਨੂ ghat] house andjourney, living at
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ਬਾਂਟਨਾ

home and travelling. See ਬਾਟ 5. 2 way and valley

in the hills or the river bank (pier). “karajI kamI
bat ghat japije.”—asa m 5. “bat ghat tosa ségI
more.”—todi m 5.

ਬਾਂਟਨਾ [batna] v distribute, divide. See ਬਾਂਟ.
ਬਾਟਪਾਰ [batpar], ਬਾਟਪਾਰੀ [batpari] n waylayer,
robber, dacoit. “batparI gharo mus bIrano.”
—sar parmanéd.
ਬਾਟਲਾ [batla] M n way, passage, path.
ਬਾਟਲੀਂ [bath] See ਬਾਟੁਲੀ.
ਬਾਟਾ [bata] n ﬂower of wild caper (capparis
aphylla). 2 xa big bowl. 3 all steel utensil to
prepare nectar (amrIt).
ਬਾਂਟਾ [bata] 17 share, portion, part. See ਬਾਂਟ. 2
céba. adjfamous, signiﬁcant.
ਬਾਟਿ [batI] in the way, on the way.

ਬਾਟਿਘਾਟਿ [batI ghatI] at home and in the valley. “batI ghatI nghI banI banI johs.”—asa

m 5.

,

ਬਾਟੀ [bati] n broad and ﬂat shallow pan of a
basin; open-mouthed kettle. 2 a delicious dish
of Marwar. The followers of Dadupanthi sect
cook this dish mostly for feasting (free distribution offood). Baati is the name given to the
bread shaped as a ball, kneaded as dough to

which ghee or cooking oil is added, cooked on
the ground hot like a plate. 3 in the way, on the
way. “hat: bati rahahI nIrale.”—srdhgosatr.
‘at home as well as outside in the wide world;

completely unattached to the home and to the
outer world.’
ਬਾਟੁਲੀ [batuli] n road, street, lane. See ਬਾਟ 3.
“jahI jano'tahI bhir batuli.”—sar m 5. narrow
lane.
ਬਾਠ [bath] a Village oftehsil Phillaur in district

Jalandhar. There is a holy shrine in memory of

Guru Har Rai in this village. 2 See ਬਾਹੀਆ.
ਬਾਨੋ [batho] divided, distributed. See ਬਾਂਟ. “din
surasur 5mrIt batho.”—I<rIsan.

ਬਾਡਾ [bada] See ਬਡਾ, ਬਾਡਾਡੂੰ and ਬਾੜਾ.

ਬਾਜ਼ੀ

ਬਾਂਡਾ [bada] adjbent, curved. 2 with bent limbs;
club-limbed.
ਬਾਡਾਡੂੰ [badadﬁ] ਪਿੰਵਾਟਾਡੋ. adj who guides, who
leads. “nakti ko thangan badadﬁ.”—asa kabir.
‘The ringing bell ofillusion draws towards the
wrong way.’ In ancient times, when there were
no roads, kettle drums were beaten or large
bells were rung at the top of high towers or
tree-tops to direct travellers on the right path.
The illusion used to attract these wayfarers
towards itselfby ringing its charming bells.
ਬਾਂਡਜੋ [badyo] distributed, divided. “gIddh s:galan bédyo.”—krrsan. “distributed meat to
vultures andjackals.’
ਬਾਢ [badh] n progress, increase, enhancement.
2 harvesting, cutting. 3 sharp edge of a weap—
on like a sword etc. 4 v cut/wound formed by

a weapon, wound. 5 adj more, excess. “na
ghat he no badh he.”—aka1. 6 See ਵਾਢ. 7 Skt
adjmighty. 8 See ਬਾਢਯ.
ਬਾਂਢ [badh] n alien land, foreign country.
ਬਾਢਕਸਬਾ [badh kasba] a town ﬁfteen kohs away
from Patna and situated to the east of it. Guru
Tegbahadur visited this village. The priest in
the holy shrine is an Udassi saint.
ਬਾਢਧਰ [badhdhar] n sharp-edged sword.
—sanama.
ਬਾਢਯ [badhay] Skt ਗਫਾਜ਼੍. partyes. 2 right, cor-

rect. 3 of course, undoubtedly. 4 adj excessive, much more. “andéd badhay.”—japu.
ਬਾਂਢਲਾ [bédhla] adj foreigner; of a place out of
and away from one’s own town or village.

2 See ਕੁਟ ਬਾਂਢਲਾ.
ਬਾਢਵਾਰੀ [badhvari] n having a sharp edge —
sword. “bédhe badhvari mahabir bake.”

-carItr 2.
ਬਾਂਢਾ [bﬁdha] n alien land, foreign country.

ਬਾਢੀ [badhi] adj harvester, reaper. 2 n carpenter. 3 bribe, bribery, gratiﬁcation. 4 See ਵਾਂਢੀ.
5 increased. enhanced. “kohI raVIdas bhagatI

ਬਾਂਢੇ ਬਾਟਿ
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IkI badhi.”—~sor. 6 harvesting, process of har—
vesting, e.g. ‘khet nﬁ badhi pai hoi he.’

ਬਾਂਢੇ ਬਾਟਿ [bédhe batI] adv by cutting and distributing. “cukh cukh legae baclhe batI .”-ਗਿਲ਼ਾ
m 5. 2 off the way, astray.
ਬਾਢਯ [badhy] See ਬਾਢਯ. 2 11 increase, enhancement, progress.

ਬਾਣ [ban] n nature, temperament. 2 twined

string of reed ﬁbre. ‘ta agge ban vatda—aha.’
—JSBB. 3 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 2. 4 Skt ਬਾਣ and ਵਾਣ. arrow. “ban bedh§c kurék nadé.”—var jet. “jabs

ban lagyo. tabs: ros jagyo.”—VN. 5 length equal
to two yards; a measure of length equivalent

to four hands. “ban prayét badhat nIt pratI
tan.”—suraj. ‘demon Diraghkay, grew everyday
by four hands in size. He was killed by the
sun.’ 6 number denoting ﬁve, since authors
have mentioned the ﬁve arrows of Kam. See

ਪੰਚਸਾਯਕ and ਪੰਜਬਾਣ. 7 demon named Vaan; Vanasur. See ਵਾਣ 5. 8 famous poet Vaan of

' the seventh century who wrote Harash Charit,

Kadambari, Chandikashatak etc. 9 a tree, of

which the wood is very‘hard and which is

ਬਾਣਥਾਂਸਨ

It was expertise in archery.
The gurdwara is built in memory of this
event. Initially it was a simple platform, now

the present priest Sant Khajan Dass Udassi
has got constructed an elegant shrine. The gurdwara has only fourteen kanals of land allotted to it. This place is situated tweny—eight miles
to the east of Garhshankar railway station.

ਬਾਣਗੰਗਾ [bangéga] n Vaanganga; primitive tributary ofGanga ﬂowing in the areas ofGajipur
and Kashi. Per an old tale, this rivulet was
made to rise from the hills by an arrow shot by
Ravan. 2 a mountainous river in the south of
Nepal. 3 a river in the territory of Jaipur, that
merges into Yamuna after ﬂowing through the
regions of Bharatpur, Dhaulpur, Agra etc.
4 Per the Purans, a stream of Ganges in Kurukshetar, which was made to rise from the
underworld by an arrow shot by Arjun in order to quench the thirst of Bhisham Pitama.
ਬਾਣਜ [banaj] Skt ਵਾਣਿਜਜ਼ 11 business, commer-

cial dealings. “bss hve banaj karat bhae.”—gyan.
‘being traders.’

mainly found in the hilly areas. It is also called
Indian Oak. L Fagaceae.

ਬਾਣਣਿਆਚੇ [ban-nIare] sharp-tipped arrows.

ਬਾਣਗਰ [banger] n Skt ਵਾਣ P ਗਰ. arrow-maker.

ਬਾਣਦ੍ਰਿਰਸੇ [bandrIghi] adj with arrow-like eyes;
lacerating sight.
_

ਬਾਣਗੜ੍ਹ [bangarh] There stands a gurdwara in
memory of Guru Gobind Singh in the territory

of Village Jaitewal under police station Noorpur, tehsil Una, district Hoshiarpur. This holy

place is three kohs away from Anandpur on
this side ofriver Satluj.,At the time when the
rulers of hilly states and the Mughal forces
were ﬁghting against Guru Gobind Singh, an
arrow shot by the Guru suddenly hit the place
where some sardars were playing chess. They
wondered what sort of a bowman he was who
could shoot an arrow over such a long range.
Meanwhile, the Guru shot another arrow which
carried a letter denoting that it was not magic.

“bahe bananI.are.”—C§di 2.

ਬਾਣਧਿ [banath] Skt ਵਾਣਧਿ. n that which preserves arrows — quiver.
.
ਬਾਣਪ੍ਰਮਾਣ [banparman] length measuring four

hands. See ਬਾਣ 5.
ਬਾਣਾ [bana] n dress, costume. “kaleog hosi nila

bana.”—rahrt. 2 Skt ਵਾਨ. weft, strings woven
in'the warp. “Ikk sut kar tana bana.”—BG.
3 arrow. “ape dhanukhu ape sarbana.”—maru
soIhe m 1. ‘Himself is an arrow of straw.’

4 weapon, shaped as sword. See, ਅਾਨੰਦਪੁਰਪਿੰਸਂ
(c) of No. 4.
ਬਾਣਾਸਨ [banasan] bow string, that support an
arrow on it.

ਬਾਣਾਸੁਰ

ਬਾਤਨੀ
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ਬਾਣਾਸੁਰ [banasur], ਬਾਣਾਸੂਰ [banasur] demon

ਬਾਣੀਬਿਓਰਾ [banibIora] a scripture written by

Vanasur. See ਵਾਣ 5 and 7. “bar_1asur mares.”—

Doctor Charan Singh' ofAmritsar. This provides detailed explanation of Guru Granth
Sahib.

CarItr 142.

ਬਾਣਾਰਸੀ [banarasi] See ਬਨਾਰਿਸ.
ਬਾਣਾਵਲੀ [banavali] n cascade of arrows, show-

ering of arrows. “banavali rudr jab saji.”

ਬਾਣੀਬ੍ਰਹਮ [banibraham] See ਬੁਹਮਬਾਣੀ. “das bani
braham bakhane.”——sor m 5.

—rudar.
ਬਾ'ਣਿ [bani] See ਬਣੀ. “boli harI harI bhali
banI.”—m 4 var sor. 2 habit, temperament,
nature. “kIa tu socahI mansabanI.”—bher m

ਬਾਣੁ [banu] n nature, temperament, habit. “ku—

5. 3 by the arrow, with the arrow. “gur ks ban:

bane praharnah.”—gatha. 3 nature, tempra-

bajarkal chedi.”—gau kabir.
ਬਾ'ਣਿਜਯ [banijy] business, trade. See ਵਾਠਿਜ਼
ਬਾਣੀ [bani] composed. “aganI bib pavne ki bani

ment, habit. 4 custom. tradition. “devtIa ki

tinI nam de dasa.”—prabha m 1. The creation
of ﬁre, water and air denotes the world and
evil; virtue and passion are its creatures. 2 n
composition, structure; “barkhas: bani budbu—
da her.”—bas§t a m 1. ‘as appearance of bubbles during the rain.’ 3 due to the arrow, with
the arrows. “harI prem bani man marIa aniale
ania.”—asa chétm 4. 4 11 colour, pigment. “ruri
bani je rape, na ];}… rég lahe n3 jaI.”—asa a m
3. Here the term ਬਾਣੀ conveys two meanings
of Gurbani (utterances of the Guru) and colour. 5 ,ਵੂ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਣੀ. statement, utterance. “gurbani

ISU jag mahI cananu.”—sri a m 3. 6 Sarasvati
— goddess of knowledge. 7 syntax, authorship,
literary work. “bani ta gavahu guru keri, bania
SII‘I bani.”—an5du. 8 M tradesman, businessman. 9 1055, deﬁciency. 10 spicy, saucy, delicious. “étrI sahsa baharI maIa, neni lagBSI
banI.”—ram m 1.
ਬਾਣੀਆ [bania] n tradesman, businessman.

tanIé di banu.”—m 1 var suhi. 2 See ਵਾਣੁ.

ਬਾਣੇ [bane] plural ਯੰਬਾਣਾ (dress, robe). 2 because of the arrows, due to the arrows. “harI

bane.”—m 1 var mala.

ਬਾਣੈ [bans] from/with the arrows. “tInI bInu
bane dhanukh caraiae.”—gau kabir.
ਬਾਣੇਂ [bané] n robe, costume. “awn tan bané.”
—rama v. 2 see ਵਾਣ.
ਬਾਤ [bat] Skt ਵਾਤੰਢਾਂ. conversation, utterance.

“jhuth bat, sa sackrI jati.”—gau m 5. 2 thing,
material. “ek bat magan kau ave. biSIk bat
gharé lejave.”—rama v. 3 Skt ਵਾਤ. air, wind. “ya

kahf kalI ki bat na 1agi.”—carItr 49. ‘not in—
ﬂuenced by negative effects of Kaliyug.’
4 psora, phlegm. “kath kutharu pIt bat
h5ta.”—tod1’ m 5. ‘vanquisher of diseases
caused by disorder in psora and syphlosis.’
ਬਾਤਚੀਤ [batcit] dialogue, discussion. “bat cit sab
SIanap.”—ba van.
ਬਾਤਨ [batan] in conversation, by talking. “batan
hi bskOth samana.”—gau kabir. 2 A ਲੰਘੂ adj
pertaining to the stomach. 3 e.g. — conﬁdential, hidden.

ਬਾਤਨੀ [batni] A 0.179 adj internal, hidden. See
ਬਤਨਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਬਾਤਨ.

“nanak tera bania.”—vad m I. 2 principle of
utterance; doctrine of the Guru’s utterance.

'Doctor Charan Singh was born in Sammat 1910. He

“Itu tanI lags bania.”—sri m 1. 3 e.g. Dharam
Raj — god of death. “lekha mége bania.”—maru

used to study Guru Nanak Parkash and Guru Partap

5qu1’ m 5.

like Sharab Kaur, Gurmat Sangeet etc. Dbctor Charan

ਬਾਣੀਚਾਰੇ [banicare] See ਚਾਰ ਬਣੀਆਂ.

was very fond of poetry and music. Many students
Suray under his guidance. He has written many books

Singh breathed his last in Sammat 1965 at Amritsar.

\.
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ਬਾਤਪੋਤ [batpot], ਬਾਤਪੋਥ [batpoth], ਬਾਤਬੋਹਥ [batbo—
hath] n ship propelled by air. 2 aeroplane.

ਬਾਤੜੀ [batri] n dialogue, conversation. “puchahI batariah.”—m _1 var suhi.

ਬਾਡਿਲ [batIl] A J”; false, untrue.
ਬਾਤੀ [bati] through dialogue. “bati melu n9
h0i.”—tlt1§g m 1. 2 Skt ਵਤਿੰਕਾ n wick. “bati
suki tel nIkhuta.”—asa kabir. ‘wick is life, oil
is its strength.’
ਬਾਤੂਲ [batul] See ਵਾਤੁਲ.

ਬਾਤੂਨੀਂ [batuni], ਬਾਤੂਨੀਆ [batunia] adjwho gossips; who builds castles in the air; who day—
dreams.

ਬਾਥੂ [bathu] Skt ਵਾਸ੍ਵਮਿੰ ਵਸ੍ਵਕ. wild grass, that is
fodder for animals. A delicious dish of this
green leafy grass is also prepared. Its after
effect is hot and dry. 2 a village. See ਗੁਰਪਲਾਹ
N0. 4.
ਬਾਦ [bad] Skt ਵਾਦ. n discussion, reasoning argumentation. “bIdIa na parau, bad nahi janau.”—b;rla kabir. 2 dispute, discussion.
“ah‘ébudhl parbad nit.”—bIIa m 5. 3 part
meaningless, useless. “bInu nave penanu khanu sabh bad h8.”—m 3 var sor. “bad kara sabhI Chodia.”—maru a m 1. 4 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਵਾਰ੍ਯ n harmo-

nium, musical instrument. “gur-ras gitbad nahi
bhave.”—o§1<ar. 5 P ,; air, wind. “khak bad
ates 3 ab k0 ralau he.”—aka1. 6 throne, royal
seat. See ਬਾਦਸ਼ਾਹ. 7 arrogance. 8 horse. 9 liquor, wine. 10 part may be, as ‘umar daraz

bad’ ‘may(you) live long.’ 11 A ,0; advafter,
afterward.
ਬਾਦਸ਼ਾਹ [badsah] P ,5); n emperor, ruler, king.
ਬਾਦਸ਼ਾਹਤ [badsahat], ਬਾਦਸ਼ਾਹੀ [badsahi] P 0'42;
11 title ofkingship, emperor’s title. 2 kingdom,

regime, reign. 3 See ਪਾਤਸਾਹੀ. 4 adj 0fthe emperor.
ਬਾਦਕਸ਼ [badkas] P ﬁg which draws air — fan,
exhaust fan.
ਬਾਦਗਸ਼ਤਿਯਾ [badgastIya], ਬਾਦਗਸ਼ਤੀ [badgasti] P

ਬਾਦਫਰੰਗ

ﬁt adjmoving in the direction 0fthe sound

protluced by the wind. “badgastIya Ih sar—
marE.”—carrtr 133.
ਬਾਦਪਾ [badpa] P ਫ਼ੂਭੰਠੁ

fast-running horse, the

hoofs ofwhich move like the wind; running as
fast as the wind.
ਬਾਦਫਰੰਗ [badpharég], ਬਾਦਫਿਰੰਗ [badphlrég] P

ਥੂਫ਼ੁੱ/‘ਭੰਠੂ ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਚਧਟ੍ਰਾਂਤ੍ਸ੍ਰਾ. ਥੂਫ਼ੂਮੈੱ syphilis. According to
a study published in Bhav Prakash, this dis—
ease was transmitted from Europe. Hence we
ﬁnd no mention ofthis disease in the ancient
scriptures like Charak Sushrut etc. Badphirang
(syphilis) is a contagious disease i.e. it spreads
by coming in contact with a patient suffering
from syphilis. Patients suffering from this disease mostly hail from countries where prostitution is widely practised. This disease should
be named as a source of many other diseas—
es. Ninety-ﬁve percent lepers develop leprosy because ofthis infectious disease.
The major causes of syphilis are:
Having intercourse with a male or female
already suffering from this disease, parents
affected with syphilis, putting on clothes used
by patients of this disease or coming in contact
with or sharing meals with them etc. One must
be very careful in dealing with such patients.
Many patients transmit this disease to others,
especially children by hugging and kissing
themjust out of affection.
The symptomsof syphilis are:
When this disease is transmitted
contagiously, postulates or spots appear on the
penis or within the vagina and after sometime
yellowish fluid or pus oozes out of these
wounds. One feels the loss of appetite, has
mild fever continuously, feels nausea,
complains of joint pain. If the ailment
aggravates, many parts of the body are
affected. The skin of the body becomes spotted

ਬਾਦਬਾਦ

ਬਾਦੀਆੱ
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and colour of the body gets blackish. Marks
like snake’s eyes appear on the face of the
patient afﬂicted by it. Even a minor ailment
gets very serious. The offspring of the patient
also become its victim.
This disease must be treated immediately
by an experienced doctor or physician. One
has to suffer a lot if out of shyness quacks are
approached for getting treatment.
Ordinarily treatment goes by taking roots
of sarsaparilla, China root (root of creeper
smilez chine), rue (centella asiatica) a blood
puriﬁer made from the plant ophelia chirretta,
leaves of margosa tree and root of colocynth.
Ingredients for treating it are eight tolas of
powder of leaves of margosa tree, one tola of
powder of cherulic myrobalan, one tola of
powder of emblic myrobalan, six mashas of
grounded turmeric. They should be mixed and
four mashas of this mixture be taken daily with
water.
Take one tola each of mordaség, selkhari,

roasted borax, six mashas of tuth, six tolas of
pure ghee prepared from cow’s milk. Prepare
paste by mixing all of these and apply it on the
wounds.
ਬਾਦਬਾਦ [bad bad] argument in discussion; debate. “namo bad bade.”——japu.

uated in district Ferozepur. Guru Gobind Singh

visited this village. See ਅਜੀਤਗੜ੍ਹ.
ਬਾਦਰਾਯਣ [badrayan] )1 existing within a cluster
ofjujube trees; dwelling in Badrikasharam …
Ved Vyas. The term ਵਾਦਰਾਯਣ is also correct.
ਬਾਦਰੈ [badre] adv in lieu of, in place of. “kac
badre lalu khoi he.”—sar m 5.
ਬਾਦਲ [badal] See ਬਾਦਰ. “badal bIn barkha
hoi.”—sor namdev. See ਅਣਮੜਿਅਾ.
ਬਾਦਲਾ [badla] n ﬂat and thin wire of gold or

silver used for preparing a lace. 2 a variety of
silken cloth interwoven with ﬂattened gold and
or silver threads; brocade. “than badla ko Ik
1yayo.”—-GPS.

ਬਾਦਾ [bada] P “ਨੂੰ n wine, liquor. 2 See ਵਾਦਾ.
ਬਾਂਦਾ [[)ਕੇਂਧੰਕ਼] See ਬੰਦਾ. “sz ko jag b5da.”—1<rIsan.
‘the world is His servant.’ 2 a district in UP
with its headquarters at Banda. 3 There are
many cities ofthis name in India.

ਬਾਦਾਕਸ਼ [badakas] P ﬂ” distiller of country
liquor; kalal. 2 drunkard'. habitual drinker.
ਬਾਦਾਮ [badam] See ਬਦਾਮ.
ਬਾਦਾਮਰੌਗਨ [badamragan] See ਬਦਾਮਰੋਗਨ.
ਬਾਦਿ [badI] See ਬਾਦ. 2 See ਬਾਦ 3. “bIn sahje

kathni badI .”—sr1' a m 3. “bInU pIr dhan siga—
rie, joban bad]: khuaru.”—-sri a m 1.
ਬਾਢਿਸਾਹ [badIsah] See ਬਾਦਸ਼ਾਹ. “badIsah! esi
kIU hOI?”—bh£r namdev.

ਬਾਦਬਾਨ [badban] P up; n sail; cloth ﬁxed on a

ਬਾਦਿਤ [badIt], ਬਾਦ੍ਰਿਤ [badrIt] Skt ਵਾਦਿਤ੍ਵ. n har-

ship, which helps it to move with the help of
wind.
,
ਬਾਦ ਬਿਬਾਦ [bad bIbad] debate, contradiction,

monium; musical instrument. “badIt tétu baja—
Van cino.”—NP.

rebuttal. See ਬਾਦ and ਬਿਬਾਦ.
ਬਾਦਰ [badar] Skt ਵਾਰਿਦ. n cloud that drops rain,
cloud. “qu badar ki chai.”——sor m 9. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਨੁਣਾਂਬਾਦਰ
cotton. 3 cotton yarn. 4 adj pertaining to the
jujube tree; ofthejujube tree.
ਬਾਂਦਚੈਂ [badar] Skt ਵਾਨ੍ਯ. n forestman, monkey.

2 a Jatt subcaste see ਬੰਦਰ 2. 3 a village founded by Jatts belonging to Bander subcaste, sit-

ਬਾਦੀ [badi] n psora, phlegm. See ਬਾਇ. “khai so
badi bhai mavesi.”—carrtr 405. 2 habit, temperament, aptitude, nature. 3 Skt ਵਾਦੀ. adjquar—
relsome. “sahdIvan bhayo bahu badi.”—GPS.
“khoji upje, badi bInse.”——mala m 1. 4 A L54 n
root cause. 5 adj rural. rustic. 6 P pertaining
to air/wind; airy.
ਬਾਂਦੀ [[)ਕੇਂਧੀ] feminine ਧਿਬੰਦਹ; maid.
ਬਾਚੀਆਂ [badia] See ਸੌ'ਢ.

ਬਾਦ੍
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ਬਾਦੁ [badu] See ਬਾਦ. “badU bIbadU kahu SIU na

kije.”—bh£r namdev.

ਬਾਦੇਸਬਾ [badesaba] P ਫ਼ੂਲ਼ੀਭੰਠੂ morning breeze,
breeze blowing early in the moming.
ਬਾਦੰ [}੭8੦1ਟੈ] P ”ਨੂੰ 11 wine, whisky. “rota nISI

badé.”—prabha ber_u'. ‘is intoxicated during the
night." 2 Skt ਵੰਦਨ. salutation, prayer. “parhI
pustak sétha badé.”—sahas m 1. evening

prayer.
ਬਾ'ਦ੍ਰਿਤਧਿਕਗੁੰਧਠਿ] musical instrument, harmonium.

See ਬਾਦਿਤ੍ਵ and ਵਾਦਿਤੁ.
ਬਾਧ [badh] Skt ਕਧ੍ਰਬ੍. vr stop. torment, take out,
expel. 2 n distress, agony, pain. “anek badh

badhte sadiv satynam hIt.”—GPS. 3 who re—
strains.

ਬਾਂਧ [badh] stoppage, obstruction, embankment.
See ਬਾਧ- 2 low boundary lines raised between
the ﬁelds.

Wlbadhak] adjobstructing, hindering. See ਬਾਧ.
ਬਾਧਕਸਾਧਕ [badhak sadhak] adjcontrolling and
performing, refuting, rebutting.
ਬਾਂਧਨ [badhan] v bind, tie. 2 n bond.

ਥਾਂਧਨਾ [badhna] v tie, bind. “lut kut lijat tIne je
bIn badhe jaI.”—sanama. ‘those who proceed
without arming themselves.’ 3 build, found e.g.

gram badhna.

ਬਾਂਧਨਿ [[)ਫ਼ੁਧੰਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਯ] in bondage, with bonds. “b5dhanI
batha sabhu jagu bhavs.”—suh1‘ m 1.
ਬਾਂਧਨੂ [badhnu] n arrangement, management,
settlement.
ਬਾਧਬੁਧਿ [badhbuth] n stulted intelligence, deluding knowledge, painful understanding. See
ਬਾਧ. “qu uljhan badhbuthka, martIa nahI
‘ bIsrani.”—gau a m 5.
ਬਾਂਧਞ [badhav] Skt n relative, person, one hav-

ਬਾਨਤੁਰੰਗਮ

tion. “jamdarI badha cota khae.”—majh-a m 1.
“Ihu menu khels hUkam ka badha.”—mala m
3. 2 n increase, enhancement. growth. “badha

hOI jo bahor bIn der or lijiye.”—NP. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/{ਠੰਵਿਘਨ
hindrance, obstruction. 4 agony, pain. “jam ki
badha so nah: ladhe.”—GPS.

ਬਾਧੀ [badhi], ਬਾਂਧੀ [badhi] control led, stopped. “pir
gai badhi man dhira.”—bIIa m 5. ‘The mind
has controlled itself.’ 2 pledged, vowed. “meri
badhi bhagatu chadave.”—sar namdev. 3 n
rope, string. “rahe na ma Ia b5dhi.”—gau kabir.

ਬਾਧੂ [badhu] adj surplus, extra, excessive.

ਬਾਧੇ [badhe], ਬਾਂਧੇ [badhe] bound, tied. “jampurI
badhe mariehI.”—asa a m 3.

ਬਾਨ [ban] See ਬਾਣ. 2 restriction, bondage. “jake
cakar kau nahi ban.”—gau a m 5. 3 construction, structure, composition. “eke deh eke ban.”
—aka1. “n9 hanI he no ban he samanrup janIye.”—al<a1. ‘Neither there is destruction nor
creation.’ 4 habit, temperament, nature. 5 ar-

row, shaft. 6 bullet, shot. “ayas din topkhana
ko. Ih ghar par chado bana ko.”—carItr 263.
7 Skt ਵਾਨ. knitting, weaving. 8 sowing, process
of sowing seeds. 9 P ਘੀ sufwhen used as a
sufﬁx, it gives the meaning of a keeper of as in

ਦਰਬਾਨ [darban] gate-keeper, ਫੀਲਬਾਨ [filban].
ਬਨ੍ਯ [banak] n construction, composition.
2 decoration, adornment. “banak bone bIC-

Itr.”2—BGK.
ਬਾਨ੍ਯਸ਼ਾਰ [banger] n bowman. See ਬਾਣਗਰ.

ਬਾਨ੍ਯ [banaj] Skt ਵਗਿਜ਼ n business; trade; give
and take.

vachal.”——ma1i m 5.
ਬਾਧਾ [badha] adj bound; entangled in restric-

ਬਾਨਤੁਰੰਗਮ [ban turégam] a poetic metre marked
by four feet, each foot having Ill, SIS, 5.
Example:
bIbIdh rup sobhe. anIk lok lobhe.
amIt tej tahi. nIgam gaI jahi.
—1<all<i.

'Scholars who interpret ਬਾਦੰ as misdeed, etc are not

2Some transcribers have written the text wrongly as “banke

ing relation with. 2 friend. “dinbédhav bhagat-

COI'I'CCL

bana bICItr”
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ਬਾਨਪ੍ਰਸ੍ਯ [banprasth] n retirement to jungle for
life’s last stage. See ਚਾਰਆਸ਼੍ਰਮ.
ਬਾਨ੍ਯ!’ [banar] Skt ਵਧ੍ਯ. n monkey; one eating

fruit etc of the forest. 2 See ਦੋਹਰਾ 7.
ਬਾਨ੍ਯ'ਜ [banraj] short for ਵਾਨ੍ਯਰਾਜ. Sugriv. “Its
banrajé.”—rama v.

ਬਾਨਾਖੀ [banri] Skt ਵਾਗੀ. 11 female monkey. See
ਬਾਨ੍ਯ 1.
ਬਾਨਵਾ [banva] Mn praise, admiration.
ਬਾਨਵਾਂ [banva] wit respectable ladies, plural

(ਮੰਬਾਨੂ. See ਬਾਨੂ. 2 See ਬਾਜ੍ਯੋ.
ਬ1ਨਾਵੇੰ [banve], ਬਾਨਵੈ [banva] adjninety-two, 92.
“gyarahI sahas banve chéda. kahe dasam pur
bath anéda.”——krrsan. 1 192 poetic couplets of
the tenth sakand of Bhagvat were composed
in Anandpur while the remaining task was
completed at places like Paonta etc. 2 cre-

ates, (they) create."‘gan gédharab banve
hela.”—mala namdev. ‘create wonders; are

miracle makers.’ 3 See ਬਾਨਵਾ.

ਬਾਪਾਰ

81'6'Hbani] Skt ਵਟੰ. colour. “kumhare ekU jU mati
gﬁdhi, bahu bIth bani lai.”—asa kabir.
2 type, kind, nature. “réth kio bahu bani.”
—sor ravrdas. ‘cooked many kinds (of dishes).’ 3 red-coloured cotton thread, used to

'weave along the corners of a double-layered
cotton sheet. 4 golden border, border ofgold—
en colour. 5 temperament, nature, habit. “pardarabu hIran ki bani.”——prabha beni. 6 with
arrows. “péc mIrag bedhe SIV ki bani.”—bh€r

m 5. 7 A L39 adj founder, originator. 8 Skt
ਵਾਣੀ. n utterance, speech. “bani padho suddh

guru keri.”—GPS. 9 Sarasvati. “IIye bin narad ਰਿਪ bani.”—sa]oh.

ਬਾਨੀਨ [banin] adj foppish, elegant. “kare khan
banin khali palané.”—VN. ‘Cleared all the sad—
dles ofelegant Pathans, e.g. hurled them down
from horsebacks by killing them.’
ਬਾਨੂ [banu] P ਪੁੰਨੂ worthy madam, respectable
lady, gentle woman, venerable lady.

ਬਾਨਾ [bana] See ਬਾਣਾ. 2 within the forest. “ape

ਬਾਨੇ [bane] n forest, jungle. ‘FharI pi aghane

gau caravs bana.”—maru solhe m 5. 3 n guise,
robe, dress. “bédhe bir bana.”—VN. ‘adorned
with the dress of a warrior.’ 4 Skt ਵਾਨ. process of knitting/weaving. 5 belt strands woven in wrap. “tana bana kachu na sujhe.”—bIIa
kabir.
ਬਾਨਾਸੁਰ [banasur] See ਵਾਣ 5.
ਬਾਨਾਤ [banat] See ਬਨਾਤ. .
ਬਾਨ'ਰਸਿ [})ਗ਼ਾਪਿੱਭਙਗ਼ੁ ], ਬਾਨਾਰਸੀ [banarsi] See ਬਨਾਰਸਿ.
“OI harI ke sét na akhiahI, banaraSI ke thag.”
—asa kabir. “banarsi tap kare.”—ram namdev.

émrIt bane.”—sr1' Chétm 5. ‘got satiated with
the Name’s nector.’
ਬਾਨੈ [bane] of the forest. “bavan bikhu bane

ਬਾਨਾਵਰੀ [banavari], ਬਾਨਾਵਲੀ [banavalil row of

ਬਾਨਿ [banI] n utterance, saying. 2 See ਬਾਨੀ.

bap?”—sar m 4.
‘
ਬਾਪਰਣਾ [baparna], ਬਾਪਰਨਾ [baparna] v happen,
occur. 2 See ਵਾਪਰਨਾ.
ਬਾਪਰਾ [bapra], ਬਾਪਰੋਂ [bapro] helpless. See ਬਪੁਰਾ

3 nature, habit, aptitude. “tu ram kahan ki chodu
banI.”—bas§tkabir.

ਬਾਪਾਰ [bapar] Skt ਵਜ਼ਾਪਾਰ. n trade, business.

arrows, cascadezof arrows, showering of arrows. “taji bir banavari birkheté.”—gyan.

ਬਾਠਿਕ [banIk] See ਬਨ੍ਯ. 2 tradesman, businessman. “sam banIk cit baléd lahyo.”—GPS.

bikhe.”~prabha namdev. ‘ﬁfty-two trees of
white sandal wood in the forest.’

ਬਾਨੈਤ [banet] adj elegant. 2 bowman, archer.
“mahﬁ bir banet.”—VN.

ਬਾਨੋ [bano] See ਬਾਨੂ. 2 See ਬਾਨਾਬਾਨੰਦ੍ਰਿਗੀ [banédrIgi] See ਬਾਣਦਿਰ੍'ਗੀ.
ਬਾਪ [bap] Skt ਵਾਪ. adj who sows. n father, male
parent. Skt ਵਪ੍ਰ. “kahe put jhagrat hau ségI

and ਬਾਪੁਰਾ.

2 action, deed, work. “an bapar banaj jo kariahI.”—sar m 5.

ਥਾਪਿ
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ਬਾਪਿ [bapI] well with steps leading to the water level. 2 father. “bapI dIlasa mero kin.”
—asa kabir.

ਬਾਪਿਕਾ [bapIka], ਬਾਪੀ [bapi] well with steps leading to the water level. See ਵਾਪੀ.
ਬਾਪੁ [bapo] See ਬਾਪ. 2 lord, master. “nahi ta
ghar ko bapo rIsaI .”—bh£r namdev.
ਬਾਪੁ ਸਾਵਕਾ [bapu savka] See ਸਾਸੁ ਕੀ ਦੁਖੀ.

ਬਾਪੁਰਧਰ [bapordhar] Ski ਵਪ੍ਰਧਰ holding the mountains; Krishan supporting/holding Govardhan
hills.—sanama.
ਬਾਪੁਰਾ [bapura], ਬਾਪੁਰੋ [bapuro], ਬਾਪੁੜਾ [bapura]

See ਬਪੁਰਾ. “tum cédan ham Iréd bapure.”—asa
raVIdas.

ਬਾਪੂ [bapu] See ਬਾਪ.

ਬਾਫ਼ਤਨ [baftan] P J‘L v knit, weave. Skt ਵਯਨ.
ਬਾਫ਼ਤਾ [bafta] P :5; adj knitted, woven. Ski
ਵਬੂਤ. 2 n a kind of embroidered silk (cloth).
“aha baphta jo bahu mola.”—NP.

8188[baphar]A )1, adjexcessive, more. “baphar mal to lutyo am.”—PPP. 2 surplus.
$8 [bab] A _,ਲ਼ੀਠੂ n door. 2 chapter. part. 3 meaning, sense. 4 ਬਾਬ is a transform of the word
ਬੇਅਬਰੂ or ਬੋਅਾਬ which means miserable plight,
as ‘05 me meri buri bab kiti’——prov.

8786([babak11’ .{t adjobedient. 2 n a rebeck
player of Guru Hargobind, who was also a great
warrior. He showed valour in the battle of
Amritsar. Babak died in Sammat 1699 in Kiratpur.
ਬਾਬਤ [babat] P $41, 17 context. 2 subject. 3 adv
for, for the sake of.

ਬਾਬਤ੍ਰਾ [babtra] See ਗੇਰੂ ਬਾਬੁਤ੍ਰਾ.

ਬਾਬਰਧਿਗ਼ੀਗ਼] T4; Babur. Zahiruddin Moham—
mad Babar was a great Mughal emperor born
in the family of Kutlag Nigar Khanam and
Mirza Umar Sheikh. His was the sixth generation ofTaimoors. He was born on 15 Febru—
ary, 1483. His mother was sister ofMehmood
Khan Mughal of family of Chagtaikhan (son

ਬਾਬਾ

of Changez Khan). Hence he also had thetit1e of Chagta. He invaded India several times
after capturing Kabul in Sammat 1562 (1504
AD). He conquered Saidpur (Emnabad) in
Sammat 1578. He then attacked Delhi in Sammat 1584 on the persuasion of Daulat Khan
Lodhi. He occupied the throne of Delhi in
Sammat 1584 (20 April, 1526) after killing Ibrahim Lodhi in the battle of Panipat and thus
founded the Mughal empire in India.
He was heavily addicted to drinking, but
during the Kanwaha battle in Sammat 1585,
in which

Rana Sangha, the ruler of

Chitaurhgarh was defeated, Babbar gave up
drinking and distributed ﬂasks and cups ofgold
and silver in charity. He died on 26 December,

1530 (Sammat 1588) in Agra. Babbar met
Guru Nanak Dev in Saidpur (Emnabad) and
the hymns uttered by the Guru during those
days and now compiled in Guru Granth Sahib
draw detailed scene of the battles between
the Mughals and the Pathans. viz. — “khorasan
khasmana kia hdestan daraIa. ape dos na
dei karta jam karI mogal caraIa.”...—asa m 1.
“babarvani phIrIgai kUIr na roti khaI.”...
—asa a m 1 . “mugal pathana bhai larai ran mahI
teg vagai. jIn ki Cin‘ dargehI pati tIna mama
bhai.”...——asa a m 1. See “ਆਵਨ ਅਠੁਤਰੇ ਜਾਨ ਸਤਾਜ੍ਯੋ.”
ਬਾਬਰਕੇ [babarke] See ਬਾਬੇਕੇ.
ਬਾਬਰ੍ਵਾਣੀ [babarvani] order of emperor Babbar; cry for mercy to Babbar. See ਬਾਬਰ.

ਬਾਬਲ [babel] S n father. 2 chief. See ਬਾਬੁਲ.

3 See ਬਾਬਿਲ.
ਬਾਬਲੀ [babli] See ਬਾਉਲੀ. 2 resident of Babil._
See ਬਾਬਿਲ. “hone kabli babli bir b5ke.”——1<alki.
ਬਾਬਾ [baba] P ਖ਼ੁਫ਼ੂ n father; male parent. “baba,
hor khana khusi khoar.”'—sr1' m 1. 2 grandfather, father of father. 3 chief priest. 4 true
'This hymn has been addressed to Kaloo, Guru Nanak

Dev’s father.

ਬਾਬਾਕੇਮਹਿਲ
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Master Guru Nanak Dev. “gharI gharI baba
gavis.”—BG. “jahar pir jagatguru baba.”—-BG.

See ਬਾਬੇਕੇ. 5 term of respect for the elders.
“baba adam kau kIchU nadarI dIkhai.”—bh€r
kabir.

ਬਾਬਾ ਕੇ ਮਹਿਲ [baba ke mahIl] residences built
by Baba Gurditta in Sammat 1686 at Kiratpur.

See ਗੁਰੂ ਕੇ ਮਹਲ.
ਬਾਬਾਣਾ [babana], ਬਾਬਾਣੀ [babani] of'Baba; pertaining t0 the forefathers. “babania kahania
put saput karenI.”—-m 3 var ram 1. “tales
about the ancestors.’
ਬਾਬਾਬਕਾਲਾ [bababakala] See ਬਕਾਲਾ.

ਬਾਬਾਲਾਲ [babalal] See ਸਤਨਾਮੀ 2.

ਬਾਬਿਲ [babIl] an ancient town on the bank of
Faraat river in Arabia, which is now in ruins.

See ਬਾਬਲੀ 2.
ਬਾਂਬੀ [babi] n raised mourid made by white ants.
Skt ਵਲ-ਸੋਕ. “manahu bébi me sap dhasyo.”
~krIsan.

ਬਾਮਦਾਦ

Village at a distance of one furlong, Guru
Nanak while proceeding from Kartarpur to
Sialkot, rested under ajejube tree. There is a
small gurdwara, attached to which are ﬁfty
vighas of land donated by Maharaja Ranjit
Singh. The priest is a Singh.
ਬਾਬੋਲਾ [babola] O, father! See ਬਾਬਲ. “viahu hoa
mere babola.”—sri Chat m 4.

ਬਾਮ [barn] Skt ਵਾਮ. adjleft. 2 beautiful, charm—
ing. 3 curved, bent, crooked. 4 opposite, contrary. 5 rowdy, riotous, turbulent. 6 r1 Kam,
god of love. 7 Shiv. 8 bow. 9 loss, damage,

harm. 10 Skt ਵਾਮਾ. lady, woman. “badlo lino
bam k0, cor ségharyo jiy.”—carItr 56. 11 P (E
roof. 12 building, mansion. 13 See ਵਾਮ.
“rekh Chatr ki dahan kar me
camar rekh sobhat je bam'.
nakh gen rakt sumIl subh égull
bratlakar2 badan he bam3
ruc rUCIkar mecak laghu CIkvan

ਬਾਬੀਹਾ [babiha] S rain-bird that longs for wa-

ter. See ਪਪੀਂਹਾ. 2 i.e. seeker ofknowledge (specially spiritual), devoted follower, ardent disci-

ple. “babiha prIU prIu kare.”—sava m 3.

bade bIlocan baruni barn4

balak bapu bIrajat sri prabhu
ਰ੍
barnat bani brahma bam.”5

universal father. “babul mera vad samratha.”

—GPS.
ਬਾਮਣ [baman] See ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ. “baman! bIrtha galo
janém.”—sava m 5. 2 scholar of Hinduism.
“khahI marde baman malane.”—BG.

—suh1' Chét m 5.

EITHE'Hbamni] See ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣੀ. 2 lizard— like reptile

ਬਾਬੁਲ [babul] father. See ਬਾਬਲ. “babul ks gharI
betri.”—o§kar. 2 i.e. the Creator. who is the

ਬਾਬੇ ਕੇ [babe ke] pertaining to Guru Nanak Dev,
oquru Nanak Dev. 2 i;e. successors of Guru
Nanak Dev. “babe ke babar ke dou.”—VN.

Heirs of the Mughal emperors and successors
of Guru Nanak Dev. i.e. ‘leaders of‘faith
vis-é-vis 0fthe world.’
‘
ਬਾਬੇ ਦੀਬੇਰ [babe di ber] the jujube tree beneath
which the true Master rested for some time.

2 See ਸਿਅਾਲਕੋਟ. 3 See ਬੇਰੀਸਾਹਿਥ. 4 Maiah is a
village ofdistrict Gurdaspur, thana and tehsil
Shakargarh. It is nine miles to the south of
Narowal railway station. To the west of this

with red tail. It is mostly found during the rainy
reason. 3 an ailment of the eye-lids, which
causes the falling 0fthe hair. 4 The Brahmins
— “je mad pita bamni.”——BG.
ਬਾਮਤਾ [bamta] Skt ਵਾਮਤਾ. n curvature, crooked—

ness. “saral rIde bamta bIdari.”—~NP.
ਬਾਮਦਾਦ [bamadad] P …ਠੂ 11 early morning,
lhidden line on the left hand.
2ਵਤੁੱਲ-ਆਕਾਰ ofcircular shape, circular.

3beautiful, charming.
4crooked.

5Shiv.

ਬਾਮਦੇਞ
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dawn, before sunrise.
ਬਾਮਦੇਵ [bamdev] Vaam dev, Shiv, Mahadev.
2 a Vedic sage, supposed to have been born
by tearing the side of his mother’s abdomen
as he did not like to come to this world through
the vagina. See Rig Ved’s Bhashy compiled
by Sayanacharya. 3 a sage, who happened to
live during the period ofRamchandar. He also
ﬁnds mention in Mahabharat.
ਬਾਮਨ [batman], ਬਾਮਨੁ [bamanu] incarnation ofa
dwarf. 2 dwarf, short-statured. 3 Brahmin.

“barman kahI kahI janam mat khoe.”4gau kabir. “tu bamanu, ms kasik julha.”—asa kabir.
ਬਾਮਮਾਰਗ [bammarag], ਬਾਮਮਾਰਗੀ [bammargi] See

ਵਾਮਮਾਰਗਬਘਾਂ ਵਾਮਮਾਰਗੀ.
ਬਾਮਾ [bama] adj left. 2 n beautiful lady, charm-

ing woman. “ja sam 3r na jag me bama.”—carItr 5.
ਬਾਸੀ [bami] leftist. 2 curved, bent, crooked.
“bhae saral pur mahI je bami.”——NP.

81H[bay] 11 Wind. 2 See ਬਾਇ.
ਬਾਯਸ [bayas] See ਬਾਇਸ and ਵਾਯਸ.
ਬਾਯਸ੍ਵਨ [baystan] P U219 should be, be capable
of.

ਬਾਯਜ਼ੀਦਖ਼ਾਨ [bayzidxan] See ਬਜੀਦਖ਼ਾਨ.
ਬਾਯਦ [bayad] P „ਤੈਨੂੰ required, should be. See

ਬਾਯਸੂਨ.

ਬਾਯਾ [baya] See ਬਾਇਆ.
ਬਾਯਾਂ [baya] adj left. 2 11 one part of the pair of
Indian drums, played with the left hand.

ਥਾਂਸੀਂ [bayi] adj leﬁ. 2 11 well with steps going
down to the water level. “rnajjan kar bayi
bIkhe.”—carItr 24.
ਬਾਯੁ [bayu] air, wind. See ਵਾਯੁ.
ਬਾਯੁਸਖਾ [bayusakha] n friend of the air — ﬁre.
“bayu bInayak bayusakha .”—NP.

ਬਾਯੋਂ [bayo] adj spreadout, widespread, dilated.
Skt ਵਜੱਤ. “rahyo mukh bayo.”—GPS.
ਬਾਰ [bar] 11 uncultivated land, wilderness. “tidu

lav: méth bare.”—tukha barahmaha. ‘Crick—

ਬਾਰ

ets chirp in the jungle.’ 2 territory surrounding
Nankiana. “bar cles sabh des naresu.”—NP.
3 delay, lateness, slackness. “car: padarath
det n9 bar.”——bIIa kabir. “bInsat lagat n3 bar.”

—sorm 9. 4 sacriﬁce, dedication. “bardio guru
pa sarbés.”—GV 10. 5 hair. “tIn ke bar na

bakan pae.”—VN. ‘let them suffer no injury.’
6 fence, raised by ﬁxing thorny bushes around

the ﬁeld. “khet k3 ja khaI bar.”—BGK. “cale
barbe bar k0 }')/6 bhabhuke.”— VN. ‘went to set
the fence on ﬁre.’ 7 Skt ਬਾਲ. child. boy. “bar
blvastha tujhahI pIars dudh.”—sul<hman1'.

“baran bhed y5 bhakh sunae.”—I<rIsan. ‘Children narrated the whole story in detail.’ 8 Skt
ਬਾਲਾ, girl, woman. “sou bar sabudth bhai jabhi.”—ramav. ‘When that girl grew up to become adult.’ “suri asuri bar.”—carItr 264.
‘Wives of gods and demons.’ 9 Skt ਵਾਰ. time;

period; age. “bar ਰੈਣਿ l<i hOI sahaI .”—basétm 9.
10 door, gate. “khare bar pe din guhar.”—NP.
11 (number of) times. “jars: duji bar.”—s kabir.

12 Skt ਵਾਰਿ and ਗਦ੍ water. “bar bar bar bar k0
barad barsat brfd.”—GPS. “bahu bar nIharke
bar tabs bIn bar nabab k0 ms sudh dini.”—NP.
‘After looking at river’s water several times,

without any delay whatsoever the Nawab was
informed about the missing of Guru Nanak
Dev.’ 13 causing to burn, burning, igniting.

“dipak satIguru sabad kar rIde sedan mahI
bar.”~—NP. “hamre avgan bIkhIa bIkhE ke bahu
bar bar nImakh'e.”—na_tm 4. ‘burnt in no time.’

14 attack, blow. “karvar Ubharat bar karyo.”
—GPS. 15 warning, prohibition. “bar bar bari
barIai.”—NP. ‘after removing the fence, buffaloes were let into the ﬁeld forcibly.’ 16 again,

once again. “bar bar harI ke gun gavau.”—gau
bar 7 kabir. Here the word ਬਾਰ stands for again
and again everyday. l7 Skt ਵਾਰ. day, day (ਮੰ
the week, Monday, Tuesday etc. See example

ਧਿਬਾਰ‘ 16. 18 shelter. 19 P 4 load, weight.

ਬਾਰਹ ਮਹਿਰਾਵਲ
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ਬਾਰਅਰਿ

20 fruit. reward. 21 court, assembly. 22 entrance. 23 request, prayer. 24 wall, boundary
wall or fence ofa village etc. 25 food. 26 the
Creator, God. 27 grief, sorrow. 28 root cause.
“baré bar bar prabhu japie.”——sul<hmani. 29 S
heap of food grain lying in the ﬁelds. 30 river’s deep part. 31 used as sufﬁx, it carries the
meaning of showering as in ਗੌਹਰਬਾਰ (showering of pearls)
bajat badhai aj kalu bedi bar ghar,
téki dhunI dhamak dhasi he pur bar bar,

den k0 badhai dhai dhai su lugai avé
mai 3r dhai dhai harakh 56 bar bar,

bI gas bI gas bedibés bare bare budhe,
bakhsis§ bakhsé batisaran bar bar,

prran p8 basu bahu barse su bedI bar,
bédIn p8 basnadI balak pe bar bar.

'

—ratanhari.

bar dhan tan man gobid mrIgid péhI,
berIn k0 bar bar: hidan ki bar ki,

bar thi uiner bar berIn ke pathyo bap,
bar dino sis hIt des sam bar ki,
bar bar car new kam ki ubar lini,

budti thi bar na lagai bar bar ki,
bar to anek bar cukat acuk pI ta!
hujio krIpal meri bar kehi bar ki?
—munasasfgh.
ਬਾਰ ਅਰਿ [bar ea] 11 enemy of water -— wind;
wind can absorb water i.e..it can make water
evaporate.—sanama.

ਬਾਰਸੀ [barsi] a town ofdistrict Sholapur in Bom—
bay region. See ਨਾਮਦੇਵ.
ਬਾਰਹ [barah] adj two and ten, twelve. 2 num-

ber denoting twelve. “barah mahI jogi bharmae.”—srdhgosatr. Ascetics are classiﬁed into
twelve sects. These sects are: Hetto, Pav, Aai,

Gamy, Pagal, Gopal, Kanthri, Ban, théj.
Choli, Raval and Bass Panth. “barah mahI

raval khapI javahI.”——prabha m 1. 3 recita-

tion ਘੰਓਅੰ twelve times. “barah 1e urI dharIa.”—ram kabir. 4 P “ਪੂ fort, castle. 5 part
about, regarding. 6 times. turns.
ਬਾਰਹਸਿੰਗਾ [barahsiga] See ਝੰਖਾਰ. ‘
ਬਾਰਹਖੜੀ [barahkheri] 17 having twelve matras:
a line of twelve words formed by the association ofvowels with consonants'viz.
aaIiuueeoaéa'
s sa SI si 50 su se 58 so 5੨ 5ਟੈ 5:
ਬਾਰਹ ਤਿਲਕ [barah tIlak] see ਬਾਹਰਿ ਤਿਲਕ.

ਬਾਰਹਦਰੀ [barah dari] n mansion having twelve
entrances.

ਬਾਰਹਪੰਥ [barah péth] See ਬਾਰਹ 2.
ਬਾਰਹਬਫ਼ਾਤ [barah bafat] See ਬਾਰਹ ਵਫ਼ਾਤ.
ਬਾਰਹ ਬਾਟ [barah bat] adj scattered, dispersed,
helter skelter. “eku kabira na muse, jInI kini

barah bat.”—s kobir. ‘ Kabir dispersed away the
illusion.’ 2 Many people have regarded attachment, humility, fear, deﬁciency, loss, hatred, an-

ger, desire, death, selﬁshness, falsehood and

defamation as twelve different forms of illusions.

ਬਾਰ ਅਰਿ ਤਠੁ-ਜ਼ ਸੂਤ ਅਰਿ [bar ari tanuj sut arI]—

ਬਾਰਰ੍ਹਬਾਨੀਂ [barahbani], ਬਾਰਹਬੰਨੀ [barahbéni]

sanama. enemy of water — wind; its son —
Bhimsen; his younger brother—Arjun; his charioteer --— Krishan; his enemy … arrow. Krishan
was killed by an arrow shot by Jarfandhak.

cleansed by treating twelve times with ﬁre
i.e. extremely pure. “tau kasati utaryo pura.
barah béni bhayo su sura.”—NP.
ਬਾਰਹ ਮਹਿਰਾਵਲ [barah mahIravaI] See ਬਾਰਹ 2
and ਰਾਵਲ.

ਬਾਰਸ਼ [bares] P j}; n rain. 2 See ਬਾਗੰਸ.
ਬਾਰਸ਼ਿ [baraSI] n twelfth day ofthe lunar month.
“barBSI barah ugve sur.”——gau thIti kabir.
Brightness emitted by twelve suns is a metaphor for self-realisation.

'Many ignorant transcribcrs have written the last syllable
as ਆਂ [ਰੋ] ਮਿੰਸਾਂ [5ਫੇੰ]~ which is erroneous. because [a] and
nasality are already there. Combining these two cannot

give us a new matra.

ਬਾਰਹਮਾਸ
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ਬਾਰਹਮਾਸ [barahmas], ਬਾਰਹਮਾਹ [barahmah] twelve
months of the Year viz Chetar, Vaisakh, Jeth,
Harh, Savan, Bhadon, Assu, Kattak, Maggar,
Poh, Magh and Phagun.

ਬਾਰਹਮਾਹਾ [barahamaha] adj occurring in twelve
months. 2 n poetic form carrying description
of twelve months; a composition of Guru Arjan Dev in Majh Rag; a beautiful verse composed by Guru Nanak Dev in Tukhari Rag and
^ composition in Krishan Avtar in Dasam Granth
are some examples of popular Baramahas. A
devout Sikh Veer Singh wrote a Baramaha in
Arill in Roop Chaupai metre in Sammat 1877,
in which each line consists of nine matras and
one foot and the description of the month has
forty matras, with pauses after 13-16-11
matras.

Example:
carhe VIsakh varam nahI jﬁda,
dah dIs vekhé péth gore”: da,
kﬁjé vég phIré kurléida,
melimahIramkar dIlé da,

pal pal bite se varhlé da,
bIn gobfdsfgh me mar jﬁda,
ghari na jivda.
guru te.virsi' gh balI hari,
guru gobfdsigh harI stari,
satguru man mukéd murari,
sanﬁ darsan de Ik vari,

jug jug jivan kesadhari,
mere bakhsi agun bhari,

tan rakhivda.

ਰ੍

phun hari so her di saran,
gubidsi gh krar brfd aghharan,
jugojug janie.
ਬਾਰਹ ਮਿਸਲਾਂ [barah mIsléi] 866 ਬਾਰਾਂ ਮਿਸਲਾਂ.
ਬਾਰਹ ਰਾਸ਼ਿ [barah rasI], ਬਾਰਹ ਰਾਸ਼ੀ [barah rasi]

ਬਾਰਗੀਰ

(ਧਨੁ), Capricomus (ਮਕਰ), Aquarius (ਕੁੰਭ), Pisces
(ਮੀਨ). When the sun passes through one zodiac
sign and enters the next, it is called Sakranti.
ਬਾਰਹਵਫ਼ਾਤ [barah vafat] twelfth day of the first
Rabi-ul. i.e. the demise day of Hazrat Mohammad. This day is celebrated auspiciously, particular'y in India. The Wahaabis regard the
celebration of this day as very inauspicious.

ਬਾਰਹਾ [barha] adjpuriﬁed twelve times with ﬁre;
pure. “baharI kécan barha, bhitarI bhari
bhégar.”—s kabir. 2 P ਫ਼ੂ/ਠੂ many times, several
times. 3 Skt ਥਵਿੰਜ੍ having wings, having feathers. “bISIkh barha ban.”—sanama.
ਬਾਹਰਿ [barahI] 866 ਬਾਰਹ.

ਬਾਰਹਿ ਤਿਲਕ [barahI tIlak] The Vaishnavites
apply tilak mark on twelve parts of their body
i.e. forehead, throat, abdomen, chest, two sides
of the abdomen, two arms, two shoulders, back

and waist. See the word ਤਿਲਕ. “barahI tIlak
mItaIke, gurmukh tIlak nisan ee_rhaya.”—BG.

ਬਾਰਹਿਪੰਥ [barahI péth] See ਬਾਰਹ2. 2 four class—
es, four divisions ofthe life-span, four Islamic
sects. “barahI p'éth Ikatr kar gurmukh gadirah
calaya.”——BG.

ਬਾਰਹਿ ਬਾਟ [barahI bat] See ਬਾਰਹ ਬਾਟ.
ਬਾਰਹਿਬਂ’ਨੀ [barahI béni] See ਬਾਰਹ ਬੰਨੀ.
ਬਾਰਹਿਮਾਹ [barahImah], ਬਾਰਚਿਮਾਹਾ [barahImaha]

See ਬਾਰਹਮਾਹ and ਬਾਰਹਮਾਹਾ.
ਬਾਰਚਿਵੰਨੀ [barahI Véni] 866 ਬਾਰਹ ਬੰਨੀ.
ਬਾਰਕਧਿਕਫ਼ਾਂਰਨੈ] See ਬਾਲਕ. 2 E barrack; quarters
for housing soldiers.
ਬਾਰਗਾਹ [bargah] P ,ਨੱ/ਠੂ n audience hall. 2 court-

chamber.

ਬਾਰਗੀ [bargi] P JJL n horse. 2 power, force,

twelve zodiac signs i.e. Aries (ਮੇਸ), Taurus (ਵ੍ਰਿਜ),

strength. 3 prostittlte, harlot.
ਬਾਰਗੀਰ [bargir] P £59 11 owner of a horse;
horse-keeper. 2 the rider who works for others. In ancient times, rich persons used to req-

(ਕਕ੍ਯਾ), Libra (ਤੁਲਾ), Scorpio (ਵ੍ਰਿਸ਼੍ਵਕ), Sagittarius

chiefs;»,_thes'e horse riders were named as

Gemini (ਮਿਥੁਨ), Cancer (ਕਰਕ), Leo (ਸਿੰਹ), Virgo

uisition horse-riders from their. snhOrdinate
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ਬਾਰਗੀਰ [bargir]. 3 porter, coolie, load-carrying
animal.

ਬਾਰਜ [baraj] See ਬਾਰਿਜ.
ਬਾਰਨ [barath] a village situated 19 kohs away
from Dera Baba Nanak to the north-east, under police station Pathankot of district in Gur—
daspur. It was the seat of Baba Sri Chand,
elder son of Guru Nanak Dev. There stands in
this village a gurdwara named Bawli Sahib in
memory of the ﬁfth and sixth Gurus. Guru
Hargobind dedicated his elder son Baba Gurditta to Baba Sri Chand at this place. See ਉਦਾਸੀ.
Fifty ghumaons of land has been attached
.with the holy shrine in memory of Baba Sri
Chand since the period of the Sikh empire. The
priest is an Udaasi Sikh. The annual fair is held
on the Vaisakhi day.
The pucca Damdama Sahib has been constructed in memory of Guru Arjan Dev, which
is situated close to Bawli Sahib (built in the
shape of a pond). A garden spread on six ghumaons of land is attached with this holy place.
The priest is a Singh.
Barath is situated three miles away from
Sarna railway station in the north-west direction.
ਬਾਰਣ [baran] ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਵਾਰਣ“ act ofprohibiting (some
one), prohibition. 2 armour, coat of mail. 3 elephant. 4 See ਛੱ'ਪਯਦਾਰੂਪ 13 in ਗੁਚੁਛੰਦਦਿਵਾਕਰ.

ਧਾਰਨਾ

ਬਾਰਣੀਂਰਿਪੁ [bamirIpu] n enemy of the army of
elephants — gun.—sanama.
ਬਾਰਣੇਸ [barnes] 11 lord of elephants — Airawat.
“mano barnesé care ਝੂਠੀ! ]ਗ਼ੀਏਂ.”-ਧਕਿਗ਼ੁਘਿ 405.
ਬਾਰਣੈ [barane] See ਬਾਰਨੈ.

ਬਾਰਤਚੰਗ [baratarég] See ਬਾਰਿਤਰੰਗ.
ਬਾਰਤਾ [barta] See ਵਾਰਤਾ. “katha barta kahte.”
—asa kabir.
ਬਾਰਦ [barad] n ਵਾਰਿ-ਦ Cloud. See ਵਾਰਿਦ. “barad
jyc") barsat rahe jas 5km jIh hoe. barad so barad
nahi tahI batavahu kOI.”——sanama. ‘It showers like rain from the cloud; it causes sprouting. It has teeth and is not cold. Guess, what is

this Answer — arrqw.’ 2 A :1; cool. 3 rains,
(for rain) to fall.

ਬਾਰਦਨਾਦ [baradnad] See ਬਾਰਿਦਨਾਦ.
ਬਾਰਦੀ [bardi] n he who keeping an ox; ox-keeper; Shiv, ox-rider, Mahadev. “bardi dék (ਹੂਂ.-)…

bajae.”—C5C_I1' 2.
ਬਾਰਧ [baradh] See ਬਇਿਧ.

ਬਾਰਧਨੀ [bardhani] See ਬਾਰਿਧਨੀਂ.

ਬਾਰਧ ਰੱਇਯਾ [baradh raIya], ਬਾਰਧ ਹੈਯਾ [baradh
reya] n reservoir of water —— tank; its supreme
king ~ ocean. 2 god Varun.
ਬਾਰਨ [baran] See ਬਾਰਣ.
ਬਾਰਨਾ [barna] v prohibit, stop, warn. 2 burn, ignite. “katIo na kate baryo baraI .”—gyan.

—g1'ta a 2 _s 23.

ਬਾਰਣਇੰਦ [baran id] 11 supreme among the ele-

3“ sacriﬁce. See ਬਾਰਨੈ and ਵਾਰਨਾ. 4 n a village

phants; chief elephant; lord of elephants. Air-

under police station and tehsil Thanesar in dis—
trict Kama]; situated two miles away in the
south-west direction from Pandarsi railway
station. A gurdwara in memory of Guru Tegbahadur stands in this village. The Guru ar-

awat.

ਬਾਰਣਰਿਪੁ [baraanpu], ਬਾਰਣਾਰਿ [baranarI] n
elephant’s enemy — lion.—sanama. 2 elephant’s

enemy — arrow.—sanama.
ਧਾਰਣੀ [barni] n army of elephants.—sanama.
2 See ਬਾਰੁਣੀ. 3 adjeliminating, destroying. “barni sarab sastra.”—-C5di 2

ਬਾਰਣੀਸ [barnis] adj having army of elephants.
2 Airawat.—sanama.

-rived in this village on his way to Kurukshetar
from Pehowa. The gurdwara is very elegantly built and is very high. Bhai Udai Singh, ruler
of Kaithal, got this holy shrine constructed. The
priest is an Akali Singh. The village people have
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donated ten bighas of land to the gurdwara.
ਬਾਰਨਾਰ [barnar], ਬਾਰਨਾਰਿ [barnarI] Skt ਵਾਰਨਾਰੀ.
n prostitute, harlot, wife of many; wife of the
community. “bhajé barnaré.”—ka]1<1'.
ਬਾਰਨੀ [barni] See ਬਾਰਣੀ and ਬਾਰੁਣੀ.

ਬਾਰਨੈ [barns] sacrificing. devoted. “barns b911harne lakh baria.”——gau m 5.

ਬਾਰਾਮੂਲਾ

from both sides.’

_

ਬਾਰਾਂ ਸੂਰਜ [[)ਪਿੰਫੇੰ suraj] Per the Purans and the
Simirtis one sun is taken for each month of the
year, thus twelve suns are accepted as —- Indar, Dhata, Bhag, Poosha, Mitar, Varun, Aray-

ma, Anshu, Vivast, Tvashta, Savita and Vish-

nu. $66ਵ੍ਰਿਹਤਪਰਾਸ਼ਰਸੰਚਿਤਾ੦11. 3.

ਬਾਰਪਤਿ [barpatI], ਬਾਰਪਤੀ [barpati] 11 lord of ਬਾਰਾਖਰੀ [barakhari], ਬਾਰਾਖੜੀ [barakhari] See
water, god of water — Varun. “bar bIkhE Ik
ਬਾਰਹਖੜੀ.
bar kIyo bapu an khara pathar agari.”—NP.
‘ When the body was immersed into water only
once, Varun, the god of water, appeared im—

mediately.’
ਬਾਰਬਧੂ [barbadhu] n wife of the community,
wife of many, harlot, prostitute. $€8ਬਾਰਨਾਰਿਗ਼1੮1

ਵਾਰਵਧੂ.
ਬਾਰਥਰਜਨੀਂ [barbarajni] n that which protects
from the attack of the enemy — shield.—sanama. 2 sword.—sanama.

ਬਾਰਬਾਰ [barbar] Skt ਵਾਚੰਵਾਰ. adv again and again,
repeatedly. “bar bar harI ke gun gavau.”—gau
kabir bar 7. ‘recite hymns in the praise ofthe
Lord every day.’
ਬਾਰਬੁਹਾਰ [barbuhar] adeho sweeps the door, who

scavenges. “kai ram barbuhar.”—braham.
ਬਾਰਮੁਖਾ [barmukha], ਬਾਰਮੁ'ਖੀ [barmukhi] Skt ਵਾਰਮੁਖਜਾ.

}: prostitute, harlot. See ਵਾਰਮੁਖਜਾ. “barmukha
Ih nukha bhai he.”—GPS.
ਬਾਰਾ [bara] n a large leather bucket used for

drawing water from a deep well; contraption. 2 song sung while drawing water from
a deep well with large leather buckets.
3 enclosure, boundary, fence. “$er bade dou

gherlae bahu biran k0 karke mano baro.”
—1<rIsan. 4 child, male child. Sec ਬਾਰੇ. 5 wom-

, an. lass. “rijhrahi sabh hi brIjbara.”—krIsan.
6 female child. “ese Udhi bara jese para Udjat he.”—krIsan.

ਬਾਰਾਂ [bani] See ਬਾਰਹ. 2 P apt n rainfall. “tir
baré sud dusu.”—saloh. ‘arrows were shot

ਬਾਰਾਂਗਨਾ [barégna] Skt ਵਾਰਾਂਗਨਾ. n prostitute, harlot, wife of many.
ਬਾਰਾਣਸੀ [baranasi] See ਬਨਾਰਸ਼ਿ.
ਬਾਰਾਣਸੀਸ [baranasis] ruler ofVaranasi (Kashi).
“duryo jaI durgé 5੦- baranasisé.”~gyan.
ਬਾਰਾਦਰੀ [baradari] See ਬਾਰਹਦਰੀ.

ਕ੍ਯਾਨੀਂਧਿਗ਼ਾਗ਼ਡ਼ੇਖ਼ਾ (3M adj rainy, pertaining to
rain. 2 unirrigated lahd.
'

ਬਾਰਾਂਪੱਕੇ [baré pakke] See ਪੋਂਬਾਰਾਂ.
ਬਾਰਾਂ ਪੰਥ [barﬁ péth] See ਬਾਰਹ 2.
ਬਾਰਾਂ ਬਾਟ [baréi bat] See ਬਾਰਹ ਬਾਟ.
ਬਾਰਾਂ ਬੰਨੀ [baré béni] See ਬਾਰਹ ਬੰਨੀ.

ਬਾਰਾਂਮਾਹਾ [barémaha] See ਬਾਰਹਮਾਹਾ.
ਬਾਰਾਂਮਿਸਲਾਂ [})ਪਿੰਕੇਂ …151ਫੇੰ]'ਯਿ/6|\/6 groups (misls)
which established their states by capturing
various territories in Punjab.
These misls are:
1 Ahluwalia, 2 Shahidan, 3 Singhpurian
(Faijullapuria), 4 Shukarchakkia, 5 Kanehia,
6 Karorhian, 7 Dallewalia, 8 Nashanwali,
9 Nakkeyan, 10 Phulkian, ll Bhangian,

12 Ramgarhia.
,
For their details see entry of each concerned misl.
ਬਾਰਾਮੂਲਾ [baramula] Skt ਵਰਾਹਮੂਲਾ.' a town in
Kashmir, which is the headquarters of the district by the same name. According to Bhai San-

tokh Singh. viz.— “jahI baman hoe avtar... baralKashmiri I’andits believe that the face ofGod Varah lies
in Baramula. while his chest is in Uri and tail lies in'
Poonch.

ਬਾਚਿਧ
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mula por 1<੦ nam.”—GPS.l Guru Hargobind
visited this place while he was travelling to
Kashmir. The gurdwara established here in his
memory is popularly known as Kot Tirath. The
estate of four villages allotted by Maharaja Ranj it
Singh to the gurdwara fetches an annual income
of rupees three thousand. Jammu state has also
donated an annual grant of rupees seventy nine.
Annually, religious congregation is held on
Vaisakhi. seventh day of the bright phase of the
moon in the month of Poh and the full moon day of
Kattak. The Platanus orientalis (Chinar) tree planted
by the Guru still exists here. The priests are Singh.
Tharha Sahib (platform) in memory of Guru
Hargobind is also situated near the old inn of Jahangir on the other side of Baramula. The Guru
visited this place when he was having a walk.
One more Tharha Sahib! meant for the Guru
to rest is close to the dera of the Bairagis at a
place name Kithai. It stands in memory of Guru
Hargobind.
…

orating water.— air, wind. 2 ﬁre. 3 See ਬਾਰਹਾ 3.
ਬਾਰਿਕ [barIk], ਬਾਰਿਕੁ [barIkU] child. “tum mat
pIta ham barIk tere.”—sukhmam'. “qu barIkU
pi khir aghave.”—majh m 5.

ਬਾਰਾਲਯ [baralay] n reservoir of water — sea.

ofthe ocean — Luxmi. “barIju karI dawns.”—

~sanama.

ਬਾਰਾਲਯਨਿ [baralyanI] n bearer of the ocean —
earth.—sanama. 2 that which merges with the
ocean — river.-sanama.
ਬਾਰਿ [barI] sacriﬁcing oneself, as expression
of deep devotion “barI jau gur apune uparI.”
—dhana m 5. 2 boundary wall, enclosure. See
ਬਾਰ24, “menu médaru tan saji barI .”-890… 5.

3 Skt ਵਾਚਿ. water. “barsat nIrmal barI.”
~GPS. 4 See ਵਾਰੀ. 5 on the doorstep. “barI
praIe bssna.”——s fetid.

'

ਬਾਰਿਅਰਿ [barIarI] See ਬਗ਼ਾਇਿ. 2 The word
ਬਾਰਿਅਰਿਝਿ also used ਧਿਢ਼ਾਵਾਰਣਅਰਿ in Shastarnammala. enemy ੦1°616[)}!811੮(ਵਾਰਣ)-ਯੰ86[
ਬਾਰਿਸ਼ [barIs] See ਬਾਰਸ਼.

ਬਾਚਿਹਾ [batha] n that which absorbs the evaplSome transcriber has written ਬਾਮਨ [baman] instead of
ਬਰਾਹ [barah] in the tcxtothai Santokh Singh.

ਬਾ'ਰਿਜ [barIj] Skt ਵਾਰਿਜ. adj born from water.
2 n lotus. “barIj sam komal kar rajat.”—GPS.
3 ﬁsh.—sanama. See ਬਾਰਿਜਤ੍ਹਾਣ. 4 tree.—sanama.

See ਬਾਚਿਜਪ੍ਰਿਸਟਣਿ. 5 See ਵਾਰਿਜੁ.
ਬਾਚਿਜਤ੍ਰਾਣ [barIjtran] n which gives shelter to
the ﬁsh— ocean. See ਬਾਰਿਜਤ੍ਰਾਣ ੲੀਸਰਾਸਤੁ. 2 tank,
pond.——sanama.

ਬਾਰਿਜਤ੍ਰਾਣ ੲੀਸਰਾਸਤੁ [barIjtran israstra] providing refuge to the ﬁsh, i.e. ocean; it’s lord -*
Varun; his weapon—noose. “barIjtran ba—
khanks israstra k8 din. nam paSI k0 hot hi

catur lijiyo cin.”—sanama.

ਬਾਰਿਜਨੀ [barIjni] n the earth that generates
water.—sanama.

ਬਾਰਿਜਪ੍ਰਿਸਟਣਿ [barijrIstanI] with wooden back,
riﬂe with wooden handle.—sanama.

ਬਾਰਿਜਾ [barIja], ਬਾਚਿਜੁ [barIju] See ਬਾਚਿਜ. 2 born
saveye m 3 ke. ‘Luxmi is present on the right
side.’

ਬਾਰਿਤਰ [barItar] wood. See ਨੀਰਤਰ.
ਬਾਰਿਤਚੰਗ [barItrég], ਬਾਰਿਤਾਰੰਗ [barItarég]. See
ਜਲਤਰੰਗ. “claph barItrég rabab turi.”—1<alki.

ਬਾ'ਰਿਦ [barId] Skt ਵਾਰਿਦ. adj giving water, supplying water. 2 n cloud, rain. 3 earth — from
which water comes out.~—sanama. 4 See ਬਾਰਦ2.

ਬਾਚਿਦਅਰਿ [barIdarI] n enemy of the cloud—
air, wind.—-sanama. 2 earth’s enemy — water.——sanama. ‘Water erodes the earth.’
ਬਾਰਿਦਨਾਦ [barIdnad] n son of Ravan, produc—
ing sound like that of the thunder of clouds,

Meghnad. “barIdnad aképan se.”——VN.

ਬਾਰਿਦਨੀ [barIdni] n that which supplies water
— earth.—sanama.

ਬਾਚਿਧ [barIdh] n that which adopts water—
ocean. 2 cloud.

ਬਝਾਂਚਿਧਨੀਂ
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ਬਾਰਿਧਨੀ [barxdhani] n that which has ocean -— ਬਾਰੀਦਨ [baridan] P U41! v (for rain) to pour;
earth.—sanama.

ਬਾਰਿਧਰ [barIdhar] n that which bears water —
ocean. 2 rain, cloud. 3 pond.

rain.
ਬਾਰੁ [baru] entrance, interference, See ਬਾਰ 22.
“so dhadhi bhagathu szu saca duar baru.”

ਬਾਚਿਧਿ [barIth] n that which keeps water —

v—var ram 2 m 5.

ocean.
ਬਾਚਿਨਿ [barInI] n that which has water —

ਬਾਚੁਣੀ [baruni] Skt ਵਾਰੁਣੀ. adj pertaining to god

earth.—sanama.

ਬਾਰਿਨਿਧਿ [barInIth] n ocean, sea.

Varun. 2 n direction of god Varun — west.
3 wine, liquor, whisky. 4 wife of god Varun.

5 13th day of the dark phase of lunar month

ਬਾਰਿਬਾਜ [barIbaj] n water—horse. See ਦਤ੍ਯਾੲੀ Chet. 6 See ਵਾਰੁਣੀ.
ਘੋੜਾ and ਪਾਗਾ.
‘
ਬਾਚੁਣੀ ਦਿਸ਼ਾ [baruni dIsa] west. See ਬਾਚੁਣੀ 2.
ਬਾਰਿਬਾਰ [barIbar] n water frost; water on the
riverside.

ਬਾਰੁੰਨ [barOn] Skt ਵਾਰਣ. n elephant. “dou matt
barOn.”—gyan.
ਬਾਚਿਰਾਜ [barIraj] n lord of water — Varun. ਬਾਚੁਨੀ [baruni] wine, liquor, whisky. See ਬਾਚੁਣੀ.
2 sea, ocean. ‘
“sursari salal kIfIt baruni re, sétjan karat nahi
ਬਾਰੀ [bari] n window. balcony. “sadhségatI pané.”—mala ravidas. ‘Liquor prepared with
sackhéd he aI jharokhe khole bari.”—BG.
the sacred water from the Ganges is not drunk
2 ﬂower, garden, orchard. “kahﬁ hath p2 lega- by saints. A person, although born in high caste
ve bari.”—aka1. “nau mere kheti nau mere ‘ but doing menialjob is not respected.’

bari.”—bh£r kabir. 3 girl, lass. “ham janat h's':
tum hé sabh bari.”—1<rIsan. 4 water front,

water. “jaI saparsyo sOdar bari.”—~GPS. 5 ear
ring, small ring worn by women around the
ears. 6 fence, hedged wall around a ﬁeld for
its protection. 7 sequence, turn. 8 a subcaste,
members of which ignite ﬁre-works during the
wedding ceremony. 9 village menial working
on customary occasions and presenting him—
self on his turn. The barbers etc are all called

ਬਾਰੂ [baru] Skt ਬਾਲੁ. n sand. “baru bhitI banai
I‘SCI peel, rahIt nahidIn car.”—sorm 9.
ਬਾਚੂਤ[}੭81ਲ਼ੀ11੮],ਬਾਰੂਦ[[)8…61] P mg n powdered

mixture of sulphur and coal, which explodes
when it gets into contact with ﬁre. It is used in

guns, cannons etc. See ਅਗਨਿਅਸਤੁ.
ਬਾਰੇ [bare] child, infant. “bare budhe tamne bhaia,

sabh-hu jam lejaihe re.”—~bIIa kabir. 2 in the forest. “tidu lave méth bare.”—tukha barahmaha.

ਬਾਰੀ. “puchan k0 I1< pathIo bari.”—-gurusobhai.

3 expressin g intense gratitude. “tere darsan kau
ham barei’l—suhi m 5. 4 0f the young girl i.e. —

10 name given to the territory between Beas

of goddess Durga. “lakhe hath bare.”—c§d1' 2.

and Ravi rivers is called Bari Doab. 11 A (5/;

‘seen the hands of (realised the power of) god—
dess Durga.’ 5 bumt, set on ﬁre. 6 See ਬਾਰਹ 5.

The Creator, the Almighty.
ਬਾਰੀਕ [barik] P .{4 adj thin, ﬁne. 2 delicate,
subtle.

’ ਬਾਰੀਘਾਟ [barighat] E body-guard; protective
force of the ruler.

ਬਾਰੀਤਾਲਾ [baritala] A .ਖ਼-ਰ੍ਭੇਂਪਾਂਭੰਠੁ n omnipresent
Creator, the Almighty.

ਬਾਗੰਦ [barid] P 4.1; rained, poured.

7 P g4 once, one time. 8 at last, in the end.

ਬਾਰੇ ਬਾਰ [bare bar] See ਬਾਰ ਬਾਰ and ਬਾਰੰਬਾਰ.
ਬਾਚੋਂ [baro] child. “dudh bIna rahanu kat
baro?”—bIIa m 5. 2 (please) remove it.
3 (please) push in, enter in. “Istri kar ngh me
mUhI baro.”—carrtr 298. 4 compound, courtyard, enclosure.

ਬਾਰੰਤਰਿ'
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ਬਾਰੰਤਚਿ [barétarI] advin and out. “barétarI puri
pari.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਬਾਰੰਬਾਰ [barébar] adv again and again, repeat—l
edly. “barébar, bar prabhu japie.”—sukhmani.
See ਬਾਰ 28.

ਬਾਲ [bal] 11 air, wind. “tIs no legs n3 tati bal.”
—bIIa m 5. 2 expression ofdeep devotion. “tIs
kau hau balI balI bal.”—natpa_rta1 m 4. 3 Bali—

brother of Sugreev. “kupke jIn bal maryo chIn
ms.”—I<rIsan. 4 gir‘l, lass. “r01 uthi vah bal

jabE.”—1<rIsan. 5 boy. “bal rahé albalIt jal.”
—NP. 6 infancy, childhood. “bal juani aru bIradh phunI.”—s m 9. 7 ear of corn, spike.
8 adj i gnorant, uneducated. “rInI badhe bahu
bIth bal.”~prabha m 4. 9 n young girl, wom-

naivety, childlike intelligence.

ਬਾਲਕਲੀਲ [1੭8181<111],ਬਾਲੋਕਲੀਂਲਾ [balaklila] 11 performance as ofa child; innocuous play. i.e. —
effort devoid of any joy or worry. “balkalil
anup.”—maru a m 1.

ਬਾਲਕਾ [balka] 11 child, boy. 2 See ਬਾਲਿਕਾ. 3 See
ਬਾਲ 9.
ਬਾਲਕੀ [balaki] 11 female child, girl.
ਬਾਲਕੁ [balaku] n child, boy. “kaIa nagri IkU
balaku vaSIa.”—basét m. 4. i.e. suggestive of
heart. 2 ignorant, innocent.
ਬਾਲਕੁਲਾੲੀ [balkulai] Woman, bewildered female,
desolate woman.
ਬਾਲਕ੍ਰੀੜਾ [balkrIra] n child’s playfulness. 2 See

ਨਾਨਕਿਆਨਾਧਿ).

an. “bhau na VIap€ bal ka.”‘—maru soIhe m 5.

ਬਾਲਖਿੰਲ [balkhIlll Skt ਬਾਲਖਿਨ੍ਯ. n eleven hymns

“shahar badakhsé me huti ek mugal ki bal.”

ofRigved are named as ਬਾਲਖਿੱਲ. 2 60,000 thumb-

—carItr 1 7. 10 hair. “gurpag jharahI ham

sized sages, born from the womb of Kriya

bal.”——prabha m 4. 11 burn, ignite, set on ﬁre.

through the semen of Kratu. Per Vishnu Puran,

12 A J; sign, symbol. 13 mind. 14 happiness,

they moved swifter than the birds and they used
to protect the chariot of the Sun. According to
Rig Ved, they were born from the hair of
Brahma. They are also named as Kharav. Per
72nd chapter of Braham Puran, Brahma ejacu—
lated while having a glimpse of the beautiful
Parvati, which resulted in the birth of Balkhily.
“cakrahe balkhIlladI CItt.”—datt.

joy. 15 arm. 16 peak, top.
ਬਾਲਆਲਾ [bal ala] n nymph’s abode, paradise.
“cale bal-ale.”—-1<alki.

ਬਾਲਸਹਾਈ [balsahai] adjhelping since childhood,
helping from the beginning. “balsahai soi
tera.”——maru solhe m 5.

ਬਾਲਸਖਾੲੀ [balsakhai] adj friendly since childhood; friendly from the beginning. “satIguru
mera balsakhai.”—majh m 4.

ਬਾਲਸੁਭਾਇ [balsubhaI] n innocent nature, childlike temperament. i.e. — un-interested in proﬁt and
loss. “balsubhaI atit Udasi.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਬਾਲਹਾ [balha] Skt ਵੱਲਭ. adj dear, favourite, pleasing. “jIU taruni k0 1<ਟੋ੮ balha.”—dhana nam-

dev. 2 infanticide.

ਬਾਲਖੀ [balkhi] n resident of Ballakh. Bahleek.
“bali balkhi roh rumi.”—1<aIki.
ਬਾਲਗ [balg] See ਬਾਲਿਗ.

ਬਾਲਗੀਰ [balgir] See ਬਾਰਗੀਰ.
ਬਾਲਗੁੰਦਾੲੀ [balgﬁdai] a hermit, who lived on a hill—
top about twelve kohs away to the west of Je—
hlum. He was a benevolent and pious saint. Guru
Nanak Dev visited him and he became a devo-

ਬਾਲਕ [balak] n child, childhood. “balak bIradh

tee of the Guru. “balgudai thg pun ge.”—NP.

na janai.”—Vad alahani m I . 2 ignorant, naive.

The foot prints of the Guru are marked on
the stones lying at the place he visited. A small
holy shrine is built at that place. The priests
are unclad ascetics. Fifteen ghumaons of for-

ਬਾਲਕਦਾਸ [balakdas] see ਸਤਨਾਮੀ 3.
ਬਾਲਕਬੁੱਧਿ [balakbuth], ਬਨ੍ਯਮਤਿ [balkamatI]
'of Maya.

ਬਾਲਗੁੰਦਾੲੀ ਦਾ ਟਿੱਲਾ
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est land is attached with the gurdwara. This
holy place is thirteen miles to the west of Dina
railway station. 2 process of braiding the hair.
_ 3 wages for braiding the hair.

ਬਾਲਗੁੰਦਾੲੀਦਾਟਿੰਲਾ [balgijdai da tIlla] hilltop where
saint Balgundai used to stay. See ਬਾਲਰੁਦਿਢੀ 1.
ਬਾਲਗੁਪਾਲ [balgupal] working children, sincere

and lovable servants.“‘ham tumre bal gupal.”
—asa m 5. 2 childern grazing the cows. 3 Kris—
han as a child.

ਬਾਲਗੋਂਬਿੰਦ [blagobfd] the Creator as a child;
waheguru free from all joy and sorrow. “jahI
paure prabhu balgobfd.”—bh8r a kabir.

ਬਾਲਘਾਤਨੀ [balghatni], ਬਾਲਘਾਤਿਨੀ [balghatIni]
adjchild-killer (f). “balghatni kapatahI bhari.”
—g5d namdev. sense — crazy woman.

ਬਾਲਘ'ਤੀ [balghati] adj killer of the child (m),
Child-killer (m).
ਬਾਲਟੀ [balti] 11 deep pail with a handle. E bucket.
ਬਾਲਣ [balan], ਬਾਲਣੁ [balanu] 11 fuel, ﬁre-wood.
“balanu had na balI .”—s farid. 2 v bum, ignite,

set on ﬁre.
ਬਾਲਤਣ [baltan], ਬਾਲਤਣਿ [baltanI] n childhood.
“das baltanI, bis ravan'I.”—m 1 var majh.

ਬਾਲ੍ਤੋਂੜ [baltar] n boil caused by the uprooting
of hair.
ਬਾਲ਼'ਧਿ [balath] Skt n that which has hair on it

~ tail. 2 See ਬਾਲਧੀ 2.
ਬਾਲਧੀ [baldhi] n See ਬਾਲਾਧਿ. 2 child’s intelligence,
childish understanding, i gnorance.
ਬਾਲਨ [})ਕਗਿ੍] See ਬਾਲਣ.

ਰ੍

ਬਾਲਪਨ [balpan], ਬਾਲਪਨੁ [balpanu] n childhood,
boyhood. “barah bares balpan bite.”—asa kabir. “balpanu agIana.”—ram m 9.
ਬਾਲਬਿੰਗਾਹੋਣਾ [bal biga hona] See ਵਾਲਵਿੰਗਾਹੋਣਾ.
ਬਾਲਬੁਧ [balbudh] ignorance, naivety.
ਬੋਥਾਂਲਬੁ'ਧਿ [balbuth] knowledge sans any sense

of friend or foe, loss or gain. “pan balbhudhi sukh re.”—gaum 5. 2 to the naive person;
to the i gnorant person. “balbuth puran sukh-

ਬਲਿਮੀਂਕਿ
data.”—_tod1' m 5. 3 with naive understanding,

due to ignorance. “dhane seVIa balbuth.”
—bas§t a m 5.
ਬਾਲਧ੍ਯਜਣ [balbyajan] Dg ﬂy whisk made of hair;
whisk.

ਬਾਲਬੋਧ [balbodh] )1 primer, elementary text book.
ਬਾਲਭੋਗਧਿਗ਼ੀਮਿੰਪਿਥੂ] n dish prepared to feed a child.
2 special type ofdish prepared by frying round
flat pieces of wheat ﬂour in cooking oil, then
adding sugar to them after crushing. It is generally prepared on the occasion of birth days.

ਬਾਲਮ [balam] adj dear, beloved. “balam bIdes '
ae.”—ramav. 2 n husband, male spouse.

ਬਾਲਮਤਿ [balmatI] See ਬਾਲਬੁਧਿ.
ਬਾਲਮਤੀ [balmati] See ਜੋਧਾ ਬਾਈ 2.
ਬਾਲਮੀਕ [balmik] Skt ਵਾਲ੍ਮੀਕ. Ramayan written
by Valmik. 2 See ਬਾਲਮੀਕਿ.
ਬਾਲਮੀਕ ਰਾਮਾਯਣ [balmik ramayan] life history
of Ramchandar written in excellent poetry in
Sanskrit by sage Valmiki. It consists of seven
chapters (viz— Baal (childhood), Ayodhya (days
in Ayodhya), Van (days spent in forests), Kishkindha, Sunder, Lanka or battle and Uttar (last

chapter). It has 647 chapters and 24000 sloks.
This holy scripture has been translated into
many languages. Bhai Santokh Singh has translated this scripture in verse.‘ See ਰਾਮਾਯਣ.

ਬਾਲਮੀਕਿ [balmikI], ਬਾਲਮੀਕੁ [balmiku] n a sage
born from the raised mound made by white
antsz, who composed Ramayan in verse; also
'This translation was made in Sammat 1890-9] viz. —
“sémat VIkramjit astdas sahas bhaanje,
tis trIgguna karIy bhayo puran lakh leje,

punI Ikanva cadhyo 5:3th dOIn ki manahu,
rut basét atI subhat cetr subh mas pachanahu,

tab bhai samapatI gréth ki ramayarf. sOdar saras,
keVI hathjor bInti karat cahatht roghupatIdaras.
Ik Il< dIn me sarag Ik karyo su chédan mahI.

2It is written that white ants had made an anthill over the .
body of‘thesage kept in thcimemorial.
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ਬਯਾਂਲਧਾਂ

Kush in this hermit’s hut, Balmiki trained these

named as of Bhai Bala, which has now been
reprinted in several distorted versions. Bhai
Bala is shown as three years older than Guru
Nanak Dev. Thus Bhai Bala was born in Sammat 1523. He breathed his last in Sammat
1601 at Khadur Sahib. He was cremated by

children in armoury and music.

Guru Angad Dev himself. See ਖਡੂਰ. 2 a dev-

named as ਅਾਦਿਕਾਵਿ [adIkaVI] _ the classic. He
used to stay on the Chittarkoota hills in Bundel
Khand. When Ram drove out pregnant Seeta
from his palace, she took shelter in his (Balmik's) hut. Seeta gave birth to twins — Lav and

“suni balmiké sruté din bani.”—rama V. .

2 a vagabond, who is regarded as a sage because of his devotion to the Divine. Scavengers
take him as their guru and assume that Lal Begh
was the incarnation of this saintly person. “vate
mamas marda betha balmik batvara.”—BG. “balm—

iko sopcaro tarIo.”—maru m 5. 3 See ਬਾਲਮੀਕ.
ਬਾਲਲੀਲਾ [ballila] n child-play, play by one during childhood. 2 See ਨਾਨਕ਼ਿਆਣਾ (d).
ਬਾਲਵੈਦ [balved] n expert in diagnosing and treating ailments of children."‘banbali' te parasram
balved ਗਿਰੋਹ tIn balIhara.”—BG. See ਪਰਸਰਾਮ 1.
ਬਾਲਤੀ [balari] girl, female child. “varo paIara bal_rie! asa mansa puri.”-suh1'ch§tm 1.2 i gnorant,
innocent. 3 having, possessing. “mOdh jobanI
baln'e.”—asa chétm 1. ‘possessing youthfulness.’
ਬਾਲਾ [bala] disciple of Guru Nanak Dev, Bhai
Bala, resident of Talwandi (Nankiana), was

son of Chandar Bhanu—a Sandhu Jatt. Per
J anamsakhi and Guru Nanak Prakash, he went

with Guru Nanak Dev on all hisjourneys and
he, himself, narrated the tales oquru Nanak

Dev-to Guru Angad Dev, which were penned
down by Bhai Pairha.2 This scripture is also
'ਵਨਮਾਲੀ [vanmali].

2“bes guru bhakhi. bala! kaho ab sakhi Ih
hoi he hadur tere sobe so kahijIya.

des taj ban me banai he paraneala

cahat na kyo hﬁ man caru CItrasala ko,
deh te dusala kar dine drut dur, dekho!

réth bIbhut put odhe mrIgchala ko,

kahe “tokh-harI” he no bhojan rasala rUCI
sahIt bIsala he kasala gham pala ko,
aguri pe chala pare pher pher mala, tau
man matvala nahI bhule mukh bala ko.
10 plural of ਬਾਲ (ਬਾਲਕ). “gunét gunia sunét

sudha ItIhasguro ayo tujh pas sob

bala.”—sahas m 5. Le. student; seeker. 11 adj
in childhood. “oh no bala budha bhai.”—asa m
5. 12 possessing, having. “pIrU raliala jobanu

or RC sunaI n9 aghaI nIt pijIyC.
bala kahe ese hoi mohI thg besc sob

jesc bIth bhai teme borno sunijch.

bala.”—vad chétm 3. 13 young, not old. “ghar

bala jo alaI para lIkhot banal, guru
5god sunaI sou tum sun lijIye.”

otee of Guru Arjan Dev. He belonged to the
Marwaha subcaste. He served a lot during
the eonstruction ofAmritsar. 3 a Brahmin of
Jhingan subcaste. He became a great
preacher of Sikhism after turning a disciple
of Guru Arjan Dev. 4 a devotee of Bhandari
subcaste, who turned benevolent and
preached Sikhism after becoming disciple of
'Guru Arjan Dev. 5 a rectangular, straight and
long wooden plank used in roof-making. 6 ear
ornament; ornament worn by men in the ears;
ear ring. 7 round taken by wrestlers while
doing physical exercise; round by wrestlers
holding heavy conical club with a grip on the
top while doing physical excercise. “bar bar
bahu bale dehe.”—GPS. 8 Ski girl, female
child. “thadhi hoti brIkhbhanu ki bala.”—
krIsan. 9 young lady. “tharhar képe bala
jiU.”—suhi kabir.

—NP.

hi mahI pritamu sada he bala.”-gau a m 1.

ਬਾਲਾ'ਇ
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14 P U; chief, supreme. 1511igh,tall.

ਬਾਲ਼ਾਇ [balaI] See ਬਲਾ 6 —— 7 and ਬਲਾਇ.
ਬਾਲਾਈ [balai] See ਮਲਾਈ 2 P Jug adj upper.

ਬਾਲਾਸਾਹਿਬ [balasath] Eighth Guru Harkrishan. 2 shrine built in Delhi in memory of Guru
Harkrishan. It is situated outside Delhi Gate,
about four miles away from Sees Ganj and
from Humayun's tomb across the stream. The
monuments raised at the place of cremation
of Mata Sahib Kaur and Mata Sundari are also

situated nearby. See ਦਿੱਲੀ 4.

ਬਾਲਾਸੁੰਦਰੀ [balasodri] a four-armed Vaishnavi
goddess.
ਬਾਲਾਕਰ [balakar] adj creator of Maya. “bed-

nath balakar.”—gyan. 2 dominating, forceful,
powerful. 3 opposite of sunset: sunrise.

ਬਾਲਾਕੋਟ [balakot] village in tehsil Mansehra of
district Hajara, where stands a famous memorial of Bhai Bala. When Guru Nanak Dev
came to this place to salvage the people, Bhai '
Bala stayed here for some time to preach
Sikhism. There are two springs here, one in

the name‘of Guru Nanak Dev and the other
in the name of Bhai Bala. The priest of the
memorial is a Muslim. Sacred karah parsad
(ਕੜਾਹ ਪ੍ਰਸਾਦ) is offered here; prayer is performed by a Sikh priest who comes from the
town. Many leprosy ridden patients recover
from their ailments by drinking water from
these springs.
Another spring in the name of Mardana is
also there outside the gateway of this house.
A road from Havelian railway station leads to
Balakot via Mansehra.

ਬਾਲ਼ਾਜੀ [balaji] See ਬਾਲਾਸਾਹਿਬ. 2 See ਪੇਸ਼ਵਾ 2.
ਧ੍ਯ'ਦਸ੍ਵ [baladast] P awn; powerful, dominat-

mg.
ਬਾਲਾਭੋਲਾ [balabhola] adj childlike; who is unaware of deceit or trickery etc; straightforward and free from worries of proﬁt and loss.

ਬਾਂਲਿਸੁਤ

“prabhu mIlIo sukh bale bhole.”——1<an m 5.
ਬਾਲਾਰਾਉੰ [balarao], ਬਾਲਾਰਾਇ [balaraI] See
ਜਠਵਾਰਾ.

ਬਾਲਿ [balI] elder brother of Sugreev, who was
king of southern jungle-dwellers. Ramchandar
extended hand of friendship to Sugreev in
order to search Seeta and killed Bali to
enthrone Sugreev in his place. When
Ramchandar shot an arrow at him, hiding
himself, the dying Bali said, “O Khatri doing
the maligned deed! dying, getting defeated
in war, destruction of the empire etc have
been happening since the beginning of the
world. When people would ask you why you
killed innocent Bali with an arrow shot by
you secretly, you must look for a proper
answer.” See Balmik 4 ch ]7.
The birth of Bali and Sugreev, described in
Ramayan, is a strange tale. Once when tears
‘ of love and affection came out of the eyes of
Brahma, a monkey named Raja was born out
of these tears. Raja changed into a very
beautiful woman. On seeing her bathing in a
pond full of water at Sumer mountain, lndar
ejaculated. The lady preserved the semen in
her hair, which resulted in the birth of Bali.
The Sun also ejaculated and his semen was
stored by that beautiful woman in her neck
(griva), thus giving birth to Sugreev from it.
Now Raja approached Brahma taking the two
kids with him (her), Brahma made him king of
Kishkindha to rule over all the monkeys living
there. Bali’s wife was Tara, daughter of
Sukhen while Ruma was the wife of Sugreev.
“apnaI sugrivahI cale kapIraj balI ségharks.”
—-ramav. 2 in childhood. 3 child, childhood.
“balI bInod cfdras laga.”—sr1’ beni. 4 imperative of verb ਬਾਲਣਾ. “balanu had no ball.”
—5 farid.

ਬਾਲਿਸੁਤ [balIsut] son of Bali, Angad.

ਥਾਂਲਿਸ਼੍ਵ

ਬਾਵਨਕਢਿ
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age of maturity after passing through child-

hood; grown—up; adult. 6,1: [balug] means ‘to
reach.’

ਬਾਲਿਢਟੋਨਾ [balIdhatona] son of Bali, Angad.
“manaI ganesahI balIdhatona.”—hanu.

ਬਾਲੀ [bali] Skt ਬਾਲਾ. young woman, lass. “bali
rove nahI bhataru.”—m 1 var ram 1. “barse
nISI kali kIu sukh bali?”—tul<ha barahmaha.
2 Skt ਬਾਲਿਕਾ. ear-rings, ornament worn in the
ears. 3 one who is in the age of childhood.
“dhan bali bholi.”—vad chét m 3. 4 possessing, having. “mﬁdh jobanbali ram raje.”—asa

hari.”—car;rtr 316. ‘as if the creeper of betel
leaves was scattered away by strong winds.’
ਬਾਵਨ [bavan] ﬁfty-two —— 52. 2 dwarf. “bavan

rup kia tudh karte.”-maru solhe m 5. 3 white
sandalwood. “bavan bikhu bans: bikhe basu te

sukh lagIba.”—prabha namdeV. See ਬਾਵਨਚੰਦਨ.
,
4 See ਵਾਮਨ.
ਬਾਵਨ ਅਕਰ [bavan aksar], ਬਾਵਨ ਅੱਖਰ [bavan
akkhar] ﬁfty-two letters. ﬁfty-two alphabets.
“bavan akhar sothke harIcarni CItu IaI .”-5

kabir. Sanskrit scholars have devised the fol-

ਗ਼ਰ੍ਯਫ਼ੂਢੂੰਚਗਹ੍ਰ੍ਹੇਗੀਗੀਗਂਗ਼:
ਕਹੂਂ ਕਹੂਂ ਲ਼ ਲੂ

“ghar balu ka ghomangher.”-bas§t a m I .
2 devotee, belonging to Bijj subcaste, who became a disciple of Guru Arj an Dev; Bhai Baloo.

ਬਾਲੂਸ਼ਾਹੀ [balusahi] kind of crispy sweetmeat,
made by frying round and ﬂat pieces of wheat
flour in cooking oil and then immersing them
in concentrated warm solution of sugar and

water. It is also named as rajeshahi [rajesahi].
ਬਾਲੂਹਸਨਾ [baluhasna] This noble person was
born in Sammat 1621 in a Brahmin family in
Srinagar (Kashmir). He looked after the hors—
es of Guru Hargobind. He became a disciple

of Baba Gurditta in Sammat 1693. He is chief
of one of the sects of the Udasis. Baluhasan
died in Sammat 1717 at Dehradun.I The
priests of the shrine of Baba Ram Rai belong

to the sect founded by him. See ਉਦਾਸੀ and
ਅਲਮਸਤ.

‘

ਬਾਲੇ ਦੀ ਸਾਖੀ [bale di sakhi] See ਬਾਲਾ.
'Baluhasna was younger brother of Almasat.

ਧਖ਼ਖ਼ਥੂਪਂਞਪਂਗ਼ੁਝੀ

chétm 4. 5 $66ਬਾਲਿ 1.
ਬਾਲੁ [balu], ਬਾਲੁਕ [baluk], ਬਾਲੂ [balu] Skt n sand.

.

lowing 52 letters. ‘

ਖ਼ੂਭੰਬਂਘ-ਬਂਖ਼ੂਭੰਮਂ

ਬਾਲਿਕਾ [balIka] n female child, girl. 2 daughter. 3 river—sand. 4 See ਬਾਲੀ 2.
ਬਾਲਿਗ [balIg] A (ਵੁਸ਼ੂ adj mature. 2 attained the

ਯਿਪਿੰਘਠੱਪਂਪੰਪਂਝੀਬੈਂ
ਯੂੰਥਲ਼ਾਖ਼ਖ਼ੲੀਵ੍ਯਥੂਜੰੲੀ

of length equal to the stretched hand i.e. one
fourth of a yard.

ਥਾਲੋਚੀ [baloci] adj pertaining to Balooch (Baloch),
0f Balooch. “baloci sena sabh jori.”—-carItr 147.
ਬਾਲ੍ਹੀਕ [balhik] See ਬਾਹ੍ਲੀਕ.
m[ba1y] n childhood.
ਬਾਵ [bav] Skt air, wind. “jano gajbel: bav ki

ਥੂਯੱਅਂਝੀਥੂਥਘਚੀਠੂਖ਼ੂ

ਬਾਲਿਸ਼੍ਵ [balIst] P ...ਲ਼ੀਵੂਹੁਂਫ਼ੂ n span— measurement

ਕ

ਭ.

ਬਾਵਨਅੱਖਰੀਂ [bavan akkhri] composition having
a long interpretation with stanzas beginning '
with the successive 52 letters of alphabet.
The composition of Guru Arjan Dev in Rag
Gauri and hymns of Kabir are of this sort. The
sequence of Sanskrit letters is not complete in
these hymns. It is as per the knowlege pos-

sesed by Sanskrit pundits at that time and the
pronunciation also accords with the speaking
mode of the time.

ਆਯੋਔਡੈ instead of ਅਉ ਓਅੰ ਅ:
ਬਾਵਨ ਅੱਛਰ [bavan acchar] See ਬਾਵਨ ਅੱਖਰ. “ba-‘
van acchar 10k tre.”—gav ba van kabir.

'ਬਾਵਨ-ਕਵਿ-[ਠਿਕ੍ਯਾਜਿ਼ kQVI] See ਬਵੰਜਾ ਕਵਿ.

ਬਾਵਨਕੋਟਿ
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ਬਾਵਨਕੋਟਿ [bavan kotI] billions ofincarnations
like Vaman etc. “bavan kotI jake romavali.”
—bher a kabir. 2 ﬁfty-two crore.

ਬਾਵਨ ਖੇਲ ਪਠਾਨ [bavan khel pathan] fifty-two
dynasties of the Pathans. See ਖੇਲ. “bavan khel
pathan tahf sabhe pare ar-raI.”—carItr 297.
ਬਾਵਨਚੰਦਨ [bavan cédan] beautiful sandalwood;
white sandalwood, that gives very pleasing
odour. Its root is ਵਾਮ [vam]. Some scholars interpret the length of the plant of sandalwood
having height equal to ﬁfty-two ﬁngers. Some
authors take it to be of low height, but it is not

correct.
ਬਾਵਨਬਰਨੀ [bavanbami] composition of ﬁfty-two
letters; collection of ﬁfty-two letters. “so Ih

bavanbarni bani.”—GPS.
ਬਾਵਨ ਬੀਰ [bavan bir] See ਬਵੰਜਾ ਬੀਰ.
ਬਾਵਨੀ [bavni] population of ﬁﬁy-two villages.
2 territory of Sirhind, which once had 52 villages. 3 a colony of ﬁfty-two rich families.
4 idol of incarnation of Vaman. “tuhi bavni
hve tIno lok mape.”—krrsan.

ਬਾਵਰ [bavar] Skt ਵਾਤੂਲ. mad, crazy. “bavar so:rahe.”—asa m 5. 2 Skt ਵਾਗੁਰਾ. noose, dragnet.
“55g bavr’é let SIdhae.”—GPS. “lae bavré pun

nar ae.”—NP. 3 P ”9 faith, trust, certainty.
ਬਾਵਰਚੀ [bavarci] P 5;”; n cook.
ਬਾਵਰਚੀਖ਼ਾਨਾ [bavarcixana] P :léoZAQ n kitchen.
ਬਾਵਰਾ [bavra] Skt ਵਾਤੂਲ mad, crazy. “sunI man
bhule bavrel ”—sri a m 1 .

ਬਾਵਰੀ [bavri] mad, crazy (f). See ਬਾਵਰਾ.
ਬਾਂਵਰੀ [bévari] n well with steps leading to the
water level. “ek bavri bhitar nheyhu.”—carItr24.
ਬਾਵਲ [baval], ਬਾਵਲਾ [bavla], ਬਾਞਲਿ [bavalI] Skt

ਵਾਤੂਲ. unhinged, mad, crazy. “bavalI hoi so sahu
lorau.”—suh1' farid. “re man gahIle bavle!”
—s farid.

ਬਾਞਲੀ [bavli] See ਬਾਵਰੀ. 2 well with steps leading down to the water level, well with steps.

ਬਾਵਲੀਂਸਾਹਿਬ [bavli sath] well with steps lead-

ਬਾਵਲੀਂਸਾਹਿਥ

ing down to the water level which was got
dug by one often Gurus. 2 a well got dug by
Guru Amar Dev at Goindwal in Sammat 1616.
It has 84 steps. Many devotees take it to be
an act of great virtue to have bath on each
step and recite Japu Sahib. Thus in all eighty-

four recitations get performed. See ਗੋਇੰਦਵਾਲ.

3 a well with steps in Dabbi Bazar, Lahore

got dug by Guru Arjan Dev. This holy well
was ﬁlled with earth by Shah Jahan in Sammat 1685 and the kitchen was converted into
a masj id.
The well was re-installed by Maharaja
Ranjit Singh in Sammat 1891. It was done
information from a person in the know of it. A
gurdwara was re-constructed in its original
shape after demolishing the mosque.
4 a well with steps got constructed by Guru
Arjan Dev in village Dalla (district Kapurthala) to commemorate the marriage of Guru
Hargobind. See ਡੱਲਾ.
5 two sacred wells popularly named as ਕਰਪਾ
[karpa] and ਕਟੋਰਾ [katora] exist in Guru ke
Lahore situated seven kohs away from Anandpur. They were got dug by Guru Gobind Singh.
According to the popular lore, the ﬁrst well
(ਕਰਪਾ) was formed by the forceful striking of
a dagger while the second one by the hoof of
his horse that strongly hit the ground. 6 See
ਢਕੋਲੀ. 7 There is a village Khahra situated in
tehsil Tarn Taran, district Amritsar having a
gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind, about
a furlong to the north ofthis village. The Guru
stayed here while on his way to Amritsar from
Mujang. There was a small pond at this place
at that time, and now a well with steps has
been dug here by the devotees.
There is a very simple gurdwara having no
permanent priest. Land measuring about ten
Vighas is attached with this shrine. A religious

ਬਾਵਾ
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fair is held on the 10th saradh every year. This
place is situated about three miles to the south
of Gurusar Satlani railway station.
ਬਾਵਾ [bava] See ਬਾਬਾ. 2 holyman, elderly person. 3 Bedi Tehan or Bhalla Sahibzada. 4 boy,
male-child. 5 a priest of a Bhagat Namdev

temple. See ਨਾਮਦੇਵ.
ਬਾਵਾਂ [bava] adjleft. 2 bent, curved, crooked.
ਬਾਵਾਂਗ [bavag] left limb, left side.
ਬਾਵਾਂਗਿ [bavégI] adv left—sided, on the left side.

ਬਾੜੀ [})ਪਿੱਤੋ਼] garden, ﬂower garden.
ਬਾੜੇ ਦੇ ਚਾਵਲ [bare de caval] See ਬਾੜਾ 3.

ਬਿ [bI] Sfé’two; Skt ਦ੍ਰਿ. 2 In Punjabi ਬਿ is also
used for ਵਿ. See ਵਿ. “japahI kar bI CItI cao.”
—saveye m 4 ke. ‘(they) meditate with special
fervour of mind.’ 3 prohibited, restricted, op—

posite. See ਬਿਓਗ etc words.
ਬਿਉਸਾਨਾ [qusana] v trust. 2 See ਵਰੋਂਸਾਉਣਾ.

ਬਿਉਹਾਰ [bIohar] Skt ਵ੍ਯਵਹਾਰ. 11 work, business.
“maya IhU bIUhar.”—gau kabir. 2 Sitting to-

right. “tajI bavé dahne bIkara.”—gau kabir. i.e.
— hither and thither; here and there.
ਬਾਵੈ [bave] plays musical instrument. 2 spreads,
opens wide, extends. “mukh bave.”—1<rIsan.

gether, association, rapport. See ਬਿਉਹਾਰ 2.
3 interaction, give and take. “karI man mere
satI bIohar.”—sukhmani.
ਬਿਉਹਚੀ [bIUhari] ਸ਼ੁਕਂ/‘ਵ੍ਯਵਹਾਰੀਂ (ਣਧ੍ਯਛਇਿਜ੍), trader, shopkeeper. “kotI madhe k0 VIrla sevaku,
horI sagle bIUhari.”—guj m 5. 2 worker; he

ਬਾਵੈ ਮਾਰਗੁ [bave marago] tantrik mode of wor—

who does a job. “jIh prasadI tu acar bIU-

“rIth base bavagI.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਬਾਵੇ-‘ਦਾਹਨੇ [bavé dahne] adv on the left and the

ship. See ਵਾਮਮਾਰਗ. 2 oh the wrong path. “bave
maragu, tedha calna.”—gau m 5.
ਬਾਵੰਜਾਹੀ [bavéjahi] See ਬੁਜਾਹੀ.
ਬਾੜ [bar] 11 fence of thorny bushes around a
ﬁeld. Skt ਵਾਟ. “੦1੮1ਠਿ8ਡ੍ਰਾ khet ko khai.”—BG. i.e.
— ‘the rulers supposed to protect the subject
harass the people.’ 2 sharp edge of a weapon. “khagg daggé jhamajhém baré.”—c§di 2.
3 riﬂe, sharp edge. 4 See ਬਾੜਨਾ.
ਬਾੜਨਾ [barna] v enter, penetrate. 2 push or force

in.

hari.”—sukhmani.
ਬਿਉਹਾਰੁ [bIUharU] See ਬਿਉਹਾਰ. “sacu sah se,

jIn saca bIUharu.”—Var ram 2 m 5. 2 See

ਬਿਉਹਾਰ 2. “sadh ségI hOI tIsu quharU.”—bher
m 5.
ਬਿਉਤ [qut] See ਜ੍ਯੋ'ਤ.
ਥਿਉਫਤਮ [bIUphatam] See ਬਿਅਫਤਮ.

ਬਿਓ [bIo] S adj second, other, eXtra.

ਬਿਓਗ [bIog] Skt ਵਿਯੋਗ. n separation, disunion.
“utarahI sath bIog.”—~majh barahmaha.
ਬਿਓਗਨੀ [bIogni] n separation, sense of being

ਬਾੜਵ [barav] Skt ਬਾਡਵ. 11 Collection of horses. . separated, feeling of separation. “utri sagal
bIogni.”—ram m 5. 2 person feeling pangs of
2 forest fire. 3 Brahmin.
'
separation.
813T[bara] n enclosure, part of ﬁeld inside the
enclosure. 2 a ritual performed by rich people ਬਿਓਗੀ [bIogi] Sktfeﬁaﬂ. adj separated, disunit—
ed. “rambIogi na jie.”—s kabir. 2 due to sepato donate alms to the beggars during ceremo-

nies like marriage. They are conﬁned into an
enclosure. One by one, they are allowed to go
out with aims given to them. 3 a river ﬂowing
in district Peshawar which merges into Shah
Alam a tributary ofriver Kabul. Good quality
rice is grown on its banks which is popularly
known as rice of Barha.

ration, because of disunion. “marat na sog bIogi.”—gau kabir.

ਬਿਓਗੁ [bIogo] See ਬਿਓਗ. “phIr no hot bIogu."
—guj m 5.

ਬਿਓਤ [blot] See ਜ੍ਯੋ'ਤ.
ਬਿਓਮ [bIom] Skt ਵਯੇਂਮ. n sky. 2 heaven, abode
of gods.

ਬਿਓਮਬਾਨੀਂ
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ਬਿਓਮਬਾਨੀ [bIombani] n revelation, divine inspiration. “kahﬁ bededya, kahﬁ bIombani.”
—aka1.

ਬਿਅ [bIa] See ਬਿਓ and ਬਿਆ.
ਬਿਅਸਤ [bIasat] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਛਾਂਵ੍ਯਸੂ adj worried, perturbed.
2 opposite, contrary. “asat bIasat su hox enmila.”—NP. untrue, contrary to law; mismatched.
3 ਅਸਤਬਿਅਸਤ also means absurd, upside down.

ਬਿਅਦਬੀ [bIadbi] See ਬੇਅਦਬੀ.

ਬਿਅਦਲੀ [bIadli] n injustice, partiality. “kachu
bIadli kin mahani.”—GPS.

ਬਿਅਫਤਮ [bIaphtamlP (”3 I fell down, I got
disabled. “akhIr bIaphtam, kas na dared.”

—tII§gm 1. i.e. —- when the body got emaciated.

ਬਿਧ੍ਯਥ [bIarath] See ਵ੍ਯਰਥ.
ਬਿਆ [bIa] adjsecond, other. See ਬਿਓ. “bIa dam
nahi, ks darI jau?”—sri m 1 . “kIa takahI bIa

pas?”—m 5 varmaru 2. 2 P y. ਬਿਯਾ. ਆ imperative of verb ਆਮਦਨ. 3 Skt ਵ੍ਯਾ. noose. See

ਬਿਆਹਗ਼ੀ.

ਬਿਆਉਣਾ [bIauna] v sprout. come out. 2 deliver an infant, give birth. “jal ki machuli tarvarI
bIai.”—asa kabir. See ਪਹਿਲਾ ਪੂਤੁ.
ਬਿਅ'ਈ [bIai] n sowing of crops. 2 crack or
ﬁssure in the skin due to dryness, chilblain.

3 delivered, gave birth. See ਬਿਆਉਣਾ.

ਬਿਆਸ [bIas] adjwithout hope, despairing, des-

perate, hopeless. 2 Skt ਵਿਪਾਸ਼ n a river among

the five rivers of Punjab, that rises near
Rohtang pass (in Kullu region), merges with
Satluj at Kapurthala border after ﬂowing for a
distance of about 290 miles through district
Kangra and Hoshiarpur. The place of this con-

fluence in called Hari Ka Pattan.

ਬਿਆਕ਼ਰਣ

named as ਵਿਪਾਸ਼ [VIpas]. 3 Skt ਵਯਾਸ. extension, expansion. “gyan me bIas te udar das
vaste.”—GPS. 4 a sage, son of Prashar from
the womb of Matsyodari. His earlier name is
Krishan, because ofhis dark complexion. He
is known as Dwepayan because of his birth
on the island of river Yamuna. He is called
Vyas as he compiled the Veds. It is he who
was also known as Vedvyas and explained
the legends in the Purans. He begot Dhritrash—

tar, Pandu and Vidur through nyogvidhi. He
was a great poet and was very intelligent. He
setup the sixth philosophy by writing the Vedantsutar. “narad munI jan suk bIas jas gavat

gobfd.”—gau thrtim 5. ਠੋੳੳਪਾਂਡਵ and ਮਤਜ੍ਯੋਦਰੀ.

5 ਠੰ/ਢਲ਼ਫੈਣਸ੍ਯ scripture written by Vyas; Simiritis
and Purans written by Vyas. “bIas mahI lekhie.”—mala raVIdas.

ਬਿਆਸਨਨਿ [bIasananI] holder or bearer of river Bias — earth.—sanama.
ਬਿਆਸਾ [bIasa] Vipash river. See ਬਿਆਸ 2.
ਬਿਅਾਸਾਤ [bIasat] blessed. “sanmukh ot gahe
kotI bIasat he.”—BGK.

ਬਿਅਾਸੀ [bIasi] eighty-two, 82.
ਬਿ'ਅਾ'ਸੁ [bIasu] See ਬਿਆਸ 4. “bed pukare vacis:
bani brahamu bIasu.”—sr1' a m 1.

ਬਿਆਸੁਬਾਣੀ [bIasubani] Puran. See ਬਿਆਸੁ.
ਬਿਅਾਹ [blah] Skt adj marriage, wedding, matrimony. accepting a woman as one’s wife. See

ਵਿਵਾਹ.
ਬਿਆਹਨ੍ਯਜੇੰ [bIahnani] n destroyer of ਵ੍ਯਾ (noose)

—Vipash (Beas) river; one holding this river—
earth.—sanan1a.

ਬਿਆਹਨਿ [bIahanI] married woman, wife. “kaha

According to a legend, sage Vashisht once
sukhi te jag bas’é es bIahanI jahI?”—CarItr 40.
jumped into this river by fastening his body with ਬਿਆਹੁ [bIahu] See ਵਿਵਾਹ.
a noose because he wanted to end his life. He ਬਿਅਾਕਰਣ [bIakaran], ਬਿਅਾਕਰ
ਨ [bIakaran] Skt
was highly grieved over the death of his son.
ਵ੍ਯ'ਕਰਣ. 11 writing, from which meanings of
He could not die, because all the bonds ofthe
words, their etymology and correct morpholo—
noose got released, leading this river to be . gy are ascertained. A _.ਭੰਹੂਂ/
E Grammar.
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ਯਿਅਾਖ
“pustak path bIakaren vakhane.”—bher m 1.

ਬਿਆਖ [bIakh] not real; adj (pearls) cultured.
“phatak na pujjan hirIa, OI bhare bIakhe.”—BG.
ਬਿਆਜ [bIaj] n interest; proﬁt on money given

measure of length made by stretching both
hands in the right and the left directions, is
named one ਵ੍ਯਾਮ [vyam]; measure of length

equivalent to two yards. “mano tis bIaman ke

as loan. “jIh ghate mul, nItbaclhe bIaj.”—basét nag jese.”—carItr 404.
ਬਿਆਰ [bIar] See ਬਯਾਰ. 2 Skt ਵੀਜਾਹੰ, seed worth
kabir. See ਸੂਦ 8. 2 See ਵ੍ਯਹਂਜ.
ਬਿਅਾਜਚੀ [bIajari] n state’of being disgusted; sowing; ripe fruit, kept for use as a seed.
feeling of suffering; grief, sorrow. 2 act of ਬਿਆਰਿ [bIarI] See ਬਯਾਰਿ.
ਬਿਆਲ [bIal] Skt ਵਸਾਲ. serpent. 2 killer elecausing suffering. See ਬੇਜ਼ਾਰ.
ਬਿਅਾਜੁ [bIaju] See ਬਿਅਾਜ. “bIaju badhétau jam.”— phant. 3 mean, wicked. “jahI savare sajh bIal.
It ut manmukh badhe l<al.”——gau m 1. ‘The
8 kabir. See ਸੂਦ 8.
ਬਿਅਾਜੁੜਾ [bIajura] money lender. Skt ਬੈਕਨਾਟ.

ਬਿਆਝਣਾ [bIajhna] v purchase, trade.
ਬਿਆਧ [bIadh] Skt ਵਜਾਧ. n hunter, huntsman,
bird catcher. 2 See ਵ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ.

wicked, self-centred and the apostate keep
wandering hither and thither, all the time driv—
en by death.’ 4 M foulmouthed, scurrilous.

tariale.”—gau namdev. 2 Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਧਿ. ailment.

5 See ਬੈਅਾਲ.
ਬਿਆਲੀ [bIali], ਬਿਅਾਲੀਸ [bIalis] forty-two, 42.
ਬਿਆਲੁ [bIalu] snake, serpent, 566ਬਿਅਾਲ 1. “kalu

disease, illness. 3 anguish, distress. “sagal
bIath man te khe nase.”—sukhmani. 4 blemish, stigma. “kahu mahI moti muktahal, kahu
bIath lagai.”—asa kabir.

ਬਿਅਾੜ [bIar] See ਬਿਆਰ 2. 2 crack, gap. “deI
na prIthi bIar.”—PPP.
ਬਿਅੰਨ [bIén], ਬਿਅੰਨਿਧਿਗ਼ੁਟੈਸ਼੍ਯ] S adjanother, oth-

ਬਿਅਾਧੀ [bIadhi] See ਬਿਆਧਿ 2 and 3.
ਬਿਆਨ [bIan] See ਬਯਾਨ.
ਬਿਅਾਪਕ [bIapak] Skt ਵਯਾਪਕ. adj all—prevasive,

er, estranged. “tutria sa pritI, jo lai bIén SIU.”
—varjet. 2 There are others. “se akhrié bIénI,
jInhi dIsédo mapIri.”—vad chét m 5.

ਬਿਅਾਧਿ [bIath] See ਬਿਅਾਧ. “bIath ajamalu

bIalu jIU parIo dole.”——sor m 9. See ਥੈਆਲ".

ਬਿਸ [bIs] See ਬਿਸੁ and ਬਿਖ. 2 Skt ਕਿਚ੍ਸ੍ vr go,

wide spread.

ਬਿਆਪਤ [bIapat] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਖੂ. adjprevailing, spread
out. “maIa bIapat bahu parkari.”—gau m 5.

move, grow, increase. 3 Skt n stem of the 10tus.

2 complete, ﬁlled up, perfect. 3 Skt ਵ੍ਯਥਾਂਪੱਤਿਲ਼ਾ ਬਿੰਸ [bis] Skt ਵਿੰਸ਼. adj twentieth.
ill-luck, misfortune. “bhramét bIapatjare kIvara.”—suhi a m 5. ‘doors of illusion and misfortune are ﬁxed.’

_

ਬਿਆ'ਪਾਰ [bIapar] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਪਾਰ. n work, action,
process. 2 transaction, dealings. 3 hard work,
toil.

ਬਿਸਈ [bIsai] See ਬਿਖੲੀ.
ਬਿਸਹਰ [bIs-har] adj which nulliﬁes the effect
of poison. 2 See ਬਸ਼ਹਰ.

ਬਿਸਕਰਮਾ [bIskarma] chief architect of the de-

ities. See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਕਰਮਾ. “tab bIskarma nar tan
dharke.”-GPS.

ਬਿਅਾਪਾਰੀ [bIapari] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਪਾਰੀ. tradesman, busi— ਬਿਸਖ[1੭18੪1<}1] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਿਖ. adj sans top, leaﬂess,
nessman. “bIapari basudha qu phIrta.”—bavan.

ਬਿਆਪਿਕ [bIapIk] See ਬਿਅਾਪਕ. “bIapIk ram
saga] saman.”—gau thIthi kabir.

ਬਿਆਮਾਨ [bIaman] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਮ-ਮਾਨ. ਵ੍ਯਥਾਂਮ-ਪੁਮਾਣ. n

bald (for a person). 2 n arrow that has no

wings. “ghanbﬁdan }')/(~) bIsakhé barkhet’L—cédi
2. 3 Some scholars also use ਵਿਸ਼ਿਖ for an arrQw.

ਬਿਸਖਪਰਾ [bIsakhpara] an insect that infects food
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grains stored in godowns; weevil. 2 Dg a kind
of black beetle. (generally found in dung heaps).

ਬਿ'ਸਖ'ਗ੍ਰ [bIskhagr] n poison applied to the tip
of an arrow.—sanama. In ancient times, poison was applied to the tip ofthe arrow to kill
the enemy.
ਬਿਸਟ [bIsat] See ਵਿਸਟ.

ਬਿਸਟਨੀ [bIsatni] that which causes rain to fall.
“bISIkh bIsatni adI kahI.”—sanama. ‘show-

ering arrows.”

ਬਿਸਟਾ [bIsta} Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਵਾ n droppings of birds,
ﬁlth, human excreta. “bIsta édarI kit se.”—m
3 var sar.
ਬਿਸਟਾਲਾ [bIstala] process of misappropriating.

i.e. bribery, illegal gratiﬁcation. “clon‘ puri map-

ahI nahi, bahu bIstala lehi.”—suh1'1<abir.

ਬਿਸਟਿ [bIsatI] See ਵਿਸਰਿ and ਵ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ.
ਬਿਸਤ [bIsat] See ਬਿਅਸਤ. 2 territory between
Beas and Satluj rivers. eg. Bist-Doab. 3 P _..„ਲ਼ਾਫ਼ੂ
twenty.

ਬਿਸਤਰ [bIstar], ਬਿਸਤਰਾ [bIstra] P f”, Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾbed, bedding, cloth spread for seating a per-

son.

ਬਿਸਤਾਯੁ'ਧ [bIstayudh] Skt ਗਿੰਧੇਗਧੂਥ n'weapon
hurled by hand to attack the enemy. “bIst—
ayudh 18 phun juddh kIyo.”—I<rIsan.

ਬਿਸਤਾਰ [bIstar] Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਵਾਰ. n expansion, extension. 2 tree.

ਬਿਸਤਾਚੀ [bIstari] expanded, spread, extended.
2 relieved from the effect of poison, undid the

effect of poison. “SIkkhi jahi kahi bahu bIstari, VISIan bIstari dukh-hin.”—GPS.

ਬਿੰਸਤਿ [bfsatI] Skt ਵਿੰਸ਼ਤਿ. twenty 20.
ਬਿਸਤੀਰਣ [bIstiran] Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਵੀਣ. adj expanded,
extended. 2 long, large, huge.

ਬਿਸਤੀਰਤ [bIstirat] Skt ਬਿਹ੍ਰ੍ਵਰ. adj extended, expanded. “sobha sarab jagat bIstirat.”—NP.

ਬਿਸਤੀਰਨ [bIstiran] See ਬਿਸਤੀਰਣ.
ਬਿਸਥਾਰ [bIsthar] See ਬਿਸਤਾਰ. “karI dIthe bIsthar.”—sr1' m 5.

ਬਿਸਨੁ

ਬਿਸਥਿਰਿਓ [bIsthIrIo] See ਬਿਸਤੀਰਤ.
ਬਿਸਥੀਰਨ [bIsthiran], ਬਿਸਥੀਰਨੁ [bIsthiranU] See
ਬਿਸਤੀਰਣ. “puran bIsthiran suami.”—maru m 5.
“eku bIsthiranU eku sépuranu.”—bIIa m 5.

ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਰ [bIstar], ਬਿਸਥਾਰ [bIsthar] See ਬਿਸਤਾਰ.
ਬਿਸਦ [bIsad] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਦ. adj white, spotless. 2 )7
white colour.

ਬਿਸਨ [bIsan] See ਬਿਸਨੁ. 2 the Creator; the A]mighty. See ਬਿਸਨੁ 4. “bIsan ki maIa te ho:
bhin.”—su]<hman1'. 3 one of the three gods —
the four—armed deity who sustains all. “bIsan
mahes SIdh monI idra.”—k911 m 5.

ਬਿਸਨਸਿੰਘ [bIsansfgh] famous king of Jaipur
who was from the Kachhvaha lineage. He was
son of Ram Singh and father of Jai Singh

Sawai. He died in 1693 AD. See ਜ੍ਯਸਿੰਘ and
ਧੂਬਰੀ.
ਬਿਸਨ੍ਯਨਾ [bIsantana] saints as sons ofVishnu.
“bIsantana jas gave.”—gau ba van kabir.

ਬਿਸਨਦਾਸ [bIsandas] See ਗਹਿਰਗੰਭੀਰੀਏ.

fam[b1sanpad] See ਬਿਸਨੁਪਦ._“1<ਰ11ਫ਼ੁ bIsanpad gave gOg.”—sukhman1'.
ਬਿਸਨਾਧਪ ਅਰਿ [bIsnadhap arI], ਬਿਸਨਾਧਪਤਿ ਅਰਿ

[bIsnadhapafI arI] ਵ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਨਿ. Yadav, ਅਧਿਪ [athp]

master, and ਅਰਿ [arI] enemy. master (lord) of
the Yadavs — Krishan; his enemy — arrow.
—Sanama.

ਬਿਸਨੀਂ [bIsni] Vaishnavite. “kapre rég kie sabh

bIsni.”—PP. 2 ਵ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ- subcaste of Yadavs; Krishan belonged to this subcaste. 3 Skt ਟਧ੍ਯਧ੍ਰਜਿਂਜ੍.
lecherous, addicted to lechery.
ਬਿਸਨੁ [bIsano] Skt ਵਜ਼ਸਨ. 72 bad habit of in—

dulging in evil deeds; depravity. “on juar
bIsanU n9 jaI.”——bIIa a m 5. See ਵ੍ਯਸਨ. 2 a
follower of Guru Arjan Dev belonging to Bibra subcaste, who attained self-realisation. 3

Skt ਹਿਂਥਧੂ. lord Vishnu. See ਬਿਸਨ 3. “brahm
mahesur bIsanU sacipatI.”—aka1. 4 the

Almighty, the Creator; omnipresent sustainer
of the world.
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“ਧ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯਟ੍ਰ ਥਿਤ੍ਥਸਿਰਂ ਦ੍ਧ੍ਰਕਂ ਕ੍ਯਾ ਸ਼੍ਯ ਸਛਰਾਂਞਸ੍ਯ:
ਜ੍ਯਕਿੱਕੀਟਧਰੇ ਬਿਥਯੂੰਥਿੰਞਪਿੱਜਿ਼: ਖ਼ਕ਼ੇਸ੍ਯਧ੍ਰਰ੍.”
—$51<arbha_sy of sridhar and g1ta

ਬਿਸਨੁ ਅਨੁਜ [bIsanu anuj] younger brother of
Vishnu; Indar.

ਬਿਸਨੁ ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ [bIsanu sastra] main weapon kept
by Vishnu … wheel.—sanama.
ਬਿਸਨੁਦਾਸ [bIsanUdas] a devotee of Guru Ram

Dass. He was a benevolent Sikh.

dhén bhag mere‘tf h harI 56,
atI hi juddh macayo.

——I<rIsan.
3. Six feet, ﬁrst foot having 15 matras, the
remaining ﬁve consist of twenty-seven matras,
each, with pauses after 16-11 matras, each
ending with two long matras.
Example:
jadupatI mohI sanath kio,

ਬਿਸਨੁਪਦ [bIsanUpad], ਬਿਸਨੁਪਦਾ [bIsanUpada] Skt

darsan det na darsan hﬁ k0, moko dares dio,

ਕਿਚਹੂਂਧ੍ਯ. There are many variations of this poet-

janat 116 jag me sam moso, 3r na bir bio.
-1<rIsan.

ic metre. The verses (ਪਦ) composed by Surdass,

Miranbai etc are all named as Visanupad. The
main types of this metre are given below:
1. Four feet, each foot consisting of 26
matras, with pauses after 16-10 matras ending with a long matra.
Example: ‘
deg teg k0 dhani khalsa, nIt Upkar kars,
sernagat ki bah gahe drIrh, darid dukkh hare,

dhir vir gébhir saravprIy, kahﬁ te n9 dare,
harIvrIjes as satgurusut ki, raj 1e sis dhare.
2. Eight feet, each foot having 28 matras,
with pauses after 16-12 matras ending with
two long matras.
Example:
sri harI rIs bhar bal kar arI par,
jab dhanu dharkar dhayo,
tab anp man mahI kop badhayo,
sripatI 1<੦ gun gayo,
jéko pragat pratap tIhﬁ pur,
see ਰੈਨਿ nahI payo,

bed bhed jako nahI janat,
so nédnéd kahayo,
kalrup na thyo ਪਿੰ! kali,
kés kes gahI ghayo,
so me ran mahI or apni,
kop hakar bulayo,
jéko dhyan ram nIt munI jan,
dharat hrIds nahI ayo,

4. Four feet, ﬁrst foot having 15 matras,

the remaining three feet consist of twenty-sev—
en matras each, with pauses after 16-1 1 matras
ending with a long matra.
Example:
jihé mrIg rakhe nen banal,
éjan rekh syam par atkat,
sﬁdar phédh carhaI. ...~—1<rIsan.
5. Four feet, ﬁrst foot of 14 matras, the
other three feet consist of twenty-six matras
each, having a pauses after 16-10 matras ending with short and long matras.
Example:
harI ke nena jalaj thee,
deat jotI dInmanI dutI mukh te,
kab-hﬁ n‘a mOdat bhae. ...—I<rIsan.
6. Six feet, each foot consisting of 27
matras, with pauses after 16-11 ਪਿੰਟੋਖਿੰੴ ending with long-shortmatras.
Example:
sunpai brIjbala mohan, ae ਮੁਏ kurukhet,
darsan dekh sabhe dukh bIsre,

bed kahIthh net.—1<rrsan.
7. Four feet, ﬁrst foot consisting of 18

matras, the remaining three feet have
twenty-eight matras each, having pauses
after 16-12 matras, ending with two long
matras.
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Example:

ksseks p5 In prabha ucaré?
janak nIpat aghat émrItsam,

ﬁséput subhat ucaré. ...—paras.
8. Four feet, ﬁrst foot of 16 matras while
remaining three feet consist of twenty-eight
matras each, with pauses after 16-12 matras.

Each foot ends with a yagan i.e. one short,
two long matras, ISS.

'

Example:
sobhat bamahI panI krIpani,
jatar jacch kInar asuran ki,
sabh ki krIya hIrani. ...—paras.
9. See ਸਬਦ and ਪਦ.

ਬਿਸਰਮ

tion ofillusions.’ 2 in or from the stage ofspir—

itual bliss. $66ਬਿਸਮਾਦ2.
ਬਿਸਮਾਦੀ [bIsmadi] surprised, amazed. “dekhI
adrIsatU rahau bIsrnadi.”—sor m 1.

ਬਿਸਮਾਦੁ [bIsmadu] See ਬਿਸਮਾਦ. 2 ecstatic,
amazed. “dharamraja bIsmadU hoa.”—asa m
5. 3 See ਬਿਸਮਾਦ 2. “nanak cakhI bhae bIsmadu.”—asa m 5.
ਬਿਸਮਿਲ [bIsmIl], ਬਿਸਮਿਲਿ [bIsmIlI] P L)": n
sacriﬁce performed by uttering. bIsmIlla.
2 adjslaughtered, butchered. “bIsmIlI kia na
jive kOI.”—bhernamdev.
ਬਿਸਮਿੱਲਾ [bIsmIlla] A …ਢੋਂ/ਮ੍ਹਾਂਭੰਥੂ in the name of
God.

ਬਿਸ਼ਨੇ ਬਿਸੁਨਾਯਕ [bIsno bIsunayak] Vishnu is ਬਿਸਮੁ [bIsamU] See ਬਿਸਮ. “bIsamu bhai me
bahu
the singular lord of the universe. “kou kahs
bIsno bIsu nayak.”— 33 saveye.

bIth sunte.”—j€t m 5.
ਬਿਸਮੈ [bIsma] See ਬਿਸਮਇ.

ਬਿਸਫੌਟ [bIsphot] Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਫੋਟ. n boil that oozes ਬਿਸਮੈਂਤਾ [bIsmeta] n feeling of ecstasy,
wonout. “ij bIsphot pakyo dukh det he.”-—GPS.

ਬਿਸਮ [bIsam], ਬਿਸਮਇ [bIsmaI] Skt ਵਿ-ਸਮਯ, n
wonder, amazement, surprise. 2 adjsurprised,

astonished. amazed. “bIsam bhae gun gal
manohar.”~—sar a m 1.

ਬਿਸਮ ਸਥਲ [bIsam sathal] n amazing place;
'
th and ﬁnal stage ofspiritual bliss/quietude.
2 place, difﬁcult to approach.

der, surprise. “sun sabh bIsmsta ur puri.”—NP.

ਬਿਸਯਾਰ [bIsyar] P 19-1, adj more, in excess.
ਬਿਸਰ [bIsar] See ਬਿਸਰਣ. 2 See ਵਿਸਰ.
ਬਿਸਰਗ [bIsarag] See ਵਿਸਰਗ.

ਬਿਸਰਜਨ [bIsarjan] Skt ਵਿਸਜੰਨ. donating, giving
in charity. 2 sending. 3 forsaking, abandoning.
4 seeing off, bidding farewell. “kin bIsarjan

tahf.”—GPS.

ਬਿਸਮਨ [bIsman] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਾਯਨ. n act of being ਬਿਸ੍ਯਜਿਤ [bIsarth] adjdispersed, abandoned.

amazed, feeling of amazement. “bIsman
bIsam bhae bIsmad.”—sukhman1'. ‘the ecstatic
were struck with wonder.’
ਬਿਸਮਯ [bIsmay], ਬਿਸਮਾ [bIsma] See ਬਿਸ਼੍ਯਇ.
“pekhI rahe bIsma.”—guj m 5. “tu acaraju kudratI teri bIsma.”——vad m 5.

ਬਿਸਮਾਦ [bIsmad] Skt ਵਿਸਸ੍ਯਪੁਦ. adj wondrous,
amazing. “bIn nave bIsmad.”—sri m 5. 2 n
the stage ofultimate bliss after spiritual plea-

sure.
ਬਿਸਮਾਦਿ [bIsmadI] intoxicated with a poisonous toxin. “menu 501a maIa bIsmadI.”—gau
.m 5. ‘was lost under the poisonous intoxica-

“namI rate keval beragi, sog bIjog bIsarth

rog.”—guja m 1. 2 bade farewell, saw off.
ਬਿਸਰਣ [bIsran] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਾਰਣ. forgetting, failing
to remember. “marné bIsarné gobfdah.”
—ga tha. “bIsarIgai sabh tat parai.”—I<an m 5.
ਬਿਸਰਤ [bIsrat] advbeing forgotten, forgetting.
“bIsrat nahI man te hari.”—I<eda m 5. 2 adj
forgotten, out ofmind. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਿਸ੍ਰਿਤ. excluded,
slipped. 4 adv on departing, on parting. “sz
bIsrat tan bhasam hOI, kahIte sabh pret.”—var
jet. ‘The body—frames were reduced to ashes
after the light’s departure.’
.
ਬਿਸਰਮ [bIsram] See ਬਿਸਰਾਮ. 2 See ਬੇਸ਼ਰਮ.

ਯਿਸਰਸ਼ਾਂੳਥੂ
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ਬਿਸਰਾਉ [bIsrau] n sense of forgetting, sense

lief. 2 $66-ਬਿਸਾਹ.

ofsomething being out ofmind. See ਪਉਣਪਾਣੀ

ਬਿਸਾਗਨਿ [bIsaganI] ਵਿਸਯ-ਅਗਨਿ. urge to do evil.

ਅਗਨੀ. 2 resting position, relaxation. 3 Skt

“sitkar jese sitkar so bIsaganI te.”—NP. those,

ਵਿਸ੍ਰਾਵ. fame, importance. 4 sense of leaking/
dripping.
'

who relieve from the urge to commit evil are
equivalent to the moon.

ਬਿਸਰਾਤਘਾਟ [bIsrat ghat] See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰ'ਤਘਾਟ. “rIpu

ਬਿਸਾਤ [bIsat] A LL; n mat, cloth spread on the

k0 badhke tab-hi harI ju bIsrat ke ghatahI upar
ayo.”—1<rIsan.

flour. 2 reed mat on which chess is played.
“satréj baji khel bIsat bana Ia.”—BG.

ਬਿਸਰਾਮ [bIsram] Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਵਾਮ. n situation, posi-

ਬਿਸਾਤੀ [bIsati] A Lip, 11 trader selling goods

tion. 2 peace, calmness. “kat paie bIsram?”

placed on a sheet of cloth; (01‘) light yellow
(colour).

—majh barahmaha.

ਬਿਸਰਾਮਨਿਧਿ [bIsramnIth] See ਬਿ'ਸ੍ਰਾਮਨਿਧਿ.
ਬਿਸਰਿ [bIsarI] on getting out ofmind.

ਬਿਜਲਿ [bIsalI] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਨ੍ਯ. adj without any
wound. 2 n a herb, beneﬁcial for curing a
wound. “salI bIsalI anI tokhile hari.”——dha—
na trIIocan. ‘pleased Ram by bringing the herb

that could cure a wound.’ See ਵਿਸ਼ਨ੍ਯਕਰਣੀ.

ਬਿਸਵਾ [bIsva] n twentieth part ofa vigha. See
ਮਿਣਤੀ. 2 twentieth part. 3 ownership of land.
4 Dg revenue, state tax. 5 See ਵੀਹਵਿਸਵੇ.

ਬਿਸਵਾਸ [bIsvas] See ਬਿਸੁਅਾਸ and ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ.
ਬਿਸਵਾਸੀ [bIsvasi] adjtrusting, believing in, having faith in. 2 n a measure of land. See ਬਿਘਾ.

ਬਿਸਵਾਦ [bIsvad] See ਬੈਸਵਾਦ. 2 Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਦ. eternal time, méking the world/universe vanish.

3 disputing. “bIsvad adI bharmé.”—gyan.

ਬਿਸਾ [bIsa] See ਵਿਸ਼ਯ. 2 566 ਵਿਸਾ.

ਬਿਸਾਦ [bIsad] Skt ਵਿਸਾਦ. n inertness. 2 heartbreaking. “naran bIsad bhayo cale guru arjan.”—GPS. 3 agony, suffering, distress. 4 adj
who consumes poison. 5 n Shiv.

ਬਿਸਾਰ [bIsar] Skt ਵਿਸਾਰ. poisonous. “kanh ke
nen kI ban bIsare.”—krrsan. 2 Ski ਵਿਸਾਰ. n
ﬁsh. “jal ikhad jesat basar mahI. bIsaran ki

bIth jy6 akulae.”—NP. 3 See ਬਿਸਰਣ and
ਬਿਸਾਰਣਾ. “tu me bIsare ramaia!”—mala namdev.
ਬਿਸਾਰਣ [bIsaran] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਾਰਣ. kill, assassinate.
“dharamdhir gurmatI gabhir, pardukh bIsa-

ran.”—saveyem 5 ke. 2 $66ਬਿਸਰਣ8|1ਧੰ ਬਿਸਾਰਣਾ.
ਬਿਸਾਰਣਾ [bIsarna] forget, drive out of mind.
“aver bIsari bIsari.”—asa m 5.
ਬਿਸਾਰਦ [bIsarad] See ਫਿਸਾਰਦ.
ਬਿਸਾਰਨਾ [bIsarna] See ਬਿਸਾਰਣਾ.

ਬਿਸਾਰਿ [bIsarI] by forgetting, on forgetting.

ਬਿਸਾਸ [bIsas], ਬਿਸਾਸਾ [bIsasa], ਬਿਸਾਸੁ [bIsaSU]

“namu bIsarI calahI anmaragI.”-~sar m 5.

Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ. n trust, faith, belief, conﬁdence.

2 Skt ਵਿਸਾਰਿ. nectar; ਵਿਸ-ਅਰਿ enemy of poison.

“prabhu apne ka bhaIa bIsas.”—g5d m 5.
“pure satIgurI dia bIsas.”—ram m 5. “kahé

bIsasa IS bhéde ka, Itnaku lags thanka.”—sar

ਬਿਸਾਲ [bIsal] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਟੈੱਵਿਸ਼ਾਲ. adj expanded. extend—
ed. 2 big and long.

kabir. “satségatI mahI bIsasu hOI .”—asa m 5. ਬਿਸਾਲਾਲ [bIsalal] large and red, deep red. “bIs-

ਬਿਸਾਹ [bIsah] See ਵੇਸਾਹੁ. 2 See ਬਿਸਾਹਨ. 3 Skt

alal nené.”-VN.

ਵ੍ਯਵਸਾਯ. n profession of purchasing; purchase.

ਬਿਸਾਲੀਂ [bIsali] a village under police station

ਬਿਸਾਹਨ [bIsahan] n purchasing, buying. “pap

Noorpur, tehsil Una ofdistrict Hoshiarpur, situated twenty-six miles away to the north-east
of Nawan Shahar railway station. Rao Dharam
Pal, resident of this village, requested Guru

bIsahan jaI .”-5 kabir. “pap pan dUI bel bIsahe.”—gau kabir.

ਬਿਸਾਹੁ [bIsahu] n trust, faith, conﬁdence, be-

ਬਿਸਿਅਾਰ
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Gobind Singh to visit his house. The Guru
stayed there for several days. There stands a
gurdwara'1n the house of Rao situated to the
east of the village. Manji Sahib has been set
up there The priest is a Nihang Singh. The
holy placeIS looked after by Rao himself. There
is no other property attached to the shrine. This
holy place is situated at a distance ofﬁve miles
to the north-west of Kiratpur Sahib.

ਬਿਸਿਅਾਰ [bISIar] See ਬਿਸਿਯਾਰ and ਬਿਸੀਆਰ.
f8ﬁ=1Fra[bIsIsat] See ਬਸਿਸਟ.
fsrﬁ=18[bIsIkh] See ਬਿਸਖ. 2 See ਕਾਰਮੰ.

ਬਿਸਿਖਪਰਨਨੀ [bISIkh parnani] n which has its
wings as arrows; an army having arrows in
place of wings.—sanama.

ਬਿਸੁ [bIsu] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਟੈੱਢਿਸ. n poison. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ. world.
“amrItbud harInam bISU ki bIkhE nIvaran.‘

—saveye m 4 ke. 3 See ਬਿਸ੍ਵ.
ਬਿਸੁ'ਆਸ [ਠਿਗ਼ੁ5085],ਬਿਸੁ'ਅਾਸੁ [ਠਿ150850],ਬਿਸੁਅਾ’ਸੇ [bI-

soaso] Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ. n faith, conﬁdence, trust.
“manI Uija bIsoaso.”—sr1' chét m 5.

ਬਿਸੁਇਸ [bIsoIs] ਵਿਸ੍ਵ-ਈਸ. Shiv. “bis ban bISUIS kahf brijatI marIo.”—carItr 142. ‘Krishan shot twenty arrows on Shiv.’
ਬਿਸੁਏ [bIsue] See ਬੀਸਬਿਸੁਟੇ.

ਬਿਸੁ ਸੰਸਾਰ [bISU sésar] See ਬਿਸ੍ਵ ਸੰਸਾਰ.
1‘83883T[bIsokarta] Skt ਕਿਧ੍ਯ. n the Creator,
the Almighty. 2 Brahma, the four—faced one.
“bhayo nathsaroj te bIsokarta.”—C5di 1.

ਬਿਸੁਕਰਮਾ [bIsukarma] See ਵਿਸ੍ਵਕਗਜ੍ਯ.
ਬਿਸਿਖ ਬਰਖਣੀ [bISIkh barakhni] troops show— ਬਿਸੁਕੀਬਿਖੈ [bISU 1<11੭11<11€] poison ofevil
deeds.
ering arrows.~—sanama.

See 1°83.
ਬਿਸਿਮਰਣ [bISImran] See ਬਿਸਰਣ.
ਬਿਸੁਨਾਥ [bIsonath] lord of the world, the Alਬਿਸ਼ਿਮ੍ਰਤ [bISImrat] Skt ਵਿਜਿ਼ਮ੍ਰਤ. adj forgotten,
mighty God.

out of mind. “arogyé maha rogyé bISImrate
karunamayah.”—sahas m 5. ‘Keeping the Al—
m ighty out of mind turns healthy persons into
. invalids.’

fHFHHTalbISIyar] P 194 adj more, excessive.
2 grand, glorious. 3 poisonous, venomous.
“chotke bISIyar.”—ramav. ‘arrows coated
with poison, ﬂew.’

ਬਿਸੀ[[)ਗ਼ੁ51]ਥੂਉੱ/(1ਕਿਬਿਰ੍.੩ਧੱ/੭੦ਧੌ5੦ਸ0੫5, venomous.
2 n arrow. 3 snake.
'
ਬਿਸੀਅਰ [bIsiar], ਬਿਸੀਅਰੁ [bIsiarU] Skt ਵਿਸਧਰ. adj
having poison, poisonous. 2 n snake. “jesa ségo
bIsiar SIU he re, teso hi IhU parnghU.”—asa m
5. 3 This term has also been used for the territory of Bush-har (ਬੁਸ਼ਹਰ) in the Janam Sakhi.

ਬਿਸੀਆਰ [bIsiar] much, excessive, See ਬਿਸਿਅਾਰ.
“IkI tori carhI bIsiar.”—var asa. 2 great,

grand, glorious. “bIsiar tu dhani.”——tI5gnam4
dev.

ਬਿਸੀਹਰ [bIsiharL ਬਿਸੀਹਹ [bisihar] is also used
ਗਿਬਸ਼ਹਰ in the Janam Sakhi. See ਬਸ਼ਹਰ.

ਬਿਸੁਨਾਯਕ [bIsunayak] lord (Master) of the
world. “kou kahe bIsno bIsonayak.”—33 saveye. ‘Vishnu is the only lord ofthe world.”
ਬਿਸੁੰਭਰ [bIsthar] Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਭਰ. the Creator, who
creates the world; He, who nourishes the universe. “SImarU jaso bIsébhar eke.”—su1<hmani.

ਬਿਸੂ [bIsu] Skt ਵਿਸ. n poison. “bIsiar bIsu
bhare.”—kan a m 4. “5dhe khavahI bIsu ke
gatak. ”—sarm 5.

ਬਿਸੂ'ਚਿਕਾ [bIsuCIka] ਬਿਸੂ'ਚੀ [bIsuci] See ਵਿਸੂਚੀ.
ਬਿਸੂਰਣ [bIsuran] Skt ਵਿਸੂਰਣ. n grief; sorrow.
“sadhuségatl mIte bIsur.”——_todi m 5. 2 la-

ment, regret.

ਬਿਸੂਚਿ [bIsurI] regretting, with regret. 2 with
grief; with enmity.

ਬਿਸੂਲਾ [bIsula] See ਵਿਸੂਲਾ.
ਬਿਸੇ [bIse] See ਬਿਸਯ.
ਬਿਸੇਸ [bIses] See ਬਿਸੇਖ and ਵਿਸੇਸ.
ਬਿਸੇਸਕ [bIsesak] See ਖਟਸ਼ਾਸਤੁ and ਫੈਸ਼ੇ'ਸਿਕ. 2 a
variation of ਬਿਸੇਖ (ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ) poetic metre. See
ਬਿਸੇਖ3.

ਬਿਸੇਸਚਿਘਾਨ੍
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ਬਿਸੇਸਗਿਅਾਨੁ [bIses gIanu] distinctive knowledge, self-knowledge; self-realisation. “sabh
mahI uc bIsesgIanU.”—gau thIti m 5.
ਬਿਸੇਸਰੁ [bIsesarU], ਬਿਸੇਸੁਰ [bIsesor] lord of the
world, God.

ਬਿਸੇਖ [bIsekh] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ. n difference, variation.
2 abundance, excess. 3 a poetic metre also
named as asvgatI, ਨੀਲ [nil] and manharan. Its
facets arefour feet, each foot ﬁve bhagan (SII)
ending with a long matra. viz — SH, SH, SH, SH, SH,

His son was Hargopal. 2 a khatri diyvan ofthe
widow queen of Adina Beg Governor of lalandhar who perpetrated cruelties upon the
Sikhs. Karora Singh killed him in Sammat 1818
in the battle of Tanda Urhmurh.

ਬਿਸੰਭਰੁ [1੭15ਟੈ1੭11810] one who nourishes the
world. “bisébharu devan kau eke.”——gau m 5.

ਬਿਸੰਭਾਰ [bIsébhar] adj unconscious. “jahI na
grahI bIsébhar.”—earrtr 3 76. 2 without baggage, without material.

5. Some experts have also named it as ਬਿਸੇਸਕ f81jT[bIsta] ,ਧੂ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਿਸ੍ਰਾ. n droppings ofbirds, ﬁlth,
human excreta.
(ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਕ) [bIsesak (Vlsesakﬂ.
Example:
bhaj bIna bhat laj sabhe taj saj jaha,
nacat bhut pIsac 111 sacar-raj tahé,
dekhat dev adev maha ran, ko barns?

jujh bhayo jIh bhat suparath so karne.
‘
—1<aII<i.

4 See ਵਿਸੇਸ.
ਬਿਸੇਖਾ [bIsekha] especially, particularly. “puran arath bIsekha.”—sar m 5.

ਬਿਸ੍ਵਚ [bIstar] See ਬਿਸਤਰ. 2 Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਵਰ. adj expanded, extended.
ਬਿਸ੍ਵਰੀਆ [bIstaria] expanded, extended. “kiratI jan amardas bIstaria.”—saveye m 3 ke.
2 who expands, who develops.
ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਰ [bIstar] See ਬਿਸਤਾਰ.
ਬਿਸ੍ਵੀਰਣ [bIstiran], ਬਿਸ੍ਵੀਰਨ [bIstran] Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਵੀਣੇਂ.
adj long. 2 big. 3 expanded, developed, ex-

tended. “anIk maya bIstiranah.”—sahas m 5.

ਬਿਸੇਰੋ [bIsero] forgotten, kept out of mind. “de- ਬਿਸਂਥਾਰ [bIsthar] See ਬਿਸਤਾਰ.
vanharu dataru bIsero.”—1<an 111 5.

ਬਿਜੋਕ [bIsok] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ੋਕ. adj happy, without sorrow; free from grief.

ਬਿਸੋਕਕਰ [bIsok-kar] n arrow, that provides

ਬਿਸ੍ਰਥੋਂਤ [1੭151ਕੋੰ1] See ਵਿਸ੍ਰਾਤ.
ਬਿਸ੍ਰਾਮ [bIsram] Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਯ. See ਬਿਸਰਾਮ. “bIsram
pae mIlI sadhségI.”—brla m 5.
ਬਿਸ੍ਰਾਮਚਰਣ [bIsramcaran] adj giving shelter,

ਬਿਸੰਖ [1੭15ਟੈ1<11] adj countless, inﬁnite. “khapI

keeping under one’s patronage. 2 giving shelter to those who have gone astray. “bhrItIa

khapI mue bIsékh.”—oa”kar. 2 of course, un-

prIyé, bIsramcarné.”—sahas m 5. ‘dear to the

doubtedly. “méne naU, bIs§kh dargah pav-

disciples for giving patronage to the attendants.’

pleasure to a warrior.——sanama.

na.”—m 1 var majh.

ਬਿਸੰਭਰ [1੭15ਟੈ1੭11੪1] See ਬਿਸੁੰਭਰ and ਵਿਸ਼ੁੰਭਰ.
ਬਿਸੰਭਰਦਾਸ [1੭15ਰੈ1੭11916185] a tradesman, resident
of Ujjain. He was a devotee of the tenth Mas—
ter. The Guru uttered Muktinama to him. This
reference is also found in ਸੋਂ ਸਾਖੀ (one hundred
anecdotes) and ਗੁਰੁਪ੍ਰਤਾਪਸੂਰਯ (Gurupratapsuray)
viz …
“satguru bol sunan sunahu bIsébhar ritI,
bac bIsvasi hovna guropad rakhahu pritI .”

ਬਿਸ੍ਰਾਮਨਿਧਿ [bIsramnIth] adj resourceful in
providing shelter. “harI bIsamnIth para.”
~gau m 5. 2 n stage of self-realisation. “sas:
saSI mam) namu samhare, Ihu bIsramnIth

pai .”—dhana m 5.
ਬਿਸ੍ਰਾਮੁ [bIsramU] See ਬਿਸਰਾਮ. “dehi mahI Is ka
bIsramU.”-sukhmani.

ਬਿਸ੍ਵ [bIsv] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਸ਼ੁੱਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ. n world. 2 whole, all. “thte bIsv sésarah.”—sahas m 5.

ਬਿਸ੍ਰ ਸੰਸਾਰ
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ਬਿਹਾਗ

ਬਿ'ਸ੍ਵ ਸੰਸਾਰ [bIsv sésar] the whole world. See ਬਿਹਗ [bIhag] that which moves in the sky—
bird.
ਬਿਸ੍ਵ 2. 2 vanishable/transmutable world; un- 2 arrow. 3 sun. 4 aeroplane etc.

stable universe; world not remaining stable in
ਰ੍ one form.

ਬਿ'ਸ੍ਵਕਰਮਾ [bIsvkarma] See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਕਰਮਾ.

ਬਿਹਚਰੇ [bIhcare] moved about, whiled away.
“mono bIhcare mas heté leégé.”— VN.

ਬਿਹਤਰ [bIhtar] P ,1. adj better. Skt ਵ੍ਰਿਹੱਤਰ.
ਬਿਸ੍ਵਗਰਭ [bIsvgarabh] See ਵਿਸ੍ਵਗਰਭ.
See E better.
ਬਿਸ੍ਵਦੀਪਕ [bIsvdipak] light of the universe — ਬਿਹਤਰੀਨ [bIhtarin] P ਘੁੱ/ਤੋ਼" adj excellen
t, far
sun. “bIsv ka dipak svami.”—dhana trIIocan.
2 the Creator, source of light for the world.

ਬਿਹਥਿ [bIhathI] Skt ਵਿਤਸ੍ਵਾ. Jehlum river. “bI-

2 Phallus (stone image representing Shiv) in
Kashi.

hathI adI sabaducarke esrastra kahu §t.”—sanama. ‘lord of Vitsata (Jehlum) river — Varun;
his weapon — noose.’

ਬਿਸ੍ਨਾਥ [bIsvnath] lord of the world, God.

better, the best.

ਬਿਸ੍ਵਰੂਧ [bIsvrup] all prevailing, all pervasive, ਬਿਹਬਲ [bIhbal] Skt ਵਿਰ੍ਵਲ. adj worried
, restless.
the ultimate God. “tese bIsvrup te abhut bhut

pragat hve.”—aka1.
ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਸ [bIsvas], ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਸੁ [bIsvasu] trust, belief,
conﬁdence. “nanak bIsvas manI an.”—mala
m 5. “bIsvasu 59੮].- nanakguru te pai.”—sukhmani.

ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਸੁਰ [bIsvasur] Vyomasur — a demon, who
abducted milkman Gopal, a companion of Krishan in Vrij Bhumi. He was killed by Krishan.

ਬਿਹਰਣ [bIhran], ਬਿਹਰਨ [bIhran] See ਵਿਹਰਣ.
2 go about, stroll, wander. “tahI bIhrat bahu

harkhéta.”—GPS. 3 be different, get separated. “9'51 18 kar me dal y5 bIharyo he.”—c§di 1.

‘Scattered the army.’ 4 Split. “suke jal kardam

bIhrani.”—NP.

ਬਿਹਾਉਣਾ [bIhauna] v leave, abandon. ਵਿ + ਹਾ.
“555a durI karu, kagad deh bIhaI.”—s kabir.
2 pass, spend (time).

See ਭਾਗਵਤਸਕੰਧ 10, ਪੂਰਵਾਰਧ ch. 37. In Dasam ਬਿਹਾਇ [bIhaI] Skt ਵਿਹਾਯ. leaving behind.

Granth, his name is Bisvasur. “bIsvasor ko
marks kar sadhun ke kam.”—1<rIsan.

ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਨ [bIsvan] Skt ਥੇਧ੍ਯਾ. short for ਵੈਸ਼੍ਵ'ਨਰ.

group of people of the world. “odharIa saga]
bIsavan.”—sar m 5. ‘All the people were salvaged’.

ਬਿਸ੍ਵਪੀਂ-ਡ੍ [bIsvamItr] See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਮਿਤ੍ਵ.
ਬਿਸ਼ੁੰਭਰ [bIsvébhar] he who nourishes the whole
world; the Creator. “bIsvébhar jian ko data.”—
guj m 5.

ਬਿ'ਸੂੰ'ਭਰਾ [bIsvébhra] See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਭਰਾ.
ਬਿਹ [bIh] See ਵਿਚ. 2 P “ਤਂ adj excellent, superb.

3 n a kind of pear. See ਬਿਹੀ.
ਬਿਹੲੀ [bIhai] spends, passes. 2 passing, whiling away. “gatI bInU renI bIhai he.”—gujkabir. restless, ‘without any rest.’

ਬਿਹਸਨਾ [bIhasna] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਫ਼ਾਂਵਿਹਸਨ. smile, gently laugh.

2 after abandoning.

ਬਿਹਾਗ [bIhag] that moment when there appears
light in the sky looking like ﬁre; sunrise, mo~

ment of sun’s rising. “séjh bIhag takahI

agaso.”—gau m 1. 2 sun. See ਦਉਤ. 3 a complete pentatonic musical measure of Bilawal
parent scale. The second and sixth notes in
the ascending order are forbidden. All the pure
notes are applied in it. The third note is sonant
and home note and seventh note are subsonant. The second note is weak. The fourth note
in the descending is sharp but weak. The singing time ofthis music measure in midnight.

ascending —— 59 ga ma pa na sa.
decending — ਤੁਰ na dha pa ma ga re 53.
This musical measure has also been mentioned in Dasam Granth and Saravloh.

ਬਿਹਾਗੜਾ [bIhagra] It is a complete musical
measure of Bilawal parent scale. By using the
sixth ﬂat note (no) in Bihag, it becomes Bihagrha. Its singing time is midnight. This musical measure is placed seventh in Guru Granth

Sahib.
ਬਿਹਾਝਣਾ [bIhajhna] v buy and sell, do business.
“ja kau ae soi bIhajhaU harI gurte.”—soh1'1a.

ਬਿਹਾਣ [bIhan] Dg transmigration of the soul,
cycle of birth and death. 2 See ਬਿਹਾਨ.
ਬਿਹਾਣੀ [bIhani] passed, elapsed. ਵਿ + ਹਾ. “bharan pokhan s§gI audh bIhani.”—suhi m 5.

ਬਿਹਾਨ [bIhan], ਬਿਹਾਨੋ [bIhano] passed, spent
(time), elapsed. “kal paI bIhan.”—paras.
“janamu bIhano ahékarI aru vadI .”—ram m
5. 2 when there is redness in the sky, it is
time of sunrise; dawn. “asan bese bhai bIha-

na.”—NP.

ਬਿਹਾਲ
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ਬਿਹਾਗੜਾ

'

ਬਿਹਾਰ [bIhar] region of Patna in Magadh state.

['66ਖ਼ੋਮਿ1ਥੂਸਤਿਨਾਮ [satInam] and then offering the
disciple to drink this sweetened water. Yellow
coloured clothes are put on. Some of the disciples have untrimmed hair while others are clean
‘shaven. Bihar Brindaban breathed his last in
1876 AD in Ayodhya. He was the younger

brother of Shiv Dyal, preacher of Radha Swami sect. His disciple Bawa Attal Singh preached
the teachings of this sect a lot. The deras of
Bihar Brindabani are located in Ayodhya, Faizabad and Niwada (distt. Basti). Their customs
and rituals are somewhat similar to those practised by the Nirmala saints, but this sect is now
on the decline.
2 a scripture written by Bihar Brindaban
regarded holy by the followers of the sect.

ਬਿਹਾਗੰਬੁੰਦਾਥਨੀਏਂ [bIharbridabanie] ਥਿਹਾਗੰਬੁੰਦਾਬਨੀ
ਨਾਨਕਸ਼ਾਹੀ [bIharbrfdabani nanaksahi] See

ਬਿਹਾਗੰਬੁੰਦਾਬਨ.

Its name Bihar became popular as there are ‘a
plenty of Buddhist monasteries (ਵਿਹਾਰ) in the
area. Now it also includes the territory of
Chhota Nagpur and Orrisa. The area of Bihar

ਬਿਹਾਰੀ [bIhari] Skt ਕਿਵੁਇਿਜ੍. adj wandering, go-

is 83,000 square miles and it has population of

Mathur Chouba, who was a famous Hindi poet.

35,000,000. Patna is its capital. 2 a river ﬂowing through Riva state. 3 Skt ਵ੍ਯਵਹਾਰ. See
ਬਿਉਹਾਰ. 4 See ਵਿਹਾਰ.

He was born in Sammat 1660 in Basuva
Gobindpur village near Gwalior and died

ਬਿਹਾਰ ਦਾਸੀ [bIhar dasi] female attendant of a
temple. See ਦੇਵਦਾਸੀ. 2 maid servant of a palace, hermitage; maid of a holy shrine.

ਬਿਹਾਰਬ੍ਰਿ'ਦਾਬਨ [bIharbrfdaban] son born to Ma—
hamai, wife of Dalvali Singh Khatri in 1825 AD
at Agra. He was named as Bihar Brindaban.
He got his early education from Sant Kahan
Singh J i Nirmala. He acquired spiritual knowl-

edge from Amir ChandVedi. The saints of his
sect were popularly named as Bihar Brindabani Nanakshahi. There is a ritual of inducting

ing about. 2 blissful, delightﬁil, pleasure-giving,
pleasing. “sitla te rakhIa bIhari.”—gau m 5.
3 tradesman, businessman. 4 a Brahmin of

Sammat 1720. He was buried in Mathura. His
'collection of 700 couplets 'is a masterpiece,
which is highly rated in the literary circles.l Many
commentaries have been written in poetry as
well as in prose on this Satsai (700 couplets),
Bihari was a decorated poet in the territory of
Jai Singh Mirja, ruler of Ambar. 5 the vowel
sign ‘ਮੈਂ” in Punjabi representing the sound ofi.

ਬਿਹਾਲ [bIhal] P J1”? and Skt ਵਿਹੁਲ. distressed
and mentally disturbed. “bIchurat prem bIhal.”—cau m 5. “nan na dekhahI sadhu, SI
nen bIhalIa.”—phunhe m 5.

a follower by washin g the Guru’s. great toe with

|‘.‘ satssya ke dohne }')/(') navax ke tir.

water, adding some sugar to this wash (water),

dekhat me chovtve’ lag? bedhé sakal Sam.

ਬਿਹਾਞਤ
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ਬਿਹਾਵਤ [bIhavat] ਬਿਹਾਵਥ [bIhavath] passes. “hau
hau karathhavath.”——maru m 5. life goes on.
“sét bIhavs: harIjas gavat.”—ram a m 5.

ਬਿਹਾਵਨ [bIhavan] to pass time. See ਬਿਹਾਉਣਾ.

ਬਿਰਿਸ਼੍ਵ [bIhIst] P ਠੁਫ਼ੈਯੂੰਅੰ n paradise, heaven,
abode of gods.

ਬਿਚਿਤ [bIhIt] See ਵਿਹਿਤ.
ਬਿਹੀ [bIhi] P d}: n fruit ofthe apple type, which
is generally used for preparing jam. Its seeds

(ਬਿਹੀਦਾਣਾ), which produce viscous extract, are
used in many medicines. Its latent effect is
cool and wet. Cydonia Vulgaris (quince).
2 betterment, goodness.

ਬਿਹੀਦਾਨਾ [bIhidana] Seei‘E'cﬁ 1.
ਬਿਹੀਨ [bIhin], ਬਿਹੂਣ [bIhun], ਬਿਹੂਣਾ [bIhuna],
ਬਿਹੂਨ[[)ਗ਼ੁ}ਘਸ਼],ਬਿਹੂਨੜਾ[ਠਿਹੁੰ£}ਘਪਿੰਕੇ], ਬਿਹੂਨਾਧਿਮੁਂਘ-

ਬਿਕਲਾੲੀ

ਬਿਹੰਧੁ [bIhéth] the illiterate only waste time.
“haU hau karat bIhéth.”—m 5 var ram 2.
ਬਿ'ਦ੍ਰਿਤਹਾਞ [bIhrIt-hav] according to poetics.
“lajanI bol sakE: nahi pthi mIle hﬁ narI.
bIhIt—hav tésé sabhe kaVIjan kahIt bIcarI .”
—jagadVInod.

faaﬁﬁr[b1kasna] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਿਕਸਨ. v bloom, develop.
2 be happy. 3 8111ਜੂ16,‘|8੫ਬੂ!1.

ਬਿਕਚ [bIkac] See ਵਿਕਚ.
ਬਿਕਟ [bIkat] Skt ਵਿਕਟ. n boil, abscess, ulcer.
2 wound, injury, gash. 3 adjterrifying, dread-

ful. “maha bIkat jambhaIa.”—sri m 5. 4 arduous. “bIkat ghat ghat mahi”—gau ba van kabir.
5 E picket. picketing. “turak hute soepare pahIre bIkté laI.”——PP.

ਬਿਕਟੀਲਾ [bIktila] adjuncut, difﬁcult to cut. “jhat—

na] ਲ਼ਾ/ਨੁਲ਼ਾਵਿਹੀਨ adjabandoned, forbidden. 2 pro—
hibited, restricted. 3 sans, without. See A U»?
“pIrahI bIhun katahI sukh pae?”—suhi far-

ਬਿਕਣਾ[})]:1<ਡ੍1੩],ਬਿਕਨਾ[})ਗ਼ੁ1<ਧ੍ਯ]ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਵਿਕੁਯਣਰ੍ਯ sell;

id. “nam bIhuana se maranI VIsurI.”—asa

ਬਿਕਰ [bIkar] Skt ਵਿਕ੍ਰਯ. n sale, giving of an

m 5.

ਬਿਹੰਗ [bIh‘ég], ਬਿਹੰਗਮ [bIhégam] ਲ਼ਾ/ਚੂਲ਼ਵਿਹੰਗ-ਵਿਹੰਗਮ,
wandering in the sky, remaining in the sky, bird.
2 sun. 3 roving mendicant; monk always wan-

dering like a bird. “rahs bIhégam katahI na
jai.”——gau ba van kabir.

ਬਿਹੰਡਨ [bIhédan] adj fully refuting. “khag khéd
bIhéd.”—VN. “akhédal ke arI kin bIhéda.”

—NP. 2 kill.
ਬਿਹੰਡਲ [bIhédal], ਬਿਹੰਡੜਾ [b Ilhédra] Skt ਕ੍ਰਛਜ੍ਯ.

long reed of kahi grass; stalk of any rush plant.
2 Arjun adopted this name while hiding in the
house of king Vivat for one year during the
exile and he pretended to be a eunuch. “bha
bIhédra arjun tab hi.”—NP. 3 Arjun lived there

behaving like an eunuch bearing the name
Brihanal. So many authors have used this term
for impotent persons. “karatkey hvsraha
bIhédal. braham chad ngh gahyo kamédal.”—
carItr 405.

de patke bIktile.”—-carrtr 1. 2 very arduous.

give some thing after receiving its price.

object after receiving its price. 2 A [g virgin.
3 virginity, bachelorhood. 4 unpierced pearl.

ਬਿਕਰਜਾਂ [bikarjé] See ਬਕਰਜਾਂ.
ਬਿਕਗਟ੍ਰਾ [bIkram] n condemned action, evil deed,

evil act, vice. 2 $66ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮ.

ਬਿਕਰਾਰ [bIkrar], ਬਿਕ੍ਯਾਲ [bIkral] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਠੰਵਿਕਰਾਲ. adj
highly terrifying. “bhayo khet bIkrar.”—GPS.
“ghor ahav bIkrara.”—l<alki. “péc dut bhage
bIkral.”—g5d m 5.

ਬਿਕਰਾਲਸਰੂਪੀ [bIkralsarupi] adj of terrifying
appearance. “jata bIkat bIkralsarupi, rup na
rekhIa kai he.”—n1aru solhe m 5.

ਬਿਕਲ[}੭11<91]5/ਢਲ਼ਾਵਿਕਲ. adjhaving opposite technique. 2 weak, inﬁrm. “jab lag bIkal bhai nahi
~ bani.”—bher1<abir.3 soundless; mute. “sravnan '

bIkalbhae s§gI tere.”——asa kabir. 4 incomplete.
imperfect. “jIn sakal bIkal bhram kate mor.”
——bas§t ramanéd. ‘removed false notions.’

5 short for ਬੇਅਕਲ.
ਬਿਕਲਾੲੀ [bIklai] n uneasiness, restlessness.

ਬਿਕਲ-
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2 nervousness, mental disturbance. “er11 some
mujh hve bIklai.”—-GPS.
ਬਿਕਲੁ [bIkalu] See ਬਿਕਲ. “bIkalU bhaIa ségI
maIa.”—sri m 1 pahre.

ਬਿਕੁੰਨੀ [bIkOni] See ਵਿਕੁੰਨੀ.

ਬਿਕ੍ਰਦਾ [bIkrada] selling. “manmukh bIdIa
bIkrada.”-—o§1<ar.

ਬਿਕ੍ਰਮ [bIkrém] See ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮ.

ਬਿਕਾਊ [bIkau] Skt ਵਿਕ੍ਰੇਯ. adj on sale; object ਬਿਕ੍ਰਮਸਿੰਘ [bIkramsigh] son of Wazir Singh,
for sale.
ਬਿਕਾਇ [bIkaI] is sold. “hira hatI bIkaI.”
—skab1'r.

ਬਿਕਾਸ [bIkas] Skt ਵਿਕਾਸ਼ and ਵਿਕਾਸ. n brightness; flash of light. 2 paradise, heaven. 3 sky.
4 happiness, pleasure. 5 bloom. 6 expansion,
extension.

ਬਿਕਾਨਾ [bIkana], ਬਿਕਾਨੋ [bIkano] sold, has been

ruler ofFaridkot state from the womb of queen
Indar Kaur. He was born in the month of Magh

of Sammat 1898. See ਫਰੀਦਕੋਟ.
ਬਿਕ੍ਰਮਾਜੀਤ [bIkramajit] See ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮਾਦਿਤ੍ਯ.
ਬਿਕ੍ਰਮੀ [bIkrami] See ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮੀ.
ਬਿਕ੍'ਯ [bIkray] See ਵਿਕ੍ਰਯ.

ਬਿਕ੍ਰਾਰ [bIkrar] See ਬਿਕਰਾਲ.

ਬਿਕ੍ਰਿਤ [bIkrIt] See ਵਿਕ੍ਰਿਤ. “tuhi bIkrIt rupa

sold. “mala hath: bIkana.”—sorm 9. “garbacanI bIkano hatI hat.”—ma11' m 4.

tuhi caru nsna.”—carrtr 1 . ‘only, you (female).

nature, being in differentlform, deterioration.

deterioration. “nahi bIkrIt-ta buth ki bhai.”

are the deformed one.’ 2 Skt ਵਕ੍ਰਿਤ. adjcurved.
ਬਿਕਾਰ [blkar] Skt ਵਿਕਾਰ. n transformation of ਬਿਕ੍ਰਿਤਤਾ [bIkrIt-ta] ਵਿਕ੍ਰਿਤਤਾ n transformation.
“toe bahut bIkara.”—m 1 var mala. ਡੋਯੇ: [toyeh]
means water itselfhas multiple ﬂavours. i.e. —
water can accordingly change to different ex—
tracts. 2 disease, ailment. 3 vices like sexual
desire, anger etc; sins. “bIkar pathar gale
b5dhe.”—-maru m 5. 4 suffering, pain. “badhe

bIkar lIkhe bahu kagar.”—gau m 5. ‘It pains
(me) to write in detail of the deeds of living
beings.’ 5 sinful deeds. 6 idle, inactive, dis-

abled. “nIrmal bﬁd akas ki parIgai bhumI
bIkar.”—s kabir. ‘clear drop of rain fell on barren land.’

ਬਿਕਾਰੀ [bIkari] Skt ਬਿਕ੍ਯਾਯਿ. adj deformed,
whose form has declined. 2 defective, sinful.

3 sick, ill.
ਬਿਕਾਲ [bIkal] Skt ਵਿਕਾਲ. frightening time; abnormal time; moment of death. “kal bIkal sabadI bhae nas.”—bIIa a m 1. ‘the cycle ofbirth

and death has ended.’ See ਕਾਲ. 2 dusk.

—GPS.
ਬਿਕ੍ਰੀ [bIkri] sale; selling. See ਵਿਕੁਯ.
fau[b11<h] See ਬਿਖੁ and ਵਿਖ. 2 In Shastarnammala some ignorant person has written ਬਿਖ for

ਖੈ; viz - “bIs ke nam ucarke bIkh pad bahur
bakhan.”—1 08. but the correct text is “Ms ke
nam ucarke khs pad bahur bakhan.” By suf-

ﬁxing ਖੈ (ਖ alphabet) with ਬਿਸ we get ਬਿਸਖ
which denotes an arrow. (ਵਿਸਿਖ)
ਬਿਖਇ [bIkhaI] See ਵਿਜਯ.

ਬਿਖੲੀ [bIkhai] Skt ਕਿਥਧਿਜ੍. engrossed in vices
like ill talk, sexual indulgence. “bIkhai dInu
I‘El’lI Ivhi gudare.”—sar m 5.

ਬਿ'ਖਸੂਚਕ [bIkhsucak] Dg Indian redlegged
patridge that tells about the existence of poi-

son. See ਚਕੋਰ.
ਬਿਖਸੋਰ [bIkhsor] See ਸੋਰ 4.
ਬਿਖਹਾ [bIkh—ha] blue jay which removes poison. 2 nectar.

ਬਿਕੀਮਤਧਿਖ਼ੋਹਂਗ਼ਕ਼ੀ] adjpriceless, invaluable. “jare ਬਿਖਕਕ੍ਯਾ [bIkhkanya] See ਵਿਖਕਕ੍ਯਾ.
bIkimat tIs mahI hire.”—GPS. 2 precious,
valuable.
ਬਿਕੀਰਣ [bIkiran] See ਵਿਕੀਰਣ.

ਬਿਖਦ [bIkhad] Skt ਵਿਸਦ. adj who gives poison.

2 See ਬਿਸਦ.
ਬਿਖਧਰ [bIkhdhar] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਿਸਧਰ. adjacquiring poi-
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son. 2 n Shiv. 3 snake. 4 arrow; poison used
to be applied to the tip of an arrow.

ਬਿਖਨਾ [bIkhna] due to evil deeds/vices. “bIkhna ghIria.”—suhi partal m 5.

ਬਿਖਫਲ [bIkhphal] See ਬਿਖੁਫਲ.
ਬਿਖਮ [bIkham] See ਵਿਸਮ. adj not even, uneven.
2 not plane, high and low, rough. “bIkham ghor

péth calna prani.”—sr1' trIlocan. 3 terrible;
frightening. “bIkham thanaho 'jInI rakhIa,
tIsu tIlu na v15arI.”—varjst. 4 painful, agonising. “karak sabad sam bIkh na bIkham he.”
—BGK. ‘even poison like harsh talk is not so
painful.’ 5 difﬁcult, arduous. 6 Skt short for

ਵਿਸ਼-ਮਯ. poisonous. “asadhu 55g bIkham ahar

ਬਿਖਾਦ

ਬਿਖਰਣਾ [bIkharna], ਬਿਖਰਨਾ [bIkharna] v scatter, spread. 2 Skt ਵਿਕੀਟੰ. adj scattered, spread.
“harI he khéd ret mahI bIkhri.”—s kabir. “lakn'

bIkharI jari méjh bharI.”——ram m 1.

ਬਿਖਲ [bIkha]] Skt ਬ੍ਹਧਕ. n Shudar; untouchable.
2 irreligious person, person not believing in
religion.

ਬਿਖਲੀ [bIkhli] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਕ਼ਾਕੀ. wife of a Shudar; low
caste man. 2 irreligious woman, immoral woman. 3 Per the Hindu scriptures, she is a virgin

who begins to mensurate in her parental home
prior to her marriage.

ਬਿਖਲੀਆ [bIkhlia] adj poisonous. “bIkar
bIkhlia.”—asa m 5. 2 vicious, engrossed in evil.

he.”—BGK. ‘is like poisonous food.’ 7 n
suffering, agony. “teds SImaranI habhu kIChU

ਬਿਖਲੀਧਤਿ [bIkhlipatI] adj engrossed in com-

ladhamu bIkhamu na dIthamU koi.”—-m 5

pivte bIkhlipatI kamli.”—asa m 5. ‘Drunkards

var guj 2.

ਬਿਖਮਤਾ [bIkhamta] Skt ਵਿਸਮਤਾ. n unevenness.
2 calamity, distress. “nambIhun bIkhamta.”
—gatha.

mitting evil deeds; vicious. “durmatI madu jo
have evil understanding and remain engrossed

in vices.’ 2 Skt ਵ੍ਰਿਸਲੀਪਤਿ. husband of a low-

caste woman. See ਬਿਖਲੀ.
ਬਿ'ਖਵਾਤ [bIkhvat] See ਬਿਖੁਵਾਤ.

ਬਿਖਮਾਚਿ [bIkhmarI] adj ‘making venom dis- ਬਿਖੜਾ [})ਗ਼ੁ1<11ਨੂ8] adjdifﬁcult, arduous, distressappear; eradicating poison.’ “puran purI rahIa bIkh marI.”'—gau a m I. 2 enemy, not

equal in strength. 3 enemy, who causes pain;

enemy, causing distress.

ਬਿਖਮੁ [bIkhamu] See ਬਿਖਮ 5. “tera bIkhamo
bhavanu.”——sr1' m 5. 2 See ਬਿਖਮ 7.

ਬਿਖਮੋਬਿਖਮੁ [bIkhmobIkham] adj most diffcult, very arduous. “bIkhmobIkhamu akhara
me gur mIII jita.”—asa chétm 5.

ਬਿਖਯ [bIkhay] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਯ. those who charm by
their appearance; speech, touch. 2 country.
3 topic.

ਬਿਖਯਾ [bIkhya] n poison, venom. “bIkhya
bhayétI §mrIt5.”—sahas m 5. 2 See ਬਿਖਯ.

3 Vishya, wife of Chandarhas. See ਚੰਦ੍ਰਹਾਸ 4.

ਬਿਖਯੰਤ [bIkhyét] adjvicious, engrossed in evil
deeds. “bIkhy5t jivé vasyé karotI.”—sahas
m 5.

ing, See ਬਿਖਮ. “bIl<h_ra thanu na dISE koi.”
—majh m 5. “moh sog bIkar bIkh:e.”—ram
Chét m 5. “bIkhre daU léghave mera satIgU'
ru.”——bas§t m 5.

ਬਿਖਾ [bIkha] See ਬੀਖ and ਵਿਖਾ.
ਬਿਖਾੲੀ [bIkhai] Skt ਵਿਸਮਤਾ. n unevenness, duality. “an apna karat bicara, too 190 bicu
bIkhai.”—sor m 3.

ਬਿਖਾਗਨਿ [bIkhaganI] n instinct for evil; evildesire. 2 poison-like ﬁre. 3 dispute, controversy. “das nari ms: kari duhaganI. guru kahIa,

eh rasahI bIkhaganI.”—-prabha a m 5. ‘the
mind was detached from the ten sensory organs. These sensory organs are lust for physical enjoyment.’ The word aﬁunites the meaning of ਜਲ + ਬਲ.

ਬਿਖਾਣ [bIkhan] See ਵਿਖਾਣ.

ਬਿਖਾਦ [bIkhad] Skt ਵਿਸਾਦ. n inertness. 2 dis-
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couragement, heartbreak. “bahurI na bhae
bIkhad.”-sar m 5. 3 dispute, controversy.
“kahﬁ bIdya ko bIkhad.”—aka1. 4 See ਬਿਸਾਦ.
ਬਿਖਾਦਮਾਨ [bIkhadman], ਬਿਖਾਦਮੰਤ [bIkhadmét],

ਬਿਖਿਆਸਕਤ [bIkhIasakat] adj ਵਿਸਯ-ਅਾਸਕ੍ਰ. en—
grossed in evil deeds, disposed to commit evil.
“bIkhIasakat rahIo nIs basur.”—sor and sar
m 9.

ਬਿਖਾਦਵੰਤ [bIkhadvét], ਬਿਖਾਦੀ [bIkhadi] Skt ਬਿਥਿਅਾਤ [bIkhIat] Skt ਵਿਖਯਾਤ. adj famous,
ਵਿਜਾਦਵੰਤ-ਵਿਸਾਦੀ. adj heartbroken, with broken eminent. “nagar jana, meriijatI bIkhIat
heart, disappointed, nervous. 2 quarrelsome;
contentious. 3 riotous, rebellious. “maha bIkhadi dusat apvadi.”—asa m 5. “péc bIkhadi ek

c5mar5.”-—mala ra VIdas.

ਬਿਖਿਆਤਿ [bIkhIatI] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਫ਼ਾਂਵਿਖਜਾਤਿ. n fame, prominence, eminence.

ਬਿਥਿਅਾਦਿ [bIkhIadI] vices etc. “mIthIa
gariba, rakhahu rakhanhare.”—gaum 5.
ਬਿਖਾਧ [bIkhadh], ਬਿਖਾਧੀ [bIkhadhi] See ਬਿਖਾਦ bIkhIadI.”—bIIa m 5.
ਬਿਖਿਅਾਧਰ [bIkhIadhar] n that which has poiand ਬਿਖਾਦੀਂ.
son—— snake. 2 arrow.—sanama. 3 one possessਬਿਖਾਨ [bIkhan] See ਵਿਖਾਣ.
ਬਿਖਾਨ੍ਯ [bIkhanas] See ਬੈਖਾਨਸ.

ing poison.

ਬਿਖਾਰੀ [bIkhari] adj ਵਿਜ*ਹਾਰੀਂ, which removes ਬਿਖੀ [bIkhi] Skt ਕਿਧਿਜ੍. adj poisonous. “na jane
poison, which overcomes Vice. “bIkhari nIrari
apari sahjari sadh ségI nanak pi ki re.”—asa m
5. ‘discourse by the adored one relieves one
from the horrifying effects of evil deeds.”
ਬਿਖਾੜਾ [bIkhara] n inaccessible fort, castle

beyond assault. “nanak tha bIkhara jiu.”
—majh m 5. 2 embodiment of evil deeds.
3 arduous, difﬁcult.

bIkhi bayal ko.”——GPS. 2 n snake. “bhayo
samuhe jyo bIkhi ho: bharo.”—GPS. 3 ar-

row.—sanama.
ਬਿਖੀਆ [bIkhia] n he who administers poison;
cheat; swindler.—sanama.

ਬਿ'ਖੀਆ ਆਯੁਧ [bIkhia ayudh] n weapon of a
person administering poison (swindler) —

noose.—sanama.

ਬਿਖਿਆ [bIkhIa] xa n tobacco. “bIkhIa kIrIa

ਬਿ'ਖੀਰਾ [bIkhira] See ਵਿਕ਼ੀਣੇਂ. scattered. splin-

bh‘a’ddan tyago.”—GV 10. 2 Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਯ. appear-

tered, dispersed. “péc tatu mIl SIraj sarira.

ance, gust, fragrance etc. “bIktha bIkh on
bIsarI.”—j£ja m 9. “bIkhIa mahI kInhi trI-

ਬਿਖੁ [ਸ਼ਿ1<1ਘ]5’/ਢ਼ਫ਼ਾਂਵਿਸਚੂ n poison, venom. “bIkhu

patI na pai.”—dhana m 5. 3 Skt ਵਿਸ. poison,
venom. “bIkhIa émrIt ek he bujhe purakho
sujanu.”—o§kar. 4 wine, liquor. “émrIt kaura

bInas jat jab hot bIkhira.”—NP.
se 5mrIt bhae gurmatI buth pai.”—vad a m
3. 2 earning through immOral means. “bIkhu
séce hatvania, bahI hatI kamaI.”—gau m 4.

bIkhIa mithi. sakat ki bIth nenho dIthi.”

3 illusion. “bIkhU mate ka thaur na thau.”—gau

—-ram 121 5. ‘aversion to milk and fondness for
liquor.’ 5 illusion, venomous phenomenon or
illusion. “sz0 bIkhIa kau tum apuni karI jan-

m 5. 4 wine, liquor. “bIkhu cakhi tau péc pragat
ਬਿਖੁਵਾਤ [bIkhuvat] n venomous speech; speech

ahu, sa chadeahu SIrIbharU.”—sar m 4.

that causes bitterness. “dustisabha VIgUCi€

6 cheating, swindling. “IIkhIa so paru pédlt!
avra no no SIkhaII bIkhIa.”—asa pati m 3.

VIkhuvati jivan badI.”—prabha a m 1.

ਬਿਖ਼ਿਅਾਸ [bIkhIas] Sktfenm. adjfoul mouthed,
scurrilous. “ham nic bIkhIas.”—kan m 4. 2 n
snake, serpent.

sétape.”—sri beni.

ਬਿਖੂ [bIkhu], ਬਿਖੂਅਾ [bikhua] n poison, venom.
“ngh sakat chatih prakar te bIkhu samanI .”
——bIIa m 5. “a31 paSI bIkhua ke k6ta.”-—asa

m 5. 2 See ਬਿਖੁ.

ਬਿਖੈ
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ਬਿਗਰਨਾ

ਬਿਖੇ [bIkhe] See ਬਿਖੈ and ਵਿਖੇ.
ਬਿਖੋਰਣਾ [bIkherna] v scatter, disperse.

perversity. 3 Skt ਵਯੰਗਜ਼ sarcasm, sarcastic re-

ਬਿਖੇੜਾ [bIkhera] n dispute, disagreement, 0pposition.

kasaié da sahIna.”—hajare 10. ‘sarcastic remarks arejustlike pain caused by butchers."

ਬਿ'ਖੈ [bIkhe] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਿਸਯ. n speech, touch, (which

ਬਿਗਸਨਾ [bIgasna] to blossOm, flower. See

are) likely to be got through sense organs.

ਬਿਕਸਨਾ. “bIgse kamal kIran pargasa.”—maru

“bIkhebIlas kahiat bahutere.”—todi m 5.

soIhe 111 3. 2 laugh. “ghan me mano bIdUllta
bIgsi.”—c3bis. ‘The lightning flashed.

“bIkhe bacu harI racu samajhu man baura re!”
—gau kabir. 2 material objects, for consump-

tion. “bIkhe bIkhE ki basna tajia nahI jai.”
—bIIa kabir. 3 adv inside, within. “jal te upaj
tar‘ég jIU jal hi bIkhe samahI.”—VN.

mark, covert hint. “sul surahi khéjar pyala bf g

(laughed).’2

ਬਿਗਸਾਂਤਉ [bIgsétaU] adj fully developed, blossoming, pleased. “rajanraj sada bIgsétau.”
—asa 111 I.

ਬਿਖੈ ਬਿਖ [bIkhE bIkh] poison of evils deeds,

ਬਿਗਸਾਨੰ [bIgsano] developed, blossomed.

disruptive acts. “émrIt chad: bIkhE bIkh khahi.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 only poison, just ven-

(pleased). “pekhI pekhI nanak bIgsano.”

om.

—sor 111 5.
ਬਿਗਸਾਰੇ [bIgsare] developed, blossomed (plu—

ਬਿਖੈਰਾਜ [bIkheraj] dominance of evil deeds,

ral). “pekhI pekhI man bIgsare.”—suhi m 5.

prevalence of evil deeds. “bIkheraj te 5dhula

Skt ਵਿਕਸ੍ਵਰ.
‘
ਬਿਗਸਾਵਦੋਂ [bIgsavdo] blossoms, develops. “kaval

bhari.”—gau m 5.
ਬਿਖੋਟਿ [bIkhotI] adj having gluttony as his duty;
voracious. “ek basatu karan bIkhOtIl gavave.”

r—sukhmani. See ਖੋਟ vr. 2 See ਵਿਖੌਟਿ.
ਬਿਖੰਡਨ [bIkhédan] adj refuting. “sagal durat
bIkhédno.”—bIIa Chét m 5. “péc dut bIkh5dIo.”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਬਿਖੰਮ [bIkh§m] See ਬਿਖਮ. “avat nIkatI bIkhém

ije bIgsano.”—m 5 var maru 2.

ਬਿਗਸ਼ਿ [bIgaSI] by developing, on blossoming,
on being pleased. “bIgaSI bIgaSI apna prabhu gavahI.”—ram 111 5.

ਬਿਗਸੀਧਿਯਬੁਧਾ [bIgsithybudha] adj having a
developed mind. “bIgsidh'I ybudha kusal thané.”—sahas m 5.

ਬਿਗਸੇਰੋ [bIgsero] developed, blossomed. “udhਬਿਖੰ-ਮਜਰੀ [1111<}1ਰੈ111]'911] See ਜਰੀ and ਬਿਖੰਮ. 2 See, kamal bIgsero.”—kan m 5.
ਬਿਖਾਸ੍ਵਿਚ.
ਬਿਗਤ [bIgat] See ਵਿਗਤ.
ਬਿਖੜਾ [bIkhya] See ਬਿਖਿਆ. 2 wife of Chander- ਬਿਗਤਿ [1118੩੮1],ਬਿਗਤੀ [bIgti] n miserable plight.
jari.”——saveye sri mukhvak m 5. See ਜਰੀ-

has and daughter of Dhrisht Buddhi — Vishya.
“bIkhya nam taki suta ek sohe.”—carItr 286.

See ਚੰਦੁਹਾਸ 4.
ਬਿਖਯਾਤ [bIkhyat] See ਬਿਖਿਅਾਤ.
ਬਿਖਯਾਦ [bIkhYad] See ਬਿਖਾਦ. “janam darIdré
maha bIkhyadé.”—sahas m 5.

ਬਿਖਯੰਤ [bIkhyat] adj famous, well known, renowned. “bIkhyét jivé basye") karotI.”——sahas
111 5.
ਬਿੰਗ [big] 11 curve, bend, tum. 2 crookedness,

pitiable condition. “manmukh marahI, marI
bIgti jahI.”—bIIa m 3 var 7.
ਬਿਗਮ [bIgam] adj without sorrow; sans grief.
2 See ਬੇਗਮ. “kamatur bhi athk bIgam jab.”
—CarItr 336.
ਬਿਗਰਨਾ [bIgarna] v deteriorate. “géga ke ség
salIta bIgri.”—bh£r kabir. “sétan ségI kabira
'Those who take big as a small dagger, do not know its
context here.

2In Punjabi a ﬂash of lightning denotes hasna (laughter).

ਬਿਗਲ
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bIngo.”~bh£r1<abir. ‘Giving up his previous
mode of living Kabir became saint.’ 2 get out
of order. “rakhI lth ham te bIgri.”—bIla kabir. 3 face opposition, be estranged.

ਬਿਗਲ [bIgal] E Bugle n trumpet, clarion.

ਬਿਗੜਨਾ [bIgarna] See ਬਿਗਚਨਾ.
ਬਿਗੜਰੂਪ [bIgarrup] Skt ਕਿਨ੍ਹੂੰਗ਼ਦ੍ਜ੍ਧ “5ਟੈ੮ ka dokhi
bI garrup hUIja I .”——sukhmani.
ਬਿਗੜਿਆਤਿਗੜਿਆ [bIgarIa tIgarIa] spoilt one.
“sota pir he bIgarIé tIgarIé da.”—varssah.

learning. “mukatI nahi bIdIa bIgIanI .”-—ram
9 m 1. ‘Salvation does not lie in philosophy
and learning?
ਬਿਗੁਚਣਾ [bIgucna], ਬਿਗੁਚਨਾ [bIgucna] 866ਵਿਗੁਚਨਾ.
ਬਿਗੁਜ਼ਾਰਮ [bIguzaram] 1’ (1!; may I leave, I
leave.
ਬਿਗੂਚਾ[})1811€8],ਬਿਗੂਤਾ[1੭1811੮8],ਬਿਗੂਤੋ [bIguto]

adj got destroyed. was ruined. “taha bIguta,
jah kOI na rakhe.”—asa m 5. “k0 ko na bIguto,
me k0 ahI?”——bas§t kabir.

ਬਿੰਗਾ [biga] adj bent, curved. 2 crooked. See ਬਿਗੋ [bIgo] 866 ਬੁਗੋ.
ਬਿਗੋਣਾ [11180118],ਬਿਗੋਨਾ [bIgona], ਬਿਗੋਵਨ [bIgoven] Skt ਥਿਧਛੰਗ੍. to slander; condemn, defame.
ਬਿਗਾਸ [bIgas] See ਬਿਕਾਸ and ਵਿਕਾਸ.
ਬਿਗਾਸੀ [bIgasi] adj developed, blossomed. 2 Sktfeiruh'hide, conceal. 3 destroy, lay waste.
2 happy, delighted, pleased.
ਬਿਗਾਸੁ [bIgasu] 866 ਵਿਕਾਸ.“111ਗ਼ੀਟ1 k8 manI bahutu

bIgasu.’ —asa m 5.

“kikar ke bhramjal bI goe.”-NP.

ਥਿਗੰਧ [bIgédh] 8/(1ਵਿਗੰਧ. n foul smell, mal-

odour, stench. “makhi cédanu parhare, jah

ਬਿਗਾਨ [bIgan] adj 5੮181186, unfamiliar.‘ ‘ghar

bIgédh tah jaI.”—s kabir. 2 odourless, which

bar so ek~ hi bar bIgan 1<911611ੲ.’ ——.paras 2 Skt
ਵਿਗਾਨ. 11 viliﬁcation, slander.

ਬਿਗਜਾਪਤਿ [bIgyapatI] Skt ਥਿਰ੍ਹਫ੍ਰਾਧ੍ਯਰਿ. prays, re-

ਬਿਗਾਨਾ [bIgana] adj stranger, outsider. 2 ignorant, without knowledge. “kameharu na bujhs
bIgana.”——gau m 5. 3 slandering. “us mahI
krodhu bIgana.”—maru m 5.

is devoid of odour.

quests. “bIgyapatI nanak harI narharh.”
—sahas m 5.

ਬਿਗਯਾਂਪਨ [bIgyapan] See ਵਿਗਜਾਪਨ.

ਬਿਗੁਹ [bIgrah], ਬਿਗ਼ੁਹਿ [bIgrahI] ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਵਿਗੁਹ. 11 body,

ਬਿਗਾਰ [bIgar] 866 ਬਿਕਾਰ. 2 866 ਵਿਗਾੜ. 3 See

torso, physique. 2 section, department. 3 war,

ਬੇਗਾਰ.
ਬਿਗਾਰਿ [bIgarI] by spoiling, by damaging.

~saloh. 4 disunity, discord, split.

“apna bIgarI, bIrana sédhe.”—g5d ravrdas.

ਬਿਗਾਰੀ [6188੮1],ਬਿਗਾਹੀਅਾ [bIgaria] 11 one forced
to do unpaid labour. “qu bIgari ks SIrI dijahI
dam.’ ’—gau m 5. 2 act of working under du—
ress. “niki teri bIgaria, 1e tera nau. ”—tIIég
namdev. ‘It is always better to meditate on
Thy Name without being paid for it.’
ਬਿਗਾੜ [bIgar] n deterioration. 2 antagonism,
opposition.

ਬਿਗਿਅਾਨ [bIgIan] wisdom, intelligence.
2 good, decency, decorum. 3 cleverness. 4 See

battle. “sur dhith hvehf: dekh bIgrahI.”

ਬਿਘਨ [bIghan], ਬਿਘਨੁ [bIghanu] Skt ਵਿਘੁਸੂ. n
obstactle, hindrance, obstruction. “bIghan gee
harnai.”—sor m 5. “bIghanu n9 lags japI alakh abheva.”—bI1a m 5. 2 adj who/which de—

stroys; destructive. ਵਿ-ਘੁ.
ਬਿਘਾ [bIgha] n vigha, a measure of land. One
square karam is named as bisvasi. Twenty bis—
vasis make one bisva and twenty bisvas are

equivalent to one bigha, See ਸਿ਼ਬਿਘਿਆੜ [bIghIar], ਬਿਪਿਡ੍ਰਾਆੜੀ [bIghIari] 866

ਬਘਿਆੜ and ਬਘਿਆੜੀ. 866 ਦਸਬਿਪਿਸ਼੍ਯਡ਼ੀ.

ਬਿਚ [616],ਬਿਚਕਾਰ [bIckar] adv inside, within,
ਵਿਗਜਾਨ
ਬਿਗਿਅਾਨਿ [bIgIanI] through science, through in. between.

ਬਿਚਖਣ
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ਬਿਚਖਣ [bIckhan], ਬਿਚਖਣਿ [bIckhanI], ਬਿਚਖਨਿ
-[bIckhanI], ਬਿਚਛਨ [bIc-chan] Skt ਵਿਚਕਣ. in-

ਬਿਜੳਰਾ

tion. “sadhujan japah; karI bICItI cao.”

telligent, wise, scholarly, learned. See ਚਕ੍ vr.

—saveye m 4 ke. ‘pray with longing and
thinking.’

“sei bICkhan jétu, jIni harI dhiaIa.”—m 4 var

ਬਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ [bICItr] See ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ. “baCItr m§dIr

sor. “rupvétI sa sugharI’bIckhanI.”—majh m
5. “atI sOdarbICkhanI tﬁ.”—asa m 5. 2 beautiful to behold; beautiful.

ਬਿਦਰ [bIcar] Skt ਵਿਚਾਰ. n discrimination. “anudIn bIbek buth bIcre.”—'dhana Chét m I.
“bhed n9 téko pItahf bIcra.”—carItr 37.
“harnre karam n3 bIcar-hu thakur!”—bas§t m
4. “bIcar-hI anak sastra.”—saveye sri mukhvak 111 5. 2 See ਵਿਚਚਣਾ.

ਬਿਚਰਣਾ [bIcarna] v Skt ਵਿਚਰਣ. wander, move
about, loiter. “bIcarte nIrbhayé satrusena.”
~sahas m 5.

ਬਿਚਰਤ [bIcrat] wanders, loiters. 2 thinks, considers. “khatu sasat bIcrat mukhI gIana.”
—majh m 5.
ਬਿਚਰਨਾ [bIcarna] See ਬਿਚਰਣਾ.

ਬਿਚਰਿ [bIcarI] by pondering over, by considering. “bIcarI bIcarI ras pije.”——1<alI a 111 4.
2 by Wandering, by loitering.

ਬਿਚਰੇ [1੭1੦੮8],ਬਿਚਚੈਂ [bICI‘E] deliberated, con-

sobhétI.”—sahas m 5.

ਬਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਸਿੰਘ [bICItrsfgh] See ਵਿਚਿਤੁਸਿੰਘ.
ਬਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਤਾ [bICItrata] See ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਤਾ.
ਬਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਨਾਟਕ [bICItranatak] See ਵਿਚਿਤੁਨਾਟਕ.
ਬਿਚੀਆ [bIcia] adj seller, salesman. “bIcia da-

th k0 phun nam paryo.”—krIsan. 2 media—
tor, middleman.

ਬਿਚੇਤ [bIcat] Skt ਵਿਚੇਤਨ. adjinert. 2 unconscious,
halfdead. “pare bir brfdé bIceté.”—C§d1' 2.

ਬਿਚੇਂਲਾ [bIcola] See ਵਿਚੋਲਾ.
ਬਿਛਟਾੲੀ [bIchtai] See ਸੀਤਲ ਪਾਟਿਕਕਾ.
ਬਿਛਰਨ [bIcharan] ਬਿਛੜਨਾ. See ਬਿਛੁਰਨਾ.
ਬਿਛਾਵਣਾ [bIchavna] See ਵਿਛਾਵਣਾ.
ਬਿਛੁਰਨਾ [bIChurna], ਬਿਛੁੜਨਾ [bIchurna] v get

separated, depart, get disunited. “anIk janam

bIchurat dukh paIa.”——suhi a m 1.

ਬਿਛੂ [bIchu], ਬਿਛੂਅ [bIchua] Skt ਰ੍ਵਭਿਕ਼. poisonous creature, having a thorny tail, injecting

poison on biting; scorpion. “nam sunat janu
bIChu dasana.”—ram m 5.

sidered. See ਬਿਚਰ. “bed car mukhagar bIcre.” ਬਿਛੂ'ਆ [bIchua] n ornament worn by women

—sr1' a m 5. “padha parIa akhie, bIdIa bI-

cre.”—o§1<ar. 2 See ਬਿਚਰਨਾ.
ਬਿਚਲਨਾ [bIcalna] Skt ਵਿਚਲਨ. v deviate from
one’s position; be unstable. “tIy ne matI bIclai.”—NP. 2 deny, go back upon. “bar bar sun
sah bIcalga.”—GPS. ‘(he) deviated.’

ਬਿਚਾਰ [bIcar] Skt ਵਿਚਾਰ. n power of discrimié
nation, reasoning, act of knowing the truth.
ਬਿਚਾਰਬਿਚਾਰ [bIcarbIcar] reasoning/unreasonin'g, knowledge/ignorance. “raCIo bIcarbIcar.”—aka1.
ਬਿਚਾਰਾ [bIcara] See ਬੇਚਾਰਾ.

ਬਿਚਾਰਿ [bIcarI] on pondering over.

around their ankles. 2 screw driver shaped like
the sting of a scorpion. “bIchua aru bane"; su-

kas kaman‘é.”—rama V. 3 see ਬਿਛੂ-

ਬਿਛੋਪ [bIchep] See ਵਿਕੇਧ.
ਬਿਛੋਂਹ [bIChoh], ਬਿਛੋਂਹਾ [bIChoha], ਬਿਛੋਂਹੁ [bIchohu] n separation, disunion, bereavement.
“prem bIChoha karat kasai.”—suh1' 111 5. “vesakhI dhiranI kIU vadhia jIna prem bIchohu?”——majh barahmaha. 2 uneasiness, anxiety, impatience.

ਬਿਫ਼ੋਰਨਾ [bIchorna], ਬਿਛੋਂੜਨਾ [bIchorna] v separate, disunite. “apI bIChore ape mel.”—-ram
m 5.

ਬਿਜ [bIj] See ਬਿਜਮੰ-ਦਿਰ. 2 See ਵਿਜ੍ vr.
ਬਿਚਿਤਿ [bICItI] Skt ਵਿਚਿ'ਤਿ. n search, explora- ਬਿਜਉਰਾ [bIjaura] Skt ਵੀਜਪੂਰਕ n
. plant of the
ਬਿਚਾਰੁ [bIcarU] See ਬਿਚਾਰ.

ਬਿਜੳਹੀ
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citrus family; its fruit is like an orange having
coarse skin. It has two species: one Citron (cit—
rus medica), and the other sweet lime (citrus

sinesis). It is also named as ਸੁਪੂਰ [sopur].
ਬਿਜਉਰੀ [bIjaori] It is bIjaura of small size.
See ਬਿਜਉਰਾ. “lore dakh bIjauria' kaarI

bije jato.”—s farid. 2 pertaining to Bajaur.

See ਬਜੌਰ.
ਬਿਜਈ [bIjai] See ਵਿਜਈ.
ਬਿਜ਼ਦਾ [bIzda] P by. (please) clean it; remove
the dirt. See ਜ਼ਦੂਦਨ.

ਬਿਜਨ [bIjan] Skt ਵ੍ਯਜਨ. n fan. “so bar bIjan hot

ਬਿਜਰੀ

2 P L2“ unsuitable, improper, inappropriate.
“tom ne kinas bat bIjaI.”¥GPS. “as bIth
nahI kahI ben bIjau.”—NP.
ਬਿਜਾਈ [bIjai] 11 act of sowing. 2 wages for
sowing.

ਬਿਜਾਤਿ [bIjatI], ਬਿਜਾਤੀ [bIjati] See ਵਿਜਾਤਿ and
ਵਿਜ'ਤੀਯ.
ਬਿਜਿਯਾ[})1]'1}/8],ਬਿਜੀਆ[})ਗ਼ੁ]'18] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਿਜ੍ਯਾ.“ goddess Durga, who always conquers. 2 10th day

of the brighter phase of lunar month Assu
Vijay Dasmi. Ramchander invaded Lanka on
this day. See ਦਸ਼ਹਰਾ. 3 hemp, cannabis.

he tape.”—NP. 2 adjuninhabited, unpopulated.
3 P imperative of u );. kill, attack. 4 In Punjabi

ਬਿਰਰੀ [ਗਿ੍ਘਾਂਇਿਬਿਜੁਲ [1੭$1'੦1],ਬਿਜੁਲਿ [})11'01ਗ਼ੁ],ਬਿਜੁਲੀ

ਬਿਜਨ ia also used for ਬਦੂਨ, ਬਗੈਰ, ਬਾਝੋਂ", ਬਿਨਾ e.g.

ning, electricity. According to a writing in Vishnu Puran part1, ch 15, four daughters of Bahu
of Chandar dynasty changed into lightning. It
is also mentioned in some scriptures that Kris—
han’s sister, Vasudeva’s daughter, also became
lightning when she was killed by Kans; viz —
“damanI hve lahki nabh me, jab rakhlai vah
rakhanhare.”—krrsan.
Physicists assume that there are two kinds
of constituents in an atom, which are supplementary to each other. One of these constitu-

‘ tere bIjan me ki karsakda hé.’

ਬਿੰਜਨ [bijan] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਜ੍ਯ. n edible food, dish.
2 cooked vegetable to be eaten alongwith rotis. “bijan bhojan anIk parkara.”—asa m 5.
3 sign, mark. “gIan 5an nam bijan bhae sagal

sigara.”—bIha Chf—it m 5. ‘Naam is a substitute for a mark of saffron, sandalwood, vermilion etc on one’s forehead/head.’ See ਵਜੌਜਨ.

ਇਜਨਾ [bIjna] See ਬਿਜਨ l.
ਬਿਜਨਾਮਾ [bIjnama] This word has come for
VIjaynama (zafarnama) in Gurvilas 10.
ਬਿਜਮੰਦਰ [bIjmédar], ਬਿਜਮੰਦਿਰ [bIjmédIr] Skyscrapers, lofty mansions. i.e. … palaces. “hat
patan bIjmédar bhéne karI cori gharI ave.”—

[bIjoli] Skt ਕਿਟ੍ਹੂਰ੍. adj ﬂashing, dazzling, light-

ents is positive while the other is negative.
These two types of positive and negative constituents exist as water-droplets in clouds.

When water molecules (droplets) combine to

ਵਿਜਯ.
ਬਿਜ੍ਯ ਚਸ਼ਮੀ [bIjay dasmil See ਬਿਜਿਅਾ 2 and
ਵਿਜਯਦਸਮੀ.

form larger drops, these two oppositely charged
droplets get attracted to each other and tend
to unite within the clouds and collide forcibly
resulting into ﬂash and thundering sound. This
is named as lightning.
Scientists have invented electricity based
on this natural phenomenon. This is the elec-

ਬਿਜਯਨਾਮਾ [bIjaynama],‘fiElFlGlu'gr [bIjaypatr] See

tricity which makes fans and machines work;

gau m 1. “dekhahI— apI bESI bIjmédarI.”—
maru soIhe m 1. 2 ‘buildings as strong as
stone.’
‘
ਬਿਜਯ [bIjay] victory, conquest. See ਬਿਜੈ and

ਜਫ਼ਰਨਾਮਾ.

ਬਿਜਲ [bIjalL ਬਿਜਲੀ [bIjli] See ਬਿਜੁਲੀ.

ਬਿਜਾਊਂ [[)ਗ਼ੁਫਿ਼ਪ],ਬਿਜਾਇ [bIjaI] adj ﬁt for sowing.

it also produces light. The basic principle to
produce electricity is when a metallic wire is
rotated within a magnetic ﬁeld, an electric

ਬਿਜੇਸਾਰ
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current ﬂows through that wire. In dynamos,
there are large magnets having armatures rotating within their magnetic ﬁelds. This armature produces electricity which can be transmitted to the points through conducting wires
as far as required.
“bIjul ijs camkae.”—asa Chétm 1.
“bIleI genara.”—maru solhe m I .
“bIlei camke hOI anéd.”—bhsr kabir.
Here it means enlightenment of the individual soul.
ਬਿਜੇਸਾਰ [bIjesar] See ਬਿਜੈ'ਸਾਰ.

ਬਿਟ

friend OfRadha. “bIjjUChata jIh nam sakhi k0
he.”—krIsan.
ਬਿੱਜੂ [bIjju] a carnivorous creature; badger.
Nature has formed itsjaw such that it can hold
an object very ﬁrmly. The badger that gets the
taste of eating dead bodies of children buried
in a graveyard, picks them up during the night
while they are asleep in their house from their
villages.

ਬਿਜੈ [bIjE] Skt ਵਿਜਯ. n victory, conquest. 2 an
attendant of Vishnu. “je aru bIje nam jIn
jana.”—NP. See ਪਾਰਖਦ. 3 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 10. 4 a
variation oféUI‘rT metre is also called ਬਿਜਯ It
contains 69 long and 14 short matras.
ਬਿਜੈ'ਸਾਰ [bIjesar] name ofa medicinal plant. In
olden days, its extract was used in preparing

ink. See ਭੰਗਰਾ.

2 in Punjabi an evil doer, foolish and ugly man,

ਬਿਜੌਗ [bIjog] See ਵਿਯੋਗ. n separation, disunion,
bereavement.

‘

ਬਿਜੌਗੀ [bIjogi] See ਕਿਧੀਜਿਜ੍. adj separated, bereaved.

is also named as bIjju.
ਬਿਝਕਨਾ [bIjhakna] v get startled, get to know
all of a sudden. “sovat hﬁ bIjhk6 bar-raﬁ.”
—carItr 209.

ਬਿਜੌਰਾ [bIjara], ਬਿਜੌਰੀ [bIjari] See ਬਿਜਉਰਾ and ਬਿਝਵਨ [bIjhvan] n sense of parting, deparਬਿਜਉਰੀ.
ture.
ਬਿੱਜ [bIjj] See ਬਿਜੁਲੀ and ਵਿੱਜ.
ਬਿਝੜਨਾ [bIjharna] v separate, scatter. 2 (for
ਬਿੱਜਘੋਖ [bIjjghokh] thunder of lightning. 2 name clouds to) burst; (for rain to) pour.
of a cannon used by Guru Gobind Singh.
ਵਿਦਸੁਤਘੋਸਾ [VIdyutghosa]. “Ik k0 baghan nam

ਬਿਝਾੜ [bIjhar] n roaring clouds, dense clouds,
dark clouds.

dharyo prabhu, bIjjghokh kahI duji.”—GPS.'

ਬਿਝੁਕਨਾ [bIjhukna] v See ਬਿਝਕਣਾ. 2 to be hum-

ਬਿੱਜ ਪੈਣੀ [bIjj peni] v (for lightning), to fall.

l'l‘hc two guns in Lahore Museum are said to be 0fthe

ble, bow.
ਬਿਝੁਰਨ [bIjhuran] See ਬਿਝੜਨਾ.
ਬਿਟ [bIt] Skt ਅਥਵਾ ਵਿਟ. vr pledge, utter, talk
harsh. 2 n tradesman, businessman. “de khatri bIt sudar cari.”—NP. 3 droppings of ani-

tcnﬂihdamcn butthesclxﬂongto SodhiShaHISingh

mals, birds etc. 4 lecherous, immoral. wicked.

whothupAnmumurSNmbaﬁthnuGoMndsmghs

“jape pardara bhaj mrI gan batave bI t.”—BGK.
When some lecherous person, after ravishing
the spouse of another person gives the exam-

2 (of a calamity) to happen.

ਬਿੰਜੁਛਟਾ [bIjjuchata] ﬂash of lightning. “rathkamanahu bIjjUChata he.”—1<rIsan. 2 female

departure to the south. Sodhis ofAnandpur Saheb are
his progeny.

ਬਿਟਪ

ਯਿਤ
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ple of a deer then “kan nak khéd dad nagar
nIkarie.” 5 111 poetics, the hero’s woman companion, who is perfect in all respects. 6 In
Punjabi the transform of ਵਿ-ਟਕ and its short
form is also ਬਿਟ, which means watching in—
tently i.e. ﬁxing one’s gaze upon something
without blinking the eyes. as “oh bIt bIt pIa
takkda he.”

ਬਿਟਪ [bItap] Sktfezu. n tree. “dInpratI badhat
bItap jIm sakha.”—NP. 2 branch, twig. 3 rustling ofleaves.
ਬਿਟਰਨਾ [bItarna] v get dirty, become unclean.
2 be impure, get contaminated. 3 go away, slip
away. 4 run away scared. 5 change one’s
mind, withhold one’s word or promise. “khalsa dekh so bItrIo.”—P1’P.

ਬਿਟਵਰਿ [bItvahI] to the son. See ਬਿਟਵਾ. 2 to
the tree.
*
ਬਿਟਵਾ [bItva] n son. “bItvahI ram ramaua
lava. ”—asa kabir. ‘the son has been engaged
in meditating upon Ram.’

ਬਿਟਾਰਣਾ [bItarna] ਬਿਟਾਲਨਾ [bItalna] ਠੰ'ਵਿਟਾਰਣੁ
v pollute, contaminate. M ਵਿਟਾਲ and ਵਿਟਾਰਣੇ.
“dudh ta bachrs thanaho bItarI o.”—guj ravrdas. '

ostentation, pompousness. 2 copying.
3 backbiting, defaming. 4 mocking, ridiculing. 5 act of cheating. “as bIclani lahi.”
—guj m 5. ‘gave up the deceptive hope. ’
“lahI bIclani as.”——ba van. “éjanu deI sabhs
koi, ਛੁਪੀ… cahan mahI bIdanU.” —maru kabir.

‘ostentation is required.’ 6 Some scholars
mean by ਬਿਡਾਨ arrangement or astonishment
and alienation or estrangement.

ਬਿਡਾਰਨ [bIdaran] Skt ਵਿਚਾਰਨ. n act of slitting/
sawing. 2 killing. 3 adj destroying. “sukhdai
dukh bIdaran haria.”—majh m 5.
ਬਿਡਾਲ [bIdal] Skt 11 tom cat; ਵਿਡਾਲ is also a

Sanskrit word.
ਬਿਡਾਲੱਛ [bIdalacch], ਬਿਡਾਲਾਛ [bIdalach] demon Bidalaksh, having eyes like those of a torn
cat. He was killed by goddess Durga. See ਬਿੜਾ-

ਲੱਛ.
ਬਿਡਾਲੀ [bIdali] cat.
ਬਿਡੱਬਨ [bIdéban], ਬਿਡੰਬਨਾ [bIdébna] See ਬਿਡਾਨ.
“Ihu bIdébna tab galps h8.”—-NP. ‘This deceit
will befall us.’
ਬਿਚ [bIdh] n stature, physique. 2 physical constitution. 3 ﬁtting parts of a machine at proper
places. e.g. ﬁxing them to a well or mill.

ਬਿਟੰਗ [bItég] Skt ਬਿਫੜ੍ਹ‘. adj perfect; compe- ਬਿਣ [bIn] See ਬਿਨ and ਵਿਣ.
tent. “hath n1 grab: at]: rahethtéga.”—kan m
5. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਿਟੰਕ. beautiful, charming. 3 See ਬਟੰਕ.
ਬਿਠਲ [ਸ਼ਿਸਿ਼ਰ1],ਬਿਨੁਲ [bIthul] See ਬੀਠਲ. “bIthule!
hau balI ball jau.”—dev m 5.

ਬਿੱਠ [bItth] See ਬਿਟ 3.
ਬਿੱਠਲ [})ਗ਼ੁਘਿਕ਼ੀ] See ਬੀਠਲ.
ਬਿਡਰਣ [bIdran] n highly terrifying, getting startled with sudden fear. 2 See ਬਿਦਰਣ. “dusat
bIdraﬁ.”-gyan. ‘destroyer of the enemies.’
ਬਿੰਡਾ [bida] )1 cricket; an insect or bird having

a shrill voice.

ਬਿਡਾਣ [bIdan] ਬਿਡਾਣੀਂ [bIdani] ਬਿਡਾਣੁ
[bIdanu], ਬਿਤ੍ਯ [bIdan], ਬਿਡਾਨੀ [bIdani],

ਬਿਡਾਨੁ [bIdanu] Skt ਵਿਡੰਥਨ. act of showing,

ਬਿਣਠ [bInath] Skt ਵਿਨਸ੍ਵ. adj got destroyed, got
ruined. “VIn dar bInthi dar.”—o§kar. ‘without

the fear of the Creator, the people come to
ruin.’

ਬਿਣਠੀ [bInthi] destroyed. See ਬਿਣਨੁ.
ਬਿਣਾਸ [bInas], ਬਿਣਾਸੁ [bInasu] Skt ਵਿਨਾਸ਼. destruction, devastation. “nanak bacanI VIna-

su.”—m 1 var mala.

ਬਿਤ [bIt] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਿੱਤ. n wealth. 2 capability, ability, authority. “jesa bItU tesa hOI varte.”—dha-

na m 5. 3 This word is also used for ਵ੍ਰਿਤ. See

ਪੰਚ ਸਬਦ. 4 Skt This word is also used for ਵੇਥੂ-ੜੀਂ.

“dva agam ved srutibIt je.”—GPS. ‘those who
had the knowledge of the Veds. ’ 5 See ਵਿਤ.

ਬਿਤਨ
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ਬਿਤਨ [})1ਰਿ11],ਬਿਤਨੁ [bItanU] Skt ਵਿਤਨੁ. adjvery
lean, very slim. 2 n Kamdev. “januk dhara
bItan yah bhekha.”~paras. “nathin $IV kam
kthhayo. [ਕੋਟਿ sébhu ghano dukh payo. athk
kopke kam jarayas. bI tan nam tIh tadIn kaha—
yas.”—rudr.

ਬਿਤਰਣ [bItran] Skt ਵਿਤਰਣ. 12 art of swimming
properly; crossing over. “jahaju arjunu guru
sagal ersatI lagI bItarahU.”—saV€ye m 5 ke.
2 giving in charity.
ਬਿਤਰਹੁ [bItarahu] please cross-over. See

ਬਿਤਰਣ.
ਬਿਤਰਫ [bItaraph] See ਬਰਤਰਫ. 2 the other side,
on the other side.

ਬਿਤਲ [bIt‘al] See ਵਿਤਲ.
ਬਿਤਾਉਣਾ [bItauna], ਬਿਤਾਉਨਾ [bItauna] v pass

or spend time.

ਬਿਤਾਂਸੁ [bea’isu] Skt ਸਵਿਤਾਂਸ਼ੁ. n sun’s ray, sunray. 2 sun—light. “clip deaI bItésu sahai.”~—

NP. ‘as if‘ someone were assisting to add to
the sun-light by lighting a lamp.’
ਬਿਤਾਨ [bItan] See ਵਿਤਾਨ.
ਬਿਤਾਰ [bItar], ਬਿਤਾਲ [bItal] Skt ਵੈਤਾਲ. n evil

spirit. 2 an attendant of Shiv. “nacat joganI
kahﬁ bItara.”—gyan. 3 dead body, in which

ਰ੍

ਬਿੰਦ

ਬਿਤੁ [bItu] See ਬਿਤ 2.

ਬਿਤੰਡਾ [bItéda] See ਵਿਤੰਡਾਬਿਤ੍ਰੋਕ [bItrek] Skt ਵ੍ਯਤਿਰੇਕ. without, devoid of.
“sukham asthul sagli, harI bItrek n9 janhi.”
—sanh.

ਬਿਥ [bIth] n distance. difference. “soi sada
mIle bI th kabe na lakhijiye.”—NP. “lakh kosan
kau bIth dijE.”-I<QII a m 4. 2 expansion.

spreading. “bIthgae rod apara.”——gyan.

ਬਿਥਕ [bIthak] adj fully covered. 2 tired. fatigued. “prem chaki tIn so bIthakyo.”—1<rIsan.
ਬਿਥਪ [bIthap], ਬਿਥਪਨ [bIthapan] adj estab—
lished, consolidated. 2 constructing, making.
“tInar uthapI bIthapahI.”--saveye m 3 ke.
3 developing a new.

ਬਿਥਰਨਾ [bItharna] to develop. spread. 2 expand. extend.

ਬਿਥਾ [bItha] Skt ਵ੍ਯਥਾ- n pain, suffering. agony.
2 disease. ailment.
ਬਿਥਾਚ [bIthar], ਬਿਥਾਰੁ [bItharU] Ski ਵਿਸ੍ਵਾਰ. H ex-

pansion, extension. 2 ostentation, pompousness.
“athk bItharU karau kISU kamI?”—-gau m 1.

ਬਿਬੁੱਥਰੀ [bIthutthri] spread, expanded. “lutth
bIthutthri.”—rama V. ‘dead bodies expanded.‘

ਇੱਥ [bIthu] See ਵਿਥ.
ਬਿਦ [bId] See ਵਿਦ੍
al.”—-prabha a m 5. Le. ‘evil doers, undesir- ਬਿੰਦ [bid] See
ਵਿੰਦ. adj known, understood. “jaBetal has entered. “janam janam ke mIte bIt—

able people.“ 4 according to the Guru's percepts — “jo moh maIa CIt IaIde, se manmukh
mur bItale.”——bIha Chét m 4. 5 See ਬੇਤਾਲ.

ਬਿਤਾਲੀਂ [bItali] See ਬਿਅਾਲੀਸ. 2 A Jazz brave, cou—

rageous, daring. 3 soldier. “Udag tagiri raVI

athan prabha pravana paI. januk céd 3min ke
phIre bItali aI.”—carItr 17. ‘After sunset,
stars, soldiers of the moon. came out in the
moon light for change ofguard.’

ਬਿਤੀ [bIti'l passed. “audh bIti asar.”—sar m 5.
ਬਿਤੀਤ [bIt’it‘] Skt ਵਯਤੀਤ. passed, spent.

ਬਿਤੀਤੈ [bItitE] passes, does pass. “parmesark
duars jI hOI bItite.”—asa m 5.

‘

vat braham na bidte.”——sahas m 1. ‘until one

knows the ultimate One.’ 2 Skt ਵਿੰਦੁ. 11 drop;
droplet. “bhe ki nahi bfd.”—m 3 var ram 1.
‘There is not even an iota of fear of God.”
3 minute, small. 4 short while, moment. “mIta-

hI pap japie harI bfd.”——sul<hmani. “VIsre sare

na bid.”—m 5 var maru 2. 5 Skt ਵੇਦਜ਼ worth

knowing, knowledgeable. “bidahI bid na bIchuran pava.”——gau ba van kabir. “One does not
feel any estrangement from the Creator after
knowing Him.’ 6 The author has written ਬਿੰਦ

for ਬਿੰਦ (ਛਿੰਦ) also. “am bid narid Inhi han
maryo.”—krIsan. 7 See ਨਾਦ ਬਿੰਦੁ.

ਬਿਦਸਤਾ

ਬਿਦਾਰੀਂਕੰਦ
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ਬਿਦਸਤਾ [bIdasta] river Jehlum. See ਵਿਤਸਤਾ.
ਬਿੰਦਹਿ [bidahI] knows, know. “braham bidahI
te brahmana.”—m 3 var bIIa. 2 866 ਬਿੰਦ 5.

ਬਿੰਦਕ [bfdak] one moment, just a moment.
“bidak nadarI jhak.”—m 5 var ram 2. “bidak
galI suni sace tIsu dhani.”—asa m 5.

ਬਿਦਕਣਾ [bIdakna] v get startled, become suddenly aware of danger.

ਬਿਦਣਾ [bIdna] v bet. 2 argue.

ਬਿਦਤ [bIdat] See ਵਿਦਿਤ. 2 866 ਬਿੱਦਤ.
ਬਿੰਦ ਪ੍ਰਬਿੰਦ [bid prabfd] ਵਿੰਦ-ਪਰ-ਵਿੰਦ. upto the
extreme, to the utmost. 2 in every moment, at

every step. “sar bid prabid praharahfge.”
—1<911<1'.

ਬਿਦਾਇਤ [bIdaIt] A .....ਗ਼ਭੰ n lack of patience;
anxiety, restlessness. “be bIdaIt dur kar.”

~JSBM.
ਬਿਦਾੲੀ [bIdai] n departure. “badi na bIdai.”
—GPS. 2 parting gift or cash etc (generally —
given by the bride’s parents to her—in-laws).

ਬਿਦਾਹਤ [bIdahat] A Mu, n doing work with-

out consideration; act of ignorance. “bIdahat
dur kar.”—JSBB.

ਬਿਦਾਣਾ [bIdana] seedless fruit. 2 a type of
grape and mulberry. 3 xa fruit of wild caper.

ਬਿਦਾਦ [bIdad] P „!„ਝੇ gave. See ਦਾਦਨ.
ਬਿਦਾਨਾ [bIdana] See ਬਿਦਾਣਾ.

ਬਿਚਾਰ [bIdar] Skt ਵਿਚਾਰ. 71 (act of) tearing, split-

ਬਿੰਦ ਬਿੰਦ [bid bid] each moment. See ਦੁਖ 3.

ting, slitting. 2 flow of water, water-current.

ਬਿਦਮਾਨ [bIdman] See ਵਿਦ੍ਵਾਨ. 2 866 ਵਿਦਯਮਾਨ.
“tum bIdman bIlok na than.”-GPS.

3 adjeradicator, vanquisher. “pran adhar dukh—

ਬਿਦਰ [bIdar] Skt ਵਿਦਤੰ. district headquarters of
Hydrabad Deccan. situated 40 kohs t0 the south
ofAbichal Nagar. There a famous holy shrine
named'Nanak Jhera in memory of Guru Nan—

ak Dev in this town. 2 See ਵਿਦੁਰ. “dasi sut janu
bIdar sudama.”——gau namdev.
ਬਿਦਰਣ [bIdran] 866 ਵਿਚਾਰਣ.

ਬਿਦਰਬ [bIdarab] See ਬਿਦਰ 1 and ਵਿਦਰਭ.
ਬਿੰਦਰਾਉੰ [bidrau] a subcaste of Bahujai Khatris.
ਬਿੰਦਰਾਬਨ [bidraban] See ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਵਨ.

ਬਿਦਚਿਓ [bIdrIo] tore, cut, to saw. “harnakhaso nakh bIdrIo.”—bI1a kabir.

ਬਿੰਦਰੀ [bfdri] dot, round mark on the forehead, consecration mark. “igar ki bidri ju bIraje.”—-kr'_rsan. ‘round mark of cinnabar.’
ਬਿਦਰੁ [bIdarU] See ਵਿਦੁਰ. “bIdarU gun gave.”

—saV£ye m 1 ke.

bIdar denhar buth bIbek.”—prabha partal

m 5. 4 See ਬੇਦਾਰ. “pahru hUSIar bIdare.”
~BG.
ਬਿਦਾਰਕ [bIdarak] ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਵਿਦਾਰਕ. adjtearing, splitting, piercing.
ਬਿੰਦਾਰਕ [bfdarak] Skt ਕ੍ਰਫ੍ਹਂਦ੍ਥਙ. deity. “sudha

SIkkh bfdarak pivhi”—NP.

ਬਿਦਾਰਣ [bIdaran] 8/ਢ਼1ਵਿਦਾਰਣ.168ਸਂ11ਬੂ, splitting.
2 killing. 3 breaking. bringing down. “bIdaran
kade n9 CIto.”—ga tha.

ਬਿਦਾਰਿ [bIdarI] by splitting,,by tearing. 2 the
scholar. See ਸਾਇਰ ਕੀ ਪੁਤ੍ਰੀ.
ਥਿਦਾਰਿਅਨੁ [bIdarIanu] he smashed (them)
badly. “nidak duSat khIn mahI bIdarIanu.”
—Var guj 2 111 5.

ਬਿਦਾਰੀ [bIdari] ਥਿਗਯਿ. adj splitter, piercer.
2 See ਬਿਦਾਰੀਕੰਦ.
ਬਿਦਾਰੀਕੰਦ [bIdarikéd] Skt ਵਿਦਾਰੀਕੰਦ. a kind of

2 permission to go. “bIda nath dije.”—rama v.

tuberous root, which grows in the root of a
wild creeper. It is reddish in colour and has

ਬਿਦਾਇ [bIdaI] P Lg mumbling, murmuring,

small soft hair-Iike skin. In Ayurveda, it is

ਬਿਦਾ [bIda] A ਨੁੂੰ!” n departure, retirement.

aI?”—t11§g m 1. ‘What is the use of murmur-

thought to have cold and wet effect and is a
purifyingagent of blood. Pueraria Tuberosa.

ingthen?’

“turas false; kéd bIdari.”——GPS.

muttering. “jab ajarail bastani, tab cIkarebId-

ਬਿਦਾ'ਰੇੰ
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ਬਿੱਦਣੇਂਧਰ

ਇਦਾਰੋਂ [bIdaro] adj destroying, eradicating.
“mohan sarab dokh bIdaro.”—gau Chét m 5.
2 please destroy (it), please kill (it)

ਬਿੰਦੂ [bfdu] See ਬਿੰਦੁ.2 known. See ਬਿੰਦ. 3 ex-

ਬਿਦਾਵਾ [bIdava] See ਬੇਦਾਵਾ.
ਬਿਦਿਅਾ [bIdIa] Skt ਵਿਦਜਾ. 17 education, knowl‘edge. “bIdIa sodhe tatu lahs.”—o§1<ar. See

ਬਿਦੂਸਕ [bIdusak] Skt ਵਿਦੂਸਕ. adj who accuses

ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ.

ਬਿਦਿਆਸਰ [bIdIasar], ਬਿਦਿਆਸਾਗਰ [bIdIasagar] See ਬਵੰਜਾ ਕਵਿ.

ਬਿਦਿਆਧਰ [bIdIadhar] See ਵਿਦਜਾਧਰ.
ਬਿਦਿਅਧਾਨਿਧਾਨ [bIthanIdhan] ਬਿਦਿਅਾਨਿਧਿ [bId-

IanIth]. See ਵਿਦਿਜਾਨਿਧਿ.
ਬਿਦਿਸਾ [bIdIsa] Skt ਰਿਗਿ. angle between car-

dinal directions. See ਉਪਦਿਸਾਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਦਿਸਾ.
ਬਿਦਿਤ [bIdIt] See ਵਿਦਿਤ.
ਬਿੰਦੀ [bidi] dot, point. 2 nasalization; a Gurmukhi sign for nasalized sounds. 3 zero, cypher.
4 round ornament worn by women on the fore—
head.
ਬਿਦੀਰਣ [bIdiran], ਬਿਦੀਰਨ [bIdiran] Skt ਵਿਦੀਣੇਂ.

adj torn, split. 2 destroyer, eradicator. “kampuran dukthdiran.”——brha Chét m 5.

ਬਿਦੁ [bIdu] See ਵਿਦੁ. 2 Skt ਵਿੰਦੁ. drop; droplet.
“ma ki rakat pIta bIdUdhara.”~maru solhe m 1.

ਬਿੰਦੁ [bfdu] Skt ਬਿੰਦੁ and ਵਿੰਦੁ. drop; droplet.

pert; knower. “guru gobfdsfgh sabhe jag
bfdu.”—NP.

a lot; who slanders. 2 singer and admirer of

eroticism. “svég thanI thane ju kachu hasi ba~
can bInod. kahyo bIdusak so sakha kaVIn
man man mod.”—jagadvrnod. 3 clown, joker,

comedian.

ਬਿਦੂਖ [bIdukh] free from suffering, free from discomfort. 2 See ਬਿਦੁਖ. “bhurI bIdukh bIdukhan

me tar.”—NP. deeply-leamed person, superb

scholar.

ਬਿਦੂਖਕ [bIkhukhak] See ਬਿਦੂਸਕ.
ਬਿਚੂਨ [bIdun] A u»; adv without, except.
ਬਿੰਦੇ [bide] knew. See ਵਿਦ. “braham bide, so

brahmanu kahis.”——m 3 var guj 1.

ਬਿਦੇਸ [bIdes] Skt ਵਿਦੇਸ਼. 17 foreign country, coun- ‘
try other than one’s own (country). 2 i.e.-—
the other world, the next world.

ਬਿਚੇਹ [bIdeh] n ਵਿਦੇਹ. Janak. whose vanity
about his physique has vanished. “jeée bIdeh
rahyo ngsthasram.”—NP. See ਜਨ੍ਯ. 2 without
body; Kamdev; unembodied. “januk jahan bani
sena he bIdeh ki.”—nath kaVI. 3 Trihut country situated north of Bihar. 4 who has abandoned his body … ghost.
ਬਿਦੇਹੀ [bIdehi] ਬਿਟ੍ਰੋਵਿਜ੍. adj formless, formless

“bfdu te jInI pidu kia.”—asa kabir. 2 semen.
“bidu rakhI ja tarie bhai!”—gau kabir. 3 See
ਨਾਦਬਿੰਦੁ. 4 short duration. See ਬਿੰਦ. “manna p301)
bidu sukhvasi namu vase sukhbhai.”—sor a m
one, the Almighty, the Creator. “dehi gupat
1. ‘frolicsome mind like the wind, that may
bIdehi dise.”—ram m 5. 2 Skt ਵੈਦੇਹੀ. pertainremain calm only for a very short time (mo—
ing to Videh country or to Janak. Sita, daughment).’
ter of Janak.
ਬਿਦੁਅੰਸੀ [bIduési] Skt ਬਿਰੂਹ੍ਜ੍. adj well learned; ਬਿੰਦੇਲਤਾ [bidelta]
See ਬਿੱਦੁ'ਲਤਾ. “kI bidelta Che.”
scholar, “bIdIa mahI bIduési raCIa.”——sor —datt. means lightnin
g.
m 5.
ਬਿੰਦੈਂ [bide] knows. See ਬੁਹਮਤੁ.
ਬਿੰਦੁਸਾਰ [bidusar] See ਚੰਦ੍ਰਗੁਪਤ.
ਬਿੱਦਣੇਂਧਰ [bIddanodhar] Skt ਵਿਦਜਾਧਰ. adj acਬਿਦੁ'ਖ [bIdukh] Skt ਕਿਛੂਚ੍. scholar, learned per- quiring knowledge, having
knowledge. 2 n a
son, wise physican. “bIdokh bIcar karat sabh
class ofdemigods (deities). See ਵਿਦਜਾਧਰ. “bad'ét
manma.”—NP.
bIddanodharé.”—gyan. ‘Vidyadhars (deities)
ਬਿਦੁਰ [bIdur] See ਵਿਦੁਰ.
state.’

ਬਿੱਦਤ
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ਬਿੱਦਤ [bIddat] A v.14; n saying something new
(fresh) against religion. 2 evil, vice, fault.
3 pain, suffering, agony. 4 calamity, disaster.

ਬਿੰਧ [bfdh] Skt ਵਿੰਧ੍ਯ. a mountain also named

ਬਿੰਦਮਾਨ [bIddman1‘See ਵਿਰ੍ਯਮਾਨ and ਵਿਦ੍ਵਾਨ.

Vindhyachal, that separates north India from
the south.
ਥਿਧਣ [bIdhan] See ਵਿਧਣ.

ਬਿੱਦਰ [bIddar] See ਵਿਦੁਰ. “Itne mahI bIddar

ਬਿਧਣਾ [bIdhna] v get pierced. 2 fall in love

aIgayo.”——krIsan.

ਬਿੱਦਿਕਾ'ਧਰੀ [bIddIkadhari] wife of god Vidyadher, Vidyadhri. 2 one (female) having
knowledge; one (female) who has acquired
knowldge.

ਬਿੱਦੁਲਤਾ [bIddUlta] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਾਵਿਦਯੁਤ. n lightning. “ut

with someone. “ua ras jo bIdhe h5.”—asa m 5.
“sahpari tﬁso bIdhi.”—carItr 16 7.
ਬਿਧਨ [bIdhan] See ਵਿਧਨ.

ਬਿਧਨਾ [bIdhna] Skt ਵਿਧਿ. the Creator, Brahma. 2 v get pierced. 3 See ਬਿਧਣਾ 2.

ਬਿਧਨੀ [bIdhni] adj indigent, poor.

te ghan syam bIrajat h'é harI, rathka bIddulta It té.”—I<rIsan.

ਬਿਧਨੇਕ [bIdhnek] many types, many kinds.
“ham ek hi ko bIdhnek pramanyo.”—saveye

ਬਿਦਯਮਾਨ [bIdyaman] Skt ਵਿਦਯਮਾਨ. present,

33.
ਬਿਧਬਾਹਨ [bIdhbahan] n Brahma’s vehicle —

existing era. 2 existing, i.e. prevailing. “bIdyaman gurI apI thapyu thIr.”—saveye m 4 ke.

heron.

ਬਿਦਜਾ [bIdya] See ਬਿਦਿਅਾ and ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ.

ਬਿਧ ਬਿਧਾਨ [bIdh bIdhan] See ਵਿਧਿ and ਵਿਧਾਨ.

ਬਿਦਜਾਸਰ [bIdyasar], ਬਿਦਜਾਸਾਗਰ [bIdysagar]

ਬਿਧਰਕ [bIdharak] adjfearless, dauntless. “khel

ocean of knowledge. 2 See ਬਵੰਜਾ ਕਵਿ.

ਬਿਦਜਾਧਰ [bIdyadhar] See ਫਿਦਜ਼ਾਧਰ.
ਬਿਦਜਾਧੇਨ [bIdyadhen] studying, learning.
“bIdyadhen athk dharmaI.”—GPS.
ਬਿਦਯੂ'ਤ [bIdyut] See ਵਿਦਜੁਤ.
ਬਿੰਦੁ [bfdr] This word has been used by the
author for ਛਿੰਦ. (meanin g community) “race bir

bidré.”—-VN. “kaha id bidré?”—VN.
ਬਿਦ੍ਰਭ [bIdrabh] See ਵਿਦਰਭ.

bIdharak maci.”——1<rIsan.

ਬਿਧਵਾ [bIdhva] Skt ਵਿਧਵਾ. n one whose husband has died; without husband. P ਬੇਵਹ Ewidow.“j1utanu bIdhva par kau dei.”—gau a m 1.

See ਪੁਨਰਵਿਵਾਹ and ਪੁਨਚਭੂ. 2 Skt ਬੰਧਜਾ. barren,
sterile. “tIs bIdhva karI mahtari.”—mala m 4.

“bIdhva kasna bhai mahtari.”—gau kabir.
Here ਵਿਧਵਾ signiﬁes a barren woman.

ਬਿਧਵਾਰਿ [bIdhvarI] adj related, pertaining to.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾ [bidra] this word is used in place of ਦਿੰਦਾ.
See ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਬਨ.

“pale narad k8 ségI bIdhvarI.”—g5d kabir.
‘pertains to the ﬁve sensory organs.’

bank of river Yamuna in district Mathura,

sion to put to work, permission to employ for
work. “dubIdha bIdha nIkhedh khed bIn-

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਬਨ [bidraban] Skt ਰ੍ਵਜਸ਼੍ਯਜ. a forest on the ਬਿਧਾ [bIdha] Skt ਵਿਧਾ. n part, share. 2 permiswhich has been meditation centre of Vrinda,

daughter of Kedar 2 Radha (Radhika) is also
named as Vrinda. She played and frolicked
with Krishan in this forest. “brfda ban mahI
rég kia.”—var asa.

ਬਿਦ੍ਰ'ਮ [bIdrom] coral. See ਵਿਦੁਮ.
ਬਿਧ [bIdh] See ਬਿਧਿ and ਬਿਧੁ. 2 maker, creator,
.-

Brahma. 3 the Creator. “bIdh ne room so

ho: .”-—gau kabir.

sane h‘é.”~BGK. 3 Skt ਵਿੱਧ adj pierced, perforated.

ਬਿਧਾਈ [bIdhai] was pierced. 2 got pierced.
ਬਿਧਾਸਾ [bIdhasa] destroyed, ruined. “harnakhas 1e nakhahu bIdhasa.”—gau a m 1.

ਬਿੰਧਾਚਲ [bidhacal] Vindhy-achal. See ਬਿੰਧ.
ਬਿਧਾਤਉ [bIdhatU] Skt ਕਿੲਜਾਰੁ. the Creator. “puran purakh bIdhataU.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਬਿਧਾਤਾ
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2 Brahma. 3 Skt ਵਿਧਾਤੁ: from the Creator, to
the Creator.
ਬਿਧਾਤਾ [bIdhata] See ਬਿਧਾਤਉ 1. “soi bIdhata
khInU khInU japie.”——maru m 5. 2 Kamdev.

3 See ਵਿਧਾਤਾ.

‘

ਬਿਧਾਤੀ [bIdhati] See ਬਿਧਾਤਉ. “harI purakh

bIdhati.”—m 1 var majh. devoted person, in-

tune with the Creator.

ਬਿਧਾਨ [bIdhan] Skt ਵਿਧਾਨ. kind, category.

2 effort, measure. “hon lage yUddh ke jahé
taha sabs bIdhan.”—1<alki. 3 rule, regulation,
law. 4 procedure, method.

ਬਿਧਿ [bIth] Skt ਵਿਧਿ- n the Creator, the A]mighty. “béchat SIth ko bIth mIlan.”

‘ —saveye m 4 ke. See ਬੰਛਤ. 2 Brahma. 3 luck,
fortune. 4 sequence, system. 5 work, deed,
action. “sakat ki bIth nenahu dithi.”—ram m
5. 6 law, rule, religious code. “gurpuja bIth
sahIt karé.”—saveye m 4 .ke. “parahI manmukh, par bIth nahi jana.”—maru so_1he m
1. 7 practitioner of Ayurvedic system of medicine, physician. 8 condition, state. “ghal na
bhane, étar bIth jans.”—sorm 5. “5th ki bIth tum hi jani.”—gaum 5. 9 method, procedure, manner. “me kIh bIth pavahu pran-

‘ pati.”—~bas§t m 1. 10 actions allowed to be
performed under the religious code and instructions to perform them. 11 plan, scheme, mea-

sure. “Ih bIth pai me sadhu kénahu.”—_todi

m 5. 12 a ﬁgurative expression. See ਵਿਧਿ 2.
ਬਿਧਿ ਸਿਆਹੀ ਕੀ [bIth sxahi ki] See ਸਿਆਹੀ ਕੀ
. ਬਿਧਿ.
ਬਿਧਿ ਨਿਖੇਧ [bIth nIkhedh] directions for
performing the pious deeds and for prohibiting
one from misdeeds. 2 According to the Hindu
scriptures, permissible and prohibitory deeds.
The permissible deeds are: to perform ﬁre~ritual, to go on fast etc. The prohibited ones are:
to dine with clothes on (dressed), to wear kurta-pyjama; to go across the seas (abroad),- etc.
/

ਬਿਧੀਚੰਦ ਭਾੲੀ
“tajI bharam karam bIth nIkhedh, ram namu
1ehi.”—dhana kabir.

ਬਿਧੀ [bIdhi] See ਬਿਧਿ. 2 Skt ਵ੍ਯਧੁ. wrong path.
adj corrupt, condemne . “huI das dasi tajI

udasi, bahurI bIdhi n3 dhava.”—bI1a chét m

5. (I) may not go astray again. 3 ਬਿ (without)
ਧੀ (wisdom). unwise.

,

ਬਿਧੀਆ [bIdhia] adj lawyer, knowing the doctrines. 2 borer, piercer. 3 n original name of
Bhai Bidhi Chand prior to his adoption of

Sikhism. See ਬਿਧੀਚੰਦ ਭਾੲੀ.
ਬਿਧੀਚੰਦ ਭਾੲੀ [bIdhicéd bhai] a Jatt of Chhina
subcaste, resident of village Sur Singh' in district Lahore. He was son of Vassan and grandson of Bhikhhi. He was a very brave, courageous, tall and handsome young man. His matemal parents belonged to Sarhali (district Amrisar). Because of bad company he acquired
the wrong habit of stealing, and committing robbery. His life changed when he came into contact with Bhai Adli — a follower of the Guru.
He repented over all his previous misdeeds and
became a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev. He is
now counted among the distinguished Sikhs.
The horses, which were bought by Sikhs
from Kabul as offering to Guru Hargobind,
were forcibly snatched by the ruler of Lahore.
Bidhi Chand very cleverly brought those hors—

es back from the fort of Lahore. Bhai Bidhi
Chand fought with valour in battles against the
royal forces. He was always a fore-runner in
preaching Sikhism.
Bhai Bidhi Chand forged great friendship
with Sai Buddhan Shah of Kiratpur and his
disciple Sundershah, who was a resident of
Deo Nagarz. Sudershah and Bidhi Chand had
1This village is located on the unmctalled road from
Amritsar to Kasur.
2Deo Nagar is situated on the bank of river Gomti at a
distance of 18. kohs t0 the south-east of Ayodhya.
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pledged (to breathe their last on the same day
and at the same place). Accordingly they left
this world in Deo Nagar on the 3rd day of the
bright phase of the lunar month Bhadon in
Sammat 1695.1 The samadh and the mosque
of both are found at the same place. Lal Chand
son of Udhi Chand (brother of Bhai Bidhi
Chand) brought his ashes from Deo Nagar and

they are compared with red coloured lips.
ਥਿਧੂਪ ਨਰਾਜ [bIdhup naraj] This is another

name for poetic metre aradh naraj and
pramanIka. It is characterised by four feet,
each foot consisting of eight matras with
alternate sequence of short, long. i.e. jagan,

ragan, laghu, guru. viz ISI, SIS, l, 5.
Example:

raised a shrine in Sur Singh. 2 See ਨਿਰੰਜਨੀਏ.

khImét teg asks,

3 elder brother of Bhai Mool Chand’s father;
elder brother of Bhai Sidhi Chand.

julét jval jeske.

ਬਿਧੀਜੈ [bIdhije] get piercing done, get perforation performed. “hire hir bIdhijE.”—-kalI a m 4.
ਬਿਧੁ [bIdhu] ਨੁੂੰਲ਼ੀ/ਪੋੰਵਿਧੁ. 72 moon. “bIdhu kopahI
jy6.”—1<rIsan. 2 camphor. 3 Brahma. 4 wind,
air. 5 Shiv. 6 See ਬਿਧੁਬੈਂਣੀ 2.
ਬਿਧੁੰਸ [bIdhOs] Skt ਵਿਧੁੰਸ. 72 destruction, ruin.

—kalki.
ਬਿਧੇ [bIdhe] pierced, were pierced. 2 got ready,
fully prepared. 3 part as, alike, similarly. e.g.
“har juar jua bIdhe idri VBSI 18 thno.”——gau m
5. ‘as a gambler loses in the game, likewise
the sensory organs relinquish themselves.”

4 See ਵਿਧੇਯ.

ਬਿਧੁੰਸਿ [bIdhOSI] by ruining, after killing. “kalu ਬਿਧਯੰ [bIdhyé] adj pierced, got perforated.
bIdhOSI mansa manI mari.”—prabha m 1.

ਬਿਧੁੰਤਕ [})ਗ਼ੁਹਂਇਿਚਿਖ਼ਵ੍ਰਿਧੁੰਤੁਦ [bIdhOtUd] ਲ਼ਾ/ਗ੍ਵਿਧੁੰਤੁਦ.

2 engrossed, absorbed in love. “carnarbfd man
bIdhyé.”—gatha.

72 one that torments the moon — Rahu. “lIkhat

ਬਿਨ [bIn] Skt ਵਿਨਾ. part without, sans. “bIn

kalanIth kalam bIdhOtak lIkh hathi.”—NP.

harI kamI n9 avat he.”—bas§tm 5. 2 A ਘੱ, son,

‘The pen wrote Rahu while disposed to write
Kalanidhi i.e. the moon.’

ਬਿੰਨ [bin] Skt ਬਿਕ਼ adj deliberated upon, con-

progeny, offspring.

ਬਿਧੁਬਦਨੀ [bIdhubadni] adj who has face like

sidered. 2 achieved, obtained. 3 known. 4 sta-

' that of the moon; moon-like face. “bIdhubadni kar kar sigar.”—GPS.

ਬਿਨਉ [bInao] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਣਵਿਨ੍ਯ. 72 humility, gentleness.

ਬਿਧੁਬਾਹਨ [bIdhubahan] n moon’s vehicle, deer.2
ਬਿਧੁਥੈਣੀ [})ਗ਼ੁਧੰਜਿ਼ਪੀਹੁੲਫ਼ੁਪਂ],ਬਿਧੁਬੈਂਨੀ [bIthbeni] This

word is used in place of bIdhovadni, having a
face like that of the moon. 2 in Dasam Granthg

kokIla is also called bIdhu i.e., having sound
like that of an Indian cuckoo. “bIdhé caru
bsni.”—ramav.

ਬਿ'ਧੂ'ਧ [bIdhup] Skt ਵਿਧੂਪ. 72 deep red-coloured
ﬂowers, which blossom at noon. In poetics,
lAccording to Bhai Santokh Singh. Bidhi Chand died in
Sasranv.

2In an ancient scripture, the vehicle ofmoon is not deer.
yet some authors have assumed it so. See ਮ੍ਰਿਗਾਂਤ.

ble. See ਬਿੰਨਿ.
2 prayer, request. “bInau karao gur paSI.”
—sodaru. “dUI kar jorI IkU bInaU karije.”

—majh m 5. 3 salutation, greeting.
ਬਿਨਉ ਬੇਲੀ [bInao benati] humble request.
See ਬਿਨਉ. “Ik binau benti karau gur age.”—nat
a m 4.

ਬਿਨ ਆਈ ਮਰਨਾ [bIn ai mama] v die suddenly,
die an untimely death. i.e. die without any

cause. “sabh lok kah‘é anp sidhjara3 bIn ai
mars.”—krIsan.

ਬਿਨਸ [bInas] ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਵਿਨਸ. adj having clipped nose,
disgraced person. 2 Skt n destruction. “jo up3.larasandh.

ਬਿਨਸਨਾ
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on so bInas hs.”—s m 9. ‘will perish.’ 3 Skt

ਵਿਨਸ਼੍ਵਰ. adjperishable, mortal, transitory, tran-

sient, impermanent. See ਬਿਨਸ਼ਿਬਿਨਾਸੀ.
ਬਿਨਸਨਾ [bInasna] v get destroyed. “ahébudh:
kaU bInasna Ih dhur ki dhal.”—bIIa m 5.

‘That vanity hath a fall, has happened from

time immemorial.’

ਬਿਨਾਹ

ਬਿਨਪਗਾ [bInpaga] See ਬਿਨੁਪਗਾ.
ਬਿਨ ਪਾਣੀ ਡੁੱਬਣਾ [bIn pani dubbna] See ਪਾਣੀ

ਬਿਨਾ ਡੁੱਬਣਾ.
ਬਿਨਂਮ [bInam] Skt ਵਿਨਮ੍ਰ. adj deeply submissive. 2 humble, gentle.

ਬਿਨਾਰ੍|ਤ [bInamat] Skt ਵਿਨਾਤਿੰ. adj very submissive. 2 very gentle, very humble.

ਬਿਨਸਾ [bInasa] Skt adj was destroyed. 2 per- ਬਿਨਯ [bInay] Skt ਵਿਨਯ.
n salutation, greetings.
son, whose semen has got discharged. “kahﬁ

na bInsa rah: pachanahu.”—carItr 294. ਰ੍

2 bowing down, submissiveness, humility.
3 teachings.

ਬਿਨਸਿ [bInaSI] after destruction. 2 Skt ਵਿਨਾਸ਼੍ਯ ਬਿਨਯਪਾਲ [bInaypal]
See ਬਿਨੈਪਾਲ.

adj perishable, destructible. “manu jogi menu
bIIIBSI bIogi.”—bher m 1. ‘detached from
perishable worldly obj ects.’
ਬਿਨਸਿ ਬਿਨਾਸ [bInasx bInas], ਬਿਨਸਿ ਬਿਨਾਸੀ [bInas: blnasi] adj destructible, impermanent,
mortal World that is transitory. “kaci matki bInaSI bInasa.”—asa m 5. “sabh bInaSI bIna—
si.”—m 5 var maru 2.
.

ਬਿਨਸੁ [bInasu] See ਬਿਨਸ.

ਬਿਨ੍ਯ [bInath] Skt ਵਿਨ੍ਯੂ. adj destroyed, ruined.

ਬਿਨਠੀ [bInthi] was destroyed, was ruined.
“haums bInthi pira.”—suhi chétm 4. 2 spoiled.
worsened. “nahIt bInthi bat.”—s kabir.

ਬਿਠਤ [bInat] Skt ਵਿਨਤ. adj deeply submissive,
courteous. 2 humble, meek.

ਬਿਕ੍ਯਾ [bInta] Skt ਵਿਕ੍ਯਾ. daughter of Daksh,
wife of Kashyap and mother of garur (blue
jay). “bInta kadru dItI adItI, e rIkhI bari
banay.”—VN.
ਬਿਨਤਾਸੁਤ [bIntasut] son of Vinata — gem: (blue

jay). “nagni jy6 bIntasut k0 darpavat.”—NP.

ਬਿਨਤਿ [bInatI] ਬਿਨਤੀ [bInti] Skt ਵਿਨਤਿ. n sal-

utation, greetings. “bIhatI karau ardasx.”~—sav—

ਬਿਨਵਤ[1)ਗ਼ੁਘਾਚਿ],ਬਿਠਵੈ[ਲ਼ਿਜ੍ਯਾੲ], ਬਿਨਵੰਤਿ [bInvétI]

Skt ਵਿਨਯ ਵੰਤ and ਵਿਨਮਤ. See ਬਿਨਾ-[ਤ and ਬਿਨਯ.
“gurcaran lagI ham bInvata.”—asa kabir.

“nanak bInve tISE sarevahu.”—dhana m 1.
2 salutes with special regards. “bInvétI nanak sunahu bInti.”—Vad Chét m 5.

ਬਿਨਾ [bIna] Skt ਵਿਨਾ. part without, devoid of,

except, sans. “bIna sétokh nahi kou raje.”
—sukhman1'. 2 A la n foundation, base. 3 root,

origin.
ਬਿਨਾਸ [bInas] Skt ਵਿਨਾਸ਼. n destruction, dissolution,ruin.

. ਬਿਨਾਸਤ [bInasat] was ruined, was destroyed.
“‘asa mansa dou bInasat.”—asa m 1.
ਬਿਨਾਸਨ [bInasan] getting destroyed. 2 without

food, fasting. “barIpan ko rahIt bIhasan.”

—NP. ‘Some take water and others go without
food.’

ਬਿਨਾਸਨੰ [ਠਿਗ਼ੁਗ਼ੴਗ਼ੀਟੈ] getting destroyed. 2 detachment, asceticism, withdrawal. “praVI ratI

margé vartétI bInasané.”—sahas m 5. ‘When
there is attachment, detachment must occur.’

eye sn' mukhvak m 5. 2 prayer, request, sup-

ਬਿਨਾਸੀ [bInasi] Skt ਕਿਜ਼ਇਿਯ. adj perishable, liable to vanish. “drIstIman he saga] bInasi.”

a]——sor kabir. has seen the world eyeless. 2 seen the world with divine sight (insight), not with physical eyes.

penniless, indigent.
ਬਿਨਾਹ [bInah], ਬਿਨਾਹੁ [binahu] Skt ਵਿਨਾਸ਼. de-

plication.
—sar m 5.
ਬਿਨ ਨੈਠਹੂ ਜਗਤ ਨਿਹਾਰਿਆ [bIn nenahu jagat ਬਿਨਾਸੁ [bInasu] See
ਬਿਣਾਸ and ਬਿਨਾਸ. 2 poor.
nIharI
struction. “apI banahe, apI kare raSI.”—gaum

ਬਿਨਾਧਾ
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5. “Hum mahI sajI savarI bInahe.”—sarm 5.
“jInahI Upaha, tInahI bInaha.”—asa m 5.
“sakat 55g na kijis jate hoe bInahU.”—s kabir.

ਬਿਨਾਧਾ [bInadha] adjperishable, likely to vanish. “utbhuj set bInadha.”—sar m 5. 2 path to
destruction.

ਬਿਨਾਪਗਾ [bInapaga] uncultivated by river water. See ਬਿਨੁਪਗਾ.
ਬਿਨਾਯਕ [bInayak] Skt ਵਿਨਾਯਕ. adjhumble, sub-

missive, gentle. 2 22 Ganesh. “bayu bInayak
bayusakha.”—NP. 3 garur, blue jay, 4 guru,
master. 5 Lord Buddh. 6 obstacle, hindrance.

ਬਿਨਾਵੈ [bInaVE] causes to graze. See ਕੂਰਨ.
ਬਿਨਿ [bInI] part without, except, sans.
ਬਿੰਨਿ [bnt] adv knowingly, having knowledge
of. “Iku bnt dugan jutau rahe jaso métrI

manavahI lahI.”—saveye m 3 ke. ‘Having
acquired knowledge of the! mystical formula,
man becomes ali-knowing, and yet lives in the
world. He does not renounce the world. i.e.
enjoys the life style ofa saintly being.’

ਬਿਨੀਤ [bInit] Skt ਵਿਨੀਤ. adjhumble, gentle. “banIk dhani l<rIt banaj bInita.”—NP. 2 who has
knowledge, knowledgeable.

ਬਿਨੀਤਾ [bInita] adj bowed, submissive, hum-

ਬਿਧਨੀਂ

knowledge. The true master is the cloud that
irrigates the unirrigated (ignorant soul) with
water through his preachings.

ਬਿਨੈ [bins] See ਬਿਨਉ and ਬਿਨ੍ਯ.
ਬਿਨੈ'ਪਾਲ [bInepal] a Rajput ruler, Vinaypal, who

got Bhathinda’s fort built. See ਭਟਿੰਡਾ.
ਬਿਨੋਰ੍ਹਿ [bInoktI] See ਵਿਨੋ-ਕ੍ਰਿ.

ਬਿਨੋਦ [bInod] Skt ਵਿਨੋਦ. n gaiety, merriment,
amusement. 2 desire, eagerness, yearning.
“anad bInod kare dInrati.”—majh m 5.

ਬਿਨੋਦਸਿੰਘ [bInodsfgh] at the service of the
tenth Guru who was sent from Abichal Nagar
to assist Banda Bahadur in Punjab and this
valiant person won many battles against the
Mughals for the Sikhs.

ਬਿਨੋਦੀ [bInodi] Skt ਕਿਜੀਬਿਜ੍. adjmiracle-maker. 2 full of fervour, fervent, ardent. “anad
bInodi khasam hamara.”—asa m 5.

ਬਿਨੰਤੀ [ਲ਼ਿਸ਼ਟੈਭਿੰ] request, prayer. See ਬਿਨਤਿ. “karau
bInéti man tIagaU.”—majh m 5.

ਬਿੰਨ੍ਹਣ' [binhna] v pierce, perforate. 2 string,
thread.
ਬਿਧ [pr] Skt ਵਿਪ੍ਰ. n peepul tree, sacred tree.

2 sage, monk. 3 Brahmin. “jsdeu nama pr
sodama.”—bIIa kabir.

ਬਿਪੱਖ [prakkh], ਬਿਪੱਛ [pracch] See ਵਿਪਕ.
ਬਿਨੁ [bInU] ਸੈਭੰ… without, except, sans. “bInu ਬਿਪਟ [prat] act of uprooting. “sen ko prat
ble. 2 See ਧ੍ਰਵ.

nave penano khanu sath badI he.”——m 3 var

sor.
ਬਿਨੁ ਠਾਹਰ [bInU thahar] homeless, having no
ﬁxed place to live. “bInu thahar nagaro basaIa.”

ਬਿਨੁਪਗਾ [bInupaga] land that is not irrigated
by river water; barren land. “jese dharti madhe pani pargaSIa bInupaga varsat phIrahi.”
—gaum 3. Drawing water from a well is like
acquiring knowledge through practical activity. Ignorant people and wicked fellows, shudars etc as classiﬁed in the Hindu scriptures
are just like the unirrigated land, who do not
have any right to acquire water in the form of

daryo.”—krIsan. 2 nude, naked, without

clothes. 3 sans doors.

ਬਿਪਣ [pran] See ਵਿਪਣਬਿਪਤ[1੭]:})ਰਿ],ਬਿਪਤਿ[[)ਗ਼ੁ}੭ਚਿਗ਼ੁ],ਬਿਪਦਧਿਯਾਗੀ],ਬਿਪਦਾ
[prda] Skt ਕਿਧਜਿ-ਕਿਧਟ੍. n calamity, adversity. “pratI tahé, jahé harI SImran nahi.”—-gau
m 5. 2 destruction, ruin.

ਬਿਪਨ [pran] Skt ਵਿਪਿਨ. 22 forest, woods,jungle. “khojan lage pran tatkala.”—NP. 2 See

ਬਿਪਨੀ [prni] Skt ਵਿਪਣਿ. 22 sales depot where
trading of goods is done; shop. “astapad sam

prni bhuri;”—NP. ‘a large number of shops

ਬਿਧਰਜੋ
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established on cross-roads i.e. a rectangular
bazar.’
,
ਬਿਪਰਜੈ [prarjE] See ਵਿਪਰਯਯ.

ਬਿਪਚੀਤ [prrit] Skt ਵਿਪਰੀਤ. adj opposite, contrary, against.

ਬਿਪਗੌਝਬੁੱਧਿ [prritbudth] intelligence working contrary to reality; widsom going against
reality.
-

ਬਿਪਰੀਤਿ [prritI] n opposition, antagonism.

ਬਿੰਥਰ

ਬਿਪ੍ਰਚਿੰਤਾਨ [prracftan] descendants of Vipar—
chitti. Demon Viparchitti was son of Kashyap
from the womb ofDann. He became chief of
the demons. He was the chief commander of
the demons during the battle they fought against
the deities at the time of ocean’s churning. Rahu

was his son. “tuhi prracitan hﬁ k0 cabehé.”
—carItr 1. ‘(you) will crush and chew the descendants (demons) ofViparchitti.

See ਬਿਪਚੀਤ. “dutiabhauprritI anitI dasa nah ਬਿਪ੍ਰਦਿੱ'ਤਿ [prraCIttI] See ਬਿਪ੍ਰਚਿੰਤਾਨ. “prraCIttI
bhav jiu.”—sr1' Chét m 5. “sét ki nida sakat ki
puja, esi drI_ri prritI.”—dhana m 5. “bIsta
mutr khodI tIlU tIlu, manI na maniprritI.”
—maru a m 5. ﬁlth, excrement etc are discarded on the earth; the earth is dug every inch
still it nurtures no ill will.

te adI apara.”—NP.
ਬਿਪ੍ਰੀਤ [prrit] opposite, against, contrary. See

ਬਿਪਚੀਤ. “kahﬁ bedritI, kahﬁ ta SIU prrit.”
—aka1.

ਬਿਪ੍ਰੋ [prre] adjagainst, opposite. “kahItbhayo
prre hi pher.”—GPS.

ਬਿਪਲ [pral] Skt ਵਿਪੁਲ. adj expanded, devel-

ਬਿਬ [bIb] adj the other, another. “harI harIjan

oped, extended. 2 very deep. 3 abundant, ex-

dUI ek hE, bIb bIcar kIchU nahI .”-ਮਿੰ- “bIba—

cessive. “pr31 bastra kete h'é pahIre.”—gau hI na janQSI koi.”—asa dhana.
kabir. 4 See ਵਿਪੁਲ. 5 Skt ਵਿਪਲ. one sixtieth of a ਬਿੰਬ [bib] Skt ਬਿੰਬ and ਵਿੰਥ. 11 image, shadow,
moment.

reﬂection. 2 object that casts its shadow; re—

ਬਿਪਾਸ [pras], ਬਿਪਾਸਾ [prasaISkt ਵਿਪਾਸ਼. See

ﬂection. “jIU prathib, bib kau mIli he.”—asa

ਬਿਆਸ 2. “gobidval gobidpuri sam jalyan tir
pras banayau.”—saveye m 4 ke.

kabir 5. 3 kamédal, water container. 4 solar
system. 5 water. “bfb bIna kese kapre

ਬਿਪਾਕ [prak] Skt ਵਿਪਾਕ. n ripening. 2 digest-

dhoi?”—g5d kabir. See ਬਾਣੀ 1. 6 bubble. “jInI

ing, digestion. 3 sweat, perspiration. 4 reward
for one’s deeds. 5 age, life—span. 6 material

bib ka kotu usarIa.”—suh1' Chétm I . ‘who built
the fort in the form of the body from the bub-

for enjoyment. 7 adj ਵਿ-ਪਾਕ. adj is Sanskrit,
ਪਾਕ is Persian; it means very sacred. “pak bI-

ble of semen and ovum.’ 7 wild fruit of red

pak rahim kabir.”—GPS. ‘most sacred.’
ਬਿਪਾਤ [prat] adjdeeply fallen (in moral or religious sense), degraded. 2 n downfall, decline.
3 leaﬂess.

thurifera. “géda kalga bib bIdhup.”~_GPS.
8 Mount Kailash. “bib sumeru maha garjayo.”

ਬਿਪਾਰ [prar] See ਬਪਾਰ and ਵਜਾਪਾਰ.
ਬਿਖੁ [pr0] See ਬਿਧ. 2 opposite; against. “szu
jen uparI teri kIrpa, tIs kau prU na kou bhakhe.”—asa m 5.
ਬਿਪੁਲ [prul] See ਥਿਪਲ and ਵਿਪੁਲ.

ਬਿਪ੍ਰ [prr] See ਬਿਧ. “prr sudame daladu
bhéj.”—bas‘a't a m 5.

colour. Poets compare it with the lips. Boswellia

—1<rIsan. 9 Dg sun.

ਬਿਬਸ [bIbas] See ਬੇਬਸ.
ਬਿਬਹਾਰ [bIb-har] See ਬਿਉਹਾਰ and ਵ੍ਯਵਹਾਰ.
ਬਿਬਧਾਸਤ੍ਰ [bIbadhastra] weapons of different
types, weapons ofvarious kinds. “bIbadhastra
barkhe.”——C5di 2.

ਬਿਬਰ [bIbar] Skt ਵਿਵਰ. n hole, perforation, bore.
2 hole, burrow. 3 defect, vice.

ਬਿੰਬਰ [bibar] n bubble. “barId-dhar pare dhar-

l
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ni mam) bibar hve mItks ju gee hé.”—C5d1' I .

ﬁfth in Hindol. See ਸੁਰ.

ਬਿਬਰਖਣ [bIbarkhan] raining in torrents, rain- ਬਿਬਾਨ [bIban] See ਵਿਮਾਨ.
ਬਿਬਾਠਗਤ [bIbangat] n deities who ride the airing heavily. “sardhar bIbarkhan.”—aka1.
ਬਿਬਰਜਨ [bIbarjan] Skt ਕਿਧੋਚਚਿ. strict prohibi- craft. “tab bole bIbangat sare.”—GPS.
tion, special restrictions. 2 renouncing, abandoning. 3 beating heavily.

f8813[bIbar] n decision, clearance, settlement.

5. “ustatI nida dou bIbarth.”—1<eda kabir.

variegated. 2 several, various. “ghat bhitarI
bIbIdthkar.”——gaura VIdas.
ਬਿਬਿਧਾਨ [bIbIdhan] various types of dishes.

2 566ਬਿਅਾੜ2. 3 See ਬੂਆੜ.
ਬਿਬਰਜਿਤ [bIbarth] Skt ਵਿਞਜਿੰਤ. adj prohibited, ਬਿਬਿ [bIbI] See ਬਿਬ.
restricted. “jo bIbarth, tIs SIU neh.”—gau m ਬਿਬਿਧ [bIbIdh] Skt ਵਿਵਿਧ. adj multifarious,
2 abandoned, forsaken.

ਬਿਥਰਣ [bIbaran], ਬਿਬਰਨ [bIbaran] Skt ਵਿਵਟੰ.

adjdiscoloured, faded. “pari bIbaran ho: atI‘ “ek hi gehﬁ se hot nana bIbdhanie.”—BGK.
2 See ਵ੍ਯਵਧਾਨ.
kheda.”-—NP.
ਬਿਬਰਾਵਾ [bIbrava] spread, expanded, scat- ਬਿਬਿਧਾਯੁਧ [bIbIdhayudh] weapons of many
types.
tered. “sxr ke kac bIbrava.”—NP. ‘hair, scatਬਿੰਬੁ [bibo] See ਬਿੰਬ. bubble. See ਬਿੰਬ 6. “jal
tered.’
‘

ਬਿਬਲ [bIbal], ਬਿਥਲੁ [bIbalu] adjweak, feeble —

VIcahU bibu uthaIIo, jal mahI samaia.”—m 5

without spiritual strength, niorally weak. “baba,
esa bIkham jalI menu vaSIa. bIbalU jhagI sa—
hajI pargaSIa.”—prabha m I. ‘0 God! the
mind is so deeply engrossed in the strong dragnet of illusory world that the weak mind is easily
entrapped as an innocent ﬁsh by the ﬁsherman in his net.’
f88"6r[bIba1<], 1°88'aleIbaka] P .19: adjfear—
less, dauntless. See ਬੇਬਾਕ. 2 P Jk- unburdened,

var maru 2.

ਬਿਬੁਧ [bIbudh] Skt ਵਿਬੁ'ਧ. adjvery wise, highly
learned. 2 n deity, demigod.
ਬਿਬੁ'ਧਬਨ [bIbudhban] n forest where deities

live; forest of gods. See ਦੇਵੋਦਯਾਨ. 2 forest in
which scholars and saints live; scholar’s forest; Hrishikesh. “bIbudhban devsthal kelas.”

——BGK. 3 name of a forest in north India. See

ਨੈਮਿਸ and ਲੇਂਮਹਰਖਣ.
free from any debt or obligation. “jam te bhe ਬਿਬੇਕ [bIbek] Skt ਵਿਵੇਕ. n determination of an

bIbaka.”—-dhana m 5. 3 Skt ਵਿਵਾਕ. 71 one who
decides, deciding authority. 4 mute.

ਬਿਬਾਣ [bIban] See ਬੇਬਾਣ. 2 see ਵਿਮਾਨ.
ਬਿਬਾਣਗੜ੍ਹ [bIbangar] See ਵਿਮਾਨ੍ਯ|ੜ੍ਹ.

object’s exact status; reason; rationality. “ka—
bir rams ram kahu, kathe mahI bIbek.”—s.

2 xa ﬁrm adoption of the Sikh norms. 3 religious verdict.

ਬਿਬੇਕਸਰ [bIbeksar] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ.
sy, dispute. “bhai mit ਚਿਤਿ}; dekhI bIbade.”—i ਬਿਬੇਕਦੀਖ [bIbekdip] light of knowledge, enlightenment. “bIbekdip malin.”——asa ra VIdas.
asa m 5.

ਬਿਬਾਦ [bIbad] Skt ਵਿਵਾਦ. n debate, controver-

ਬਿਬਾਦੀ [bIbadi] Skt ਕਿਗਬਿਜ੍. adj quarrelsome, ਬਿਬੇਕਵਾਥਧਿ [bIbekvarath] See ਰਹਿਤਨਾਮਾ.
disputant. 2 n In musicology, a note, the use of
which in a rag gives the resonance of another
rag; e.g. pure seventh tone is ਵਿਵਾਦੀ in Hindol
and Basant. 3 a tone, the usage of which disturbs the resonance of a rag as second and

ਬਿਬੇਕਬੁ'ਧਿ [bIbekbuth], ਬਿਬੇਕਬੁ’ਧੀ [bIbekbudhi]
n reasoning power, rationality, wisdom of
knowing the truth, real knowledge of nature

and Braham. “bIbekbUth satIgurU te pai.”—
todi m 4. 2 adj rational. “bIkekbudhi sukhI

ਬਿਬੇਕੀ
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renI VIhani.”——suhi chét m 3. here ratrI

means a phase of life.

note also in this rag. It appears in combination
with Parbhati rag in Guru Granth Sahib.

ਬਿਬੇਕੀ [bIbeki] ਕਿਕ਼ੇਨਿਜ੍. adj rational, knowing ਬਿਭਾਕਰ [bIbhakar] See ਵਿਭਾਕਰ.
matter’s reality. 2 xa adopting the Sikh norms

ਬਿਭਾਗ [bIbhag] See ਵਿਭਾਗ.

with ﬁrm faith. 3 Some authors call svyépaki

ਬਿਭਾਂਡਕ [bIbhadak], ਬਿਭਾ'ਡਵ [bIbhadav] See

as ਬਿਬੇਕੀ.
ਬਿਬੇਕੁ [bIbeku] See ਬਿਬੇਕ. 2 See ਬਿਬੇਕੀ 1.
“bIbekU guru guru samdarsi.”—nat a m 4.

ਬਿਬੇਰ [bIbar] adjwithout malice or animosity;
amiable, friendly. “sétsarup bIbEI‘ kahaI.”
—saveye 33.

ਵਿਭਾਂਡਕ.
ਬਿਭਾਵ [bIbhav] See ਵਿਭਾਵ.
ਬਿਭਾਵਰਿ [bIbhavarI], ਬਿਭਾਵਰੀ [bIbhavri] Skt

ਵਿਭਾਵਰੀ. n night. “bhai bIbhavarI guru ngh
ayo.”——NP. “seva kari bIbhavari.”—NP.

ਬਿਭੀਖਣ [bIbhikhan] See ਬਭੀਖਣ and ਭਭੀਖਣ.

ਬਿਬੇਕ [bIbok] See ਵਿੱਵੋਕ.

ਬਿਭੁ [bIbhu] See ਵਿਭੂ-

ਬਿਭਉ [bIbhav] Skt ਵਿਭਞ. n riches, wealth.

ਬਿ'ਭੁਗਤ [bIbhugat] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਿਭੁਕੂ. adjfully relished,

2 luxury, majesty. 3 liberation, salvation. 4 adj

fully enjoyed. 2 Skt ਵਿਭਕ੍ਰ. separated, divided.

without fear; fearless, dauntless. “apan bIb-

“bIbhugat sarup he. prajugat anup he.”—japu.
‘is different as well as related.’
ਬਿਭੂਖਨ [bIbhukan] Skt ਵਿਭੂਸ਼ਣ n an object that
adds to one’s glamour. 2 ornament. “banmala
bIbhukhan kamalnen.”—maru soIhe m 5.
3 glory, splendour.

hao ap hi jarna.”—bIIa m 5. ‘He is fearless
and himselfendures all punishment.’

ਬਿਭਚਾਰ [bIbhcar] Skt ਵ੍ਯ'ਭਿਚਾਰ. 11 bad conduct,
condemned behaviour. 2 extra marital affair.
3 per law, unchaste behaviour.

ਬਿਭਚਾਰੀ [bIbhcari] Skt ਗ੍ਸਿਦਜਿਵੇਜ੍. adj immoral, ਬਿਭੂਤ [bIbhut], ਬਿਭੂਤਿ [bIbhutI] Skt ਵਿਭੂਤਿ. n
characterless. 2 having extra marital affair with
a woman. 3 person diposed to adultery.
ਬਿਭਰਮ [bIbharam] See ਵਿਭ੍ਰਮ.

ਬਿਭਲ [bIbhal] restless, anxious. See ਵਿਰ੍ਵਲ.
ਬਿਭਾ [bIbha] Skt ਵਿਭਾ. n ray. 2 light, brightness.
ਬਿਭਾਸ [bIbhas] Skt ਵਿਭਾਸ. n brightness, light.

riches, wealth. “mala phers, mége bIbhut.”
—ram m 5. “karahI bibhutI, lagavahI bhas—

me.”—maru soIhe m 1. 2 ash, ashes. “gahIri
bIbhut laI betha tari.”——ram m 5. “‘than ki

karahI bIbhutI .”—japu.
ਬਿਭੇਦ [bIbhed], ਬਿਭੇਦੁ [bIbhedU] Skt ਵਿਭੋਦ. n

“janu ratI ke durI bIbhas daso dIs.”—c§di 1.
2 glamour. 3 a pilgrimage centre also named

diversity; contrast. 2 change, transformation.
“bhedu bIbhedU na jan bio.”—saV£ye m 5 ke.
3 piercing, penetration.

Prabhas. See ਸੋਮਨਾਥ. 4 a musical rag, which

ਬਿਭੈ [bIbhe] )1 luxury, wealth, riches. 888ਬਿਭਉ.

employs ﬁve notes of Bhairav parent scale.

“sobha raj bIbhE vadIai.”—dhana kabir.
ਬਿਭੈਚਾਰ [bIbhecar] See ਬਿਭਚਾਰ.

In it first, third and ﬁfth notes are pure, sixth

and seventh are soft while the sixth note is
sonant, and the third one is subsonant. The
fourth and seventh musical notes are prohibited. The period for its singing is early morning.

ascending —— ਫ਼ੂਡ ra ga pa dha $9.
descending - sa dha pa g9 ra so.
Some musicians apply sharp fourth musical

ਬਿਭੋਂ [bIbho] See ਬਿਭਉ.

ਬਿਭੇਂਰ [bIbhor] village named Bibhaur is in tehsil Una of district Hoshiarpur. There stands
an elegant holy shrine in memory of Guru
Gobind Singh at a very beautiful and high
place on the bank of river Shatdrav (Satluj)
one furlong to the south of this village. The

ਬਿਭ੍ਰਮ
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tenth Master stayed here for several months 2 having understanding.
.
due to devotion professed by the chief of W [bImlanadi] See ਬਿਮਲ 3. “bImlana:
Bibhaur. Some scholars are ofthe View that
the Guru composed copai during this stay
here.
Seventeen ghumaons of land is attached to
the gurdwara in this village and seven ghuma:
ons have been donated by Rao Rattan Chand
in Charatgarh. Annual religious congregation
is held here on the Vaisakhi day. The priest is
a Singh. This place is seventeen miles to the
east of Jejeon Doaba railway station.

ਬਿਭ੍ਰਮ [bIbhram] Skt ਵਿਭ੍ਰਮ. n misconception,

di Ulti tare.”—ratanma1a b.5110. ‘tum life’s flow
from the world towards the the ultimate reali-

ਲ਼ਿ’
ਬਿਮਾਣ [bIman] See ਵਿਮਾਨ.

ਬਿਮਾਤਾ [bImata] Skt ਕਿਸ਼ਰ੍ਹਿ. n step mother. “tab
tIh kal bImata ai.”——NP.

ਬਿਮਾਂਦ [bImad] P „“.: stayed, stopped, See ਮਾਂਦਨ.
ਬਿਮਾਨ [bIman] See ਵਿਮਾਨ. 2 This word is also
used for god Vaimanik. “bIman asman ke
pachan man hverahe.”—rama V.
ਗਿਜਨ੍ਯੜ੍ਹ [bImangarh] See ਵਿਧਾ-ਮੈੱਕ੍ਯਾੜ੍ਹ.

illusion, fallacy. 2 a ﬁgurative expression. See

ਬਿਮੁਖ [bImukh] See ਵਿਮੁਖ.

ਕ੍ਰਾਂਤਿ. 3 doubt, suspicion. 4 wandering, travel-

ਬਿਮੁਚ [bImuc] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਕਿਬੂਕ੍. leaving, forsaking, giv-

ling. 5 glory. 6 Skt ਕਿਸ਼੍ਵਰ. acquired, attained.

ing up, abandoning. “sarablpap bImucte.”—var
jet. See ਮੁਚ੍ vr.

“bIbhram bIbhut Ujjal su soh.”—-datt. 7 clarity,
knowledge of reality.
ਬਿਮਣ [bIman], ਬਿਮਨ [bIman] Skt ਕਿਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਜ਼੍. adj
depressed, sorrowful. “gIri dharanI par hve

ਬਿਮੁੰਚਿਤ [bImi'JCIt] adj abandoned, renounced.

bIman.”—rama V. “bIsnadIk dev lakhe bIm-

became unconscious, fainted. “bImOchat ke
sIsupal gIrayo.”—1<rIsan. “bImucchIt hve
phIr juddh macayo.”—1<rIsan.

n5.”—ramav.

ਬਿਮਲ [bImal] Skt ਵਿਮਲ. adj clean, unpolluted,
pure. “Ihu puran bImal bicara.”—sor m 5.
“bIrnal majharI basau nIrmal jal padam.”—
maru m 1. ‘lotus grows in pure water.’ 2 n the
Creator, transcendent Being beyond knowing.

“trIkuti Chuti bImal majharI.”—gau a m I.
3 adjhighly pure, purest, pristine. “age bImal
nadi aganI bIkhU jhela.”—maru 301116 111 1.
‘There is Vaitarni river as well as extremely
hot and pricking sunshine ahead.’
ਥਿਮਲਸਰ [bImalsar] pond of clean and pure
water, sacred pond. 2 the true Master. 3 the

Guru’s precept. “gyangur bImalsar sét SIkh
naie.”—saveye m 4 ke. 4 a gurdwara in Village
Daroli Kalan in district Jalandhar, which was
got built by Maharaja Ranjit Singh on the persuasion of Sardar Desa Singh Majithia.
ਬਿਮਲਮਤਿ [bImalmatI] pure and pristine mind.

“tav bhe bImOcIt sadhségam.”—sahas m 5.
ਬਿਮੁੰਛਤ [bImOchat], ਬਿਮੁੱਛਿਤ [bImucchIt] adj

ਬਿਮੁੰਡਣ [bImﬁdan] v tonsure, shave the head
alongwith the tassel. 2 behead. “mad
bImOdan.”—aka1. (lady) who beheaded demon Mund.
ਬਿਮੁੰਡਿਤ [bImOdIt] adj headless. “satru bImOdIt

kin ghane.”—1<rIsan. 2 fully tonsured.
ਬਿਮੋਹਨ [bImohan] Skt ਵਿਮੋਹਨ. n misleading,

causing confusion. “pasu pékhi bImohanah.”
—sahas m 5. 2 bring under one’s control; dom—
inate.

ਬਿਮੋ'ਹਿਤ [bImohIt] Skt ਵਿਮੋਚਿਤ. adj completely
misled, highly confused. “esa dekhI bImohIt
hoe.”—asa m 5. 2 brought under control. “maIa
CItr baCItr bImohIt.”—-asa namdev.

ਬਿਮੋਚਨ [bImocan] Skt ਵਿਮੋਚਨ. releasing, liberating, renouncing. See ਮੁਚ੍ vr.

ਬਿਯ [ny] adj second, the other.

ਬਿਯਾ
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ਬਿਯਾ [nya] P [;. come, imperative ਧਿਅਾਮਦਨ.
ਬਿਯਾਸਾਸਨਿ [nyasasanI] See ਬਜਾਸਾਸਨਿ.
ਬਿਯਾਘੁ [nyaghr] See ਵ੍ਯ'ਘੁ.
ਬਿਯਾਰ [nyar] See ਬਯਾਰਿ and ਬਿਅਞਾਲ.

ਬਿਰੱਖਨਿ

2 separation. “durIparan man ka bIrha.”
~dhana 111 5. “nanak satia janianI jI bIrhe cot
marénhl.”-m 3 var suhi.
ਬਿਰਹਾਗਨਿ [bIrhaganI] fire of pangs.

ਥਿਯਾਚੀ [nyari] See ਬਯਾਰੀ.
ਬਿਰਹਿ [bIrahI] See ਬਿਰਹ.
ਬਿਯਾਲ [nyal] See ਬਯਾਰਿ and ਬਿਆਲ.
ਬਿਰਰਿਣੀ [bIrhIni] See ਬਿਰਹਨੀਂ.
ਬਿਯੂਹ [nyuh] See ਵਬੂਹ.
ਬਿਰਚਿਤ [bIrahIt] Skt ਵਿਰਚਿਤ. adj separated,
ਬਿਯੋ [nyo] adj took birth, was born. 2 S sec- departed. 2 abandoned. 3 adv without, sans.
ond, subordinate. See ਬੀਓ and ਬੀਯੋ.
ਬਿਰਹਿਯਾ [bIrtha] adj causing pang due to
ਬਿਯੋਗ [nyogi], ਬਿਯੋ'ਗੀ [nyogi] See ਬਿਓਗ and separation. See ਬਿਰਹ 3. “bade bIrtha nan.”
ਬਿਓਗੀ.
—carItr2]. 2 love sick.
ਬਿਯੋਮ [nyom] See ਵਯੋਮਬਿਰਹੀ [bIrhi] Skt ਬਿਦ੍ਵਿਜ੍. adj separated, abanਬਿਚ [bIr] time, turn. “Ik bIr tahf jahaj phat- doned. 2 hermit, ascetic. “jha_rI jharI pavde

gayo.”—GPS.

ਬਿਰਹ [bIrah] Skt ਵਿਰਹ. n separation, pang of
separation. “bIrha jalaIa daraso paIa.”—asa
chétm 5. 2 lack, non-availability. 3 feeling of

kace bIrhi.”—sava m 5. 3 who feels the pang
of separation; deeply attached lover, enam-

oured one. “satIguru bIrhi nam ka.”—suh1‘ a

also used for ਕਵਿਜ੍ (winged). “bISIkh bIrah

m 4. “naan bIrhi braham ke an 119 kat-hu
jahI.”—cub m 5. 4 who shows the path of
enlightenment. “mera bIrhi nam mIle ta jiva

ban sabh rup.”—sanama. ‘The arrow is so

jiu.”—gau majh m 4. 5 In Gurbani, the word

called because of being winged.’ 5 Krishan
who has his crown decorated with peacocktail. “prItham bIrah pad ocarke pun kahu sastra bIsekh.”—sanama. ‘weapon used by Krishan — wheel.”

ਬਿਰਹੀ has also been used for the loved one

separation, pang of separation. 4 this word is

ਬਿਰਚਤ [bIrhat] burst. See ਬਿਰਹ. “bIrhat
chati.”—GPS. 2 See ਬਿਰਹਿਤ.
ਥਿਰਹਨੀ [bIrhani] adj love-sick. Skt ਵਿਰਹਿਣੀ.
ਬਿਰਹੜਾ [bIrhara] n separation, pang of separation. 2 adjperson separated and suffering pangs
of separation. 3 pertaining to separation. “gaਚਿ}… gitan bIrhara.”—V9d alahani m 1.

ਬਿਰਹੜੇ [bIrhare] particular name given to those
verses which depict pangs of separation; see
three verses composed by Guru Arjan Dev in
Asa rag, which begin with the utterance “parbraham prabhu SImrie.”
ਬਿਰਹਾ [bIrha] See ਬਿਰਹ 3. “hor bIrha sabh
dhatu he.”—m 3 var sri. “sz0 pfjar mahI
bIrha nahi, so pijaru le jarI.”—m 2 var sri.

(Lord).

ਬਿਰਹੁਂ [bIraho] See ਬਿਰਹ. 2 love, affection. “me
manI tan: bIrahu atI agla.”—sr1' 111 4. “laI.
bIrahU bhagvét sége.”——brla Chét m 5.
ਬਿਰਹੈ [bIrhe] because of separation, due to separation. “bIrhe bedhi saCI vasi.”—sora 111 I .

ਬਿਰਕ [bIrak] a Jatt subcaste. See ਵਿਰਕ.
ਬਿਰਕਤ [bIrakat], ਬਿਰਕਤੁ [bIrakatu] Skt ਫਿਰਕੂ.

adj colourless. 2 of chan ged colour. 3 detached
from worldy attachment. “hamra menu bera g
bIrakatu bhan.”—asa m 4.

ਬਿਰਕਾਤੇ [bIrkate] renounced, forsaken. See
ਬਿਰਕਤ. “ab mohI sarab Upav bIrkate.”—sarm 5.

ਬਿਰਖ [bIrakh] Skt ਰ੍ਵਲ੍ਬ੍ਰਾ. n tree. “bIrakh ki chaIa SIU rég 1ave.”—sukhmani. 2 i.e. world.
“bIrkhe hethI sath jét Ikathe.”—maru éjuli

m 5. 3 Skt ਕੁਥ. “jsse bIrakh jéti jot.”—I<eda m
5. e.g. ‘as the ox is yoked to the plough.’

ਬਿਚੱਖਨਿ [bIrakkhanI] earth having trees, land

ਬਿਰਗਿਯਾ
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on which trees grow. 2 some ignorant writer

ਬਿਰਥਾ [bIrtha] Skt ਰ੍ਵਏਪੌਂ. part meaningless, in-

has written this word for ਬਰੂਥਨਿ. (ਵਰੂਥਿਨੀ) at.
entry no. 1120 in Shastamammala. See ਵਰੂਥਿਨੀ.

consequential. “manukh bIn bujhe bIrtha

ਬਿਰਗਿਯਾ [bIrega] adj ascetic, detached from
worldly pleasures. 2 n a Vaishnavite monk
belonging to Ramanand’s sect.

ਬਿਰਗੰਧ [bIrgédh] See ਵਿਗੰਧ. n odour. foul smell.
“naSIka sugédh bIrgédh samsar t5ke.”—BGK.
ਬਿਰਚਨਾ [bIracna] Skt ਵਿਰਚਨ. constructing,
composing. 2 arranging, managing. 3 getting
deeply involved, becoming highly absorbed/
engrossed.

ਬਿਚੱਚੇ [bIracce] involved, engrossed. “bIracce
mahé jég jodha.”—VN.

ਬਿਰਛ [bIrach] See ਬਿਰਖ 1.
ਬਿਰਛਰਿ [bIracharI] tree’s enemy — elephant.
—sanama.

,

aIa.”——todi m 5. 2 useless, deprived. “bIrtha
kahu chode nahi.”—asa m 5. “pahi na véve
bIrthara.”—varmaru 2 m 5. “gurpure ki cakri

bIrtha jaI na kOI.”—sri m 5. 3 Skt ਵ੍ਯਥਾ- )7
pain, agony. “bIrtha kahau kaun SIU man ki?”
~asa m 9. 4 disaster, adversity.

ਬਿਰਥੀ [bIrthi] meaningless. “bIrthi sakat ki
arja.”-—sukhmani. 2 without chariot, sans char—
iot. “kat rathi bIrthi kar dare.”—I<rIsan. 3 suf-

fering, in pain, distressed. “bIrthi gaj ki jfh
racch kari.”—krIsan.

ਬਿਰਦ [bIrad] P u; n disciple, follower. “rakh hé
jarur laj apne bIrad ki.”—NP. 2 A daily routine.
3 daily prayer, routine performance. 4 resting
place. 5 symbol of religion, religious standard.

ਬਿਰਛਰਿਣੀ [bIrachrIni] army of the enemies

“bIrad sis per te utravahu.”——GPS. 6 narrative

of trees e.g. elephants—sanama.
ਬਿਚਛਾਂਤਕ [bIrchétak] one who destroys the
trees — elephant.—sanama.

of genealogy, praise sung by poets and mace
bearers, at the palace gate or when the rulers
go from the palace is bIrad. It is also called
birdavaII. There is no set principle for the

ਬਿਰਜ [bIraj] adj without dust, dirtless. 2 Skt
\. woman, whose menstrual discharge has
ceased. 3 lacking passion, devoid of emotion.

4 See ਬ੍ਰਿਜ.

ਬਿਰਜਾ [bIrja] See ਫਿਰੋਜਾ. “bIrje cunke zarbaph
dIvavat hé.”—I<rIsan. 2 Skt ਵਿਰਜਾ. a kind of
green grass, used for holy rituals. 3 female

friend of Radhika. 4 See ਗੋਲੋਕ.
ਬਿਰਤ [bIrat] Skt ਵਿਰਤ. adj pushed back, withdrawn. 2 indifferent, pathetic, uninterested.

3 Skt ਰ੍ਵਰਿ. n livelihood. “kIrathrat kar dharam

combination of vowels, consonants or vowel

signs in bIrad but the verse should sound beautiful.
Example:
sri 11] man, sarav gun khan, sevak prIy

pran,

mahIma mahan, akhéd bhujdéd,

bhusIt kodéd, raVI sam pracéd, joti akhéd,

parmodar, dharmavtar, gunganagar, kaVIjan
adhar. maharajathraj, patI sépatI samaj,
subhat SIrtaj, garianvaj, samagat pratIpalak,
satrughalak, garabgalak anyaykalak, biranbir,
piranpir, dhirandhir, atIsay gébhir, Upma

di.”—BG.
ਬਿਰਤਾਂਤ [bIrtét] See ਢਿੱਤਾਂਤ.
ਬਿਰਤਿ [bIratI], ਬਿਰਤੀ [bIrti] Skt ਵਿਰਤਿ. n apathy, disinterest. “nanak jan 1<8 bIratI bIbeke.”

pratIpaksIdahak, pran-nIvahak, gungrahak,

—sukhmani. “}')/6 bIrti tan gyan dhara.”—NP.

sothvé-savatés, bhaktman manas-hés, mrIt

2 See ਵਿੱਚਿਬਿਰਤੰਤ [bIrtét] See ਵਿੱਤਾਂਤ.
ਬਿਰਥੜਾ [bIrthara] See ਬਿਰਥਾ 2,

anup, kiratIsatup, sOdar svarup, senavahak,

bharat k0 amrI tdan dva ra sajiv karta, jagatgéru nanak ki paramjotI, sri guru ramdas sath
ke‘na ti, param pujy guru arjandev l<e parpatr.

ਬਿਰਦਾਇਓ
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miri piri ke dhani sri guru harIgobid sath
ke potr, anath bharat 1<e sahayak, sri guru
tegbahadur 1<e saravgun patr suputr sri guru
gobfdsfgh svami ki sada jay ho! 7 adj one
having no teeth.

eﬁed. 2 spacious, extended.
ਬਿਰਲਉ [bIralaU] See ਬਿਰਲਾ.
ਬਿਰਲ ਥੈਰਿਕਰ [bIral berIkar] arrow, dispersing
the enemies.——sanama.

ਬਿਰਦਾਇਓ [bIradan] daily routine. “prabhu

one among many. “bIrla kou pave ség.”—sukhmani. “bIrlao gIani bujhanau.”—o§kar.

k0 bhagatbachal birdan.”——mala m 5.
ਬਿਰਦਾਵਲਿ [bIrdavalI] See ਬਿਰਦ 6.

ਬਿਰਦੁ [bIradU] See ਬਿਰਦ 2. “bhagatvachalu tera
bIrado har1.”—var jet. 2 See ਬਿਰਦ 3. “kahIa
bIradU na janni.”—m 1 var sar. ‘those who
recite prayer daily do not know its underlying
meaning.’

ਬਿਰਲਾ [bIrla] See ਬਿਰਲ. rare, scattered, scarcely,

ਬਿਚਲਾਪ [bIrlap] Skt ਵਿਲਾਪ. n mournful cry,
wailing utterance, lament.
ਬਿਰਵਾ [bIrva] n tree, plant. “cédan ka bIrva
bhala.”—s kabir. “sahaj sOnI IkU bIrva Uija

dharti jal hero sokhIa.”—ram kabir. ‘the plant
of spiritual knowledge blossomed, which dried
up the water of worldly attractions.’ 2 adjdeprived, lacking.

ਬਿਰਧ [bIradh] Skt ਕੂਡ੍. adj old (in age), aged.
“bIredh bhan sujhe nahi.”——s m 9. See ਵਿੱਧ.
ਬਿਰਧਚਾਚ [bIradhacar] Skt ਰ੍ਵਫ਼ੂਸ੍ਯਦ੍. n conduct ਬਿਰਾ [bIra] n non-attachment. “pahII pursa
of elderly persons. “kahﬁ jogritI kaho
bIrdhacar.”——aka1.

ਬਿਰਧਤਾਸਤੂ [bIradhtastru] enemy of old age,
nectar.—sanama.

ਬਿਰਧਾ [bIrdha] Skt ਰ੍ਵਗ਼. adjold (woman), aged
woman, advanced in age. “puran bIrdha as.”
—GPS. ‘to fulﬁll the desire ofthe aged (woman). ’

ਬਿਰਧਾਨੀ [bIradhani] got old, advanced in age.

ਬਿਰਧਿ [bIrath] Skt ਕੁੜਿ. n excess, abundance.
“dukh 1<i bIrath vadhai.”—asa Chétm 4.

ਬਿਰਧੀ [bIrdhi] See ਬਿਰਧਿ. 2 in old age. “nah
barIk nah jobne nah bIrdhi kachu bédho.”

—ba van.
ਬਿਰਮਣ [bIrman], ਬਿਰਮਨ [bIrman] Skt ਵਿਰਮਣ. n
stoppage, halt. “satguru bIram rahe pardesa.”
—GPS. 2 being happy. 3 indulging in amorous
play. 4 getting enamoured.
ਬਿਰਮਾਉਣ [bIrmaun], ਬਿਰਮਾਵਨ [bIrmavan] v
stop, prevent. “adh bic hi banan so bIrmayo.”
—I<rIsan. 2 stay, sit with ease. “pran ju thake
thIrU nahi, kese bIrmavaU?”—brla sadhna.

3 please; make one happy. “laj na ave agIanmati, durjan bIrmaie.”—bIIa Chétm 5.

ਬਿਰਲ [bIraI] Skt ਵਿਰਲ. adj not condensed, rar-

bIra.”—dhana namdev. 2 See ਬਿੜਾ. “baryo bIre
mahI keharI jahé.”—GPS.
ਬਿਰਾਉਣਾ [bIraona] amuse, console. See ਬਿਰਮਣ.

ਬਿਰਾਹਮਣ [bIrahman] Brahmin, ﬁrst of the four
castes. “gau bIrahman kao kar 1avahu.”—var

asa.
ਬਿਰਾਹਿਮ [bIrahIm] Ibrahhim. See ਧੁਨੀ (d).

ਬਿਰਾਗ [bIrag] Skt ਵਿਰਾਗ. adj non attached.
2 colourless, apathetic. 3 See ਬੈਰਾਗਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਵੈਰਾਗਜ਼
ਬਿਰਾਗ ਛੁੱਟਣਾ [bIrag chottna] v weep, cry. “t5
us da bIrag chuttIa.”-—JSBB.

ਬਿਰਾਗੀ [bIragi] See ਬੈਰਾਗੀ. 2 See ਵਿਰਾਗੀ.
ਬਿਰਾਜ [bIraj] This poetic metre is also called
ਵਿਜੌਹਾ [VIjoha] and ਵਿਮੋਹਾ [VImoha]. Its features comprise four feet, each foot having two

ragans SIS, SIS.
Example:
hakk devé karé. sadd bhero rare”).
cavdi cikaré. dakni dikefé.”—ramav.
(b) The second form of this metre is cécala,
characterised by four feet, each foot consisting of 16 letters with alternating long and short
matras, viz. S|S,|SI,SIS,|SI,SIS,I and pauses after
the seven and the nine matras.

ਬਿਰਾਜਣਾ

ਬਿਰਧ
..-
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Example:
Udar CItt yuddh dhir,
dhani,
deg teg ko
bah jéh ki gahe, n9 tyagto mahan bir,
des kam vaste, ju det pran a sarir,

khalsa nIralsa, VInasto anathpir.

This type of poetic metre is also named 85ਚਿਤ੍ਰ

2 Skt ਵਿਰਾਜ. one who is very graceful —
Khatri.

ਬਿਰਾਜਣਾ [bIrajna], ਬਿਰਾਜਨਾ [bIrajna] gracing in
particular; highly graceful. “bIrajat ram ko partap.”—sar m 5. 2 sense — relaxing, sitting with
case. 3 lying in bed.

ਬਿਰਾਜੀ [bIraji] See ਬਿਰਾਜਨਾ. 2 without the king,
sans the ruler. “rajibIraji bhukép.”——BGK. ‘the
subject being without a ruler and the occurrence of an earthquake.’ “raja bIraji sabhan
jani.”—gurusobha.

ਬਿਰਾਟ [bIrat] Skt ਵਿਰਾਟ. n c0wrie. sense — illusion, maya. “puj bIrat Inhe jo khai.”—-GV 10.
‘involved in worship.’ 2 See ਵਿਰਾਟ.
ਬਿਰਾਟਕਾ [bIratka] cowrie. See ਬਿਰਾਟ ].
ਬਿਰਾਠ [bIrath] See ਵਿਰਾਟ. “huto birath madr
avnipa.”-NP. ‘The ruler of Madr country —
Virat.’

ਬਿਰਾਤਾ [bIrata] became indifferent, got apathetic. 2 got heavily affectionate. “dhobi dhove
bIrah bIrata .”—-bas§t namdev.
ਬਿਰਾਥੇ [bIrathe] is meaningless. “aver dutia as
bIrathe.”—sar m 5.

ਬਿਰਾਦਰ [bIradar] P „ਲਿ, n brother. See E brother. “jan pIsar padar bIradra.”——t115g m I.

ਬਿਰਾਦਰੀ [bIradri] 11 community.
ਬਿਰਾਧ [bIradh] 5/ਨੁਲ਼ਵਿਰਾਧ. suffering, pain, trou—
ble. 2 a demon, who was a celestial musician
in his earlier birth. He played a single string
musical instrument and became a demon because of a curse by Kuber. He was son of
Suparyanay from the womb of Shatdruta. He
conquered the whole of the world due to the
boon bestowed on him by Brahma. He was

very cruel and used to eat human flesh. When
Ramchandar went to Dandak forest, this demon abducted Sita and ran away. Ram and
Lachhman chased Viradh and buried him alive
and chopped off his hands and feet. See

ਅਰਨਿਪੁਰਾਣ. “bIradh det jujtho SU hatth ram
nIrmalé.”—ramav.

ਇਰਾਨ [bIram] See ਵੈਰਾਨ. 866`ਬਿਰਾਨਾ.
ਬਿਰਾਨਉ [bIranau], ਬਿਰਾਨਾ [bIrana], ਬਿਰਾਨੱ

[bIrano] P ;ਬੁੱਲ਼ੀਰ੍ adjbelonging to someone else,
another’s. “hor sagal bhan bIrana.”—guj m
5. “batparI ghar muSI bIrano pet bhare apra-

dhi.”—sar parmanéd. 2 See ਵੀਰਾਣ.
ਬਿਰਾਮ [bIram] Skt ਵਿਰਾਮ. 11 rest, stop, repose.
2 (punctuation) mark of stop in text; comma,

etc 3 end, termination. “bhayo kadan bIram
he.”—NP. ‘(one) is relieved of distresses.‘
4 non-attachment, sense of leaving/renouncing.

ਬਿਚਾਰ [bIrar] Vidarbh state. See. ਬਰਾਰ.
ਬਿਰਾਵਨਾ [bIravna] See ਬਿਰਾਉਣਾ.

ਬਿਰਿਖੀ [bIrIkhi] to the trees. “gurmukh sokh—
phal paIa bhaI bhagatI VIrli ju bIrIkhi.”
——BG. ‘rarely do benevolent followers, like the
scarcely growing trees, enjoy the comfort of

life.’

ਬਿਰਿੰਜ [bIrfj] rice. see ਬਰੰਜ 3.
ਬਿਰੀ [bIri] bidi, beedi, biri; betal-leafcigarette.
“jabs bIhaske bIri cabave.”—carItr 82.

ਬਿਰੀਆ [bIria], ਬਿਰੀਆਂ [bIriéi] n turn; number.
2 time, period. 3 P up, roasted. 4 roasted and
dried meat. “salan ;) akhni bIria.”—I<rIsan.
5 P Q4 joyful, blissful, pleasing. “sabhe jhakhan ke nam le bIria kahIle ek.”—sanama. provider of pleasure to the ﬁsh — ocean.

ਬਿਰੁ'ਧ [bIrudh], ਬਿਰੁੱਧ [bIruddh] Skt ਬਿਦ੍ਰਾਫ਼ੁ. op—
posite, against, contrary. 2 specially surrounded; besieged. “bIrUddhke su 5bar§.”—VN.

‘supporting the sky.’ 3 The word ਬਿਰੁੱਧ has also
been used for ਵਿਰੋਧ. “bIrUddh nIvartan
bhaya.”~paras.

ਬਿਰੂੰ
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ਬਿਰੂ" [bIrﬁ] P u»; adv outside, out.

ਬਿਰੂਥਨਿ [bIruthanI], ਬਿਰੂਥਨੀ [bIruthani],

ਬਿਭੂਥਿਨੀ

[bIruthInI] Skt ਵਰੂਥਿਨੀਂ. n army. “bhaji

bIruthanI danvi.”—C5di 1. See ਵਰੂਥਿਨੀਂ.

ਬਿਲਗਾ

ਬਿਲ (hole) and ਬਿਲੁ are also correct with
ਞ

instead of‘a i.e. ਵਿਲ and ਵਿਲ੍. Aegle Marme-

los. Its latent effect is dry-warm.
It cures
dysentery. This tree and its frui
t are the
favourite of Shiv.

ਬਿਰੂਧਉ [bIrudhaU], ਬਿਰੂਧਾ [bIrudha],
ਬਿਰੂਧੀ
[bIrudhi], ਬਿਭੂਧੋਂ [bIrudho] adjobstructed
, hin- ਬਿਲਈਆ [bIlaia] )1 cat. “mamas
bapura musa
dered, engaged. “kamI bIrudhau
rahe na
thaI.”—gaua m 1. “étarI baharI kaj
bIrudhi,
citu su barIk rakhIale.”—ram namdev.
2 halted. “kaph kéth bIrudho, nenahu
nir dhare.”—
maru a m 1.

ਬਿਚੂਪਾਛ [bIrupa‘ch] ਵਿਰੂਪਾਕ. adj having
frightening eyes, having eyes of awful
shape. 2 n
Ravan’s advisor. 3 per Markandey
Puran, son

of demon Parivart. See ਵਿਰੂਪਾਕ.
ਬਿਰੋਂਚਨ [bIrocan] See ਵਿਰੇਚਨ.

kino, mic bIlaia khaihe re.”—bIIa

ਵਿਲੈਯਾ.

kabir. 2. See

ਬਿਲਸਨ [bIlsan], ਬਿਲਸਨਾ [bIlasna
] Skt ਵਿਲਸਨ.

beﬁt, beseem one. 2 enjoy. 3 See ਵਿਲਸਨ.
ਬਿਲਕ [bIlak] Skt ਵਲ੍ਕ. n bark, tree’s skin
.
2 See ਬਿਲਖ. 3 cat. “akhi prem kasaia qu bIla
k
masai.”—bIIa chétm 4. as ‘The eyes
of a cat
are always focussed on the ﬂesh i.e.
the rat.’

4 See ਵਿਲਕਣਾ.
ਬਿਲਕਣਾ [bIlakna] v wail, cry, weep.
ਬਿਲਕੁਲ [bIlkul] A J; advthe whole, full,
com-

ਬਿਰੋਜਾ [bIroja] See ਬਰੋਜਾ and ਫਿਰੋਜਾ. ,
ਬਿਰੋਧ [bIrodh] Skt ਵਿਰੋਧ. n opposition. 2 enmiplete. 2 mere, sheer downright. 3 from
beginty. 3 See ਵਿਰੋਧ.
ning to end.
ਬਿਰੋਧੀ [bIrodhi] Skt ਬਿਦ੍ਰੇੰਬਿਜ੍. enemy, antagoਬਿਲਖ [bIlakh] See ਬਿਲਕ and ਬਿਲਕਨਾ.
2 Skt
nist, opponent. 2 interrupter. 3 obstructionist.

ਬਿਰੋਲਨਾ [bIrolna] v separate with fingers.
2 churn, separate butter from milk
or curd.
“dath ke bhole bIrole nir.”—gau
kabir.

ਵਿਲਕ. adj— ashamed, abashed. 3 amaz
ed, per-

plexed. “jInI dhan pIr ka sadu n3 janI
a, sa

bIlakh badan kumlani.”—mala m 1.

ਬਿਲਖਨਾ [bIlakhna] See ਬਿਲਕਣਾ.
ਬਿਰੰਗ [bIrég] adjfaded, colourless. “maIa
rég ਬਿਲਗ [bIlag] adj separate, differen
t, apart.
bIrég khIne mahI.”—maru m 5.
ਬਿਲਗਨਾ [bIlagna] v get separated, depart.
ਬਿਰੰਚ [bIréc],
ਬਿਰੰਚਿ [bIr§CI] Skt ਕਿਦ੍ਕ੍ਥ. the

ਬਿਲਗਾ [bIlaga] a village under police
station
Phillaur, tehsil Nawan Shahar, dist
rict Jaskrit word. “SIV bIr5CI dharI dhyan.”—savlandhar. It is a railway station too. Ther
e is a
eye In 4 ke. “SIV bIr5CI aru saga] moa
nan.” ' gurdwara in memory of
Gur
u
Arja
n Dev in
«guj m 5.
the village. When the Guru was on his
way to
ਬਿਚੰਜ [bIréj] See ਬਰੱਜ.
Mau to get married, he stayed here to
put on
ਬਿਚੰ'ਥ [bIréth] useless, meaningless, See
ਬਿਰਥਾ. his new robe;
“bInU bhs bhagti janamu bIréth.”—asa
a m 1.
{A beautiful gurdwara stands at this plac
e.
ਬਿਲ [bIl] Skt ਕਿਗ੍. vr pierce, saw, cut.
2 n Guru Granth Sahib is always displaye
d here in
hole. 3 cave, dungeon. “bIl bIrthe
cahe bahu
the gurdwara. The religious fair is held
on Harh
bIkar.”—bas5t a m 1. ‘conscience
conﬁned
18,19, and 20 each year. Maharaja Ranjit
Singh ~
to the body always thinks ofevil
deeds (imallotted revenue-free land of 30 ghu
maons inmoral acts).’ 4 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਬਿਲ੍. The tree and fruit
of cluding two wells to this holy shrine. The
priest
a wild variety. In Sanskrit both
the words
is 3 Singh. -

Creator, Brahma. ਵਿਚੰਚਿ is also a correct
San-

ਬਿਲਗਾਨਾ

ਬਿਲਾਸਪੁਰ
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ਬਿਲਗਾਨਾ [bIlgana] adj separated, split. 2 v get
separated.

ਬਿਲਛਨ [bIlchan] See ਬਿਲਸਨ. “khat kharcat bIlchat sukh paIa.”—suhi Chétm 5. ‘found comfort in sexual indulgence.’ 2 See ਬਿਲੱਛਨ.
ਥਿਲਛਿ [bIlachI] after enjoying. “bIlachI bInod

15ti.”—bas§t m 5. “bajh guru phIrE bIl-ladi.”

—m 3 var guj 1.
ਬਿਲਲਾਨਾ [bIl—lana] See ਬਿਲਲਾਉਣਾ.

ਬਿਲਲਾਪ [bIl-lap] n wail, mournful cry. See
ਥਿਲਲ.
ਬਿਲਲਾਵੈ [bIl-lave] wails, cries in mourning.

anéd sukh manhu.’ ’—sor 111 .See ਬਿਲਛਨ.
2 gracefuliy, gloriously, splendidly.

“arrave bIl-lave nfdak.”—asa m 5.

ferent, rare. 2 strange, quaint, extraordinary.

kadhahu karte.”—devm 5. 2A 11; partwithout,

ਬਿਲਪਤ੍ਰ [bIlpatr] leaves of Aegle marmelos.

except, but for. 3 See ਬਿੱਲਾ.
ਬਿਲਾਇ [bIlaI] engrossing, merging. “jal nah:

ਬਿਲੱਲ [bIlall] Skt ਵਿਰ੍ਵਲ. adj restless, disturbed.
ਬਿਲੱਛਨ [bIlacchan] Skt ਵਿਲਕਣ. adj unique, dif- ਬਿਲਾ [bIla] 11 hole, crack. See ਬਿਲ. “5dh bIla te

The Shaivites regard it auspicious to offer these
leaves to Shiv.

ਬਿ'ਲੰਪਾਨਾ [bIlapna] v wail, lament, mourn. “bI—
lap kare catrak ki nIai.”—majh 111 5. “nanak
andIn bIlapte.”—m 5 var guj 2.

ਬਿਲਫੇਲ [bIlphel] A y; advnow,just now, this
moment.

ਬਿਲਬਿਲਾਪ [bIlbIlap] n act of wailing, desperation. “daIadhari samrathI, cuke bIlbIlap.”
——m 5 var guj 2.

clubs, nabh na bIlaI.”—GPS. 2 11 merging;

sense of being fully engrossed. “cita gai bIlaI.”~m 4 var sor. ‘worries ended.’ 3 Skt

ਵਿਲਗੂ. adj separate, apart. “utar agar kIvar bI1ae.”-GPS. ‘opened the doors.’

ਬਿਲਾਇਣ [})118111]=ਬਿਲਾਇਨ [bIlaIn] Skt ਵਿਲਯਨ.
11 being fully engrossed, being ruined/destroyed.
“rasna SImrat pap bIlaIn.”—g5d m 5.
ਬਿਲਾਈ [bIlai] merged, got annihilated, got dis-

ਬਿਲਮ [bIlam] Skt ਵਿਲੰਬ. 11 delay, lateness. “bI-

solved, was destroyed. 2 Skt ਵਿਡਾਲੀ. 11 cat.

lam n3 lags ave jai.”——maru solhe m I. 2 time

“sighu bIlai hOIgan, trIn meru dIkhita.”

for waiting, time worth waiting for. “Ik rati
bIlam na devni.’ ’—sr1' m 4 vanjara.

ਬਿਲਾਸ [bIlas] Skt ਵਿਲਾਸ. 11 merriment, enjoy-

ਬਿਲਮਾਵੈ [bIlmaVE] may get late, may be de—
layed.‘mat k01man mIlta bIlmave.—gaubavan kabir.

ਬਿਲਲ [bIlal] Skt ਵਿਲੋਂਲ. adj highly sensitive.
2 trembling much; shaking. 3 Skt ਵਿਹੁਲ. rest—

less, mentally disturbed. “bIl-lap bIlal
bInétia.”—guj a m 1.
ਬਿਲਲਾਉਣਾ [bIl-launa] v wail. Skt ਵਿਲਾਪਨ. “bIllahI kete maha mohan, bIn nam harI ke sukh

nahi.”—bIha Chét m 5. “dukh lags bIllanIa.”—m 5 var guj 2.

ਬਿਲਲ਼ਾਟ [bIl-lat] n wail, mournful cry. “bIl-lat
karahI bahuterIa.”—sor a m 5.

ਬਿਲਲਾਂਤੀ [}੭11-1ਕੋੰ੮1], ਬਿਲਲਾਂਦੀ [bIl-lédi] crying
mournfully, wailing. “bIn satIguru dise bIl-

—bIIa m 5. 3 See ਪਹਿਲਾ ਪੂਤ.
ment. 2 sensual enjoyment.“an1kbllas karat

manmohan.”—gau m 5. 3 See ਵਿਲਾਸ 2.
ਬਿਲਾਸਪੁਰ [bIlaspur] Capital of Kahloor state.
This town is situated on the left bank ofSatluj
at a height of about 1468 feet above the sea
level. This state was ruled by raja Bhim Chand
in the days of Guru Gobind Singh. When he
was a devotee of the Guru, he requested the
tenth Master to visit Bilaspur. He made him
stay in his own palace where a gurdwara has
been built up in memory of the Guru. Manji
Sahib is looked after by the Brahmins (priests)
appointed by the state. This town is about 60
miles away from the railway stations of
Garhsankar and Nawan Shahar while it is

ਬਿਲਾਂਸਿਨੀ
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about thirty miles away from Ropar. Bilaspur
state was founded by Rajput Bir Chand. The
area of the state is 448 square miles while it

has population of about 98000. This is the eighth
state in Punjab. Its administration is carried on
by A.G.G. Punjab states. The present ruler is
raja Sir Bijay Chand. He is entitled to a salutation of 11 guns.

ਬਿਲਾਸਿਨੀ [bIlaSIni] Skt ਵਿਲਾਸਿਨੀ. adjlicentious
woman. 2 n prostitute, harlot.

ਬਿਲਾਸੀ [bIlasi] Skt ਬਿਗਚਿਜ੍. a'dj sensual person
(male). 2 who behaves amorously. 3 fond of
playing. 4 witty, humorous.

ਬਿਲਾਸੁ [bIlaSU] n male cat, tom cat. 2 male cat
and dog. “sua pijarI nahI khaI bIlasu.”—mali
m 5. 3 See ਬਿਲਾਸ.

‘

ਬਿਲੌਰ

beginning of the second quarter of the day. It
is customary to recite this rag during the moments of ecstasy. Bilaval has the sixteenth

place in Guru Granth Sahib.
“harI utamu harI prabhu gaVIa karI nadu
bIlavalu rag.”—m 3 var bIIa. 2 bliss, ecstasy,

happiness. “dujebhaI bIlavalu na hovai.”—m
3 var bIIa. 3 auspicious moment, festival. “bIlavalu kathU tum pIarI ho! ekasu SIU lIV
laI.”—m 3 var bIIa.
ਬਿਲਾਵਲੁ [bIlavalU] See ਬਿਲਾਵਲ.

ਬਿਲੀਧੇ [bIlidhe] crying, weeping. “jIO barIku
rasakI parIo thanI mata, thanI kadhe bIlal
bIlidhe.”—-bas§t m 4.

ਬਿਲੇਲ [bIlel] See ਬਲੇਲ.
ਬਿਲੈ [bIle] merged perfectly; dissolved fully.

ਬਿਲਾਤ [bIlat] merging, getting dissolved, get- See ਵਿਲਯ. “premdhunI
sun sravan suratI
ting extinct. See ਬਿਲਾਨਾ.
bIle.”—BGK.
ਬਿਲਾਨਾ [bIlana] v get annihilated, get de- ਬਿਲੈੰਯਾ [bIleya]
See ਬਿਲਈਆ. 2 See ਵਿਲੈਯਾ.
stroyed. “ravanhu te athk chatrapatI khIn ਬਿਲੋਇਨ [bIIOIn]
Skt ਵਿਲੋਡਨ. n churning. 2 See
mahI gee bIlat.”—sar kabir. “OI ju bic ham tum
kachu hote tInki bat bIlani.”—dhana m 5.
2 (for time) to elapse or pass. “bahu janam

bIlane.”—asa dhana. 3 adj vanished, was destroyed, dissolved. 4 passed, gone by.

ਬਿਲੋਕਨ.

ਬਿਲੋਂਈ [bIloi] churned, stirred. 2 n appliance
for chuihing, churning device. “tanukarI matu-

ki, man mahI bIloi.”—-asa kabir. 3 observed,

Viewed.

ਬਿਲਾਪ [bilap] ਲ਼ਾ/ਯਿਵਿਲਾਧ. n lamentation. 2 mourn- ਬਿਲੇਂਕਨ [bIlokan], ਬਿਲੋਕਨਾ
[bIlokna] Skt ਵਿਲੋਕਨ.
ing. 3 wailing.
‘
viewing, observing. 2 testing.

ਬਿਲਾਂਬ [bIléb], ਬਿਲਾਮ [bIlam] Skt ਵਿਲੱਬ. n delay,
lateness. “begI mIlahU jan, karl 11;) bIléba.”

ਬਿਲੋਂਕਨਿ [bIlokanI] n sense of observation,
insight, perception, sight.

—gau ravrdas.
ਬਿਲੋਨਾ [bIlona] to churn.
ਬਿਲਾਮੀ [bIlami] adj destructible, likely to van- ਬਿਲੋਰ [bIlor] Skt
ਵਿਲੋ-ਲ. adjhighly frolicsome.

ish. “caldIa nalI n3 calai khIn jaI bIlami.”

—m 5 var maru 2.

ਬਿਲਾਰ [bIlar] 11 male cat, tom cat.
ਬਿਲਾਵ [bIlav] )1 male cat, tom cat. 2 excuse,

means.

ਬਿਲਾਵਲ [bIlaval] or ਬਿਲਾਵਲੁ [bIlavalu] It is a
heptatonic rag. All the notes are pure and natural. The ﬁrst note is sonant and the ﬁfth is
subsonant. The period of singing this rag is the

“kahﬁ bhramrIka parhf bIlor.”—GPS. ‘many
turbulent whirlwinds are observed in water.’

2 See ਬਿਲੌਰ.

ਬਿਲੋਵਨ [bIlovan], ਬਿਲੋਵਨਾ [bIlovna] Skt ਵਿਲੋਡਨ.
churning. 2 practising again and again, repeated
exercise. “harI ka bIlovna bIlovahu mere
bhai.”—asa kabir.

ਬਿਲੌਰ [[):[1੨1] A “ਚੂ n stone-like glass, crystalline glass. crystal. Excellent spectacles are

ਬਿਲੰਕ
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made of this glass.

ਇਲੱਕ [b 115k] Skt ਕੈਗ਼ਾਫ੍ਟਙ. ocean’s shore. “lékahI
chad b115k SIdhane.”—ramav. ‘reached

ocean’s other shore.’

ਬਿਲੰਦ [bIléd] See ਬਲੱਦ.
ਬਿਲੰਦਾਬਾਦ [bIlédabad] See ਬੁਲੰਦਸ਼ਹਰ. “bakan si
bIlédabad.”—al<a1. ‘Buland Shahar is presenting a very white beautiful whitish look like that
of herons.’

ਬਿਲੰਬ [b11513] Skt ਵਿਲੰਬ. n delay, lateness, laxity. “nah: b11513 dharmé.”—sahas m 5.

ਬਿੱਲਾ [bIlla] n male cat. 2 badge on the uniform of an ofﬁcer which signiﬁes his rank in
army. 3 adj brown-eyed; having light goldenbrown eyes.

ਬਿੱਲੀ [bIlli] n cat. 2 door bolt; fastening device for the door. 3 adjhaving brown eyes like
those of a cat (0; greyish.

ਥਿਲ੍ [bIlv] See ਬਿਲ 4.
ਬਿਵਸਥਾ [vaastha] Skt ਅਵਸਥਾ. n age, duration.
“bar vaastha tujhahI pIare dudh.”-—sul<hmani. 2 condition, state. “duhu vaastha te jo
mukta.”—maru a m 5. 3 Skt ਵ੍ਯਵਜਥਾ. part sense
of stability; conﬁrmation of some statement.

4 religious resolution. 5 religious ritual or con-

vention. See ਸ੍ਵਸਤਿਬਿਵਸਥਾ.
ਬਿਵਸਿ [vaaSI] Skt ਵਿ-ਞਸ਼ਜ਼ adj strictly controlled. “moh malvaaSI kio.”—saveye m 4 ke.
‘overoowered the powerful feeling of attachment.’ 2 helpless, powerless.

ਬਿਵਹਾਰ [vahar] See ਬਿਉਹਾਰ and ਵ੍ਯਵਹਾਰ.
ਬਿਵਤ [vaat] n planning, plan, technique. “taki
nas vaat jIy ani.”—carrtr 40. ‘made a plan to
finish him.’

ਬਿਵਰ [vaar] hole. See ਬਿਬਰ. ‘ਟੋੰਠਿਗ਼ਾਰਿ bIkhE te
bISIyar jese.”—GPS.

ਬਿਵਰਜਨ [vaarjan] See ਬਿਬਰਜਨ.
ਬਿਵਰਜਿ [vaarajI] by prohibiting, by stopping,
by removing. “maIamoh vaarajI samae.”
—ram 3 m 1.

ਬੀ

ਬਿਵਰਜਿਤ [blvarth] See ਬਿਬਰਜਿਤ.
ਬਿਵਾਈ [blvai] See ਬਿਆਈ. “pag me bhai vaai
phatkar.”—GPS.
ਬਿਵਾਦ [vaad] See ਬਿਬਾਦ.
ਬਿਵਾਦੀ [vaadi] See ਬਿਬਾਦੀ.
ਬਿਵਾਨ [vaan] See ਵਿਮਾਨ.
ਬਿਵਾਨਗਤ [blvangat] See ਬਿਬਾਨਗਤ.
ਬਿਵੰਤੀ [bIVéti] vomiting. “anal bIVéti.”—aka1.
‘Spitting fire from the mouth.’
ਬਿਡ਼ਕ [bIrak] n noise, clattering sound. 2 in-

kling; intimation, hint.

ਬਿੜਤੋ [bI_rto] adj exchanged, earned, proﬁted.
2 n proﬁt, gain. “bad asa Udam he, bIrto na
pave ji.”—BGK.

ਬਿੜਲਾਛ [bIrlach] See ਬਿਡਾਲੱਛ, ਬਿੜਾਲੱਛ and
ਬਿੜਾਰਾਸੁਰ. “bIrlach bIhédan.”—aka1.
ਬਿੜਾ [bIra] n thick bushes, dense shrubs. “bI_ra
his ko séghan ghano.”—GPS.

ਬਿੜਾਰਾਸੁਰ [bIrarasur] demon Bidalaksh; a demon having eyes like thosé ofa male cat, who
was killed by goddess Durga. “ched CIcchor
bIrarasur, dhulIkaran khapaI .”-ਵਿਝੁ-

ਬਿੜਾਲ [bIral] Skt ਬਿਡਾਲ. )1 male cat. 2 short for
ਬਿਡਾਲਾਕ. “bIral badhe.”—aka1.

ਬਿੜਾਲੱਛ [bIralacch], ਬਿੜਾਲਾਸੁਰ [})ਗ਼ੁਨੂ8185ਘ] See
ਬਿੜਾਰਾਸੁਰ and ਬਿੜਾਲਾਖਜ਼ “CédI bIralachh par
kin drut nan he. ”—NP.

ਬਿੜਾਲਾਕ [bIralaks], ਬਿੜਾਲਾਖਜ [bIralakhy] See

ਬਿੜਾਰਾਸੁਰ. 2 demon named Bidalakhay who was
different from Birhalaksh. He was a counsel- ‘
lor and commander of Mehikhasur. See ਦੇਵੀ-

ਭਾਗਵਤ ਸਕੰਧ 5, chapter 5.
ਬਿੜਾਲਾਛ [bIralach] demon Bidalaksh. See
ਬਿੜਾਰਾਸੁਰ. “bIralach mare su pigach dhae.”

—C5d1' 2.

ਬਿੜਾਲਾਛੀ [bIralachi] she-demon, sister of demon Bidalaksh. She had eyes like those of a
cat. 2 adj(f) greyish-eyed, having light golden
‘
brown eyes.

ਬੀ [bi] adV' also;'ag‘ain. 2 with, alongwith. 3 n

ਥੀਂ
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short for ਬੀਜ. 4 P short for ਬੀਬੀ.
ਥੀਂ [bi] P Uf see, observe, imperative form
of
verb ਦੀਦਨ. 2 when used as a sufﬁx, it give
s
the meaning of looking/observing like in ਦੂਰਬੀ“
(telescope), ਖ਼ੁਰਦਬੀ' (microscope)

ਬੀਉ [bio] Skt ਬੀਜ. n seed, germ, semen.
“bio
bijI patI legae.”~var asa.

ਬੀਓ [bio] S adj second. “bio puchI na maslatI

dhare.”—g5d m 5. 2 was born, grew, deve
loped. “an no bio dusar 1avan.”—tod1'm 5.
See

ਬੀਯੋ and ਲਾਵਨ.
ਬੀਅ [bis] 11 seed, germ, semen.
ਬੀਆ [bia] adj second, another. “eko vekha ava—
ru n9 bia.”—majh a m 3. “$5th bIn avar
u no
data bia.”—sor m 5.

ਬੀਆਹ [biah] Skt ਵਿਵਾਹ. n marriage, matrimony,

wedding, ritual ofaccepting a maiden as
one's
wife.

ਬੀਅਾਹਨ [biahan] v get married, marry. “bés ko
put biahan calla.”—asa kabir. See ਫੀਲ and ਬੰਸ
ll.
ਬੀਅਾਹੁ [biaho] See ਬੀਆਹ.

ਬੀਆਬਾਨ [biaban] P ਘੜਿ This word owes its
origin to ਬੇ-ਅਾਬ-ਆਂ. adjuninhabited. 2 n deso
late forest, desert.

ਬੀਸ [bis] Skt ਵਿੰਸ਼ਤਿ. adj twenty. “bis bare
s kaChU tapu na kio.”—asa kabir.

ਬੀਸ ਇਕੀਸ [bis Ikis] certainly one lord, surel
y
one mentor “gurmatI mIlis bis Ikis.”—o§k
ar.
‘without any doubt, one meets the Lord.
’

ਬੀਸ ਸਪਤਾਹਰੋ ਬਾਸਚੋਂ [bis saptahro basro] place
of existence of twenty-seven elements; body
,
physique.
subtle and concrete ﬁve basic elements.
(10)
cognitive and practical
(10)
vital air
(5)
mind and intelligence
(2)
“bis saptahro basro ségrahe.”——sri m
1.
‘what controls the body, checks it from indul
ging in misdeeds and involves it in good deeds
.’

ਬੀਖ

866 ਖੋੜਾ 2.
ਬੀਸਤ [bisat] P or; twenty. Skt ਵਿੰਸ਼ਤਿ.
ਬੀਸਬਾਹੁ [bisbahu] one having twenty arms
—
Ravan.

ਬੀਸ ਬਿਸਵੇ [bis bIsve], ਬੀਸ ਬਿਸੁਟੇ [bis bIsve] As
one rupee has sixteen annas likewise twenty
bIsvas make one VIgha; by saying sixteen
annas or his bIsve we mean perfect in all
respects, complete by all means, that is, 100%.

“bis bIsue gur ka menu mans.”—sukhmani.
“bis bIsue ja man thahIrane.”—ram m 5.

ਬੀਸਭੁਜ [bisbhuj] See ਬੀਸਬਾਹੁ.
ਬੀਸਰਣ [bisran] ਵਿਸ੍ਮਰਣ. n drOpping from the

mind. “lobh moh sabh bisarIjahu.”—gau thIti

kabir. “sz0 SImrat dukh bisarahI pIare.”—asa
chét m 5.

ਬੀਸਵਾਂ [bIsva] adj one-twentieth.

ਬੀਸਾਯਾ ਤਾਪ [bIsaya tap] n fever that recurs.
after twenty days. See ਤਾਪ ( i ). “sukha jvar teia
cathaya. asst dIvsio aru bisaya.”—carrtr
405.

ਬੀਸੀ [bisi] n a collection of twenty objects.
ਬੀ.ਸੀ. [bi si] before Christ. See ਈਸਵੀ ਸੰਨ.
ਬੀਹ [bih] See ਬੀਸ and ਵੀਹ.

ਬੀਹ ਬਿਸਵੇ [bih bIsve] See ਬੀਸ ਬਿਸਵੇ and ਵੀਹ
ਵਿਸਵੇ.
ਬੀਕਾਸੀ [bikasi] Dg darkness caused by dense
clouds.

ਬੀਕਾਨੇਰ [bikaner] a town founded by Bika, well-

known Rajput ofRajputana in Sammat 1545.
Its ancient name was Bikameru. It is the capital of Bikaner state and has a population
of
69315. It is connected by metre gauge railway line with Bathinda, from where its dis—

tance is 201 miles. The Bikaner state has'an

area ੦1°23315 square miles and population
of
660,656. The present ruler of the state is
Sir
Ganga Singh Bahadur. “bikaner rav Ikk bharo.”-carItr 144.

ਬੀਖ [bikh] 11 long pace; step; two steps. See

ਵਿਖ 1.

,

ਥੀਂਖੂ

-
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ਬੀਖੂ [bikhu] n tree. “bavan bikhu.”—prabha
namdev. ‘sandalwood tree.’
ਬੀਖੇ [bikhe] partwithin, in between, in. “bane

bikhe.”—prabha namdev. ‘in the forest.’
ਬੀ'ਗ [big] n curve, bend. 2 crookedness, ob—

liqueness. “anIk big das ke parharIa.”—suhi
m 5.

ੲੀਜਮੰਭ੍ਰ

ਬੀਚਿ [biCI], ਬੀਚੀ [bici] Skt ਵੀਚਿ and ਵੀਚੀ. n wave,
billow, surge. “tan saneh sagar... nahI thg
nanakrup jahaju

dasi tulsa bici ke sam.”—NP.

ਬੀਚੁ [bicu] adv within, inbetween, inside. 2 n
difference, gap. 3 opposition. “ham tum bicu
bhan nahi koi.”—asa kabir. 4 arbitration, advocacy. “bicu n9 kOI kare, akrItghanU VIChU-

ਬੀਗਾ ਪੈਰੁ [biga perv] going astray, involving

rIpaIa.”—bIha Chétm 5.
ਬੀਚੇ [bice] adv within, inside. “mansa bice nIkse
sas.”—guj m 5.
ਬੀਛੁਰਾ [bichura] adv got separated, departed.

oneself in evil deeds. “sadh 1<€ 55g: 113 biga
peru.”——sul<hmani.

See ਬਿਛੁਰਨਾ. “jake 55g te bichura.”—s kabir. “jo
jia tujh te bichure.”——asa m 5 bIrhare.

ਬੀਗਾ [biga], ਬੀ'ਗਾ [biga] adj curved, bent. “an
n9 biga ghale.”—ram m 5. ‘does not go astray.’
2 crooked, curved, complex.

ਬੀਘਾ [bigha] See ਬਿਘਾ.

ਬੀਛੂ [bichu] See ਬਿਛੁ-

ਬੀਚ [bic] adv in, within, inbetween. 2 n differ—
ence, discord, rift. “lokan parks bic me, bahu

ਬੀਜ [bij] Skt n seed. 2 root cause. 3 root, ori-

bic kIyo he.”—GPS.I‘A great rift was caused

“mano pahar ke upar salahI bij pari.”—krIsan.
‘in the hills, lightning fell on the pine tree.’

by the interfering people.’ 3 i.e. opposition.

ਬੀਚਲ [bical] adj middle, central. 2 See ਵਿਚਲ.
ਬੀਚਾਰ [bicar], ਬੀਚਾਰੁ [bicaru] See ਬਿਚਾਰ. 2 deci—
sion, judgement. “nanak saca patIsahu puchI

na kare bicaru.”—sr1' m 1. 3 firm decision;
“namu na cetahI sabadu n3 VicarahI, 1110 men-

mukh ka bicar.”--m 3 var bIIa. 4 See ਬੀਚਾਰੁ.

5 example, illustration. “rahahI jagtra jal padam bicar.”—saV£ye m 2 ke. ‘ lives inlthe world
like lotus in the water. i.e. detached.’

ਬੀਚਾਰਾ [bicara] See ਬਿਚਾਰ. “bIn bole kIa kare

bicara.”——g5d kabir. 2 See ਬੈਚਾਰਾ.

gin. 4 semen, gem. 5 etymon. 6 short ਧਿਜ਼ਾਂਬਿਜਲੀ.

ਬੀਜਉ [bijau] S adj second, another. “bijau sujha
k0 nahi.”—-o§1<ar. Dg bijo.

ਬੀਜਕ [bijak] adj sowing seeds. 2 11 list,
inventory. 3 invoice; memo having detailed
description of goods. 4 sacred scripture of
the Kabir Panthis. It is popularly known as
kabIrbijak.

ਬੀਜਣਾ [bijana] v sow seed, cause the origin.
“jeha bije so lune.”—majh barahmaha.

ਬੀਜਨ [bijan] Skt ਵੀਜਨ, n waving the fan. 2 fan

S ਵਿੰਜਿਣੇਂ 3 See ਬੀਜਣਾ.

ਬੀਚਾਰਿ [bicarI] by pohderi’ng over, after delib-

ਬੀਜਨਾ [bijana] See ਬੀਜਣਾ. 2 fan. See ਬੀਜਨ. “kesé

erating. “bicarI satIgurU mujhe puchIa.”—-asa
chét m 1.
ਬੀਚਾਰੀ [bicari] adj thoughtful. “ménie satIguru
param bicari.”—sava m 4.
ਬੀਚਾਰੁ [bicaru] See ਬਿਚਾਰ. “szu 5tarI bIbek bi-

ka karI bijna.”——suhi m 5. ਰ੍ਉੱਵਿੰਜਿਣੌ.
ਬੀਜਨੁ [bijanu] fan. See ਬੀਜਨ. “bijan dholavav.”
——bIIa m 5.

caru.”——sri m 3. 2 Skt ਵ੍ਯਭਿਚਾਰ. reprehensible
conduct. “halu bicaru VIkar man.”—m 1 var

ਬੀਜਠੋਂ [bijno] See ਬੀਜਣਾ. 2 See ਬੀਜਨਂ. 3 Skt ਵ੍ਯਜਨ.
oscillating, vibrating. “jese patbijno cahIt raVI
bijno, n3 jane tej chijno.”—GPS. ‘as the glow
worm wishes to frighten the sun.”

ram 1. ‘unchasteness is the plough to cultivate

ਬੀਜਮੰਤ੍ਵ [bijmétr], ਬੀਜਮੰਤ੍ਰ [bijmétru] Skt n basic

by base means while immoral act is the plat-

spiritual formula, thegspiritual formula that is
over all supreme in religion. “bijmétru sarab ko

form around the well for threshing the chaff.

ਥੀਂਜਰਕਤ੍
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gIano. caho varna mahI jape kou namo.”
~sukhmani. 2 right way of doing some work.

3 essence of a spiritual formula. 4 ੧ਓਂ~111 the Sikh
doctrine. 5 etymon of the spiritual formula.

ਬੀਜਰਕਤ੍ [bijraktra] See ਰਕਤਬੀਜ. “bijraktra SU'
béb bajaIke.”—c5d1' 1.

ਬੀਜਲ [bijal] adj having seeds. 2 See ਬੀਜੁਲ.
ਬੀਜਾ[1੭1]'8]੩61]'560011€1811011181.868ਬੀਜਉ.“1੭1]‘8
avaru n3 kOI. ”—asa ਲਿਫ਼ੀ… 4. 2 11 See ਸੋ'ਚਿਠ 2.
“sorathI bija gavie. ”—BG.

ਬੀਜਾਪੁਰ [bijapor] town in the Bombay region,
which was once the capital of the Chaluky and
other dynasties. In the mid ﬁfteenth century,
YusafAdil Shah established it as his capital.
After that this town was brought under the
control of Peshwa and Satara. In 1848 British

got control over it. “hane bir bijapuri golkﬁdi.”
—1<alk1'.

ਬੀਜਿ [bijI] by sowing. See ਬੀਉ.

ਬੀਧੰ

people is called ਵਿੱਠਲ. This word is the etymon
in the language of Namdev — “bithalu bIn sésar
nahi.”—asa namdev.

ਬੀਠਾ [bitha] Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਰਿਤ. adj situated, stable.
2 spread out, stabilised. “sarab than: ghatI
bitha.”—sar m 5.

ਬੀਠੁ-ਲ [bithul] See ਬੀਠਲ.

ਬੀਣਾ [bina] adj who sees the spectacular. See
ਬੀਨਾ. “guru arjano gharI guru ramdas aprépar

bina.”—saveye m 5 ke. 2 Skt ਵੀਣਾ. n stringed

musical instrument. “bina sabad bajave jogi.”

——asa 111 1. See ਵੀਣਾ. 3 See ਧੁਜਯੇ'ਤਿ.

ਬੀਣੀ [bini] See ਬੀਨੀ. 2 See ਵੀਣੀ.
ਬੀਤ [bit] See ਬਿਤ. “harcédauri ban her pat re,

IhE tUharo bit. ”—dhana m 5. 2 See ਵੀਤ. 3 See

ਬੀਤਣਾ. “bitjehe bitjehe'janam akaj re. ”—jeja m 9.

ਬੀਤਣਾ [bitna] v (for time to) pass. “barah bares
balpan bite.”—asa kabir.

ਬੀਤਰਾਗ [bitrag] See ਵੀਤਰਾਗ.
ਬੀਜੀ [biji] adj other, another, second. “ever 113 ਬੀਤਿ [bitI] Skt
ਵੀਤਿ. n happiness, pleasure, joy.
sujhe biji kara.”—-prabha a 111 1. 2 sowed.

ਬੀਜੁ [bijo] See ਬੀਜ. “bijo bovaSI bhog bhoga-

hI .”—jet ਲਿਫ਼ੀ… 5. 2 lightning. “bijo ke pakas si

akas pasrat he.”—$Ivdaya1.

ਬੀਜੁਰੀ [bijori],8'17-_I'8 [ਮੂ1]੦1],ਬੀਜੁਲੀ [bijuli] 11 lightning. “camkar bijol tahi.”—sor 1181116161/2581156
— enlightenment of the individual soul. See

ਬਿਜੁਲੀ.

ਬੀਜੋ [bijo] See ਬੀਜਉ.
ਬੀਝ [bijh] adj tied, involved, engrossed. “hIt
phasI bijh.”—datt. ‘involved in the noose of
love.’
ਬੀਟਨਾ [bitana] v spill, ﬂow out.
ਲ਼ੀ

ਬੀਟੀ [biti] Skt ਵੀਟਾ. n pebble, gravel, piece of
broken pottery. 2 crude cigarette made from
betel leaves; bidi.

ਬੀਠਲ [bithal], ਬੀਠਲਾ [bithla], ਬੀਠਲੁ [bithalo]
VItthal. The etymology of the word ਵਿੱਠਲ 111
Marathi language is ਵਿ(1(110ਘੀੳ(188) ਠ (without) ਲ(8€10})’[10|1) one who adopts the ignorant

2 proﬁt, gain. 3 separation, distinction.
ਬੀਤੁ [bito] See ਬੀਤ, 2 See ਬਿਤ. “tIs SIU na laie
hitu ,'jako 1<1 ch11 nahi bito.’ ’—dhana m 5.
ਬੀਤੇ [bite] passed ਠੋੳੳਬੀਤਣਾ. 2 passed through,
got through. “rag sunaI kahavahI bite. ”—asa
a m 1. ‘Narrating the tale of mundane love,
they feel to have transcended the world.’

ਬੀਥਰੇ [bithre] scattered, spread over. See ਬਿਥਰਨਾ.
“maragI moti bithre.”—sI<abir.

ਬੀਥਿ [bithI], ਬੀਥਿਕਾ [bithIka], ਬੀਥੀ [bithi] Skt
ਵੀਥਿ-ਵੀਥਿਕਾ-ਵੀਥੀ. )1 street, lane. 2 road. “nam
tere ki mukte bithi.”—-asa m 5. wide road.

ਬੀਧ [bidh] Skt ਕਿਛੁ. adj pierced, perforated.
2 strung, threaded, stitched. “man nanak tIso

s§gI bidh.”—maru m 5.
ਬੀਧਨਾ [bidhna], ਬੀਧਨਾ [bidhna] v pierce, perfo-

rate, penetrate. 2 string, thread. 3 See ਬਿਧਣਾ 2.

8'113Nbidha] adjpierced, perforated. “bidha péc
batvarai.”—bIIa m 5.

ਬੀਧੇ [bidhe] pierced. perforated. “bidhe badhe
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ਬੀਨ

kamal mahI bhavar rahe laptaI.”—cau m 5.
‘Pandanus ﬂowers got tied to lotus after
threading them together. ’ 2 stitched, threaded,

strung. “rasgidhe, harI SIU bidhe.”—gau thIti
m 5.

ਬੀਮਾਰ

welfare of their children.
ਬੀਬਾ [biba] adj gentle, well-behaved, kind. Skt

ਵਿਭਾਵ੍ਯ.
ਬੀਬੀ [bibi] P dd 11 woman of noble lineage.
2 term of respect for women. 3 maiden, vir-

ਬੀਨ [bin] See ਬਿਨਾ. “59th dukhsakhai gunah—

gin. “sun bibi ! me tujhs sunau.”—GV 6.

bin.”—bas§t a m 1.2 n a type of string instrustrument, used by snake charmers. 4 See

4 wife, better half. “kur mia kur bibi.”—var
asa. “paSI bethi bibi kamla dasi.”—asa kabir.
ਬੀਬੀ ਨਾਨਕੀ [bibi nanki] See ਨਾਲ਼ੀ ਬੀਬੀ.

ਬੀਨ੍ਯ. “bin bin bIghnan hanahu.”~—GPS. 5 Skt

ਬੀਬੀਧੁਰ [bibipur] a village about six kohs from

ਵਣੀਂਝਾ. statement, explanation. description. “bin

Ghurham in the north east direction. Guru Tegbahadur visited this place.

ment, Indian ﬂute or lyre. See ਵੀਣਾ. 3 wind in-

sake bIclhna nahI taune.”—rama v. 6 See ਬੀ'.

ਬੀਨ੍ਯ [binad] P ਭੰਰ੍ਟ੍ਰੇਰ੍ਝੂ sees, observes, will view. ਬੀਬੀ ਬੀਰੋ [bibi biro] See ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ.
See ਦੇਖੇਗਾ.
ਬੀਬੀ ਭਾਨੀ [bibi bhani] See ਭਾਨੀ ਬੀਬੀ.
ਬੀਨਦੰਡ ਪਾਣੀਂ [bindéd pani] she who keeps the . ਬੀਭਤਸ [bibhatas] Skt 8133?. adj hateful, obIndian ﬂute in her hand —— Sarasvati. 2 Narad.
noxious. 2 sinning. 3 with ugly ﬁgure; having
ਬੀਕ੍ਯਾ [binna] v pick,'choose, gather. “kab-hu ugly appearance. 4 11 one of the nine emotions
kuranu cane bInave.”—bh£r namdev. ‘gets
in poetry:
grams picked from the ﬁlth.’
“thayi jasu galanI he so bibhatas ganav,
ਬੀਨਮ [binam] P K" I see, may I see, I will see.
piv med majja rUthr durgédhadI VIbhav,
Its root is ਦੀਦਨ.
nak mﬁdbo kép tan rom uthav anubha v,
ਬੀਨਾ [bina] See ਵੀਣਾ. 2 P lg; adj onlooker. “ape
moh asuya murchadIk sécari bhav.”
_
bina ape dana.”—sukhmani. 2 far-sighted,
—jagadVInod.
fore-sighted. “so parIa, so pédItU bina.”——m 3
See explanation ofthe word ਰਸ 9.

varsor.
ਬੀਨਾੲੀ [binai], ਬੀਨਾਯਗ਼ੀ [binaygi] P 31:.” n sight,
vision. 2 eyes. “tu dekhahI thapI uthapI darI
binaie.”——suhi a m 1.

ਬੀਭਤਸੁ [bibhatasu] Skt8133?.n Arjun. In Mahabharat, Arjun proclaimed that he would resist from evil deeds during warfare; hence he
was known as ਬੀਭਤਸੁ.

ਬੀਨਿਆ [binIa] See ਬੀਨਾ 3. “ape dana binIa.” ਬੀਭਾ [bibha] adj second, another. “nanak saca
—m 4 var bIIa.

‘

ਬੀਨਿੰਦਹ [binidah] P ,ਭੰਰ੍ਮੂੰਲ਼ਾ. viewer, onlooker.
ਬੀਨੀ [bini] n joint of hand and arm; wrist, carpus. See ਵੀਣੀ. 2 P (,ਤੂੰ nose, nostril.
ਬੀਨੂ" [binu] See ਬਿਨਾ. “darbhrast sarapi
nambinu.”—basa"t a m 1 .

ਬੀਬੜਾ [bibra] a subcaste of the Aroras. ‘fgor-

eku daru bibha parharI ahI .”-5੪78 111 3. 2 Skt
ਵਿਭਾ- shining, bright, illuminated. 3 n beauty,

splendour.

‘

ਬੀਮ [bim] P f? n fear, terror. 2 E beam, wooden
beam, girder,. rafter. 3 brightness, illumination.
ਬੀਮਾ [bima] measure to protect one from fear;

act of handing over the responsibility of wealth

mukh bIsnu bibra.”—BG. “bIsnu huto bibra

or material for relief from the fear of theft or

jOI.”—GPS. 2 gentle, well-behaved, sober.

destruction; insurance policy; insurance.

ਬੀਬੜੀ [bibri] a female associate of Shitla Devi,
who is worshipped by Hindu women for the

81H'3[bimar] P Ag adjill, sick. 2 sense — lover,
beloved.
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ਬੀਮਾਰੀ

ਬੀਮਾਰੀ [bimari] P (5A1. n illness, disease.

ਬੀਰਸਿੰਘ

er. 2 developed, grown. “55g biyo soth ség

Maharaja Ranj it Singh.
He dedicated himself to spiritualism after
coming into contact with Baba Bhag Singh of

na jehe.”—paras.

Kuri and Baba Sahib Singh of Una. He al-

ਬੀਯਾ [biya], ਬੀਯੋ [biyo] adj second, other, anoth-

ਬੀਰ [bir] Skt ਵੀਰ. n root of lotus. 2 roots of
certain grass plants. 3 acrobat, rope-walker.
4 Vishnu. 5 ﬁre of the sacriﬁcial ritual. 6 husband, male spouse. 7 son. 8 friend, mate. “harI

pritam ki koi bat sunave, so bhai so mera bir.”
—g5d m 4. 9 brother. “moh aru bharam tajahu
tum bir.”—asa m 1. ‘Oh, dear brother! re-

nounce the feeling of attachment and superstition/delusion.’ 10 physician, practitioner of
Ayurvedic system of medicine. “rog huto ho
badhao dhira
dhudhat khojat guru mIle

bira.”—bas§t a m 1. 11 hero, warrior. “bir apar

ways remained engrossed in meditation.
Dasaundha Singh, resident of Nauranga-

bad, pleased with his hospitality, requested
him to visit the former’s village and he gladly
accepted his offer. He started the recitation
of hymns in praise of the Almighty and food
for thousands of persons was prepared daily
in his shrine. It was given free of cost without any consideration of caste, class and religious.
Once in Sammat 1901, Baba Bir Singh was
camping in Hari Ke Pattan along with his fol-

bade barIar.”—aka1. 12 noble person, person

lowers numbering about six thousand, Sardar

with exalted character. “sati pukare CIh cari,

Attar Singh Sandhawalia came to seek shelter with‘Babaji after ﬂeeing from violence unleashed in Lahore. Raja Hira Singh Dogra,
despatched his army and requested Baba Bir

sonoho bir masan.”—s kabir. ‘noble persons
you, who have come to the crematorium, please
listen! ’ 13 a poetic metre marked by four feet,
each foot containing 31 matras, two pauses
after each 8, third after 15, ending with long,
short, —— matras.
Example:
sri akal k0, SImran karke,

sabh karaj kije arébh,
man ar mokh me, ek bat hve,

bhul na kab-hu kijIye débh.

See ਪਉੜੀ 28 and ਸਵੈਯਾ 1. 14 one of the nine
aesthetic qualities of poetry. See ਰਸ 9 and ਵੀਰ
7. 15 See ਬਵੰਜਾ ਵੀਰ.

ਬੀਰਸਿੰਘ [birsigh] Jaswalia ruler of hilly state
who fought against Guru Gobind Singh. 2 Baba
Bir Singh was born in the house of Sewa Singh
of Gaggobooha village (near Tarn Taran) from
the womb of Dharam Kaur on the third day of
the bright phase of the lunar month Savan Sudi,
Sammat 1825. On attaining youth, he served
with dedication and honesty, in the army of

Singh to hand over Sardar Attar Singh to him.
Baba J i replied that he could not hand over the
person who had sought refuge-with him. This
irked Hira Singh who ordered his commanders to capture Baba Bir Singh and Attar Singh.
When his Sikhs saw the army marching to-

wards their, camp, they requested 'Baba J i to
allow them to resist the intruders with force.
Baba J i advised them not to attack their brethren. If the forces went astray, they were not
to deviate from the principles ordained by the
Guru. He ordered those who could not peacefully bear the attack by the apostates to leave

for their homes.

‘

Their army started ﬁring with guns and
cannons resulting in the killing of thousands of
Sikhs. The right knee'ofBabaji was also blown
off with a gun-ﬁre and his body was also

pierced with bullets.

ਲ਼ੀ
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Baba Bir Singh breathed his last on Vaisa—
kh 27, 1901. His dead body was placed on a
bedecked bed and immersed in water. The bedecked bed carrying his dead body stopped
near the river bank in the village Mutthian Wala.
Ganda Singh Ramgarhia took out the body and

cremated it. A memorial was raised in Nau-

item

1586 AD.1 On the death ofthis able and intelligent advisor, Akbar was deeply grieved and
expressed this vow in one poetic metre called
sortha. The original name of Birbal was Mahesh Dass.See ਅਕਬਰ.

ਬੀਰਭਦ੍ਰ [birbhadr] Veerbhadar a glorious terrible deity was created from the mouth of lord
Shiv. Per Vayu Puran, he was specially creat-

rangabad by bringing ashes from the place of
cremation.
The memorial raised in his memory is very
famous, where hymns are recited and common kitchen works round the clock.

performed by Daksh. This deity had one thousand heads and two thousand arms. He is worshipped with great devotion by the Marhattas.

ਬੀਰਹਾ [birha] warrior"s 1<ਜੂ11611ਥੀਦ੍ਛਰ੍ “subir birha
bhale.”—-VN. 2 n arrow.—sanama. 3 poison,

dar was born from the matted hair of lord Shiv.

venom.—sanama. 4 god Varun (god of
ocean).—sanama. 5 per Hindu epistemology a
person, who has forSaken the ﬁre-ritual.
ਬੀਰਖੇਤ [birkhet] n battle-ﬁeld.

ਬੀਰਜ [biraj] See ਵੀਰ੍ਯ.
ਬੀਰਜਨਾਦ [birajnad] See ਬ੍ਰਿਜਨਾਦ.

ਬੀਰਣੀ [birni] n army of warriors.—sanama.
ਬੀਰਤਾ [birta], ਬੀਚੱਤ [biratt], ਬੀਰਤ੍ਵ [biratv] Skt

ਵੀਰਤਾ and ਵੀਰਤ੍ਵ. n bravery.
ਬੀਰਪਤਨ [birpatan] n one who makes the warrior fall — arrow.—-sanama. 2 defeating warrior in the battle field. 3 defeat of a warrior.

ਬੀਰਪਾਛ [birpach] n Veerpaksh —- Ravan’s army
commander.
ਬੀਰਥਹੁਟੀ [birbahuti], ਬੀਰਬਧੂਟੀ [birbadhuti] n
Veer’s [Indar’s] wife. See ਚੀਚਵਹੁਟੀ.

ਬੀਰਬਲ [birbal] a Brahmin belonging to the Bhatt
lineage, who became an adviser of Akbar because of his intelligence and knowledge. The
emperor designated him as Raja and made him
the holder of the title signifying command of
ﬁve thousand soldiers. He was a statesman,

poet, quick-witted, generous, liberal and capa—
ble administrator. Birbal adopted the Deen-eElahi. a religion initiated by Akbar. He was
killed in Yusafazayee Pathan’s compaign in

ed to cause destruction to the sacriﬁcial being

In Dasam Granth, it is mentioned that Veerbha“jut jatan Ukhar sIV tab hi

birbhadr tab kia

prakasa.”—rudr. “birbhadr dacch par.”——NP.

ਬੀਰਵਿਦਜਾ [birVIdya] n training of a warrior,
skill in armoury. “ségram same sikhyo caha
birVIdya.”—BGK.
ਬੀਰਾ [b] n betal leaf-folded with catechu, lime
paste and areca pieces inside it. “taka taka bira
jut dshé.”—carItr 40. “lage bire khan.”—keda

kabir. 2 See ਬੀਰ 9. “bira! apan bura mItave.”
~bavan. ‘O, brother! he, who drives out the

evil from his mind.’ 3 See ਵੀਰਾ.
ਬੀਰਾਸਨ [birasan] n a sitting posture of a warrior with both the kneesjoined, feet under butlWhile proceeding to the battle, Birbal got the emperor’s
approval for the imposition of one rupee tax on each
house ofa Khatri. When he passed through Amritsar,
after collecting this tax from the Khatris ofother cities
of Punjab, he asked for the tax from those of this city.
Guru Arjan Dev told him that they were all Sikhs and

this tax was not applicable to Sikhs. Birbal challenged

the Guru and threatened to settle the score whether
they were Khatris or Sikhs after his return from the
battle. The Guru the\n consoled the worried residents of

Amritsar by telling that Birbal would never return, and
they were not to worry. This tax is also mentioned by

Macauliffe andV. Smith'in their books on history.

ਬੀਰਾਂਬਰ
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took and the chest expanded. In ancient times,
the members of the council used to sit in this
posture in the emperor’s court. The army comਲ਼ੀ manders were bound to sit in this posture. In
Rajputana, even now the courtiers sit like this.

ਬੀਰਾਂਬਰ [birabar] warrior’s armour.

ਬੀਰਾਬਰਾ [birabara] adj supreme of all warriors.
“k1: birabara he.”—datt. 2 army wearing ar-

mour. See ਬੀਰਾਂਬਰ.

ਬੀਰਾਚਿ [birarI] n enemy of warriors ~ arrow.
ésanama.

ਬੀਰਾਲੀ [birali] adjcourageous, daring. 2 n brave
warriors line of warriors. “bher maCIa birali.”

—C§d1’ 3.

ਬੀਰਿ [birI], ਬੀਰੀ [biri] n bidi; crude type of cigarette with tobacco rolled into the leaf of a

tendu tree. 2 small heap of betel leaves. “pherat
panan ki jIm birIn.”—1<rIsan.

ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ [biro bibi] daughter of Guru
Hargobind and Mata Damodari who was born
in Sammat 1672 in Amritsar. She was married
to Sadhu ji son of Dharam Khosla Khatri of
Malle in Jhabal on Jeth 26, Sammat 1686. Bhai
Santokh Singh has erroneously shown the year
of marriage as 1679. viz —
jest ki chabisvi mahI,
sémat sorahI sahIs unasi,

suta bayah kIy guru abInasi.
~GPS raSI 6 a 18.
In Sammat 1679, Jahangir was the ruler and
no battle took place between the Guru and the
emperor. Shah Jahan ascended the throne in
Sammat 1685. There ensued a quarrel over
the issue of his falcon and the battle of Amritsar took place in Sammat 1686. After the battle Bibi J i was married at Jhabal.
‘
She gave birth to ﬁve talented, virtuous and
gifted sons — Sango Shah, Gulab Chand, Jeet
Mall, Ganga Ram and Mahri Chand. They
fought with great valour in the Bhangani bat-

tle. ਠੋੳੳਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਵ ਨਾਟਕਘੀ 8, verse 4-5. Sango Shah
and Jeet Mall were martryed in this battle. See

ਭੰਗਾਣੀ.
ਬੀਲਾ [bila] é} colic. In this ailment, one suffers
from convulsive pain around the navel, as if the
stomach is being incised. Sometimes the convulsions persist continuously. Its proven treatment is to apply the paste of pieces of turmeric
ground in water on‘ paper. When this paste gets
dry and forms a crust, then twist it into wicks.
After getting these wicks dried up, take one to
ignite it at one end for inhaling smoke through
the mOuth from the other end. The medicines,
thus recommended are very beneﬁcial.

ਬੀਵੀ [bivi] n wife. See ਬੀਬੀ.
ਬੀੜ [bir] n dense forest. 2 reserve area in the
forest kept for grazin g the cattle. 3 book cover.
ਬੀੜ ਸਾਹਿਬ [bir sath], ਬੀੜ ਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ [bir guru ka]

See ਬੀੜ ਬਾਬਾ ਬੁੱਢਾ ਜੀ ਦਾ.
ਬੀੜਨਾ [birna] v wrap. 2 surround, encircle.
3 pile up by ﬁxing.
ਬੀੜ ਬਾਬਾ ਬੁੱਢਾ ਜੀ ਦਾ [bir baba buddha ji da] Baba
Buddha’s erstwhile place of residence is about
one mile west of village Thatta in Chabhal (Jhabhal) area under police station Tarn Taran, district
Amritsar. Initially this forest reserve had a vast

area. During the British regime, it was reduced
to 667 kanals only. This forest reserve was presented to Guru Arriar Dass by Emperor Akbar.‘
which was ﬁthher handed over to Baba Buddha
who spent most of his life in this Guru Ki Bir.
Guru Arjan Dev also visited this place and
Mata Ganga was also blessed with her only son
— Guru Hargobind. Inititially the gurdwara was
in a dilapidated condition but now it is looked
aﬁer by a managaing committee. An annual con—
gregation is held on Assu 21 . This place is situ—
lAccording to S. Karam Singh Historian this area was
presented by Langah, the chief of Patti, out of his reserve

forest to the Guru for grazing of the cattle.

ਬੀੜਰਾ.

.
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ated ten miles west of Tarn Taran railway station and six miles south of Khasa Village.

ਬੀੜਰਾ [birra] a subcaste of the Bunjahi Khatris.
ਬੀੜਾ [bira] n betal-leaffolded with catechu, lime
paste and areca pieces in it. “sabha bic bira rakh

ing, brooming. “katarta katvar buhare.”
—1<rIsan. ‘cowardice is like sweeping.’

ਬੁ'ਹਾਰੀ [buhari] n broom.
ਬੁਹੀਆ [buhia] fragrant, emitting sweet odour.
“hIrad palas ségI harI buhia.”—bI1a a m 4.

dines.”—GPS. See ਬੀੜਾ ਉਠਾਉਣਾ. 2 button made
‘engrossed in fragrance of sandalwood; got
from cloth pieces or threads. 3 Skt ਫ੍ਰੀੜਾ. shame, fragrant with the Divine’s heavenly Word.’
shyness, bashfulness. “hveke nIdar taji jag ਬੁਕ [buk] n palmful, doubly—palmful, both hands
bi_ra_.”—NP.
‘ joined with palms up and joined together to form
ਬੀੜਾ ਉਠਾਉਣਾ [bira othauna], ਬੀੜਾ ਚੁੱਕਣਾ [bira a bowl or cup. “je jana tIl thorre sémalI buk
cokkna] v pick up folded betal-leaf in the assembly; accept a challenge, undertake a chal—
lenging task. It was customary in olden days
that to select a commander for a battle folded
betal-leaf and an unsheathd sword were placed
in the royal court. Whosoever lifted both of
these objects with Zeal, was sent to the battle

ﬁeld. “je ko hove survir bi_ra uthae.”-j5gnama.
2 get ready to ﬁght against some one. 3 take
ਰ੍ responsibility to do some work.
ਬੀਤੀ [biri] n betal-leaffolded with catechu, lime
paste and Areca pieces in it. “mukhI biria
laié.”——tﬂfg m 4.

bhari.”—s farid. Here tII stands for breath.
2 See ਬੁਕਣਾ.
ਬੁਕ੍ਯਾ [bukca] See ਬੁਗਚਾ. “sabh suran ke sis sa-

gal bukca dae.”—carI tr 1 76.
ਬੁਕਣਾ [bukna], ਬੁਕਨਾ [bukna] Skt ਬੁੱਕ. vr bark
like a dog, cause pain. 2 Skt ਬੁੱਕਨ. n sound
produced by a dog etc. 3 This word is often

used to denote the roarin g of a lion (Singh). as
— “sigh buke mIrgavali bhéni jaI.”—BG.

ਬੁਕਨੀ [bukni] 11 ﬁne powder. 2 flour.

ਬੁਕਨੀਗਰ {buknigar} n one who grinds some

ਬੂਐੱ ਕੋੰ [})ਪਏਂ k3] for sowing the seeds. “kahﬁ

object to a ﬁne powder. 2 one who sharpens
a metallic object with an iron ﬁle.
ਬੁਕਲ [bukal] n wrapping of a dupatta around
one’s torso.

ban kate pare bhumI ese. bu‘é k3 krIsane kad-

ਬੁਕਾਰ [bokar] Skt ਬੁੱਕਾਰ. n sound produced by a

ਬੁਆੜ [boar] See ਬੂਆੜ.

he ikh jese.”—carrtr 297. ‘as if the farmers
have cut sugarcane into pieces for sowing.’
ਬੁਸ [bus] Skt n dew, dew drops. 2 husk (of
lentil or oilseed plants).

ਬੁਸਹਰ [bus-har], ਬੁ'ਸਚਿਰ [bus-hIr] See ਬਸ਼ਹਰ.
ਬੁਸਣਾ [busna] v go stale due to moistening with
dew.
‘

ਬੁਸਤਾਂ [busts] P Ulr—Z short for ਬੋਸਤਾਂ, place of

fragrance. 2 garden. 3 See ਬੋਸਤਾਂ.
ਬੁਸਨਾ [busna] See ਬੁਸਣਾ.

ਬੁਹਟਾ [buhta] n armlet, bracelet.

ਬੁਹਾਉਣਾ [buhauna] v emit fragrance, give pleasing odour. “basu bIrakh buhaI .”—BG.
ਬੁਹਾਰਣ [buharan], ਬੁਹਾਰਨ [buharan] act of sweep-

dog, tiger, etc. See ਝੁਕਣਾ.

ਬੁ'ਕਿ [bukI] by roaring, thundering, yelling in a
challenging manner. See ਝੁਕਣਾ and ਬੁਕਾਰ. “‘édha
kIs no bUkI sunave?”—m 1 var mala.

,

ਬੁਕੇ [boke] due to roaring. See ਬੁਕਣਾ. 2 roars,
yells, thunders.
ਬੁਖ਼ਲ [buxal] A J! n miserliness, niggardliness.
ਬੁਖ਼ਾਰ [buxar] P A5”- n vapours, steam, fume. …
2 P fever. See ਤਾਪ.

ਬੁਖ਼ਾਰਾ [boxara] P „ਭੰ. a state in central Asia
and‘ its capital, situated on the left bank of river Zarafshan. It is 162 miles miles west of
Samarkand. Bukhara has been the residence

ofmany scholars. Its population is 60,000.

/
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ਬੁਖ਼ਾਰੀ [buxari] adj related to Bukhara, pertain-

ing to Bukhara. 2 resident of Bukhara. 3 See

ਬੁਖਾਰੀ.

ਬੁਝਣ
over Buggar village, which was decided by the
GovemorGeneral on November 19, 1857 in

favour of Nabha state.

ਬੁੰਗ[1)ਪੇਫ਼ੁ],ਬੁੰਗਹ[}੭੦8੪}1] P „ਸੁੱਟੂ 11 residential place,
living place. Terms like ਅਕਾਲਬੁੰਗਾ, ਸ਼ਹੀਦਬੁੰਗਾ etc
are derived from it. 2 the place where cash
and other valuables are safely kept; cloak room.

ਬੁਰਕਾ [bucka] See ਬੁਗਚਾ.
ਬੁਚਕਾਰਨਾ [buckarna] v utter sound by closing
lips and pulling them inward; pacify.

ਬੁੱਚੜ [buccar] See ਬੂਚੜ.

3 rear section of the army. “pari mar bfig'é chuti
ban gori.”—VN. 4 See ਬੁੰਗਾ 2.

ਬੁੱਚਾ [bucca] adj with cropped or clipped ears,

ਬੁਗਰਾ [bogca] P ਨ੍ਹੂੰ! n small package tied in a

ਬੁੱਚੇਕੇ [bucceke] a village in tehsil Nankiana

piece of cloth. “yah bugca tum lecalo.”——carrtr
68.
‘

ਬੁਗਜ [bugaj] A ਰ੍/‘ਹਨੰ' n enmity, antagonism. 2 guile, ਲ਼ੀ
deceit, fraud.

_

ਬੁਗਦ [bugad], ਬੁਗਦਰ [bugdar], ਬੁਗਦਾ [bugda] P

,ਭੰਰ੍ਭੰਡੂੰ n dagger. 2 chopper. 3 a kind of curved'
screw driver. “churi kalamrIpu karad bhan
khéjar bugda naI .”-sanama. See ਸਸਤ੍ਵ.

ਬੁੰਗਾ [bﬁga] See ਬੁੰਗਹ. 2 a Village under police
station and tehsil Ropar of district Ambala,
which is situated 13 miles north of Ropar and

four kohs south of Kiratpur. A shrine in memo-

with pierced ears.

Sahib of district Shekhupura, situated 10 miles
south-west of Nankiana railway station.
There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru

Arjan Dev in the village. The Guru arrived
here from Nankiana Sahib. A beautifully built
gurdwara stands here, where Guru Granth
Sahib is reverently installed. The priest is a
Nirmala Singh. An annual religious congregation is held on Chet 1.
ਬੁਜ਼ [boz] P x n she-goat, he-goat. 2 witty,

jolly,joke.

‘

ਬੁਜ਼ਦਿਲ [buzdIl] P ਲ਼ੀਭੰਭੰਯੂੰ adj chicken-hearted,

ry of Guru Har Rai stands to the east of this
village. The Guru’s horses used to be stabled
here and he often visited this place to have a
look at them. Earlier there was a pucca masonry trough 'to moisten the feed (grains) for hors—

ਬੁਜਰਕ [bujarak] See ਬਜੁਰਗ. “bujarak hobethan
padhkarkeff—NP.
ਬੁਜਰਕਵਾਰ [bujarakvar] See ਬਜੁਰਗਵਾਰ.

es but now only a well of that period exists

ਬੁਜਲੀ [bojli] See ਬੂਜਲੀ.

timid, coward.

ਬੁਜ਼ਦਿਲੀ [buzdIli] n cowardice.

there. Manji Sahib is built up but there is no
- attendant to look after this holy place.

ਬੁਜਾ [buja] plug 11 cork, plug. “kéni buje derha

ਬੁਗੋ [bogo], ਬੁਗੋਇ [bugOI] P ,ਨ੍ਹੂੰ may say, may

ਬੁਜਾਹੀ [bujahi], ਬੁੰਜਾਹੀ [})ਧੰਫਿ਼ਧਿ] a Khatri sub-

kIti vage paunu.”—s farid. 2 See ਬੂਜਾ.

talk, may state; verb imperative of ਗੁਫ਼ਤਨ. “bugo
nanak ardaSI peSI darves b5dah.”—tI15g m 5.

ਬੁਜ਼ੁਰਗ [bujurag] See ਬਜੁਰਗ.

“nanka sacu bugOI.”—sri am 1.

ਬੁੱਜਾ [bujja] See ਬੁਜਾ 1.

caste. Bahujai. See ਖਤ੍ਰੀ.

ਬੁਗੋਈ [bugoi] P 3; you say, you are saying.
“dvarIka nagri raSI bugoi.”—tI15gnamdev.

ਬੁਝਣ [bujhan], ਬੁਤਣਾ [bujhna], ਬੁਝਣੁ [bujhanu] v

ਬੁਗੋਯਦ [bugoyad] P “ਨੂੰ' says, states, utters.

guished. “buthgai aganI na nIkSIO dhﬁé.”

“nanak bugoyad jan tiJra.”——tII§g m 1.

ਬੁੱਗਰ~ [bugger] See footnote of ਫੂਲ਼ 4. There was
a feud between the Nabha and Patiala states

extinguish lamps burning brightly; be extin—asa kabir. 2 understand, know, grasp. “bujhana abujhana tudhu kia.”—asa a m 3. “nIkatI

bujhe, so bura km ikars?’~’—bhar m 5.

ਬੁਝਨ
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ਬੁਝਨ [bujhn] See ਬੁਝਣ.

ਬੁਝਨ੍ਯਰ [bujhanhar] adj who has attained
knowledge, who knows. “ijhanhar kau satI
sabh hOI.”—sukhmani. 2 who can guess.
ਬੁਝਾਉਣਾ [bujhauna] v make one understand,

make one grasp. “gursuratI bujhais.”——suhi a
m 1. “gursabadI bujhahi.”—-m 4 gau var I.
“tere gun gava, dehI bojhai.”—bIIa m 1. 2 put

out burning ﬁre. “sz0 bujhthI aganI .”—m 5
var ram 2.

ਬੁਝਾਕਲ [bujhakal] adj who has acquired knowledge, who can guess.
ਬੁਝਾਰਤ [bujharat], ਬੁਝਾਰਤਿ [ijharatI] 11 index of

knowledge. 2 puzzle. “deI bujharat sarta.”—

ਬੁੱਢਾ ਬਾਬਾ

'from sinking/drowning. See ਬੁਡਣਾ. “ham pathar,
rakhu budthai.”—kalI m 4.

ਬੁ'ਡਭੁਜ [budbhuj] Skt ਬਿਫ੍ਬ੍ਰੂਗ੍. adj breeding on
ﬁlth. 2 n crow. 3 pig. “budbhuj rup jive jag‘
math a.”—gau kabir.
ਬੁਡਾਹੀ [budahti] sinks. see ਬੁਡਣਾ. “phIrI phIrI kic budahi.”—sorm 1. 2 (they) sink/drown.
ਬੁ'ਡੇ [bode] sank, drowned. See ਬੁਡਣਾ.
‘ ਬੁਢਾ [budha] adj old, aged. “budha hoa sekh
phari .”-5 fetid. 2 lacking in spirit; lacking in

vigour. “gurmukhI budhe kade nahi”—save m
3. 3 See ਬੁੱਢਾ ਬਾਬਾ.

ਬੁ'ਢਾਇ'ਆ [budhaIa] adj attained old age, be-

came old.
ਬੁਢਾਪਾ [budhapa], ਬੁਢੇਪਾ [budhepa] n old age,
senility.
ਭੰ
§816‘Hbujhari] adjunderstanding, knowledgeable. . ਬੁਢਣਸ਼ਾਹ [buddhansah] He was a long lived
2 one who paciﬂes. 3 was put out. “meri tIsa
Muslim saint residing in Kiratpur. When Guru
bujhari.”—asa m 5.
Nanak Dev came to his hermit, he presented
ਬੁਟ [but] Skt ਕੂਟ੍. vr kill, torture.
the Guru goat milk. The Guru remarked that
gau m 5. “kaha bujharatI bujhe dora.”—sukhmam'. 3 puzzle, riddle.

U

ਬੁਹੀਂਮਾ [butia] n piece of meat. “butia bar biran
ki n3 paci ur me.”—1<rIsan.
ਬੁਟੁ [butu], ਬੁੱਟ [butt] n gums. 2 gum without

teeth. 3 bird freshly hatched from the egg, that
has not yet grown wings. 4 adj handicapped,
disabled, crippled. “bIn sace duja sevde, h‘OI
marsanI butu.”—m 5 var gau 1.
'ਬੁੱਟਰ [butter] a village under police station and

tehsil Moga of district Ferozepur. Sodhis, ﬁef—
holders of this village, are the descendants of

Sodhi Kaul belonging to the lineage of Baba
Prithi Chand. Some of their estates fall within
the British empire while others are in the Sikh

states. See ਕੋਲ 2.

he would accept the milk later on. On the persuasion oquru Hargobind, Baba Gurditta, in
the guise of Guru Nanak Dev, received the

milk from this saint in Sammat 1683. The grave
of Buddhan Shah is located near Kiratpur Sa-

hib. See ਕੀਰਤਪੁਰ.
ਬੁੱਢਾ [buddha] See ਬੁਢਾ. 2 See ਬੁੱਢਾ ਬਾਬਾ.

ਬੁੱਢਾ ਦਲ [buddha dal] See ਤਰੁਣ ਦਲ.
ਬੁੱਢਾ ਬਾਬਾ [buddha baba] Baba was born on
Kattak 7, 1563 Sammat to Mata Gauran, wife _
of Sugha Randhawa in Kathu Nangal village
of district Amritsar.,His parents named him
Boorha. In Sammat 1575, while on his preaching mission, Guru Nanak Dev came to his vil-

ਬੁਡਣਾ [budna] Skt ਵੂਡ. vr sink, drown, cover.
lage. Baba offered milk to the Guru with great
2 v get drowned; get destroyed. “bInu ras ca- . devotion and talked about serenity andnonkhe bUdIgai sagli.”——bIIa m 5. “pap kamavat
attachment for worldly objects. The Guru on
bode ese.”—bIIa m 5.
this occasion remarked, “Although you are so
ਬੁਡਥਈਂ [budthai] sinking, drowning. 2 to one young in age, yet you are wise like an aged
ਲ਼ਾ
who is sinking, for the drowning one. 3 (save)
person.” From that moment, hecame to be

'

ਬੁੱਢੀ
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Budha. He consecratd the Gurus from Angad
Dev to Hargobind. He breathed his last on
Maghar 14, 1688 Sammat in village Ram Dass
(Distt. Amritsar). Guru l-largobind himselfcre—
mated Baba Buddha. An elegant shrine has
been built at the place of his cremation which
is popularly known as Sachkhand.

known as Buddha.

Baba Buddha adopted Sikhism and he lived
such a life as was an example for all the Sikhs.
He was highly respected by the Gurus. He
was assigned the duty of being the ﬁrst Granthi
of Harimandir in Sammat 1661. Guru Hargobind, himself studied Gurmukhi from Baba

Pedigree of Baba Buddha

Sugha Randhawa
b: 1563 Baba Buddi|1a d: 1688 Sammat

|

Sudhari

I

Bhikhari

|
b: 1615 Jalal d: 1701

I

Mehmu

.
|
b: 1593 Bhana l|3hai d: 1701

I

b: 1617 Sarwan Bhai d: 1708

He was enthroned for two months only
b: 1637 Jhanda Bhai d: 1718

I

b: 1682 Gurditta Bhai d: 1732

b: 1'729 Ramkunwar Bhai (GurbaLhash Singh) d: 1818'
b: 1750 Mohar Singh Bhai

|

b: 1780 Shayam Singh Bhai

b: 1805 Kahan Singh Bhai
b: 1844 Sujan Singh Bhai
Bhai Sujan Singh was childless, hence there was no successor to this seat, so the throne
went to the Udasi preachers. The pedigree of these Udasis is as under :
Charan Dass, Braham Parkash, Ram Prasad, Thakur Dass, Ragho Dass (after getting bapitised
he was named Raghubir Singh). He was the last mahant. Now the control rests with a managing commitee.
The descendants ofthe elder sons ofBaba Buddha reside in many villages like Jhanda, Ram
Dass Pura etc.

ਬੁੱਢੀ [buddhi] adj old (woman), aged (woman).
2 n cotton-like material coming out of spool of
the wild plant calotropis procera, flying in the
air. 3 In Punjabi, many people address women

as ਬੁੱਢੀ.

ਬੁਲਾ [bunna] Skt ਵਯਨ. S ਵਨ੍ਯੂ. act of weaving, interlacing warp with weft, weaving of
cloth by webbing warp and weft.

ਬੁਣਾਉਣਾ [bunauna] v get woven. See ਬੁਕ੍ਯਾ.
ਬੁਤ [but] P _..,j n statue. “but pujI pujI hfdu

ਬੁਤਸ਼ਿਕਸ੍ਵ

' ਬੁਧਸਿੰਘ
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mue.”—sor kabir. 2 sense — beloved, darling.
ਬੁਤਸ਼ਿਕਸ੍ਵ [butsIkast] broke the idol.
ਬੁਤਸ਼ਿਕਨ [butsIkan] P Jéw: adj idol breaker;
iconoclast. 2 sense —refuting idol worshipping.
“kI ਕੇਂ butparastédo, man butsIkan.”—jafar.
ਬੁਤਕਾਰੀਆ [butkaria] adj unpaid labour; doing
labour without honorarium. “senU nai butkaria.”—asa dhéna. 2 See ਬੁੱਤੀ.

ਬੁਤਕ਼ੀ [butki] 11 gold coin on which is inscribed

population of 3,500,000. The Indian states are
under central agency while the British controlled area falls in UP. The name of this region is so because the Rajputs of Bundel sub-

caste live here. See ਬੁੰਦੇਲਾ.
ਬੁੰਦੇਲਾ [}੭੦61618] a subcaste of the Rajputs. Bundels
assume that one of their famous and benevo:

lent ancestors, a Rajput, sacriﬁced himself

ਬੁਤਪਰਸ੍ਵੀ [butparasti] P ਲੁੰਫ਼ੂਭੰਲ਼ੀ.‘ n idol-worship.

before goddess Vindhyavasini. A brave and
glorious person was born from the drops of his
blood. With the blessings of the goddess, he was
named as Bundela. The Bundels of his dynasty
were Raj puts. “balvéd lakkh bOdele ka'ri.”—BG.
“maghele dhédhele bﬁdele cédele.”—carItr
320. 2 resident of Bundelkhand.

ਬੁਤਾ [buta] n excuse, way, means. “kIs hi buts:

ਬੁਧ [budh] Skt ਕੂਬ੍. vr know, understand, be-

jababu n9 hoi.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 See ਬੁੱਤਾ.

come conscious. 2 adj wise, intelligent, sagacious. 3 n a planet, which is very close to the

the efﬁgy of some emperor.
ਥੁਤਖ਼ਨ੍ਯ [butxanah] P house of idols; temple
where idols are installed for worship.

ਬੁਤਪਰਸੂ [butparast] P 9/4.»; adjidol-worshipper.

ਬੁਤਾਂ [[)ਪਿਫੇੰ] plural of ਬੁਤ. idols.

ਬੁਤਾਨਾ [butana] A 9:;qu n secret, mystery. 2 conceptualisation. “khankhana, tere khane bIkhe
butana .”—GPS.
ਬੁਤਾਲਾ [butala] a village in tehsil and district
Amritsar;. There stands a gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind in this village.
ਬੁੱਤਾ [butta], ਬੁੱਤੀ [butti] n excuse, way. 2 forced
labour, unpaid labour. It has its root is Sanskirt
word agrawhich means stitched, wrapped. Act
of handing over some objects or beddings
stitched in a bag.

sun. The name of a week day i.e. ਬੁੱਧਵਾਰ
(Wednesday) is due to the name of this planet; Mercury. 4 ancestor of Chandar dynasty.
The birth of Budh is believed to be in line with

the scriptures like Mahabharat etc. Vrihaspati,
lord of all the deities was attracted towards
Tara, wife of the moon, and abducted her to
his house. This led to a great battle. Shiv supported Chandarma (moon) while Indar supported Vrihaspati. Ultimately, Brahma inter-

ਬੁਦਬੁਦ [budbud], ਬੁਦਬੁਦਾ [budbuda] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਟ੍ਕੂਥ. n

vened to resolve the crisis and Tara was restored to Vrihaspati, but the custody of the
handsome son born to Tara was given to the
moon on the advice of Tara. 5 god, deity.
6 dog. 7 See ਬੁੱਧ.

water bubble. “jal tarég aru phen budbuda.”

ਬੁਧ ਅਵਤਾਰ [budh avtar] See ਬੁੱਧ. 2 xa maimed

—~asa namdev.
ਬੁੰਦੇਲਖੰਡ [badelkhéd] territory of northern India falling between Jamun'a and Chambal. It
comprises ﬁve districts of the British-empire
and 31 states of the Indian states. The area of
Bundelkhand is 20, 559 square miles and it has

(palticularly in arms or legs). The reason for
this name is that the statue of Jagannath is without hands and feet and some people wrongly

ਬੁਥਾੜ [buthar] n face. See ਬੂਥਾ.

_ਬੁੰਦ [bad] 11 drop, bubble. “pakhan thde nah:

bod ke mare.”——NP. 2 sense — semen. 2 See ਬੂੰਦ2.

regard it as of Buddh and not of Vishnu.
ਬੁਧਸਿੰਘ [budhsigh] See ਬੁ'ਧਿਬਾਰ'ਧਿ. 2 son of raja
Amar Singh, ruler‘of Patiala.

ਬੁਧਕ'
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ਬੁਧਕਾ [budhka] n inkpot; students use it to write
on the wooden board.

ਬੁਧਕੀ [bodhki] See ਬੁਤਕੀ.
ਬੁਧ੍ਯਾਯਾ [budhgaya], ਬੁਧਗਿਆ [budtha] place
where lord Buddh meditated. It is situated seven miles south of Gaya. The tree in the shade
of which Buddh attained enlightenment after
meditating still stands there.1 The temple in his

memory was built by King Ashok, which is
now under the control of the Hindus. The
Buddhists are tryin g hard to bring it under their
custody.
ਬੁਧਤਾ [bodhta] n wisdom, intelligence. “maha
budhta ke data.”~akal.
ਬੁਧਪੁਰ [bodhpor] a village under police station
Pahowa, tehsil Kaithal and district Kama], situated at a distance of twenty-three miles to
the west of Kurukshetar. There is a metalled
road upto Pahowa, followed by ﬁve miles of
unmetalled passage. There is a gurdwara in
memory of Guru Tegbahadur in this village. It
has only Manji Sahib in it. There is no attendant to serve in the shrine.
ਬੁਧਵਾਰ [bodhvar] name of the day_of the week
after planet Mercury. “budhvar ape budhsaru.”—bIIa var 7 m 3. 2 a subcaste of agriculturists of Shahpur region.
.
ਬੁਧਿ [both] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਵਿ. n wisdom, intelligence.
“both gIan sarab tIh SIth.”—sukhmani.
See ਬੁਧ੍ਰ vr.
ਬੁ'ਧਿਸਾਰੁ [bothsaru] adj rational, having reasoning pdwer, prudent. “51v ki pori base bo-

thsaro.”—bher kabir. See ਸ਼ਿਵ ਕੀ ਪੁਰੀ 2.

' ਬੁ'ਧਿ ਸਿਆਣਪ [both SIanap] experience and
intelligence. 2 wisdom ofplanning. 3 wisdom

and experience. “buth SIanap kIchu na
jape.”—majh m 5.
'T he peepul tree of Buddh’s time was burnt down by raja

Shashank of Bengal in 600 AD. Later raja Puranvatma of

Magadh planted another peepul tree.

ਬੁਧੁ

ਬੁ'ਧਿਬਲ [buthbal] intelligence—power, intelligencenquotient. “ab bothbal na khatai.”—gau
kabir.

ਬੁਧਿਬਾਰ'ਧਿ [buthbarath] ocean of intelligence. The book Buddhvaridhi, its Hindi trans-

lation, mixed with Punj abi, by Bhai Budh Singh
is Anvarsaheli (Ayardanish).
“$ri ranjisf gh ju nam,
jih jag jit karyo so gulam,
lavpur me jéki rajdhani,
tejvét balvét mahani.
t5 an p mohI bulayke kino bahu sanman,
rajnitI ki pritI jab cadhi CItt me an.
nam ayardansahI jas,
so bhakha ab karo so ras.
sun anpben an at dhar,
bhakha téki kari savar,

sébat baso ras ahI pun ceid,2
katak saptamI vadi améd,
var devguru pokh nIkhatt,
sobhag lagan bhakhi lakh satt,
sodhasar'ovar sobh asthan,
guanan pédIt padh—hi puran,
Chaddan dISI pavn' ke tir,
bOga nam sahid gahir,

tamahI bahu gurmukh SIkh bas‘é,
harIgun gaI prem me rawé,

téhi mahI kaVI budhsfb. `. rim,
bhakha jéhI kari athram,

“bUthbarath” pothi ka nau,
rakha CIt mahI cadha jU cau.”
~buthbarathI a 1.

ਬੁਧੁ [budhu], ਬੁੱਧ [buddhu] Skt ਧੂਫ਼. adj awakened, alert. 2 scholar, intellectual. 3 n Buddh

was born on the 15th day of the bright phase
of the lunar month of Magh Sudi 624 BC in
Lumbini Bagh of Kapilvastu town. His parents were of the Gautam subcaste. This pious
personage was also known as Siddharath (Sar2Sammat 1868 vasu 8, Rasna dc Ras 6, Sarap 8, Chand l.

ਬੁਧਗਯਾ
“

varthsiddh), Shakyamuni and Gautam.
He was married to Gopa, the daughter of
Dandpani. A son, Rahul, was born to them. Siddharath became disillusioned with the world after
having a look at an aged man, a sick person and
a dead body. He left his home at the age of
twenty-eight in search of spiritual peace and
became a renunciant. He spent several years
under a peepul tree near Gaya. Ultimately he
attained spiritual enlightenment, after which he
was popularly known as Buddh. See ਬੁਧਗਯਾ.
Instead of the Vedic faith, Buddh started his
own religion. Its main principle was non-violence. Mahatama Buddh has described eight
ways for liberation —~ comprising full trust, noble thinking, sweet utterance, good deeds, sim—

ple living, pious action, high thinking and deep
meditation.
Mahatma Buddh breathed his last at the
age of eighty years in Kushi Nagar because
of dysentery. He preached the following four
principles to his disciples:
1. keeping control oh one’s senses.
2. remaining spiritually awake and being
introspective.
3. ending evils ofthe mind comes through
its exercise alone, as mud mixed in water is
cleansed only by water.
4. those who have ﬁrm resolve, reﬁned

speech and good deeds, keep peace and pleasure just like the shadow that keeps company
with the body.
There are two branches of the religion started by Mahatma Buddh. One is Heenyaan
which is popular in Burma, Syam and Sinhaldveep and the other is Mahayaan mostly prevalent in Tibet, China, Japan etc.
Buddh is considered to be the 9th incarnation ofVishnu in many Hindu scriptures. See
ਖ਼

ਮਾਯਾਮਹ.
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ਬੁੱਧਗਯਾ [buddhgaya] See ਬੁਧਗਯਾ.

ਬੁੱਧਿ [budth] See ਬੁਧਿ. 2 a form ਧਿਛੱਧ੍ਯ. See

ਗੁਰੁਛੰਦਦਿਵਾਕਰ.
ਬੁੱਧਿਹੀਨ [budthhin] adjfoolish, unwise; lacking intelligence.
ਬੁੱਧਿਮਾਨ [budthman], ਬੁੱਧਿਵਾਨ [budthvan] Skt

ਕੂਛਿਸਯ. adjintelligent. 2 71 an examination inPunjabi and a level of education. -

ਬੁੱਧਿਵਾਰਿਧਿ [budthvarIth] See ਬੁ-ਧਿਬਾਰਧਿਧੂੰ
ਬੁੱਧੂ [buddhu] He was son of Suddhu, Sikh
potter of Lahore. Once he prepared a huge
kiln and prayed to Guru Arjan Dev that bricks
of his kiln should get fully baked. When the
congregation ofthe Sikhs, after taking meals,
offered prayer for the same, Bhai Lakkhu, who
came after the meal was over, proclaimed that
the kiln would remain half—baked. It actually
happened so, bricks were half backed. Buddhu approached the Guru. The Guru said that
the utterance of a true Sikh was irreversible,

but the bricks would be sold at the price of
fully baked ones. Hence the bricks were sold
at a very high price due to rainfall in Lahore.

This kiln was situated at a distance of three
miles from Lahore to the south of Shalamar
road. Now there exists a graveyard of the local Christians near the Mall Road. An elegant
residential building was built at the site ofthe
kiln by the Italian general Avaitabile' of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s army. No remains or
traces of this kiln are now found at this place.
Suddhu. father of Budth was a royal potter. He used to bake bricks for ofﬁcial buildings of the emperor. Many kilns were baked
by him in Lahore for the palace of Abbul Hasan
(Aastjah), brother of Noor Jahan. 2 a washerman, resident of Sultanpur, he attained selfrealization after becomin g the follower of Guru

Arjan Dev. 3 See ਬਾਜਕ4 See ਬੁੱਧੂਸ਼ਾਹ. 5 ln PunlSee ਅਬੂਤਬੇਲਾ.

ਬੁੱਧੂਸ਼'ਹ
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jabi a foolish person is sarcastically called ਬੁੱਧੂ.

ਬਰਗੂ
taon he kabir.”—guj1<abir.

ਬੁੱਧੂਸ਼ਾਹ [buddhusah] a Muslim saint of Sadhaura ਬੁਨਯਾਦ [bunyad] See ਬੁਨਿਆਦ.
(district Ambala) whose real name was Sayyad
Shah Badruddin. He requested Guru Gobind
Singh to include ﬁve hundred Pathans within
his army, whose four Chiefs were : Kale Khan,
\Bhikhan Shah, Nizabat Khan and Hayat Khan.
All these chiefs, except Kale Khan, betrayed
the Guru, alongwith their soldiers in the battle
of Bhangani.
When the Pathan chiefs betrayed the Guru
and sided with enemies, Budhushah alongwith his four sons and about seven hundred
followers reached the battleﬁeld of Bhangani
to support Guru Gobind Singh. In this battle,

two of his sons and a large number of his f0]lowers were martyred. After the end of the
war, the tenth Guru presented to Budhu Shah

with his turban alongwith his kégha, (comb)
which had some hair (ਕੇਸ) clinging to it, and a
small sword an edict inscribed upon it. Maha—
raja Bharpoor Singh, the ruler of Nabha, acquired these holy relics from the descendants
of Budhu Shah by paying them a huge amount
of money as well as giving many estates. These
relics are reverently preserved in gurdwara
Sirepau of Nabha state. See ਨਾਭਾ.
SardarAsman Khan, governor of Sadhaura,

got Budhu Shah murdered after blaming him
for assisting Guru Gobind Singh in the battle
of Bhangani. Banda Bahadur, in retaliation,
conquered Sadhaura and hanged Asman Khan
to death in Sammat 1766.
ਬੁਨ [bun] P U' n origin, root. 2 proverb, saying.
3 baggage, luggage. 4 In Pothohar ਬੁਨ means
under. 5 imperative verb of ਬੁਕ੍ਯਾ.
ਬੁਨਤ [bunat], ਬੁਗ਼ੀ [bunti] |(|1 ittin g, weaving. “an
sahaj mahI bunat hamari.”——bh£r kabir. sense
~ relating to deep meditation.
ਬੁਕ੍ਯਾ [bun-na] See ਬੁਤ੍ਯਾ. “tanna bun-na sabh

ਬੁਨਿ [bunI] by knitting. “bunI bunI ap, apU
pehIraveu.”—bher kabir.
ਬੁਨਿਆਦ [bunIad], ਬੁਨਿਯਾਦ [bunIyad] P ,.ਹੂਠੂ‘ n

foundation, base.

ਬੁੰਬ [bﬁb] 11 water jet stream rising from an or—
iﬁce.
ਬੁਰ [bur] n fur, wool. 2 adj bad, undesirable.

“tutI paritI gai bur bolI.”—o§kar. 3 Pu n rec—
tum. “banIk 1<i bur par khudyo bIhég.”—CarI tr
36. 4 female genital; vagina.

ਬੁਰਹਾਨਪੁਰ [ਲਿ hanpur] a famous town in district
Neemar of Central India, situated on the bank of
Tapti river. It is two miles away from La] Bagh
railway station of G.I.P. Railways. It is 310 miles
north-east of Bombay. Guru Gobind Singh ar-

rived here while goingto Nanded Sahib.
“pIkh SIkkhan k0 bhau mahana,
hIt rakhan bahu bar bakhana,

tIn ki sunke sri prabhu bInti,
pur burhan base tajI gInti.”

—GPS.
Burhanpur fell into the hands ofthe British
in 1861 AD. It has a population 0f31,000.
ਬੁਚਕ [burak] n bite, morsel. large morsel. see

ਬੁਰਕੀ.

ਬੁਰਕਣਾ [burakna] v sprinkle. “§mrIt burke ram
raje.”—asa chét m 4. 2 sprinkle (powder).

ਬੁਰਕਾ [burka] A 82 n loose long robe worn by
women that covers the whole of the body from
head to toe. The women observing purdah go

out by wearing it. “burka pahIr narI Ik ave.”—
carrtr 121. 2 sense — dress, apparel. “yah
kharagketu burka su ian.:’—G V 10. 3 See ਬੁਰਕ,

ਬੁਰਕਾਪੋਸ਼ [burkapos] P Jgdz adjwearing veiled
robe. 2 sense —— hidden; invisible, secretive.

ਬੁਰਕੀ [burki] n morsel. Skt ਬ੍ਰਿਗਲ.
ਬੁਚਗੂ [burgu] P )2 n musical pipe, bugle, trum-

pet, clarion. “khudaI ek buth devahu bagé

ਬੁਰਛਨਾ
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burgu barkhurdar khara.”—maru 501118 In 5.
“Taking God as witness, proclaim it so adopting it as your motto and incantation.’ See
ਬਰਖੁਰਦਾਰ. “béigéi burgu sigia.”—m 1 var suhi.

“burdasat ]‘ਫੇੰ va tan ra.”—ramaV. ‘has taken
away,the vital air and the body.’ See ਬੁਦਰਨ.
ਬੁਰਦਨ [burden] P U)2 v take away. 2 obtain,

achieve.

ਬੁ'ਰਛਨਾ [burachna] Skt ਵ੍ਰਸ਼੍ਵਨ. v trim, clip.

ਬੁਰਦਪੋਸ਼ [buradpos] P ਪਾਚੂਅੰ wearing a cover-

ਬੁਰਛਾ [borcha] A {/64 adjfoolish, stupid.
ਬੁਰਛਾਗਰਦੀ [borchagardi] hooliganism, insurrection.

let. 2 sense — sheet to btmdle the baggage in.
“tuti panhi jin purane. buradpos h? jI tak mahane.”—GPS.
ਬੁਰਦਬਾਰ [buradbar] P ਖ਼ੁਸ਼ੀ adj baggage carri—
er; who assumes responsbility of other’s work.
2 courageous.

ਬੁਰਜ [buraj] A 62 n zodiac. 2 round shaped
pavilion/dome. 3 four cornered, octagonal or
round building that stands on high corners of a
fort.
ਬੁਰਜਸਾਚਿਥ [borajsath] a gurdwara in memory
of Guru Arj an Dev, one mile east of village Fateh
Nangal under police station Rania in tehsil and
district Gurdaspur. The Guru arrived in this village after leaving Barath. The devotees raised
a high dome of mud where a small gurdwara
stands now. The attendants are Singh. There is
no land or estate attached with the gurdwara.
A religious fair is held on every Amavas (new
moon night of the lunar month). There is an
unbricked pond to the east of the holy shrine. It
is believed that by taking a bath in this pond,
one gets rid of all ailments. This place is situated at a distance of half a mile to the south west
of Dhariwal railway station.

ਬੁਰਜ ਸੰਗ਼ੁਸਿੰਘ ਵਾਲਾ [buraj ségusigh vala] See

ਬੁਰਨਾਮਾ [bornama] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਗੋਂਸ. having a boil on
the thumb and the finger.
ਬੁਰਬੋਲਿ [burabolll due to scurrility; because
of vulgarity of expression. See ਬੁਰ 2.

ਬੁਰੜਾਉਣਾ [burrauna] See ਬਰੜਾਉਣਾ.
ਬੁਰਾ [bora] adj bad, evil, not good. “bora bhala

na pachanai.”—sri m 5. 2 n ornaments and other objects given to a woman by her parents on
her becoming a widow. 3 boil on the thumb
and the ﬁnger. See ਬੁਰਨਾਮਾ.
ਬੁਰਾਈ [burai] n badness, vice, baseness. “sada
prabhu hajar, 1<Is SIU karahu burai?”—ram m 5.
ਬੁਰਾਕ਼ [burak] A J12 adj clean, spotless. “੮1੮-

rIt burak he.”—saloh. 2 n a white creature
having wings, whose size is between that of
mule and an ass. Its nails are like those of a
lion. Angel Gabriel took Hazrat Mohammad

to God in the seventh heaven by making him

ਬੁਰਜ ਬਾਬਾ ਆਲਾਸਿੰਘ ਜੀ ਦਾ [buraj baba alasfgh
ji cia] See ਪਟਿਆਲਾ.
ਬੁਰਜੰ ਮਾਤਾ ਗੂਜਰੀ ਜੀ ਦਾ [buraj mata gujri ji da]

See ਸਰਹਿੰਦ.
ਬੁਰਜ ਮਾਨਾਵਾਲਾ [buraj manavala] See ਰਾਜਗੜ੍ਹ.
ਬੁਰਦ [bored] A ਅੰ n sheet of cloth. 2 puzzle,
parable. 3 defeating the opponent in a game
of chess so as to leave only the king surviving
on the losing side. 4 past form ਘੰਬੁਰਦਨ, took

away.
ਬੁਰਦਸਤ [burdésat] P _..ਭੰ/ਖਿਭੰ‘ਭੰ has taken away.

sit on this creature. See ਯਿਕਾਤੁਲ਼ਾ’ਯਾਬੀਹੁਂ. This
journey of Hazrat Mohammad is named as mI-

araj or mearaj ਲ਼ਾ/ਲ਼ੀ‘ and masra L/t
ਬੁਰਾਦਾ [burada] P ”12 11 ﬁne powder.
ਬੁ'ਰਿਅਾਈ [burIai] See ਬੁਰਾਈ. “ਞਟੈਫ਼ੂਣੂਗ਼ੁਗਂ alaku kare,
burIai hOI seru.”—m 5 var guj 2. “cégIaia
borIaia vace dharamo hadurI.”—japu.

ਬੁ'ਰਿਅਾਰ [burIar], ਬੁਰਿਆਰੀ [burIari] adj wicked, vicious. “hau VIchuri burIare.”—gau Ch5t
m 5. 2 n vice, viciousness. “karahI cori burI—

ari.”—gau m 1.

ਬਰਿੱਜ
_
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ਬੁ'ਰਿੰਜ [burfj] copper. See ਬਚੰਜ 4.
ਬੁਰੀ [[)ਘਫ਼ੇ],1'“6111ਭੋਂ1ਮਂ[16 of ਬੁਰਾ. “acari buriah..”—m
1 var sri.
ਬੁਰੀਦ [borid] P ,3} cut, trimmed, maimed.
2 pruning, selection.
ਬੁਰੀਦਨ [buridan] P U192 cut, pierce.

ਬੁ'ਰੇੰ [boro] bad, wicked. 2 cowardly. See ਹੀਣੌ 3.
ਬੁਲਹਵਸ [bulahavas] A U33”! adj greedy, desirous, covetous.

ਬੁਲਗ [bolag] A (ਢੂੰ’ n talk, conversation. “th0
mIlI harIbulag bUlogia.”—m 4 var kan. 2 saying, utterance. “jesi mat: devahu harI suami,
ham tese bulag bulagi.”—dhana m 4.
ਬੁਲਨਾ [bulna] See ਬੋਲਨਾ. “ap hi masatI, ap hi

bulna.”—brla m 5. ‘silence is itselfutterance.
i.e. one is reticent as well as eloquent.’

ਬੁ-ਲਫਜੂਲ [bolphajull P J5EE} doing uselessjob;
performing futile task.
ਬੁਲਬੁਲ [bolabul] a ﬂower loving bird, of the

size ofthe Indian lark. It has black head, spotted wings and red hair below the tail. Hence it
is popularly named as Guldum (red tailed). It
has a sweet voice. When it singsjoyfully, the
hair on its head appear like a crest. Many
poets have called it hajardasta. Many people
breed it for bird-ﬁght. See ਹਜਾਰਦਾਸਤਾਂ.
ਬੁਲਯੋ [bulyo] See ਬੁਲਯੋਂ.

ਬੁਲਾਉਣਾ [bulauna] v call, send for. 2 condole,

ਬੁਲੰਦਸ਼ਹਰ

ਬੁਲਾਕੀਦਾਸ [bulakidas] a preacher-cum-collec-

tor living in Dhaka who served Guru Tegbahadur with great devotion. His old mother got prepared a bed in the name of the Guru and vowed
that with the strength of her devotional worship
she would make him sleep on it. The Guru fulfilled her desire. Bhai Santokh Singh writes that
she got a picture of the Guru painted by an art-

ist. 566ਗੁਰੁਪੁਤਘਸੂਰਯਰਾਸਿ 12, ਅਧਯਯ5.
ਬੁਲਾਗੀ [bolagi] will speak, we (speak). See ਬੁਲਗ.
ਬੁਲਾਰ ਰਾਇ [bular raI] chief of Talwandi and
twelve other areas around Talwandi, who ruled
during the period oquru Nanak Dev. He was
deeply devoted to the Guru. Baba Kaloo was’
a village level revenue ofﬁcial ofhis area. See

ਰਾਇ ਭੋਂਇ.

ਬੁਲਾਰਾ [bulara] adj caller, messenger. 2 n pub-

lic announcement, proclamation. 3 male bird
trained to entrap partridge, quailetc. With its
voice, it attracts towards itself the birds of its
own species. 4 sense — betrayer ofthe nation;
who puts others injeopardy with his soft spo—
ken utterances.
ਬੁਲਾਵਾ [bulava] adj who calls. 2 17 person who

invites/summons.
ਬੁਲਿੰਦ [bulfd] See ਬਲੰਦ.
‘
ਬੁਲੇ [bole] said, asked, spoke. “bole ban ਸ਼ਿਬੇ.”
—ramav.

(express condolence) by going to the relatives
ofa dead person. “sabh bhane ko an bulavé.”

ਬੁ-ਲੈਨੀ [buleni] (We) talk/speak. “on bhave tIVE

~GPS.
ਲ਼ੀ
ਬੁਲਾਇਆ [bolaIa] made to speak, made to sing.

ਬੁਲੋਗੀਅਾ [bulogia] will speak; (we) speak. See

“bulaIa bole gur 1<ੲ bhanI .”-੩58 m 5. 2 called,
invited.

ਬੁਲਾਇੜੀ [bulaIri] called, invited. “mahalI bulaIrie l bIlamU na kije.”—tukha Chétm 1.
ਬੁਲਾਕ [bulak] TJQ n a long pearl flask-shaped
worn by women in their nose. 2 an ornament
for the ear made of gold instead of pearl.

ਬੁਲਾਕੀਸਿੰਘ [bulakisi’gh] See ਘੁੜਾਣੀਂ.

buleni.”—bIIa m 4.
ਲ਼ੀ
ਬੁਲਗ.
ਬੁਲੰਦ [buléd] See ਬਲੰਚ.
ਬੁਲੰਦਸ਼ਹਰ [bulédeahar] a town in Meerut region of UP. situated ten miles east of Chola
on the bank of Black river and is a station of
East Indian Railways. In ancient times it was
known as Uch Nagar and Ahivar. In 1018,

Mahmood Gaznavi forcibly converted its ruler
Hardatt along with his employees and citizens

ਬੁਝਾ
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ਬੁਲ੍ਹਾਡਾ਼

to Islam. The name ofthis town is also Bilan—

dabad. See ਬਿਲੰਦਾਬਾਦ.
ਬੁਲ੍ਹਾਡਾ [bulhada] a village founded by two farmers named Buddha (ਬੁੱਧਾ) and [861618(ਲੱਡਾ).ਖ਼0ਘਾ
this is a railway station on Bathinda-Jakhal—
Delhi railway li11e(Budhlada). Bhai Santokh
Singh writes that Guru Tegbahadur Visited this

village after leaving village Barhe.

ਬੂਜਨਾ [bujna] P ’51,: n monkey.
ਬੂਜਲੀ [bujli] n ear—ornament for women worn

in the wider hole on the lower side ofear. It is
round and hollow from within. A bunch of
pearls 0r ear-rings is put in it. 2 thread ofthe
‘screw on which a gadget’s axle moves.

ਬੂਜਾ [buja] short for ਥੂਜ਼ਨਾ (monkey) 2 child,
infant. 3 P ਲ਼ੀਭੰਨ੍ਹੂੰ a bird with a long black

ਬੁਲ੍ਹੇਸ਼ਾਹ [bulhesah] a Punjabi poet professing

and sharp beak having shrill voice. It eats

Suﬁsm, who belonged to Kasoor. Kaﬁs composed by Bulheshah are sung with reverence
by saints/fakirs. Bulheshah died in 117] Hijri.

ਬੂਝ [bujh] n intelligence, understanding. “satIg—

ਬੁਲਯੋ [bulyo] spoke, talked. 2 invited, called.
“kahI bulyo lékes.”-—rama V.

*

ਬੁੜਬੁੜਾਉੰਣਾ [bUrbUraUnaL ਬੁੜਬੁੜਾਨਾ [ਘਿਙਘਿਨੂਕੇਸ੍ਯ]

insects, locusts and grains. It is called buja in
Punjabi.
ur bujh bujhai.”——sar a m 1. 2 cluster of thick

elephant grass. 3 See ਬੁਝਣਾ. “tIkh buthgai mIlI
sadhujana.”—I<an m 5. “thirst was quenched.’

v mumble, mutter, talk angrily mumbo-jumbo.

ਬੂਝਣਉ [bujhanau] adjknowledgeable, intellec-

ਬੂ [bu] partawful and painful call by women.
2 P ,3 n smell, odour. 3 hope, expectation.

_ [bujhanu] See ਬੁਝਣਾ, ਬੋਧ
ਬੂਝਣਾ [ਠਿਪ]1ਘਕ],ਥਝਣ=

ਬੂਆ [bua] father’s sister, aunt. 2 Bhai Bua, a
Tehan Khatri resident of Hargobindpur, who
attained the highest status of an ascetic after
becoming a devotee of Guru Amar Dass. The
Guru assigned him a Seat after appointing him

tual. “bIrlau gIani bujhanau.’ M—oékar
ਹੇਵਨ, ਬੋਧਨ, ਸਮਝਣਾ. “bujhahu mor gIana. ”—asa
kabir. “sacu bujhanu anI jalaie.”—-sri m 1.

‘knowledge of truth is the ﬁre, with which the

lamp is lit.’ “bujhe braham 'étarI bIbek.”——asa m.

a preacher.
ਬੂਆੜ [buar], ਬੂਅਾਤੁ [buaru] a type of weed that
generally grows in ﬁeldsIn which sesame is

1. 2 question, puzzle. “bujhau gIani bujhna.”
-—m 1 var maru 1. 3 subsiding of fire. “tin:
bhavan ki lakhmi jon' bujhat nahi lahIre.”—ma1i
m 5. ‘the ﬂame of burning desire is not extin-

planted. 2 A 11,: destruction, ruin, devastation.
3 uncultivated ﬁelds. 4 adj idle, inactive, good

ਬੂਝਨਹਾਰ [bujhanhar], ਬੂਝਨਹਾਰੁ [bujhanharu] adj

guished.’

for nothing. “chute tIl buar qu sﬁpe édarI

knowledgeable, intellectual. “bujhe bujhanhar

khet.”—-var asa. “qu buaru tIlU khet mahI
duhela.”—sukhmani.
ਬੂ'ਇ [buI] P 9,; n odour, fragrance.

bIbek.”—sukhmani.
ਬੂਝਨਾ [bujhana] See ਬੂਝਣਾ.
_ [bujhalu] adjwho has knowlਬੂਝਲ [ਠਿਪ]1191],ਬੁਝਲਥੂ

ਬੂੲੀ' [bui] See ਬੂਣ.
ਬੂਹ [buh] a Jatt subcaste.
ਬੂਹਾ [buha] n door, gate.

ਬੂਚਰ [bucar], ਬੂਚੜ [[)ਪਧਗ੍] E butcher. n-butcher,
meat seller.

‘

ਬੂਚਾ [buca] See ਬੁੱਚਾ.

ਬੁਜ਼ਧਿਧ੍ਯ] Pi n emerald horse; a white horse
with blue radiance. 2 (:!ਗ਼ਾਮਿੰਰ੍ਖ਼ੂੳਠਿੰਧ੍ਯ.

edge, cognisable. “man ki bIrtha menu hi'jams,
1<€ bujhal age kahie.”——prabha namdev.
ਬੂਝੜ [bujhar] adj enemy of intelligence. advo-

cate of ignorance. Skt ਵਠਚ. A J31 advocating
illiteracy, upholder of idiocy.

ਬੂਝਾ [bujha] understood, knew. See ਬੂਤ੍ਯਾ.
“hamahu ][) bujha bujhna.”——s kabir. 2 n dense
cluster of elephant grass; bushes etc.

`
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ਬੂਝਿ [buth] having understood.
ਬੂਝੀ [bujhi] understood, knew. See ਬੂਝਣਾ. “bujhi
nahi kaji §thare.”—g5d kabir. 2 put off,
quenched. “téki trIsan n9 bujhi.”—dhana m 5.
ਬੂਝੇ [bujhe] understands. 2 calms down. “hau
hau karat n3 trIsan bujhe.”—bIha Chétm 5.

ਬੂਟ [but], ਬੂਟਾ [buta] n Skt ਵਿਟਪ. tree, plant.
“mIlI pani jIU hare but.”—~bas§t m 5. “dava

aganI rahe harI but.”——ram a m 5. ‘green
plants/trees. ’

ਬੂਟੀ [buti] n herb. 2 This word is also used for
hashish. 3 embroidered pattern shaped like a
small plant or picture.
ਬੂਟੁ [butu] See ਬੂਟ. “koi harIa butu rahIO.”
—asa m 4.
'
'

ਬੂਟੇਸ਼ਾਹ [butesah] He was an interpreter in the

ਬੁਰਮਾਜਰਾ

ਬੂਤਾਤ [butat] A .“,ਥੂਵੂ. act of breaking the rela-

tionship. 2 ਢਮੱਲ਼ੀਚੂਛੂ plural of§3(house)'is ਬ੍ਯੂਤ,
its plural is ਬ੍ਯੂਤਾਤ.

ਬੂਥ [buth], ਬੂਥਾ [butha] I? face, visage. It is a
derogatory word.
ਬੂਦ [bud] P „ਰੂੰ past tense of ਬੂਦਨ. was, were.

“gusal kardan bud.”—tI15g kabir. ‘was essen—
tial to do.’

ਬੂੰਦ [bfid] 11 drop, droplet. “bﬁd VIhuna catrIk0 kIUkarI trIptave?”——var jet. 2 sense — semen. “rakat bﬁd ka gara.”—sor raVIdas.
ਬੂਦਨ [budan] P 011’ v be, happen, occur.

ਬੂੰਦਾਰ [bﬁdar] n jet of drops, rain shower. “bIn—
sat bar na lagai, qu kagad bOdar.”—bI1a m 5.

ਬੂੰਦੀ [bﬁdi] n globules ofgram ﬂour fried in oil,

“butesah malvi raha.”—PP. See ਪੰਥਪੁਕਾਸ਼ and

which are taken with curd by adding salt and
spices to it. 2 Ifthese globules are soaked in
sugar, the sweetmeat gets prepared. 3 xa
boiled grams, boiled grains. 4 capital headquarters of Chauhan Rajputs in Rajputana, founded by Harvanshi Raydev in Sammat 1398
(1342 AD). It is situated 100 miles south—east
of Ajmer. Boondi went under the protection of
the British in 1818 AD.

ਬੂਡਨਾ [budna] v sink, get drowned. See ਬੁਡਣਾ.
“bud-huge parIvar sahIt.”—maru kabir. “bu-

ਬੁੰਦੇਚੇ [bﬁdere] for rain showers; for rain drops.
“jIU catrIk bﬁdere.”—tul<ha Chétm 5.
ਬੂਬਰ [bubar] n bubble. “bubarpam: }')/(~) mat ap

court of Captain Murrey. He was the first to
write history of the Sikhs; He handed it over

to the British authorities. See ਮਰੇ.

Sardar Rattan Singh, thinking that Booteshah would not present the true picture of the
Sikhs, himselfdescribed Sikh history to Murrey. This history was translated as pothprakas.

ਰਤਨਸਿੰਘ.

dat kau jese be_ri mIlat.”—ma11' m 5. “buda dur-

jodhan patI khoi.”—gau a m 1.
ਬੂਡੜਾ [budra] adj drowned, sunk. See ਬੁਡਣਾ.
“budrs kIa tIsu caro.”—vad aIaham' m 1.

ਬੂਡੀ [budi] sank, submerged. See ਬੁਡਣਾ. “budi !
gharu ghalIo.”—dhana chét m 1. 2 n that
which flies in the air or sky — kite. “dah dIs
budi pavano jhulave.”——gau kabir. ‘vital air is
swaying the body (kite)’
ਬੂਢਾ [budha] adj Old. aged. “bare budhe tarune
bhaia.”——bIIa kabir. 2 See ਬੁੱਢਾ ਬਾਬਾ.
ਬੂਣ [bun] n a kind of bushy plant. Alkali is
made from its ash. 2 L Coffea Arabica.

hi mItjahige.”—kalki.

ਬੂਨ [bun] See ਬੂਣ 2.
ਬੁੰਬਾ [bﬁba] A 5” n water—spring. 2 fountain.
“suran l<e jas l<e uthe bﬁbe.”—C§di 1.

ਬੂਮ [bum] P (i uncultivated land. 2 A owl.
ਬੂਰ [bur] ਮਿੰਬੂਰੁ [buru] n a green coloured veg-

etable grown on the surface of water. “labu

VInahe mansa jIU pani buru.”—var ram 3.
2 ﬂowers of mango tree etc.

ਬੂਰਮਾਜਰਾ [burmajra] a village under police station Morinda, tehsil Ropar of Ambala district.
A gurdwara named Didarsar in memory of the
tenth Guru is situated about half a mile to the

ਬੁਰਾ
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west of this village. The Guru arrived here
while going towards Chamkaur Sahib.
Chamkaur Sahib is five kohs away from here
to the west. The nearest railway station is
Kurali. The priests are Nihang Singhs.Annua1
fair is held on the 9-10 Magh.
ਬੂਰਾ [bura] n powder, fine powder. 2 brown
sugar prepared by refining sugar. 3 adjbrown,
brown coloured. See E brown.

ਬੇ

or grinding wheel driven by animals. 2 a town in
tehsil Jagadhari of Ambala district, situated ﬁve
miles east of Jagadhari railway station. Sardar
Nanu Singh, a famous leader of Bhangi misl conquered Burhia in 1764 AD and set up it as his
capital. The pedigree of Rais Burhia is as:
S. Nanu Singh d: 1764

|
S. Bhag Singh (1: 1786

ਬੂ'ਰਿਯਾ [burIya], ਬੂਰੀਅਾ [buria] See ਬੂੜੀਆ “na-

|

gar péivte burIye pathae 10k bulaI .”—carItr 7] .
ਬੂਰੁ [burU] See ਬੂਰ.

S. Sher Singh d: 1805

ਬੂਲਾ [bula] a devotee of Guru Angad Dev. See

S. Gulab Singh (1: 1844

ਬੱਲੋ. 2 a priest, who became a follower of Guru
Amar Dev. He used to supply free of cost
handwritten copies of Gurbani to the Sikhs.
3 a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev. He belonged
to Dhir subcaste.
‘

,

|
|
b: 1844 S. Jivan Singh d:' 1893

I
S. Gajender Singh (1: 1890

|

ਬੂ-ਲੇਸ਼ਾਹ [bulesah] a renowned person, resident

b: 1891 S. Lacchman Singh d: 16… July 1921

of village Garhi of district Cambellpur. He was
a devotee of Guru Gobind Singh. He served
the tenth Guru in Bhangani and Anandpur battles. The Guru used to get weapons with his
help. This historical fact is mentioned in the
edict given to Bule Shah by Guru Gobind Singh
on the second day of the bright phase of the

|

lunar month, Savan of Sammat 1756. This

written command is still in the possession of
his descendant Husain Shah.
Some people hold that this Bule Shah was
the same person as Buddhu Shah of Sadhaura,
but it is a not true.
ਬੂੜਮਾਜਰਾ [buramajra] See ਬੂਰਮਾਜਰਾ.

ਬੂੜਾ [bura] adj with ears cut or clipped, with
clipped ears. 2 This was the name of Baba
Buddh a prior to his turn to Sikhism.
ਬੂਡ਼ੀ [buri] with ears cut or shortened, with
clipped ears. “kén tanaure kamni, buri bar-

rave.”—-BG.

ਬੂੜੀਆ [burial sharp edge of the Persian wheel:

b: 19th May, 1919
b: 31St October, 1920
Rattan Amol Singh
Lal Amol Singh
There exists a gurdwara in memory of Guru
Tegbahadur on the metalled road leading to
Jagadhari to the north west of Burhia. The holy
shrine and residential houses have been built.
The priest is a Sikh. There is some land with
the gurdwara donated by Rais Burhia. The
shrine is under the control of the state government. A famous Hindu pilgrim centre Suraj
Kund is one mile away to the south of this
gurdwara. The tenth Guru arrived in this viilage to preach while coming from Patna Sahib, but no gurdwara has been built by any follower ofthe Guru.

Poet Bhai Santokh Singh belonged to this
town. See ਸੰਤੋਖ ਸਿੰਘ and ਨਾਨ੍ਯ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼.
ਬੇ [be] P .4 part without. “beeb parvadgar.”~
—tII§g m 1. 2 vocative — hey! abe! “sultanu

.ਬੇਅਕਲ
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puchs, sun be ! nama.”—bher namdev. 3 adj
two. “be das mah ruti thIti var bhale.”—tul<ha
barahmaha. 4 second. “ab be gal kahanu na

jai.”—sor kabir. 5 pron that. “ab be gal kahanu
na jai.”—-sor kabir. 6 2"d letter of Persian alphabet bx. “be bIdaIt dur kar.”—JSBM
ਬੇਅਕਲ [beakel] P ਯੇਢਟ੍ਰੈ- adj foolish, stupid, unintelligent.

ਬੇਅਦਬ [beadab] P ਖ਼ੂਲ਼ੀਟ੍ਰਿ- adj rude, arrogant.
“beadab xalist az Iltafa rabb.”—zfdg1'.

ਬੇਅਦਬੀ [beadabi] P (ਨ੍ਹੂੰਭੰਅੰਟੂ- n disrespect, arro-

ਬੇਸੁਅਾਰਤ

has m 5. “rathé bestIté bayaghracarmé abhit5.”—ramav.

ਬੇਸਣ [besan], ਬੈਸਨ [besan] ਲ਼ਾ/ਟੁੰਲ਼ਵੇਸਨ n split grams.
2 ground grams. 3 See ਵੇਸ਼ਨ.
ਬੇਸਨੀ [besni] adj made of gram ﬂour.

ਬੇ ਸਪਾਸ [be sapas] P ਪੱਥੂਫ਼ਾਂਛੰਫ਼ਾਂ adjthankless. 2 not
thankful, ungrateful. See ਸਪਾਸ.
ਬੇਸਰ [besar] n a nose ornament worn by wom~

en. 2 Skt ਵੇਸਰ. mule “besar lad su tyari kini.”
—GPS. 3 P ﬂ adj incomparable, without ex-

ample. 4 See ਬੇਸਰਾ.

gance.
ਬੇਅਦਲ [beadal] adj unopposed. See ਅਦਲ and
ਜੰਗਦਰਾਯਦ. 2 unjust, who does injustice.

ਬੇਸਰਾ [besara] P /ਡੰ.- exceptional; a wild bird

ਬੇਐਥ [beeb] P .74"; adv faultless, free from

bird. In no time, it can hunt down quail, partridge, water fowl. It is of mixed breed and born
of the union of falcon and hawk. Its feminine is
ਧੂਤੀ [dhuti] “hath guru gobid ke besra SIdhayo

vice. “beeb parvadgar.”—t115gm 1.

ਬੇਅੰਤ [beét] adj endless, inﬁnite. “beét gun tere
kathe na jahi.”—gau chét m 5.

ਬੇਈ [bei] ledger. See ਵੇ'ੲੀ. 2 adv again, second
time, repeatedly. “jam; mIthai Ikh, bei pire na
hute.”—m 5 varmaru 2. ‘Ifsugarcane is again
crushed, it doesn’t stop providing sweetness.’

ਬੇ'ਈ [bei] See ਵੇੱੲੀ.
ਬੇਈਮਾਨ [beiman] P ਗੀਠੀਠੂ adjwithout religious
faith, irreligious. “beiman agIanI parani.”

-BG.

ਬੇਸ [bes] P J3; adj more, additional. 2 great.
3 superb, excellent. 4 happy. 5 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਨੁੱਵੇਸ਼ਗ਼ਾ house.
6 neighbourhood. 7 entrance, entry. 8 Skt ਵੇਸ਼,
work. 9 attire, dress, guise.

ਬੇਸ਼ਊਰ [besaur] adj unwise. See ਬਾਸ਼ਊਰ.
ਬੇਸਹਰ [besahar] See ਬਸ਼ਹਰ. 2 a name of Shonitpur. See ਵਾਣ. “sahar besahar ke bIkhe banasur
nares.”-carItr 142. raja Vanasur.

ਬੇਸ਼ੱਕ [besakk] adeithout doubt, undoubtedly.
ਬੋਸਟਨ [bestan] Skt ਵੇਸ੍ਵਨ. n enclosure. enclosing 2 wall of the city. 3 turban. 4 samosa. See

vr.

ਬੇਵੇਫੂਟਤ [bestIt], ਬੇਸਟੰ [bests] Skt ਵੇਸ੍ਵਿਤ. adj sur—
rounded, covered. “besétaré kasat besté.”—sa-

like ਯਿ|6011.5’ਬੈੰਸਰੋ. It is not brought up by hunt-

ers. If brought up well, it grows into a daring

nano.”—52 Poets. See ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀਆਂ ਦਾ ਚਿਤੁ.
ਬੇਸਵਾ [besva] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵੇਜ੍ਯਾ. n assuming several guises, harlot. “besva jonI valI vall autre.”—guj
trIIocan.

ਬੇਸਵਾਦ [besavad] adj tasteless. 2 with bad taste.
ਬੇਸਾਰਣਾ [besarna] See ਬਿਸਾਰਣ. “kIU manahu
besarie?”—sr1' chét m 5.

‘

ਬੇਸਿਅਾ [beSIa] See ਬੇਸਵਾ.
ਬੇਸੀ [besi] See ਵੇਸੀ. 2 P ਨੁੱਰੂੰ. n excess, abundance.
ਬੇਸੀਞ [besiv] another's limit, boundary. “qu besive theh kar pachotave.”—-BG. ‘ regrets setting
up the village within others’ boundary.’
2 limitless, endless.
ਬੇਸੁਆ [besua] See ਬੇਸਵਾ. “besua bhajat kIchU
nahI sarmave.”—bher m 4. ‘does not mind
cohabiting with a harlot’
ਬੇਸੁਆਪੂਤ [besuaput] sense — son of a prosti-

tute. i.e. illegitimate child, not born out of wed-

lock. “sakat besoaput.”—gau a m 5.
ਬੇਸੁਆਰਤ [besuarat] adj who frequents a prostitute.

ਬੇਸਮਾਰ
.-
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ਬੇਸੁਮਾਰ [besumar] P A2: adj endless, countless. “besumar athah.”.—sukhmani.
ਬੇਸੁ'ਰਤ [besurat] senseless, unconscious.
ਬੇਸਜਾ [besya], ਬੇਸ੍ਵਾ [besva] harlot, prostitute. See

ਬੇਸਵਾ.
ਬੇਹ [beh] Skt ਵੇਧ. n hole, perforation, bore.

ਬੇਖ [bekh] Skt ਵੇਸ਼ n robe, guise. 2 P ਨੌਨ੍ਹੂੰ root,

origln, essence.
ਬੇਖ਼ਕਨੀ [bexakni] P ਪਂਫ਼ੁੱਠੋਂ n act of uprooting,
rendering rootless, uprootedness.

‘

ਬੇਖਕੰਦਨ [bekhkédan], ਬੇਖਕੰਦਨੀਂ [bekhakédni] See

ਬੇਖ਼ਕਨੀ.

ਬੇਹਤਰ [behtar] See ਬਿਹਤਰ.

ਬੇਖ਼ਬਰ [bexabar] P [L adj not aware, unaware.

ਬੇ'ਹਦ੍ਰਾਲ [béhdral] a Rajput subcaste that laid the
foundation of Benhdralata state. See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.

“bekhabar badu bakahI .”—tII§g kabir.
ਬੇਖ਼ੁਦ [bexod] P „,ਡੂੰ'ਰ੍ਫ਼ੂਲ਼ੀ, adj unaware, oblivious of

ਬੇ ਕ੍ਯਾ [be haya] P 594.. adj lacking sense of

one’s self. “bekhud CItt Udas rah‘é.”—NP.
ਬੋ'ਖੁਦੀ [bekhodi] 72 state of being Selﬂess, selflessness. 2 act ofbecoming oblivious ofone’s
selfconsciousness.

honour, shameless, dishonourable.
ਬੋਹੜ [[)ੳਸ਼ਿਝੁ] n uneven land. 2 arduous way.
3 dense group of trees covered with mild twigs.
“kétak kanan behar gah.”—rama V. “des bIdes
dhﬁdh ban behar.”—paras.

ਬੇਹੜਾ [[?)ੳਯਿਕ] 11 compound, courtyard. 2 See ਬੇਚਤੇ.
ਬੇਹੜੋ [behro] Dg pitcher, pinnacle on top of a
dome.

ਬੇਹਾ [beha] adj stale. 2 n drilling implement.
ਬੇਹਾਲ [behal] P Jim»? n pitiable condition. “tanu
bInastaI behal.”—bIla m 5. 2 adj anxious,

ਬੇਗ [beg] Skt ਵੇਗ. n force, vigour. “kam beg
nahI rok sakyo he.”-GPS. 2 flood, ﬂow.
3 movement. “pavan beg 1<o karat pIChere.”
—GPS. 4 semen. 5 macro-time. 6 Tvg. prosperous. 7 designation that follows the proper

name in the Mughal dynasty. e.g. ਕ਼ਾਸਿਮਬੇਗ
[kaSImbeg].

ਬੇਰਰਿੰਘ [begsfgh] inhabitant of Maghiana and

ਬੇਹੀ [behi] adj stale. 2 n hollow pipe. “jab Iago

Jamber by subcaste. Baptised by Guru Gobind
Singh he fought in several battles.

taga bahao behi.”—guj1<abir. 3 carpenter, who

ਬੇਗਮ [begam] adj without worry or sorrow;

troubled, tortured.

drives a bore.

ਬੇਹੂਦਾ [behuda] P mpg. adj without proﬁt, useless.
ਬੈਕ [bek] See ਵੇਖ.

ਬੇਕਸ ‘[ਠਿਥੂਗ੍ਰਿਙ] P ਪਂਵ੍‘ਰੂੰ adj who has none to rely
upon, helpless, unreliable. 2 submissive, humble. 3 helpless, orphan.

ਬੇਕਰਾਰ [bekarar] P 11/2. adj lacking in confidence, helpless.

ਬੇਕਾਮ [bekam] adj lazy, useless. “kami krodhi
caturibajigar bekam.”—maru kabir. 2 ad V useless, meaningless.

ਬੇਕਾਰ [bekar] P 11?. adjuseless. 2 who is of no
use. 3 See ਵੇਕਾਰ.
ਬੇਕਾਰੀ [bekari] njoblessness, unemployment.

2 See ਵੇਕਾਰੀ.

carefree. 2 T :- n wife of a Beg (rich,

wealthy) person; lady. See ਬੇਗਮਾਤ

ਬੇਗਮਪੁਰਾ [begampura] n fourth and ﬁnal stage
of spiritual quietude, bliss, beatitude, stage of
knowledge without any sorrw or grief. “begam—
pura sahar k0 naU.”——gau raVIdaé. 2 a village
founded by Begum Jann mother of Zakria
Khan (Khan Bahadur), governor of Lahore,
on the side of Shalamar road near Lahore. It
was once a very crowded place. Even now
some signs of its earlier glory are there.

ਬੇਗਮਾਤ [begmat] n plural ੦1`ਬੇਗਮ. “begmat tum
darsan cahyo.”—GPS.

ਬੋਗਚਜ [begaraj] adjdisinterested, selﬂess.

ਬੇਗਲ [begal] adj ﬂowing fast, fast moving.
2 headless, with no head on the body. 3 See ਬੇ.

ਬੇਗਾ

ਬੇਣਿ
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ਬੇਗਾ [bega] a devotee belonging to Passi subcaste who acquired self—realisation after becoming a disciple oquru Arjan Dev. See ਪਾਸੀ

leled, unique.

ਬੋਰੋਂਬਾ [becoba] P „*.ਟ੍ਰਛੂੰ- n a tent without sup-

ਬੇਗਾਨੜਾ [beganra], ਬੇਗਾਨਾ [begana] ignorant,

port from below; a tent standing only supported by tent-wall; canopy supported by tent walls
only.

having no knowledge, without any knowledge.

ਬੇਜਾ [beja] P (5,: adj out of place, 2 improper,

“ete kukar hat) begana.”—bI1a m 1. 2 P _;ਫ਼ੂ
adjalien, not belonging to oneself.

ਬੇਗਾਰ [begar] P ਖ਼ੁਫ਼ੂ. n labour without wages,

inappropriate.
ਬੇਜ਼ਾਰ [bezar] P 1!}; adjdisgusted, extremely
fed up. See ਜ਼ਾਰ.

forced labour; work got done forcibly on the

ਬੇਜ਼ਾਰੀਂ [bezari] 001/16 11 state of being disgusted.

order of state ofﬁcials.

See ਬੇਜ਼ਾਰ.
ਬੇਜ਼ੁਬਾਨ [bezuban] P UP? dumb. 2 animal.
ਬੇਝੜ [bejhar] n food grains — mixture of grams

4. The word15 also pronouced as ਵੇਗਾ [vega].

ਬੇਗਾਰੀ [begari] adj bonded labour. 2 11 person
doing work without wages for it.

ਬੇਗਾਲੀ [bégali] adj quickly, instantaneously,
without delay “guru seVIhu begI begali.”
——dhana m 4.

.

ਬੇਗਿ [begI] quickly, instantaneously. “begI
mIlije apne ram pIare.”—gau raVIdas.

and wheat.

ਬੇਟ [bet] n country/territory on the bank of a
river; riverine.

ਬੇਟੜੀ [betri] daughter, female child. “babul ks:
gharI betri.”—o§kar. See ਬੇਟੀ.

ਬੇਗਿ ਬੇਗਾਲੀ [begI begali] very quickly, at once.
See ਬੈਗਾਲੀ.

ਬੇਟਾ [beta] Skt ਬਟੁ. 11 male child. 2 son.

ਬੇਗੁਲ [begul] adj fast moving, fast ﬂowing.

ਬੇਢਨ [bedhan] Skt ਵੈਸ੍ਵਨ. surround, wrap. “me—

ਬੋਗ਼ੁਲਬੇਗ਼ੁਲੇ [begulbegule] adj moving faster than
the fastest vehicles. “udahI ta begulbegule.”

~05kar.

ਬੇਗੋ'ਸ਼ [begos] P j}? with clipped ears. 2 deaf,
hard of hearing.

' ਬੈਚਗੁੰਨ [becgﬁn] P U”: adjfree from doubt; without any question. “becgﬁn yazda becﬁne.”—NP.
ਬੇਚਣਾ [becna] Skt ਵਿਕੁਯਣ. to sell, trade.

ਬੇਚਨਰੂਲੈਨ [becanrulen] buying and selling, purchase and sale. “gahak asékh avé becanrulen
ko.”—BGK.
ਬੇਚਨਾ [becna] See ਬੇਚਣਾ.
ਬੇਰਾਇਓ [becan] sold, disposed of. “man sétan
pahI vecan.”—-sar parta] m 5.

ਬੇਚਾਰਾ [becara] P ਕਿੰਨੂ adj helpness, hopeless,
indigent.

ਬੋਚਿ [bed] on selling, after selling. “g5thI na
bédhau, beCI na khau.”—bher1<abir.

ਬੇਚੂੰ [becﬁ] P 0:34.. adj unexampled, unparal-

ਬੇਟੀ [beti] Skt ਬਟ੍ਰੀ. n daughter.
IIagarU bhuyégam betho.”-—s kabir.

“durgéth hi ke bedhe.”—keda kabir.
ਬੇਢੀ [bedhi] n one who packs; a skilful worker,
who makes a thatched hut by packing and tying the straws with cords. “mo kau bedhi dehu
batai ho.”—-sor namdev.

ਬੇਣ [ben] Skt ਵੇਣ. n skilled worker who makes
objects with bamboo and reeds. 2 a ruler, son
of Ang and father of Prithu, who was very
brutal and cruel per Mahabharat and Harivans.
He was killed by the sages with straws. See ਵੈਣ.
“satjug VIkhe ber_i bhupala.
kalikal vartaI VIsala.”—NP.
3 Skt ਵੇਣੁ. bamboo. “badhe ben SIr uco ra-

he.”—GPS. 4 See ਬੇਨ.
ਬੇਣਾ [bena] Skt ਵੈਣਾ. n a river; perhaps this may
be the earlier name of Bein (Vein) river.

ਬੇਣਿ [benI], ਬੇਣੀ [beni] Skt ਵੇ'ਣਿ and ਵੈਣੀ- )1 hair
combed or dressed into a braid; pigtail. 2 flow

ਬੇਣੀਸੰਗਮ
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of water. 3 conﬂuence of Ganga, Yamuna and
Sarasvati. “beni ségamv tah pIragU mono ma-

ਬੰਦ

bination of the three vessels of the body run-

thors have named him Beni Madho also.
Haridyal, one of this descendants, was an excellent poet, who elegantly translated Saruktavli and Vairagshatak.

ning from the loins to the head —— Ira, pigla and

ਬੇਣੀਸੰਗਮ [beniségam], ਬੈਣੀਸੰਗਮੁ [beniségamu]

sukhmana. 4 a holyman, whose compositions
are included in Guru Granth Sahib. The details

See ਬੇਣੀ 3. 2 pilgrimage centre — Parayag.
“gégasagar beniségamu.”—maru solhe m 1.

about his life are not much known. “bhagat

ਬੇਣੀਮਾਧੋ [benimadho] See ਬੇਣੀ 5.
ਬੇਣੁ [beno] Skt ਵੇਣੁ- n bamboo. 2 a musical

jano kare tIthai.”—ram bani. It means the com-

benI gun rave.”-saveye m 1 ke. “beni jace tera
nam.”—ram.

Bhai Gurdas has described the tale of
Bhagat (holyman) Beni in the tenth Var that
the Almighty provided him all the provisions in
the guise ofa king as:
gormukh ber_ti bhagatI kar
jaI Ikétbahe IIvlave.
karam kare athatmi
. horaso kIse n3 ajar lakhave.
ghar aya ja pucchie
raj duar gaIa alave.

ghar sabh vatthﬁ mﬁgian
val ch91 karke jhatt léghave.
vadda sag varattda

[oh ik man parmesar dhyave.
pej savare bhagat di
raja hUIke ghar cal ave.
deI dIlasa tussks
anganti kharci pahocava. ਰ੍
oth-hﬁ aIa bhagat pas
hOI dIal het opjave.
,' bhagat jana jekar karavs.
5 a scholar, resident ofvillage Chuhnian (district Lahore), who roamed about preaching his
teaching. When he reached Goindwal, he met
Guru Amar Dass and became his disciple, forsaking his arrogance and pride of knowledge.

This verse in Malar Rag'Viz — “Ihu man gIrhi
kI Iho man udasi.” was uttered by the Guru
in this context. He became a great preacher.
The Guru granted him a holy Seat. Many au-

instrument of bamboo pipe; ﬂute. “beno rasal
bajave soi.”——maru solhe m 1.

ਬੇਤ [bet] Skt ਵੇਤ੍ਵ. n a creeper-like knotted bamboo. It is used for making twigs. Its bark is
used for caning chairs etc; cane. Calamus

Rotang. See ਬੇਦ 8. ਬੈਤ 1 and ਵੇਤ੍ਵ.
ਬੇਤਨ [betan] salary, pay. See ਵੇਤਨ.

ਬੇਤਾ [beta] Skt ਹੇਰ੍ਵ. adj who knows. “brahamgIani braham ka beta.”—sukhman1'. “braham ke
bete sabadu pachanahl .”-ਪਿੰ!“ a m 3.

ਬੇਤਾਲ [betal] adj unrhythmic, out of rhythm,
unaware of rhythm. 2 Skt ਵੇਤਾਲ. dead body in
which some evil spirit has entered. “her: 1<e
namhin betal.”—sar m 5. “manmukh édhe

phIrahI betale.”—majh a m 3. ‘the evil spirit
as ignorance has entered in the non-benevolent and non-enterprising dead bodies.’ 3 See

ਬਿਤਾਲ.
ਬੇਤਾਲ਼ਾ [betala] adj ignorant ofrhythm; unrhythmic. 2 having evil spirit within; captured by
the evil Spirit. “k0 kahe betala.”—maru m I.
“phIrahI qu betalIa.”—an§du.

ਬੇਤੀ [beti] Skt ਕੇਜੀ. adjhaving knowledge. “nah
caturI sugharI sujanI beti.”—bIIa Chétm 5.

ਬੇਤੈ [beta] may know. See ਬੇਤਾ. 2 knows. “jo
tatjog kau bete.”—kan m 5.

ਬੇਦ [bed] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਠੰਵੇਦ. n knowledge, education. “diva
bale édhera jaI. bedpath matIpapa khaI.”
—var suhi m 1. ‘prayer performed with understanding keeps sinful thoughts away.’ 2 chief
scriptures of Hinduism — Rig, Yajur, Sam and

ਬੋਦਸ

ਬੇਚਿਲ
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Athrav. “bed simrItI kathe sasat.”—dhana m

5. See details about Veds under ਵੇਦ. 3 ﬁgure

course on knowledge. 2 pondering over the
Veds.

representing four since there are four Veds.

ਬੇਦਮੁਸ਼ਕ [bedmusak] P …ਫ਼ੁਭੰਯੂੰ. a kind of plant,

See ਵੇਦ. 4 broom, made of thick reeds or stems

that blossoms during the spring season with
fragrant ﬂowers. The distillate of these ﬂowers is cool and keeps heart and mind fresh.
Ayurvedic practitioners use it in several medicines. Salix Capera.

of thick straw. 5 handle of straw used for igniting ﬁre. 6 Skt ਵੇਦਿ. canopy raised for performing Yajna and for marriage ceremony; altar raised for solemnising marriage. “bed ke
bIdhan keks byas te b§dhai bed.”—ramav.

ਬੇਦਰੇਗ੍ [bedarec] P g,,4_ adjwithout any grief

7 Skt ਵਿੰਦੁ. point, dot. “kokam bed 111a: die.”
—krIsan. 8 P {< cane plant. See ਬੈਤ.

or sorrow. 2 fearless, with no apprehension.

ਬੇਦਸ [bedas] adj twelve. “bedas mah.”—tukha
barahmaha. 2 Skt ਕੇਟ੍ਚ੍ਜ੍. n knowledge. 3 wealth.

ਬੇਦਰੰਗ [bedarég] P V645 adv without any de-

See ਦਰੇਗ.
lay, immediately, quickly. ਠੋੳੳਦੇਗਤੇਗਫਤਹ and

4 adj knower; learned.

ਦਰੰਗ.
ਬੇਦਸ੍ਵ [bedast] P “"/ੴ. adj with one or both arms ਬੇਦਵਖਾਣਿ [bedvakhanI] by expounding the
maimed/amputated. 2 uncontrollable.

^ਬੇਦਹਿ [bedahI] of the Ved, pertaining to the
Ved. See ਸੁਧਾਖਰ. 2 to the Ved.
ਬੇਦਕਾ [bedka] See ਬੇਦਿਕਾ.

ਬੇਦ ਕੀ ਬਿਪਤਿ [bed ki pratI] trouble caused to
Brahma on snatching of the Veds by Sankhasur. “brahme garab kia nahi janIa. bed ki bIpatI pari pachutanIa.”—gau a m 1. 2 trouble
faced while acquiring knowledge about Veds;
sufferings borne to acquire knowledge; agony
caused by movement within the tube (stem)
of lotus to know one’s root.

ਬੋਦਚਾਰੀ [bedacari] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਨਂਵੇਦਾਚਾਯੰ. teaching the Veds,

Veds. 2 one who expounds the Veds. “bedvakhanI kahahI IkU kahie.”——bas§t a m 1.

ਬੇਦਵਜਾਸ [bedvyas] See ਬਿਆਸ 4.

ਬੇਦਾਚਾਰ [bedacar] n heavenly conduct, sagacious behaviour. 2 deeds performed per Vedic
sermons; actions as directed by the Veds.

ਬੇਦਾਣੀ [bedani] Dg who keeps a hammer ——
blacksmith.

ਬੇਦਾਰ [bedar] P ਭੰਲ੍ਹਿ adj awake, vigilant. 2 alert,
careful. 3 n play’s performance; show. “dunia
husiar bedar, jagat musiat hau re bhai.”—ram kabir. ‘worldly beings, adept in the affairs of the
world! You are bein g robbed even when awake.’

full knowledge of the Veds; having perfect
knowledge of the Veds. “brahma se na bedacari.”--aka1.

ਬੇਦਾਰੀ [bedari] P @@}; n wakefulness, state of

ਬੇਦਨ [bedan], ਬੈਦਨਾ [bedna], ਬੋਦਨਾਈ [bednai] Skt
ਵੇਦਨ and ਵੇਦਨਾ. 11 experience of sadness and

ਬੇਦਾਵਾ [bedava] n disownership ofone’s claim,
lack of affection. 2 See ਮਰਾਂਸਿੰਘ 3.

joy. 2 heartache, heart’s pain. 3 agony, suffering. “bedan satIgurI apI gavai.”——sor m 5.
“ksse kahau mohI jiabednai?”—sar m 5. 4 Skt

ਬੇਦਿਕਾ [bedIka] Skt ਵੇਦਿਕਾ. n tent erected for

ਵੇਦਨ. marry, wed.
ਬੇਦਬਿਆਸ [bedeas] See ਬਿਆਸ 4. “puchahu
brahme narde bedease kOI.”~—sri a m 1.

ਬੇਦਬਿਚਾਰ [bedecar], ਬੋਦਬੀਚਾਰ [bedbicar] n dis-

being conscious. 2 state of acquiring knowledge.
,

celebrating a‘wedding or the performance of
saciﬁcial ﬁre-ritual etc and place ofworship;
altar for solemnising the Hindu marriage. “ruCII‘ bedIka karo sudharan.”—GPS.

ਬੇਦਿਲ [bedIl] adjbroken hearted, woe begone,
downcast.

ਬੇਦੀ
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ਬੇਦੀ [bedi] Skt ਕੇਬਿਜ੍. adj the knower, learned
person, scholar. 2 n a subcaste of Khatris;

ਬੇਨਿਅਾਜ਼

ਬੇਧੀ [bedhi] pierced, perforated. 2 married,
wedded. “rupkénIa sOdarI bedhi.”—asa kabir.

particularly to which Guru Nanak Dev belonged. The origin of this term goes back to

ਬੇਧੀਅਲੇ [bedhiale] are perforated/pierced. “be-

the study of the Veds. “jIns bed pathyo su bedi

through the reptile-like nervous system by
communicating vital airthrough it.’ See ਖਟਚਕ੍ਰ.
ਬੇਧੀਐ [bedhie] let us pierce, let Us perforate.
ਬੋਨ [ben] Skt ਵੇਣੁ. bamboo. “ben bIrach ke khare

kahae.”—VN. See ਵੇਦੀਵੰਸ਼. 3 Skt ਵੇ'ਦਿ. “nathkamal me bedi raCIIe.”——asa kabir. 4 groWn from
or created out of semen. “nadi bedi sabdi
moni.”——sor kabir. ਨਾਦੀਭੰਬਿੰਦੀਂ, ਵਕਤਾ and ਮੋਨੀ [na di,
bfdi, vakta and mani].

ਬੇਦੀਂ [bedi] the Veds — “katha kahani bedi ani.”
—m 2 var sar.
ਬੇ'ਦੀ [bedi] n dot, point, bindi. “suth mal gare,
bédi dhare bhal.”—NP.

dhiale cekr bhuéga.”— ram

kabir.

‘pierced

samuha.”—NP. 2 Skt ਵੀਣਾ. Indian lute or lyre,
a stringed musical instrument. “hathI karI tétu
bajave jogi thothar baje ben.”—asa m 4. 3 See

ਬੇਣ and ਬੇਨੁ.
ਬੇਠਗੂ" [benagﬁ] P 0,6? adj without cover, un—
covered.

ਬੇਦੀਨ [bedin] adjirreligious, non-believing, ag- ਬੇਨ੍ਯਰ [benajar] adj sightless, blind. sense —
nostic.
ਬੇਦੁ [bedu] See ਬੇਦ 2‘. “sasatu bedu bake kharo

devoid of knowledge. “benajar bebak.”—tII§g
m 1.

bhai, karam ਚਿਤਿ}… sésari.”—sor a m 1. 2 Skt

ਬੇਨਜ਼ੀਰ [benajir] P g!) adj unparalleled,unique,

ਵਿਦੁ. scholar, thinker. “aur dharam take samI
nahanI, Ih bIth bedu batave.”—sor m 9.
ਬੇਦੇ'ਸ [bedes] foreign land, other country.
ਬੇਦੇ'ਸਵਾ [bedesva] of the foreign country, foreigner. 2 in the foreign countries. “phIre sagal
bedesva.”—~bhernamdev.

superb.
ਬੇਨਤੀ [benti] Skt ਵਿਨਤਿ. n salutation, greeting.
2 prayer. 3 humility, politeness.

ਬੇਦੰ [bedé] piercing. “yuthstarésaket1bed§.”
—gyan. ‘was pierced with a javelin.’ 2 agony,
suffering.’ “gIryo juddhbhumé bali bhup
bedé. ”—gyan. 3 See ਵੇਦਯ.

ਬੇਨਾਝੀਚੌਪਈ [benti capai] invocation of four stanzaic poetic metre, in the form of a prayer. found
at the end of carItr 405 in Dasam Granth just
after the title — “kaVIauvac benti capai”. See

ਚੌਪਈ 2.
The stanza written at the end is:
“dukh dared bha nIkat n3 tIn nar ke rahe.

ho ! jo yéki Ikbar capai ko kahe.”

ਬੇਧ [bedh] Skt ਵੇਧ. n hole,or1f'ce2 perforating, piercing. 3 Dg war, battle.
ਬੇਧਕ [bedhak] Skt ਵੇਧਕ. adj borer, perforator of

ਬੇਨਮੂੰ [benamﬁ] P adj having no model, with-

an oriﬁce. 2 who hits the target. 3 n camphor.

ਬੇਠਵਾ [benva] P 1;}: adj penniless, poor, indi-

ਬੇਧਨ [bedhan] Skt ਵੇਧਨ. adj piercing, boring,

gent. 2 n a sect of Muslim asectics, not fully
committed to religious rules or codes. Its mentor was Khwaja Hasan Basri. “bake benva

perforating.

ਬੇਧੜਕ [bedharak] adj having no fear, fearless,
daring. 2 carefree, free from anxiety.

out example, unique.

bahar kharyo.”——GPS.

ਬੋਧਾ [bedha] Skt ਕੇਧ੍ਯ. n’Creator, Brahma.
ਬੋ'ਧਿਓ [betho], ਬੋ'ਧਿਆ [betha] was pierced,

ਬੇਨਾਧਾ [benadha] adj destructible, likely to get

perforated; threaded, strung. 2 attached, stitched.
“menu betha daIaIU seti.”—bIIa m 1.

ਬੇਨਿਆਜ਼ [benIaz] P ਚਿੰਟੂ.- above desire, be-

destroyed. “raVI sasiar benadha.”—sar m 5.

yond self-interest

ਬੇਠਿਵਾਜ
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ਬੇਨਿਵਾਜ [benIvaj] adj who does not perform
Namaaz; does not pray to God. “benIvajéi te
sag bhale.”—JSBB.

ਏਨੀ [beni] See ਬੈਣੀ. 2 peak. “beni 1<e modae
kahé, kasi ke basae kahé?”——h55ram. 3 braid,
pigtail. “beni rUCIr savari.”—NP.
`

ਬੇਨੁ [benu] Skt ਵੇਣੁ. n bamboo. 2 musical pipe
made of bamboo stick; ﬂute. “benu bajave

godhanu care.”—ma11' namdev.

ਬੇਨਂਤੀ [benéti] prayer. See ਬੇਨਤੀ. “tIsu age karI
benéti.”—maru solhe m 4.

ਏਪਰ [bepar] adj without wings, Wingless.
211elpless, unaided.

ਬੇਪਚਦ [beparad], ਬੇਪਰਦਾ [beparda] adj uncovered, unveiled. 2 nude, naked.
ਬੇਪਰਵਾ [beparva], ਬੇਪਰਵਾਹ [beparvah] P ”ਨ੍ਹੀਂ,-

adj having no desire. "be parvah sada rég harI
ke.”—_tod1' m 5. 2 fearless, unafraid.

ਬੇਪੀਰ [bepir] adj with no spiritual mentor.
2 who .does not feel another’s agony.
ਬੇਪੀਰਿ [bepirﬂ adj (0 having no spiritual mentof.

ਬੇਰਸਾਚਿਬ

ਬੇਬਾਣ [beban] See ਬੀਆਬਾਨ. “chutagi bebanI.”
—sr1' m 1. ‘the body will be leﬁ in a deserted

.place.’ 2 See ਵਿਮਾਨ.
ਬੇਬਾਣਿ [bebani] in a desolate forest, at a deserted place. See ਬੇਬਾਣ l.

ਬੇਬਾਣੀ [bebani] adj living in a desolate forest,
dwelling in a forest. 2 at a deserted place. 3 n
a tantaric who lives in the wilderness or at a
desolate place in the cremation ground etc.
“rahe bebani mari masani.”—var asa.

ਬੇਬਾਣੁ [bebanu] See ਬੇਬਾਣ. 2 bier prepared in ਲ਼ੀ
the shape of an aircraft. “bebanu harIr5g gurI
bhavae.”—sadu. ‘The True 'Master loves devotion to God-like aircraft.’

ਬੇ'ਬਾਣੈ [bebans] from residing at a deserted place.
“nam bIna gatI kOI n9 pave hath nIgrahI

bebane.”—-gau Chét m 1.
ਬੇਬੇ [bebe] n sister. 2 mother.

ਬੇਮਹਾਬ [bemahab] P .ਚੂਭੰਭ੍ਰਿ/ਵ੍ਰੱ- adj not terrible.
2 fearless, intrepid, dauntless.

ਬੇਮੁਹਤਾਜ [bemuhtaj] adj not in need, not inde-

“sunI 5dhli loi bepirI.”—g5c_1 kabir. 2 Sans
bated. “bemuhtaj pura patsahu.”—gaum 5. See
spiritual mentor.
ਮੁਹਤਾਜ.
ਬੇਬ [beb] n grandmother, sister, mother. “tije ਬੇਮੁਖ [bemukh] See ਵਿਮੁਖ.
bhaya bhabhi beb.”—m 1 var majh.
ਬੇਮੁਖਾੲੀ [bemukhai] n non-attachment. “jIh
ਬੇਥਸ [bebas] helpless, hopeless. 2 dependent. ‘ prabhu VI sarI guru te bemukhai, te narak ghor
ਬੇਬਹਰ [bebahar] P [14. adjunfortunate (1‘) un— mahI parIa.”—sor m 5.
lucky (f). 2 stayed vacant, unoccupied. See ਬੇਮੁਤਾਜ [bemutaj] See ਬੇਮੁਹਤਾਜ and ਮੁਤਾਜ.

ਬੇਬਹਾ [bebaha] P (€44. adj priceless, precious.

ਬੇਰ [ber] ਰ੍ਉੱ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਬਦਰ and ਬਦਰੀ. n jujube tree and its
fruit. 2 hope, string, noose. See ਬੋੜ. “ber bane

“cugat mukta bebaha.”—saloh. ‘picks up its precious pearls.’

tIn netfan ke.”—1<rIsan. 3 delay, lateness.
4 time, period. “bIsar na kahu bere.”—bIIa m

ਬਹਰਹ.

ਬੇਬਹਾਰ [bebahar] P 19:4. adj unseasonal, untimely.

‘

ਬੇਬਰਜਤ [bebarjat] See ਬਿਬਰਜਿਤ. “bebarjatbed
sétna, uahu SIU re hItno.”—gau m 5.

ਬੇਬਾ [beba] n mother, sister. “53ng n9 koi bhaia
beba.”——maru éjuli m 5.

5. 5 Skt body, physique. See ਕੁਬੇਰ.

ਬੇਰਸਾਚਿਬ [bersath] the jujube tree that is related to the Gurus. 2 jujube tree on the bank of
river Bein in Sultanpur, under which Guru
Nanak Dev used to sit for sometime after taking offhis clothes before having his bath. See

ਬੇਬਾਕ [bebak] adjfaultless in accounts and fear-

ਸੁਲਤਨ੍ਹਿਪੁਰ. 3 See ਬੋਰੀ ਸਾਹਿਬ 3. 4 jujube tree in

less. See ਬਿਬਾਕ. “benajar bebak.”—tI15g m 1.

Sialkot, under which Guru Nanak Dev spent

ਬੇਰਹਮ

ਬੇਰੀਸਾਚਿਥ
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a few moments. Mardana was told to go for
purchasing falsehood and truth from Sialkot
town. Moola, a Hindu money lender, also be—
came a devotee ofthe Guru at this place. This
holy shrine was built with deep dedication by
martyr Natha Singh', who donated his estate
worth rupees eight thousand to this gurdwara
(Ber Sahib) and this donation still continues.
Eight ghumaons of land is attached with this
holy shrine having a beautiful garden and a
pond. The memorial in honour of martyr Natha
Singh is built on this land. A well oflarge di—
ameter was got dug by Natha Singh near the
gurdwara wherein many Persian wheels can
operate at a time. Land measuring about 10
squares of land was bought by the gurdwara
in Layalpur district. The religious congregations are held annually at the Vaisakhi and
Basant Panchami days. The management of
this gurdwara is under the control ofa local
committee. 5 ajujube tree in village Sahowal,
four kohs west of Sialkot under which Guru
Nanak Dev took rest for a while.

ਬੇਰਹਮ [beraham] adj merciless, cruel, pitiiess.
ਬੇਰਕਟਾ [berakta], ਬੈਚਕਟੀ [berakti] adjin Marathi ਰਕਟਾ means a piece ofquilt or a rag. One
not having even a rag to wear is named as

5 son born of a male friend other than hus-

band.
ਬੇਰਾ [bera] n time, period. “uh bera nah bujhie
jau aIpars jamphodhu.”-~ba van. 2 delay, late-

ness. 3 See ਬੇੜਾ. “guru ko sabad koryo bod bera.
bhae par sagre bIn bera.”—GPS.
ਬੇਰਾਰ [berar] See ਬਰਾਰ 3.

ਬੇਰਾਵੈ [berave] consoles. assuages. “mukhI
berave, ਗੌਗੁ thagave.”—ram m 5. See ਬਿਰਾਉਣਾ.
ਬੇਰਿ [berI] Skt ਬਦਰੀ. “kele nIkatI ju berI.”—s

kabir. 2 delay. lateness. See ਬੇਰੀ 5.
ਏਰਿਯਾ [berIya] n shackle, fetter. 2 boat.

ਬੇਚਿਯਾਰ [berIyar] n boatman, sailor. rower.
“berIyar apne baSI kino.”~carI tr 168.
ਬੋਰੀ [beri] Ski ਬਦਰੀ. Zizyphusjujube. “tIs thal
sri nanak ki beri.”—G1’S. 2 See ਬੇੜੀ. “kati beri

pagah te gurI kini b5dIkhalasu.”—~maru m 5.
3 turn, time. “varIjau lakhberia.”—majh barah-

maha. 4 boat. “beri ek bath sukh kije.”--carI tr
168. 5 delay. lateness. “satgoru. mam beri kato
an beri par carh. Ih beri hUI bhav saphal bIn
beri kar par.”—NP. 6 a subcaste. of the ﬁve
castes of Khatris. “mula beri janiz:.’l-BG. 7 a
subcaste of Jarhia Jatts. 8 P 6/:- bed. “nari
beri2 ghar (ਗਿ des. man ki khusia kicahI ves.”
—prabha m 1. wife. bed. palace, country. 9 car' pet, rug.

ਬੇਰਕਟਾ. “jIn ks hIrde nahI harI suami te bIgar ਬੇਰੀਸਾਹਿਥ [berisath] See ਬੇਰ ਸਾਹਿਬ. 2 There

ing parents not belonging to the same dynasty.

is a village Kharak under police station Berki.
tehsil and district Lahore. situated three miles
to the south ofAtari railway station. A gurdwara “Beri Sahib” in memory of Guru Har—
gobind stands at a distance ofabout one furlong to the east ofthis village. The Guru arrived at this place from Paddhana and tied his
horse to thisjujube tree. There is a mud platform at a distance of 20 karams from thisjujube tree where the Guru took rest. The well

‘Gizmi Gian Singh wrote Twarikh Khalsu in the company

2Those who interpret it as ਥੋਡ਼ੀ (shackle). do not

rup berakti.”—dev m 4. 2 Ski ਵਿਕ੍ਰਿਤ. given to
evil doing.
ਬੇਰਕਤ [berakaf] See ਬਿਰਕਤ.
ਬੇਰਵਾਂ [berva] n description. detail. 2 address.

3 secret. 4 settlement of an issue/matter.
ਬੇਰੜਾ [berra] Skt ਫੋਰਟ. adj hybrid, mixed. 2 11
food grain having mixture ofbarley and grams.
3 a subcaste of Khatris. 4 adj hybrid, crossbreed born from two different lineages, hav-

ofMahanI Prem Singh in this gurdwara.

understahd the context.

«at,

ਬੇ
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from which the Guru took water exists near~
by. The priest is a Singh. Guru Granth Sahib is
reverently installed daily and hymns are regularly recited. Religious congregation is held on
the seventh day of the bright phase of the lunar month Poh every year. 3 There is a village named Seeloana under police station
Raikot in tehsil Jagroan and district Ludhiana,

situated at a distance of nine miles to the southeast of Jagroan railway station. There stands
a gurdwara in memory oquru Gobind Singh
one furiong to the east. The Guru took rest
under the jujube tree at this place. Raikalah
met the Guru at this place and took him to
Raikot.
A small tomb-shaped shrine has been built.
Eight vighas of land are attached with the
gurdwara. There is an excellent arrangement
for common kitchen and stay in the gurdwara
complex. The priest is an Akali Singh. Religious
congregation is held on every full moon day.

ਬੇਰੂੰ [berﬁ] I’ dug adj exterior, external. 2 adv
outside. 3 without, except, sans.
ਬੇਰ੍ਹੇ [berhe] adj clung, coiled. “melagar berhe
h'é bhuIéga.”~gujrav1das. See ਬੇੜਨਾ.
ਬੇਲ [bell 11 trunk, torso, body from the shoulder
to the waist. “légul sahIt su lébi bel.”—GPS.
2 long chain of iron, long chain. “bel ség tfh

bédhan karyo.”—sa]oh. 3 singer’s bowl in
which tip or reward is put by the people. “var-

at vathu darat bahu bel.”—GPS. 4 Skt ਵੱਲੀ.
creeper. “jégal madhe belgo.”—todi namdev.

“uthI be] gee carI bel.”—‘asa m 4. plough for
sewing the seeds of the new crop while creepers, previously grown, are grazed by oxen. i .e.
— effort to ﬁnd ways for liberation from evils
like passion etc and washing away the effect
of virtuous actions. 5 ‘woman’ is also called
as ਬੇਲ for she provides fruit in the form ofoff—
spring. See ਵੇਲਿ. 6 a demon, who was Subel’s

ਬੇਲੀਂਬਿਚੂਮ
brother. He fought against goddess Durga. “bel

subel det dve diragh.”—GPS. See ਸੁਬੋਲ. 7 P
J5 an implement for digging the earth. 8 dense
growth of high grass on the river bank etc.

ਬੇਲਗਾਮ [belgam] P (52. adjunruly. unbridled.
blunt, rude.

ਬੇਲਚਾ [belca] P ਤੂੰ n spade, implement to dig
the earth.
ਬੇਲਣ [belan] n a round shaped implement used
for crushing sugarcane and rolling cottonseed.
Skt ਕੇਗ੍ਕਜ਼ 2 process of crushing.

ਬੇਲਦਾਰ [beldar] adj spade—man. 2 object on
which creeper-like embroidery is done.

ਬੋਲਨਾ [belna] v crush with a roller. 2 See ਬੋਲਣ.

ਬੇਲਾ [bela] 11 below the saddle of a horse seat
on the animal back. 2 man seated on the sad-

dle of a horse. “mero aha dubela ghora.”—GPS.
3 period, time. See ਵੇਲਾ. “ਠੰਗੌ tahal ki bela.”
-—sohIIa. “bachat nahi su bela ai.”—asa m 5.
‘moment of death arrived.’ 4 the river bank

and the sea shore. See ਵੇਲਾ. 5 P ਲ਼ੀਥੂਲ਼ਾ island.
6 See ਡੇਲਾ 3.
ਬੇਲਿ [bell] See ਬੇਲ and ਵੇਲਿ.
ਬੇਲੀ [beli] n a metallic cup shaped like a gourd.
“sagar athah jese beli me samaie.”——BGK. 2 Skl
ਵੱਲੀ ਬੈਲ. “bhevaru beli ratau.”~—asa chét m 1.
3 sense — woman, woman bearing offspring
as fruit. 4 adj assistant, helper. “étkalx tera
beli hove.”—sorm 3. See ਵੇਲੀ- 5 n friend. “jaka

harI suami prabhu beli.”—asa m 5. 6 Dg servant.
ਬੇਲੀਬਿਚੂਮ [belibIdrum], ਬੇਲੀਂਵਿਦੁਮ [beliVIdrum]
a poetic metre. It comprises: four~feet. each
foot containing na, 53, 59,13, ga. Ill, IIS, HS, l, 5.

Example:
kah kah su kukat kékyé,
bah bahat bir su békyé,
lah lahat ban krIpanyé.

gah gahat pret masanyé.
'

——Cédi 2.

ਰ੍
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(b) second form : four feet, each foot comprising sa, ja, ja, ga. IIS, |SI, lSl, 5 followed by a
long matra. This is a form ਧਿਸੰਯੁਤਾ.
Example:
ran kop kal karalIy'é,
khatég panI ochalIyé,

ਬੈਸਣ

ਬੇੜੂ [beru] n encirclement, whirl. 2 See ਬੇੜ.
3 large boat, ship. “satIgurU bohIthu hero.”
—m 1 var mala.

ਬੇੜੂਲਾ [berula] n raft; improvised wooden stake
for crossing a river. “jap tap ka bédhu bewla.”—suh1’ m 1.

ਬੇੜ੍ਹਨਾ [berhna] Skt ਵੇਸ੍ਵਨ. enveloping, encircling.

SII‘ sObh hatth duchédlyé,
Ik cot dust VIhédIyé.

“berhIo dhak palas.”—s kabir.

—c§di 2.

ਬੇਲੂਆ [belua] n bowl, metallic bowl.

ਬੈੱਲੱਥ [beléb] delay. See ਬਿਲੱਬ.

ਬੋੜ੍ਹਮੀ [berhmi], ਬੈੜ੍ਹਵੀਂ [berhvi] Skt ਵੇਢਮਿਕਾ. n a
puri or roti stuffed with ground paste of horse
bean or chopped pieces of some vegetable

ਬੇਵਕੂਫ਼ [bevakuph] P __ਤੂਨੁੂੰਰ੍ਵੂ adj foolish, stupid.
roots etc.
ਬੇਵਜੀਰ [bevajir] adj without a counsellor; who ਬੇੜ੍ਹਾਂ [ਠਿੲਜਿ਼ਕ਼] n compound, courtyard ofa house,
does not need a consultant. “bevajir bade

dhir.”—savaye m 4 ke.
Example:
“bio puchI n9 masletI dhare jo kIch kare su
apah kare.”—g5d m 5.

ਬੇਵਫਾ [bevapha] P [ਤੁਲੂ unfaithful, faithless, not
fulﬁlling one’s promise.

ਬੇਵਫ਼ਾਈ [bevafai] P £3555 n act of not fulﬁlling
one's promise, act of breaking one’s promise.
unfaithfulness, disloyalty.
ਬੇਵਾ [beva] P ”,ਤੂੰ n widow.
ਬੋੜ [ber] 11 twisted rope; ropes made from stalks
of straw. 2 whirl, coil. 3 boat, ship, raft. See

area within the boundary wall.
ਥੈ [be] A (.7 purchasing, buying, 2 selling. 3 trad—
ing, selling and purchasing; business. 4 cost;
price. “Ihu tan veci be kari.”—suhi m 1. 5 Skt
ਵ੍ਯਯ. renunciation, non—attachment. “beragi so,

jo be mahI ave.”——ratanma1a béno. ‘he who
leads a life of renunciation.’ 6 Skt ਵਯ. age,

stage. 7 pron See ਵੈ.

_

ਥੈਅਾਨਾ [beana] P _;[ਢਭੰ 11 cost; price. 2 earnest
money, money paid as advance to ﬁnalise a

deal. Skt ਸਤਜੰਕਾਰ.

ਬੈਂਅਾਨੀ [beani] adj precious, costly. See ਥੈਅਾਨਾ.
“lal lakh beani.”—asa m 5.

‘ਭੰ

ਥੈਅਾਲ [beal] Pkt ਧ੍ਯ'ਲੂ. dinner. sense … liveli-

ਬੇੜਨ [beren], ਬੇੜਨਾ [berna] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਵੇਸ੍ਵਨ. enveloping,

hood. “karamI mIle bealé.’ —ma]a am 1.2 See

ਬੈਤੁ. 4 See ਬੇੜਨਾ.

wrapping, encircling. “layo ber pabbé kIyo nad
Occé.”—c§di 2. ‘the hill was surrounded.’

ਬੇੜਾ [bera] 11 large boat, ship. “nau bera nau
tulhara bhai.”—sorm 3. 2 sense — body. “bera

jarjara phute chek hajar.”—s kabir. 3 contingent
, oftroops. 4 See ਬੋੜ੍ਹਾ.

ਬਿਆਲਬੈਸ [bes] Skt ਵੈਸ਼ਜ਼ 11 person who does farming
and business; third caste per Hindu belief.
2 Skt ਧ੍ਯ. age. stage. “bes bItayo.”-—al<a1.
3 The word ਬੈੱਸ is also used forafaﬁ in Punjabi.

ਥੈ'ਸ [ਠਿਏਂ5] a subcaste of the Jatts.

ਬੇੜੀ [beri] 11 'boat, canoe. “budat kaU jese beri

ਬੇਸ਼ਕ [besak] n sitting, meeting, gathering. “ਰਿਸ਼ਿ

mIlat.”—ma1i m 5. 2 shackle, fetter. “gorI pure
beri kati.”—sor m 5. 3 cell, that keeps one en-

base besak jIn ruri.”—NP. “saci besak tInhé
ségI jIn 55g: japie nao.”—m 5 var guj 2.

tangled within. “parI pan beri pais.”—~var asa.
4 adjrolled, coiled, wrapped. “rahi so beri higu

2 See ਬੈਸਿਕ.

di, gai kathuri g5dhu.”—s. farid.

ਬੈੱਸਣ [besan] 0੮ਬੈਸਣੁ [bssanu] sitting, being seated. “uthau besau rahI th n3 sakao.”-—asa m 5.

ਥੈਸਣਿ
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2 residing, inhabiting. “kuru madap kuru maxi,
kuru besanharu.”—var asa. 3 seat on which
one is made to sit. “sisu vadhe karI besanu

dije.”——vad m 1. 4 arguing, discussing. “tujhu
kIa besanu dije?”—SIdhgosatI.

ਥੈਸਣਿ [besanI] meeting/gathering. “asanI bs—
sanI thIru naraInu.”-srdhgosatr.

ਥੈਸਣੁ [besanu] See ਥੈਸਣ.
ਥੈਸਤ {beset} while sitting; at the time ofsitting.
“sovat beset khalIa.”—suh1' (”ਸਿਰਿ m 5.
ਥੈਸਨ [besan] See ਥੈਸਣ.
ਥੈਸਨਉੰ [besnau], ਥੈਸਨਵ [besnav] Skt ਕੇਧ੍ਯਕ. re-

and parcel of Vishnu and attains salvation
through meditatiOn and worship. According to
him, there are three ways to serve God Vishnu — inscribing ਅੰਕਨ i.e. engraving the ﬁgures
of conch - shell/quoit on one’s body; christening (naming. ceremony) — assigning names
'to one self and one’s wards on the names of
God like Keshav etc; one’s meditation through
the recitation of devotional songs, hymns etc.
(c) Sri Vaishanvite. See ਰ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ.

(d) Ramavat. See ਰਾਮਾਟਚਿ.

are ﬁve main types ofVaishnavites:
(a) Nimbark — sect founded by Nimbadittya Vaishnav. The Vaishnavites consider him
the incarnation of Radhika’s bracelet. He used
to live on a hill named Dhruv near Vrindaban,

(e) Lakshman B'natt — a Brahmin of the
, South saw a child abandoned near Chunargarh whom he brought up like his own son.
This boy later on became a great scholar and
was popularly known as Vallabhachary. Vallabh became an ascetic when he came to Kashi
and after that he again led a family life. Sev-

where there is a religious seat in his name.

eral of his sons became known with the title

lated to Vishnu, concemin g Vaishnavite. There

His father was Jagan Nath. There is a strange
ofGoswami i.e. possessing the seat oftempotale regarding Nimbadittya that once a saint
ral authority. Believers of the sect hold that
was having discourse with him and the sun
only way to attain salvation, to reach Vaikunth
was going to set; after which the saint was
(Vishnu’s heaven) via golok (which is fifty
not to take meals. Therefore Nimbadittya kept
crore Yojan higher than paradise) is by worthe Aditya (sun) standing still on the margosa
shipping and meditating on Radha Krishan.
tree. The sect founded by Nimbadittya is
Several saintly poets like Surdas have been
named as Nimbarak and its branch is called
his disciples.
Nimaat.
Vallabh was born in M79 and died in “| 531 .
(b) Madhvachary — He belongs to the 12th
The Vaishanvites belonging to this sect are
century AD and lived in the southern part of called Vaishanvite Goswami and Val labhi. They
India. The Vaishanvites regard him as the inapply inverted mark on their forehead. They
carnation of deity Pavan. The sect founded
worship the child Krishan and wear a rosary
by him is named as Madhav. The tale goes
of basil round their neck. 2 worshipper of omnilike this: after writing Geeta Bhashy, he went
present God — Jagan Nath. See ਬਿਸਨੁ 4. “be—
to Badri Narayan, where he received three
sanau ki kukarI bhali.”——s kabir.
idols from God. He installed these idols in three ਥੈਸਠਵੀ [besnavi] Skt ਵੈਸ੍ਰਵੀ adj of Vishnu, perdifferent monasteries. Madhvachary believed
taining to Vishnu. 2 n Lakshmi, wife ofVishin two: one independent (self—goveming) i.e.
nu, strength of Vishnu. 3 a particular goddess.
God Vishnu, the other dependant i.e. the crea—
See ਵੈਸਨਵੀਂ 4.
ture (human being etc). The’creature is a part ਥੈਸਨੋ [besno], ਬੈਸਨੋਂ [besno] See ਬੈਂ‘ਸ਼ੇਨ੍ਯ. “besno

ਬੈਸਨੰ
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so, szu uparI su prasén.”——sukhmani. “jIh kul
sadhu besna hOI.”——bIIa rQVIdas.

ਬੈੱਸ੍ਵਵ [besnav] See ਬੈਂਸਨ੍ਯ. “dharamhiné tatha
besnavah.”-sahas m 5.

ਥੈਸਨੰ [besané] See ਬੈਂਸਨਵ. 2 Vaishy, one of the ਬੈਸ੍ਵਾ'ਤਰ [besvétarl ﬁre. See ਥੈਸੰਤਰ. “]91ਟੈ੮ dedipy
four Hindu castes comprisin g agriculturist and
commercial communities; this caste of Hindus comes at number three. “besné ke bIkhe
bIraje, sudr bhi vah nahI.”——aka1.

ਥੈਸਾ [bssa] See ਵੈਸਾ. 2 See ਰੇ ਥੈਸਾ. 3 handle,
grip.

`

ਥੈਸਾਖ [bssakh] Skt ਵੈਸਾਖ. month in which the
full moon night of Vishakha Nakashtar falls.

ਬੈਂਸਾਖਿ [besakhI] in the month of Vaisakh. See

ਵੈਸਾਖਿ.
ਬੈਸਾਖੀ [besakhi] See ਵੈਸਾਖੀ.
ਥੈਸਾਲਨ [basalan], ਥੈਸਾਵਨ [besavan] v make one

besvétarah.”~sahas m 5.

ਥੈਹਣ [behan] v sit. 2 n flow, ﬂow of water,
ﬂood. 3 sister. 4 seat on which one sits.

ਬੈਂਹਣਾ [behana] v sit. 2 n throne, seat of power.
“so tIka so behna soi dibanu.”——var ram 3.

ਬੈਰਨ [behan] See ਬੈਹਣ.
ਥੈਹਂਨਿ [behanI] on the throne. “kIti bshanI
behne mucu vajaInI vaj.”—m 5 vargujZ.
ਬੈਹਬਲ [behaball See ਬਿਹਬਲ.
ਥੈਹਰਬਂਰ [beharbar], ਬੈੱਹਰਮੰਦ [beharméd] See
ਬਹਰਹਬਰ.

ਥੈਹਲ [behal] See ਬਹਲ.

sit, cause one to sit. “je takhatI bssalahI tau

ਬੈਂਹੜਵਾਲ [beharval] a village under police sta-

das tumare.”—sarm 5. “job: besavahI bssahI
bhai.”—sava m 3.
‘

tion Saran Mughal, tehsil Chunia district
Lahore, situated six miles to the north—west of
Chhanga Manga railway station. There stands
a gurdwara in memory of Guru Arjan Dev near
this village. The Guru arrived here from Jambhen
It was the summer season and the Guru

ਥੈਸਿ [b.9511 by sitting, by seating oneself. “jaha
bSSI hau bhojan khau.”—bas§tkabir. 2 ਞਸ਼ਿਤ੍ਵ. n
keeping under control. “bhédha dhOI bESI
dhup devahu tau dudhs kau javahu.”—-suhi m
1, Here utensil (ਭਾਂਡਾ) stands for the body, scented incense means controlling desires (sensations), rinsing the utensil denotes the vanishing
malodour.

ਬੈਸਿਕ [besxk] See ਬੈਸਕ. 2 short for ਵੈਸ਼ੇਸਿਕ. “kahﬁ
vyakaran bESIkalap katth'é.”—aj€._ ਵੈਸ਼ੋਸਿਕ prelude to a song or a hymn.

ਥੈਸੁ [bssu] Vaishy - the caste of Hindus comprising agriculturists and traders coming at
number three. “khatri brahmanu sudu beso.”

—gau thrti m 5.
ਥੈਸੁੰਧਰਾ [besodhra] earth. See ਬਸੁੰਦਰਾ. 2 adj pertaining to the earth; related to the earth.

ਬੇਸੰਤਰ [bssétar] Skt ਵੈਸ਼੍ਵਨ੍ਯ. what remains within men; ﬁre.

ਥੈਸੰਤਰਿ [besétrI] relating to ﬁre. “lokan kiéi
vadIaiﬁ besétarI pago.’;—bIIa m 5.
ਥੈਸੰਤਰੁ [btsétaru] See ਬੈਸੰਤਰ.

asked for water to drink from Hema, the chief

ofthis village. The chief said “My Lord! this
water is alkaline. I’ll go to the village to bring
sweet water for you.” Then the Guru replied.
“Bhai Hema! this water is also sweet.” At
the Guru’s suggestion Hema brought water
from the same well and offered it to him. The
Guru took this water and later on all'the villagers and Hema took it and were all pleased
to have a taste of such sweet water. The Guru
then asked Hema to do good to the people.
With folded hands Hema told the Guru that he
had neither wealth nor wife to serve the people. The Guru asked if there was any widow
in that village. The village people brought a
widow before the Guru. who told her to accept Hema as her husband. She agreed to do

~
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so and the Guru then blessed her. She became
a prosperous lady.
Now a gurdwara is being raised there.
Guru Granth Sahib is reverently installed and
the recitation of hymns is regularly done both
in the morning and in the evening. Religious
congregations are held on the sacred occasion. The priest is a Singh. Land measuring
thirty—nine ghumaons donated by Mai Bishan
Kaur, and three and a half ghumaons more
donated by some other devotee is attached
with the shrine. Religious congregation is held
on the seventh day of the bright phase of the
lunar month Poh every year.
ਬੈਹਾਦ੍ਹੀ [bshadri] residents of the mountain from
which Beas river rises; residents of Rohtang.
“behadri sagle mIl kope.”—carItr 52.

ਬੈਕੁੰਠ [bekOth], ਬੈਂਕੁੰਨੂਂ [bekOthu] See ਕੇਕ੍ਥੂਧਫ਼ paradise; who has many kinds ofillusory material
— Vishnu. 2 the abode of Vishnu. “na jana
bekOth kahahi.”~gau kabir. 3 religious congre-

gation. “sadhségatl bekﬁths ahI.”——gaukabir.
“taha bekOthU jah kirtanu tera.”—suh1' m 5.
ਥੈਖਰੀ [})ੲਇਿਘਾਂ] ਵੈਖਰੀ. See ਚਾਰ ਬਾਣੀਆਂ.

ਥੈਖਰੀਦ [bekharid], ਬੈਖਰੀਦੁ [bekharidu] P ਰ੍ਝੂ/‘(ਛੁੱ
adjpurchased, bought. “me b‘éda bekhridu, saco
sathu mera.”—asa m 5.

ਥੈਖਾਨਸ [bekhanas] .ਉੱ/(ਲ਼ਵੈਖਾਨਸ. adj searching the
soul by renouncing all worldly desires; in the
third stage of life when one renounces family
life and retires to the forest to practise austerities. “brahamcarI jogi tapi jati bekhanas kOI .”

—NP.
ਥੈ'ਗਣ [bégan], ਬੈ'ਗਨ [})ਏਂਥੂਬਧ] Skt ਫ੍ਸ੍ਯਥਕਲ਼ੀਧ੍ਰ U153;
E Brinjal. Its latent effect is hot dry. Brinjal is
used to prepare roasted, mashed delicacy
called bhurtha and snacks etc.

ਥੈਜਨਾਥ [bsjanath] a town in district Almora of
ਘ). There is a famous Shiv temple of the
same name in this town. 2 a Shiv temple in

ਬੈਤ

Keer Nagar of district Kangra. It is situated
eleven miles to the east of Palampur. 3 See

ਵੈਰ੍ਯਨਾਥ.
ਬੇਜਯੰਤੀ [bejyéti] See ਵੈਜਯੰਤੀ.
ਬੈਜਾ [beja] A „.,-ਨੂ" n egg. 2 ovary.
ਬੈਜੰਤੀ [bejéti] See ਵੈਜਯੰਤੀ.

ਬੈੱਟਿ'ਕ [b‘étfk] Lord William Cavendish Bentick.
Former1y governor of Madras, he was then
appointed as Governor General of India from
July 1828 to March 1835. He imposed a ban on
the custom of self-immolation by widows at their ,
husbands funeral pyres. Bentick held a meeting with Maharaja Ranjit Singh on October 25,

1931.116 died in 1839 AD.
ਬੈਠਕ [bethak] 11 meeting, gathering, sitting, act
. ofsitting. 2 drawing room; meeting place.

ਬੈਠਣਾ [bethna], ਬੈਂਕ੍ਯਾ [bethna] v sit; be seated;
“uthat bsthat sovat nam.”—sukhmani. 2 go

under, decline.

ਲ਼ੀ

ਥੈਨਿ [bethI] by sitting. “bath: sight) gharI pan
lagave.”—asa kabir. See ਫੀਲੁ.
ਥੈ'ਡਾ [béda] adj curved, bent. 2 club-footed.
3 Dg mad, resolute.
“ਬੈਂ'ਡਾਲ [b‘s‘dal] Dg a smart horse that keeps its
hooves in the form ofa coil.

ਬੈਡੂਰਜ [beduraj] See ਵੈਤੂਰਯ.
ਬੈਣ [ban] utterance, speech. See ਵੈਣ.
ਬੇਣੀ [benI] by one's utterances. “harI boli
beni.”—m 4 var sor. 2 n pigtail, hair tied or
dressed into a braid. “bani m5day5.”—datt.

ਬੈਤ [bet] cane. See ਬੇਤ and ਬੈੱ'ਤਾਂ ਦੀ ਸਜ਼ਾ. 2 A ਸ਼ੰਲੁ.
home, house. 3 couplet. “eh bet vatt mohI sunaI.”—NP. ‘Please recite the couplet again to
me.’ 4 In Arabic and Persian languages, many
poets regard a couplet as bet. This bet has
many variations but the metres 'used in Zaffarnamah and Zindginamah are as under:
(a) two feet, each foot of 18 matras with
pauses after 10-8 matras, ending with a short

matra.

.
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Example:
hamu marad bayad, saved soxanvar,

no sIkme dIgar dar dahane dIgar.
—zafar.
(b) two feet, each foot consisting of 19
…ਣੋਖਿੰਪਿੰ, with pauses after 12-7.
Example:
gar tura yade xuda, haSIl savad,
hall har muskIl tura, £ dIl ! saved.

—jfdgi.
(c) the type of metre used in Nasihatnama
is of each foot of 19 matras having pauses
after 10-9, ending with short—long matras.
Example:
kICE neknami, jo devs khuda,
jU dise ZImi par, so hosi fana.
(d) the metre inscribed on the seal of
Abichal Nagar and on the Nanakshahi coin of
Maharaja Ranj it Singh has the following form:
each foot having 20 matras, pauses after 1010 with long-short matras in the end.
Example:
(1% teGo fatah nusrat bedrég,
yaftaz nanak guru gobidsigh.
(e) Bhai Santokh Singh has described this

metre in Guru Pratap Suray as of four feet,
each foot containing 19 matras with pauses
after 8-11 and ending with long-short, matras.
Example:
valayat vali, aha} araf kamal,

jInho ke mIle, rabb pays: jamal.
(f) Punjabi poets have employed this prosodic metre with feet varying from 4 to 22 and
their form with small variations like this — each
foot of 40 matras, pauses after 20-20 ending

with 2 long matras.
Example:
ise dinta ne guni man khoya,

kakkh tul t6 tucch he caI kita,
rahi matt na uccre bhav sédi,

des VICC darIdrata vas lita.
(g) Waras Shah also used this metre with

each foot having 20-20 or 20-19 matras viz.
lakkh vedgi ved legal thakke,
dhurc") tuttri kIse na jomi ve,

ththe kalam takdir di veg cukki,
kIse vedgi nal na morni ve.
rale (ਸ਼ਿਙ n11 jIhre VIchordeni,
buri banegi tInha hatIarIé mi,
nItt hIras de phIkar galtan rahide,
eh samté rabb de marla nu.

'(h) Hafiz1 used this metre having 8 feet,
each foot consisting of 28 matras, pauses after 16- 12 ending with short-long or two longs
matras.

Example:
kuri galikujh na vesse, baxas kadaibhora,
amlé bajhc") dhoi nahi, na karvekhi jora....

ਥੈਤਰਣੀ [betarni], ਬੈੱਤਰਨੀ [betarni] See ਵੈਤਰਣੀ.
“er11 calyo bahI betarni he.”—c§di 1.
ਬੈਤਲ [betal] evil spirit, demon. See ਬੇਤਾਲ. “bak5t
bir betalé.”—rama v.

ਬੈਤਾਂ ਦੀ ਸਜਾ [beta di saja] cane beating, punishment given to a culprit by beating him with a
cane stick. This punishment has been in vogue
since ancient times. “anahu bet sasna dei.”
—-NP.

ਬੈਤਾਰ [betar], ਬੈਤਾਲ [betal] evil spirit, demon.
See ਬੇਤਾਲ. “nace bhut pret betara.”—c§di 2. 2 a
poet in the Vikramaditty’s court.
ਬੈਤੁਲਮੁਕੁੱਦਸ [betolmukaddas] A ਯੱਮੱ/ਜ਼ਿਮ੍ਹ, n sacred house, shrine. See ਜਰੂਸਲਮ.

ਬੇਦ [bed] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵੈਦਜ਼ n apothecary, physician, one
who cures diseases.
ਥੈਦਕ [bedak] Skt ਵੈਦਯਕ. n knowledge about
Ayurved; Ayurvedic corpus. 2 scripture on

Ayurvedic science. “bedak‘anIk Upav 1<ਗ਼ੀਰੇੰ19੦
bhakhai.”—phunhe m 5. 3 See ਨਾਟਿਕ 2. 4 Ski

ਵੈਦਿਕ. adj peitaining to the Ved; Vedic.
'He is Punjabi Poet Haﬁz.
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ਬੈਂਦਰਧਿੲਧੰਚਿ] $€6ਵਿਦੁਰ.“1ਯਿ6111911ਗ਼ੁ bsdaraIgayo.”
—I<rIsan.

ਬੈਦਰਭ [bedarabh] Skt ਵੈਦਭੰ. related to Vidarabh
country. 2 ruler of Vidarabh. See ਵਿਦਰਭ.

ਥੈਦੂਰਥ [bsdurath] Vidurath. See ਬਯਦੂਰਥ.

ਬੈਰ੍ਯ [bedy] See ਬੈਂਚ. “bedyé parbraham parmesvar.”—sahas m 5.
ਬੇਨ [ban] n speech, utterance. “bolahI mithe

ben.”—dhana m 5. 2 Skt ਵੈਣ. Prithu — son of
king Vain. “ball ban bIkram bhoj hﬁ me maj
esi.~”—52 poets.

ਬੈਨਂਤੇਂਯ [bentey] Ski ਵੈਜ੍ਯੋਯ. garur — son of Vin—
ta. “bhavbédhan pénag je grase, bentey ho tIn
ko.”—-NP. See ਗਰੁੜ.

ਬੈਨਾਮਾ [benama] P ਅੰਨਿ. sale deed.
ਬੈਰ [bar] Skt ਵੈਰ. n enmity. “bar bIrodh Chede

bhe bharma.”—prabha a m 5. 2 short for ਬਗੈਰ.

See ਥੈਰੇਕੰਨਾ.

ਬੈਰਕ [berak1A ਰ੍ਨ੍ਹੂੰ/ਥੂ. . 12 small ﬂag, small standard. “cale berkﬁ dhare agari.”—GPS. 2 Cloth
on the ﬂagpost. “jhulan neje berké.”—C§di 3.

3 E barrack. row of cells.
ਬੈਰਖ [berakh] See ਬੈਰਕ 1 and 2. “barchi an) berakh ban thja.”—k311<i.

ਬੈਰਨਿ [beranI] hostile (female).

ਬੈਰਾਗੀਅੜਾ

ਬੈਰਾਖੜੀ [berakhri] See ਬਾਰਹਖਤੀ.

ਬੇਰਾਗ [berag] Ski ਵਿਰਾਗ. n lack of affection. nonattachment with objects. See ਵੈਰਾਗ. 2 lamenting,

weeping. “sahaj bsrag, sahje hi hasna.”—gau a m

5. See ਥੈਰਾਗ ਛੁੱਟਣਾ. 3 non-attachment. “jIh

bIkhIa sagli taji lio bhekh berag.”—s m 9. ‘who
has become detached even from his appearance.’

ਥੈਰਾਗ ਛੁੱਟਣਾ [berag chuttna] v start weeping, let
tears ﬂow from one's eyes. “kﬁth nal jad laIa,
tad ramesardas da berag Chuttha.”—JSBM

ਬੈਂਰਾਗਨ [beragan] n T—shaped support on which

ascetics place their arms while in a sitting posture.

ਬੈਂਰਾਗਨਿ [beraganI] adj professing asceticism:
indifferent towards worldy pleasures. “khojat
khojat bhai beraganI.”—gau m 5. 2 n sensory
organs which have reached the stage of de- _

tachment. “das beraganl mohI baSI kini.”
~dhana namdev.

ਥੈਰਾਗਰ [beragar], ਥੈਰਾਗਰੁ [beragaru] Skt ਵਜ੍ਹਾਕਰ.
n mine ofdiamonds, mine ofgems. “japI harI
beragaru.”~m 4 var kan. 2 adj detached. indifferent, non—attached. “tu thakuro beragro.”
—suh1' chét m 5.

ਬੈਰਾਗੀ [beragi] ਕੈਚਜਿਜ੍, adj having no attach-

ਬੈਰਮ [beram] T (ﬂ: festival, celebration, revelry,
ment with worldly pleasures, renunciation.
merry-making.
. “nah CinIa parmanéd beragi.”—maru m 1. “jo

ਥੈਰਮਖਾਨ [beramkhan] a chief who came to ﬁght
in the battle of Hargobindpur (Sri Gobindpur).
Bhai Mathura attained martyrdom by killin g him.
ਬੈਂਰਇਿ [beraI], ਬੈਰਾਈ [berai] adjhostile, inimical,
opponent. “bir bhae b2raI.”—o§ka.r. “na ham
kIs ke berai.”—dhana m 5. “jite péc beraia.”
—sava m 5. 2 n enmity, hostility. “mer ter jab
InhI cukai. téte Is ségI nahi berai.”—gaua m 5.

ਥੈਰਾਹ [bsrah] Skt ਵਾਰਾਹ. pertaining to Varah, of
Varah. 2 bsrah has also been used for ਵਰਾਹ
[pig]. “re berah SIkhav mat calan yth be—

rah.”'—b955t satsai. 3 wrong way.
"O Valiant, don’t show him the wrong path.’

menu marahI apna, so porakhu beragi.”—vad
cha‘t m 3. 2 n a sect of Vaishanvite monks,

whose founder was Rama Nand. “ramanéd
bahur prabhu kara. bhes beragi k0 tIn dhara."
—VN. There are ﬁve religious codes set for
the ascetics. Pilgrimage to Dwarika, inscription of Vishnu’s signs like the wheel etc on
one’s body, putting mark of sandalwood on
one’s forehead, worshipping of the idol ofKrishan or Ram and wearing rosary of basil around

the neck. See ਬੈਸਨਵ.
ਬੈਂਰਾਗੀਅੜਾ [beragiara] renunciation, non-attachment. See ਬੈਰਾਗੀ. “anbhao kIne na dekhIa, be—

ਬੈਰਾਗੁ
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ra giare ! ”~—ma ru kabir.

ਥੈਰਾਗੁ [ਠਿੲਨੂਕੈਥੂਪ] See ਵੈਰਾਗ. 2 renunciation, nonattachment. “man, kIU berago karhIga? satI guru mera pura.”—asa m 5.

ਥੈਰਾਟ [})ੲਡੂੰਗਿ੍], ਥੈਰਾਠ [berath] See ਵਿਰਾਟ and ਵੈਰਾਟ.
ਥੈਰਾਨਾ [berana] n jealousy, enmity. “sajan SIU
berana.”—asa 111 5.

is exploited much, but fed insufficiently.
2 “harI bInu bel bIrane hui he.”—guj kabir.
sense — slave, bonded servant.

'

ਥੈਲੀ [beli] adjvicious, immoral, sinful.

ਬੈਲੁ [belu] See ਬੈਲ. “ghati cadhat belu Iku tha-

ka.”—gau kabir. i.e. — mind. 2 See ਪਹਿਲਾ ਪੂਤ.
ਬੈ'ੜ੍ਹਕਾ [berhka], ਬੈੜ੍ਹਾ [})ੲਡੁੱਸ਼ਿ] 11 young ox, yet not

ਥੈਰਾਰ [berar] See ਬੈਰਾੜ and ਵਿਦਰਭ.

to be yoked for ploughing; one who thunders.

ਬੈਰਾਰੀ [berari] See ਬੈਰਾੜੀਥੈਰਾੜ [berar] a subcaste of very brave people
who arose from Bhatti Rajputs. As is clear
from this line of Zaffarnama, Guru Gobind
Singh had been very kind to this community.

See ਬੜ੍ਹਕ.

ਬੋ [bo] word denoting verb as ਅਂਇਿਬੇ, ਜਾਇਬੋ,

“hamah kam bsrar hukme marast.” See ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.

ਕਰਬੇ etc. 2 P ,] n odour, smell. 3 hope, expectation. 4 imperative form of verb ਬੋਨਾ, sow.
ਬੋਅਹੁਂ [boahu] may sow. “karambhum: mahI
boahu nam. ”—gau m 5.

ਥੈਰਾੜ ਮਾਟੋ ਕੇ [berar mado ke] See ਗੁਰੂਸਰ ਨੰ 8.

ਬੋਇ [bOI] please sow the seed. “b0: kheti 1a:

ਥੈਰਾਡ਼ੀ [})ੲਫ਼ਾਂਪਿੰਗ਼ੁ] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਟੀ. It is a heptatonic

manua.’ ’—maru m 5. 2 adv by sowing. 3 P

musical composition in Maru parent mode;

“,.! n odour, smell.

ﬁrst, third, fifth, sixth and seventh notes are

ਬੋਇਓ [bOIo], ਬੇਇਂਆ [boxa] sown. “bOIo bijo

pure; second is ﬂat; foulth is sharp, but weak
on attachment. The third note is sonant, sixth
is subsonant; the third and ﬁfth notes remain
always in union. The time ofsinging is the second quater of the day.
Bairari has thirteenth place in Guru Granth
Sahib.

ahé mam §kuru.”—saVeye sri mukhvak 111 5.
“jeha purabI kIne bOIa.”——m 4 var gau 1.

ਬੈਰੀ [beri] Skt ਹੇਜਿਂਜ੍. adj enemy. “beri 53th
hovahI mit.”—ram m 5.

ਬੈਂਰੀਸਾਲ [berisal] adj causing intense grief to
the enemy. 2 n younger brother of Gajpati, ruler
of Jagdishpur in south Bihar. He was famous
duringAkbar’s reign.

ਥੈਚੇਕੰਨਾ [berekéna] ਞਹਿਰ (੦੫15ਯਿ6)-ਏਕ-ਨਾ. none

ਬੋਈ [boi] sown. “jImi nahi me kIsi ki boi.”
—suh1'kabir.
ਬੋਸਤਾਂ [bosatéi] P up}: centre of fragrance; garden; ﬂower garden. 2 See ਸਾਦੀ. 3 a town and
railway station situated at a distance of twenty kohs from Quetta towards Chaman. Its
height above the sea level is 5153 feet.

ਬੋਂਸਾ [bosa] P ,4} n kiss.
ਬੋਸੀਦਨ [bosidan] P L'J’B’Z v kiss. 2 be hollow,
be tattered or old.

ਬੋਸੀਦਾ [bosida] P 94/): adj old, decayed, hollow.

_

is beyond this, nothing is out of control. “naia te
bsrek'éna.”—dhana namdev. ‘Nobody is beyond
the Creator’s control.’ 2 none is without the one.

ਬੋਂਹ [boh] P _/__,ਰੂੰ n odour, smell. “nIkat baséto

ਬੈਲ [1੭81] n ox see ਥੈਲੁ. 2 sense — foolish, stu-

ਬੋਂਹਟੀ [bohti] 71 small basket.
ਬੋਹਣਾ [bohna] v be fragrant, 2 make (one) un-

pid. 3 undesirable features. 4 Skt adj living
inside a hole.

ਬੈ'ਟਸ਼੍ਯਤਿ [belpatI] n Shiv. 2 farmer, agriculturist.
ਥੈਲਬਿਰਾਨਾ [belbIrana] someone else’s ox, which

b550, nanak ahébuth na bohte.”—gatha.

2 short ਧਿਸ਼ਾਅੰਬੋਹ (heap) “jyo ole 1<੦,})੦}1.”-(ਵੂ/"5'.

derstand; explain.
ਬੋਹਣੀ [bohni] n process of selling, sale. 2 earning, prof t

ਬੋਹਥ
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ਬੋਹਥ [bohathl See ਬੋਹਿਥ-

ਬੋਹਦਾ [bohda] smelling, inhaling. “bavan cédan
bohda.”—BG.

mano.”—krIsan.
ਬੋਚਣਾ [bocna], ਬੋਚਨਾ [bocna] adv catching in the
air.

ਬੋਂਹਯ [bohay] ਬੋਂਯ-ਹੈ. spreads fragrance. 2 Skt

ਬੌਜ [boj] P jg n spotted horse. “subhe sédli boj

ਵਬੂਹ. n community. “sur nar gen munI bohay

baji aparé.”—paras.

agajI.”—savsye m 2 ke. ‘not available from

ਬੋਜਾ [boja] P ”'1 n a kind oflight alcoholic drink

menfolk or deities.’ i.e. nectar obtained by
Guru Angad Dev can not be obtained from
any deity or god.
ਬੋਹਰਾ [bohra] See ਬਹੁਰਾ.

which is like wine prepared from barley but is

distilled through a pipe. “bhég boja pide hen."
—JSBB. “suar sara manah he, boja bhég
gunahI .”-“198੦.

ਬੋਹਲ [bohal], ਬੋਹਲੁ [bohalu] Skt ਬਲਜ. n heap of ਬੋਝ [bojh] n load, weight. 2 transportable.
foodgrains (freshly threshed). “bohal bakhas
jamaI jiu."—sr1' m 5 papal. “satIgurU bohalu

ਬੋਝਲ [bojhall adj heavy, weighty.
ਬੋਟਿ [boti], ਬੋਟੀ [boti] n small piece of ﬂesh.

“botIn 12 nabh gidh padhare.”—carItr 1.

harInam ka.”—m 4 var vad.

ਬੋਹੜ [bohar] n banyan tree.
ਬੋਂਹੜੀ [bohri] banyan tree with tiny leaves.

ਬੋਢੇਪਾ [bodhepa] n old age, senility. “sathi ke

2 Bhai Santokh Singh describes Guru Gobind
Singh reaching Kal Jharani from village
Boharhi while passing through the Malwa.

ਬੌਣਾ [bona], ਬੋਣੀ [boni] n weaver (m) weaver

“pahuce nIkat bohri jani. tahf te calkar

glass container.
ਬੋਤਾ [bota] P ;,ਰੂੰ n young camel. 2 plant, tree.

kaljharani.”—GPS N 1 a 16.
ਬੋਹਿਥ [bohIth], ਬੋਚਿਥਉ [bohIthaU], ਬੋਹਿਥੜਾ [bo-

hIthra], ਬੋਹਿਥਾ [bohItha], ਬੋਹਿਥੁ [bohIthu] Skt

bodhepa avs.”—m 1 var majh.
(f). 2 v sow.

ਬੋਤਲ [botal] E bottle, a thin and long-necked

3 gold-smith’s crucible, in which metals like

gold and silver are melted/fused.

“bo-

ਬੋਤਾਸਿੰਘ [botasigh] a Sandhu Jatt, resident of

hIthaU bIdhatE nIrmayo.”—savsye m 3 ke.

village Bharhana. He, alongwith Garja Singh
Mazhabi. kept on collecting tithe fora long time
near Sarai of Nooruddin (0n Delhi Lahore
Road) in Sammat 1796 (1739 AD). Bota Singh
wrote a provocative letter to Khan Bahadur,
Governor of Lahore, describing the latter's
obtuseness and inefﬁciency. When the Mughal forces came to arrest them, they laid
down their lives by ﬁghting against them.

ਵਚਿਤ੍ਰ. n ship. ferry, E boat, Pkt ਬੇਹਿੱਥ.

“bohIthra harIcaran.”—asa m 5. “satIgurU

bohIthu harInav he.”—sr1' m 4. ‘boat of the
Divine.’

ਬੋਹੈ [bohs] spreads fragrance. 2 makes (one)
understand. “nam sur narah bohs.”—saveye m
2 ke. 3 Skt ਵਯੂਹ. community. “nam tek ségadI
bohe.”—saveye m 4 ke. ‘Thy Name is the only
support for the community.’
ਥੋਕ [bok] stud: billy goat. “ban ko bhramsya 3r

dusro n9 bok so.”—aka1. If one, wandering
about in a forest. wishes to please the Creator,
then a male goat would be the best fauna of
the forest to do so.’

ਬੋਦਲਾ [bodla] a branch of Vattu Rajputs.
ਬੋਂਦਾ [boda], ਬੋਦੀ [bodi] n long and short tuft of

hair left unshorn on the top ofthe head. 2 adj
decayed, weak, fragile, decrepit. See ਬੋਸੀਦਹ.

ਬੋਧ [bodh] Skt n knowledge, understanding.

ਬੋਕਾ [boka] n drum made of leather.

2 awakening, awareness. 3 adj knower, schol-

ਬੋਚ [boc] pkt n crocodile. “he bhae bocan tull

ar. 4 See ਬੋਂਧ.

ਬੋਧਕ
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ਬੋਧਕ [bodhak] adjrendering congnitive. 2 making alert.

ਬੋਧਕ ਹਾਵ [bodhak hav] in poetics the urge to

bore.”—1<rIsan.

ਬੋਰੀ [bori] drowned, immersed. See ਬੋਚਨਾ. “pahan bori pIrthVi.”-s kabir. ‘Idol worship has

express one's feelings. “gudh bhav ke bodh
jahé kesav samujhat kOI, til 56 bodhak hav y5
kahat sayane 101 .”—rasrkprrya.

drowned the world.’ 2 engrossed, involved.

ਬੋਧਨ [bodhan] Skt n making one realise, mak-

ਬੋਚੈ [bore] causes to sink/immerse. See ਬੋਰਨਾ.

ing one understand. 2 advertisement, notice.

ਬੇਂਧਾ [bodha] adj knower, scholar. See ਬੋਧੀ.

2 speaks. talks. “bore I‘IS raté.”—ramav. ‘talks
harsh in anger.’
ਬੋਲ [bol] n sentence, utterance. “ek bol bhi

2 satirical, stupid, foolish. “cluté ne kaha, re bod-

khavto nahi.”—asa m 5. ‘hot a word is tolerat-

he! 15 leechmi sath to hamara kUCh kam nahi

ed.’ 2 statement. utterance. “bol abol madh:

3 vigilance, awakening, awareness.

."—JSBM.

ਬੋ'ਧਿ [both] Skt tomb, sepulchre. 2 peepul tree.
ਬੋਧਿਤਰੁ [bothtaro] Buddhist centre. See ਬੁਧਗਯਾ.
ਬੋਧੀ [bodhi] aijuddhist, who is a follower of
Buddhism. — Baudhi; i.e. non—violent. “réna

hoié bodhié, pores hoe saiad.”—m 1 var sar.
‘Women have turned non-violent beings
while husbands are hunters’ i.e. mismatched
relations as when the wife is a Vaishanvite and
the husband is a follower of Tantric mode of
worship. The feeling Oflove does not grow till
eating and drinking habits, mode of worship

are identical.l 2 Ski ਥੀਬਿਜ੍, awake, conscious.
3 knowe'r. scholar. See ਬੁਧ vr.
ਬੋਧੀਆਂ [bodhié] See ਬੋਧੀ ].
ਬੋਂਧੀਦ੍ਰਮ [bodhidrum] See ਬੁਧਗਯਾ.

ਬੋਨਾ ਚੂਠਿ੦ਸ੍ਯ] v sow, put seeds in the earth. See ਬੋਣਾ.
ਬੋਮ [born] Dg Sky. Skt ਵਯੋਮਬੋਰ [bor] See ਬੋਰਨਾ. “him no sakaSI borI.”—
savsye sri mukhvak m 5. 2 P “ਨੂੰ brown-eyed

horse. “bahe bor pf: gi samOde k'édharé.”—paras.
ਬੋਰਨਾ [borna] v dip. immerse (ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵ੍ਰਡ੍ vr) drown.
ਬੋਰਡ਼ੀ [borri] ngujube tree.
ਭੰ

“mat: nIt rakhahu bhagatIh bori.”—NP. 3 11
small sack, pouch, wallet.

he joi.”—gau ba van kabir. 3 mystical formula.
ਬੋਲ ਅਬੋ-ਲ [bol abol] utterance and silence. “bo‘l
abol math he joi."—gau ba van kabir.

ਬੋਲਹਾਰੀ [bolhari] adj loud, offensive. pugnacious. See ਸੇਤ 3 and 4.

ਬੋਲਕ [bolak] money box. charity box, cash box.
See ਗੋਲਕ. “adhu damu kIchU paIa na bolak.”
—tukha chét m 4. ‘not even half the amount
was deposited in the cash box of the tax col-

lectors.’ 2 See ਬੋਲ੍ਹਕਾ. 3 Skt ਵੋਲਕ. scribe. writer. 4 Dg whirl of water.
ਬੋਲਣਾ [bolna], ਬੋਲਣੁ [bolna] Skt ਭੁੱਧ੍ਯ . v talk, say,
converse. “bolehu saCInamu kartar.”—prabha m I. “bolan phadalo nanka.”-—m 1 var
majh. “bolis sacu dharomu."~—a5a {arid 2 n

saying, utterance. 3 sentence. statement.
“muha kI bolanu bolie?”—japu.

ਬੋਲਤ [bolat] adv does the talking. "jo bolat he
mrIg min pékheru.”—mala m 4 partal.
ਬੋਲਠਚਾਰੁ [bolanharu] adj who talks, who speaks.
2 n stage of consciousness, individual soul.
“bolanharu paramguru ehi.”—bher kabir. See

ਕਿਬਲਾ 2.
ਬੋਰਾ [bora] dipped. immersed. See ਬੋਰਨਾ. 2 n ਬੋਲਨਾ [bolna] See ਬੋਲਣਾ.
bag, sack. 3 both handsjoined with palms up

to form a bowl or cup; “devat hi bhar panan
'asa Ist upasna khan pan pahIran.

rajjob jab (? !<}1ਗਿ੍ mIlé. tab sojjanta jan,

ਬੋਲਬਰੂਖਨ [bolbarukhan] ਬੋਲ-ਅਬ-ਰੂਖਨ. “sunke
Ik bolbarukhan k0 harI jan gahé,”—krrsan.
‘Now they call trees taking them as divine and
hug them. ’

ਬੋਲਬਾਲਾ
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ਬੋਲਬਾਲਾ [bolbala] beyond orders, supreme, predominating; sense — supreme of all, above all,
ruling over all.
ਬੋਲਬਿਗਾੜ [bolbIgar], ਬੋਲਵਿਗਾੜ [bOIVIgar] adj
slandering; creating conﬂict with improper or

ਬੋਂਵਨਾ [bovna] v sow. “Iku nam bovahu bo-

impolite remarks. “asi bolv1ga_r VIgarahI

ਬੋੜਨ [boran] submerge, immerse. (ਠੰ/ਸ਼ਿਵ੍ਡ੍ vr).

bol.”—sri m 1. 2 talking non-sense, talking offensively.

“re nar, nav caurI kat bori?”—gau kabir. See

ਬੋਲਾ [bola] adj deaf, hard of hearing. “éna bola

vahu.”—basa”t m 5. “jo bove so khatI .”—sr1' m 5
pahre.
ਬੋੜ [box] n deﬁciency, loss, shortage. 2 curvature.

ਚਉੜਿ.

khUI UjharI paI.”—m 4 var gau 1. 2 utter—

ਬੋੜਨਿ [[)੦ਨੂਗ਼ਗ਼ੁ] dip, submerge, immerse. “ciju
boranI, na pivahI .”-5 farid.

ance, statement. “hfdustan samalsi bola.”—

ਬੋੜਾ [bora] adj with a broken tooth. 2 with a

trl§g m 1. 3 xa masculine word for ਬੋਲੀ (lan—

guage). as ਖ਼ਾਲਸੇ ਦਾ ਬੋਲਾ. See ਹੋਲਾ.
ਬੋਲਾਏ [bolae] makes one speak. causes one to
talk. “jIU bolae tIU bolis.”—sr1' m 3.

broken edge.
ਬੌਧਾ [badha] pertaining to Buddha’s incarna-

tion. “ਪਿ badha tuhi macch k0 rup dharhé."
—CarItr I . 2 See ਬੈੱਧ.

ਬੋਂਲਾਤਾ [bolata] adv talking. 2 calling.

ਬੈੱਧ [boddh] ਥੀਡ੍ਰ. aijuddhist; follower of‘Bu-

ਬੋਲਾਰੇ [bolare] spoke. “ajamal pritI putr pratI

dhism. 2 n holy scripture of Buddhism. 3 Bud—
dhism. See ਬੁੱਧ.
ਬੌਨ [ban] dwarf. See ਬਉਨ.

kini, karI naraIn bolare.”-natL a m 4. 2 plural

of ਬੁਲਾਰਾ.

ਬੋ'ਲਿ [boll] adv by calling, by speaking. “kur
boll karahI aharu.”—var asa.
ਬੋ'ਲਿਕ ਬੇਦ [bolIk bed] by calling a doctor. “bolIk bed pragat as bhakhi.”—-carItr 281.
ਬੋਲੀ [boli] feminine ਧਿਬੇਲਾ; deafwoman, woman who is hard of hearing. 2 n speech, utterance. 3 language. 4 taunt, sarcasm, as — ‘us
ne boli mari’.
ਬੋਲੁ [bolu] utterance, sentence, speech. 2 scriptural formula; religious or initiatory formula.

“ja karenl Ih dulabh deh, so bolu mere prabhu
dehI.”—~bas.§t m 5. 3 order, permission.

ਬੋਂਲੁਵਿਗਾੜੂ [bOIUVIgarU] talking ill. See ਬੋਲਵਿਗਾੜ.
“je k0 akhE boluv1garu.”—japu.
ਬੋਲੇਟਿਆ [boletIa] is spoken, is talked about.
“sabho japis jap jI mukhahu boletIa.”-m 5
var guj 2.

ਬੋ'ਲੈੱ [bola] deaf, hard of hearing. See ਅੰਧੌ. 2 say,
ask.

ਬੋਲ੍ਕਾ [bolhka] deep bowl. 2 box for putting
cash; cash box.

ਬੌਨਾ [bona] dwarf, short-statured.
ਬੌਰਾ [bara] Skt ਵਾਤੂਲ. mad; determined.
ਬੌਰਾਨਾ [barana] See ਥਉਰਾਨਾ.

ਬੋਲ [ball A J; n urine. 2 melt, thaw. 3 community, group. 4 son, male child.
ਬੋਲਾ [bala] mad, insane, crazy. See ਬੋਰਾ.

ਬੰਸ [bés] Skt ਵੰਸ਼. n bamboo. “taj cédan, gahI
bés s§tapi.”—NP. “dava banbés par.”—GPS.
‘as the wild ﬁre plays havoc in the bamboo
forest.’ 2 that which grows like a bamboo tree.
“sodhibés uijo jatha.”—VN. 3 musical instrument made of the bamboo pipe; ﬂute.
4 backbone, spine. 5 nasal-bone. 6 raised por—
tion of a sword between its back and its sharp
edge.71ength equal to twelve hands i.e. equal
to six yards. 8 munition of war. 9 Vishnu.

10 flower. 11 Skt ਵ੍ਯਸ਼. “});35 ko putu biahan
calIa.”~—asa kabir. See ਫੀਲੁ.
childless.

12 issueless,

ਬੰਸ ਕੋ ਪੂਤ [bés k0 put] son of noble lineage,
noble man. 2 son ofa barren woman. See ਬੰਸ
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l 1 and ਫੀਲੁ. “})ਚੈ5 ko putU biahan calIa.”—asa
kabir.

ਬੰਸਰੀ [[)ਟੈ51‘1] n pipe of a bamboo; ﬂute.
ਬੰਸਾਵਲੀ [bésavli] genealogy, pedigree, genealogical table/tree.

ਬੰਸੀ [b] Skt ਵੰਸ਼ੀਯ. adj of the dynasty, ancestral.
“satIgurU bési paramhés gurusIkh.”—BG. 2 n
pipe of a bamboo; ﬂute. 3 Skt ਵਡਿਸ਼. ﬁsh-hook,
which is kept tied to the stick with a string. 4 a
poet who translated Virat Parab of Mahabharat in Hindi. 5 a poet in the court of Maharaja Mahendar Singh of Patiala, who wrote

Sri Guru Panth Vinod which describes the
Guru’s blessings showered on the Phool dynasty and gives a brief history of the Patiala
state. An example of his poetry is as:
sri guru pratapi nam nanak pratecch svacch
égad amardas médan muni ke hé,
ramdas arjan ju sri harI gubid guru
harIraI harikrIsen jivan goni ke hi,
“bési” keVI kahe tese teg ju bahadaru ke
sri guru gobidsf gh khébh avanike hi,
daso avtaran ke pékaj VImalpad
karan sukhad tag taran duni ke hi.

6 In Shastamammala,§ﬁ"l has also been used

for ਵਾਸੀ (ਗਜਿਜ਼) “11am ocar nIkhég ke bési bahur

bakhan.” ‘the arrow.’

ਬੱਕ [})ਟੈ1<] Skt ਵੰਕ. adj crooked. 2 bent, not
straight. 3 arched, vaulted. 4 smart, elegant.
5 n bend of a river.

ਬੰਕਟ [békat] Dg Hanuman.
ਬੰਕਦੁ'ਆਰ [békduar] n arched gate; main arched

gate of a palace; main entrance gate. “bage
békduar.”—sri a m 1. 2 beautiful gate, elegant
gate. 3 sense — beautiful palace.

ਬੰਕੜਾ [békra] adj curved, bent. 2 unapproach—
able, not easy to approach. “kIu lije gar béka
bhai?”—bher kabir. 3 self conscious about
one’s own beauty, fop.

ਬੰਕੜਯੇਂ [békaryo] talked, spoke. “békaryo bIbad.”—ramav. 2 got bent, became curved.

ਬੰਕਾ [béka] adjcuwed, bent, not straight. 2 foppish. 3 ostentatious: “kaha so arsia muhbéke.”
—asa a m I. 4 n bridegroom, husband, male
spouse. “jIn 1<e béke ghari me am, tIn kIu rm:

VIhani?”—asa a m 1 5 trigger that keeps the
wrist twisted. “bﬁke ka asvaru.”—m 1 var ram.

ਬੱਕਾਰ [békar] See ਬੁਕਾਰ. “bhat hOke dhOke
békare.”—1<alki. ‘challenged the warriors.’
ਬੰਕੁੜਾ [békura] See ਬੰਕੜਾ.

“kamarI katara

b5kura.”—m 1 var ram 1. ‘curved dagger,
weapon like tiger—claw. ’
ਬੰਖ [békh] Skt ਵਨਕ. n water-reservoir, ocean.
“uthe nad b5kh§.”— VN. ‘thunder like that of

the ﬂute— Krishan; (what is) adopted by him …
Yamuna.—sanama.

the striking sea waves.’
ਬੰਗ [bog] n ornament worn by women around
the wrist; bangle. 2 Sid ਕਤ੍ਧ, tin (metal). 3 territory spreadin g from Ramakar to Brahmputar river
— east Bengal. According to Mahabharat, the
blind sage Diraghatma procreated sons named

ਬੰਸੀਧਰ ਧਰਠਿਨ [bésidhar dharnInl n the bear-

Ang, Vang, Kaling etc. from the womb of Sude-

er of Yamuna protected by Krishan who holds
the ﬂute. — earth.—sanama.

named after their names. “bég ke bégali.”—aka1.

ਬੰਸੀਧਰ [bésidhar] n owner of the ﬂute (bamboo pipe) — Krishan. 2 which keeps the reed
of any rush plant, — arrow.—sanama.

ਬੰਸੀਧਰ ਧਰਨਿ [})ਟੈ51ਧੀ1ਰਿ dharanI] n owner of

ਬੰਸੀਬਟ [bosibat] n Vanshivatt — the banyan tree
in Brindaban, beneath which Krishan used to
play the ﬂute. “jamuna ke tat bésibat ke nIket.”
—52 Poets.

shana, wife of king Bali. The territories were

ਬੰਗਸ਼ [bégas] P f territory of Kurum and
Kohat. 2 resident of Bangash. 3 a subcaste of
Pathans from whom the territory gets its name.
ਬਗਸਤਾਨ [bégasatan] See ਬੰਗਸ਼.
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ਬੰਗਸੀ [})ਟੋਬੂ51] resident of Vang (East Bengal).
2 resident of Bangash region. See ਬੰਰਸ੍ਯ.

ਬੰਗਨੀਗਰ [bégnigar] bangle-maker.
ਬੰਗਲ [bégal] See ਬੰਗਾਲ 2. “bajat bsrari bégal.”

—paras.
ਬੰਗਲਾ [bégla] adj pertaining to Vang region;
related to Bengal. 2 n language of Bengal.
3 an airy house surrounded on all sides by a
veranda. In the beginning many such houses
were built in Bengal. Hence the name of such
a building has become popular as bégla. The
British also derived the word bungalow from
this. “hem bégla guru banavahf.”—GPS. 4 an

airy house built on the roof top. “rUCIr bégla
uradh karavahu.”—m 5. 5 dome of a temple.

ਬੰਗਲਾਸਾ'ਹਿਸ਼ [béglasath] Guru Harkrishan’s

ਬੰਚਿਤ

ﬂat. First and sixth musical notes are in unison. First note is sonant, sixth and second

musical notes are subsonant. It is mentioned
in Sarbloh. Time for its singing is ofsunrise.
ascending — $3 ra g9 ma pa ha 59.
descending — sa dha pa ma g9 ra sac.

ਬੰਗਾਲੀ [bégali] resident of Bengal. 2 related to
Bengal. 3 language of Bengal.

ਬੰਗੀ [bégi] adj resident of Vang (Bengal).
ਬੰਗੁਚਿ [[)ਟੋਥੂਘਗ਼ੁ], ਬੰਗੁਰਿਯਾ [bégurlya], ਬੰਗੁਰੀ
[})ਟੈਥੂਪਸਂ]. See ਬੰਗੜੀ. “bégurI nIhar trIya pahIcani.”—carItr 147. 2 glass bangle. “rahi
bégurIya tut.”—carItr 14 7.

ਬੰਗੇਸ੍ਰਰ [})ਟੈਛੁੳਤ੍ਯਾਹਿ] Lord of Vang (Bengal), ruler ofBengal. 2 mixture ofwhite clay and quick
silver. It delivers women from the ailment of
excessive urination. It is also useful to cure
involuntary discharge.

abode built in Delhi (Jay Singh Pura) for the
Guru to reside. There is a trough in which
water collected after washing the holy feet of ਬੰਗੇਹਰ [bégehar] Bhai Santokh Singh
writes that
the Guru was stored by the devotees. The ailwhen Guru Gobind Singh came to Bathinda, he
ing people got cured with by applying this sa—
ordered a youn g adult male buffalo to be fetched
cred water. The gurdwara is situated in front
from village Bangehar. It was slaughtered by
of Hanuman Temple outside Ajmeri Gate
Mailager Singh in the fort. See En 1, ch. 24.
(about two and a half miles away from gurd- ਬੰਙ [bag] See ਬੰਗ l and 2.
wara Sees Ganj) See ਜ੍ਯਸਿੰਘਪੁਰਾ and ਦਿੱਲੀ.
ਬੰਚ [béc] Skt ਕਗ੍ਕ੍. vr' g0, rob, cheat, deceive.
ਬੰਗਡ਼ੀ [bégri] n thin bangle worn by women.
2 See ਬੰਦਨ. “anIk béc bal chal karahu.”—ba van.
The English word bangle owes its origin to it. ਬੰਚਉ [[)ਟੈਧ੍ਯਪ] deprive someone (of). See
ਬੱਚਨ.
See ਵੰਗੁੜੀ.
2 get protected, may get saved. “lakh aheri ek
ਬੰਗਾ [[)ਟੈਫ਼ੁਕ਼] a village in tehsil Nawan shahar of jiu, keta bécau kal.”—s kabir. ‘how long can a
district Jalandhar, where dwell the successors
cheat save himself.’
of the Bedi lineage.
ਬੰਚਕ [bécak] Skt ਵੰਚਕ, deceiver. cheat. See ਬੰਚ.
ਬੰਗਾਰਨਾ [bégarna] v challenge. See ਬੁੱਕਣਾ ਅਤੇ 2jackaL
ਬੁਕਾਰ Skt ਵ੍ਰਿਹ੍ vr. make a noise.
ਬੰਦਨ [bécan] Skt ਵੰਚਨ. deceive, beguile, swindle. .

ਬੰਗਾਲ [bégal] See ਬੰਗ 3. According to the latest

ਬੰ'ਚਲਾ [bécla] deprived someone (of); relieved

division, Bengal has an area of 78,699 square

or dispossessed someone (of). 2 got cheated,

miles and a population of 46,5 00,000. Calcutta
is its capital. 2 First musical note in the Bhairav composition. Seventh musical note is prohibited. The third and the fourth musical notes
are pure. Second and sixth musical notes are

was deceived. “sOdar purakh bIrath pekhI
menu b5cla.”—-phunhe m 5.

ਬੰਚਿ [})ਟੈਞਗ਼ੁ] by depriving someone (of), by de-

ceiving, by cheating. See ਨਿੰ'ਮੁਨੀਆਦਾ.

ਬੰਚਿਤ [b5CIt] Skt ਵੰਚਿਤ. adj deprived (of), de-

ਬੱਚੇ
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` key. “bétar Cite.”—bher kabir.
ceived, beguiled.
ਬੰਚੈ [béca] deceives, deprives (someone) of. ਬੰਦ [béd] P „"/. )1 body joint. 2 plan, scheme,
method. 3 type of poetic metres, which have
2 escapes. “kIU béce jam kalu.”——051<ar.
last- lines as identical/similar as in akal ustatI _
ਬੱਛ [béch] n chest. 2 sense — mind, heart. “basé
das b5ch5.”—-GPS. 3 desire, aspiration. “phal “je ]‘ੲ hosi mahIkhasur mardanI.” — etc.
4 pledge, vow. 5 cord, rope. i.e.—- strength to
k0 béch karahI ardasu.”—GPS.
bind. “mIrtak bhae class béd chute.”—asa 1(aਬੰਛਹਿ [béchahI] desires, longs for; desire, long
bir. ‘the strength to withhold that was there in
for. “munI béchahl jﬁki samé.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਬੰਛਤ [béchat] Skt ਗਗਿ੍ਸ਼੍ਯ. desired, required. the ten openings of human body, has vanished.’
“‘manbéchat nanak phal paI.”—su1<hman1'. 6 binding, imprisonment, conﬁnement. “bad na
hot sune Updes.”—GPS. 7 straps tied to strings
“béchat .91th k0 bIth mIlan.”-saveye m
oflong and loose gown or coat, which remain
4 ke. ‘to achieve the desired aim, the Almighty
suspended from knees downward. “sﬁdar béd
has put us in touch with the Guru.’
su dOd baléde.”—GPS. 8 adj binding, fastenਬੰਛਵਹੁ [béchavahu] you desire (it), you, require
ing. “tegbéd gun dhatu.”—sri m 1. 9 Skt ਕਦ੍ਰ.
(it). “sukh It ਪਿ tum b5chavahu.”—saveye m 4 ke.
vr praise, admire. 10 salute, pay respect.
ਬੱਛਾ [bécha] See ਵਾਂਛਾ.
_
ਬੱਛਾਵਤ [béchavat] Skt ਵਾਂਛਤਿ. desires, longs for. “laskar tarkasbéd, béd jiU jiu sagli kit.”—$ri a m
5. ‘archers and army personnel pay regards
“kou narak, kou surag béchavat.”—sukhmani.

ਬੰਛਿਤ [béchIt] desired, required. See ਬੰਛਤ. “uthI
jacahu, béchIt dIO tohi.”—NP.

ਬੰਜਰ [béjar] P Cu? unploughed, uncultivated

by saying Sir! Sir!.’ 11 Skt ਵੰਰ੍ਯ adj respectable, honourable. “bédak ho: béd suth
lahe.”—gau ba van kabir. one, who prays, is al-

ਬੰਝ [béjh] n bamboo. 2 barren, sterile. See ਬਾਂਝ.

ways in search of the Creator;
ਬੰਦਉ [bédaU] See ਬੰਦਾ. “bédau hOI bédgi gahe.”
—gau ba van kabir. 2 pray.

ਬੰਝਾ [béjha] barren, sterile.

ਬੰਦ ਇਜਾਰ [béd Ijar] See ਇਜਾਰਬੰਦ.

ਬੰਟ [}੭ਟੈ੮] Skt ਗਾਰ੍. vr separate, divide, distrib-

ਬੰਦੲੀ ਸਿੱਖ [bédai SIkkh], ਬੰਦਈ ਖਾਲਸਾ [bédai

land, barren soil.

ਬੰਜਲ [béjal] See ਵੰਜੁਲ.

ute. “biate bahut nIkhutahI nahi.”—GPS.

ਬੰਟਾ [béta] glass ball, ball made oftightly packed
yarn or rags. “teg cagan ਰ… sis béta kare khelte

sigh gobid pyare.”——gurusobha. 2 portion, share,
part (esp.) offood stuff given in charity. See ਬੰਟ.
ਬੰਡ [bécl] n division, section, department Skt
ਥਧਫ਼. vr divide, cover. 2 mixture of crushed
grain etc used as cattle feed. 3 Skt ਥਧਫ੍. adj
crippled, maimed.
ਬੰਡਣਾ [bédna] v distribute, divide. See ਬੰਡ.

khalsa] Sikhs (followers) of the sect founded
by Banda Bahadur. For them Guru Granth
Sahib is the holy scripture. They perform the
routine prayers daily and observe the mode of
living prescribed by the Sikh code of conduct
after undergoing initiation ceremony of the

Khalsa. See ਤੱਤਖਾਲਸਾ.
ਬੰਦਸਾਰ [bédsar], ਬੱਦਸਾਲ [bédsall Skt ਬੰਦੀਸ਼ਾਲਾ. n
prison, jail; place to keep the prisoners. “bédsal
k0 bhup tab nI j sut dayo pathaI.”—carItr 3.

ਬੰਡੀ [bfadi] n long skirt-like pleated dress.
2 divided, distributed. See ਬੰਡਣਾ.

ਬੰਦਸਿ [bédaSI] P ਮੁੱਖ਼. n plan, scheme, method.

ਬੰਤਰ [bétar] Skt ਵਨ੍ਯਰ. wild fauna of the forest,
wild. “bétar ki sena sevie.”—-sava m I. 2 mon-

tion, structure, resemblance. “tech b§d3$I ms:

2 act ofbinding, process oftying. 3 composi—
ko: na dItha.”—m 5 var ram 2. ‘I never saw

n
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a person resemblin g you. "

ਬੰਦਰ [bédah] See ਬੰਦਾ 3.
ਬੰਦਰ ਏਮ [bédah em] P we are (your) servants.
ਬੰਦਕ [bédak] adj who prays or eulogises. See

ਬੰਦ9 and 10. 2‘P J12 n the carded cotton.

“ਬੰਦਖਲਾਸ [bédkhalas], ਬੰਦਖਲਾਸੀਲ਼ੀਲ਼ਾਧਿਭੇਂਧੀਕ਼ੀਗੰਕਥਾਂ],

ਬੰਦਖਲਾਸੁ [bédkhalasu] n liberation from bondage, salvation, release. See ਬੰਦ and ਖਲਾਸ.
“b5dIkhalasi bhane hOI.”~japu. “kati beri
pagah te, gurI kini b5dIkhalasu.”—maru m 5.

ਬੰਦਗੀ [bédgi] P ਪੂੰਨੂ, n salutation, greeting. “akhi

sekha bédgi.”— s farid. 2 free and voluntary
labour or service. 3 meditation, devotion, wor-

ship. “sekh pharide kher dije bédgi.”—asa.
ਬੰਦ ਛੁੱਟਣੇਂ [b’éd chottne] v weakening of the power
of the abodomen and the intestines to withhold
and the start of loose and involuntary motions.

ਬੰਦ ਢਿੱਲੇ ਹੋਣੇਂ [béd thlle hone] vjoints getting
feeble. “bhaje tras 1<€1<€ bhae béd dhile.”——kalk1'.
ਬੰਦਨ [bédan] Skt ਵੰਦਨ. n praise, admiration.
2 salutation, paying regards, greeting. “dédaut:
bédan anIkbar.”—ba van.
ਬੰਦਨਮਾਲ [b’édanmal], ਬੰਦਨਵਾਲ [bédanval] Skt

ਵੰਦਨਮਾਲਾ. n garland of ﬂowers with which the
ਲ਼ੀ door is decorated and blocked.
ਬੰਦਨਾ [[)ਟੈਧੰਮੋਕੈ] See ਬੰਦਨ 2. “bédna harI bédna.”
—dhana Hi 5.

ਬੰਦਰ [bédar] Skt ਵਾਨਚ. n monkey. 2 a Jatt subcaste. “bédar got naran ko kahé.”—GPS. It is
also called as ਬਾਂਦਰ. See ਬਾਂਦਰ. 3 P “>. sea
shore where ships take shelter, port, harbour, .
4 trading centre on the seashore where things
are marketed. Emporium.

ਬੰਦਾ [béda] Skt ਵੰਦਾ. n dodder-like plant that is
nourished by excretes from trees. It is a harmful parasite for trees. It causes the bark to

shrink and the trees to dry up. “béda lagyo
turkan béda.”——PP. ‘Banda Bahadur fought the
Mughals like the destructive dodder?’ 2 growing ofone more tree within the given tree. 3 P

_

ਬੰਦਾਬਹਾਦਰ

„>, servant; slave. “me béda bekhrid.”—asa
m 5. “vakhatu bIcare su béda hOI.”—m 1 var
sri. 4 See ਬੰਦਾ ਬਹਾਦੁਰ.

ਬੰਦਾਹ [bédah] See ਬੰਦਾ 3. “ardaSI peSI darves
bédah.”—tII§g m 5. _

ਬੰਦਾਥਾਨ [bédathan] See ਅਬਿਚਲਨ੍ਯਰ 7.
ਬੰਦਾਬਹਾਦੁਰ [bédabahador] This valiant hero was
born on the thirteenth day of the bright phase of
the lunar month Kattak in Sammat I727 in vil—
lage Rajauril (now teshil head quarters) in
Poonch state of Jammu. He 'was named as
Lachhman Dev by his parents. Lachhman Dev
was very fond of learning the use of weapons
and hunting. One day he was so moved at the
killing of a pregnant doe that he renounced the
use of weapons and became a follower of aVaishanvite monk Janaki Dass who renamed
him as Madho Dass. He renounced his household life and started meditating in secluded places, ultimately to attain seIf-realisation.
When he reached the bank of Godavari
river in the south after roaming throughout the
country, he liked it and decided to stay there
as a hermit. When Guru Gobind Singh reached
Nanded in Sammat 1765, Madho Dass was

so impressed by his preaching that he became
his ardent disciple and called himself as the
Guru’s devotee. The Guru baptised him and
renamed him as Gurbaksh Singh but in the Sikh
Panth he was popularly known as Banda.
Guru Gobind Singh sent Banda to Punjab
alongwith ﬁve Sikhs (Baba Binod Singh, Kahn
Singh, Baj Singh, Bijay Singh and Ram Singh)
in Assu, Sammat 1765 in order to punish the
sinful perpetrators. The Guru also issued an
edict for the Sikhs to help Banda.
At the time of Banda’s departure, the Guru
'Rajauri (or Rajaurhi) village is situated on a bank ofa
hilly river after crossing the Kamangoha hills beyond

Bhimber.

ਬੰਦਾਬਹਾਦੁਰ
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bestowed upon him ﬁve arrows and directed
Banda Bahadur to observe the following dictums.
a) to remain celebate.

b) to obey the dictates of the Khalsa.
c) never to consider himselfas the Guru.
(1) to share all with others.
e) to help the helpless beings.
On reaching Punjab, Gurbaksh Singh
worked as per the dictums of the Guru. Those
who had deﬁed the Guru were heavily punished by him. He conquered Sirhind on 1St Harh
Sammat 1767 and brutally killed Wazir Khan,
governor of Sirhind, because he had killed the
two younger sons of Guru Gobind Singh by
walling them alive.
Because of his increasing supermacy, Banda Bahadur turned vain and aspired to be—
come a Guru himself. He sought to observe
and preach many rules against the established
principles of Sikhism which resulted in split-

ting the Khalsa into two groups. See ਤੱਤਖ'ਲਸਾ.
On the orders of Fararukhsiyar, the ruler
of Delhi, Abdal Samad Khan Turani and many
commanders, alongwith a formidable army of
twenty thousand soldiers, besieged Banda
Bahadur in the fortress of Gurdaspur. This
fortress is popularly named as Haveli othai
Duni Chand. After a prolonged battle he was
captured through a subterfuge and alongwith
hundreds Sikhs was sent to Delhi. Banda Bahadur got martyrdom on the first day of the
bright phase of the lunar month Chet of Sammat 1773. In his death, he set an example of
ﬁrmness, patience and serenity.
‘
Per the anecdote believed by the BandaiSikhs, Banda Bahadur was a superb practitioner of Yog. By withholding his breath, he posed
himselfas dead but actually did not die. When
his so-called dead body was thrown at the
sandy bank of Yamuna river, an ascetic brought

it to his hermitage, hoping that he was alive.
Banda became hale and hearty on getting
treatment for some time.
'
He remained in hiding (underground) after
leaving Delhi. Ultimately, he went to stay in
Babbar village ofJammu region after having
roamed through Bhuchoke, Chakkar etc. He
then raised his hermitage on the bank of
Chandar Bhaga (Chanab) river and married
the daughter of Kapoor Khatris of Wazirabad
on the persuasion ofthe Sikhs. She gave birth
to a son Ranjeet Singh in Sammat 1785. Baba
Banda Bahadur breathed his last on the 14‘“
day of bright phase of the lunar month Jeth in
Sammat 1789. An elegant shrine in his memo—
ry has been constructed. His successors are
known as mahants. His followers from various countries like Sindh visit this shrine to
present their offerings. Jagirs‘ have been attached with this shrine by Maharaja Ranjeet
Singh and raja Gulab Singh.
The lineage of Banda Bahadur is as follows:
Banda Bahadur (Gurbaksh Singh)

|
Ranjeet Singh

Zoravar Singh
ArjanISingh

Kharall< Singh
DayaISingh

|

Attar Singh
(The present priest
ofthe shrine)

|
Sujan Singh
|
Sardul Singh

'Raja Gulab Singh signed the grant 01' estate on 16…

Phaggan. 1890 Sammat.

ਬੰਦਿ
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ਬੰ'ਦਿ [})ਟੈਗੁੱਗ਼ੁ] Skt ਥਢਿ. n prison, conﬁnement, in
jail. “Ikna gali jéjir bédI rabanie.”—m 1 var
mala. 2 prisoner. See ਬੰਦੀ 5.

ਬੰਦਿਸ਼ [bédIs] See ਥੰਦਸਿ. '

turban.

ਬੰਦੂਕ [béduk] ਬੰਦੂਖ [bédukh] A J»; n gun, riﬂe. See ਅਗਨਿ ਆਸਤ੍ਵ 2.
ਬੰਢੇਮ [bédem] P (Sp, we tie, let us tie, we will

ਬੱਦਿਸਾਲ [bédIsal] See ਬੰਦਸਾਲ.
ਬੰਦਿਖਲਾਸੀ [bédIkhalasi], ਬੰਦਿਖਲਾਸੁ [bédIkhalasu]

See ਬੰਦਖਲ਼ਾਸ

ਬੰਧਤਖਾਨਾ

.

ਬੰਦੀ [bédi] n faminine of ਬੰਦਹ, maid servant.
“maIa bédi khasam ki.”—m 3 var sri. 2 an ornament worn by women on the forehead.

3 restriction, compulsion. See ਥੰਦਸਿ. “b'édiédarI
SIphatI karae, ta kau kahie b5da.”—-asa m 1.
4 slavery. “sa bédi te lai chadaI.”—asa m 5.

5 P (5,5; prisoner, bonded labourer. “jagu bédi,
mukte hau mari.”—asa a m 1. 6 Ski ਥਢਿਜ੍. Bhatt
named Charan, a poet who recited songs in
praise of the royalty in the royal court. “bédi
jas gavahI.”—GPS.

ਬੰਦੀਸੁਰ [})ਟੈਗੁੰਡ਼ੇਙਹਿ] See ਬੰਦੀਛੋੜ.

ਬੰਦੀਖਾਨਾ [bédikhana] P 4561?. 11 place where
prisoners are kept captive; prison, jail. “labu
édhera b5dikhana.”—bas§t a m 1.
ਬੰਦੀਛੋਰ [bédichor], ਬੰਦੀਛੋਤੁ [bédichom], ਬੰਦੀਮੋਚ

[})ਟੈਧੀਗ਼ਪਿ] adjwho gets one released from the
prison; who liberates from confinement.
“gaibahoru b'édichoru.”—sor m 5. “rakhIlehI

mere sath, b‘édimoc.”—majh barahmaha. 2 n
Guru Hargobind, who got ﬁfty-two nobles liberated/released from their conﬁnement in the
fort of Gawalior in Sammat 1674. Muslim
priests have occupied this holy place popular-

ly known as ਬੰਦੀਛੋਡ਼ ਦਾਤਾ.
3 Jassa Singh Ahluwalia, who got many
people released from the captivity of Durrani.

' See ਜੱਸਾ ਸਿੰਘ.

tie. 2 See ਬੰਦਹਏਮ.
ਬੰਦੇਰੇ [[)ਟੈਯੰਖ਼ਿੳ] persons doing prayer, persons
busy in worship. “danasvéd b5dere.”—BG.
ਬੰਦੇਲਾ [bédela] See ਬੁੰਦੇਲਾ.

ਬੰਚੋਥਸ੍ਵ [[)ਟੈਧੰਧੀਰੁਫੇਲ਼ੀ] P 9/1,}. H arrangement,
management. 2 act of ﬁxing land revenue after checking the‘ type and area of land; land
settlement.

ਬੰਰ੍ਯ [bédy] Skt ਵੰਦਜ਼ adj respectful, worthy of
regard.
'
ਬੰਦ੍ [bédr] See ਬੰਦਰ,
ਬੰਫ੍ਰੀ [bédri] adj resident of Bandar, pertaining
to Bandar, See ਬੰਦਰ.

ਬੰਧ [bédh] Skt W vr tie, bind,join. 2 n bond.
“malabédh kate kIrpanIth.”—dev m 5.
3 water barrage, embankment. “bédh }']: baru
bari jese.”—GPS. ‘Obstruction caused by sand
cannot withstand the ﬂow of water.’ 4 Skt ਕਛੁ.
adj bound, tied, fastened. “nanak manmukh
bédh he, gurmukh mukat karae.”—vad m 3. 5 n

stoppage, obstruction, hindrance. “dhahan lags
dharamral, kInahI n9 ghalIo bédh.”-ba van.
6 See ਬੰਧੁ. “bhai bédh kutéb sahera.”—suhi raVIdas.

ਬੰਧਕ [})ਟੈਧਧਿਗੰਵ੍] Skt adj fastener. 2 n rope, cord.
3 mortgaged object.

ਬੰਧਕਾਰੀ [bédhkari] adj who puts restrictions, who
ties. “karam dharam bédhkari.”—sor a m 1 .
ਬੰਧਕੀਂ [bédhki] Skt n adulteress, lecherous.

2 prostitute, harlot;
ਬੰਧਚਿ [bédhaCI] adj who ties into bonds, who
engrosses in bonds (female). 2 n illusion, illusory world. “b5dh3CI bédhan paIa.”—ram kabir.

4 Raja Amar Singh, ruler of Patiala, who
was instrumental in getting about twenty thousand Hindus releasd from the conﬁnement of
Ahmap Shah Abdali.

ਬੰਧਤਖਾਨਾ [bédhatkhana] 17 home for detainees.

ਬੰਦੀਲ ;[‘b5dil] an embroidered silken or cotton

prison,jai|. “addhi rat de same oh bédhatkhane

ਬਧਨ
"

thi nIkle.”—bhagta VII.
ਬੰਧਨ [bédhén] Ski n process of binding, act of
tying. 2 the object with which things are tied —
rope, cord etc. “bédhan torI bulave ram.”
-gazj m 5. 3 entanglement, involvement.

“bédhan sauda anvicari.”—asa 111 1.

ਬੰਧਨਮੁਂਕਤਾ [bédhanmokta] adj unbound, free
from bondage. “bédhanmukta jato na dise.”
—I<an namdev.

ਬੰਧਨਾ [bédhna] v bind, tie, fasten. 2 make a

bridge. “bhavsagar béthaU, SIkh tare so
praséne.”—saveye 111 4 ke.

ਬੱਧਨੀ [})ਫੌਗੁੰਧਿਪਂ] 17 rope, noose. “asa mansa
bédhni bhai.”—sor a 111 1.

“tino ojare ka b5dhu.”——dhana m 1. 3 relation-

ship, concordance. “jal agni ka bédhu kia.”
—asa m 1. 4 restriction, prohibition. “nah barIk nah jobne, nah bIrdhi kachu b5dhu.”——ba—
van. 5 stoppage, Check. “bédhu paIa mere

satIgor pure'.”—sor m 5. 6 Skt ਕ਼ਾਬੂ. relatives,
kin. “phatha cogs nIt cogri lagI bédhu bIgari.”—maru a m 1. 7 relationship, friendship.
“vekhdIa hi bhajIjanI, kade na paInI
b5dhu.”—m 5 var ram 2. 8 See ਦੋਂਧਕ 2.
ਬੰਧੁਕ [bédhuk] Skt n plant that blooms with
ﬂowers at noon. L Pentapetes phoenicea.
ਬੱਧੂ [bédhu] kin, relation. See ਬੰਧੁ 6.
ਬੱਧੂਅਾ [})ਟੋਘੀਘਕੈ] bonded labourer, prisoner, de-

ਬੰਧਨੀਯ [bédhniy] adjworth binding, ﬁt for binding, ﬁt for tying.

ਬੰਧ੍ਯਘਨ
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'

tainee.

ਬੰਧੂਕ [badhuk] See ਬੰਧੁਕ.

ਬੱਧਪ [bédhap], ਬੰ-ਧਵ [bédhav] ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਬਾਂਧਵ. n rela- ਬੰਧੇਜ [bédhej] 11 method of binding. “dastar ko
tive, kith and kin, friend, brother. “sutbédhap
aru narI.”~~sri a 111 1. “math narharI
dinbédhav.”——guj a 111 5.
ਬੰਧਾ [bédha] n See ਬੰਧ. 2 restriction, obstruction. 3 tolerance, patience, support. “je lakh
karam kamaiahI. kIchU pave n3 b5dha.”—asa
m 5.

ਬੰਧਾਨ [bédhan] n laid principle, established rule.
2 arrangement, management. “apI kio
b5dhan.”—sarm 5. 3 ﬁxed sustenance (allowance).

ਬੰਧਾਨਿ [bédhanI] n observance of rules, restriction. “tasbi yad karahu das mardanu,

sOnatI silubédhanI bara.”—maru solhe m 5.

ਬੰਧਾਨੀ [bédhani] adj ﬁxed, restricted. 2 bound,
inhabited. “nIhcalu ghar batho, gurI l<io
bédhani."—dhana m 5. ਰ੍
ਬੱਧਿਆ [bétha] adj bound, ﬁxed. 2 Ski ਬੰਧਜਾ.
n woman who does not mensurate in time‘and
is unable to procreate. See ਬਾਂਝ.

ਬੰਥਿਪ [béthp] See ਬੰਧਪ. “gordev béthp sahodra .”—ba van.
ਬੰਧੁ [bédhu] See ਬੰਧ. 2 limit, period, boundary.

bédhej anutho.”—GPS. 2 fixed customary
wage/allowance/Share. 3 restriction, prohibition.

ਬੰਧ੍ਯ [bédhy] adj ﬁt for binding.
ਬੰਧ੍ਯਾ [bédhya] See ਬਾਂਝ and ਬੰਥਿਅਾ.

ਬੰਧ੍ਯਾਪਨ [bédhyapan] n barrenness, sterility,
infertility; one who is unable to give birth to an
offspring; the main reasons for sterility are
absence of uterus or its small size, closure of

its opening, displacement of umbilious from its
original place, boil or ulcer within the womb,
obesity, disorder in semen tubes, syphlis gonorrhoea, marriage at an early age etc.
As some females suffer from this problem
of infertility, similarly about twenty percent
males also do not have their semen effective
and capable enough to induce pregnancy. They
solemnise marriage without exposing their impotence and do not blame themselves for their

sexual weakness. See ਨਪੁੰਸਕਤਾ.
If a woman does not have a husband
matching with her height, physique and nature
and also if they do not have mutual understand-
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ing, then she can not conceive to deliver to a
child.
The semen from both the male and female
spouses be placed over water to observe
whose semen ﬂoats on the surface of water
and does not sink. This semen is defective.
The concerned spouse must consult an
experienced doctor for curing this defect.
One must take aphrodisiac medicines and
refrain from sexual intercourse during the

treatment. See ਅਠਰਾਹਾ and ਨਪੁੰਸਕਤਾ.

ਬੰਧ੍ਯਘੁਤ੍ਵ [bédhayaputr] n impossibility, unex—
pected matter; like giving birth to a child by an
infertile woman is an impossible thing.

ਬੰਨ [[)ਟੈਮੋ] Skt ਵਟੰ. 11 colour. 2 paste applied for
massaging the body ofthe bridegroom to render his skin fair. This paste is prepared-with
oil, barley flour and turmeric.

ਬੰਕ੍ਯਾ [bénra] one on whose body the paste of
oil, barley flour and turmeric is applied — bridegroom; one who weds the bride.

ਬੰਨਾ [[)ਟੈਸ੍ਯ] Skt n boundary, limit. 2 embankment, bank. “maute da béna evs dIss, jIU dar—
iava dhaha.”—s farid. 3 portion Ofa ﬁeld near
the boundary ofa cultivated ﬁeld, reserved for
cattle to graze.i“kIse ks siv béna rolu nahi.”
—m 4 var bIIa. 4 Shelter, refuse. “parmesarI

dIta b5na.”~sor m 5. 5 bridegroom. 6 The
word béna has also been used for bénha. See

words ਪੁਰੀਆ and ਭੁਖਿਆ.
ਬੰਨ'ਚਸੀ [bénarsil Kashi. See ਬਨਾਰਸੀ. “dhor

ਧ੍ਯਰਥ

ਬੰਨ੍ਹਣ' [bénhna] v bind, tie. 2 restrict, stop,
hinder.

ਬੰ'ਨ੍ਹਿ [ਮੂਟੈਸ਼ਜਿ਼ਗ਼ੁ],ਬੰਨ੍ਹੀ [bénhi] by fastening. “bénhl
uthai potli.”—--s farid. 2 Ski ਕਢਿ- )7 fire. “kho

pan bénhI pani.”—N1’. 3 illusion. 4 566ਚਿਤੁਕ 3.
ਬੰਬ [béb] n echoing sound produced on the
wardrum. “jit ki béb baji tab-hi.”—I<rIsan.
2 fame, importance. “baharI bhai na b5b.”—s
kabir. 3 water stream, water flow. “nIksi nir
bféb barIai.”—GPS. 4 Dg kettledrum, ward-

rum.
‘
ਬੰਬਰੈਣ [bébren] Skt ਬਭ੍ਰਰੇਣੁ. dust of red colour.
“ਘੀ bébrené. Chuhi sis g8135.”—-I<alki.

ਬੰਬਲ [b5bal] )1 bunch of silk attached to the
corner of an object or on someone’s head.
2 frill, fringe.
ਬੰਬਲਾ [})ਟੈਠਿ18],ਬੰਥਲਿਆਲਾ [[ਰ੍ਟੈਠਿ1ਗ਼ੁ81੩],ਬੰਬਾਲ [bébal]

adjhaving silken or golden tied ends. “barchi
b5blIali.”—C;§di 3.

“kar mahI

tomar

b5blIala.”—-GPS. “kI bébal neje.”—-paras. Sec

ਸਸਤੁ.
ਬੰਬੀ [})ਟੈਸ਼ਿ] ant-hill, mound raised by white-ants.
See ਬਰਮੀ 4.
ਬੰਬੀਹਾ [bébiha] n one who is searching for water
… rainbird. 2 sense — seeker of knowledge,
spiritual or religious. 3 a village situated at a
distance of about two kohs to the north west
of Kaljhrani in Patiala state. Guru Gobind Singh
arrived in this village while passing through
Malwa.

ਬੰਬੂਰ [bébur], ਬੰਬੂਲ [bébul] See ਬਬੂਲ.

dhovét phIrahI ajahu bénarsi as pasa. ”—mala

ਬੰਬੋਲੀ [bébeli] See ਦੋਂਤੇ ਜੀ.

raVIdas.

ਬੰਸੀ [})ਟੈਧਪਂ], ਬੰਸੀਆਂ [});ਤੁਘਾਂਹੇ] subcaste oqujjars,
also named as ਭੰਮੀ. “kalu cau b5mia."—-BG.

ਬੰਨਿ [})ਟੈਸ਼੍ਯ] adv by tying, by imprisoning. “kISE
na dei bénI.”—majh barahmaha. “age dIta
bénI.”—s farid. 2 see ਬੰਨ੍ਹਿਬੰਨੁ []੭ਟੈ110] See ਬੰਨ.

ਬੰਨੋ ਦੀ ਬੀੜ [béno di bir] See ਗ੍ਰੰਥਸਾਹਿਬ and ਬੰਨੋ ਭਾੲੀ.
ਬੰਨੋ ਭਾੲੀ [béno bhai] See ਗ੍ਰੰਥਸਾਹਿਬ and ਮਾਂਗਟ.
ਬੰਨ੍ਹ [bénh] See ਬੰਧ. 2 See ਮੁੰਦ.

ਬੰਮੁ [bému] four-faced Brahma. “isu bému ganu
dhanu dharat hie cahI jiu.”—sav€ye m 4 ke.
2 Pkt and M short for ਬ੍ਰਹ੍ਮ.
ਧ੍ਯਸਨ [byasan] See ਵ੍ਯਸਨ.
ਧ੍ਯਥਾ [byatha] See ਵ੍ਯਥਾ,
ਬਯਰਥ [byarath] See ਵ੍ਯਰਥ.

83v
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ਕ੍ਯਾ [bya] part without, except, sans. “mIle bya

n3 jana.”—carItr 228. _2 866 ਬਿਆ.
ਬਜਾਸ [byas] See ਬਿਆਸ. “jab bhayo an krIsnavtar. tab bhae byas mukh an car.”—braham.
‘Brahma (with four faces) became Vyas.’

ਬ੍ਰਹਮ

ﬁght another elephant.’
ਬਜਾਲਾ [byala] army of elephants.—sanama.

ਬ੍ਯੂਹ [byuh] See ਵਯੂਹ.

ਬ੍ਯੂਹਨਿ [byuhanI] of troops/groups/army.—sanama.

ਕ੍ਯਾਸਾਸਨਿ [bayasasanI] one who sits on the ਜ੍ਯੋ'ਤ [by6t] n plan, scheme. 2 low boundary
seat of Vyas. “byasasanI sukvakt te.”~carItr lines between the ﬁelds. 3 division, departmnnt,
section. “jib neh geh nahI byot ban.”—aka1.
196.
ਬਜ਼ਾਸੁ [byasu] See ਬਿਆਸ 4. “gun gave munI
byasu.”—saveye m 1 ke.
ਬਯਾਰ [byah] See ਵਿਵਾਹ.

4 cutting ofcloth (for stitching).
ਬਯੇਂਮ [byom] 866 ਵਜੋਮ.
ਥੂ.

ਜ੍ਯੋਰਾ [byora] description, detail;
ਧ੍ਯਾਹਾਦ੍ਹੀ [byahadri] In Dasam Granth this word ਬਰੰਗ [byég] See ਵਯੰਗਯ. “sunke byég bacan de
is occasionally written as ਬਜਾਹਾਦ੍ਹੀ or ਬੈਹਾਦ੍ਹੀ etc.

jani.”—NP.

They have their root in ਧ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਫ੍ਰੀ. resident ofthe
hilly area, from where Vipasa river rises, i.e.
resident ofKullu area. Uhas replaced ‘ਸ’. “byahadri sagle mIl kope.”'—carItr 52.
ਧ੍ਯਾਰਿਤਾ [byahIta] See ਵਿਵਾਹਿਤਾ.
ਧ੍ਯ'ਕਰਣ [byakaran] 866 ਬਿਆਕਰਣ.

ਬਜੰਜਨ [byéjan] See ਬਿੰਜਨ and ਵਯੰਜਨ.

ਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਰੇਘੁ [bayaghra],83*llﬁ [byaghri] 866ਵ੍ਯ'ਘੁ and
ਵ੍ਯਾਪ੍ਰੀ.
ਧ੍ਯਾਧ [byadh] See ਵ੍ਯਾਧ.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮ [braham] Skt (ਕੁਛ. vr develop, increase)
ਕ਼ਵ੍ਰਸਜ੍. n the ultimate Beinggthe Creator, God,
the true Master. “braham diss brahamu su—
nie.”—bIIa m 5. “braham bidahI te brahma—
na.”——m 3 var bIIa. 2 gist, conclusion, summary. 3 Brahmin, the ﬁrst caste of the Hindus. “kahﬁ sekh braham sarup.”—aka1. “kI
chatré Chatri he. kI brahmé sarupe.”-japu.

ਧ੍ਯਾਧਿ [byath], ਧ੍ਯਾਧੀ [byadhi] disease, ailment.
See ਵ੍ਯਥਿ. “byath Uparan sété.”—gatha.

ਧ੍ਯ'ਨੀ [byani] gave birth to, calved (for cattle).
“garabhvati hve byani.”—carI tr 2 3 9.
ਧ੍ਯ’ਪਣਾ [byapna] occur, spread, extend. 2 affect, influence.

ਬਜਾਪਤ [byapat] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਪ੍ਰ. adj expanded, extended. “byapat dekhie jagat.”——saveye m 5 ke.
ਧ੍ਯ'ਪਤਿ [byapatI] ਵ੍ਯਾਪ੍ਰਿ. n sense of expanding.
2 in logic, simultaneous occurrence of cause
and effect; as ﬁre always exists in smoke.

ਬਸੰਜਨਾ [byéjna] See ਵ੍ਯਲ਼ਾਜਨਾ.
ਬਸੰਤ [byét] See ਬੇਅੰਤ. “byét byét [))/ਬੈਠਿ 1<0 karét
path pekhIe.”-—aka1.

ਬ੍ਰਸਪਤ [braspat], ਬ੍ਰਹਸਪਤਿ [brahaspatI] See
ਕ੍ਤਿਸ਼ਾਤਿ.

4 four-faced god Brahma. “braham japyo aru
$5)th thapyo .”— VN. “braham kamalputu min
bIasa.”—kan a m 4. 5 Brahmin, who performs
sacriﬁcial ﬁre-ritual in the name of Brahma.
866,ਰਿਤ੍ਵਜ. 6 Ved. “péde! esa braham bicar.”
——asa m 1. 7 deity, worthy of worship. “pujan

ਧ੍ਯਾਪਾਰ [byapar] trade, business, see ਬਿਆਪਾਰ.

cali brahamtha1.”—bas§tramanéd. 8 medita-

ਧ੍ਯ'ਮਾਨ [byaman] Skt ਵ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ-ਮਾਨ. length measuring two yards; unit of length equal to two yards.

tion. 9 short for ਬੁਹਮਰਿਸਿ. “sur nar dev braham
brahmadIk.”——dev m 5. 10 See ਬੁਹਮੁ. 11 In
the JanamSakhi the word ਬ੍ਰਹਮ has also been
used forfEBBTU'TH (Ibrahim). “t5 sekh braham
akhIa.”—JSBB. ‘then Sheikh Ibrahim said.’

See ਬਿਅਾਮਾਨ.
ਬਜਾਰ [byar] See ਬਯਾਰਿ.
ਧ੍ਯ'ਲ [byal] See ਬਿਅਾਲ. 2 elephant. “18 kar byal
56 byal bajavat.”—c5d1' 1. ‘making an elephant

See ਸੇਖ ਬ੍ਰਹਮ.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਅਗਨਿ
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ਬ੍ਰਹਮਅਗਨਿ [brahamaganl] ﬁre in the form of
ultimate self-realisation, enlightenment. “kalu
jalo braham-agni jare.”—gau a m 1 . 2 arrogance

borne of asceticism. “braharh—aganl ke luthe.”
—bas§t1<ab1'r.
^
ਬੁਹਮਸਮਾਜ [brahamsamaj] See ਬੁਹਜ੍ਯਾਜ੍ਯ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮ ਸੇਖ [braham sekh] Sheikh Ibrahim. See

ਫਰੀਦ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਹੋਮ [brahamhom] ﬁre-worship performed
to quench vanity. “SIkkh chudhator ke mukh
pavan. brahamhom yahI bhalo suhavan.”—NP.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਕਉਚ [brahomkauc] Skt ਬੁਹਥਿੰਵਚ. spiritual

text describing the names of goddess Durga
given by Brahma to Markanday Rishi, as a

protector of the body.I “tahﬁ hi parhyo he brahamkauc hﬁ ko jap he.”—c5d1' 1.

'

ਬ੍ਰਹਮ ਕਮਲ [braham kamal] See ਰਸਾਦੰ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਕਰਮ [brahamkaram] Skt ਬੁਰ੍ਯਕਮੰਨ੍. n activities prescribed in the Veds (Brahma). 2 deed
peformed relating to Braham. “brahamanh
s§gI Udhrané, brahamkaram jI puranah.”—sa~97
has m 5. “je janaSI brahamékarma.
—Var asa.
ਬੁਹਮਕਵਚ [brahamkavac] See ਬੁਹਮਕਉਚ.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਕੁਮਾਰ [brahamkumar] sons of Brahma—

Sanakadi etc. 2 river Brahamputar. See ਬੁਹ-[ਪੁ'ਤ੍ਵ .
“brahamkumar ki dhar hajar.”—carItr 11 0.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਖਾਂਲੋਦੀ [brahamxﬁ lodi] Ibrahim Khan Lodi.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਿਗਆਤਾ [brahamgIata] ਬੁਜ੍ਯ ਗਜ਼ਾਤ੍ਰਿ. one who
knows the Ultimate Reality.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਗਿਅਾਨ [brahamgIan] ਬੁਹ੍'ਮਗਜ਼ਾਨ. the highest spiritual knowledge.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਗਿਅਾਨੀ [brahamgIani] ਬ੍ਰਹ੍ਮਗਜ਼ਾਨੀ. one who
possesses the highest spiritual knowledge. “bra—
hamgIani soda samdarsi.”—-sukhmani.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਗਿਆਨੁ [brahamgIanU] See ਬੁਹਮਗਿਅਾਨ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਗਯ [brahamagy] See ਬੁਹਜ੍ਯ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਚਜੁ [brahamcaju], ਬ੍'ਹਮਚਰਜ [brahamcaraj]
ਬੁਹਖੰਚਯੰ . wandering for the study of the Veds,
‘T he text of this spiritual formula (Braham Kavach) is

written in the beginning ofDurga Path.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਦਾਸ
studying (learning) by controlling one's pas—
sions. “brahamcarI brahamcaju kina.”—maru
m 5. 2 ﬁrst ofthe four stages of life. See ਚਾਰ

ਆਸ਼੍ਰਮ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਚਾਰਿ [brahamcarI], ਬ੍ਰਹਮਚਾਰੀ [brahamcari]
ਬੁਹ-ਪੋਂਚਾਰੀ. wandering to acquire knowledge of
the Veds. 2 practising celibacy by controlling
the passions.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਜੌਗ [brahamjog], ਬ੍ਰਹਮਜੌਗ਼ੁ [brahamjogu]
meditation by uniting one's mind with the Al-

mighty. “karI bhekh na paie brahamjogo.”
~kan portal m 5. 2 ‘union with the ultimte
Reality.’
-

ਬੁਹਮਟਿਅਾ [brahmatla] gm—mzw. dwelling place/
abode of the Creator, world, universe. “kudratI kim na paI alakh brahmatIa.”—‘m 5 var
ram 2.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਠਾਇ [brahamthaI] temple, abode of God,
See ਬੁਹਮ 7. 2 pure consciousness. 3 company
ofvirtuous persons, religious congregation.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਡੰਡ [brahamdéd] brahmchari’s, heavy stick.
2 spinal cord, backbone. 3 punishment proclaimed by a Brahmin to a sinner. “brahamdéd
tIh puch karavahu.”—carrtr 3 70.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਣ [brahman] Brahmin, scholar. “so brah—
man, jo bids: braham.”—sava m I .

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਣੀ [brahmni] wife of a Brahmin; woman
belonging to the Brahmin caste. “jo tu brahmenu brahmni jaIa.”——gau kabir. “adham cédali
bhai brahmni.”—asa m 5. See ਅਧਮਚੰਡਾਲੀਂ.

2 Brahma’s strength, Brahma’s wife. “tohi
brahmni bssnavi.”—krrsan.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਣੁ [brahmanu] See ਬ੍ਰਹਮਣ.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਣੇਂਸ [brahmanes] ਬ੍ਰਾਹ੍ਮਣ-ੲੀਸ਼ chief of the
Brahmins, supreme Brahmin. 2 Brahma, the

four-faced God.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਤੁ [brahmatu] Brahminism. “brahamo bide
tIs da brahmetu rahe.”—m 3 var sor.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਦਾਸ [brahamdas] a Kashmiri Brahmin,
worshipper of Vishnu, who became a devotee
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oquru Nanak Dev during the latter’s visit to
Kashmir. The Guru appointed him a preacher
ofhis doctrine.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਬੀਚਾਰ [brahambicar] meditation upon the

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਧਿਆਨ [brahamthan] meditation for knowl-

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਭੋਜ [brahambhoj] feast served to the Brah-

edge of the Ultimate Reality.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਧਿਅਾਨੀਂ [brahamdhlani] ਬੁਹਮਧ੍ਯ'ਨੀ. one Who
meditates for the knowledge of the Ultimate
Reality.

mins; food prepared to serve to the Brahmins.
“brahambhoj kino pur téhi.”—NP.

ultimate Reality, self-introspection. “brahambicar bicare kOI.”—ram m 5.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਮੁਹੂਰਤ [braham—muhurat] auspicious time
for the recitation of the Veds. 2 period of two

ਬੁਹਮਧਿਅਾਨੁ [brahamthanU] See ਬੁਹਮਧਿਅਾਨ.

quarters before sunrise. See ਦੇਵੀ ਭਾਗਵਤ ਸਕੰਧ

ਬੁਹਮਨ [brahman] Brahmin. 2 Self—realisation.

] ], ch 2. early morning. “braham-muhurat syam
uthé, uthI nhaI hrIdE harIdhyan dhar'é.”

ਬ੍ਰਗਗਿੰਧ੍ਰ [brahamnIrédhra] the tenth openin g. “brahamnIrédhra k0 phor munis ki jotI su
jotI ke maddh mIlani.”—datt. the practitioners
of Yog regard it a miracle of Yog to cease to
live by breaking asunder the tenth opening.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਪਾਤੀ [brahampati] See ਬੁਹਮੁ 4.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਪੁਤ੍ਵ [brahamputr] 'See ਬੁਹਪ੍ਰਪੁਤ੍ .

—1<rIsan.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਰਿਖੀ [brahamrIkhi] See ਬੁਹਪ੍ਰਾਰਿਖੀ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਰਿਖੀ ਦੇਸ [brahamrIkhi des] See ਬੁਹ-[ਰਿਖੀ ਦੇਸ਼.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਚੰਧ੍ਰ [brahamrédhra] ਬ੍ਰਰ੍ਯਚੰਧ੍ਰ. tenth open—

ing. “jotI jotI bIkhe rali taj brahamrédhra
utal.”—C5di 2. See ਬੁਗਗਿੰਧ੍ਰ.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਪੁਰ [brahampur] ਬੁਹਮਪੁਰੀ [brahampuri] a ਬ੍ਰਹਮਲੇਂਕ [brahamlok] mythical abode of Brahtown of Chanda district in Central India, situ-

ated at a distance of seventy-seven miles from
Chanda. Guru Nanak Dev arrived in this village during his mission of salvaging humanity.
2 Brahma’s world; Brahma’s abode, thought

to be situated on Sumeru hills. “brahampuri
nIhcalu nahi rahna.”—gau a m 5. 3 See

ਸਾਲਿਬਾਹਨ.
ਬ੍ਰਗ-[ਬਾਣੀ [brahambani] utterance or writing of
the Guru. 2 idea born in spiritual conscience
through the encouragement of the Creator.
3 utterance or composition of Brahma, the Veds.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਬਾਦ [brahambad] See ਬੁਹ-{ਵ'ਦ-

ਬ੍ਰਹਮ ਬਿਚਾਰ [braham bIcar] introspection meditation overthe Divine.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਬਿੰਦੁ [brahambidu] Per the Simirities, the
drop of water emitted from the mouth during
the recitation ofthe Veds. 2 semen present in
the bodies of living beings gifted by the Creator. “brahambidu te sabh utpati.”—gau kabir.
3 water. “brahambidu te sabh opatI hoi.”
—bh£r m 3.

ma, dwelling place ofBrahma 0n Sumeru Hills.
“brahamlok aru rudrlok ai fdrlok tedhaI.”
-gujm 5.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਵਾਦੀ [brahamvadi] See ਬੁਰਜ਼ਵਾਜ਼ੀ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਵਿਦ [brahamVId] See ਬੁਹ-[ਵਿਢ਼
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਾ [brahma] Brahma. four-faced Creator.
According to the Purans, Brahma created the
world. It is one among the trinity (three gods).
“prIthme brahma kale gharI aIa.”—gaua m 1.
2 See ਬੁਹਮਾ 2. 3 Brahmin. “braham janat te brahma.”—ba van. “kale brahma, menu hs dhoti.”

-asa m 1.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਾੲੀ [brahmai] Skt ਬੁਹਪੈਂਵ. only Brahma. “5g
5g sukhdai puran brahmai.”—sar Chét m 5.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਾਸਨ [brahmasan] stage of inner consciousness identical with the Creator, stability as a
stage ofself-realisation. “gurmukhI 55>th mIl
brahmasan bIsram.”—BGK.'

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਾਂਡ [brahméd] ਬ੍ਰਰ੍ਯ-ਅੱਡ. egg of Brahma.
spherical world. astronomical world and geography. 2 There is an anecdote told in Manu
Simriti and the Purans that a golden (coloured)
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egg was laid before the creation of the world.
After two thousand years, it burst to give birth
to seven upper worlds and seven lower worlds.

On this subject see ਛਾਂਦੇਗਯ ਉਪਨਿਸ਼ਦ section 19.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮਾਣੀ [brahmani] wife of Brahma.
ਬੁਹਮਾਦਿਕ [brahmadIk] all deites beginning from
Brahma. “brahmadIk sankadI sekh gun étu
na pae.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮੀਸ਼ਾਹ [brahmisah] See ਬਹਮੀਂਸ਼ਾਹ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮੁ [brahamu] See ਬੁਹਮ. 2 soul, individual soul.

“5tarI brahamu na cinai.”—m 3 var sri. 3 Veds.
“gurmukhI bani brahamu he.”—sri m 3.

4 Brahma, four-faced god. “brahamu pati
bIsanU dari phulb sékardeu.”'—asa kabir.
5 vital air, breath. “tal ka brahamu le gaganI
caravs.”—asa ਰਿਸ਼ਿ;ਬ੍ਰਹਮੇਟਿਆ [brahmetIa] See ਬੁਹਮਟਿਆ. “nadriaIa
Iku saga] brahmetIa.”—m 5 var guj 2. ‘It appeared as one throughout the whole world.’

. ਬ੍ਰਹਮੇਵਾ [brahmeva] ਬੁਹ-{ਥਾਂ-ਇਵ like Brahma, similar to Brahma. “bharme sxdh sadhak brahmeva.”—ba van.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮੰਸ [brahmés] sage of the universe. “kotI
ustatI jaki karat brahmés.”—bh£r a m 5. 2 son
of Brahma — Sankadi.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮੰਡ [brahméd] See ਬੁਹਮਾਂਡ. “kotI brahméd ko
thakur suami.”—sor m 5.

ਬ੍ਰਹਮੰਡਸ [1੭੮911111ਟੋਵ੍135] breath of the universe,
vital air of humanity in the world. “brahmédas

hs.”—japu.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮੰਡਨਿਕੇਤਾ [brahméanketa] adj having the
whole world as his dwelling place. (abode);

omnipresent Creature. “bha'yajman brahmédnIketa.”—NP.

ਬੁਗਡਿਇਿਕੈ ਈਸ਼ [brahmédalkz is] lord of all worlds,
god of all the worlds. “male brahm§da1ke is.”
4bh£rk3bi11
ਬ੍ਰਹਮੰਡੇ [brahméde] within the world, in the uni'ਕਫ੍ਸ ਧਕਂ ਗੀ: man ਸ਼੍ਯਜ੍ਯ: W ਰੋ.
—vrrhatsatotr ratanakar.

ਬ੍ਰਰ੍ਯਸਂਮਾਜ

verse. “jo brahméde soi pide.”—dhana pipa.
ਬ੍ਰਹਮੰਨ [1੭੮911ਧ1ਟੈ21] See ਬੁਹਸ਼੍ਯ.

ਬੁਰਾ! [brahm] See ਬੁਹਮ.
ਬ੍ਰਹ-ਟ੍ਰਾਸਮਾਜ [brahmsamaj] a sect founded by a
Bengali Brahmin Raja Ram Mohan Rai on
August 20, 1828 AD, which was further pro-

moted and developed by Keshav Chandar Sen
of the Vaidy dynasty.z The principles laid down
by Brahm Samaj are:
(1) God is one, none is equal to Him. He is
the only one who creates and sustains the
whole world. He is all-powerful, all-preyading, favourite ofall, doingjustiee to every one,
almighty, providing true pleasure and liberation to all.
(2) Human-being is indestructible and
grows to inﬁnity, but accountable to God for
his deeds.
(3) It is not proper to worship an object,
that has been created by God. No holy scripture and holyman is free from any ﬂaw and
hence cannot be the means to take on the path
ofsalvation. Righteousness is the divine utterance for the people in this world. They should
respect and adopt truth from the sacred texts
, and utterances of their respectable elders and
the holy scriptures of their community.
(4) God is father of all and all persons are
brothers and sisters of one another.
(5) God provides reward to those who perform virtuous deeds and punishes others for

evil deeds, but this punishment is always for
our welfare and is momentary and not a permanent one.

(6) Forsaking sinful life and vowing in the
heart of hearts to renounce the performance
2Raja Ram Mohan Rai was born in 1774 and he died on
28'“ September, 1833 at Birmingham, England. and

Keshav Chandar was born on l9"‘ November, 1838 and
he died on 8… January l884.

fm—
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ofevil deeds is atonement ofone’s sins. To be
honest and pure per the desire ofthe Almighty
is true salvation.

ਬ੍ਰਰ੍ਯਸਾਚਿਥ [brahmsath] See ਬੁਹਜ਼ੂਟਾ.
ਬ੍ਰਹਪ੍ਰੰਸੂਤ੍ਰ [brahmsutr] Vedic spiritual formula
elucidating the Ultimate Reality; Vedantshastar

written by Vyas. 2 the sacred thread worn by
the twice-bom at the time ofthe recitation of
the Veds.
ਬੁਹਪਿੰਸੂ [brahmhast] See ਸਰੋਅਾ.

through a channel dug with the help ofNirban
Pritam Dass. He also set up a monastery on
the outskirts ofAmritsar in Sammat 1881. His
disciples were popularly known as Bawa Braham Sahib. The banyan tree became popular
with this name. He used to meditate while sit—

ting under this tree. See ਪ੍ਰੀਤਮਦਾਸ਼
ਬ੍ਰਹ-[ਰਾਤ੍ਰਿ [brahmratrI] one night of Brahma;
per the Purans this is equal to 216000000 years.

ਬ੍ਰਹਇਿਖੀ [brahmrIkhi] ਬ੍ਰਹ-[ਸਿੰ a sage, having

2 murderer of a person who has attained self
realisation.

knowledge of the Veds. 2 a holyman who has
attained self-realisation; a saint who possesses the highest spiritual knowldge.

ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਗਯ [brahmagy] Skt ਕ਼ਵ੍ਯਰ੍ਹ. enlightened be-

ਬ੍ਰਹਇਿਖੀਦੇਸ਼ [brahmrIkhi des] ਬੁਹ-[ਸਿੰ ਦੇਸ਼ dwell-

ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਹਤਯਾ [brahmhatya] killing ofa Brahmin.

ing who has known Brahma.

ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਘੂ [brahmghna] who kills a Brahmin. 2 murderer of a person who has attained self-realisation.

ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਚਯੰ [brahmcary] See ਬੁਹਮਚਰਜ.
ਲ਼ੀਬ੍ਰਹਜ੍ਯ [brahmdas] See ਬ੍ਰਹਮਦਾਸ
ਬ੍ਰਹ-[ਦ੍'ਵ [brahmdrav] n Ganges. It is an ancient
anecdote that Vishnu was so pleased on listening to the rag sung by Shiv that the he melted like water, which resulted in the rise of
Ganges. river of gods.

ing place ofsaints having the highest spiritual
knowledge — India; Hindustan. 2 According
to the views ofancient writers of Sanskrit, the
territories ruled over by kings Kuru, Matasya,
Panchal and Sursen i.e. the area of Kurukshetar, Delhi,Alwar and Mathura. See ਬੁਹ-ਲ਼ਾ'ਵਰਤ.

ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਰੂਪਕ [brahmrupak] See ਚੰਚਲਾ 5.
ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਵਾਦ [brahmvad] description of self-realisation, narration of the Ultimate Reality.

ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਵਾਦੀ [brahmvadi] ਕ਼ਫ੍ਸ੍ਯਹਂਯਿ. one who recites the praise of the Creator; man who has

ਬ੍ਰਰ੍ਯਨ੍ਯ [brahmanay] of a Brahmin. 2 practitioner of Veds; one practising Veds. 3 one who

attained self—realisation and preaches spiritual knowledge. 2 vedantic, monotheist.

has regard for the Brahmins, one having attachment with the Biahmins. 4 Brahmin’s religion.
ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਪੁਭ੍ਰ [brahmputr] a river, rising from Tibet
and ﬂowing for about 1800 miles through Ben-

ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਵਿਦ [brahmVId] ਜ਼ਡ੍ਸਬਿਟ੍. one having the

gal and Assam, to merge in the ocean. 2 terri-

ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਧਾਤ੍ਰ [brahmastra] weapon presented by

tory on the banks of river Brahmputar.
ਬ੍ਰਹ-{ਬੂ'ਟਾ [brahambuta] a banyan tree planted
by Bawa Braham Sahib, situated in the northeast corner of the holy pond in Harimandir
Sahib Amritsar. Bawa Santokh Dass was a
renowned saint of the sect founded by Sangat
Sahib (Bhai Pheru Sacci Darhi), who brought
water into the holy pond from river Ravi

highest spiritual knowledge.
ਬੁਹਰ੍ਗਾਂ [brahma] See ਬ੍ਰਹਮਾ. 2 a Brahmin practis-

ing sacriﬁces as per the rituals. See ਰਿਤ੍ਵਜ
Brahma; Brahma‘s arrow.

ਬ੍ਰਹਤ੍ਯਾ [brahmaksar] spiritual text providing

knowledge of the Ultimate Reality. i.e. ਓਅੰ,

ੴ
ਬ੍ਰਹ-[ਥੋਂਡ [brahméid] See ਬੁਹਮਾਂਡ.
ਬ੍ਰਕ੍ਯਾਵਰਤ [brahmavarat], ਬੁਹ-ਸ਼ਾ'ਵਤੰ [brahmavart]
territory between rivers Sarasvati and Ghaghar
(Drishadvati), which is 56 miles long and 20-
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40 miles wide. 2According to Manu, the terri-

tory surrounded by Sarasvati, Ghaghar and
Ganges.‘

ਬ੍ਰਹ-ਜੋ ਪ੍ਰਿਤ [brahmi ghrIt] See ਬ੍ਰਾਹ-ਸੇ ਮ੍ਰਿਤ
ਬੁਕਤ [brakatl See ਵਿਰਕਤ.
ਬ੍ਰਜ [braj] See ਵੁਜ.
ਬ੍ਰਜਨ [brajan] See ਵ੍ਰਜਨ.
ਬ੍ਰਣ [bran] Skt ਵੁਣ. n wound, injury.
ਬੁਣੀ [brani] adjwounded, injured.
ਬ੍ਰਤ [brat] Skt ਵ੍ਰਤ. n fast, mode of performing
some virtuous deed. 2 religious vow. 3 See

ਬਰਤ 3.
ਬ੍ਰਤਕਾਰੀ [bratkari] ਕ਼ਰਧ੍ਯਯਿ, one who is on fast;

fasting person; follower of a religious vow.
2 one who remains on fast; one who observes
fasting.

ਬ੍ਰਤਚਾਰੀ [bratcari] ਕਰਥਇਿਜ੍. one who observes
rules and regulations offasting. 2 dutiful per-

son.
ਬ੍ਰਤਧਾਥੀ [bratdhari] lawful person, law-abiding
person. 2 n Vishnu. “jaI tahé, jahi hf: bratdhari.”—krrsan.

ਬ੍ਰਤਲਾਕਾਰ [bratlakar], ਬੁਤਲਾਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ [bratlakrItI] adj
having circular shape; spherical, round. “bratlakar badan hs.”—GPS. “bratlakrItI math jan—
yopars.”—GPS.
'
ਬ੍ਰਤੁਲ [bratul] See ਞਰਤੁਲ,

ਬ੍ਰਤੌਤਮ [bratotam] sage observing fast as a spiritual rule. “paI bratotam k0 taroni.”—carrtr
114. ‘woman who follows sage Sringi.’
ਬ੍ਰਨ [bran] See ਵੁਣ. 2 caste, class. “Ikbran raha
n9 kOI.”—k911<i.
ਬ੍ਰਮਾਉ [bramau] See ਬਰਮਾਉ.
ਬ੍ਰਾਹ [brah] See ਵਰਾਹ-

ਬ੍ਰ'ਹਣੀਂ [brahnI] having the appearance of a
pig. “tumi brahni hve hIrénach maryo.”
—krIsan.
'ਜ੍ਯਵ੍ਥਰੀਟ੍ਰਧਟੁਟਧੀਵੇਂਰ੍ਯਟ੍ਧੀਹਂਦ੍ਜ੍ਯਸ੍ਰ

ਰਂ ਟ੍ਰੇਥਜਿਜਿੰਰਂ ਡ਼ੇਵ੍ਯ‘ ਕ਼ਫ੍ਸਜ਼ਾਕਰੋਂ WEE}.
——manua2 5 17.
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ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮ [braham] See ਬ੍ਰਾਹਪ੍ਰ.

ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ [brahman], ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣੁ [brahmanu] Brahmin, one who recites the Veds. 2 one who has
knowledge of the Creator. “so brahmano. braham jo bide.”——sri a m 3. “jo braham bicarz‘. so
brahmanu kahiatu he hamars.”--~gau kabir.
3 progeny of Brahma -- Brahmin; first ofthc
four Hindu castes. “brahman khatri sud vss

car varan.”—g5d m 4. 4 See ਬੁਯੁਰਿੰ.
ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮੀ [brahmi] Brahma’s strength, wife of
Brahma. “SIvi vasvi brahmi rIdthkupa.”
—c§di 2. 2 Parvati. 3 Sarasvati. 4 an ancient

script from which Devnagri has developed to
its modern stage.
ਬ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯ [brahm] adjrelating to Brahm; pertaining
to Brahm. 2 relating to the Veds, pertaining to
the Veds. 3 ofthe Brahmin.
ਬ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯਣ [brahman] See ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ. 2 the first among
four Hindu castes. Brahmins are divided into
many subcastes; but their main subcastes are
ten — ﬁve Gaurhs viz Kanyakubaj, Sarasvat.
Gaurh, Maithil and Utkai; five Dravids——»Ma-

harashtar, Telang, Dravid, Karnat and Gurjar.
3 section ofthe Veds which regards spiritual
texts as written by many saintly scholars.
Many modes ofperfoming rituals and reciting
mantars on appropriate occasions are ex-

plained for them.
ਬ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯਣ ਦੇ ਧਰਮ [brahman de dharam] “59m dam
tap aru 53c sadahi. sétI sil sétokh gahahi. ko-

macht sétat subhgyana. VIsanUparayan krI—
panIdhana. sada saty bolt mrIdobani. tryodas dharam VIpr ke jani.”—bharat.
ਬ੍ਰ'ਹ-{ਣੀ [brahmni] wife ofa Brahmin, woman

belonging to the Brahmin caste.
ਬ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯਧਰਮ [brahmdharam] religion of Brahm
Samaj. 2 religious codes prescribed in the
Veds. 3 Sikh religion.
ਬ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯ ਮੁਹੂਰਤ [brahm muhurat] See ਬੁਹਮ ਮੁਹੂਰਤ.

ਬ੍ਰਾਹਜੋ ਮ੍ਰਿਤ [brahmi ghrIt] See ਸਿਰੜ.

ਬ੍ਰ’ਡਫ਼ੁਟ
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ਬ੍ਰਾਡਫ਼ੁ’ਟ [bradphut] Major George Broadfoot.
He was appointed agent to the Governor General of Punjab in September 1844 prior to the
Anglo Sikh wars. He was against the Sikhs
from the core of his heart. Due to some misunderstanding he reported against raja Devendar Singh, the ruler of Nabha state during
the ﬁrst war against Sikhs, which resulted in
the capture of one-fourth of his state by the
British leading to his dethronement.
Broadfoot was killed in the battle of Fer-

kidnapped his wife Tara and thus there en—
sued a battle between them. This battle was
called Tarkamy. Shukar, Rudar and many more
demons came to help Moon while lndar and
other deities supported Brihaspati. It was such
a pitched battle that the entire universe began
to shake. The worried earth approached Brahma for help. Then Brahma restored Tara to
Brahspati. Tara had already given birth to a
male child, who was claimed by both Moon

He was replaced by Sir Henry Lawrence as
agent to the Governor General.
ਬ੍ਰਾਡ [brat] Skt ਵ੍ਰ'ਤ. group, community, gang.
“kevat bic bare mIl brata.”——NI’. ‘all the boatmen went in.’ 2 See ਬਰਾਤ.
ਬ੍ਰਾਮ੍ਹਣ [bramhan] See ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ and ਬ੍ਰਾਹਰਿੰ.

and Brihaspati as their son. Brahma then asked
Tara to tell the truth about the paternity of the
child. She admitted that he was the son of
Moon. The child was named Buddh and was
handed over to Moon.
There is a unique legend in Bhagwat and
Matsy Puran that the deities churned the ocean
with the help ofBrihaspati. Brihaspati was also

ਬ੍ਰਿਜ [brIs] Skt ਰ੍ਵਬ੍. vr rain, irrigate.

father of Bhardwaj, born from the womb of

ozshah (F eru Shahar) on 22nd December, 1845.

_ ਬ੍ਰਿਸਟਣੀ [brIstani] adj causing rainfall. “bari—
brIstani.”—sanama.

ਬ੍ਰਿਸਟਿ [brIsatI] Skt ਬ੍ਹਕਿ. n rain. rainfall. See
ਬ੍ਰਿਸ vr.

Mamta, wife of Utathy. Bhardwaj is also re—
garded as Vyas of the Duapar era. 3 Thursday.
“bthaspatI bIkhIa deI bahaI.”-~gau kabir
var 7. 4 a planet named Jupiter.

ਬ੍ਰਿਸਪਤਿ [brIspatI] lord ofthe ox — Shiv. 2 See ਬ੍ਰਿਹਤ [bthat], ਬ੍ਰਿਹਦ [bthad] Skt ਚ੍ਢੁਰ੍. adjlarge,
ਬ੍ਰਿਹਸਪਤਿ. “kai sukrbIrspatI dekh.”——braham.

ਬ੍ਰਿਹਸਪਤਿ [bthaspatI], ਵ੍ਰਿਹਸ੍ਧਤਿ [vthspatI]
ਕ੍ਰਛੁਰ੍ਧਰਿ. Vrihaspati — who has control over

speech and language. 2 lord of the deities, master of the deities. In RigVed. Brihaspati is a
god, who forwards offerings to the deities and
gives protection to the the people, So he is regarded as the family priest of all the deities.
At one place, he is regarded as the father of
the deities. In ancient times, he was presumed
to be a sage and this was the name given to
Brihaspati star. This imagined star rides a chariot named Neetighosh, that is pulled by eight
horses ofyellow colour.
He is the son of sage Angiras and is so
named after his father‘s name. Once Moon

big. The Sanskrit word ਬ੍ਰਿਹਦ is also correct.
ਬ੍ਰਿਹਦਰਥ [bthdarath] See ਵ੍ਰਿਹਦਰਥ

ਬ੍ਰਿਹੱਨਟਾ [bthannata] hermaphrodite. i.e. — eunuch, impotent. “bthannata tako patI.”

—carItr 325. See ਬਿਹੰਡੜਾ.
ਬ੍ਰਿਹਾ [btha] See ਬਿਰਹ.

ਬ੍ਰਿਕ [brIk] Skt ਬ੍ਰਹਤ- adj which pierces, which
cuts. 2 n ploughshare, plough’s blade. 3 crow.
4 burning in the stomach, hunger. 5 wolf. “bagula bIral brIk dhyan thaniat hs.”—akal.

ਬ੍ਰਿਕਤ [brIkat] Ski ਫਿਰਕੂ adj alienated, pathetic. “brIkat padarath te man karks.”-—N1’.
ਬ੍ਰਿਕੋਦਰ [brIkodar] Skt ਰ੍ਵਪੋੰਸੈਟ੍ਹ੍. having a strong
ﬁre in the stomach -- Bhimsen.

ਬ੍ਰਿਖ [brI kh] ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਥੁਥ. ox. “kai janam hevar brIkh
jOIo.”—gau m 5. 2 second Zodiac sign, which
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looks like an ox. 3 species ofthe male in sex-

ology. See ਪੁਰੁਸਜਾਤਿ. 4 Indar. 5 peacock’s tail.
6 religion. 7 Kamdev. 8 adj powerful.
ਬ੍ਰਿਖਣ [brIkhan], ਬ੍ਰਿਖਨ [brIkhan] Skt ਰ੍ਵਧ੍ਯ. n
ovary, scrotum, ovum. 2 ਕੂਥਜ੍. man, ox and horse.

3 Indar. 4 Skt ਵਿਸਾਣ. horn. “brIkhbhasor ke
brIkhan Uparyo.”—CarItr 320. 866 ਬ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਸੁਰ.

ਬ੍ਰਿਖਭ [brIkhabh] Skt ਕੂਧ੍ਯ. ox. “gauan ke jeya
brIkhbheya manIat h‘é.”—aka1. 2 perforation

ਬਿੱਤਿ

closure for cows. 3 territory near Mathura,
which was once thickly populated by the cowherds. 4 path, passage, way.
ਬ੍ਰਿਜਨਾਇਕ [brIjnaIk], ਬ੍ਰਿਜਨਾਥ [brIjnath] Lord

oeraj territory, Krishan. “18 tIy balak dz de
ko tab sri brIjnath bado jas payo.”—krIsan.
2 chiefofa community, group leader. See ਬ੍ਰਿਜ.
“prem bIna keVI syam bhane karI kahOke me
brIjnaIk ayo‘?”—~1<rIsan.

in the ear. 3 medicine. 4 See ਲਿੰਗਾਯਤ.
ਬ੍ਰਿਖਭਧਰਿਸਣੀ [brIkhabh dharIsani] earth sup-

ਬ੍ਰਿਜਨਾਦ [brIjnad] His real name is Virynad.

ported by the ox; her master’s(possession) —
the ruler’s army.«sanama.
ਬ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਸੁਰ [brIkhbhasur] a demon having the face
of an ox, who was killed by Krishan. “brIkhbhasur tho tih thor kharo, jih ke dou Sig akas khahe hE.”—krIsan. 866 ਭਾਗਵਤ ਸਕੰਧ 10 ch. 36.
ਬ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਨ [brIkhbhan], ਬ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਨੁ [brIkhbhanu]

against Mahakal. See ਸਰਬਲੋਹ and ਚਰਿਤ੍ਰ 405.
ਬ੍ਰਿਜਭਾਮਨਿ [brIjbhamanI] woman belonging to

ਬ੍ਰੂਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਵ. Radhika’s father.
ਬ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਨੁ ਸੁਤਾ [brIkhabhanu suta] daughter of
Brikhbhanu — Radhika. “brIkhbhanusuta harI
pekh hasi.”—I<rIsan.

ਬ੍ਰਿਖਾ [[)ਇਿ'ਗਿ੍ਖਿ] religion. See ਬਿਖ 6. “banraI
brIkha brIkh selanIpati.”—NP. lord of waters
(ocean) … Varun; commander of religion and
strength — Indar. Indar who can smash the
mountains. See ਬ੍ਰਿਖ 8. or — ਵਨਰਾਜ (Varun),
ਵ੍ਰਿਜ (religion) ਵ੍ਰਿਸ (god of love) and Indar.

ਬ੍ਰਿਖਾਕਪਿ [brIkhakapI] Skt ਵ੍ਰਿ’ਸਾਕਪਿ. ﬁrm in religion, Shiv. 2 Vishnu. 3 Indar. 4 ﬁre.

ਬ੍ਰਿਖਾਬ੍ਰਿਖ [brIkhabrIkh] See ਬ੍ਰਿਖਾ.
ਬ੍ਰਿਛ ['brIch] See ਬਿਰਛ and ਵਿਰਛ.
ਬ੍ਰਿਛਕੰਦਨਿ [brIchkédanI] stream that uproots
trees.—sanama.

ਬ੍ਰਿਛਕੰਦਠਿਨ [brIchkéda‘nIn] earth, having rivers on it.—sanama.

ਬ੍ਰਿਛਜਬਾਸਨੀ [brIchajbasni] wooden stock produced from the trees, gun fixed in that.

—sanama.
ਬ੍ਰਿਜ [brIj] Skt ਵੁਜ. n group, community. 2 en-

Brother of demon-chief Bhimnad, who fought

Vraj state; woman residing in Vraj territory;
cow—woman. “brIjbhamanI a pahuci davri.”
—1<rIsan.

ਬ੍ਰਿਜਭੂ'ਖਨ [brIjbhukhan] one who is the ornament of the land of Braj — Krishan. “kécan ki
jahf dvarvati tIh thé jab-hi brIjbhukhan

ayo.”—I<rIsan.

“A

ਬ੍ਰਿਜਭੂਮਿ [brIjbhuij ਵ੍ਰਜਭੂਮਿ. 866 ਬ੍ਰਿਜ 3.
ਬ੍ਰਿਜਰਾਜ [brIjaraj] See ਬ੍ਰਿਜਨਾਥ.
ਬ੍ਰਿਣ [brIn] Skt ਵੁਣ. n wound, cut, deep injury.
2 boil, ulcer.

ਬ੍ਰਿਣੀ [brInI] adj wounded, injured. “je abrIni
thadhe hute, brIni kare kartar.”—carItr 128.

ਬ੍ਰਿਤ [brIt] See ਵ੍ਰਿਤ. 2 Skt ਕੁਕ. a demon, who
was killed by Indar. “}')/(~) brIt ko purhut gIrava.”—NP.

ਬ੍ਰਿਤਹਾ [brItha] Indar, the killer of demon Vritar.
ਬ੍ਰਿਤਨ [brItan] ਹੂਕਵ੍ਯ. Indar, killer of demon Vritar. “brItan bImocanI.”—aka1. ‘who got Indar liberated.’

ਬ੍ਰਿਤਰ [brItar], ਬ੍ਰਿਤਰਾਸੁਰ [brItrasur], ਬ੍ਰਿਤਰਾਯ [brItray] demon Vritar; master of demons —
Vritar. See ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਵ. “mono bir brItrasure fdr
jese.”—-paras ramav. “manojuddh fdré jutyo
brIttrayé.”—VN.

ਬ੍ਰਿਤਾਂਤ [brItéit] See ਵਿੱਤਾਂਤ.
ਥਿੰਤਿ [brIttI] See ਵਿੱਤਿ

ਬ੍ਰਿਥਾ
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ਬ੍ਰਿਥਾ [brItha] See ਬਿਰਥਾ. 2 pain, agony, suffering, distress. “brItha n3 bIapE kai.”—gau m 5.
“brItha anograhé gobfdah, jasyé SImran
rIdétrah.”—sahas m 5. ‘One who recites the
Creator’s name, always keeps Him in mind
and experiences sufferings also as divine
grace.’3 useless, fruitless. “bIno SImran dIn

renI brItha bIhaI.”—sul<hmani. “brItha jat
he deh.”—ram m 9.
ਬ੍ਰਿਥਾਨਦ [brIthanad] worthless pleasures, pleasures ﬂowing from meaningless ravishment etc.
“53in audh brIthanad.”—sar m 5.
ਬ੍ਰਿਥਾਰੀ [brIthari] useless, idle, worthless. “sakat
ki avarda jaI brIthari.”—dhana m 5.

ਬ੍ਰਿਥਾਲਾਪ [brIthalap] meaningless, talk, senseless talk; useless conversation.

ਬ੍ਰਿਦ [brId] See ਬਿਰਦ. 2 See ਵਿੱਧ. 3 See ਛਿੰਦ.
ਬਿੰਦ [brid] See ਛਿੰਦ.
'
ਬਿੰਦਲ [bridal] 8/(ਲ਼ਵੰਜੁਲ. n Dalbergia‘Ujjeineu—
sis tree. 2 Ashok tree. See ਅਸ਼ੋਕ 3. 3 creeper
~ of cane; cane.

charming. 2 n deity, god, demigod. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਯਿਵ੍ਰਿਲ਼ਾਤਾਕ.
brinjal. “bridarak dIn ek pakae.”—rudr.
ਬਿੰਦੈਲਤਾ [bridlata] n coral ball. “k1 bridelata

che.”—détt. 2 cane creeper. See ਬ੍ਰਿਦਲ 3.
ਬ੍ਰਿਧ [brIdh] See ਬਿਰਧ. 2 Baba Buddha. “Im
brIdh ke gun brIddh bhane tab.”—GPS.
ਬ੍ਰਿਥੈਯਾ [brIdheya] adj developing, progress-

ing. “brIdheya sukh saj ke.”—GPS.

ਬਿੱਧ [brIddh] See ਬਿਰਧ and ਵਿੱਧ. 2 ਬ੍ਰੂਧ੍ਯ. Brah—
ma. “dIsesan brIddh.”—rama V. ‘deities often

directions realised the form of Brahma.’
ਬਿੱਧਸਿਰ [brIdthIr] n Brahma, four—faced God.
“thakgayo brIdthIr lIkhat kI ttI .”—datt.

ਬਿੱਧ ਨਰਾਜ [brIddhnaraj] See ਨਰਾਜ ਇੱਧਬਿੱਧਮਾਤਾ [brIddhmata] grandmother.
ਬਿੱਧਿ [brIdth] See ਵਿੰਧਿਬ੍ਰਿੜਲਾਛ [brIrlach] Bidalaksh, a demon having
eyes like those of a male cat (brown-eyed)
who was killed by goddess Durga. “brI,rlach
bIhédanI.”—aka1.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਹੀ [brihi] See ਫ੍ਰੀਹਿ.

ਬਿੰਦਾ [bridal Skt ਕ੍ਰਞਾਟ੍ਸ੍ਰਾ. basil. 2 daughter of ਬੀੜਾ [brira] Skt ਕੀਢ਼ਾ. n shame, shyness, bashfulness. “brira tajI bhaan.”—NP.
Kedar; the place where she meditated upon
the Divine is known as Brindaban (Vrindaban).
3 Radhika. This is also the name ofthe place
where she (Radhika) frolicked.

ਬਿੰਦਾਬਨ [bridaban] See ਦਿੰਦਾ 2 and 3. 2 See

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਬਨ

ਬਿੰਦਾਰਕ [bridarak] Skt ਕੁਰ੍ਯਦ੍ਕ਼ਾ. adj beautiful,

ਬੂ [bru] Skt vr speak, state, express.

ਹੂੰਥਨੀ [bruthni] Skt ਵਰੂਥਿਨੀ. army wearing ar—

_mour, armoured army.
ਬ੍ਰੂਥਨੀਂਸ [bruthnis] army’s chief commander,
—army commander. 2 king, ruler, emperor.
“bruthnis ki ases sen gah h'é.”—paras.

ਭ [bhabbha] twenty-ninth letter of Punj abi script
having labial pronunciation. It is also used for

ਬ in Punjabi as ਸ਼ਿਸਭਗਿਸਰਬਥਘਾਂਭਿਸਤਘਿਬਹਿਸ਼ਤ.

Sometimes it is also used forUas ਫ਼ੌਸਭੀਗਿਅਪਿ
etc. 2 Skt n light, luminance, radiance. 3 star,
zodiac sign. 4 large ﬂower-sucking black bee.
5 misconception, illusion, fallacy. 6 Shukara—
chary. 7 short 1°01ਭਗਣ (SH). 8 mountain, hill.

ਭਉ [bhau] Skt ਭਯ. n fear, terror, panic. “nIrbhau nIrverU.”—japu. 2 Skt ਭ੍ਰਮਣ. wandering,
loitering. “bhaukI marahI bhau bhau bhaohara.”—maru soIhe m I. ‘(one) dies fearing to
wander in the cycle of death and birth.’ 3 Skt
ਭਵ. birth. sense — cycle of rebirth.
“bhaukhédanu dukhbhéjno.”—gau m 5. “ਹੁੰਟ…

bhramu bhau durI karI.”—m 4 var sri. See
ਭ੍ਰਮਭਉ. 4 short for ਭਵਜਲ (ocean of existence).

“th0 dutar tar.”—gau m 4. “harI japI

bhanIkham tar.”—m 4 var sri. 5 Skt part,
portion, segment, share. “Iku bhau lathi natIa, dUI bha cariasu hor.”——m 1 var suhi.

ਭਉੱਹ [bhaoh] n eye-brows. See ਭੌਰੇ.
ਭਉਹਾਰਾ [bhauhara], ਭਉਹਾਲਾ [bhauhala] adj frightened, terrorised, terriﬁed. See ਭਉ 2. 2 frightening, terrible, horrifying.

ਭਉਕਣਾ [bhaukna], ਭਉਕਨਾ [bhaukna] v (Skt ਭਸ੍ਰ)
bark like a dog, yelp; i.e. talk non-sense.

ਭਉ'ਖੰਡਨੁ [bhaukhéclanu] adj delivering the soul
from transmigration, giving relief from the
cycle of death and rebirth. 2 who eradicates
terror.
ਭਉਜਲ [bhujal] or ਭਉਜਲੁ [bhaujalu] Skt ਭਵਜਲ. n

in which water pervades — world of existence; ‘

ocean of existence. “bhaujalu bIkhamu asgahu
gurI bohIthe tarIamu.”——varjet.

ਭਉਜਲਿ [bhaujalI] within the ocean of existence. “bhaujaII dudea kathlae.”—m 4 var

gau 1 .

ਭਉਜਲੁ [bhaujalu] See ਭਉਜਲ.
ਭਉਣ [bhaun] Skt ਭ੍ਰਮਣ. n cycle, turn, revolution. “sukh sahaj anéd nghbhaun.”—bh£r m
5. planetary cycle, the zodiac. 2 Skt ਭਵਨ. home,

house, abode. “namo sarab-bhaune.”—japu.
‘abode in which all live.’ 3 Skt ਭੁਵਨ. world,
universe. “tu naIkU saga] bhaon.”—m 5 var
maru 2.

ਭਉਦਾ [bhauda] adv wanders, moves about.

“bhaode phIrahI bahu moh pIasa.”—-maru
501119 In 3.

ਭਉਦੀਆ [bhaudia] adehile wandering or moving about. “pékhi bhaudia lenI na sah.”—var
asa.

ਭਉਨ [bhaun] See ਭਉਣ. “krIpa teri tare bhaun.”
—asa chét m 5.

2 adj who barks; who talks non-sense. “kukaru
bhaukna karég pIChe uthIdhaI.”—s kabir.

ਭਉਭਾਉੰ [bhaubhau] fear and love, threat of the

3 i.e. greedy creature. “Ihu tanu bhaukna.”
——s farid. ‘tan means the world.’

ਭਉਭੰਜਨ [bhaubhéjan], ਭਉਭੰਜਨੁ [bhaubhéjanu]

ਭਉਕਿ [bhaukI] adv by barking. “bhaukI mue
bIl-laI.”~m 3 var bIha. '

Creator and trust in Him. See ਪਤ 3.

See ਭਉਖੰਡਨੁ. “nanak sabadI mIle bhaubh'éjan.”
—vad Chét m 3.

ਭਉਰ [bhaur], ਭਉਰਾ [bhaora] Skt ਭ੍ਰਮਰ. n ﬂower-

ਭਉਰਿ
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sucking large black bee. “bhaur ustadu nIt
bhakhIa bole.”—sri m 1. 2 Le. a person who
extracts the best of something. 3 individual
soul, which transmigrates into several bodies.
“bhaur $IdhaIa.”—Var asa.

ਭਉਰਿ [bhaurI], ਭਉਰੀ [bhauri] Skt ਭ੍ਰਮਚੀ. n female ofa large black bee. 2 rotating motion,

whirl. “tajibhaurI le'égi.”—1<alk1'. ‘horses tuming/rotating like a leopard.’ “gaIkE gvaranI let
hé bhaurE.”—1<rrsan. 3 whirl in water, spiral.
4 circular spot of hair on the body ofa horse.
There are many types of such spots; their respective merits and demerits are known by
interpreting the marks (mudra) of the body.

5 See ਭੋਰੀ.
ਭਉਰ੍ਵ [bhauru] See ਭਉਰ.

ਭਉਰੂ [bhauru] adj wanderer, traveller. 2 n cyclone. 3 potter’s wheel. Skt ਭ੍ਰ'ਮਿ.
ਭਊਅਾ [bhaua] adj favourite, pleasing. “manb_ haua.”—I<rIsan. favourite.

ਭਇ [bhaI] Skt ਭਯ. n fear, terror, panic.
ਭਇਓ [bhan], ਭਟਿਅ [bhaIa] (what has) happened or oocurred (Sktg. to occur, to be born).
“bhan anugrahu prasadI sétan ke.”—sorm 5.
“pasu paret surI nar bhaIa.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਭਇਆ [bhaIa] See ਭਇਓ. “bhaIa manur kécanu
phIrI hove.”—maru m 1. 2 n fear, panic.

“maha bIkat jambhaIa.”—sr1' m 5. 3 vocative
— ‘O brother!’ “tIn ki ségatI khoju bhaIa.”
—ram 9 m 1.

ਭਇਆਣ [bhaIan], ਭਇਆਨ [bhaIan], ਭਇਆਠਕ
[bhaIanak] ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਭਯਾਨ੍ਯ. adjterrifying, frighten-

ing. “jah maha bhaIan dut jam dale.”—sukhmani. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਭਯਾਤੁਰ. frightened, terrorised. “sagal bhaI an ka bhau nase.”—bh£rm 5. “on dut
mUhI bahut sétavat, te bhaIanak bhaIa.”—sor
m 5. “messengers of death (Yamduts) have
become frightened.’
ਭਇਅੰਤਿ [[)ਸ਼ਿਗ਼ੁਟੈਖ਼ਾ] happens, occurs. “rId bhaIétI
sﬁtI.”—-kan m 5. 2 rIdabhayé atIsamyatI,

‘mind’s fear completely disappears.”

ਭਇਲਾ [bhaIla] happened, occurred. See ਭੈਇਲਾ.
ਭਈ [bhai] happened, occurred. (Sktg. vr happen). “bhai prapatI manukhdehuria.”
~sopurakhu.
ਭਈਆ [bhaIa] was liked. “chodI na sake, bahut

manI bhaia.”—brla a m 4. 2 n brother. “so jan
rambhagat anbhaia.”—bIIa a m 4. 3 v'ocative
— ‘O brother!’ “kahe bhaia! phIrtD phulIa
phulIa?”—sorkabir. 4 happens, occurs. “harlgun kahIte trIpatI na bhaia.”—b11a a m 4.

ਭੲੀਆਦੂ'ਜ [bhaiaduj] See ਭਾੲੀਦੂਜ.
ਭਏ [bhae] happened, occurred. (Skt ਭੂ. happen). “ek SIV bhae, ek gae, ek pher bhae.”

—aka1. 2 n brother. “lobhta ke jae ha, kI mamta
ke bhae h'é.”——carItr 266. ‘sons of greed and
brothers of tenderness.’ 3 adv upon, over. “ek
dIvas janakI trIy SIkha. bhitI bhae ravan
kahI IIkha.”—rama v. ‘Seeta drew a ﬁgure of
Ravan on the wall in order to educate the
women.’ 4 by, through, with. “maghva menu
vajr bhae nag maryo.”—I<rIsan. ‘smashed the
mountain into smithereens with thunderbolt.’
“matt bhai madIra bhae.”—carItr 1. ‘got in—
toxicated with liquor.’
ਭਸ [bhas] Skt ਸਂਕ੍. vr bark, talk non-sense, slander. 2 ਸਦ੍ਰ. vr shine, rebuke, chew, swallow.
3 See ਭਸੁ 2.

ਭਸਡਕਾਰ [bhasdakar] Skt ਭ੍ਰਿਸ਼ੇ'ਦ੍ਗਾਰ. n eruption
Of foul wind from the mouth caused by indi-

gestion. See ਉਦਗਾਰ. 2 foul belching.

ਭਸਡੀ [bhasdi] See ਭਸੁਡੀ.

'

ਭਸਨਾ [bhasna] Skt ਸ੍ਯਜਜ੍. n ash, calx. “bhae
bhram bhasna.”—bIIa m 5.
ਭਸਮ [bhasam] ash, calx. See ਭਸਨਾ. “bhasam kare
laskar kotI 1akhe.”—sukhmani. “bhasam car—

aI karahI pakhécj.”—ram a m 1. It is evident
from the study ofthe Bible that like the Hindu
ascetics the Jews etc used to apply ash on
their bodies. viz — “ms varat rakkhke bhure

ਭਜਮਅੰਧੂਲੇ
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hédhake ate suah malke parmesar di bhal
kiti.”—Daniel ch. 9. 2 dirt, dust, grit. “me sa-

tIgurI bhasam lagavego.”—kan a m 4.

ਭਸਮਅੰ-ਧੂਲੇ [bhasamédhule] See ਅੰਧੂਲਾ 2.
ਭਸ਼ਮਕ [bhasmak] Skt ਭਸਮਕ. ailment caused by
the dryness of sycosis because of unbearable
burning within the stomach and excess ofjaundice. The patient does not feel satiated and
the diet taken by him is never sufﬁcient to keep
his body healthy and strong. He always feels
thirsty as well as hungry. Sometimes he even
falls unconscious. 2 gold, yellow metal.
3 Embelia Ribes.

ਭਸਮਤੀ [bhasmati] n furnace, having ash in it;
oven, hearth. 2 kitchen, pantry. “5dtuk jace

bhasmati.”—mala namdev. ‘the lower portion
of the cosmos which houses his pantry.’

ਭਸਮਭੂਤ [bhasambhut] See ਭਸਮੀਭੂਤ.
'
ਭਸਮਤਿ [bhasman] n heap of ash, dump of ash.
“huI bhasmarI bhauru s:dha1a.”——var asa.
ਭਸਮਾਸੁਰ [bhasmasur], ਭਸਮਾਂਗਦ [bhasmagad]
Bhasmasur (also named Vrik), was a devotee
of Shiv. Shiv blessed him with the boon that
anyone, on whose head he would place his
hand, would be reduced to ashes. See ਭਾਗਵਤ

ਸਕੰਧ 10, ch. 88.
Bhasmasur desired to acquire Parvati by
reducing Shiv to ashes. Shiv ran away fearing
this disaster, when Bhasmasur chased him.

Krishan in the guise of a celibate, dodged him

and made the demon place his hand on his
own head, thus reducing himselfto ashes.
This tale has a different version, as translated in Dasam Granth. Parvati told Bhasmasur that the latter was misled by Shiv. He could
not reduce anyone to ashes with the boon be—
stowed on him by Shiv. She challenged Bhasmasur to test the boon by placing his hand on
his own head. The lustful demon did so and
was immediately reduced to ashes.

ਭਸੁਡੀ

“bhasmagad dano bado bhimpuri ke 'mahI
y5 vardan rudr te layo...
je'ike SIr par hath lagave.
jar bar bhasam 50 nor hvsjave...
tIn gori k0 rup nIharyo...
SIV ke sis hath me dharhé.
ChIn mahI yahI bhasam kardarhé...
pratham hath nI j SII‘ par dharo.
lahIhc”) ek kes jab jaro...
hath apne SII‘ par dharyo.
chInIk bIkhe murakh jargayo.”
—CarItr 141.

ਭਸ਼ਾ-ਜੰਗੀ [bhasmagi] Skt ਸ੍ਯਗ਼ਫ਼ਿਜ੍ਯ. whose body
is covered with ash. 2 n Shiv. 3 fakir with ash
rubbed on his body. 4 ass, donkey.

ਭਸਮਾਂਤ [bhasmat] See ਭਸਮੰਤ.
ਭਸਮਾਧਾਰੀ [bhasmadhari] See ਭਸਮਾਂਗੀ. 2 ﬁre kept
burning by the ascetics. 3 See ਬਰੂਆ 2.

ਭਸਮਾਭੂਤ [bhasmabhut], ਭਸਮੀਭੂਤ [bhasmibhut] adj
reduced to ashes, reduced to ashes by burning.
“bhasmabhut hoa khIn bhitarI.”—tod1' m 5.
ਭਸਮੰਤ [bhasmét], ਭਸਮੱਤੁ [bhasmétu] ਧਖ਼ਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ. adj
terribly burnt and reduced to ashes; ultimately

converted to ashes on burning. “khIn mahI
hOIjaI bhasmétu.”—sukhmani. 2 residual ash,
residual dust.

ਭਸਮੰਦਰ [bhasmédar] memorial built at the cremation site. “dede niv dIval usari bhasmédar
ki dheri.”—gaum 1. 2 funeral pyre.
ਭਸੀਣ [bhasin] a subcaste of Khukhrain Khatris.

ਭਸੁ [bhasu] See ਭਸ. 2 Skt ਭਸਿ. n ash. “vemukh
bhas pahu.”—m 4 var bIIa.‘ ‘nanak dunia bhasu rég.’ ’—m 1 var sar.

ਭਸੁੰਡਧਿਸ਼ਿਝਪਵ੍ਬ੍ਰੂ] short for ਇਭ-ਸ਼ੁੰਡਾ. elephant’s (ਇਤ)

trunk. 2 This term has also been used for ਸ਼ੁੰਡੀ

(elephant), ਸ਼ੁੰਡਾਰ. “katge 50d bhasﬁd aneka.”
—aj. 3 ਭਸੁੰਡ is also used for ਸੁੰਡਾ (ਮੁੰਡ: trunk).
“gIrE rOd mﬁdé, bhasﬁdé gajané. ”—ramav.
4 See ਭਸੁੰਡੀ.
ਭਸੁਡੀ [bhasudi], ਭਸੁੰ’ਡੀ [bhasOcji] Skt ਸੂੰਹੁਂਧਫ਼ੀ. n

ਭਸੁ ਪੁਣੇਦੇ ਵਤਨੁ
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leather slingshot, used for ﬂinging stones by
putting them in it. 2 a kind ofjavelin, having its
wooden plank wrapped with leather. The lace
of the leather is wrapped round the hand of
the person throwing the javelin so that the
weapon does not slip away even if the grip is

ਭਖੈ

carItr. viz— “bhakua bahejat nah'I' kahe.”
ਭੱਕਰ [bhakkar] See ਭੱਖਰ.

ਭਕੂ [bhakt], ਭਕ੍ਰਿ [bhaktI] See ਭਗਤਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਭਗਤਿ.
ਭਕ [bhaks] Skt ਸਵੇਜ਼ vr eat, feed (oneself). 2 11

“garia bhasudi bhervi bhala neja bhakh.”

food, edible substance.
ਭਕਣ [bhaksan] to eat, chew.
ਭਜ੍ਯ [bhaksy] Skt adj eatable. 2 n meal; material for eating and drinking.

—sanama. 3 See ਕਾਕਭੁਸੁੰਡਿ.

ਭਕਯਾਭਰ੍ਯ [bhaksyabhaksy] eatables and non-

loosened. “paragh bhasfjdi tomar sakti.”—NP.

ਭਸੁ ਪੁਣੇਦੇ ਵਤਨੁ [bhasu punede vatanu] sen may
try in vain. i.e. may wander hither and thither
to oppose me and may criticise me. “habhe
bhasu punede vatanu, ja me sajanu tu he.”—-m
5 var ram 2.
ਭਸੂ [bhasu] See ਭਸੁ. “bhasu hu bhasu kheh.”
—m 1 var sar.

ਭਸੂਹਾ [bhasuha] adjhaying ash on one’s body.
“khar sur bhasuhe.”—-BG.
ਗ਼ਾਤ੍ਰਾ [bhastra], ਭਸ੍ਰਾ [bhasra] Skt ਸ੍ਯ . n a leather
bag used as a blow pipe to kindle and stoke
fire; blow-pipe. “jIh bIth bhasra phuk bahIt hE.”—NP. 2 bag, sack, cloth bag. 3 quiver.
ਭਹਰਨਾ [bhaharna], ਭਰਿਰਨਾ [bhahIrna] v onom

produce the sound ਘੰਭਾਂਭਾਂ. 2 produce buzzing
0r humming sound. “bhahraI ude, jy6 udjat he
makhi.”—krrsan. 3 shiver with fear, tremble

with fear. “bajat nlsan ke dIsan bhup bhahIrat;”—52 Poets. ‘the rulers tremble.’
ਭਕ[})}191<] n onom sound of flames, ﬂickering.
2 sound produced by blood coming from a
fresh wound. “bhak bhak sran bahe ghayan
te.”—saloh. 3 Skt ਭਕੂ. adj separated. “kahﬁ bhak
ਪਿਰੁ! pare dhar.”——rama V.
ਭਕਤ[[)11੪1<9੮] See ਭਗਤ.
ਭਕਾਰ [bhakar] 8||੭}18[)6੮ਭ. 2 pronunciation of ਭ.
3 terrifying sound. “bhakarat bhut.”—ramav.
4 terrible, horrible.
ਭਕੁਆ [bhakua], ਭਕੁਵਾ [bhakuva] H fool, stupid.
ਭਕੂਅਾ [bhakua] See ਭਕੁਆ. 2 an ignorant scribe

has erroneously written ਭਕੂਅਾ ਧਿਜ਼ਾਂਭੜੂਅਾ in 168‘h

eatables; permitted and prohibited food in religion and medical science.
ਭਖ [bhakh] See ਭਕ. 2 tolerate, endure. “asékh

sur mUh bhakh sar.”—japu. 3 fever, temperature. See ਭਖਣਾ. 4 See ਭਖੁ.

ਭਖਸਿ [bhakhaSI] eats, consumes. “bhakhaSI

SIbalU basaﬂ nIrmalu jalu.”—maru m I .
ਭਖਕ [bhakha‘k] Skt ਭਕਕ. adj who eats, eater,
devourer. 2 Skt ਭਸਕ. barking. 3 n' dog.
ਭਖਣਾ [bhakhna] v get heated. 2 be agitated, be

angry. 3 eat, devour, consume.
ਭਖਰਾ [bhakhra] Skt ਭਦੁਕੰਟ. n a medical herb,
having hard thorny seeds. “bhakhre ki roti kahI

vak.”—NP. See ਭੱਖੜਾ.
ਭਖਲਾਉਣਾ [bhakhlauna] v heat, warm. 2 provoke. 3 bark, talk non-sense. (Sktérﬁr. to bark).
“horI bhakhlae jI asi kia.”—asa m I. 4 murmur. “jIU nISI supne bhakhlai he.”——maru 501he m 1. “supanu bhaIa bhakhlae §dh.”—ram
m 5.
ਭਖੜਾ [bhakhra] See ਭੱਖੜਾ.

ਭਪਿ [bhakhI] after eating, after devouring.
2 See ਭਕਤ.
ਭਖਿਯਹੁ [bhakthahU], ਭਖੀਅਹੁ [bhakhiahu] said,

uttered. “aver purakh 56 bhed na bhakthahu.”—carItr 385. 2 ate, devoured.
ਭਖੁ [bhakhu] See ਭਖ. 2 Skt ਭਜ੍ਯ. adjedible. “lob—

hi jétu na janai, bhakhu abhakhu sabh khaI.”
—sr1' m 5. “abhakhu bhakhahI, bhakhu tajIchodahI.”—m 1 var mala.

ਭਖੈ [bhakhe] eats, consumes, devours. 2 gets

ਭਖੈਯਾ
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heated, becomes warm. See ਵਾਉ.

ਭਖੈਯਾ [bhakheya] eater, devourer. 2 one who
heats. 3 speaker, lecturer.
ਭੱਖਰ [bhakkhar] an island in river Indus, located in district Sakkhar (Sindh). There exists an
old castle here. 2 a town in district Mianwali.

ਭੱਖਗੇ [bhakkhri] residents of Bhakkhar. “bhakkhri
o k5dhari.”—1<all<i.

ਤੱਖੜਾ [bhakkhra] Asteracantha longifolia. a
creeper bearing thorny fruit that remains
spread on the ground. Its after effect is colddry. Its decoction, prepared alongwith the

seeds, is beneﬁcial for curing urinary diseases. Swallowing the ‘ash of its seeds, mixed with
sugar, gives relief from cough.
ਭਖਯ [bhakhay] See ਭਖੁ 2.

ਭਗ [bhag] (See ਭਜੁ vr) Skt n God, the Almighty,
the true Master. 2 sun. 3 Shiv. 4 semen.
5 strength, power, force. 6 praise, admiration.
7 glory, fame, splendour. 8 knowledge. 9 nonattaehment, renunciation. 10 religion. 11 desire, longing. 12 effort, endeavour. 13 salvation, emancipation. 14 luck, fortune. 15 beauty,
grace. 16 happiness, bliss. 17 moon. 18 author—
ity, status. 19 portion, share. 20 vagina. “bhag

mukhI janamu VIgOIa.”—sri beni. ‘spoilt (his)
life indulging in sex and food.’ 21 wealth, money. 22 rectum, anus. 23 ਭਗ is also used for ਭਗਾ
or ਭਾਗਾ -— “tamear kahI bhag sabad bakhano.”

—sanama. By sufﬁxing ਭਾਗਾ with ਤਮਚਰ (ਚੰਦ੍) we
ਬੂਖ਼ਿਚੰਦੁਭਾਗਾ, which means river Chanab.

ਭਗਤ

SOI.”——m 3 var sri. “sadh ségI papémalu
dhove. tIs bhagauti ki matI utam hoi/s.”~—sukhmani. 2 of the Almighty. “bhagauti mudra,
menu mohIa maIa.”—prabha a m 5. ‘is a signet of God’s appearance, but charmed the il—
lusory mind.’ 3 goddess Durga; goddess of

strength. “var sri bhagauti ji ki.”—C5di 3.
4 sword. “lei bhagauti duragsah.”—c§di 3. “lae
bhagauti nIkas he ap kaléki hath.”—sanama.
“nau bhagauti loh gharaIa.”—BG. 5 eternal
Time, God. “prItham bhagauti SImarke.”—c5di
3. 6 a poetic metre, also named as Sri Bhag-

vati. There are two variations of this metre
used in Dasam Granth. One is Somraji or

Shankhnari, having two yagan ISS, ISS per foot.
Example:
kI acthj dese. l<I athjj bhese...—japu.
This type is also used in Kalki Avtar — viz —
kI juttet viré. kI chuttet ਲਿਤੋ-

]'9}1ਕੇਂ bir jutte. sabhs that thatte.

(b) The second form is — each foot (i.e. ISL IIS,

1, 5)
Example:
kI jahar jahur h'é. kI hajar hajur hé.
hamesulsalam hé. samastulkalam ਸਿਟੈ—japu.
ਭਗਉਤੀਜੀ ਕੀ ਵਾਰ [bhagauti ji ki var] See ਭਗਉਤੀ

3 and ਵਾਰਸ੍ਰੀਭਗੌਤੀਜੀਕੀ.
ਭਗਉਤੀ ਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ [bhagauti mudra] See ਭਗਉਤੀ 2.

ਭਗਹ [bhagah] runs. “bhram bhitI harI harI
mIlI bhagah.”—brha Chétm 5.

ਭਗਉਹਾਂ [[)ਸ਼ਿਥੂਰਘੀਕੇਂ] saffron, brown. “bhaguhé ਭਗਣ [bhagan] a prosodic vamIk foot marked
135E bastra.”—datt.

ਭਗਉਤ [bhagaut] Skt ਸ੍ਯਕਰ. adj luxurious. 2 n
the Transcendent, the Almighty. 3 See ਭਗਵਤ.

ਭਗਉਤੀ [bhagaoti] a devotee of ਭਗਵਤ, the Creator’s devotee. “so bhagauti, juo bhagvéte jane.
gurparsadi apu pachane. dhavatu rakhs Ikatu
gharI ans. jivatu mare harInamu vakhane. esa
bhagauti utamu hOI. nanak saCI samave

by guru Sll matras. 2 E(star) ਗਣ. constellation

of stars.
ਭਗਤ [bhagat] Skt ਭਕੂ. adj divided. 2 11 grains,
food. 3 worshipper, devotee. “bhagat aradhahI ekrégI .”—bIIa m 5. “harI ka bhana méne,
so bhagat hOI.”—m 3 varram.
daya dIl rakhe sab-hi so mrIdu bhakhe nIt
kam krodh lobh moh home k0 dabave ju,

ਭਗਤਦ
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kahﬁ me no tekhe sabh hi me ek brahm dekhe
laghu lekhe ap, kar nem tan tave ju,
“devidatt” jane ek harI hi ko mit, 3r
jagat ki ritI me no pritI sarsave ju,
dukhIt hve ap, dukkh 3r ke mItaVE, eso

satpad pave, tab bhagat kahave ju.
Guru Hargobind has classiﬁed devotees into
four types:
(a) worshippers who do so, longing for
wealth and offspring etc.
(b) worshippers who worship for the eradication of diseases and sufferings etc.
(0) those who serve God by taking him as
‘ the guardian.
(d) the enlightened ones who worship the
omnipresent Soul. 4 a farming subcaste, re-

siding in district Shahpur. 5 See ਭਗਤਬਾਣੀ.
ਭਗਤਦ [bhagtad] ,ਧੂ/(ਲ਼ੋਂਭਕੂਦ. adj who provides food.

ਭਗਭਦਰ [bhagatdar] See ਭਗਤੁਦਚਿ.
ਭਗਤਪਰਾਟਿਣ [bhagatpraln] adjdevoted to a dev—
otee. “dinanath bhagatpraIn.”——suhi a m 5.

2 See ਭਗਤਿਪਰਾਯਣ.
ਭਗਤਪੰਥੀ [bhagatpéthi] a sect of believers in

ਭਗਤਾ

devotees born in higher classes. Hence the
bani of the following devotees from different
castes and faiths has been included in the holy
scripture alongwith that of the Gurus —
Satta, Sadhna, Sain, Sundar, Surdas,

Kabir, Jaidev, Trilochan, Dhanna, Namdev,
' Parmanand, Peepa, Farid, Balwand, Beni,
Bhikkha etc 17 Bhatts,‘ Bhikhan, Mardana,

Ravidas and Ramanand. For details See

ਗ੍ਰੰਥਸਾਹਿਬ ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਗੁਰੂਭਗਤਭਗਵਾਨ [bhagatbhagvan] monk Bhagwangiri, a famous saint of Bihar and the east, who

was a follower of Guru Har Rai. He became
an Udasi sage while in the company of Me-

har Chand son of Baba Dharam Chand. Guru
Har Rai named him as Bhagat Bhagwan. Now
in the east there are about 370 seats of Udasi

sages belonging to this sect. See ਉਦਾਸੀ. 2 devotee of God.
ਭਗਤਮਾਲ [bhagatmal], ਭਗਤਮਾਲਾ [bhagatmala] a
scripture which contains a collection of anec—
dotes and bani of the Bhagats. Several such

scriptures are available. See ਨਾਭਾਜੀ.
Sikhism, residing in Bannu region ofPesha- ਭਗਤਰਤਨਾਵਲੀ [bhagatratnavli] annotation of the
war and Dera Ismail Khan. The followers of 11th Var of Bhai Gurdas, done by Bhai Mani
this sect regard Guru Granth Sahib as their
holy scripture. They do not get any ritual performed by‘Brahmins. They bury their dead
bodies, distribute Karah Parsad, do not feed
Brahmins and do not believe in untouchability. They recite Gurbani six times a day. They
bow before their Guru eight times consecutiveiy.

ਭਗਤਬਣੀ [bhagatbani] utterances of the Bhagats
(devotees) included in Guru Granth Sahib.
Guru Arjan Dev included these utterances in
the holy scripture to prove that the bani uttered by the learned saints/devotees belonging to the lowest class i.e. Shudars, Muslims
etc is as much pious as that composed by the

Singh. This deals with the names, subcastes

and lineage of the ﬁrst six Gurus and prominent Sikhs of their times. It is named as
Bhagatavli.
ਭਗਤਵਛਲੁ [bhagatvachalu], ਭਗਤਵਤਸਲ [bhagatvat—

sal] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਨਂਭਕੂ-ਵਤਸਲ. adj who loves the devotees;
affectionate towards the devotees. “bhagat-

vachalu tera bIradu he.”—gau m 5. ‘ loving the
worshippers is your way of life.’ 2 n the Creator, the Transcendent.
ਭਗਤਾ [bhagta] devotees, worhsippers. “ape

bhagta, apI suami.”—guj m 5. 2 a Khatri of
Ohri subcaste, who became a devotee of Guru
Nanak. 3 Bhagta belonging to Bhai Behlo fam'See ਭੱਟ ਸ਼ਬਦ part 3.

ਭਗਤਾੲੀ
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ਭਗਤੀ

ily, who founded village Bhagta in Malwa reworth distribution.
gion. located under police station Kotkapura ਭਗਤਿਦਾਨ
[bhagatIdan], ਭਗਤਿਦਾਨੁ [bhagatIdanU]
of Faridkot state, about sixteen miles to the
meditation as charity, gift of meditation.
east ofJaito railway station and twelve miles
“bhagatIdanU dije, jacahI sétjan.”—mala nam—
to the north-west of Rampura Phul. Guru
dev.
Gobind Singh stayed in this village for three ਭਗਤਿ
ਨਞਧਾ [bhagatI navdha], ਭਗਤਿ ਜ੍ਯੋ ਪੁਕਾਰਾ
days. Bhagta had ﬁve sons (Gurdas, Tara,
[bhagatI nave prakara] See ਨ੍ਯਧਤ੍ਯਾਤਿ.
Bhara, Mohra, and Bakhta), who served the ਭਗਤਿਨਾਰਦੀ
[bhagatI nardi] 11 method of wortenth Master with great devotion. The sixth
shipping Vishnu practised by sage Narad as
Guru also visited this village. There is a gurddescribed in Panchratar. 2 devotion with love,
wara in the village and a well dug by Bhagta
worship by singing hymns in praise ofthe Dinear it. Land measuring eighty-eight ghumavine. “bhagatI nardi rIdE na Upji.”—sor1<abir.
ons has been allotted to the gurdwara by F arid- ਭਗਂਤਿਪਰਾਇਣ
[bhagatIparaIn], ਭਗਤਿਪਰਾਯਣ
kot state. The priest is a Singh. A religious fair
[bhagatIprayan] adjalways ready to meditate,
is held on the ﬁrst day of the month ofMagh
engrossed in worship and service. 2 ready for
each year. 4 resident of Burhanpur, follower
distributing, always serving.

and devotee of Guru Hargobind. 5 See ਭਗਤੂ
ਭਾੲੀ. 6 grand son and follower of Bhai Pheru
of Sachhi Darhi. He was a very pious saint.
ਭਗਤਾੲੀ [bhagtai] n devotion, worship, devotional
love. “puran bhai mor bhagtai.”—carrtr 290.

ਭਗਤਾਂ ਦੀ ਬਾਣੀ [bhagta di bani] See ਭਗਤਬਾਣੀ.
ਭਗਤਾਨਾ [bhagtana] Skt ਭਕੂ1ਨਾ of the devotees.

“rakhu laj bhagtana.”—suhi Chét m 5. 2 adj
devotee’s. 3 of the devotees. 4 devotee’s robe,
worshipper’s pretence.

ਭਗਤਾਵਲੀ [bhagtavli] See ਭਗਤਰਤਨਾਵਲੀ.
ਭਗਤਿ [bhagatI] Skt ਭਕ੍ਰਿ. n fragmentation, division, distribution. 2 worship, devotion. 3 faith.
“gur ki seva gurbhagatI he.”—sr1' a m 3.
“bhagatI harI ka pIaru he.”—sr1' m 3.’

ਭਗਤਿਹੀਣ [bhagatIhin] ਭਕ੍ਰਿਹੀਨ. adj without de—

votion. “bhagatIhin kahe jag: aIa?”—sr1' m 3.
2 undivided, unfragmented, indivisible.
ਭਗਤਿਜੌਗ [bhagathog], ਭਗਤਿਜੋਗ਼ੁ [bhagathogU]
concentration of mind through meditation, concentration of mind through devotion. “ahInI-

SI rave bhagathogu.”—bas§tm 1.2 divisible,

'“'ਰ੍ਯਪ੍ਯਾ “ਜਗਿ ਯਿਵੂਸ੍ਯਜ੍ਯ, w ਧ੍ਯਚੂਰ੍ਗਿਗੈਞਥਤ੍ਰੇ.”

ਭਗਤਿਪ੍ਰਿਅ [bhagatIprIa], ਭਗਤਿਪ੍ਰਿਯ [bhagatIprIy]
who is devoted to meditation, having devotional

love for the deity. “nanka bhagatIprIa ho."
—gau m 5.

ਭਗਂਤਿਭਗਵਾਨ [bhagatI bhagvan] worship of the
Creator.
ਭਗਤਿਭਾਉ [bhagathhau], ਭਗਤਿਭਾਇ [bhagath-

haI], ਭਗਤਿਭਾਞ [bhagathhav] n feeling of wor-

ship, idea ofmeditation, love for meditation.
“bhagathhaU gur ki mat: puri.”—maru soIhe
m I . “bhagathhaI atampargas.”—sukhmani.
“bhagathhav IhU marag bIkhra.”-—asa ਗੀਤੋਂ!“
m 3. 2 essence of meditation.
ਭਗਤਿਵਛਲ [bhagatIvachal], ਭਗਤਿਵਛਲੁ [bhagatIvachalu] devoted to service and worship, love
of meditation, love for those who meditate.
. “bhagatIvaChal sada kIrpal.”—sul<hmani.
“bhagatIvaChalU harI bIradu he.”—asa chét'
m 4. See ਭਗਤਵਛਲੁ.

ਭਗਤੀ [bhagti] See ਭਗਤਿ. “karI kIrpa prabhu
bhagti lavahu.”—majh m 5. 2 devotee, meditator, worshipper. “qu purkhe gharI bhagti
narI he.”—sava m 3. 3 a sect ofGosain saints,

—sa'dIIay sutr.

founded by Kashiram. The followers ofthis

ਭਗਤੀੱ

ਭਗਦੱਤ
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sect dance while reciting devotional songs.l
“bhagtié gai bhagatI bhull.”—BG. 4 See ਭਗਤੀ“.
ਭਗਤੀਂ [bhagti] devotees. 2 among the devotees. “bhagti pragtaIa.”—majh m 5.

ਭਗਤੀਆ [bhagtia] adj who worships, passionate
about meditation. 2 who performs the duties
of singing devotional songs in temples. 3 a'
saint belonging to the Bhagti sect. See ਭਗਤੀ 3.

ਭਗਤੀਜਾ [bhagtija] ਭਕੂ-ਇਜਜ object of devotees’
worship — the Creator. “hukamu ménI bhagti-

ja he.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 faith grown from
devotional meditation.
ਭਗਤੁ [bhagatu] See ਭਗਤ. “bhagatu tera soi, tudhu
bhave.”—bas§t m 5.

ਭਗਤੁਦਰਿ [bhagatudarI] worshipper of the Creator, i.e. one who does not meditate upon any
one other than the ultimate Reality; perfect
devotee. “bhagatIdarI tulI braham samsarI .”—savsye sri mukhvak m 5.

ਭਗਤੂ ਭਾਈ [bha'gtu bhai] Bhagtu was born in
Uddam Berar Jatt family with the blessings
of Guru Ram Dass. He was a deeply devoted
follower of Guru Arjan Dev. He served a lot
during the construction of Amritsar. Bhai Desu
Singh Partapi son of Bhai Gurbax Singh of
Bhai Bhagtu’s lineage established the Kainthal
state. His able and intelligent grandson Bhai
Uday Singh honoured the supreme poet Bhai
Santokh Singh, and requested him to settle in
his state. He got many books including Guru-

pratap Suraj etc written by him. See ਉਦਯਸਿੰਘ
Bhai Bhagtu breathed his last in Kartar—
pur. Guru Har Rai himselfcremated him.
Bhai Santokh Singh wrote thus about his

lineage in ਗਰਬਗੰਜਨੀ85:
“SIddhu kul tal me praphulllt kamal kal
got bhulharie me deh utpatI ki,
satIgoru arjan SIrjat sudhasar
jaI seva lagyo karI lalsa sugatI ki,
'Pcrformers ofdcvotional dance are also called as Bhagti.

raji hve rajaI me rIjhaI harkhaI or
payo manbhayo var gyanvan matI ki.
sakal jagat me VIdIt dInpratI atI
kiratI bhaget bhai bhagtu bhagatI ki.
tIn ko tanuj gora biran me bir gara
tej turkan tora dal mora marks,
jég me nIség birrég me surég bhayo
bahu kar var karvar ko praharke,
parakh sébharke ségharke samuh satru
hoyo rakhvar ség guruparIvar 1<€,
take sut dyaldas jag me prakas kin
premras bhin sada agam apar ks.
tIn ke sut gurbakhas sigh tatubeta matIdhir,
tIn te desusf gh bhe despati barbir.
sath sauran 53g 18 kapIthal2 lin choral,
taha pathan jI pécsat hatkar dae bhagaI.
lalsigh tIn ke tanuj matI spar gunvét,
sabh desan me VIdIt bahu kuldipak jas‘vét.
take sut Udesi gh jese ode sigh bhayo
rIde ke mrIdul dhir dharbe ko dhar se,
gungrah gungah gunngh gungor
gurugIra gey gatIgémay gargIr se,
daso dISI dare jas dan debo dIn dIn
darId durad darbe k0 ser darse,

balbes bapu me bIlok lok bIsmIt
briddhan si budth mukh barIj sadarse.”

See ਕੈਥਲ.
The descendants of Bhai Bhagtu now live in
Amauli and Saddhuwal and many of them also
reside in Bhuccho, Chakk Bhai Ke, Therhi,

Fakarsar etc.
ਭਗਤੋ [bhagte] in meditation. “sei jan lage
bhagte.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.

ਭਗਤ੍ਯ" [bhagtyé] transformation of ਭਛੂੰਰ੍ਯ; to the
devotees, unto the devotees, for the'devotees.
“bhagtyé bhagatIdané.”—sahas m 5.

ਭਗਦ'ਤ [bhagdatt] elder son of Narkasur, ruler
of Pragajyotishpur (Gohati) who was put on
the throne by Krishan after killing Narak. He
2Kaithal.

‘
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foUght against the Pandavs in Kurukshetar war
to help the Kauravs and was ultimately killed
while ﬁghting against Arj un.

ਭਗਨ [bhagan] See ਭਗਣ. 2 See ਭਾਗਨਾ. 3 Skt ਭਗੂ.
adj broken. 4 destroyed. 5 defeated, vanquished.

ਭਗਨੀ [bhagni] sister. See ਭਰਿਲ਼ੀ.
ਭਗਨਂਤੇ [bhagnét] Skt ਭਨਕ੍ਰਿ. breaks. “maskﬁ
bhagnét selé.”—sahas m 5.

ਭਗਲੀ [bhagli] adjdeserter, absconder. 2 n blanket, a coarse woollen wrap.

ਭਗਵੰਤ

ਭਗਵਾਨਏਂਨਮਹ [bhagvanaenamah] O God! I bow
to you. “bho bhagvanae namah.?’—sahas m 5.
‘O God! 1 salute you.’

ਭਗਵਾਨਸਿੰਘ [bhagvansfgh] younger brother of
raja Bharpur Singh and younger son of raja
Devendar Singh, ruler of Nabha born from the

womb of Mai Maan Kaur. He was born in
1842 AD, and ascended the throne on February 17, 1864, because raja Bharpur Singh had
died issueless. Raja Bhagwan Singh died of
tuberculosis on May 31, 1871 in Nabha. See

ਭਗਲੀਅਾ [bhaglia] one wearing a blanket.
ਹੀਰਾਸਿੰਘ, Wand ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.
ਭਗਵਉ [bhagvau] adjsaffron — coloured. “bhagvau ਭਗਵਾਨਗਿਚਿ [bhagvangIrI] See ਭਗਤਭਗਵਾ
ਨ.

kino bhesu.”—sor m 9.
ਭਗਵਤ [bhagvat] ਸ੍ਯਕਰ੍. adj having sovereignty,
supreme. 2 the Creator, the Almighty. See

ਭਗਵਾਨ. 3 ਭਗਵਤ is also used ਧਿਢ਼ਾਭਾਗਵਤ. See ਕਲਿ-

ਭਗਵਤ and ਭੀਰਿ.

ਭਗਵਤਗੀਤਾ [bhagvatgita] ਸਧ੍ਯਟ੍ਧੀਗ. a holy scripture comprising eighteen chapters as preached

by Krishan. See ਗੀਤਾ 3.

ਭਗਵਤੀ [bhagvati] adj talented, knowledgeable
etc. 2 n goddess Durga. 3 sword. “kop sigh
bhagvati nIkari.”—gurusobha. 4 a poetic metre. See ਭਗਉਤੀ 6.
ਭਗਵਾ [bhagva], ਭਗਵਾਂ [bhagva] See ਭਗਞਉ.
ਭਗਵਾਨ [bhagvan] adjhaving vagina (ਭਗਿ). “sur—

na Ik ko bhagvan kIyo.”—CarI tr 115. Gautam

ਭਗਵਾਨਦਧ੍ਯ [bhagvandas] a disciple of Guru
Hargobind, who belonged to Bodla subcaste
and lived in Burhanpur. 2 a Khatri of Gherarh
subcaste who forcibly captured village Sri
Gobindpur founded by Guru Arjan Dev.I When

Bhagwan Dass died ﬁghting against the Sikhs,
the commander of J alandhar attacked the Guru
and was killed in the battle. Rattan Chand, son
of Bhagwan Dass, was also killed with a shot
from Guru Hargobind’s pistol. 3 ruler of Jaipur,
whose sister was married to emperor Akbar.

ਭਗਵਾਨਾ [bhagvana] a devotee of Guru Arjan
Dev, who attained self-realisation. 2 adj of
God.
ਭਗਵਾਭੇਸ [ਮੂਸ੍ਟਿਣਰੈਛੁਪ੍ਯਾਧਿੴਚਿੰ], ਭਗਵਾਂਵੇਸਭੰਧਿਸਿ਼ਡ਼ਫ਼ੂਲ਼/ਕੋੰਢਰਿੰ]

cursed Indar and marked him with vaginas.
2 lucky, fortunate, having good luck. 3 supreme, sovereign. 4 having six qualities. “isvar ke khat gun ko jan. jéte kethat he bhagvan. jas esvraj VIrag Udar. lachmi gyan so puran dhar.”——GPS. 5 in Vishnu Puran part 6, ch
5, Bhagwan is He who nourshises, provides
salvation and shelter to all the living creatures.
He, Himself, is everlasting. 6 n the Creator,

ਭਗਵੰਤ [})ਸ਼ਿਥੂਙ/ਟੈਦਿ], ਭਗਵੰਤਾ [bhagvéta] adj lucky,

the Transcendent. “bhagvan ramné sarbatr
thanhi.”——sahas m 5. 7 Vishnu. “kalahI paI

‘Many writers including Bhai Santokh Singh committed

bhayo bhagvan.”— VN.

saffron-coloured dress; robe of the Creator.
ਭਗਵੇਂ ਵੇਸਿ [bhagve veSI] due to saffron-coloured
dress. “bhagve veSI bhramI mukatI na hoi.”
—bas§tm 3.
wealthy. “Ihu dhanu sécahu, hovahu
bhagvét.”—sukhmani. “sei sah bhagvét se,

sacosépe harI raSI.”—bavan. 2 ਮਂਧ੍ਯਰ੍. See
ਭਗਵਾਨ 4 and 5. “harI bhagvéta, ta jan khara
error in writing about'the founding of Hargobindpur.
See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਗੋਬਿੰਦਪੁਰ.

ਭਗਵੰਤੀਂ
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sukhala.”—majh a m 5. 3 n the Creator, the
Almighty, God. “bhagvét ki tahal kare nIt nit.”
—sukhmani. ,

ਭਗਵੰਤੀਂ [bhagvéti] pertaining to the Creator, of

One must consult an experienced physician about this disease in its initial stage. The
best treatment is the incision of the affected
part so as to remove its roots.

God, devotee of the Almighty, follower of the
true Master. “dhano bhégvéti nanka, jIna gur-

The general treatment of ﬁstula is:
(a) apply the strained remnants of satya-

mukhi ladha harI.”—saVa m 3. 2 lucky per-

nasi herb and mashed paste of margosa

sons, fortunate beings.

leaves.
(b) wash the affected part of the body with
hot decoction of margosa or with water, prepared as mixture of three myrobalans viz ——
chebulic, belleric and emblic.
(0) apply the crushed bone of a cat in a
cerbic bUtter-milk or in water solution of med—
ical mixture of three myrobalans.
(d) take purgative medicines and diets.
(6) take decoction of chebulic, belleric and
emblic myrobalans, pure gum of pine tree,
baIbIrfg etc. “CInag prameh bhagfdr
dukhutra.”—-carI tr 405 .

ਭਗਵੰਤੁ [bhagvétu] lucky. See ਭਗਵੰਤ. “sz0 manI
vase naraIno, so kahie bhagvétu.”—majh m 5

dInrsn.

ਭਗੜਾਣਾ [bhagrana] a village under police station and tehsil Bassi of Patiala state situated
ﬁve miles to the east of Sadhugarh railway
station. A gurdwara in memory of Guru
Tegbahadur is situated about half a mile to the
south of this village. The shrine is a small one,
with a large number of residential houses nearby. The state has allotted 250 vighas of land
to the gurdwara. The present priest is a bap—
tised Sikh woman.

ਭਗਾ [bhaga] ran, underwent. “jag janam maran
bhaga.”—savsye m 4 ke.

ਭਗਾਤ [bhagat] devotees, worshippers. See

ਹਰਿਭਗਾਤ. 2 run away, ﬂee. “bhagat hOI bhaybhit
danév.”—-saloh.

ਭਗਾਤੀ [bhagati] of the devotees. “harI, rakhahu
laj bhagati.”-—dhana m 4.

ਭਗਿੰਦਰ [bhagfdar]a ਭਗਿੰਦੁ [bhagidr] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾboil that can tear away the stitches. ਭਾਗ (stitch)
+ ਦਰ (tearing away). it} Fistula develops
within or around the anus. Pus continuously
oozes out of the ﬁstula wound. It may stop for
sometime but starts oozing after sometime.
Scabby and throbbing pain continuously irk the
patient.
The reasons for ﬁstula. are — sitting on hard
place for a long time, taking food that causes
impurities in the blood, long lasting constipation etc.

ਭਗਿਨੀ [bhagIni] one who tries to get wealth
from father and brother … sister.

ਭਗੀ [bhagi] Skt ਮਂਧਿਜ੍. adj lucky, fortunate, having good luck. 2 happy, pleased. 3 ਭਗੀ is also
used for ਭਾਗੀ (means ran, ﬂed).

ਭਗੀਰਥ [bhagirath] in the scriptures like Mahabharat etc son of Dilip, ruler of Ayudhya,
who belonged to the Surya dynasty. He was
successful in pleasing Brahma with intense
meditation at Gokaran in the Himalayas in order to bring Ganges on the earth. It was meant
to seek salvation for sixty thousand sons of
his ancestor, who had been reduced to ashes
by enraged Kapil. Brahma promised to give
him Ganga, but the problem was that nobody
except Shiv could handle Ganga ﬁrst falling
from the sky (heaven). Hence Bhagirath was
required to seek blessingsof Shiv.

Bhagirath meditated upon Shiv and persuaded him to agree to control Ganga. When

ਭਗੇ
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Brahma released Ganga from heaven, Shiv
spread out his hair so much that Ganga could
not ﬁnd way to ﬂow out for thousands of years.
Ultimately Shiv released Ganga from his looks
at the request of Bhagirath. Ganga had its

seven outlet ﬂows - three of these viz Hradi-

ni, Pawini and Nalini ﬂowed towards the east,
three — Vankshu, Sita and Sindhu streamed
towards the west while one stream of Ganges ﬂowed after the chariot of Bhagirath. Becasue it followed Bhagirath’s chariot, this
stream of Ganges is popularly known as

Bhagirilthi. See ਜਨ੍ਹਸੁਤਾ and ਜਾਹਰਨਵੀ. 2 a head-

man (nambardar) O_fvillage Mailsihan, who attained self-realisation on becoming a follower
of Guru‘Nanak Dev after giving up meditat-

ing on goddess Durga. 3 a devoted Sikh of

Suini subcaste who turned very benevolent
after becoming a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev.

ਭਗੇ [bhage] ran away, ﬂed. “janmahI marI

bhage ha.”—asa m 5. 2'1s broken; is smashed,
is cracked.

ਭਗੇਂ'ਦ੍ਰ [bhagédr] See ਭ-ਗਿੰਦ੍.

ਭਗੈ [bhage] runs away, ﬂees. 2 is broken, is

smashed.
ਭਗੋਲ [bhagel] adjdeserter, absconder; who ﬂees
from battle. “bhagel bhe SIdharte.”—GPS.

ਭਗੋਲਾ [bhgola] See ਬਰੋਟਾਸਾਰਿਬ.

ਭਗੌਹਾਂ [bhagohé] adj saffron-coloured. “vastra
bhagahé 8]'59})}1ਟੈ8911 me kar5.”—carItr 23 5 .

ਭਗੌਤੀ [bhagati] See ਭਗਉਤੀ.

ਭਗੌੜਾ [bhagara] ਭਗੌੜੂ [bhagaru] See ਭਗੈਲ.

ਭਗੰਦਰ [1੭1198ਟੈ੦191] See ਭਗਿੰਦੁ.
' ਭਗੁਲਧਿਸ਼ਿਥੂਥੂਪੀ] deserter, absconder. “bhaggul
lok phIre sabh hi, ran me lakh raghav ki athkai.”—ramav.
ਭਕ੍ਰਿ [bhagtI] See ਭਗਤਿ.

ਭਗ੍ਰਿਫ਼ਲਨ [bhagtIphalan] adj who is rewarded

for his meditation. “sabal malan, bhagtIphalan.”

—-saveye m 4 ke.

ਭਜਨੀਕ

ਭਗੂ [bhagan] See ਭਗਨ 3 and 4.
ਭੱਛ [bhacch] Skt 33. n eating or drinking.
2 edible Object. See ਭਕਜ਼ “$er jIm bhacch
par.”—NP.

ਭੱਛਕ [bhacchak] Skt 333. adj who eats.
ਭੱਛਣ [bhacchan] Skt 333. n eating or drinking.
33lbhaj1Sktl'HTrf. vr distribute, separate, serve,

meditate, recite hymns.‘ ‘Caran bhaje parbra-

ham ke, sabh19p tap tInhi kit. ”—sr1 m 5. 2 See
ਭਜਨ.

ਭਜਸਿ [bhajaSI] meditates, worships, recites
hymns in His praise. “ab na bhajaSI, bhajas:
kab bhai?”—bher kabir.

333 [bhajak] ] distributor, divider. See ਭਾਜਕ.
2 servant, (one) who serves. 3 worshipper.
ਭਜਣਾ [bhajna] v consume, eat. 2 meditate.
3 get broken, be smashed. 4 get separated.
See ਭਜ੍ vr. 5 run.
ਭਜਤ [bhajat] meditating, worshipping. 2 eating,
consuming. 3 enjoying.

ਭਜਥੲੀ [bhajthai] meditates, worships. “jan harI
harI namu bhajthai.”—I<aII m 4.

ਭਜਨ [bhajan] Skt n worship; 2 eating and drinking. 3 recitation of the Divine. “gobfdbhajan
bIn bIrthe sabh kam.”—sukhman1'. 4 copulating, indulgence in sex. “tahf bhajan kau hath
pasara. tab trIy tahf jutian mara.”—carI tr 4 7.
5 dividing, distributing. 6 acquiring, adopting.
“ses nIharke man bhaje he.”—1<rIsan. ‘adopts
Silence.’ “man re! sada bhajahu harsarnai.”
—sr1' m 3.
ਭਜਨਾਸਨੰ [bhajnasané] complete involvement in
prayer, supreme stage acquired through med-

itation. “asthIré nanak bhagvét bhajnsané.”

—sahas m 5.” 2 ‘prayer is his food.’ ‘who meditates upon Naam.’
ਭਜਨਿ [bhajanI] by praying, due to prayer. “harI
ke bhajanI kaun kaun na tare?”—mala m 5.

ਭਜਨੀਕ [bhajnik] adjreciting the hymn in (Thine)
praise. 2 distributor, divider.

ਭਟਿੰਡਾ
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ਭਜਨੀਯ

ਭਜਨੀਯ [bhajniy] adj worth-meditating upon.
2 worth-worshipping. 3 worth-distributing.
ਭਜਨੁ [bhajano] See ਭਜਨ.
ਭਜਰਾਤ [bhajrat] run away, flee. “dine 1<੦ nam

sune bhajratahI.”—saveye 33. (they) ‘run
away on hearing that they were to pay/give.’
ਭਜਾਉਣਾ [bhajaona] v make one run, make one
ﬂee. 2 make one sing devotional song. 3 get
distributed.
ਭਜਿ [bhajI] adv by meditating, by worshipping.

2 by running. “gorsarnai bhajIpae.”—asa am 3.
ਭਜੁ [bhaju] meditate. See ਭਜਨ 3. “kahu nanak

harI bhaju mana!.”—s m 9. 2 adopt. See ਭਜਨ

ਭਟਨੇਰ [bhatner] a town founded by Bhatti Rao,
which is now popularly known as Hanuman-

garh in the state of Bikaner. 2 See ਭਟਿੰਡਾ.
ਭਟਭੇਰ [ਪਿੰਰਿਧਿੴਮਿੰ], ਭਟਭੋਂੜ [bhatbher] 17 fight
between warriors, combat between soliders;
duel.
ਭਟਲੀ [bhatli] river ﬂowing in ancient times near
Bathinda, that is non—existent now. “calat huti
dve nadi tab bhatli subh CItra.”——GPS.
ਭਟਾ [bhata] n brinjal.
ਭਟਾਂਬਰ [bhatébar] n ਭਟ-ਔਂਬਰ, armour, coat of
mail. 2 adj superb among warriors. “1<੦“ dhir
dhare bhatﬁbar.”—paras.

6. “bhaju cakradhar sarné.”—gujj£dev. 3 (you)
eat and drink. See ਭਜਨ 2. “bhaju sadhségat:
sada nanak.”—asa chét m 5.
ਭਜੈ [bhaje] may sing devotional songs. 2 sings
devotional. songs. 3 gets broken or smashed.
“sabho bhaje asra.”—sr1' a m 5. “ja bhaje, ta
thikaru hove.”—m 1 var majh.

ਭਟਿਆਣੀ [})ਯਿਛੁਗ਼ੁਗ੍ਪਂ], ਭਟਿਆਨੀ [bhatIani] wife of

ਭਜੰਤੇ [bhajéte] worshipping, meditating. “jo na

of a partridge, found mostly in sandy areas;
sand-grouse. S ਪਟਤਿੱਤਿਰ. ਪਟ [pat] means sandy
plain,f§'i‘38partridge living in sandy plain. Its
flesh is red and non-spongy. It has two species: large and small.

bhajéte naraIna.”—bh€r namdev.

ਭਜ੍ਯ [bhajy] adj worth-distributing. 2 worthmeditating upon.
ਭਟ[})}18ਛੁ]5/ਢਲ਼ਸਟ੍.ਘਾ੮81!(, discuss, hire. 2 n hired
soldier - warrior. 3 servant. 4 freight, fare.

5 See ਭੱਟ.

ਭਟਕ [bhatak] n nervousness, restlessness, anx-

iety. “bhule bhatka khahI .”-5 kabir.
ਭਟਕਣ [bhatkan] Dg run.
ਭਟਕਨਾ [bhatakna] v fluster, become nervous.
2 wander aimlessly.
ਭਟਕਾਰ [bhatkar] n anxiety, nervousness. “dal-

.

ਭਟਕ਼ਿ [bhatakI] anxiously, nervously. “dekhat
daraso bhatakI bhram bhajjat.”—savsye m 4 ke.
ਭਟਨੀ [bhatni] n army of warriors; army.

e—sanama.

“bhatIani thakorani.”—asa a m 1. 2 wife ofa

Bhatt. 3 See ਭੱਟ.

ਭਟਿਆਰਾ [bhatIara] adj working on hire. 2 See
ਭਣਿਆਰਾ.
ਭਟਿੱਟਰ [bhatItar] Skt ਵਤੰ-ਲ਼ਾਰਿ. a bird of the size

ਭਟਿੰਡਾ [bhatfda] a town founded by Rajput
Bhatti Rao, who also founded Bhatner. It now

ਭਟਹਾ [bhat-ha] n what kills a soldier * dagger.—sanama. 2 arrow.—sanama.

patI mare, bhat bhatkare.”—ramav.

a Rajput belonging to Bhatti subcaste.

falls under division Barnala of Patiala state.
The high fort built by raja Binay Pal is situated nearby. The height ofthis fort is 118 feet.
Many writers have mentioned this town as the
capital ofJaipaI. Guru Gobind Singh visited
this place. A gurdwara stands within the fort.
Fifty ghumaons of land has been allotted to
this gurdwara by Patiala state. Another gurdwara is located near the house of Rattan Hazi
(which was the camping site of the Guru). This
gurdwara has twenty-ﬁve ghumaons of land
attached to it. Both the shrines have Singh
priests.

ਭਟੁੱਤਮ
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Amar Singh, ruler of Patiala, captured
Bathinda in 1771 AD.1 Maharaja Karam Singh
renamed the Bathinda fort as Gobindgarh.
The ancient name of Bathinda (in Sanskrit)
is Vikramgarh. It is a railway junction of
North-Western, Southern Punjab, Jodhpur—
Bikaner and Rajputana Railways.

ਭਟੁੱਤਮ [bhatuttam] supreme warrior, valiant warrior.

ਭਟੂ [bhatu] female friend or companion of a
girl or woman. 2 respectable vocative for
women.

ਭਟੋ'ਦ੍ [bhatédr] commander, commander-inchief, supreme commander.
ਭੱਟ [bhatt] Sktn bard, minstrel, panegyrist, poet
who sings praises of a king and warriors in
the royal court. 2 scholar having knowledge
of the Veds. 3 Bhatts, who recited hymns in
praise of the ﬁve Sikh Gurus. Their recitations/utterances are popularly known as Saveye
of Bhatts. In Surya Prakash they are described
as the best scholars of the Veds2 viz ——
Ik Ik ved caturvapu dhare
pragat nam tIn kaho asés,
purav samved ke Ih bhe—
mathora jalap bal harIbés,
ponI rI gved kaly jal n31 tre
kalas-har cothe gInI 55,
bhae yajur ke taly saly punI
jaly bhaly Upje debés,
bahur atharvan dasaru kiratI

ganI gayéd sadrég sucar,
kamlasan k0 thkkha nam so
Ih sabh te bha athk Udar.
—GPS I‘aSI 3 a 48.
4 a subcaste, persons belonging to which are
'Some authors are of the view that Baba Aala Singh
conquered Bathinda in 1754 AD.

2It means they were Brahmins having knowledge of the

Veds.

ਭੱਟਿ

supposed to be the offspring of a Brahmin
woman from the semen of a Khatri man.
Some authors regard Bhatts as the progeny
of Vaishy women and Shudar men.3 5 See

ਭੱਟਾਚਾਰਯ.
ਤੱਟਾਚਾਰਯ [bhattacaray] 1Tczairtzzlgreat scholar
of the Veds. 2 title of Udayanachaiy. 3 Kumarilbhatt, who was a scholar of Hindu philosophy. Although Kumaril acquired knowledge from scholars of Buddhism, yet he refuted its doctrine and supported the Veds
through logical evidence. Presuming it to be
unethical to oppose one’s master, he immolated himself in the ﬁre ignited with straws. He
was a contemporary of Shankaracharya. 4 In
the 405‘h charitar in Dasam Granth Bhattacharya is shown as born from the sweat of
Mahakaal. He is the religious teacher of Panegyrists. “mahakal k0 bhayo praseta. daryo
bhumI p'jchkar teta. bhattacaray rup tab dhara.”

ਭੰਟਾਂ ਦੇ ਸਵੈਯੇ [bhétta de savsye] See ਭੱਟ 3 and

ਗ੍ਰੰਥਸਾਹਿਥਸ਼੍ਰੀਗੁਰੂ.

ਭੱਟਿ [ਘਿਰਠੁਛੁਗ਼ੁ], ਭੱਟੀ [bhatti] Rajputs belonging to
the Yadu dynasty. Noble persons of Jaisalmer
were from this subcaste. Phul dynasty is also
derived from Bhattis.“ Bhatner and Bathinda
were founded by these people. Many Bhatti
Rajputs adopted Islam during the Mughal rule,
amongst them raja Dulla Bhatti of village Bhattian (district Gujarat) and his son Kama] Khan
are famous in history.
2 a great poet Bhatt Narayan, writer of
Veni Sanhar is named Bhatti. He lived in the

seventh century AD. 3 a Jatt woman bearing
this name, who met the tenth Master at the
time of the latter’s departure from village
Hehar. Guru Gobind Singh was in the guise of
3868ਬੁਹ੍1^|ਵੈਵਰਤਪੁਰਾਣ,ਬ੍ਰਹ੍ਮਖਡ ch. 10.
48<ਵੋ<ਠੁਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼

«(\l
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a sublime pir at that time. She put her shoulder below the Master’s palanquin (bedstead)
and was bestowed with a boon by the Guru.1
4 bhattikavy poetry of Bhatti’s, which narrates
the tale of Ram.
ਭੱਟੂ [bhattu] a Tiwari Brahmin, who became a
preacher of Sikhism after turning a devotee
of Guru Arjan Dev. 2 brother of Bhagoo, a
follower of Guru Hargobind and great warrior. He attained self-realisation. He fought
with great valour in the Amritsar battle.

there is a very beautiful shrine at this place.
Many pucca residental houses are also built
nearby. The priest is a Singh.
ਭੱਠੀ [bhétthi] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ੋਂਭ੍ਰਹਂਸ੍ਟ੍ਰੀ. kiln, potter’s kiln. 2 oven
or hearth of a sweet-maker etc. 3 blacksmith’s
oven for melting metals.
ਭਡ [bhad] Skt ਮਂਫ੍. vr talk too much.

ਭੱਟੋਜਿਦੀਕਿਤ [bhattojI diksIt] a great Sanskrit

ਭਡੂਆ [bhaclua] See ਭੜੂਆ.
ਭਣ [bhan] Skt ਮਾਹ੍. vr talk blunt, taik plain, speak

scholar, son of Lakshmidhar Soori and father
of Bhanuji Dikshit. Books such as Advait
Kostubh, Achar Pradeep, Tantar Siddhant
Dipika, Dhatu Path, Sidhant Kaumudi etc written by him, are very'engrossing and interest-

in g. See ਜ੍ਯਾਭਠ [bhath] ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਭ੍ਰਜ੍ਟ੍ਰ. n cauldron used for parching; vessel in which grains are parched by
putting sand etc in it. 2 ਭ੍ਰ'ਸ੍ਵਟ੍ਰ - hearth or oven
used for heating the patching cauldron placed
on it. “bhath kherIéi da rahIna.”—hajare 10.

ਭਨਿ [bhathI] in the hearth. “bhathI nagar se
gram.”—majh barhamaha. ‘put those towns
and villages in the hearth.’
ਭਨਿਆਰਾ [})ਸ਼ਿਸਿ਼ਗ਼ੁਪਿੰਕ਼], ਭਠਿਹਾਰਾ [bhathIhara] grain

parcher; person who parches grain in the cauldron. See ਭਠ-

ਭੱਠਸਾਹਿਥ [bhatthsahlb] See ਗੁਰੂਅਾਣਾ 3.
ਭੱਠਾ [bhattha] kiln, brick kiln.
ਭੱਠਾਸਾਹਿਬ [bhatthasath] There is a village
Kotla Nihang under police station and tehsil
Ropar, district Ambala. There stands a gurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind Singh near
this village on the north-east side. The nearest railway station is Ropar. The Guru stayed
here near a brick kiln and a Pathan devotee
served the true Guru with great devotion. Now
ILook for this tale. ਗੁਰਪ੍ਰਤਾਪ ਸੂਰਯ sixth part chapter 48.

ਭਡਕ [bhadak] See ਭੜਕ.
ਭਡਵਾਲ [bhadval] a subcaste of Rajputs. The
nobles of Bhaddu belong to this subcaste. See

ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.

the truth. 2 Dg statement, utterance, discourse.

ਭਣਣੌਕ [bhan-n‘ék] onom humming sound. “bhannék su naddé naphiré.”—rama v.

ਭਣਤ [bhanat] See ਭਣਿਤ.
ਭਣਤਿ [bhanatI] (he) states, says. “bhanatI nan-

ak sahu he bhi hosi.”—suhi a m 1. 2 See ਭਣਿਤਿ.
ਭਲ [bhanan] Skt 11 statement, utterance,

speech. “nam setIguru mUkhI bhanIao.”
—-saveye m 4 ke. See ਭਣ vr. “sémat satrahI
sahIs bhaanje.”—car1tr 405. “jih bhaano
utamslok.”——sahas m 5. “jagénath gopal mokhI
bhani.”~—maru solhe m 5.

ਭਣਿਤ [bhanIt] Skt adj stated, said.
ਭਣਿਤਿ [bhanItI] Skt 71 statement, utterance.
2 poetry.

ਭਣੇਵਾ [bhaneva] sister’s son, nephew.
ਭਣੋਈਆ [bhanoia] n sister’s husband, brotherin-law. Skt ਭਾਮਕ.
ਭਤਧਿਸ਼ਿਨਿ] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਭਕੂ. cooked rice, thoroughly cooked
rice. 2 Dg share, portion. 3 S custom, tradi-

tion. See ਭਤਿ.
ਭਤਨਾ [bhatna] by way of. “jiv jéto bhanat baho

bh'atna.”—saloh.
ਭਤਾ [bhata] by way of. “janahI kavan bhata?”

—gujmi5. 2 See ਭੱਤਾ.
ਭਤਾਰ [bhatar], ਭਤਾਚਿ [bhatarI], ਭਤਾਰੁ [bhataro],
ਭਤਾਰੋਂ [bhataro] Skt ਗੰਤੁੱ (ਸੰਗੁ) and ਕੁਤੀ (ਸਚਿ ). Its

ਭਰਿ
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plural form is ਸ਼ੰਜ਼ਾਦ੍: adj who nourishes, who
sustains. 2 n husband, lord, master. “mere ngh
ae rajaram bhatara.”—asa kabir. “ravahI so—
hagni so prabhu sej bhataru.”—sr1' m I . 3 husband — “das dasi kardini bhatarI .”—suh1' m 5.
‘husband has excercised control over ten sensory organs.’ 4 king, ruler. “manmukh dehi
bharam bhataro.”—maru soIhe m 3. ‘the bodies ofthe apostates are overpowerd by su—
perstitions.’

ਭੱਦਰ

mégan parhan CItare.”—BG.

3331=F[bhadarsa] or ਭਦਸ਼ਾੰ [bhadarsa] a village
close to Ayodhya, situated on the bank of
Maraha river. Bharat rejoined Ram here after the iatter’s exile.
ਭਦੁ [bhadu] See ਭਦਣ. “hathi SIr khohaI, na

bhadu karaIa.”—m 1 var maIa.

ਭਦੇਸ [bhades], ਭਦੇਸਾ [bhadesa] adj uncivilised,
rustic, unshapely, unskilled, clumsy. “bhanIt
bhadesa.”—tUIs1'.

ਭਰਿ [bhatI] n method, way, rite. “paie kItu ਭਦੌੜ [bhadar] a town founde
d by Baba Aala
bhatI.”—sri m 4 vanjara. “calé dunia bhatI.”

—s farid.

ਭਤਿਅਾ [bhatIa] n tradition, custom. “ona Iko
namu édharu, Ika un bhatIa.”—var ram 2 m

5. 2 methodically, tactfully.

ਭਤੀਜਾ [bhatija] Skt ਸ਼ਾਰ੍ਵਯ. brother’s son, nephew.
ਭਤੀਜੀ[})}1ਰਿਬ੍ਰੂ]'1]ਭ੍ਰਹਂਭ੍ਰਿਜਥਾਂ.[)1ਰ੍0ਜਿ਼ਮਿੰ’5 daughter, niece.
ਭਤੀਰੀਂ [bhatiri] of the husband, of the lord. “pav
malovau ségI nan bhatiri.”—suh1' m 5.
ਤੱਤਾ [bhatta] n cooked rice. 2 compensatory
allowance given to a soldier for expending on
food. 3 lunch which is carried (usually by the
housewife) for the menfolk toiling in the ﬁelds.

4 brother, “sadhu ségatI gurbhai bhatta.”—BG.
ਤੱਤੇਹਾਰੀ [bhattehari] she who carries lunch for

men toiling in the ﬁelds. See ਭੱਤਾ 3‘.
ਭਥਈਆ [bhathaia] adj fastening the quiver. 2 n
quiver.

ਤੱਥਾ [bhattha] n quiver.
‘ ਭਦ [bhad] See ਭਦੁ and ਭਦ੍ਰ.

ਭਦਉਰੀਆ [bhadauria] See ਭਦਉੜੀਏ.
ਭਦਉੜ [bhadaur] See ਭਦੌੜ.

ਭਦਉੜੀਏ [bhadaurie] a subcaste of the Rajputs.
This name is derived from their habitation in
Bhadavar district near the bank of Chambal
river. “kI tre gum bhadaurie, des des vadde Itbari.”—BG.
ਭਦਣ [bhadan], ਭਦਣੁ [bhadanu] Hindus have
derived this word from ਭਦ੍ਰ. tonsure. “bhadan

Singh of Phul dynasty near Barnala in Patiala
state, where the descendants of Dunne, elder
son ofRam Singh, are the chiefs. Guru Gobind

Singh visited this place while on a hunting ex—
pedition and killed a female snake. There
stands a gurdwara here. Land measuring
sixty ghumaons has been allotted to the shrine
since the period of Baba Aala Singh. The priest
is an Akali Singh.
Charan Dass, foster son of Mata Sundari,
was a famous sadhu of this area. His seat
(hermitage) is outside the village, which has
110 ghumaons of land donated by the state. ‘
Bhadaur is eight miles to the north of Tapa

railway station. See ਅਤਰਸਿੰਘ2 and ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.

ਭਦੌਡ਼ੀਆ [bhadaria] See ਭਦਉੜੀਏ. 2 resident of
Bhadaur. 3 chief of Bhadaur.

ਭੱਦਣ [bhaddan] See ਭਦਣ and ਭਦ੍ਰ 9.
ਭੱਦਰ [bhaddar], ਭਦ੍ਰ [bhadr] (See ਭੰਦ੍ vr) n happiness, auspiciousness. 2 gold, yellow metal.
See ਅਦੁਸਾਰ 3. 3 ox. 4 Shiv. 5 Baldev, Balbhadar (elder brother of Krishan). 6 Sumeru
mount. 7 adjnoble, pious, virtuous. 8 superb,
excellent. 9 n tonsure, shave. See ਭਦਣ. “bhad—

dar bharam, dharam kIchU nahi.”—gurusobha. “bIkhIa kIrIa bhadr tIago.”—GV 10.
10 In Dasam Granth, some anonymous writer has erroneously written ਭਦ੍ [bhadr] for ਰੁਦ੍ਰ

viz — “bernyo sabh hi ras bhadr mai h8.”—c5di

ਭਦ੍ਰਕ
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1. while the correct text is “ras rudr mai he.”
— c5d1'1. […] with ਰ [rara] has made it ਭ. 11 Dg
elephant. 12 ajester in Ram’s royal court. See
ਸੀਤਾ.

ਭਦੁਕ [bhadrak] Skt adjsuperb, excellent. 2 brave,
courageous. 3 n fragrant grass used as medicine.
‘ ‘

ਭਦ੍ਰਕਾਲੀ [bhadrakali] goddess of a horrible-look,
created by Shiv to disturb a yag being performed by Dakash. See ਸ਼ੈਵਪੁਚਾਣ, ਵਾਯਵੀਯਸੰ'ਹਿਤਾ.
ch. l7.l According to 59‘h chapter of Kalika
Puran, demon Mahikhasur was a devotee and
worshipper of goddess Bhadarkali, who had
sixteen arms. There is a famous temple of
Bhadarkali at a distance of about two and a
halfmiles from Medinipur.

ਭਬਕੀ

enth ear according to astrology. “thItI var
bhadra bharam.”—BG. 8 a river in Kamroop.
9 green grass.
ਭਦ੍ਰਾਸਨ [bhadrasan], ਭਦ੍ਰਾਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ [bhadramudra] 11
seat on which one sits for the welfare of the
pubic — royal throne, royal seat. Accordin g to
Vrihat Sahinta, the throne (royal seat) is one
which is made by spreading the skin of an ox
and by placing a plank ofwood from a milky
tree embedded with gold and silver. 2 sitting
posture of the practitioners of yog. Bhadrasan
is a sitting posture in which ankles are kept
below the buttock. 3 position of sitting in Bhadrasan posture.

ਭਨ [bhan] See ਭਣ. 2 ਭਨ is also used for ਭਣੇਂੲੀਅਾ
(ਭਾਮਕ). (brother-in-law i.e. sister’s husband).

ਭਦ੍ਰ'ਖੰਡ [bhadrakhéd] one of the nine segments

“szam; dhanéje krIsanbhan.”—sanama. ‘broth-

of earth as described in Purans. “bhadrakhéd

er-in-law of Krishan — Arjun.’
ਭਨਕ[})}191191<];7 noise. 2 apprehension, inkling,
intimation, information. “tanak bhanak jab tIn
sunpai.”——VN.
ਭਨਤਿ [bhanatI] See ਭਣਤਿ. “bhanatI nanak meri
puri pari.”—gau m 5. 2 See ਭਣਿਤਿ.

pahuce gonbhavné.”—NP.
ਭੁਦੁਮਿੰਦਾ [bhadrapada] one having feet like those

of an ox; third and fourth lunar asterisms.

ਭਦੁਪੀਂਠ [bhadr-pith] n royal throne. “bhadr—pith
basav betha re.”—sanh. See ਭਦ੍ਰਾਸਨ 1.

ਭਦੁਵਾਹੀ [bhadravahi] a Rajput subcaste. Bhadarvah state, now in Kashmir, belonged to the
Rajputs of this subcaste.
ਭਦ੍ਰਾ [bhadra] n daughter of the ruler of Kekay
and one of the eight queens of Krishan. Her
idol is installed in Jagannath temple. She gave
birth to the following sons of Krishan : San—

ਭਨਿ [bhanI] See ਭਣਨ and ਭਣਿਤ. 2 by breaking.
“bhanI bhanI gharis.”—o§1<ar.

ਭਕ੍ਤਿ [bhanIt], ਭਨਿਤਿ [bhanItI] poetry. See
ਭਣਿਤਿ. “kou gun he no mo bhanIt maddh jano
man.”—NP.

ਭਪਾਰਾ [bhapara], ਭਫਾਰਾ [bhaphara] n warmth of

'Sec ਮਹਾਭਾਰਤ ਸ਼ਾਂਤਿ ਪਰਵ ch. 284.

steam. 2 steam-bath.
ਭਬਕ [bhabak] n thunderous sound, roaring
sound. 2 sound produced when water is poured
into a pitcher etc. 3 threat, rebuke.
ਭਬਕਾ [bhabaka] n a long metallic mug. 2 open—
mouthed container, used for distillation pupose,
which is kept over the cauldron. There is space
for storing water on its top and a tube in the
lower portion allows the distillate to ﬂow out.

2As per astrology ifthis occurs on Wednesday, then it is

ਭਬਕੀ [bhabki] n act of roaring like a lion.

gramjit, Vrihtsen, Shoor, Praharn, Arijit, Jay,

Subhadar, Ram, Ayu and Satya. Some ignorant authors have written Subhadra in Jagannath as sister of Krishan because Bhadra is
also the name of Subhadra. 2 galaxy, milky
way. 3 second, seventh and twelfth days of a
lunar month.2 4 cow. 5 Durga. 6 earth. 7 sev-

propitious and all the tasks undertaken are completed.

2 threat; act of rebuking.

ਭਬੂਕਾ
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ਭਬੂਕਾ [bhabuka] 17 sound produced by the ﬂame’s
sudden bursting. 2 conflagration. “barbe bar
ko jy6 bhabuke.”— VN.

ਭੱਥ [bhabb], ਭਸ਼੍ਯ [bhaby] Skt ਭਵਜ਼ adj likely to
occur in the future; expected. “bhut bhabb
bhavan bhupatI.”—aka1. 2 appropriate, suitable. 3 beautiful, charming. 4 h happiness,

auspiciousness. 5 luck, fortune. “gatha gavétI
nanak bhabyé parapurbanah.”——ga tha.
ਭਭਕ [bhabhak], ਭਭਕਾਰ [bhabhkar] See ਭਬਕ and

ਭਬੂਕਾ.

ਭਭਕੰਤ [bhabhkét] bursting into ﬂames, in ﬂames.

See ਭਬਕ. 2 ਥੂਉਂ/(ਠੰਭੁ'ਵਿਕਾਂਤਸ਼ਾ darling ofthe world —
water. “gad gad su ban. bhabhkét nsn.”—datt.
‘tearful eyes.’
ਭਭਰਨਾ [bhabharna] v be frightened, be scared.
2 wonder, be astonished. 3 fluster, become

nervous.

ਭਰ

ਭਯਉ [bhayau] happened, occurred (Skt ਭੂ. to

happen). “jIh krIpalu harI harI bhayau.”
—saV£ye m 5 ke.
3136(3[bhaykar] adjhorrible, fearful, terrible.

ਭਯਭੰਜਨੁ [bhaybhéjanu] destroyer of fear. See
ਭਯ.

ਭਯਾ [bhaya] See ਭਯਉ. “nIrdhané bhayé
dhanvétah.”—sahas m 5. 2 n brother. “tijs:
bhaya bhabhi beb.”—m 1 var majh. 3 Skt a
demoness who was Kaal’s sister, Heti’s wife
and Vidyutkesh’s mother.
ਭਯਾਹਵ [bhayahav] ਭਯ-ਆਹਞ apprehension of

war, fear of war. “lakh bhiru bhayahav
bhajjhf ge.”—1<alk1'. 2 See ਭਯਾਵਹ.
ਭਯਾਕੁਲ [bhayakul] perturbed due to terror; ter-

riﬁed, frightened.

'

ਭਯਾਣ [bhayan] See ਭਯਾਨ. “abhutf; bhayané.”

—VN. ‘never so terriﬁed before.’

ਭਭਾ [bhabha] the letter 3. “bhaba, bharam mI-

313133[bhayatur] frightened, scared, terriﬁed.

tavau apna.”—ba van. 2 pronunciation of 3.
ਭਭਾਕ [bhabhak] See ਭਬਕ and ਭਬੂਕਾ.
ਭਭਾਖਾ [bhabhakha], ਭਭਾ'ਖਿਆ [bhabhakhIa] Skt

ਭਯਾਨ [bhayan], ਭਯਾਨਕ [bhayanak] adj terrify-

ਬੁਭੁਕਾ. desire to eat, hunger. “tIpatIrahe aghaI,
mIti bhabhakhIa.”—vad m 4.

ਭਭੀਖਣ [bhabhikhan], ਭਭੀਖਨ [bhabhikhan], ਭਭੀਛਨ
[bhabhichan] Skt ਵਿਭੀਸਣ. adj highly frightening, fearsome. 2 n younger brother of Ravan,
who sought shelter from Ram on the advice
of Shiv. Ram made him the ruler of Lanka

after killing Ravan. “155k bhabhikhan apIo
ho.”—sor namdev. “raj bhabhikhan athk karIo.”——maru namdev.
ਭਭੂਕਾ [bhabhuka] See ਭਬੂਕਾ. “calai tuphégé bhab—
huke bhakhéte.”—GPS.
ਭਮੱਕਡ਼ [bhamakkar] Skt ਭੱਕਿਕਾ n moth.
ਭਮਰ [bhamar] See ਭ੍ਰਮਰ.
ਭਮੂਲ [bhamul] See ਭੰਭੂਲ.
ਭਯ [bhay] Skt n fear, terror. “bhaybhéjanu

pardukhnIvarU.”—saveye m 5 ke. 2 trouble,
calamity, distress. 3 worry, anxiety.

ing, frightening. 2 one of the nine aesthetic
pleasures of poetics.
“jéko thayibhav bhay vahe bhayanak jan. ਰ੍
lakhan bhayékar gajab kachu te bIbhav or an.
képadIk anubhav tahf sécari mohadI.
kaldev kvela varan su bhayanak ras yadI .”
——jagadVInod.
2 lion, tiger. 3 hooded snake, cobra.
ਭਯਾਰ [bhayar] Skt ਭਯਕਾਰ. adj terrifying, terrible, frightening. “mahé rathi au mahéi bhayara.”—paras.

313133[bhayavah], ਭਯੰਕਰ [bhayékar] Skt adjterrifying, terrible, frightening.

ਭਯੰਤਿ [bhayétI] happens, occurs. “bIkhIa
bhayétI 5mr‘I tah.”—sahas m 5.
ਭਰ [bhar] (See ਤ੍ਰੀ vr) 11 weight, load, burden.
“pathar ki beri je care, bhar nalI budave.”—asa
a m 1. 2 warQbattle; per Etymology the conqueror gets lot of wealth from war; hence war
is also named as ਭਰ (ﬁlling). 3 weight, mea-

‘

ਭਰਹਰ
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sure. 4 standard weight. 5 group, band, community. 6 excess, abundance. 7 adj equivalent, similar. 8 nourisher, sustainer. 9 advto,
upto, until, till. “kos bhar Chor SIdhavahu.”
—GPS.
ਭਰਹਰ [bharhar] n confusion, bewilderment.
“bharhar bhaje bhiru ahvate.”—saloh.
ਭਰਕ [bharak] See ਭੜਕ.

ਭਰਜਾਈ [bharjai] Skt ਸ਼ਾਕਿਯਸ੍ਯ. brother’s wife.
“na bhena bharjaia.”—maru a m I .

ਭਰਟਾ [bharta], ਭਗੰਟ [bharatI] Skt ਭ੍ਰਿਕੁਟਿ. n eye—
brows. “hf: bharte dhanu se baruni sar.”
—1<rIsan.

ਭਰਟੀ [bharati] Bhaati, a subcaste of Rajputs,
“ketrla hi bhartIe”.—BG. See ਭਿਰਟੀ.

ਭਰਣ [bharan] Skt n indulgence. 2 nourishment.
“bharan pokhan karét jia.”—sahas m 5. 3 wages,
labour. 4 acquiring, adopting. 5 ﬁlling up the gap.
ਭਰਣ ਪੋਖਣ [bharan pokhan], ਭਰਣ ਪੋਖਣੁ [bharan

phokhanu] nourishment and security. “bharan

pokhanu karna.”—m 5 var gau 2. ‘nourisher
and defender.’
ਭਰਣਾ [bharna] v ﬁll, complete. “bharIa hOI so

kab-hu na dole.”—g5d kabir. 2 get smeared,
get dirty. “bharie hatho perv tano deh.”—~japu.
“haume melu bharije.”—vad Chét m 3.
ਭਰਣਾਢਯ [bharnadhay], ਭਰਣਾਰ੍ਯ [bharnadhy] See

ਸਰਬਾਭਰਣਾਰ੍ਯ. 2 nourisher, sustainer. 3 adopter.
ਭਰਣੀ [bharni] Skt second asterism. 2 asparagus, herb. 3 mother of Rahu.
ਭਰਣੁ [bharanu] See ਭਰਣ.

ਭਰਤ [bharat] 11 an alloy made by the amalgam
of several metals like copper, brass etc.
2 fused (molten) material suitable for putting
in a mould (die). “men sonar bharat janu
bhari.”—carItr 295. 3 ﬁlling; earth or other
material put to ﬁll a pit or any low lying area
etc..4 Skt weaver. 5 ﬁeld. 6 acrobat, gymnast. 7 brother of Ram and son of Dasrath
and Kaikeyi. Mandvi was his wife and his sons

were Taksh and Pushkal. 8 ﬁre, that is always
kept burning for a yag and ﬁre-worship. 9 a
sage who is popularly known as Jarhbharat.
10 a sage who propounded rules of drama.
He established many principles for the stage.
11 a Chandar Vanshi ruler of Puru dynasty,
who was son of Shakuntla and Dushyant, af—

ter whose name India is named Bharat. 12 a
teacher of musicology. 13 Skt ਕੁਤੀ. husband.
“jIU tarunI bharat paran.”—bIIa a m 5. “bhar-

at bIhun kahéi sohagu?”—gau m 5.
ਭਰਤਖੰਡ [bharatkhéd] country ruled by king
Bharat. See ਭਰਤ 11 and ਭਾਰਤਵਰਸ਼

ਭਰਤਗੜ੍ਹ [bharatgarh] a village in tehsil Ropar
and district Ambala. There is a gurdwara built
in memory of Guru Tegbahadur in this village.
ਭਰਤਪੁਰ [bharatpur] capital of Bharatpur state
in Rajputana, situated at a distance of 34 miles
west of Agra. The area of Bharatpur state is
1961 square miles and its population is 496,43 7.
See ਬਖਤਾਵਰ ਕੋਰ for relationship of Bharatpur
with Patiala.

ਭਰਤਰਖ [bharatrakh] Skt ਭਰਤਸਂਥੂਭ. supreme amon g
Bharat’s lineage. “sun lijie bhara‘trakh.”—paras.
2 chief, leader. “sen ke bharatrakh.”—paras.
3 Krishan has also addressed Arjun with this

name, viz— “ਧ੍ਯਸੀ S ਯਿ ਸ੍ਯਰਥੰਸ!”-9 7 s 11.
ਭਰਤਰੀ [bhartari] See ਭਰਥਰਿ.
ਭਰਤਸਂ’ਭ [bharatsarbh] See ਭਰਤਰਖ.
ਭਰਤਾ [bharta], ਭਰਤਾਰ [bhartar], ਭਰਤਾਰੁ [bharta-

ro] ਸਹੁੰ. adj nourisher. 2 n lord, master, husband. “bharta kahs so manie.”—asa m 5.
ਭਰਤਿਯਾ [bhartIya] See ਭਰਤੀਆ.

ਭਰਤੀ [bharti] n process ofﬁlling up. 2 material
that is ﬁlled in/stuffed in. 3 load, weight.
4 conﬁrmation, authentication. 5 ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਭਤ੍ਰਿ. adj
nourisher, sustainer. “caturcakr bharti.”—japu.

ਭਰਤੀਆ [bhartia] adj (one) who ﬁlls up. 2 n
worker skilled in ﬁlling metal in the mould/die.
“madam bhartia bharat bharae.”—carItr 302 .

ਭਰਥ
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ਭਰਥ [bharath] See ਭਰਤ 7 and 11. “bhujé bhim
bharthé jagé jit dédyé.”——VN. 2 Skt who ﬁlls
up the world. 3 n ruler, king. 4 ﬁre.
ਭਰਥਖੰਡ [bharathkhéd] See ਭਰਤਖੰਡ and ਭਾਰਤਵਰਸ.
“bharathkhécl bakhan hi dascar car nIdhan.”

—prIthU.
ਭਰਥਰ [bharthar] Bharat, brother of Ramchandar. “tab CIt apne bharthar jani.”—rama V. 2 See

ਭਰਥਰਿ.
ਭਰਥਰਿ [ਅਇਿਧਿਗ੍ਗ਼ੁ ], ਭਰਥਰੀ [bharthari], Skt ਸਰੁੰਗ਼ੀ.

ਭਰਪੂਰਸਿੰਘ

Bhardwaj was a writer of many holy hymns
of Veds. He used to live in Prayag during the
time of Ramchandar. The subcaste Bhardwaj
originated from his name. Dron, who trained
Pandavs in weaponry, was son of this Bhardwaj. See ਉਤੱ'ਥ.
ਭਰਨ[1੭11ਰਿਰ11] See ਭਰਣ. 2 molten matter ﬁt for
using in a die. “men sonar bharan janu bhari.”v
—CarItr 24.
ਭਰਨਾ [bhérna] See ਭਰਣਾ.
ਭਰਨਾਲ [bharnall n ocean, sea. “poplia bhar-

ruler of Dhara Nagari, brother of Maharaja
Vikramaditya, ruler of Ujjain. He was a great
nal lakh tarédia.”—BG. 2 See ਭਰਨਾਲਿ.
scholar of Sanskrit.l He was so upset by the ਭਰਨਾਲਿ [bharnalI] with load,
loaded. See ਭਰ 1.
immoral acts of his wife’s adulterous behav2 with rivers full to the brim. See ਅਖਲੀ ਊਂਡੀ.
iour that he renounced his kingship and be3 which besmears. 4 Skt ਸ੍ਵਸਕ. unconscious,
came an ascetic. The scriptures composed by
inert. “man mere, haume melu bharnalI .”—sr1'
him viz Shringarshatak, Neetishatak and Vaim 3. 5 gone astray; misled. 6 See ਭਰਨਾਲ.
ragayshatak are superb. “dhara nagri ko rahs ਭਰਨਾਵਾਂ [bharnava] a village situated
in tehsil
bhartharI rav sujan.”—carItr 209. 2 a Yogi
Chunian, district Lahore. Sultan, a child carewho held discourse with Guru Nanak Dev.
taker of ﬁelds, offered green parched gram
“ਵ੍ਰਿਤੀ… nanak sunI bhartharI jogi.”—asa m 1.
pods to Guru Nanak Dev. He turned a devoਭਰਥਾ [bhartha] n over-cooked, destroyed, damtee of the Guru’s doctrine, and acquired the
aged (literal brinjal roasted on ﬂame, mashed
status of a religious mentor.
and spiced). “aganI sath tan bhartha bhayo.” ਭਰਪੁਰਧਿਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵਾਪਿੰ] adjcompletely ﬁlled, ﬁlled
upto
~GPS. 2 See ਭਰਤਾ.
the brim.

ਭਰਥੂ [bharthu] See ਭੜਥੂ.
ਭਰਦ੍ਵਾਜ [bhardvaj] a sage, son of Vrihaspati, also
known as Vitatth. According to Mahabharat
and Vishnu Puran when Mamta, wife of sage
Ut-thya was pregnant, Vrihaspati copulated
with her. The child in her womb kicked out his
semen and said that no other child could stay
with him in the womb. Vrihaspati cursed the
child and made him blind within the womb.
That is why the child was named as Diraghtama. Vrihaspati asked Mamta to. nourish the
child born second time from his semen. This
new child was known as Bhardwaj.
‘According to Rajavali, he was son 01` Gandharv Sen
born from the womb ofa slave maid.

ਭਰਧੁਰਿ [bharporI] on being completely ﬁlled,
after being fully matured. “bharpurI dharIrahIa nIhkevalu.”—maru soIhe m I .
_

ਭਰਪੂਰ [bharpur] omnipresent, all pervasive,
universal. See ਭਰਪੁਰ.

ਭਰਪੂਰਸਿੰਘ [bharpursfgh] elder son of raja
Devendar Singh of Nabha and queen Maan
Kaur. He was born in 1840 AD and ascended
the throne in 1847 after raja Devendar Singh
was dethroned. Adept in religion and state
craft, he ruled the state very efﬁciently on
attaining maturity. He got new territory for his
empire'by fully supporting the British government during the Mutiny.
It is painful that he could not live long and

ਭਚਖੂਰਿ
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died at Nabha because of tuberculosis on

November 8, 1863. See ਨਾਭਾ and ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.
ਭਰਪੂ'ਰਿ [bharpurI] getting brimful; being full to
capacity. 2 became omnipresent; existed. “tu
bharpurI janIa me durI. ”—er m 1.

ਭਰਪੂਰੀ [bharpuri] became brimful. 2 n perfection, all pervasweness

ਭਰ ਬਰਦਾਰੀ [bhar bardari] See ਭਾਰਬਰਦਾਰੀਂ.
ਭਰਭਰਾਨਾ [bharbharana] v get startled due to
anger. 2 get worried, be anxious. 3 blaze.
ਭਰਭਾ [bharbha] Skt ਭਾਰਵਾਹ. adj load-carrying.
“tIn'pagsét na seve kab-hu, te manmukh

bhﬁbhar bharbha.”—prabha m 4. ‘self-willed
persons are a sheer burden on the earth which
they carry like donkeys on their backs.’ See

ਭੂਭਰ.
ਭਰਮ [bharam] Skt ਭ੍ਰਮ. 72, wandering, walking

about, ambulating. “sagal janam bharam hi
bharam khOIo.”—sorm 9. 2 whirlpool, eddies
iniwater. 3 potter's wheel. 4 misconception,
misunderstanding. “bharam—édher bInas.”—asa
chétm 5. 5 illusion, delusion, wrong notion.1
Scholars have divided illusions into ﬁve
categories:
(a) Illusion to assume various types of God
thinking that He is not the sole representative
of the human soul.
(b) Illusion of doing: nurturing a feeling that
I am the doer.
(c) Illusion about the existence of self; 'I
am a bodily being and subject to both birth
and death.
`
(d) Illusion of deviation: that reality distorts
the Divine.
(e) Illusion of truthﬁilness: thinking the
world as true entity separate from the Divine.
“bharam moh bIkar nathe.”—-suhi chét m 5.

6 doubt, suspicion. “bhabha, bharam mItavaho

apna.”—ba van. 7 hatred, abhorrence. “an pat:
'886ਖਜਧੰਤੋ5.

ਭਗਤ੍ਯਾੲੀ

mahI nahI rakhat bharam.”—GPS. 8 thought,

consideration. “jag te ghata dharam ka
bharam.”—l<911<1'. 9 ਭਰਮ has also been used for
ਮਰਮ. “durbacan bhed bharmé. ”—sahasm5. ‘illintentioned utterances with evil motive.’
10 This word has also been used for§pﬁ(large

ﬂower-sucking black bee). “kahﬁ k5j ke ਪਿੰਟੋ]
ke bharam bhule.”—aka1. ‘in case (you) were
fascinated by a lotus ﬂower like a large ﬂower-sucking black bee.’ 11 Skt ਸਸੰ. salary, pay.
12 freight, fare. 13 navel, midriff. 14 gold.

ਭਰਮਈਅਾ [bharmaia] adjmisconoeiving, deluding. “mahal n9 pave manmukh bharmaia.”
—bIIa a m 4. 2 causing one to rotate.

ਭਰਮਸਰਿ [bharamsahI] will wander (sing), will
wander (pl). “bharamsahI .”—m 4 var maru 1.

ਭਰਮਸਿ [bharamaSI] wanders. “man bhulao
bharemQSI .”——bas§t a m 1 .

ਭਰ ਮਕ਼ਦੂਰ [bhar makdur] so far as possible, to
the probable extent. See ਮਕਚੂਰ.
.
ਭਰਮਗਢ [bharamgadh], ਭਰਮਗਡ਼ [bharamgar] , ਭਰਮ-

ਗੜ੍ਹ [bharamgarh] illusory fort. “tuti bhita
bharamgara.”—asa chéit m 5.

ਭਰ੍ਯਚਿੱਤ [bharamCItt] deluded mind, delusion
of the mind. 2 a disease. See ਭ੍ਰਮ. “bha‘ramCItt'

kete hve mare.”—carItr 405. 3 adj having delusion in the mind, deluded mind.
ਭਰਮਣਾ [bharamna] See ਭਰਮ and ਭ੍ਰਮਣ. “bharme
janam anek sékat maha jon.”~—asa m 5.
ਭਰ੍ਯਧੜਾ [bharamdhara] aspect of the delusion.

See ਧੜਾ.

ਭਰਮਭਉ [bharambhau] See ਭ੍ਰਮਭਉ.
ਭਰਮਭਰਾਤਿ [bharambharatl] illusory knowledge,

deluding knowledge. See ਭਰਾਤਿ.
ਭਰਮਾਉਣਾ [bharmauna] v wander, revolve, rotate. 2 delude, deceive, mislead, make one
fOrget/overlook. 3 tempt, allure.

ਭਰਮਾੲੀ [bharmai] wanders, See ਭਰਮ. 2 n misconception, delusion. “bInaSIjaI bharmai.”
~dhana m 5.

ਭਰਮਾੲੀਅਲੇ
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ਭਚਮਾੲੀਅਲੇ [bharmaialé] let us make them wander.
ਭਰਮਾਤ [bharmat] wanders. 2 due to misunderstanding.
’

ਭਕ੍ਯਾਤਿ [bharmatI] by wandering about, by going
on pilgrimages. “bharmatI bhararnu na cu-

kai.”—guj a m 1.2 See ਭਰਮਾਤ2.

ਭੰ

ਭਰਮਿ [bharamI] due to misconception, because

of delusion. “jIni 5mrItu bharamI lutaIa.”—m

3 var bIIa. 2 in delusion. “bharamI n3 bhulahu

ਭਰਿਆ

ਭਰਲੀਂ [bharli] ancient name given to the region
around Lahore.
.

ਭਰਵੱਟਾ [bharvatta] n eyebrow.
ਭਰਵਨ [bharvan] wife of a pimp, wife of a pan—

derer. See ਭਰੁਵਨਿ.
ਭਰਵਾਸਾ [bharvasa] n support, conﬁdence, encouragement. 2 trust, true belief, ﬁrm belief.
“her: uparI kije bharvasa.”—g3d m 4.

ਭਰਾ [bhara], ਭਰਾਉ [bharau], ਭਰਾਇ [bharaI] ਸ਼ਾਰ੍ਵ.
brother. “na tIsu bhen n3 bharau, na maIa.”

satIgurU sevahu.”—ram a 111 3. 3 See ਭ੍ਰਮਿ.
—maru soIhe m 1.
ਭਰਮਿਤਾ [bharmIta] adj having misunderstand- ਭਰਾਈ [bharai] )1 process of ﬁlling. 2 wages
for

in g, having misconception. “kalu na sujhai duje
bharmIta.”——m 3 var suhi.
.
ਭਰਮੀ [bharmi] adjsuffering from illusion. 2 See

ਭੁਮਿ.

,

ਭਰਮੀਅਲੇ [bharmiale] travels about, ﬂies. “anile

kagadu katile gudi, akas madhe bharmiale.”

—ram namdev.
ਭਗਜੋਆ [bharmia] adj deluded, engrossed in

delusion. “anIk jonI bharms bharmia.”—sukh-

mani.

ਭਗ-ਸੇਂਜਾ [bharmija] has/have illusion. “kahﬁ rog
sog bharmija.”—ram a m 5. 2 illusory knowledge, unreal knowledge. “gurI durIkia bharm-

ija he.”—maru soIhe m 5.
ਭਰਮੀਤਾ [bharmita] was under illusion, got de-

luded. “gents prabhu n3 paie duje bharmita.”
—m 3 var guj 1.

ਭਗਜੋਨ [bharmin] Skt ਥਸਿਯ: wandering, travelling.
ਤਰਸੁ [bharamu] illusion, delusion. See ਭਰਮ.

“bharamu bhedu bhau kab-hu na chutaSI.”
—bh€r m 1.

ਭ੍ਰਮੇਂਣ [bharmen] due to misunderstanding, because of misconception. “maya CIt bharmen

Isat mI trekhu b5dhavah.”—ga tha.

ਭਰਮੰਰਯਾ [bharmégna] illusory circle. 2 enumerating unreal knowledge. “trIsan bujhi
bharmégna.”—maru soIhe m 5.

ﬁlling. 3 priest at a pir’s mosque. See ਸੁਲਤਾਨ.
4 wife of Mehima, a Jatt belonging to Khahira subcaste and resident of Khadoor. She
used to serve Guru Angad Dev with a simple
and unsalted roti daily. She has been named
as Bhirai and Virai by several writers. 5 See

ਭਿਰਾਈ.

'

ਭਰਾਤ [bharat], ਭਰਾਤਾ [bharata] ਸ਼ਾਰ੍. brother.
ਭਰਾਤਿ [bharatI], ਭਰਾਂਤਿ [bharétI], ਭਰਾਤੀ [bharati], ਭਰਾਂਦਿ[1੭11ਗਂਕੋੰ<ਬ੍ਰੂਗ਼ੁ]ਭਰਾਨਿ[}੭11ਗਂਕਧ੍ਯ] ਕਿਚਿ- wandering, travelling. 2 misunderstanding, misconception. “lahe bharatI hove szu datI.”
—m 1 varmajh. “man ki lahI bharétI.”—sri m
5. “sadhu ségI kachu bhau na bharati.”—gau
111 5. “haume gai bharati.”—vad alahnI m 3.
“sath di karI cakri dIl di lahI bharédI.”—s
fan'd. “tute anI bharanIhéi.”——asa m 5. ‘all other illusions were shattered.’
ਭਰਾਵ [bharav] See ਭਰਾਉ.

Eﬁﬂbharz] adv by ﬁlling, completing. “sar bharI
sokhe, bhi bharI pokhe.”_—051<ar. 2 for, for the
sake of. “ek bﬁd bharI tanu menu devau.”

—ram kabir. 3 smeared/soiled. “édha bharIa
bharI' bharI dhove.”—prabha a m I .

ਭਰਿਆ [bharIa] completed, filled up. “szu
manukh pahI karau benti, so apne ciukhI bhar-

Ia.”—gujm 5. 2 smeared, stained. See ਭਰਣਾ 2

and ਭਰਿ 3.

'

ਭਰਿਸਟ
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ਭਰਿਸਟ [bharIsat] Skt ਭ੍ਰਸ੍ਵ. adj degraded, apostate. “thansat jag bharIsat hoe, dubta IV

jagu.”—dhana m 1. See ਥਾਨ੍ਯਟ.
ਭਰਿਸਟਥਾਨੁ [bharIsatthanU] fallen from high sta-

tus, apostate. “sou phIrE bharIsatthanu.”—m
4 var bIIa.
ਭਰਿਸਟੁ [bharIsatU] See ਭਰਿਸਟ.

ਭਰਿੰਗੀ [bharigi] See ਭਤਿੰਗੀ and ਵਿੰਗੀ.

‘ ਭਰਿੰਡ [bhari‘d] Skt ਵਰਟੀ- n wasp.

ਭਲ

ke 5da ghéta tutpare.”—sursagar. There is a
tale that during the Mahabharat battle. the
Almighty kept eggs of peewit safe under the
elephant’s penis.
ਭਰੁਟਾ [bharuta] n eyebrows.
ਭਰੁਵਨਿ [bharuvanI] prostitute’s maid servant,
pimp’s wife. “bharuvanI daso dIs na kahi
bhaji.”—carItr 168.
ਭਚੁਵਾ [bharuva], ਭਰੂਅਾ [bharua] See ਭੜੂਆ. “Ih

ਭਰਿੰਡੀ ਤੇਰੀ [bharidi tori] See ਭਿੰਡੀ.

bharuva gurudrohi mahé.”—GPS. “bharua ba-

ਭਰਿਪੁਰਿ [bharIpurI] adv being all-pervasive,

hejat nahI kahe.”—carItr 168. 2 Skt ਭਾਯੰਯੂੰਰੁ.

being perfect. “ਪਿੰ jalI thalI mahialI bharIpu—

one who begets a child from the womb of
another’s wife.
ਭਚੂਅਾਪਨ [bharuapan] n pimp’s act.

rI lina.”—suhi m 1.

ਭਰੀ [bhari] n bundle, pack, bale. 2 See ਤ੍ਰੀ. 3 See

ਭਰੰਮਭਰੀ. 4 past tense feminine ਘੰਭਰਨਾ.
ਭਰੀਆ [bharia] smeared, daubed, soiled. “ek na
bharia gun karI dhova;”—asa m 1. ‘1 (female)
am not smeared with one impiety only, that I
may be washed of it.’ that is, ‘sinceI am heavily engrossed in sinfulness.’ 2 who soils.
ਭਰੀਅਾਸਿ [bhariaSI] Skt ਡ੍ਰਾਸ਼ਯ. adj brittle, break-

able. “bhans bhavjalu léghie, bhans méth
bhariaSI.”—suhi my] sucaji. ‘One can swim
across the worldly ocean under His Will. The
ship of worldly pleasures (so called) is destroyed by the divine Law.’

ਭਰੇਧੁਰ [bharepur] See ਭਰਪੁਰ.
ਭਰੋਸਾ [bharosa] belief, trust. See ਭਰਵਾਸਾ. “tera
bharosa pIare.”—ram a m 5. “tere bhaross
pIare, m8 lad ladaIa.”~—sri m 5.

ਭਰੋਂਚ [bhroc] Skt ਸਨ੍ਯਰ੍ਯ. Broach; a district of
Gujarat in Bombay region; Narmada river
merges into the ocean at this place. Guru
Nanak Dev also visited this place.
The Greeks have recorded the name of
this town as Barygaza. According to Matsya
Puran, Vaman demanded two and a half steps
of land from raja Bali at this place.

ਭਰੀਐ [bharis] See ਭਰਣਾ.

ਭਰੋਵਾਲ [bharoval] See ਗੁਰੂਆਣਾ 2.

ਭਗੋਡੁ [bharido] M ਭਾਰੂਡ. n botheration, harass-

ਭਰੰਗੀ [bharégi] See ਤਿੰਗੀ and ਭਤਿੰਗੀ 2.

ment. “atI dahpanI dukhu ghano, tine thav

ਭਚੰਮ [bharém] See ਭਰਮ and ਭ੍ਰਮ. “dhathi bhitI

bharIdu.”—m 1 var maru 1. ‘Harassment is
there in all the three worlds.’
ਭਰੁ [bharu] See ਭਰ. “medanI bharu sahIta.”

bharém ki bhetat guru sura.”—asa chét m 5.
ਭਰੰਮਭਰੀ [bharémbhari] n ignorance that causes misgiving; that which conﬁrms illusion. “nan—

—savsye m 5 ke. ‘bears the earth’s weight.’

ak katI bharémbhari.”—savsye sri mukh vak m

2 Skt lord, master. 3 husband. 4 Vishnu. 5 gold.
6 ocean. “medanI bharu sahIta.” ‘bearing the
burden of the earth and the ocean.’

5. See ਤ੍ਰੀ.
ਭਰੰਮਿਆ [bharémIa] wandered about, loitered.

ਭਰੁਅਨਿ [bharuanI] pimp’s wife. See ਭਰੁਵਨਿ.
“bharuanI kahﬁ pukarat jahi.”—carItr 168.
ਭਰੁਅਾਪਨ [bharuapan] See ਭਰੂਅਾਪਨ.
ਭਰੁਹੀ [bharuhi] H ਟਟੀਹਰੀ. “bharat mo bharuhi

“Ihu jiU bahute janam bharémIa.”—— var asa.
ਭਲ [bhal] adjnoble, gentle, virtuous, superb. “je
1<o bhala lore: bhal apna.”~1<an a m 4. ‘If a vir-

tuous person wants his welfare.’ 2 Skt ਧ੍ਯ. vr
donate, give in charity, describe, kill, see, watch.

ਭਲੳ.
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ਭਲਉ [bhalau] adj gentle, noble, superb. “bha.lau praSIth tejotano.”—saveye m 3 ke. Guru
Amar Dev, son of Baba Tejbhan. 2 Bhalla, a

subcaste. See ਭੱਲਾ 1.

ਭੱਲਣ

built. The priest is a Singh. There is no land or
fiefallotted to this holy place.
ਭਲਾ ਮਾਨੁਸ [bhala manus], ਭਲਾਮਾਨੁਖ [bhala manukh]

pious person, virtuous person, gentleman.

ਭਲਕ [bhalak], ਭਲਕਾ [bhalaka] )1 tomorrow, the

ਭਲਾਵਾ [bhalava] ਲ਼ਾ/ਯਿਕੁੱਲਾਤਕ. n a tree and its fruit.

day next to today. 2 Skt ਸਤ੍ਯ. javelin, lance,

ke nam le adI, ét dhar dehu.”—sahama. ‘an
arrow with a pointed tip.’

L semecarpus. anacardium. Washermen mark
their clothes with its extract. This tree is poisonous. It is used in medicine with caution. Its
after effect is hot and wet.l It is used for
killing worms in intestines. It stimulates appe-

ਭਲਕੇ [bhalke] on the following day. “udamo kare

tite. It gives relief from gas formation in the

bhalke parbhati Isnanu kare.’ ’——m 4 vargau 1.
2 tomorrow, by tomorrow.

stomach, piles, leukodermia etc. It is an aphrodisiac for increasing sexual potency. 1t cures
all the ﬂatulent and rheumatic diseases.
ਭਲੀ [bhali], ਭਲੀਅ [bhalia] superb, superior.

spear. 3 pointed tip of an arrow. “bhavani ju
ke bhalkan ke marel.”—CarI tr 1 . “sabh bhalkan

ਭਲਭਲਾ [bhalbhala], ਭਲਭਾਲ [bhalbhal] adj excellent. “so harIjanu he bhalbhal.”—natpa,rta1 m
4. 2 having sound brain. 3 fortunate, having
good fortune having good luck.
ਭਲਮਨਸਊ [bhalmansau] n noble man ’s profession; gentleness.

“bhali suhavi chapri.”—suhi 111 5. “bhalia
rute.”—asa Chét 111 4.
ਭਲੁ [bhalu], ਭਲੋਰੜਾ [bhalerra], ਭਲੋਰਾ [bhalera], ਭ-ਲੈਰੀ

[bhaleri], ਭਲੇਂ [bhalo] adjvirtuous, good, noble,

ਭਲਮਾਨਹਿ [bhalmanahI] adj gentleman, virtuous

gentle. “kartab karanI bhalerIa madmaIa

person. “jan nIrver, nfdak ahékari. jan bhalmanahI, hidakvekari.”—g5d a m 5.
ਭਲਵਾਨ [bhalvan] See ਪਹਲਵਾਨ.

sute.”—-m 5 var gau 2. “thu dInI VISI‘E par-

ਭਲਾ [bhala] adjnoble, pious, virtuous. “satIgu—
ru bhala- bhaIa.”——an§du. 2 See ਭਾਲਾ. “bhala
jese bhukhan.”—carrtr 209. ‘omaments prick
like the sharp tip of an arrow.’ 3 See ਭੱਲਾ

4 donation, offering. See ਭਲ vr. “manmukha
de SIrI jora amaru he, nIt devahI bhala.”—m
4 var gau I .
ਭਲਾਈ [bhalai] n goodness, righteousness, virtue. 2 act of searching, search, discovery.
3 decision, conclusion. See ਭਾਲਾਈ.
ਭਲਾਣ [bhalan], ਭਲਾਨ [bhalan] a village under
police station Noorpur in tehsil Una of district
Hoshiarpur, situated sixteen miles to the east
of Nawanshahar railway station. Guru Gobind
Singh reached this village to defeat Dilawar

brahamu phItU bhaleri rutI .”—m 5 var gau 2.
‘Although the weather is pleasant, yet it is condemnable.’ 2 decorated, glorious. “tIna muh
bhalere phIrahI dayI gale.”—m 4 var gau 1.’
‘Although decorated and adorned faces appear good.’ 3 partwell donel, wonderfull, bravo! “bhalo bhalo sabhoko kahe.”—s kabir. 4 S
ਭਲੁ, food, edible material, eatables.

ਭਨ੍ਯ [bhaly] a Bhatt who would sing hymns in
praise of the Guru. “kaVIjan bhaly unah jo
gave.”—saveye m 3 ke. 2 See ਭਲਯੂੰ.
ਭਲਯੁ [bhalyu] gentle, good, pious. “bhalyu amalu

satIguru.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 belonging to
Bhalla subcaste; one taking birth in Bhalla
dynasty.

ਭੱਲ [bhall] Skt n javelin, lance, spear 2 tip of
an arrow. 3 arrow.

Khan and his son in a battle. See ch. 10 of ਭੱਲਣ [bhallan] He was brother of Lala and uncle
Vichitar Natak. A pucca Manji Sahib has been

'It is regarded as hot and dry by the Greek physicians.

.ਭੱਲਾ

ਭਵਣ
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(father’s elder brother) of Kapoor Singh Bairar.
Once Mansoor, Bhatti chief of Sirsa and

Bhallan both appeared in the royal court of emperor Akbar. Mansoor started tying the turban
on his head, given him by the emperor. Bhallan
caught hold of the other edge of the turban and

started wrapping it round his own head and tore
off the turban cloth from the middle. Akbar amus-

karam ki nadi jéme bharam ke bhar pari:
lahﬁ: manorath ki kotIn garat hé,
kam sok mad mahﬁ moh so magar tame
krodh so phanid jﬁse devta (ਗਿਰਿ 11'੬,
lobh jal puran akhéd It “anany” bhans
dekh var par eso dhir na dharat hé,
dhyan brahamsaty jﬁke gyan ko jahaj saj
ese bhavsagar ko VIrle tarat h'é.

ingly offered control of half of Malwa to

ਭਵਹਾ [bhavha] n enlightenment, which liber-

Bhallan. The famous proverb is — “bhallan cira

ਭਵ [bhav] (See ਭੂ vr) Skt n happening, occur-

ates one from rebirth. 2 famine, which destroys the world. 3 sword.——sanama.
ਭਵਕਾਟਨਹਾਰ [bhavkatanhar] , ਭਵਖੰਡੰਨ [bhavkhédan]
liberating from the cycle of birth and
re-birth, liberating the soul from transmigra—
tion. “kesi' arti hOI, bhavkhédna teri.”-—sohIIa.»
“bhevkhédan dukhbhéjan suami.”——dhana m 5.

rence, existence. “janam maran bhavbhéjan
gais.”—sor ml. 2 world, universe. “bhavsa-

ਭਵਗਂ [ਸ਼ਿਗਾਰਥੂ],ਭਵਗੁ [bhavagu] will happen, will
occur. 2 will wander.
'

gar nav harIseva.”—suhi chétm 5.3 short for
ਭਵਸਾਗਰ. “bhav—utar nam bhane.”—mala portal
m 5. ‘recitation of divine Name is a ship to
get across the ocean of existence.’ 4 Shiv.
“mahadev bhav bhadr karéta.”—GPS. 5 birth.
“bhavharan harI harI hare.”—l<eda m 5. “bhav
me bhav ke r5k je bhav sam hOI krIpal. malIk
prItthi ke kare sri harIraI rasal.”—GPS.
6 present time, present tense. “bhav bhut bhav
sambIé.”—gujjedev. See ਸਮਬਿਔ. 7 transmigra-

ਭਵਚਕ੍ਰ [bhavcakr] 11 changes occurring in the
world according to the laws of nature. 2 transmigration of the soul.

parIa akbar ke darbar.” See ਫਰੀਦਕੋਟ.

ਭੱਲਾ [balla] a subcaste of Sareen Khatris. Guru
Amar Dev belonged to this subcaste. 2 a fried
lump of mas—dal—ﬂour soaked in curd.

ਭੱਲੂਕ [balluk] bear. See ਭਾਲੂ.

tion of the soul; cycle of birth and death.

ਭਵਜਲ [bhavjal] water as a token of the exist:
ence of transitory objects; ocean of existence,

world. “bhavjal te kadhahu prabhu.”—ba van.
ਭਵਜਲ ਹਰਣ [bhavjal harem] drying the ocean of
existence; in which the whole of the world
gets annihilated. 2 who liberates from the
transmigratory circle. “soi nam bhagat bhavjalharan.”—saveye m 3 ke.

“bhavkhédan dukhnasdev.”—-bas§t m 5.
8 money, wealth, riches. 9 short for ਭਵਦ੍.
(yours). “dhﬁn navab, dhén bhav din.”——PP.
ਭਵੱਦੀਨ. 10 wandering. “$3th bhave prabhu

ਭਵਜਲਿ [bhavajalI] in the ocean of existence,

sabhni thai.”—gau a m 3.

ਭਵਜਲੁ ਜ੍ਯਸ਼ੁ [bhavjalu jagatU] the ocean of world

ਭਞਇਯਾ [bhavaIya] adj who wanders. 2 likely
to happen or occur. 3 n whirl, spin, rotatory
motion. “nacat he kar gan bhaVIa.”—I<rIsan.

ਭਵਸਾਗਰ [bhavsagar] ocean of existence, world,
mundane life. “bhavsagar nav harIseva.”
—suh1' Chét m 5.

amidst the ocean of world. “haume karta bhavjalI parIa.”—maru solhe m 1.
ਭਵਜਲੁ [bhavjalu] See ਭਵਜਲ.
in which exist tralisitory objects. “bhavjalu jagatu n9 jai tarna, japI harI harI parI utari.”
—sar m 4.
ਭਵਣ [bhavan], ਭਵਣੁ [bhavanu] wandering, trav-

elling around. “mItat jonibhavan.”—guj m 5.
2 Skt ਭੁਵਨ. world, country, region. 3 direction.

ਭਞਤਥਜ
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“jInI kine V351. apne tregun, bhavan catur

sésara.”—dhana m 5.

ਭਵਤਧ੍ਯ [bhavtaby] See ਭਵਿਤਵ੍ਯ.
ਭਵਤਾ [bhavta] Skt you, because of you. 2 Skt
ਭਵ੍ਯਤਾ. n beauty, glamour. “bhanu bhavta lakhI thllat.”—paras.

ਭਵਤਾਰਣ [bhavtaran] adj who liberates from the
mundane life.
ਭਵਤੁ [bhavatu] part may occur, may happen.

ਭਵਦੀਯ [bhavdiy] your, yours.
ਭਵਧਰਾ [bhavdhara] n held by Shiv —— Ganges.

—sanama.
ਭਵਨ [bhavan] Skt n state of happening/occurring, existence. 2 residence, abode. 3 home.
“bhavan suhavra.”—b1'1a Chétm 5. 4 a particular temple of goddess Durga situated in Kangra district. It is a holy shrine of goddess Jawala
Mukhi. 5 See ਭ੍ਰਮਣ. “(:ਪ1<ੲ man ka bhavna.”—
srdhgosatr. 6 See ਭਵਨੁ, ਭੁਵਨ and ਭਵਨਚਤੁਰਦਸ.

ਭਵਾਣੀ

future. See ਸਮਬਿਅੰ.
ਭਵਭੂ'ਤਿ [bhavbhutI] Skt n goodness, kindness.
2 well-being, state of affairs. 3 a famous poet
and scholar of Sanskrit, who wrote excellent
plays. Three writings of Bhavbhooti, that is,
Mahavir Charit, Uttar Ram Charit and Maltimadhav are world famous. He was son of Bhatt
Pavittarkirti, resident of Padampur town. His
mother was J atukami. He was a renowned poet
in the court of Yashovarma, ruler of Kanauj.

ਭਵਭੰਜਨ [bhavbhéjan] time, the ultimate annihilator of the material world.. 2 eternal time, ultimate reality. 3 self—realisation.
ਭਵਰ [bhavar], ਭਵਰਲਾ [bhavarla], ਭਵਰਾ [bhavra]

Skt ਭ੍ਰਮਰ. ﬂower-sucking black bee. “bhavra
phulI bhavétIa.”—asa chétm 1. “kusambasu

jese bhavarla.”—dhana namdev. 2 lustful person, longing for sex with other women. “bhavaro beli ratao.”—asa chét m 1. 3 i.e. black

7 This word has also been used ਧਿਢ਼ਾਭ੍ਰਮਰ (ਭੋਰਾ).

hair. “bhavar gae bag bathe aI.”—suhi kabir.

“tujhahI caran-arbfd bhavan manu.”—asa
raVIdas. ‘My mind is bowing at thy feet.’

4 individual soul. “eko bhavaru bhave tIhU

ਭਵਨ ਚਤ੍ਰਦਸ [bhavan caturdas] fourteen eras.
“bhavan caturdas bhathi kini.”—ram kabir. See

ਚੌਦਾਂ ਲੋਕ.
ਭਵਨਾ [bhavna] wandering, travelling. See ਭਵਨ 5.

ਭਵਨਿ [bhavanI], ਭਵਨੀ [bhavni] wandering
about, travelling to places of pilgrimage etc.
“kahanI bhavanI nahi pan.”—1<an m 5.
2 within the building, inside the home.
“cftbhavanI man parIo hamara.”—asa kabir.
3 n pilgrimage. “bhekhu bhavni hathu na
jana.”——bIIa chétm 1. 4 whirlpool, eddy, vor-

tex. See ਉਦਾਹਰਣ 2.

'

ਭਵਨੁ [bhavanu] See ਭਵਨ 3 and ਭੁਵਨ. 2 Skt ਭਾਵਨਾ.
n consideration, thought. “bhathi bhavanu,

prem ka poca.”—asa m I.
ਭਵਪਤ੍ਰੀ [bhavpatri] horoscope, astrologer’s forecast. “bhavpatri IS ki IIkhdije.”—NP.
ਭਵਭੂਤ ਭਾਵ [bhavbhut bhav] present, past and

101.”—o§kar. 5 i.e. seeker of knowledge. “ape
bhavra phul belI.”—-basa”t a m I . (He) ‘incar—
nates search, knowledge and faith in one.’

ਭਵਰਾਯੰ [bhavrayé] entrapped in the whirlpool/
eddies. “sabh hi jag bharme bhavrayé.”—-cobis.
2 within the cycle of birth and death.
ਭਵਰੁ [bhavaru] large ﬂower—sucking black bee.
“bhavaru lobhi kusambasu ka.”—var jet. See
ਭਵਰ.

ਭਵਾ [bhava] happened, occurred. “as tej bha-

va.”—prIthu. 2 Skt n wife of Shiv. Bhavani.
“kaVI me man me lIyo bhav bhava pe.”——c§d1' I .
ਭਵਾਂ [bhava] eyebrows.
ਭਵਾਉਣਾ [bhavauna] v tum, rotate, revolve, spin.
“ekI nacavahI, ekI bhavavahI.”—ram m 5.
“kIsu dosu na dije, kIrat bhavai.”—suhi m 5.
ਭਵਾਟਣੀ [bhavatni] n spin, rotation.
ਭਵਾਣ [bhavan] See ਭਵਾਨ.

ਭਵਾਣੀ [bhvani] See ਭਵਾਨੀ.

ਭਵਾਂਤਰ
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ਭਵਾਂਤਰ [bhavﬁtar] within the world, in the world.
2 Skt 11 second birth, re-birth.

ਭਵਾਤਿ [bhavatI] wanders, loiters. “manmukh
sada bhavatI.”—sr1' m 5 pahre.

ਭਵਿਜਤ੍ਯ ਪੁਰਾਣ

ਭਵਾਬਧਿ [bhavabath] Skt ਭਵਾਬ੍ਧਿ. n ਭਞ-ਅਪ੍-ਧਿ.
world as an ocean.
ਭਵਾਂਬੁ'ਧਿ [bhavéibuth] Skt ਭਵਾਮ੍ਬੁ'ਧਿ. n ਭਞ-ਅੰਬੁ-

ਧਿ. world as an ocean.

ਭਵਾਨ [bhavan] n present tense, present time. ਭਵਾਰਣਞ [bhavarnav] Skt ਭਗ਼ੀ. 11 world, world
“bhut bhaVIkkh bhavan kahani.”—aka1. 2 Skt
as an ocean.
ਸ੍ਯਜ੍. pron you, yourself.
' ਭਵਾਰਾ [bhavara] n illusion, fallacy. “logan ser bha—
ਭਵਾਲ਼ਿ [bhavanIn] the Bhavanis. 2 See ਭਵਾਨੀ 5. varo dIyo.”—carrtr 267. 2 circle, round, rotaਭਵਾਨੀ [bhavani] Skt n wife of Shiv, Durga. “tu tion. “kotI janam ke rahe bhavare.”—asa m 5.
kahiat hi adI bhavani.”—g5d namdev. “caran ਭਵਾਰਿ [bhayarI], ਭਵਚੀ [ਧਿਗੰ/ਘਾਂ] n whirlpool.

rotation, gyration. “bhagti bIn bhulI bhavarI

saran jIh basat bhavani.”—aka1. 2 nature, illusion. “prI them kal sabh jag ko tata. tate bhayo

pare.”—NP. “di-i bhavari purakthIdhate.”

tej VIkhyata. soi bhavani nam kahai. jIn sagri

—asa m 5. 2 circumference, eircumambula-

Ih ersatI banai.”—C3b1's. 3 See ਭਗਉਤੀ 6. 4 a
river in Neelgiri hills of Madras. 5 ਭਵਾਨੀ is also
used for ਭਾਵਿਨੀ. See ਭਾਵਿਨੀ. “ranIn rav sava—

ਭਵਾਰੋਂ [bhavaro] fallacy, illusion. See ਭਵਾਰਾ 1.

nIn sav bhavanIn bhav bhalo man mana.”
—paras. 6 See ਸ਼ਿਵਾ ਜੀ.

ਭਵਾਨੀਗਢ [bhvanigaclh], ਭਵਾਨੀਗੜ੍ਹ [bhavanigarh]
a town in subdivision Sunam in Patiala state.
The tehsil headquarters and police station are
situated in this town. It is also known as Dhode.
Baba Aala Singh built a temporary mud fort
here in 1749 AD. A gurdwara in memory of
Guru Tegbahadur is situated to the east of this
town near the residential colony. The Guru ar-

rived here from Aloharakh. Devoted Sikhs built

tion. “leI bhavarI phIre var car.”—NP.
“nhavan ko su bhavaro dayo.”—carItr 195.
ਭਵਾਲੀ [bhavali] n spin, vertigo, rotation. See

ਭਵਾਰੀ. “apI bhavali dItianu.”—-asa a m 3.2 spin
motion in dance, turning round and round while
dancing. “tal mIlavahI let bhavali.”—NP.
ਭਵਾਵਨਾ [bhavavna] See ਭਵਾਉਣਾ.
,
ਭਵਿ [bhaVI] by wandering about, by travelling
through. “care kﬁga bhaVI thake, manmukhI

bujh na paI.”—sri m 3. “bhekhdhari tirathi
thVI thake.”—m 3 varsor.

ਭਵਿਓ [bhaVIo] wandered, travelled. 2 happened, occurred. See ਭੂ.
ਭਵਿਓਮਿ [thVIomI] I wandered, I travelled.

a beautiful pucca shrine here in Sammat 1975.
“Ini nIki jéghie thal dugar bhaVIomI.”
Guru Granth Sahib is regularly and reverently
installed. The priests are Akali Singhs. Bha—s farid.
ਭਢਿਆ
[bhaVIa] See ਭਵਿਓ.
vanigarh is situated twelve miles away on the
metalled road to the west of Nabha railway ਭਵਿਐ [bhaVIe] by wandering, by travelling
station and also as far away to the east on the - through. “jogo na deSI dIsétarI thVIE.”
—suh1' m 1.
metalled road leading to Sangrur. The name
ਭਵਿਸ਼੍ਯ
[bhavxSy] Skt ਭਵਿਸ਼੍ਯ. adj occurring in
Karamgarh is also given to Bhavanigarh in rev—
enue records. It has been the headquarters of the future, happening in the future; future time,
forthcoming time.
the subdivision for quite a long time.

ਭਵਾਨੀਦਾਸ [bhavanidas] treasurer of nawab

ਭਵਿਸ੍ਯਤ [bhaVIsyat] Skt ਭਵਿਸ੍ਯਤ. n future peri-

Daulat Khan, who used to give money to Guru
Nanak Dev for running the provision store.

od, coming time.
.
ਭਵਿਸਤਯਪੁਰਾਣ [bhaVIsaty puran] one of the eigh-

ਭਵਿਖ
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teen Purans, having ﬁve parts. Most of texts
of this scripture differ in their contents. In almost all hand written manuscripts of this scripture, there is a variation of facts described. In
this Puran there is also description about the
period of the Hindu rule, Guru Nanak Period,I
Mughal empire and British rule. Many
Hindus are of the view that all the events likely to occur in the future are mentioned in this
scripture.
ਭਵਿਖ [bhaVIkh], ਭਵਿੱਖ [bhaVIkkh] Skt ਭਵਿਸ਼੍ਯ.

See ਭਵਿਸ਼੍ਯਤ. “bhur bhaVIkh nahi tum jese.”

—sarm I . ‘Persons like you are neither found
in the past nor will be there in the future.’
1Many Sikh scholars have written this slok in several
scriptures to show the Guru as,a prophet. We are of the

ﬁrm view that none of the Sanskrit sloks or the Arabic
verses prove Guru Nanak to be a prophet. On the
strength ofhis sublime and true achievement and inﬂuence, he was a supreme prophet above all those so far

given this epithet. In this context study of the 129…
` chapter Bhavisht Puran is essential for the readers to
graph the dialogic orientation of Brahma and Sakand.

ਦ੍ਕਂਕੇਸ੍ਯਗ਼ਬ੍ਰੂਘੰਸਂਕਿਧ੍ਯਕਿਧ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾਘਿ 33||
ਕ੍ਯਾਕੇ ਕੀਲ Yam“ ਵਗੇਦੲਸ੍ਯਹਂ' ਜਸ੍ਯਛੈਰਕੇ |
ਧਯਿਥਸੇਰੁ ਗੂੰਸਡ਼ੇਥੀ ਕੇਥਿੰਥਝੀਢ ਜਸ੍ਯ | | 34 | |
ਜ੍ਯਾਕ ਬੁਧਿ ਧ੍ਯਥਿੰ ਕੰਜ੍ਯਯੰਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ: |
ਸਥਿਧ੍ਯਾਰਿਕ੍ਯਾਜੇਸ੍ਯ,ਜ੍ਯਾਥਿਜ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਵੇਂ:||35||
em ਪ੍ਯਾਮੈੱਛੂੰਜ਼ਾਹੂਂਧਟਿਞਧਕਧੂਜ: ਧੂਜ: |
Wm ਛਜਿਠਧਰਿ ਜ੍ਯ, ਥਸੰਕਗ਼ੀਧਢੇਸ਼੍ਯਜ਼ੁ | | 36 | |
ਰੇਜ਼ੀਧਣਿਣੈਦ wt ਹੈ ਕੇ ਧਵੀਧ੍ਯਯਿ W: |
ਰੇਥੇਜ੍ਯਾਯੀਧ੍ਯਚਿਕ੍ਯਾਗਿਲ਼ਾਜੂਹ੍ਜਾਸ੍ਯਮ 37||
This means: Brahma says, “0 Sakand! when a lot
ofimpiety will prevail, then for the defence offaith and

ਭਵੰਦੇ

ਭਵਿੱਖਤ ਪੁਰਾਨ [thVIkkhat puran] See ਭਵਿਸ੍ਯਤ
ਪੁਰਾਣ.

ਭਵਿੰਗਾ [bhavfga] adj squint—eyed, cross—eyed,
having skewed eyes.

ਭਵਿਤ [bhaVIt] Skt ਭਵਨ੍'. occurred, happened.
“9th thVIt bhoge bhavbhogu.”—NP. ‘enj oys
the pleasures of world without any fear.’

ਭਵਿਤਵ੍ਯ [bhaVItvya] Skt adj occurring in the
future. 2 n inevitability, something inevitable.
3 luck, fortune.

ਤਵੀ [bhavi] adj gone astray, overturned, opposed. “nanak VInu satIgoru matI bhavi.”
—m 3 var maru 1. 2 n goddess Durga, Bha—

vani. “bhavi bhargaviyé.”——c§di 2.
ਭਵੇ [bhave] happened, occutred. “jana lakh
bhave.”—m 5 var maru 2.
ਭਵੇਸ [bhaves] Lord of the world, God.
ਭਵੇਸਭਵਾਨੀ [bhavesbhavani] Lord of Shiv and

goddess Durga - the Creator. 2 (may) be aus-

picious, well-omened. “puran dhayaI bhayo
tab hi, jay sri jagnath bhvesabhavani.”—datt.

ਭਵੇਯੰ [bhaveyé] ਭਵੇਤ੍-ਅਯੰ. this happens. “so bhuté
bhaVIkhyé bhavané bhaveyé.”— WV. ‘ This happens in all the three eras.’

ਭਫੈ [bhave] wanders. 2 moves around; whirls.
“sét ks dukhan te mokh bhave.”—sukhmani.
‘suffers from paralysis.’ 3 horrible, terrible;
has an ugly face. 4 deﬁes the Creator.

ਭਵੰ [1੭11ਗ਼ਾਟੈ] See ਭਵ and ਭਵ੍ਯ.

ਭਵੰਗ [bhavég] liying on the body limbs of Shiv
— snake. 2 See ਭਵਿੰਗਾ.
ਭਵੰਤ [bhavét] wandering. 2 Skt pron your,
yours. 3 11 present period.

ਭਵੰਤਰ [bhavétar] See ਭਵਾਂਤਰ.

the destruction of impious persons, Guru Nanak, the
supreme prophet will take birth in the Vedi dynasty.

ਭਵੰਤਿ [bhavétI] happening. “sobhahin nahI

Time and again. he will teach the kings and rulers the
signiﬁcance of faith and destroy the impious persons.

ਭਵੰਤਿਆ [bhavétIa] (while) wandering or loiter-

The kings and rulers will imbibe his teaching and rule in

ਭਵੰਦਿਆਂ [bhavédlal by wandering.

accordance with his precepts.

ਭਵੰਦੇ [bhavéde] wandering, loitering.

bhavStI.”—sahas m 5. 2 present time.
ing. “bhavra phulI bhavétIa!”—-asa Chétm 1.
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ਭਵ‘ਯ

ਭਵ੍ਯ [bhavy] Skt adj happening (in the future).
2 beautiful, elegant. 3 auspicious, propitious.
4 truth. 5 n happiness, prosperity. 6 miscon-

ception. 7 bitter gourd. 8 margosa. tree. 9 embric and its fruit. 10 son of Dhruv.
ਭੜ [bhar] See ਭਡ. 2 sound produced with the

bursting of ﬂames. “bhar bhar aganI sagaru de
19hri.”——maru solhe m I . 3 See ਭਠਭੜਸਾਲ [bharsal] See ਭਾਂਡਸਾਲ.
ਭੜਹੜ [bharhar] n ﬂuster, nervousness, confusion. 2 disorder, turmoil. See ਭਡ. 3 shiver, tremor. “bhumI bhar-hari.”—rama V.
ਭੜਹਾਰ [bharhar], ਭੜਹਾਡੁ [bharharu] adj producing sound like that produced by sudden bursting into ﬂames, producing thunderous speech.
“thhe aganI bhakhe bharhare.”—maru éjuli m
5 .“‘aganI bhakhe bharharu.”—m 1 var mala.
ਭੜਕ [bharak] n sudden bhrst of a ﬂame, blaze.
2 gaudiness, ostentation.
ਭੜਕਣਾ [bharakna], ਭੜਕਨਾ [bharakna] v burst into

ﬂame, ﬂare up, blaze. 2 be furious, be enraged,
be angry.
ਭੜਕਾਉ [bharkau] inﬂammatory, provocative.

ਭਡ਼ਕਾਰ [bharkar] n hissing sound. “aganI jale
bharkare.”—maru solhe m 1. 2 act of startling
with anger.
ਭੜਥਾ [bhartha] See ਭੁੜਥਾ.

ਭੜਥੂ [bharthu] n disorder, turmult, turmoil. See

ਭਡ. “lathe bharthu paI .”—m 1 var maIa. 2 ਭੜਥੂ
is also the name given to bhurtha in Punjabi
by some people. See ਭੁੜਥਾ.
ਭੜਥੂ'ਆ [bharthua] It is a variation of Shankh- ਭੰ

Example:
satkét sure”). barkét huré.
babk§t biré. chutkét tiré.”——G V 6.

ਭੜਭੁੰਜਾ [bharbhﬁja] person who parches grain
at an oven or hearth specially designed for
the purpose.

ਭੜਵਾਉ [bharvau] hot air, hot wind. 2 steam;
vapours produced by heating water to its boil-

ing point. “aganI pani bole bharvau.”-—gau m
1. ‘breathing is due to the combination of ﬁre,
water and air within the body.’
ਭੜਾਸ [bharas] n foul effervescence, vaporous

heat. “pholI phadtht muhI lenI bharasa.”
—m 1 var majh.
ਭਡ਼ਾਣਾ [bhrana] See ਪਢਾਣਾ.

ਭੜਾਂਬ [bharéb] n bi g ﬁre, conﬂagration. “bahut
bharéib macavat bhayo.”—GPS.

ਭਡਿੰਗੀ [bharigi] adj opposing, ﬁghting, combating. “namo bhavni bhut-héta bharfgi.”
—c5d1' 2. 2 n a herb that is found mostly in hilly

areas. Skt ਚਰੰਗੀ. L Picrasma Quassioides. It
cures diseases caused by blood impukrities.
ਭਡ਼ੀ [bhari] See ਪੰਥਪੁਕਾਸ 1.
ਭੜੂਆ [bharua] n joker, clown, jester, harlots"
singing companion. 2 pimp, prostitute’s agent

or hanger on. 3 adj shameless, immodest.
4 See ਭਰੂਅਾ.
ਭੜੋਂਲਾ [bharola] n a large and cylindrical com
bin made of clay. It is covered at the top after
putting a large quantity of grains in it and the
grains are extracted from a hole near its bottom.

nari poetic metre having two yagans per foot.

ਭੜੋਲੀ [bharoli] small corn bin.

It has been popularly given this name because
the turmoil in wars is expressed in this metre.
Example:
.

—1<aII<1'.
_
ਭਾ [bha] short for ਭਾਗ; part, portion, share. “Ik

ਭਤੰਗ [bharég] adj combative. “sakrodhi bharégé.”

dhadhékét dholé. babékét bolé.

bhau lathi natIéi, dUI bha cariasu hor.”—m 1

uchékét taji. gajékét gaji.”—1<91ki.
(b) its second form has four feet, each foot
having sagan, yagan, NS, ISS.

var suhi. 2 happened, occurred. “nanakdas

tuman bha.”—prabha m 4. 3 price, cost, rate.
4 ﬁre. 5 Skt ਭਾ. vr look beautiful. 6 shine, glit-

ਭਾਂੳ-
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ter, light. “kI sarbatr bha ho.”—japu. 7 glamour, splendour. “jIh bha mukh ki sam jotI
sasi.”—krIsan. 8 short for ਭਾਵ.

ਭਾਉ [bhau] 11 price, cost. 2 effect. “SIkhsabha
dikhIa ka bhau.”—asa m I . “narad nace kalI
ka bhau.”—asa m 1. 3 portion, part. “sutIéi
mIle na bhaU.”—s farid. 4 Skt ਭਾਵ. existence,
happening, presence. “tu hIrde gupat vasahI

ਭਾੲੀ

pressing a feeling especially through physical
movement. “haI bhaI bahu bhéit dIkhae.”
—carItr 16. ‘made facial gestures.’ See ਹਾਵ

and ਭਾਵ. 5 passion, affection. “bhaI bhagatI

prabhkirtanI 1age.”——g5d m 5. 6 respect, ho-‘
nour, reverence. “ek bhaI dekhau sabh nari.”

~gaukab1'r. 7 wish, desire, purpose. “camilaga,
cala tIn k2: bhaI.”—sr1' m 3. 8 colour, pigment,

dIn rati, tera bhau na bujhahI gavari.”—sorm

shade. “cuna ujal bhaI .”-5 kabir. 9 type, meth-

rakhiahI, eve jape bhau.”—m 1 var majh.

od, like (that), similar (to). “atkat bhai 1<ਫ਼ੁ]’ bhavar 1<e bhaI.”—carItr 2. 10 condition, state,

4. 5 Situation, state. “ratupine raje sIre UparI
6 faith, belief. “asékh jap asékh bhaU.”—japu.
“Sunla ménIa manI kita bhau.”—japu. “jeha

bhau teha phal paie.”—sor m 3. 7 concept,
idea. “na tIsu bhau n9 bharma.”—sor m 1.
8 meaning of a sentence, central idea. “parI

parI kice bhau.”—sr1' m 1. 9 love, affection.
“bhau bhagatI nahi sadhi.”—ram kabir. 10 Skt
ਭਾ. brillance, light, illumination. “damIni anek
bhau karyoi karat he.”—aka1.

ਭਾਉ ਅਪਾਰ [bhau spar] See ਅਪਾਰਭਾਉ.

ਭਾਉਅਭਾਉ [bhau abhau] liking and disliking, love
and hatred, respect and disrespect. “jau lav
bhau abhau IhU mane, tau lau mIlanU durai.”
—sorm 5. 2 existence and non-existence, presence and absence.

ਭਾਉਣਾ [bhauna] v please appeal. 2 See ਭਾਵਨਾ.
ਭਾਉਣੀ [bhauni] See ਭਾਵਨਾ and ਭਾਵਨੀ.

ਭਾਉ ਦੂਜਾ [bhaU duja] See ਚੂਜਾਭਾਉ.
ਭਾਊ [bhau] a subcaste of Rajputs of the second
grade. 2 a warrior belonging to Bhau subcaste,
whose surname is only mentioned instead of

his initial and middle name. “bhau sigh tahé

bahu mare.”—GPS. 3 brother. 4 vocative for
brother. 0 brother! ’ 5 will appeal to please you.

ਭਾਇ [bhaI] n view, opinion, idea, thought. “ujaru mere bhaI .”-5 kabir.‘ ‘is an idea in my opinion.’ 2 portion, part. “mukatI duara sékura rai

dasaé bhaI.”—s kabir. 3 ਖ਼ਾਰ੍ਵ. brother. “dusar
bhaI huto jo eka.”——gyan. 4 gesture, act of ex-

stage. “na ohu badhe na ghattajaI, akul nIréjan

eke bhaI..”—gaukabir.,ll principle, conclusion.
“meri sakhi saheli, sunahu bhaI.”—bas§tm I .

12 suf meaning ਤਾ, ਤ੍ਵ, ਪਨ. “das dasétanbhal

tInI paIa.”—sukhmani. slavery of the servants; feeling of subordination.

ਭਾਇ'ਓ [bhan] liked. See ਭਾਉਣਾ. 2 occurred,
happened. “chalIo balI bavan bhan.”—saveye m 1 ke.
ਭਇਿਸੁਭਾਇ [bhaIsubhaI] impulse, natural law.

ਭਾਇਸੁਭਾਈ [bhaIsubhai] adv naturally, spontaneously. “jsse balak bhaIsubhai, lakh apradh
kamave.”—sor m 5.

ਭਾਇਪ [bhaIp] brotherhood, feeling of oneness.

ਭਾਇਰ [bhaIr] Dg brother. “bhaIr bap na
mau.”——maru a m 1.2 Skt ਭਾਵਰੂਹ. adjemerging

from affection, revealed through love. 3 n the
Creator. “eko SImarahu bhaIrahu.”—m 3 var
maru I. 4 Self-realisation, spiritual knowledge.
“tIse parapatI bhaIrahU szu deI bIdhata.”

—m 5 vargauZ. 5 Skt ਭਾਸ੍ਵਰ. shining, lum inous.

ਭਾ'ਟਿਰਾ [bhaIra] brother. “ma pIU bhena

bhaIra.”—BG. “satIgurU no mIle SI bhaIra sac:-

ssabadI lagénI.”—suhi a m 3. 2 See ਭਾਇਰ 5.
ਭਾਇੜਾ [bhaIra] See ਭਾਂਜੜਾ. 2 liked, appealed to.
ਭਾੲੀ [bhai] was liked, appealed to. See ਭਾਉਣਾ.
“sai sohagénI, jo prabhu bhai.”—asa m 5. “sa-

tI gur ki seva bhai.”—maru solhe m 4. 2 ਠਿ20[}1‘er. “harIras pivahu bhai.”——sor m 5. 3 highly

ਭਾੲੀਅੜਾ

ਭਾਸਾਸਮਕ
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respectable epithet among the Sikhs that represents brotherhood. Guru Nanak Dev, ﬁrst
of all bestowed this honour upon Bhai Mardana and Bala. All the Sikh chiefs upto the
period'of Guru Gobind Singh were bestowed
this honour viz Bhai Buddha, Bhai Gurdas, Bhai

Roop Chand, Bhai Nand Lal etc. ‘
In the edict written by Guru Gobind Singh
to the descendants of Baba Phool, the Guru
addressed Tiloka and Rama as Bhai. 4 priest
in the gurdwara and reciter of hymns from
Guru Granth Sahib is also called Bhai. 5 Skt
ਭਵ੍ਯ. dear, sweetheart, beloved. “rakhIlehu
bhai mere kau.”—sor m 5. ‘Please protect our
dear Guru Hargobind.’
ਭਾੲੀਅੜਾ [bhaiara] having sense of brotherhood,
having feeling of brotherhood; co-religionist.
“Ito maragI cale bhaiare.”—suh1' m 5 gunvéti.
ਭਾਈਕਾ [bhaika], ਭਾਈਕੇ [bhaike] adj having the

status of Bhai; taking birth in Bhai lineage.
This epithet of honour is particularly meant
for descendants of Bhai Bhagtoo, Bhai Bahilo, Bhai Roop Chand.

. ਭਾੲੀ ਕੇ ਮੱਟੂ [bhai ke mattu] See ਖਾਰਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ.

Kaiths (Kaisths), who regard Chitargupat as
their ancestor, observe this day as the most
auspicious one and exchange pens and inkpots among themselves on this day. See ਯਮਦੂਜ.
ਭਾੲੀਫੇਰੂ [bhai pheru] See ਫੇਰੂ 3.

ਭਾੲੀ ਬਹਿਲੋਂ [bhai bahIlo] See ਬਹਿਲੋਂ ਭਾੲੀ.
ਭਾੲੀ ਬਹਿਲੋਲ [bhai bahIlol] See ਬਹਿਲੋਲ ਭਾੲੀ.
ਭਾਈਚੂ’ਪਾ [bhairupa] a village under police station Dayalpura, division Phul of Nabha state,
situated at a distance of eleven miles to the
north of Rampura Phul railway station. There

is a gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind
in this village. The priests are descendants of
Bhai Roop Chand. A free common kitchen
operates on behalf of the state. The annual
religious fairs are held on the Maghi and Vaisa-

khi days. For detailed informatiOn about ਭਾਈ
ਰੂਪਾ, 866ਰੂਪਚੰਦਭਾੲੀ.
ਭਾਏ [bhae] were liked, were found appealing.
2 advdesirably, intentionally, willingly. “tu calu
gur 1<€ bhae.”—vad Chét m 3.
ਭਾਸ [bhas] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ. vr shine, be visible. 2 Skt
ਸ਼ਾਧ੍ਰ. vr speak, utter. 3 Skt ਭਾਸ. n illumination,
light. 4 adj manifest, lit, illuminated. “hovat

ਭਾਈਚਾਰਾ [bhaicara] n brotherhood; ethnic or
social community; community of persons having the title of Bhai 2 interaction with Bhais,
societal relations.

puran te nam bhas.”—manuraj. 5 See ਭਾਸ੍ਯ.
ਭਾਸ਼ਕ [bhasak] Skt adj radiant, luminous.

ਭਾਈਜਾ [bhaija] ਭ੍ਰ'ਤ੍ਰਿਜ. n brother’ 5 son, nephew.

light —- sun. 2 ﬁre. 3 gold. 4 brave person, he-

2 ਕੈਧੰ/‘ਭਾਞ-ਜ. emerged from love. 3 liked, desired.
ਭਾੲੀ ਦਾ ਕੋਟ [bhai da kot] See ਕੋਟਭਾੲੀ.

2 speaker, orator, lecturer.

ਭਾਸਕਰ [bhaskar] Skt ਭਾਸ੍ਕਰ. 11 one that radiates
roic man. “tahI barabar bhaskar yuddh same
mo nahI.”—carItr 141.

' ਭਾਈਦੂਜ [bhai duj] second day of the bright phase ਭਾਸਕਾਰ [bhaskar] adj which emits light. 2 Skt
of the lunar month of Kattak. Among the Hin-

dus, it is a ritual to worship Yam — god of death
and Chitargupat, messenger of Yarn. Ladies
of the house observe fast on this day and apply consecration mark on the foreheads of their

brOthers before taking food (breaking fast).‘,
'Per the ancient tale, Yam took food at the home of his
sister Yamuna on this day.

ਭਾਸ੍ਯਕਾਰ. commentator on a scripture; expositor of its content.

ਭਾਸ਼ਣ [bhasan] See ਭਾਸ਼ਨ and ਭਾਖਣ.

ਭਾਸ਼ਨ [bhasan] Skt n illumination, brightness.
2 See ਭਾਖਣ.
ਭਾਸਾ [bhasa] See ਭਾਖਾ.

ਭਾਸਾਸਮਕ [bhasasmak], ਭਾਸਾਚਿਤ੍ਰ [bhasaCItr] See

ਚਿਤ੍ਰ (e)-

ਭਾਂਸਿਤ
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ਭਾਸ਼ਿਤਧਿਸ਼ਿਕਙਗ਼ੁਠਿ] adjilluminated. 2 having illumination.

ਭਾਸੀ [bhasi] illuminated, brightly lit. See ਭਾਸ.

2 Skt ਸ਼ਾਕਿਰ. speaker. 3 Skt ਸਹਾਰਿਜ੍. shining.

ਭਾਸੁ [bhasu] See ਭਾਸ. 2 Skt sun.

ਭਾਸੇ [bhase] gets illuminated, becomes bright,
shining. “guruta bhase bIdIt jag.”—GPS. See
ਭਧਜ਼੍

ਭਾਸ਼ਯ [bhasy] Skt ਭਾਸ੍ਯ. n annotation of a scripture, containing detailed explanation. 2 detailed
explanation, description in detail. 3 worth publishing. 4 worth revealing or expressing.
ਭਾਸ੍ਵਰ [bhasvar] Skt adj Shining, bright. See ਭਾਸ.
2 n sun. 3 ﬁre.

ਭਾਹ [bhah], ਭਾਹੜੀ [bhahri], ਭਾ'ਹਿ [bhahI], ਭਾਰੀ
[bhahi] S ਬਾਹਿ. Skt ਞਰ੍ਹਿ. n ﬁre. “durjan tﬁ jalu
bhahri.”—m 5 varmaru 2. “bhahI na jale, jalI
nahi dubs.”—asa m 5. “bhahI balédi bIjhvi,
dhuaU na nIkSIo kaI.”—sr1' m I . “bhahi seti

jale.”—sava m 5. 2 This word has also been

used for ਭੋਂ (which means ਭੂਸਾ - wheat chaff).

“édhi rayatI gIan VIhuni bhahI bhare murd-

aro.”—var asa. ‘The dead bodies are stuffed
with wheat chaff.’
ਭਾਕ [bhak] short for ਭਾਵਕ. See ਭਾਵਕ and ਭਾਵੁਕ.
ਭਾਖ [bhakh] Skt ਭਕ. act of eating, food. “baho
joni durgédh bhakhu.”——maru m 4. “bhakhIle

péce hOI saburi.”—bh€r kabir. ‘consume the
ﬁve evils.’ 2 lecture, oration, statement. See

ਭਾਖੋ

al language. “dasam katha bhagaut ki bhakha
kari bana I .”—I<rIsan.
ਭਾਖਾ ਸੁਣਨੀ [bhakha sunni], ਭਾਖਾ ਸੁਣਨਾ [bhakha
sunna] v listen to the views of the people about
their personal problems and the state administration during the night in disguise, so that
the actual picture of the people can be sent to
the ruler. “bhakha sunan sathn ki kaja. atIthI

bhekh kar ,nIkasyo raja.”-—carItr 314. See
ਵੀਰ੍ਯ1ਤ੍ਰਾ.

ਭਾਖਾ ਪਿੰਗਲ ਦੀ ਸੁੰਦਰੀ [bhakha pfgal di sOdri]
Sundri poetic metre in Hindi prosody having.
characteristics different from those in Sanskrit
prosody. It has 16 matras per foot ending with

a magan. See ਸੁੰਦਰੀ (c).

`

ਭਾਖਿ [bhakhI] by delivering a lecture, by saying. 2 verb imperative of ਭਾਖਣ, say, tell. “akhar
dUI bhakhI .”—gau kabir.

ਭਾਖਿਆ [bhakhIa] delivered a lecture, stated,
said. “sacs sabadI subhakhIa.”—vad chét m

3. 2 language. “kahﬁ desbhakhIa.”—aka1.
3 ate, consumed. “saco‘ bhojanu bhakhIa.”

—maru a m 1.

ਭਾਖਿਲੇ [bhakhIle'] See ਭਾਖ 1.
ਭਾਖੀ [bhakhi] delivered a lecture, stated, said.
“bInU guru pure kIne na bhakhi.”—maru so]he m 1. 2 ate, consumed. 3 warmed up, heated up. “cali béduké bhakhi.”——carItr 33 1. 4 In

the Pothohar dialect ਭਾਖੀ means to know the

ਭਾਸ 2. “kahu kabir akhar dUI bhakhI.”—gau meaning. In the light of this,
the meaning of
kabir. 3 language, dialect. “bhakh subhakh
the quote given at number 1 above, will be
VIcar na chIkk manaIa.”—BG. 4 annotation,
that ‘nobody could understand the world withexegesis, commentary on some scriptural
out the guidance of a perfect mentor.’
maxims. “kahﬁ bhakh bacé, kahﬁ komdié.” ਭਾਖੀਅਲੇ [bhakhiale], ਭਾਖ਼ੀਲੇ [bhakhil
e] See
—gyan. ‘Sometimes they study annotation of ਤਤਸਦ੍ਫਿ਼ਜ਼
Patanjli, at others times they read Kaumudi.’ ਭਾਖੁ [bhakhu] See ਭਾਖ- 2 See
ਭਾਸ੍ਯ. 3 See ਭਰ੍ਯ.

ਭਾਖਣ [bhakhan], ਭਾਖਨ [bhakhan] Skt ਭਾਸ਼ਣ. n

utterance, talk, statement. 2 lecture.
ਭਾਪਾ [bhakha] Skt ਭਾਸਾ. 11 language, utterance.

2 language that is spoken in a country; nation-

ਭਾਖੇ [bhakhe] may state, may say, may lecture.
2 language. “sabhahu nIrari bhakhe.”—ram m
5. unique and different language. 3 ate,'consumed. 4 known, understood. See ਭਾਖੀ4.

ਭਾਖੰਤ

ਭਾਗਲਪਰ
_
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ਭਾਖੰਤ [bhakhét] delivered a lecture, said, stated. 2 ate, consumed. “lagét ban bhakhét
mas.”—k911<1'.
ਭਾਖਯ [bhakhay] See ਭਾਸ੍ਯ. “so bhakhy komudi

of Agra, who went to Anandpur to have a
glimpse of Guru Gobind Singh. She never reprimanded her children, so the Guru was very
pleased with her conduct.

parh’é.”—-braham.
ਭਾਗ [bhag] See ਭਾਗਨਾ. “durahu hi te bhagIgan

ਭਾਗਤਜਾਗ ਲਕਣਾ [bhagtyag laksna] a variation

he.”—dev m 5. 2 (See ਭਜ੍ vr) Skt n part, component, segment. “catur bhag karyo tIse.”

ਭਾਗਨਾ [bhagna] ਭਾਗ-ਹਨ. good 1uck,fortune, fate.
“tIsahI prapate jake mastakI bhagna.”—maru
a m 5. 2 v run.

—ramav. 3 luck, fortune. “bhale bhag jage.”
—GPS. 4 native land, country. “hOI anéd sagal bhag.”—mala partal m 5.

ਭਾਂਗ [bhag] Skt ਸਤ੍ਰਾਸ. n hemp, a narcotic herb.
See ਭੰਗਾ. “bhau tera bhﬁg, khalri mera citu.”
—tII§g m 1.

ਭਾਗਉਤ [bhagaut], ਭਾਗਉਤੁ [bhagautu] Skt ਭਾਗਵਤ.
adjpertaining to God. “bhagatI bhagautu 11kbie tIh upre.”—mala ravrdas. 2 n a Puran written by Vyas, having twelve sections, 312 chapters and 18000 sloks. See ਪੁਰਾਣ. “dasamkatha
bhagaot ki bhakha kari banal .”——1<rIsan.

ਭਾਗਸਿੰਘ [bhagsigh] second son of raja Gajpat
Singh, ruler of J ind state, who ascended the
throne in 1789 AD at the age of 2 1. He forged
friendly ties with the British government in 1 803
AD and assisted Lord Lake. Raja Bhag Singh
was a very clever and astute statesman. He

died in 1819 after a prolonged illness of paral-

ysis. See ਜੀਂਦ. 2 See ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ.
ਭਾਗਸੁਧਾ [bhagsudha] adj lucky, fortunate. “oh

of ਲਕਣਾ. 866 ਜ੍ਯਤਾਜਹ'ਤਿ.

ਭਾਗਭਰੀ [bhagbhari] a Brahmin mother of
Sewadas, resident of Srinagar, capital of
Kashmir. She prepared clothes with her own
hands and prayed that Guru Hargobind would
wear them. The Guru came to her house
directly from Punjab in Sammat 1672 because
of the profound regard for her and asked for
the clothes. A gurdwara exists at the residence
of Bhagbhari which is looked after by her descendants. 2 adj fortunate (1‘), having good

luck, lucky. “akhay bhagbhari subh tera. sar—
ath bhagbhari ab hera.”—GPS. ‘your name,
Bhagbhari, has turned true.’ 3 daughter of

Sardar Sher Singh, a rich and noble man of
Shahbad. She was married to, Kanwar
Santokh Singh, grandson of raja Jaswant Singh,

ruler of Nabha. After the death of her husband in 1830, she passed the remaining part
of her life in reciting Gurbani and in performing charitable deeds.

dhanu bhagsodha, jInI prabhu ladha.”—suhi
chét m 5.

ਭਾਗਮਣਾ [bhagmana] adj fortunate, having good

[bhagathI], ਭਾਗਨੂਂ [bhagathu] adj lucky, fortu-

tune, (one) who is bestowed with the jewel of

nate, having good luck. “se ghar bhagath dekhU.”—sor m 1. “bhagathre harI sét tumare.”

—asa chét m 4.

luck, lucky. 2 See ਮਣਾ.

ਭਾਗਮਣੀ [bhagmanI] gem of destiny, jewel of
ਭਾਗਕੇਂਰ [bhagkor] 866 ਭਾਗੋਮਾਈ.
ਭਾਗਠ [bhagath], ਭਾਗਠੜਾ [bhagathra], ਭਾਗਨਿ fortune. 2 adj decorated with the jewel of for-

destiny. “bhagmani sohaganI mere pIare.”

~suh1‘ m 5. “bhagathI nghI pare nIt pothi.” ਭਾਗਮੱਲ [bhagmall] See ਭਾਗੋ ਮਲਿਕ.
——ram m 5. “bhagathu saca SOI he, szu harI
dhano 5tarI.”—asa m 5.

ਭਾਗਣ [bhagan] See ਮਹਾਦੇਵੀ 2. 2 a Sikh woman

ਭਾਗਲ [bhagal] adj deserter, absconder, tru'ant.
“to lag bhagal aI kahyo.”——1<rIsan.

ਭਯਲ਼ਿਪੁਰ [bhagalpur] district headquarters of

ਭਾਗਵਤ
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Bihar state, situated on the right bank of Gang- _
68. It is a station of E.I Railways and is 263

miles away from Calcutta. Guru Tegbahadur
visited this place. The population of Bhagalpur

is 64,833.
ਭਾਗਵਤ [bhagvat], ਭਾਗਵਤੁ [bhagvato] pertaining
to Bhagwat, related to Bhagwat. 2 worship-

per of God.I 3 See ਭਾਗਉਤ 2. “jake bhagvatu

lekhie avaru nahi pekhie.”—mala ravrdas.
4 See ਪੁਰਾਣ.

ਭਾਗਵਾਨ [bhagvan], ਭਾਗਵੰਤ [bhagvét] adj lucky,
fortunate, having good luck.
ਭਾਂਗਾ [bhaga] 17 loss, deﬁciency, shortage, lack.

ਭਾਗਾਰਤੀ [bhagarati] ruddiness of the face as
destined; glow on face due to good luck.
“mUkhI bhagarati care.”—asa Chétm 4. 2 See

ਭਾਗਾਰਥੀ.
`
ਭਾਗਾਰਥੀ [bhagarathi] Skt qI111Tf§:[.adjdesirous
of (one’s) share.
ਭਾਗਿਧਿਯਿਥੂਗ਼ੁ] adehile running. “saranI parIo
gur bhagI .”—jetm 5. 2 luckily, fortunately. “sét

ਭਾਗੋਂਮਲਿਕ

ﬁve kohs from Rama railway station and sev-

en kohs from Kot F ateh. There stands a
gurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind Singh to

the south-west of the village. The Guru visited this place while on way to Damdama. The
priest is an Udasi monk. A religious congregation is held each year on the Vaisakhi day.

ਭਾਗੀਰਥੈ [bhagirath] adjpertaining to Bhagirath,
related to Bhagirath. 2 See ਭਗੀਰਥ.

ਭਾਗੀਰਥਿ [bhagirathl] Bhagirath. “jaharnavi

tape bhagirathI anI.”—m91a m 4. See ਜਾਹਰਨਵੀ.

2 See ਭਾਗੀਰਥੀ.
ਭਾਗੀਰਥੀ [ਠਿਮੁਂਕੈਥੂਬ੍ਰੂਢ਼ਾਗ਼ੀਧਿ] river brought down by

Bhagirath, Ganga. See ਭਗੀਰਥ. 2 particular
branch of Ganga, which emanates from the
main river in district Murshdabad, ﬂowing
across the boundary dividing the districts of

Baradwan and Nadia to merge into Jalangi
River.
ਭਾਗ਼ੁ [bhagu] See ਭਾਗ. “bhagu pura tIn jagIa.”
—m 5 var sar.

bhete vadbhagI.”—jet m 5. 3 adj lucky, fortunate, having good luck. “saci bani pae bhagI
kox.”——asa m 3. 4 See ਭਾਗੀ.

ਭਾਗੂ [bhagu] See ਭਾਗੋ ਮਲਿਕ. 2 See ਭੱਟੂ 2. 3 a

ਭਾਗੀ [bhagi] luckily, fortunately. “gor caran bo—

distance of about half a mile to the south of
Phul Mandi railway station. There stands a
gurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind Singh
about one furlong away to the east of this village. The Guru visited this village while on his
way to Bathinda from Damdama Sahib. A
small shrine and a few mud residential houses
have been built there. The gurdwara has land
measuring twenty ghumaons allotted to it by
the villagers. The priest is a Singh.

hIth mIlIo bhagi.”—sarm 5. 2 Skt ਮਯਿ. adj
who participates; who takes part. 3 shareholder, partner. “keval rambhagat nI j bhagi.”——gau
kabir. 4 lucky, fortunate. “vadbhagi se kadhi—
' ahI.”—bIIa m 5.
'

ਭਾਗੀਠਾ [bhagitha] n ਇਸ੍ਵ-ਭਾਗਸ good destiny, good
fortune, good luck. “sz0 mastakI bhagitha.”

——majh m 5. 2 adj (one) having good luck; fortunate, lucky.

ਭਾਗੀਬਾਂਦਰ [bhagibadar] a village under police
station Rama,tehsi1 Bathinda, subdivision Barnala of Patiala state situated at a distance of

‘ਜ੍ਯਵ੍ ਰ੍ਰੇਧੂ ਧ: ਧ੍ਯਧੇਟ੍ ਸ੍ਯਥਟ੍ਸਜ੍ਯਸ਼੍ਯ:
ਸ਼੍ਗਜਿ ਸ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯ-ਲ਼ੀਧੇਥ ਸ੍ਯਕਗੇਜ੍ਯ: I I
—bhagvat skédh 3.

village under police and tehsil Bathinda, sub-

division Bamala of Patiala state situated at a

ਭਾਗੋ [bhago] imperative of ਦੌੜਨਾ. See ਭਾਗਨਾ 2.
“pap tajI.bhago.”——hajare 10. 2 See ਭਾਗੋ ਮਲਿਕ.
3 See ਭਾਗੋ ਮਾੲੀ.
ਭਾਗੋ ਦਾ ਬੁੰਗਾ [bhago da bOga] See ਭਾਗੋ ਮਾਈਂ.
ਭਾਗੋ ਮਲਿਕ [bhago malIk] This Khatri was an
official of Jalim Khan, ruler of Saidpur

ਭਾਗੌਮਾੲੀ
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(Emnabad). He was very corrupt. Once he
held a grand feast for the Brahmins. Guru
Nanak Dev was staying at the house of Lalo
— a carpenter by profession. The Guru did not

go to Malik’s residence to attend the feast.
Malik felt insulted and called the Guru to be
present. In the presence of the whole assembly,
the Guru showed that the food being served
by Bhago was like blood of sinful nature while
that offered by Lalo was pure like milk i.e.
virtuous one. Thus he preached them to be
pious and virtuous.
ਭਾਗੋ ਮਾਈ [bhago mai] a woman of noble character belonging to Dhillon subcaste, residing
in village Chubhal (J habal) district Amritsar.
She was a descendant of Peroshah, brother
of Bhai Langah, a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev.
She rebuked the Sikhs who had fled from
Anandpur battle after writing a letter disowning Guru Gobind Singh. She herself put on
warrior’s attire, rode on horse back and uttered such inspiring words that many Sikhs
came forward to serve their true Master.
Mai Bhago fought very bravely by joining
the Sikhs in Muktsar battle in Sammat 1762.
She was seriously injured in this battle. Guru
Gobind Singh got her treated and after recovery she was duly baptised and was renamed
as Bhag Kaur. She always used to remain in
attendance of the Guru and dressed like a male
Sikh. When the tenth Master left for heavenly abode, she was woe begone, and shifted to
Bidar where she breathed her last. A bunga
(shrine) in her memory stands in Abichal
Nagar, where dwells the chief priest of the
gurdwara. The blade of the spear carried by
her is still ensconced on the throne of the Guru.
Some ignorant followers call her “Ashatbhuji
Devi i.e. goddess with eight arms.”

ਭਾਰਯ [bhagy] adjdivisible, worth distribution.

ਭਾਂਜੀ

2 partner, shareholder. 3 Skt n act eliciting
good or bad reward; fate or destiny.

ਭਾਗਯੋੰ [bhagyo] broken, smashed. “anp ko
dhanu bhagyo.”——krIsan. ‘the bow broke.’
2 ran, ﬂed.
ਭਾਜ[1੭}18]'] 11 act of running, race. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ. vr
distribute, divide, cut into pieces. 3 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ.

vr shine, look bright, illumine. “janak sa bhaja.”
‘Janak shining.’—rama V. 4 See, ਭਜ.

ਭਾਜਉ [bhajau], ਭਾਜਹੁ [bhajahu] may run, may
ﬂee, v imperative form of ਭਜਣਾ/ਨੱਠਣਾ. run.
2 meditate. “Ik bhajahu ram sanehi.”—sorm 5.

ਭਾਜਕ [bhajak] Skt adj who splits; who divider.
2 Skt n divisor ofa number; which is used to
divide any other number.

31mﬂbhajan] v run, flee. “bhajan thake.”—dhana m 5. 2 Skt 11 act of sharing, act of dividing
into shares, sharing, dividing. 3 vessel, utensil.
“bhajan hi bahu nanha re.”—ma11' namdev.

ਭਾਂਜਨ [bhajan] vessel, utensil. See ਭਾਜਨ3. “majan
kar bhajan dhoije.”——tanama.
ਭਾਜਰ [bhajar], ਭਾਜੜ [bhajar] n act of running,
race. “bhajar ko paI samudaI nar layaI
sath.”—GPS.
ਭਾਂਜੜਾ [bhéjra] low-caste people, named
Doomna, living in the hills. The people belonging to this subcaste make cane baskets.

ਭਾਜਾ [bhaja] Skt ਭਾਯੰ'. wife, bettef-half. 2 See
ਭਾਜ 3. 3 The Khalsa (the Nihangs) use ਭਾਜਾ

[bhaja] instead 01°ਭਾਜੀ [lbhaji] for cooked vegetable.

ਭਾਜਿ [bhajI] by running. “bhajI parahu tum
harIsarna.”——asa pati m 1.

ਭਾਜੀ [bhaji] n cooked vegetable, vegetable fried
in ghee etc. 2 sweets distributed among relations, collaterals, friends etc on auspicious

occasions. “prIthie bhaji dai hataI.”—GV 6.
ਭਾਂਜੀ [bhaji] nomalicious interference, obstruc-

tion, disturbance. 2 backbiting. Seegﬁ . 3 See
ਭਾਨਜੀ.

_

ਭਾਜ
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ਭਾਜੁ [bhaju] See ਭਜ and ਭਾਜ. “re man mere, tﬁ
gobfd bhaju.”—bh£1f m 5. 2 See ਭਾਜ੍ਯ.

31m[bhajy] Skt adjdivisible, worth dividing.
ਭਾਂਞਨ [bhapan] vessel, utensil. 866ਭਾਜਨ3. “]ਪਸਿ਼ੳ

bhapan mapan karhi.”——NP.
ਭਾਟ [bhat] See ਭੱਟ. “ab rakhahu das bhat ki 1aj.”—

saveye m 4 ke. 2 Skt fare, freight,-octroi.

ਭਾਤਾ

preached, deserving the best. 5 adjcondemned.
“ghIa pat bhﬁda kahe na kOI.”—t1'15gm I. ‘no
body condemns the ghee and silken yarn.’
ਭਾਂਡਾਗਾਰ [bhédagar], ਭਾਂਡਾਰ [bhﬁdar] Skt n
godown, ware-house, See ਭਾਂਡਸਾਲ. 2 kitchen;
‘ langar (free communal kitchen).

ਭਾਡੋ [bhade], ਭਾਂਡੈ [bhéde] in the vessel, inside
the utensil. “kace bhade rakhie kIcaru tai nir?”

. ਭਾਟਕ [bhatak] fare. See ਭਾਟ 2.
ਭਾਟੜਾ [bhatra] It is a community grown from
their‘ancestor Madhvanal’s semen deposited
in the womb of Kamkandla, a prostitute. They
assume many forms and accept charity and

—-s fetid. 2` sianders, condemns, defames.
ਭਾਣ [bhan] Skt n theatre, drama.
ਭਾਣਾ [bhana] n the Creator’s will, what pleases the Almighty; what is inevitable. “bhana

tell fortune. 2 son of Bhatt. 3 See ਚੰਗਾਭਾਟੜਾ.

méne, so sukhu pae.”—maru solhe m 3. 2 de-

ਭਾਟਿ[}੭}18੮ਗ਼ੁ],ਭਾਟੀ[}੭}18ਣੁ1] a subcaste of Rajputs.
See ਭੱਟੀ.

sire, wish, longing. “apna bhana tum karahu,
ta phIrI sahu khusi na avae.”—asa chét m 3.

316[bhath] See ਭਠ and ਭਾਠੀ.
ਭਾਠਾ [bhatha] n tide, tidal wave. See ਜ੍ਹਾਰਭਾਠਾ.

ਭਾਣਿ [bhanI] in accordance with the divine Will;

ਭਾਠੀ [bhathi] Skt ਤ੍ਰਾਸ੍ਟ੍ਰਕ. n frying pan. 2 hearth

3 adj Which/what pleased, which was liked.
inevitable. “bole gur ke bhanI.”—asa m 5.

or oven upon which a cauldron is put to parch ,ਭਾਣੀਂ [bhani] was liked (1‘). was approved. “sai
sohaganI nanka, jo bhani kartafI .”-85੩ m 5.
grains. 3 in the language of yogis, the tenth
opening, from which nectar is supposed to trick- ਭਾਣੇ [bhane] appealed, were liked. 2 in one’s
le. “gaganI rasal cue meri bhathi.”—gau kabir. ’ view, as —- “mere bhane satIguru da darbar hi
ਭਾ'ਡ [bhad] Skt ਭੰਡ. n clown; person making in- ~vekﬁth he.” See ਭਾਣੈ.

decent remarks. “nIrlaje bhad.”—brla m 5.

ਭਾਣੈ [bhane] in the mind. “rogi 1<ੲ bhane sabh

See ਭੰਡ. 2 Skt ਜਿਧਰ. vessel, utensil, pot, container. 3 goods for trading, commercial goods,
mercantile goods.
'
ਭਾਂਡਸਾਲ [bhédsal], ਭਾਂਡਸਾਲਾ [bhédsala] Skt ਭਾਂਡਸ਼ਾਲਾ.
n godown, warehouse, store, shop, bunglow.
See ਭਾਂਡ 3. “suratI soc karI bhﬁdsal.”—sor m
1. Punjabi ਭੜਸਾਲ [bharsal] is derived from it.
ਭਾਂਡਣਾ [bhadna] v defame, slander, malign. See

ਭਾਂਡਾ [bhada] Skt ਭਾਂਡ. n vessel, utensil, pot, con-

rogi.”—sor m 5.
.
ਭਾਣੋਖੇਡ਼ੀ [bhanokheri] a vi llage under police station, tehsil and district Ambala, situated four
miles to the south-west of Ambala Cantonment railway station. Guru Gobind Singh visited a place, situated to the noxth-west of this
village, where athatched Manji Sahib has been
built. Land measuring twenty vighas has been
donated to the gurdwara by the village. The
priest is a Singh.

tainer. “dhanu bhéda, dhanu masu.”—m 1 var

ਭਾਤ [bhat] Skt ਭਕੂ. boiled rice. “bhatu pahItI

mala. ‘blessed is the inkpot and so is the ink.’
2 inner consciousness. “jIn kau bhéde bhau,
tIna savarsi.”—suhi.m 1. 3 mould or cast in

aru 1apsi.”fasa kabir. 2 See ਭਾਂਤ.
ਭਾਂਤ [bhatl n kind, type.
ਭਾਂਤਰਾ [bhatra] See ਭਾਦਰਾ-

which molten metal is put. “bhﬁda bhau, amrItu tItu dhalI.”—japu. 4 deserving to be

ਭਾਤਾ [bhata] See ਭਾਤ 1. “bhata lee pan cal ai.”
~datt. ‘after carrying lunch/brunch.’

ਭੰਡ.
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ਭਾਤਿ [bhatI], ਭਾਂਤਿ [bhétl], ਭਾਤੀ [bhati], ਭਾਂਤੀ

ਭਢਾਨਢ਼ਾ

short period while on his way to Nanded, but
no devotee has so far come forward to construct any shrine in memory ofthe Guru's vis-

[bhati] 11 type, kind, method, way. “bhatI
bhatI ban ban avgahe.”—majh m 5. “anIk
it. See ਸ਼੍ਯਸਿੰਘਬਾਬਾ.
bhétI hOI pasarIa.”——gau thIti m 5. “horato
month of
kIte na bhati jiu.”—majh m 5. “régi régi bhati ਭਾਦਵ [bhadav], ਭਾਦੁਇ [bhadUI] to the
savan
karI karI jInsi maIa.”—asa m 1. “sab-hi su— ‘ Bhadon. See ਭਾਦਉ. “rut: barasu suhelia
na
narakI
bhadUI
“se
5.
'm
bhadve.”—ram ruti
hati kahi cathat bat, tahﬁ bat kathe me ek
paiahI’.”—majh barahmaha.
bhétI cathat he.”—amres. 2 Skt ਭਾਤਿ. glory
ਭਾਚੂ [bhadu] gentle, cultured, noble. See ਸੋਭਾਦੂ.
fame, radiance, beauty.
[bhadu], ਭਾਦ੍
ਭਾਤੀੲੀ [bhati—i] brothers (did); because of broth- ਭਾਦੋਂ [bhado], ਭਾਦੋਂ [bhado], ਭਾਦੋਂ
and ਭਾਦੳ.
ਭਦੁਪਦਾ
See
ad]
[bhadrap
[bhadr], ਭਾਦੁਪਦ
ers. 2 to brothers. “puti bhati—i javai saki.”
ਭਾਦ੍ਰਾ [bhadra] See ਭਾਦਰਾ.
—m 4 var bIla.

ਭਾਤੀਜ [bhatij], ਭਾਤੀਜਾ [bhatija] brother’s son.
, nephew. “pot bhai bhatije rovahI .”-Vad alahanim1.See ਭਤੀਜਾ and ਭਤੀਜੀ.
ਭਾਤੁ [bhato] See ਭਾਤ. “dahi bhatU khahI jiu.”
-saV£ye m 4 ke. 2 Skt sun.

ਭਾਤੇ [bhate] ofthe kind, of the type. “koi avaru
n9 teri bhate.”—suh1' m 5. 2 illuminated, pub-

lished. “gorpure UpdeSIa jivangatI bhate.”
—asa chét m 5. 3 are liked. are desired.
ਭਾਥਾ [bhatha] n quiver. Skt ਭਸਤ੍ਰਾ.

ਭਾਦ੍ਹੀ [bhadri] adj relating to the month otha—

don, pertaining to Bhadon. as ਭਾਦ੍ਹੀਮੱਸਿਆ [bhadri
maSSIa] (new moon night ofthe lunar month,
Bhadon).
ਭਾਨ [bhan] 11 light. “bhan hot jat jas te.”—GPS.
2 be manifest; seem. 3 knowledge. 4 See ਭਾਨੁ.

“tam anadI kahi bhan.”——GPS. 5 S ego. arrogance. 6 house. home. 7 See ਭਕ੍ਯਾ.

ਭਾਨਜਾ [bhanja], ਭਾਨਜੀਂ [bhanji] born to one’s sis-

ter, sister's son, sister’s daughter. “sagolIa ki_
ਭਾਥੀ [bhathi] adj who bears a quiver — bow— hau bahIn bhanji.”——asa kabir.
“bhan ke saman, archer. “bhathi jujhe bédh sathi.” ਭਾਨਨਾ [bhanna] v break, smash.
man tej bern ko bhan jag, bhan bhan dare
«carrtr 405.
ur
ਭਾਦਉ [bhadao] ਲ਼ਾ/ਨੁਲ਼ਭਾਦ੍ ਘਾਹੁੰਭਾਦੁਪਦ. second month rahi tIn mukh bha n9 he.”—gva1. ‘Splendo
the
like
of the tenth Master’s sword appears
of the rainy season, when third and fourth luglaring sun to the enemies as it kills them in
nar asterisms, overlap on its full moon night.
the battle ﬁeld. There is no shine left on the
“bhadau bharamI bhuli bharI jobanI .”—tvl<ha
faces of the enemies.‘
barahmaha.
“nomo
ਭਾਦਨ [bhadan] See ਭਦਣ and ਭਦ੍ਰ 9. 2 Some ig- ਭਾਨਭਾਨ [bhanbhan] sun’s source of light.
bhanbhane.”—japu.
norant writer has written ਭਾਦਨ in place of ਭੇਦਨ
in Shastamammala. “pabya prItham bakhanks ਭਾਨਮਤੀ [bhanmati] Sec ਭਾਠਾਢੀ.

radibhadan is bakhan.”—sanama. ‘river ﬂowing ਭਾਨਵੰ} [bhanavi] power of the sun, sun’s
2.
.”—c§di
bhanviyé
cédroni
“namo
ant power.
through the mountains — its lord, Varun.’
na
kISE
ਭਾਦਰਾ [bhadra] tehsil headquarters in subdivi- ਭਾਨਾ [bhana] liked, appealed. “kaura
lagai, sabhna hi bhana.”—m 4 var bIha. 2 a
sion Rajgarh of Bikaner state. It is situated
devotee of Guru Arjan Dev. who lived in
twelve miles south-east of Sirsa. 136 miles
Sultanpur. 3 a follower of Guru Hargobind,
north-east of Bikaner and 35 miles west of
who lived in Prayag. He Was a great warrior
Hissar. Guru Gobind Singh stayed here for a

ਭਾਨਾਨਭਾਨ
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and attained self—realisation. 4 son of Baba

Buddha. See ਬਾਬਾਬੁੱਢਾ.
ਭਾਨਾਨਭਾਨ [bhanan bhanl—japu. source of light.

ਭਾਂਭੀਰੀ

m ਅਰਿ [bhanuj an] enemy of light — night.

ਭਾਨੀ [bhani] was liked, appealed to. “kIa jana

-—sanama. 2 foe of Karan — Arjun.
ਭਧ੍ਯ ਅਰਿਰਵਨ [bhant-arI raven] enemy of light
— night; who enjoys the night — moon.—sanama.
ਭਾਨੁਜਾਤ [bhanujat] See ਭਾਫ਼ੁਜ੍ਯ.
ਭਾਨੁਮਤੀ [bhanomati] queen of king Bhartari.
“bhanumati take bar nari.”—carItr 209. 2 See

ho bhani k5t.”—asa m 5. 2 broke, smashed.

ਨਿਕੁੰਭ3. 3 daughter of raja Bhoj, who was quite

sun, ﬁre etc. See ਭਾਨ. 2 supreme.
ਭਾਨਿ [bhanI] by destroying, by breaking. “ab
bhau bhanI bharosau ava.”—gau ba van kabir.

“laj bhani matki mat.”—ma11' m 4. ‘smashed the
pitcher or public morality.’ 3 was lit up. 4 n
army that has splendour, glorious army. “bhani

adI bakhanan kije.”——sanama. 5 See ਭਾਨੀਬੀਬੀ.

ਭਾਨੀ ਬੀਬੀ [bhani bibi] daughter of Guru Amar
Dass, born on Magh 21 Sammat 1591 at
Basarke. She was married to Guru Ram Dass
on Phagun 22, Sammat 1610. She gave birth

to three sons — Prithi‘Chand, Mahadev and

an expert in black magic. 4 lady magician;

sorceress.
ਭਾਨੁਮਤੀ ਦਾ ਖੇਲ [bhanumati da khel] See ਭਾਰ੍ਯਤੀ
3, 4 and ਠਿਧੂਨੌਭ 3.
ਭਾਨੂ, [bhanu] a devotee of Guru'Arjan Dev, who
belonged to Chaddha subcaste. 2 a devotee
of Guru Hargobind and a great warrior, who
belonged to Behal subcaste and was a resident of Raj Mahal. He attained martyrdom
after killing Shamash Khan in Amritsar battle.

Guru Arjan Dev. She breathed her last in Sammat 1655 at Goindwal. In serving her father
and practising the Sikh doctrine, she had no

ਭਾਨੇ [bhane] were liked; appealed. 2 breaks,

parallel. Guru Amar Dev was so pleased with

ਭਾਨੈ [bhane] may break, may smash. “ghal na

smashes. “naraIn dét bhane daIn.”—g5d m 5.

her unique service that he resolved to keep
bhane, 5tarbIth jane.”—sorm 5. 2 per God’s
the Guruship in Sodhi lineage.
. will, according to one’s desire. “magan kau
ਭਾਨੀਬੀਬੀਵਾਲਾਖੂਹ [bhani bibi vala khuh] a well

dug in memory of his mother (Bibi Bhani) by
Guru Arjan Dev in Taran Tam. This well is
now under the control of Sardar Bishan Singh
and Sardar Jaswant Singh, the descendants

' ofAkali Phoola Singh.

ਭਾਨ੍ਵ [bhanu] glorious sun. 2 ray. 3 king, ruler.
4 light, illumination, radiance. See ਭਾ.
ਭਾਨੁ ਸੁ'ਅੰ [bhano 505] Sun itself. “cap darat cacar bhano sué.”—datt. ‘The Sun (himself) sprinkles colour on the sage.’ 2 son ofthe sun. See

ਸੁਤਭਧ੍ਰਝੁਬਸਧੰਚੂਸ੍ਯਝੁਸੁਤਢ਼
ਭਾਨੁਸੁਤ [bhanusut], ਭਾਨੁਜ [bhanuj] See ਸੁਤਭਾਨੁ.

2 created from the sun —- Yam. 3 Karan.
“bhikham age bhayo 55g bhanuj.”—I<rrsan.
4 Saturn. 5 Ashvani Kumar. 6 Sugriv. 7 In
Shastamammala, ਭਾਟੁਜ੍ਯ is used for light (radiance).

sagli, dano dehI prabh bhane.”—sorm 5.
ਭਾਪ [bhap] ਭਾਫ [bhaph] Skt ਬਾਸ੍ਰਪ. vapours,
steam.

ਭਾਂਬੜ [bhﬁbar] blaze, ﬂames; conﬂagration.
ਭਾਬੜਾ [bhabra] nickname of Oswal traders.
2 traders belonging to A ggarwal subcaste are

also called ਭਾਬੜੇ [bhabre]. “gujrate VIC janie
bhekhari bhabra sulas.”—BG. 3 Jain devotees
belonging to the trading class are also named
as Bhabrhe. They do not wear sacred thread.
ਭਾਂਬੜੀ [bhabri] a subcaste of the Khatris mostly found -in Ikulaha and Dahirarhu.
ਭਾਬੀ [bhabi], ਭਾਭੀ [bhabhi] brother’s wife, sis-

ter—in-Iaw. “tije bhaya bhabhi beb.”—m 1 var'
majh.

ਭਾਂਭੀਰੀ [bhabhiri] female black bee. 2 butterfly. “bhabhiri ke pat pardo.”—sor m 5. ﬁne

ਭਾਂਮ
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membrane — like the feather of the butterﬂy.
i.e. layer of ignorance.
ਭਾਮ [bham] Skt 'ਸ੍ਯਸ੍. vr rebuke, snub, feel angry, shine. 2 n anger. 3 light. “55er ke an

ਭਾਰਤੀ

ਭਾਰਅਠਾਰ [bhar-athar] Bharat having 18 chapters: Mahabharat. “nISI dIn ucre bhar5thar.”—m 1 var sar. 2 See ਅਠਾਰਹਭਾਰ.

ਭਾਰਅਠਾਰਹ [bhar etharah] See ਅਠਾਰਹਭਾਰ. “bhar

bham.”—aka1. 4 sun. 5 Shiv. 6 ਭਾਮ is also used _ atharah mahI c5d5n utam.”—bIIa a m 4.

for ਭਾਮਿਨੀ. “anp dham bham ek se athk ek.” ਭਾਰਥ [bharak] Skt load carrier, transporter.
—BGK. See ਭਾਮਿਨੀਂ 1. 7 hot-tempered woman. 2 ਭਾ-ਅਕੰ. “laj5t bharkacchata.”—gyan. ‘glam8 sister’s husband, brother-in-law.
ਭਾਮਾ [bhama], ਭਾਮਿਨੀ [bhamIni] Skt ਗ਼ੀਲ਼ੀ. beautiful woman, charming lady. 2 hot—tempered
woman, short—tempered female.
ਭਾਸੀ [bhami] Dg taking another’s agony happily on one’s own self.
ਭਾਯ [bhay] n price, cost, value. 2 affection, attachment, love. 3 brother. “tat mat5 na
bhay5.
5”—VN. 4 that is, to gesticulate to ex-

press inner feelings. “kar kar bhay5 trIy bar
nacé.”—aj.

ਭਾਰ [bhar] (See ਤ੍ਰੀ vr) Skt load, weight P ਬਾਰ.
“b5nI bhar ucaInI ch5ti€.”—var ram 3.
2 weight measuring eight thousands tolas. “ek
e1< suvaran k0 dI j ek dije bhar.”—gyan. “jagan

kare bahu bhar aphari.”—gau a m 1. 3 grain
weighing 20 dharis (ﬁve—seer weight) is con-

sidered as bhar i.e. weight equivalent to 100
seers or 200 kacha seers (ﬁve mounds kacha).
“jau gurdeu etharah bhar.”—bh£r namdev. Vegetables weighing eighteen bhars (ie. 18x2.5=45
maunds) were offered to the deity. See
ਅਠਾਰਹਭਾਰ. 4 support, base. “tinI 1੦1< jake hahI
bhar.”-gau kabir. 5 respect, honour, regard.
“555 tera bhar rakhIa he.”—JSBM.
6 obligation. 7 trouble, calamity, adversity. “jo
teri sarnagata, tIn nahi bhar.”——bIIa ravrdas.
8 adv barely, merely. “gachen nenbharen.”
—gatha. ‘in twinkle of eye.’ 9 group, community. “55th dharti sath bhar.”—m 1 varsar.
‘all objects on the earth.’

ਭਾਰਉ [bharau] adj heavy, weighty. 2 respectable, honourable.

our ofthe sun’s rays is blushing.’

ਭਾਰਗਵ [bhargav] Skt ਭਾਰਢਿ. adj belonging to
Bhrigu dynasty. 2 n Parshuram. 3 Shukara-

charya. 4 saffron colour. “subh5t bharg5v5
pat5.’ ’—datt. ‘saffron coloured clothes look very
beautiful.’

ਭਾਰਗਵੀ [bhargavi] Skt ਭਾਗੰਵੀ. lady belonging to
Bhrigu dynasty. 2 ﬁghting skills at arms developed by Parshuram and Shukar. 3 goddess
Durga, Parvati.

ਭਾਰਗੀ [bhargi] short for ਭਾਰਗਵੀ. 2 Skt ਭਾਰੰਸੇ. a
herb mostly found in Bengal. It is useful in
curing cough and asthma. L Clerodendron
Serratifolium.

ਭਾਰਜਾ [bharja] Skt ਭਾਸ਼ੀ. wife, better-half. See
ਭਾਰਯਾ.

ਭਾਰਤ [bharat] adjpertaining to Bharat; of Bharat. 2 11 country named after king Bharat —
Hindustan, India. See ਭਰਤ and ਭਾਰਤਵਰਸ.
3 Mahabharat, the scripture which has description of the rulers of Bharat’s dynasty. This
holy scripture, composed by Vyas, is a collection ofone lakh sloks divided into 18 chapters.
4 a play written by Bharat Muni.
ਭਾਰਤਵਰਸ [bharatvaras], ਭਾਰਤਵਰਖ [bharatvarakh]

a region on the earth, named as Bharat, the

country ruled by king Bharat.l Hindustan,

111ਧੰ18.566ਹਿੰਦੁਸਤਾਨ.
ਭਾਰਤੀ [bharti] 11 people ofIndia, people residing in Hindustan. 2 Sanskrit. 3 Sarasvati.
'ਰ੍ਯਰ੍' ਧਰ੍ ਬ੍ਯੂਟ੍ਜ੍ਯ ਛਿਸਕਟ੍ਰਦ੍ਗਿਜ਼ਡ਼ਹ੍ਥ ਕਰ੍!
ਕਧੰ ਰਟ੍ਸ਼ਾਚ੍ਰਂ ਜ੍ਯ ਧਕ਼ੇਧ' ਪ੍ਯਾਰੀ ਧ੍ਯਾ! |
~brhama'd purah.
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ਭਾਰਥ

4 name of a sect of ascetics. See ਦਸ਼੍ਯਸੰਕ੍ਯਾਸੀ.
5 866 ਸੰਕਰਾਚਾਰਯ. 6 woman belonging to Bharat dynasty.
ਭਾਰਥ [bharath] See ਭਾਰਤ. 2 war, battle. This
word, meaning war, came to the fore during
Kurukshetar battle.
ਭਾਰਥਖੰਡ [bharathkhéd] 866ਭਾਰਤ2, ਭਾਰਤਵਰਸ਼ਗ਼ਾਧੰ

ਹਿੰਦੁਸਤਾਨ.
ਭਾਰਥੀ [bharthi] See ਭਾਰਤੀ.

ਭਾਰੋਂਸੳ..-

ਭਾਰਾ [bhara] adj heavy, weighty. 2 great, supreme. “mera thakur atI bhara.”—maru m 5.
3 n weight, load. “cuka bhara karam ka.”
—maru m 5. 4 See ਭਾੜਾ. “gardhab kar bhara

IIyo.”—GPS. 5 Bhai Bhara, enlightened disciple of Guru Amar Dev.

ਭਾਰਾਕ੍ਰਾਂਤ [bharakrat] pressed by load, compressed by weight. “bharakrét hot jab dharni.”—1<911<1'.

ਭਾਰਦ [bharad] ਭਾ (beauty) + ਰਦ (tooth). “bharad kﬁd.”—gyan. ‘beauty/glamour of teeth as
of white blossoms.’ See ਕੁੰਦ. 2 compressor.
ਭਾਰਦੁਆਜ [bharduaj], ਭਾਰਦੁਆਜੀ [bharduaji],

ਭਾਰਾਤੌਲੀ [bharatoli] adj heavy (m and f), hav-

ਭਾਰਦ੍ਵਾਜ [bhardvaj], ਭਾਰਦ੍ਹਾਜੀ [ਮੂਸਿ਼ਬ‘ਜ੍ਯੋਪ੍ਯਾਸੂੰਬ੍ਰੂ] Skt

ਤਾਰਿ [bharI] due to weight, being heavy. 2 Skt

ing large weight, heavy (m and f). 2 respectful, honourable. “bhai amoli bhara toli.”——suhi
chét m 5.

ਸ਼ਾਰ੍ਗ਼ਯਿਜ੍. related to sage Bhardwaj. See

n tiger. short for ਇਭ(6|6})}18!1‘[)ਅਰਿ.
ਭਰਦ੍ਵਾਜ. 2 a subcaste of Brahmins arising from ਭਾਰਿਆ [bharIa] searched, explored. “prabhu
Bhardwaj. “Vlssi gopi tulsia bharduaji sanmukh sare.”—BG. 3 Dronacharya, son of
Bhardwaj. 4 Some writers have spelled

ਭਾਰਦ੍ਵਾਜ85 ਭਰਦ੍ਵਾਜ.
ਭਾਰ ਬਰਦਾਰੀ [bhar bardari] carriagefor transporting load, load carrying vehicles, animals
like camel, mule etc.

ਭਾਰਬਾਹ [bharbah] adj carrying load, transporting load. 2 n labour of carrying load. “baki
bharbah 1<0 dino.”—NP.

ਭਾਰਬਾਹਕ [bharbahak], ਭਾਰਬਾਹੀ [bharbahi] ਸਂਸ੍ਯਛਾਵਿਜ੍.
adjwho/which carries load; transporter. “jese

bharbahak khot.”——I<eda m 5. ‘donkey carry?
ing load.’

ਭਾਰਯਾ [bharya] Skt ਭਾਯੰਥਾਂ. n woman, who is worthy of being nurtured by her husband — duly
married woman, wife. Accordin g to Mahabharat,
a wife is a woman who is proﬁcient in domestic work, bears children, loves her husband as

pae, ham avaru na bharIa.”—gau a m 1.

ਭਾਰੀ [bhari] adj heavy, weighty. “halki lags: na
bhari.”—gau kabir. 2 n disaster, calamity. “5tka1
kau bhari.”—gau kabir. 3 See ਭਾਲੀ.
ਭਾਰੀਭੁਜਾਨ [bharibhojan] powerful person, one
having strong arms; one who can exert the
most; one havinginﬁnite strength i.e. ever-

lasting. “bharibhujan k0 bhari bharoso.”—— VN.
ਭਾਰੂ [bharo] weight, load. See ਭਾਰ. 2 short for
?@(having, light). “IIkhI parI bujahI bharu.”—-sri m 1. ‘could grasp light emanating from
education.’
ਭਾਰੂ [bhru] adj heavy, weighty. 2 overweight,
overwhelming. 3 n a dedicated follower of
Guru Ram Dass.

ਭਾਰੂਪ [bharup] Skt adj glorious, glamorous,
bright.

ਭਾਰੇ, [bhare] heavy, weighty. 2 searched, explored; “rId 5tarI harIjan bhare.”—nat a m 4.
3 n loads, bundles. “janam janam cuke bhe

much as her life, is firm in performing virtuous deeds.l
`
'ਸ਼ਾਸ਼ਾਧਿਧਾਧ੍ਰੜੈਥਗ਼ਲ਼ਾਸ਼ਾਥੀਧਾਧ੍ਯਧਿਰੀ!
ਜ਼ਾ ਬਿਧਿ ਗ ਧਰਿਧ੍ਯਾਜ, ਜ਼ਾ ਬਿਧਿ ਧਰਾ ਧਰਿਕ਼ਗ ||

bhare.”—asa m 5.
ਭਾਰੋਂ [bharo] great, heavy, large. “ਪਿੰ bharo sua-

-mahabharat adI parav ch. 74.

ਭਾਰੋਸਉ [bharosau], ਭਾਰੋਸਾ [bharosa] See ਭਰਵਾਸਾ.

mi mera.”—sor m 5.

ਭਾਰੋਵਾਲ
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“kahu nanak eke bharosau.”—kan m 4. “thakur

ka bharosa.”—mala m 5.

ਭਾਰੋਵਾਲ [bharoval] See ਛੋਟਾ ਨਾਨਕਿਆਨਾ 2.

2 searched, explored.
ਭਾਲੁ [bhalu], ਭਾਲੁਕ [bhaluk] Skt ਭਾਲੁ. sun. 2 Skt
ਸਰ੍ਯਵ੍ਭਝ. bear. “bhaluk jyo bhabhk‘é bIn bhe.”
'—carItr 1.

ਭਾਲ [bhal] 11 search, exploration. “mItIgai bhal
mam) sath samana.”—asa m 5. 2 adj pious,
good, virtuous. See ਭਲਭਾਲ. 3 n 1ance,javelin.
“BSI bhal gada aru loh-hathi.”—1<rIsan. 4 Skt
ਮਸ਼ੂਕ. forehead. 5 glory, eminence. 6 S goodness, virtue, righteousness.

chief of bears - Jamvant.
ਭਾਲੂ [bhalu], ਭਾਲੂਕ [bhaluk] See ਭਾਲੁਕ਼
ਭਾਞ [bhav] (See ਭੂ vr) Skt n existence. occurrence. 2 idea, thought, view. “satIadI bhavra-

ਭਾਲਚੰਦ [bhalcéd], ਭਾਲਚੰਦ੍ਰ [bhalcédr] Skt one

t5.”—gujjedev. ‘one having intense longing for

bearing moon’s sign on one’s forehead — Shiv.
2 See ਬਨਖੰਡੀ.
ਭਾਲਣ [bhalan], ਭਾਲਣਾ [bhalna] v search, explore.

inner feelings like truth, contentment etc i.e.
one who enjoys the feeling of truthfulness.’
3 meaning: sense. 4 birth. “tatt samath so

“sabh eko he bhalna.”—maru 501119 In 5. “brah-

bhav pranasi.”—33 saveye. ‘who frees from

ma bhalan ersatI gaIa.”—asa m 1.

the cycle oftransmigration.’ 5 soul. 6 material, object. 7 world, universe. 8 nature, temperament; 9 kind, type. 10 respect, regard, _
honour. “rakhat sabh 1<੦ bhav.”—carItr 102.

ਭਾਲਨੈਤ੍ਰ [bhalnetr] Skt one having eye in one’s
forehead — Shiv.

ਭਾਲਪਤ੍ਰ [bhalpatr] letter ﬁxed on the forehead
of a horse bearing the name and fame of the
ruler performing the Yag, which is released to

perform Ashvmed Yag. “jabs bhalpatré lava")
chorI bacyo.”—rama V.
ਭਾਲ ਭਲਾਈ [bhal bhalai] act of drawing inferences from observations of research. See

ਭਲਾਈ.
ਭਾਲਾ lbhala] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ. n dagger, javelin.
ਭਾਲਾਇ [bhalaI] by searching, exploring. 2 getting explored, getting searched. “harI hIrde

bhalI bhalaI.”—gau a m 4. ‘searching by self
and getting it searched by others.’

ਭਾਲਾੲੀ [bhalai] got searched. got explored. (I)
get it searched/explored. “hau menu tanu khoji
bhalI bhalai.”—majh m 4.
ਭਾਲਿ [bhalI] on searching, by searching. “orak

bhal: thake.”—japu. 2 11 act of searching,
search. 3 conclusion, decision, inference.
ਭਾਲਿਕੇ [bhalIke] by exploring, by searching.
“gurSIkha lahIda bhalIke.”—sri m 5 pepaI.
ਭਾਲੀ [bhali] by exploring, by searching. “VICI

kaIa nagar latha harI bhali.”—bh£r m 4.

ਭਾਲੁਕਧਤਿ [bhalukpatI], ਭਾਲੁਨਾਥ [bhalunath]

11 love, affection. “bhe bhav ka kare sigaru.”
—asa m 1. 12 gestures expressing inner feelings. “kare bhav h5tth5.”—VN. 13 faith, belief,
trust. 14 emotions expressing the state of inner-consciouSness. “cécall anIk bhav
dIkhave.”—bIIa chét m 5.
“anan locan vacan mag pragatat man ki bat,
tahi so sab kahIt hé bhav kaVIn ke tat.”
—rasrkprIya.
Authors have divided emotions (feelings) into
ﬁve categories, viz:
“bhav su pa'ic prakar k0 sun VIbhav anubhav,
asthai satVIk kahE vyathcari kaVIrav.”
—rasrkprIya.
These ﬁve types of emotions and feelings are

described as under:
(8)ਵਿਭਾਵ [VIbhav] is the feeling from which
pleasure is attained. It is further classiﬁed into

two categories. ਆਲੰਬਨ [81ਰੋ1੭811] (delayed emotion) and ਉੱਦੀਪਨ [uddipan] (stimulus emotion)
The delayed emotion is a feeling of surprise
e.g. a heroine, beautiful house, bed, singing,

ਭਾਵੳ
..,

_
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ਭਾਵ ਰਤ

dancing etc are its source. The stimulus emotion
(e) The feeling not stable in a single emois one aroused by looking, talking, touching etc.
tion is called mundane i. e. laziness, anxiety,
(b) Experienced feeling is one that appears
dreaming lustful feeling fed up with sleepness
on the face and the body of a person due to
and disputation etc. `
reactions produced in the mind by delayed or ਭਾਵਉ [bhavau] See ਭਾਉਣਾ and ਭਾਵਨ. “age bhavau
stimulus emotion e.g. when a person makes a
kI na bhavau.”—asa m 5.
sarcastic remark, the listener gets irritated, the ਭਾਵ ਅਭਾਵ [bhav abhav] See ਭਾਵ and ਅਭਾਵ.
latter’s eyes get furious and his lips begin to 2 lack of feeling about existence. 3 See ਭਾਉ,
tremble. Here the person making the sarcasਅਭਾਉ.
ਰ੍
. tic remark causes ‘delayed emotion” The sar- ਭਾਵਏਂ [bhavae] is liked. “jIna bhana bhavae.”
castic remark is “stimulus emotion” whiie get—-an5du.
.
ting irritated manifests the redness of the eyes ਭਾਵਕ [bhavak] Skt n mind’s perversion. 2 causand the trembling of the lips is named “experiing, producing. 3 thinking.
enced.” feeling, If the sarcastic remarks ਭਾਵਜਾ [bhavja] adjarising from the feeling. “bhepassed earlier on the person have insulted the
hari bhutla bhavja.”—paras. 2 n brother’s wife,
listener also, then it will enhance the ire in the
sister—in-law.
mind of the listener. In such a situation, the ਭਾਵਣਾ [bhavna] See ਭਾਉਣਾ.
feeling will be named as rememberedcom- ਭਾਵਨ [bhavan], ਭਾਵਨਾ [bhavna], ਭਾਵਨੀ [bhavni],
municated emotion.
ਭਾਵਨੁ [bhavanu] n idea, thought, concept. “apno
(c) Permanent emotion grows as a lasting
bhavanu karI, métrI r19 dusro dharI.”—savfeeling of pleasure. In other words, such a
eye srimukhvak m 5. “bhavanu tIagIo ri tIafeeling is the source of permanent emotion.
gIo.”—gau m 5. “bhavanu dubIdha durINine emotions in poetics have been endowed
trahu.”—bIIa m 5. 2 emotion, devotion. “bhawith permanent feelings:
van ko harIraja.”—sor ravrdas. “bhavni
“ratI hasi aru sok pun krodh uchah su jan,

sadhségen labh‘été.”—gatha. 3 meditation, con-

bhay nida VIsmay VIratI thai bhav praman.”
—raSII<prIya.
The permanent effect of embellishment is

templation. “bhavan pati trIpat kare.”—suhi m

erotic, of humour laughter, that of compas-

sion is sorrow. Anger is the outcome of trick
involving courage, while fear is caused by
dreadful passion. Abhorrence is caused by
hatred, wonder (ecstasy) is the result of supernatural passion and the permanent effect
of peace results in asceticism (non attachment).
(d) Feeling of virtuousness is the name given to passion arising from noble feelings i.e.
romance, perspiration, shivering, tears, stammering etc.

1. 4 practice per its signiﬁcance, purposeful
execution. “suhela kahanu kahavanu. tera
bIkhamo bhavanu.”—sri m 5. 5 adj affectionate, desirable, dear. “bhavan nahI haha ghar
mai.”—krrsan.

ਭਾਵਪ੍ਰਣਾਸੀ [bhavapranasi] adj liberating from the
cycle of birth and death, relieving transmigration. See ਭਾਵ 4.

ਭਾਂਵਰ [bhéivar] See ਭਾਵਰਿ.
ਭਾਵਰਸਾਮ੍ਰਿਤ [bhavarsamrIt] a small composition of Bha1 Gulab Singh, saint of Nmnala Sect.
It throws light on theissues of sense and sen-

sibility. See ਗੁਲਾਬਸਿੰਘ4.
ਭਾਞਰਤ [bhav rat] adjhaving amorous feeling of
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Example:

love. See ਭਾਵ 11.
ਭਾਵਰਿ [bhavarI], ਭਾਵਰੀ [bhavri] circumambula-

adI sacu, jugadI sacu,

tion. 2 ceremonial ambulations by the bride
and the bridgegroom around the holy ﬁre or
scripture; marriage ceremony, wedding. “ramraI SIU bhavarI lehau.”——asa kabir. “dini sat
bhavr'é.”—krrsan.
ਭਾਞਲੀ [bhavli] n process of dividing, division.
“anp ko 1131- tIn kare bhavli.”—GPS. 2 partnership,

he bhi sacu, nanak hosi bhi sacu.

jInI SIrI sohanI patia magi paI sédhuru,
se SIr kati mCmianI gal VICI ave dhurI,
mahIla 5darI hodia

ਭਾਞਵਾਚਕਸੰਗਯਾ [bhav vacak ségya] a noun that

hunI bahanI na mIlanI hadurI.

does not express literal meaning, but describes

Almighty.’ 2 I (wish) to be liked/loved. “tirath
nava, je tIsu bhava.”—japu. “ja tIsu bhava, tad

—asa a m 1.
kaha su bhai mit he, dekhu nenpasarI,
IkI cale IkI calasahI sath apni var.
—bIIa m 5.
1k dIn sovan hoxgo lébe god pasarI.
—s kabir.
papi karam kamavde karde hae haI,
nanak jIU methanI madhania tIU maths
dhramraI.
—'sava m 5.
namu thaInI sajna janampadarathu jitI,

hi Igava.”—sor m I. 3 follower of Guru

nanak dharam ese cavahI, kito vabhanu

its quality or character as animal in noun form
denotes fool, devil is used to indicate a mischievous person etc. 2 the type of noun _describing the facets of an object like gentleness, virtuousness, nobility, viciousness, greatness. etc, is an abstract noun.
ਭਾਵਾ [bhava] liked, desired. “kam karije thakur—

bhava.”—gau m 5. ‘must act as desired by the

Hargobind, who belonged to Dhir subcaste and
lived in Ujjain.

ਭਾਵਾਂ [bhava] See ਭਾਵਾ 2. 2 part even if, even
though, although, if. 3 perhaps, possibly, may

be.
ਭਾਵਾਸਿਂ [bhavaSI] appeals. “sa puja, jo harI
bhavaSI.”—kan m 5. 2 will appeal.
ਭਾਵਾਣੀ [bhavani] See ਭਵਾਨੀ.

—japu.
gun eho, horU nahi kOI,
nako hoa, na k0 hOI.

‘
—asa m 1.

punit.
—sava m 5.
bite hen h6h péth bahut tahIl sigh
sri gubidsigh sighpéth se na janIye.
—aI§kar sagarsudha.

ਭਾਵਿਨੀ [bhaVIni] adj happening in the future.
2 n heroine longing for several kinds of adomments. 3 beautiful lady.

ਭਾਵਿਕ [bhav:k] describing a particular situa-

ਭਵੀ[1੭11ਗ਼ਾ1]ਬਿਥਿਜ੍.ਥਯੰ/}18ਗ਼ਾਗ਼ਮਂਸ8ਸ਼ਿਜਿੳ future,

tion in the given time. The description of the
past and the future in the present is named as

prospective. 2 n predestination, destiny, fate.
“bhavi Udot karma harIramné.”—Varjet.

ਭਾਵੀਸ [bhavis] is liked. “so karahI jI tudhu

aTlLe'aembellishment.
bhut bhaVIsyat ki jo bat,

varatman me kahI VIkhyat,
tahf bhavak bhusan hvsjay,

ese kahz'»: gréth samuday.
—garabg5jni.

bhavis.”—1<an partal m 4. 2 ਭਾਞ-ੲੀਸ਼. conscience.
3 Lord of the world, the Creator. See ਭਾਵ 7.

ਭਾਵੀਜਾ [bhavija] appeals, seems good. 2 sense
of respect, worthy of worship. See ਇਜ੍ਯ and
ਭਾਵ.

ਭਾਵਕ
-
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ਭਾਵੁਕ [bhavuk] Skt n bliss, deliverance. 2 adj

auspicious, blissful. 3 votary ofpoetics.

ਭਾਵੈ [bhave] may be cherished. “jo tudhu bhave

ਭਿਖਾਰੀ

ਤਿੰਹ [bhi’h] See ਭਿਸ.
ਭਿੰਕਾਰ [bhikar] onom humming or buzzing
sound of a small trumpet. 2 sound produced
by ﬂying and buzzing of houseflies.

sai bhali karu.”—japu. 2 appeals. “jiu bhave
Emu na pani.”——gau Chét m 3. 3 part even if, , ਭਿਕ [thks] See ਭਿਖ.
even though, although. “jo dena so derahIo, ਭਿਕਾ [thksa] See ਭਿਖ ਅਤੇ ਭਿਖਿਆ.
bhave tab tab jahI.”—ba van.
ਭਿਕੁ [thksU], ਭਿਕੁਕ [thksuk] beggar, mendiਭਾਵੰਦਾ [bhavéda] appeals, attracts. “sabhe 1<aj cant. 2 Sanyasi monk. 3 Buddhist monk.
savarIE ]‘ਕੇਂ tudhu bhavéda.”—m 5 var maru 2.
4 according to the Simirtis, son born to a Kha313[bhar] n furnace, hearth. “mano bhar dhatri woman from a Brahmin lover.
, na bhuje.”—~GPS. See ਭਠ and ਭਾਠੀ.
fau[bh1kh] Skt ਭਿਕ੍. vr beg, pray, appeal, get
ਭਾੜਾ [bhara] Skt ਭਾਟ. n fare, freight. 2 wages,
tired, produce. 2 ਭਿਕਾ. n begging alms, requestlabour. “bhari kau ohu bhara mIlIa.”—guj m 5.
ing, appealing. “méne nanak bhavahI n9
ਭਾਤਿ [bharI] wages, labour. “ls bharI kare vi- thkh.”—japu. ‘does not go begging from
ahu.”—var asa.
door—to-door.’ 3 ਭਿਖ [thkh] is also used for
ਭਾੜੀ [bhari] working on wages, labourer. See
aﬁm[bhav1$y] “sada samale thkh.”—GPS.
ਭਾੜਾ.
‘the future must always be kept in mind.’
ਭਿ [th] part also, again. 2 and, as well as. ਭਿਖਕ [thkhak] Skt ਭਿਕੁਕ. who begs alms; beg“menu tanu tera, IhU jiu th vare jiu.”—gau gar. See ਭਿਕੁਕ, 2 Some poets have also written
m 5.
ਭਿਖਕ for ਭਿਖਜ. See ਭਿਖਜ.

ਭਿਉਣਾ [thuna] v wet, moisten, make damp,
soak in water.

ਭਿਆਣੀ [thani] sister, daughter of the community. “sabh thanié calkar aié.”—GI’S.

ਤਿਸ [ths] n root of the lotus. 2 Skt ਭ੍ਰਿਸ਼. adj
vital, mighty. See ਭ੍ਰਿਸ਼. “bIlok bhargavé
thsé.”—datt.

ਭਿਸਜ [thsaj] See ਭਿਖਜ.

ਭਿਖਜ [thkh'aj] Skt ਸਿਧ੍ਯ. apply paste, treat,
give medicine. 2 Ayurvedic or Greek medical
man. 3 physiology, Greek system of medicine.
4 medicine.
ਭਿਖਾ [thkhal See ਭਿਖ and ਭਿਖਿਆ. 2 a Bhatt
singing hymns in praise ofthe Guru. His composition is in saveyas. “guru mIlyau 501

thkha kahe.”—saveye m 3 ke. 3 a Bhatt, res-

ਭਿਸਤ [thsat] P ਕਿ n heaven, paradise.

ident of Sultanpur, follower of Guru Arjan Dev.

ਭਿਸਤਾਰ [thstar] ﬁbre of the lotus stem; ﬁne
ﬁbre got by on breaking the lotus stem.

“thkha toda bhatt dUI dharu sud mahal tIs

ਭਿਸਤਿ [thsatI] heaven, paradise. 2 in the heaven, in the paradise. “geli thsatI n9 jaie.”—m
1 var majh.
ਭਿਸਤੀਧਿਲ਼ਿਤਿਤੋ਼] adjdwelling in the paradise, heaven dweller. “piru pachane thsti soi.”—maru
solhe m 5. 2 P ਮੂੰਨੂੰਟ੍ਰੇ'. n water-carrier; one who

carries water in animal skins.

ਭਿਸਤ੍ਵ [thsatu] See ਭਿਸਤ. “thsatu najikI rakhu rahImana ! ”-bher kabir.

bhara.”—BG.

ਭਿਖਾਰੀ [thkhari] ਭਿਕੁਕ. beggar. 2 a staunch
devotee of Guru Arjan Dev, named Bhai
Bhikhari, who attained self-realisation through
meditation. He lived in Gujarat (Punjab). He
was a true example of a Sikh always accepting the will of the Creator. Once Bhai
Gurmukh prayed'to Guru Arjan Dev to show
him some true Guru-directed Sikh. The Guru
sent him to Bhai Bhikhari.

ਭਿਖਿਆ

ਗਿ
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When Bhai Gurmukh went to Bhikari, the
latter was busy in making a sack of cloth by
stitching small patches of gunny cloth pieces,
and collecting wood etc. Suddenly at night
dacoits raided the village and a group of villagers chased them. The only son of Bhikhari
was killed in the pitched battle between the
ਰ੍ villagers and the dacoits. Bhikhari used the
collected wood sticks to cremate the dead
body of his son and spread that mat of sack
cloth, made during the day time, for the people who came for condolences. Bhai Gurmukh
realised that Bhikhari was a telepathist. He
had the intuition of what was to going to happen. Bhai Gurmukh asked éhikhari if he knew
the tragedy to happen in advance, why he did
not pray for his son's long life? Bhai Bhikhari
replied that it was a sin to interfere in the Will
of the Creator and one must long for the boon
of self-realisation instead of praying to obtain
unreal and illusory objects.

ਭਿਖਿਆ [thkhIa] Skt ਭਿਕਾ. n begging, act of
begging alms, mendicancy. 2 material objects
like food etc collected by begging. “thkhIanam raje sétokhi.”—sor a m 1.
ਤਿ'ਖੀ [thkhi] alms. “car padarath thkhUk

thkhi.”—BG. 2 See ਤਿੱਖੀ.
ਭਿਖੀਆ [thkhia] beggar, mendicant. 2 This
word is also used for suthkhia, which is a
subcaste of the Khatris.
ਭਿਖੇਕ [thkhek], ਭਿਖੇਖ [thkhekh] See ਅਭਿਖੇਕ.
“su chabI bIsekha sahItthbhekha.”——k311<i.
‘been coronated.’
ਤਿੱਖੀ [thkkhi] atown falling under station and
tehsil Mansa, subdivision Barnala in Patiala

state, situated at a distance of eight miles to
the north of Narendarpura railway station. A
gurdwara in memory of Guru Tegbahadur is
situated close to this town in the north-west
direction. The Guru stayed here for ten days.

The carpenters and traders of this town served
the Guru with great devotion. Chaudhary Gainda
Chahal, who was a great admirer of the
Sultan, adopted Sikhism soon after listening to
the teachings of the true Master. An elegant
shrine has been constructed under the patronage of Maharaja Karam Singh, the ruler of
Patiala. The residential houses have also been
built nearby. Patiala state has allotted land measuring 140 ghumaons alongwith an annual revenue of Rs. 80. The priest is a Singh.

ਭਿਪ੍ਯਾ [thkhya] alms, See ਭਿਖ and ਭਿਖਿਆ. “Ia
sukh te thkhya bhali.”—s kabir.

ਭਿਗਾ [thga] soaked, wet. “gone na kIt hi he
thga.”—maru soIhe m 5. 2 well known. See

ਅਭਿਗਿਆ.
ਭਿਛਕ [thchak] See ਭਿਕੁਕ.

ਭਿਛਾ [thCha] See ਭਿਖ and ਭਿਖਿਆ. “kachu deh
thcha mrIgnenI, hams.”—ramav.
ਭਿਛਾਹਾ [thchaha], ਭਿਛਾਹਾਰ [thchahar] one

who collects alms; beggar. 2 food got in alms.
3 eating food obtained in alms.
ਭਿਛੁਕ [thchuk] See ਭਿਕੁਕ.

ਭਿੱਛਿਆ [thcchIa] See ਭਿਖ and ਭਿਖਿਆ.
ਭਿੱਛੁ [thcchU], ਭਿੱਛੁਕ [thcchuk] 566ਭਿਕੁ and ਭਿਕੁਕ.

ਭਿਜਣਾ [thjna] v get wet, get soaked with
water. “thjau SIjau k5bli.”—s farid. 2 melt.
ਭਿਟ [tht] n deﬁlement, pollution through touch,
untouchablity. Its root is the Sanskrit word ਭ੍ਰਸ੍ਵ.
ਭਿਟਣਾ [thtna], ਭਿਟਨਾ [thtna] v touch, come

in contact. “tIn ke nIkatI na thtie.”—gau m
4. 2 deﬁle by touching. “caoke thte na kOI .”
—m 3 varmaru 1. “matu thte ve matu thte.

Ih ਏਂ!… asada phIts.”——var asa.

ﬁalthtarH‘EZ'ﬁ [thtar] adjdeﬁled, polluted, contaminated by touching.

ਭਿਟਿਆਰਿਧਿਯਿਣ੍ਗ਼ੁਪਿੱਗ਼ੁ],ਭਿਟੋਅਨਿ[})}1ਗ਼ੁਣੁ੭9ਸ੍ਯ],ਭਿਟਜਾਰਿ
[thtyarI] pimp (woman), procuress. “gahI
narI thtIarI.”—carItr 209. “januk hShO
thtoanI bhai.”—carItr 134.

ਭਿਡਹਾ
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ਭਿਭਰ

ਭਿਡਹਾ [thdha] sheep’s killer — wolf. “jas her-

very heavy and totally made of iron. It is hurled
at the enemy by hand. “bhdepal tomar as:
ਭਿੰਡਿਪਾਲ [bhdepal] See ਭਿੰਦਿਣਭੰਮੈੱਲ.
dhare.”—GPS.I 2 Some authors regard throwਚਿੰਤੀ [bhidi], ਭਿੰਡੀ ਤੋਰੀ [bhfdi tori] a kind of ing of stones with any weapon on the enemy
vegetable; lady ﬁnger. It is an autumn harvest
as bhideal.
i.e. sown in summer and harvested in autumn. ਤਿੰਨ [bhin] Skt adj different, separate, deIt is of two types: one has ﬁne coat of thorns
tached. 2 another, the other. 3 separate. “bhin
on its surface while the other is. plain. Physibhfn tre gun bIstharé.”—bavan. 4 beyond.
_ cians use its seeds and skin for curing many
“agIa bhin na koI.”—ba van.
ailments. Its decoction is specially useful for ਭਿੰਨਅੜੇ [bhfn-are] engrossed, involved.
treating urinary diseases. L Abelmoschus Es- - “rasbhfn-are apne ram sége, se 1011.1 nike.”
culantus. E Lady’s ﬁnger.
—bIIa Chét m 5.
at cherIn bhi thclha.”—datt.

ਭਿਣਕ [thnak] buzzing sound produced by
feathers of the ﬂies. 2 inkling, overheard information.

ਭਿਣਕਾਰ [thnkar] See ਭਿੰਕਾਰ and ਭਿਣਕ.
ਭਿਤ [tht] See ਬਹੁਭਿਤ. 2 Skt ਭਿੱਤ. n segment,
part. 3 share, portion. 4 wali. “sGdar athk
masit an tht janIye.”—NP.

ਭਿੰਤਰ [bhftar], ਭਿੰਤਰਿ [bhftarI] adv inside, within.
“tIn k3 avtaro bhayu kalI bhf tarI .”—saveye m
4 ke.

133*[thta] See ਭਿਤ4 and ਚਿਤਿ. “oho pIara jia
ka, jo kholhe thta.”—m 5 var ram 2. ‘who
lets the curtain fall.’ 2 types, kinds. “5dar Ik,
bahar bahu thta.”—BG.
ਚਿਤਿ [thtI] Skt ਭਿੱਤਿ. n occasion, chance.
2 break, smash. 3 wall. 4 curtain, screen.
5 adj of the type, of the kind. “bahuthtI
sésara.”—-m 3 var suhi. 6 S n feed scattered

for catching birds. “paudi thtI dekhIke sabhI aIpae satIgur ki peri.”—m 4 var bIIa. See

ਭੀਤਿ2.
ਚਿਤ੍ਰ [thtr] dreadful, fearful. “na bharmé na

ਭਿਨਕ [thnak] See ਭਠਕ and ਭਿਰ੍ਯ.

ਭਿਨਕਾਰ [thnkar] See ਭਿੰਕਾਰ.
ਭਿੰਜ੍ਯੋ [bhinri] wet. “bhinri renI bhali dInas

suhae.”—bIIa chét m 1. See ਚਿੰਨੀਰੈਣਿ.
ਤਿੰਨਾ [bhina] melted, impressed. “mera manu
tano bhfna.”—-asa Chét m 4.

ਤਿੰਨਿਅੜੇ [bhinIare] See ਭਿੰਨਅੜੇ.
ਕਿੰਨੀ [bhfni] impressed, emotionally moved.
ਭਿੰਠੀਰੈ’ਣਿ [bhi’nirenI], ਭਿੰਨੀਰੈਜ੍ਯੋ [bhinirenri]
damp/moist night; dewy night when dew falls
the night is cloudless and non-windy. 2 peaceful stage of conscience without any diversion.
“bhinirenarie camkanI tare.”—asa Chét m 5.

“bhinirenI jIna manI cau.”—var asa. 3 life,
free from evil.

ਚਿੰਨੀਰੈਨਡ਼ੀਐਂ [bhfnirenarie] in the ‘dew-strewn

night. See ਭਿੰਨੀ ਰੇਨ੍ਯ‘ਰੇੰ.
ਭਿੰਨੁ [bhinu] See ਭਿੰਨ.
ਭਿਪਣ [thpan] Skt ਧਰ੍ਜ੍ਸ੍ਰ੍. n eye-lid, eyelash.
ਚਿਪ੍ਰਾਯ [thpray] purpose, motive, objective.
“kavan lakhe thpray tumara.”——GPS.
ਭਿਫਣ [thphan] See ਭਿਪਣ.

thtre.”—japu. 2 See ਭੋਤ੍ਰਿ and ਭ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਯ. 3 Skt 133.

ਭਿੰਬਰ [bhi‘bar] See ਭਿੰਭਰ.

adj protecting from fear.

ਭਿਭਰ [thbhar] adj fear-stricken, terrorised,

ਭਿਦ[}੭11ਡ਼ਾ<:1]^5`/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਸਿਟ੍ਰ.ਘਾ pierce, cut, break, chop.
See ਭੇਦ and ਭੇਦਨ.

ਚਿੰ'ਦਿਪਾਲ [bhdepal] Skt ਬਿਚਿਧਾਗ. n a thick ar- ,
row about one and a quarter hands long. It is

'In Agni Puran, bhi'deal is a rod Gavelin) ofiron and
wood that can be thrown by hand. It was used by footsoldiers. It was usually four ﬁngers thick and one and a

quarter hand (one hand = 1.5 feet) long.

ਤਿੰਭਰ
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scared, alarmed. 2 commanders in warfare,
army chiefs. “thbhre bhairav bhim aneka.”
—c5di 2. 3 frightening, terrifying, dreadful.

ਭਿੰਭਰ [bhibhar] a tehsil town in hilly area of
Jammu state. It is also pronounced as bhfoar.
“anbh£ bhfbhri kasmiri k5dhari.”

—paras. 2 a river of Gujarat district. 3 adj
terrible, horrible. 4 frightening, scaring. “gIre
bhi‘bhar basudha par.”—paras.

ਭਿਲਵਾ [thlva] n extract of a herb generally
used by Bheels (members belonging to an
aboriginal tribe of central India). They administer this extract to make a person unconscious so as to loot him. “nenan ko ras de thlva, brIkhbhan thagi bhagvan thagyo he.”
—krIsan. ‘Thagani, daughter of Brikhbhan,
robbed, Krishan.’

ਭਿਲਾ [thla] n lump, ball. “bhuja badhi thla

karIqlarIo.”—g5d kabir. M3751.
ਤਿੰਭਹੀ [bhfbhri] resident of Bhimbar. See ਭਿਲਾਵਾ [thlava] See ਭਲਾਵਾ.
ਭਿੱਲ [thll] Sktn an aboriginal uncivilized tribe.
ਭਿੰਭਰ 1.
ਭਿੰਭਗੋਅਾ [bhibharia] terrifying (f) horrifying, See ਭੀਲ.
ਤਿੰਭਰਾਰਾ [bhibhrara] adj terrifying, dreadful.

dreadful. “bhibharia bhima bhupesi.”——datt.

ਭਿਰ [thr] See ਭਿਰਨਾ.

fae[bh1v] n secret, mystery. “nIrékar l<a cinat
nah: thv.”—-Copéi.

ਭਿਰਟੀ [thrti] Skt ਸੇਰ੍ਰਧਗ. n she-wolf. “tho bal- ਭਿੜ [thr] n combat, clash, ﬁght; 2 wasp.
ak jogi haryo, hve thrti ke bhes.”—carItr I 66.
2 demi~goddess, female attendant of the god
of riches Kuber.

ਭਿੜਅਾਰਾ [thr-ara] adj with a ﬁghting spirit.

ਭਿਰਤ [thrat] ﬁghting, quarrelling. 2 See ਭ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਯ.

“apI thre mare apI .”—m 1 varmala. “raje rajU
kamavde dukh sukh thria.”—m 3 varguj 1.

ਭਿਰਨ [thran], ਭਿਰਨਾ [thrna] v ﬁght, quarrel.
ਲ਼ੀ “thrbe het bulayo.”—1<rIsan.
ਭਿਰੜ [thrar] See ਭਰਿੰਡ.

2 quarrelsome.

ਭਿੜਨਾ [thrna] v ﬁght, clash. 2 collide mutually.

ਚਿਤਿ [thrI] adv ﬁghting, clashing. “marahI
thrI sur.”—m 1 var sar.

ਭਿਰਾਈ [thrai] maternal grand mother of Guru ਭਿਤੰਗ[})}1ਧਰੈ8],ਭਿਤੰਗੀ [thrégi] adjhaving a ﬁghtNanak Dev. 2 aunt (father’s sister) of Guru
Angad Dev; sister of Baba Pheru. She was
married in Khadoor Sahib. Some authors have

given her name as Phirai. 3 See ਭਰਾਈ 4 and
ਵਿਰਾੲੀ.

ਭਿਰੰਗ [thrég], ਭਿਰੰਗੁ [thrégu] Skt ਸ੍ੜੂ. n large
black bee. “tarvaru eko he, eku phulu

thrégu.”—m 3 var maru 1. ‘tree is the master, ﬂower is his teacher, black bee is the seeker ofthe spiritual knowledge and a true disciple of the Master.’

ਭਿਲਣਾ [thlna], ਭਿਲਨਾ [thlna] v merge, be in.
ਭਿਲਰਾ [thlra] n rope, bondage. “thlra dar
nan 1<e senan ko.”—1<rrsan. ‘on receiving the
bond inhering glance of the two eyes.’ 2 See
ਭਿਲਵਾ.

ing spirit. 2 quarrelsome. “nacce bir thrégi.”
—sanh. 3 ﬁghters like Bhringi’s attendants.
ਭੀ [bhi] part also, too, as well as, even. “bhi so
satia janianhI sil sétokhI rahénhI.”—m 3 var
suhi. 2 certainly, also “taredaro bhi tarI”—m 5
var manu 2. ‘only a swimmer can make the
other swim.’ 3 although, if. “satIgur ks bhane
bhi calahI, ta dargah pavahI manu.”—m 3 var

sor. 4 even then, of course. “je bhuli je cuki
sai, bhi tahiji kadhia.”—suhi a m 5. 5 denoting
the past. “he aprépar her: here, hahI bhi hovanhar.”—bavan. 6 and, as well as “ho: purana
sutie bhi phIrI paie horu”—var asa. 7 Skt ਤੀ.
vr get afraid, be frightened. 8 n fear, terror.

ਭੀਸ਼ਮ [bhisam] Skt ਭੀਸ੍ਯ. adj terrible, horrible.
2 n Shiv. 3 death. 4 Dev-vrat, son of king

ਭੀਸਮਕ
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Shantanu, who was born to Ganga.l Shantanu
in his old age was attracted towards Satyavati
(Matasyotri), daughter of Dhivar, and desired
to marry her. The parents of Satyavati asserted that Dev-vrat was Shantanu’s successor
for the throne and as such the sons of their
daughter (Satyavati) would be deprived of
kingship. Dev-vrat pledged to the parents of
Satyavati that he (Dev-vrat) would never
occupy the throne nor would he marry to produce any offspring. He took this terrible vow
in order to fulﬁl the desire of his father, who
ultimately married Satyavati. Thus Dev-vrat
was named as Bhisham.2 Satyavati gave birth
to two sons — Chitrangad and Vichitar Viray.
Bhisham annointed the elder son Chitrangad
as king after the death of Shantanu; unluckly
Chitrangad died in a battle, after ruling for a
short while. Then Vichitar Viray was made
the ruler under the patronage of Bhisham. Bhisham conquered Kashi with his might and got
the two daughters, Ambika and Ambalika of
the king of Kashi, married to Vichitar Viray.
But Vichitar Viray fell ill and died issueless.
Bhisham then called his brother Krishan Dvepayan (Vyas), who was born to Satyavati from
the semen of Prashar (prior to latter's marriage) and got two sons begotten through him
from the two widows (Ambika and Ambalika). These two sons were named as Dhritarashtar and Pandoo.
Bhisham made proper arrangement for
their upbringing and education. He helped them
fully in the state administration. He also extended patronage to both Kauravs and the
Pandavs. When the two families were drawn
into conﬂict against each other, he tried his
best to reconcile them but in vain. Ultimately
'chcc he is also named as gagey.
2taking a serious vow.

ਤੀਕਰ

a war broke between the Kauravs and the Pandavs. He sided with the Kauravs and became
chiefcommander of their army. He confront- ed Arjun on the tenth day. Shikandi wounded
him by deceit and then he was under the. attack of a cascade of arrows shot by Arjun;

Not an inch of his body was left without the
wounds caused by Arjun’s arrows. Ultimately when Bhisham fell down from his chariot,
and his body remained hinged on the arrows.
He remained alive in this state for ﬁfty-eight
days and taught lessons of fair rule, personal
ethics and liberation to Yudhishtar. These
teachings are included in details in Shanti Parav
of Mahabharat. Bhisham set a true example
of ﬁrm determination, benefaction and unblemished living.
Krishan had pledged that he would not use
any weapon in Kurukshetar war and would
only be a charioteer . Bhisham took the vow
that he would make Krishan use a weapon.
To make Bhisham's pledge come true, Krishan
took hold of a circular wheel (chakar).
ਭੀਸਮਕ [bhismak] Skt ਭੀਸ-[ਕ- ruler of Vidarbh,
who was father of Rukmani, wife of Krishan.

ਭੀਸ਼੍'ਮਾਸ੍ਵ'ਮੀ [bhismastmi] eighth day of the bright
phase of the lunar month Magh, on which
day Bhisham breathed his last.
ਭੀਹਾਰ [bhihar], ਭੀਹਾਲਾ [bhihala] adj terrifying,
horrifying, dreadﬁJl, fearful.

ਭੀਹਾਵਲ [bhihaval], ਭੀਹਾਵਲਾ [bhihavala] adj terrible, fearful, horrible. “bhane sahu bhihava1a.”—suh1' m 1 kucaji. “banI bhihavale hIku
sathi ladhamu.”—m 5 var guj 2. 2 terrorised.
“VInU nave bajaria bhihaval hoi.”—m 1 var
maIa.

,

ਭੀਕਨ [bhikan] See ਭੀਖਨ 2,
ਤੀਕਰ [bhikar] fearful, dreadful, terrifying. 2 illtempered, irate. 3 violent. “na bhil bhikar.”
—aka1. See ਗੂੜ 2.

ਭੀਖ

ਭੀਤਿ
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ਭੀਖ [bhikh] See ਭਿਖ and ਭਿਖਿਆ.
ਭੀਖਕ [bhikhak] See ਭਿਕੁਕ. “ham bhikhak bhek—
hari tere.”—dhana m 3. 2 Skt ਭੀਸਕ. dreadful,
terrifying, horrifying.

ਭੀਖਣ[1੭1111<}1ਗ਼] SktEiiFlE. adj terrible, horrible.
2 See ਭੀਖਨ 2.

ਭੀਖੂ [bhikhu] beggar, mendicant. 2 seeker of
knowledge.

ਭੀਚ [bhic] See ਭੀਛਣ. 2 Dg superb and supreme
warrior.
ਭੀਚਣ [bhican], ਭੀਚਨਾ [bhicna] v squeeze, com-

press.
[bhichan] adjterrib‘le, dreadful.
ਭੀਛਨ
ਭੀਖਣਸ਼ਾਹ [bhikhansah] See ਸ਼ਾਹਭੀਖ.
ਭੀਖਨ [bhikhan] See ਭੀਖਣ. 2 a saint resident of ਭੀਜਨਾ [bhijna] v get soaked, get drenched in
Kakori 0f Lucknow area, who was a highly
learned Sufi fakir. He died in Sammat 1631. It
is presumed that the hymns of Bhikhan, included in Guru Granth Sahib, are of this very
saint. “kahu bhikhan dUI nen sétokhe, jah dekha tah soi.”—sor.
ਭੀਖਨਸ਼ਾਹ [bhikhansah] See ਸ਼ਾਹਭੀਖ.
ਭੀਖਨਖ਼ਾਂ [bhikhanxa] He headed an army of one
hundred horsemen and was an ungrateful
Pathan. He left the service of Guru Gobind
Singh andjoined the rulers ofthe hilly states
during the Bhangani battle. He was killed with
an arrow shot by Guru Gobind Singh. See

ਵਿਚਿਤੁਨਾਟਕਘੀ 8. verse 25.
ਭੀਖਮ [bhikham] See ਭੀਸ਼ਮ. 2 See ਭੀਸਮਕ.
“bhikham bhup bIcar kio dUhIta Ih sri jadu-

birahI dije.”——1<rIsan. ‘Raja Bhismak thought
. that he should hand over his daughter Rukmini to Krishan. ’

ਭੀਖਮ ਅਰਿ [bhikham an] enemy of Bhisham
Pitama— Arjun.

ਭੀਖਮਕ [bhikhmak] See ਭੀਸਮਕ.
ਭੀਖਮਜਨਨੀ [bhikhamjanni], ਭੀਖਮਮਾਤ [bhikhammat], ਭੀਖਮਮਾਤਾ [bhikham-mata] mother of Bh-

water. 2 relent, feel pity 0r compassion. “ape
sunI 8011.1 bhija he.”—maru solhe m 5. 3 melt,

have a soft corner. “sabadI n9 bhijs: sakta.”
—sr1' m 1.

ਭੀਜੈ [bhije] gets soaked, gets drenched. 2 feels
compassionate. “carasx pavanu sighasanu
bhije.”—ram a m 1. ‘The tenth opening oozes
with nectar.’
ਭੀਟ [bhit] See ਭਿਟ.

ਭੀਟਿ [bhitI] after deﬁling. “ ਤੈਸ਼ sabe In bhitI
gavayo.”—kr1'san.

ਭੀਤ [bhit] wall. See ਭਿਤ 4. “barubhit banai raCI
paCI.”—sorm 9. 2 partition, dividing wall, door.
“navét dvaré bhit rahIté.”—sahas m 5. 3 Chamba — slope of a hill, which is very steep. “bhit

upre ketak dhaie.”——asa m 5. 4 Skt ਭੀਤ- frightened, afraid. “bhebhit dutah.”—sahas m 5.
ਭੀਤਰ [bhitar], ਭੀਤਰਿ [bhitarI] adjinside, within,

in the interior. “bhitarI émrItu soi janu pave.”

—maIa m I. 2 Skt ਭੂਤੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ. n lord of all creatures, the Creator. “jah bhitarI ghatI bhitarI
vaSIa, baharI kahe nahi?”—ram m 1. ‘When

the Creator is within us, why to wash the body
(for salvation)?’

isham—Ganga. See ਭੀਸ਼ਮ 4. “bhikhammat ko

ਭੀਤਾ [bhita] adj frightened, afraid. 2 n wall,

jyc") parse chIn me sabh pap bIlaIgae hi.”
—1<rIsan.
ਭੀਖਾ [bikha] This is the name of thkha in
Mahima Prakash. viz — “bhikha bhat sultanpur vasi.” See ਭਿਖਾ 3.
ਭੀਖਿਆ [bhikhIa] See ਭਿਖ and ਭਿਖਿਆ. “calahI
satIgur bhaI. bhavahI na bhikhIa.”-—suhi m 1.

boundary, border. “tuti bhita bharamgara.”

—asa chétm 5. ‘The wall of illusions has 60!lapsed.’

ਭੀਤਿ [bhitI] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਭਿੱ'ਤਿ and ਭਿੱਤ. wall. 2 S feed for
birds, birdfeed, bait. “jag kaua nam nahi citI.
nam bIsarI gIre dekhI bhitI.”—asa a m 1.
sense — enjoying the worldy objects. 3 Skt

ਭੀੜੀ
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ਭੀਤਿ. terror. 4 trembling, shivering.
ਤੀਤੀ [bhiti] See ਭੀਤਿ. 2 Skt fear, terror. 3 trembling, shivering.

ਭੀਤੰਤ [bhitét] See ਭੈਭੀਤ.

ਭੀੜਾ

ਤੀਮਾ [bhima] n See ਭੀਮਰਾ. 2 goddess Durga.
3 whip, lash, scourge.

ਤੀਮਾਗ੍ਰ [bhimagr] elder than Bhimsen — Yudh-

drenched. 2 relented, was moved. 3 See ਭਿੰਨ.
ਭੀਮ [bhim] Skt adjterrifying, horrifying, dread-

ishtar.—sanama.
ਤੀਰ [bhir] n adversity, trouble, calamity. “das
bhir katdet.”—GPS. 2 mob, crowd. “sadh
s‘égatI ki bhir jau pai.”—sarm 5. 3 adjnarrow,

ful. 2 n younger brother of Yudhishtar—Bhim-

tight. “jahI jano tahI bhir batuli.”—sar m 5.

sen. See ਪਾਂਡਵ. “bhim gada kar bhim lei.”
~krIsan. 3 King Bhim— father of Damyanti

3 See ਭੀਰੁ.
ਭੀਚਿ [bhirI] adj (0 narrow, tight. 2 adv due to

and father-in law of Nall, who was ruler of

the crowd/mob. “bhagvat bhirI sakatI 51m-

Vidarbh (Barar). 4 Shiv. 5 counsellor of Ra-

ran ki.”——bher kabir. ‘by keeping company of
devotees and with power of the recitation of
Thy Name.’

ਭੀਨ [bhin], ਭੀਨਾ [bhina], ਭੀਨੁ [bhinu] adj wet,

van. ਭੀਮਸੇਨ [bhimsen], ਭੀਮਸੈਨ [bhimsen] See ਭੀਮ 2
and ਪਾਂਡਵ.
ਭੀਮਚੰਦ [bhimcéd] ruler of Kahloor hill state
(Bilaspur) who without any reason became
an enemy of Guru Gobind Singh and instigated fellow rulers of other hill states to ﬁght battles against him at several places like Bhan-

gani, Anandpur etc. See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.

ਭ'ਮਿਜਾ [bhimja] daughter of raja Bhim Damyanti. See ਭੀਮ 3.

ਭੀਰੀ [bhiri] adj narrow, tight.
ਭੀਰੁ [bhiru] Skt adj cowardly, timid. 2 terrorising, dreadful, frightening. 3 n goat, she-goat. *
4jackal. 5 tiger. 6 wolf.
ਭੀਰੂ [biru] See ਭੀਰੁ.

ਭੀਲ [bhil] Skt ਭਿੱਲ਼ਾ an aboriginal and uncivilized tribe. The meaning 01°ਭੀਲ [bhil] in Dravidian language is bow; hence ਭੀਲ [bhil] is the
name of a class of people carrying bows and

ਭੀਮਪਲਾਸ਼ੀ [bhimplasi] a variation of a hepta-

arrows.
tonic Rag, composed from the combination of ਭੀਲਨੀ [bhilni] Bheel’s wife, woman belonging
Dhanasari and Poorbi. In this third, sixth, sevto Bheel tribe. 2 See ਸਬਰੀ.
enth musical notes are ﬂat, ﬁfth musical note
is sonant and fourth musical note is subsonant.
Its singing time is third quarter of the day.
2 adj dreadful and fearsome meat-eater.

ਭੀਮਪੁਰੀ [bhimpuri] capital of demon Vrika. See
ਭਸਮਾਂਗਦ.
ਭੀਮਰਾ [bhimra] a river named Bhima, that gives
out terrifying sound. See ਮਹਾਂਭਾਰਤ ਬਨ ਪਰਵ ch
223. “sabad adI kahI bhimra israstra kahI
5t.”—-sanama. Bhima’s master Varun; his

weapon — noose.
ਭੀਮਰਾਈਸਰਾਸਤ੍ਰ [bhimraisarastra] See ਭੀਮਰਾ.

ਭੀਲੋਵਾਲ [bhiloval] a village in Lahore district,
where in Sammat 1767, Muslims hoisted a
Haidari flag to gather their ilk from far and
near for launching jIhad against the Sikhs.
Islam Khan was governor of Lahore at that

time. See ਇਸਲਾਮ-ਖ਼ਾਂ.
ਭੀਵਾ [bhiva] a disciple oquru Arjan Dev, who
belonged to Sirhind. 2 a subcaste of Khatris.
“jatu bhiva jatI ka.”—GPS.
ਭੀੜ [bhir] n crowd, mob. 2 calamity, adversity.
“prathCItI ave, ta kesi bhir?”—bIIa m 5.
3 poverty, penury, destitution. “thth moklai
kitiano.”—var ram 2 m 5.

ਭੀਮੜਾ [bhimra] terrifying (t) dreadful (f). See
ਭੀੜਾ [bhira], ਭੀੜੀ [bhiri] adjnarrow, tight. “bhiri
ਭੀਮਰਾ-

ਭ
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gali phahi.”—m 1 varram 1. 2 ਭੀੜ is also used
for adversity. “garab han bha, bhira byapi.”
—NP.

ਤ੍ਵ [bhu] See ਭੂ. 2 short for ਭੂਮਿ (the earth).
ਭੁ'ਅ [bhua] Skt ਭੂ'ਮਿ. n earth, land.

1ਟੈ811ਕੇਂ ji bIkhamU bhu15ga.”—vad m 4 ghon'a.
ਭੁਇਸੂਰ [thIsur] xa turnip.

ਭੁਇਚਾਲ [thIcal] See ਭੂਚਾਲ.

‘

ਭੁਇਭਾਰ [thIbhar], ਭੁਇਭਾਰੁ [thIbharu] burden on the earth. “VIera jinh namu, te thI-

ਤ੍ਵਆੳਭੰਣਾ [bhuauna] v delude, turn around.

bharu thie.”—asa farid. 2 nourisher of the

2 return, reply.
ਭੁਅਾਰ [bhuar], ਭੁਅਾਲ [bhual] Skt ਭੂਪਾਲ. ruler of

aju?”——s farid.

the earth. “dayasfdhu raghuraj bhuara.”
-raghu.

ਭੁਅੱਗ [bhuég], ਭੁਅੰਰਮਿੰ [bhuégam], ਭੁਅੰਗਾ [bhu‘éga]
See ਭੁਜੰਗ and ਭੁਜੰਗਮ. “maIa bhuég bIkh cakha.”~—jetm 4. 2 an important nerve in the body.
“nIvaII bhuégam sadhe.”—sor a m 5. “bedhi—
ale cakrabhoéga.”—ram kabir. ‘pierced around

bhujégma nerve withthe force of vital air.’
ਭੁਇ [thI] Skt ਭੂਮਿ. land, earth. “bhau ਅ…]:

earth. “jo sajan thIbharU the, se kIU avahI

ਭੁੲੀ [bhui] enjoyed, ravished. “anp nar sui.
tum jan bhui.”—prIthu. 2 n earth, land.
ਭੁਸ [bhus] n nature, temperament, habit. 2 wheat
chaff. Skt ਬੁਸ਼ 3 866 ਭੁੱਸ.
ਭੁਸਥਲਾ [bhusthala] When Guru Gobind Singh
visited Lakhnaur on his way to Anandpur from
Patna, he halted at Bhusthala mound for a
shortwhile. Poised on the horse back, he was
on a hunting expedition. “gram bhusthale ko

paVItU pani, satu sétokhu bale .”—m I varram

vad theh. thadhe bhae jaI sukhgreh.”—GPS.

1. “lagat hi thI gIrIparIa.”—s kabir.
ਭੁਇ'ਅੰਗ [[)ਘਿਗ਼ੁਰੇੰਥੂ] 866 ਭੁਜੰਗ. “maIa thI5g
ngsao he prani.”—j€t m 4. “melagar berhe hé
thIéga.”—guj raVIdas.
ਭੁਇ'ਅੰਗਨਿ [bhuxéganI] reptile, female snake.
“dutan ségria thIéganI basria.”—bIha m 5.
‘keeping the company of evil doers is like living with female snakes.’ 2 an important ganglion in the body.

ਭੁ'ਸਰੀ [bhusri] ਭੂਸ੍ਰਿਤਾ. roti baked on hot soil, as is
done to offer it to Sultanpeer etc. “bhusrié
pakaiéi, paia thale mahI.”—m 5 var mam 2.
Bhusari is also named as bati by saints be-

ਭੁਇਅੰਗਮ [thIégam], ਭੁਇਔਰਅੁ [thIégamu]

ਭੁ'ਸੁੰਡ਼ੀ [bhusodi] See ਭਸੁੰਡੀ. 2 866 ਕਾਕਭੁਸੁੱਡਿ.

longing to Dadu sect._
'
ਭੁਸਲਨਾ [bhusalna] to get burnt. “rI pusen bhuslat jarat talphat.”—saloh.
ਭੂਸੁ [bhusu] wheat-chaff. See ਭੁਸ 2. “kodau ko
bhusu khaihe.”—guj kabir.

snake. See ਭੁਜੰਗਮ. “bhmégam bhrfg maIa

ਭੁੱਸ [bhuss] anaemia, See ਸਟਕਾ.

mahI khape.”—bh£rkabir. “thI5gam phIra-

ਭੁਕ [bhuk] Skt ਸੂਰਭ੍ਰ . adj who eats, who nourish-

hI daséte.”—tukha barahmaha. See ਤਰਵਰਬਿਰਖ.

es, who possesses. It comes at the end of a

2 ganglion ofveins in the body. “kInhi nxval
thIégam sadhe.”—ram a m 5. 3 complicated,
i.e. highly poisonous; which entraps in a coil.
“maIa thIégamo sarapu he, jag gherIa.”
—sava m 3. 4 ‘dear to the earth.’
ਭੂਇਅੰਗਾ [thIéga] See ਭੁਇਅੰਗ and ਭੁਜੰਗ. 2 fe-

word, i.e., phalbhuk, bhubhuk. See ਜਟਭੁਕ.

male snake. “paIa veru maIa sarab
thIéga.”—b11a m 5. 3 sea, impossible to
swim across on the strength of arms. “carI

2 866 ਰੁਕਣਾ.

ਝੁਕਣਾ [bhukana] v dust ﬁnely crushed dry material on (a dish) etc. lts root is ਭੂ-ਕਣ i.e. dust
particles.
ਭੁਕਤ [bhukat] Skt ਭੁਕ੍ਰ. adj enjoyed, tasted, ravished. 2 71 food, meal.
ਭੁਕਤਿ[1ਕ}…1<ਗਂ]:]5/ਗ੍ਭੁਕ੍ਰਿ. n ravishment. 2 food,
meals.

ਭੁਕੜੀ
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ਭੁਕੜੀ [bhukri] dried fruit ofjujube tree etc; it
becomes wrinkled on drying.
ਭੁਖ [bhokh] Skt ਬੁਭੁਕਾ. n desire to eat some-

thing, hunger, apetite. “bhokh tIkh tIsu na

VIapai.”—m 5 var maru 2. 2 inclination, liking. “me harI prabhu dasaho, me bhukh
lagai.”—majh m 4.
ਭੁਖਨਾ [bhukhna] See ਭੂਖ ਭੁਖਨਾ.

ਭੁਖੜੀ [bhukhri] See ਭੁਖ. “bahurl na trIsna
bhukhri.”-—suhi m 5 gunvéti. 2 See ਭੁਕੜੀ.
ਭੁਖਾ [bhokha] Skt ਬੁਭੁਕੁ. adj who has a great

ਭੁੱਚੋ

I-Iar Rai in this village. The devotion of the
Rajputs of this village impelled the Guru to stay
there for many days. The villagers were
blessed with the Guru’s teachings. Initially
there was a simple shrine and the priest were
Muslim bards. Now an elegant temple has
been constructed. Neither any land nor ﬁef is
attached with the gurdwara nor does a permanent priest take care ofthe shrine.

ਭੁਗਵੈ [bugve] enjoys, ravishes. “kotI anéd rajsukh bhugve.”—todi m 5.

ਭੁਗਾਉਣਾ [bugauna] v feed. 2 let one cohabit.

desire to eat; hungry.
ਭੁਖਾਨਿ [bhukhanI], ਭੁਖਾਨੀ [bhukhani] strong

desire to eat. “lathi tIs bhukhanIha.”—asa m
5. 2 of the hungry (person). “sabh lathi bhukh
bhukhani.”~~dhana m 4.

ਭੁਗੀਆ [bhugia] adj enjoyer, ravisher, sufferer.
“he bhogia dharnidhar naﬁ.”—1<rIsan.

ਭੁੱਗਾ [bhugga] n material for consecration to

satiable, greedy.
ਭੁਗ [bhug] See ਭੋਗ.
ਭੁਗਤ [bhugat] See ਭੁਕਤ.

the deity; sesame pounded with sugar orjaggery. 2 ਭੁੱਗਾ is also used for ਥੋਂਥਾ(!1168111118|1੦|low) as “dame bhugge hogae hon, kédh rohi ne
bhuggi kar dItti he.” 3 powder, dust.
ਭੁੰਚ [bh0c] ੦1ਭੁੰਦੁ [bhbco] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਗ੍. vr get tilted, nourish, bend, eat, consume, enjoy, ravish. “man
Iche phal thCI tu.”—-sr1' m 5. “kamavdIa
sukh bhf)CU.”—m 5 var guj 2. “sukh bhOcahu,
mere bhai.”——sor m 5. “res kas sabh bhﬁcah.”
—asa m 5. “bhucéte mahipte.”—sahas m 5. “je
ko khave, je ko bhOce.”—m0da vm' m 5.

ਭੁਗਤਾ [bhugta] 5/ਨੁ1ਭੋਰ੍ਹਾ.61ਮੁਂ੦)/81. “data bhugta

ਭੁੰਚਹੁਂ [bhOcahU], ਭੁੰਚਾ [bhOca] See ਭੁੰਚ.

denharu.”—gau thIti m 5.
ਭੁਗਤਿ [bhugatI] See ਭੁਕਤਿ. “bhugatI mukatI ka
karan suami.”—gaum 9. ‘ indulgence is the way

ਭੁਚਾਲ [bhucal] See ਭੂਚਾਲ.

ਭੁਖਿਆ [bhukhIa] by remaining hungry, by observin g fast. “bhokhIa bhukh na utri, je béna
poria bhar.”—japu. ‘physical desire can‘t be
quenched by remaining on fast, even though
we may have full control over our physical

urges." See ਪੁਰੀਆ 6.
ਤੁੱਖੜ [1੭11੦1<1<11ਗ੍] adj irate on being hungry. 2 in-

to liberation.’ 2 food, diet.“bhogat1namu gorsabadI bicari.”—ram m 1. “bhugatI gIanU,
daIa bhédaranl.”—japu.

ਭੁੰਗਰਨੀ [bhOgarni] a village falling under police
station, tehsil and district Hoshiarpur, situated

ten miles to the south of Hoshiarpur railway
station. There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru

"‘ਕਿਧ੍ਯਾ mam ਜਿਹਛਸ੍ਯ ਫੇਭਿਜ਼ਾ!
mm ਹ੍ਯੀਜ੍ਯਾ ਧ੍ਯ‘ gram ਸਿਂਹਰਂਗੇ."
-—gita a 2 s 59.

ਭੁੱਚਾਵਉ [bhOcavaU], ਭੁੰਚਿਆ [bhOCIa], ਭੁਚੰਤੇ [bhuc'éte],

ਭੁੰਚੈ [bhoce] See ਭੁੰਚ.
ਭੁੱਚੇ [bhucco] a village under police station and
tehsil Nathana ofdistrict Ferozepur. It is a railway station on Bathinda-Rajpura line. This
village was founded by Dyal Dass, a descendant of Bhai Bhagtu. Now a days, the descendants of Dyal Dass are land owners. When
Guru Gobind Singh Visited this place, he stayed
in a grove (cluster of trees) which is now popularly known as Gurusar. No gurdwara in
memory of the Guru could be constructed due

ਭਜ
..

ਭੁਜੰਗਪ੍ਰਯਾਤ
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to the apathetic attitude of Bhai Bhagtu’s descendants.

ਭੁਜ [bhuj] See ਭੁੰਚ. 2 Skt n with which one can
take his meals—arm. “bhuj balbir braham Sukh-

sagar.”—-gau m 5. 3 hand. 4 capital of Kachh
state in Bombay region. See ਕੱਛ2. 5 elephant’s
trunk. 6 branch of a tree. 7 birch bark, 8 denoting the number two, since a person has two
arms.
ਭੁਜ੍ਯਾਰ [bhujsar] n kitchen. “a bhethyo jab hi
bhujsar. la tIn dharyo prasad tayar.”—GV10.
ਭੁਜਕੋਟਰ [bhujkotar] arm pit.
ਭੁਜਗ [bhujag] that which moves slantingly —
snake.

ਭੁਜੈਯਾ [bhujeya] enjoyer, ravisher. See ਭੁਜੱਯਾ.
ਭੁਜੰਗ [bhujég] Skt n that which moves- slantingly— snake, reptile. 2 See ਭੁਜੰਗਪੁ'ਯਾਤ.
ਭੁਜੰਗ ਅਨੰਤਤੁਕਾ [bhuj‘ég anét-tuka] Anant-tuka
poetic metre. which is without a rime scheme.

See ਅਨੰਤਤੁਕਾ.

ਭੁਜੰਗਅਰਧ [bhujég-aradh] See ਸ਼ੰਖਨਾਰੀ.
ਭੁਜੰਗਸਤੂ [bhujégsatru] enemy of ਭੁਜੰਗ (snake)
— bluejay; garur.
ਭੁਜੰਗਸ਼ਿਸ਼ੁਸੁਤਾ [bhujégslsusuta] or ਭੁਜਗਿਸ਼ੋਸ਼ੁਭ੍ਰਿਤਾ
[bhujagslsubhrlta] a poetic metre marked by
four feet, each foot III, III, 555 with pauses after
seven and two matras respectively.
Example:

ਭੁਜਗਾਰਿ [bhujgarI] enemy of ਭੁਜਗ (snake)—

sabh-hIt CItVE, joi,

bluejay, garur.
ਭੁਜਣਾ [bhujna] (See ਭੁੱਜਅਾ) v get roasted, parched,
get thoroughly baked. 2 burn with ﬁre of anger.
ਭੁਜਦੰਡ [bhujdéd] 11 long arm. “bhujdéql akhfédé.”
—VN. 2 biceps, muscles between the shoulder
and the elbow. See ਭੁਜਾਦੰਡ.

gurumukhpad 18.. soi...

ਭੁਜਬਲਬੀਰ [bhujbalbir] very brave in muscle
power; physically strong. See ਭੁਜ 2.
ਭੁਜਬੰਦ [bhujbéd], ਭੁਜਬੰਧਨ [bhujbédhan] n armlet, bracelet.

ਭੁਜੰਗਪ੍ਰਯਾਤ [bhujégprayat] a poetic metre char—
acteristed by four feet, each foot having four
yagans |55, |55, |55, !55. ‘
Example:
nahi janjai kachu rup rekhé,
kaha’i bas tako phIre £;… bhekhé,

kahé nam téko kahake kahave,
kahake bakhano kahe mo na avs.—91<a1.
This variation ofmetre is also named as aster.
(b) In the text ofJapu Sahib, one can find

ਭੁਜੱਯਾ [bhujayya] adj enjoyer, ravisher, under-

bhujég prayat in place of aradh bhujég but it

goer. “bhumI ke bhujayya.”—al<al. ਤੁਜ੍ vr eat,
enjoy.
ਭੁਜਾ [bhuja] See ਭੁਜ 2. “bhuja gahI kathlio.”

means aradh (half) only viz—
namo raj raje. namo saj saje.
namo sah sahe. namo mah mahe.

—bIha chét m 5. 2 Seeta, created from the

earth.
ਭੁਜਾਦੰਡ [bhujadéd] biceps, muscles between the
shoulder and the elbow. “bhujadéd ks chonI
chatri chInai.”—VN.

(c) If each foot of bhujég prayat metre has
six yagans (ISS) instead of four. then it is named
as kriracakr.

ਭੁਜਾਨ [bujan] physically strong, See ਭਾਰੀਤੁਜਾਨ.

Example:
kahe vak ko socks nI tt joi vahi bodthdhari...
(d) If each foot consists of eight yagans

ਭੁਜਿ [bhujI] due to arms, with the help ofarms.

(ISS) then this metre is called maha bhujég

2 Skt n enclosure, circumference. 3 defence,
protection. 4 ﬁre. 5 conclusion, consecrated
food.

prayatviz:
nahi per pache kare jég me dhirke
janIye tﬁhl ko bir pura...
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This poetic metre is also termed as saveya

and ਝੂਲਨਾ [jhulna]. See ਭੂਲਨਾ 1 and ਸਵੈਯਾ 21.
ਭੁਜੰਗਮ [bhujégam] See ਭੁਜੰਗ.

ਭੁਜੰਗਮਾ [bhujégma] See ਭੁਜੰਗਿਨੀਂ 2.
ਭੁਜੰ'ਰਿਲ਼ੀ [bhujégIni] female snake. 2 a nerve

conceived by the Yogis; an important ganglion
in the body; a nerve in the shape ofa coil. See

ਕੁੱਡਲਨੀ. Vagus, Pneumogastric or 10‘h Craniel
nerve. See the mysterious kundalni, by V.G.

Rele (1927). 3 866ਚੌਪੲੀ 1 (b).

ਭੁਜੰਗੀ [bhujégi] adj pertaining to a snake. 2 n a
small or young snake. 3 son of a duly baptised
Sikh. First ofall this epithet was given to Sahibzadas (ans of Guru Gobind Singh) and then
it became popular for the sons of baptised
Sikhs. The root of this name is derived from
this verse of Zafarnama:
“k1 baki bImadast pecidah mar.”

ਭੁਜੰਥ [bhujéb] n that which consumes water—

ਭਲਜਿਤ

tion. Guru Tegbahadur stayed for one night
near this village at a place situated to the
north-east of the village. Only Manji Sahib
has been constructed. Patiala state has allotted ﬁfty ghumaons of land to this gurdwara. The priest is a Singh. Bhupalan is also
named as Bhupal.
ਭੁੱਥ [bhubb] n a loud wail, a painful shriek.
ਭੁੱਥਲ [bhobbal] 11 hot ash; ash that emits heat.
ਭੁੰਮਣਸ਼ਾਹ [bhomansah] a village situated in tehsil‘
Deepalpur of district Montgomari. There is a
huge monastery of Bhai Bhuman Shah, a
staunch devotee of Guru Gobind Singh. The
Guru blessed him with a boon that his common kitchen would always continue to run.
Lot of property is attached with this holy place.
ਭੁਮਨ [bhoman] See ਭੁਵਨ.

ਭੁਯ [bhuy] Skt ਭੂ'ਮਿ. n earth, land. “jIh thattly
meru akas bhuyé.”~aka1.

fOrest ﬁre. “saIru sokhI bhujéb lan.”——asa
kabir. ‘has dried the glory of youthfulness.’

ਭੁਯੰਗ [bhuyég], ਭੁਯੰਗਮ [bhuyégam] Skt ਭੁਜੰਗ and
ਭੁਜੰਗਮ. moving slantingly —- snake. “on kacuri

ਭੁੰਞ [bHOJi], ਭੁੰਵੁ [ਸਿਂਘੋਪੂੰਘ] 866 ਭੁੰਚ. “harIras

bhuyég.”—s kabir. “bIrahU bhuyégam manI
bass.”—s kabir.

bhOJ’lU.”—b8$5t m 4.
ਭੁਟ [bhut] Skt ਸ੍ਫੁਟ. clear, plain, unambiguous
i.e. he. “Uh bhut bhut bolda he.”
ਭੁਟੰਤ [bhutét] 866 ਭੂਟਾਨ. “des bhutét huto jIh

thai.”—NP. “raja ek bhutét ko cédr sigh tIh
nam.”—carItr 87.

ਭੁਰਜਨ [bhorjan] Skt ਭਜੰਨ. patching. “bhurje dane
kachuk tayari.”—NP.
ਭੁਰਜੂ [bhurju] Skt parched. 2 crispy, brittle.
ਭੁਰਣਾ [bhurna] v ਭੂ-ਰੇਣੁ-ਹੋਣਾ to crumble, to de-

cay.

ਭੁਨ੍ਯਣਾ [bhunhana] n a creature, smaller than

ਭੁਰਤਾ [bhurta], ਭੁਰਥਾ [bhurtha] See ਭੁੜਥਾ.

a mosquito, which while ﬂying in the air can
hardly be seen with the naked eye. “othe tIke
na bhunhana, call na sakke UpparI ki_ri.”—-BG.
ਭੁਨਸਾਰ [bhunsar] ਭਾਨੁ-ਨਿ2-ਸਾਰ. time of the sun-

ਭੁਰਭੂਰਾ [bhurbhura] See ਭੁਰਜੂ 2.

rise, dawn.

ਭੁੰਠਣਾ [bhOnna] to parch; roast in the ﬁre. See
ਭੁੱਜ vr.
ਭੁਪਾਲ [bhupal] See ਭੂਪਾਲ. 2 866 ਭੁਪਾਲਾਂ.

ਭੁਪਾਲਾਂ [bhupala] a village oftehsil Mansa, sub—
division Barnala in Patiala state, situated sev-

en miles to the north of Mansa railway sta-

ਭੁਰਾਇਸ [bhuraIs] forgotten, gone out ofmind.

2 misconceived, astonished, deceived. “bhat
bhéit tIh trIahI thI‘aIS.”—-CaI‘Itr 248.
ਭੂਰਾਵਾ [bhurava] See ਭੁਲਾਵਾ.

ਭੂਰਿਜੇਣ [bhurIjen] by getting parched, by getting dried. “patr bhurIjen jharié.”—gatha.
2 from the tree.
ਭੁਲ [bhul] n omission, error, misconception.
ਭੁਲਸਿਤ [bhulsxt] adjbumt, burnt with ﬁre. “bhat

jarat do dal mahI bhulsIt.”—saloh.
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ਭਲਣਾ

ਭੁਲਣਾ [bhulna], ਤੁਲਨਾ [bhulna] v forget, drop
from the mind. 2 err, commit a mistake. “bhuਗਿ.! 5darI sabhuko.”—sri a m 1.

ਭੁਲਾਉਣਾ [bhulauna] v drive out of mind. 2 forget and make (other) forget. 3 deceive.

ਭ੍ਰਸਣ

ਭੁੜਕਨਾ [bhurakna] to spring above the earth, to

jump;

‘

ਭੁੜਥਾ [bhurtha] brinjal or other material roast-

ਭੁਲਾਵੜਾ [bhulavra], ਭੁਲਾਵਾ [bhulava] n miscon-

ed on the ﬂames or the embers; material roasted on ﬁre or in hot ash only; brinjal so roasted,
mashed and spiced.
ਭੂ [bhu] Skt vr occur, happen, grow, (See ਅਭੂ),
understand, search, appear, increase, surround,
nourish, install, win, collect, gather. 2 n earth.
3 denoting number 1 as earth is assumed to
be one only. 4 place. 5 sacred ﬁre for a Yagya.

ception. 2 deceit, guile. “bharam bhulava
VIcahU jaI.”—sr1' kabir.
'

6 short for ਭੂਤ (which means element). “péc
bhu naIko apI SIréda.”—suhich5tm 1.7 Skt

ਭੂਲਿ [thII] by forgetting. “thII thII pa-

ਭ੍ਰ. eyebrow. “rék karahI raja bhubék.”—GPS.
E(He), with a raised brow, has rendered a king
to penury.’

ਭੁਲਾਣਾ [bhulana] adj forgotten. “bharamI bhulana 5dhula.”—sr1' m 3.

ਭੁਲਾਨਥ [bhulanath] fallacy, false notion. “par
ki kaU apni karI pakri, sse bhul bhulanath.”
—maru m 5.

chotani.”—tukha m 1.

,

ਭੁਲਿਆਂ [bhulIa] on forgetting, due to forgetting. “parmesaru te bhulIé VIapanI sabhe
rog.”—majh barahmaha.
ਭੁਲੇਖਾ [bhulekha], ਭੁਲੇਵਾਂ [bhulevél n illusion,
misconception. 2 error, omission, 3 deceit.
ਭੁੱਲਰ [bhullar] a Jatt subcaste.

ਭੁੱਲਾ [bhulla] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev, who

ਭੂਅ-[ਅਂਘਰ] n earth, land.

ਭੂਅਕੰਪ [bhuakép] n earthquake. See ਭੂਚਾਲ.
ਭੂਅਬਾਲਕ [bhuabalak] earth’s son. See ਭੂਮਾਸੁਰਗ਼ਾਧੰ

ਭੋਂਮਾਸੁਰ. “bhuabalak to Ih bhat sunyo.”—I<rIsan.
ਭੂਅਭੰਜਨ [bhuabhéjan] See 'ਸ਼ਿਰੰ.
ਭੂਅਮੰਡਲ [bhuamédal] earth, sphere, geography.

belonged to Jhanjhu subcaste. 2 adj forgotten.
ਭੁਵਨ [bhuvan] Skt n world. 2 geography. 3 sky,
space. 4 denoting the number'14, because it
is presumed that there are fourteen worlds.

ਭੂਆ [bhua] father’s sister, aunt. ਹ੍ਥਹ੍ਚੂ.
ਭੂਅਾਰ [bhuar], ਭੂਅਾਲ [bhual] lord of the earth,
ruler, king. “menu bhayo raj mahI k0 bhuar.”

ਭੁਵਨਚਤੁਰਦਸ [bhuvan caturdas] fourteen worlds.

ਭੂ'ਸ [bhus] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਭਸ੍. vr bark. “svan bhuske marat

888ਭਵਨਚਤੁਰਦਸ਼.

ਭੁਵਨੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [bhuvnesvar] lord of the world, God.
2 lord of the earth. “tyagi hathi sur bhuvnesvar.”—saloh.

ਭੁਵਨੇਸ਼੍ਰਰੀ [bhuvanesvari] Durga. See ਦੇਵੀ ਭਾਗਵਤ
ਸਕੰਧ 7 ch 29.
ਭੁਵਾਲ [bhuval], ਤੁਵਾਲੂ [bhuvalu] ruler, king.
“ghaIl bhayo bhuvalu tese.”—-NP.
ਭੁਵਿ [thVI] earth, land.
ਭੁਵਿਖੇਧ [thVIkhedh] Skt ਹਵਿਸ੍ਯਦ. a Brahmin,
entitled to offer grains and other material as
oblation to the ﬁre-god, ritualist. “ek ek anek
sépatI dijit: thVIkhedh.”—paras.

—braham.

he.”—BGK. 2 Skt ਭੂਸ- vr adorn, decorate.
ਭੂਸਣ [bhusan] Skt ਭੂ'ਸਣ. n ornament used for
decoration. 2 ﬁgurative expression in poetics.
3 a poet, who wrote Shiv Raj Bhushan. and
Bhushan Hazara etc. Bhushan was born to

Brahmin Ratnakar of Trivi Krampur (Tikmapur) in district Kanpur in Sammat 1738. He
was a celebrated poet of heroic and romantic
themes. He remained with Chhatarsal (Shatrusal), king of Panna for sometime, then he
became the royal poet ofShiva Ji.‘ His poetry
lBrothers of Bhushan - Chintamani, Matiram and Jata
Shankar were also great poets.

ਭੁਸਤ

ਭੂਗਰਭ ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ
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is highly inspiring.
idr jImI jébh par varav su ébh par
raven sadébh par raghukulraj he,
pan varIvah par $5)th ratInah par
}')/6 sahsrabahu par ram dVIjraj he,

dava drumed par cita mrIgthd par
bhu$an VItOd par jese mrIgraj he,

tej tImIrés par kanh jImI kés par
ty6 mleCch v55 par ser SIvraj he.
4 Bhushan Bhatt, son of poet Vaan. See ਵਾਣ 6.

ਭੂਸਤ [bhusat] barkin g (See ਭਸ vr). “bhusat mano
bad bIdyadhar.”—car1'tr 266. 2 See ਭੂਸਿਤ.

ਭੂਸਨ [bhusan] bark. See ਭਸ vr. “ਰਿਸ਼ਿ: na svan
na bhusan ave.”—carItr 290. 2 See ਭੂਸ਼ਣ.

3 See ਦੁਅਾਦਸਭੂਸਣ.
ਭੂਸਲਾ [bhusla] adj of earth’s shape; like the
earth; brown. 2 See ਭੋਸਲਾ.
ਭੂਸਾ [bhusa] See ਭੁਸ 2. 2 Skt ਭੂਸਾ. adornment,

ornamentation, decoration. See ਭੂਸ2.

ਭੂਕ [bhuk] n leaves of onion from within like a
pipe. 2 Skt hole, oriﬁce. 3 fountainhead, fountain’s jet. 4 darkness, pitch dark.

ਭੂ'ਕੰਪ [bhukép] n earth’s trembling, earthquake.
See ਭੂਚਾਲ.
`
ਭੂਖ [bhukh] See ਭੁਖ. “sace nam ki lags: bhukh.”

—sodaru. 2 adjhungry. “bhukh pIasa jagaf bhaIa.”—prabha a m 1. 3 See ਭੂਸ 2.
ਭੂ'ਖਣ [bhukhan] ornament, jewellery. 2 ornamentation, adornment. Scholars have described four ornaments of man and woman
i.e. —— appearance, education, morality and attire. 3 ﬁgurative expression in poetics. See ਭੂਸ
2. 4 See ਦੁਆਦਸਭੂਖਣ. In Gurbani, these ornaments are described as — “sétjana ki dhurI
nIt bachahI, nam sace ka gahna.”—majh m 5.

“her; harI harU kéthI kar karI karta kégna
pahIrs.”...—asa m 1. “harI harI haru kéthI
he banIa, menu moticuru vac} gahan gahna-

ਭੂਸਿਤ [bhuSIt] Skt ਭੂਸਿਤ. adj adorned, decorat-

ia.”—-bI1a a m 4. “bharta kahe su mania, Ihu

ed with Ornaments, decorated.
ਰ੍ *
ਤੂਸੀ [bhusi] skin, husk, wheatchaff. See ਭੁਜ 2.
“jau ki bhusi khau.”—s kabir.

sigar banaIri. dujabhau VIsarie, IhU tébola
khaIri.”...—asa m 5. “harIdarsan trIpatI nanak das pavat, harInam rég abharni.”—j£tm 5.

ਭੂ'ਸੁਤ [bhusut] Mars — earth’s son. 2 See ਭੂਮਾਸੁਰ.

ਭੂਖਨ [bhukhan] See ਭੂਸ਼ਣ and ਭੂਖਣ. 2 ਭੂ-ਖਨ. boar,

3 tree.—sanama. 4 grass.—sanama..
ਭੂਸੁਤਾ [bhusuta] Sita — daughter of the earth.

ਭੂ'ਸੁਰ [bhusur] earth’s god, earth’s deity, saint,
one who has attained self-realisation. 2 Brahmin according to Hindu religion.

ਭੂਸੇ [bhuse] barks. See ਭਸ vr.
ਭੂਹ [bhuh] n anger, ire, See ਭੂਰੇ. 2 earth, land.
ਭੂਚਾਲ [bhuhal], ਭੂਹਾਲੁ [bhuhalu] lord of the earth,

ruler, king, emperor. “bhalau bhuhalu tejot-

that digs the earth with its tusk. 3 pick axe
(digging tool). 4 ploughshare.
ਭੂਖਨ੍ਯੂਖ [bhukhanbhukh], ਭੂਖਭੁਪ੍ਯਾ [bhukhbhukhna] unsatiated due to hunger. “tIn
bhukhanbhukh karije.”——kalI a m 4. “bhOcat
bhugatI bhukhbhukhna .”—savsye sn' mukh vak
m 5.
ਭੂਖੜੀ [bhukhri] See ਭੁੱਖੜੀ. 2 See ਭੋਖੜੀ.
ਭੂਖਾ [bhukha] See ਭੁਖਾ. “bhukhe khavat Iaj na

na.”—-savsye m 3 ke. ‘The spiritual emperor

ave.”—sor m 5. 2 See ਭੂਸਾ 2.

Guru Amar Dev son of Baba Tejo. i.e. — a
king full ofhumility.’
'

ਭੂਖਾਨਿ [bhukhanI] See ਭੁਖਾਨਿ.

ਭੂਰੀ [bhuhi] n earth, land. 2 got furious, was
angry.

ਭੂਖਿਤ [bhukhIt] See ਭੂਸਿਤ.
ਭੂਖੈ [bhukhe] due to hunger. “utu bhukhe khaI
caliahI dukh.”—sodaru.

ਭੂਰੇ [bhuhe] Skt ਸ਼੍ਪਿੰ. adj angry, annoyed, dis- ਭੂਗਰਭਵਿਦਜਾ [bhugarabh VIdya] Geology, scipleased.

ence of studying earth’s structure, and ele-

ਭੂਗੋਲ
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ments of which its internal and external structure is made etc. Geology.

ਭੂਗੋਲ [bhugol] globe of the earth, earth’s ci'rcular globe, terrestrial globe.

ਤੂਗੋਲਵਿਦਜਾ [bhugOIVIdya] science or complete
study of earth’s size, shape, regions, speed and
rotation etc. Geography.

ਭੁੰਚ [bhﬁc] See ਭੁੰਚ.
ਭੂਚਕ੍ਰ [bhucakr] earth’s rotational motion around
its axis as well as revolutionary movement
around the sun; rotational trajectory of the

earth. 2 See ਭੂਗੋਲ.

ਭੂਚਣਕ [bhucanak] See ਮੂੰਗਫਲੀ.
ਭੂਚਰ [bhucar] living on the earth, terrestrial

animal. 2 deer.——sanama. 3 sitting posture of
persons living on the earth. “khecar bhucar
tulsimala gurparsadi paIa.”—ram namdev.
sense — ‘I attained via the Guru’s blessings
the virtuous deeds onoga and the Vaishnav. ites’ meditation.’ $68ਭੂਚਰੀਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ.

ਭੂਚਰਰਿ'ਪੁ [bhucar-rIpu] creature living on the
earth — deer; its enemy — tiger.—sanama.

ਭੂਚਰਰਿਪੁ ਅਰਿ [bhucar rIpu arI] gun killing the
tiger.—sanama.

ਭੂਚਰੀ [bhucari] ਸ਼੍ਗੀਤ੍ਜ੍. living (f) on the earth.
“bhumI ke baseya tahI bhucari ke jeya

kahé.”-aka1. 2 See ਭੂਚਰੀਮੁਦ੍". _ '
ਭੂਚਰੀ ਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ [bhucari mudra] sitting posture to
practise yoga. In this posture, eyes are focussed between the two brows; concentra-

tion is attained through inhaling and exhaling.

ਭੁੰਚਾ [bhﬁca] enjoyed, tasted. See ਭੁੰਚ. “mIII
sadhu ras bhﬁca.”—dev m 5.

ਭੂਚਾਲ [bhucal] trembling of the earth, earthquake. Experts know and geological scientists
believe that many kinds of materials within the
earth get heated and boiled due to the internal
heat of the earth and tend to escape out of its
surface. Because oftheir expanded size, they
press the surface of earth outward. The outer

suface of the earth trembles due to this expansion of the material within it; this causes

earthquakes.
The earthquake sometimes affects a smaller part of the earth and sometimes wider surface is disturbed. The frequency of the earthquake is more in countries having volcanic
mountains.
Earthquakes sometimes cause large ﬁssures
in the earth. Many areas get submerged in the
oceans while some rise out of the water.
Researchers and scholars of seismology
have developed a seismograph which tells
about the time, direction and position of an
earthquake’s epicentre.
According to chapter ﬁve OfVishnupuran
part I, an earthquake occurs when Sheshnag

yawns.

…

According to Valmiki Ramayan section]
ch 40, when Sheshnag shakes his head on
getting tired, the earthquake occurs. “raji bI—

raji bhukép.”—BGK. See ਰਾਜੀ.
ਟ੍ਵੇਛ [bhuc] Skt ਭੁੰਸ. gone astray. 2 A noise, din,

i.e. senseless talk. “kIa galan bhuch.”—m 5
varmaru 2.
ਭੂਜ [bhuj] grown on the earth, grown out of the

earth— trees and grass.~sanama. 2 See ਭੁੰਨਣਾ.
“pavakban me bhujke khehé.”—krIsan. ‘(we)
will eat by roasting (parching) in wood ﬁre.’

ਭੂਜਰੀ [bhujri] herbs on the earth. 2 farming,
cultivation. “hari khari bhujri su jori.”—NP.
3 parched, roasted.

ਭੂਜਾ [bhuja] parched, roasted. “sabh hi karé
aganI ka bhuja.”—gyan. 2 ਭੂ-ਜਾ. grass, grown
from the earth.~—sanama. 3 tree.——sanama.
4 Sita, born out of the earth.

ਭੁੰਜਾ [bhﬁja] parched, roasted. “kam krodh agni
mahI bhﬁja.”—prabha a m 5.
ਭੂਜਾਚਰ [bhujacar] deer grazing grass grown on
the earth.—sanama.

.
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ਭੂਜਾਚਰਰਿਪੁ [bhujarcar—rIpu] deer grazing grass; 11 dead body. “martibar lehu lehu karie bhut
its enemy—tiger.——sanama.

ਭੂਜਾਂਤਕ [bhujéitak] grass grown on the earth; its
destroyer—deer.—sanama.

ਭੂਜਾਂਤਕਰਿਪੁ [bhujéitakrIpu] enemy of the deer—
tiger.—sanama.

ਡੂੰਜਿਂ [bhﬁjI] by parching, by roasting. “bhﬁjI
angurahI khavaryo.”—carI tr 321.

ਭੂਟਾਨ [bhutan] Skt ਸੀਗਫ਼੍. a state in the eastern
Himalayas, having its border with Tibet and
Kaamroop. It has been under the British control since 1864. Its area is 20,000 square miles
and population is about 250,000.
ਝੁੰਡ [bhﬁd], ਭੂਡੜਾ [bhudra] 'a creature having
the appearance of a black bee which lives on
ﬁlth, cowdung etc. 2 sense - wicked, mean.
“bhudre nam VIsarIa.”—-vad aIahani m 1.

3 adjugly.
ਭੂਡੀ [bhudi], ਤੂੰਡੀ [bhﬁdi] female of wasp. 2 small
wasp, young wasp. 3 mean/wicked woman
engrossed in lechery. “bhﬁdi kamanI kamanIarI.”—bIIa m 1. 4 adj ugly. “bhﬁdi cal caran
kar khIsre.”—bher m 1.
ਭੂਤ [bhut] a Jatt subcaste. 2 Skt adj happened,
passed, passed. See ਭੂ vr. 3 similar, alike, identical. “sarbhut satI harI k0 nau.”—sukhmani.
4 happened, occurred. “péc dut kar bhutvaSI.”—BG. ‘having control over the ﬁve evils.’
5 n elapsed time. “bhut bhaVIkkh bhavan abhe

he.”——aka1. 6 ingredients like the earth. “péc

rahen kIU dia?”—sor1<ab1'r. 12 world, universe.
13 justice. 14 conclusion, quintessence, essence. 15 truth. 16 dark phase of the lunar
month—vadi.

ਭੂਤਹਰ [bhut—har], ਭੂਤਹੰਤਾ [bhut-héta] eternal time,
the destroyer of creatures. 2 Shiv. 3 relieving
one from the effect of evil spirit through magical formulae. “bhut-héta Ikk métr ucare.”
—carItr 396. 4 relieving from devils; gum of
certain pine trees, incense of which makes evil
spirits ﬂee.
.

ਭੂਤਕ [bhutak] Skt ਭੌਤਿਕ. adj physical.‘ “jab hi
tyagyo bhutak deha.”——NP.
ਭੂਤਕਾਲ [bhutkal] elapsed time, past.

ਭੂਤਚਾਰੀਂ [bhutcari] ਸ੍ਵੂਗ਼ਢਿਜ੍. dweller among evil
spirits — Shiv.

ਭੂਤਜ [bhutaj] adj born from the elements. 2 n
physiqUe,' body. 3 world. 4 son of a ghost.

5 demon. “bhayanak bhutaj.”—carItr I .
ਭੂਤਨਾ [bhutna] a Jatt subcaste. It is also called
Bhotna. 2 evil spirit, ghost. “koi akhe bhutna,
k0 kahe betala.”—maru m 1.

ਭੂਤਨਾਥ [butnath] lord of creatures, the Creator.
2 lord ofevil spirits -‘Shiv.

ਭੂ'ਤਨੇਸਰੀ [bhutnesri] goddess of evil spirits,
queen of ghosts ~ Kali. 2 Durga.

ਭੂਤਪਤਿ [bhutpatI], ਭੂਤਰਾਟ [bhutrat] See ਭੂਤਨਾਥ.
2 Shiv. “bhutrat k0 nIrakh atul bal.”—rudar.
ਭੂਤਰਾਟੀ [bhutrati] queen of ghosts, Durga.
“bhutrati krIpani.”—c5di 2. 2 goddess Kali.

bhut karI saji deh.”—GPS. 7 evil deeds like
lust and anger. “p’éc bhut sac1 bhe rate.”—sri

ਭੂਤਲ [bhutal] surface of the earth, earth’s crust.

m 1. 8 sensations like voice, touch etc. “péc

2 adv on the surface of the earth, on the

bhut sabal he dehi.”—nat a m 4. 9 creature,

ground. “bhutal sene guru samet.”—GPS.
living—being. “sarab bhut parbraham karI ma- ਭੂਤਵਸ਼ਿ [bhutvaSI] See ਵਸ਼ੀਭੂਤ. “péc dut kar
nIa.”—sor m 5. 10 bhootna. According to
bhutVBSI.”-BG.
Mahabharat and Vayu Puran the offspring of ਭੂਤਾਂਤਕ [bhutétak] Shiv, who destroys the creaKashyap and Daksh’s daughter Krodha are
tures. 2 death; time, period. 3 sword.—sanaghosts who always remain in attendance upon
ma.
Shiv. “kahﬁ bhut preté hasé mas—haré.”——VN. ਭੂਤਾਤਮਾ [bhutatma] Skt ਸ਼੍ਗਛਸ੍ਯ. that which has

ਭੂਤਿ
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its elements as the earth etc i.e. universal Soul,
the Creator.1

“tor tor ator bhudhra .”—prI thu.

ਭੂਨ੍ਯ [bhunna] See ਭੁੰਨਣਾ.

ਭੂਰਿ [bhutI] Skt n existence, being, entity. 2 pow- ਭੂ'ਪ [bhup] lord of the earth, nurturer of the
er, force, strength. 3 money, wealth. 4 author-

earth. “n9 cit bhup CItt dhar, ramraI th‘é.” ,

ity of being. See ਐਤ੍ਰੋਯਅਾਰਣਸਕ, ਅਾਰਵ੍ਯਕ2, ch 1,

——ramav. 2 Skt ਭੋਂਪਜ਼ King’s soldier, royal sol-

sect 8. 5 eight states of invisibility assumed
by god or attainable through magic or austerities. 6 ash. 7 Lakshmi. 8 class, species.

dier. “jahf huti sup. tahf gae bhup.”—rama V.

.9 evolution.
'
ਤੂਤੀ [bhuti] Dg ash, 'calx.
ਭੂਤੇਸ਼ [bhutes], ਭੂਤੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [bhutesvar] lord of crea—
tures, the Creator. 2 lord of ghosts, Shiv.

ਭੁੰਦੜ [bhﬁdar] a J att subcaste. 2 a village founded by Bhundars. This village located in district

‘Ravan’s soldiers reached, where Soorap
Nakha was putting up.’

ਭੂ'ਪਚੰਦ [bhupcéd] ruler of Handoor Nalagarh
who fought against Guru Gobind Singh in the
battle of Anandpur.

ਭੂਪਜ [bhupaj] king’s son, prince. 2 son of a
Khatri.

ਭੂਪਜਾ [bhupja] daughter of a king, princess. “tahi
bhupja bayahat bhae.”—VN. 2 daughter of a
and is about two kohs to the west-south of Khatri.

Ludhiana is on Rajpura-Bathinda railway line

Lehra Mohabbat railway station. Guru Har-

ਭੂਪਣਿ [bhupanI], ਭੂਪਣੀ [bhupni] which is re-

gobind visited this place while he was on his

lated to the ruler— army.—sanama. 2 queen
(wife of aking) or wife of a Khatri.

preaching mission in Malwa region. A pucca
Manji Sahib has been Constructed at this holy
place. There is no priest or attendant. This
village was given as ﬁef to Berwala chief of
the Phul dynasty.
ਭੂਦਾਰਕ [bhudarak] implement like a pick axe,
plough etc used for digging the earth. 2 boar;

pig.

“

ਭੂਦੇਞ [bhudev] See ਭੂਸੁਰ.
ਭੂਧਰ [bhudhar] bearing the earth, supporting the
earth— mountain. According to tales in the
Purans, the earth used to be rolled up like a
mat under the effect of air-current, that is, i.e.
by strong storms. For this reason, it was put to
settle permanently at the location of Meerfarsh
Mount. “bhudhar se jIn ke tan bhare.”—carItr
I . 2 boar’s incarnation, who brought forth the
sunk earth on its tusks. 3 king, ruler. 4 Indar.
“bhudhar ke bhay te nag bhaje.”—c5di 2.

ਭੂਧ੍ਰ [bhudhr], ਭੂਧ੍ਰਕ [bhudrak] nurturer of the
earth, See ਭੂਧਰ.2 king, ruler, lord of the earth.
'ਸ਼੍ਕ ਸ੍ਯ ਜ੍ਯਾਜਧ੍ਯਫ਼-ਪ੍ਯਾਖ਼ੂਤੁਸ਼ਧਕ੍ਯਾਇਿਪਿੰਸ੍ਯਗ਼.

ਭੂਪਤਿ [bhupatI] lord of the earth, king, ruler. “e
bhupatI sabh dIvas carI ke.”—bI1a kabir.
2 farmer, land owner. 3 the Creator of the

world. “bhaIa bhed bhupatI pahIcanI'a.”
—gau ba van kabir.

ਤੂਪਤੀ [bhupti] See ਭੂਪਤਿ.

ਭੂਪਮੇਂਧ [bhupmedh] See ਨ੍ਰਿਪਮੇਂਧ. “bhup madh
thatyo anpottam.”—paras.

ਭੂਪਾਲ [bhupal], ਭੂਪਾਲਕ [bhupalak] king, ruler,
who nourishes the people. 2 the Creator.

ਭੂਪਾਲਿਕਾ [bhupalIka] (f) nurtliring the people
living on the earth. 2 modification of Rag Bhopali. “kI todi prabha he, kI bhupalIka Che.”

~datt. See ਭੋਪਾਲੀ.
ਤੂ'ਪੇਸ [bhupes], ਭੂਪੇ'ਦ੍ [bhupédr] emperor. monarch. 2 Almighty, the Divine.

ਭੂਪੇ'ਦ੍ਸਿੰਘੁਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ [bhupédrsfgh maharaja] the
present ruler of Patiala state, who was born
on the 10‘h day of bright phase of the lunar
month Assu in Sammat 1948 (October 12,
1891). He took up the control of the state on

ਭੂਭਰ
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October 1, 1909 after attaining maturity. For

detailed information See ਧਟਿਅਾਲਾਗ਼ਘੰ ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.
ਭੂਭਰ [bhubhar], ਭੂਭਰ [bhﬁbhar] burden on the
earth, See ਭਰਭਾ. 2 See ਭੁੱਬਲ. “bhubhar bic pare jal

}')/(~), tih te phun hot mahadhunI jese.”—I<rIsan.

ਭੂਭਰਥ [bhubharath] ਸ੍ਰਾਜ਼ਰੂੰ. nurturer of the earth.

ਭੂ

.

„ਘ

to be one.

ਭੂਮਿਸੁਤ [bhumIsut] See ਭੇਂਮਾਸੁਰ. 2 trees and
grass.—sanama. 3 Mars (planet).

ਭੂਮਿਸੁਤਚਰਅਰਿ [bhumIsufcararI] earth’s son —
grass; deer grazing it; its enemy—Iion.

—sanama.

“raja yuthstra bhubharath.”—gyan.
ਭੂਭਾਰ [bhubhar] burden on the earth.

ਭੂ'ਮਿਸੁਤਾ [bhumIsuta] daughter of the earth ~

ਭੂਭ੍ਰਿਤ [bhubhrIt] ਬ੍ਸ੍ਵਰ. supporting the earth —

ਭੂਮਿਕਾ [bumIka] n introductory note written at

mountain. 2 the Creator who is the basis of
the universe. “jastIlak bhubhrIt bhanu.”—aka1.
3 king, ruler, emperor.

ਭੂ'ਮ [bhum] See ਭੂਮਿ.
ਭੂ-ਮਜ [bhumaj] See ਭੂਮਿਜ.
ਭੂਮਨ [bhuman] farmer, landowner. “bade bade

raje aru bhuman.”—dhana m 5. “dhani bhuman caturﬁga.”—j€t m 5. ‘is the master of the
landowners and the army.’ 2 Skt ਸ੍ਯਜ੍. )1 excess, abundance. 3 wealth, 4 country, region.

5 earth.
ਭੁਮਭਰਥ [bhumbharath] nourisher of the people
on the earth. “bhumbharath bhae parichat.”

—gyan.
ਭੂਮਾ [bhuma] great, supreme. “bhuman mahI
bhuma.”—guj a m 5. ‘the king is supreme
among the landlords.’ 2 n the ultimate God,
greatest ofall. 3 Skt ਭੂਮ੍ਹਾ, advoﬁen, very often.
ਭੂਮਾਸਨ [bhumasan] sitting on the earth, sleep-

ing on the earth.
ਭੂਮ'ਸੁਰ [bhumasur] See ਭੌਮਾਸੁਰ. “3r bhumasur
bhum 1<o balak bhupatI he Inko pahIcanyo.”
-—1<rIsan.
ਭੂਮਿ [bhumI] inhabited by the creatures, place
for the living of creatures — earth. “bhumI k0
kan guman he bhupatI?”—datt. 2 country.
3 place. “bhumI masan ki bhasam lagai.”——guj
trIIocan. 4 house, home, residence. 5 class,

grade. 6 tongue. 7 state of mind. 8 soil. earth.

“amrIto dar bhumI pagahI.”—I<an m 5. 9 denoting number 1, because the earth is assumed

Sita.

the start of a book giving its brief abstract,
purpose, concept, central idea etc; preface,
foreword, introduction. 2 earth. 3 place, site.

4 context. 5 state of conscience. 6 stage of
knowledge or education. In the Vedantic scriptures, there are seven stages of knowledge.

See ਸਪਤ ਭੂਮਿਕਾ. 7 In Yog, the state of mind;
which has ﬁve distinctions i.e. kindness, civility, thoughtfulness, concentration and control.
ਭੂਮਿਚਾਲ [bhumIcal] earthquake. 2 motion of
the earth, revolution of the earth.

ਭੂਮਿਜ [bhuij] See ਭੇਂਮਾਸੁਚ. 2 tree and grass.
~sanama. 3 planet Mars.

ਭੂਮਿਜਚਰਅਰਿਅਰਿਧਿਸਿ਼ਪਗ਼ਗ਼ੁਨ੍ਹੂੰਧਰਿ am am] deer grazing grass (grown on the earth); its enemy -‘
tiger; its enemy — gun.-—sanama.

ਭੂਮਿਜ ਪ੍ਰਿਸਟਨਿ [bhuij prIstanI] whose butt
is_made of wood; gun having wooden stock.
—sanama.

ਭੂਮਿਜਾ [bhuija] Sita.
ਭੂਮਿਦਾਨੁ [bhumIdanu] land given in charity.
“bhumIdanU arapI dhara.”—sarpa_rta1 m 5.

ਭੂਮੀ [bhumi] See ਭੂਮਿ. 2 ਭੂਮੀ is also used for
ਭੂਮੀਆ (land owner). “dIvas carhe ayo vah bhumi.”—NP.

ਭੂਮੀਆ [bhumia] landlord, landowner. “bhumia
bhumI uparI nIt lujhe.”—gaum 5. 2 In Rajputana, ਭੂਮੀਆ stands for a cultivator, who is

not the owner ofthe land.

ਭੂਮੀਆਂਸਿੰਘ [bumiﬁsi’gh] second son of Baba
Aala Singh, ruler ofPatiala state. He was born

ਭੇਕੀਂ
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ਭੂਮੰਡਲ

in Sammat 1778 and died in Sammat 1799 while
his father was still alive.

ਭੂਮੰਡਲ [bhumédal] earth as a sphere; geOgraphy. “surag mIrat paIal bhumédal.”—dhana
m 5.

ਭੂਲ [bhul] error, mistake, omission.
ਭੂਲਨਾ [bhulna] See ਭੁਲਣਾ. “bhulIo menu maIa
urjhan.”—j£tm 5. “bhuli malIni, he eu.”—asa
kabir.
ਭੂਲੜਾ [bhulra], ਭੂਲਾ [bhula] who has forgotten,

ਭੂਯ [bhuy] Skt ਭੂਯਸ੍. part again, once again.

whose memory is lost, with lost memory.

2 plentiful, abundant.
ਭੂਰ [bhur] n ﬁne spray of water, drizzle. 2 past,

“akhan takaU jaie, je bhulra hoi... je hOI bhula,

elapsed time. “bhur bhaVIkh nahi tum jese.”
-sar m 1. 3 adj brown, ashen white, grey. Skt
ਬਭ੍. “dari hoi bhur.”—s farid. 4 See ਭੂਰਿ. 5 Skt
ਸ਼ੂਵ੍ਰੱ. one world amongst the upper seven worlds.
6 per astrology, territory (region) south of
Lanka.

ਭੂਰਸਲਾ [bhursala] demon Bhumasur. See ਭੇਂਮਾਸੁਰ.
“bhursala trIy ko bharta he.”—1<r1'san. 2 866

jaI kahie.”-suhi chét m 1. 2 gone astray,
misled. 3 engrossed in illusion.
ਭੂਲਾਨਾ [bhulana] v forget. 2 lead astray, mislead. “tap karte tapsi bhulae.”—asa m 5. 3 forgot.

ਭੂਲੇ [bhulelforgottem gone astray, misled. “dekha dekhi svég dharI bhule bhatka khahI.”
—s kabir. 2 ‘to one gone astray.’ “bhule marago jInahI bataIa.”—bIIa m 5. 3 never, not

even by mistake. “man mere, bhule kapat n9

_

[bhursrava] See ਭੂ'ਰਿਸ੍ਰਵਾ.

ਤੂਚਪਾਲ [bhurpal] king, who nourishes people
on the earth. “taha bhurpalé dhararég racyo.”

—gyan.
ਭੂਰਾ [bhura] See ਭੂਰ 3. 2 coarse blanket, small

blanket.

ਭੂਰਿ [bhurI] Skt adj very much, in abundance.
2 mighty, powerful. “tIn bhurI jai.”—prIthu.
3 n Shiv. 4 Vishnu. 5 Indar. 6 gold.

ਭੂਰਿਸ੍ਰਵਾ [bhurIsrava] ਮ੍ਠਿਕਰ੍ਜ੍. son ofking Som-

kije.”—sor kabir.
ਭੋਂ [bhe] short for ਭਏ, happened, occurred. See
ਭੂ vr. 2 part by, through, from. “ban kaman
bhe EC mare.”—VN. '
ਭੋਂਉ [bheu] Skt ਭੇਦ. n difference, distinction.

2 secret, mystery. “je ko jane bheu.”—var asa.
3 sense — purpose, motive. “akhar ka bheu na
lahétI.”——sava m 3.

ਭੇਸ [bhes] Skt ਵੇਜ n garb; real practical mean-

of Bhuili, near Kashi. He sided with Duryo-

ing of ਭੋਂਸ (guise) is to acquire appearance
different from the original one; For showing
one’s superiority or only deceiving the people,

dhan in the battle of Mahabharat. Arjun amputated his hands and Satyaki chopped his

the guise that is put on. See ਭੇਖ.
ਭੇ'ਚ [bhéh] root of the lotus. 2 stem of the lotus.

datt belonging to Chandar dynasty and ruler

head. “bhurIsrava jIn parth bhrat so ber
otaryo.”-—I<rIsan. 2 adj who is much talked
about, sense — renowned, very popular.
ਭੂਰਿੰਡੀ [bhuridi] See ਭੂਰੁੰਡੀ.
ਭੂਰੁਹ [bhuruh] growing out of the earth — tree,
grass etc.

ਭੂਰੁੰਡੀ [bhurijdi] Skt ਲ਼ਾਫ਼ੀ. such a tree as covers the land. 2 tree named Hastishunda —
Heliotropium indicum.

ਭੇਹਰਾ [bhehra] 866 ਭੇਰਾ.

ਭੇਂਕ [bhek] Skt n frog, toad. 2 cloud. 3 dark
mica, talc, black mica.

ਭੋਂਕਜਮੁਰ੍ਹਾ [bhekajmukta] According to Bhav
Prakash, pear] in the head of a frog (toad).
Sanskrit scholars are of the view that pearls
are also present in the heads of elephants,
snakes and frogs.

ਭੇਂਕੀ [bheki] frog’s feminine, female frog.

3H
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ਭੇਖ [bhekh] See ਭੇਸ. “bhekh anek aganI nahi

ਭੇਟਾ

na paIe prabhu.”—m 5 var maru 2. _

bujhe.”—sukhmani. 2 ਭੇਖ is also used for ਭੇਖੀ.

ﬁﬁlbhekhi] who disguises himself. See ਭੇਖਧਾਰੀ.

“})ਟੈਗੂੰਗ਼ੁਇ moni parI parI thake, bhekh thake tanu

dho:.”—m 3 var sar. 3-beggar. See ਜੰਤਭੋਖ 2.
ਭੇਖਕ [bhekhak] Sktfgﬂar, physician, doctor. “qu

2 hypocrite, cheat. 3 with the guises/appearances. “bhekhi bhukh na jaI.”—m 3 var vad.
“bhekhi prabhu na labhai.”—m 5 var maru 2.

rogi thg bhekhak ave.”—NP. 2 treatment,
cure. 3 one who assumes a different garb.

ਭੇਖੁ [bhekhu] See ਭੋਜ and ਭੇਖ. “bhekhu bhavni

hathu na jana.”—bIIa Chét m I .

ਤੇਖਜ [bhekhaj] Skt ਭੇਜਜ. what overcomes the ਭੇਜਣਾ [bhejna], ਭੋਜਨਾ [bhejna] v Skt ਪ੍ਰੇਸਣ. to send,
fear of illness — medicine. “bhavbédhan 1<e am

k0 akhay bhekhaj car.”—NP. the four syllables
ਧਿਵਾਹਗੁਰੂ are like a medicine to relieve one
from worldly attachment. 2 treatment, cure.

dispatch.

‘

-

ਭੇਂਜਾ [bheja] Skt ਥੇਰੂਹ੍. n brain.
ਭੇਟ [bhet] n meeting, union 2 present, offering,

gift. 3 See ਭੇਟਕਰਨਾ.

ਭੇਖਜੀ [bhekhji] one who cures an ailment; doc- ਭੋਟਕਰਨਾ [bhet karana] v offer or present sometor, physician.
ਭੇਖਧਾਰੀ [bhekhdhari], ਭੋਂਖਵਾਨ [bhekhvan], ਭੇਖਵਾਨੀ

[bhekhvani] one who assumes different disguises by putting on different attires. 2 one
who appears different from the original so as
to show off one’s superiority and to deceive
others. “an pk§nIa ke karne Iku bhaIa bhekhdhari.”—bIIa sadhna. There is a tale in
Bhakatmal that a princess vowed to marry
Vishnu. A cheateame in the guise of Vishnu
and married her. When her father was in distress, everybody said that there was no need
to worry as Vishnu was his son-in-law. Finding himselfunder suspicion, the hyprocrite (in
the guise of Vishnu) prayed with folded hands
repenting over his misdeed. Vishnu forgave
him for his sins and relieved his father-in-law
of all sufferings.
Another similar anecdote relates to Meera

thing to a deity or some reverential person.
2 present, or offer consecrated parsad or other material to the Almighty after supplicatory

prayer. “bhet kIye bIn kachu mukh pave.”
—tanama. 3 move a small curved sword (kirpan) through the consecrated parsad after uttering Waheguru. This ritual accords with the
example set by the tenth Master, Guru Gobind
Singh. From the consecrated parsad offered
to the nine Gurus and the tenth. Master, he

used to take a bit from it before ordering its
distribution among the disciples. The Guru
used to lift this parsad with the help of two
arrows made of iron instead of picking up with
his hand. Sometimes he would lift it with a
sword ifhe had one at that time. The tradition
of offering consecrated parsad to the Guru is
still in vogue in Hazoor Sahib (Abichai Nagar).

‘ Bai. Once, in the guise of Giridhar a wicked ‘ਭੇਟਤ [bhetat] adv immediately on meeting.
person came to Meera with evil intention. He
was put on the right path by Meera Bai with
the grace of the Almighty. “karI bhekh thake

bhekhvani.”—m 3 var guj 1.
ਭੇਂਖਾਰੀ [bhekhari] beggar. “ham din bhekhari
ram.”—bIha chét m 5.

ਭੇ'ਖਿ [bhekhI] in the guise of. “baharI bhekhI

“bhetat sadhség patiana.”—ba van. 2 meets.

ਭੇਂਟਨਾ [bhetna] v meet, see. “bhetIo pura satIguru.”-—asa m 5. “her: kIrpa te sét bhetIa.”
—sukhmani.

ਭੇਟਲ [bhetal] met, saw, attained. “name srirég
bhetal.”—bh£r.

ਭੇਟਾ [bheta] n offering, gift. 2 in reverence, the

'
ਭੇਟਾਤ

term used for the price of the holy scriptures.
as “sri guru gréth sath ji di jIlad samet bhata
50 rupaye he. ”
'
ਭੇਟਾਤ [bhetat], ਭੋਟਾਧ [bhetadh] from meeting,

by coincidence.

ਭੇਦ
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‘

ਭੇਂਟਿ' [bheti] on meeting. “parachat darsan bhetI mItahIo.”—kan m 5.

ਭੇਟੀਅਲੇ [bhetiale] let us meet. 2 meeting has
taken place. “bhetiale raI nIséga.”—ram ka—
bir.
ਭੋਟੁਲਾ [bhetula] met, attained. “nama harI bhetUla.”—asa namdev.

mIlIo.”—sri m 1 pahre. 2 Skt ਭਵੇਤ੍. is; happens. “alI kamal bhfn na bhetu.”——bI1a a m 5.
ਭੇਤੁਚੇਤ੍ਵ [bhetucetu] secret of the mind. See ਚੇਤ

3. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਫ਼ਾਂਭਵੇਤ੍ ਚੇਤ੍. part possibly, if it happens.

ਭੇਂਤ੍ਰਿ [bhetrI] Skt ਮੇਰੁ. who pierces. 2 victorious, winner.

ਭੇਦ [bhed] (See ਭਿਦ੍ vr) Skt n distinction, differentiation. “bhed sajatI VIjati sugat na. sabh

te nyaro braham sa cetan.”—GPS. See ਤਿੰਨ ਭੇਦ.
“gur ke bacanI kate bhram bhed.”—gau m 5.

2 dissimilarity, diffference. “hf: sarup mam

deu.”—ram.beni. 2 gift, offering. “bhete SIU
javahu SBCI samavahu.”—vad alahni m 1.

nahI kachu bhed.”—GPS. 3 tactic to cause
disunity in the enemy camp. “jIhva bhed na
dei cakhan.”—ratanma1a béno. ‘does not let his
tongue utter such words as may cause dis-

ਭੇਡ [bhed] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਭੇਡਾ and ਭੁੰਡ. sheep. “lele kau Cﬁghe

cord.’ 4 secret information. “sagro bhed kaho

ਭੋਟੋ [bhete] receives/gets. “bhete tasu paramgur-

nIt bhed.”—gau kabir. See ਲੇਲਾ. Skt ਭਯੇਡਕ.

ham ség.”—GPS.

ਭੇਦਕ [bhedak] adj distinguishing. 2 breaking,

ਭੋਡਚਾਲ [bhedcal] n customary practice; imitation of another with blind faith, as “Ik bhed
pIcche saria lag turdia han.” See ਨ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾ 22.
ਭੇਡਾ [bheda] ram. See ਭੇਡ. 2 See ਭੇਲ 4.
ਭੇਡਾਰ [bhedar], ਭੇਡਾਰਾ [bhedara] male Sheep,

smashing. 3 purgative, laxative.
ਭੇਦਨ [bhedan] n cutting, tearing. 2 piercing.
3 purgative, laxative. 4 See ਭਿਦ੍ vr.
ਭੇਦਬਿਭੇਦ [bhededbhed] 866 ਤੇਦੁਬਿਭੇਂਦ.

ram. “onha da bhakhu su othe nahi, jaI kuru

ਭੇਦਵਾਦੀ [bhedvadi] ਸੇਟ੍ਗਬਿਜ੍. one who worships

lahanI bhedare.”—m 4 var gau 1. 2 sheep’s,
abductor — wolf.
ਭੋਡਿਯਾ [bhedIya], ਭੇਡੀਆ [bhedia], ਭੋਡੀਹਾ [bhediha] abductor and killer of the sheep -— wolf.

See ਭੇਡ. 2 In Sanskrit, wolf is also named as
bherﬁd.
ਭੇੜੂ [bhedu] male sheep, ram. 2 young sheep.

ਭੋਂਡੂਰੀ [bheduri] pertaining to a sheep, of a
sheep. “hasatIcal he sacc di, kur kudhégi cal

bheduri.”—-BG. 2 looking like a sheep.
ਭੇਤ [bhet] Skt ਭੇਦ. n distinction, differentiation.
2 secret, mystery.
§f3lbhet1] as per desire. i.e. — according to intention. “c315 gur ke bhe bhetI.”—mala am 1.

ਭੇਤੀ [bheti], ਭੇਤੀਅਾ [bhetia] conﬁdante. 2 spy,
detective.
ਭੇਤੁ [bhetu] See ਭੇਤ 2. “bhetu cetu harI kIse na

someone else other than Brahm.
ਭੋਂਦਿਆ [bhedIa] pierced. See ਚੰਦਸਤ.

ਭੇਦੀ [bhedi] pierced. 2 due to piercing/tearing. “juthI na céd suraj ki bhedi.”—m 1 var
sar. ‘bright or dark phase of the lunar month
due to the movement ofthe sun in the northern or southern hemispheres of the earth.’
3 who knows the secret. “bhedi kInahI brItha kahI dai.”—carItr 306. 4 he who causes
disunity.
ਭੇਦੀਐ [bhedie] let us pierce into. 2 (let us) get

involved. “jab Iago sabadI na bhedie.”—sr1' m
1. 3 know the secret, understand the underly4

ing meaning. “gursabdi harI bhedie.”—m 3 var
maru 1.
ਭੇਦੁ [bhedu] See ਭੇਦ. “bhedo n9 janahu mulI,
sai jehIa.”——asa m 5.

੍
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ਭੇਦੁ'ਬਿਭੋਂਦੁ [bhedubIbhedo] implying the secret,

spying. 2 n conscience “hath nIgrahI na
triptave bheva.”—ram a m 1. 3 a pilgrimage
centre, Pehowa.
_
ਭੇੜ [bher] n encounter, competition. 2 ﬁght, war.

perceiving its nature. “bhedu bIbhedu na jan
bio.”—saveye m 5 Ice. 2 not grasping the na—
ture of the secret.

ਭੇਚੂ [bhedu] adj who pierces.

'

ਭੋਰ੍ਯ [bhedy] Skt adj ﬁt for cutting. 2' worthpiercing.

ਭੇਨ [bhen] adj involved, engrossed. “menu kora

“(ਸ਼ਿਬਿ …ਲ਼ੀਰੈਧੰਗ਼ੁਫੇੰ bher paIa nIhﬁga.”—c5di 3.

3 See ਭੇਟ.
ਭੋੜਨਾ [bherana] v shut, as in “kIvar bherna”.

2 See ਭੋ'ਟਨਾ and ਭੇੜ.

harIrég bhen.”—1<an m 4. 2 Skt adv because
of the stars. 3 n lord of the stars—moon.

ਤੇ'ੜਿ [bherI] in the battle. “na bhije bherI marahI

—VN. as ‘many are the types of weapons.’

—s {and 2 adj who clashes, who quarrels.
ਭੇੜੀਆ [bheria], ਭੇੜੀਹਾ [bheriha] wolf. See ਭੇਡੀਆ. .

thrI sur.”—m 1 var sar. 2 by closing/shutting.
ਭੇਯ [bhey] See ਭੇਂਉ and ਭੇਦ. “the astra bheyé.” ਭੈੜੀ [bheri] may (I) touch. “janamI na bheri égu.”
ਭੈਰ [bher] See ਭੋਰੀ'ਜਿ਼ਧੰ ਭੇੜ.
ਭੇਰਣੀ [bherni] army with a large kettledrum.
—sanama.
ਭੇਰਾ [bhera] a town of district Shahpur, located
'on the bank of Jehlum river; its population is

18,750.
ਭੇਂਰਿ [bherI], ਭੋਰੀ [bheri] Skt n kettledrum beat-

en with a stick. “anhatasabad vajét bheri.”
~sohIIa. “vat vajanI témak bheria.”—sr1' m 5
pepaI. “sunaI bherI saj-hi.”—rama v.
ਭੇਲ [bhel] M n coincidence, meeting. “tore usat
maIa mahI bhela.”—bh£r kabir. 2 Skt adj restless.3 foolish, stupid. 4 n a sage, who wrote
the scripture on Ayurved. He is also mentioned
as Bheda in many books.
ਭੇਲਾ [bhela] n butter m ilk, sweetened or saltish

ਭੈ [bhe] Sktavr. n fear. terror. “bhe VICI surajo
bhe VICI c5du.’5—var asa. 2 world. “bhetras
nas krIpalu gunnIth.”—-guj a m 5. destroyer of terror.

ਭੈ ਅਟਵੀ [bhe atvi] terrifying forest. See ਅਟਵੀ.
ਭੋਂਆਨ [bhean], ਭੈਅਨ੍ਯ [bheanak] adj terrible,
dreadful, terrifying.

ਭੈਇਲਾ [bhEIla] happened, occurred. “kasat
cédanu bhaIla.”—prabha namdev.

.

ਭੇਸ [bhes], ਭੈ'ਸ [bh‘és] Skt ਮਰਿਸ and ਮਹਿਸੀ. stud
buffalo, adult female buffalo. 2 See ਪਹਿਲਾਪੂਤੁ.
ਭੈਸਜ [bhesaj], ਭੈਸਜ੍ਯ [bhesajy] Skt ਯੋੰਧਯ - ਮੈਪ੍ਯਾ.
n medicine. 2 treatment, cure.

ਭੇਸਰ [bhesar] See ਭੈ'ਜ and ਭੈਭੰਸਾ. “bhesar mathe
sig—go.”—todi namdev.
whey. 2 See ਭੇਲ 1. 3 was restless, got wor- ਭੈਸਾ [bhesa], ਭੈਭੰਸਾ [})11ਏਂ58] Skt ਮਹਿਸ, stud buffaried. See ਭੇਲ 2. 4 Mrope, bondage. 5 lump of lo. “bhesa bhagatI karave.”—asa kabir. jealous,
guy, jaggery, butter etc.

rancorous. See ਫੀਲੁ.

ਭੇਲੀ [bheli] n lump of guy. 2 See ਭੇਲ and ਭੋਲਾ. ਭੈ'ਸਾਂਸੁ'ਰ [}੭1185ਕੇਂ5ਘ] See ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ.
‘ ਭੋਂਲੋ [bhelo] Dg boat.
ਭੋਂਸਾਗਰ [bhesagar], ਭੈਸਾਗਰੁ [bhesagaru], ਭੈਸਾਗਰੋਂ
ਭੇਵ [bhev] See ਭੇਦ. 2 happened, occurred. See [bhssagro] world as ocean. 2 terrifying ocean.
ਭੂ vr. “bhagatI het narsfgh bhev.”—bas§t
kabir.

ਭੇਵਨ [bhevan] v wet, moisten. “vahguru kahI
chIrka dino. gaj sarir ko bhevan kino.”~NP.
2 pierce.
ਭੇਵਾ [bheva] adj who has secret information,

“bhssagro bhesagar tarIa.”—suhi chétm 5. “qu

bohIthU bhesagar mahI.”—gau m 5.
ਭੈਹਾਰਾ [bhshara], ਭੈਹਾਰੀਅਾ [bheharia] adj terrifying, dreadful. “suni sun: p‘éthu darau bahutu
bheharia.”-—gau a m 5.
‘

ਭੈਕਰ [bhekar] adjterrible, dreadful.

ਤੋਕ
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ਭੋਕ [bhsk] n begging for alms. 2 begged food.

Iago mera hiara.”—ma11' m 4.

ਭੋਂਖਜ [bhekhaj], ਭੈਖਜ੍ਯ [bhekhajy] See ਭੋਂਖਜ and
ਭੈਸਜ੍ਯ.

ਭੈਭੀਤ [bhebhit] afraid, fear stricken, terriﬁed.

ਭੈ'ਗਾ [bh‘éga] See ਭਵਿੰਗਾ.

ਭੈ ਭੋਤ੍ਰਾਸ [bhe bhetras] fear generated by birth;

ਭੈਚਕ [bhecak] adj perplexed with terror.
ਭੈਜਲ [bhajal], ਭੈਜਲੁ [bhajalu] terrifying water
(world). 2 world as ocean. “bhe te bhajalu
léghie.”—m 1 var mala.
ਭੈਣ [bhen], ਭੈਣੁ [bhenu] Skt ਭਗਿਨੀ. sister, daughter of one’s parents. “bhen bhai sath sajna.”—

“th bhit dutah.”—sahas m 5.

fear of transmi gration. 2 fear of hell, etc. “bhe
bhe tras bhae hi: nIrmal, gurmatI lagI legavego.”—1<an a m 4.

ਭੈਭੰਜਨ [bhebhéjan] See ਭਉ ਭੰਜਨ. “bhebhéjan
aghdukh nas.”——ba van.

ਭੈਮੀਂ [bhemi] daughter ofking Bhim, Damayan-

sri m 5 pepaI. 2 Skt ਭ੍ਰਮਣ. cycle of birth and , ti; wife ofNall.
death, transmigration. “szno tu rakhvala tha ਭੈਯਾ [bheya] brother.
tame bhenu.”——varram 2 m 5. 3 Skt ਭੁਵਨ. world.

ਭੋ'ਯਾਦੂਜ [bheyadujISee ਭਾੲੀਦੂਜ and ਯਮਚੂਜ.

4 M fear, terror.

ਭੋਯਾਨ [bheyan] adj terrible. “ganét svasa bhey-

ਭੈਤਨਿ ਅਗਨਿ ਭਖੈ ਭੈ ਨਾਲਿ [bhetanI aganI bhakhe
bhe nalxl-gau m 1. fear of the Creator is the

an dharmé.”—sahas m 5. ‘terror causing, god

of death.’

ﬁre that keeps'the body burning; while fear of ਭੈਰਉ [bherau], ਭੈਰਵ [bherav] Skt ਭੈਰਵ. adj ter-

evil deeds is the pipe blow up the ﬁre.
ਭੈਤ੍ਰਾਸ [bhetras] terror of the world. See ਤੇ 2.
ਭੇਤ੍ਰਾਸਨਾਸ [bhetras nas] adj who destroys world’s
terror. See ਭੈ 2.
'
ਭੈਨ [bhen], ਭੈਨ੍ਯਸੋਂ [bhenri] Skt ਭਗਿਨੀ. sister. “gur—
mukhI nam sunahu, meri bhena.”—asa m 4.

ਭੈਨਾਸਨ [bhsnasan] adj who destroys fear. “bhenasan durmatIharan 1911 me harI 1<o nam.”
—s m 9.

ਭੈਕ੍ਤਿਭਉ [bhsnIrbhau] unafraid of fear, dauntless. 2 fearless of the world. 3 fearless of birth
(and death). 4 See ਅਟਲ 2.

_

ਭੈਪਾਵਕ [bhepavak] dreadful ﬁre. 2 terrifying
ocean of ﬁre. “bhepavak 'parI paranIha.”
—asa m 5.

ਭੈਭਉ [bhebhau] worldly fear. 2 created out of
fear. “bhsbhau bharamu khOIa gurIpure.”—majh
m 5. 3 worry of birth and death, fear of transmigration. “bhebhau durIparan.”—sar m 5.
4 thought of fear, thought of the Creator’s fear.
“bhebhau gharie sabadI savarI.”—gaum 1.
ਭੈਭਾਇ [bhebhaI] fear and affection, fear of
and love for the Creator. “bhe bhaI bhagatI

rifying, dreadful. “ran bherav bherI bajaI nagare.”—carrtr 1. 2 n Shiv, Rudar. “bherav
kahﬁ thadh bhOkarE.”—carrtr 404. 3 Rudar’s
incarnation, who rides on a dog’s back.
“bherau bhut sitla dhave.”—g3d namdev.
There are eight incarnations of Bhairav —
Asitahg, Sanhar, Ruru, Kal, Krodh, Tamchurh, Chandarchurh and Mahan.‘ “kahﬁ
bhervi bhut bheré bakare.”—VN. 4 a musical composition, counted among six rags. It
is a variation of heptatonic notes; the period for its singing is early in the morning. The
second and sixth musical notes are ﬂat. The
ﬁrst third, fourth, ﬁfth and seventh notes are
pure. The sixth note is sonant.The second
note is subsonant.

ascending — sa ra ga ma pa dha ni sa.
descending — $3 na dha pa ma ga ra s9.
dha dha pa dha dha pa ma ga ra g3 ma g9

ra ra ra 59The place of Bhairav rag, is twenty-fourth
lIn the Tantarsar, the eight Bhairavs are ~Asitang, Ruru.

Chand, Krodh. Unmatt. Kapali. Bhishan and Sanhar.
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in Guru Granth Sahib.l 5 Bhai Bhairo, a dedicated follower of Guru Hargobind. He attained
self-realisation after becoming a disciple of
the Guru. His story appears in Dabistani

Mazahab. See ਨੈਣਾ ਦੇਵੀ.
ਭੈਰਵੀ [bhervi] Skt adj terrible, dreadful. 2 n

goddess Kali, Chamunda. 3 a heptatonic variation of musical measure; the ﬁrst fourth and
ﬁfth musical notes are pure; The second, third,
sixth and sixth musical notes are flat. The ﬁrst
musical note is sonant and the ﬁfth musical
note is subsonant. The period of its singing is
the ﬁrst two quarters of the day.

ਭੈਰਵੀਸੁ'ਰੀ [bheravisuri] terrifying goddess; Kali.
ਭੋਂਰਵੀਚਕ੍ [bhsravicakr] a gathering of the
devotees of Bhairvi Devi as per the ritual set
in Tantarshastar.'Sitting in this circle makes

ਭੋਂਖਕ਼ੀ
on holding the annual religious fair.‘

ਭੈਰੋਵਾਲ [bharoval] It is another name of Bharowal. See ਗ਼ੁਰੂ'ਅਾਣਾ 2.
ਭੋਲਾ [bhela] adj dreadful, terrible, frightening,
awful. “bad na g tajyo sabh te durke, su praves
bhayoghar 5tar bhela.”——GPS. 2 combined,
merged. See ਭੇਲ. “jatr jaU tat bithalu bhela.”
—asa namdev. 3 is, exists.

ਭੇੜ [bher] n frightening act, wickedness, evil,
depravity, vice.

??lbhsra] adjbad, evil, wicked, immoral.

ਭੋਂ [bho] n wheat chaff. See ਭੁਸ 2. 2 part vocative - ‘he! ’. “bho makkhanslkh, kan de sunahu.”—GPS. 3 happened, occurred, existed. See
ਭੂ vr. “puran bho man thaur baso.”—savsye m
4 ke. “brahamrup nanakguru k0 avtar bho.”
—$e1<har.

,

'

discrimination amon g caste, creed totally dis-

ਭੋਂ [bhé] n land, earth.

appear from the scene. All the devotees take
meat and drink wine in a common utensil.2

ਭੋਅਾ [bhoa] n misconception, misunderstanding,

ਭੈਰੋਂ [bhero] See ਭੈਰਉ. 2 See ਭੈਰਉ 5 and ਨੈਣਾਚੇਵੀ.
ਭੈਰੋਂਆਣਾ [bheroana] a village under police sta-

ਭੋਇ [bhox] n wheat, chaff. 2 adv by soaking,

tion and tehsil Sultanpur of Kapurthala state,
situated at a distance of two miles to the north
of Giddarhpindi railway station. There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru Nanak, who
arrived here alongwith Bhai Mardana to take
rebeck from Bhai Phiranda. A Manji Sahib has
been built. Religious congregation is held every year on the tenth day of Saradhs. Land
measuring three ghumaons has been allotted
to the gurdwara.There is no priest in the shrine.
The villages themselves provide incense sticks
etc for consummating worship. Income from
the land attached with the gurdwara is spent

4 Punjabi variation ofthe word ਭੋਜ.
ਭੋਂੲੀ [bhoi] soaked, made wet. 2 mixed, com-

'This is a rag of five notes — dhevat, nIsad, sate), gadhar

and madhyam as per ‘Hanumant’.

2ਧਰ੍ਵਜੇ ਸੇਦ੍ਥੀਜ਼ਵੁਨੇ ਜ੍ਯੋਥਯੀਫ਼ਿਯਹਂਰਧ:
ਸਿਕੁਜੇਥੇਂਗੀਕਛਲ਼ੇਵ੍ਜਰੇੰਥਧਿ: ਧ੍ਰਧ੍ਯਭ੍ਰਧ੍ਰਧ੍ਯਤ੍||1 ||

illusion. 2 adjmixed, mingled. 3 soaked, wet.

by drenching. 3 by mixing, by combining.

bined. “acahi svad rasbhoi.”—GPS. 3 n palan- .
quin bearer. “bhoi meth mahavat mira.”-_-BG.

ਭੋਂਸਲੇ [bhésle] a dynasty descending from Marahatta Bhonsa J i. Shivaji, the great warrior,
belonged to this lineage. This name is also
pronouced as bh551e.

ਭੋਹਰ [bhohar], ਭੋਹਰਾ [bhohra] house built by digging the earth; basement; underground cell,
cave. “tab pari sﬁk bhohar majhar.”—1<alki.
‘There was a big noise at the time of Kalki’s

emergence from the cave.’ “yS kahI patfh
bhohre dino.”—carItr 96.
ਭੋਖੜਾ [bhokra] See ਭੱਖੜਾ.
ਭੋਖਡ਼ੀ [[)}1੦1<}ਪਾਂ] See ਭੁ'ਖੜੀ. 2 a village under police station Nehianwala in F aridkot state, situ-

-t5 trsastra.

ated three miles to the east of Goniana

ਭੋਗ
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ਭੋਗਾਤੀਤ [bhogatit] adjdetached from pleasures,

railway station. There is one gurdwara in memory of both Guru Har Rai and Guru Gobind
Singh located about one furlong from this village to the east. Only Manji Sahib has been
raised. Eighteen ghumaons of land is attached
with this holy shrine. The priest is a Singh. See

ਭੋਗਿ [bhogI] after enjoying, after suffering. 2 in ‘

ਜੈਦਪਰਾਣਾ.
ਭੋਗ [bhog] n conclusion, end. “jabahI gréth ko

the enjoyment. “tanu menu rata bhogI.”—m 1
var sar. 3 See ਭੋਗੀ.

payo bhog.”—GPS. 2 Skt (ਭੁਜ੍ vr bow, enjoy,

ਭੋਗੀ[1੭}1੦81]5'/ਢ਼1ਸੀਧਿਜ੍.8ਧੰ/'ਘੀ10 enjoys, who suf—
fers. “bhogi kau dukh rog VIape.”—b955t a m

eat), feel pain and pleasure. 3 feeling of pleasure got through the sensory organs. “bhoga—
hI bhog anek, VInu nave sOyIa.”—asa m 5.
4 coitus, sexual intercourse between man and

indifferent to pleasures, who renounces enjoyment.

ਭੋਗਾਯਤਨ [bhogayatan] Skt n body, physique. i.e.
abode of pleasure.

1. 2 n ruler, king. 3 a snake that has a hood;

hooded snake. “bhogi lakh bad bhogakara.” .
—NP. ‘saw a snake that had a large hood.’

woman. 5 snake’s hood. “dur paryo mrIt bhog

ਭੋਂਗੀਆ [bhogia] adj who suffers, who enjoys.

pasarke.”—GPS. 6 money, wealth. 7 pleasure,

“jogi 5darI jogia, ਡਿਪੋ bhogi édarI bhogia.”—sri

bliss. 8 meals, food. “qu maha khatharathI

m 1. 2 See ਭੋਗੀ 3.
ਭੋਂਗੀਸਰੁ [bhogisaru], ਭੋਗੀਸੁਰ [bhogisur] lord of

bhog.”—bIIa a m 5. 9 body, physique. 10 consecrated parsad offered to the deities.
ਭੋਗਈ [bhogai] enjoys, undergoes. 2 feels pleasure, ravishes. “bhOcs bhogai.”—var ram 2 m 5.

those who enjoy; great enjoyers.

ਭੋਗ਼ੁ [bhogu] See ਭੋਗ 6 and 8. “deda rahe, na
cuke bhogu.”—sodaru.

ਭੋਗਸੋਨ [bhog son] illusory pleasures. See ਸੋਨ 3.

ਭੋਂਰਯ [bhogy] Skt adj enjoyable, worth enjoy-

ਭੋਗਣਾ [bhogna] v enjoy. 2 relish. 3 See ਭੋਗ.

ing. 2 n wealth, money. 3 food.
ਭੋਛਣ [bhochan], ਭੋਛਨ [bhochan] piece of cloth
for wiping the body; towel. 2 cover for
women to cover their heads; light head cloth
for women.

4 tolerate. 5 to feel pain and pleasure. “maha
dukh 'bhogat.”—GPS.

ਭੋਗਤਾ [bhogta] Skt ਭੋਤ੍ਹਾ. adj who eats a meal.
2 who enjoys or suffers. 3 n husband.
ਭੋਗਨਾ [bhogna] See ਭੋਗਣਾ.

ਭੋਜ [bhoj] ਭੁਜ੍ vr enjoy, eat. 2 ਭੋਜ[1)}1੦]’] is also

ਭੋਗਨੀ [bhogni] n edible material, enjoyable ob-

used for ਭੋਜ੍ਯ [bhojy] (food, diet). “namo bhoj

jects. 2 wife.

bhoje.”—japu. “bhale bhoj dine.”—GV 10.

ਭੋਗਵਤੀ [bhogvati] Skt n abode of snakes, which

3 Skt ਭੋਜ. adj liberal, generous, benevolent.

according to the Purans, is located on the bank
4 n territory around Bhagalpur. 5 son of Ramof river Bhogwati in the underground world. . bhadardev of Pratihar dynasty. His name was
“bhogvati surpurI pIkh laje.”—GPS. 2 a myth- Mehar, and Bhoj was his title. I-Ie ruled over
ical river ofthe underworld. See ਤ੍ਰਿਪਥਗਾ.
Kanauj from 840 to 890 AD.I Mahendarpal
ਭੋਗਾ [bhoga] Skt ਸੀਰ੍ਵਝ. sufferer, enjoyer. “apI son of Mehar, ruled from 890 to 908 AD.
nIrbani, ape bhoga.”—majh m 5. 2 plural of 6 ruler ofa famous town Dhara in Malwa and
great king belonging to Pramar lineage. He was
ਭੋਗ.
“ਭੋਗਾਣੀ [bhogani] for enjoyment, for eating. am) a great scholar of Sanskrit and was a writer
khana kaparu psnanu dia, ras anI bhoganI.”

ISome historians regard this period as 862 to 883 AD

—gau m 4. ‘for enjoying other tastes.’

based on rock inscriptionsvol'Dcvgarh.
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of many scriptures. He ascended the throne
in 1018AD and breathed his last in 1060. His
father was Sindhul, and his mother was Savitri, while Leelawati was his wife. See ਮੁੰਜ. 7 a
community residing in areas surrounding
Vindhy.

ਭੱਥਾ

food is the one which provokes one to do evil
deeds.

ਭੋਜਨ ਬਿੰਜਨ [bhojan bfjan] simple food and
seasoning or relish. See ਬਿੰਜਨ 2. “dInu dInu
karat bhojan bahu bfjan.”-dhana m 5. “nac
durlabhé bhojné bijné.”—sahas m 5.

ਭੋਜਕ[1੭11੦]'81<], ਭੋਜਕੀ [ bhojki] worshipper of god-

ਭੋਜਪਭ੍ਰ [bhojpatr] Skt ਭੂਜੰਪਤੁ. skin/bark of birch

dess Durga. According to Bhavishy Puran,
Shamb, son of Krishan, installed the Sun’s idol
in a temple and sent for the Brahmins of Magg
subcaste from Shakdveep for worship. Those
Brahmins married a daughter of the Yadavs
and their children from this woman were called
as Bhojak and the lineage of their descendants
is popularly known as Bhojki. 2 barbers (at
the temple of goddess Jawalamukhi (Jawalaji) and Naina Devi call themselves Bhojki.

tree, which is like paper. In ancient times, scriptures were written on this bark of the birch
tree. This tree is found in snowbound hills at a
height of about 14000 feet. To write magical
formula on these leaves is regarded as very
auspicious.

ਭੋਜਨ [bhojan] n edible material, food; (ਭੁਜ੍ vr
enjoy, eat). “bhojan bhau na thédha pani.”
—vad alahni m 1. Scholars have divided food
into ﬁve categories.

(a) chewable — eaten with the help of teeth
and molars.
(b) crushable — eaten with the grinder teeth
(molars).
(c) lickable — licked by tongue only.
, (d) potable —— which is drunk.
(e) suckable — which is sucked and the dregs
(residue) are spit out after sucking its extract.‘

See ਛਤੀਹਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤ.

ਭੋਜ ਭੋਜ [bhoj bhoj] alms in the form of the
cooked food; collecting food offerings from

different households. See ਭੋਜ 2.
ਭੇਂਜਵਿਦਜਾਧਿਘਿਨ੍ਹੂੰਧ੍ਯਾਧੰਲ਼ਾਕ਼] jugglery, miracle-making,
knowledge ofillusion. It is a well known fact
that king Bhoj developed and preached this
knowledge a lot.

ਭੋਜ੍ਯ [bhojy] Skt adj edible, eatable. 2 n eatables, diet, food.

ਭੋਟ [bhot] Skt n Tibet. 2 Bhutan.
ਭੋਂਟਾਂਗ [bhota’ig] See ਭੂਟਾਨ.
ਭੋਟੀ [bhoti] resident of ਭੋਂਟ (Tibet), Tibetan.
2 resident of Bhutan. 3 a river in Himalayas,
which flows through the hills leading to Badri
Narayan Ashram. It merges with river Alak
Nanda.

ਭੋਡਰ [bhocjar], ਭੋ'ਡਰ [bhodar], ਭੋਡਲ [bhodal] n

Food is also regarded to be of three more
mica, talk. See ਅਭ੍ਰਕ.
types i;e. virtuous, one causing passion and ਭੋਡਾ [bhoda] adj ugly, unsightly. 2 whose head
another causing undesirable factors. Rice,
is shaven, whose head is tonsured. “bhoda
milk, ghee, green leafy vegetables, barley etc
SIkh me tumra bhayo.”—PP.
comprise virtuous food while sour, spicy foods .ਭੋਤੀ [bhodi] ugly, wicked, deﬁled. “bhocli kar
are those which invoke passions; stale and dry
kamai.”—prabha m I.
'According to Bhav Prakash, food can be divided into six

ਭੋਂਤਨਾ [bhotna] See ਭੂਤਨਾ .

categories:

ਭੋਂਥਾ [bhotha] n sheet of cloth wrapped around

ਗੀਗ਼ਹ੍' ਥਵ੍ਰਿਹਬਂ ਥੀਢਧ' ਧੇਧ' ਕੱਛ“ ਰਈਂਧ੍ਯ!
ਮੀਂਯਿਸ੍ਯਹਂਰਖ਼ਾਕ੍ਯਾਤੌਂਜ਼ੂਰਬਿਫਾਗਿ੍'ਧਬੀਕ੍ਯਾਮ

the waist, a corner ofwhich is not tuck behind
through the legs like a dhoti; sheet of cloth

ਭੋਂਪਾਲੀਂ
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meant to cover the lower body; (generally a
striped or chequered 0r embroidered sheet),
waist cloth.
ਭੋਪਾਲੀ [bhopali] It is a variation of major Rag
Kalyan, a musical composition comprising six
notes. Fourth and seventh musical notes are
forbidden. All the notes are pure. The ﬁfth note
is sonant while the ﬁrst is subsonant. The period of its singing is the ﬁrst quarter of the night.
In Guru Granth Sahib, it is employed in
combination with Kalyan, because it is a variation of Kalyan. See the verse uttered by Guru
Ram Dass in Kalyah measure. “parbraham
parmesuru suami dukhnxvaranu naraIne.”..

ਭੋਮ [bhom] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਸ਼ੁੰਭੂਮਿ. earth, land. “anédman sabh
bhai bhom.”—datt. 2 See ਭੋਂਮ.
ਭੋਭੰਮਿਣਤੀ [bhémInti] measurement of land, men-

suration.
ਭੋਰ [bhor] n early morning, dawn. “bhor bhaIa

bahurI pachtani.”—asa m 5. ‘time of death has
come.’ 2 See ਭੋਰਾ, ਭੋਲਾ. “sarab bhét mahi bhor
subhau.”—GPS. 3 misconception, illusion, mis-

giving. “bhor bharam kate prabhu SImrat.”
—kan m 5.
ਭੋਰਣਾ [bhorna] v rub to reduce to small fragments. -

ਭੋਰਾ [bhora] adjsimple, simple minded, guileless. “bavro kahave bhora.”—BGK. See ਭੋਰੇ ਭੋਰੇ.

2 See ਭੋਰ 1. “nISI kahie tau samjhe bhora.”
—sukhmam'. 3just a little, a bit. “kahanu me in
bhora.”—bIIa m 5. “kIChU sath n9 cals bhora.”—guj m 5. 4 underground basement, cave.

ਭੋਰਾਹਾ [bhoraha] crumbling, in a dilapidated condition. “jsse bastar deh odhane, dIn dOI car
bhoraha.”—asa m 5.
ਭੋਰੀ [bhori] a little, a bit. “1k bhori nadarI ਪਿੰhalie.”—majh m 5. “sai alakhu aparu bhori
man: vase.”—asa m 5. 2 (1‘) simple, guileless,
simple—minded. 3 at dawn, early in the morn—

ing. “satIgurU matI CItve phal bhori.”—GPS.
ਭੋਰੇ ਭੋਰੇ [bhore bhore] simple and forgotten.
“bhere bhore ruhre.”—m 5 var maru 2 .
ਭੋਰੈ [bhore] may it dawn. “renI 5dhari karia,

kavan jugatI thU bhore?”——gau m 5. ‘May
knowledge iiluminate.’
ਭੋਰੈੱ [bhor‘é] due to a m isunderstanding/mistake,

566ਭੋਰਾ 5.
ਭੋਲ [bhol] omission, oversight, lapse, mistake.
ਭੋਂਲਸਿਰੀ [bholsni], ਭੋਲ ਸ਼੍ਰੀ [bhol sri] n Oleander.
2 a heptatonic variation of musical notes in
which ﬁrst, ﬁfth, sixth and seventh notes are

pure, second and third are flat; and the fourth
is pure and sharp. The second is sonant and
ﬁfth is subsonant. The period ofits singing is
second quarter of the day. It is mentioned in
Krishan Avtar of Dasam Granth.
ਭੋਲਤਣ [bholtan] n innocence, naivety. 2 misgiving. 3 sense of forgetting.

ਭੋਲਤਣਿ [bhoktanI] n forgetting. “bholtanI bhs
manI vase.”—m 1 var maru 1. ‘by forgetting
the Creator.’

ਭੋਂਲੜਾ [ਠਿ11੦1ਸ਼੍ਵਾ8] simple, guileless. 2 forgotten.
ਭੋਲੜੈ [bholre] under an illusion. “kasturi k2 bholrs
géde dOmI paiasu.”—-m 5 var sri.

See ਭੋਰਾਸਾਹਿਬ. 5 misconception, misgiving, illu-

ਭੋਲਾ[1੭11੦18] adjconfused, under an illusion. “bho-

sion. “adIk ke bIkh cabat bhor‘é.”—krIsan.
‘chews the knot of a sweetened mustard taking it for ginger.’

haume surat bIsar.”—bas§tm 1. 2 foolish, stu-

la ved n3 janai.”—-m 1 var mala. “bholIa,
pid. 3 simple, guileless. “dhan balibholi pIrU

ਭੋਂਰਾਸਾਹਿਬ [bhorasath] an underground base—

sahajI rave.”—vad chétm 3. 4 n misgiving, il-

ment near Bakala town, in which Guru Teg-

lusion. “avan jan rahe cuka bhola.”—tukha ch51
m 1. 5 a devotee belonging to Sekharh
(Sekhar) subcaste who attained spiritual bliss

bahadur used to sit for meditation, See ਬਕਾਲਾ.

2 See ਆਨੰਦਪੁਰ 9.
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after becoming a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev.
6 a Jatt subcaste. Muslims of this subcaste
also live mostly in Montgmari area.

like the earth and ghosts or evil spirits. 2 adj
pertaining to physical objects. 3 pertaining to
ghosts. 4 n Shiv. 5 pearl.

ਭੋਲਾਏ [bholae] makes (one) have illusions. “jéi

ਭੌਤਿਕਵਿਦਜਾ [thtIk VIdya] materialism. 2 knowl-

bholae so:.”—m 3 var ram 1. 2 forgotten.

ਭੋਲਾਨਾਥ [bholanath] This name of Shiv is popular, because he can be easily pleased with very'
little service even for a while.
ਭੋਲਾਵੜਾ [bholavra], ਭੋਲਾਵਾ [bholava] n illusion,

misgiving. “bholavre bhuli.”—tukha cha‘tm 1.
“khudi mIti cuka bholava.”—majh m 5.
2 worry, anxiety, concern, apprehension. “me
bholava peg da matu meli hOIjaI .”-5 farid.

ਭੋਲੀ [bholi] feminine of ਭੋਲਾ. See ਭੋਲਾ.
ਭੋਲੂ [bholu] a Brahmin belonging to Tiwari subcaste, who attained self—realisation after becoming a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev.

ਭੋਲੇ ਭਾਇ [bhole bhaI] guilelessly, simply. “bhole
bhaI mIle raghuraIa.”—gau kabir.
ਭੋਲੈ [bhole] under an illusion, having a miscon-

ception. ‘fdath ks: bhole bIrole nir.”—gaul<ab1'r.
ਭੋਵਣਾ [bhovna], ਭੋਵਨ [bhovan] to wet, to soak.
'

ਭੋਰੀ

“pIramras bhovs.”—BG. “SIkkhi gun bhova.”
—GPS.

ਭੋਂ [bha] fear, terror, See ਭਉ and ਭਯ.
ਭੌ‘ਸਲੇ [thsale] a particular subcaste of the
Marhattas (in Maharashatar). Shivaji belonged

to this subcaste. See ਭੋਂ'ਸਲੇ.
ਭੋਂ'ਹ [thh] Skt ਭ੍ਰ. eye brow. See ਭ੍ਰ,

ਭੋਂਕਣਾ [bhakna] =See ਭਉਕਣਾ.

=

edge about ghosts, evil spirits and study of
magic formulae; meditation etc with this knowledge.

ਭੇਂ'ਦਲ [bh5dal], ਭੋਂ'ਦੂ [}੭11561੫} adjwanderer, loafer. 2 mad, insane. “bh5du ! suno ham nanaknam,

lagi lIv te ur balak para.”——NP.

ਭੋਂਨ [bhon] See ਭਉਣ and ਭਉਨ.
ਭੋਂਮ [bhom] Skt adj pertaining to the earth.
2 earthen, made of clay. 3 11 grains, which grow
from the earth. 4 water. 5 dust. 6 demon Tarak. 7 planet Mars. 8 Tuesday. “adIt som bham

budh hu bthaspatI.”—BGK. 9 See ਭੋਮਾਸੁਰ.
ਭੇਂਮਾਸੁਰ [bhamasor] a demon, born from the earth,
who is also named Narkasur. In Vishnu Puran, Shiv acquired the appearance of a boar,
and cohabited with the earth thus begetting a
son named Narak. Bhomasur was ruler of
Pragajyotishpur (now known as Guhati in
Assam). Krishan killed this demon and mar—
ried sixteen thousand and one hundred virgins
who were held captive by Bhomasur.
ਤੌਰ [bhar‘] large ﬂower-sucking black bee. See
ਭਉਰ. 2 individual soul. “tIs k0 bhor hamahu

gahIrakha.”—GPS. 3 whirl, swirl, revolution.

ਤੌਰਪਿਗਿੰ [bharleégi] turning round like a leopard whilejumping. “taji bharp11§gi.”—k911<i.

ਭੇਂ'ਕਾ [thka] adjbarking, blunt in speech. 2 talk- ਤੌਰਾ [bhora] See ਤੌਰ and ਭ੍ਰਮਰ.
ing non-sense.

ਭੌਚਕ [bhocak] See ਭੈਚਕ._
ਭੋਂਜਲ [bhojal] See ਭਉਜਲ.
ਭੋਂਡੀ [thdi] See ਭੋਤੀ, “bh'jdi rad ! kahyo kya

karyo?”—car1'tr 129.
ਭੋਂਣ [bhon] See ਭਉਣ.

ਭੌਤ [bhat] Skt adj pertaining to the ghosts.
2 concerning elements. 3 insane, mad, crazy.

ਭੌਤਿਕ [bhatIk] Skt n agony caused by entities

ਭੋਰੀ [bhori] a round corn developed on the toes.
that causes pain while walking; corus. 2 en-

circlement. “sarab nagar ko bhori pai.”—NP.
3 whirlpool. “kahﬁ beg jor te maror te sur bhori
pare.”—GPS. 4 checkpost, watch, where
guards keep on moving while on duty. “bhari .
det raho.”—hanu. 5 female black bee. “kamal
khIre par avat bhari.”—GPS. 6 a poisonous ﬂy
that stings horses. 7 a circular spot of hair on

ਭੰਗ
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a horse, whose presence, as per Shalihotar is
regarded auspicious for some persons while
ominous for others. 8 a round washer of leather
put on a spindle, in front of which a reel of
yarn is spun on the spinning wheel.

`ਭੰਗ [bhég] or ਭੰਗ਼ੁ [bhégu] Skt ਸਰ੍ਵ. n defeat,
rout. 2 curvature, sense of bending. “muh mela

kare na bhég.”—var ram 2 m 5. 3 fear, terror.
“kahu nanak tIsu ];… nahi bhég.”—bh£r m 5.
4 distinction, difference. 5 wave. 6 disruption.
“harI nam japat kab pare na bhégu.”—sukhmam”. 7 fault, crime. “nanak me tanI bhégu.”

—sava m 1. 8 canabis Sativa. See ਭੰਗਾ l.
ਭੰਗਹੇਰਾ [bhég-hera] hemp-seller, dealer in hemp.
2 hemp-addict.
ਭੰਗਕਾਭਾਰਾ [})11ਟੈ8 ka bhara], ਭੰਗਦਾਭਾੜਾ [bhég da
bhara] one who takes hemp-load for freight,
repents as he is always in loss because freight
is paid for the weight of loaded goods. Hemp
being lighter cannot be loaded much by weight
in a cart or on the animal back. Thus a meagre amount is received for hard labour. This
proverb means ‘useless and meaningless.’
“hanyo bhag ke bhare jave.”—carI tr 82. “marho Iha bhég ke bhare.”—GPS.

ਭੰਗਨਾ [bhégna] interference, disturbance. 2 disappointment, frustration. “parmesur mIlu, kade
na hovi bhégna.”-maru solhe m 5. 3 v break.
ਡੰਗਰ [bhégar] See ਭੰਗੁਰ.

ਭੰਗਰਨਾਥ [bhégarnath] a yogi, who conducted a
discourse with Guru Nanak Dev.

ਭੰਗਰਾ [bhégra] Skt ਭ੍ਰਿਗਰਾਜ. a medicinal plant
that grows mostly during the rainy season. Its
roots and extract are used in preparing many
kinds of medicines. lts extract was also used

by ancient scribes for preparing ink. See ਗਿਜ੍ਯੋ

ਦੀਂਬਿਧਿ.
Some people are ofthe view that using its
extract stops the greying of one’s hair, hence

it is named as kesréjan in Sanskrit. Verbesina
prostrata. 2 a coarse cloth made from the bark
of this tree.
ਭੰਗੜ [bhégar] one who consumes hemp in excess; hemp-addict.

ਭੰਗਾ [bhéga] Skt n Canabis Sativa. Its aftereffect is hot and dry. It affects the brain and
the muscles adversely. Apparently it stimulates
appetite and reduces the digestive power of
the stomach. 2 mistake, error, lapse. “jia ghaI

n9 khaia bhéga.”—BG. 3 fault, crime. See ਭੰਗ
7. “gur khoe bhram bhéga.”—asa m 5. 4 For
sectarian scholars, the meaning of ਭੰਗਾ is meat
also.

ਭੰਗਾਣੀ [bhégani] a village under police station
Majra of tehsil Paunta (Paonta) in Nahan (Sir—
mour) state. This village is situated at a distance of seven miles to the east of Paunta. A
battle took place between Guru Gobind Singh
and Bhim Chand Kahloori, Fateh Shah Garli-

walia, Hari Chand Handauria etc, all rulers of
hilly states on Vaisakh 18, Sammat 1746 at
this place. Sango Shah and Jeet Mall, sons of
Bibi Biro were martyred in this battle. Raja
Hari Chand and many Rajputs were also killed
by Guru Gobind Singh, thus compelling all the
rulers to flee the battleﬁeld after getting defeated. This was the ﬁrst battle fought by Guru
Gobind Singh. The description of this battle is
found in the eighth chapter of Vachitar Na-

tak.l
The devotees of the tenth Master have installed some emblems at the site where the
Guru fought bow-arrow and named it Teergarh. The queen of Hari Chand and widows
ofmany more Rajputs burnt themselves alive
at the pyres of their husbands at this place.
'“horicéd mare. su jodha latarc...
r305 tayag bhage. sabc tras page.

bhai jit meri. krIpa kal keri.”

n
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Memorials raised over their ashes stand at this
place.
A simple shrine has been raised here. The
state has allotted 150 ਘੰਥੂਸ਼ਿੴ of land to the
gurdwara. Kalsia state pays rupees twelve
annually to the shrine. A religious congregation is held on Hola Mahalla every year. The
priest is an Akali Singh.
A bow belonging to the tenth Master was
preserved here, which was burnt to ashes
when the house caught ﬁre. Ran Singh was
the priest at that time. Bhangani railway station is 37 miles away from Jagadhari and 33
miles from Nahan.

ਭੰਗਾਰ [bhégar] Skt ਭੰਗੁਰ. adjbrittle, easily breakable. 2 n breakable shellac, crispy sealing wax.
“baharI kécan bar-ha, bhitarI bhari bhégar.”l

—s kabir. 3 S alloy made of copper, lead etc.
4 Skt ਸ੍ਵਫ੍ਧਜਦ੍. earthen pitcher, pinnacle. 5 garbage, refuse. 6 mortar of mud formed due to
the erosion of earth by rain-water.

ਭੰਗੀ [bhégi] adjhemp-addict. 2 a misl amongst

ਭੰਙ
able. 8 destructible. 9 frustrated, defeated.

10 scavenger (who sweeps/cleans the streets
and the toilets) is also termed as ਭੰਗੀ.

ਭੰਗੀਆਂ ਦੀ ਤੋਪ [bhégia di top] See ਭੰਗੀ 2. This
famous historic cannon was got made by Shah
Nazir of Lahore in l 757 AD with copper utensils collected forcibly from the houses oinndus by Shahwali Khan on the order of Ahmadshah Abdali. But Abdali could not carry
this cannon with him to Kabul. It was captured by Hari Singh Bhangi from Khawaja
Ubed Beg, the then governor of Lahore, after
winning the battle in 1762. The Bhangis pre—
sented it to Sardar Charhat Singh, chief of
Shukarchakia misl. The Pathans of Chhatta
acquired it from Charhat Singh after ﬁghting
against him. Jhanda Singh Bhangi captured it
from the Pathans of Chhatta and named this

historic cannon as bhagia di top (cannon of
Bhangis) in Sammat 1773. Initially it was
called Zamzam. It came into the possession
ofMaharaja Ranjit Singh in 1802. The British

twelve misls of the Sikhs, whose chief was

seized it on December2l, 1845 in Firozeshah

Sardar Chhajju Singh, resident ofvillage Panjvarh (district Amritsar) After him, Sardar Hari
Singh son of Chaudhary Bhooma Singh, a
Dhillon Jatt resident of Rangoo village (subdivision) of Malwa, became its chief. He was a
hemp-addict and also led others to consume
it, hence this misl is named as Bhangi. Initially
the headquarters ofthis misl were at Gillwali.
which was later shifted to Amritsar. The nobles of Boorhia state in districtAmbala, chiefs
of Dayalgarh and chiefs of Dharam Singh
Wala in district Ferozepur, all belonged to this

(Pherushahar) battle. Now it is installed in the
lawn in front ofthe hall and museum of Punjab University in Lahore. Its length is fourteen and a halffeet and diameter ofits oriﬁce
(bore) is nine and a halfinches.
ਭੰਗੀਆਂਦੀਮਿਸਲ [bhégié cli mIsal] See ਭੰਗੀ 2.
ਭੰਗ਼ੁ [bhégu] See ਭੰਗ.

ਭੰਗੁਰ [bhégur] Skt adj breakable. 2 bent, curved,
crooked.

ਭੰਗੂ [bh‘égu] a Jatt subcaste. The famous Sardar Matab Singh Mirankotia belonged to this
subcaste. .

misl. See ਭੰਗੀਆਂਦੀਂਤੋਂਪ. 3 Skt separation (from

ਭੰਗੇਰਾ [bhégera], ਭੰਗੋਰੀ [bhégeri] adj hemp-ad-

a dear one/beloved/lover) 4 slant. obliqueness,
slope. 5 crookedness, deceit. 6 satirical writ-

dict. “sophIh kut bh‘égeri gai.”——carItr 385.
‘the teetotaller was beaten by a hemp-consumer.’

ing, sarcastic remarks. 7 Skt ਮਂਰ੍ਹਿਜ੍. adj break'Sce ਅਰਥ ਨੰ: 5.

ਭੌਙ [})11ਟੋਧੂ] ਭੰੜੂ [bhégu] See ਭੰਗਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਭੱਜ. “})ਗ਼ੀਪਿੰਗ਼ੁ

ਭੱਜ
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no hovi bhégu.”—suhi m 4.
ਭੱਜ [bhéj] Skt ਸਤ੍ਯ. vr shine, speak, utter, destroy. break, make one ﬂee. 2 See ਭੰਜਨ. When
ਭੰਜ is used as a sufﬁx, it gives the meaning of

ਭੰਜਕ i.e. breaker. viz — “daladubhéj sudame
mIlIo.”—maru m 4.
ਭੰਜਕ [bhéjak] adj who breaks, who destroys.
2 n house-breaker, thief, burglar.

ਭੰਜਨ [thjan] 11 act of breaking, destruction.
See ਭੰਜ vr. “bh5j3n garan samathu tarantaran.”
—saV€ye m 4 ke. “anétmuratI garan

bhéjanhar.”—hajare 10. 2 When used as suf-

ﬁx, it gives the meaning of ਕੁੰਜਕ i.e. “bhebhéjan

agh dukhnas.”—-ba van. 3 See ਭੰਜਨੁ.
ਭੰਜਨੁ [bhéjanu] See ਭੰਜਨ. “gurdev sakha agIan

bhajano.”—bavan. 2 ਭਾਂਜਨ Skt ਭਾਜਨ. 3 sense -—
entitled, deserving. “apI sabhu beta, ape gurrnukhI bhéjanu.”f—m 4 var bIha.
ਭੰਞ [bhap], ਭੰਵੁ [bhépu] See ਭੰਜ and ਭੰਜਨੁ. When
used as a sufﬁx, it conveys the sense of ਕੁੰਜਕ

i.e. breaking. “din dIal dukhbhéyu.”—bas§t m
4. 2 n devotional song, hymn, prayer. See ਭੰਜ

vr. “gurI m‘étr dio harIbhéyu.”—bas§tm 4. ‘the
reciter of the Divine gave the mystic formula.’

ਭੰਡ [bhéd] Skt ਸਰਫ਼. vrjibe, slander, malign.
2 n jester, one who talks shamelessly. 3 Skt
ਭਾਂਡ. vessel, pot, utensil. 4 sense — woman,

who is hailed for giving birth to an offspring.
“bhédahu hi bhéd upjs, bhéde bajhu na kOI .”

—var asa.
ਭੰਡਹੁਂ [bhédahu] by a woman, from a woman.
“bhédahu cals rahu.”—var asa.

ਭੰਡਣਾ [bhédna], ਭੰਡਨ [bhi‘adan] v defame, slander, malign. See ਭੰਡ vr. “3th bhﬁde.”—rama V.
‘defamed those who were not worthy.’

ਭੰਡਾੲੀ [bh'édai] n slander, act of backbiting. See
ਭੰਡਘ‘.
ਭੰਡਾਰ [bhédar] See ਭਾਂਡਾਰ. “bhédar bhare bhagti
` harI tere.”—suhi a m 4.
ਭੰਡਾਰਣ [bhédaran], ਭੰਡਾਰਣਿ [bhédaranI] store-

keeper, store-hoider. “daIa bhédaranI .”—japu.

ਭੰਡਾਰਾ [bhédara] See ਭਾਂਡਾਰ. 2 food prepared for
sacriﬁcial ritual/oblation, holymen or devotees.
“mIlahI paraspar nar kahé, kIn bhédara
kin?”—NP.
ਭੰਡਾਰਾਸਿੰਘ [bhédara sigh] a grocer of Sirhind,
who was duly baptised by Guru Gobind Singh.
This braveman showed great valour in Anand-

pur battle.
ਭੰਡਾਰੀ [bhédari] store-keeper, store holder. “Iku

sésa'ri, Iku bhédari.”——japu. 2 a Khatri subcaste.
3 a Jatt subcaste, people belonging to which

are mostly found in district Amritsar. “gun
gahak gobi’d bhédari.”——BG. 4 cook (at a
religious establishment).
ਭੰਡਾਰੀਆ [bhédaria] store-holder, store-keep-

er. 2 See ਪੂਚਭੰਡਾਰੀਆ.
ਭੰਡਿ [bhédI] from woman who is generative.
“bhédi jémie, bhédI nimie.”——var asa.

ਭੰਡੀ [bhédi] n back-biting, slander. defamation.

See ਭੰਡ vr..
ਭੰਦ [bhz‘ad] Skt ਮਂਦ੍. vr be happy, make one feel
happy, make (one) glad, be praised, shine.

ਭੰਦੇਹਰ [bhédehar], ਭੰਦੈਰ [bhéder] a subcaste of
Jatts. 2 a village founded by Jatts‘ of Bhander
subcaste that falls under police station Dhanaula, subdivision Phool of Nabha state and is
situated at distance of ﬁfteen miles south of
Barnala railway station. Guru Tegbahadur
came here from Maurh village. On ﬁnding the
villagers lacking in devotion. he did not stay
there. At present there exists a gurdwara at
the site where his horse was tied. Some resi—
dential houses have been also built nearby.
Nabha state has allotted 183 vighas ofland to
the shrine. The priest is a Singh. The village is
also popularly known as Pandher. The Guru
stayed in village Alisher after moving from
Bhander.
ਭੰਨ [bhén] See ਭੰਨਣਾ.
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ਭੰਨਣ [bhénan], ਭੰਨਣਾ [bhénna], ਭੰਨ੍ਯੂ [bhénanu]

v break, break into pieces. “bhénan gharan
samrathu he.”—m 5 var mam 2.

Guru Gobind Singh gifted his ring, live in this

village. See ਮੋਹੀ,
ਭਜਾਂ [bhya] 0n0m bleat.

ਭੰਨਾ [bhéna] broken, smashed. “dukh rog ka ਭ੍ਰਸ਼ [bhras] Skt ’ਥਗ੍ਰ. vr be deﬁled, be an apos-

dera bhéna.”—sor m 5. 2 ran, fled. “baman
bhéna jiu le.”—BG.
ਭੰਨਿ [bhénI] by breaking. “sabh darvaje bhénI .”
‘
—s farid.

ਭੰਠਿਧੜਾਉਣਾ [bhénIgharauna] sense — bringing the mind into a new state after renouncing
an old habit. “se kéthI lae, jI bhénIgharaI.”m 3 var sar.

ਭੰਨੀ [bhéni], ਭੰਨੇ [bhéne] broke, smashed. 2 ran,
fled. “bhéne det pukare.”—c§di 3. '
ਭੱਬਟ [bhébat] winged insect, moth.
ਭੰਬਲਭੂਸਾ [bhébalbhusa] See ਭੰਭਲਭੂਸਾ.
ਭੰਥੀ [bhébi] See ਭੰਤੀ.
ਭੰਭਰੇ [bhébhre] terriﬁed, horriﬁed. “bh5bhre
bhiro.”—kalki. 2 trembled, shivered.

ਭੰਭਲਭੂਸਾ [bhébhalbhusa] barking due to some
delusion, as a dog barks at its own image, seen
through a looking glass, taking it as another
dog, meaning~being misled, deceived. “nIt
bhébhalbhuse khahi.”—m 4 var gau I .

ਭੰਤੀ [bhébhi] a subcaste of Sarasvat Brahmins.
“huto sarsut bhébhi jatI.”~—GPS.

ਭੰਤੀਰੀ [bhébhiri] butterfly hovering over ﬂowers.

ਭੰਭੂਲ [bhébhul] Skt ਅੰਭੋਰੁਹ. n water lilly, blue
ਰ੍
lotus.
ਭੰਭ- [bhébh] earthquake. See ਭੂਚਾਲ.
ਭੰਤੇ [bhébhe] belonging to Bhambhi subcaste.
See ਭੰਤੀ. 2 Brahmins of Kashmir, who adopted Islam. “bhébhe nam dean ko cin.”—GPS.
ਭੰਮੀ [bhémi] a subcaste of Gujjars. 2 a subcaste of Bunjahi Khatris.

ਭੰਮੀਪੁਰਾ [bhémipura] a village situated near
Jagraon railway station under police station
and tehsil Jagraon in district Ludhiana. The
descendants ofa blacksmith of Mohi, whom

tate, fall from grace.
ਭ੍ਰਸ਼ਟ [bhrast], ਭ੍ਰਸ੍ਵ [bhrast] Skt ਭੁਸ੍ਵ. adj fallen, de-

graded. “ohu harIdargah he bhrasti.”—dev m
4. “dhrIgét janam bhrastanah.”—sahas m 5.
2 lecherous, base, wicked.

ਭੁੱਜ [bhrajj] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ vr roast, parch.
ਭੁੱਪਾ [bhrappa] brotherhood.
ਭ੍ਰਮ [bhram] Skt ਖ਼ਾਹੂਂ. vr move around, turn around,
rotate, wander, get astray, play, turn turtle.
2 n misconception, misunderstanding. “bhram
kate gurI apne.”—-asa m 5. See ਭਰਮ 5. 3 illu-

sion, delusion. “bInse bhram bhrétI.”—bIIa m
5. 4 a disease also named CIttbhram or bhramCItt. Taking hot and dry food, excessive drinking or over-consumption of intoxicants, obsessive indulgence in sex, keeping oneself hungry and thirsty for long durations, anxiety, grief,
insult etc all disturb the mental equilibrium. The
mind remains perturbed and the patient talks
irrelevantly. He, who is suffering from this
disease, feels everything revolving around him,
and sometimes he himselfgets ridden with diz' ziness.
The general treatment of this disease consists of keeping the patient always happy, taking fruit and meals etc which are purgative,
directingjet ofgoat’s milk on the palate, massaging with cream, consuming skim of milk,
butter, almond oil etc, taking natural herb, sipping decoction ofroots with ghee, etc. All the
treatments prescribed for intoxication/ecstasy/frenzy are also effective to cure this disease. 5 a literary embellishment. See ਫ੍ਰਾਂਤਿ4.

ਭ੍ਰਮਗਿਆਨੀ [bhramgIani] one having no knowledge of self-realisation,‘ one having superf~
cial knowledge; such a person regards him-

ਭਮਗਿਰ'ਹ
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self as a great scholar even if .he is all igno-

rant. “parIo kalu sabhe jag uparI, mahI likhe

bhramgI an1”—sor kabir.

ਭ੍ਰ1-|ਗਿਰਹ [bhramgIrah] n misconception, illusion due to ignorance. “moh magan laptIo

bhramgIrah.”—ram m 5.

pool, eddy. “jamuna bhramri nath gébhira.”
—NP. 3 Parvati. 4 epilepsy.
ਭ੍ਰਮਾ [bhrama] adj wandering (f), all-pervasive.
“bhrama bhehari bhimrupa.”—paras.

ਭ੍ਰ'ਮਾਉ [bhramau] n rotation, circle, revolution.
2 sense ofbeing under an illusion.

ਭ੍ਰਮਚਿੱਤ [bhramcxtt] See ਭ੍ਰਮ 4. 2 adj with mind

ਭ੍ਰਮਾਉਣਾ [bhramauna] v rotate, turn around.

ﬁlled with misconceptions.
ਭ੍ਰਮਣ [bhraman] n rotation, rotating motion, revolving in circle. 2 wandering. 3 being doubt-

about. “bahuri n9 jonI bhramad.”—sar m 5.

ful/suspicious. 4 instability of. the mind, wa-

vering of the mind.
ਭ੍ਰਮਣੀ [bhramni] n vertigo, dizziness. “cuki
ahébhramni.”—gau’ a m I .
ਭ੍ਰਮਤ [bhramat] revolving, rotating, moving in a

circular path. “bhramat phIrat telak ke kapI
qu.”—guj1<abir. ‘like an oilman’s ox.’ 2 n sense

— being in illusion. “bhramat bIapat jare kIvara. janu na paie prabhdarbara.”—suhi a m 5.
‘doors of fallacy and misfortune are closed.’
ਭ੍ਰਮਨ [bhraman] See ਭ੍ਰਮਣ.
ਭ੍ਰਮਨਿ [bhramanl] n vertigo, dizziness. 2 trans-

migration of soul. “gurmatI bhramam: cukai.”

—guj a m 1.
ਭ੍ਰਮਭਉ [bhrambhau] adj born out of misunderstanding. “dam bhrambhau dur karI .”—m 4 var
sri. ‘remove fear caused due to illusion.’

ਤ੍ਰਾਲ਼ੀਤ [bhrambhit] curtain of illusion. “bhrambhit jitI mItavaU.”—asa m 5 partal. ‘remove

misconception from the mind.’ 2 conquer the
wall of misunderstanding i.e.—break barrier of
the fort of illusions.

ਭ੍ਰਮਭ੍ਰਇਿ [bhrambhratI] See ਭ੍ਰਮਣ and ਮਿਕ੍ਯਾਰ੍ਯ'ਨ.
ਭ੍ਰਮਰ [bhramar] n ﬂower-sucking bee, black-

bee. 2 lustful, lecherous. 3 variation of chap—

pay poetic metre having eight long and one
hundred thirty—six short matras.
ਭ੍ਰਮਰਪਨ੍ਯ [bhramarpanac] n whose bow has a

string of black bees — Kamdev. See ਅਲਿਪਨਚ.
ਭ੍ਰਮਰੀ [bhramri] n female black bee. 2 whirl-

2 move. 3 mislead. 4 tempt, fascinate.
ਭ੍ਰਮਾਤ [bhramat], ਭ੍ਰਮਾਦ [bhramad] wandering

2 ਸ਼੍ਯਸ੍ਯ. due to illusion, due to misconception.

ਭ੍ਰਮਾਭ੍ਰ'ਸੰ [bhramabhramé] coming and going,
wandering. “cal CIt VIt bhramabhramé.”—guj
a m 1.
ਭ੍ਰਮਾਮ [bhramam] wandering, travelling. “behorI najonI bhramam.’ ’—bherm 5. 2 I wander, I
travel around. 3 we wander, we move around.
ਭ੍ਰਮਾਮਿ [bhrmamI] See ਭ੍ਰਮਾਮ 2.

ਭ੍ਰਮਾਰੀ [bhramari] adjcaused by illusion; of misconception. “cuke bhitI bhramari.”—sor m 5.
2 enemy of illusion, self-knowledge that relieves one from illusion.
ਭ੍ਰਮਾਵਣ [bhramavan], ਭ੍ਰਮਾਵਣੁ [bhramavanu] See

ਭ੍ਰਮਾਉਣਾ. “bahu joni bhramavanah.”—sahas m 5.
ਭ੍ਰਮਿ [bharamI] having travelled, having wan—
dered about. “bhramI ae dharI sari.”—guj m
5. 2 Skt n circle, rotation. “apIo pive jo nanka, bhramu bhramI samave.”—tI15gm I . ‘ illu-

sion and transmigration disappear.’ 3 whirlpool, eddy. 4 potter’s wheel. 5 unconsciousness, fainting ﬁt, catalepsy.

ਭ੍ਰਯਿ [bhramfna] wandering. “udIan bhramfna.”—var jet.

ਭ੍ਰਮੀ [bhrami] adj who wanders. 2 whimsical,
sceptic. 3 Dhruv’s wife.

ਭ੍ਰਮੀਆਚਾ [bhramiaca] is suspicious. “ taruk naca
bhramiaca.”—dhana namdev.
ਭ੍ਰ‘ਮੇਂ [bhrame] wandered, travelled. 2 ਬਸੇ during

sojourn. 3 due to wanderlust.

ਭ੍ਰਮੋਣ [bhramen] ਜ਼-ਸੇਗ੍. due to illusion, having
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misconception. See ਭਰਮੇਣ.
ਤ੍ਰਾਜ [bhraj] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ vr shine, be bright.
ਭ੍ਰਯਨ [bhrajan], ਭ੍ਰ1ਜਨਾ [bhrajna] v be glorious.
2 shine.
ਤ੍ਹਾਤ [bhrat] brother. See ਤ੍ਰਾਤਾ.

ਭ੍ਰਹਂ'ਤ [bhrat] Skt adj wanderer. 2 having misconception, gone astray. 3 n wandering. 4 in-

toxicated elephant.

‘

ਤ੍ਹਾਤਰ [bhratar], ਭ੍ਰਚਾ [bhrata] Skt ਖ਼ਾਰ੍ਵ real broth-

er. 2 ਭ੍ਰ'ਤਾ is also used ਧਿਸ਼ਾਫ੍ਰਾਂਤਿ. “tajI maIa haume
bhrata.”—maru solhe m 1.

ਭ੍ਰਧ'ਤਾਪਰ੍ਹਤਿ [bhrétapahnotx] a ﬁgurative expressionfin which truth is described to shatter illu—
sion.

ਤ੍ਰਾਤਿ [bhratI], ਭ੍ਰ"ਤਿ [bhrz‘itI] Skt ਸ਼ਾਜ਼ਿ n wandering, travelling. “namujapat gobfd ka bInss
bhrambhrétI.”—b11a m 5. 2 non-factual
knowledge, fake knowledge. “bhratI tajIchodI tau :3qu pije.”—maru m 1. 3 doubt,
scepticism. “sabado vicarI mIlanu nahi bhratI.”—asa a m 1. 4 ﬁgure of speech that regards comparable objects as identical. It is also
termed as bhram.
an bat ko an me hot jah‘a bhram ay,
taso bhram sabh kahIt hi bhusan su kaVI banay.
—s:tvrajbhu,san.
Example:
mrIgtrIsna qu jhutho Ihu jag

dekh: tasI ਪਿਖਿ dhavs.” '

—gau m 9.
narpatI eku sighasanI SOIa,
supne bhaIa thkhari, '
achat raj bIChurat dukho paIa
so get: bhai hamari.
~sor ravrdas.
jese cakai mUdIt pekh prathib nISI
sigh prathib dekh kup me parat he,
jese kécmédlr me manas anédmai
svan pekh apa—ap bhuske marat he.
—BGK.

bajigar jesi baji maya ki kanat saji
paji ko apaji lakh téso bIrmayo he,
supnepadarath suarath me racyo 55cc
s§CI S§CI jage te bahurI pachtayo he,
sukta rajat mrI gtrIsna me nir jese
rajju me sarap adI 5t hﬁ na payo he,
kur he re kur, man mur lag nam rur

sace ko banayo tate sacoso suhayo he.
—NP.
(b) Due to misgiving, fear, anger or pleasure,
one’s inability to distinguish between the right
and the wrong is another form ofillusion. It is

also named as VIbhram.
Example:
bhaia maran bhai durga janke.
~{5911' 3.

$ronan me sun bajan 1<i dhunI
VIbhram hot bhayo man nari,
har lapetlayo katI ke tat

ki’kanI IE gar bic sudhari,
nupur hathan me pahﬁci peg
ﬁcar égIn than savari,
:3an ਰੈ] kapolan p8, cakh—
javak dar n9 dhir VIcari.
—NP.

ਤ੍ਰਾਤਿਭਾਵ [bhrathhav] brotherhood, societal
relations, societal feeling. “bhae ékathe bhrat-

Ibhavé bIcari.”—kacch. See ਕ੍ਰਾਤ੍ਰਿਭਾਵ.
ਭ੍ਰ'ਤੇ [bhrate] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ: from illusion, through
misgiving. “apu gavaI mIlan, nah: bhrate.”—

srdhgosatI. ‘one can achieve by losing oneself, not by illusion.’

ਡ੍ਰਾਤ੍ਰਿਭਾਵ [bhratrIbhav] societal feeling; mutual feeling of brotherhood, brotherhood.

ਤ੍ਹਾਮਰ [bhramar] See ਦੋਹਰਾ 17. 2 loadstone,
magnet. 3 adjofthe large flower-sucking black
bee.

ਭ੍ਰ'ਮਰੀ [bhramri] a goddess, who killed demon
Arunaksh, by assuming the appearance of
flower—sucking black bee. She was worshipped

ਭਿd
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by rulers like Trishanku and others. See ਦੇਵੀ
ਭਾਗਵਤ591<ਟੋ੮1 10 Ch13.

ਭ੍ਰਿ [bhrI] Skt ਸ੍ਰ. vr acquire, give shelter, complete, ﬁll up, nourish, bring up.

ਭ੍ਰਿਸ [bhrIs] Skﬂl‘éT. vr fall, be strong, be mighty.
2 SktTfSI. adjmuch. 3 strong, powerful, mighty.
“mIli he bhumI bhrIs me.”—1<rIsan.

ਭ੍ਰਿਸ਼ਟ [bhrIsat] adj fallen (in the moral or religious sense), apostate. See ਭ੍ਰਸਟ. 2 Sktਸ੍ਰੲ.
roasted, parched.
ਭ੍ਰਿਸਟਥਾਨ [bhrIsat- than] See ਬਾਨਭ੍ਰਿਸਟ. fallen

from grace or position etc.
ਭ੍ਰਿਕੁਟਿ [bhrIkutI], ਭ੍ਰਿਕੁਟੀ [bhrIkuti] Skt ਸ੍ਵਟਨੂਗੰ
n eyebrow.‘ ‘tav VIlok- ks bhrIkuti béki trayloki sudh rahe ne na k5ki”~—NP.

ਵਿੰਗ [bhrfg] Skt ਸ੍ਵਵ੍ਧ. 11 long ﬂower sucking
black bee, honey bee. “mrIg min bhrig patég
kOcar ek dokh bInas. ”—asa raVIdas. 2 one
who has sexual relations with another person ’8
wife; gigolo.

ਭ੍ਰਿ’ਗਾਚਿ [bhrIgarI] Skt ਭਿੰਗ-ਅਰਿ. enemy of the
black-bee, a plant that attracts black-bee be—
cause of its fragrance and entraps it within
and injures it with thorny leaves.

ਭ੍ਰਿ'ਗੀ [bhrigi] Skt ਸ੍ਵਚਾਜੈ. 11 female black-bee.
2 a chiefattendant and son of Shiv, according
to Kalika Puran. See ਮਹਾਕਾਲ 4. 3 a kind of
butterﬂy: it ﬁnds reference in many scriptures
that it impels many species of insects to acquire its appearance. See ਗੁਰੁ 2.

ਭ੍ਰਿਗ਼ੁਕੁਲਕੇਤੁ

arbitration by the other deities. Bhrigoo was
handed over to Shiv,Angira to Agni (ﬁre) while
Brahma got Kavi (Shukar).
A reference to Bhrigoo also comes in
Rigved at several places. This scholar is the
writer of Manu Simirti. Bhargav dynasty, to
which great Parsuram belonged, begins from
this Bhrigoo. Oblation for king Daksh was
perfomed through Bhrigoo. Shiv’s share was
not kept. When Shiv, alongwith his attendants
disturbed and caused destruction of this Yag,
Bhrigoo’s beard got pulled, i.e. he was also
humiliated in this conﬂict.
AccOrding to a tale in Padam Puran, once
all the sages held a meeting to deCide which
deity of the Trinity was supreme. Bhrigoo remarked that he would decide by observing their
deeds. First of all he went to Shiv and found
him cohabiting with Parvati . Bhrigoo cursed Shiv
to assume the form of male copulative organ.
He then visited Brahma, where he was not

properly respected. Hence he rejected Brah- `
ma for the supreme status among the Trinity.
Lastly he went to Vishnu, who was sleeping.
Bhrigoo woke him up with heavy stroke of his
foot on Vishnu’s chest. Vishnu massaged his
foot with devotion and asked Bhrigoo whether
his foot was hurt due to the stroke on former’s
hard body. Bhrigoo then announced his decision in the assembly of deities that Vishnu was

ਭ੍ਰਿਗੁ [bhrIgu] Per Mahabharat once when

the greatest of all the three gods. “jap kIyo

Brahma was performing Oblation for Rudar,
his (Brahma) semen got discharged on looking at the beautiful wives and daughters of
the deities. The sun collected the discharge
and put it in the ﬁre, and from this resulted in
the birth of three children. On seeing the beautiful children, Shiv, Agni as well as Brahma
were tempted towards them and each wished
to own them. The dispute was settled through

sabh hi harI 1<o jab y?) bhrIgu ayke bat sunai.”
—I<rIsan. 2 Shiv. 3 planet Venus. 4 sharp slope
of a high mountain. 5 Friday. 6 according to
magical formula the alphabet ਸ [sassa].

W3[bhrIgukUlketU],f§§lﬁ'H[bhrIgunath],

ਭ੍ਰਿਰ੍ਇਿ [bhrIgunéd], ਭ੍ਰਿਗੁਟਦਿਨ [bhrIgunédan],
ਭ੍ਰਿਗ਼ੁਪਂਤਿ [bhrIgUpatI], ਭ੍ਰਿਗੁਰਾਮ [bhrIguram] standard of Bhargav dynasty; flag of Bhargav dynasty; lord of Bhargav dynasty; Parshuram born

ਤ੍ਰਿਗੁਰੇਖਾ
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ਭੁੱਸ
in Bhargav family; axe bearing Ram and son of ਭ੍ਰਿ'ਤਿਅ [bhrItIa] Skt ਭ੍ਰਿਤਜ਼ servant. See ਭ੍ਰਿਤ 6

ਭ੍ਰਿਗ਼ੁਰੇਖਾ [bhrIgurekha], ਭ੍ਰਿਰ੍ਤ੍ਯਾ [bhrIgulata]

and ਭ੍ਰਿਤਿਅਾਪ੍ਰਿਯ.
ਭ੍ਰਿਤਿਅਾਪ੍ਰਿਯ [bhrItIaprIy] adj affectionate to

foot-print of sage Bhrigoo. Its print on the chest
of Vishnu, was caused by a heavy stroke of

the servants, loved by the society. “bhrItIaprIy5 bisramcarné.”—sahas m 5.

Jamadagni.

Bhrigoo’s foot. See ਭ੍ਰਿਗ਼ੁ.

.

ਭ੍ਰਿਗੁਵੰਸ਼ [bhrIguvésl dynasty descended through
Bhrigoo; Bhargav lineage. See ਭ੍ਰਿਗ਼ੁ.

ਭ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਯ [bhrItay] See ਭ੍ਰਿਤ 6 and 7.
ਭ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਯਾ [bhrItya] n maidservant, woman attendant.

'

'

ਭ੍ਰਿਗੁਵੰਸ਼ੀ [bhrIguvési] belonging to Bhrigoo dy- ਭ੍ਰਿੜ [bhrIr] wasp, hornet. “sul 55g bhrIr
nasty.

ਭ੍ਰਿਜ [bhrIj] Skt ਸ੍ਰਯ. vr roast, fry, parch.
ਭ੍ਰਿਤ [bhrIt] (See ਭ੍ਰਿ vr) Skt ਭ੍ਰਿਤ. adj acquired,
achieved. 2 nourished, nurtured. ,3 ﬁlled (it)
up. 4 loaded. 5 got on rent. 6 Skt ਸ੍ਟਧ. n one
capable of following; servant, attendant.

“aVIlokyo bhrIt ek.”—datt. 7 counsellor of a
raja; advisor to a ruler.

ਭ੍ਰਿਤਾਬਰ [bhrItabar] adj acquired with elegance.

2 Skt ਬੀ vr harm, sigh, draw a deep breath,
get afraid.

ਭ੍ਰ [bhru] ਭ੍ਰਅ [bhrua] Skt ਭੂ n eyebrow. P ਅਬਰੂ.
==E brow. ਤੌਂ1<811<1ਠਿਧਿਪਰ balzr.”—braham.
ਭ੍ਰਣ [bhrun] Skt ਕ੍ਰਾਸ੍. vr expect, trust. 2 n preg=naney, conception. 3 foetus, embryo.
ਭੂਣਚਤ੍ਯਾ [bhrunhatya] n act of terminatin g preg-

“sastra sastra sabe bhrItabar.”—datt. 2 See

hancy. 2 foeticide.

ਭ੍ਰਿਤਾਂਬਰ.

ਭੂਭੰਗ [bhru bhég] 'raising eyebrows in anger.
ਭੁੰਸ [bhrés] Skt ਸ਼ੰਗ੍. vr get degraded, be de-

ਭ੍ਰਿਤਾਂਬਰ [bhrItﬁbar] adj robe—wearing; who is
_

bedhan kari.”—GPS.

ਤ੍ਰੀ [bhri] Skt ਸ੍ਵ. vr roast, parch, be tilted, blame.

dressed up in clothes.

ਭ੍ਰਿਤਿ [bhrItI] ਸ੍ਰਜਿ- service. 2 labour, wages.
3 act of bringing up, act of nourishing.

ﬁled, fall (in religious or moral sense). 2 n destruction, devastation. 3 sense of decline, downfall. 4 loss, damage.

ਮ [momma] thirtieth letter of Punj abi script representing bilabial sound. 2 Skt n moon.
3 Shiv. 4 Brahma. 5 Yamraj —— god of death.
.6 period, time. 7 poison, venom. 8 short for
ਮਗਣ 555, a prosodic metre comprising three
long matras. 9 part denoting negative; no. It is

tine prayer, singing daily of devotional songs.
“53in janI karahu maudipha.”—maru soIhe m
5. ‘not for a short duration but for the whole
life i.e. must pray in each and every breath.’

ਮਉਨ [1119011]ਮਉਨੀ [mauni] See ਮੌਨ and ਮੋਨੀ.
ਮਉਰ [maur] See ਮੌਰ.

short for Sanskrit Word ਮਾ [ma]. “sabhna man

ਮਉਲ [maul] See ਮੋਲ.

manIk, thahanu mull macﬁgva.”—s fetid.

ਮਉਲਸਰੀ [maulsari] See ਮਵਲਸਰੀ.
ਮਉਲਣਾ [maulna], ਮਉਲਨਾ [maulna] v grow, develop, progress. “maulIo menu tanu hOIo harIa.”—dhana m 5. “rajaram maUIIa anatbhaI.”
—bas§t1<abir.

absolutely not fair. 10 adj when used as a suf~
ﬁx with a word denoting number, it gives the
sense of an ordinal number as ਪ੍ਰਥਮ (first), ਦਸ਼ਮ
(tenth) etc. 11 P rpron denoting ﬁrst person;

I. .“na danam kI I marad robahpec.”—zafar.
See ਡਿਠਮ, ਲਧਮ etc. 12 my, mine as ਕਿਤਾਬ (my
book).

ਮਉ [maul See ਮੌ and ਗੰਗਾ ਮਾਤਾ. 2 advin, within,
inside. “dIsa mau‘ na ai ani detrajé.”—narnarayan. “tad 55k thrE dou ahav mau.”
—1<rIsan.

ਮਉਜ [mauj], ਮਉਜਾ [m_auja], ਮਉਜੀ [mauji] See ਮੌਜ,

ਮੌਜਾ and ਮੌਜੀ.

ਮਉਲਵੀ [maulvi] See ਮੌਲਵੀ.

ਮਉਲਾ [maula] adj which develops, which caus-

es something to ﬂourish. See ਮਉਲਣਾ. “soi maula jInI jagu maulla.”—sri m 1. 2 happy, prosperous, delighted. “mera man tan maula.”—var
ram 2 m 5. “qu bﬁdahI catrIk maula.”—gujm
5. 3 A [];, or Lg n God, who liberates us
from worldy bondages. “maula khel kare sab-

hI ape.”—maru éjuli m 5. 4 a slave who has

ਮਉਜੂਦ [maujud], ਮਉਜੂਦੁ [maujudu] A „ਤੂੰ,. adj
present. “jIhI thrI dekha, tIh thrI maujud.”—m 1 var sri. 2 manifest, apparent, evident. 3 adv in the presence of, in front of, before. “dharIa anI maujud.”—m 5 varmaru 2.

ਮਉਲਾਣਾ [maulana], ਮਉਲਾਨਾ [maulana] A w,»

ਮਉਤ [moot] See ਮੋਂਤ and ਸ੍ਰਿਤਜੁ. “pharida, maute

maulana, our master, our lord. 2 sense —

da béna eve dIse, jIU dariave dhaha.”——s.

ਮਉਦੀਫਾ [maudipha] A cJ51"; n self-defence,
selfprotection. i.e. protecting oneself from evil
deeds or vices. 2 A __ਕੂਥੂਸੁੱ, daily routine. 3 roulIn old Punjabi ਉ is written in place of '. See words ਜਉ,
ਜਉਨ’ ਤਉ, ਤਉਨ! ਮਉਨ etc.

been set free. 5 master, lord. 6 one concerned

withjustice. 7 in Punjabi the aged bullock (old
ox) is also referred to as ਮਉਲਾ as it has been
freed from (tilling) work.

learned, educated. 3 priest of a mosque, Muslim priest. “deh masit, man maulana.”—maru
soIhe m 5. “dehi mathdI menu maulana.”
—bh£rnamdev.
ਲ਼ੀ

ਮਉਲਿਐ [maulIe] due to ﬂourishing.
ਮਉਲਿਹੁ [maulIhu] made to flourish. “tIsahI

ਮਉਲੀ
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na maulIhU kOI.”—m 1 var suhi.
ਮਉਲੀ [mauli] developed; made to ﬂourish. See
ਮਉਂਲਣਾ. “mauli dharti.”——b955t kabir. 2 11 c0-

ioured cotton thread tied around the wrist by
Hindus on auspicious occasions like marriages etc.
ਮਉਲੇਰ [mauler] See ਮਾਉਲੇਰੁ.

ਮਸ਼ਕਨ

ਮੲੀਯਾ [maiya] See ਮਈਆ ] and 2. “maiya
sétubare.”——c5d1' 2. ‘ goddess Durga protected
the saints.’

ਮਸ [mas] See ਮਸਿ and ਮਸੁ. 2 Skt ਮਸ਼੍. vr make a
sound, tinkle, jingle. 3 n anger, ire, wrath. 4A
@, massage. 5 wipe. 6 A U” touch. 7 A U"
suck, suckle.

ਮਅੱਸਿਰ [ma-assn] A 7;; adj effective. 2 See ਮਸਉ [masau] See ਮਸ਼ੋ.

ਮੁਯੱਸਰ.

ਮਆਬ [maab] A ਆੰ," 11 place of rest/refuge, asylum. 2 some place, 'resort or lodging where
we repeatedly come to stay.

ਮਰਿ [maI] See ਮਯ and ਮੈਂ.
ਮਇਓਦ'ਧਿ [mandath] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਾਮਹੋਦਧਿ. n that which
stores huge amount of water; ocean. “anal
agam jese laharI mIUdath.”—sor raVIdas.
‘as ripples are formed by the blowing of impulsive winds over the surface of the ocean.’

ਮਇਆ [maIa] Skt ਮਯਾ. n favour, mercy, kindness. “karI apuni harI maIa.”—sr1' m 5. “tIn
ségatI harI melahu, karI maIa.”—mala m 4.
2 Skt ਮਯ. When this word is suffixed, it gives
the meaning of ‘composed of, coalesced, Concordant."“sace suce ekrriaIa.”4srdhgosa_tI 5.

ਮਸ਼ਅੁਲ [mas-al] See ਮਸਾਲ 1.

\

ਮਸ਼ਅਲਕਸ਼ [mas-alkas] P ff torch bearer;
one marching forward with a torch in his hand.
“thro mah mas-alkase mazdure ust.”——jfdg1'.
ਮਸ਼ਹਦ [mashed] A ’ਭੰਵ੍ਫ਼ੌ/ place of martyrdom. 2 a
famous town in Persia, its ancient name being
Toos. “mas-had k0 raja bado.”—carrtr2 18. The
guns made in Mash-had, were regarded as of .

superior quality. “béduke mashed va cini
kamé.”—hakayat 8.
ਮਸਹਰ [mas—har] non-vegetarian; meat-eater.
“mas-har thkhIae tIm arI dhae.”——rama V.

ਮਸਹਰੀਂ [mas-hari] mosquito-net.
ਮਸਹੂਰ [mas-hur] A „?‘ adj reputed, famous.

ਮਈ [mai] SkthHand ਮਯੀ. concordant. $66ਮਇਆ

“abadanu sada mas-hur.”-—gau ravrdas.
ਮਸ਼ਹੂਰੀ [mas-huri] n reputation, fame.
ਮਸਕ [masak] Skt ਮਸ਼ਕ. n mosquito that produces
humming sound. “maské bhagnét selé.”—sahas
m 5. In Spanish it is called mosca (meaning a
housefly) which is derived from Latin musca.
2 P 3, leather bag for carrying water or

2. “prabhu nanak nanak nanakmai.”—bh£r a

butter etc. 3A ਕੋੰ” exercise, practice.4 instance,

3 See ਦਇਆ ਮਇਆ. 4 ਮਇਆ ਜੂ5>815੦ used for ਮਾਯਾ
[maya]. “jo dise sabh tIsahI maIa.”—ram a m].
ਮਇਆਸਾ [maIasa] desire for illusory world.
“cukiale moh maIasa.”—ram kabir.

m 5. ‘Nanak, the Creator is wondrous and his

wonder is divine.’ 2 month of May in the
Christian calendar.

ਮਈਆ [maia] mother. 2 goddess Durga. 3 a
devotee of Guru Ram Dass.
ਮਈਏ [maie] to me. “kesva bacauni, aie maie ek

an jiu.”—dhana namdev. ‘Krishan asks us to
regard this world/universe and him as one’ i.e.
the universe is my manifestation.‘
'8੦6ਭਗਵਤਗੀਤਾਯੀ.7, slok 7 and ch. 11, slok l6.

example.
ਮਸ਼ਕਕੀਟ [masakkit] Skt ਮੱਛਰ. See E mosquito.
ਮਸਕਣ [maskan] piece of meat. 2 muscle. “mas- ,
ken tut'é.”_—rama v. 3 See ਮਸਕਨ 4.

ਮਸਕਤ [masakat], ਮਸਕਤਿ [maskatI] A 93:. )1
pain, trouble. 2 hard work, toil. “jIni namu
thaIa, gee masakatI ghalI.”—japu. “sadhu
ségu masakte tuthe pava dev.”—sri m 5.
ਮਸਕਨ [maskan] See ਮਸਕਣ. 2 See ਮਸਕ਼ਨਾ. 3 A

U0 place to reside, house.
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ਮਸਕਨਾ

ਮਸਕਨਾ [maskana] v rub, scrub, massage. “hathi
mathe maskat hs.”—52 Poets. “gIrI kao ség
payan ke maskyo.”—1<rIsan. 2 compress,
press. 3 wrestle, grapple. “jat nahi tIn so mas-

kyo.”—I<rIsan.

ਮਸਤੀ

of prayer; worshipping place. 2 mosque; Muslim prayer-house; place for paying obeisance.
ਮਸਟ [masat] Pkt ਮਸ੍ਵ. adj silent, mute.

ਮਸਟਿ [masatI] Pkt ਮਸ੍ਵਿ n silence, muteness.
“mIle 955m, masatI karI rahie.”—g5d kabir.

ਮਸਕਰ [maskar] moon and its rays; moon light.
“musan maskar prem ki rahi ju ébaru chaI.”
~cau m 5. 2 Skt ਮਸ੍ਯਰ. bamboo. 3 knowledge,

enlightenment. 4 SktHGIHaH. adjpleasing, delightful,joyous.
ਮਸਕਰਾ [maskara] See ਮਸਕ਼ੇਰ 4 and ਮਸਖਰਾ.

ਮਸਤ [masat] P ਥੰ/ਰ੍ adj engrossed in intoxication, love or arrogance. “garib masat sabho loku
SIdhasi.”——m 5 var maru 2. arrogant and poor.

2 short for ਮਸ੍ਵਕ (forehead). “masat punit
s§tdhurava.”—sar m 5.
ਮਸਤਕ [mastak] or ਮਸਤਕੁ [masteko] Skt ਮਸ਼ੂਕ. n

ਮਸ਼ਕਰੀ [maskari] See ਮਸਖਰੀ. “ham 56 karan
maskari lage.”——GPS. 2 Skt ਮਸ੍ਕਰੀ. moon.

forehead. “dharyo caran pa mastak aI .”—GPS.
2 skull. 3 head. “mastaku apna bhet deu.”

3 learned, enlightened. 4 reno’uncer, ascetic.

—bIIa m 5. 4 adj chief; leader. 5 Skt ਮਾੰਸ੍ਵ'ਸ਼੍ਕ. n

ਮਸਕਲ [maskal], ਮਸਕਲਾ [maskala] A f” n im-

greasiness on the forehead; brain marrow.
ਮਸਤਕਮਾਣਾ [mastakmana] dignity. 2 crown ﬁtted with gems. “harI mastakmana ram.”—bI1a
Chét m 4.

plement for removing rust. “maskal mana malo
musave.”—m 1 var majh. See ਮਾਨਾ. “maskale
hOI jégali.”—var ram 3.
ਮਸਕੀਣ [maskin], ਮਸਕੀਣੀਂ [maskini] See ਮਸਕੀਨ

ਮਸਤਕਿ [mastakI] due to forehead. 2 on the

and ਮਸਕੀਨੀ.
ਮਸਕੀਨ [maskin] A U? adj mum, mute. 2 sub-

forehead. “dhurI s'étan ki mastakI 1aI.”—ram
m 5. “mastakI hove lIkhIa.”-—m 5 var gau 2.

missive, humble, gentle. “ham garib maskin
prabh tere.”—soh1:1a.
ਮਸਕੀਨੀ [maskini] n sense of being humble; hu-

ਮਸਤਕ਼ਿਮਣੀ [mastakImani] See ਮਸਤਕਮਾਣਾ. “mastakImani pritI baho pragti.”—asa chét m 4.

ਮਸਤਕਿ ਲਿਲਾਟ [mastakI lIlat] See ਲਿਲਾਟ.

mility, meekness. See ਮਸਕੀਨ. “sahaj suhela

ਮਸਤਕੁ [mastaku] See ਮਸਤਕ.

phalu maskini.”—gau a m 5.

ਮਸਤਗੜ੍ਹ [masatgarh] xa,mosque. 2 especially
one which has been converted into a Sikh temple. The mosque in which Guru Granth Sahib
is regularly installed.‘

ਮਸਕੀਨੀਆ [maskinia] adjhumble, gentle. “sukhi
base maskinia.”——sukhmani.

ਮਸ਼ਕੂਕ […8ਝੁ1<੫1<] A J? adj doubtful, uncertain.

’

ਮਸ਼ਕੂਰ [maskur] A ”@ thankful, grateful,

obliged. 2 who has obliged, who has been
thanked for.
ਮਸਖ਼ਰਾ [masxara] A ,f one who is ridiculed.
2 one who jokes. Skt ਮਯਸ੍ਕਰ.

ਮਸਖ਼ਰੀ [masxari] P (5/ n joke, laughter. See
ਮਸਖ਼ਰਾ.

ਮਸ਼ਗੂਲ [mascul] A d? adj involved in work,

busy, engaged.

ਮਸਜਦ [masjad], ਮਸਜਿਦ [mastd] A 13’ n place

ਮਸਤਣਾ [masatna], ਮਸਤਨਾ [masatna] v get intoxi-

cated, be excited. 2 arrogant.

ਮਸਤਾਂ [ਗ਼ਬਝੀਕੋੰ] plural of ਮਸ੍ਵ. intoxicated.
ਮਸਤਾਨਾ [mastana] P _-,t'/ adj intoxicated, excited. 2 lost in love. “sag nanak diban mastana.”
—m 1 varmala. 3 xa old, broken and torn. i.e.
‘dastara mastana hogIa he.’

ਮਸਤਾਨੀ [mastani] feminine ofHHBW.
ਮਸਤਿਕ [mastIk] See ਮਸਤਕ 5.
ਮਸਤੀ [masti] P ਘੱ n intoxication; effect ofin—
1There are many Masatgarhs in cities like Shahbad.

ਮਸਤਰਾਤ
=

ਮਸਵਾਣੀ
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toxication. 2 love’s intoxication; absorbed in
love. 3 love. 4 lusting for sex; sexual urge.
ਮਸਤੂਰਾਤ [masturat] A _“,„ਝੁੰ/ plural of ਮਸਤੂਰਹ
(living in seclusion), women.
ਮਸਤੂਲ [mastul] Pg J}! n ship’s column to
which the sail is tied; mast.

ਮਸਤੇ ਅਲਸੂ [maste alast] highly obedient to God's
dictum. See ਅਲਸ੍ਵ.
ਮਸਦਰ [masdar] A ,“, n point of origin. 2 origin, root. 3 etymology. See ਧਾਤੁ 16.
ਮਸਨਦ [masnad] A p n supporting point.
2 support, base. 3 pillow. 4 throne, seat.

ਮਸਨ੍ਯਨਸ਼ੀਨ [masnadnasin] person sitting on the
throne; chief priest, emperor etc.

ਮਸਨਵੀਂ [masnavi] A (5,5? existing in pairs. In
Arabic, a couplet with alliteration in both the
lines, characterised by 19 matras per foot with
pauses after ]2-7 matras.
Example:
jo kIse de kare gun, he khovda,
nid sukh di so kade, na sovda...

2 If this metre ends with a yagan, ISS, comprising one short matra followed by two long ones,
then this prosodic metre is named as Sumer.
jagat ke nath ko nIt, CItt dhyavo,
janam ਰਿਪ maran me na, pher avo....

Esculenta. E Lentils.

ਮਸਰੂ [masru] A 5,; a type ofstriped silk cloth.
“anIk rég ke masru aVE.”——GPS.
ਮਸਚੂਕ਼ਾ [masruka] A :”/* adj stolen.

ਮਸਰੂਫ਼ [masruf] A ij’ adj engaged, involved,

busy.
ਮਸਹੂਰ [masrur] A 117‘ adj delighted, pleased.
2 happy, glad. 3 intoxicated.

ਮਸਲ [masal] See ਮਸਲਾ. 2 A J” n example, illustration. 3 See ਮਸਾਲ. 4 imperative of ਮਸਲਨਾ.
“claro masal masak jImI satrun.”—saloh.
ਮਸਲਹਤ [masalhat] A ਕੀਂ n sense of well-being, sense of being all right. 2 advice, counsel.
3 kindness. 4 goodness, righteousness.

ਮਾਜਾਲਥੀ [masalci] P ਨੁੂੰਨ੍ਹੂੰਭੰ/ n torch-bearer. See
ਮਸਲਤ [maslat], ਮਸਲਤਿ [maslatI] ‘2)” who gives
proper advice; counsellor, adviser, See ਮਸਲਹਤ.

“tﬁ he maslatI tﬁ he nalI.”—gau m 5. 2 good
advice, noble counsel. “bio puchI na maslatI
dhare.”—g5d m 5. 3 _ਥੂਭੰਲ਼ਾਫੈ‘ ਮਸ਼ਵਰਤ. “ab maslatI
mohI mIli hadurI.”—asa m 5.
_
ਮਸਲਤੀ [masalti] counsellor, adviser. See ਮਸਲਹਤ.

“harI Iko mera masalti.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਮਸਲਨ [maslan] A U,» adv for example, for instance, e.g.

ਮਸਨੂਈ [masnui] A &&“ adjhaving a feeling of ਮਸਲਨਾ [masalna] v Skt ਮਾਛੂਨਿ. rub, crush, press.
being artiﬁcial; not real.

ਮਸਇਿ [masnéd] See ਮਸਨਦ.
ਮਸਭਿੰਨਾ [masbhina], ਮਸਭੀਜਤ [masbhijat] See
ਮਸਿਭੀਜਤਮੁਖ.

ਮਸਰ [masar] See ਮਸਰੀ.
ਮਸਰਕ [masrak] A ('ਤੂੰ/€“ 11 place for brightness,
shining place; direction of sun’s rising; east.

~ 866 ਦਿਸਾ.
ਮਸਰਤ [masrat] A 9/ n feeling of being happy,
happiness.

ਮਸਰਫ [masraphlA .5/3 adjwhere one can spend
(money); on which one can spend (money).

ਮਸਰੀ[…851ਧੰ]8/ਢ਼/ਮਸੂਚਿਕਾ.8 kind of pulse; L Lens

ਮਸਲਾ [masla] A ,[੭ n problem under consideration, matter that needs to be discussed. 2 A

pproverb, saying, problem. “masla Ih mashur
jagat me janIye.”—carI tr 2'26.
ਮਸਲੰਦ […851ਨੌ61] seat, cushion. See ਮਸਨਦ. “atI
sﬁdar masl‘éd dasai.”—GPS.
ਮਸ਼ਵਰਤ [masvarat], ਮਸ਼ਵਰਾ [masvara] A _..ਲ਼ੀ’ਥੂ/ and

….5‘ n advice, counsel.
ਮਸਵਾਕ [masvak] A Jr: n something with
which one can rub; twig.
ਮਸਵਾਣੀ [masvani], ਮਸਵਾਨੀਂ [masvani] Skt ਮਸਿਧਾਨੀਂ.
n inkpot. “kami kagadu mam) masvani, bura
bhala dUI lekh pae.”—maru m 1. “kalam jalau
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ਮਸਾਂ

ਮਸਿ

sanu masvanie.”—m 3 var sri. “bIrahI-aganI

taking it out of a funeral pyre with the power

masvani mas krIsan hve.”-—BGK. ‘black colour of sponge used in inkpot is due to the heat
from pangs of separation.’

of magical hymns. “ab lag jagat masan ko nahI

ਮਸਾਂ [mesa] adeith difﬁculty, hardly, scarcely.
ਮਸ਼ਾਅੁਰਹ [masaarah] A ,fu) poetic symposium,

gathering for poetry reading.

ਮਸਾਇਕ [masaIk] A ਪੂੰਨੂ.» adj who practises; who
seeksknowledge. “vari apo apni cale masaIk

sekh.”—s farid. 2 A .59" plural of ਸ਼ੇਖ (Sheikh).
“masaIk pir.”——m 1 var ram 1. See ਸੇਖ.
ਮਸਾਈ [masai] See ਬਿਲਕ 3.
ਮਸਾਹੁਤ [masahat] A ...-ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿ 12 act of measuring.
2 measurement of land. 3 geometry.

ਮਸਾਹਥ [masahab] A ਮ੍ਹਾਮਂਮਂ/ n companion, associate, A.D.C.

ਮਸਾਜਨੀ [masajani] See ਮਸਵਾਣੀ. “kaléu masajni
kIa sadaie?”—m 3 var sri. ‘what is the need
of asking for pen and inkpot?’
ਮਸਾਣ [masan] Skt ਸ਼ਜ੍ਯਾਨ. n place for burying a
dead body; crematorium. 2 dead body, corpse.
“th0 tanI bIrahU na upje, so tanU janu
masan.”—s fan'd. 3 ghost. “tahi harharaI hasse
masan.”—VN.

,

ਮਸਾਣਿ [masanI] in the crematorium; atthe cremation ground. “ve maragI muse métarI
masanI.”—5Idhgosatr. 2 See ਮਸਾਣੀ.
ਮਸਾਣੀ […ਭਥੂਕ਼ਸ਼ਾੰ] n goddess dwelling in the crematorium. See ਸੀਤਲਾ, ਸ਼-[ਸ਼ਾਨ ਵਾਸਿਨੀ. 2 in the crematorium. “rahe bebani maxi masani.”——var

nIhara nen.”—carItr 321.
ਮਸਾਨਂ ਵਿੱਚ ਡੇਰਾ ਲੱਗਣਾ [masan VICC dera laggna]
means: to die, to go sleep in the crematorium.
bhai bhen bhanje bhatije bhir me me kou
sépatI hajari dhari rahegi makan me,
Cépak cébeli coa cédan cadhave caru
Cir Cir cil kak khavége madan me,
kesri nIhal khyal kal ko na ere mudh!
jete bade hue dekh! mue so jahan me,
jamIni basera he ghanera ky6 bakhera kin?
ਰੈਨਿ 1<0 t3 dera tera lagego masan me.
ਮਸਾਨਾ [masana] A _;[ਫ਼ੈ‘ n urinary bladder that
collects urine dripping from the kidney.
ਮਸਾਫ [masaph] ਪਂਮਿ/ n place to stand in a row;
battle-ﬁeld.
’
ਮਸਾਫਹ [masaphah] A 2W n sense of width;

handshaking with zeal, hand clasping.

ਮਸਾਮ [masam] A (L2 n ਮਸਮ for ਸਮ(}10|6, pore).
its plural ਮਸਾਮ; plural of ਮਸਾਮ is ਮਸਾਮਾਤ. i.e. pore
of the skin.
.
"
ਮਸਾਮਾਤ [masamat] See ਮਸਾਮ.
ਮਸਾਯਖ [masayakh] See ਮਸਾਇਕ 2.

ਮਸਾਰ [masar] Skt n sapphire, amethyst. “baranu
CIhanU nahi mukhu na masara.”—suh1’ m 5.
‘not dark-coloured.’ “na sékhé na cakré na gada
na syamé.”—sahas m 5. 2 Skt ਞਸਣੌਬ੍ਰੂ. beard.
neither the face nor the beard. 3 moustache.

4 A ,L, adj who tells secrets.

. m 1. ‘spiritual stage cannot be attained in places like the crematoria.’

ਮਸਾਲ [masal] A f n place for the ﬁre to flare
up; burning cloth soaked with oil and wrapped
around a stick’s tip; torch. 2 See ਮਿਸਾਲ.

ਮਸਾਣੁ [masanu], ਮਸਾਨੁ [masan] See ਮਸਾਣ. 2 spirit

ਮਸਾਲਚੀ [masalci] See ਮਸਲਚੀ.

asa. “mari masani mure! jogu nahI.”—b935t a

of the dead; evil spirit; ghost. “ghrIt bIn jese

ਮਸਾਲਾ [2ਝੂ1੪5ਣਭੰ11ਣਥੂਸ੍],` ਮਸਾਲਿਹ [masalIh] P ad» or

bhojanmasan he.”——BGK. ‘food for an evil

Jl/ n ground mixture of many ingredients;
condiments, spices. 2 A material, goods.
3 occupation, profession. 4 supremacy, superiority.

spirit; ghost’s diet.’
ਮਸਾਨ ਜਗਾਉਣਾ [masan jagauna] v bring a dead
body alive with the power of magical formulae. 2 bring evil spirit within one's control by

ਮਸਿ [masi] Skt n ink, brightness.

ਮਸਿਕੇਕਰਮ
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-— scripture, book. “masx ke karam kapat.”—s

ਜ੍ਯੋਲਾ [masola] See ਮਸਲਾ 1. “seera nIaU karegu
masola.”—tII§g m I .
ਮਸ਼ੋ [mass] P ,5. should not occur, should not

kabir. ‘scriptures meant to deceive, false scriptures.’

ਮਸੌਦਾ [masoda] See ਮੁਸਬਦਾ.

ਮਸਿ ਕੇ ਕਰਮ [masi ke karam] n functions performed by ink — essay, written piece. 2 sense

happen.

ਮਸ਼ਿਜੀਵੀ [maSIjivi] earning livelihood by writ-

ਮਸੰਦ [maséd] related to the high seat, belonging to the throne. The people who used to coling books and documents.
'
lect tithes and offerings from the Sikhs and
ਮਸਿਧਾਨ [maSIdhan], ਮਸਿਧਾਨੀ [mBSIdhani],
also used to preach Sikhism were named as
mime; [maSIpatr] inkpot. See ਮਸਵਾਣੀ.
ਜ੍ਯੋ ਭੀਜਤ ਮੁਖ [maSI bhijat mukh] the face on Masand (guru’s agents)? This system of designating preacher—cum-collector of tithes had
which beard and moustaches have begun to
been in vogue since the period of the fourth
grow.
Guru till Sammat 1755. The tenth Guru
ਮਸੀ [masi] see ਮਸਿ.
stopped the institution of masands as the latਮਸੀਂ [masi] with difﬁculty; hardly. See ਮਸਾਂ.
ਮਸੀਹ [masih], ਮਸੀਹਾ [masiha] A ਨੁੱ P [ਸੁੱ adj ter were found involved in malpractices. The
Guru also counselled the Sikhs while baptiscuring with the touch of hand. 2 n Jesus Christ,
ing them not to deal with them. “taj maséd,
religious head, prophet.l
prabhu ek jap, yah bIbek tahi kin.”—-gurusobਮਸੀਤ [masit], ਮਸੀਤਿ [mositI] See ਮਸਜਿਦ. 2 in the
ha. “jo kar seV masédan ki, kahi an prasad sabmosque. “kIa masitI SII‘ nae?”—prabha kabir.
he muhI dije.”— 33 saveye.
ਮਸੀਦ [masid] See ਮਸਜਿਦ.
ਮਸੰਦਗੀ
[masédgi] n duties of a priest or preachਮਸ਼ੀਰ [masir] A ਭੰ counsellor, advisor.
er—cum-collector of tithes and offerings. 2 hav, ਮਸੁ [maso], ਮਸੂ [masu] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋ. S ਮਸੁ. ink. “jalI
ing faith in the high seat; adjhaving ﬁrm bemohu ghBSI masu karI .”-—sr1' m 1. “masu totI
lief in the Guru’s words. “dar darves rasid man9 avai,1ekhar_11 paunu calau.”—sri m 1.
sat
masédgi.”—BG.
‘
ਮਸ਼ੂਕ [masuk] See ਮਾਸ਼ੂਕ.
‘
ਮੱਸਾ [massa] n wart. 2 See ਮੱਸਾਰੰਘੜ. 3 the earthਮਸੂਮ [masum] See ਮਾਸੂਮ.
en lid, that collects soot from the ﬂame ofthe
ਮਸੂਰ [masur] See ਮਸਰੀ.
oil lamp. The collyrium so collected is removed
ਮਸੂਰਤ [masurat], Hgaf3[masurat11A 4,}? See
from this lid.
ਮਸਵਰਤ. “meta masuratI avaru SIanap.”—gujm 5.
ਮੱਸ਼ਾਕੁ
[massak] A Jug. adjdevising, practising.
ਮਸੂਰਪੁ'ਰ’ [masurpur] See ਮਨਸੂਰਪੁਰ.
2 expert, skilled, competent.
ਮਸੂਰਿਕਾ [masurIka] See ਸੀਤਲਾ 3 and ਮਸਰੀ.

ਮਸੂਲ [masul] See ਮਹਸੂਲ.
ਮਸੂੜਾ [masura] n ﬂesh around the jaw-bone in
which molar teeth are ﬁxed; gum.

ਮਸੇਰ [maser], ਮਸੇਰਾ [masera] adj related to moth-

ਮੱਸਾ ਰੰਘੜ [massa réghar] an administator of
Amritsar district and a resident of village Mandiala. He used to have dancing girls to peform
within the premises of Harimandir Sahib and

er's sister; e.g. son or daughter of mother's
sister.

2The author of Dabistan Majahab also calls these agents

lln Hebrew. mashah means to anoint the head as used to

normal life and also collect offerings for the Guru. The

be done for emperors in ancient times at the time of

offerings so collected during the year were presented to

coronation.

the Guru at the time ofthe Vaisakhi festival.

[maséds] as Ram Dass. These people used to live their

ਮਸ੍ਵ
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also used to smoke in this holy place. Matab
Singh Mirakotia and Sukha Singh Kambomarhi
entered Harimandir Sahib in the guise of rustics and beheaded him. They also punished
his aides involved in'these immoral deeds. See

ਮਤਾਬਸਿੰਘ.
H1j[mast] See ਮਸਟ.

ਮਸ੍ਰ [masat] See ਮਸਤ.
ਮਸ਼ੂਕ [mastak] forehead. See ਮਸਤਕ. “SIr mastak rakhya parbrahmé.”—sahas m 5.

ਮਸ਼ੂਕ ਸੁੰਘਣਾ [mastak sOghna] See ਮੱਥਾ ਸੁੰਘਣਾ.
ਮਸ੍ਵਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼ [mastprakas] See ਮੇਦਿਨੀਪੁਕਾਸ਼.

ਮਹ[…ਰ11] partw1th1n inside, in. SeerU. Zshort
for ਮਹਕ (odour). “coa cédan mah mahkae.”
—BG. 3 P ਮਾਹ. short for ਮਾਹ (month). “varat na
rahau, na mah ramdana.”—bh£r m 5. ‘neither

ਮਹਤਚ

ਮਹਿਸਾਸੁਰ. a demon looking like a stud buffalo.
See ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ. “sahasbahu madhu kit mahkhasa”
—gauem 1. Sahasarbahu, Madhu, Kaitabh and
Mahikhasur.
ਮਹਗਾ [mahga], ਮਹਗੀ [mahgi], ਮਹਘਾ [mahgha],
ਮਹਘੀ [mahghi], ਮਹਘੋ [mahgho] Skt ਮਹਾਘੰ. adj
costly, precious, valuable. “me tau molI mahgi
lai.”—dhana raVIdas. “SIr veCI lio mUlI
mahgha.”—suhi m 4. “mahgho molI bharI
apharu.”—asa a m 1.
ਮਹਜ [mahale f partonly, merely. 2 adj pure,
unadulterated.
ਮਹਜਤ [mahjat] place to pay obeisance, place
where people offer prayer. See ਮਸਜਿਦ and

ਮਹਜਿਦ.
ਮਹਜਰ [mahjar], ਮਹਜਰੁ [mahjaru] A ,a” n place

the month of Ramzan i.e. fasting.’ 4 ਮਾਹ111੦੦11.
5 SktH'q. vr respect, worship, enjoy. 6 11 ﬁre-

where people assemble. 2 document signed

ritual. 7 stud buffalo. 8 auspicious occasion,

apI.”—gau m 5.
ਮਹਜਾਸ [mahajas] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ. adjhighly reputed.

festival. 8 glory, eminence.

ਮਹਸਾਈ [mahsai] by Shiv. 2 Shiv. “kedaru thapIo mahsai.”——ma]a m 4. 3 See ਮਹੀਸਾਂੲੀ.
ਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਵਸ [mahsus] A J; adj felt, perceived by

touch.
ਮਹਸੂਲ [mahsul] A Jﬁi n attaining/obtaining.
2 fare, freight. 3 tax, cess, levy. 4 octroi.
ਮਹਕ [mahak] 17 quality of the earth, odour.

2 fragrance, pleasing scent, ﬂavour. “Iha dehi

parmal mahkéda.”——gau kabir.
ਮਹਕਮਾ [mahakma] A f n place where orders
are issued; court. 2 branch, ofﬁce, department.

ਮਹਕਾਰ [mahkar] n that which spreads fragrance i. e. spreading of fragrance. See ਮਹਕ.
ਮਹਕੂਮ [mahkum] A pg adj subject subordinate. 2 n worship.

ਮਹਖ [mahkh] See ਮਹਿਖ. 2 See ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ.
ਮਹਖਲ [mahkhal] n collision of stud buffaloes.
“pae mahkhal bhare devﬁ danvz‘x.”—c5di 3.

ਮਹਖਾ [mahkha] See ਮਹਿਖ and ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ.
ਮਹਖਾਸਾ [mahkhasa], ਮਹਖਾਸੁਰ [mahkhasur] Skt

by many people. “mahjaru jhutha kitonu

ਮਹਜਿਦ [mathd], ਮਹਜਿਢਿ [mathdI] 11 place of
worship, mosque. See ਮਸਜਿਦ. “dehi mathdI,
menu maulana.”—bh£r namdev.
ਮਹਣ [mahan] Dg ocean, sea.
ਮਹਤ [mahat] Skt ਸਛਰ੍. adjexpanded, developed.
2 vast, large. 3 old. 4 n estate. empire. 5 See

ਮਹਤੱਤ.
ਮਹਤਉ [mahtau] adjelderly chief; chief; respect-

able chief. Skt ਮਹੱਤਰ. “dehi gava, jiu dhar mah—
tau, basahI péc kIrsana.”—maru kabir. ‘ Body
is the village, individual soul (mind) is the land
owner, the ﬁve sense organs are its cultiva—
tors.’

ਮਹਤੱਤ [mahatatt] Skt ਮਹੱਤਤ੍ਵ. n second of the
twenty-four elements according to SankhyaShastar. one’s behaviour is caused by arro-

gance etc. It is also named as ਬੁੱਧਿਤਤ੍ਵ (buddhItatv). “prakrItI mul mahatatt Upava.”—NP.
ਮਹਤਚ [mahtar] See ਮਹਤਉ and ਮਿਹਤਰ.

ਮਹਤਰੀਆ
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ਮਹਤਰੀਆ [mahtaria] n she, who is deeply re—
vered; mother. “sajan mit pIta mahtaria.”
—gau m 5.

ਮਹਤਾ [mahta] See ਮਹਤਉ. 2 Skt ਮਹਤ੍ਵਤਾ n elderliness. “manu mahta teju.”—varram 2 m 5. See

ਮਹਿਤਾ. 3 Skt ਮਹੱਤਰ. chief, counsellor. “labu papo
dUI raja mahta.”—var asa.
ਮਹਤਾਬ [mahtab] P ....ਭੰਲ੍ਹਿ’ n moon light. 2 igniting
wick formed of material mixed with sulphur
etc, which when ignited, shines like moonlight;
a kind of ﬁrework. In ancient times the detonator of a cannon (gun) was ignited with the
igniting wick.

ਮਹੁਮੂਦਗ਼ਜ਼ਨ੍ਯਧੋਂ

ਹਦਾਯਤੁਲਕੂਲੂਬ. “mahdi bharyo tab garab. jag jitIo
jab sarab.”—1<alki. 3 According to the Muslims
belonging to Mirza Sect, Mirza Gulam Ahmad

was Mahdi. See ਗੁਲਾਮਅਹਮਦ. 4 See ਮਹਿਦੀ.
ਮਹਦੀਨ [mahdin] See ਮਹਿਦੀਨ.
ਮਹਦੂਦ [mahdud], ਮਹਦੂਦੁ [mahdudu] A „ਰੂਚਿ adj
limited, restricted. 2 n treatise on rules and
regulations. “me mahdudu IIkhaIa khasme k8
darI jaI.”em 1 var maIa. ‘Nobody can enhance my land revenue; it is permanently
ﬁxed.’
ਮਹੁਂਫਿਲ [mahfIl] A y n place of assembly,
organisation, society.
.

ਮਹਤਾਥਸਿੰਘ [mahtabsfgh] See ਮੱਸਾ ਰੰਘੜ and ਮਹਫੂਜ [mahafuj] A 3,25 adj protected, safe, seਮਤਾਬਸਿੰਘ.
cure.
ਮਹਤਾਬਕੇਂਰ [mahatabkar] See ਮਤਾਬਕੌਰ.

ਮਹਤਾਬੀ [mahtabi] P db? adj pertaining to the
moonlight. 2 11 small detonator. See ਮਹਤਾਬ 2.
3 an open verandah at the top of the house
roof.
’

ਮਹਤਾਰੀਂ [mahtari] mother See ਮਹਤਰੀਆ. “kIa
basu jau bIkhU de mahtari.”—gau kabir.

ਮਹਤੁ [mahatu] Skt ਮਹਤ੍ਵ. n elderliness, respectability. “sacau manu mahatu tﬁ ape devanharu.”—sr1‘ a m 1.2 Skt ਮਹਤ. adj large, expanded.
“mata dharatI mahatu.”—japu. See ਮਹਤ.

ਮਹੱਤਰ [mahattar] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ. adj superior of the
two; better; superb among many; the best.
ਮਹਤ੍ਵ [mahatv] See ਮਹਤੁ.

ਮਹਥਦਨ [mahbadan] adj having moon-like face.

“vah mahbadan kahﬁ he?”—rama V.

ਮਹ'ਬੂਸ [mahbus] A w! imprisoned, bonded.
ਮਹਬੂਬ [mahbub1A v’?’ adj beloved, darling,
friend.
-

ਮਹਮਾ [mahma] See ਧੁਨੀ (g). 2 See ਮਹਿਮਾ.
ਮਹ੍ਮਿਲ [mahmIl] A Jj n saddle; saddle for
the camel, with provision to sit on both sides.
2 silky covering that is brought every year
from Egypt to be offered at Ka’aba in Mecca. Last year, it was despatched from India.
ਮਹਮੂਦਘਿਗੀਗ਼ਪਧੀ/ਗ਼ੌ ”,4 adjpraiseworthy. 2 short

ਧਿਸ਼ਾਮਹਿਮੂਦਗਜ਼ਨਵੀਂ.
ਮਹਮੂਦ ਗ਼ਜ਼ਨਵੀ [mahmud Gaznavi] ਪਾਂਭੰ/ਦੂਮੱ son

ਮਰਦੀ [mahdi] A (5,9,, adj directed, instructed.

of Subakatgin, emperor of Gazni, who was

2 n a Muslim high priest to ﬁgure in the future. In Islam, he would set the people gone
astray on the right path and he will rule over
Mecca for seven years. This ultimate priest
will be similar to the incarnation of Kalki in
Hinduism.
According to Shia Muslims, Mehdi has taken birth but is still hidden. He will punish the
wicked as soon as he appears and will leave
the world after reforming the people. See

born on December 15, 967. He ascended the

throne in 997. He invaded India several times
and looted a lot of wealth. His ﬁrst invasion
was on Lahore and Bhatinda in 1001 AD. He
laid waste the world famous temple of Som
Nath in March 1024 and took away a huge .
amount ofwealth after damaging Shiv’s idol.
Mahmood died on April 3, 1030 in Gazni,
where an elegant memorial was erected in his

honour. See ਫਰਦੌਜੀ.

ਮਹਮੂਦਪੁਰ
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ਮਹਲ

ਮਹਮੂਦਪੁਰ [mahamudpur] Mahmood Gaznavi

ing to the Lord; of the Lord. “mahrajri man.”

named Lahore as Mahmoodpur after conquering it, which was depicted on the coins circulated by him. Mahmoodpur was renamed as
Lahore after his death.
ਮਹਮੇ ਹਸਨੇ ਕੀ ਧੁਨੀ [mahme hasne ki dhuni] See

—tod1' m 5. “mahrajro gathu, vahu SIU lubh-

ਧੁਨੀਛਿ).
ਮਹਮੋਜ਼ [mahmez] A ਕਿੰ" n a device to fasten
one’s speed; pocker connected with shoes,
which goads the horse to gallop faster.

ਮਹਮੰਦ [mahamsd] subcaste of Kharotari
Pathans. “gurikhel mahaméd lejak dhae.”
—car;rtr 96.
ਮਹਰ [mahar] short for ਮਾਹਰ. 2 A „ਚੰ 11 money
promised on the occasion ofMuslim marriage
to be paid to the bride by the bridegroom.
There is no limit to this amount; it depends on
the status and beauty of the woman, but this
amount can never be lower than ten dirham
i.e. two rupees and ten annas (2 II =). The
wife can claim this clemency from her
husband as and when she desires. 3 Skt ਸਫ਼ੁਚ੍.

fourth world. 4 short for ਮਹੱਤਰ. chief. “mahar
maluk kahaie.”—sri a m 1. 5 title of Nand,

_rIo.”—toc_ii m 5.

ਮਹਰਾਬ [mahrab] See ਮਿਹਰਾਬ.
ਮਹਰਾਵਣ [mahravan] Maharavan. In Adbhut
Ramayan (thought to be a composition by sage
Valmiki) it is mentioned that once in Ayodhya
Ramchandar eulogised his own heroism by
narrating how he killed Ravan. Sita smiled on
hearing it. When asked, she replied that the
thousand—headed Ravan was more powerful
than Ravan, in person. Killing him was a real
challenge without which his heroism was of
no avail.
Ramchandar alongwith Sita took Sugriv.
Hanuman, Angad, Vibhishan and his forces
with him and crossed the sea to ﬁght against
Maharavan. Maharavan showered arrows on
the whole army and the chiefs pushed them
back to where they came from; only Ram and
Sita were left in an unconscious state in the
battle ﬁeld. Sita then assumed the incarnation
of Durga Kali (goddess of Power) and killed
Maharavan and returned to Ayodhya along-

father of Krishan. “néd mahar 18 bhet ko gayo
kés ke pas.”—1<rIsan.
ਮਹਰਟਾ [mahrata] Maharashtar. See ਮਰਹਟਾ.

with Ram. “raven se mahravan se ghetkanhu

ਮਹਰਮ [mahram] A (/ person who has an easy

ਮਹਰਿ [maharI] chief’s wife. 2 wife of Nand;

access to the harem (inner apartment of a
house) 2 sense — having full knowledge of
one's secrets/innermost feelings. “mahram
mahII na ko atkave.”—-gau rav1das.
ਮਹੁਰਮਰਾਜ਼ [mahram raz] P )b"/ adjwho knows
the secret.

Yashoda.
ਮਹਰੀ [mahri] deserving clemency; wife. See

ਮਹਰਮਿੱਠਾ [maharmIttha] See ਜੌਧਰਾਯ.
ਮਹਰਾ [mahra] n ﬁsherman. 2 dish washer. water carrier; palanquin bearer.

ਮਹਰਾਜ [mahraj] king, emperor. 2 See ਮਹਿਰਾਜ.
3 See ਮੇਂਹਰਾਜ.
ਮਹਰਾਜਰੀਂ [mahrajri], ਮਹਰਾਜਰੋ [mahrajro] pertain-

se pal bic pachare.”—VN. ‘destroyed Ravan,
Maharavan and Kumbhkaan within a moment.”

ਮਿਹਰੀ. 2 wife ofa ﬁsherman. 3 (female) wa—
ter—carrier.

ਮਹੁਚੂਮ [mahrum] A pf adj restricted. 2 deprived. 3 devoid.
ਮਹਰੇਰੁ [mahrero] See ਰੇਰੁ.

ਮਹਲ [mahal] ਮਿੰਮਹਲੁ [mahalu] A f 11 place to
stay, house, residence. 2 sense —— inner con- “
sciousness. “mahal mahI bathe agam spar.”
—mala m 1. 3 opportune time, appropriate occasion. “mahalu kurnhalu na janni murakh apne

ਮਹਲਤ
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suaI.”—m 3 var sor. 4 place, location. “ek mahalI tﬁ pédIt vakta ek mahall khalu hota.”
-gau m 5. 5 salvation, emancipation. “émrItU
pivahI, ta sukh lahahI mahalu.”—sr1' m 3.
6 authority, title, designation. “tahal mahal takau

mIls: jakau sath krIpalu.”—bavan. 7 residence, situation. “harI mahli mahélo paIa.”
—maru m 5. “an gharI mahalu pavahu sukh

sahje.”—-sohIIa. 8 the author of Dabistan—e-

ਮ'ਹਾਅਗਂਨਿ

chétm 3. 2 lord ofthe house. 3 in the houses,
within the houses.
ਮਹਲੁ [mahalu] See ਮਹਲ.

ਮਹੱਲ [mahall] See ਮਹਲ. 2 Skt ਮਹੱਲ and ਮਹੱਲਕ.
n person incharge of the security of a harem
(inner apartments of a house). See ਖੁਸਰਾ.

}ਹਿੱਲਾ [mahalla] A J; n the place acquired by
conquering it; racing track. 2 Guru Gobind Singh

ﬁxed the ﬁrst day of the dark phase of the lu—
Mazahab writes that Halool d ,ਫ਼ resides in ਮਹਲ.
nar month Chet every year for fake warfare
That is why the successors of Guru Nanak Dev
(manoeuvre) to train the Sikhs in the art of war.
are named as ਮਹਲ meaning one Guru merges
The Sikhs were divided into two groups to ﬁght
himself into the other i.e. —— engrosses himself against each other at an already decided place
into his mentor. 9 The word ਮਹਲ is also used
in the battleﬁeld. The chosen Sikhs were made
for woman (means wife) “mahal kucaji marvari
the chiefs of these groups. The group who could
kali manahu kasudh.”—m 1 var maru 1.
capture the place by skillfully repulsing the op—
ਮਹਲਤ [mahlat], ਮਹਲਤਿ [mahlatI] A ਭੰ]? place . ponent's attacks, was declared victoriOus. This
for encamping (lodging) “nau sat caudah tinI
tradition of Mahalla is still prevalent in the main
carI kar mahlat carI bahali.”——bes§ta m 1. ‘The
gurdwaras.
Almighty formed a huge creation of nine re— ਮਹੱਲਾ ਕਢਣਾ [mahalla kadhna], ਮਹੱਲਾ ਚੜ੍ਹਨਾ [ma—
gions, seven islands, fourteen worlds, three
halla carhna], ਮਹੱਲਾਨਿਕਧ੍ਯਾ [mahalla nIkalna]
facets of Maya, universe equivalent to four
marching of the Khalsa troop from one reli' aeons and established it in the four cornered
gious place to another with great pomp and
cosmos.’ 2 a“; plural of ਮਹਲ. “vekhI mahoshow like an army march accompanied with
latI maranu v15arIa.”—var asa.
a standard and kettle drum. See ਮਹੱਲਾ 2.
ਮਹਲਾ [mahla] n one (lady) living in a palace, ਮਹਵ [mahav] A ਭੰ sense of being extinct. 2 be
woman, lady. 2 wife, betterhalf. “gar médar
absorbed; get engrossed.
mahla kaha‘i?”—o§kar. 3 See ਮਹਲ l and 8. The ਮਹਵਸ਼ [mahavas] P ਗੱਲ੍ਹਾਂ adj moon-like. 2 i.e.
Gurus have used the word Hawfor themselves
beloved (m), dear.
in Gurbani. The number sufﬁxed with ਮਹਲਾ in— ਮਹੁਞਰ [mahvar1A j; n a musical instrument
dicates the name of the Guru. e.g. ਮਹਲਾ 1
shaped like a reel. “bahu bajat bheri sékh mahstands for Guru Nanak Dev, ਮਹਲਾ 9 for Guru
var.”—saloh.
Tegbahadur etc.
ਮਹਾ [maha] Skt ਮਹਤ੍. adj great, vast. It is used
ਮਹਲਾਤ [mahlat] plural ੦ਸਿ਼ਹਲ. See ਮਹਲਤ 2.
as a preﬁx. “mahaan‘éd bhae sukh paIa.”
ਮਹਲਿ [mahalI] within the palace. 2 at a proper —sor m 5.
place, in the proper place.
ਮਹਾਉਤ [mahaut] See ਮਹਾਵਤ.
ਮਹਲੀ [mahli] lady living in a palace, lady living ਸ੍ਯਥਾਂਅਗਨਿ [mahaaganl] womb’s urge. 2 desire,
in a house; woman, wife. “mahli mahalI buwish. “mahaaganl te tudhu hath de rakhe.”
laie so pIr rave régI .”——sr1' a m 1. “nanak mah—suhi m 5. 3 jealousy, envy. 4 ﬁre on the
li mahalu pachane gurmati harI pae.”—suhi
doomsday.
‘

ਮਹਾ ਅੰਸ ਭੇਵੀ
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ਮਹਾ ਅੰਸ ਭੋਵੀ [maha ਟੈ5 bhevi] —'VN. created for
the primary source; created by the Creator.
2 created by divine radiance (ray).

ਮਹਾਇਣ [mahaIn] multitude people, family.
ਮਹਾਸ਼ਯ [mahasay] adj broad—minded, daring, courageous. 2 11 having deep level, ocean.

ਮਹਾਸਾਰਥੀ [mahasarthi] adj chief charioteer.
2 n Krishan, who drove the chariot of Arjun
during the Kurukshetar war. “mahasarthi
satIséga.”-maru solhe m 5. 3 Arun, charioteer ofthe Sun. 4 See ਮਹਾਰਥ 3.
ਮਹਾ ਸਿੰਘ [maha sigh] n huge lion. chief lion.
2 Sharabh, who can kill even a lion. 3 Bhai
Mani Singh, the commander of forty Muktas
(liberated persons i.e. martyrs of Muktsar and
Chamkaur battle. He was the chief of the Sikh
warriors who fought against the royal forces
in 1762‘ at Muktsar. When Guru Gobind Singh
got the bodies of the Sikhs removed from the
battle ﬁeld, he fourid that Maha Singh was still
breathing. The Guru cleaned Maha Singh’s
face with his own handkerchief and gave him
water to drink. When Maha Singh regained
his consciousness, the Guru said to him to ask
for a boon. Maha Singh beseeched the Guru
to tear off the abdication paper (Bedawa) and
liberate all the forty Sikhs. The supreme Guru
tore off the document uttering ‘blessed be
Sikhs, blessed be Sikhism.’ Maha Singh
breathed his last after having a last glimpse of
the divine Guru. The Guru himself cremated
all the liberated Sikh warriors. A memorial of
these martyrs still stands on the outskirts of
Muktsar. Initially this holy pond was popularly
known as Khidrana(fu€a1'5'). 4 father of Shere-Punjab Maharaja Ranjit Singh. He was born
in 1760 and died in 1792 in Gujaranwala.
lMany authors mention this year as l76l; which is wrong
because the battle of Muktsar was fought four months
after the Chamkaur battle.

ਮਹਾਕਾਲ

ਮਹਾਸ਼ਿਲ [mahaSIl] A fl! adj who collects or
receives. 2 n plural of ਮਹਸੂਲ. 3 tax collector,
ofﬁcial collecting the tax.
ਮਹਾਸੇਨ [mahasenl Dg Kartikey; son of Shiv,
chief of the army of deities.

ਮਹਾਸਭ੍ਰ [mahastra] huge weapon. 2 bow and
arrow. 3 gun, cannon, tarpedo etc in the
present time.
ਮਹਾਸਤ੍ਰੀ [mahastri] adj bearing large weapons,
armed with large weapons. “joddh jodha prabodha mahastri.”—gyan. 2 great bowman.
great archer.
ਮਹਾ ਹਤਿਆਰਾ [maha hatIara] adj big killer, big
assassin, very violent. “s'ét ka dokhi maha hat:ara.”——sukhmani. See ਮਹਾ ਹਤਜਾ.

ਮਹਾ ਹਤਜਾ [maha hatya] n excessive violence,
killing of mother, father, teacher, child, patient,
refugee, woman and scholar. 2 annihilation of
the whole ofcommunity and the nation.
ਮਹਾਹਞ [mahahav] great war.

ਮਹਾ ਕਲਪ [maha kalap] according to the Purans,
period equal to the life of Brahma. 2 See ਕਲਪ 3.

ਮਹਾਕਾਂਇ [mahakaI], ਮਹਾਕਾਯ [mahakay] adjhaving a huge physique. 2 n elephant. 3 Nandi
ox, attendant of Shiv. 4 a son of Ravan. See
ਅਤਿਕਾਯ 2. “mahakaI nama maha bir evé.”—ramav. 5 according to Sarabloh, an army com- ‘
mander and counsellor of demon Brijnad
(Virynad).
ਮਹਾਕਾਲ [mahakal] n eternal time - vanquisher
of all; the time in which Yam (god of death),
Shiv (destroyer ofthe world) vanish. The Almighty, the ultimate God. “mahakal rakhyar
hamar_o.”—1<rrsan. 2 the longest time of which
the end is not known. 3 the inﬁnite (eternal)
time, according to those who regard time as
the Creator. 4 according to Kalika Puran, son
of Shiv. Once Shiv put his semen in ﬁre, two
drops ofwhich fell outside the ﬁre. Mahakal
was born from one drop and Bhringi from the

ਮਹਾਖਇ
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second. “gyan ਪਿੰ! ke gyata maha budthta ke
data dev, kal hﬁ l<e kal mahakal hﬁ ke kal h'é.”

—aka1. 5 a stone representing Shiv’s organ,
called Mahakal, installed in Ujjain.

ਮਹਾਖਇ [mahakhaI] n tuberculosis (TB). 2 the
great deluge; the ultimate end ofthe world.

ਮਹਾਖਇਆ [mahakhaIa] from serious tuberculosis. 2 sense — due to ignorance. “deh bInasi mahakhaIa.”—n9t a m 4.

ਮਹਾਗੁਰੁ [mahaguro] Guru Nanak Dev. 2 worthy and respectable persons i.e. mother, fa. ther, teacher etc.
ਮਹਾਜਸ [mahajas] Skt ਸਫ਼੍ਥਾਧ੍ਯਚ੍ਜ੍, adjhighly reputed. “mohajase! sun bhag mahani.”—GPS. ‘0!
highly respectable and fortunate, please listen.’
ਮਹਾਜਨ [mahajan], ਮਹਾਜਨੁ [mahajanu] highly educated person, great-scholar. 2 great person,
holyman.’ 3 chief of a town or a village.
4 money lender, richman. “ap mahajano, ape
p5ca.”——sarm 5. “mIlI ae nagar mahajna, gur
satIgur ot gahi.”—tukha chétm 4.

ਮਹਾਦੰਡਧਾਰੀਂ

plete darkness. See ਜਗਅਉਰੁ ਨ.
ਮਹਾਤਮਾ [mahatma] Skt ਸਛਸ੍ਯਰ੍. adj broadminded, brave, courageous. 2 generous, benevolent. 3 superb, excellent.

ਮਹਾ ਤਰੰਗ [maha tarég] vast longing i.e. desire
to enjoy all; the desire etc of worldly pleasures. “maha tarég te kadhe laga.”—prabha a
m 1. 2 ocean having high and huge waves.

ਮਹਾਤਚੰਗੀ [mahatarégi] having high and huge
waves, ocean. 2 mind, heart.

ਮਹਾਤਲ [mahatal] sixth underworld.

ਮਹਾਦਾਨਿ [mahadanl], ਮਹਾਦਾਨੀ [mahadani] adj
highly generous. deeply benevolent. “mahadanI satguru gIanI.”—savgye m 5 ke. 2 n
the Creator, none being more generous. “gyan
1<e bIhin mahadanI me no huje lin.”——aka1.

ਮਹਾਦੀਨ [mahadin] Hazrat Mohammad. “mahadin tab prabhu upraja.”— VN. See ਮੁਹੰਮਦ.
ਮਹਾਦੇਉ [mahadeu], ਮਹਾਦੇਵ [mahadev] adj Chief

of the deities, Mahadev. 2 n the Creator, the

hajar mahane.”—BG. ‘thousands of elderly
persons were humiliated.‘
ਮਹਾਤ [mahat] See ਮਹਤ. “prabhat uthI tas ko
mahat nam 1ijIye.”—I<assap.

Almighty. 3 Shiv. “mahadeu gun rave soda
jogi.”—saveye m 1 ke. “mahadev 1<o kahIt sa—
dasrv. nIrékar ka cinat nahI thv.”—c3pai.
4 middle son of Guru Ram Dass, born on Harh
4, 1617 Sammat to Bibi Bhani who breathed
his last in 1662 Sammat at Goindwal. He was
a noble person who had attained self-realisation.

ਮਹਾਂਤ [mahét] Skt ਸਛਨ੍ਯ. adj elderly person.

ਮਹਾਦੇਵੀ [mahadevi] chief among the goddess-

“maha dukh ehu mahét kahe.”—dhana m 5.

es. 2 daughter of Daya Ram (Dwarka Dass
or Dwara) Marwaha Khatri resident of
Mandiali born to Mata Bhagan. She was
married to Guru Hargobind on 1 1… Savan 1672
Sammat. She breathed her last in 1702 at
Kiratpur. The shrine built on her ashes is there

ਮਹਾਣਘਿਗੀਬਸੁ] See ਮਹਾਨ. 2A UL/ adjcondemned,

humiliated, degraded, insulted. “bajarkavar

2 person of noble deeds. “pragte gupal mahe‘it
ks maths.”—sul<hmani. ‘the actual and precise knowledge oftheAlmighty is attained only
by a holyman.’ 3 chief saint ofa hermitage,
class, monastery, religious sect etc.
ਮਹਾਤਮ [mahatam] Skt ਮਾਹਾਤ-ਯ. n importance,

grandeur, appreciation. 2 See ਮਹਾਤਮ ਸੈ.
ਮਹਾਤਮ ਮੈਂ [mahatam me] in the dark, in com‘ਸਛਸ੍ਯਗੇ ਧੇਜ਼ ਧਕ: “a ਧ੍ਯਸ਼੍ਯ:
(Mahabhara13.312. 112).

in Patal Puri. Due to her subcaste, she is also

known as Mata Marwahi.
ਮਹਾਦੰਡਧਾਰੀ [mahadéddhari] Yam, god of death,
Dharam Raj. 2 incarnation of Vaman. 3 See
ਦੌਡਧਾਰੀ8.

ਮਹਾਂਨ

ਮਹਾਨ [mahan] adj large, vast, tall. 2 See ਮਹਾਣ.
ਮਹਾਨਸ [mahanas] Skt n kitchen, pantry, community kitchen. 2 having high nostril.

ਮਹਾਨਾਥੀ [mahanadi] a famous river of Orissa
state. 2 Ganga.
ਮਹਾਠਰਾਚ [mahanarac] See ਅਾਗਿਸੇਖਰ.

ਮਹਾਬਿਕਟ
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ਮਹਾਨ੍ਯ'ਵਣ [mahanaravan] See ਮਹਰਾਵਣ.

ਮਹਨਿਸ਼ [mahanIs] Skt 11 midnight. 2 dark night.
“ren 5dhpatl mahanIs. ”—sanama. 3 doomsday end of universe

ਮਹਾਨਿਦ੍' [mahanIdra] doomsday, ﬁnal destruction of the universe. 2ignorance.

ਮਹਾਨੁਭਾਵ [mahanubhav] Skt adj who has vast

and great experience; who has noble views.
ਮਹਾਟ'ਦਿ […ਗੀਧ੍ਯਰੈਗੁੰ] a devotee of Guru Ram Dass.
2 extreme pleasure; ecstasy. 3 liberation, salvation.
ਮਹਾ ਪਦਾਰਥ [maha padarath] great material, self.realisation, wealth ofdivine Name. 2 knowl—
edge.
ਮਹਾ ਪਰਸਾਦ [maha parsad] See ਮਹਾਪ੍ਰਸਾਦ.
ਮਹਾਪਰਾਧ [mahapradh] big crime, big offence,
big guilt.
ਮਹਾਪਾਤਕ [mahapatak], ਮਹਾਪਾਪ [mahapap] cardinal sin; a misdeed making one a sinner; tonsure (shaving offthe hair), licentiousness, usage of intoxicants like tabacco etc and eating
meat of animals slaughtered slowly (as prescribed by Islamic laws)‘. 2 In Hinduism, kill—
ing of a Brahmin (a learned person), drinking,
stealing, having illicit relation with the wife of
one’s teacher; having company of an apostate are sins.2
ਮਹਾਪੁਰਸ਼ [mahapuras], ਮਹਾਪੁਰਖ [mahapurakh],

ਮਹਾਪੁਰਖੁ [mahapurakhu] Skt ਸਫ਼ੁਧਧੂਦ੍ਚਧ. great personage, eminent person. 2 virtuous person, pious person; humane person of high character.
“satIguro sevahI, se mahapurakh sésare.”—gau

m 3. 3 the Creator, the Divine. “mahapurakh
kahu n3 pachana.”— VN. “Ihu bani mahaporakh ki.”—61<ar. 4 Guru Nanak Dev. “harI, mahapurakh guru melahu.”—-j€t m 4.
ਮਹਾਪ੍ਰਸਾਦ [mahaprasad] the highest bliss, the

highest pleasure. 2 edible material dedicated
to or offered to the deity. 3 The karah parsad
offered to the timeless One. “ck mIstan pan

lavat mahaprasad, ek gurporab ks SIkkhan bu~
1avh‘”—BGK. 4 meat of an animal/fowl slaughtered by a single stroke after uttering satt $ri
aka].
ਮਹਾ ਪ੍ਰਤਿਗੁਹ [maha pratIgrah] charity, dispens—
ing aims in the name ofRahu and Shani (Saturn); giving alms during the time ofan eclipse.
ਮਹਾਪ੍ਰਾਣ [mahapran] sound needing excessive
usage ofvital air for its articulation; fortis. Sec

ਅਲਪਪ੍ਰਾਣ.

sins. yet profound studies of Gurbani reveal that slan-

ਮਹਾਬ [mahab]A gt?! adjterrible, dreadful. hor—
rible.
ਮਹਾਬਦਰ [mahabadar] See ਸੇਉ 5.
ਮਹਾਬਲ [mahabal] adjvery powerful, very mighty.
“gavahI jodh mahabal sura.”—japu. 2 n air,
‘wind.
ਮਹਾਬਲੀ [mahabali] See ਮਹਾਬਲ i. “ p'éje badhe
mahabali.”—var basét.
ਮਹਾਬਾਹੂ [mahabahu] adj having long arms. 2 n
Vishnu. 3 Ravan _ who was known to have
twenty arms. “th bhaya bhabhikhne nﬁ
lékagarh vassne da, pher asvari ﬁvdie mohabaho di.”—52 Poets.
ਮਹਾਬਾਲ [mahabal] super virgin, Lakshmi, Maya.

dering, stealing. breaching of one’s trust, corruption. kill-

“mohayya mahabal ke.”—91<a1. ‘fascinated by

lAlthough these four misdeeds are regarded as cardinal

ing and selling of the female child. atheism etc are also
many other cardinal sins.

256€ਮਨੁ ch. 11. s. 54.

illusion (Maya).’

ਮਹਾਬਿਕਟ [mahabIkat] inﬁnitely large. 2 highly
terrible. 3 terribly, bad. 4 hazardous.

ਮਹਾਥੀਂਰ
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ਮਹਾਬੀਰ [mahabir] adj greatly brave, valiant.
2 n Hanuman. 3 the last (twenty-fourth) Jain
ptophet, who lived in 437 BC. He is also pop-

ularly named as Vardhman. See ਤੀਰਥੰਕਰ.
ਮਹਾਬ੍ਰਤ [mahabrat] See ਮਹਾਵ੍ਰਤ. “dIye bahudan
mahabrat dhare.”—aka1.
ਮਹਾਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ [mahabrahman] See ਆਚਾਰਯ 3.
ਮਹਾਭਾਰਤ [mahabharat] It comprises a discription ofthe the Kauravs and Pandavs belonging to the Bharat dynasty.’ This scripture is
supposed to have been written by sage Vyas.
It contains 18 chapters and 90,000 sloks. Guru
Gobind Singh got this work translated into Hindi by poets in his court, which was destroyed
by philistines during the Anandpur battle. Some
of the chapters, which could reach in the hands
of some devoted Sikhs, were saved. Maharaja

Narendar Singh of Patiala state got this
scripture completed by getting its lost portion
translated by poets of his own state. The
names of eighteen chapters are —Adi, Sabha,
Van, Virat, Udyog, Bhisham, Dron, Karan,
Shaly, Soptik, Satri, Shanti, Anushasan,

ਮਹਾਰਧਾਟ

ਮਹਾਮਨ [mahaman] Skt ਸਵ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਚ੍. adj generous,

liberal. “sur pramathé mahaman.”—1amav.
ਮਹਾਮਰੀ [mahamari] epidemic; fatal diseases like
cholera, plague etc.

ਮਹਾਮਾਇਆ [mahamaIa] wide ignorance. 2 nature. “maha maIa téki he chaIa.”—-g5d m 5.
3 goddess Durga.
ਮਹਾਮਾਈ [mahamai], ਮਹਾਮਾਤਾ [mahamata] the
great mother. 2 Lakshmi. 3 goddess Durga.
“mahamai ki puja kare. mar 52 narI hOI autre.”—g5d namdev. 4 Mata Sahib Kaur.
ਮਹਾਮਾਯਾ [mahamaya] 5607-[ਹਧਾਮਾਇਆ.
ਸ਼੍ਯਅਾਲਿਕਾ [mahamalIka] See ਨਾਰਾਚ 2.

ਮਹਾਮੋਹਨੀ [mahamohni] ਮਾਯਾ [maya], highly
fascinating/charming. “mahamohni khan.”
—guj m 5.

ਮਹਾਮੰਤ੍ਵ [mahamétr] best advice, excellent advice. “maha métr nanak kathe harI ke gun
gai.”—-.bIIa.m 5. 2 super magical formula Wahguru, Satnam. “mahamétr gur hIrds baSIo.”—asa m 5'.
ਮਹਾਰਣਵ [maharanav] Skt ਮਹਾਟੰਞ. large sea.

han and Swargarohan Parav. 2 a pitched battle among the Kauravs and the Pandavs of
Bharat dynasty. The period ofthis war is assumed to be 950 BC. 3 great war.
ਮਹਾਭਾਰਥ [mahabharath] See ਮਹਾਭਾਰਤ.

2 i.e. worldly ocean.
ਮਹਾਰਤ [maharat] A 91V n practice. 2 expertise, capability.
ਮਹਾਰਥ [maharath] Skt adjhaving large chariot.
2 12 large chariot. 3 great warrior; valiant hero
who can alone ﬁght against ten thousand bowmen. 4 warrior, having ten thousand bowmen

ਮਹਾਭੁਜੰਗਪੁ'ਯਾਤ [mahabhojégprayat] See ਭੁਜੌਗਪ੍ਰਯਾਤ

with him. 5 Shiv, Mahadev. 6 Skt ਮਹਾਥੰ. pro-

(d).
ਮਹਾਮਹੌਪਾਧਜਾਯ [mahamahopadhayay] head
teacher, principal. 2 title bestowed on Sanskrit
scholars by the government.
ਮਹਾਮਦ [mahamad] intense intoxication. 2 pride,
arrogance.

found philosophy. “SIkkhan 56 as komal bhakh maharath he sz mé sukhdai.”——GPS. 7 adj
wealthy, very rich.
ਮਹਾਰਥੀਂ [maharathi] See ਮਹਾਰਥ 3.

Ashavmedh,Ashramvasi, Moshel, Mahaprest-

'In the ﬁrst chapter of the ﬁrst part of Mahabharat it is

written that in ancient time the angels kept the Veds in one
pan ofthc balance and Bharat in the other. Being heavier
than the Veds the later came to called Mahabharat.

ਮਹਾਰਾਉ [maharau] very rich, wealthy, See ਰਾਉ.
ਮਹਾਰਧਾਟ੍ਰ [maharastra] state of the Marhattas;

territory including Nasik, Poona, Satara and
Kohlapur, that falls in the Bombay presidency. 2 resident of Maharashtar state. 3 large
state, vast state. 4 vast empire.

ਮਹਾਂਰਧਾਟ੍ਰੀ
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ਸ੍ਯ'ਰ'ਧਾਟ੍ਸ੍ਵੈ [maharastri] language of Maharashtar state, Marhatti, Marathi. 2 woman belonging to Maharashtar.
_
ਮਹਾਰਾਜ [maharaj] a ruler who lords over many
kings; emperor. 2 the Creator, the ultimate
God.

ਮਹਾਰਾਜਸਿੰਘ [maharajsigh] Nihal Singh, a disciple ofBaba Bir Singh ofNaurangabad. He
used to serve visitors with great dedication and
always uttered “lau maharaj, lau maharaj.”
when offering food and water to them; so he
was popularly named as Maharaj Singh.
ਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ [maharaja] See ਮਹਾਰਾਜ.

ਮਹਾਰਾਨੀ [maharani’] See ਮਹਾਰਯਸ਼ੀ. queen, empress. 2 principal queen.

ਮਹਾਰਾਵ [maharav] great noise. 2 See ਮਹਾਰਾਉ.
ਮਹਾਰਾਵਣ [maharavan] See ਮਹਰਾਵਣ.

ਮਹਾਚਿਖੀਂ [maharIkhi] Skt ਮਹਸਿੰ. great sage; a
saint who has attained self-realisation.
ਮਹਾਰੁਦ੍ [maharodra] adjhighly dreadful, greatly horrible. n the eternal Time - God, who can
absorb all in Him.

ਮਹਾਰੋਗ [maharog] leprosy. 2 ignorance. “maha
rog bIkral tIne bIdaruo.”—m 5 varguj2.

ਮਹਿਕ

es. 3 utterances by the Guru. 4 four essential

utterances in the four Veds described in the
Upnishads are:

ਪੁਰ੍ਯ'ਨਮਾਟਦਿਬੁਹ੍ਮ [pragyanman'éd brahm] Rig Ved
ਅਹੰਬ੍ਰਹ-ਜ਼ਾ'ਜਿ਼ਮ [ahébrahmasxm] Yajur Ved

ਤਤ੍ਵਨ੍ਵ-{ਸ਼ਿ [tatvamasx] Saam Ved.
ਅਯਮਾਤਮਾਥੁਰ੍ਯ [aymatmabrahm] Athrav Ved.
The Vaishnavites have further divided each
of the above utterances into three segments
(ਘੰਲ਼-ਪੁਰਯਾਨੰ [pragyané], ਅਾਨੰਦੰ [anédé], ਬ੍ਰਰ੍ਯ
. [brahmD thus raising the number ofthese utterances to twelve. Bhai Santokh Singh has
also mentioned twelve great utterances in one

ofhis writings. viz “dvadas mahavak ko paI
kamlasan VIstar upaI.”—-GPS.
ਮਹਾਵਾਰੁਣੀਂ [mahavaroni] The festive occasion
of Mahavaruni occurs when Saturday falls
on the 13th day ofthe dark phase ofthe lunar
month Chet vadi and moon is in Shatbhikha
orbit. Taking a holy dip in Ganga on this day
is regarded as a pilgrimage of great signiﬁ-

cance.

ਮਹਾਵਿਦਜਾ [mahaVIdya] knowledge of self-realisation, spiritual knowledge. 2 In Chamunda

ਮਹਾਲ [mahal] A JL‘.’ adj which makes one feel

Tantar, the ten goddesses (Kali, Tara, Shorhs-

terror-stricken; dreadful, horrible. 2 n delay,

hi, Bhuvneshvri, Bhairvi, Chhinmasta,
Dhoomavati, Bagla, Matanga, Kamlatmika)

lateness. 3 rest, relaxation, repose. 4 A J;
plural of ਮਹਲ. 5 district. 6 adj impossible.
7 very difﬁcult, arduous.

ਮਹਾਲ਼ੋਂਹ [mahaloh] timeless One; God. “mohaloh mE kikar tharo.”—I<rIsan.
ਮਹਾਵਤ [mahavat] Skt ਮਹਾਮਾਤ੍ਵ. mahout, elephant’s
driver. “re mahavat! tujhu darau katI.”—g5d
kabir.

ਮਹਾਵਰ [mahavar] Skt n red colour prepared
from shellac, which women whose husbands

are alive apply on their own feet to adorn them-

Selves. 2 henna.
ਮਹਾਵਾਕ [mahavak], ਮਹਾਵਾਰ੍ਯ [mahavaky] noble
utterances. 2 truthful and essential utteranc-

are named as mahaVIdya (source ofspiritual
knowledge).
ਮਹਾਵ੍ਰਤ [mahavrat] Skt fasting for a period of
twelve years. See ਮਹਾਬੁਤ. 2.main principle.

HﬁrlmahI] advin, within, inside. “braham mahI
janu, jan mahI parbrahamu.”—sukhmani. 2 Skt
n earth. 3 adj extreme, very much. “moh ma—

gan mahI rahIa bIape.”—suhi a m 5. 4 ਮਹਿ is
also used for ਮੁਹਿ (face). “on kukaru juthan
mahI paI.”—gau a m 5.

ਮਹਿੰ [mahi] See ਮਹਿ 1. 2 n buffalo.
ਮਹਿਕ [mahIk], ਮਹਿਕਾਰ [mahIkar] See ਮਹਕ and
ਮਹਕਾਰ.

. ਮਹਿਖ

,
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ਮਹਿਖ [mahIkh] Skt ਮਹਿਸ, adj powerful, mighty.
2 n stud buffalo; young adult [male buffalo.

, 3 sun. 4 ਮਹਿਖ is also used for ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ. “mahIkh det suryé.”—c5di 2. 5 a southern state
on the bank of river Narmada, also mentioned
as mahIsmandal in Purans.

ਮਚਿਦੀਮੀਰ

Sikhism under the influence ofMai Malan of
Kasoor. Bhai Mahinga, alongwith his wife
Suhago, preached Sikhism whole-heartedly.
His son Bhai Mania also proved to be a gem
among the Sikhs.

ਮਚਿਖ'ਧੁਜ [mahIkhdhuj] one whose standard

ਮਹਿਜਤ[111੪}1ਗ਼ੁ]‘9੮],ਮਹਿਜਦ[ਗ਼ਰ}1ਗ਼ੁ]'੩ਧੰ]See ਮਸਜਿਦ
2…(1ਮਹਜਿ'ਦਿ.

bears the sign of a stud buffalo; Yam — god of
death.
ਮਹਿਖ ਵਾਹਨ [mahIkh vahan] riding on the back
of stud-buffalo; Yam —— god of death.
ਮਹਿਖਾ [mahIkha] stud buffalo, young adult male

ਮਰਿੰਜਾ [mahija], ਮਹਿੰਜੀ [mahiji], ਮਹਿੰਜੋ [mahijo],
ਮਹਿੰਡਾ [mahida], ਮਹਿੰਡੀ [mahidi] ਲ਼ਾਮਹਿੰਜੋ. adj’
my, mine. “th mahija asra.”—suhi a m 5. “nan
mahfje tarasde.”—m 5 var maru 2. “dano

buffalo. See ਮਹਿਖ.
ਮਹਿਖਾਸ [mahIkhas], ਮਚਿਖਾਸਾ [mahIkhasa],

ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ [mahIkhasur] Skt ਮਰਿਸਾਸੁਰ. a demon
having the appearance of a stud-buffalo, born
from the womb of a buffalo'through the semen ofdemon Rambh. He was killed by goddess Durga. “jab mahIkhasur marIo sabh dst-

an ko raj.”—c5c_1i 1. 2 It is also Written in Mahabharat that the demon Mahikhasur was killed
by Sakand (son of Shiv).
ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ ਮਰਦਨਿ [mahIkhasur mardanI] goddess Durga who killed demon Mahikh. See

ਕਪਰਦਿਨ.

mahfda tolikhaku.”—var asa.

ਮਹਿਤ [mahit] Skt adj esteemed, revered, re-

`

ਮਹਿਖੀ [mahIkhi] Skt ਮਹਿਸੀ. n buffalo. 2 queen,
empress. 3 adj powerful (f), mighty (|‘).
ਮਹਿਖੁਅਾਸ [mahIkhoas] large bow, huge bow,
hard bow. “mahIkhuas karkhe.”—C5di 2. See

ਇਖੁ'ਆਸ. 2 adjwho keeps a large bow.
ਮਹਿਖੇਸ [mahIkhes] See ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ.

ਮਹਿਖੇਤ [mahIkhet] ਥੂਉਂ/ਧਿਮਹੀਕੇਤੁ. world. “tan man.
ramat rahe mahIkhete.”—g5d kabir. ‘remains
absorbed in the world with body and mind.’

ਮਹਿਖੋਰ [mahIkhor] cave dug out in the earth.
“pritam basat rId mahIkhor.”—keda m 5. ‘The
Divine resides in mind’s cave.

ਮਹਿੰਗਾ [mahfga] See ਮਹਘਾ. 2 Bhai Mahinga.
This devotee of Guru Amar Dev was a resident of Lahore. He came into the fold of

spected. 2 great. 3 See ਮਹਤ.

ਮਹਿਤਉ [mahItau] elder, respectable. 2 See

ਮਹਤਉ.
ਮਰਿਤਮ [mahItam] a subcaste of people who
interwine ropes and manufacture reed curtains. Some people regard them as untouchables.
ਮਹਿਤਾ [mahIta] Skt ਮਹਿਤਾ n elderliness. 2 power, might. 3 a subcaste ofPunjabi Khatris and
a respectable title. “mohan ramu mahItIa.”
—BG. “ta mahIta kalu …] akhIa.”—JSBB.
4 See ਮਹਤਾ 2 and 3.

ਮਰਿਦ [mahId] See ਮਹਿਤ.
ਮਹਿਦੀ [mahIdi], ਮਹਿੰਦੀ [mahfdi] See ਮਰਦੀ.
2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਸੇ-ਲ਼ਾਬੀ. A L? henna. L Lawsonia lnermis, a
kind of herbal plant, bearing pale yellow fragrant leaves from which perfume is made.
From these leaves red coloured dye is extracted, which is used for dying white/grey hair.
Women crush these leaves and apply the paste
to colour their skin red.
“mahIdi karke ghalIa apI pisaI pisaI.”—s
kabir. “prath anI anI mahfdi pisai, ape
gholI gholI 5g: laia.”—bIIa am 4.

ਮਹਿਦੀਨ [mahIdin] Hazrat Mohammad. “mahIdin ke din tIse gahI lyav‘.
£”——saveye 33.

ਮਹਿਦੀ ਮੀਰ [mahIdi mir] See ਮਹਦੀਂ.
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ਮਚਿਰਾਞਣ
ਮਹਿਦੂ
ਮਹਿਦੂ [mahIdu] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev and ofhis mingling with the eternal light (suwho belonged to Mehta subcaste. The Guru
explained to him the essence of Gurbani.

ਮਂਹਿਦੇਵ [mahIdev] deity of earth; monk; saint;
one who has attained self-realisation; virtu—
ous person. 2 in Hinduism, Brahmin, scholar;
god of the earth.

ਮਹਿੰਦ੍ਰ [mahfdr] See ਮਹੇ'ਦ੍.
ਮਹਿਪਾਲ [mahIpal] See ਮਹੀਪਾਲ.
ਮਹਿਫੂਜ [mahIphuj], ਮਹਿਫੂਜਾ [mahIphuja] See

ਮਹਫੂਜ.
ਮਹਿਭੂ'ਖਨ [mathhukhan] See ਮਹੀਭੂ'ਖਨ.

preme soul) is said to be the 10th day of bright
phase of the lunar month Assu Sudi. These
dates are the same as those mentionedin the
writings of Bhai Mani Singh. The year of its
composition is:
“das est sahas sémat VIkram,
aver athk tetis,

sarupdas satIgurU kari
mahImaprakas bakhsis.”...
2 Mehma Prakash written by Bawa Kripal
Singh Bhalla is different from this.

ਮਹਿਮਾ [mahIma], ਮਹਿੰ'ਮਾ' [mahima] Skt ਸਵਿਸਜ੍ n

ਮਹਿਮੂਦਪੁਰ [mahImudpur] a village under police

elderliness, respectability. “sadh ki mahIma
ved n3 janahI .”—sukhmani. “agam agéma kavan mahima?”~devm 5. 2 strength, capabil-

station Kabir, tehsil Pak Pattan, district
Montgomari. It is also known as Tibba Abohar.
It is situated about twelve miles away from
Pak Pattan railway station to the east. A gurdwara in memory of Guru Nanak Dev exists
about a mile away from this village to the
north-west. The Guru had discourse with faqir Chisti at this place. A small shrine has been
built. The priest is an Udasi saint. The villagers have donated about twelve ghumaons of
land to this holy place. A religious congregation is held on Kattak ].
ਮਹਿਮੰਡਨ [mahImédan] ornamentation of the
earth. “mahImédan hs.”——japu. ‘gloriﬁes the
earth; glorifying the universe.’

ity, competence. 3 See ਮਹਮਾ. 4 See ਲੱਖੀ ਜੰਗਲ
2. 5 a Jatt Sikh belonging to Khahira subcaste;
who was follower of Guru Anged Dev. According to Janamsakhi, he brought Pairha
Mokha from Sultanpur to make a copy of Guru
Nanak’s horoscope.

ਮਹਿਮਾਸਰਜਾ [mahImasarja] See ਲੱਖੀ ਜੰਗਲ 2.
ਮਹਿਮਾ ਸ਼ਾਹਾਂਵਾਲਾ [mahIma sahavala] a village
under police station Nehianwala, tehsil Kotkapura of Faridkot state, situated at a distance
of three miles to the north-west of Goniana
railway station. A gurdwara in memory of
Guru Gobind Singh has been built to the north
about a furlong away from this village. The
Guru arrived here from Rameana. Manji Sahib has been built, having no devotee to look
after it.
'

ਮਰਿਮਾਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼ [mahImaprakas] a book written in

ਮਹਿਯਾਨ [mathan] See ਮਹੀਯਾਨ.
ਮਹਿਯਾਨਾ [mathana] P ;;L monthly salary.
“mathana apno karvayo.’?—carItr 75.
ਮਹਿਰ [mahIr] See ਮਹਰ.
ਮਹਿਰਮਧਿਪ੍ਯਾਲ਼ਿਫ਼ਾਂਬਗ਼] See ਮਹਰਮ.

ਮਹਿਰਾ [mahIra] See ਮਹਰਾ.

verse by Saroop Chand Bhaila. It describes
the life of Guru Nanak Dev in detail and of
the other nine Gurus in briefalongwith that of

ਮਹਿਰਾਜ [mahIraj] Mahi’s rule; Earth’s reign.

Banda Bahadur. In this book, the birth of Guru

ਮਹਿਰਾਬ [mahIrab] See ਮਿਹਰਾਬ.

Nanak t)ev is described as on the 3rd day of
brighter phase of lunar month Vaisakh Sudi,

ਮਚਿਰਾਞਣ [mahIravan], ਮਹਿਰਾਵਨ [mahIravan]

2 king, master of Mahi (earth). 3 Indar. “bhetan
ko mahIraj sabhe.”—carItr 115. 4 See ਮੇਂਹਰਾਜ਼.
'

See ਮਹਰਾਵਣ. “raven ke mahIravan ke manu ke

' }ਸਾੰਹੋਰੇਰੁ
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n91 ke calte na cali gau.”—datt.
ਮਚਿਰੈਰੁ [mahIrerU] See ਰੇਰੁ.

ਮਚਿਰੋੰ [mahIron] a village under police station
and tehsil Moga, district Ferozepur, situated
four miles to the south of Moga railway station. To the north of this village, there stands a
gurdwara named Gurusar in memory of Guru
Hargobind. The Guru had a stopover here
while going to Daroii from Maddoke. A small
but new gurdwara has been raised. The priest
is an Akali Singh.
ਮਰਿਰੌ-ਲ [mahIrol] a great warrior who caused

havoc on the earth. “856! mahIralan ko hék
héik ti dalyo.”—aspho.
ਮਹਿਲ [mahIl] See ਮਹਲ.

ਮਹਿਲ' ਗ਼ੁਰੂ ਕੇ [mahIl guru ke] See ਗੁਰੂ ਕੇ ਮਹਿਲ.
ਮਹਿਲਾ [mahIla] Skt n lady, woman. 2 wife,
betterhalf. See ਮਹਲਾ.

ਮਹਰਾ

ਮਹੀਧਰ [mahidhar] n the Creator, who supports
the earth. 2 mountain. 3 a scholar, who composed Vajsaney Sanhita and Ved—deep, was
son of Ram Bhakat. He also composed many
scriptures and books. He lived in the sixteen
century AD. 4 Shesh Nag. “dev adev mahidhar nared.”—saveye 33.

ਮਹੀਧ੍ਰ [mahidhra] See ਮਹੀਧਰ.
ਮਹੀਨਘਿਗੰਘੇਣੁ] minute, inﬁnitely small or extreme-

ly ﬁne. adjﬁne. 2 A ਪਿੰ lazy. 3 weak. 4 trivial.
5 P very large. See Skt ਮਹੀਯਾਨ.
ਮਹੀਨਾ [mahina] n period during which the sun
remains in one zodiac sign and the two phases of the moon; twelfth part of a year. See ਮਾਸ “
] . 2 monthly salary, monthly pay. “athk mahino apan karayo.”—carItr 93.

ਮਹੀਠਿਕ [mahinIk] one month. “jIn ko na dar4

vahI tu vasa.”—bavan. 2 See ਮਹਲੀ. '
ਮਹੀ [mahi] adv inside, within. “purI rahIo ਪਿੰ

bar peyat mahinIk 13, tei tere darbar dekhe darban hé.”—52 Poets. ‘They whose court one
could not ﬁnd any chance to enter are now
your gate-keepers.’

sarab mahi.”—asa namdev. 2 Skt ਮਿ be wor-

ਮਹੀਪ [mahip], ਮਹੀਪਤਿ [mahipatI], ਮਹੀਪਾਲ [ma-

thy of worship. 3 n earth. “dhan puran sabhu
mahi.”—sorm 9. 4 See ਏਕਅੱਛਰੀ2. 5 P j eld-

hipal] n nourisher of the earth, lord of the

ਮਹਿਲੀ [mahIli] in the palaces. “ua mahIli pa-

erliness. 6 chiefship, it is also pronounced as
thi.
ਮਰੀਓ [mahio], ਮਹੀਅਉ [mahiau], ਮਹੀਅਲ [mahial],
ਮਹੀਅਲਿ [mahiall], ਮਹੀਅਲੁ [mahialu], ਮਹੀਆ [mahia] advin the middle, inbetween, inside, within.
“ko kahto sabh baharI baharI, ko kahto sabh

mahiau.”—j£tm 5. “jalI thalI mahialI puma.”—
‘gau thIti m 5. “dolet ban mahia.”—gujkabir.
ਮਹੀਆਨ [mahian] See ਮਹੀਯਾਨ.

ਮਹੀਏ [mahie] adv inbetween, in the middle.
See ਮਹੀਆ.
ਮਹੀਸਾਂੲੀ'ਘਿਕ਼ੀਪਂਥੂਬੋਥੂ], ਮਹੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ [mahisvar] n lord of
the earth, ruler, king. 2 Lord ofthe world, the
Creator.
ਮਰੀਦ [mahid] A g adj bent. 2 n shelter, refuge, support.

earth, king, ruler, emperor. 2 the Creator; the

Almighty.
ਮਹੀਬ [mahib] See ਮੁਹੀਬ.

ਮਹੀਭੂ'ਖਨ [mahibhukhan] adj ornament of the
earth; what beﬁts the world.

ਮਹੀਭ੍ਰਿਤ [mahibhrIt] Skt ਸਂਗੈਸ੍ਵਰ. sustainer and
supporter of people on the earth -— ruler and
mountain. 2 the Creator.

ਮਹੀਯਾਨ [mahiyan] Skt ਧਫੀਧਚ੍. adj very great,
grand. “mahané mahiyan mp5 jI hoi.”—NP. P

ਘੱ,“ . 2 ,ਧੂ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਮਹੀਯਾਸ੍ਯਨ. worthy of worship. 3 very
good.

ਮਹੀਚੁਹ [mahiruh] n that which grows on the
earth — tree. 2 grass; green leafy vegetable.

ਮਹੀਵਾਲ [mahival] See ਮੇਹੀਵਾਲ.
ਮਹੁਕਾ [mahuka] See ਮੱਸਾ 1.
ਮਹੁਰਾ [mahura] n killer poison; venom. 2 ar-

ਮਚਆ
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senic. “dukh mahura, maran harInamU.”—

mala m 1. “mahura hove hathI maria cakhie.”—m 1 var majh.
.

ਮਰੂਆ.[…ਰ}ਘ&] Skt ਮਧੂਕ. n ਧਾਵਾ [dhava] Bassia
latiofolia, a tree, whose ﬂowers are used for
distilling liquor, popularly known as madhvi.
“guru karI gIanU, thanU karI mahua.”—ram
kabir.

ਮਹੂਂਰਤ [mahurat] See ਮੁਹੂਰਤ. “SImarI samrath
pal mahurat.”—guj a m 5. “gopal dares bheté
saphal nanak so mahuratah.”—varjet.
ਮਹੇਸ [mahes], ਮਹੇਸ਼ [mahes] ਕੈਯੰ/‘ਮਹਾ-ੲੀਸ਼ [maha—
is] The Lord, the Master. 2 n the Creator, 10rd

of the world. “mahesé mahété.”—VN. 3 Shiv,

Rudar. “kahe ko es mahesahI bhakhat.”—sav—

eye 33. 4 Vishnu. “ape SIV sékar mahesa, ape
gurmukhI akath kahani.”——m 4 varbIha. ‘He
himself, is Shiv (Brahma), Shankar (Rudar),
Mahesh (Vishnu).’ 5 Lord of the earth; ruler;

lord of kings. “mahes jitke sabe.”—ramav.
ਮਹੇਸਦਾਸ [mahesdas] See ਬੀਰਬਲ.

Creator, the A1mighty. 3 very luxurious and
highly proﬂigate deity, Indar. 4 mountain in
Jamboo island, which also ﬁnds mention in
Ramayan. 5 emperor. 6 younger brother of
Ashok who preached Buddhism in the guise

ofa monk. 7 Vishnu.

ਮਹੇ'ਦ੍ਰ ਸਿੰਘ [mahédra sigh] Maharaja of Patiala
state and son of Maharaja Narendar Singh.
He was born on September 16, 1852. He ascended the throne on 10th day of the bright
phase of the lunar month Magh of Sammat
1919 (January 29, 1862) at the age often years
and four months after the death of his father.
The administrative control of the state was
given to the council of Regency since he was
a minor at the time of coronation. He attained
full authority in administration in 1870. He was
fond of development in education and was
generous as well as very courageous. A11 felt
shocked at his untimely death on April 14,

1876. See ਪਟਿਆਲਾ.

ਮਹੈਸਰੁ [mahesaru] See ਮਹੇਸ੍ਵਰ 2 Vishnu. See ੲੀਸ 5.

ਮਹੇਲੜੀ [ਗ਼ਗੀਗਂਨੂਡ਼ੇ], ਮਹੇਲਾ [mahela], ਮਹੇਲੀ [maheli]

ਮਹੇਸਾ [mahesa] a Khatri belonging to Dhir sub-

See ਮਹਲਾ. “seje 1<ਟੋ੮ mahelri suti bujh na paI .”
—sri a m I. “kétﬁ nalI mahelia seti agI jalahI.”—m 3 var suhi. “SIkh sunahu maheli
ho!”-—vad chétm 1. 1n SanskritHﬁ'l‘ST has also
been used for a woman. 2 horse-bean and oil
prepared for horses by kneeding oiled horsebean and moth injaggery and oil. This animal
fodder is popularly known as mahela. “lakho
ke hay khare tabele. khéiI malida sada mahele.”—-GPS.
ਮਹੋਂਇ [mahox] does not occur, does not hap-

caste and resident of Sultanpur. He attained
self-realisation for his unbounded devotion to
Guru Amar Dev. The Guru bestowed upon
him a holy seat. 2 a benevolent follower of
Guru Amar Dev and resident of Dalla, who

attained self-realisation.
ਮਹੇਸੁਰ [mahesur] See ਮਹੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ.
,
ਮਹੇਸੁਰਾਚਲ [mahesuracal] n Shiv’s immovable
mountain — Kailash. “mahesuracalé base.”—
Cédi 2.
ਮਹੇਸੁਰੀ [mahesori] n Maheshwari, Parvati wife of Shiv; goddess Durga. 2 a subcaste of
traders mostly found in Marwarh.

ਮਹੇਸ਼੍ਵ'ਰ [mahesvar] Skt adj Lord of Lords. 2 n
lord ofthe world, the Creator. 3 Shiv. 4 Vish-

pen. “ek jotI eka mIli. kiba hox? mahox.”
—gau kabir. See ਕਿੰਬਾ.

ਮਹੋਛਾ [mahocha] Skt ਸਛੀਵ੍ਯਾਥ. n festival. 2-ﬁreritual; oblations performed on the death of a
community’s chief or head ofa family. 3 See

nu. See ੲੀਸ 5.~

ਮਹੇ'ਦ੍'ਘਿਗੀਠੁਥਿੰਰੋ] Skt adj’ Great Master. 2 n the ਮਹੋਂਤਸਞ [mahotsav] See ਮਹੋਛਾ.
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ਮਕਰ

ਮਹੋਤਸਾਹ [mahotsah] Skt ਸਫ਼ੀਕਜਫ਼ੁ. great endeav- ਮਕਸੂਦਾਬਾਦ [maksudabad] a town situated on
our, mind’s high aspiration. 2 adj very enterprising, highly enterprising.

ਮਹੋਤਕਟ [mahotkat] ਸਵੰਸ੍ਯਡ਼ਾਟ. adj tremendous.
2 very powerful, mighty. 3 highly upset. .
ਮਹੋਦਧਿ [mahodath] n ocean, that bears a lot
of water.

ਮਹੌਦਯ [mahoday] n huge wealth. 2 good fortune, good luck. 3 adj fortunate, lucky.

ਮਰੋਦਰ [mahodar] adj pot-bellied, abdominous,
fat, obese. 2 n big stomach, fat abdomen. 3 a
tcounsellor of Ravan. “hatyo mahodar dekhkar.”—mmav. 4 a sage as described in Mahabharat. See ਕਪਾਲਮੋਚਨ 2. 5 son of Dhritrashtar.

ਮਹੋ'ਪਾਧ੍ਯਾਯ [mahopadhyay] Skt 11 head teach-

er, professor. See ਮਂਹਾਮਹੋਪਾਧਸਾਯ.
ਮਰੋੜੀ [mahori] in plenty. abundant, excessive.
“manIk moti hirIa nIrmol mahori.”—BG.
ਮਹੌਸਧਿ [mahasath], ਮਹੌਂਖਧਿ [mahokhath] Skt

ਮਹਾ-ਓਸਧਿ, ਮਹੌਸਥਿ. n highly effective medicine,
life-saving drug. 2 grass (green). 3 touch-menot, a plant sensitive to touch or shade.

ਮਹੌਜਸ [mahajas] Skt adjhighly powerful, mighty.

the bank of river Bhagirthi, which was once
the capital of Bengal. At present it is named
Murshidabad. In some Sanskrit books, its
name is also mentioned as Kirteshvri Nagri.
Guru Tegbahadur visited this town. The population of Maksoodabad is 40,000.

ਮਕਸੂਦੁ [maksudu] See ਮਕਸੂਦ.
ਮਕਸ਼ੂਮ [maksum] A (51" kind, fortune, luck, destiny.

ਮਕਤਬ [maktab] A J12 place to write, school.
“maktab mahI phorjéd k0 bathaIye.”‘—NP.
ਮਕਦਮ [makadamlA (13» place to put one’s foot
step. 2 to visit, arrive. 3 sense '- arrival of
some good person.
ਮਕਚੂਰ [makdur] A J,13,. n sense of strength,
power, competence. “kya gavar gidi makdur?”—GPS.
ਮਕਨਾ [makna] Skt ਸਗ੍ਭੂਗ੍. n elephant having no
tusks. See ਮਤਕੁਣ. 2 A ਨੁੱ” a long garment worn
by women to cover the entire body, burqa.
ਮਕੁਨਾਝੀਸ [maknatis] G ਪਂਡੂੰ’ਟਿੰਲ਼ੀ See ਚੁੰਬਕ 2.

ਮਕਫ਼ੂ'ਲ [makphul] A dye?» locked, sealed. 2 A
ਪਿੰਡ]; any thing under one’s responsibility.

ਮਹੰਘਾ [mahégha] See ਮਹਘਾ.

ਮਕੁਥਰਾ [makbara] A 9/? n grave; burial place

ਮਹੰਤ […ਗ਼ੀਗੌ] Skt adjsuperb, excellent. 2 elder,
respectable. 3 chief priest or head ofa dera

for a dead body; building having the grave of
a dead person.
ਮਕੁਬੂਜਾ [makbuja] A _ਲ਼ੀ'ਪਾਂਰ੍ਹਿ/ adj in or under posਰ੍ session, occupied, possessed, conquered.

or monastery.

ਮਹੰਮਦ [mahémad] See ਮੁਹੰਮਦ.

ਮਣ੍ਸਿਦੀ [mahémdi] See ਮੁਹੰਮਦੀ.

,

ਮਹਯੋ [mahyo] adj of the buffalo. 2 buffallo’s
skin. 3 buffalo's milk or ghee etc. 4 lassi.

5 condensed milksweet. “ek hi goras me dahyo
mahyo makhan 3 ghrIt.”—BGK.

ਮਕਈ [makai] See ਮੱਕੀ.
ਮਕਸਦ [maksad] A MIA motive, intention. 2 result, theory.
ਮਕਸੂਦ [maksud] or ਮਕਸੂਦੁ [maksudu] A „23੭ resolve, deﬁnite intention. 2 objective, purpose.
“nau tera gahna matI maksudu.”—prabha m 1.

ਮਕਬੂਲ [makbul] A Jr?» adj widely liked and
accepted, favourite, popular. 2A ਲ਼ੀਝੂਖ਼ bonded,
captive.
ਮਕਰ[…81<੪੮] Skt n one who kills human beings
— crocodile. 2 a zodiac sign having the appearance of a crocodile, which the sun enters
in the month ofMagh. 3 the month of Magh.
“maker pragI danu bahu kia.”——ma1i m 4. 4 a
characteristic of chappay— a six lined stanza.

See ਗੁਰੂਛੰਦਦਿਵਾਕਰ. 5 one of the nine treasures
of Kuber. 6 ﬁsh. 7 ਮਕਰ is also used for a spi-

ਮਕਰਕਾ
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der. “dhar maker ke jar sarupa.”—vaman. 8 A

ਮਕਰਾਕ

ਮਕਰਵਾਰਿਨੀ [makarvahIni] Ganga. In Purans,

Ganga is said to ride a crocodile.
sleight. 11 a subcaste. See ਮਕਰਾਨ.
ਮਕਰਾ [makra] adjcheat, dissimulator. 2 a poetic
ਮਕਰਕਾ [makarka], ਮਕਰਕੀਂ [makarki] n spider. “ek
metre featuring four feet, each foot having
makarka ਯੋਗੀ nIhari.”——datt.
twelve matras with no restriction of short or
ਮਕਰਕੇਤੁ [makarketu] n one having the sign ofa‘ long matras in the end. Alliteration of its last
crocodile on his flag standard — Kamdev, god
matra is of three types.
of love.
(a) similar for ﬁrst three matras and disਮਕਰਕੰਟ [makarkét] crocodile’s bone, bone ofa
similar for the fourth.
ﬁsh. “makarkét jahf darIye machli ho: ba(b) similar for ﬁrst and second matras and
naI.”—carItr 21 7. ‘If dipped in nectar, the
dissimilar for the third and the fourth.
bone ofa ﬁsh turns into powerful crocodile.’
(c) dissimilar for all the four matras.
ਮਕਰਧੂਜ [makardhvaj] Kamdev, god of love. See
Examples of these three types are as folਮਕਰਕੇਤੁ. 2 clove. 3 In Ayurved, an essence prelows:
pared through this procedure: Take eight tolas
(1) SIy 18 SIes ae,
of gold, one seer of mercury, two seers of
mégal su caru gae,
sulphur. Grind them ﬁrst in the essence ofthe
anéd the badhae,
ﬂowers of red cotton and then in aloe. Put
sahro avadh jaha re.
this ground mixture in a transparent glass
(2) kau bataI de re,
bottle after closing its opening with gypsum
caho so an 15 re,
and wrap seven layers of a soaked cloth,
jIn dIl hara hamara,
around the bottom, keep it till the layers get
vah manharan kaha he?
dry. Place this bottle straight in an earthen pot
(3) jite bajégjalIm,
and put sand around it. Heat it for 32 quarters
kine khatég par-réi,
(] quarter == 3 hours) at a constant temperapuhpak bIban bathe,
ture. The red coloured deposit collected near
sitarman kahé h€?—ramav.
the mouth of the bottle is named makardhva'j.
If all the four matras of this poetic metre
The method for its use is:
are taken as a single foot, this metre is named
Eight tolas of essence of camphor, nutmerg, ‘fdumanI. The only difference being that
black chillies, and cloves, all thirty-two tolag
there is no restriction on having long matras
halftola of musk are ground in a mortar. It is
at the end of any pause. See ਰੇਖਤਾ 2.
rolled into pills : one pill to be taken daily with ਮਕਰਾਕਰ [makrakar] Skt ਮਕਰ-ਅਾਕਰ. ocean, havthe essence of betel or that of cotton flowers
ing a large population ofcrocodiles.
or powder ofbarley and cloves. While taking ਮਕ੍ਯਾਕ੍ਤਿਕੁੰਡਲ [makrakrItkOdal] looking like a
it, do not let it touch the teeth. This essence
crocodile.
/ guile, deceit, fraud. 9 excuse. 10 trick. skill.

removes weakness, gives strength, makes se-

men potent and nourishes the heart and the
brain.
ਮਕਰਵਾਹਨ [makarvahan] one riding a crocodile;
god Varun; lord of water.

ਮਕਰਾਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ [makarakrItI] having the appear—
ance ofa crocodile.
ਮਕਰਾਕ [makraks], ਮਕਰਾਛ [makrach] n a chiefof

Ravan, having eyes looking like'a crocodile,
who was son of Khar. He was killed by

ਮਕਰਾਨ
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Ramchandar in the battle of Lanka. “tab rukyo sen makrach an.”—rama V.
ਮਕਰਾਨ [makran] a territory of Iran having its
boundary with Balochistan. “makran 1<e

mrIdégi.”—akal. 2 south-western region of
Kalat state in Balochistan, with its boundary
touching Makran (in Persia) and ‘Lasa Bela.
This is named so because it is inhabited by
people belonging to the Makar community.
ਮਕਰਾਨਾ [makrana] a village in Parbatsar district of Jodhpur state, where marble mines are
found in abundance. Taj Mahal of Agra and
other famous historical buildings in India were
built with marble extracted from this region.
Makrana is a railway station of Jodhpur Railway, situated at a distance of 55 miles from
Merta Road Junction.
ਮਕਰਾਯਤਨ [makrayatan], ਮਕਰਾਲਯ [makralay]
dwelling place of crocodi les -— ocean.
ਮਕਰੀ [makari] adjmalingering or dissembling
(woman). 2 n spider. 3 Skt ਮਕਰ. female crocodile. 4 ocean.
ਮਕਰੁ [makaru] See ਮਕਰ.

ਮਕਰੂਹ [makruh] A ”f adj contemptible, deserving contempt.

ਮਕਰੰਦ [makréd] Skt n extract of a flower. “harI
carankaval makréd lotht mano.”—sohIIa.

2 soup of flowers. 3 water. “ghan unaVI vuthe
. jalI thalI purI rahIa makréd jiU.”—ram m 5

ruti. 4 black bee “murarI man makr'éd.”—guj
am5. 5 866ਸਵੈਯਾ 25.

ਮਕਰੰਦੀ [makrédi] n ﬂower that has essence.
2 lotus. “Ih bIth kahI makrédibadna.”—NP.

ਮਕਰੰਦੀ ਬਦਨ [makrédi badan] one having the

face ofa lotus. See ਮਕਰੰਦੀ 2.
ਮਕੜੀ [makri] SktHEfz'i. spider; an insect having
eight legs.

ਮਕਾ [maka] See ਮੱਕਾ. “maka thar, roja pekhaka.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਮਕਾਂ [makéi], ਮਕਾਂਨ [maké’m] A ਗਿੰ/ “meld tuhi,

ਜ੍ਯਾਲਿਫ

makéi tuhi.”—aka1. 'you are house owner and
the house too.’
ਮਕ1ਮ[…ਰ1<8…]/1 (1‘3“ place ofdwelling, lodging
place. 2 halt, stage (ofjourney) halting place.
ਮਕਾਰ [makar] n letter ‘ਮ’. 2 pronunciation of

‘ਮ’. 3 See ਪੰਚ, ਤਤ੍ਵ and ਪੰਚ ਮਕਾਰ. 4 See ਮੱਕਾਰ.
ਮਕਾਰੋਂ'ਪੁਰ [makaropur] a village under police station Bassi tehsil Sirhind of Patiala state, situated at a distance of two miles to the northeast of Sadhugarh railway station. Guru Tegbahadur visited this village. The holy shrine
has been raised here. Guru Granth Sahib is
installed regularly. The priest is a Singh.
ਮਕ਼ਾਲ [makal] A J53 n conversation, talk. 2 word.

3 opinion, view.

ਮਕਾਲਿਫ [makaleh] Mr. M.A. Macauliffe. He
was a noble and scholarly person from Ireland.
He was born on September 29, 1837 and died
on March 15, 1913. He was attracted to Sikhism
due to the company of Bhai Gurmukh Singh,
professor in Oriental College Lahore. Macauliffe
requested Maharaja Hira Singh of Nabha state
in 1883 AD, to direct Bhai Kahan Singh to teach
him (Macauliffe) Guru Granth Sahib. The
Maharaja instructed me (Bhai Kahan Singh)
on his (Macauliffe's) request to stay with him
for two years. After that he kept on visiting me
at Nabha for further clariﬁcations. I also stayed
with him off and on during summers in the hills.
Macauliffe started paying full attention to
the study of the scriptures of Sikh religion af—
ter resigning from his govemmentjob in 1893.
After coming to know about the incorrect
translation of Gurbani by priest Dr. Trumpp,
he wrote with great devotion and dedication
the book entitled ‘The Sikh Religion’ in six
volumes.l Off and on he consulted Bhai Ditt
Singh, Bhai Hazara Singh, Gyani Sardul Singh,
'To express his gratitutdc, Macaulii‘fe gave the copyright
of his book to me as expressed in his will.

m=~ ਟੂ. >. ਟੂ>ਧਿ>ਖ਼ੂਥੂਨ੍ਯੂਨ੍ਯੂਲਿ m>=:w
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Bhai Sant Singh and other scholars while preparing this book; about which he has written
in details in the preface. The comments recorded in ‘The Civil & Military Gazatte’ on
Macauliffe’s death are worth reading.‘ '

ਮੱਕੜ

ਮਕੀਂ[ਗ਼ਰ1<ਪੈਂ,ਮਕੀਨ[ਗ਼ਰ1<ਸ਼ਿ]ਲ਼ੀਯੂੰ U; adjhouse owner, having one's own house. See ਮਕਾਂ.

ਮਕੁਨ [makun] P of part do not do (that).

always be associated with his monumental translation

Hg? [makuph] See ﬁg? “kari makuph calan
ki tyari.”—GPS.
.
ਮਕੂਲਾ [makula] A J,» n wording of a pledge
(wow). 2 saying, proverb.

into English of the Granth Sahib. a work on which he

ਮਕੋ [mako], ਮਕੋਇ [makOI], ਮਕੇਯ [makoy] Skt

1The name ofthe late Mr. Max Arthur Macauliffe will

missioner in 1882 and became a Divisional Judge two

ਕਾਕਮਾਚਿਕਾ. L Solanum nigrum. a medicinal plant
used by physicians in curing many diseases. Its
latent effect is hot and dry. lts hot fomentation
spread over the swollen parts of the body proves
to be very beneficial. Eating fried dish prepared
by solanum without gravy is a curative medicine for diseases-like ﬂatulence. Spreading the
paste of its dry and ripe seeds on the swollen
organs of the body is also very useful.

years later. During his service in the Punjab, Mr. Macau-

ਮਕੋਚੜ [makorar] a village at a distance ofthree

was engaged for sixteen years. He was thus an example

of an Indian civilian whose most important work was

done after his retirement from the service. Mr. Macau1itTe was appointed to the service during the examination

of 1862. after getting education at Newcastle School.

Limerick. Springﬁeld College. and Queen's College. Gal-

way. He was posted to the Punjab. and arrived in the

country in 1864. He reached the grade of Deputy Com-

to be full ofimperfections. besides offending Sikh sus-

miles to the east of Tohana railway station,
under police station Moonak in tehsil Narwana of subdivision Patiala. Guru Tegbahadur
visited this village, but there is no holy shrine
built in his memory due to the negligence of
the villagers.

ceptibilities in many particulars. and Mr. MacauliiTe

ਮਕੋਲ [makol] Skt ਮੱਕੋਲ. chalk. 2 gypsum, Skt

1iffc had devoted himselfto the study of Sikhism and its

literature. and published a series of articles on the sub-

ject in the Calcutta Review during 1880-1. The transla-

tion ofthe Granth Sahib which the India ofﬁce had commissioned a missionary to undertake was acknowledged

therefore resolved to devote himself to the preparation
of a new translation, a task which he was urged to undertake by representative Sikh societies. For this purpose

ਸ਼ੈਲਖਟਿਕਾ.
ਮਕੋੰਰਾ [makora], ਮਕੋੜਾ [makora] n bald headed
insect. “mano makaran lage pékh.”—GPS.

for the next sixteen years, and when completed. its great

‘Growing wings shows its death is to happen
in the near future.’

value was acknowledged by many scholars and by the

ਮੱਕੜ […੪1<1<9.੮] adjpimp, rascal, rogue. “kan so '

he resigned the service in 1893. The work occupied him

printed at the cost ofthe University of Oxford. but this

makkar tat hamare.”—prabodhc5droday.
2 spider. male spider. 3 See ਮ'ਕੜ.

only represented a small part of the translator’s expen-

mcnt repeated its offer of Rs. 5,000. but Mr. Macauliffe

diture. 11c himselfestimated that he had spent as much

again declined to accept a sum which he regarded as ut-

as two lakhs on the work. Some years ago the Punjab

terly inadequate to his labours and the importance ofhis

Government offered Mr. Macauliﬂ‘e a grant ofRs. 5.000

work. "its acceptance". he added. “would not be of much

in advance for certain copies ot‘thc translation. but the

material advantage to me. neither would it enhance my

offer was declined. More recently the Punjab Govern-

reputation in the eyes ofthe Sikhs or the general public."

contd. ..

(The Civil and Military Gazette Lahore. March 19”".. 1913)

leaders ofthe Sikh community as well. The work was

ਮੱਕਾ
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ਮੱਕਾ [makka] A ;; Mecca an important town of
Arabia, which is the birth place of Hazarat
Mohammad. Kaaba, the most sacred holy
shrine ofthe Muslims, exists in this town. This
town is situated on a mountainous and sandy
land at a distance of about sixty to seventy
miles from port Jeddah.‘ There is no other
population in Mecca except of the Haj pilgrims.
The water in the wells of this area is saline.
The potable water is brought here from places about six to seven miles away. Initially
Mecca was named as “Becca”. The dry
mountains near Mecca have an average height
of not above 500 feet.
According to the writings in Mishkaat,
Hazarat Mohammad said, “Mecca has not

been habitated by men, but by God Himself,
my religious community will always be safe in
this town and the person who does obeisance
at this holy place will enjoy happy life in the
next world too.” Mecca is also named as

‘ਉਨੂਲਿਕੁਰਾ ਠੁਮ੍ਹਾ'ਕ਼ੀਲ਼ਾ, which means — “mother of
all towns”. See its lay out under word ਕਾਬਾ.

ਮੱਕਾਰ [makkar] A A; adj deceitful, deceptive,
cunning.
ਮੱਕਾਰੀ [makkari] P ਪੀਲ਼ਾ; n deceit, cheating,
fraud.
ਮੱਕੀ [makki] food grain which is an autumn har-

ਮਖਸੁਦੁ
-

the author of this composition seems to have
some knowledge of Islam also, as he has
sometimes referred to the creation of the devil
only from the element of ﬁre, rising of the dead
from their graves on listening to the trumpet
played by an angel and the proclamation of
divine judgement on doomsday (day of last
judgement) etc.
The author of this composition has also
narrated many imaginary stories viz - Muslims do not eat pig's meat because God once
adopted the appearance of a pi g and that Mecca is a holy temple of Shiv; Ruler Salivahan
buried alive a Turk in the foundation of the
fort while establishing Sialkot, so Muslims
invaded India several times etc.
This composition does not accord with the
Bani of Guru Nanak.
ਮਕ [maks] Skt ਸਬਗ੍. vr collect, get angry, irritate, cover. 2 n anger, ire. 3 pile, stack, heap.
4 act ofconcealing one’s undesirable/evil habits.

ਮਕਿਕਾ [maksIka] fly; houseﬂy. See ਮਖਿਕਾ.
ਮਖ [makh] See ਮਖੀ and ਮਖੁ. 2 Skt ਯਗਜ਼ “kahﬁ
asvmedh makh ko bakhan.”—aka1. “makh kar
jajaho bIsanU gunkhani.”—NP. 3 adj worthy
of worship, respectable. 4 SktHH. vr kill, cause

pain, torment. 5 n anger, ire. “nabh me
pragatyo makh te ucryo.”—1<rIsan. 6 Ski ਸਦ੍ਭ੍ਰ.
vr go, move.
ਮੱਕੇ ਦੀ ਗੋਸਟਿ [makke di gosatI], ਮੱਕੇ ਮਦੀਨੇ ਦੀ ਮਖਸਦ [makhsad] purpose, aim, See ਮਕਸਦ.
ਗੋਸਟਿ [makke madine di gosatI] This conver“makhsad mor na haSIl hoya.”—NP.
sation, also named as Paknama, was com- ਮਖਸ1ਲ[…ਬ1<}1581], ਮਖਸਾਲਾ [makhsala] 11 place for
posed after the composition of Raagmala by
performing a ﬁre—ritual: house for performing
some highly learned musician and poet of oblation. “Ik kijie makhsal.”—gyan.
_
Sikhism. It contains, apart'from other poetic ਮਖ਼ਸੂ'ਸ [maxsus] A U52" adj special, particular.
metres, six rags and a variation ofmajor rags. ਮਖਸੂਦ [makhsud] purpose, aim. “dasan ke puAccording to the sequence given by the poet,
rat makhsud.”—GPS. See ਮਕਸੂਦ.
l.lcddah port is situated at a distance of2l80 miles from ਮਖਸੂਦਾਬਾਦ [makhsudabad] See ਮਕਸੂਦਾਬਾਦ.
Karachi and 2350 miles from Mumbai.
ਮਖਸੂਦੁ [makhsudu] See ਮਕਸੂਦ. “$Idaku karI 51]-

vest; maize. 2 A U; of Mecca; that which is
related to Mecca.

ਮਖਸੂਮ
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ਮਖ਼ੁਦ
.-

da, menu karI makhsudu.”—m 1 var sri. “vanaj

ਮਖਨੀ [makhni] See ਮਖਣੀ.

karahu makhsudu lehu.”—asa a m 1.

ਮਖ਼ਫ਼ੀ [maxfi] A ‘5’; adj being secretive, hidden.

ਮਖਸੂਮ [makhsum] See ਮਕਸੂਮ.
ਮਖਹਨ [makh—han] demon; giant, who disturbs

a ﬁre—ritual.

ਮਖਮਲ [makhmal] Skt ashes from the ﬁre-pit
for oblation to the ﬁre-god. 2 A y n a type of
silken cloth, which is very soft; velvet.

ਮਖ਼ਜ਼ਨ [maxzan] A u} n sense of storing/de—

ਮਖ਼ਮੂਰਘਿਰਸ੍ਯਘਇਿ „ਨੌਂ adjintoxicated, drunk.

positing; treasure, storage. The English word
magazine is derived from this term.

ਮਖ਼ਲੂਕ਼ [maxluk] A 3,1} n created being; cre-

ਮਖਟੂ [makhatu] adj non-earning, unemployed,

ਮਖ਼ਲੂਕ਼ਾਤ [maxlukat] A 95-}! plural ਘੰਮਖ਼ਲੂਕ਼.
ਮਿਸਿਂਲੂਤ [maxlut] A “15’ adj mixed, combined,

idle. “makhatu hOIk8 k'én parae.”—m 1 varsar.
ਮਖਣੀ [makhni] butter.

ation; universe.

.

blended.

ਮਖਤੂਲ [makhtul] Mn cleaned and twined silk.

HH'ET[makhar_1a] sweet drop, coated with hon-

Skt ਮਹਘੰਤੂਲ. “tum makhtul suped sapial, ham
bapure jas kira.”—asa r9VIdas. See ਸਪੀਅਲ.

ey. 2 cardamom seed coated with sugar. This
kind of sugar-coated cardamom seeds is offered to the deities in temples. Devotees car—
ry this offering as a blessing from the deities
to their homes.
.

ਮਖ਼ਦੂਮ [maxdum] A (:1! adj who keeps servants,
who has humble well-wishers. 2 who is attended upon, who is served by attendants,
master. 3 a title of Qureshi Sayyads.
ਮਖਦੂਮਸ਼ਾਹ ਸ਼ਮਸੁੱਦੀਨ [makhdumsah samasuddin]

See ਸ਼ਮਸ ਤਬਰੇਜ਼ 1 .
ਮਖਦੂਮਪੁਰ [makhdumpur] a village under police
station and tehsil Kabirwala in district Multan. It is also a railway station. There stands a
gurdwara in memory of Guru Nanak Dev,

about three quarter miles to the south-east of
the village. When the Guru visited this village,
it was known as Tulambha or Talambha. Sajjan Thug (a robber) belonged to this village.

See ਸੱਜਣ ਕ੍ਯਾ.
A well known devotee of Guru Har Rai,
Bhai Jodh was also a resident of this village.
As directed by the Guru, he preached Sikhism
with great dedication. The descendants of Bhai
Jodh now live in many villages and he built a
beautiful gurdwara in Sammat 1970. Land
measuring twenty vighas is attached to the
gurdwara. An annual religious congregation
is held on the Vaisakhi day.
ਮਖਨਪੁਰ [makhanpur] a town in Kanpur (U.P.)

area.

ਮਖਿਆਲ਼ [makhIaI] Skt ਮਾਕ਼ਿਕ. n honey. 2 honey
comb.
ਮਖ਼ਿਕਾ [makhIka], ਮਖੀ [makhi] Skt ਮਕਿਕਾ. n

houseﬂy, an insect having six legs. It lays eggs
on ﬁlth as well as in dirty places; .the eggs
develop into larva within ten to twelve days.
F lies spread many contagious diseases, be?
cause they transport germs of their contamination with their bodies. “makhIka anIk bhra—
mat cahu ghai”—GPS. “makhi mIthe mama.”
—m 1 varmala. 2 honey-bee that extracts hon—

ey; bee. See ਮਕ vr. 3 See ਮੱਖੀ 2.
ਮਖੀਰ [makhir] n that which is collected by
bees- honey. “satIségatI mIlIrahie madhau,
jese madhup makhira.”—asa raVIdas.
ਮਖੁ [makhu] adv but, rather, to the contrary.
2 Skt ਮਕਾ and ਮਕਿਕਾ. n “mIthe makhu mua
kIU lae Udari?”—asa Chét m 5. 3 See ਮਖ.

4 short for ਮੈੰ ਆਖਦਾ ਹਾਂ (I say).
ਮਖੂਦ [makhud] P ,„ਪੂੰਝੁੰ adj gone astray. 2 disobedient; who goes against the order. Its root

is ਮਖ਼ੀਦਨ, meaning ‘to disobey.’ “nic bal jvani
turak sékar as makhud.”—GPS.

ਮਖੋਂਸ
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ਮਖੇਸ[…9|<|1€8]ਰ੍5’/ਢ|ਮਖ-ਈਸ਼ lord of ﬁre oblation—
Vishnu.
ਮਖੇਰਨਾ [makherna] n a gauge coverin g the eyes
of horses to protect them from ﬂies.

. ਮਖੌਲ [makhol], ਮਖੌਲੀਆ [makhalia] n mockery,

ਮਗਧ

ਮੱਖੀ [makkhi] houseﬂy. See ਮਖੀ. 2 gun ’s foresight, used to adJust the aim on the target.

ਮੱਖੀਚੂਸ [makkhicus] person who sucks a housefly, before throwing it away, that has fallenin
oil etc so that nothing|$ left sticking to the ﬂy;

J'oke, jest,joker; its root is SanskritHHHg, which _ sense: verymiserly.

` means happy and lively.

ਮੱਖਣ […91<|<||ਹ|1],ਮੱਖਨ. [makkhan] Skt ਸ੍ਰਿਕਣand

ਮੰਥਜ. P p adjn material obtained by churning— butter.

ਮੱਖਨਸ਼ਾਹ [makkhansah] a trader, Sikh by faith,

ਮਗ [mag] Skt ਮਾਗੰ. n path, way,‘ passage; 2_ Ski ‘
ਮਗੂ. adjengrossed. “dekhI rup atI anup moh `
maha mag bhai.”—saveye m 4 ke. 3 crocodile, ,

alligator. “mag manahu nag bade tIh me.”—

krIsan. ‘In the army-like river, elephants look
who belonged to Lubana subcaste and resided
as ifthey were crocodiles.’ 4 See ਭੋਜਕੀਂ.
in village Tanda in district Jehlum. After the ਮਗਉ [magau] (I) demand.
“gau bhes magau la- .passing away of the eighth Guru, niany hypoveri. ”—dhana dhéna.
crites put their claim to Guruship and set up ਮਗਸ [magas] P ਰ੍/ਠੱ
n houseﬂy, L musca.
their seats in Bakala. Makhan Shah could iden- ਮਗਰ [magah], ਮਗਹਰ
[mag-har] town of tehsil
tify the true Guru and proclaimed that Guru
Khalilabad in district Basti ofU.P. and its s'ur-i
Tegbahadhr was the true successor to the seat
rounding areas, located across Ganges eighty
of temporal authority of Sikhismfinitiated by
ﬁve miles away from Ayodhya. The Hindus
Guru Nanak Dev. Tegbahadur was termed as
believe one is reborn as a donkey ifhe dies at
‘Baba Bakala’ by Guru Harkrishan.
this place. Kabir breathed his last at this place
ਮੱਖਨਸਿੰਘ [makkhansigh] Bhai Makkhan Singh , in Sammat 1575 (1518AD
).“kasimag-harSam
was a prominent priest of Harimandar. On his
bicari.”—gau kabir. The followers of Kabir
persuasion, Sir Henry Lawrence, Resident
raised a memorial in his memory here in 1550.
Commissioner Lahore, issued an order on ਮਗਹਾ [mag—ha] n dacoit,
highwayman, robber,
March 24, 1847 to maintain the sanctity of bandit. “mag-ha path—ha
ped-ha dhanha drabHarimandir and other holy shrines in Amritha soi.”—sanama.
sar.l Bhai Makkhan Singh died in l863 AD.
ਮਗਹਾਅਸਤ੍ਵ [mag-ha astral highwayman’s weap-

'The Priests of Amritsur having complained of annoyances. this is to make known to all concerned, that by

order ofthe Governor General, British subjects are forbidden to enter the Temple (called the Durbar) or its
precincts atAmritsur, or, indeed any Temple with their

shoes on. Kine are not to be killed at Amritsur nor are
the Seikhs to be molested, or, in any way to be interfered with. Shoes are to be taken offat the Bhoonga at
the corner ofthe Tank and no person is to walk round
the Tank with his shoes on.
Lahore

March 24… I847.

HM. Lawrence.
Resident

on, noose.—sanama. See ਮਗਹਾ.

ਮਗ਼ਜ਼ [macaz] P f9 n brain, where intelligence
resides. 2 kernel. 3 abstraction. “sabh ko
samjho magaj baléd.”—GPS.

ਮਗਜੀ [magji] n lining, stitched on cloth’s border, hem, edging.

ਮਗਣ [magan] n a prosodic foot comprising all
the three long syllables. $55. See ਗਣ 7.
ਮਗਧ [magadh] Skt n southern Bihar comprising Patna and Gaya regions. It is also named
as Keekat in Rigved. lts earlier capital was
Giri Vraj.

ਮਗਧੇਸ਼

ਮਘ!
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u m'agu
ਮਗਧੇ'ਸ਼ [magdhes], ਮਗਧੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [magdhesvar] ruler of ਮਗੁ [magu] n path, passage, way. “pragat
dIkhaIa.”—asa chétm 5. 2 See ਮਗ.

Magadh — Jarasandh. 2 ruler of Magadh.
ਮਗਨ [magen] demanding, asking. “thakur lekha

ਮਗੋਲ [magel] TL)” - J,» 11 people belonging to

a well known racial stock. Mangol. mostly
found in Tooran. Babar who established
engrossed involved. “magan rahIo maIa me
belonged to this race: ,. ’ ਥੂ ~.
1115 dInI'. ”-todim 9. 3 happy,jcyful delight- ' Mughal rule in- India,

maganharu.”—bas§t raVIdas. 2 Skt ਮਗੂ. adj

'.

.ਟ੍ਵੇਧੰ’ਲ਼ਾ 4566ਮਗਣ.

. ~“dvarIka ਧਰ੍ਹੇ‘ਥੂਸਂਰ੍ਧੂ kahekemagol"—tIIag';I}:Z

, ਮਗ਼'ਨ੍ਯ'ਰੁ [maganharu]adj demandlng, asking.
ਰ੍

See ਮਗਨ !.

‘ _ ਮਂਗਨੇਚੈ [magnere] is getting engrcssed. “moh

'ਸ੍ਯਗ਼ਧੰਗ਼ਾ. ਠੋਫ਼ੈਟ੍ਵੇਮੁਗਲਰਾਂਜ.

ਮੱਗ [magg] way, path, ੭8558ਡੂੰ‘8ਥੂ.

Hm[magh] n piperaceous plant piper

!੦ਸਦੂਪਸ਼ੀ

magners. ”—kan m 5.

ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਮਗਧਜਾ. See ਮਘਪਿੱਪਲੀ. 2 territory of Magadh
See ਪ'ਤਵਾਮਘਨ੍ਯਯੰ ਮਘਪਾਲ. 3 short forﬂ'ur(cloud).

pavanu nahi magne.”—gau kabir. pavan. ‘does

—sanama. See ਮਘਜਾ. 4 Skt award, reward.
5 wealth, riches, money. 6 See ਮੱਘ-

ਮਗਨੈ [magma] absorbs, sinks. “aganI n9 dahe,
not cause it to sink.’ See ਪਵਨ 3.

ਮਗਰ [magar] n backside, rear side. 2 back.
»3 post-position, as ‘usde magar lagga he.’

4crocodile.5P f partbut,if.“magarpache
kachu nai sujhe.”—dhana m I .
ਮਗਰਧਰ [magardhar] Dg ocean keeping the crocodile.

ਮਗਰਥ [magrab] A ਦ੍ਹਾ/‘ਲ਼ੀ n direction in which the
sun sets; west. See ਦਿਸਾ-

ਮਗ਼ਰਬੀ [macarabi] A (5/ adj pertaining to the
west; western. 2 n a sword made in Iran.

“magarabi tuhi h‘é.”—carrtr I. 3 gold coin,
gold mahur.

ਮਗਰੀ [magri] n bundle (pack) carried on the
back or over the shoulders. “kIn jholi kIn
magri bhari.”—PPP. 2 Dg hill, mountain.

ਮਗ਼ਚੂਰ [macarur] A 11/9 adj arrogant.

ਮਗਰੂਰੀ [magaruri] n arrogance. 2 proud, arrogant.

ਮਘਜਾ [maghja] 11 created from the clouds, water. —sanama.

ਮਘਜਾ ਧਰ [maghja dhar] 11 supporting water
(created from the clouds) … ocean. 2 pond,
tank.—sanama.

ਮਘਨਾਥ [maghnath], ਮਘਪਾਲ [maghpal] lord of
Magadh territory; Jarasand. “maghriath ko
jahI te tej athyo.’ ’-—GPS. “ram maghpal par
jese savdhan 118.’ ’—-.NP‘ as Balram is serious

about killing Jarasandh.’

ਮਾਮਂਪਿੱਪਲੀ [maghpIppli] Skt ਮਗਧਜਾ. L piper longum. Its after-effect is hot and dry. It is very

beneﬁcial in curing flatulent diseases. It is pungent like black pepper.

ਮਘਰ [maghar] Skt ਮਾਗੰਸ਼ਿਰ. 11 month in which
full moon night falls in Mrigshir zodiac sign;
the ﬁrst month of winter.
Hu1e[maghav], ਮਘਵਤ੍ [maghvat], ਮਘਵਨ੍ [magh-

van], ਮਘਵਾ [maghva] See ਮੌਹ੍ vr. Skt ਸਂਬਥਕ੍ and

ਮਗਰੋੰ [magré] adv afterwards.
ਮਗ਼ਲੂਬ [maclub] A .7015) adj which has been

ਜਧ੍ਯਜ੍. n worthy ofworship; Indar, lord ofthe

overpowered; which has been defeated.
ਮਗੜਸ [magras] n lengthy cloth or scarf tied

ਮਘਵਾਜਿਤ [maghvath] Indarjit — son of Ravan;

round the head. “dare dastare, dhare magras

bhare kahO.”-—PP.

ਮਗਿ [magI] way, path, passage, way. “manmukh jam magI paianI.”—m 3 varguj 1.

deities. 2 adj generous, benevolent.

Meghnaad.
ਮਘਾ [magha] n piperaceous plant, L Piper longum. 2 Mag-har land. See ਮਗਹਰ. 3 Skt tenth
zodiac sign after Aries.

,ਸ਼ੀਪ੍ਯਾਨਾਕਲਾਂ
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ਮਘਿਆਨਾ ਕਲਾਂ [maghIana kala] town of tehsil

ਮਛਗ਼ੀ

ਮਚਾਂਗਵਾ [macagva] not good, not right. “thahaand district Lahore, where a holy place popunu mulI macagva.”—s fetid. ‘losing heart is
larly known as Daatan Sahib was raised innot good at all.’
memory of Guru Nanak Dev.
ਮਚਾਨ [macan] See ਮੰਚਾਨ.

ਮਘੇਸੁਰ [maghesur] lord of Maghad territory —

ਮਚਿੰਦੜਾ [macfdra], ਮਚਿੰਦਤੀ [macfdri] adj ignit-

ਮਘੇਲਾ [maghela] Rajput subcaste. “mar-hate

ing (m), igniting (f). “manhu macidaria.”—asa
farid. ‘senses always excite the mind.’
ਮਰੀਨ [macin] territory touching China — Manchuria. “cin macin ke sis navé.”—aka1. 2 See

Jarasandh. “ram maghesur dal handara.”
--GPS. ‘Balram destroyed the army of
Jarasandh.’

maghele teri man 56 tapasya kar'é.”——aka1.
“maghele dhédhele bodele c§dele. kachvahe
rathare baghele khédele.”—carrtr 320. 2 resident of Magadh, native of Magadh. See ਮਾਘ3.

ਮੱਘ [maggh] n wild duck. goose. 2 large hole in
the roof for the air to circulate.

ਮੱਘਰ [magghar] See ਮਘਰ.
ਮੱਘਾ [maggha] small pitcher.

ਮਾਚੀਨ.

ਮਚੰਕ [macék] ਮੁਚ-ਅੰਕ. Kamdev, god of love.
“macékban mocné.”—gyan.
ਮਚੰਕ ਬਾਣ [macﬁk ban] Kamdev’s instinct. See

ਮਚੰਕ.

ਮਚੰਦੜਾ [macédra], ਮਚੰਦੜੀ [ macédri] See ਮਚਿੰਦੜਾ,

ਮਚਿੰਦੜੀ.

ਮਛ [mach] 0r ਮਛੁ [machu] Ski ਸਜ੍ਯ. 11 ﬁsh. “gaਮਚ [mac] Skt ਸਰ੍ਵ. vr boast, be arrogant. be lechvahI mohnia menu mohnI surga, mach
erous, talk, grind. 2 n effect, after effect, lapaIale.”—japu. ‘Fairies in heaven and ﬁsh in
tent effect. 3 power, strength, might. 4 Ski , the underw
orld sing.’ 2 incarnation ofﬁsh. “d2
’ਮੰਚ. cot, bed. “mac din bIchaI ju caru.”—NP. ‘ kotIk dachna kror
pradachna an 50 mach ke
ਮਚਕ [macak] n smack, sound produced by lips
paI pare.”—macch. See ਮਤਸ੍ਯ ਅਵਤਾਰ. 3 ਮਛ is
during eating and talking. “macak macak kab
also used for madhylok. ‘the middle world.’
kahI hi: bacan banaIke.”—carItr 209. 2 c0“na tad suragu machI paIala.”—maru sohIe m
quettish movement. 3 pressure, stress.
1. “suragI mach]: paIalI jiu.”——sr1' m 5jog1'
ਮਚਕੋੜ [mackor] n sprain, pain due to twist/ ਗਿਰਿਸ਼. ‘Ascetics exist in the heaven
, in the
sprain in the bone muscle or tendon. '
middle world and in the underworld.’

ਮਚਣਾ [macna], ਮਚਨਾ [macna] v be overjoyed, be

happy. “sacu chodI jhuth 55g]: macs.”—sukh—
mani. 2 burst in ﬂame, get a ﬁre. “aganI
saman mohI 1<o jano, tujh samir te mace

abhég.”—GPS. 3 shine, brighten. “parmanéd

gurumukhI maca.”—saveye m 4 ke. 4 construct, create, make. 5 erupt with full force,
get excited.
ਮਚਲਾ [macla] adjinactive, shirker, deliberately

inattentive; malingerer.

ਮਚਾਉਣਾ [macauna] v ignite, illuminate. 2 instigate. excite. 3 create, build.
ਮਚਾਕਾ [macaka] See ਮਚਕ ].

'ਮਛਹਾ [mach-ha] See ਮੱਛਹਾ.
ਮਛਕੇਤੁ [machketu] Makerketu. who has the sign
of crocodile on his standard — Kamdev.

ਮਛਣੀ [machni] Skt ਮਤ੍ਵਜ੍ਯਾ; ﬁsh. 2 goddess (symbol of power) incarnating as ﬁsh.
ਮਛਰ [machar] Ski ਮਸ਼ਕ. See ਮਸਕ and ਮਸ਼ਕਕ਼ੀਟ
mosquito. Its female bites animals as well as
human beings and sucks blood from their bodies. The toxin 0fthe mosquitoes causes ma-

laria fever. 2 See ਮੱਛਰ.
ਮਛਗੌ [machri], ਮਛਲੀ [machli] n ﬁsh. 2 ﬁshshaped ornament worn by women in their nose.
3 partition between the two nostrils, in which

ਮਛਲੀਂ ਪੱਤਨ
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ﬁsh-like ornament ਮਛਲੀ is worn. 4 space between the thumb and the foreﬁnger.

ਮਛਲੀ ਪੱਤਨ [machli pattan], ਮਛਲੀ ਬੰਦਰ [machli
bédar] an octroi port, twenty-one miles north
of Madras. which falls in district Krishna,

ਮਜਕੁਰ

2 ﬁsherman. 3 ﬁshing bird. 4 ﬁshing net.

ਮੱਛਰਾ [macch-ha] n fisherman. “nIrkha ek
macch-ha taha.”—datt. 2 See ਮੱਛਸੜੂ.
ਮੱਛਕਟ [macchkat] n ﬁshing bird. “tharkét raha
nabh macchkﬁt.”—datt.

Masulipatam. See ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥਚਚਿਤ੍ਵ 177. 2 It was

ਮੱਛਚਾਸ [macchcas] Ski ਜ੍ਯਾ- 11 one that eats

a trade centre for sea ﬁsh in days gone by;
hence this name.

ﬁsh, heron; crane. “macch cas kar bath nIhara.”—datt.

ਮਛਿ [machIl due to ﬁsh. 2 in the middle world.

ਮੱਛਬੰਦਰ [macchbédar], ਮੱਛਬੰਦ੍ [macchb’édr] See

See ਮਛ 3.

ਮਵਿੰਦ੍ਰ [machidra] See ਮਛੇ'ਦੁਨਾਥ. “macch Udar
machidr jogi beth he bratdhar.”—paras.
.
ਮਛੀ [machi], ਮਛੁ [macho], ਮਛੁਲੀ [machuli] 71 ﬁsh.
“machi maso na khﬁhi.”—m 1 var mala. “esi
harI SIU pritI karI, jesi machuli nir.”—sri am

1.2 508ਮਛ3. 3 Seem.
ਮਛੇ'ਦ੍ਰਨਾਥ [machédranath] Ski ਮਤ੍ਜ੍ਯੋ'ਦ੍ਨਾਥ. a fa—
mous ascetic, Gorakh Nath’s mentor whose
birth is assumed to have been from Shiv’s semen in the abdomen ofa ﬁsh.
In the scriptures on Yog, a ﬁsh attained
self-realisation by listening to the discourse of
Shiv. Shiv transformed its body to that of a
man. In Dasam Granth, he is also referred to

ਮੱਛਬੰਦ੍ਹੀ [macchbédri] residents of Masuli patam.
ਮੱਛਰ [macchar] See ਮਛਰ. 2 See ਮਤਸਰ. “mad
macchar aru mana.”——saloh. ‘arrogance, jealousy and praise.’

ਮੱਛਰਣਾ [maccharna] v encircle like the mosquitoes. 2 make noise like the mosquitoes.

ਮੱਛਰਾ [macchra] n woman belonging to the underworld. “kahﬁ acchra pacchra macchra ho.”
—aka1. ‘woman of the middle world, having

beautiful eyes; a fairy of heaven and a woman ofthe underworld.’

ਮੱਛਾਂਤਕ [macchéitak] n one who kills ﬁsh — heron, crane. “macchatak lakhI datt lubhana.”

ਕੀਤਿ“. 2 See ਮੱਛਸਤੂ.

as machidr, machédar. “macch sahIt macidr

ਮਫ੍ਰਾ [machra] See ਅਡ੍ਰਾ and ਮੱਛਰਾ.

jogi bédh jar majhar.”—paras.

ਮਜ਼ਹਬ [maj-hab] A .3“: n path, way, passage.
2 religion.

ਮਛੋਦਹੀ [machodri] See ਮਤਜ੍ਯੋਦਰੀ.
ਮਛੰਦਰ [machédar]. ਮਛੰਦ੍ [machédr] See ਮਛੇ'ਦੁਨਾਥ.
“sunahu machédar ban, kaho tuhI bat bIcacchan.”—paras. 2 naughty and stupid people.
ਮੱਛ [macch] Skt ਮਤ੍ਸ੍ਯ. ﬁsh, boatman. “cécal
cakho caran macch bIdaran.”—gyan. ‘eyes
overlook the frolicsomeness ofthe ﬁsh.’ 2 n

ਮਜਹਬੀ [maj-habi] A g7], adj who adopts a reli-

incarnation of ﬁsh. “bhayo dad juddhé ran?)

ਮਜ਼ਹਰ [maj-har] A /,ਟੈੱ"/ adj who/which express-

sékh macché.”—macch. ‘of Sankhasur and

es, expressive. 2 who expresses his purpose.
3 n theatre, play-house.
_
ਮਜਹੂਲ[…9]'-}…1] A ਲ਼ੀਭੰਲ਼ਾਟੰ adjassuming ignorance;

Macch.’ See ਮਤਸ੍ਯ ਅਵਤਾਰ. 3 See ਦੋਹਰਾ 4.
ਮੱਛ ਅੱਛੁ [macch acchra] ln Shastarnammala
these words are used for ਮੱਛ ਅੱਛ.
ਮੱਛਸਭ੍ਰ [macchastra] n ﬁshhook, tackle. “si'dhu
jar dare jahéi tahi macchastru daraI.”—paras.

gion. 2 pertaining to religion, religions. 3 n
Singh adopting Sikhism. 4 some Sikhs, arrogant oftheir high caste. have named those of
the low castes who adopted Sikhism, as Maj—

ha'bi.

_

ignorant, uneducated, illiterate.

ਮਜਬੂਰ [majkur] A “ਸੂੰ; adj who has been referred to; former.

ਮਜਜੂਥ
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ਮਜਜੂ'ਬ [maj-jub] A .ਚੂਲ਼ੀਭੰ'ਰ੍ਝੁੰ adj who has been at- ਮਜਠੁਨ [majnun] See ਮਜਨੂੰ.
tracted. 2 whose attention is drawn towards ਮਜਬ [majab], ਮਜਬੀ [majbi] See ਮਜ਼ਹਬ and ਮਜਹਬੀ.
the Creator; saint occupied with religion. “t5 ਮਜਬੂਤ [majbut] A 1,?» adj under control/grip.
2 sense — ﬁrm, strong, hard.
agge Ikk dIvana maj-jub rah VIC avaj kar-da
ਮਜਬੂਰ
[majbur] A ,pf adj who has been op, he. ”—JSBM.
.
' ਭੰਮਜਦੂਰ [majdur] ਮਜਦੂਰੀ [majduri] See ਮਜੂਰ and ’ pressed. 2 powerless, helpless.
ਮਜਬੂਰੀ [majburi] P {ਨੂੰ”,}. nhelplessness 60|1ਮਜੂਰੀ.
'
'ਰ੍' ਚੂਮਜਨ [majan] (See _ਮੱਜvr) Skt ਮੱਜਨਂ. naet- of d1v- " . straint,’ compulsion.
crowd,
large gathering of
.mlmajmaIA
1ng, taklngaholy dip'1n wateri. 6. takingabath. ,
‘ 2 P u/ don’ t hit, do not attack See ਜ਼ਦਨ.` people, assemblage. 2 place of assemblage.

“mazan teG barxun kas bedarec.’ ’—jafar.

} ਮਜਨ ਇਸਨਾਨ [majan Isnan], ਮਜਨ ਇਸਨਾਨੁ [111an11
Isnanu] taking bath by diving, taking bath by
having a holy dip. “sagal tirath majan Isnano.”
-gau m 5. “kotI tirath majan Isnana I so kalI
mahI melu bharije.”—su11i m 5.
ਮਜਨਾਇਆ [majnaIa] dived, rewarded for the
holy dip. “nam let athsathI majnaIa.”—bherm

5.
ਮਜਨਾਗਾ [majnaga] enjoyed the holy dip,‘availed
the chance of taking bath in holy water. “ath-

sathI majnaga.”—varram 2 m 5. 2 bathing the
body. 3 Skt ਸ਼ਰ੍ਯਜਰ੍ਹ. knower of act of taking a
holy dip. expert in diving.
ਮਜਨਿ [majaInI] by diving; by taking bath with
a dip. “jal ks majanI je gatI hove.”—asa kabir.

ਮਜਨੀਠਾ [majnitha] bath that provides peace to
mind. “sagal tirath majnitha.”—sarm 5. 2 bath—

ਮਜਮੀ [majmi], ਮਜਮੂਅੁ [majmua], ਮਜਮੂਆ [majmua]

A by? .- ”f gathered. See ਪੰਚ ਮਜਮੀ.
ਮਜ਼ਮੂਨ [majmun] U ਆੰ” n inclusion, an article or
composition comprising many contexts/topics.

ਮਜੱਮਤ [majammat] A :,;
× n act of doing evil,
adverse talk, condemnation, slander.

ਮਜਰਾ [majra] A ,u/ field, where cultivation can
be done, agricultural land. 2 Sense — village.
ਮਜਰੂਆ [majrua] A ,5»; n land that is cultivated, land for cultivation.

ਮਜਰੂਹ [majruh] A 5,} adj wounded. injured.
ਮਜਚੂ'ਬ [majrub] A v”?! adj injured; (who has
been) thrashed.
ਮਜਲ [majel] A J; n one dayjourney. 2 halt,
stop, stage. 3 boundary, limit. 4joumey performed to carry the corpse to the cremation

ground. “118 ham pir so majal pucavé.”—NP.

ing place.
ਮਜਨੁ [majanu] bath. See ਮਜਨ. “majano danu
c5gIaia.”—sor a m I.

5 home.
ਮਜਲਸ [majlas], ਮਜਲਸਿ [majlaSI] A JV n assemblage, place for assembling. 2 assembly hall.
“majlas kure lab ki.”—var bIha mardana.

ਮਜਨੂੰ [majnﬁ] A ਪਾਂਭੁੰਟੰ adj resolute, persevering,

ਮਜਲਸੀ [majlasi] A ਕਾੰੜੱ adj member of an as-

tenacious, datermined, insane. 2 carefree.

3 Laila’s lover. he was named Kais and lived
during the early eighth century AD. See ਲੈਲੀ.
4 sense ~ lover.
ਮਜਨੂ ਕਾ ਟਿੱਲਾ [majnu ka tIlla] a location near
Delhi on the bank ofJamuna, visited by Guru
Nanak Dev and Guru Hargobind. Baba Ram

Rai also stayed here. See ਦਿੱਲੀ 8.

sembly; assembly member.

ਮਜਲਾਲਪ [majlalap] ਮੰਜ਼ਲ਼ਾਅਲਪ (short-journey).
“sane sane majlalap dalat.”—GPS. ‘having stopovers after short distances.’

ਮਜਲਿਸ [males] See ਮਜਲਸ.
ਮਜ਼ਲੂਮ [majlum] A p157 adj who has been the
victim of atrocity; oppressed.
ਮਜਾ [maja] P ਲ਼ਾ/ n taste. 2 ‘semen’ is also given

ਮਜਾਕ
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ਮਝੋਲਾ

this name by the people. 3 Skt ਮੱਜਾ. skin’s oiliness, extract of bones. “maja ruthr

pahucavnIa.”—majh a m 3. “maskatI lahahu

drugédha.”—ga tha.
ਮਜ'ਕ[…ਰ]'81<],ਮਜਾਖ[…੪]'ਕ1<11]/1 ਪੰਖਿ: n capability
oftasting; relishing capacity. 3 mind’ 5 attrac-

ਮਜੇਜ [majej] A 5,1; transform of ਮਿਜ਼ਾਜ 37- na-

,' tiveness.

‘ ਮਜਾਜ [majaj] See ਮਿਜ਼ਾਜ.
ਮਜਾਨੁ [majanu] Skt ਮੱਜਨ. taking bath by fully
immersing in water once. “harIkiratI athsathI

majuria.”—m 1 var 511111. See ਮਜੂਰ.
ture, temperament. 2 sense — arrogance, vanity. “jIU Udu 919p su kart: majeja. saVIta k0 da—
baI dyo teja. ”
- .‘—NP as a tiny star may bOaSt
of suppressing the brightness of the sun.’ ‘ ਰ੍

ਮਜੇਜੀ [majeji] ਮਿਜਾਜੀ adj arrogant,.]੭10ਘਾਂ.See
ਮਜੇਜ“, “…ਗੀਰੋ mu: majidrani majeji.”—-I<a]1<i. See "

majanu.”—prabha portal m 4.

ਮਜਾਰ [majar] Skt ਮਾਜੰ'ਰ. n tom cat. 2 A 1!] pil- ਮਜੌਰ [major] See ਮੁਜਾਵਰ.
grimage centre. 3 tomb, grave of a saint (Muslim holy man).

ਮਜਾਲ [majal] A J1; n sense of circling around.
2 struggle, running about. 3 sense .- power,
strength, authority.

ਮਜਾਵਰ [majavar] Ofﬁciant at a Muslim shrine.
See ਮੁਜਾਵਿਰ.

ਮਜੀਠ [majith], ਮਜੀਨੁ [majithu] Skt ਮੰਜਿਸ੍ਰਾ. n a

ਮੱਜ[1119]']‘] Skt ਸਧ੍ਯ. vr dive; go down.
ਮੱਜਨ [majjan] diving, bathing, taking bath.
“sudha sarovar majjan kin.”-—GPS.
ਮੱਜਾ [majja] See ਸਿੰਜ.
ਮਝ [majh] Skt in, within, inside. “majh bharI

dukh badukh.”—m 1 var mam 1. ‘The world

is full ofsufferings.’ 2 See ਮੱਝ.

creeper, from whose stem fast red pigment

ਮਝਲਾ[1119]'}118] adj middle, central.
ਮਝਾਊ [majhau], ਮਝਾਹਿ [majhahI], ਮਝਾਹੂ [ma-

oozes out. L Rubia Cordifolia. In Gurbani, the

jhahu] , ਮਝਾਰਿ [majharI], H’r‘5'1majh11, ਮਝੀਹ [ma-

colour of majith refers to complete submis-

jhih] inside, within, in. “bath majhahu mapl-

sion to the Creator, because this is the only
fast colour. “kaIa raganI je this: pIare, paie
nau majith.”—tI15g m 1.

ri.”—sr1' chétm 5. ‘my loved one is within my

ਮਜੀਤ [majit] shop. This term is derived from
Arabic ਮੁਜਤਮਅੁ, meaning place for storage of
things (store). “sarab majit khol kar dini.”—gurusobha. 2 Pkt old thing purchased at a cheap
rate.

HFﬂE’lmajidIA g adjelderly, elder, old. 2 great,
praiseworthy. 3 in Koran, God too is referred
to as Majid. 4A ,5] more, excess, particular.

ਮਜ਼ੀਰ [majir] See ਮੰਜੀਰ.

ਮਜੂਦ [majud] See ਮਉਜੂਦ.
ਮਜੂਨ[1119]'1111] See ਮਾਜੂਨ.

ਮਜੂਰ [majur] P 15)] doing labour, wage-labourer.
“rovahI pédav bhae majur.”—m 1 var ram 1.

ਮਜੂਰੀ [majuri] P ਪੰ/ਖ਼/ n act of doing labour.
2 wages, remuneration. “bInu majuri bharo

heart.’ “dItha habh majhahI.”—m 5 varmaru
2. “bImal majharI basaSI nIrmal jal.”—maru
m 1. “manmukh bharme math gubar.”—bas§t

a m 1. “sarita majhih.”—datt. ‘in Sarita river.’
ਮਝੂਣਾ [majhuna] adj with dejected mind. “deh
cthédri un majhuna, gur sajanI jiu dharaIa.”
—m 5 var ram 2. 2 S inbetween, within.

ਮਝੂਚਿ [majhurI] inbetween, inside. “rahure
sékh! majhurI.”—s kabir. ‘O conch! please
remain inside the ocean.’ 2 do not get disappointed, do not express dejection.

ਮਝੇਰੂ [majheru] ਮਝੇਲੂ (majhalu) adjmiddle man,
mediator. 2 n subcaste of Kanaits. 3 See

ਮੰਝੇਰੂ. 4 S knowing one’s secret, conﬁdant. _
ਮਝੋਲ [majhel] resident of Majha region. See
ਮਾਝਾ.

ਮਝੋਲਾ [majhola] See ਮਝਲਾ.

ਮਝੋਲੀਂ
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ਮਝੋਲੀ [majholi] vehicle looking between a chariot and a cart, bullock cart.

ਮੱਝ [majjh] ਮੱਝੀ [majjhi] n buffalo. 2 middle, centre.

ਮਟ [mat] Skt ਮਠ. n hostel for students. 2 temple, shrine. 3 place for a yogi to stay; hermit-

age. 4 See ਮੱਟ 1.

ਮਨਸ਼ਾਨ

ਮਟਾਕ [matak], ਮਟਾਕਾ [mataka] onom cracking/

crashing sound. “devahI mﬁd uparI matak.”
—sarm 5. ‘noise produced when hit on the head.’
ਮਟਿਆ [matIa] universe having the shape ofa
pitcher; spherical world/cosmos. “kOI na jane
kim kevadu matIa.”—varram 2 m 5.

ਮਟੀਆ [matia] n soil, earth. 2 earthen pitcher.

ਮਟਕ [matak] n elegance. “matak: matakI calu

“matia jIm sot te phoran kije.”—GPS. 3 in the

sakh saheli.”—nat a m 4. 2 arrogance. 3 elegant gait, horse’s trotting. “samaj me bajI huto
matkyo.”—1<rIsan. “jadIn turég mattak he.”

soil, under the ground. “Itnako khatia gathia
matia, ségI n9 kachu lEjaI .”—-I<eda kabir.
ਮਟੀਆ ਬਾਜ਼ਾਰ [matia bazar] See ਦਿੱਲੀ 10.
HZ'iW[mati1a], ਮਟੀਲੀ [matili] n high mound of
earth; high heap ofearth; hillock.

—paras. 4 prick, poke, thrust. “)/:”) matki arI ki
batIyé, khatke pag me at 1<ਭੈਠੁਰ1< jese.”—1<rIsan.
5 Skt dead body, corpse.
ਮਟਕਾ [matka] n earthen pot, small earthen pitcher/pot. 2 coquetry, alluring gesture.
ਮਟਕਾਉਣਾ [matakauna], ਮਟਕਾਨਾ [matakana] v

make conquetish gesture witheyes. “matkavat drI g do: .”—bas§tsatsai. 2 make/cause one
jump/dance. “matkaI capal turég dhayo.”
—-sanh. 3 produce clicking sound by snapping
of ﬁngers.

ਮਟੁ [matu] See ਮਟ. “taha kabire matu kia.”—s
kabir. “cahu mahI eke matu he kia.”—ram m 5.

‘Only the Almighty pervades in the four aeons. God is present in our inner conscious—
ness in the form of four pitchers.’
Hgﬁﬁlmatuki] earthen pitcher. See ਮਟਕ਼ੀ. “tano
karI matuki, man mahI bIloi.”—asa kabir.

ਮੱਟ [matt] 11 large earthen pot. 2 adv quickly,
immediately.

ਮਟਕਿ [matakI] coquettishly. See ਮਟਕ land 2.

ਮੱਟਣ [mattan] See ਮਟਨ.

ਮਟਕ਼ੀ [matki] small earthen pot. 2 sense - body,

ਮੱਟਣ ਭਾੲੀ ਕੇ [mattan bhai ke] Bhai ke Mattu.

mortal frame. 3 pride of having a beautiful
body, arrogance due to one’s beauty. “matoki

ਮੱਟੀਧਿਰਿਯਿ] small earthen pitcher. 2 soil, earth

See ਖਾਰਾਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਮੱਟੂ [mattu] a Jatt subcaste.
darI dhari.”——bIIa ਗੀਤੋਂ!“ m 1. 4 See ਮਟਕ.
ਮਟਨ [matan] a hill station near the Askardu fort ਮੱਟੂ ਭਾਈ ਕੇ [mattu bhai ke] Bhai ke Mattu. See
ਖਾਰਾਸਾਹਿਬ.
within Hari mountain range of Jammu and
Kashmir state. A simple gurdwara in memory ਮਠ [math] Skt ਸਰ੍. vr live, be engrossed in. 2 n
place of stay for a monk; hermitage. In Hath
of Guru Nanak Dev has been raised at this
yog Pradipika, it is written that an arched
place. An estate with annual revenue of 50
house constructed in a desolate place with
rupees has been allotted by J ammu state. It is
situated 40 miles east of Srinagar (capital of room for only one person to lie and one door
for entrance and exit, is called a math. See E
Kashmir). 2 E mutton; meat of ram and sheep.
monastery. 3 shrine, temple. 4 hostel for stuਮਟਰ [matar] Skt ਮਧੁਰ ਚਣਕ. peas; type of food
dents. 5 moving chariot. 6 sense — body, phygrain, grown during the summer season. The
sique, mortal frame.7 See ਮਠਸਾਨ.
beans taken out of its pods are cooked as vegetable. Dried peas make good dal. dish. L pisum ਮਠਸਾਨ [mathsan] soft grind stone; the device
for sharpening weapons is oftwo kinds — one
sativum. E Pea.

ਮਠਾ
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ਮਣੀਂਟੌ

rough and the other smooth. The smooth grind—
-stone is called mathsan. This not only sharpens the edge, but also gives a shine to it. “math-

3 ornament,jewellery. 4 water-pot.
ਮਣਿਆ [manIa] enjoyed, relished. See ਮਧ੍ਯਾ.
“tInI harIrégu manIa.”—m 5 vargau 2.

san cadhe atI sron tIsae .”—paras. “ban ka-

ਮਣਿਅਾਰ [manIar] ਮ'ਣਿਅਾਰਾ [manIara] jeweller.
See ਗ਼ੀਮਸ੍ਯ.

man dhare mathsan.”—carItr 110.

ਮਠਾ [matha] n churned curd; partly churned curd.
ਮਠੋਲੀ [matholi] small earthen pitcher. 2 sense
—— body, physique. See ਮਠ.
ਮੱਠਾ [mattha], ਮੱਠੀ [matthi] n small and large
crisp. round, ﬂat bread ofwheat flour fried in
oil. 2 See ਮਠਸਾਨ. 3 adjlazy, inactive, not smart.
ਮਢਨਾ [madhna] See ਮੜ੍ਹਨਾ.

ਮਢਾਲ [madhal] Skt ਮੰਦਾਰ. n a tree. E Erythina
indica. “jahisal tamal madhal lasé.”—datt.
ਮਣ [man] part indicative of negation; sans.

“k'énha pharI mantarua.”—BG. ‘by holdingthe
shoulder of untrained swimmers.’ 2 n raised
platform or terrace made around a well. 3 heap
of freshly threshed grain. “halo bicaru, VIkar
man.”—m 1 var ram 1. See ਬੀਚਾਰੁ 2. 4 Skt
weighing unit equal to forty seers. 5 See ਮਨ.
6 measurement. sense —— equal to two palms
length (one hand). “sadhe tre man dehuri.”
—s farid.
ਮਣਸਣਾ [mansana] See ਮਨਸਨਾ.

ਮਣਕੜਾ [mankara], ਮਵ੍ਯਾ [manka] n bead shining
like a gem or a pearl. 2 rosary’s bead. 3 round
metallic bead attached with the dragnet that
keeps the mesh submerged in water under its
(bead's) load. “ape jal mankara.”—sri m 1.

ਮਣਿਕਰਣਘਿਰਧ੍ਯਚਿਢ਼ਾਗ਼ਾ] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਮਠਿਣੇਂ. a shivling tem-

ple in Kamrup. See ਕਾਲਿਕਾ ਪੁਰਾਣ. ch 81. 2 See

ਮਣਿਕਰਣਿਕਾ.
ਮਠਿਰਣਿਕਾ [manIkarnIka] Skt ਮਠਿਟਿੰਕਾ. Surprised by Vishnu’s meditation, Shiv shook his
head so violently that his ear-ring (embedded
withjewels and precious stones) fell down on
the earth. The place where this ear-ring fell is
now a famous pilgrimage centre in Kashi. See

ਕਾਸ਼ੀਖੰਡ. ch. 26
Hf‘aw[man1kar]jeweller, connoisseur of

jewels.

ਮਣਿਗ੍ਰੀਞ [manIgriv] adj having a gem worn
around the neck. 2 n son of Kuber.

ਮਟਿਦ੍ਰੇੰਪ [manIdvip] See ਸੇਸਨਾਗ.
ਮਣਿਧਰ [manIdhar] adj bearing a gem. 2 n
snake. See ਮਣੀਧਰ. 3 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 21.
ਮਣਿਬੰਧ [manIbédh] n wrist, part of the body
for wearing a gem around. “rekha lag
manIbédh te bhai macch akar.”~GPS.

ਮਣਿਭਿੱ'ਤਿ[ਗ਼੪ਸੁਗ਼ੁ[)}1ਗ਼ੁ੮੮1],ਮਣਿਮੱਡਪ[ਗ਼ਰਸ਼੍ਯਗ਼ਟੋਗੂੰਗ੍ਕ਼]

See ਸੇਸਨਾਗ. 2 wall and dome embedded with
gems.
ਮਣੀ [manI] n mother's affection/tenderness for

her offspring. “jhuthi duni mani.”—sor m 5.
“mani mItaI jivatu mars.”—bavan. 2 Skt

4 in Pothohari it means a killer.
ਮਕ੍ਯਾਰੂ [mantaru] adj incapable of swimming.
See ਮਣ l.

ਮਾਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਵ. fame, glory. “mamas kura garabu, saci

ਮਣਾ [mama] Sec ਮਣਿ. “jIni raVIa so prabhu, tina

U? semen of men or menses of women.

bhagu mana.”—majh barahmaha. excellent
fortune, superb luck. 2 Skt ਮਾਨ੍ਯ. adj respectable. 3 honourable.
ਮਣਾਖਾ [manakha] See ਮਨਾਖਾ.

ਮਣਿ [maul] Skt n gem—like diamond, emerald
etc. 2 superiormost among things ofits kind.

tudhu mani.”—-m 1 var maIa. 3 See ਮਣਿ. 4 A

ਮਣੀਆ [mania] plural of ਮਣੀ. 2 rosary’s beads.
“kavanu gum) kavanu su mania.”—s fan'd.

‘which is the string and what are the beads?
See ਮਣੀਏ. Here ਗ਼ੁਣੁ is equivocal. 3 fame, glory. 4 rosary of beads.
ਮਣੀਏ [manic] beads. “ਪਿੰ sutu, manie bhi tﬁ he.”

ਮਣੀਂਧਰ
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—majh m 5. “eke sutI paroe manie.”—ram m 5.
‘selfness is yarn and beads are body limbs.’

ਮਤਬਾ

ਮਤਸਰੀ [matsari] Skt ਸ੍ਯਯਿ. adjjealous.
ਮਤਸ੍ਯ [matsy] 11 ﬁsh. 2 large country. 3 ruler of

ਮਣੀਧਰ [manidhar] bearing a gem—Sheshnaag.

Chedi, who was born to a ﬁsh. He was real

“dev adev manidhar narad.”—saveye 33.
ਮਣੀਨੀਲ [maninil] See ਨੀਲਮਣਿ.

brother of Matsyoderi.

ਮਣੀਮਥੰਨਿ [manimathénI] gem in the crown. “ratan javehar manIka, habhe manimathénI.”

—m 5 var mala.

ਮਤ [mat] 01ਮਤੁ [matu] part indicative ofprohibition or negation. “mat bhulahI re man ! cet
hari.”—bas§tm 1.2 advperhaps, may be, possibly, lest. “au sabhagi nidarie, matU sahU dekha so:.”—vad m 1. 3 Skt ਸਰ. advice, coun-

sel. 4 interpretation. 5 religion, sect. “bhin
bhfn ghar ghar mat gahI hE.”—I<91k1'. 6 knowledge. 7 worship. 8 adj known. 9 accepted,
agreed upon. 10 respected highly. 11 Skt ਮੱਤ
intoxicated. “menu memetu mega] mIkdara.”
-dhana m 3. 12 Skt mother. “pItas toyé. mates tuyé.”—gyan.
ਮਤਸ [mates] Skt ਮਤ੍ਸਜ਼ ﬁsh. 2 ﬁsh incarnating
the Divine. 3 wide-spread country — Viraat.

See ਵਿਰਾਟ.
ਮਤਸ ਅੱਛ ਅਰਿ [mates ecch an] enemy of the
ﬁsh’s eye—arrow.—sanama. Arjun shot an arrow into the eye of a ﬁsh before marrying
Dropadi.

ਮਤਸਕੇਤੁ [matasketu] See ਮਕਰਕੇਤੁ.
ਮਤਸ ਚੱਛ ਅਰਿ [matas cacch an] enemy of the
ﬁsh’s eye—arrow. See ਮਤਸ ਅੱਛ ਅਰਿ.-5911੩1118.
ਮਤਸਤ੍ਰਾਣ [matastran] which gives shelter to ﬁsh—
pond. 2 water. 3 ocean.—sanama.

ਮਤਸਦੇਸ [metasdes] See ਮਤਸ3 and ਵਿਰਾਟ.
ਮਤਸਰ [matsar] Skt n jealousy. “kam krodh mad.matsar trIsna.”—saveye'sri mukhvak m 5.
2 selﬁshness. 3 anger, ire.

ਮਤਸਜ਼ ਅਵਤਾਰ [matsy avtar] The ﬁrst incarnation of Vishnu, having the appearance of a
crocodile. In Bhagwat, when all the people
were submerged in water on doom'sday, the
Veds were created from the sleeping Creator’s
mouth. Haygreev stole the Veds at that time.
Vishnu retrieved them back from him. in the
guise of a crocodile. Vishnu had lower portion
of a crocodile while the upper one was human. This incarnation happened during Sat-

yug. See ਸੰਖ 7, 2 See ਮਨੁ.
ਮਤਸ੍ਯਗੰਧਾ [matsygédha] having smell ofa ﬁsh
— Matsyodari.

ਮਤਸਜਾ [matsya], ਮਤਸਜੀ [matsyi] ﬁsh.

ਮਤਜ੍ਯੋਦਰੀ [matsyodari] female child born to a
ﬁsh] from the‘semen of Uprichar vasu, the ruler

of Chedi. She was bought up by ﬁshermen.
Prashar the sage was attracted by her charmin g look and begot a son Dvepayan (Vyas) from
her. Then she became Shantnu’s wife and gave
birth to Vichitar Viray and Chitrangad. Other
names of Matsyodhari are Matsaygandha,
Satywati, Yozangandha, Gandhkali, Gandhwati,
Kalangani. 2 pilgrimage centre of Kashi; taking a dip bath at this place is regarded auspi-

cious. See ਕਾਸ਼ੀ ਖੰਡ ch 69.
ਮਤਕੁਣ [111੪੮1<ਘ.1] Skt ਸਵ੍ਯਫੂਗ੍. 11 bug, bed bug.
2 elephant without teeth. 3 man without beard.
ਮਤਨ [matan] A f 11 back. 2 original text ofa
book. “kItabé da matan bhi te maIne bhi par-

hian.”—JSBM.
ਮਤਬਲ [matbal] metathesis ੦1°ਮਤਲਬ.

ਮਤਸਰਾਜ [matasraj] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਮਤਸਯਰਾਜ. 11 species of ਮਤਬਾ [matbalA d” n place for printing; printing
ﬁsh— Rohu ﬁsh. 2 ruler of Viraat, who gave
shelter to Pandavs when they were in trouble.

press. See ਛਾਪਾ 3.
lThis ﬁsh was a nymph named Adrika who lived in the

guise ofa ﬁsh because ofthe curse by Brahma.

ਮਤਰੂਕ
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ਮਤਰੂਕ [matruk] A HG; adj abandoned, renounced, deserted.

ਮਤਲ [metal] See ਮਾਤਲਿ.
ਮਤ੍ਲਬ [matlab] A VJ» n desire, wish, longing.
2 inner feeling. 3 selﬁshness. “h'é matlab l<e
mit VIsal.”—GPS.

ਮਤੁਲਬੀ [matlabi] A J}? adj selﬁsh; who grinds
his own axe.

WlmatlublA Y)» adjwho is summoned.
2 required.

ਮ'ਤਿ

mahI thapI uthapanhara, apan hathI
matat.”——gujm 5. 3 essence ofa religion. “59gal matﬁt keval harInam.”——sukhmani. 4 ﬁrm
view, formulation, opinion formed after thorough thinking. “sunI sakhie, Ih bhali bInéti
ehu matétu pakaie.”—-gau Chét m 5.
ਮਤਾਂਧ [ਗ਼ਗ਼ੀਕੋੰਧੀਪੰ See ਦੀਨ ਕਾ ਬਉਰਾ.
ਮਤਾਨਤਧਿਇਿਗ਼ਾਰਿ] A _ਕ਼ੀਢ਼. n sense of being ﬁrm/
strong. 2 power, strength.

ਮਤਾਬ [matab] See ਮਹਤਾਬ.

ਮਤਵਾਰ [matvar], ਮਤਵਾਰਾ [matvara], ਮਤਵਾਰੋ [mat-

ਮਤਾਬਸਿੰਘ [matabsigh] This valiant and pious

varo], ਮਤਵਾਲਾ [matvala] adj intoxicated, deeply

man, resident of' Mirankot (district Amritsar),

engrossed. “menu matvar mer sar bhathi.”
—1<eda kabir. “matvaro maIa SOIa.”—gaum 5.
“jIU pits madI matVale.”—m 4 vargau I.
ਮਤਵੰਤਾ [matvéta] adj intoxicated, enraptured,
“pio madro dhan matvéta.”——suhi m 5. 2 Skt

performed many heroic acts on behalf of Sikhs.
He was the man who beheaded Massa Rangarh involved in desecrating Harimandir in Sammat 1797. He was tortured to death by putting
him on a wheel (a medieval engine oftorture)
by the ruler of Lahore in Sammat 1802. See

ਮਤਵੰਤ. knower, having knowledge. 3 Skt
ਮਤਿਵੰਤ. wise, intelligent.
ਮਤਡ਼ੀ [matri] n wisdom, intelligence. “tIage man
ki matri.”—suhi m 5 gunvéti.
ਮਤਾ [meta] n resolution, view, opinion. “meta
kare pacham ks tai, purb-hi lsjat.”—guj m 5.
2 advice, counsel, consultation. “uthI calte
meta na kina he.”—maru soIhe m 1. 3 adj enamoured, charmed. See ਮਤਾਗਲੁ. ‘

ਮਤਾਉਣਾ [matauna] v resolve, determine.
ਮਤਾਅੁ [mataa] A Cr; n place to earn proﬁt.
2 object dealing with which brings proﬁt; commercial goods, material for trade. “com com
bhali mataa sudagar lyavai.”—caritr 144.

ਹਰਿਭਗਤ, ਪੰਥ ਪੁਕਾਸ਼ and ਮੱਸਾ ਰੰਗੜ. The chiefs of
Bharhi and Kotla Badla belong to his dynasty.

ਮਤਾਬਕੋਰ [matabkar] grand daughter of Sardar
Jai Singh chief of Kanaiya misl and daughter
of Sardar Gurbakhash Singh. She was married to Maharaja Ranj it Singh in 1795 AD. She
was mother of Maharaja Sher Singh and
Prince Tara Singh. She breathed her last in

1813 AD. Seen?T ਕੋਰ.
ਮਤਾਥੀ [matabi] See ਮਹਤਾਬੀ. “jars matabi adbhut
sobha.”—GPS.

ਮਤਿ [matI] Skt ਮੱਤ. intoxicated..“mat5g matI
ahékar.”—sar m 5. 2 Skt ਮਾਤ੍ਰਿ. mother. “matI

ਮਤਾਅੁਬ [mataab] A qt» n plural ਘੰਤਅੁਬ (ail-

pIt bharme.”—1<alki. 3 Skt ਮਮਤ੍ਵ. arrogance,

ment/disease), diseases. 2 grief, sorrow, dis-

fourth stage of inner conciousness. “ghariae

tress. 3 fatigue.

suratI mat man buth.”—japu. See ਅਤੌਹਕਰਣ.

ਮਤਾਹ [matah] See ਮਤਾਅ2 and ਮੁਤਾਹ.

4 Skt ਮਰ੍ਯ. wine, liquor. “pivahu sét sada matI

ਮਤਾਗਲੁ [matagalu] M n head of a sect, chief of a
sect, spiritual guide. “man ki mat: matagalu mata.
jo kIchu bolis sabu khatokhata.”—asa m 1.
ਮਤਾੜ [matat], ਮਤਾਂਤ [metat], ਮਤਾਂਤੁ [ਗ਼ਹਿਬੇਪਿ] n doc-

durlabh.”—kada kabir. 5 Skt ਮਤਿ. wisdom, intelligence. “mat hodi hOI Iana.”—s fetid. “ab
me maha suddh matIkarke.”-1<alki. 6 knowledge. 7 desire, wish. 8 memory, remembrance.
9 devotion. 10 prayer. 11 worship. 12 medi-

trine ofa sect. 2 decision, conclusion. “khIn

ਮਚਿਸਾਗਰ
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tation. 13 faith, trust 14 view, opinion. 15 part
In Punjabi, the word ਮਤਿ is also used for ਮਤ.
See ਮਤ 1. “matI bBSI parau luhar k3.”
—s kabir.

ਮਤਿਸਾਗਰ [matIsagar] adj ocean of wisdom;
deeply erudite person.

ਮਤਿਹਾਰੀ [matIhari] adj devoid of intelligence,
lacking in intelligence, idiot. “tuti laju bhare
mat-hari.”—-gau kabir.

ਮਤਗ
“

was arrested in Delhi alongwith the ninth Guru.
He was sawed alive in Sammat 1732 for refusing to adopt Islam. He kept on chanting Japu
Ji Sahib, even when he was being sawed.
Gurbakhash Singh, his nephew, always remained
in attendance of the tenth Guru. SOme authors
have mentioned Mati Dass as Mati Ram.

ਮਤੀਨ [matin1A Uf‘ adj powerful, mighty, strong.
2 n God’s name.

ਮਤਿਹੀਨਘਿਕ਼ੀਘਿਸ਼] adj lacking in wisdom, fool- ਮਤੀਰਾ [matira] n water melon. See ਤਰਬੂਜ.
ish.

ਮਤੀਰਾਮ [matiram] See ਫਾ-ਫ਼ੀਦਾਸ.

ਮਤਿਬੁ'ਧਿ [mathuth] knowledge and wisdom.

ਮਤੁ [matu] See ਮਤ 1. “matu bharamI bhulahu.”

2 recollection and understanding. See ਮਤਿ.
“matI buth bhavi na bujhai.”—sr1' m 3.

—bas§t m 5. 2 enraptured, absorbed, deeply
engrossed.
‘

ਮਤਿਭਵੀੰਘਿਚਿਗ਼ੁਘਿਗ਼ਾਜ਼ੋ] adj superstitious, obsessed

ਮਤੁਰੋਵੈ [matohove] part perhaps, it might not

with illusion. “matbhavi phIrahI caICItu.”
~sava m 3.
ਮਤਿਮਾਣ [matIman] wisdom and conﬁdence.
2 Skt adjwise, intelligent.

be so. “UdarIa vecara bagula, matu hove …ਤੈ]…
19khave.”—var ram 2 m 5. ‘Lest my identity
be known.’
ਮਤੇ [ਗ਼ਚਿੲ],8ਸਬੂਫ਼ਾਂ0558(], involved. “mate samev carné Udhrané’) bhe dutrah.”—sahas m 5. 2 part
lest. 3 perhaps, may be, possibly.

ਮਤਿਮਾਤਾਮਤਿਜੀਉ ਨਾਮਮੁ-ਖਿਰਾਮਾਘਿਚਿਗ਼ੁ mata
mat: jiu nam mukhI ramal—gau m 4. ‘O! the
pious soul, make the wish to always recite the
Creatoris name as your mother.’

ਮਤੇਈ [matei] 11 just like mother, mother-like;
step-mother.

ਮਤਿਮਾਨ [matIman], ਮਤਿਮੱਤ[ਗ਼3੮ਗ਼ੁਧ1ਰੌ੮] adjwise, ਮਤੇ ਦੀ ਸਰਾਇ [mate di saraI] a village, situated
intelligent.

ਮਤਿਮੰਦ [matIm’éd] adjunwise, unintelligent.
ਮਤਿਵੇਲਾ [matIvela] period of attaining knowledge. See ਪਵਨ ਅਰੰਭੂ. “kavan mulu kavan mat-

Ivela.”—srdhgosatr. ‘What is the origin of
knowledge? What is the time to attain knowledge?’

ਮਤੀ [mati] Skt ਮਤਿ ਅੁਕ਼ਲ. “suami pédIta ! tum
deho mati.”—_bas§t m 1. 2 intoxicated, arrogant. “amal galola kur ka mati maranu VIsarIa.”—sr1' m 1.

ਮਤੀਬਿੰਦ੍ਰ [matiidr] This word is used for Indu-

mati. “mati-idr nama udar.”—aj. See ਇੰਦੁ'ਮਤੀ.
ਮਤੀਦਾਸ [matidas] deeply pious Sikh who was
the eldest son of Bhai Paraga. See ਪਰਾਗਾ.
Guru Tegbahadur made him his counsel. He

about seven kohs to the north-east of tehsil
Muktsar, district Ferozepur. Now this village
is named as Nage ki Sarai as it was inhabited by an ascetic on the barren remains of
the village. There is a gurdwara in memory
oquru Nanak Dev and another one in memory of Guru Angad Dev in this village. The
birth place of Guru Angad Dev is located
about 400 steps away eastward from this vi |iage, on the remains ofMate di Sarai. Annual religious congregation is held on the Vaisakhi day. The village is one and a halfmiles to
the south of Baroowali railway station (BBCI
railways).
ਮਤੇ ਵਾਲੀ ਢਾਬ [mate vali dhab] See ਦੋਦੇਵਾਲ.

ਮਤੰਗਗਿਗ਼ੀਟੈਫ਼ੁ] Skt ਸ੍ਯਛੁਧਸ੍ਰਾ. n elephant. “matt mat'ég
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ਮਤਤ
"

jare jar ség.”—aka1. 2 a sage in Mahabharat,
who was born to a Brahmin woman from the
semen of a barber, but attained qualities of a
pious person due to his virtuous deeds.l His
son sage Matang was the religious mentor of

ਮਥੲੀਆ [mathaia] adj who churns.

ਮਥਣਾ [mathna] See ਮਥਨਾ. 2 See ਮਿਥਣਾ.
ਮਥਣੀ [mathni] adj which churns or crushes.
—sanama. 2 n chum, churning stick. See ਮਥਨੀ.

ਮਥਨ [methan] Skt n act of churning, process of

Shavri (a tribal devotee). See ਮਾਭੰਗ 1. 3 clouds.

churning. 2 tormenting. 3 crushing. see ਮਥ 2.

4 son of a barber born from the womb of a
Brahmin woman.

ਮਥਨਾ [mathna] v churn. 2 consider. 3 torment,

ਮਤੰਤ [matét] See ਮਤਾਂਤ. 2 essence of a sect. “bed-

ਮਥਨਾਚਲ [mathnacal] mountain used for churn-

byas matét.’ ’—gyan.
ਮੱਤ [matt] Skt adj intoxicated, engrossed. 2 ਮੱਤ
is also used for ਮਾਤ੍ਰਾ in prosody. “dhar matt

ਮਥਨਿ [mathanI] (they) churn, they (women)
churn. “qu methanI madhania.”—~sava m 5.

car.”—rupdip. 3 In Shastarnammala, ਮੱਤ is used

ਮਥਠੀ [mathni] ਰ੍ਉੱ/(ਟੰਮੰਥਾਨ. n churn, churning stick.

for ਮਤਸ (crocodile) by an ignorant author —

ਮਥਨੁ [methanu] See ਮਥਨ 3'. “kesi 1<ਵੂ>$ methanu

“matt sabad prI thme ucar acch sabad pun dehu.
arI pad bahur bakhanie nam ban lakhlehu.”
‘enemy of the eye of the ﬁsh — arrow.’ Arjun
married Dropadi by piercing the eye ofa ﬁsh
with his arrow.

ਮੱਤਗਯੰਦ [mattgyéd] See ਸਵੈਯਾ 10.
ਮੱਤ ਦੁਰਮਿਲਾ [matt durmIla] This poetic metre
is also named as sok-har featuring four feet,
each foot having 30 matras with three pauses

each after 8 matras while the fourth is after 6
matras ending with a long syllable.
Example:
dar mardane, bacon bakhane,
keCIt nar IO ben kah‘é,

dumé téhi bha ju kurahi
nahI rabab 1<o den cahE.—NP.

ﬁ3'lmatta] adjenraptured. absorbed. 2 n matra,
syllable. “terahI matta takh pad.”—rupdip.
ਮੱਤਾਕ੍ਰੀੜਾ [mattakrira] See ਸਵੈਯਾ 26.
ਮਤ੍ਰੇਈ [matrei] mother—like; step-mother.
ਮਥ [math] n forehead. 2 Skt ਸ੍ਯਰ੍ vr chum, con-

sider, rub, shake, destroy.

cause suffering. 4 crush. 5 knead.

ing the ocean; churning hill, Mandrachal.

jInI kia.”—g5d namdev.
ਮਥਰਾ [mathra] See ਮਥੁਰਾ.

ਮਥਾ [matha] n forehead. “nIvavahI prabhu
matha.”—varj£t.

ਮਥਾਟਿ [mathaI], ਮਥਾਇਣਾ [mathaIna], ਮਥਾਹੜੈ
[mathahre], ਮਥਾਣੈ [methane] of the forehead, on
the forehead. “ubre bhag methaI.”—m 5 var
maru 2. “szu badbhag mathaIna.”—maru so]he m 5. “jIna bhag mathahre.”——m 5 var maru
2. “szu hove bhag mathans.”—maru m 5.
ਮਥਾਨ [mathan] a poetic metre, featuring four
feet, each foot having two tagans (Iong-long
short 55!, SSI).
Example:
chajs maha jot. bhané mano dot.
rajt: mahé rup. lajE sabhs bhup.
~kalk1'.
2 partly churned butter milk.
ਮਥਾਨਾ [mathana], ਮਥਾਨਿ [mathanI], ਮਥਾਮ
[matham], ਮਥਾਮਰ [mathamar], ਮਥਾਮਾ [mathama],

ਮਥਾਰੀਐ [matharie] of the forehead. 2 on the
forehead. “jIn ks bhag mathana.”—ram chét

HHE'Hmathai] churns. 2 on the forehead. “sz0

m 5. “lahno szu mathanIha.”—asa m 5. “bad

badbhag mathai.”—kalr m 4. 3 of the fore-

hoho bhag matham.”—I<an partal m 4. “jake

head, pertaining to the forehead.

lekhu mathama.”—sarm 5. “szu bhag matharie.”—var guj2 m 5.

lSee ਮਹਾਭਾਰਤ. ਅਨੁਸ਼ਾਸਨਪਰਞ, ch. 26-30.

ਮਿਥ
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ਮਥਿ [mathI] adv by churning, on churning.
.“mathI smrIt pia.”—suh1' m 1. 2 by twisting,

by twining. “tham; karI sui, sabadu taga
mathI ghale.”—asa kabir. 3 on the forehead.
“sz0 lIkhIa hove mathI.”—sri m 5.
ਮਥਿਤ [mathIt] adj churned. 2 crushed. 3 destroyed.

ਮਥੀਆ [mathia] adj who churns. 2 who contemplates. 3 who crushes.
ਮਥੁਰਾ [mathura] a Bhatt singing hymns in praise

of the Guru. “mathura bhanI bhag bhale unhke.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 a heroic Sikh oquru

ਮੱਥਾ ਸੁੰਘਣਾ

ਮਥੁਚੇਸ਼ [mathures], Ugarsen. 2 Kans. 3 Krishan.

ਮਥੇਵਾਲ [matheval] hair on the head. “matheval
dropti 5di.”—BG.
ਮਥੇਵਾਲਿ [mathevaII] from the hair, by pulling
the hair. “mathevalI pacharIanu.”—m 5 var
guj2.
`
ਮਥੈ [maths] churns. 2 crushes. 3 on the fore-

head. “maths tIke nahi.”—m 1 var majh.

ਮਥੈਯਾ [matheya] who churns. 2 who crushes.
HﬁH‘ﬂ‘Eﬁlmathomurari] Prema Khatri, resident

of village Khai in district Lahore. He was
Hargobind, who attained self-realisation.
cured of leprosy by the grace of Guru Amar
3 Skt ਮਧੁਪੁਰੀ. Mathura is a famous town in
Dev. He was given the name Of Murari by
the land oeraj, situated on the right bank of the Guru. Seenhe Uppal gave in marriage his
river Jamuna in Allahabad region. It is one
daughter Matho to Murari at the behest of the
ofthe seven sacred pilgrimage centres ofthe
Guru. This devoted couple preached Sikhism.
Hindus. Krishan was born in this town.
Historically their combined name Mathomu“mathura m5dal ke bIkhe janam dharyo harI
rari has become popular. The Guru granted
ra I .”—1<rIsan.
the couple a seat to preach Sikhism.
According to Vishnu Puran, a demon ਮਥੋਰ [mathor], ਮਥੋਰਾ [mathora], ਮਥੋਰੀ [mathori] on
named Madhu used to rule over this town,
the forehead, pertaining to the forehead. “jake
hence the name Madhupuri. When Shabhag mathor.”—bavan. “vadbhag mathora.”
trughan, brother of Ramchandar, killed Lavan,
—sarparta1 m 4. “jIn bhag mathori.”—gaum 5.
he renamed this town as “Madhura”, which ਮੰਥ [math] to consider, contemplate. See ਮਥਨ.
ultimately became Mathura.
“gopal kathé mathé.”—ga tha.
ਲ਼ੀ Emperor Aurangzeb named this town as ਮੰਥਤ […ਟੈਧਿਰਿ] who churns. 2 doctrine’s essence,
Islamabad in the month of Ramzan in 1080
theoretical basis.

Hijri (1669 AD)1 and he built a mosque by ਮੰਥਨਿ [ਗ਼ਟੈਧਿਗ਼ਾਗ਼ੁ] they churn. 2 See ਮਣੀ ਮਥੰਨਿ,
demolishing the Keshavdev temple.
There is a holy place in the house of the
Chaubis in memory of the sixth Guru. The
Guru stayed here while on his way to Agra. A
gurdwara in memory ofthe ninth Guru stands
on Kans hillock. The tenth Guru also visited
Mathura while returning to Punjab from Pat' na, The gurdwara there is not that wellknown.

See ਨਾਨਕਪੁਕਾਸ਼ ਉੱਤਰਾਰਧ ch. 9.
ਮਥੁਰਾਨਾਥ [mathuranath], Hg'amrfa[mathurapat11,
'Somc have written its name as Mominabad.

on the forehead. “jis ke bhag mathénI”—majh
' barahmaha.

ਮੱਥ [matth] forehead.
ਮਥੱਕਾਘਿਗ਼ੀਧਿਗੰਵ੍ਹ] n rope used for churning, by
winding it around the Spindle. “kari matthaka
basuké sidh maddhé.”—macch.
ਮੱਥਾ ਸੁੰਘਣਾ [matha sOghna] v hug affectionately one’s son, beloved etc and kiss the forehead at the time ofhis/her departure. This tradition of kissing the forehead is found in an-

cient scriptures. See ਕੋਸ਼ੀਤਕੀਂ ਉਪਨਿਸ਼ਦ ch 2.

ਮਦ
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“badan VIlokat sﬁghat matha. karat neh SII‘
pherat hatha.”—NP.
ਮਦ [mad] Skt ਸਟ੍ਰ. vr be happy, get tired, be satiated, boast. 2 intoxicating drink trickling from
the neck of an elephant. “mad jharat hasti pOj

he.”—saloh. 3 arrogance. “joban dhan prabhuta ks mad me.”—dhana m 9. 4 semen. 5 intoxication. “mam mad mat kop jaria.”—kan m
5. 6 intoxication, alcoholic drink, narcotic drug.
“madI maIa k2 bhan bavro.”—-sor m 9.
7 musk. 8 P ਭੰ wire. 9 sixth day ofthe month.

10 See ਮੱਦ.

ਮਦਨਾਰਿ
season. 3 liquor, Wine. “on mad cadha, madan

ras cakhIa."—ram kabir. ‘those who tasted intoxication by drinking.’ 4 love, affection.
5 large ﬂower-sucking black bee. 6 pied wag-

tail. 7 See ਰੂਪਮਾਲਾ. 8 Dg horse—bean, a kind of
pulse;masda1.

ਮਦਨਅਰਿ [madanarI ], ਮਦਨਸਤ੍ਰ[ਗ਼9€18115ਗ਼ੀਪਿ] ene—
my of sexual desire, Shiv.“

ਮਦਨਸਿੰਘਸਿ਼ਸ੍ਯਯੱਗ਼ਾ sigh] a cobbler, who attained
supreme position after being baptised by the
tenth Guru. He used to take care of the horse
named Dalvidar and was an excellent poet.

ਮਦਊੰ [madau] n place on the horse back where

ਮਦਨਸ਼ੂਅਨ [madansuan] son of Kam; Basant, son

saddle is put. 2 A ,ਲ਼ਾਫ਼ੂਥੂ one who has been invit-

of Kam. “madansuan jab garaj he.”—paras.
ਮਦਨ੍ਯਰਘਿਗੀਹਘੀਹਿ] n Shiv. See ਮਦਨਅਰਿ. 2 See

ed; invitee.

ਮਦਹੋਸ [madhos] A j,“ adjout of senses. “mad
pi madhos bhae nIscar.”—saloh.
ਮਦਕ[…ਰ€191<] adjintoxicating, alcoholic. 2 11 pipe,
tube, distillation tube. “mudra madak sahajdhu—
nI 1agi.”—ram kabir. ‘airtight cork to prevent
the leakage of steam.’ 3 Now-a-days, madak
is an intoxicating material formed by combining opium, hashish, tabacco and betel. It is used
for smoking in the Chillum ofa hubble-bubble.
It has very poisonous effect on the body. In
particular, it harms the muscles. The addicts
of this intoxicating material are so afraid of
water that they do not even take bath for many
years. 4 Dg bull, stud bull.
ਮਦਕਲ [madkal] Skt adj who shouts under the in-

ﬂuence of an intoxicant. 2 n intoxicated elephant.

3 highly intoxicated. 4 See ਦੋਹਰਾ 10.
ਮਦਜੀਵਣ [madjivan] Dg a kalal (distiller) who
makes his living by distilling and selling
country liquor.
ਮਦਤ [madat], ਮਦਦ [madad] A u, n help, assis-

tance.
ਮਦਦਗਾਗ਼ੀਸ਼ਾਗਿ੍ਰਧੰਥੂਗਿ੍] helpful.
ਮਦਨ [madam] Skt n one who causes lust, Kamdev.

“as madan rajraja anpatI.”—paras. 2 spring

ਡਿਉਢਾ 3.
ਮਦਨਗ੍ਰਿਹ [madanngh] vagina, vulva. female
genitalia.
ਸ਼੍ਯ [madandas] an ascetic, who was a fol-

lower of the tenth Guru and used to listen to
the Guru’s religious discourses in Anandpur.
mlmadannath] an ascetic, who met Guru

Gobind Singh at Thanesar and was delighted
on listening to his sermons. 2 Vishnu. 3 Indar.

ਮਦਨਮੂਰਤਿ [madanmuratI] having the appearance of Kam; handsome like Cupid; hand-

some. 2 a symbol of love. “madanmuratI
bhetar gobfde!”-—dhana sen.
WImadanmohan] attractive like Cupid:

beautiful. 2 See ਸੂਰਦਾਸ. 3 Krishan Dev.
ਮਦਨਰਿਪੁ [madaanpu] enemy ofsexual desire;

Shiv.
ਮਦਨਾਂਕੁਸ਼ [madanakus] n that which provokes

passion; penis; male copulative organ; symbol
of manhood.
ਮਦਨਾਤੁਰਘਿਬਯੰਰਸ੍ਯਇਿ] perplexed by sexual urge,
pained by sexual desire.

ਮਦਨਾਂਧਘਿਗੀਗ਼ਾਫ਼ੁਘੀ] blinded by sexual urge; who
indulges in sex at odd time or place.

ਮਦਨਾਰਿ [madanarI] enemy of sexual urge; Shiv.

ਮਦਨੋੰਦਿਤਆਸਨ
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ਮਦਨੋ-ਦਿਤਆਸਨ [madanodIt asan] a type for posture for copulating as described in the treatise
on sex.

ਮਦਠੰਕੁਸ [1119੮1911ਫੌ1<ਪ5] See ਮਦਨਾਂਕੁਸ਼.
ਮਦਮਾਵਤਘਿਗਿ੍ਗ਼ਕ੍ਯਾਗ਼ੀ] Skt ਮਦਮਾਯੂਕ. adj who speaks
loudly under the influence of liquor. “szmran
nahivat, phIrat madmavat.”—bIIa m 5. 2 See

ਮੋਨਦੀ. 8 Skt elephant. 9 pig, swine, boar. 10 See

ਮੰਦਾਰ.

ਮਦਾਰਾ [madara] P !… n humbleness, humility.
2 goodness, hoblity.

ਮਦਾਰੀ [madari] follower (disciple) of Madaar;

one belonging to Madaar sect; a Muslim faqir,
who was a disciple of She1kh Mohammad Taiਮਾਵਤ.
foori. His real name was Badiuddin. Sheikhਮਦਯੰਤੀ [madyéti] ਸਟ੍ਯੀ. queen of Kalamash- Madaar died on
December 20, 1434. His tomb
pad. See ਕਲਮਾਸਪਾਦ 2.
is built in Kanauj and is_regarded a holy place
ਮਦਰ[ਧ19(1ਰਿ] See ਮਦ੍ਰ and ਮਾਦਰ.
for pilgrimage. The faqirs belonging to this sect
ਮਦਰਸਾ [madrasa] A {/2 n centre for aquiring
are popularly known as Madaari. 2 one moveducation, centre of learning; school.
ing around in an arena; he who shows his feat
ਮਦਰਾ [madra] See ਮਦਿਰਾ.
by moving around in the arena of his perforਮਦਰਾਸ[1119(ਟੁੰ11‘85] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਯ. metropolitan city in
mance.
southern India, situated on the seashore and ਮਦਾਲਸ [madal
as] Skt n hangover due to over
capital of Madras state. This city was foundintoxication; inactivity of the body after doing
ed by the British in 1639. Madras is situated sex. 2 see ਮਦਾਲਸਾ.
1032 miles away from Calcutta. Its popula- ਮਦਾਲਸਾ [madalsa]
daughter of the ruler of Gantion is 522,951. Madras state includes 22 Britdravaj Vishvketu, who was queen of kmg Riish districts and many states under the Indian
tudhvaj (Kuvalyashav). She gave birth to four
rulers. The state has an area of 142,000
sons — Vikrant, Suvahu, Shatru- mardan and
square miles and the population of 42,500,000.
Bhoomishth (Alrak). She was a spiritual lady
It is mostly inhabited by Dravids and Tailang
who nurtured her sons to be pious and relipeople.
gious. See ਮਦਾਲਸੋਪਾਖਜਾਨ of Marka

ਮਦਰੋਂ [madaro] n liquor, wine, alcoholic drink.
"‘pio madro dhan matvéta.”—suhi m 5.

WImadaxxl] A Jéu/plural ome(entry
point, entrance) entrances. 2 income.
ਮਦਯਿਘਿਗ਼ਝੀਕੋੰਧੀਸ੍] adjarrogant under the inﬂuence

ofliquor. 2 blinded by alcoholic drink etc.
ਮਦਾਨ [madam] See ਮੈਦਾਨ.
ਮਦਾਨ ਜਾਣਾ [madan jana] xa v go out to answer
the call of nature; ease onself; defecate.

ਮਦਾਰ [madar] A ਗ਼„ n central part. 2 axle.
3 axis of the revolution of planets. 4 sense —
the fact on which something is based. 5 See

ਮਦਾਹੀ6/1 ”a [11੫181੦1`ਮਿਦਰਹ;(1)'1185੮10 leader‘of
the clan. 7 commander of an army; commander-in-chief. “mondi madar kete.”—aka1. See

ndey Puran

(ch. 20-40).

ਮਦਾਲਾ [madala] adj drunk. 2 Dg n elephant.
HﬁrlmadI] Skt ਮਰ੍ਯ. that which causes intoxication; wine, liquor. 2 ofwine, pertaining to

wine. “Itu madI pita nanka bahute khatiahI

bIkar.”—m 1 s mardana var bIha. 3 because
of intoxication. “maIa mad: bIkhIa rasr
raCIo.”—sarm 9. See example of ਮਦ 6.

HFEWImadIya] he who makes liquor; distiller
of liquor. “sat bar madIyan te madahI cuaI

kar.”—carrtr 296.

ਮਦਿਰਾ [madIra] Skt 11 wine, liquor. “man moh
madIré.”—sahas m 5. 2 stuff that causes in-

toxication. 3 pied, wagtail. 4 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 9.
ਮਦਿਚੰ [madIrél See ਮਦਿਰਾ.

ਮਚੀ

ਮਦ੍
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ਮਦੀ [madi] adj intoxicated. “madi jes jhume.” ਮਦੋਨ [madon] short for ਮਦੋਨਮੱਤ. See ਮਦੋਨਾ-ਦ੍ਹਾਤ.
—ramav.2Skt pot fordrinkingwine,drinking
bowl.

“premras 5mrIt nIdhan panke madon.”
—BGK. ‘overwhelmed with love.’

ਮਾੰਖ਼ੂ'ਵ੍'ਝਾਮੱਤ [madonmatt] Skt ਮਦੋਨ੍ਯਥੂਤ. adj deeply

ਮਦੀਅਧਿਲ਼ਰਧੀਬ] See ਮਦੀਯ.
ਮਦੀਆ [media] See ਮਦਿਯਾ. 2 Skt my (f). femi-

swayed by sex. “garbét nari madonmatté.”

nine 0ਸਿ਼ਦੀਯ.
‘
ਮਦੀਨ [madin] P „!, woman, female companion
of the male.
ਮਦੀਨਾਘਿਜ੍ਯੋਸ੍ਯਇਿ ,'.ਵ੍ਲ਼ੀ city, town. 2 a prominent
Arab city, where Hazrat Mohammad breathed
his last and a tomb has been built on his grave
there. Hazrat Mohammad proclaimed that a
city of Madina was protected by angels. Ma-

—sahas m 5. 2 arrogant in intoxication. 3 feeling ecstatic under the influence of liquor.
J-TEImaddat] A ,‘, vpull, drag. 2 n act ofpulling.
3 a line showing margin for writing a list or
keeping an account. 4 Skt ਮਰ੍ਯ. wine. 5 intoxi-

dina is situated on level plane at the foot hills

ਮੱਚੂ [maddu] a devoted carpenter, who was a

of the mountain-range. The boundary wall of
the city is 35-40 feet high having 30 minarets
with a trench around it. The famous Nabi’s
mosque exists in this city. The water of the
wells here is very sweet. A canal also flows

disciple of Guru Hargobind. He used to cut
wood for the common kitchen. The Guru was
so pleased with his untiring service that He
Himself lit his pyre. “maddu sabad vicara.”
—BG. 2 a rebeck player. See ਸੱਚੂ. 3 In Punja-

near this town. The city is surrounded by tall

bi, stomach is also named as ਮੱਦੂ, as in “bhéna

date trees etc. “kete madina maka nIvasi.”

tera maddu.”—prov. Its rootliesinArabicﬁmlgU.

—aka1. The origional name of Madina was
Yashrib (which means deserted).

ਮਦੀਯ [madiy], ਮਦੀਯਾ [madiya] Sktpron and adj
my, mine.

eating object.
#ﬁlmaddat] See ਮਦਦ.
ਮੱਦਰ [maddar] See ਮਦ੍.

/

ਮੱਦੇ ਕੇ [maddo ke] a village under police station and tehsil Moga ofdistrict Ferozepur, sit-

uated at a distance of four miles to the soothwest of Ajitwal railway station. There stands

ਮਦੀਰ [madir], ਮਦੀਰਾ [madira] Skt ਮੰਜੀਰ. n small

a gurdwara in memory of Guru Hargobind

tinkling bell,jingling anklet, ornament for the
ankles. “tal madire.”—asam 1. 2jingling anklet.
ਮਦੁ [madu] See ਮਦ 6 and ਮਦਜ਼ “thu pits: mat:

about halfa mile to the south-east of this village. The Guru persuaded the thieves to part
with the snatched goods and preached Sikhism

durI ho: bare] pave VICI aI. jhutha madu
*
mulI na picai.”—m 3 var bIha.

to them so as to make them lead live a pious
life. A residential complex has been also built

?'[ਦੁਕਲ [madokal] See ਮਦਕਲ.
Hg3a2[madutl<at] .ਉਂ/ਧਿਸਂਥੀਜ੍ਯ. adj heavily intoxicated. “athk madutkat sigh rIsayo.”
—carrtr 52.
HgM‘EfImaduat] adjhighly tipsy. “madso mad-

on the premises of the gurdwara. One ghumaon land has been donated to the gurdwara
by the villagers. The priest is an Akali Singh.
ਮਰ੍ਯ [mady] Skt n intoxicating object, intoxicant, narcotic drug. 2 wine, liquor.

uate.”—paras.
ਮਦੋਤਕਟ [madotkat] See ਮਦੁਤਕਟ.
ਮਦੋਦਰੀ [madodri] Ravan’s queen. See ਮੰਦੋਦਰੀ.

ਮਰ੍ਯਪ [madyap] adj drug-addict. 2 habitual
drinker.
ਮਦ੍ਰ [madr] Sktn happiness, mirth. 2 prosperity,

“rébha urbasi 3r sacisu madodri.”—I<rIsan.

auspiciousness. “kahﬁ madrabani kahﬁ

ਮਦ੍ਰਕ
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~”
chudra-rupa.
—aka1. 3 in Sanskrit scriptures,

we ﬁnd Madar as the name of a territory but
there is some controversy about its location.
According to Matsy Puran, Madar is the
territory adjoining Sindh and Gandhar.l In
Mahabharat it is described as a territory in
the north of India. Western scholars take the
region between Beas and Jehlum as well as
Beas and Chanab as Madar.2 Some historians are of the view that Madar is the territory
between Satluj and Ravi, while a few
Sanskrit scholars write the earlier name of
Madras as Madar. Guru Gobind Singh named
Punjab as Madardesh. viz —-“madr-des ham ko
1e ae.”—VN.
4 a village under police station and tehsil
Nankiana, district Sheikhupura situated twelve
miles to the north of Chhanga—Manga railway
station. There is a motorable road upto the
headworks of Balloki canal, from where the

village is just three miles away. There is a
gurdwara Sacchi Manji in this village (Madar). .
The sacred bed of Guru Nanak Dev is still
preserved by the Gill landlords.
Guru Ajran Dev also visited this place and
bestowed a baton upon his followers. One shoe
of the pair belonging to Guru Amar Dass is
kept here while the other one is at Dhunni.

See ਧੁੰਨੀ2. The landlords who own these holy
relics charge one and a quarter rupees from
each devotee for their darshan. Bhai Santokh
Singh erroneously wrote in the context of
Kidara Sikh about this shoe belonging to Guru

Arjan Dev. See ਗੁ'ਪ੍ਰਸੂ ਰਾਸ਼ਿ 5. ch 52, and ਕਿਦਾਰਾ.

ਮਦ੍ਰਕ [madrk] Skt pertainin g to Madar-territory,
"I‘hc village Madhra. a railwayjunction. is between Jehlum and Sindh rivers. Perhaps it represents the ancient

Madar.
2Sec Cunningham’s Ancient Geography ofIndia (1924).

p. 212.

ਮਧ

resident of Madar.3 See ਮਦ੍ 3.

ਮਦ੍ਰ ਦੇਸ [madr des] See ਮਦ੍ਰ 3. 2 mother land.

ਮਦ੍ਰ ਦੇਸ ਏਸ੍ਵ'ਰਜਾ [madr des esvarja] daughter of
the ruler of Madar territory (Punjab). “madr
des esvarja bari ਭੰਗੀ,”… VN.

ਮਦ੍ਰਬਯੀਘਿਬਧਿ-ਸ਼ਿਪਾਂ] joyful utterance, blissful utterance. See ਮਦ੍ 2.
ਮਦ੍ਰਾ' [madrﬁ] See ਮਦ੍ 4.
ਮਧ [madh] See ਮਧਿ, ਮਧੁ and ਮਧ੍ਯ.
ਮਧਸੂਦਨ [madhsudan] See ਮਧੁਸੂਦਨ.
ਮਧਣਾ [madhna] v crush by rubbing. 2 knead.
ਮਧਪ [madhap] See ਮਧੁਪ.
ਮਧਭਾਰ [madhbhar] See ਮਧੁਭਾਰ.

ਮਧਮਤੀਘਿਗੀਖਿਸ਼ਗੀ] ਠੋੳੳਮਧੁਮਤੀ
ਮਧਮਿ [madhamI] See ਮਧ੍ਯਮ.
ਮਧਯਾਨ [madhyan] See ਮਧਯਾਨ.
ਮਧਰ [madhar] See ਮਧੁਰ.

ਮਧਰਾ [madhra] adj of medium stature, neither
too tall nor too small. 2 See footnote ਘੰਮਦੁ 3.
ਮਧ੍ਯਾੜੀ [madhrari] See ਮਧੁਰਾੜੀ.

ਮਧਰੀ [madhri] feminine ੦1°ਮਧਰਾ.
ਮਧਰੇਦ [madhred] See ਮਧੁਰੇਦ ਪ੍ਰਭਾਤਿ.
ਮਧਾਣ [madhan], ਮਧਾਣਾ [madhana], ਮਧਾਣੀ
[madhani] n churn; churning stick or staff,

device used for churning curd etc.

ਮਧਿ [math] Skt ਮਧਜ਼. adv inbetween. 2 in the
middle period. “adI math 5t prabhu soi.”
—sar m 5. 3 from within. “kotI math Ihu
kirtanu gave.”—ram m 5. ‘one among billions.’

ਮਧਿ ਭਾਗਿ [math bhagI] in the middle part.
2 in the present period, now. “math bhagI
harIprem rasaIn.”-bh€r m 5.

ਮਧਿਮ [mathm] ਲ਼ਾ/ਯਿਮਧ੍ਯਮ. adjmiddle, central.
2 Slow. “5tarI agIanU bhai mat: mathm.”
—m 4 var sor.
ਮਧੁ [madho] Skt n wine, liquor. 2 honey. Honey cures diseases related with blood disorders and enhances eye-sight. Honey, collected during the spring, is superior to that colਥੂਜ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ ਧ੍ਯਾਜ਼ੂਢੇਕ QR; ਹ੍ਜੋਥੀਹ੍ ਸਟ੍ਧ੍ਯ: —mahabhar0t.

ਮਧੁਸਾਰਥੀਂ
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lected in any other season. L Mel (honey).
“madhu lino, mukhI dino charu.”—sar nam-

dev. 3 month of Chet. “madhu mas ki puranmasi.”——GPS. 4 water. 5 sweet juice. 6 milk.
7 tree of sweet yellow ﬂowers. 8 liquorice.
9 a demon, son of Lola and father of Lavnasur. The world famous town, Madhupuri
(Mathura), was established by him. See ਰਾਮਾਯਣ.
section ,7, ch. 61 . 10 brother of demon Kaitabh.
According to a tale in Mahabharat and Kalika
Puran.l Madhu and Kaitabh were born from
Vishnu’s ear when he was sleeping and Brah—
ma was born from a lotus. Immediately after
the birth of Brahmathey pounced upon Brahma to kill him. ConseQuently, both the demons
were killed by Vishnu. So Vishnu is also
Madhusudan and Kaitabhjit. “sahasbahu

madhu kit mahIkhasa.”—gau a m 1. ‘Sahasar—
vahu, Madhu, Kaitabh and Mehikhasur.’

ਮਧਪ

dwara raised there. The Hindu Jatts, presently living here settled here in Sammat 1880.
Initially this village was inhabited by Muslims,
that is why no memorial in honour of the Guru
could be raised.

ਮਧੁਸੂ'ਦਨ [madhusudan] one who killed demon
Madhu, Vishnu. 2 the Creator, who frees one

from transmigration. See ਮਧੂ 15. “madhusudan
mere man tan prana.”—majh m 4.
ਮਧੁਹਾਰ [madhohar] who extracts honey, who
collects honey. “jese madhumakhi 55c 55c ks:
Ikatr kare, hare madhuhar take mukh char
Clarke.”—BGK.

ਮਧੁਕਰ [madhukar] Skt n one making honey, who

produces honey—honey bee. 2 large ﬂowersucking black bee. “menu so madhukar karau,
caran hIrde dharau.”—dhana rawrdas.
ਮਧੁਕਰਸ਼ਾਹ [madhukarsah] a Dadhwalia Rajput
chief, who was defeated by Guru Gobind Singh

Per Harivansh, the earth was produced

in the battle of Bhangani. “jaso daddhvalé

from the marrow of Madhu and Kaitabh that
spread over the surface of the ocean. The

madhukkar su sahé.”— VN.
ਮਧੂਕਰੀ [madhukari] n feminine of black bee.

name ਮੇਦਿਨੀ for earth is also due to this fact.

2 See ਮਧੂਕਰੀ.

In Ramayan, Madhu and Kaitabh were
begotten from the ear discharge of Brahma.
The description of this fact in Dasam Granth

ਮਧੁਕਾਰ [madhukar] See ਮਧੁਕਰ.
ਮਧੁ ਕੀਟ [madhu kit] Madhu and Kaitabh. See
ਕੈਟਭ 2 and ਮਧੁ 1 O.

is like this. “ek srvan te mel nIkara. tﬁte madhu

ਮਧੁ ਕੈਟਭ [madhu ketabh] See ਕੈਟਭ ਅਤੇ ਮਧੁ.
Hgﬁlﬁmadhukéth] Indian cuckoo, nightingale,

ketabh tan dhara.”—VN. 866ਕੈਟਭ2. 11 a prominent Yadav ruler. Krishan belonged to this
dynasty. 12 ghee. 13 nectar. 14 sky. 15 auspicious and in auspicious acts, good and bad
actions. 16 adj dear, affectionate, lovable.
“madhu basuri baje.”—ram m 5.

ਮਧੁ'ਸਾਰਥੀ [madhusarthi] See ਮਧੂਸਾਰਥੀ.
ਮਗ਼ੀਘਾਣਾ [madhusighana] village under police station and tehsil Sirsa in district Hissar
situated ten miles to the south-west of Sirsa
railway station. Guru Gobind Singh visited this
village after leaving Sirsa, but there is no gur-V
'ਣੋੳੳਕਾਲਿਕਾਪੁਰਾਣਘੀ. 61.

which has a very sweet voice.
ਮਧੁਜ[ਗ਼8€1}…]‘] grown out of water—lotus. 2 wax
produced from honey.
ਮਧੁਜਾ [madhuja] Skt earth, as believed by

Purans, produced from the marrow of demon
Madhu.

ਮਧੁਜਿਤ [madhuth], ਮਧੁਦੂਖਨ [madhudukhan],
ਮਧੁਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਰ [mathdVIs], Hgﬁ'ig’EﬁmadhunIsudan]
Madhusudan Vishnu. 2 Krishan. “madhudukhan ko bahU ban lagae.”—1<rIsan.
ਮਧੁਪ [madhup] one sucking the sweetness of
flowers— black bee; large flower-sucking

ਰ੍ਮਧੁਪਤਿਧਤਿਧਤਿਅਰਿ
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ਮਧਰਾਡ਼ੀ

black bee. 2 adj who consumes honey. 3 who
dnnkshquon

river ﬂowing between districts of Faridpur and
Yashor in Bengal. 5 According to Patanjal’s
ਮਧੁਪਤਿ ਪਤਿ ਪਤਿ ਅਰਿ [madhupatI patI patI
philosophy, a type of deep meditation. When
arIl—sanama. ਮਧੁ (nectar), its master — Indar; ' evils of passion and undesirable properties are
his master —- Kashyap; saviour of Kashyap’s
got rid of through repeated practice and depeople — army; army’s foe — rifle.
tachment from worldly objects, one attains the
ਮਧੁਪਰਕ [madhuparak] Skt ਮਧੁਪਕੱ. In a ritual, an
stage of ਰਿਤੰਭਰਾ (WU) [rItfabhra], that is,
edible syrup, made by mixing two tolas of ghee,
intellect capable of absorbing truthfulness.
two tolst' of honey and three tolas of curd ofFrom this ਰਿਤੰਭਰਾ we can attain the ultimate
fered to deities is especially made for the bridestage of ਮਧੂਮਤੀ.
groom to drink at the occasion of the mar- ਮਧੁਮਰਦਨ [madhumardan] one who crushes deriage ceremony. Madhuparak is served in a
mon Madhu—Vishnu. “madhav mahajotI
bronze pot.l It is prepared by mixing ﬁve inmadhumardan.”—hajare [0. 2 the timeless
gredients as described in Kalika Puran: curd,
One.
ghee, water, honey and sugar. See ch. 67.
ਮਧੁਮਾਸ [madhumas] month ofChet, durin g which

ਮਧੁਪਾੲੀ [madhupai] Skt ਜਬ੍ਰੂਧਰ੍ਹਾਧਿਜ੍ adj fond of Iiquor. 2 who consumes honey. 3 See ਮਧੁ.
ਮਧੁਪਾਨ [madhupan] n taking liquor. 2 consuming honey, taking honey. 3 See ਮਧੁ.
ਮਧੁਪੁਰ [madhupur] Mathura town. See ਮਧੁ 9.

“madhupur basi kés.”—BGK.
ਮਧੁਬਨ [madhuban] n Madhuvan, forest on the
bank of Yamuna river near Mathura. “ab
madhuban jamuna tat jai.”——NP. 2 a forest
which has a large number of bee-hives. 3 garden ofSugrcev in Kishkindha.
ਮਧੁਭਾਰ [madhubhar] This poetic metre is also

named chabI featuring four feet, each foot
having eight matras, jagan (|$!) after four
matras.

Example:
gungan udar. mahIma spar.
asan abhég. Upma anﬁg.

“qu madhumakhi 55cc apar.”—sarnamdev.
ਮਧੁਰ [madhur] adj sweet. 2 favourite, dear,
pleasing,-producing pleasing effect on the ear.
“madhur bani pIrahI mani.”—asa Chét m 5.
3 n sugarcane, jaggery. 4 Bassia tree. 5 white
beans. 6 almond.

ਮਧੁਰਧੁਨਿ [madhurdhunI] sweet sound, pleasing sound. 2 a type of poetic metre, also named

as ਅਕਰਾ, ਅਣਕਾ, ਅਨਹਦ, name, ਸਸਿਵਦਨਾ, and ਚੰਡਰਸਾ,
featuring four feet, each foot consisting of
nagan and yagan (Ill), (ISS)
Example :
dhalhal dhalé. jIm gul-lalé.
kharbhar biré. tarsar tire”).

—suraj.

Hyaﬁfﬁrlmadhorprly] adjfond of sweet things.
—japu.

ਮਧੁਮਕਿਕਾ [madhumakslka] See ਮਧੁਮਾਖੀ.

ਮਧੁਮਤੀ [madhumati] a poetic metre, having four
feet, each foot consisting of two nagam and
one long matra III, III, S. “bhaj nIt harI ko.”...
2 a heroine of the deities 3 river Ganges. 4 a
'8੪6ਪਾਰਸ੍ਵਕਰਗ੍ਰਿਰ੍ਯਸੂਤ੍ਰ 1-1-5.

period honey is produced in abundance.
ਮਧੁ'ਮਾਖੀ [madhumakhi] honey bee. See ਮਧੁਹਾਰ.

2'n Brahmin, scholar. 3 opium addict.

ਮਧੁਰਾਂਨਘਿਗ਼ੀਘਿਢ਼ਾਕੋੰਸ਼] Skt ਸਬ੍ਰੂਹਕ. sweetened food;
sweets. “dayo madhurﬁnahI ko das te
m5gayke.”—NP.

Hgﬁ'a'ilmadhurari] adj speaking sweetly; having a sweet voice. “teri cal suhavi, madhurari

bani.”-vad Chét m 1.

ਮਧਰੀ
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ਮਧੁਰੀ [madhuri] sweet. See ਮਧੁਰ. 2 See ਮਧ੍ਯਾ,
ਮਧਰੀ. “laturi madhuri thakur bhai.”—dev m 4.

ਮਧੁਚੇਦ ਪ੍ਰਭਾਤਿ [madhured prabhatI] ਮਧੁ-ਰ੍ਹਦ-ਪ੍ਰਭਾ-

ਆੰਤ. “putr mono madhured prabhatI.”
—I<rIsan. ‘as if sons of amrIt kﬁql (pond of
sacred water) are infact very graceful.’
ਮਧੂ [madhu] See ਮਧੁ.

ਮਧ੍ਰਚਾਰਯ

conﬂict.
ਮਧਯਦੇਸ਼ [madhydes] n middle (central) part of
any object. 2 waist, middle, loins. 3 Nagpur
region, Central Provinces. 4 in Simirtis and
Purans, a region in the south of Himalya, north
of Vindhya mountains, east of Kurukshetar

and west of Paryag.

ਮਧੂਸਾਰਥੀਂ [madhusarthi] Dg whose chariot driv-

ਮਧ੍ਯਮ [madhyam] adjmiddle, central, 2 n ﬁfth

er is Madhu (spring) — Kamdev. Skt ਮਧੁਸਾਰਥੀ.
ਮਧੂਕ [madhuk] Skt n honey-bee. 2 root of liqu-

ਮਧ੍ਯਮਪੁਰੁਸ [madhyampurus] In grammar,

orice; liquorice. 3 See ਮਹੂ'ਅਾ.
ਮਧੂਕਰੀ [madhukari] n one having qualities ofa
black bee; collecting food from many places
just like a ﬂower-sucking black bee. “tate bhali
madhukari sét ségI gun gaI.”—s kabir.
ਮਧੂਕੜਉ [madhukarau], ਮਧੂਕੜਾ [madhukara] n
large ﬂower-sucking black bee. 2 a sagacious
person wandering in the habit of collecting in-

formation from many places. “algau jOI
madhukarau.”—m I varmaru I . ‘knowledgeextracting monk, who is detached from all
worldly things.’

ਮਧੂਕੜੀ [madhukari] See ਮਧੂਕਰੀ.
ਮਧੂਕੜੋਂ [madhukaro] See ਮਧੂਕੜਉ.

ਮਧੂਬ੍ਰਿਤ [madhubrIt] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਮਧੂਵੁਤ. n black bee living on honey from flowers. “sugédh te édh
madhubrIt.”—GPS.

ਮਧੂਵ੍ਰਤ [madhuvrat] See ਮਧੂਬ੍ਰਿਤ.
ਮਧੇ [madhe] advin the middle, ﬁom within.“1<otI
madhe koi sétu dIkhaIa.”—prabha a m 5.
ਮਧੇਇ [madheI], ਮਧੇਹ [madheh] See ਪੱਕਾਸਾਹਿਬ.

of the seven musical notes. 3 See ਨਾਦ.

second type of masculine pronoun; second
person, indicating, the person to whom one is
talking.

ਮਧ੍ਯਾ [madhyama] n woman who has started
menstruating. 2 central ﬁnger, middle ﬁnger.
3 one of the four types ofsounds. 866ਚਾਰਬਾਣੀਆਂ.
4 in poetics a heroine. “pIy gunah CIt cah lakhI kare man sanman. tahi tIy ko madhyama
bhakhat sukaVI sujan.”—jagadVInod.
ਮਧ੍ਯਲੋਂਕ [madhylok] earth, that lies inbetween
heaven and the underworld.
ਮਧ੍ਯਾ [madhya] n middle ﬁnger, central ﬁnger.
2 a poetic metre consisting of a foot having
three matras viz - ਅਨ੍ਯ ਸ਼ਸੀ etc. 3 in poetics a
heroine. “Ik saman jab hve rahat laj madam ye
doy. jﬁ tIy ke tan me tab-hf madhya kathe
soy.”——jagadv1'nod.
ਮਧਜਾ ਅਧੀਰਾ [madhya adhira] in poetics, a

heroine who is “kare anadar 1<ਰੈ੮ ko pragat
janave kop. madhyadhira nayIka tﬁhl kahIt
kar cop.”—jagadvrnod.

ਮਧੋ [madho] pertaining to demon Madhu, be- ਮਧ੍ਯਾਹੂਂ [madhyahn] See ਮਧ੍ਯ.
longing to demon Madhu. “madho man

1<}1ਟੋ€_15.”- VN.
ਮੱਧ[…9ਧੀ1],ਮੱਧੇ [maddhe], ਮਧ੍ਯ [madhy] adjmiddle. 2 adv within, inside, in the middle. 3 n

ਮਧ੍ਯ'ਧੀਰਾ [madhyadhira] in poetics, a heroine

who is “kop janave vyég s6 taje na patI
sanman. madhyadhira kahIt hé téso sukaVI
sujan.”——jagadvrnod.

waist, middle, loins. 4 central ﬁnger. 5 middle

ਮਧ੍ਯ'ਨ [madhyan] Skt ਮਧਜਾਹੂਂ. mid-day, noon.

(central) part of any object.

Huﬁ's'lmadhyét] middle and end. i.e.—youth and

ਮਧਗ਼ਕ਼ਾਥ [madhyasth] n mediator, arbitrator; a

witness who decides on defeat or victory in a

old age. “madhyét prabhu japan.”—dhana m 5.
ਮਸ੍ਵਾਚਾਰਯ [madhvacaray] See ਬੈਸਨਞ (b).

ਮਨ
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ਮਨ [man] n_ surety, guarantor, person who stands
bail, responsible person. “rInilok‘man ਦਿਏ.”
—1<rIsan. ‘a borrower gets pleased to ﬁnd a
surety/guarantor.’ 2 fame, respect, glory. “ram
namu bInU jivanu man hina.”—bI1a namdev.
3jewel, gem. “kécan se tan me man ki man toll
khUbha he.”——I<rIsan. 4 Manu, man, son of
Manu. “sagal rup varan man mahi. kahu nanak eko salahi.”—gau a m 1. “soul man! m5nI

ਮਨਸ਼ਾ

tau pargharI jaU.”—gaum 1. ‘ if I worship other
than the Creator?’ 2 adv as if, assuming.

ਮਨਉਤਧਿਰਿਸ਼੍ਯਖ਼ਿ] See ਮਨੌਤ.
ਮਨਅਸਵਾਰ [man—asvar] adj not a good rider, not

an expert rider. See ਮਨ 5.
ਮਨਆਦਿ [man—adI] origin of inner conscious-

ness. sense — origin of all — the ultimate God.

See ਗ਼ੁਣਆਦਿ and ਚੰਦ ਸਤ. 2 a sage like Manu
etc.

vasaI tﬁ.”—asa a m 3. “dom cédar malech man

ਮਨਟਿੰਛਤ [manfchat] liked, favourite, desired.

so:.”—bI1a raVIdas. “re man mughadh acet
C5C31CIt.”—SOI‘m 5. 5 part no, un. “man asvar

“man-ichat hi phal pavat h'é.”—saveye m 4 ke.

jese tori sigari.”—gau m 5. 6 Skt ਸਜ੍. vr understand, consider, respect, be arrogant, desire,
accept, confess. 7 Skt ਸ੍ਯਚ੍ਜ੍. n heart. “jInI
manu rakhIa agni paI.”—dhana m 1. ‘that
which has made the heart work by keeping
the body warm.’ 8 conscience. “man mere,

. gur ki ménIle rajaI .”-ਪਿੰ!" m 3. 9 thought, consideration. “bis bIsve gur ka man mane.”
—sukhmam'. 10 individual soul. “man, tﬁ jotIsrupu h'é, apna mulu pachanu.”—asa chétm 3.
“I50 man kau nahi avan jana.”—gau kabir.
11 ਮਨ is also used for ਮਨ੍ਯ. “man mahI man-

ਮਨਇਛਾ [man-Icha] adjdesired. “man-Icha da’n
karné.”—varjet. 2 adv per one’s desire.
ਸ੍ਯਟਿਢਿਅੜਾ [man-IchIara] adj desired. “manIchIara phalu paie.”—vad chét m 5.

ਮਨਇਯਾ [manaIya], ਮਨਈ [manai], ਮਨੲੀਆ [mana—
ia] Pu n man, human being. “pathedayo Ik

taha manaIya.”—carrtr 385. 2 believer. 3 has
faith. “dhanvéta an) nIrdhan, manai taki ka-

chu na kani fe.”—bIIa kabir.
ਮਨਸਨਾ [mansana] Skt to resolve, donate, give

in charity. “dos hajar gai bhale manahI manas

ua, ਸ਼ੀ mahI cita.”—bas§t a m I. thought in

kar din.”—I<r1'san.
ਮਨਸਬ [mansab] A __,ਲ਼ੀਫ਼‘ n place of stability,
establishment. 2 designation, right, authority,

mind and conscious in heart. 12 P (f mound,
a unit of wei ght, which has been changing with
time and place. It was equivalent to twelve
kacca seers duringAlauddin Khilji regime. In
some countries it was taken as equal to two
seers. Colonel Toad has described one mound
as equivalent to four seers.

ਮਨਸਥਦਾਰ [mansabdar] he who has some authority; designation; ofﬁcer.
ਮਨਸਾ [mansa] adjofthe mind, pertaining to the
mind. 2 due to the mind, because ofthe mind.
“mansa karI SImrét tujhe nar.”—saveye m 4
ke. 3 n desire, longing, wish. “mansa dharI jo

status.

The mound prevalent these days is equal

gharI te ave.”—majh m 5. 4 a devotee of Guru

to forty seers. One seer consists of eighty
tolas i.e. sixteen chhatanks. one tola is equal
to twelve mashas i.e. ninety-six ratis. “man
das naj, taka car g5thi.”—sar kabir. See ਤੋਲ.
13 pron I. “man kamin kamtarin.”—m 1 var
maIa. “man saranI tumare pari.”—guj m 5.
ਮਨਉ [manau] I agree, I accept, I own. “an manao,

Hargobind, who belonged to Dheer subcaste.
5 In Braham Vaivarat, daughter of Kashyap,
sister of Vasukinaag and mother of Aasteek,
who is believed to save us from poisonous
reptiles like snakes. She is also popularly named
as Vish-hara— eradicator of poison. She is worshipped on the ﬁfth day of dark phase of the

ਮਨਸਾੲੀ
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lunar month Harh. by making earthen repilcas
of snakes.
Per a legend in Mahabharat, there was a
great sage Jaratkaru. While wandering, he
reached a place where he saw many people
hanging upside down from the trees. On asking, he came to know that they were ancestors of Jaratkaru and were suffering this miserable plight as Jaratkaru was issueless. Thus
Jaratkaru married Mansa, sister of Vasuki,

who gave birth to a son named Aasteek.
Aasteek interceded and saved the lives of
snakes during the Sarapmedh Yaj na performed

by king Janmejay. See ਆਸਤੀਕ. 6A w; purpose,
intention. 7 rule, la'w. 8A ਨੁੰ“ company. “jesi
asa, tesi mansa.”—suhi chét m 1. 9 assembly.
10 ਮਨਸਾ is also used for ਮਨੁਸਜ਼ “man ka kahIa
mansa kare.”—bIIa a m 1.
ਮਨਸਾੲੀ [mansai] See ਮਨੁਸਾੲੀ.
ਮਨਸਾ ਬਾਚਾ ਕਰ੍ਯਨਾ [mansa baca karmana] (ਕਤਸੰਹਸ)
adv third case—maru kabir. mind, utterance
and body; by heart, tongue and deeds.
ਮਨਸਿਜ [mansxj] n developing in one's mind, sexual instinct, libido.

ਮਨਸੁ'ਖ [mansukh] trader of Lahore, who attained

religious awareness by coming into contact
with Bhai Bhagirath and became a disciple of
Guru Nanak Dev. He went to Sangladeep for
transacting business on the directions oquru
Nanak Dev and also preached Sikhism there.
He was able to bring the ruler of Sangladeep
round to the Guru's precepts and who in turn
became his devotee.

ਮਨਸ੍ਵਰਪੁਰ

getting aid. 2 victorious, winner. 3 n Suﬁ faqir, son of Sheikh Husainbin Hallaj who was
born in Baize in Iran. He got education from
Suhel, resident of Shustar and became a superb poet.
He was attracted towards Vedant philosophy while in the company of Suﬁ saints like
Abbul Hussain Suri and Judain Baghdadi and
became a perfect Vedanti, living with Umar
Advaitvadi of Basra.
'
Wanderin g throu ghout the countty, Mansoor
began to preach for his sect and made many
followers in Baghdad. He undoubtedly used to
say Analhaqq (ਅਹੰ ਬੁਹ-ਜ਼ਿਸ੍ਯ), which infuriated
Muslim religious leaders and thus he was
whipped to death and crucifiedl on the directions of Khalifa Muqatdir on March 26, 922
(309 Hijri). His dead body was burnt to ashes.
The unique utterances of Mansoor are still
holy texts for Advaitvadis. Mansoor Writes —
“Detachment from pleasures of this world as
well as from longings for the next world is complete renunciation. Separation between God and
the individual soul is very fragile. J ust move one
step forward over this world and second step
over the next world, you will merge with the
ultimate God.” 4 the second Khalifa of Baghdad belonging to Abbas dynasty.

ਮਨਸੂਰਪੁਰ [mansurpur] the name of Chhitanwala2 situated ﬁve kohs to the west of Nabha.
falling under police station Bhawanigarh, subdivision Sunam ofPatiala state. It was founded by Rajput ofMansoorAli Khan ofKakrha.

ਮਨਸੂਖ਼ [mansux] A 0,?» adjprohibited, discard-

'The sol: was made by ﬁxing a sharp edged iron dagger at

ed,canceHed.
ਮਨਸੂਥ [mansub] A __ਭੰ/ਠੋਂ‘ adj having relations.
2 engaged to be married.

5011 ﬁxed vertically in the ground. Its sharp edge would

ਮਨਸੂਬਾ [mansuba] A 7,?” n established fact.

body and get out ofthe skull.

2 planning for some work (project).

ਮਨਸੂਰ [mansur] A „2੭ adj getting assistance,

one end ofthe rod. The offender was made to sit on this

enter the rectum of the person and pierce the whole

2It became popular as ਛੀਟਾਂਵਾਲਾ because good quality ਛੀਟਾਂ
(printed bed sheets) were made here.
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ਮਨ੍ਯ

ਮਨਕਾਂਮਂਨਾ

Guru Nanak Dev stayed in the upper storey ਮਨ੍ਯਰੀਆ [manharia] ਸਗੇਵੁਜਿ਼. adj bewitching.
room of a Khatri devotee Chandan Dass be- ਮਨ੍ਯ' [manha] A „». unapproachable height,
longing to Jarha subcaste. This sacred place
unscalable height. 2 small basket of reed or
is now inside the mansion of Jarhianwali.
straw suspended from the roof; cup-shaped
There is no room on the upper floor as the
network with strings hanging from the roof.
roof has collapsed. Some devotees have re-' “manha par khat hi: légar.”——krIsan. ‘obstinate
constructed a beautiful gurdwara there and
boys enjoy eating butter from suspended bashave installed Guru Granth Sahib with reverkets.’ 3 sense —- bedstead, high and spacious
cot. “manha tar trIy jar chupayo.”—carI tr3 18.
ence, but still have not succeeded in maintaining its glory. The railway station is situated at ਮਨਹਾਠੀ [manhathi] stubbornly. “recak kahak
purak manhathi.”—maru soIhe m I . 2 adj stuba distance of about three quarters of a mile to
the south east of Chhitanwala.
born; obstinate.

ਮਨਹ [manah] See ਮਨਹਿ.

ਮਨ੍ਯ'ਰ [manhar] See ਮਨੁਚਾਰ.

ਮਨ੍ਯਠ [manhath] n self-wiliedness, which develops due to lack of knowledge and refusal
to shed it.
mﬁrﬁ[manh3thll obduracy. “manhathI karam
kamavde nIt nIt hohI khuaru.”—sri a m 3.
ਮਨ੍ਯਰ [ਗ਼ਰਿਖ਼ੀਗਵ੍ਰਿ ਮਨ੍ਯਰਣ [manharan] adj attractive. 2 17 See ਕਬਿੱਤ. 3 Some authors name poetic metres bIlsekh and ਨੀਲ [nil] as manharan
featuring four feet, each foot comprising ﬁve

7-ਰਿੰਹਿ[…ਗ਼ਾਗ਼ੀਗ਼ੁ] in the heart, in the mind. “mana-

bhagans and one long matra. See ਬਿਸੈਖ 3.

hI kamave, mUkhI harI harI bole.”—gaum 5.
2 through the heart. “manahI arath sox.”
—asa m 5. 3 in the mind only. “caran pakharI
karau gurseva, manahI caravau bhog.”—todI

m 5. ‘offer sweatmeat to god in imagination.’
4A ਨੁੂੰ idea of prohibiting. “ape durmatI manahI kareI.”—asa m 1. “bIkhIa ki basna manahI kareI.”—basétm 1.
.

ਹ-ਰਿਹੀਨਾ [manhina] adjdisheartened, uninterest-

ਮਨ੍ਯਗੰ [manhari] adjbewitching (f). 2 n a poetic

ed. 2 disgraced, instulted. See ਮਨ 2.
metre also named as marhata, marhari, ਮਾਰਹਾ ਮਨ੍ਯੂ [manaho] from the core of one’s heart.
“manahu chodI VIkar.”—asa m I. 2 adv as if,
[marha] featuring four, feet each foot comprising 29 matras with first pause after the . assuming, considering.
10‘“, second after the 8‘“- third after the Wlmanahuci’dn] adjdesired, longed
for.
11th matras followed by long and short
ਮਨਹੂਸ
[manhus] A ਰ੍/ਰ੍ਕੰ” inauspicious. 2 sense —
matras.
having ill luck, unfortunate.
Example :

ਮਨ੍ਯਟ੍ਰਾ [manak] See ਮਾਲਿ. “kanak o manak pun

lakh me mardana, ur bIsmana,

guru rIde Ih jan, '

losté janIye.”—GV 10. 2 arrogance, vanity.

bujha pun soi, tum ko hoi?

“tanak manak man me nahI rahe.”—gurusobha.

sabh bIth karo bakhan.

ਮਨਕਾ [manka] See ਮਣਕਾ. “manka pherat dIn
gae man ka mItyo na pher. karka manka chadIke man ka manka pher.”—1<abir.
ਮਨ੍ਯ'ਮਨਾ [mankamna] n heart’s desire, longing.

nI j gath ocari, prabhu agari,
sunahu udharak mer,
jab janak bIdehi, tab nardehi,

huto rasoi cer.

—NP.

“mankamna tirathI deh chute.”—sukhmani.
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ਮਨਕੂਹਾ

2 adjwho fulﬁls his desire. “satIguru mankamna tirathu he.”—sr1' m 3.

ਮਨਮਾਨਨਾ

heart, tongue and body. “man backaram erad—
he karta.”—maru soIhe m 5.

ਮਨ੍ਯੂਹਾ [mankuha1A ”6 adj woman duly mar—

ਮਨਬਚਕ੍ਰ'ਮਿ [manbackramI] by mind, voice and

ried according to Muslim religious ceremony,
i. e. nIkah, wedded lady.
ਮ'ਨ੍ਯੂਲਾ [mankula] A ,]ਪੂੰਕੋੰਟ੍ adj copied. 2 transportable, movable.
ਮਨਖੋਸਟ [mankhosat], ਮਨਖੋਂਸਤ [mankhosat] ਮਨੁਸ-

action. “man backramI ram namu CItari.”
—ram .9 m 5.

ਅਸ੍ਵ second reading ਫ਼ੌ5ਮਨਖੋਸਤ ie. ਮਾਨੁਸ-ਸ਼ਤ. One
manus is the length equivalent to two fully
stretched straight arms and equal to two yards.
Eight manuses are equal to 16 yards while one
hundred manuses make 200 yards. In Punjabi

ਮਾਨੁਸ਼ is called pur, [while in Sanskrit it is ਵ੍ਯ'ਮ
[vyam]. “mankhosat 13 jal ucc bhayo.”—krIsan.
Level of Yamuna’s water rose from eight to
one hundred manuses when Krishan jumped
into it.

ਮਨਗ੍ਰੀਞ [mangriv] See ਮਣਿਗ੍ਰੀਵ.
ਮਨਚਿੰਤਤੁ [mancitatu], ਮਨਚਿੰਤਿਤ [mancftIt], ਮਨਚਿੰਦਿਅੜਾ [mancidlara], ਮਨਚਿੰਦਿਆ [mancidIa]
adj imagined or desired by the mind.
“mancftatu sagle phal pae.”—asa m 5.

“mancidIa satIguru dIvaIa.”—asa m 5.
ਮਨ੍ਯ [manaj], ਮਕ੍ਯਾਟਿਕ [manjaIk], ਮਨ੍ਯ'ਤ [manjat] n lust, sexual urge. “manjaIk paIk he In
1d dutI kaj".
e”—GV 10. 2 concept.
ਮਨਜ਼ਾਤੁਰਘਿਗ਼ਾਨ੍ਹੂੰਗ਼ੀਘ] ਕੋਯੰ/‘ਮਨੋਜ-ਰ੍ਅਾਤੁਰ suffering from

lack of sexual indulgence.
ਮਨਜ਼ੂਰ [manjur] A ਅੰਤ» adj came to sight. 2 accepted. 3 liked.

ਮਨਤਾ [manta] n reverence, worship. “sri guru
ki manta bahu hoi.”—NP. “dev pItar ki manta
chori.”——GPS.

ਮਨਤਾਰੂ [mantaru] adj having no knowledge of

swimming. See ਮਣ 1 and ਮਨ 5.

‘

ਮਨਬਾਂਛਤ [manbéchat], ਮਨਬਾਂਛਿਤ [manbéichIt], ਮਨਬੰਛਤ [manbéchat], ਮਨਬੰਛਿਤ [manb'échIt] adjdesired, wished. “manbz‘xchat phal mIle.”—sorm
5. “manbéchat phal paie.”—gau m 5.

ਮਨ੍ਯਊਆ [manbhaua] See ਭਊਂਆ.
ਮਨਭਾਇਅਾ [manbhaIa], ਮਨਭਾਯੋਂ [manbhyo] adj
pleasing to the mind. 2 dear, lovable. “ayo nah'i
manbhayo tahI.”—krrsan.
'
ਮਠਭਾਵਨ [manbhavan] See ਮਨਭਾਯੋ.
ਮਨਭਾਵਨਾ [manbhavna] n meditation, mind’s dis-

position. 2 adj favourite.

ਮਨਭੰਗ [manbhég] adj broken-hearted, disappointed. 2 n breaking of one’s heart, disappointment. 3 apathy, dejection, carelessness.
“tIcaru thah na pavai, jIcarU sath SIU
manbhége.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਮਨਮ [manam] P r’ short for ਮਨ-ਅਮ. I am.
ਮਨਮਤ [manmat], ਮਨਮਤਿ [manmatI] n rule made
by the self or the mind, apostasy. 2 wilfulness,
self-willed norm and belief as opposed to the
Guru's teaching and the holy scriptures. “manmatI jhuthi, saca SOI.”—gau a m 1.

ਮਨਮਤੀਅਾ [manmatia] adj self-willed, apostate,
working against the Guru's precepts. See
ਮਨਮਤ.

ਮਨਮਥ [manmath] Skt ਸ੍ਯਪਿੰ. n one who lets the

mind go astray; one who misleads into disbelief; passion, sexual instinct. 2 anger, ire, wrath.

ਮਨਮਨੇ [manmane], ਮਨਮਨੱ [manmané] Skt ਸ੍ਯਜਜ੍
n meditation, contemplation. 2 faith, belief.
‘jgurmukhI khojat manmane.”—bas§t m 1.

2 exercise, deliberation. 3 adjalert, thoughtful.

‘found through faith.’ “manmané sahaj bicra ”—guj a m 1. 3 prayer, request, entreaty.

ਮਨਬਚਕਰਮ [manbackaram], ਮਨਬਚਕ੍ਰਮ [manback—

ਮਨਮਧ੍ਯਾ [manmanna] v have faith, have belief.

ਮਨ੍ਯ [manan] Skt n contemplation, thought.

ram] act of mind, voice and body; action of

“jau janIa, tau menu manIa.”—sorkabir. “szu.

ਮਨਮਾਰਨਾ
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menu mane, athmanu na takau.”—sar m I .

ਮਨਾਰਿ

hibiting/forbidding; prohibition. “ab jag janI jau

ਮਨਮਾਰਨਾ [manmarna] v Supress one's desires

mana rahe.”—gau ba van kabir. ‘stopped from
getting involved in worldly affairs.’ 4 vocative
beragi.”——V3d Chét m 3.
ofmind; ‘O, mind!’
ਮਨਮਿਤ [manmIt] ਮਨਮਿਤੁ [manmItu], ਮਨਮਿਤ੍ਰ [men- ' ਮਨਾਉਣਾ [manauna] v revere, worship. “tau simItr] adj sweet heart. beloved friend. “nam garu karI, ja pahIlé kétu manaI.”—m 3 var

and views. “jo man marahI apna, se purakh

japahI manmatI jiu.” and “sét sajan manmItr
se.”—suh1’ a m 5.
ਮਨਮੁਖ [manmukh] or ਮਨਮੁਖੁ [manmukhu] guided by one's self-mind rather than the Guru's

suhi. 2 please, attract, persuade. “peri p8 p2
bahut manai.”—majh m 5. 3 make one accept/
agree to, confess. “hukam bhi tIna manaIsi,
jIn kau nadarI kareI.”—m 3 varguj 1.

advice, self-willed. “se manmukhu jo sabadu

ਮਨਾਸਿਲ [manaIsal] See ਮੈਨਸਿਲ.

na pachanahI. gur ks bhe ki sar na janahI.”

ਮਨਾਹ [manah] See ਮਨਰਿ 4.

—maru solhe m 3. 2 one who regards one's
mind as supreme; one who is led by one's mind
only; apostate. “manmukhu agIanU, dormatI
ah5kari.”—m 3 var gau 1.
ਮਨਮੁਖਿ [manmukhI] to the self-willed. “man—

mukhI sojhi na pavz."—srj a m 1. 2 the selfwilled person (did).

ਮਨਮੁ'ਖੀ [manmukhi] self-willed (f). “manmukhi
duhaganI nahI bheU.”—-bas§t m 1. 2 the selfwilled persons (did). “manmukhi janamu gevaIa.”—var asa.
ਸਨਮੁਖੁ [manmukhu] See ਮਨਮੁਖ. “manmukhu

ahékari mahalu n3 jane.”—m 4 vargau 1.

ਮਨਮੋਹਨ [manmohan] adj attractive, charming.
2 sense — the Creator. “manmohan SIU pritI1agi.”—sar portal m 4.

ਮਨਮੋਦਕ [manmodak] adjpleasing to one’s mind.
2 n vain expectation, day-dreaming.
ਮਨ ਮੰਨਣਾ [ma manna] See ਮਨਾ-[ਜ੍ਯਾਮਨਰਾਜ [manraj] See ਮਨੋਰਾਜ.

ਮਨ੍ਯੂਚਾਘਿਰਪਿੱਪਧ੍ਯ] adjattractive, charming; sense
— the Creator. “kat paie manruca?”—devm 5.
mlmanall adjhaving mind’s speed, extremely
fast. “anal manal Ud khabar n9 ave.”—BG.

ਮਨਵਚਕ੍ਰਮ [manvackram] See ਮਨਬਚਕੁਮ.

ਮਨਵੰਤਰ [manvétar] See ਮਨੁੂੰਤਰ.
ਮਨਾ [mana] Skt n enthusiasm, zeal, excitement.
2jealousy, envy, illwill. 3A ਨੁੱ sense of pro-

WlmanahilA (54/ plural ਹਿਮਨਹੀਂ; prohibited
objects, banned articles, forbidden facts.
2 crime, fault, sin, guilt.

ਮਨਾਕ [manak] Skt ਸਵਾਸ੍ਯਕ੍. adj a little, small.
2 lazy, sluggish. 3 adv slowly, gradually, at a
slow pace.

ਮਨਾਖਾ [manakha] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਣਥ: adjhaving dim eyesight, short-sighted.
H??B[manat] A @@, n weight equal to one seer,
one—seer of weight. 2 one of the three sacred
statues of residents of old Mecca, whose pieces are now fixed'In Kaaba. These statues are
Manat, Aulat and Uzza. *
ਮਨਾਦੀ [manadi] A (ਮਿ? or ਮੁਨਾਦੀ [munadi] n one
who performs the duty of making public announcements with the beat ofa drum; public

announcer. 2 sense—public proclamation with
the beat ofa drum.
ਮਨਾਰ [manar] Skt ਮ'ਨਾਹੰ. adj respectable, revered,
esteemed. 2 A ^}, 11 light house; hight tower
having light on it to guide the navigating ships.

3 See ਮਨਾਰਿ 2.

ਮਨਾਰਿ [manarI] out of respect. “gur manarI
prIa daI-arI SIU régu kia.”-maIa portal m 5.
2 holy places in memory of the Guru, sacred
memorials, light house. In Gurbani,f[1] gives

the sense of addition- “yak araj guphtam pes:
to ”—tIIég m I.

ਮਨਾਲ
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ਮਨਾਲ [manal] See ਤਨਾਲ. 2 a type of hill-cock;
pheasant.

ਮਨਿ [manI] Skt jewel, gem, precious stone.
“maanatIt bhusan kotI he.”—sanh. 2 bead,
rosary's bead. 3 man's/human being’s/person's. “manI hIrde krodh mahéi bIs lodhu.”
—asa ch5t m 4. 4 in one’s mind and heart.

“manI p: as bahutu darsave.”—nat m 5. 5 determinedly. “thaI so prabhu manI mukhi.”
—-asa Chét m 5. 6 from the heart. “cuka manI

athmanu.”—prabha m 1. 7 0f the mind.
“manI jite jagu jitu.”—japu. ‘winning over the
mind, over powering (the mind).’ 8 mind’s.

“manI puran hoi asa.”—sorm 5. 9 inclined to
ﬁrm determination. See ਅੰਤਹਕਰਣ.
ਮਨਿਆਰ [manIar] See ਮਨੀਆਰ.
ਮਨਿਹ [manIh] P ,» ਮ (ਨਾ-110੮) ਜਿ (ਰੱਖ-ਸ੍ਟਿਗ੍ਰਾ/
put) do not keep, do not put.

ਮਨਿਹਾਲਾ [manIhala] a village under police sta-

ਮਨੀਂਆਚ

“manIcdeara phalu pavahu.”—ram Chétm 5.

ਮਨਿਚੀਤਿ [manIcitI] in mind and heart. 2 in a
person’s heart. “satIgUr seVI namu vase manI
citI.”—bIIa a m 3.

ਮਨਿ ਜੀਂਤੈ ਜਗੁ ਜੀਤੁ [manI jite jagu jitul—japu. the
world is won over by one who has control over
his mind. 2 one whoconquers the people by
force, does not win; while he who wins oth-

ers’ heart is the real victor.
ਮਨਿੰਦ [mani’d] See ਮਇਿ.
ਮਨਿਬਾਂਛਤ [manlbﬁchat], ਮਨਿਬੰਛਤ [manIbéchat]
desired, fancied. “manIbﬁchat CItvat nanakdas.”—sar m 5. “manIbéchat nanak phal
ਰ੍ paI .”—sul<hman1'.

ਮਟਿਜ਼ਾਵਨੁ [manIbhavanU] attractive to one’s
mind; desired by one's mind. “kahe kijatu he
manIbhavanU?”——maru kabir.
ਮਨਿਮੁਕਟ [manImukat] croWn ﬁtted with jewels.

tion Patti, tehsil Kusur of district Lahore, situ- ਮਨਿ ਮੁਖਿ [manImUkhI], ਮਨਿ ਮੁਖੀ [manImUkhi]
ated four miles to the west of Patti railway
from the mind and the heart. “mam: mukhI
station. A gurdwara in memory of Guru
namu japahu jagjivan.”—maru solhe m 1.
Hargobind is situated in the heart of this village. ਮਨਿਯਾਰਾ [manIyara] See ਮਨੀਆਰ. 2 adj who has
This sacred place has remained ignored jewels; who has gems. “bhﬁt bhét asan manifor a long time. Sardar Kishan Singh, chiefof yare.”—saloh.
the area, got a beautiful shrine constructed by ਮਨਿਲ਼ੋਂਤਾ [manIleta] accepted by the heart, heartcollecting about 30 thousand rupees. The holy
ily accepted. “jo tum karahu soi bhala, manIleta
place is adorned with a golden pinnacle at the
mukta.”-bIIa m 5.
ਰ੍
top. Residential houses have been built near ਮਨੀ [mani], ਮਨੀਂ [111੪1ਪੱ] See ਮਣੀ. 2 agreed upon,
the gurdwara. Land measuring 28 vighas has
accepted, acknowledged. “jInI janI suni,
been donated to the gurdwara by the villagmani he jInI janI.”—nat portal m 4. 3 A ਠੰਡੇ
ers. The priest is a Singh. An annual religious
giver, bestower, donor. “hajra hajurI darIpecongregation is held on Harh 21, on the birth—
SI tﬁ mani.”—t115g namdev. 4 A ‘f semen,
day of sixth Guru.
sperm.
ਮਲਿਕ [manIk] See ਮਠਿ. “mukta n9 manIk ਜਿ਼ [mania] adj who acknowledges. 2 devohe.”-—BGK.
tee, follower. 3 esteemed, revered. 4 n owner-

ਮਨਿ ਚਿਤਿ [manI CItI] adv according to one’s
mind; per one’s intrinsic feelings. “so janu
hamrs manI CItI bhave.”—gaum 4.

ਮਨਿਚਿੰਦਿਅੜਾ [manIci’dIara] See ਯਾੰਦਿਅੜਾ.

ship. “jia pran mera dhano sath ki mania.”
—asa m 5.
ਮਨੀਆਰ [maniar], ਮਨੀਆਰੁ [maniaru] Skt ਮਠਿ'ਰ.
njeweller; gold smith who ﬁxes and polishes

ਮਨੀਸਿੰਘ ਭਾੲੀ
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jewels and gems etc in gold ornaments.
2 Nowia-days this word is used for a person
making and selling objects made ofglass like
bangles etc. “na maniaru na curia.”—ved m 1.

ਮਨੀਸਿੰਘ ਭਾੲੀ [manisi’gh bhai] son‘ of Dullat
Jatt Chaudhary Kala, a resident of village Kaibowal (the remains of which are found near
Sunam in Patiala state). Kala offered his son
Mania to Guru Tegbahadur, when he was just
ﬁve years old. He remained in attendance of
the tenth Guru from his childhood. He was
duly baptised by Guru Gobind Singh and was
renamed as Mani Singh. When Guru Gobind
Singh leﬁ Anandpur Sahib in Sammat 1761,
Mani Singh was directed to take Mata Sundri
and Mata Sahib Kaur to Delhi and to remain
always in their attendance. In Sammat 176263, he reached Damdama taking Mata Sahib
Kaur and Mata Sundri with him. The Guru
got the holy script of Guru Granth Sahib

penned by him. See ਗ੍ਰੰਥ ਸਾਹਿਬ.
He was appointed head Granthi of Harimandir by Mata Sundri in Sammat 1778. During this period, Bhai Mani Singh annotated
many writings and prepared a new copy of
Guru Granth Sahib, in which he separately
compiled verses of each Guru, selected from

all rags and he also collected the verses of
Bhagats in the same order.2 Feeling hurt by
this work of Bhai Mani Singh, Sikh Panth
cursed him that his limbs be amputated.
Deepmala celebrations (decoration by lightning) of Amritsar were not allowed by Mugha—
Is for many years. Bhai Mani Singh got the

ਮਠੀਮਾਜਰਾ

celebrations sanctioned from the Governor of
Lahore promising to pay a levy of rupees five
thousands, but the authorities deployed security all around Amritsar. Out of fear the people did not gather there and no religious ceremony could be performed in the temple. Bhai

Mani Singh was arrested for not paying the
promised tax. With the intent to convert him
to Islam, Bhai Sahib was tortured. As the authorities could not succeed in their evil intention, Bhai Mani Singh’s limbs were pulled apart
one by one and separated from his body. The
place where this great Sikh was martyred in
Sammat 17943 is situated near the fort of
Lahore.
ਮਨੀਕਰਣ [manikaran] See ਮਠਿਰਣ and ਮਠਿਰਣਿਕਾ.
ਮਨੀਖਣਾ [manikhana] See ਜ੍ਯੋਖੀ.

ਮਨੀਖਨਿ [manikhanI] n that which follows its
own will:— army.—sanama.

ਮਨੀਖਾ [manikha] Skt ਮਨੀਸਾ. n desire, longing.
2 intelligence, wisdom. 3 view, concept.

ਮਨੀਖੀਂ [manikhi] Skt ਸਜੀਂਥਿਜ੍. adjwise, intelligent.
2 n wise man, intelligent person.

ਮਨੀਮਾਜਰਾ [manimajara] a town in Ambala district, which was conquerred by Garib Dass,
son of Ganga Ram, in Sammat 1821, alongwith 48 more villages and became his capital.‘
Gopal Singh became chief of Mani Majra after the death of Garib Dass. He was designated as raja by the British rulers. Gopal Singh
was succeeded by his son Hamir Singh followed by Goverdhan Singh, Gurubakhash
3Mohammad Latif has described the Bhai Mani Singh’s
martyrdom in 1 140 Hijri (Sammat 1785) during the re-

lOnly Gyani Gyan Singh Dullat has written in his article

gime of Meer Mannu. Bhai Gyan Singh mentions this

that Bhai Mani Singh was also a Dullat. Many historians

date as 5“1 day of the bright phase of the lunar month

hold the birth of Bhai Sahib to be in Kambo family as

Magghar in Sammat 1795. After an extensive research

veritable. One author has even shown the birth place of

we are of the view that the date mentioned in the above

Bhai Mani Singh as Kanekacche.

text is correct, which is also conﬁrmed by the Panth

2This holy scripture is at present in Abichal Nagar.

Prakash.

‘
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Singh and Bhagwan Singh in succession.
Bhagwan Singh was issueless, hence the state
was forfeited by British Government. Mani—
majra state is related to Nabha state.

ਮਨੀਰਾਮ [maniram] a Rajput, resident of village
Alipur of district Multan, who offered his ﬁve
sons to Guru Gobind Singh. He was duly baptised by the Guru on 1 Vaisakh Sammat 1756.
All the ﬁve brave persons (Uday Singh, Ajab
Singh, Ajaib Singh, Anak Singh and Vichitar
Singh) remained in attendance of the tenth

Guru. See ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ and ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ ਸਿੰਘ.
HE [menu] Skt adj wise, scholarly, intelligent.
“menu raja manu man te manIa.”—bher m I .
2 11 man, human beihg, person. “jete sas gras
menu 1eta.”——gaum 5. 3 In Hindu mythology,
origin ofthe human race is the same as Adam
conceived in the Bible and the Koran. He is
projected as a human son of Brahma. There
are fourteen Manus in each aeon and the pe-

riod of one Manus is calledHﬁBﬁwhich is equal
to 7] quadruplet aeons (span of four eras) of
ages. The fourteen Manus are —
Svayambhuv, Svarochish, Auttam, Taamas,
Raivat, Chakshush, Vaivsvat, Savarni, Daksh

Savarni, Braham Savarni, Dharam Savarni,
Rudar Savarni, Dev Savarni and Indar
Savarni.
In Matsay Puran these names are given:Svayambhuv, Svarochish, Auttam, Taamas,
Raivat, Chakshush, Vaivasvat, Savarni,

Rauchay, Bhautay. Merusavami, Ribhu (ਕ੍ਯਾਗ਼ੁ),
Ritudhama (ਕਨ੍ਯੂਖਾਸਸ੍ਰਾ), Bimbaksen.
First of all, Svayambhuv Manu appeared
without anybody’s support and he divided himself into two segments, the right side had male
features while the left side showed female qualities. This couple created lord of the creation
etc. According to another tale, Brahma created Manu in his own image and he generated

ਮਨ

Manu’s wife by making half of his body as
Shatroopa, which resulted in the creation of
many species. The principles laid down by
Manu are regarded as the basics of religion
and this is named as religious code ofhumanity. Bhrigu wrote Manusimirti or Manusanhita
based on these codes, comprising 12 chapters
and 2704 sloks. This scripture is regarded as
the religious Law oinnduism.
It is described in many holy scriptures like
Agni Puran etc based on Shatpath Brahmin
that once Vaivsvat Manu was taking bath in
Kritmala' river, he caught of hold ofa ﬁsh.
Then a divine revelation occurred to him that
he should not discard that ﬁsh. The ﬁsh went
on growing bigger and bigger. On the dooms—
day, Manu alongwith his family and all crea-

tures, entered into a boat and tied this boat
with the horns of this ﬁsh and everybody was
saved.
According to Bhagvat, sage Satyavrat was
known as Vaivsvat Manu and god Machh
saved him on the doomsday in the boat by
manifesting as the golden ﬁsh.
There is a legend in Mahabharat that Manu
got a boat ready prior to doomsday on the persuasion of god Machh. On the doomsday,
Manu boarded this boat with seven sages,
creatures and seeds of trees etc and tied the
boat with the horns ofthe ﬁsh. This boat got
tied with the hill top of Himalaya after many
years, which is now also known as Naukabandhan. Colonel Tod writes that Noah (z, 9')

was the same person as this Manu. See ਨੂਹ.
“rajavtar bhayo menu raja. sabh hi saje dharam

ke saja.”—manuraj. 4 birth of human beings;
human body. “haume VICI seva na hovai, ta
menu bIrtha jaI.”—vad m 3. 5 a river of
'ਧ੍ਯਾਜ਼ਾਗ਼ a river rising from Malay Hills. See ਵਿਸਨੁ ਪੁਰਾਣ
sect. 2 ch. 3.

ਮਨਸ
-
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ਮਨੋਹਰ

Assam, which rises from Tripura state. 6 Skt
ਸ੍ਯਚ੍. n mind, heart. “menu arpau dhanu ra—

ਮਨੁਆ [manual 11 ਸ੍ਯਚ੍ਚ੍. conscience. “manua asthI-

khau age.”—gaum 5. 7 Hpart as if. “mera CIt

ing. “manua 5dh n3 cetai.”—m 1 var ram 1.3 mother’s affection for the offspring, maternal attachment. “man mahI manua je mare, ta

na cale, menu bhan p5gu.”—ba55traman5d.
ਮਨੁਸ [menus] Skt ਮਨੁਸ. n immediate descen-

dants of Manu; man.
ਮਨੁਸਾੲੀ [manusai] Skt ਮਨੁਸ੍ਯਤਾ. n manhood.
“dekhléhI In ki manusai.”—NP.

ਮਨੁਸਿਮ੍ਰਿ'ਤਿ [manUSImrItI] holy scripture of Hin-

ru sabde rata.”—ram a m 1. 2 man, human be-

pIrU rave narI.”—sri a m 1. 4 considers, regards. “jo parai, su apni manua.”—todi m 5.
ਮਠੂਚ [manur] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. n slag or dress of iron;
slag or impurities left after extracting pure iron

duism written by sage Bhrigu after assuming

from its ore. “manure te kécan bhae bhai, guru

the’ name of Manu. See ਮਨੁ 3.

parasu melI mIlaI.”-sor a m 3. “kécan bhae
manura.”—gau Ché’t m 3. sence -, ‘sinful
thoughts and undeserving person.’

ਮਨੁਸ਼੍ਯ [manusy] Skt 11 human being, man.
2 husband.
ਮਨ੍ਚਰੀਆਘਿਗ਼ਾਘੀਗੀਗ਼] adjattractive, charming.

See ਮਨਹਰੀਅਾ. “mIlau lal manuharia.”-—sar m
5. 2 respectful.
ਮਠੁਹਾਰ [manuhar] n attraction, charm, respect,

honour, hospitality.
ਮਨੁਖ [manukh] See ਮਨੁਸ.

ਮਨੁਖਹਾ [manukh—ha] n man’s killer —- arrow.

—sanama. 2 dacoit, robber, highwayman.
~sanama.
‘

ਮਨੂਂਰੀ [manuri] n pleasure ofthe mind, enjoyment. “chadI mani manuri.”—BG. See }ਫ਼ੀ.
2 adj pertaining to slag ofiron.
ਮਨੂਂਰੁ [manuru] See ਮਨੂਰ. “manu maIamohI
manuru.”
ਮਨੇ [mane] contemplate. “gur ka sabadu mane,

so sura.”—-maru solhe m 1. 2 in the mind.

3 See ਮਨਰਿ.

ਮਨੂਂਖਾਇ [manukhaI] to the man, to the person.

ਮਨੇਸਂਹਿ [manesahI] will contemplate. 2 with
concentration, wholeheartedly.

ਮਨੁਖੋਸਤ [manukhosat] See ਮਨਖੋਸਤ.

ਮਨੇਛਿੱਤ [manecchIt] See ਮਨਇਂ’ਛਤ.

ਮਨੁੱਖਤਾ [manukkhta] Skt ਸਰ੍ਹਾਥੂਧਗ. humanity, man-

ਮਨੋ [mane] in the mind. 2 See ਮਨਰਿ. 3 $60ਮਨਹਿ

kind, human nature.
Wlmanvkhy], mlmanuchln human, man.
“SIdh manukhy dev aru danav.” —saveye sri

4. “bhrI ttan ke karte su mane.”—krIsan.
ਮਨੈਤ੍ਰਜ੍ਯੋ [manetranjo] Skt ਅਤ੍ਰਿਨੇਤ੍ਜ. the moon
created from the eye of the sage Attri. “syam
cakor menetran jo.”—I<rIsan.
ਮਨੋਂ [mano] part as if.

mukhvak m 5. “tab harI In manuchan tha-

hIrana.”—VN.
ਮਨੁਜਘਿਗ਼ੀਪਨ੍ਹੂੰ] n immediate descendants of Manu;

man.
ਮਨੁਜਹਾ [manuj-ha] See ਮਨੁਖਹਾ.-5ਗੀਕ਼…8.
ਮਠੁਜ਼ਾਤ [manujat] See ਮਨੁਜ.
ਮਨੁਜੁ [manuju] n humanity, humankind. “In
pécan mero manuju bIgarIo.”—-j€t raVIdas.
ਮਨੁਤੀਆ [manutia], ਮਨੁਤ੍ਰਿਯ [manutrIy] wife of
Manu, Shatroopa.
ਮਨੁ ਮੰਨਣਾ [menu ménna] See ਮਨਾਕ੍ਯਾ.

ਮਨੂ [menu] See ਮਨੁ 3.

ਮਨੋਹਰ [manohar] adjattractive, charming, beautiful. “sadh ks S5gI manohar ben.”—sukhma_ni.
2 n a poetic metre. It is a transformation of

ਬਿਜੈ metre and ਮੱਤਗਯੰਦ metre featuring four feet,
each foot comprising seven bhagans (Sll) with
two long matras at the end. (Sll, 5||,5||, SH, SH,

‘ su, su, s, 5.)

Example :
$ri jagnath kaman lI hath
pramathIn 55g sajyo jab juddhé,
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ਮਨੋਹਰਦਾਸ

gahat sen ségharat sur
babékat sf gh bhramyo kar kruddhé...
—c5d1' 2.

ਮਨੋਹਰਦਾਸ [manohardas] great grandson of Guru
Amar Dev. 2 a great Udasi saint belonging to
Sangat Sahib sect. residing mainly at Kankhal.
He had a highly respectable place in Sikh
states. He was instrumental in establishing a
junior monastery ofthe Udasis. Once Maharaja Karam Singh of Patiala state donated rupees one lakh, which the latter spent on social
work by constructing a bridge on a river on
Patiala Sanaur road and headquarters of a junior monastery of Udasis at Kankhal. Mano-

har Dass was a‘per'fect Ayurvedic practitio-

ਲ਼ੀ

ਮਨੌਤ

ਮਨੋਜਾਤਧਿਰਿਧਘ'ਗ਼ੀ] adjborn in the mind. 2 n idea.
3 Kamdev. See ਮਨੋਜ.

ਮਨੋਪਿਮੰ [manopIm5] unique. See ਪਰਸਾਦਿ.
ਮਨੋ'ਭਞ [manobhav] 11 what happens/develops in
one’s mind — passion, sexual desire. 2 view,

concept, idea. 3 See ਸੁਧਾਨਿਧੀ 2.
ਮਠੋਂਮਯਕੌਸ਼ [manomeykos] See ਕੋਸ 10.

ਮਨੋਰਥ [manorath], ਮਨੋਚਥੁ [manorathu] n that
which has mind as its guide —~ desire, longing,

determination, vow. “manorath pure satIguru
apI.”—sar m 5. “jeha manorathu karI arad—

he.”——suh1’ m 5. 2 ਮਨ:ਅਥੰ. purpose, aim, intention.

H??Bnlmanoram] adjpleasing, charming, beau-

ner who cured a large number of patients and

tiful. 2 dear, loving. “keval ramnam manoramé
bad.”—gujjedev.

made them devotees of Guru Nanak Dev. 3 a

ਮਨੋਰਮਾ [manorama] Bhattoj Dixit, son of Lak-

devotee, resident of Goindwal. He played with
Guru Arjan Dev for several years when he
was a child. He breathed his last during Guru
Hargobind's period.

shmidhar Suri was a great grammarian. He
compiled Siddhant Kamudi by arranging systematically the rules of grammar set by Panini and wrote Manorama as a perfect critique
of this collection. See ਮਧਾਗਿਤ੍ਯਾ. 2 a branch of
Sarasvati river. 3 queen of Kartveery (Sahasar—
vahu). 4 charming lady, graceful lady. 5 Durga. 6 heavenly nymph, heavenly fairy, nymph
of the paradise.

ਮਨੋਹਾਰ [manohar] See ਮਨੁਹਾਰ.

ਮਨੋਗ [manog] Skt ਸਗੇਰ੍ਹ. adj who inﬂuences one's
mind; attractive, beautiful. See ਪ੍ਰਾ'ਵ੍ਰਿਤ.
ਮਨੋਚਰ [manocar] n mind’s excitement. “suratI

matI sabad manocar.”—BG.
ਮਨੋਜ [manoj] n mind’s creation, sexual desire.

ਮਨੋਰਾਗ [manorag] n affection, attachment.
2 concept, view. 3 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 20. 4 by combin- H??N[manoraj] n imaginary dream; imaginary

ing one short syllable at the end ਹਿਤੋਟਕ metre,
ਮਨੋਜ metre is composed. i.e. it has four sagans
and a short matra. (viz - HS, ||5, ||5, IIS, l).
Example :
sakuce sab 5g VIbhég sucal,
pun bhrast samast bhai radmal...

~veragsatak, harIdayaIkrIt.
ਮਨੋਜਵ [manojav] adjhaving speed like that of
the mind. highly impulsive. 2 n Narad Muni.
“man dekh manojav ko bIrmayo.”—-carItr 1 09.
3 sexual instinct, passion. “dutI dekh manojav ko man 1aj€.”-—carrtr 114.

flight ofthe mind.

ਮਨੋਰੰਜਨ’ਸਿ਼ਕ੍ਗ਼ਾਮਿੰਰੇੰਨ੍ਹੂੰਜਿ਼] 11 action for pleasing one's
mind, entertainment.

ਮਨੌਤ [mamt] n postulate, axiom, belief. 2 mother’s affection, mother’s tender feeling for the
offspring. 3 promise of offering when one’s
desire is fulﬁlled,e.g.1f; 1am blessed with a
son, I would offer this (as promised) thing to
the deity. This practice has been in vogue as
described in several ancient scriptures. See
ਬਾਈਬਲ, ਜੱਬੂਰ 66, aayat13, 14, 15.
ਮਟਤਿਗ਼ੀਗ਼ਜਿ਼ਗੌਰਿ] in the mind, in the heart. 2 See

ਮਨ੍ਹਾ
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ਮਮੂਨ

ਮਨੁੰਤਰ. “anIk manétar 13 kahIt na avai.”—BGK.

affection.’ 2 Skt ਮਮ. my, mine. “mam ucar te

7-|ਨ੍ਹਾ [manha] n an improvised raised platform.
See ਮਕ੍ਯਾ.

bhayo dIvana.”— VN. “mam sar muI ajraIl g3:

the period during which one Manu enjoys his
kingship. According to the Purans, it is equal to
71 tetrads of ages (i.e. 71 cycles of all the four
aeons) i.e. equal to span of311,448,000 years.
“US manvétar ke VIkhe katha bhai Ih bhaI .”
-—GPS. In some scriptures this period is also
regarded as 4320000 years which is equivalent
to 12000 years of the deities.
ਮਪ [map] See ਮਾਪ.

rIphatah.”—tI15gm 1. “sarab pavan mam pavanah.”—sahas m 5.
ਮਮਸਰ [mamsar] like me, similar to me. 2 my
head.
ਮਮਟੀ [mamati] n mansion, loft, attic. 2 dome
constructed on the roof top or corner of the
top floor for beautiﬁcation.
ਮਾਡਾ[…3ਜਿ਼8],ਸ੍ਯਤ੍ਵ [mamatv] n intimacy, family
feeling. “meri rakhe mamta.”—sri m 5. 2 attachment with worldly objects. “mamta katI
sea In laI.”—maru soIhe m 3. 3 identiﬁcation. See ਨਮਤਾ 2.
ਮਮਦੂਹ੍ [mamduh] A ਟ੍ਲ਼ੀਰੂੰਥੂ/ adjadmired, praised,
commended.

ਮਪਿਘਿਗ੍ਮ੍] by measuring, on measuring. “map:

ਮਾਰ੍|ਨੂਂਅੁ [mamnuaJA (/1! adjprohibited, forbid-

ਮਨਯੂੰ [manyu] n Skt feeling of one’s mind.
2 anger, ire, shock, wrath. 3 grief, sorrow.
4 arrogance. 5 Shiv. 6 ﬁre. 7 ﬁre-ritual.

ਮਨੁੂੰਤਰ [manvétar] Skt n ruling span of Manu;

mapI katao jam ki phasi.”—asa namdev.
ਮਫ਼ਰੂਰਘਿਗ਼ੀਪਿ] A ”/5” adj who absconds; who

den.
ਮਮਠੁਨਂ [mamnun] A U)”, adj obliged, thankful,

deserts.
ਮਫੀਟ [maphit] adj indelible; certain to occur/
happen.

grateful.
ਮਮਚੇਜ [mamrej] See ਮਹਮੇਂਜ਼.

ਮਫੀਟਸਿ [maphitSI] is indelible. “karam karI

mfgarlmamaluk] A JV n something in one’s

kaléku maphitasI ri!”—dhana trIIocan.
ਮਫੁਟ [maphut] adj unbreakable, ﬁrm, impreg-

nable, inseparable. “lin sénah maphuts.”—sav—
eye m 4 ke.
ਮਫੂਜ [maphuj], ਮਫੂਜਾ [maphuja] See ਮਹਫੂਜ. “mulak maphuja 1Ikhday.”—PPP.
ਮਬਨੀ [mabni] A (3’- adj based (on), contingent
(upon) 2 having foundation/base, established,
dependant.

ਸ੍ਯਲੁਕਤਘਿਭਧਾਕ਼ੀਪੀਂਇਿ] A ਗੀ empire, kingdom.
possession; domestic slave. 2 offspring of a
domestic slave.
ਮਮਾ [mama] letter, ਮ, Gurmukhi alphabet ਮ.
2 pronunciation of ਮ.
I-rH'ﬁWImamalIkM uI/L plural ofਮਮਲੁਕਤ (ਮੁਲਕ:
country), country.

ਮਮਿਆਈਸਿ਼ਸ੍ਯਗ਼ਗ਼ੁਣਪਂ] See ਮੋਮਿਅਾੲੀ.

ਮਮ [mam] n mother's affection, mother’s ten-

ਮਮਾੰਰਾ [mamira] P (ਮਾਮੀਰਾਨ) Thalictrum Foliolosum; a plant growing mainly in temperate and
cold mountains. lts root is used for making
collyrium which is very beneﬁcial for curing
eye diseases. The decoction of this plant is
very useful fortreating the intenstinal diseases like dysentry.
ਮਮੁੱਖਤਾ [mamukkhta] See ਮੁਮੁਂਕੁਤਾ.

der feeling for the offspring. “mam mad mat

ਮਮੂਨ [mamun] village in tehsil and district Gur-

l<op jaria.”—kan m 5. ‘absorbed in motherly

daspur. It is three miles away from Pathankot

WImabIaG] A ਭੰ.” n destination point. 2 place
of rest or refuge. 3 limit, boundary. 4 quantity,
measure. 5 cash.
‘
ਮਬਾਦਾ [mabada] P bl? part it may not be like
that; it may not be so.

ਮਮੇਂਸ
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railway station to the east. There is Baba Sri
Chand’s memorial in this village. While going
from Bartth to Chamba, he stayed here. The

ਮਯੱਸਰ [mayssar] A fr adj easily achievable.
2 obtained, achieved.
HEIKImayan] Pkt n passion, sexual desire. See

memorial is quite simple and 12 ghumaons of
land is attached to it. The villagers themselves
cultivate the land. The gurdwara is in poor
shape. It has none to look after.
ਮਮੇਸ [memes] ਮਮ-ੲੀਸ਼ my master, my husband.
“memes kahﬁ pardes gae.”—carI tr 1 79.
ਮਮੇਂ [meme] n mother's love, mother’s tenderfeelin g for her offspring. “tamas trIsna meme
tIagi.”—ratanmala.

ਮਯਮੰਤ 3.
ਮਯਮੰਤ […ਗ੍ਹਾਗ਼ੜੂਮਂ] intoxicated with wine, drunk.

ਮਮੋਖ਼ੀ [mamokhi], ਮਮੋਖੂ [mamokhu], ਮਮੋਛੀ [memo-

woman, beautiful girl absorbed in herselfunder the intoxication ofher youth.“

chi], ਮਮੋਛੂ [mamochu] who has the desire for
liberation/salvation.’ See ਮੁਮੁਕੁ. “suns mamochi
hIrds dhare.”—GPS.
ਮਮੋਂਲਾ [mamola] See ਖੰਜਨ.

ਮਮੰ [mamé] Skt ਮਮ. my, mine. “sarab sil mam?)
silé.”—sahas m 5.
ਮਯ [mya] Skt ਯਹ੍. vr go, migrate, go from one
place to another. 2 n horse. 3 camel. 4 In
Ramayan, a demon, who was son of Viparchitti.
He was an expert in architecture just like
Vishavkarma. Mandodri, Ravan’s wife, was

his daughter. He had two sons - Mayavi and
Dundubhi; and his capital was Devgiri.l
He [may] raised a strange kind of wonderful assembly hall, in which land appeared to
be water while water looked like dry land. It
is this place where Duryodhan got his clothes
wet for taking water as a shining ﬂoor. Upon
this Bhimsen made a saracastic remark that

‘the son of a blind person is always blind.’ “may
Ik dst hoto tIn ayke sOdar ek sabha su banai.”
~—1<rIsan. 5 ਮਯ when used as a sufﬁx gives the
meaning of abounding in, full of, composed of,

alike. viszamlmanImay],13€aam [suvaranmay], ਸ਼੍ਯਜ੍ਯਾ [ਘਾਟੋਧੰਗ਼ਗ੍ਹਾ] etc. 6 P ਫੂ; wine,

2 excited under the influence ofa drink. 3 n
intoxicated elephant, mad elephant. “mere jan
ghéta he madam maymét ko.”——harIjan. ln
Prakrit, ਦ becomes ਯ; like ਮਦਨ is read as ਮਯਨ

and ਮਦ as ਮਯ-

ਮਯਮੰਤੀ [mayméti] self-absorbed, exhilarated.
“jubban mayméti subbali.”—datt. ‘charming

ਮਯਮੰਤੁ [maymétu] See ਮਯਮੰਤ. “menu kOcaru
maymétu.”—s kabir.

ਮਯਾ [maya] mercy, kindness. See ਮਇਆ. “dinanath maya karo.”—-sahas m 5. 2 mother. “maya!
jan cero, maya mohI kije.”—carItr 1. 3 Skt
treatment, cure. 4 relation of the soul and the
body; combination of the soul and the body;
life. 5 singular form of third case of ﬁrst person; by me, from me.
'Htﬂﬂmayal P ਪੀਲ਼ਾ“ adeithin, inside. 2 n waist,
loins, middle part of the body.
ਮਯਾਦ [mayad] See ਮਿਆਦ.
ਮਯਾਪੁ'ਰੀ [mayapuri] See ਮਾਯਾਪੁਰੀ.

ਮਯਾਵਰਘਿਭੋਝੁ/ਨ੍ਯਹਿ] P ”y do not bring.
ਮਯੁ [mayo] Skt man with horse’s head; such a
deity or kinner, the deity. 2 orang-outang, aborigine.

ਬ੍ਯੂ'ਖ [mayukh] Skt n ray. 2 brightness, shine.
3 glamour. 4 ﬂame (of ﬁre) 5 Skt honey. “kathu payukh hveke pivat vaavat ho, kat-hu
mayukh ukh kahﬁ madpan ho.”——aka1. ‘sometimes enjoying nectar, sometimes taking honey,
sucking sugarcane and sometimes drinking
hquon’

whisky. 7A 5 part with, along.

ਮਯੂਖੀ [mayukhi] n one that possesses rays

'Scc ਵਾਲਮੀਕੀਯ ਰਾਮਾਯਣ, ਉੱਤਰ ਕਾਂਡ, Part 12.

— sun. 2 moon. “kahﬁ cakor hve pritI
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mayukhi."——saloh.

padhe pahI bese, ho mam jese,
sékhyanIpuné SOI.

ਮਯੂਰ [mayur] )2 peacock.
ਮਯੂਰਕੇਤੁ [mayurketu], ਮਯੂਰਧੁਜ [mayurdhvaj] son
of Shiv, who has a standard (flag) bearing the
symbol of a peacock on it—Sakand. Khadan-

an, Kartikey. 2 See ਮੋਰਧੁਜ.
ਮਯੂਰਰਥ [mayur-rath], ਮਯੂਰਵਾਹਨ [mayurvahan]
son ofShiv, Kartikey, whose vehicle is a peacock.

ਮਯੂ'ਰੀ [mayuri] female of peacock.

ਮਯੰਕਸਿ਼ਧ੍ਯਗ੍ਹਾਟੈਠਿ] moon. See ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਂਕ.

-—NP.
ਮਰਹਮ [marham] A (7/ 27 ointment; ointment for

applying on a wound to cure it.

HBUHB'[marhamat] See ਮਿਹਰਾਮਤ.
ਮਰਹਰੀ [marhari] See ਮਨਹਰੀ 2.
ਮਰਹਲਾ [marhala] A ,Ja/ 22 act of departing, de-

parture. 2 destination, stage, halting place.
ਮਰਹੂਨ [marhun] A cJM/ adjmortgaged.
ਮਰਹੂਮ [marhum] A (Y/ adjblessed, blessed by

ਮਰ [mar] Skt 27 death, demise. 2 world. 3 earth. , the Creator. 2 sense — dead, expired,
deceased.
4 P / adj special, speciﬁc.
ਮਰਕ [marak] Skt n fatal disease, dreadful conਮਰਉ [marau] v imperative ਘੰਮਰ (to die). 2 die. tagious disease, epidemic, pestilence, plague.
“marau ta harI 1<€ dvarI .”-5 kabir.
etc. 2 Skt Tabs. vr go, move, jump. 3 27 ਮਕੰ.
ਮਰਸ [mares] Skt ਸਂਈਂ. 27 advice, counsel. 2 Skt
solar eclipse. 4 ਅਾਮਕੰ, a priest ofdemons, who
ਸਾਬੰ. patience, tolerance. 3 pardon, forgiveness.
was son of Shukar. See ਸੰਡਾਮਰਕਾ. 5 body, phyਮਰਸਨ[…9੮5ਗ਼ਾ],ਮਰਸੀ [marsi] will die, will breathe
sique. 6 wind, air. 7 monkey. 8 adjpolishable,
his last. “édh ghor sagar nahi marsan.”—-1<an
washable.
m 5. “marsi hOI vxdana.”—suhi a m 1. 2 Skt

ਮਸ਼ੰਨ. 27 thought, test. 3 touch. 4ਮਸੰਣ. forgiving,
pardoning. 5 tolerating.

ਮਰਸੀਆ [marsia], ਮਰਸੀਹਾ [marsiha] P __ਚੂਡੌ/ 27 elegy, dirge, funeral poem. 2 a particular condolence song which the Muslims chant on the
anniversary of Hussain's martyrdom.

ਮਰਹਟ [marhat] SktﬁjBnTE'. n cremation ground
on the bank ofa river. 2 crematorium, place

ਮਰਕਜ਼ [maikaz] A f/ n mark at which a spear
is thrown; target for tent pegging. 2 sense -ਰ੍
central point, where one end of the compass
(callipers) is pressed and the other end revolves round it to draw the circle, that is why
it is called so; centre.
ਮਰਕਟ [market] Skt ਮਕੰਟ. 27 monkey. “market

musatI anaj ki.”——gau kabir. See ਮੰਕ vr. 2 See
ਦੋਹਰਾ 14.

to burn the dead bodies. “marhat lagI sabhu

ਮਰਕਰੀ [marketi] Skt ਮਕੰਟੀ. 27 female monkey.

log kutébu.”—I<eda kabir. “te ghar marhat

2 female langur (lemur). 3 spider. See ਮਕੰ vr.
4 a methodology ofprosody that provides information about the number of short and long
vowels and consonants in a metre by giving
their details.
ਮਰਕਤ [market] Skt n a green coloured gem

sarkhe, bhut bashI tIn mahI.”—s kabir.
ਮਰਹਟਾ [marhata] See ਮਹਾਰਾਸ੍ਟ੍ਰ. 2 a prosodic me—
tre; see features of “ਮਨਾਪਂਰੀ” [manhari].
Example :
herat sut kalu, harakh bIsalu,

padhnocxt man jan,
ham kaj VIsekha, sikhahI lekha,

bss abahI pahIcan,
karé patvari, gramahI sari,
karnOCIt tab hOI,

(stone), emerald. “market manI bhu CItr su-

hai.”—NP.

ਮਰਕਬ [markab] A vf/ n something on which
one rides; vehicle, carriage. 2 chariot, carrier
or cart etc, driven by a horse, camel etc. “ravz'i

ਮਰਕਾ
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karad markab yalo tez.”—-rama v. 3 A J/ observation post.

ਮਰਕਾ [marka] ਅਧਾਮਕੰ. See ਸੰਡਾਮਰਕਾ.

ਮਰਕੂਮ [markum] A p") adj recorded, accounted for. 2 A (f/ stacked, piled one over'the
other, layered. 3 concentrated, dense.
ਮਰਖ [marakh] Skt ਮਸੰ. forgiveness, tolerance.
ਮਰਖਣ [markhan] See ਮਰਸਨ 2-4.

ਮਰਗ [marag] will die. “kou kahe Ih marag abs

shore. 5 principle or code established by a
community or a regime. “na marjadu aIa kalI

bhitarI.”—sr1' m 1 pahre.
ਮਰਜਾਦਕ [marjadak] adj who follows conventions/codes of socio-religious conduct.

“ramcéd aadIk marjadak.”—GPS.
ਮਰਜਾਦਾ [marjada], ਮਰਜਾਦੁ [marjadu] See ਮਰਜਾਦ.
ਮਰਜਾਮ [marjam] birth and death. See ਜਾਮ 2.

2 Skt ਮ੍ਰਿਯਮਾਣ ready to die.

hi.”—PP. 2 P ,f/ n death, demise. “marag ਮਰਜਾਰ [marjar], ਮਰਜਾਰੀ [marjari] See ਮਾਰਜਾਰ.
savai nth.”—s farid. 3A ਨੁੂੰ/ yellow grass,

ਮਰਜੀ [marji] A 09/ n intention to act according

sorghum.
ਮਰਗਸਤਾਣ [margastan], ਮਰਗਸਤਾਣੀ [margastani],
ਮਰਗਸਤਾਨ [margastan] P uo’} cremation ground,

ਮਰਜੀਂਉੜਾ [marjiura] , ਮਰਜੀਅਾ [marjia] See ਮਰਜੀਵੜਾ.

crematorium. “margastan: CItI dharI.”—s
farid. 2 See ਮਰਗਜਾਰ.

ਮਰਗ਼ਜ਼ਾਰ [marcazar] P Afr n place where
meadow grass is grown; meadow. '
ਸ੍ਯਗੂ'ਥ [marGub] A ?i/ adjliked.
ਮਰਘਟ [marghat] crematorium, cremation

to one’s own desire; will. “}')/(~) raver 1<i marji
hOI.”—GPS.

ਮਰਜੀਵਨ [marjivan] state of enj oyin g spiritual life
by giving up one’s physical vanity and desires.
2 In Yog philosophy, stopping of the movements of vital air is death while keeping move-

ment of one’s breaths within control is life.

3 state of living a new life in Sikhism ignoring

ground. See ਮਰਹਟ. “marghal; lau sabhu log

the rituals as well as not thinking about caste

kutébo bhan.”—sorkab1'r.

and creed.

ਮਰਚ [marac] Skt ਮਰਿਚ. n plant and fruit of black
pepper. “marac dhanIy 56 dath mahI
bore.”—NP. Red chillies as well as black pepper, both are warm and dry. Pepper dries blood
and reduces phlegm. It weakens sexual potency and eye-sight. It acts as an appetiser if
taken in small quantities.
Hammaraj] A ਰ੍/ਥੂ/ n laziness, inactivity, disease,

ailment. 2 Ski ਸਯੰ- purity, sacredness. 3 washer-

man.
ਮਰਜਤ [marjat] crushes. “marjat mico anIk bar-

ia.”——1<an m 5. 2 See ਮ੍ਰਿਜ. 3 See ਮਾਰਜਿਤ.
ਮਰਜਨ [marjan] See ਮਰਦਨ and ਮਾਰਜਨ.

ਮਰਜਾਦ [marjad] or ਮਰਜਾਦੁ [marjadu] Skt ਮਯਾੰਦ.
ਮਯਾੰ means symbol; one that indicates the
boundary or limit of a country or a community. 2 mediator, arbitrator, judge. 3 limitation,
bounds. “ਰੈਨਿ nahi marjad.”—sar m 5. 4 bank,

ਮਰਜੀਵੜਾ [marjivra], ਮਰਜੀਵਾ [marjiva] enj oyment
of life by suppressing physical vanity. See
ਮਰਜੀਵਨ. 2 one who dives into the ocean to collect gems, comes to consciousness after ending upjust like a dead person. 3 See ਮਾਨ੍ਯਚੰਦ 2.

ਮਰਜੇਸ [marjes] ਮਰਜ਼-ਈਸ਼. epidemic. 2 famine,
scarcity. 3 Rudar.
ਮਰਣ [maran] Skt n partin g of vital air (life) from
the body. “maran lIkhaI ae, nahi rahxna.”
—gau m 1. 2 poison, venom. 3 giving up of
vanity/arrogance as per the Guru's teachings;
stage of becoming free from feeling proud of

one's physique. See ਜੀਵਤਮਰਨਾ.

'

ਮਰਣਹਾਰੁ [maranharu] adjsubject to dying, liable

to die. “maranharu Ihu jiara nahi.”—gaum 5.
ਮਰਣਮੁਕਤਿ [maranmukatI] getting salvation
from death. “maranmukatl gatI sar na jam.”
-maIaam I. 2 ਠੋੳੳਮਰਨਮੁਂਕਤਿਤੁੰ.
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ਮਰਣ ਮੱਡਣਾ [maran médna] v be ready to lay
down one's life, not to bother about life in this

world.
ਮਰਣਾ [mama] See ਮਰਣ 1. 2 rituals performed in
the name of a dead person. 3 condolence,
bereavement. “jhﬁdi paI bahanI nItI
marne.”—m 1 varmajh.

ਮਰਣਿ [maranI] in dying, on dying, on death.
“joru na jivanI, maranI na jorU.”-japu. 2 from
dying, from death.
ਮਰਣੁ [maranu] See ਮਰਣ 1.

ਮਰਦਾਨਾ ਭਾੲੀ

cela.”—tr]5g m 1. See ਆਵਨਿ ਅਠੁਤਰੈ. 3 Skt ਮਦੰ.
n high pressure. 4 act of crushing hard, fric—

tion. “pivat marad na 1ag.”—gau kabir. ‘One is
not crushed by the cruel hands of death if he
is absorbed in the sweetness of the Divine.’
5 See ਮਰਦਨ 4.
ਮਰਦਊਂ [mardau] n manliness, bravery, courage,
manhood.
ਮਰਦਕ [mardak] P …..ਓ/ 11 mean person, petty

man. 2 Skt ਮਚੰਕ. adjcrushing, crusher.
ਮਰਦਨ [mardan] See ਸ੍ਰਿਦ. ਰ੍ਉੰ/(ਲ਼ਮਢ਼‘ਥੂਨ. n act ofcrush-

H83[marat] dying, breathing one's last. “marat
ing, massaging serving. 2 grinding, ctushing
na sog bIogi.”—gau kabir. 2 on death, on dyto powder, pulverising. “carI baran cauhéi ke
ing. “avar marat maIa menu tole.”—-sr1' beni.
mardan.”—asa m 5. 3 massaging material, a
3 Skt ਸਰਂ. “marat paIal akasu dIkhan.”—sor
special kind of paste. “tanI mardan malna.”
m 1. 4 man. 5 See ਮਰਤੁ, ਮਰਤ੍ਯ and ਮਾਰੁਤ.
—asa m 5. 4 sectarian scholars give the meanਮਰਤਣੀ [martani] 11 one consisting ofmen-army;
ing ਧਿਮਰਦਨ as ‘ofbrave persons.’ “pivat marthat which has a large member of men in it.
dan lag.”—gau kabir. ‘get engrossed in the
—sanama.
‘
name of God through holy persons,’ but it is
ਮਰਤਬਾਘਿਗਿ੍ਗੀਗ਼ੀ/ਭੂ ਝੱ/ਸ਼ higher and lower(seni0r
not right because the text is ਲਾਗ, not ਲਾਗਿ. See
and junior) designation; status, authority. “vacji—
ਮਰਦ 4.
hu vada apar tera martba.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਮਰਦਮੀਘਿਰਿਯੰਭਘਾਂ] See ਮਰਦਉਮਰਤਬਾਨ [martban] P ਪਾਂਟਿ/ a deep container (jar) ਮਰਦਲ [mardal] See ਮਾਂਦਲ.
with wide mouth (opening), which is coated ਮਰਦਾਨ [mardan] P ub/ plural of ਮਰਦ. 2 a
with shellac from inside. It is used for pretown of district Peshawar, conjointly called
servingjam, rose-conserve etc.
Hotimardaan.
ਮਰਤਾ [marta] adj which kills (0 ਸ਼ਾਰ੍ਧਿਕੀ. “ma- ਮਰਦਾਨਹਵਾਰ [mardanhavar] P Aub/ like men,
hIkhasur ki marta phun jou.”-—-1<rIsan. 2 dylike brave persons.
ing.
ਮਰਦਧ੍ਯਸੋ [maradangi] P fly n manliness.
ਮਰਤੁ [maratu] Skt ਮਾਰੁਤ. n air, wind. See ਮਾਰੁਤ.
2 courage, bravery.
2 sense - vital air, breath. “jugatI karI maratu ਮਰਦਯਾ [mardana] P ,m/ adj man-Iike, manly.
su sanbédhu kije.”—maru m 1. ‘control the vi“soi marad marad mardana.”—maru solhe m
tal air regulating the system ofbreathing.’
5. 2 See ਮਰਦਾਨਾ ਭਾਈ.

ਮਰਤੂਥ [martub] A __ਲ਼ੀਖ਼ੈ/ adj wet, moist, damp.
ਮਰਤ੍ਯ [martya] SktI-Eﬁf. adjwho is to die, mor-

ਮਰਦਾਨਾ ਭਾੲੀ [mardana bhai] son ofBadra Mira-

tal. 2 n man, human being..3 geographical:
region of earth. 4 body, physique.

wandi, who attained the status of Bhai (respectable devotee) by becoming a disciple of
Guru Nanak Dev. He used to sing devotional
hymns remaining always in the company of
Guru Nanak Dev everywhere in the world.

ਮਰਤ੍ਯ ਲੋਕ [martya 10k] mortal world, earth.
HBElmarad] P :/ n man, human being. 2 adj
courageous, brave. “hor bhi uthsi marad 1<a

si and Lakho, born in Sammat 1516 in Tal-

ਮਰਦਾਨੀਂ
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ਮਰਮ

He breathed his last on Magghar 13, Sammat

2 expelled, dismissed. 3 humiliated, insulted,
1591 in Kurram situated on the bank of ‘cursed. 4 See ਸ਼੍ਵਾਜਹ ਮਰਦੂਦ.
Kurram river in Afganistan, where his dead ‘ ਮੋਰਚੇ ਤਮਾਮ [marde tamam] P (Lily adj perfect
body was cremated by Guru Nanak Devhim(man); a complete man lacking in nothing.
self.l He is famous as a rebeck player since ਮਰਦੋਂ [mardo] village falling under police stahe always played it with Guru Nanak Dev’s
tion, tehsil and district Ambala situated three
hymns. There are two sloks of Guru Nanak
miles to the south west of Moharhi railway
Dev in Vaar Bihagrha in the name of Bhai
station and four miles away from Ambala
Mardana. See ਪੌੜੀ 12.
Cantt. A gurdwara in memory oquru Gobind
ਮਰਦਾਨੀ [mardani] See ਮਰਦਾਨਾਗੀ. 2 pertaining to Singh has .been raised about one furlong to
man, male.
the north west ofthis village. While coming
ਮਰਦਾਨੇ ਹੱਕ਼ [mardane hakk] P O’gty holy men,
from Lakhnaur the Guru visited this village to
saintly people.
' spiritually enlighten the people. Guru
ਮਰਦਾਨੇ ਮਰਦਾਂ [mardane mardé’i] P Ub/Lyb/ adj Tegbahadur also visited this place, and a
choosen one among the valiant persons; one
gurdwara in his memory is situated here while
among the many brave ones.
a small Manji Sahib has been built in honour
ਮਰਦੀ [mardi] P n manliness, manhood. 2 by men,
of the tenth Guru. Mud residential houses have
“jﬁ ghal mardi ghali.”—var ram 3.
been also built nearby. The holy places are
ਮਰਚੀਆ [mardia] killed. 2 getting killed. “masupervised by Akali Singh. The Patiala state
hIkhasor mardia.”—paras. 3 who is smash- has allotted about 600 vighas of land to the
ing, which crushes into smithreens.
gurdwara. ‘
ਮਰਦੁਮ [mardum] P (J/ people, public.
ਮਰਦੰਗ [ਗ਼ਰਿਧੰਟੈਛੁ] See ਮ੍ਰਿਦੰਗ. 2 ਮਰਦ-ਅੰਗ.‘ (male
ਮਰਦੁਮਾਰੁਮਾਰੀ [mardumsumari] P 0’1pr n cen- parts).
sus, head count in a country. The practice of ਮਰਨ [maran] See ਮਰਣ. “maran jivan ki séka
counting the people was initiated in Rome. The
nasi.”—-prabha kabir.
ﬁrst census in England, was conducted in 1801. ਮਰਨਹਾਰੁ [maranharu] See ਮਰਣਹਾਰੁ.
While in India it started in 1867. But the ਮਰਨਮੁਕਤਿਸ਼ਿਕਿਗ਼ਾਗ਼ਘੀਚਿਗ਼ੁ] liberation from death.
census was systematically done on February
See ਮਰਣਮੁਕਤਿ. 2 liberation/salvation from the
17, 1881. Now it is a regular decadal feature
act of dying. 3 liberation from death. “beni
of counting poeple of every town, village with
kahe, sunahu re bhagatahu ! maranmukatI kini
detail describing name, age, religion, caste,
paI?”—sr1'.
education, language and occupation etc.
ਮਰਨਾ [mama] See ਮਰਣਾ.
ਮਰਦੁਮਕ [mardumak] P ....6/ n pupil ofthe eye. ਸ੍ਯਨਿ [maranI] (they) die; breathe their last. “jo

ਮਰਦੁਮਾਨੇ ਚਸ਼ਮ [mardumane casam] P ਨੁੱਭੰਟੁੱਪਾਂਖਿ/

hOI maranI parvano.”—vad alahani m 1.

pupils ofthe eyes.
ਮਰਦੂਦ [mardud] A ”3/ adj rejected, wicked.

2 from dying.

ਮਰਨੀ [marni] n process of dying, death. “esi

'Giani Thakur Singh has written that Mardana was born

marni jo mare, ta sadjivanu hOI.”-m 3 var

in the month ofPhagun in 1595. Some have shown it as

bIha.
ਮਰਬੋ [marbo] v die, breathe one's last.
ਮਰਮ [maram] or ਮਰਮੁ [maramu] Skt ਸਜੰਜ੍. n liv-

1581 and mentioned his death in Kartarpur. We believe
1591 to be the correct year of his death.

ਮਰਿਜਾਮ
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ਮਚਮਸਥਲ

ing place, dwelling place. 2joints ofthe body.
3 vital organs like the heart and the brain etc.I
“bhad cale maramsathal 1<੦ sar.”—ramav.
4 meaning, extract. “ua ka maramu ohi paru
jane.”—gau kabir. 5 secret, mystery.
ਮਰਮਸਥਲ [maramsathal] Skt ਮਮੀ-‘ਥਲ. See ਮਰਮ 3.
ਮਰਮਹਾਰੀ [maramhari] spy, detective, secret

ਮਰੜਾਇਕੈ [mararaIkE] See ਜਰਵਾਣਾ 4 and ਮਿਰੜਾਇਕੈ.

ਮਰਾ [mara] n death, demise. See ਮਰ. “jara mara

tapu.”—gau m 4. 2 short for ਮਰਾਠੀ (ਮਹਾਰਾਸ਼੍ਟ੍ਰੀ).
3 P ,/ pron to me, for me, upto me.

ਮਰਾਸੀ [marasi] See ਮੀਰਾਸੀ.
ਮਰਾਕਬ [marakab] A _,ਲ਼ੀ‘ਮੇ/ adj waiting, in waiting. 2 A ﬁﬁ/ plural ਧਿਮਰਕਬ. vehicles.
ਮਰਾਕਬਤ [marakbat], ਮਰਾਕਬਾ [marakba] A gjy n

agent.

ਮਰਮਰਯ [marmagy] Skt ਸਥੰਰ੍ਹ. adjknowing or shar-

state of being in deep meditation. “t5 pir mar—

ing a secret; conﬁdante.
ਮਰ੍ਯਚਰ [ਗ਼ਰਿਭੈਗ਼ਧਰਿ] Dg heart, mind. See ਮਰਮ.
ਮਰਮਰ [marmar] P // n white and soft stone,
marble. 2 seedless pomegranate. 3 Skt ਸਸੰਰ੍ਗ਼
munnurin g sound, sound produced by the rattling of dry leaves. 4 turmeric.
ਮਰਮਾ [manna], ਮਰਮਾਮ [marmam] See ਮਰਮ 4 and
5. “nahi janIo harImarmam.”—bera m 4.

akbe VICC dIttha kI Ih phakir bada mastana

ਮਗੰਮਕ [marmIk], ਮਰਮੀ [marmi] See ਮਰਮਗਜ਼
“marmi hOI 30 man kau jane.”—gau ba van kabir.
ਮਰਮੁਂ [maramu] See ਮਰਮ.

ਮਰਯਾ [marya], ਮਰਯਾਦ [maryad], ਮਰਯਾਦਾ [maryada] Skt ਸਦਗੀ and ਸਟਥੀਗ. n ritual, custom, tradition. 2 boundary, limit. 3 river bank. 4 code
of conduct. See ਮਰਜਾਦ.
ਮਰਰਾਨਾ [mar—rana] v stretch the body or the
limbs lazily after yawning. “uthi mar-raIke.”
—carItr I53.
ਮਰਲਾ [marla] n a square karam is equal to one
biswasi; nine biswasis make one marla. See

ਮਿਲੀ.
ਮਰਵਾਹਾ [marvaha] a Khatri subcaste. “bala marvaha bIgséda.”-—BG.
ਮਰਵਾਹੀ [marvahi], ਮਰਵਾਹੀ ਮਾਤਾ [marvahi mata]

See ਮਹਾਦੇਵੀ 2.
ਮਰਵਾਰ [marvar] See ਮਾਰਵਾੜ.
ਮਰਵਾਰੀਦ [marvarid] P ,tjlﬁ/ n pearl.
'ਤ੍ਜਕਿਧ੍ਯ: W ਦਧਿ WW ਸ੍ਯਕ:
ਸਾਜੀਂਯਿ ਰੇਰੂ, m ਕ੍ਯਾ: ਰ੍ਹੁਰੁ ਕਿਝੀਧ੍ਯ:
—bha vprakas.

2See E murmur.

he.”—JSBM.
ਮਰਾਜ਼ [maraj] See ਮੈਰਾਜ.

ਮਰਾਤਿਬ […ਰਿਗ਼ੀ'ਗ਼ੁਠਿ] plural ਧਿਮਰਤਬਾ, designetions,
ranks.

ਮਰਾਰਿ [mararI] adj who kills. 2 n enemy, foe.
“kar me karvar sébhar hakar, mararI p8 dha I-

pare arke.”—1<rIsan. The scribe has wrongly
written this word as ਮੁਰਾਰਿ. 3 Skt ਖਲਿਹਾਨ. threshing ﬂoor.
ਮਰਾਲ [metal] Skt n swan. “sét maral karahI

k5tuhal.”—savsye m 4 ke. 2 horse. “nacce maralé.”—VN. 3 cloud, rain. 4 elephant. 5 cluster
of pomegranate trees. 6 collyrium. 7 wicked
person. 8 adj greasy.
ਮਰਾਲਜਾਨ [maraljan] n one having swan as one’s
vehicle— Brahma. “namo namo tav janmara1a.”—NP. 2 Sarasvati, goddess of poetry.
ਸ਼੍ਯ'ਲਨ [maralan] female swan. “sri guru gun
manas saras, jih maralan jﬁhI .”—NP.
ਮਰਾਲਯਾਨ [maralyan] See ਮਰਾਲਜਾਨ.

ਮਰਾਲਵਾਹਿਨੀ [maralvahIni] n one (female) riding
on the swan— goddess Sarasvati. “maralvahIni krIpalu hath jorI b5dna.”—NP.
'

ਮਰਿ [marl] after death, after dying. “mar:
jémahI phIr_I varovara.”—gaua m 3.

Hf‘aﬁfi'lmarIodI] death, demise. “VInu dithe
mar'IodI.”—var maru 2 m 5.
ਮਚਿਚ [maric] See ਮਰਚ,

ਮਚਿਜਾਮ [marIjam] takes birth after dying; “anIk
jonI janme marIjam.”—sukhmani.

ਮਰਿਜੀਂਵੜਾ
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ਮਚਿਜ਼ੀਵੜਾ [marIjivra], ਮਰਿਜੀਵਾ [marIjiva] See
ਮਰਜੀਵੜਾ. “bhagatI karahI marl jivre.”—m 3 var
vad. “ram kasauti so saha, jo marIjiva hOI.”
—s kabir.
ਮਰਿਬੋਂ [marIbo] v die. “me na maru, marIbo

5ਰੋ581‘8.”-830 kabir.
ਮਰੀ [mari] n dreadful contagious disease, epi-

demic. See ਮਹਕ and E murrain. “Is prakar
pur mari hatai.”—GPS. 2 a hill station in Rawalpindi district; situated 39 miles away from
Rawalpindi; its height above sea level is 75 ] 7
feet.
ਮਰੀਆ [maria] )1 death, demise. “nah maria nah

jaria.”—suhi partallm 5. 2 See ਮਾਰੀਯ.
ਮਰੀਐ ਹੋਇ [maria rOI] See ਰੋ ਮਰਣਾ.
ਮਰੀਦ [maric] See ਮਾਰੀਚ. “501੭ਗ਼ੀ1ਰੈ maricé. caIe
bath micé.”-—ramav. 2 See ਮਰੀਚਿਮਰੀਚਿਜਿ਼ਸ਼ਹਿਤੋ਼ਢ਼ਗ਼ੁ] Skt n one among the seven sages
and spiritual son of Brahma. 2 ray. 3 adjmiserly, niggardly.

ਮਰੀਚਿਕਾ [mariCIka] n illusion of water due to
the mirage effect. See ਹਚਿਸਚੰਦੁ and ਸ੍ਰਿਗਭ੍ਰਿ'ਸਨਾ.
2 ray. “chai he chapakar mariCIka dariCIn
me.”—jasv5t.

ਮਗੋਂਚਿਮਾਲੀਂ [mariCImali] n one having the garland of rays — sun.

ਮਰੂ

There is a tale in Bhagwat that as advised by
her husband Kashyap, Diti took to rigorous
fast with a religious vow. It was meant to give
birth to a son who could defeat Indar. Indar
came to know of this vow, hence he remained
always in attendance of Diti in the guise ofa
servant. One day, Diti went to sleep with her
hair scattered and mouth unclean. Indar lik—
ened this state of Diti as breaking of her vow
and thus entered into her womb acquiring the
size of a very minute creature. He smashed
the foetus into forty-nine pieces. The pieces
did not die due to meditation done by Diti. To
the contrary they started crying and requesting Indar not to beat them any more.
Indar took pity on them and bade them ਮਾਰੁਤ

(ਮਤ-ਰੋਂਓ, do not cry). This is the root of term
marut.

Indar came out along with all the fortynine pieces. These forty-nine fragments were
popularly known as ਮਰੁਤ (ਪਵਨ-ਗਿੰ) deities.
These are names as ~
Ekjyoti, Dvijyoti, Trijyoti, Jyoti, Ekshakar,
Dvishakar, Trishakar, Indar, Gatdrishy, Tatah,
Patiskrit, Par, Mit, Sammit, Sumati, Ritjit, Satyajit, Shushen, Senjit, Antimitar, Anmitar, Pur-

ਮਰੀਜ [marij] A ﬂ/ patient, sick, ill. See ਮਰਜ਼.

mitar, Aprajit, Ritu, Ritvah, Dharta, Dharun,

HEﬁIH'Hlmariyam] A ﬁ/ Mary; daughter ofAmran. She was the mother of Jesus. See ਈਸਾ.

Dhruv, Vidharan, Devdev, Eedriksh,Adriksh,

ਮਰੁ [mam] death. See ਮਰ. “jivdIa mam marI, na

pachotais.”—m 1 var majh. 2 Skt ਮਰੁ. desert.
3 (’ੴ/ਮਰੁ also means the killer. “care aganI Mvan: mam, gurmukhI harIjalu paI.”——sr1' m 1.
ਮਰੁਸਥਲ [marusthal], ਮਰੁਸ੍ਯਲੀ [marusthali] n
desert; region with arid land; sandy region, territory without water.

Vratin, Asdriksh, Samar, Dhata, Durg, Dhriti,
Bhim, Abhiyukt, Arthat, Sah, Dyuti, Dypu,
Anoyay, Athvas, Kaam, Jay and Virat.
ਮਚੁਤਸੁਤ [mawtsut], ਮਰੁਤਤਨਯ [marut—tanay], ਮਰੁਤਪੁਤੁ

[mamtputr] son of Marut (deity of wind), Hanuman. 2 Bhimsen. See ਮਾਰੁਤੀ.
ਮਰੁਦੁਰਗ [marudurag] fort built in the arid desert.

See ਮਰੂ 2.

ਮਰੁਤ [marut] Skt n air, wind. According to its

ਮਰੁ'ਪ੍ਰਿਯ [maruprIy] n one that likes the desert

etymology marImatI means air, hence air is
also named as marut. In the Veds, Marut is

— came]. 2 sand grouse, a bird ofthe patridge
family.

regarded as a deity of storms. 2 Skt ਮਾਰੁਤ.

ਮਰੂ [mam] See ਮਰੁ 2. “maru durag me hOI preve-

ਮਰੁੰ
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sa.”—GPS. Diplomatic strategy of a ruler, to
construct a fort in the desert, where the enemy does not dare to attack him for want of
water. In such forts, water was stored in such
huge quantities that it would not ﬁnish even if
the siege continued for months.

ਮਲਅਾਨਲ

ਮਰੈਯਾ [mareya] adjwho kills.
ਮਰੋਰ [maror] n twist, twine. 2 stiffness, rigidness, haughtiness.
ਮਰੋਰਨਾਸਿ਼ਸ਼ਰਿਮਿੰਸ਼੍ਯ] v twist, twine. “tapI tapI luhI
luhI hath marorao.”—suhi farid.
ਮਰੋੜ [maror], ਮਰੋੜਨਾ [marorna] See ਮਰੋਰ, ਮਰੋਚਨਾ

and ਮਰੋੜਾ.
ty. “gahyo marl") kas jatan banae.”—GPS. ,
ਮਰੋੜਾ [marora] See ਮਰੋਚ and ਮਰੋਰਨਾ. 2 painin the
ਮਰੂਆ [marua] Skt ਮਰੁਞ and ਮਰੁਵਕ. n a sweet
stomach; abdomen-pain. 3 Skt ਚੂਵ੍ਯਾਰਿਚ੍ਜ੍ਯਹ੍. See
smelling plant of the basil family, used in many
ਪੇਂਚਿਸ਼.
ਮਹੂੰ [marﬁ] hardly, scarcely, with great difﬁcul-

medicines and also in making sauces. Its 1a- ਮਰੰਤੀ [maréti] adj killing (f)..attacking (f). “laj
tenteffect is warm and moist. It is beneﬁcial * marétimar1gai.”—o§kar. 2 while dying.
in curing convulsive stomach pain (colic) and ਮਰੰਦ [maréd] dying, while dying; breathing one's
gout etc. It acts as an appetizer. L Origanum
last. “phIrI na maréd.”—kan m 5.
marjorana.
ਮਰੰਮ […ਕਿਰੈਗ਼] See ਮਰਮ 2 and 3. “lagi cot marém
ਮਰੂਸ [marus], ਮਰੂਸੀ [marusi] See ਮੌਚੂਸਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਮੌਚੂ'ਸੀ. ki.”‘—s kabir.
ਮਰੂਰਾ [marur] n loose motions preceded by con- ਮਰੰਮਤ [marémat] A “"/7 n repair.
tortion and pain in the stomach. “CIt me cap ਮਰ੍ਹਾਜ [marhaj] See ਮੇਹਰਾਜ.
ros ke mar marure.”—1<rIsan. 2 P by short for ਮਰ੍ਹ‘ਜੋਂ [marhi] n memorial built at the site of cre-

ਮਰ-ਊ ਰਾ; particularly him.
ਮਰੇ [mare] Captain Murray. He was an ofﬁcial
of the East India Company, working as a doctor in the British army at Ludhiana. He also
performed political duties in Ambala and Ludhiana under Sir David Ochterlony, political
resident of Delhi. He wrote a book named
‘Ranj it Singh’. Murray got written the history
of Sikh Panth by Maulvi Bute Shah of Ludhiana and Sardar Rattan Singh of Bharhi. See

ਪੰਥ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼ and ਮਾਲੀ 6.
He was sent to Lahore by the British
Government when Maharaja Ranjit Singh fell
ill in 1826. He remained there from
December 1826 to March 1827. He used to
report all his conversations with Maharaja
Ranjit Singh and other information he could
gather on his own to his political bosses. Most
of his letters published in ‘The Punjab as a
Sovereign State’ are worth reading. “mare
sath tfh kahyo bakhan.”——PP.

mation. “thar bhayanak gor marhin gayo.”—NP.
ਮਲ [mal] Skt n dirt; material that is removed
by washing. “bahur n3 kabI lagahI mal
lesa.”-—NP. “malpap kalmal dahan.”—bIIa a
m 5. 2 droppings (of birds), sludge. “mal
mut mu: jI mughadh hote.”——asa m 5. 3 sin,
crime. 4 miserly. 5 Skt ਮੱਲ. one who fights

with his arms; wrestler. “mal lathe lede pheria.”—sr1' m 5 pepaI. 6 powerful person.
sense—messenger ofthe god of death. “den:

so me] sajaI.”—m 1 var majh. 7 See ਮੱਲਣਾ.
“jIni pachata khasamu, se dargah mal.”—m
5 var ram 2.

'

ਮਲਊਨ [malun] A wad» adj put to shame; reproached. 2 n devil, Satan. “so mula, malaun
nIvare.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਮਲਅਾਨਲ [mal-anal], ਮਲਅਾਨਲੋਂ [mal-analo] Skt

ਮਲਯਾਨਿਲ. n wind from the Malay hills. 2 ﬁre in
the Malay hills. “(:1hupu malanalo pavanu cavro
kare.”—sohIIa. see ਮਲਯ.
1This reading is due to writing ਮਰੰਮ as ਮਿਰੰਮ.

ਮਲਟਿ
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ਮਲਇ [malaI] See ਮਲਯ.
ਮਲਕ[…ਰ1ਰ1<] ੦1‘ਮਲਕੁ [malaku] A _ਭੰਜ਼ੂ 11 king, ruler, emperor. “mir malak umre phanaIa.”
—maru 501118 In 5. 2 bride. 3 wealth, riches.
4 angel. demigod, messenger of god. 5 messenger of death. “malaku jI kéni sunida, muhu
dekhale aI.”—s ਰਿਸ਼ੀ. “dUhU divi balédIa
ਗ਼ਰੀਬੀ… bahItha aI.”—s farid. 6 the title of
malak among many families of Khatris,
Rajputs, Jatts, Kalaals (distiller and sellers of
country liquor). The title of malak has now acquired the status of a subcaste. “malak para

ਮਲਤਖ

an.”—kan m 5. “moh malan nid te chutki.”

—asa m 5. 7 foulness, deﬁlement. See ਮਾਲਿਨ੍ਯ.
“malan moh bIkar nathe.”—bIIa chétm 5.
ਮਲਨਾਧਿਯਿਸ੍ਯ] See ਮਲਣਾ. 2 malice, malevolence.

“jau ghat bhitarI he malna.”—sor kabir.
ਮਲੱਪ [malpp] living on sludge; worms growing

within excreta inside the intestines. ਮਲ-ਸੱਪ. Skt
ਆਂਤ੍ਵਕ੍ਰਿਮਿ fut” intestinal worms. The person

who eats heavy and viscuous sticky things,
and is fond of very acerbic and sweet food,
does not take any exercise, sleeps too much, '
eats eggs of worms with vegetable leaves etc,
develops worms in his intestines. The person
he kohli.”—BG.
ਮਲਕਲਮਉਤ [malkalmaut] A c416- n angel of having these worms in his stomach keeps on
death, messenger of the god of death. “malg belching and always remains in a state of lethargy; the sliva discharges from the mouth durkalmaut jﬁ avsi sabh darvaje bhénI.”—-s farid.
ing sleep. He feels irritation in the nose; foul
See ਫ਼ਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ.
smell comes from his mouth and he feels loss
ਮਲਕਮੁਰੀਦ [malakmurid] See ਧੁਨੀ (a)
of appetite.
ਮਲਕੁ [malaku] See ਮਲਕ.
Its general treatment is: taking decoction
ਮਲਕੁਲਮੌਤ [malakulmat] See ਮਲਕਲਮਉਤ.
of
pomegranate
mixed with sesame oil; swalਮਲਗਾਰ [malgar] See ਮਲਯਗਿਰਿ.
lowing with distillate of anise seed, ground
ਮਲਣ [malan] n crushing, rubbing, scrubbing.
powder
of barks of kura tree, margosa tree,
2 mortar of mud mixed with wheat chaff, dung
bac [ਬਚ], trIkuta, trIphala-medicated mixture
of animals (like horse, ass, elephant etc) straw
oftree fruits, emblic and belleric, rIvi; taking
etc used to spread on earth so that the latter
with water three and a half mashas of the
may not develop cracks. 3 See ਮੱਲਣ.
baIbaﬁg, added with an equal amount of sugਮਲਣਾ [malna] v crush by rubbing, scrub.
ar. Usage of the anti scrub medicines is also
ਮਲਤਾ [malta] n malice, malevolence, pollution.
useful.
“mela malta Ihu sésaru.”~—bher kabir. ‘dirty
ਮਲਬਾ
[malba] n garbage, dump of waste, heap
because of sin-like dirt.’ 2 adj who crushes,
of waste. 2 debris like bricks, stones, wood
who scrubs.
ਮਲਧਾਰੀ [maldhari] adj having din; who does etc ofa demolished house. 3 common village
expenditure incurred by the head of the vilnot keep his body and dress clean. “ho: kucilage. It is also pronounced as ਮਲਵਾ. See ਮਲਵਾ.
lu raha maldhari.”—m 1 var majh.
ਮਲਨ [malan] See ਮਲਣ. 2 Skt n act of crushing ਮਲਭਖ [malbhakh], ਮਲਭਖੀ [malbhakhi], ਮਲਭਖੁ
by rubbing. “harI japI malan bhae dustari.” [malbhakh01adjeating ﬁlth, consuming sludge.
“ohu malbhakhu maIadhari.”—guj a m 4.
-—ram 9 m 5. 3 oblong fruit of a creeper, a type
of cucumber. See E melon. 4 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਮਲਿਨ. adjdirty, 2 who takes bribe, who lives by others’ earned
wealth. 3 n dirty food,;impure food. 4 food
impure. 5 sorrowful, grieved, in a sad mood.
6 n sin, guilt, fault. “prabh kahan malan dah- prohibited by the religious code.

ਮਲਮ
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ਮਲਮ [malam] See ਮਰਹਮ. “tIh thor malamé
lagai.”—gurusobha.
ਮਲਮਲ [malmal] n a kind of fine cloth. Skt

ਮਲਮੱਲਕ. E muslin. Muslin made in Dacca was
very famous. 2 droppings of pigs and crows.
ਮਲਮਾਸ [malmas] n a lunar month added once in
three years to a lunar year to synchronize it
with to the solar year. There is no ﬁrst day
(initial day) of the month. According to the
Hindu mythology no auspicious function is
solemnised during this month.

ਮਲਮੂਤ ਮੂੜ [malmut mur] adj not yet trained to
regulate stool and urine —— infant. 2 sense —
totally ignorant, i gnorant of the codes of religion and the rituals ofsociety. “malmut mu: jI

mughadh hote, SI urlekhI daraso sugIana.”
~gau Chét m 5.

ਮਲਾਯਕਸਿਢ਼ਤ

stones etc. 3 money contributed by the villagers, to be spent on a common cause.

ਮਲਵਾਣੀ [malvani] polluted water. “piahI malvani, jutha mégI mégI khahi.”—m I varmajh.
ਮਲਵਾਰ [malvar] a territory in 1\/18(1188‘1”6ਥੂ1011,
having its capital at Calicut. Its area is 5715
square miles. It is also named Malavar
ਮਲਾ [mala] n thorny bush. 2 boil, ulcer, abscess.
3 Skt leather. 4 scorpion’s sting.

ਮਲਾਇਕ [malaIk] A …ਤੂੰ“, plural ਘੰਮਲਕ. angels,
gods. 2 sense—saintly persons. “sabaru tosa
malaIka.”—m 1 var sri.

ਮਲਾਇਕ ਸਿਫਤ [malaIk sthat] See ਮਲਾਯਕ ਸਿਫਤ.
ਮਲਾਈ [malai] n act of rubbing, massaging.
2 wages for doing a massage. 3 thin creamy
layer deposited on the top of heated milk—

cream. Skt ਸੰਤਯਿ.

Hmﬂmalay] Sktn a mountain range in the South

ਮਲਾਸ਼ਯ [malasay] body part that collects the res—

and the area surrounding it, where sandalwood
of superior quality is grown. This region falls
within district Ganjam of Madras state.
2 Many authors write the name of sandalwood
produced in Malay-Hills as Malay (ਮਲਯ). 3 a
type of sextain (a sixline stanza). See ਗ਼ੁਰੁਛੰਦ
ਦਿਵਾਕਰ. 4 a community residing in Malay region. 5 language ofMalay region.

idue of food etc consumed by a person; the
intestines capable of storing the faeces (excrement).

ਮਲਯਗਿਰਿ [malaygIrI] See ਮਲਯ ].
'ਮਲਯਜਘਿਗੰਨੂਂਲ਼ਾਗ੍'] Skt n The Malay mountain range
or its jungles where sandalwood is grown.
2 wind blowing'1n Malay region. 3 adj produced'in Malay.
ਮਲਯਦ੍ਮਘਿਰਗ੍ਰਿਲ਼ਾਨ੍ਘਿਗ਼] tree grown in Malay Hills,
sanclalwood.

ਮਲਾਹ [malah] A C“- n boatman, sailor, rower.

2 sense — master, guide.
ਮਲਾਖਾੜਾ [malakhara] ਮੱਲ-ਅਖਾੜਾ. n stage, arena,

wrestlers’ ring; i.e.—world. “ape chfjh pavaI,
malakhara rac1a.”—m 1 var mala. 2 sense …

company of virtuous/holy persons, religious
congregation, where discussion ensues about
the battle between right and truth on one side

and falsehood and evil on the other.

ਮਲਾਗੀਰੀ [malagiri] adjhaving colour like that of

ਮਲਯਾਗਰ [malyagar] Malay mountain range. See

sandalwood grown on Malay Hills; pale yellow.
ਮਲਾਨ[…ਹ18ਸ਼]5/ਢਲ਼ਮ੍ਲਾਨ.8ਥੰ/ਧੀੴ, ﬁlthy, polluted.

ਮਲਯ 1. 2 sandalwood grown in Malay Hills.

2 withered, wilted. 3 perplexed, confused.

“malyagar murka dayo.”——vaman. ‘offered

4 ਮਲੈ vr wither, wilt, be sad.

(someone) a seat made of sandalwood.’
ਮਲਯਾਨਿਲ [malyanIl] See ਮਲਆਨਲ.
ਮਲਵਾ [malva] garbage, rubbish. 2 debris of a
demolished house, consisting of bricks, lime

ਮਲਾਮਤਘਿਕੀਕਗ਼ਗਂ] A ਭੰ/ਮੁਂ, n rebuke, censure, re'proach
ਮਲਾਯਕ[111੩18)191<] See ਮਲਾਇਕ.

ਮਲਾਯਕ ਸਿਫ਼ਤ [malayak SIfat] P wJu. having

ਮਂਲਾਰ
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qualities of the deities; having angel-like qualities.

ਮਲਾਰ [malar] Skt ਮੱਲਾਰ. There are many variations of this heptatonic ਰਾਗ [rag], but here we
describe only the pure malar. It is a mu'sical
measure using only ﬁve notes in kamacthat
wherein the third and the seventh note are
forbidden; ﬁrst, second, fourth and ﬁfth and
sixth notes are pure. Home and sonant notes
are medium while the ﬁrst note is subsonant.
The period of singing of this rag is the winter
season and during the night.

ascending — s9 ra ma pa dha re $9.
descending — ਤੁਰੇ dha pa me.
In Guru Granth, Sahib malar rag is at the
twenty-seventh' place.
*
“gurmukhI malar ragu jo karahI, tIn mam)
tam) sitalu hOI.”—m 3 var mala.
ਮਲਾਰੁ [malaru] n boatman, sailor, rowman. “na
tIsu véjhu malaru.”—sr1' a m 1. 2 See ਮਲਾਰ.
“malaro sital rag he.”—m 3 var maIa.
ਮਲਾਲ [malél] A d”, n displeasure, sorrow.
2 sense of being fed up.

.

ਮਲੀਦਾ

contentment. See ਬਚਿਬਲ.
ਮਲਿਆਗਰੁ [malIagarU] See ਮਲਿਆਗਰ. “malIaga—
rU bhuyégam betho.”—s kabir.

ਮਲਿਆਨਲ [malIanal], ਮਾੰਲਆਨਿਲ [malIanIl] See
ਮਲਅਾਨਲ.

ਮਲਿਕ [malIk] See ਮਲਕ.
ਮਲਿਕ ਭਾਗੋ [malIk bhago] See ਭਾਗੋ ਮਲਿਕ.
ਮਲਿਕਾ[ਗ਼91ਗ਼ੁ1<8] A ,ਜ਼ੂ n queen, empress. 2 suc-

cession, order, convention. 3 See ਮੱਲਿਕਾ. “maIIka suman bIsekh.”——NP.

ਮਲਿਗਾਰੇ [maIIgare] partaining to Malay Hills.
“melagaru mallgare.”—nat a m 4. ‘sandalwood
produced on Malay Hills.’

ਮਲਿਝ [maIIt] Skt ਮਂਲਿਠਿਤ. adj dirty, polluted.
“malIt bastra tan dharé.”—paras. 2 crushed,
rubbed.

ਮਲਿੰਦ [malfd] adj who crushes. See ਮਾਲੀਦਨ.
“malid mavasan.”—-aka1. ‘crusher of rebels.’

2 Skt ਮਿਲਿੰਦ. n black bee, large flower—sucking
black bee. 3 honey-bee. 4 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 5.
ਮਲਿੰਦਾ [malida] adj who crushes. “mItr-mari
ke malfda.”—gyan. ‘killer of a betrayer.’
ਮਲਿਨਘਿਗਂਸ਼ਿ] adjdirty, ﬁlthy, polluted. “malIn

ਮਲਾਲਤ [malalt] See ਮਲਾਲੀ 2.

bhai matI, madhva!”—gau raVIdas. 2 sad,

ਮਲਾਲੀ [malali] n dark-coloured, black-coloured.
“Ill malali gIddar chara.”—BG. 2 A ਭੰ“,
ਮਲਾਲਤਂ. feeling of being fed up. 3 sadness, sor-

grieved. 3 blemished, sinful.
ਮਲਿਨਤਾ [malinta] n dirt, pollution.

ਮਲੀ [mali] crushed. 2 pasted, applied. “sétah

ਮਲਿ [mall] by rubbing. “ham malI mall dhova-

dhurI le mokhI mali.”—keda m 5. 3 absorbed.
“jotI ls apne 5g mali he.”—-c5di I .

hI ~pav guru ke.”—gav m 4. “fatargatI tirathI

WImeIiagar] Malay Hills. 2 sandalwood

mall nau.”—japu. 2 from Sinfulness. “ਗੌਰ…
mall nIrmal nahi kina.”—guj trIIocan. ‘Con-

grown on Malay Hills. “tum maliagar pragat
subasu.”—saveye m 4 ke.

science does not get rid of the sense of guilt/
sin.’ 3 by capturing, by seizing. “jobanu gaIa
bItitI, jaru mall bethi a.”—jet chét m 5.

ਮਲੀਹ [malih] n droppings of a goat or a sheep

row. ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਮ੍ਲਾਨਤ੍ਵ.

etc. 2 A ਭੰ adj saline, saltish. 3 beautiful.
ਮਲੀਂਣ [malin] See ਮਲਿਨ-

ਮਲਿਆਗਰ [maliagar] Malay Hills. 2 superior ਮਲੀਦਾ[…911618] P Wit adjcrumpled, rubbed. 2 n
quality of sandalwood grown in Malay Hills;
what is produced on Malay Hills.

ਮਲਿਆਗਰ ਸਿੰਘ [mallagarsfgh] a devotee of
Guru Gobind Singh. He was a person ofdeep

pulverised cloth, a variety of cloth especially

made from lamb's wool. 3 meshed food for
horse prepared by pulversing a mixture of food
grains,jaggery etc. “khéiI malida bali turég.”

ਮਲੀਨ
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—GPS. 4 roti crushed with butter and sugar.

ਮਲੀਨ [malin] adjdirty, ﬁlthy, polluted. See ਮਲਿਨ.
ਮਲੀਨਬੁੱਧਿ [malinbudth] stupid, foolish. 2 adj

having wicked mind.
ਮਲੁ [malu] See ਮਲ. “malu haume, dhoti kIVE na
utre.”—-Sr1' m 3. 2 See ਮੱਲ.

ਮਲੂਭਖਿ [malobhakhI] n polluted food; food condemned by religious codes; prohibited food.
“asékh malech malobhakh: khahI.”—japu.
2 adjwho lives on ill-gotton wealth; rogue. See

ਮਲਭਖੁ.

ਮਲੂਕ [maluk] A J51; plural of ਮਲਿਕ. kings, rul-

ਮਲੇਰ ਕੋਟਲਾ

Damdama Sahib was built at the place, where
the Guru seated himself. The priest is a Singh.

About four ghumaons of land is allotted to
the gurdwara. A religious congregation is held
on every new moon day.

ਮਲੂਕੀ ਵੇਸੁ [maluki vesu] attire of a mendicant.
“phahi suratI, maluki vesu.”—sr1' m 1. ‘The intention is to deceive the people but the attire
is that ofa holy man.’

ਮਲੂ-ਮ [malum] See ਮਾਲੂਮ.
ਮਲੇਛ [malech] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਢੲਵ੍. vr utter vague and

ers, emperors. “khan maluk kahaIde, k0 rah-

wrong words; speak uncivilised language.
2 n distorted word, whose meaning, cannot

anu na pasi.”—m 4 var sar. 2 adj ਮਲੂਕ also

be understood: ਜ੍ਯੋਗ਼ੀਛ ਗਰ੍ਥ ਧਟ੍ਰਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਅੰ 3 a

stands for handsome, delicate and ease-lov-

person whose language cannot be under-

ing person in Punjabi. Its root lies in 'the Ara-

stood. 4 Sanskrit scholars use this term for

bic word Hgﬁwhere such praiseworthy qualities apply only to emperors. “komal bahu
maluk tav hath.”—GPS.

foreigners and those who go against the
Aryan beliefs. 5 a person who commits sin,

ਮਲੂਕਦਾਸ [malukdas] a Vaishnavite monk, resi-

bhaIa nIrasu.”—bh£r m 5. “asékh malech

dent of Karhamanakpur, who became a disciple of Guru Tegbahadur. He was a good Hindi poet. See ਕਤ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯਪੁਰ.
ਮਲੂਕਾ [maluka] a village falling under police
station and tehsil Bathinda, subdivision
Barnala of Patiala state and situated at a distance of twelve miles to the east of Jaito
railway station. A holy place in memory of
Guru Gobind Singh stands about half a mile

malubhakhI khahI.”—japu. 6 Sage Vaudhayan writes —

to the east of’the village. The Guru visited
this place while coming from Jalaal. A crazy
monk came there to pay obeisance to the
Guru. The Guru was taking rest, so the followers (attending Sikhs) tried to stop him but
he did not stop and got badly hurted while
quarrelling with the Sikhs. This turmoil awakened the Guru who called the monk inside
and he was highly pleased to have a glimpse

misdeed and injustice. “malechu papi paCIa

ਥੀਂਸਚਿਦ੍ਰੁਧਿਗੀ ਧਬ੍ਯੂ ਥਿਰ੍ਯਤੂੰ ਕਰੂ ਸ਼ਾਥਜੇ |
ਜ੍ਯਵ੍ਸ੍ਯਰ੍ ਕਿਫੀਜ਼ਸ਼ਕ ਕ੍ਯਾ ਵ੍ਯਾਸਿਥੀਧਰੇ | |
‘One who eats cow's meat, talks against the
Veds and does not have good morals, is a barbarian.’
ਮਲੇਛਭਾਖਾ [malechbhakha], ਮਲੇਛਭਾਖਿਆ [malech-

bhakhIa] n barbarian language, uncivilised,
language, incorrect language. 2 language that

is not understandable. See ਮਲੇਛ vr. 3 In Hindu
doctrine, languages like Greek and Arabic.
“khatria ta dharamu chodIa, malechbhakhIa

gahi.”—dhana m 1. Here it signiﬁes that ‘the
Hindus have adopted recitation of Islamic lore,
renouncing Gaytari etc just for their selﬁsh
interests.’ '
’
ਮਲੇਛ [malechu] See ਮਲੇਛ.

of the Guru. The monk felt himself so fortu- ਮਲੇਰ ਕੋਟਲਾ [maler kotala] a state situated about
nate that he breathed his last there.

twelve kohs away to the north west of

ਮਲੈੰ

ਮੱਲਣ
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Nabha, founded by an Afghan. (Pathan)
Saddaruddin Sherwani. He was married to the
daughter of Sultan Bahlol Lodhi and got huge
wealth and sixty-eight villages in dowry. The
ruined village of Mahler, founded by Rajpu-t
Mahler Singh was inhabited afresh under the

name of Maler and Nawab Baizeedkhan es—
tablished a new township Kotla nearby Maler
in 1657. Hence the name Malerkotla became
popular as a single collective name for both
these towns. Now this state is taken as the 10‘h
state in Punjab. It has an area of 167 square
miles with population of 80322. The state has

been the under administrative control of AGG
Punjab States since November 1, 1921. Col.
HH Nawab Sir Mohammad Ahmad Ali Khan
KCSl, KCIE who was born on September 10,
1881 is the chief ofthe state now a days.

The ruler Sher Mohammad of this state,
heaved a sigh of grief, on coming to know about
the order to kill the younger sons of Guru
Gobind Singh. He told the Governor that these
kids were innocent and were not guilty of any
crime. That is why the Sikhs have great regard for. the Malerkotla state. According to
Guru Pratap Sury Granth. the tenth Guru also
blessed the state to ﬂourish without any harm.

“Ik malerian ki jar hari.”

ਮਲੌਂਨੀ [malani] n shampoo made by mixing caustic soda and perfume. “sis me malani mel.”

—BGK. 2 See ਮਿਲੌਨੀ.
ਮਲੰਗ […੪1ਭੈ8] adj who is having dirt on his/her
limbs. 2 P __ਫ਼ਿ unconscious; its root ਲੰਗੀਦਨ
stands for rolling. 3 n a sect of the Muslims,
founded by Zinda Shah Madaar. Malangs never shave off their heads. They tie their hair
into a knot around the neck. Using intoxicants

has become their religious code. “bhég k0 khaI
malég pare janu.”—GPS.

ਮਲੰਦ[…81ਫ਼ੁਯੰ] P ਭੰਗੀ adjbabbling, idle talking. “pet
maléde lai mahIkhe det n11.”——c5d1' 3. “thrust

the sword into the babbler’s abdomen.’

ਮਲੰਦਾ [ਗ਼ਕੀਟੋਯੋਥੋ] adj who crushes by rubbing.
ਮਲ੍ਹਮ [malham] See ਮਰਹਮ.

ਮਲ੍ਹਾ [malha] See ਚੌਤਰਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ 2. 2 See ਬਾਬੇ ਦੀ ਬੇਰ 4.
ਮਲੂਨਂ’ਗਲ [malhu n‘égal] a village oftehsil Ajnala
in district Amritsar. There stands a gurdwara
in memory oquru Arjan Dev in this village.

ਮੱਲ[ਧ1811]^ਉਂ/ਢਫ਼ਾਂਸਠਕ੍. vr be patient, have patience.
2 n wrestler. “mallan 56 jaduraI larayo.”
—I<rIsan. 3 powerful man. 4 vessel, utensil.
5 cheek. 6 arsenic. 7 ln Punjabi seizable objects like wealth, etc are also named ਮੱਲ as

“usne vadi mall malli he.”—pr0v. 8 Some au—
thors have written the name of village Malha ‘

as ਮੱਲ. See ਚੌਤਰਾਸਾਰਿਬ 2.

ਮਲੈ [male] Malay Hills. 2 sandalwood grown

ਮੱਲਣ [mallan] a disciple of Guru Amar Dev.

on Malay Hills. “male na lache parmalo, parmalio bstho ri ai.”—-guj namdev. Apparently
there is no sign of fragrance in sandalwood.
yet its fragrance can be felt in the nearby trees.
Similarly the Almighty occupies a place in the

The Guru taught him His precepts and he
turned into a preacher. 2 a class of Rajputs.
“mallan has cohan CItari.”——BG. 3 a village
under police station Kotbhai of tehsil Muktsar
in Ferozepur district, situated six kohs away
from .laito railway station. To the north ofthis
village. there stands a gurdwara in memory of
Guru Gobind Singh. The Guru stayed in this
village for a short while. Abeautiful shrine has
been built for the local Sikhs to pay obeisance.
The Sodhi descendants of Baba Kaul are land-

hearts of the devotees.
ਮਲੋਂਵਉ [malovau] v crush by rubbing. 2 (1) rub,
(l) crush by rubbing. “pav malovau ségl nan
bhatiri.”—~suhi m 5.

, ਮਲੋਵਾ [malova] may I crush by rubbing. “pav
malova apu tIagI.”—bIIa m 5.

U
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lords of this village. They were granted estates in Luhara and Samagh villages during
the Sikh regime. Patiala state has allotted them
villages ofRogla and Buchrha in Sunam subdivision. Village Jaid ofPhool subdivision has
been granted by‘ Nabha state. Now Sodhi
Nageen Singh and Sodhi Basant Singh are

chiefs of this dynasty. 4 See ਮੱਲਣਾ.

ਭੰ

ਮੱਲਣਾ [mallana] v seize; bring forcibly something under one‘s control.

ਮੱਲਭੇਡ਼ [mallbher], ਮੱਲਯੁੱਧ [mallyuddh] wrestlin g
bout between two wrestlers; wrestling.
ਮੱਲਵੰਡ [mallvéd] a kind of allocation/division in
vogue during the ancient times that the
territory occupied forcibly or otherwise by any
, one will remain under his/her possession/control. For example ifa group or family has four
chiefs or brothers and one occupies a territory
worth revenue of rupees one lac, the second
has another worth rupees ﬁfty thousand and
the third and fourth have worth rupees twenty
thousand and ﬁve thousand respectively, then
they will be the masters/chiefs ofthe region

in this proportion. See ਕਾਠੀਵੰਡ, ਚੂੰਡਾਵੰਡ and
ਮੱਲਾ [malla] a devotee belonging to the washerman caste, who attained perfect self-realisation by becoming a disciple of Guru Arjan
Dev. 2 See ਮਲ੍ਹਾ. 3 Skt woman, lady. 4 Jas-

mine-ﬂower. See ਮੱਲਿਕਾ.
ਮੱਲਾਰ [mallar], ਮੱਲਾਰਿਕਾ [mallarIka], ਮੱਲਾਰੀ [mallari] See ਮਲਾਰ.

ਮੱਲਿਕਾ [mallIka] Skt n a plant ofjasmine-like
ﬂowers giving pleasing smell.jasminum zam' bac. 2 a poetic metre featurin g four feet, each
foot comprising eight matras in long, short or—
der: SIS, lSl, S, l, i.e. It is also named as Samani.
Example:
prat hi sanan than,
sri aka] lay dhyan,

pher kijIye VIhar,
ritI SIkkh he VIcar.

3 a type ਘੰਸਵੈਯਾ. See ਸਵੈਯਾ 28.
ਮੱਲੀ [malli] See ਮੱਲਿਕਾ 1. 2 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 16.
ਮੱਲੂ [mallu] a devotee of Guru Amar Dass, who
belonged to Dalla.

ਮੱ'ਲੂ'ਸ਼ਾਹ [mallusah] a Khatri, who attained spiritual realisation without asceticism after be—
coming a disciple oquru Angad Dev.

ਮਵੱਸਰ [mavassar] A 3/; adj effective. 2 A /:‘
achieved, acquired, obtained. See ਮਯੱਸਰ. “nahi
mavassar apar mahip.”—GPS.

ਮਵਰਿਦ [mathd] See ਮਵਾਚਿਦ.
ਮਵੱਕਲ [mavakkal] See ਮੁਵੱਕਲ.
ਮਵਲਸਰਾ [mavelsara], ਮਵਲਸਰੀ [mavlsari] n a softwood garden tree with fragrant ﬂowers.
Mimusops Elengi. It blooms with sweet smelling ﬂowers during the rainy season. Perfume,
scent and fragrant oil are prepared from its
ﬂowers while its ripe fruit is good in taste.
“sakh tarovar mavelsara.”—saveye m 3 ke.
‘your fame has spread like scent from the
branches of maulsary tree.’
ਮਵਾਸ [mavas], ਮਵਾਸੀ [mavasi] M deﬁant. 2 inde—
pendent; Molesworth has described the root
of this word in Marathi Kosh as the Arabic

word ਮੁਵਾਸ਼ੀ ਰ੍ਚੂਮ੍ਰਿਾ; which means not wishing well,
non-sympathetic. 3 Skt shelter, asylum.
ਮਵਾਹਿਦਘਿਗ਼ਾਕਸ਼ਿਹਂ] A gr adjworshipper ofone
and only one God; devotee of the only Cre—
ator, unitarian.
ਰ੍
ਮਵਾਦ [mavad] A ,1,» n plural ofHTEU. See ਮਾਦਾ 2.
ਮਵਾਲੀ [mavali] A d1,» plural ਘੰਮੌਲਾ. See ਮਉਲਾ 3.

ਮਵੇਸੀ [mavesi] See ਬਵਾਸੀਰ. “khai su bai bhai mave~

si.”—carItr 405. 2A ਨ੍ਹੂੰਟੂ/ plural ਧਿਮਾਸ਼ੀਯਹ (that
which moves); quadruped, four-legged creature (animal).
H3[mar] See ਮਰ. 2 See ਮਠ. 3 memorial built-at
the site of someone’s cremation.
H38r[ma_rak] n stiffness, haughtiness, foppish-

ਮੜਕਨਾ
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ness. 2 brittleness. 3 sarcasm, taunt, sarcastic remark.
ਮੜਕਨਾ [marakna] v break on getting dried.
2 utter murmuring sound.

lagai he keharI ke ur ma.”—c5di 1. 8 P l. pron
we. 9 adj our.

ਮੜਵਡ਼ੀ [marvari] that which resides in a crema-

ਮਾਉ [mau] n mother. “tIn dhénu janedi mau.”

tion ground; evil spirit (female) she-ghost. “ma~ hal kucaji marvari, kali manahu kasudh.”——m 1

var maru 1.
ਰ੍
ਮੜਾ [mam] 12 dead body, corpse. “satia IhI na
akhianI jo marIa 19g: jalénhI .”-111 3 var suhi.
2 monastery, shrine, temple. “nIrjiu pujahI
mara sarvahI.”—ma]a m 4. 3 See ਮਿਰਤਕ ਮੜਾ.

4 bale, sheaf, bundle (of graés, fodder etc).

“lakh marIa karI ekathe ੲ1< rati 1e bhahI.”

——asa m 1. 5 adj mounted, wrapped, embed-

6 part my, mine. “duban dEI na mapIri.”—var

guj2 m 5. 7 adj within, inside. “tan krIpan

—asa farid.
ਮਾਉਣਾ [mauna] v get absorbed. 2 remain within limit, follow code (ofconduct). “uce pad k0
paI, n3 mai.”—NP.

ਮਾਉਲੇਂਰ [mauler] n maternal uncle’s lineage.
“mauler phupher avatta.”—BG.

ਮਾਊ [mau] n mother. “chodahI nahi bap na
mau.”—asa m 5. 2 adj 0f the mother. “mau
piu kIratu gavaInI.”—m 1 var majh. ‘(they)
forget the gratitude to (their) parents.’

ded. “durgédh mare CItU 1aIa.”—asa Chétm 4. ' ਮਾਂਊੰ-' [ਗ਼ਕੋੰਪੰ] Skt ਮਾਯੁ. 71 magic. 2 animal producsense — body.
ਮੜਿ [man] by mounting, by wrapping. 2 See
ਮੜੀ.
'

ਮੜਿਹਾਣ [mathan] smell of the dead body, smell
coming from the burning pyre.

ਮੜੀ [maxi] Skt monastery, temple, shrine. “jagu

ing a terrifying sound. 3 women use ਮਾਂਉ' for a
ghost to scare the children.

ਮਾਇ [mall I? mother. “maI n9 hoti bap na
hota.”—ram namdev. 2 illusory world of sens-

es, material world. “ta kau kahﬁ bIapE maI?”

“thl<hiIa namu, sétokh mari.”—m 3 var maru

—gau m 5. 3 ignorance. “kate re bédhan
maI.”—dhana a m 5. 4 kindness, favour. “je
bhave kare ta maI.”——sr1'm 1. ‘whatever is good

1. 2 body, mortal frame, physique. “rakatu

for the mother.’ 5 See ਮਾਉਣਾ. “man me harakh

parbodhahI mari badhavahl.”—ram a m 1.

bid ki maxi n9 hoti.”—srdhgosa_ti. 3 memorial

built at the dead body’s site of cremation or

n9 maI.”—GPS. 6 A A. water.

ਮਾਇਓ[1ਸ੍ਯਗ਼ੁ੦] adj pertainingto maya; illusory.

burial. 4 See ਸ੍ਰਿਗਮੜੀ.
“matvaro madI man.”—_todi m 5. 2 got acਮੜੋਲਾ [marola], ਮੜੋਲੀ [maroli] Skt monastery,
commodated, got adjusted. See ਮਾਉਣਾ 1.
temple, hermitage. 2 sense — body. “usarI ਮਾਇਅਸਾਂ [maIa] n mother. “apI pIta, apI
maroli rakhe duara.”—gau m I .
maIa.”—suhi Chétm 5. “tu harI pIta maIa.”
ਮੜ੍ਹਨਾ [11131'11118] v mount something over anoth- , —sri m 5. 2 Skt illusion, deceit, guile, fraud.
er thing, cover.
See ਮਾ vr “Ihu tanu maIa pahIa pIare, litra
ਮੜ੍ਹੀ [marhi] See ਮੜੀ.
ਮਾ [ma] Skt n mother. “ma ki rakat.”——maru so]—

he m 1. 2 Lakshmi, goddess ofwealth. “guru
parbati mai.”—japu. 3 part no, nay. “mabhay
mabhay sék na récak, kerb tran tav mek ghari.”

IabI r5gae.”—t115g m 1. 3 fallacy, illusion.
ignorance. “koi eso re bhagatu jU maIa te rahIt.”—dhana am 5. “eh maIa, thu harI VISI‘E

mohu Upje bhau duja laIa.”—an5du. 4 wealth,
riches, mammon. “maIa karanI dhavhi

—saloh. 4 measurement, act of measuring.

murakh log ajan.”—s m 9. 5 the Almighty’s

5 Skt vr measure, weigh, compare, equalise.

authority, as a means for creating the universe.
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“maIa mai tre gun pnrsutI jamaIa.”—maru

1a.”——asa kabir. 5 Skt 1trfiFmdjiricli, wealthy.

snlhe m 3. 6 kindness. benignance, grace. “tih
melahu jih karho maIa.”—GPS. “nahi maIa
makhi.”-maru solhem 1. ‘neither is there any
kindness nor is there any anger.’ See ਮਾਖੀ 4.
7 mother oflord Buddha. 8 a town ofpilgrimage amongst im portant pilgrim centres of the
Hindus: territory from Haridwar to Kankhal.
“mathura' maIa ajutha.”——BGK.

6 n the Creator. “maIa mai tre gun parsutI.”
~maru solhe m 3. ‘The Creator created the
trancendental world through maya.’ “jo jo c1 tve
das-harI mai.”—gaum 5. ‘Let the follower of
the Almighty think what he may.’

,ਮਇਿਅਾਧਚੀ [maladhari] wealthy; who due to
sheer ignorance regards the wealth of his
country as his own. '"maIadhari atI. ਚੋਲ਼ਾ}…

bola."—-m,3 var gay I;

ਮਾਈਆ [maia] a dedicated follower of Guru
Amar Dev. 2 religious and pious follower of
Guru Hargobind; he belonged to Lamb sub—
caste and was a resident of Sirhind. He was
an enlightened and valiant Sikh.

ਮਾੲੀਸ੍ਯ ਖਾਨਾ [maisar khana] a village under police station Rama, tehsil Bathinda ofsubdivi-

ਮਾਇਆਮੂਠਾ {ma Iamutha]. ਮਾਇਆਮੂਨੂਂ [Ina Iamutho]
deceived under the inﬂuence ofillusion. “te sabhI maIamutho parani.”—ram m 5.

ਮਾਇਅੋ' ਮੋਹਿਤ [maIa mohIt] under illusion be
cause of maya.

'

ਮਾਇਨਾ [mazna] meaning. See ਮਾਯਨਾ.

ਮਾਇ ਮੂੰਡ਼ਉ [maI mﬁdao] shave off mother‘s
head. “ma I mﬁdau tIh guru ki, jate bharamo
na iaI.”>—s kabir. ‘may mother become widow
so that she'could not give birth to such a false
guru. In Hinduism it is a ritual to tonsure the
head of a widow.”

ਬਿਪ੍ਯਾ ਕਤੁਕਦੀਂ ਖਾਯੀ mi ਕਗ਼ਾਧ ਯਸ੍ਰਾਧਰੇ |
ਗਿ‘ਹ੍ਵ੍ਲ਼ੀਜੇ ’ਧੂਧਣ੍ਭੰਜ਼' | ਧ੍ਯਵ੍ਯੀ ਜ੍ਯਵ੍ਮਿਨੁੂੰਧ੍ਯਗ਼ ਦ੍ਕ੍ਗਾ | |
—sak5d pumn.

ਮਾਟਿਲ[…ਰ੍ਯ1] lover. See ਮਾਯਲ. “harI uparI hvs
all ma Il.”~krIsan.
ਮਾੲੀਧਿਖ਼ਪਿੰ] n mother. “mai bap putr sath harI
ke kie.”—~g_uj m 4. 2 God’s power. raison detre
for creation of the universe. “eka mai jugatI
vIai.”>--japu. 3 ignorance. “take nIkatI na aw

mai.”-—gau m 5. 4 mbther’s affection/love for
the offspring. “moi meri. mai hao khara sukha'Contmry to it. tonsuring the head ot‘a married woman

(whose husband is living) is prohibited …"ਰ੍ਜਾਮਗੂੰਪਸ੍ਯ'ਵ੍ 'ਗ੍ਰਚੌਂਸ਼ੁ'ਡ਼'ਸਂ

ਕਧ੍ਯਡ਼ਰ੍ਗ੍ ਯਿਗਂਧੇਜ਼"
I

~vr1ddh haritsﬁhrtn (,'/| .‘੭,

sion Barnala in Patiala state. Near this village
to the south there stands a gurdwara - in
memory of Guru Tegbahadur. A small shrine has
been built there and nearby are residential
houses. Land measuring about two and a half
ghumaons has been donated by the villagers.
The priest is an Udasi monk. T he pond situated near the gurdwara is popularly named as
Tittar Sar because the Guru liberated one
patridge here from its li fe ot‘penitence by hunt—
ing it down. One more gurdwara is also situated within the village.
ਮਾਈਥਾਨ [maithan] See ਆਗਰਾ.
ਮਾੲੀਦਾਸ [maidas] a virtuous Vaishnavite resident ofvillage Naroii (in Majha) who came in
contact with Guru Amar Dev and attained
self-realisation in the company of a devotee,

Manak Chand. The Guru appointed him a
preacher, who in turn preached Sikhism ex—
tensively in the Majha region.

ਮਾੲੀਪੇਤ੍ਰੋ [maipotre'l an old woman. wife of a
goldsmith. who with the grace of Guru Amar
Dev was blessed with offspring: her descen—
dants. now living in Goindwal, are populariy
known as maipotre.

ਮਾੲੀਭੌਗ਼ੁ ਕਰੇਇ [maibhogu karoI] See ਰਾਮ ਰਵੰਤਾ
ਮਯੀਲ[…ਟਪਂ]] See ਮੀਲ 2.

ਮਾਏਂ
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ਮਾਸਾ

ਮਾਏ [mael vocative: ‘0! mother.’ 2 adv‘within.

ਜਿਮ੍ਰਿ'ਤਿ ch. 4, ਮਨੁ ਸਿਮ੍ਰਿਤਿ ch. 3, s 268 to 271 and

inside. “sat S§gI pekhIo man mae.”—bh£rm 5.
ਮਾਸ [mas] Skt ਸ਼ਾਦ੍ਜ੍. 11 month; according to its
etymology. what measures time is called a
month. In Vishnu Puran, there are four kinds
of months.
(a) ਚਾਂਦੁਮਾਸ [cadrmas] The period extending from the first day of the bright phase to
the new-moon day is called lunar month. This
has 30 tIths (lunar days); the time interval
between the first day ofthe dark lunar phase
to the full-moon day is also called a lunar
month.

ਗੋਘਨ.

counted from any day to any other day of a
lunar month. ‘
(c) ਸੋਰਮਾਸ [sormas] This solar month is the
period during which the sun remains in a particular zodiac sign. This month extends to 29,
30, 31 or 32 days.

In Brihdarnyac Upnishad of Yajurved. a
woman desirous of having a son would serve
baked rice and meat to her husband.l Many
types of dishes of meat which were eaten by
Krishan are described in details in Jaimani
Ashvmedh.2 Manu has stated in Sharadh Yag
that a person who does not eat meat etc would
take rebirth 21 times as an animal.3
In India eating of meat stopped from the
time of the preaching of Buddhism. Prior to
this, people belonging to all sects were meateaters.
.
ln Sikhism eating ofmeat is neither essential as in Hinduism nor is there any restriction
imposed on it as in Buddhism and Jainism.
ਮਾਸਹਾਰੀ [mashari] adjnon-vegetarian; who eats
meat. 2 who carries meat.
ਮਾਸ਼ਕੀ [maski] water carrier.

(d) ਨਾਕਤੁਮਾਸ [naksatrmas] the stellar month.

H'Hyﬁﬂmaspori] body, physique. 2 a town ren-

The number of days during which all the stars
complete their revolution is called a stellar
month. This month starts from Ashwini to
Revti star. “0er mas ki purnmasi.”—NP. ‘full
moon-night ofthe month of Kattak. 2 moon.

dered complete with meat. cut with weapons.
56ਮੋ56-ਸੈਦਪੁਰ. See ਏਂਮਨਾਬਾਦ. “maspuri VICI akhu
masola.”—tI1§g m 1.

(b) ਸਾਵਨਮਾਸ [savanmas] period of30 days

3 Ski ਮਾਸ, ﬂesh. “hadu cému tanu mas.”—m 1

ਮਾਸਲ [masalISkt ਮਾਂਸਲ. adj bulky: one having
swollen flesh.
ਮਾਸੜ [masarl husband of mother’s sister; un-

cle.
ਮਾਸਾ [masa] SktHTFIa'. n a unit qfweight equalsan.”—BG. 5 P JL horse bean. SktHW. dal ing 8 rattis. P ,ਮੈਂ, “khInU tola khInu masa.”
-bas§tm I. 2 sense ~just a little, somewhat.
maash. See ਮਾਂਹ 2. 6A jg, sustenance; means
“gurmUkhI lepu n3 masa he.”—maru solhe m
ofsubsistence. 7 livelihood.
ਮਾਂਸ [mas] Skt an element in the body ot‘a living" ’ਧਜਿ਼ਰ੍ਯ‘ ਧ੍ਯਧਿਰ੍ਯ ਚਥਿੰਧ੍ਯਾਚ ਸਯੀਧਾਗਸ੍ਰ.-ਰ੍.ਲ਼ੀ/;. 6.
var mala. 4 sense - body. “sasu masu sabh jiu
tumara.”——dhana m 1. “prIthme sas na mas

being: meat. Manu gives the meaning ੦1ਲ਼ੀ`ਮਾਂਸ
as — ਮਾਂ (to me) ਸ (that) "I‘hat will eat me one
day, which I am eating now.’

2ਞਸਯਿਥਾਂ ਵੀੰਫ਼ਿਕਫੱ ਕੈਂਥ ਕੈਜਰ mm:
ਸਜ੍ਯਸਜਿਂਵ੍ਯਯਿਢਰੋਜਿਵਂ ਢ਼ਕਿਵ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ!

ਜ੍ਯਾਰ੍ਚਬ੍ਰੂਰਂਰ੍ਬਿਹੂਜੂਯੇਕੇਣਗ਼ੀਰੁਰ੍ਯ!

In ancient times, meat was eaten without

any restriction and was even served during
the religious rituals like the performance of
Sharads. See ਵਿਸ਼ਨੁਪੁਰਾਣ sect 3. ch. 16, ਵ'ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਰ

~ch. 9556-57.

ਲ਼ਜਿਹੂਜ੍ਯਚੂ ਧਥਿੰਜ੍ਯਧੀਧਜਿਂਜ੍ਯੋਸਂਜ੍ਯਮਂ
ਰ੍ਜਾਧੇਰਧਧਝੁਹੂਂਕਯਿਰਿਜ੍ਯਜ੍ਯੋਰ੍ਤਾਬਿਗੀਰੈਸ੍ਮ
-—-clz. 5. $35.
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5. 3 short for ਮਹਾਸ਼ਯ. See ਮਹਾਸ਼ਯ. 4 Skt ਮਿਸ਼੍ਰ,
moustaches, beard. “jake rupu nahi jatI nah—i,
nahi mukhu masa.”—prabha m 1.

ਮਾਸਾਹਾਰੀ [masahari] See ਮਾਸਹਾਰੀਂ 1.
ਮਾਸਾਰਾ [masara] adj resembling the colour of
sapphire. See ਮਸਾਰ 1. 2 beard “baranu CIhanu
nahi mukh n3 masara.”—suhi partal m 5. ,

ਮਞਾਸਿਕ[…8$:੮1<] adjpertaining to a month, monthly. 2 n sharadh, etc performed after each
month. 3 monthly salary, monthly pay.

ਮਾਸ਼ਿਵਾ [maSIva] A 1,51, without, sans. 2 world
without the Creator.

ਮਾਸੀ [masi] Skt ਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਵ W. mother’s sister. “phuphi nani masia.”—maru a m 1. See ਮਾਸੁਰੀਂ 2.
2 for months. because of months. 3 after
months. “dasi masi hukamI balak janamu
lia.”—asa m 5.
ਮਾਸੁ [masu] meat. ﬂesh. See ਮਾਸ 3 and ਮਾਂਸ.
“masu masu karI murakhu jhagre.”—m 1 var
maIa. 2 sense — pleasures of worldly possessions. “disat masu na khaI balai.”—ram m 5.
‘desire for enjoying worldly objects has
vanished even ifall the objects are available.’
ਮਾਸੁਰੀਂ [masuri] Skt n beard, moustaches. 2 mother’s sister.
Hgaﬂmasuk] A ਪੂੰਨੂ“ beloved.

WEI-Hmasum] A pay adj sinless. innocent.
ਮਾਹ [mah] Skt ਕਿਛੁ. vr measure. weigh, count,

spread. 2 11 month. P „|, month. “mah dIvas
muret bhale.”—-majh barahmaha. 3 moon.
“namo mahmahe.”—japu. 4 Some poets have

se pal bic nIvare.”—.VN.
ਮਾਹਤਾਬ [mahtab] P ਮ੍ਹਾਗਿੰ, n moon-light. 2 type
of ﬁreworks that produce li ght like that of the

moon.
ਮਾਹਤਾਬੀ [mahtabi] a kind of ﬁre work; a match
giving a coloured ﬂame.

ਮਾਹਦੀਨ [mahdin] Hazarat Mohammad. “karyo
mahdiné.”—GV 10. 2 adj moon.
ਮਾਹਮ [maham] P [ਪਿੰ pron we also, we too.
ਮਾਹਮਾਹ [mahmah] adj illuminating the moon.
See ਮਾਹ 3.
,
ਮਾਹਰ [mahar] A ﬁt. adj expert, proﬁcient, master. 2 experienced. 3 fully equipped, fully acquainted. “sevaku fatarl baharI maharu jiui”
-majh m 5. 4 ਮਹਰ (Skt ਮਹੱਤਰ), chief. “hau hoa
maharu pfd da.”—sr1' m 5 pspaI. 5 See ਮਹਰਿ

and ਮਾਹਿਰ.

ਮਾਹਚਿਧਿਖਿਪੀਰਿਗ਼ੁ] adeithin, inside. “]ਫ਼ੁ pII'U baharI, t5 dhan maharI .”—varram 2 m 5. ‘When the
Creator isforgotten, illusion occupies the mind.’
ਮਾਹਚੀਚੰਦ [mahric‘éd] Bibi Biro’s son, who was a

great warrior. See ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ. “hathIo mahricédyé.”
—VN.
ਮਾਹਰੁ [maharu] See ਮਾਹਰ.

ਮਾਹਰੂ [mahru] adjwho is having moon-like face.
2 n Mahri Chand. “kupyo mahru kahru rup
dhare.”-—VN. See ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ.

ਮਾਹਰੋਂ [mahro] fully knowledgeable, highly

learned. See ਮਾਹਰ. “saca sathu mahro.”—ma]a
a m 3.
ਮਾਹਲ [mahal] See ਮਾਲ੍ਹ.
used ਮਾਹ [mah] for the month of ਮਾਘ [magh] ਮਾਹਾ [maha] adjgreat, much, more. “maha sukh
also. 5 adv within, inside. “mah me nah nahi paIa baranI n9 sakau.”—mala m 5. 2 adeith—
ghar mah.”-I<rIsan. ‘The husband is not at
in, inside. “jagdis japau man maha.”—j£t m 4.
home during the month of Magh.’
3 SkI n cow.
ਮਾਂਹਘਿਰੋਜਿ਼] adeithin, inside. 2 Skt ਸਜ੍ਯ. dal mas, ਮਾਰਾਂ [mahé] n plant grown mainly in sandy land
horse bean. black gram. L Phaseolus Radiatus.
during the summer. It is a favourite food of
ਮਾਹਖ [mahakh] Skt ਮਾਰਿਸ. adj pertaining to the the camels. Its root is used as a twig to brush.
buffalo. 2 n buffalo’s milk, butter etc. 3 ਮਾਹਖ
teeth. This medicinal plant is beneficial for
is also used for ਮਹਿਖਾਸੁਰ (ਮਰਿਸਾਸੁਰ). “mahakh removing disorders due to impurities in the
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blood.
ਮਾਰਾਂਸਿੰਘ [mahésfgh] See ਮਹਮਿੰਘ.
ਮਾਹਾਮਾਹ [mahamah] most auspicious of all the
months. “mahamah mumarakhi carIa sada
bas5tu.”——b555t m 1.
ਮਾਹਾਰੁਤੀ [maharuti] n supreme of all the seasons,
spring. “maharuti avna.”—bas5tm 1.2 months
and seasons. 3 sense — human-being’s birth.
ਮਾਹਿਘਿਗ਼ੀਗ਼ੁ] adeithin, inside. “mahI nIr5janu
trIbhavan dhani.’_’—ram beni. 2 A ,ਪੂਚੂ n plural
of ਮਾਯ (water). “aganI mars gun mahI.”—sr1'
m 1. 3 See ਮਾਹ.

ਮਾਹਿਖ [mahIkh] Skt ਮਾਹਿਜ. adj pertaining to a
buffalo. 2 See ਮਾਹਖ.

ਮਾਹਿਖੀਂਕ਼ਿਸ੍ਯਸ਼ਿਖ਼ਪਂ] ਠੰਭੰ/(ਲ਼ਮਾਚਿਸੀ. adj which15 relat-

ਮਾਖਨ

for it, which, in the shape ofﬁsh, was marked
on the standard of the elephant escortin g such
noble persons.

ਮਾਹੀਯਤ [mahiyat] See ਮਾਹੀਤਿ.
ਮਾਰੂ [mahu] month. See ਮਾਹ. “mahu pakhu kIhU
C318 nahi.”—m 1 var ram 1. ਰ੍
ਮਾਹੁਂਰ [mahur], ਮਾਹੁਰਾ [mahura] See ਮਹੁਰਾ. 2 adj

of arsenic, poisonous.
ਸਾਰੇ ਦੇ ਹਫ਼ਤਾ [mahe do hafta] P ;,ਫ਼ੈਲ਼ੀਮੁਂ, moon on
full moon night.

ਮਾਹੋ [maho] P ਮਾਹਰੂ. having a moon- like face;
beautiful. See ਗਜਨ੍ਯ. 2 S yarn, cotton yarn,
warp, web. “gai bunavan maho.”—gau kabir.
ਮਾਹੰਤ [mah5t] See ਮਹੰਤ. “mano khel bas5t mahét
soh5. ”—VN.- 2 end ofa month, month end.

ed to a buffalo. 2 n buffalo’ s offspring; young
adult he-buffalo; stud buffalo. “mahIkhi pE

ਮਾਕਉ [makeu] Dg to me. “m akau
dhégu.”—sava m 1. 2 my, mine.

carhe dst dhuke.”—carI tr 405.

ਮਾਕੜ [maker] Dg Langur, lemur. 2 S dew.

ਮਾਰਿਖੀਸੰ [mahIkhis5] ਮਹਿਸ-ੲੀਸ਼, god of death,
riding on a male-buffalo. “care mahIkhis5.”
—aj.

avaru 115

ਮਾਕਾ [maka] See ਮਾਕਉ
ਮਾਕੁਰੀਘਿਗ਼ੀਘਾਂ] Skt ਮਕੰਟੀ. spider. “In bIth dubi
makuri bhai, ਪੋਥੀ SII' 1<ੲ bhari.”—sor a m 1.

ਮਾਹਿਰ [mahIr] See ਮਾਹਰ. 2 Skt Indar, master of ਮਾਕੁਲ [makul] A J}? adj made to understand.
all deities.

ਮਾਹੀਘਿਗ਼ੀਪਂ] adv in, inside. “pritam janIlth man

2 appropriate, proper, suitable, just.

ਮਾਕੰਦਰ [mak5dar] Dg mango.

mahi.”—sorm 9. 2 n he who grazes buffaloes
(cattle)- cowherd. 3 Ranjha, who used to
graze buffaloes. 4 beloved, lover, friend. Heer

ਮਾਕਿਕ [maka] See ਮਾਖਿਉਂ.
ਮਾਖ [makh] Skt ਮਾਸ. P horse bean. “makh dar

would call Ranjha mahi; }16066ਮਾਹੀ is now used

3 short for ਮਤ ਆਖ. ਮਾ (do not) ਆਖ (to speak).
‘do not'talk, do not speak.’

to mean a lover. “sunke sadd mahi da mehi

Ian ghrIt b5hu.”—NP. 2 Pkt anger, ire, wrath.

pani ghah mutone.”—dasamgr5th. 5 a J att sub- ਮਾਖਣ [makhan] See ਮਾਖਨ.
caste. 6 13.011, ﬁsh.
ਮਾਖਤਾ [makhta] n feelin g of an ger; sorrow, grief.
ਮਾਹੀਆ ਜੌਹੜ [mahia johar] See ਜੌਹੜ ਜੀ.
displeasure. “nahI rahe makhta herlehu.”

ਮਾਹੀਗੀਰ [mahigir] n ﬁsherman. 2 cormorant.
3 heron, crane.

7-|"ਹੀਤ[111੩}ਪੀ],ਮਾਹੀਤਿ[ਗ਼ਕੈ}ਪਂਗਿ]/ਪ੍ਰੰ _..ਰ੍ਫ਼ੂਥੂ L n reality.
2 essence, gist.‘ ‘m5galvare le mahitI.”——gau
kabir var 7. See ਮੁਹੀਤ.

ਮਾਹੀ ਮਰਾਤਬ [mahi maratab], ਮਾਹੀ ਮਰਾਤਿਬ [mahi
marath] Pu
“/1! 11 title conferred on distinguished persons by emperors and an insignia

—GPS.
ਮਾਖਨ [makhan] or ਮਾਖਨੁ [makhanu] Skt ਮੰਥਜ.
obtained by churning— butter. See ਮੱਖਣ. 2 sense
— essence, gist. “s5t5hu makhanu khaIa.”—s

kabir. 3 milk. “than cokhta makhanu ghutla.”
—g5d namdev. 4 See ਮਾਖਨੁ.
ਮਾਖਨਾ [makhna] v get angry, be angry.
ਮਾਖਨੁ [makhanu] See ਮਾਖਨ 2. “prathme makha-

ਮਾਖਾ
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ਮਾਗਧ

nu, pache dudh.”—ram m 5. ‘attained real

sides ofthis parting line, the skin ofthe head

knowledge prior to having bookish education.’
ਮਾਖਾ [makha] irate; wrathful, angry, furious.
ਮਾਖਿ [makhI] by getting angry: with anger, furiously. 2 n ﬂy, houseﬂy, bee. “udi jam: makhir ki makhI mano.”——carItr I75.
ਮਾਖਿਉ [makhIU], ਮਾਖਿਓਂ [makhIo], ਮਾਖਿਅ [ma-

gets visible. This line ofskin is called mag. It
is adorned with vermilion colour etc. “bharie
mag sédhure.”—vad 111 I. 4 S a cord or light

khIa] Skt ਮਾਕਿਕ. n sweetened material collected by bees— honey. “kur mItha kur makhIo.”——var asa. “makhIa nai vahénI.”—s
` farid. ‘Rivers of honey flow in the paradise.’

See ਕੁਰਾਨ, ਸੂਰਤ ਮੁਹੰਮਦ, ਆਯਤ 15. 2 romantic
tale ofdevotional love told in the company of
pious persons.

qunma'ilmakhzanai] river ofhoney, i.e. plenty
of honey. See ਮਾਖਿਅ.
ਮਾਖੀ[11181<}ਪਂ] n ﬂy, houseﬂy, bee. “makhi cédan
parhare.”—s kabir. 2 sense — illusory world.
“makhi ram ki tﬁ makhi.”—sar m 5. 3 adj
wrathful, irate. 4 n feeling of anger. “nahi
maIa makhi.”—maru solhe m 1. .‘then there
was neither any pleasure nor any anger.’

ਮਾਖੀਂਰ [makhir] n that which is gathered by
bees— honey. See ਮਾਖਿ.
ਮਾਖੂਜ [makhuj] A La adj captured, arrested.
2 text (matter) taken out of some book.

ਮਾਖੋਂ [makho] See ਮਾਖਿਉਂ. 2 a dacoit who was a
highly riotous person. When Guru Tegbahadur
founded Anandpur, Makho left this area due
to the inﬂuence exerted by the Guru. The
Sikhs destroyed his Village Makhowal and included it in Anandpur. Some historians regard
him as a giant. Some authors still write the
name of Anandpur as Makhowal. “makhoval
suhavna satIgurU k0 asthan.”—gurusobha.
ਮਾਖੋਵਾਲ [makhoval] See ਮਾਖੋ 2.
ਮਾਂਗ [mag] 11 demand, request. 2 virgin, who is
now engaged or who has been betrothed.
3 panting line of hair on women’s head, formed
during braiding. When the hair are set on both

ornamental chain that is tied to the nose ring
and ﬁxed in the hair so that the nose-ring does
not exert too much pressure on the nose itself.

ਮਾਂਗਟ[111ਫੇੰ8੪ਢੂੰ] avillage of tehsil Phalia in district
Gujarat, situated at a distance of six miles from
Mandi Bahauddin railway station. Bhai
Banno a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev belonged

to this village.

'

The holy scripture of Guru Granth Sahib
by Bhai Banno is preserved in this village. This
scripture consists of 467 pages. The sloks uttered by Guru Tegbahadur were included
later.
A beautiful shrine was built on the bank of
the pond for the installation of Guru Granth
Sahib during the Sikh rule and sufﬁcient land
was allotted to the shrine, butipriests got this
land transferred to themselves as their personal property. The ancient holy scripture of
Guru Granth Sahib is kept turn by turn at the
residences of the descendants of Bhai Banno.
The scripture is reverently installed in the
shrine on every new moon day as well as the
first day ofthe month and the offerings by the
devotees made as a mark of respect to the
Guru Granth Sahib are collected by the
descendants of Bhai Banno as per their turns

on these auspicious days. See ਗੁੰਥ ਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਮਾਂਗਣੂ [111ਕੋੰ81ਘ] Skt ਸਂਗ੍ਹਾ'. n bug, bed bug.
ਮਾਗਧ [maghad] adj belonging to Magadh state.
2 n subcaste of a Bhatt linage. According to
Vishnu Puran, Maagadhs were born from the
ﬁre-pits prepared for performing a ﬁre-ritual
by King Prithu. As per slok 7 ofAushnasi Simir—
ti, Maagadh was son of a Vaishy from the womb

ਮਾਗਧੀ

ਮਾਛਿੰਦ
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of a Brahmin woman. Manu says that Maagadhs were conceived in the womb of a Khatri
woman by the semen of a Vaishy.‘ In ancient
times Maagadhs used to carry messages in
additon to singing praise of the rulers."‘pathae

maghad.”——ramav. 3 J arasandh. 4 white cumin
seed. cuminum officinate. 5 a kind ofsalt blackish in colour.

ਮਾਗਧੀ [magdhi] n language of Magadh region,
Paali. 2 piperaceous plant, piper longum.
3 adj pertaining to Magadh state, Maagadh.
ਮਾਗਨ [maganL ਮਾਂਗਨ [ਗ਼ਕੇਂਥੂਫੇਧ], ਮਾਂਗਨਾ [magma] v
Ski ਅਾਯਿ. search, find. 2 beg, request, demand.
“mﬁg‘an te jIh tum ੮81<ੴਹਪ.”-^!੭ਕ਼ਪ੍ਯਾਸ਼ “mﬁgna
magan nika harIjas guru te mﬁgna.”—maru a
m 5. 3 look‘for a matrimonial match for a girl.

4 betrothal of a young girl.

ਮਾਂਗਨਿ [maganI] n act of demanding. 2 thing

en’s head. See ਮਾਂਗ 3. “magi paI sédhuru."
—asa a m 1. 2 demanded, requested.

ਮਾਂਗੋ Imago] See ਮਾਲੋ. 2 demand, request.
W[magh] n the month in which full moon night
of Magh Nakshtar falls. 2 a famous poet, son
of Dattak and author of Shishupalvadh.2 See
ਖਟਕਾਵ੍ਯ. 3 some authors have also described
the name of Magadh state as Maagh. “magh
des ke maghele.”~-aka1.
ਮ'ਘਦ [maghad] See ਮਾਗਧ.
ਮਾਘਿ [maghI] during the month ofMagh. “nan—
ak maghI maharasu harI japI .”-—tuI<ha barah—

maha. “maghI majanu ségI sadhua.”-—majh
barahmaha.

ਮਾਘੀ [maghi] 11 full moon day ofNakshtar fall—

ing in the month of Magh. 2 ﬁrst day of the

month of Magh. '

ਮਾਙਣੂ [magnu] See ਮਾਂਗਣੂ.

woxth demanding, thing demanded. “keti keti
maganI mage.”~1<311 Iii 5. “maganI magao
hOI acita.”—sar m 5.

ਮਾਚ[ਸ਼ਾ8੮] n illumination, brilliance. 2 happiness,
joy. 3 M cot, bedstead. 4 platform, dais. 5 See
ਮਾਰਨਾ. 6 S beggar, petitioner.

ਮਾਗਰਮਛੁ [magarmocho] crocodile, alligator. “ma-

ਮਾਰਨਾ [macna] v be set on ﬁre, burn. 2 illumi—

garmachu phahaie.”-maru a m 1.

ਮਾਂਗਾ [maga] a village in tehsil and district
Lahore, situated at a distance of nine miles to
the south of Kot Radha Kishan railWay sta—
tion. There exists a holy place named Chhota
Nankiana in memory of the visit oquru Nanak
Dev. The gurdwara has 135 ghumaons of land
of which 50 ghumaons are free from any tax.
The priest is a Singh. An annual religious congregation is held on every ,Vaisakhi day. Guru
Hargobind also visited this village while returnin g from the pilgrimage of Nankiana.
There is also another Chhota Nankiana to
commemorate the visit of Guru Nanak. It is
situated in the village Alpa about eighteen miles
away to the west of this village.

nate, brighten. 3 be happy. “ja SIU rachI machI tum lage.”~—b1‘1a m 5. “japI harI harI man
mace."—gau m 4.

ਮਾਚਿ [macx] by shining. after shining. 2 after
being happy. See ਮਾਚਨਾ.

ਮਾਚੀਨ [macin] See ਮਚੀਨ. 2 according to Mahabharat a territory in the south. named
Nacheen (ਨਾਰੀਨ), which was conquered by
Yudhisthar during Ashvmedh Yajna

ਮਾਰੇ [mace] See ਮਾਚਨਾ.

ਮਾਚੇਤੌੜ [macetor] adj who is always lying on the
bed. In Rajputana, macetor is one who cunsumes

opium and does not get up from the bed. Leaving all jobs, he always lies on the bed.

ਮਾਛਲੀ [machli], ਮਾਛਲੇਂ [machlo] ﬁsh. “qu jal majhe machlo.”——guj namdev.

ਸਾਂਗੀ [magi] in the parting line ofhair on wom-

ਮਝਾਛਿੰਦ[ਗ਼8੮ਸ਼ਿੱ€1],ਮਾਛਿੰਦ੍ਰ [machidr] $68ਮਛਿੰਦੁ ਨਾਥ.

'Seemjch. 10511.

2Magh happened to live during the sixth century AD.

,ਮਾਛੀ ‘
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' ਮਾਂਝ
“na tadI gorakhu, na machfdo.”——maru solhe ~ 2 asking for the cause of death.
m I . “sunI machidra, aUdhu nisani.”—ram m ਮਾਜਰਾ [majra] A 12L n the past;
the elapsed pe1. 2 adj pertaining to ਮਛਿੰਦ੍ਰ.
riod. 2 previous narration. 3 See ਮਜਰਾ.

ਮਾਫ਼ੀ [machi] n ﬁsherman. “ape machi, machli
ape.”—sri m 1. 2 ﬁsh. 3 subcaste of boatmen.

ਮਾਜਾਰ [majar] Skt ਮ'ਜਾਂ‘ਰ. tom cat, male cat. “majar

This epithet derives from the name of tribe
doing ﬁshing.

ਮਾਂਜਾਰ [méjar] See ਮਾਜਾਰ. 2 “…ਟੋਂਮ੍ਹ'ਪਿੱ Ih thﬁ Ik
ayo.”—carItr 115. Here this word has two

ਮਾਛੀਵਾੜਾ [machivara] a Village in Samrala tehsil of district Ludhiana, situated twenty-seven
miles to the north-east of Ludhiana railway
station and sixteen miles from Khanna. While
returning from Chamkaur Guru Gobind Singh
stayed at the residence of preacher Gulab
Chand in Poh, Sammat 1761. It is this place
where the Guru assumed the guise of uc da
pir by putting on blue attire. The pathans, Gani
Khan and Nabi Khan, belonged to this village.
They served the Guru whole—heartedly and as

gadar aru lubra.”—bher kabir.

meanings — tom cat and my lover.
ਮਾਜਾਰੀ [majari] Skt ਮਾਜਾਂ’ਰੀ. cat.

ਮਾਂਜਿ[ਧਾਕੋੰ]'ਗ਼ੁ] by scrubbing, by cleaning. “basanu
mﬁjl ca‘ravah'I uparI.”—asa kabir.

‘

ਮਾਜ਼ਿੰਦਰਾਨੀਂ [majfdrani] resident of Mazandran.
See ਮਾਜ਼ੰਦਰਾਂ and ਮਾਂਜ਼ੰਦਰਾਨੀ. “mahamur majfdrani
majeji.”—I<alki.

ਮਾਜੀ [maji] A 0% 11 past, elapsed period. 2 adj
passed, elapsed.

ਮਾਜੀਠਾ [majitha] adj red coloured. “qu majithe
kapre.”—m 3 varsor.

we da' pir carried him on a bedstead to several

ਮਾਜੂਨ [majun] A 01:2” ground, powdered medi-

places. The edict, the Guru bestowed on them
is still preserved by their descendants. See

cine, powdered mixture that is added to thick
,paste sweetened with sugar or honey.

ਮਾਜ਼ੁਲ [majul] A JV" adj removed, dismissed
No gurdwara has been built at the site of‘ from service.
Gulab Chand’s residence. But a gurdwara has ਮਾਜ਼ੰਦਰਾਂ [ਧਾਨ੍ਯਟੈਧੀਫੇੰ] aunt, territory in the north
been constructed in his garden where the Guru
of Iran.
had stayed earlier and Bhai Dharam Singh, ਮਾਜ਼ੰਦਰਾਨੀਂ[11182ਟੈਧੀਗ਼ਾਫ਼ੋ] pertaining to Mazandran.
Bhai Maan Singh and Bhai Daya Singh met
See ਮਾਜ਼ੰਦਰਾਂ and ਮਾਜ਼ਿੰਦਰਾਨੀ.
him on returning from Chamkaur. This holy ਮਾਝ [majh] Skt inside, within, in. “majh banaraplace is about one mile to the east of the town.
SI gau re.”—gau kabir. 2 a heptatonic ਰਾਗ [rag]
Maharaja Ranjit Singh allotted 270 vighas of
in which the second, fourth, ﬁfth and sixth notes
land to this gurdwara. The priest is a Nihang
are both ﬂat and pure. The home note is soSingh.
nant. The ﬁrst and second notes are subsoਮਾਛੁਲੀ [machuli] ﬁsh. See ਮਾਛਲੀ. “jal ki machuli nant. The third note is assonant. The period
care khajurI.”—todi namdev. sense — (they)
of its singing is the fourth quarter ofthe day.
talk of unexpected happenings.
Majh in Guru Granth Sahib has second posiਮਾਂਜਣਾ [majna], ਮਾਂਜਨਾ [ਗ਼ਟੋਂਮ੍'ਸ਼ਕ] Skt ਮ'ਜੰਨ. scrub, tion. With reference to Budhprakash Darpan,
clean by scrubbing. “1<ਕੋੰ]:8 mfijaSI kaun
it is written in Banibiura—
guna?”——sor kabir. “mﬁjan kar bhajan
SII‘i rag madhu madhvi ar malar sur jan,
dhovije.”—rahIt.
In mI] majh bakhanhi lijo guanan man.
ਮਾਜਰਤ [majrat] A ਭੰਲ਼ੀਲ਼ੀਫ਼ਿ n asking for the reason. ਸਾਂਝ [méjh] See ਮਾਝ 1.

ਮਾਝਲਥਾਂ
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ਮਾਝਲਾ[…&]'}118],ਮਾਝਲੀ[…8ਜਿ਼11] adjcentral, in the

middle.
ਮਾਝਾ [majha], ਮਾਂਝਾ [majha] adjmiddle, central.
2 of the buffalo. “makhIo majhadudhu.”
—s farid. 3 n territory between two rivers,
Doab. 4 territory between rivers Vipash
(Beas), and Ravi. 5 mixture of powdered glass
used for stiffening kite string to help in cutting
opponent’s kite—string during kite-flying. 6 partition, dividing wall between two rooms. 7 reel
or frame for making a skein.
ਮਾਝੀ [majhi] shepherd, cattle-grazer. 2 See ਮਾਂਝੀ.
ਮਾਂਝੀ [mﬁji] boatman, sailor, rower. 2 S brave,

courageous.

ਮਾਝੇ [majhe] within, inside. 2 to me. “sétprem
majhe dije.”—asa ravidas.

ਮਾਞਨ [111ਠੋਂਮ੍ਹ1911] See ਮਾਂਜਣਾ.

ਮਾਵੀ [111ਰੌਂਮ੍ਹ11] n relatives from the side of bride’s
mother; guests (collectively) consistin g of relatives of the bride at the marriage ceremony.
“man: pritI upji mapia.”—bI1a ché'tm 5. “ape
jaﬁi ape mapi.”—asa Ché't 111 5.
ਮਾਟ [mat] n large earthen pot, large earthen
pitcher. “mItrahI dar mat mahI dayo.”—carItr
41. 2 uterus, womb. “bahorI na joni mat.”
——maIa m 5. 3 advquickly, immediately, spontaneoUsly. “laj bhani matoki mat.”—ma1i m 4.
ਮਾਟਕਾ [matka] 71 large earthen pitcher. “mathyo
chirsidhé mano matkevé.”—1<acch. ‘ like aJarge
pitcher.’
ਮਾਟਕੇਵੰ [matakevé] See ਮਾਟਕਾ.

ਮਾਟਾ [mata] large earthen pitcher. “samOd bIlovan kao mata.”—sor kabir.

ਮਾਟੀ [mati] n earth, soil, clay. “mati ke karI devi
deva.”——gau kabir. 2 sense — body, physique.
“mati adhi sorat samai.”—majh m 5. ‘put consciousness in the inert body.’ 3 earthen pot,
large earthen pitcher; earthen vessel for
churning milk and keeping lassi.
ਮਾਟੀ ਕਾ ਪੁਤਲਾ [mati ka potla], ਮਾਟੀ ਕੀ ਪੁਤਲੀ [mati

ਮਾਡਨ

ki putli], ਮਾਟੀ ਕੋ ਪੁਤਰਾ [mati ko putra] Skt ਸ੍ਵਕ੍

ਧੂਰਕਿਧ੍ਯ. sense — body, physique. “mati ko putra kese nacatu hs.”—asa raVIdas.

ਮਾਟੀਲੇਨੀ [mati leni] the ritual of having the soil
to cover the living body and leaving the mortal
world. “juega mati‘ lai tIhare.”—carItr 81.
Ascetics and practitioners of Yog (Yogis) regard such a death as very auspicious. In ancient times, the day of performing such a ritual was ﬁxed and disciples of the ascetic were
duly informed about it, who would gather in
large numbers. The last words uttered by the
sage were heard with profound devotion.
ਮਾਣੁ [matu] See ਮਾਟ. “karn krodh phute bIkhU

matu.”—gau m 1.

ਭੰ'

ਮਾਟੁਕਾ [matuka] See ਮਾਟਕਾ. 2 act of blinking of
one’s eyes. 3 time of eye’s twinkling. “akhi
kere‘ matuke palu palu gai bIhaI .”—~s kabir.
ਮਾਟੁਲੀ [matuli] small earthen pitcher; earthen
vessel for churning milk and keeping lassi.
2 sense — body, physique. “at: jajri teri re!
matuli.”—sar 111 5.

,

ਮਾਨ [math] Madjflat, plane. 2 smooth, level.
ਮਾਨਾ [matha] adj slow, slow moving, lazy, lethargic. “kamaman ka matha.”—maru m 5. ‘ is
lethargic in actions.’ 2 See ਮਠਾ.

ਮਾਨਿ [mathI] by levelling, by making smooth,
by combing. See ਮਾਨ. “mathI godai patia.”
—vad m 1.

ਮਾਂਡ [mad] Skt ਸਰਫ਼. n rice water, thickened milky
water after rice has been boiled in it. 2 meatcurry, gravy. 3 mud, sludge, mortar of mud.

4 shower. “garan ki tahf mad pari.”—krIsan.
ਮਾਂਡਣੋ [ਗ਼ਕੋੰਗੂੰਸੁੳ] M beautify, adorn. 2 start business. 3 keep account.
ਮਾਡਨ [madam], ਮਾਂਡਨਾ [madna] Skt ਮੰਡਨ. n omament,jewellery. 2 beautifying, adorning: “sacu
dhari dhan madie.”—sri a m 1. 3 making ﬁrm

determination, resolving ﬁrmly. “jese apne dhenahI prani maranu m5de.”—bas§t namdev.

ਮਾਂਡਵ'
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ਮਾਣਕਦੇਕੇ
4 massaging. 5 kneading the ﬂour.
ਮਸ੍ਯਚੰਦ. 2 a Pathria Khatri, resident ofVairowਮਾਂਡਵ[111ਟੋਂ1<ਡੂ]ਜ੍ਯਾ] Skt ਮਾਂਡਵਜ਼ a sage, son of Mandu.
al, who dug through the hard laye1 of the rocky
In a legendary tale told in the Purans, Manbottom ofa well with steps leading down to
davay invoked a curse on Kaushik, husband
the water level and died by drowning1n it. Guru
‘of Narmada his faithful wife to die at dayAmar Dass blessed him with life and named
break. With the power of her vinue Narmada
him as Jeevra (living person). He was a noble
did not allow the sun to rise. This disturbed
Sikh. The third Guru appointed him a preachthe system ofthe whole universe. Anasooya
er. His descendants residing in Vairowal, are
on the request of the deities, persuaded
popularly known as jivre. Mai Dass Bairagi
Narmada to ask the sun to rise and the deities
became a disciple ofthe Guru by keeping his
blessed her husband to remain immortal. This
company. 3 a disciple oi‘Guru Ram Dass, who
sage is also named as Mandavay because the
attained self-realisation.
,
lip ofa broken cross (torturing stick) remained ਮਾਣਕਟਬਰਾ
[manak tabra] a village under police
embedded within his body. See footnote of station Rani
Ke Raipur in tehsil Naraingarh of
ਕੌਸ਼ਿਕ 9 and ਵਿਦੁਰ.
district Ambaia. situated twelve miles to the
ਮਾਂਡਵੀਘਿਕੇਵ੍ਬ੍ਰੂਘੀ See ਭਰਤ 7.
east of Ghaghar railway-station. A gurdwara
ਮਾਂਡਵ੍ਯ [méidvay] See ਮਾਂਡਵ.
Guruana in memory oi'Guru Gobind Singh.
ਮਾਡੈ [made] Dg bullying, tyranny, oppression.
stands haifa mile to the south-east ofthis vil2 oppresses, causes terror. See ਮਾਂਡਨਾ.
lage. The Guru visited this village while comਮ'ਣ [man] See ਮਧ੍ਯਾ. “1ਟੈ80 manIle pIarIa.”
ing from Paunta Sahib. Here he went to take
—-sri m l. 2 See ਮਾਨ. “tu mera bahu man,
meal at the residence of the queen of Rampur
karte!.”-—gau m 5. “dargahI man pavahI.”
Land measuring about eighty v1ghas15 attached
—Vad alahani'm 1. 3 righteous pride, respect.
with the gurdwara, managed by a committee
“ja ਟੋਪੇ, ta me man kia he.”—vad m 1.4 possess-

or of. “namo astramane.”—japu.’

ਮਾਣਸ [mamas], ਮਾਣਸੁ [manasu] See ਮਾਨਸ. 2 Skt
ਮਾਨੁਸ. descendants of Manu; man; human be‘ ing. “manasjanam vadpﬁne paIa.”—vad ghoria' m 4. 3 meat, ﬂesh. “manasu bharIa anIa
manasu bharIa aI.”---m 3 var bIha. 4 Ski
ਮਨਸਸੁ. adj desirous, willing, greedy; attached
to worldly possessions. “mamas seva khari duheli. sadh ki seva sada suheli.”—bas§t m 5.

ਮਾਣਕ [manak] Skt ਮਾਇਰਜ਼ 17 red coloured gem/
ruby. “manak motinamu prab .”—majh barahmalm. 2 sense ~ name of the Creator. 3 virtuous facets.
ਮਾਣਕਚੌਕ [manakcok] See ਝਬਾਲ.
ਮਾਣਕ਼ਚੰਦ [manakcéd] son of Baba Dharam
Chand and grandson of Guru Nanak Dev. See

ofiocal Sikhs.

ਮਾਣਕ ਦੇਕੇ [manak deke] village under police
station Kanganpur oftehsil Choonian in district Lahore, situated about two miles to the
north-east ofKanganpur railway station. A gurdwara in memory of Guru Nanak Dev has
been built nearthis village to the west. When
the Guru visited this village, the residents
served him with great devotion. The Guru gave
them the blessing of getting uprooted. Bhai
Mardana was amazed and he pointed out that
the people of Kanganpur did not pay any respect and attention to the Guru still they were
blessed to stay right there in the same village.

The residents of this village had served him

with full honour, yet they were told to get displaced. The Guru replied that those who did

ਮਾਣਕੁ
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not pay any respect. would spread such Vicious message among other people where
ever they would go, while the others who are
virtuous and respectful would be messengers
of phi lanthropy and respect when they get uprooted from here. Only a small shrine has been
raised here. The villagers are very hospitable
to all the guests or the visitors.
ਮਾਣਕੂ [manku] See ਮਾਣਕ. “manku mohI mau
dfna.”—-m 5 var maru 2.

ਮਾਣਨਾ [manna] v enjoy. relish. “raj jog in: manIo.”—saveye m I ke. 2 measure, weigh, estimate. 3 pay respect, honour, regard. “sathugI te manIo.”—saveye m I ke.
ਮਾਣਵ [manav], ਮਾਣਵਕ਼ [manvak] Skt child, baby,
infant. 2 man, human being. 3 necklace ofsixteen chains. 4 students.
ਮਣਾਂ [mana] See ਮਾਣਨਾ. 2 gem.jewel, precious
stone. “harI mastakmana.”—-bIIa Chétm 4. See
ਮਸਤਕਮਾਣਾ.

ਮਾਣਿਕ [manIk] Skt n jeweller, connoisseur of
jewels etc. 2 Ski ਮਾਣਿਰ੍ਯ. ruby. “sabhna man
manIk.”—s farid. 3 a follower of Guru Arjan
Dev. He was a resident of village Madar.
When the sixth Guru visited Madar, he served
him with utmost devotion.
ਮਾਣਿਕੂ [manIku], ਮਠਿਜ [manIkay] See ਮਾਣਕ

and ਮਾਣਕੂ.
ਮਾਣੀ [mani] n measure of twelve and a half

seers. 2 See ਮਾਣਨਾ. 3 See ਮਾਣੀ ਦੇਞਣੀ.
ਮਾਣੀਆ [mania] adjmatter of pride. “tujh uparI
baho mania.”—suhi a m 5.

ਮਾਣੀ ਦੇਵਾਣੀ [mani devanil—paras. honouring,
‘
paying due regard.

ਮਾਣੁ [mano] n respect. honour. “ta dargah pavahI manu.”—m 3 var sor.
ਮਾਣੂ [manu] S and Pa. human. human being,

male. “manu ghale othi cale.”—sava m 1.
ਮਾਣੂਆ [manual to persons. to human beings.

“manua mégI mSgI penhe khaI.”-m I varsar.

ਮਾਤਰ

ਮਪੂਨ੍ਯਥਾਂ [manuka] a village under police station
and tehsil Jagraon, district Ludhiana, situated

about nine miles to the south ofJagraon rail—
way station. A gurdwara in memory of Guru
Gobind Singh stands close to this village in the
south. The Guru visited this village while returning from Lamma to chakar. The villagers
began raising a new gurdwara in Sammat 1980.
Guru Granth Sahib is reverently displayed. The
priests are Singhs appointed by the local governing committee.
ਮਾਣੋ [mano] See ਮਾਣ. “mano prabho mano mere

prabh l<a mano.”—ram Chét m 5. ‘Supreme
honour is bestowed on me by my Master.
The best of all worldly honours is the one
bestowed by the Creator.’ 2 See ਮਵ੍ਯਾ. 3 kids
call cat as mano.

‘

ਮਾਣੇਂਤਾ [manota] adj who measures. 2 gentle,
humble, without pride.

ਮਾਤ [mat] n mother. “mat pIta bhai sut banIta.”—dhana m 9. 2 matra, vowel, sign. “apes
k3 diragh karI mane auran kao lagmat.”—maru
kabi'r. ‘regards oneself great and the other as

appendage.’ 3 adj only, merely, just. 4 measure, scale, approximately. “tochmat sun:
sunI vakhanahI.”——maru solhe m 5. “jese
bhukhe bhojan mat.”——ma11' m 5. ‘just the food,

only the food.’ Sjust a litle, small. “55g: na
nIb—hat mat.”—1<eda m 5. 6 adj intoxicated,
absorbed. “mam mad mat kop jaria.”—kan m
5. 7 P at was astonished; wondered. 8 de-

feated one, who has been conquered.
ਮਾਤਹਤ[…&ਰਿ}19੮] A subordinate. under.
ਮਾਤਬਰ [matbar] P f” adjdependable. trustworthy.
H'3H[mataml P Ft n sense of being an orphan.
2 condolence, grief, sorrow. 3 bitch.

H'Bﬁlmatar], ਮ'ਤਰਿ [matarI] Ski ਸ1ਰ੍ਵ. mother. P
ਮਾਦਰ. E mother. “mater pItar tIagIke.”—sar
partal m 5.

ਮਾਤਲ
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ਮਾਤਲ [matal] See ਮਾਤੁਲ. 2 short for ਮਹਾਤਲ. un-

derworld. “nahI bhutal me or matal me In so

nahI devan ke gen me.”—1<rIsan. ‘on the earth,
in the under world, in the heaven.’
ਮਾਤਲਿ [matall] Skt n descendants of Matal,
charioteer of Indar.

ਮਾਤਲੀ [matli] See ਮਾਤਲਿ. 2 See ਮਾਤੁਲੀ.
ਰ੍ਮਾਤਲੀਸ [maths] ਮਾਤਲਿ-ੲੀਸ਼. master of Mata] —
Indar. See ਮਾਤਲਿ.
ਮਾਤਲੋਇ [mataleI] See ਮਾਤੁਲੇਯ.
ਮਾਤਲੇਸ [matles] Indar. See ਮਾਤਲੀਸ਼
ਮਾਤਲੇਂਕ [matlok] n motherland, native country.
“matlok VICC kIa vartara?”—BG. 2 country of
human beings, mortal world. 3 mortal creatures, human beings who are caught in the cycle of birth, death and rebirth. “mere dISE mat—

lok, tuth sujhs duru.”—var ram 3. ‘worldiy
people are short-sighted, you have far-sight-

‘ edness.’

‘

ਮਾਤਞ[1118੮9\/] n intoxication, vainglory. “matvé
madI yé.”—I<alk1'.

ਮਾਤਾ [mata] Skt n mother. “gurdev mata gurdev
pIta.”—-bavan. 2 goddess Durga, goddess of
power. 3 goddess of smallpox, goddess Sheet-

la.—'4 adj intoxicated, absorbed. “tera jan ram

reasain mata.”—davm 5. 5 arrogant, haughty.
“mata bhesa amuha jaI.”—gau kabir. sense —‘haughty mind or vainglorious and revengeful

person.’

'

ਮਾਤਾਮਹ [matamah] Skt n mother’s father, maternal grandfather.
ਮਾਤਾਮਹੀ [matamahi] Skt n mother’s mother,
maternal grandmother.

ਮਾਤੀ [mati] intoxicated. “nahIn darabu, na joban
mati.”—gau m 5. 2 A ਰ੍ਭੰਟੰਟੁਣੌਭੰ bestower, giver.
“ham lahI na sakahI 5w mati.”—dhana m 4.
ਮਾਤੁਰ [matur] n mother. “mataru SItab dhai.”

—ramav. 2 mother’s.
ਮਾਤੁਲ [matul] n mother’s brother, maternal uncle. 2 thorn-apple, datura. 3 madam tree. L

ਮਾਤ੍ਰਾ

Randia Dumetorium.
ਮਾਤੁਲਾ [matula], ਮਾਤੁਲਾਨੀਂ [matulani] ਮ'ਤੁਲੀ [matuli] n wife of mother's brother, maternal un-

cle’s wife; aunt.

ਮਾਤੁਲੇਯ [matuley] adj of the maternal uncle,
maternal uncle’s progeny. 2 n maternal uncle,

mother’s brother. “taha~ matuleyé krIpalé
karﬁddhé.”—VN.

ਮਾਤੰਗਘਿਗ਼ੀਟੋਥੂ] adj son of sage Matang, who was
a devotee of goddess Matangi. The mountain,
on which he lived, with a vow to observe
silence, is popularly known as Rishaymook.
Matang met Ramchandar. He was the guru
of Shavri (Bhilni — the tribal lady). 2 n

elephant. “matég matI ahékar.”—sar m 5.
3 sacred peepul tree. 4 name of a snake.

ਮਾਤੰਗਨਿ [matéganx] n army of elephants.
—sanama.
ਮਾਤੰਗੀ [matégi] female-elephant. 2 Dg hemp,
cannabis. ,
ਮਾਤ੍ਰ [matr] Skt adv only, merely. 2 just a little,
small. 3 that much, as much. 4 standard, mea-

sure, scale, approximate. 5 to, upto, till, until.
6 n mother. “matr bﬁd te dharI caku pherI.”
—bas§tam 1. ‘The body is formed by the revolution of mother’s blood around the uterus.’
ਮਾਤ੍ਰਾ [matra] Skt n duration oftime required in
pronouncing a letter/syllable is called a matra).

According to prosody ਕਲ, ਕਲਾ, ਮੱਤ, ਮੱਤਾ. etc

are variant names of matra. “gIne vih matra
kali ek thane.”—rupdip. 2 vowel signs attached

'with consonants as. T, ਮਿੰ,_,=,`,`,`,`, “, .,.

3 behaviour of sensory organs expressin g their
acts. “eke ras matra ke rata.”—datt. 4 bound,

extent, period. “jivan ke bal ki par matra.”

—1<rIsan. 5 magic formulae, expressing the
principles laid and formulated in the names of
Guru Nanak Dev, Baba Sri Chand, Baba
Gurditta, Sant Almast and Phul Sahib etc.l Its
'They are 24 in all.

ਮਤ
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sample is given below — ਮਤ [matra] o f Guru

Nanak Dev.

prI them guru k0 namaskar. saga] jagat jake
adhar. oékar ki rah calai. satI guru hoe ap sahai. 05 a d I Udasi a I . satInam ka jap japaI.05
a d I Udasi ae. Udasdharam ka rah calae. 0ਰ
akkhar nam Udasi. sohi—i akkhar nam sényasi.
੦ਟ 8011ਰ apeap. ap japae séha ka jap. udas 1118rag me rahe udasi. nanak so kahie Udasi...

matra babe sricﬁd jati ji ka' -—
guru abInasi khel racaya. agamnIgam2 ka
p‘éth bataya. g I a n ki godri khI ma ki topi. jat
ka arbéd sil ligoti. aka] khftha nIras jholi.
jugat ka top gurmukhi boli. dharam ka cola sat
ki seli. maryad mekhli le gale meli.
sah sUped jarad surkhai. jo la pahIre so
gurbhai.

ਮਥਰਸ

1 tagan (consisting o f six matras), 2 thagan
(combination of ﬁve matras), 3 dagan (combination of four matras), 4 dhagan (combina—
tion of three matras), 5 nagan (combination o f
two matras). With this sequence in mind, they
are a l s o named as chekal, péckal, cokal, take]

and duke] respectively depending on the number of matrik gens.
Many variations of these matra-combinations (feet) are used in metres viz:
types of tagan —- 555, "55, ISIS, SIIS, IIIIS, ISSI, SISI,IIISI,
SSII,IISII,ISIII, SIIII, llllll.
~
types of thagan — |55, SIS, “IS, 55!, “5|, I5”, Slll, …||.
types of dagan — SS, HS, ISI, Sll, IIII.
types of dhagan — l5, 5|੭….
types of nagan — S, ||.

ਮਤਕਛਦ [matrlk chéd] a metre in which not
words but matras constitute the metre. e.g.capai, ਦਹਰ [dohra] etc. See ਗਰਛਦ ਦਵਕਰ.

nanakputa sricéd bole. jugat pachane tatu ਮਤਭਰ [matrIbhakt], ਮਤਭਗਤ [matrIbhagat]
VIrole. asimatra3 le pahIrEkOI. avagavan 1111- who serves the mother; mother’s devotee;
taveSOI. 6 third case, mother (did), (due to)
having full faith in the mother.
mother.
ਮਥ [math] Skt f o r e h e a d . “ n a n a k IIkhIa
ਮਤ [matrI] Skt ਜ1ਰ. n mother. 2 earth. 3 god- math.”—ram chéit m 5. 2 Skt ਮਥ. way, path,
dess of wealth — Lakshmi. 4 goddess of pow— cult, religious sect or community. 3 churning,
er —- Durga. 5 adj learned, scholarly. 6 who act of churning. 4 cord or rope used for churnmeasures (weighs).
ing. 5 disease, ailment. 6 destruction, ruin,
ਮਤਕ [matrIk] Skt I=ITEj’c5. adj of the mother, devastation, havoc.
pertaining to the mother. “matrIk sapat, sapat ਮਥਰ [mathar] See ਮਥਰ.

pItran kul.”——paras. sense -— ‘Seven mOther’s ਮਥ [matha] n forehead. “gurI hathu dharIo
and seven father’s dynasties.’ 2 Skt ਜਕਟਙ. of mere matha.”——j£t m 4. 2 head. “nam bIhune
the matra, pertaining to a matra. as — matrik
metre; matrik gen.

maths: chai.”—asa a m 1 . 3 brain. “pragte gu-

pal mahﬁt ks: mathe.”—-sukhmani. See ਮਥ.

ਮਤਕ ਗਣ [matrIk gan] There are ﬁve vowel ਸਥ [mathI] on the forehead. 2 with the forecombinations in prosody —

_

saints regard ਮਤ [matra] also as masculine.

lUdasi

2not

head.

ਮਥਰ [mathur] adj pertaining to Mathura, b e -

accessible even to the Vcds, not known to scholars longing to Mathura. 2 n a' subcaste o f the

ol‘the Vcds even.

3This

_

also gives the meaning of ਮਤ [matra] as dress!

attire.

Brahmins.

ਮਥ'ਰਸ [mathures] ruler of Mathura. “karyo
mathuresé t I s e ravnaré.”—rama V. Ram, ene-

'

ਮਯਾਥੌ
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my of Ravan made Lachhman the ruler of

Mathura. 2 See ਮਬੁਰਾਪਂਤਿ.
ਮਾਥੈ [maths] accepted with devotion and rever-

ence; on the forehead. “prabh ki agIa mane
mathe.”—~sul<hmani. 2 in one’s luck, in one’s
fortune. “jaks maths: ehu nIdhanu.”—gaum 5.
3 churns. crushes. “ran satrun mathe.”—sanh.

H'Elmad1Sktn arrogance, vanity. 2joy, ecstasy. “bInse mala mad.”—sarm 5. 3 happiness,
joy, gaiety.
ਮਾਦਹ [madah] See ਮਾਦਾ,
ਮਾਦਕ [madak] Skt adj intoxicating. 2 intoxication, intoxicating substance.
ਮਾਦਗਾ'ਉੰ [madgau] 1’ ਰੂੰਲ਼ੀਖਿ, cow.

ਮਾਂਦਗੀ [ਗ਼ਰੌਧੀਸ਼ਾਂ] Skt ਮਾਂਦਜ਼. n laziness, inertness.
2 foolishness. 3 disease, ailment. 4 evil, vice.
ਮਾਦਨ [madam] Skt n Kamdev. 2 hemp. 3 clove.
4 wine, liquor. 5 datura, thorn apple. 6 men—
phal. See ਮਾਤੁਲ 3.

ਮਾਂਦਨ [madam] P UM v remain, exist. 2 get tired,
get fatigued. '
ਮਾਦਰ [madar] P „(, n mother.‘ ‘madar khusal
khatar.” —ramav. SeeE mother.
.
ਮਾਦਲ [madal], ਮਾਂਦਲ [madal], ਮਾਦਲੁ [madalu] Skt

ਮਦੰਲ. 12 large kettledrum. “sabhu jagu hau phIrIO meidal kéth CadhaI.”—s kabir. “mildalu

ਮਾਧਵਾਚਾਰਯ

ਸਾਂਚੇ [made] See ਦਰਮਾਂਦਾ. 2 plural ਘੰਮਾਂਦਾ. See
ਮਾਂਦਾ.

ਮਾਦੋਂਕੇ ਬੈਂਚਾੜ [madoke berar] Brars belonging to
Maadoke. See ਗੁਰੂਸਰ 8
ਮਾਦ੍ਹੀ [madri] daughter of Bhadar Raj, ruler of
Madar state. She was married to Pandu. She
gave birth to twins Nakul and Sahdev from
marital union with deities Ashwani Kumar. She
immolated herself alive at her husband’s
funeral pyre.
Hiq‘ilmﬁdri] who plays.2 charmer, exorcist.

ਮਾਦ੍ਹੀਸੁਤ [madrisut] Nakul and Sahdev sons of
Madri.
ਮਾਤ੍ਰੀਸੁਤ ਅਗ੍ਰ ਅਨੁਜਸੂਤਚਿ [madrisut agr anuj sutrI]
n son of Madri —- Nakul. his elder brother —
Yudhishtar; his younger brother. —Arjun; his
charioteer —. Krishan; his enemy — arrow.
“—sanama.
ਮਾਧਉ [madhau], ਮਾਧਵ [madhav] Lord of Maya,
the Creator. “mere madhau ji! satségatI mIle
su tarIa.”—sbdaru. “maIIn bhai matI, madh-

va.”-—gau raVIdas. 2 Krishan, born in raja
Madhu’s Yadu dynasty. 3 month of spring sea-

son, Vaisakh. “sz dIn madhav ki s’ékrﬁtI.”
~GPS. 4 spring season. 5 a tree with yellow
sweet ﬂowers used for preparin g liquor called
mahua. 6 large flower—sucking black bee.
“madhav bhavar :) ateru 1<o kanheya nam.”
—aI<aI. 7 substance made from honey. 8 short

bedI SI bajno.”-m 1 var maru 1. ‘announcing, loudness 0f the three Veds, knowledge.’
2 two-sided drum.
ਮਾਦਾ [mada] P „{, female sex, feminine, woman. 2 A ,ਵੂਰ੍, root cause. 3 original of everything. 4 raw material, used for making things.
5 nature.

ਮਾਧਞਨਲ [madhavnal] Madhavnal, a Brahmin

ਮਾਂਦਾ [ਗ਼ਰੈੰਧੰਕ] adj ill, sick. See ਮਾਂਦਜ਼. 2 P ਸ਼ੀ, re-

lover ofKaamkandla and celebrated musicol-

for ਮਾਧਵਾਨਲ. “madhav ton sabha mahI ayo.”
—carItr 91. 9 See ਮਾਧਵਾਚਾਰਯ.
ਮਾਧਞਦਾਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਧੀਪ੍ਯਾਗੁੰਬਙ] Madho Dass. See ਬੰਦਾਬਹਾਦੁਰ.

leased, freed, liberated. 3 fatigued, tired. See

ogist. “gobfdcéd nares 1<o madhavnal an

ਮਾਂਦਨ. 4 sick, ill, patient.

mit.”—carItr 91.

ਮਾਦਿ [mad‘I] due to intoxication, intoxicated.

ਮਾਧਵਾਚਾਰਯ [madhvacaray] ਮਾਧਞ-ਆਚਾਯੰ. a re-

.“maIa madI SOIo.”—asa partalm 5. See ਮਰ੍ਯ.
ਮਾਦੇ [made] got intoxicated. “mahﬁ madd

nowned scholar, son of Vishveshvar born to
Mahalakshmi. He lived in Tuluva and was
counsellor of the king of Vijay Nagar in the

made.”——VN.

ਸਾਧਞਥਾਨਲ
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fourteenth century AD. He was brother of
Sayanacharya (who wrote a critique of the
Veds) It is said that Madhav also assisted his
brother in this reference compilation. According to Wilson, both the brothers were great
scholars and wrote many books which are
signiﬁcant sources for scholars. Madhav was
a vaishnavite and follower of dualism. His seat
of spiritual authority is in Udpi Nagar, district

Kanara in south India. 2 ਮਧੂ'ਚਾਰਯ is a person
different from him. See ਬੈਸ੍ਯਞ (b).
'
ਮਾਧਵਾਨਲ [madhvanal] See ਮਾਧਵਨਲ. 2 author, who

wrote the tale of Madhvanal .

ਮਾਧਵਨ੍ਯਸੰਗੀਤ [madhvanal ségit] musicology

ਮੜ੍ਹਾਂਧੱ

Bhagwat. Raja Yuvnashav had no son and was
very much perturbed. Many sages performed
Yags for the birth of a son for earring forward
his dynasty. One day they placed a pitcher
ﬁlled with sacred water at some place above
the ground for prayer. During the night that
water got the power of bearing a son. He felt
thirsty and got pregnant by drinking this sacred water and gave birth to a male child from
the right side of his abdomen after regular conﬁnement. When the sages asked who would
breast feed the baby, lndar put one of the ﬁngers at his breast saying that he (lndar) would
bring up the child. Hence baby was named
Mandhatri. “madhata gun rave.”—saveye m 1
ke.

composed by singer Madhvanal, translated into
Hindi by a learned poet. Raagmala is a chapter from this book. See ਰਾਗਮਾਲਾ.

ਮਾਧੁਰ [madhur] adj sweetening, sweet. “Ik

ਮਾਧਵੀ [madhvi] Skt earth created from the

sakédh l<e madhur h'é phal._”—GPS. ‘the fruit

marrow (pulp) of demon Madhu. 2 liquor made
from mahua and honey. 3 anything made from
honey. 4 basil. 5 dodder. 6 jasmine. 7 a sage,
who, per Guru Pratap Suray Granth, meditated at the site of the present holy pond of
' Amritsar during Satyug. He was baptised by
Vishnu. See ਰਾਸ਼ਿ 7 ਅ 4. “nIrakh madhvi VIS-

on the branch of the tree are sweet.’ 2 of
sweetness. 3 n jasmine ﬂower that provides
honey to the black bee.
ਮਾਧੁਰਯ [madhuray], ਮਾਧੁਰਯਤਾ [madhuryata], ਮਾਧੁਰੀ

[madhuri] n sweetness. 2 love, affection,
attachment. 3 qualities of prosody, which ,

please our mind, melodious. “madhuryata

mrIdUl jih racna.”—NP.
me bhayo.” 8 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 25.
ਮਾਧੋ
[madhO] See ਮਾਧਵ. “karI sadh ségatI, SIHTUT-c‘l'mmadhviy] adipertaining to Madhav, of
maru madho.”——sor m 9. 2 a Sodhi devotee,
Madhav. See ਮਾਧਵ.
'
whom
Guru Arjan Dev assigned the duty of
ਮਾਧਵੇ [madhve] vocative. ‘O, Madhav! ’ “madh- .
preaching Sikhism in Kashmir. 3 a prosodic .
ve! esi deho ijhai.”—sor m 5.
metre, also named as krira featuring four feet,
ਮਾਧਾਣ [madhan], ਮਾਧਾਣਾ [madhana], ਮਾਧਢੀ

[madhani] n act of chuming,'churning stick.
“madhana parbat karI.”——var ram 3. “pani
[VICQhU ratan Upéne meru kia madhani.”—m 1
var majh.

ਮਾੰਧਾਤਾ [madhata] Skt ਸਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਵ. son of king Yuvnashav belon gin g to lkshvaku dynasty. According to Harivansh and other l’urans, he was
born to Mata Gauri in a natural way. However there is a strange tale in Vishnu Puran and

each foot comprising a yagan. and a guru i.e.
lSS, 5.
Example:
pIta mata. maticlata.
guru jano. sada mano.
(b) second form of ਮਾਧੋ has four feet, each
foot consisting of a sagan, two bhagans. two
gurus, i.e. ”5, SH, SH, 5, 5. Example : See ﬁrst line
as example ofthe third form ofthis metre.

ਮਾਧੋਦਾਸ
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(c) third form of ਮਾਧੋ [madho] — each foot
comprises 16 matras ending with two gurus.
It is the second variation of a_rIll.
Example:
jab kopa kalki avtara,
bajat tur hot jhunkara.
haha madhol ! ban kaman krIpan
sébhare,

ਮਾਨ ਸਿੰਘ

triman dev.”—japu. 13 devoted, believer.
“mIlI satIgurU manua man jiu.”—asa chétm
4. 14 P 0‘- master, chief. 15 family. 16 household. 17pr0n we.

ਮਾਨਅੁ [mans] A (ਪੂੰਨੂ adjwho prohibits; who puts
restrictions.
ਮਾਨਅਭਿਮਾਨ [manathman] respect and disres-

pect, honour and dishonour. “man athman
pethe bhat hathIar ughare.
—I<aIki.

ਮਾਧੋਦਾਸ [madhodas] See ਬੰਦਾ ਬਹਾਦੁਰ.
ਮਾਧੌ [madho] ਠੋੳੳਮਾਧਵ.‘ ‘UstatI karahI tumri]811
madha!”—kaII m 4.

ਮਾਧੂ [madhv] a sect founded by Vaishnavite
Madhavachary. See ਬੈਂਸਨ੍ਯ (b) The scripture
of Madhav sect is Puran Pragydarshan. 2 a
type of country liquor prepared from sweet
yellow ﬂowers of a tree called mahua Bassia
latifolia. 3 any product prepared from honey;
a honey product.
ਮਾਨ [man] Ski ਢਜ੍ਯ. vr long for acquiring knowl—
edge. respect, pay regards, consider, weigh,
measure. 2 n arrogance, vanity, pride. “sad—
ho! man ka man tIago.”—gau m 9. 3 respect,
honour. “rajsabha me payo man.”—GPS. 4 displeasure, annoyance, grievance. “rajé ta
mané.”—sahas m 5. ‘ If we have authority, then
there is always apprehension of its getting
snatched.’ 5 quality, scale. measure. See ਤੋਲ

médhe, so sevaku nahi.”—sr1' m 5.

ਮਾਨਈਘਿਗ਼ਾਗਂ] human being, man. “narakI parahI te manai, jo harInam Udas.”-—s. kabir.
2 agrees.
ਮਾਨਸ [mamas] Skt human being, 'man. “mamas
k0 janamu lin, SImranU nah nImakh kin.”
—jeja m 9. 2 Ski ਫ਼ਜ੍ਯਵ੍ਡਾ਼ mind, heart. 3 Man’sarovar, a famous lake of Tibet, believed per
Purans to have been created by Brahma, near
Kailash. It is spread over an area of 50-60
miles. It is situated to the south of Kailash at a
height of about 15300 feet. It is taken as the
abode of swans. 4 aim, resolution, concept.
“sath pure mamas tInche.”—basétlm 4. 5 adj
ofthe mind, pertaining to the mind. 6 pertaining to Mansar (Mansarovar), living at Lake
Mansar. 7 a river in Assam rising from the
hills of Bhutan, that merges in Brahamputar
near Goalpara.

ਮਾਨਸ ਓਕ [mamas ੦1<] Skt ਮਾਨਸੇਂਕਸ੍ਰ whose home
is (Lake) Mansarovar - swan.

ਅਤੇ ਮਿਣਤੀ. 6 abode, home, temple. “than pav- ਮਾਨਸਰ [mansar], ਮਾਨਸਰੋਵਰ [ mansarovar] See ਮਾਨਸ
Itra, man paVItra.”—sar m 5. 7 short for ਮਾਨਸਰ.

“man tal nIthchir kInara.”— G V 10. 8 short

3. 2 company ofvirtuous persons, community
ofpious persons.

for ਮਾਂਧਾਤਾ. “subh man mahipatI chetrahi dc.”

ਮਾਨਸਰੋਵਰਿ[ਗ਼ਗ਼ਾ5ਰਿ੦ਪ੍ਯਾ1^ਗ਼ੁ] inside Mansarovar (ie

—ma”dhata. 9 a well-known subcaste of the
Jatts; there is a cluster oftwelve villages with
people of this subcaste living in district I-Ioshiar—

pur. 10 Sec ਮਾਨੁ. 11 See ਮਾਨਸਿੰਘ 2. 12 Skt adj

within the inner consciousness or the tenth
opening). “mansarovarI karI Isnanu.”-—bh£r
a kabir. 2 in the company of pious/holy persons.

respectable, esteemed, respected. “saravman

ਮਾਨਸਿਕ [manSIk] adj pertaining to the mind,

‘haha madho! there is a pause in the reading and beyond
counting in matras'.

mental.

I-l'ﬁfﬁuflmansfgh] Bhai Maan Singh an ardent

\…
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disciple of Guru Gobind Singh. In Guru Pratap
Suray Granth, Bhai Santokh Singh terms him
as the founder ofa sect of the Nihang Panth.
He accompanied Guru Gobind Singh from
Anandpur to Chamkaur and from there to
Malwa to the south. He was gunned down by

ਮਸ਼੍ਯਧਰਮਸ਼੍ਯਤ੍

and Bhagwan Singh. She breathed her last on the 2nd Magh, Sammat 1957. Maharaja Hira
Singh regarded her more than his real mother.

ਮਾਨਚੰਦ [mancédl a Khatri resident of Afghani-

er-in-law of emperor Akbar), raja of Jaipur,

stan, who became a known preacher of
Sikhism after becoming a disciple of Guru
ਰ੍
Nanak Dev.
P
2
respect.
H171?[manad] Skt adj who pays
ਖ਼, resides. resided, will reside. See ਮਾਂਦਨ.

who was adopted son and heir of Bhagwan
Dass. He became raja of Jaipur after the demise of Bhagwan Dass. Akbar entrusted him
the expedition of Afghanistan. He also fought
against Rana Partap. He was appointed governor of Bihar in 1587. Bengal was also en-

ਜ੍ਯਾ [man-na] v consider, bring to mind. 2 ac—
cept, adopt. 3 contemplate, internalize. 4 worship, pray. “manahI brahmadIk rudradIk.”
'
—saveye m 4 ke.

a fanatic Muslim near the bank of Narmada
river. 2 a nephew of Bhagwan Dass (broth-

trusted to him in 1589. Maan Singh held the
rank of haft-hazari. He died in 1615 during
the reign ofJahangir.

ਮਾਨਸੀ [mansi] See ਮਾਨਸਿਕ.
ਮਾਨ੍ਯ [manah] See ਮਾਨਅੁ. 2 See ਮਾਨਨਾ.
ਮਾਨ੍ਯ [manha] adj which upsets self—conﬁ-

dence.

ਮਾਨਂਹੂਂ [manhu] that is, as if, as though. See ਮਾਨੋ
4. “manahu bhadav mas ki ran lass patbijan ki
camkari.”—c5di I . See ਉਤਪ੍ਰੌਕਾ.
ਮਾਨਕ [manak] See ਮਾਣਕ. 2 Skt weight, mea-

sure. 3 who weighs/measures. 4 P '…ਸੁੱਰ੍, moon.
_
,
5 sun.

ਮਾਨ੍ਯਚੰਦ [manakcéd] son of Dharam Chand and
grandson of Baba Lakhmi Dass, who was born

in Sammat 1604. 2 See ਮਾਣਕਚੰਦ.
ਮਾਨਕੋਟੀਆ [mankotia] a subcaste of Rajputs.
Aristocrats of Maankot belong to this sub-

caste. See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.

ਮਾਨਧਾਤਾ [mandhata] It is a variation of ਮਾਧਾਤਾ See
ਮਾਂਧਾਤਾ. “bali prItthié mandhata inahipé.”— WV.

ਮਾਨਨਿ [mananI], ਮਗ਼ੀ [man-nil Skt ਮਾਠਿਜੈ. adj
respectable, honourable. “mananI! man
‘
vapaie.”—blla Chét m 5.

ਮਾਨਨੀਂਯ [man-niy] adj respectable, esteemed.
2 agreeable, believable, reliable.

ਮਾਨ੍ਯਤੌਂ'ਗ [manbhég] shedding one's arrogance.
2 losing one's respect. See ਮਾਨ and ਭੰਗ.
ਮਾਨਮਹਤਘਿਗ਼ਾਗ਼ਗੀਚਿ], ਮਾਨਮਹਤੁ [manmahatu] See

ਮਾਨ and ਮਹਤੁ,
ਮਾਨਮਾਨ [manman] measuring scale, measure of
scale. 2 regard shown to an esteemed per—
son. 3 highly respectable as the honourable

deities. “namo manmane.”—japu.
ਮਾਨਸੀ [manmi] See ਮਾਨਵੀਂ 4.
ਮਾਨਯ [manay] See ਮਾਨਯ.

ਮਾਨਯਧਾਤ [manaydhat] See ਮਾਂਧਾਤਾ. “manaydhat
bhae basudhadhar.”—m5dhata.

ਮਾਨਯੇ [manye] is respectable, is worthy of worShip. “caturcakr manye.”—japu.

man,
ਮਾਨਕੋਰ [mankar] daughter of sardar Vajir Singh, ਮਾਨਵ [manav] n descendants of Manu;
human being. “manaV-fdr gajfdr naralandlord of Rangarh Nangal (district Gurthp.”—al<a1. ‘god of wealth, lndar and Kudaspur) born on 7‘h day of dark phase of the
ber.’ See ਮਾਨਵੇ'ਦ੍ 2.
lunar month of Magh vadi in Sammat 1883.
ਮਾਨਵਇੰਦ੍ਰ
[manav-idr] See ਮ'ਨਵੇ'ਦ੍.
She was married to raja Devendar Singh of
a holy
Nabha. She gave birth to raja Bharpoor Singh ਮਾਨ੍ਯ ਧਰਮਸ਼ਾਸਭ੍ਰ [manav dh‘eramsastra]

ਮਾਨਵੀ
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scripture of the Hindus compiled by Manu.
See ਮਨੁ.

ਮਾਨਵੀ [manvi] adj of man, partaining to man.

ਮਜ਼ਿੳ.

ਮਾਨੀਖ਼ਾਨ [manixan] See ਮੋਰੰਡਾ.
ਮਾਨੁ [manu] arrogance, pride, vanity. See ਮਾਨ2.
“manu na kije saranI parije.”~—sor m 5. 2 respect, regard, honour. “nImane kau jo deto
manu. ”—g5d m 5.

“manvideh karo In ki.”—NP. 2 n daughter of
Manu. 3 woman, lady. 4 wooden piece ﬁtted
in the middle of upper grindstone, through the ਮਾਨੁਸ [manus
], ਮਾਨੁਖ [manukh], ਮਾਨੁਪ੍ਯਾ [manukhy]
hole ofwhich goes a small axle made ofiron.
Skt ਮਨੁਸ-ਮਨੁਸ੍ਯ---ਮਾਨੁਸ ਮਾਨੁਸਜ਼ 11 man, human beਮਾਨਵੇ'ਦ੍ [manvédr] Skt n ruler of people, king,
in g. “manukh ki tek brIthi sabh janu. ”—sukhemperor. 2 god of riches, mammon.
mani. “paras manukhy (ਗਿਰਿ maliné. ”—ga tha. `
ਮਾਨਤਾ [mania] feeling of arrogance, feeling
2just four hands long. See ਮਠਖੋਸਟ.
of vanity. “Ianrie! manra kaI karehI?”

~tI15g m 1.
ਮਾਨਾ [mana] a devotee of Guru Angad Dev.
2 P u adj similar, alike, equivalent. “maskal
maria malu musave.”—m 1 var majh. “may
scrub offdirt like the polishing material. ’
ਮਾਨਾ ਦਾ ਸੂਰਜ [maria da buraj] See ਰਾਜਗੜ੍ਹ.

ਮਾਨਿ [manI] by obeying. “prabh ki agIa manI
sukhu paIa. ”—bherm 5. 2m the mind. 3 respectable, esteemed. “tare manI harI harI
manI.”—kalr m 5.

ਮਾਨਿਐ [manIe] is highly respectable, worthy
of worship ‘kI sarabatr manIe. ”-—1'apu.

ਮਾਕ੍ਤਿ [manIk] 'Skt }ਠਿਜ਼ ruby.
HﬁEImanId] P m adjsimilar, alike, equivalent.

ਮਾਠਿਜੋ [manIni] See ਮਾਲੀ. 2 n river in spate,
spilling over its banks—sanama. 3 in poetics
heroine. “pIy 56 kart»: jU man tIy vahe manIni
jan.”—jagadvrnod. 4 bean bearing tree. AgIaia Odorataz

ਮਾਨਿਯ [manIy] adj respectable, honourable.
ਮਾਨੀ [mani] owned, accepted. “jIn satIgor ki
agIa satI satI karI mani.”—dhana m 4. 2 respectful, honourable. “mani ਪਿੰ ram ks darI
mani.”—sar m 5. 3 arrogant, vain, haughty.

4 n in poetics, a hero.“kare1‘utIy pe man pIy
mani kathe SOI. ”—jagadVInod. 5 P 8L rare,
unique, not easily available. 6 See ਮੋਰੰਡਾ.

H'b‘laﬂmanik] adj believable, agreeable.

ਮਾਨੁਜ [manuj] See ਮਠੁਜ.

ਮਾਠੁਜਾ [manuja] feminine ੦1^ਮਠੁਜ (man) — woman.
,

ਮਾਠੁਨੀ [manuni] which has a group of men —

army.—sanama.

'

ਮਾਨੂਂਸਸਿ਼ਸ੍ਯਸ਼ਪਡ਼] A JjL adjwith whom one is fervently attached, affectionate. ‘

ਮਾਨੈ [mane] only the mind, only the heart. “mane
hatu mane patu, mane he pasari.”—prabha
namdev. ‘mind is the shop, mind is the ford
(town), mind is also the shopkeeper.’ 2 accepts, acknowledges, owns. “mane hokamu

taje athmane.”—suhi m 5. 3 See ਮ੍ਹਾਨੈ.

ਮਾਨੋ [mano] See ਮਾਨ. “kIa kice kura mano.”

—suhi chét m 5. 2 assume, consider. “mano
sabh sukh nau nIth t5k£.”—bI1a kabir.

3 mind, conscience. ,“aVIgat SIU manIa
mano.”—maru m 5. 4 adv as if, as though.
“mano maha prIthU lake kaman, su bhudhar
bhumI te nyare kare hé.”—C5di 1.

ਮ'ਨੋਰਥ [manorath] See ਮਨੋਰਥ. “manoratho pura.”
—asa chét m 5.
ਮਾਨੋਰਮਾ [manorama] See ਮਨੋਰਮਾ. “kahﬁ bath man-

orama gréth bacfa. ”—91.9. 2 critique of Manorama.
ਮਾਨੰ [mané] See ਮਾਨ.

ਮਧ੍ਯ [many] adj respectable, honourable.
2 worthy of worship, esteemed.

ਮਾਠਿਉ [manIyau] believed, had faith, had a
soft corner for; became a devotee. “sabh bI-

th manIyau man.”——saveye m 4 ke.

ਮਾਪ
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ਮਾਪ [map] Skt n measurement. See ਮਿਣਤੀ.
Wlmapak] adj who measures. 2 who weighs.
ਮਾਪਨਾ [mapna] v measure, count. “dori puri

mapahI nahi.”—suhi kabir. 2 weigh.
ਰ੍
ਮਾਪਿਰੀ [mapIri] ਮਮ-ਪ੍ਰਿਯ. my darling, my dear.
“th0 111115er mapIri.”—varj€t.
ਮਾਪੇ [mape] mother—father, parents.

ਮਾਫ [maph] A __ਤੁਰ੍ਲ਼ਾ' adj pardoned, forgiven.
miniaphak] A 3;,» adjcomparable; equivalent. 2 similar, alike, identical. “maphak gujar
tahé dhan pavo.”—GPS.

ਮਾਫੀ [maphi] P [3&1 forgiving, pardoning, forgiveness. “ho: tome na mare phun maphi.”
—I<rIsan.
ਮਾਬ [mab] See ਮਆਬ. '
ਮਾਬੈਨ [maben] A (,'/..ਜ਼ੰ, adv between the two, in
the middle.
ਮਾਮਕ [mamak] Sktpron my, mine.
ਮਾਮਲਤ [mamlat] n baggage; wealth and sundries, moveable. “sabha mamlat kadh dItti.”

some work, empowered by order to perform
a speciﬁcjob. 2 A „?“ prosperous. “uha gani
basahI mamur.”-—gauravidas.
ਮਾਮੂਲ [mamul] A J54, what is expected, desired.

2A d,” utilised. i.e. used. 3 on whom some
magic is practised, as happens in mesmerism.

ਮਾਮੂਲੀਘਿਕਧ੍ਯਪਂਤੋ਼] A ਹੂਂ,?“ adjwhich has been used,
which has come in use. 2 ordinary, common,
insigniﬁcant.
ਮਾਯ [may] Maya, illusionary world. “tuhi ek
nyéta sada may kero.”—-NP. 2 See ਮਾਇ.
ਮਾਯਨਾ[ਗ਼8}/118] A (ਨੂੰ" n sense ofresolving to do
something; motive, purpose. 2 meaning, sense.
“Ik pad ko na mayna ayo.”—NP.

ਮਾਯਲਘਿਗ੍ਹਾਗਂਇਿ J L adjinclined, disposed.
ਮਾਯਵੀ [mayvi] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਰਿਜ਼. adj illusory, deceptive, misleading. 2 deceiver, charmer, enchanter. 3 knower ofillusions, magician.
ਮਾਯੜ [mayar] Dg mother.

ਮਾਯਾ [maya] See ਮਾਇਆ. “mayamoh bharampe

—JSBM. 2 A ਪੂ!” performance of an action,

bhule.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 accommodated,

business, trade, occupation, dealing.
ਮਾਮਲਾ [mamla] A ’14,, in practice, business, oc-

absorbed. “nahI ekan ke ur anéd mayo.”
—1<rIsan.

cupation. “vat n9 karai mamla, jam: th-

ਮਾਯਾਪੁਰ [mayapur], ਮਾਯਾਪੁਰੀ [mayapuri]. See

manu.”—m 2 varmajh. ‘should not do wayside

ਹਰਿਦ੍ਵਾਰ and ਮਾਇਆ 8.
ਮਾਯਾਮੋਹ [mayamoh] lust for wealth. 2 illusion

business, but take oneself as a passer—by.’ sense
— life is just like a journey. “pavanI na Iti mamle.”—s farid. “vivahi ta mamle.”—s farid. 2 land
revenue, tax imposed on land. It is clear from

ancient Sanskrit scriptures that the ruler used
to collect one-sixth of the produce as revenue
from his subjects. See ਰਾਜਕਰਮਾਮਾ [mama] brother of mother, mother’s brother, maternal uncle. 2 P u, old lady. 3 mother,

mom, mamma.
ਮਾਮਾਣੀ [mamani] of the maternal uncle, of mother’s brother. 2 wife of mother’s brother, ma-

ternal aunt.
ਮਾਮੀ [mami] See ਮਾਮਾਣੀ.
ਮਾਮੂਰ [mamur] A 154 ﬁxed, authorised to do

of ignorance. 3 There is a tale in Vishnu
Puran that when the demons overpowered the
demigods by performing a yag etc, Vishnu
handed over a man named Mayamoh to the
deities. He created this Mayamoh from his
body who stopped the demons from interfering in the performance of the ﬁre-rituals and
stood for non-violence, which led to the destruction of rule by the demons.‘
This Mayamoh is essence of Buddhism and
Jainism. There is a reference in Dasam Granth

in this context as — “jako nam n3 gav na thau.
budh avtar tIsi ko nau.”-—C3bis.
'868ਵਿਸਨੁਪੁ'ਰਾਣ580੮. 3 ch. 17-18-19,

ਮਾਰਗਮੁਕਤਾ'
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ਮਾਂਯਿਕ

ਮਾਸ਼ਿਕ [mayIk] Skt' adj illusory. 2 deceiver, con—
ceit. 3 charmer, magician.
ਮਾਯੂਸ [mayus] A J21, adjdisappointed, frustrated, disheartened.

ਮਾਯੰਦਰਾਨੀ [mayédrani] See ਮਾਜ਼ੰਦਰਾਂ and ਮਾਜ਼ੰਦਰਾਨੀ.
ਮਾਰ [mar] Ski n death, demise. See ਮਾਰਿ 2.
2 one who deeimates the people-Kamdev.
“rudr jIm mar par.”—GPS. 3 prey, victim. “mar
par sigh he.”—GPS. 4 stroke, knock, attack,

act ofrebuking. “eti mar pai kurlane.”—asa m
I . “SImrat ram nahi jam-mar.”—gaum 5. 5 hin—
drance. interruption. 6 poison. “Is ko mar gadh

baho hoi."—NP. 7 flame, blaze. “pan dipmar
par.”—G]’SI 8 In Buddhism, sensuality is
termed as ਮਾਰ [mar]. 9 P A snake. “ventey
mar par."——GPS. 10 disease, ailment. 11 See
ਮਾਰ੍ਯਣ.

ਮਾਰਹ [marsh], ਮਾਰਹਾ [marha] See characteris-

tics ਧਿਮਨ੍ਯਰੀ metre.
Example:
hIt ség konaran. atI bIbhcaran,

jIn ke es prakar.
CItrIt bahu CItran, rup VICItran,
sOdar rup apar...—-kalki.

came to the residence of Mrikandu and the
child Markandey paid obeisance to them. The
sages blessed him with long life. Then the
sages found that Markandey had a very short
life span, but they had bestowed upon him a
boon oflong life. They took the child to Brahma and forced Brahma to bless Markandey
to have a long life. Markandey‘s wife was
Dhoomavati and his son was Vedshira.
“markéde te ko adhkai jInI trIn dharI mﬁd

balae.”—dhana namdev.
2 a Puran consisting of nine thousand sloks,
regarded great scriptural importance, is thought
to have been composed by Markandey, which
contains Durga-Katha in addition to other texts,
called Chandipath and Durga Sapatshati. Its
translated version is included in Dasam Granth
as Chandi Charitar and Chandi di Var.
3 a small river rising from Barhaban. situated under Katasan Durga temple, in Nahan
state, which is used for irrigating a large re—
gion ofthe state. This enters Ambala district

near Kala Amb.

ਲ਼ੀ

ਮਾਰਕੰਡੇਯ ਪੁਰਾਣ [markédey puran] See ਮਾਰਕੰਡੇਯ 2.

ਮਾਰਕ [marak] n death, messenger of death, god

ਮਾਰਗ [marag] Skt ਸਚਿ. vr prepare, ﬁnd, search,

of death. Yam. 2 poison, venom. 3 falcon.

go. 2 n way, path, passage. 3 search, expedition, hunt. 4 custom, tradition. “Ihu marag
sésar ko.”—s m 9. 5 good tradition, good prac—
tice, good custom.
,
H'BHIE[margar_1] messenger of the god ofdeath.

4 adjkiller.
ਮਾਰਕੰਡ [11181-1<ਟੈ(_{], ਮਾਰਕੰਡਾ [markéda], ਮਾਰਕੰਡੇਯ

[…ਹਖ਼ਿਚੈਗੂੰਗ੍ਹਾ] son of sage Mrikandu. According
to a tale in Nrisingh Puran, when Markandey
was born to Mansvini, Mrikandu came to know
from the forecast that the child would die at
. the age oftwelve years. Thus his parents were
always overwhelmed with sadness. One day,
Markandey asked his parents the reason for
this. They told him about his short life. Then
Markandey practised very intense meditation
and succeeded in attaining the boon of longlife from Vishnu.
According to Padam Puran, seven sages

2 ਸਸ੍ਰਾਹਯਿ. beg, demand, ask for. 3 search. 4 arrow. “taje margan asur mar gen, yatha mar gen
hat khagraI.”—GPS. ‘shot arrows; killed manly
demons as garor [bluejay] kills snakes.’

ਮਾਰਗਿਥਘਿਗ਼ਾਥੂਸ਼ੂਥੂਟੋਧਿ] ਮਾਗੰ-ਪਾਂਥ. a traveller’s path.
2 path shown by holy persons. “agIani kIU

calah marag p5tha?”—jetm 4. 3 path described
by a sect, doctrine laid down by a sect.
ਮਾਰਗ ਮੁਕਤਾ [marg mukta] open path. 2 Sikh
religion.

ਮਾਰਗਿ
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ਮਾਰਗਿ [maragI] in the way, on the way. “maragI moti bithre.”—s kabir. “agIani 5dha kIsu
ohu maragI pae.”—-gujm 3.

ਮਾਰਗਿ ਪੰਥ [maragI pféth] wayfarer on the way,
traveller on the way. “maragI péthI calé gur-

ਮਾਰਵਾਰ

paie dhahe n9 hOI kapas.”—m 1 var majh.
ਮਾਰਣੁ [marnu] See ਮਾਰਣ 3. “maIa ka marano

harInamU he.”—m 3 var guj. 2 See other
meanings of the term ਮਾਰਣ.
ਮਾਰਤਸਿ਼ਫਿ਼ਪੋੰਗ਼ੀ] kills, murders, assassinates. 2 See

satIgur s'égI SIkha.”—tukha chétm 4. ‘pilgrims
joined the followers of Sikhism on the way.’
ਮਾਰਗੀ [margi] who is going on the way; travel—

ਮਾਰਤਕੀ [martaki] adjofthe wind. 2 ਮਾਤਿੰਕੀਂ, earth-

ler, wayfarer. “sunat margi det bataI.”——GPS.

ਮਾਰਤਲੋਕ [maratlok] See ਮਾਤਲੋਂਕ 2. “maratlokah

2 a subcaste in Kathiavarh, which is a branch
of Vammarg.

ਮਾਰਤੰਡ [martéd] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਧਫ਼, sun, born from a

ਮਾਰਗੀਯ [margiy] pertaining to path/passage/
way. 2 See ਰਾਗ.
ਮਾਰਗੁ [maragu] Way, path, passage. See ਮਾਰਗ.
“maragu bIkhamu c.lravna.”—'m 4 varsar. “maragu prabh ko Sétl batan.”—gau m 5.

ਮਾਰਜਨ [marjan] (See ਮ੍ਰਿਜ) Skt ਸਗਿੱ. vr produce
sound, utter, clean. 2 ਮਾਜੰਨ (ਸ਼ਾਚਚਿ). n act of

ਮਰੁਤ.

en, made of clay.

nanak CIrékal dukh bhogte.”—sahas m 5.

dead egg. There is a tale in the Markandey
Puran that the sun’s foetus was rendered rotten in Aditi’s womb due to a curse from
Mercury (Buddh). With his spiritual power
Kashyap put life in the dead foetus. It is written in Purans that Vishavkarma lathed the dead
part of the sun so as to bring it back to the

cleaning and scrubbing. 3 cleaning the mouth ‘ original shape. See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਕਰਮਾ
The temple of Martand raised by king Laprior to chanting of mystical hymns.
litadity
in Kashmir during the eighth century is
H'Bﬁﬁlmarjani] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲੱਮਾਜੰਨੀ. which puriﬁes; which
removes the blemish. “namo arjani marjani kal— historically very famous. Although the condi—
tion of the temple is dilapidated yet it still speaks
ratri.”—C§d1' 2. 2 broom.
_
ਮਾਰਜਾਰ [marjar], ਮਾਰਜਾਰੀ [marjari] ਮਾਸਾੰਰ-ਮਯਾੰਰੀ. of its vastness and beauty.

one keeping oneself very clean, female cat ——
male cat. See ਮਾਰਜਨ. The cat always keeps its
face very clean, does not allow any dirt on it,
hence this name.
ਲ਼ੀ

ਮਾਰਜਿਤਸਿ਼ਸ਼੍ਯਹਂਗ਼ੁਦਿ] ਕੋਧੰ/‘ਮਾਜਿੰਝ. cleaned, washed.
ਸਾਰਣ [maran] n that condiment/spice, which
softens the hard ingredients of food during
cooking. “khat-tursi mukhI bolna, maran nad

kie.”—sri m 1. “maran pahI haram mahI hOI
halal n9 jaI.”—m 1 var majh. 2 furnace for
fusing metals. 3 medicine exercising the reVerse effect; antidote. 4 Skt act of murdering; assassination, murder. 5 practice of chanting mystical hymn in keeping with Tantarshastar.

ਮਾਰਣਿ [maranI] in the furnace. “loha maranI

ਮਾਰਦਵ [mardav] Skt ਮਾਦੰਵ. n delicacy, tenderness, softness. 2 poverty, humility. 3 kindness.

ਮਾਰਫਤ [marphat], ਮਾਰਫਤਿ [marphatI] A 459/" n
sense of having (spiritual) knowledge, self-re-

alisation. “marphatI menu maraho abdala.”
—maru solhe m 5.

waaa'ﬂmarphati] adj who has self-realisation.
See ਮਾਰਫਤ.
ਮਾਰਬਕਾਰਾਘਿਪਿੰਹੇਅਚੀਫ਼ਾਂਕ] See ਮਾਰਾਬਕਾਰਾ. “marabka—
ra subhatan karyo.”—GPS.

ਮਾਰਵੜੀਆ [marvaria] See ਮਾਰਵਾੜੀ. 2 In Punjab
the sikligars came initially from Marvarh.
Hence they are named as Maravarhias.
ਮਾਰਵਾਰ [marvar], ਮਾਰਵਾੜ [marvar] desert; land

which is not irrigated. 2 region of J odhpur state

in Rajputana; desert area.

ਮਾਰਵਾਂਤਿ
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ਮਾਰਵਾੜਿ [marvarI] in Marvarh, in the desert area.
“marvarI jeSe niru balha.”—dhana namdev.
ਮਾਰਵਾਡ਼ੀ [marvari] resident of Marvarh region.

2 Sikligar. See ਮ'ਰਵੜੀਅਾ 2.
ਮਾਰਾਸਟ੍ਰ [marastra] See ਮਹਾਰਾਸ਼੍ਟ੍ਰ.
ਮਾਰਾਂਕੁਸ਼ [marakos] which goads sexual desire;
male sexual organ, penis, See ਮਦਨਾਂਕੁਸ਼. 2 Dg
nail. Sexually excited persons play frolic with
nails during the sexual act.
ਮਾਰਾਬਕਾਰਾ [marabkara] xa kill! kill! beat! such
is the roar the lion produces to frightenthe
enemy. ln the Khalsa lexicon, this word has
acquired sanctity When Singhs belonging to
Taruna Dal gathered to take the just prepared
hemp-syrup, they roared like a lion and uttered
challenging shouts as — “mara bakarast dar
vakte jég.” Thus the name ਮਾਰਾਬਕਾਰਾ got associated with the roar ofa lion.
ਮਾਰਿ [marI] by killing. “haume VIcahu marl.”—

ਮਾਲਉਡੁ
jo gae.”——m 3 var maru 1. ‘who retired to win
control over their minds. 4 A six-note ਰਾਗ [rag]

in which ﬁfth note is forbidden. A six-note rag
in which the ﬁrst, third, sixth and the seventh
notes are soft; the second is ﬂat; the fourth is
sharp. The third note is sonant; the sixth is
subsonant.‘ In Guru Granth Sahib the place of
maru rag is twenty-ﬁrst. It is specially sung
during the war and on the death of some person. It is sung normally during the third quar-

ter of the day. “age‘calat su mam gavat cadan
CIta bIsal banai.”—GPS. 5 ਸ਼੍ਯਕੈਲ਼ਾ drum. “ummal latthe jodhe maru vajan.”—Céd1' 3. 6 adj

who kills. “maru rIpun ko, sevak tarak.”—GPS.
wgtﬂmaruph] A 4,]? adjwhich is understood;
which is known. 2 famous, important. “marphati maruph lakkh, hakk hakikat hukam samane.”——BG. 3 n obligation. 4 goodness, virtuousness.

sri m 3. “dusman clut sath marl kadhie.”—m

ਮਾਰੇਰਿ [marehI] defeat (him), sense — winover,

4 var bIIa. 2 n that which kills— death. “sabad mare ta marI maru.”—~maru a m 1.

defeat. “marehI su ve jan haume.”—suhi Chét

ਮਾਰਿਕਾ [marIka] adj who kills (0. 2 n goddess

ਮਾਲ [mal] Skt rosary. “mukatImal kanIk lal

Durga Kali. goddess of power. 3 death.

ਮਾਰੀ [mari] See ਮਾੜੀ. 2 adj who kills (m). 3 P
‘51:, adj who is killed/murdered/assassinated.
4 who is crushed.
ਮਾਚੀਚ [maric] son of demoness Tarka. He was
a chief in Ravan’s army. He attained the guise
of a golden dear when Sita was abducted by

Ravan. See ਮਰੀਚ,
ਮਾਗੋਯ[ਧ1ਜ਼ਿਡ਼ੇ}/] adjpertaining to the sexual instinct.

ਮਾਰੁੱਚਰ" […ਹਪਿਧਧਹਿਰੈ] (they) the cry kill, kill.
ਮਾਰੂਤ [marot] wind, air. See ਮਰੁਤ 2.

ਮਾਰੁਤਸੁਤ [marutsut], ਮਾਰੁਤਿ [marutI] son of
Pavan (god of wind), Hanuman. 2 Bhimsen.

m 5. 2 kills.

‘

hira.”—j£t m 5. “ratan padartha sadhu ségatI
mIl mal paroie.”—BG. 2 chain of buckets in
the Persian wheel. “kar harI hatmal tid parovahu.”——bas§tm 1.3 row, line, class. 4 cotton
string; belt ofa spinning wheel that makes the ,
wheel rotate. 5 Peelu tree, wild jungle tree.
See ਮਾਲਸਾਹਿਬ. 6A JL riches, wealth, property. `
“mal joban chodI vesi.”—asa chét m 5.
7 P adj occupied, captured. It is used as a
sufﬁx as in ਪਾਮਾਲ. 8 n rest, relaxation. 9 similarity, equivalence.
ਮਾਲਉਡੁ [malaudu] row of stars, neckace of stars.
“malaudu kalmal kédal duraI daI.”—NP. ‘Like

ਮਾਰੂ [maru] n sexual desire, sensuality. “surup

the sun, the guru hid sins in the guise ofstars.’

subhe sam maru.”—GPS. 2 desert; arid land.
“maru mth na trIptIa.”—m 1 var majh.
3 desolatejungle, barrenjungle. “maru maran

lMany texts on music consider it a heptatonic ਰਾਗ [rag]

See ਕੰਦਲ.
and all its notes are pure.
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ਮਾਲਸਾਹਿਬ [malsath] a wild tree in Nankiana,
the shadow of which remained static while
Guru Nanak Dev was sleeping under it. The
tale of the shadow provided by the snake’s
hood over the Guru’s visage also relates to

this place.’ See ਨਾਨਕਿਅਾਨਾ (e). 2 See ਕੰਗਣਪੁਰ.
ਮਾਲਸਿਰੀਘਿਟਪੰਨ੍ਯਸਂ] Skt ਮਾਲਵਸ਼੍ਰੀ. in musicology, a
variation of a sri rag that inheres a heptatonic
composition. The period of its singing is in the
evening. Aecording to Hanumat, it is a varia-

tion of hidol rag and has five notes barring
the usage of 6th and 3ml notes. Most of the
musicians take its as the pentatonic variation
of Kalyan wherein 2"°' and 6th notes are prohibited. Fifth is sonant while ﬁrst note is subsonant, the foUrth note is sharp and the rest

are pure.
ascending — $3 g9 mi pa na ਡੁਬ.
descending —— s3 na pa mi g9 ਤੁਰ.
“maISIri su basét bIhag.”—GPS.

ਮਾਲਕ [malak] Skt n coconut-bowl. 2 A J1.
master, owner, proprietor. See ਮਾਲਿਕ.
ਮਾਲਕਉਸ [malkaus] See ਮਾਲਕੋਮ.

ਮਾਲ ਕਾਲ ਜਾਲ [mal kal jal] n destroyer of wealth
— swindler; his noose — snare.—sanama.

ਮਾਲਤੀ

many additional utterances of the Guru and
his devotees. One of these is a composition of
eleven stanzas, written by a disciple, under the
same title. It begins as:
var malkas ki patsahi 10 pauri —
malkos dhunI ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ਿਰ] banai.
alakh nam saca khudai.
jab dono haddé ek rakhai.
nanak Ih bIth sacce 1<੦ ban ai.

nanak jo prabhu bhavhfge.
harI jiharImédarI avahfge...
2 A rare hand—written scripture of Guru Granth
Sahib is preserved in the holy shrine of Bhai
Buta Singh, Hakim in Rawalpindi.2 Itcontains
malkas ki var of 35 stanzas, which starts as:
“malkas ki var mahla 1 (page 1321)
saca alakh apar saréda janie.
belle saccxaxahau.
dUI pur jor VIchorI dhare adanie.

suraj céd UpaI jagI jotI samanie.
basaku netrs paI meru madhanie.
saIrU mathI VI r011 guru amar satanis.

athChIa ratan UpaI su tudhahI samanis.
brahma bIsanU mahes SII‘e tInI janie.
ape alakh aparu gursabadI pachanie. (1)

ਮਾਲਕੀ [malki], ਮਾਲਕੀਯਤ [malkiyat] P ਆੰ ownership, custody, control.
ਮਾਲਕੁ [malaku] master, owner. See ਮਾਲਕ 2.

“ghatI ghatI malaku dIla ka.”—trl§gm 5.

ਮਾਲਕੌਂਸ [malkos] It is a pentatonic Bhairavi rag.

gurparsadi nanka sace gun gava,
tudhu bhavs tu salahna sacu pura pava.” (35)
ਮਾਲਣਾ [malna] v rub, massage. “tanI mardan
malna.”—asa m 5.

Second and ﬁfth musical notes are avoided.
The ﬁist and the fourth musical notes are pure;

ਮਾਲਣਿਘਿਗ਼ੀਹਧ੍ਯ], ਮ'ਲਣੀ [malani] See ਮਾਲਿਨੀ. “bhar

third, sixth and seventh are ﬂat. Fourth is so-

ਮਾਲਤ[ਧ1819੮] occupies, seizes, possesses. “kahubIhave so pIru malat.”—ram a m 5.

' nant and the ﬁrst is subsonant. Time of its singing is midnight. It ﬁnds place in Dasam Granth
and Saravloh.

atharah malanI teri.”—maru soIhe m 1.

ਮਾਲਤਿ [malatI] See ਮਾਲਤੀ.

tional scripture of Dasam Granth,l that includes

ਮਾਲਤੀ [malti] Skt n a species of Jasmine.
Jasminum grandiﬂorum. 2 moonlight. 3 name
ofa river. 4 a poetic metre. See ਸਵੈਯਾ 10.

'Onc ofits versions is installed ofﬁcally in the gurdwara’

2It has a strange arrangement ofrags and includes several

ਮਾਲਕੌਸ ਕੀ ਵਾਰ [malkas ki var] It is an excep-

of Sangrur state.

apocryphal texts.
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(b) type 2 — four feet, each comprising two

jaganslSl, lSl.
Example:
guruSIkh man. karo prabhu dhyan.
VIkaran han. laho nIrvan.
(c) type 3 — each foot includes no ra ga 13.
Ill, SIS, S, |.
Example:
sumatI van he soy. rahIt nahI jo soy.
karat kam k0 nItt. dharat nam me CItt.
(d) type 4 — each foot consists of eleven

ਮਾਲਵਾ

of the capital. Its area is 5750 square miles.
“malner multan malva vasI kIyo.”—carItr
2 1 7.
ਮਾਲਮ [malam] See ਮਾਲੁਮ. “he yah katha jagat ma
malam.”—cob1's.
ਮਾਲਮਤਾ [malmata], ਮਾਲਮਤਾਹ [malmatah] A Cmdt

karat ju hIt CIt than,

wealth, clothes, baggage etc, movable property. “mal matah lutaya atIthI hvejat bhyo.”
—carItr 262.
ਮਾਲ ਲਾਲ ਅਰ ਸਾਲ [mal lal 3r sal] See ਖਾਲ 14.
ਮਾਲਵ [malav] Skt n territory surrounding Avan—
ti; a region in central India that includes states
ofIndore, Bhupal, Dhar, Ratlam, Jaura, Rajgarh and Narsinghgarh etc; Malwa. 2 rag malav. See ਮਾਲਵਾ 2.

te hi sughar sujan,

ਮਾਲਵੲੀ [malvai] belonging to Malwa region.

matras ending with guru laghu.
Example:
mat pIta sanman,

' kaVIjan karat bakhan.
(e) type 5 - It is also named as Yamuna
with each foot comprising n9, ja, .ja, re. ||l, ISl,
ISl, SIS.
Example:
padh gorugréth anéd pag-hi,
gurUSIkh pad sanémra laghi,
parvathu k0 nahI lobh dharte,
kahIkar var sadiv palte.

2 resident of Malwa. See ਮਾਲਵਾ 3.
ਮਾਲ ਵਕਫ [ma] vakaph] See ਵਕਫ.
ਮਾਲਵਾ [malva] See ਮਾਲਵ. 2 rag malav. “kIdara
or malva.”—I<rIsan. It is also named Malvi. It
is complete rag of the lower tetrachord. In
the descending order, seventh musical note is
avoided. Ifemployed, it is required to be ﬂat.
The ﬁrst, third, fifth, and seventh notes are
pure; the second and sixth are ﬂat and the
ਮਾਲਤੀਮਿਤ੍ਵ [maltimItr], ਮਾਲਤੀਮੀਤਘਿਕ਼ੀਯੰਗ਼ਪੋਂ] ﬂower fourth is sharp. The second note is sonant, the
sixth is subsonant. The ﬁfth and the third are
sucking black bee. See ਮਾਲਤੀ 1.
in accord. The period of its singing is fourth
ਮਾਲਦਾ [malda] a town situated at the confluquarter of the day.
ence of Kalindri and Mahananda rivers in East
Bengal and Assam, which is 207 miles away ascending — s3 ra g3 mi pa dha s.
from Calcutta. The variety of mangoes grown descending— so no pa mi g3 ra s.
here is very popular. Guru Tegbahadur visited This rag ﬁgures in Dasam Granth and in Guru
Granth Sahib; it is employed in combination
this town. “cal krIpalu jab age gae. nagar malwith
Gauri rag.
da prapat bhaef’—GPS.
3 territory of Ferozepur, Ludhiana & Patiala;
ਮਾਲਦਾਰ [maldar] P ,1AL wealthy, rich.
desert area of Nabha, Jind, Faridkot which
ਮਾਲਚੇ [malde] ਮਾਲਦੇਵ. See ਧੁਨੀ (h).
ਮਾਲਨੀ [malni] Skt ਮਾਲਿਨੀ. (she) who makes a became lush green with the blessings of Guru
Gobind Singh who changed its name to Malgarland— gardener’s wife.
ਮਾਲਨੇਰ [malner] territory named Mallani of wa from thejungle. In history, it is told that
the tenth Guru was staying in Damdama. One
Jodhpur region in Rajputana, situated west

ਮਾਲਫੀ
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day, while standing upon a sand mound, he
exclaimed. ‘what a beautiful ‘canal is flowing!, how sweet the mangoes are there on
these trees! what excellent wheat is growing here! ’ Listening to this Dalia said, “Guru
ji!” Such beautiful things are not to be seen
around as it is an arid land area. My lord!
you are having an illusion. In the sunlight, the
sand appears as a canal, wild plants look as
mangoes while the reed grass gives the illusion of being the wheat crop.” Upon this,
Guru Gobind Singh replied, “See Dalla, you
are not aware. I have turned this territory
into Malwa and bestowed all these comforts
upon this region.” This related to the time
when none could dream of digging canals.
The people of Malwa are deeply grateful and
highly surprised at this prophecy of Guru
Gobind Singh.

ਮਾਲਵੀ [malvi] a Brahmin subcaste living in the
north-west. 2 adj of Malwa, pertaining to Malwa.
ਮਾਲਾ [mala] Skt 11 line, row. 2 garland of flowers, necklace of precious stones. 3 rosary see
ਜਪਮਾਲਾ. “harI harI akhar dUI Ih mala.”——asa
m 5.

2 garland, necklace. 3 liquor, wine.

ਮਾਲਿਦੁਲੀਚੈ [malIdulice] on the costly carpet.
“malIdulice bsthile mIrtakU, nen dIkhalanu

dhaIa re.”—asa m 5. ‘a dead person (without
any knowledge of self-realisation) is seated
on the throne.’ sense — has acquired a very
high and respectable position. The exhibition
of pomp and show has vanished; sense —
hatred for pomposity.

ਮਾਲਿਨਿ [malIni], ਮਾਲਿਨੀ [malIni] (she) who
makes a garland. “bhuli malIni, he eu.” and
“malInI bhuli, jagu bhulana.”—asa kabir.

2 See ਸਵੈ'ਯਾ 28.
ਮਾਲਿਨ੍ਯ [malIny] Skt n foulness, dirt, deﬁle—
ment. 2 apathy, non—attachment. 3 withering
of the face.

ਮਾਲੀ [mali] grandson disciple of Bhai Pheru, a
saintly follower of Guru Gobind Singh. 2 Skt

ਸਜ੍ਹਾਕਿਜ੍. adj who makes garlands. 3 n gardener.
“ahInIs phul bIchavs mali.”——gau a m 1.
4 sense — the Creator, whose garden is the
whole universe. “tau mali ke hovahu.”—bas§t
m 1. 5A ਸ਼ੀ, adjpertaining to wealth. 6 Sardar
Rattan Singh, author of Panth Prakash, has

also called captain Murray a ਮਾਲੀ [mali]. “jar-

nel age tho mali kaptan.” See ਮਰੇ.

ਮਾਲਾਸਿੰਘ [malasfgh] See ਲਾਹੌਰਾਸਿੰਘ.

ਮਾਲੀਸਿੰਘ [malisigh] See ਅਲੀਇਿਪਂ.

ਮਾਲਾਕਾਰ [malakar] n gardener, who makes garlands. 2jeweller, who makes necklaces of precious stones/gems/pearls.

ਮਾਲੀਹ [malih] See ਮਲੀਹ. “dhukha jIU malih.”
—sfar1'd.

ਮਾਲੀਖੌਲੀਆ [malixalia] A yg’t melancholia n

ਮਾਲਾਦੀਪਕ [maladipak] See ਦੀਪਕ (c).

stubbornness, one suffering from obduracy.

ਮਾਲਾਵਾਰ [malavar] See ਮਲਵਾਰ.

See ਉਦਮਾਦ.

ਮਾਲਿ [mall] with wealth, with money. See
ਰਾਜਿਮਾਲਿ. 2 See ਮਾਲੀ.
ਮਨਿਸ਼ [malls] P U511, process of massaging,
massage.
ਮਾਲਿਕ [malIk] ਠੋੳੳਮਾਲਕ 2. 2 Skt one who makes
garlands; gardener. 3 jeweller, who makes
necklaces of precious stones.

ਮਾਲਿਕਾਂ [malIka] Skt n creeper ofjasmine.

ਮਾਲੀਂਗੋਂੜਾ [maligara] Skt ਮਾਲਵਗੋਂੜ. It— is a heptatonic ‘Maru’ rag.l Sixth musical note is applicable in it. It is a union ofpuria and srirag.
Secondmusical note is sonant while the sixth
note is subsonant. Third and the ﬁfth musical notes bring it into focus. Some musicians
’Many musicians uphold the ﬁrst note by forbidding the

usage of ﬁfth note.
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think these are subsonant and sonant. Third,
ﬁfth and seventh musical notes are pure.
Second musical note is both flat and sharp.
The period of its singing is the third quarter
of the day.
ਰ੍
’

ascending — 5 re g9 mi pa dha na s.
descending —— s na dha pa mi ga re s.
Twentieth is the place of maligaura rag in
Guru Granth Sahib.
ਮਾਲੀਦਨਕ਼ਿਧ੍ਯਮੂਯੱਗ਼] P dig”. v rub, scrub, massage.
ਮਾਲੁ [malu] See ਮਾਲ. “111810 dhanu jorIa.”—suhi

kabir. 2 malu is also used for me]. See ਮਾਨਾ2.
ਮਾਲੀਯਤ [maliyat] A __.ਮੂੰਸ਼੍, n ﬁnancial condition,
ﬁscal status. 2 cost, price.
ਮਾਲੁਮ [malum] See ਮਾਲੂਮ.

ਮਾਲੂਸ਼ਾਹ [malusah] a devotee of Guru Amar
Dev, resident of Dalla.
ਮਾਲੂਮ [malum], ਮਾਲੂਮੁ [malumu] A pl” adjcame
in purview; was known. “haval malum kardé
pak alah.”—tII§g m 5.

ਮਾਲੋਂ [malo] Mango and Male, two searchers,
came to Guru Nanak Dev to attain spiritual
knowledge. The Guru impressed upon them
the value of religious observance. 2 Sheikh
Malo was a Muslim scholar. He had a discussion with Guru Nanak Dev at Kartarpur. He
was so impressed by the Guru’s utterances
that he turned a devotee of Guru Nanak Dev
and thus attained self—realisation.
ਮਾਲੇਂਸ਼ੇਖ [malosekh] 888 ਮਾਲੋਂ 2.

ਮਾਲੋਪਮਾ [malopma] See ਉਪਮਾ (c).
ਮਾ'ਲ੍ਹ [malh] See ਸਾਲ 2 and 4.

ਮਾਞਸ [mavas], ਮਾਵਸਿ [mavaSI] new moon night,
lunar month’s last day of the dark fortnight.
See ਅਮਾਵ'ਜ੍ਯਾ. 2 888 ਮਾਵਨਾ.

{"ਮਅਰੋੰ

na mavat.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5. 2 intoxicated, adj engrossed, captivated. “s01 rahIo
mad mavat he.”—bI1a m 5. See ਮਦ ਮਾਵਤ.
ਮਾਵਨ [maven], ਮਾਵਨਾ [mavna] v ﬁt in, be absorbed, be stuffed in. “jo asmanI na mavni.”
.—sor m 1. “evadu vadha, mava nahi.”—m 1

var majh. ‘may expand too much to ﬁt in.’
ਮਾਵਡ਼ੀ [mavri] Dg mother.
ਮਾਵਾ [mava] n tempering. 2 starch, hair-dye.
3 milk paste, farina. 4 opium ball.

ਮਾਵਾਸੀ [mavasi] 888 ਮਵਾਸੀ. “tah manu mavasi
raja .”—bh£r kabir.
‘
ਮਾਵਾਯ [mavay] A Gm, n shelter, cover.
H'Ba'ﬂmarri] n monastery, mansion, hermitage.

“pIrU ucrie marrie, tIhU loa SIrtaja.”—suh1' Chat
111 1.
‘
ਮਾੜਾ [mara] adj ﬂeshless; having meagre ﬂesh
on the body; lean; thin. 2 weak, slim. 3 fake,
bad.

ਮਾੜੀ [magi] adj faminine ਘੰਮਾੜਾ (bad) 2 n monastery, mansion, palace. Skt ਜਿਫਿ. “1<ਘ’ਪ ਗ਼ਟੈਗੂੰਗ੍ਰ)
kuru mari.”—var asa. “kothe médap maria.”

—m 3 var suhi. 3 In Punjab Gugga temple is
specially named as maxi. See ਗੁੱਗਾ.
ਮਾੜੀ ਕੰਬੇ ਕੀ [magi 1<§bo ki] Kambo Marhi is a
village in district Lahore. It falls under Khalra
post ofﬁce. Valiant Sukhha Singh, resident of
this village, was an associate of Mehtab Singh
Mirankotia. Both of them served the Sikh
cause a lot. See ਮੱਸਾ ਰੰਘੜ, ਸੁੱਖਾ ਸਿੰਘ and ਮਤਾਬ

ਸਿੰਘ.
ਮਾੜੀ ਮੁਸਤਫਾ [mari mustapha] village in tehsil
Moga of district Ferozepur. There stands a

night; 'of Amavas. “nIsa mavsi.”-—c5di 2.

gurdwara in this village in memory of the sixth
Guru.
ਮਿ [mI] Skt vr measure, construct, establish,
take care.

2 will be accommodated/absorbed. See ਮਾਵਨਾ.

ਮਿਅੱਸਰ [mIassar] See ਮਅੱਸਿਰ. 2 888 ਮੁਯੱਸਰ.

ਮਾਵਸੀ [mavsi] adj pertaining to the new moon

ਮਾਵਣਾ [mavna] 888 ਮਾਵਨਾ.
ਮਾਵਤ [mavat] gets absorbed. “eta gabu akaSI

ਮਿਅਪ੍ਰਿੰਗ਼ਗ਼ੁਠੋ] P U? advinside, within, inbetween.
2 n repository, sheath, scabbard.
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ਮਿਆਦ [mIad] A ,5; nitenure, duration ﬁxed
for executing a speciﬁc task.

ﬁm[m1an] P ਕਿੰਨੂ» adv inside, within. 2 n central part, middle section. “ape ners durI ape
hi, ape méth mIano.”—sr1' m I . ‘It is you. who
exist near, far and inbetween.’ 3 abdomen,
stomach. 4 cover, covering. 5 waist, loins.

ਮਿਆਨਾ [mIana] P :45. n central portion. 2 adj
of middle standard.

ਮਿਆਨੋ [mIane] See ਮਿਆਨ and ਮਸਾਨੇ.
ਮਿਆਨੋ [mInano] See ਮਿਆਨ 2.

ਮਿਸਰੀ

lavat mahaprasad.”—BGK.
ਮਿਸਤਰ [mIstar] A ੴ n wooden mallet used
by masons for levelling. 2 an implement for
drawing straight lines on cardboard or board
by fastening a string or card on it. It is done so
as to write straight on the paper or the board.

ਮਿਸਤਰੀ [mIstri] A df’: - 07v: 11 one who uses
a levelling instrument that draws straight lines,
one who draws the building plan ofa house
on the ground, draﬁsman. 2 writer, who writes

in straight lines.
ਮਿਸ਼ਨਧਿਸ਼ਝੁਗ਼ਾ] E mission, aim, object, purpose,
objective, speciﬁc purpose. 2 a social group
sent for a speciﬁc purpose. 3 group of preachﬁ-fH'[mIS] orﬁ-fa [mIsu] Sktﬁm. n excuse, trick, ers. 4 ambassador or team of ambassadors,
guile, fraud. “rasu ntsu medhu amrIto bIkhu sent by one state to another to settle certain
cakhi.”—sr1' beni. 2 P at copper. 3 See ਮਿੱਸ.
issue (5), between them.
4 E miss, virgin, unmarried woman.
ਮਿਸ਼ਨਰੀ [mIsnari] E missionary, a person with
ਮਿਸਕਾਤ [mIskat], ਮਿਸ਼ਕਾਤੁਲਮਸਾਬਿਹ [mIskatulma . the mission to preach religion. 2 Christian
sabIh] A 5w”, ,1? It is an authentic holy book
priest/clergyman. 3 adjregarding the mission,
ofthe Suni Muslims in Arabic language. This
pertaining to a mission.
‘
is a pious scripture of the Muslims as is Manu ﬁ-rFDWImIsmar] A A.» n nail, hobnail.
2 P adj
Simirti for the Hindus and Bani Gurdas ki (utdemolished, broken. ‘
terances by Bhai Gurdas) for the Sikhs. This ਮਿਸਮਿਲ [mIsmIl] See ਬਿਸਮਿਲ and
ਮਿਸ਼ਿਮਿਲਿ. ,
was written by Sheikh Hussain-Ali-Bagvi; who ਮਿਸਰ [mIsar] A ﬂ n town, city.
2 Egypt, a
died in 510 Hijri. Sheikh Waliuddin expanded country with its capital at Cairo. The area of
it by making some additions in 737 Hijri.
Egypt is 350,000 square miles and its populaSheikh Abdul Haqq translated it into Persian
tion is 12,750,000. 3 ਰ੍ਉਂ/ਢ਼ਡੱਮਿਸ਼੍ਰ adjmixed, blendduring the reign ofAkbar.
'
ed. 4 supreme, superb. 5 11 famous person,
ਮਿਸਕਾਲ [mIskal] A J5? old silver coin weigh- honourable person. 6 Brahmins’s title. “IkI
ing four and a half mashas. 2 weight equivapadhe pédIt mIsar kahavahI.”—ram a m 1.
lent to-four and a half mashas.
Upadhyay, Pandit, a Brahmin caste. 7 physiQ
ਮਿਸਕੀਨ [mIskin] See ਮਸਕੀਨ.
cian, especially a practitioner of Greek sysਮਿਸਟ […ਗ਼ੁ5ਹਨੂ] Skt ਮਿਸ੍ਵ. adjsweet, melodious. “nae tem of medicine. 8 blood. 9 a disease.
bhogras mIsté.”—varj£t. 2 dear. “mIsat lage ਮਿਸਰਾ [mIsra] A 2/“ n one plank
of a door.
prIa bola.”—sar m 5.
2 line of verse, stanza, verse.

ਸਿਆਲ [mIal] A db; n raised ground, raised
platform. 2 low boundary of the ﬁeld. “khetI
mIala ucia.”—m 3 var guj 1. See ਕ੍ਤਿਣਉੰ 3.

ਮਿਸਟਾਏਂ [mIstae] adj sweet,- sweetened. “bahu
bfjan mIstae.”—mala m 5.
ਮਿਸਟਾਨ [mIstan] Skt ਮਿਸ੍ਵਵੇੱਨ. n sweet bread,

sweetmeats, confectionery. ‘fek mIstan pan

ਮਿਸਰੀ [ਗ਼ਗ਼ੁ51ਲ਼ਾ‘1] A df’ n pen, reed pen. 2 sword,
sabre. “sri guru tumre hath ki mIsri kalma
jan.”—GPS. 3 resident of Egypt. 4 sweet meat
prepared in small earthen pot; clean/clear

ਮਿਸਲ

sugar crystal deposited in a small earthen pot,
lump sugar. First of all it was prepared in
Egypt, hence the name.
fHHE[mIsall A J” n status, designation. “mIs—

' al phakira gakhri.”—s farid. 2 ﬁle (of papers)

3 adjsimilar, alike, identical. 4 868ਬਯਾਂਮਿਸਲਾਂ.
ਮਿਸਵਾਕ [mIsvak] A Jr; 11 twig for cleaning
the teeth; tooth brush made of a twig.

ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨੀਏ
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‘

ਮਿਹਨਾਝੀ [thnati] adj pains taking, hard working.

ﬁ-RD-F'E[m1hman] See ਮਿਹਮਾਨ. “age sarpar jana
jIU thmana.”—vac_1 alahani m 1.

ਮਿਹਮਾਣੀ [thmani] See ਮਿਹਮਾਨੀ. “tosa dICE sacunamu nanak thmani.”——m 5 var gau 2.
ਮਿਹਮਾਣੁ [thmanU] See ਮਿਹਮਾਨ. “tu hOIrahu
thmanu.”——m 3 var sor.

ਮਿਸਾਲ [mIsal] A Jay 17 illustration, instance,

ਮਿਹਮਾਨ [thman] P qu’ n ਮਿਹ (elderly) ਮਾਨ

example. 2 picture, photo. 3 edict, written order, royal proclamation.

(alike); who is respected as an elderly person,

ਮਿਸਿਮਿਲਿ [mISImIII] saying ਬਿਸਮਿਲ. “mISImIlI tamasu.”—bher1<abir. See ਬਿਸਮਿਲ.
ਮਿੱਸ [mIss] sense ofheing mixed; adulteration.

ਮਿਹਮਾਨੀਂ [thmani] n hospitality and guest’s
care. 2 sense of being a guest.
ਮਿਹਮਾਨੁ [thmanU] See ਮਿਹਮਾਨ. “gurparsadl
jane thmanU.”—asa m 1.

2 mixed flour usually ofwheat and grams etc.

“nanak tarie teri thar.”—-ram m 5. 3 sun, See

ਮਿੱਸੀ [mIssi] adjmixed. blended. 2 n tooth-pow-

ਮਿਹਿਰ.
ਮਿਹਰਗੀਨ [thargin] P ਪੂੰਨੂ; adj full of love,

ਮਿਸੁ [mIsu] See ਮਿਸ.

guest.

ਮਿੱਸਾ [mIssa] adjmixcd. blended. See ਮਿਸਰ 3. ﬁm[m1har] P /' n love, affection. 2 grace.

der, usually of black colour. It is mostly used
in Eastern countries. Ladies use it for especially brightening their teeth.

very loving. 2 kind, benevolent.

ਮਿਹਰਚੰਦ [tharcéd] son of Baba Dharam

ਸਿਸ੍ਵ [1112੮5੮],ਮਿਸ੍ਵਾਨ [mIstan] ਠੋੳੳਮਿਸਟ and ਮਿਸਟਾਨ.

Chand, real brother of Manik Chand and

“sada cay mukhI mIstbani.”——saveye m 3 ke.

grandson of Baba Lakhmi Dass. 2 a_ valiant
disciple oquru Hargobind who attained selfrealisation and fought bravely in the battle of

‘being sweet-tongued.’

ਮਿਸ੍ਰ [mIsr] See ਮਿਸਰ 3 to 9.
ਮਿਸ੍ਰਿਤ [mIert] Skt adj mixed, compounded,
blended.
ਮਿਹ [th] Skt ਸਿਂਫ਼੍. vr wet, urinate. 2 n dew.
3 fog, mist. 4 god Ofmist. 5 rain.

ਮਿਹਡਾ[…ਗ਼ੁ}1(.18],ਮਿਹਡ਼ੀ [thdi] adjmy, mine (m,

f). See ਮਹਿੰਜਾ. “péjI kIrsan mujere thdIa.”
and “gurI kati thdi jevri.”—sr1' m 5 pepaI.

ਮਿਹਤਰ [thtar] P ﬁv’ ਮਿਹ (big), ਤਰ (much).
chief, head, elderly. Skt ਮਹੱਤਰ. 2 a title in Chitral dynasty. 3 out of respect a scavenger is

also named as thtar as a barber is called
raja (ruler).

ਮਿਹਦੀ [thdi] See ਮਹਿੰਦੀ.
ਮਿਹਨ੍ਯਧਿਸ੍ਖ਼ਸ਼ਗ਼ੀ] A y; n grief. 2 pain, suffering. 3 hard work, toil, earnings.

Kartarpur.
ਮਿਹਰ ਦਇਆ [thar daIa] love and kindness,

affection and grace. See ਮਿਹਰ. “ape thar
daIapatI data.”—maru soIhe m 1.

ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨ [tharban] P ਪਾਂਠੁ/ਫ਼ਾ: adjkind, benevolent, merciful. 2 loving. 3 son of Baba Prithi
Chand, who became chief of the Diwana sect.
Like his father, he also was opposed to the

Guru. He wrote a Janam Sakhi of Guru
Nanak Dev, which includes many facts
opposed to the Guru's precepts.

ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨੀ [tharbani] P [5”; kindness, mercy. 2 love, affection.

‘

ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨੀਏ [tharbanie] See ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨ 3 and
ਦਿਵਾਨੇ.

ਸਿਹਰਬਾਨ੍ਵ
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ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨੁ [tharbanu] See ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨ.
ਮਿਹਰਮਿਹਰ [tharthar] adj grace of the merciful (sun). “jakau thar thar thervana.”
—maru sohlc m 5.
ਮਿਹਰਵਾਣ [tharvan], ਮਿਹਰਵਾਣੁ [tharvanU],

ਮਿਹਰਵਾਨ [tharvan], ਮਿਹਰਵਾਨੁ [tharvanU] 866

ਮਿਚਲਿ

ਮਿਹਿੰਡਾ [thida], ਮਿਹਿੰਡੀ [thicji] my, mine.

‘

See ਜ੍ਯੋਡਾਕੈਘਾਂ ਮਿਹਡਾ.

ਮਿਹਿਰ [thIr] Ski n sun. 2 wild plant of the
sandy area. 3 cloud. 4 moon. 5 wind, air.

6 short for ਵਰਾਹ ਮਿਹਿਰ. 866 ਵਰਾਹ ਮਿਰਿਰਾਚਾਰਯ.
7 copper. 8 king, ruler.

‘

ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨ. “hukam hoa tharvan da.”—sr1' m 5

ਮਿਹੰਡਾ [théda] my, mine. “gosai thﬁda

papa I. “beét sathU mera tharvanu.”—ram
m 5. “an hoe tharvan.”——sor m 5. “sathU
mera tharvanu.”—tII§gm 5.

ਮਿਕ [mIk] one. See ਮਿਕਨ. 2 866 ਮਿੱਕ.
ਮਿਕਦਾਰਧਿਧਵ੍ਰਿਗੁੰਪਿੰ] A Jug; n approximation, esti-

ਸਿਹਰਾ [thra] a Khatri subcaste. 2 a Bakala
resident, disciple ofthe Guru who took a vow
not to reside in his newly built house unless
the Guru stayed in it for sometime. Guru
Hargobind stayed for a few days in his house
alongwith Mata Ganga in order to fulﬁl the
devotee’s desire. Mata Ganga breathed her

last in this house. See ਗੰਗਾ ਮਾਤਾ and ਬਕਾਲਾ.
ਮਿਹਰਾਬ [thrab] A *1}, n arch, arch-shaped
structure of the door etc. 2 arch of a mosque
that faces Mecca, standing in front of which
the muslim prayer is performed. “sutta jaI
masit VICC val thrabe paI pasari.”—BG.
Wlmlhramatlﬁ-ﬁﬁmﬁf[thramatllA

92/ kindness, act ofmercy. “tu karI thramatI sai.”—prabha kabir. “tarasu paIa thramati hoi.”—m0davar_ii m 5.

ਮਿਹਰੀ [thri] who accepts mehar (dowry) …

Ithra.”—sri m 5 pspaI.

mation, assessment. 2 period. duration. 3 capability, power, authority. 4 adjsimilar. equal,

identical. “dehi kaci kagad mIkdaré.”—gaum
3. “menu msmatu megal mIkdara.”—gau m 3.
‘mind like that ofan intoxicated elephant.”

ਮਿਕਨ [mIkan] v combine, merge.

ﬁ-IEEI'Fr[mIkraj] A Ja}; )1 cutting device, scissors.
ਮਿਕਾ [mIka] only one. 2 only, merely, simply.
3 See ਮਿਕਨ and ਮਿਕਿਓਂਨੁ.
ਮਿਕ਼ਿਓਨੁ [mIhonU] mixed, combined, merged.
See ਮਿਕਨ. “apu ape seti mIhonu.”—var ram
3. 2 he made (them) unite.
_
ਮਿੱਕ [mIkk] adj compounded, combined. 2 n
stake (terms and conditions) the game of kids.
3 leader ofa play group. “avahu mIkk duhﬁ
dIS te.”—1<rIsan. 4 crushing, rubbing. Sknjaa‘.
“jadIn sastra gahI mIkk he.”—-paras.

wife. “dehri bethi thri rove.”—I<eda kabir.
See ਮਹਰ 2. “Ik dIn raja carha SIkara. 55g lae

ਮਿਖ[1ਸ੍ਯ1<11] n nail, axle, shaft. 2 Sktnr'ﬁm. dy-

thrIyE apara.”—carrtr375. 2 P (5/3 stringed

me kIO VIrodh kia?”—JSBM. 3 See ਮਿਸ.
ਮਿਚਣਾ [mIcna] v be shut, be closed.

instrument. 3 ﬂute, pipe.

nasty, lineage. “ek mIkh se upje bhai6 ne apes

ਨਿਹਿਰੰ'ਮਤ[ਧ1ਗ਼ੁ11੮ਰੈ…ਗ਼ੀ],ਮਿਹਗੰਪ੍ਰਾਤਿ[ਗ਼ਗ਼ੁਧਿਟੈ…ਰਿਗ਼ੁ] 866
ਮਿਹਰਾਮਤ. “karI thrématI sai.”—suhi chétm
5. 2 adjkind, merciful, benevolent. “sarab jia

ਮਿਚਲ [mIcaI] n violation ofa code. See ਮਿਚਲਿ.

thrématI hOI, ta musalmanu kahave.”—m 1

ਮਿਚਲਿਸਿ਼ਸ਼ਞਕ੍ਰੀਗ਼ੁ] by violating tradition, by breaking the rules. See ਮਿਚਲ. “labs: male ghulI mIlI

varmajh.
ਮਿਹਵਾਰ [thvar] one having buffaloes; shep-

herd. “méjhi ls thvar.”— BG.
ਮਿਹੜਾ [thra] See ਦੁਰਗਾ 4.

ਮਿਚਲਾਉਣਾਸਿ਼ਸ਼ਗ਼ੁਧੀਕਧਧ੍ਯ] v feel like vomiting, feel

nausea.

mIcalI.”—m 1 var maIa. ‘A greedy person‘
likes to acquire money by violating all the principles. Le. a greed and wealth are close to

ਮਿਜ
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each other.’ as —~ “ughe sau_r palégh.”

ਮਿਜ [ij], ਮਿੰਜ [mij] Skt ਮੱਜਾ. n bone-marrow,
body’s greasiness (fat).
ਮਿਜਗਾਨ [ijgan] P CM)», 11 eyelids, upper eyelids. 2 hair ofeyelids.
ਮਿਜਮਾਨ [ijman] )1 son-in-law, daughter’s hus-

band. “ijman hoe bIna tu nahi devne.”

—bhagatavali. 2 See ਮੇਜ਼ਬਾਨ.
ਲ਼ੀ
ਮਿਜਮਾਨੀਧਿਸ਼੍ਬ੍ਯੂ‘ਗ਼ਗ਼ਬ੍ਰੂ] hospitality, feast. See ਮੇਜ਼ਬਾਨੀ.
“Ik dIn kari sathn ijmani.”—carItr 350.

“0a ki rarI mItat.”—-bavan.

ਮਿਟਨਾ [mItna] See ਮਿਟਣਾ.
ਮਿਟਨਾਈ [mItnai] 11 act of disappearing, act of
ending, completion. “parpac dhroh moh mItnai.”—ba van. ‘intricacies of life; mundane affairs, betrayal (treachery) and attachment,
came to end.’

ਮਿਟ ਨਾਵਉ [mIt navau] there is no trace left;
' i.e. nobody talks of (them). “pécahu ka mIt
navau.”——dhana namdev.
'

ਮਿਜ਼ਰਾਬ [mijrab] A v’f’ n bow, plectmm or ਮਿਟਵਾ [mItva] n earthen pot, pitcher. “pae narring ofwood or ivory used for playing string

instfuments like sitar, rebeck etc. Plectrum.
dipak ko gaI gaI bharat tava so tapyo
karke alap megh yako SIyraIde,
capla te Cécal ) pavan te vegvan
tarphadha me phasay- CItt thahIraIde,
bhulyo lay nam tar prabhu ko vrIjes-harI
dske kartar'kartar ਪਿੰ sujhaIde,
baba ke rababi bhai mardana! krIpa kar
nesuk rabab par ijrab IaIde.

ਮਿਜ਼'ਜ [mIzaj] A 517, n nature, temperament.
2 after effect; 3 arrogance, pride, vanity.

ad ke mItve phute.”—g5d kabirr ‘vessels of ﬁve
vices broke asunder.’

ਮਿਟਵੀ [mItvi] died,~vanished. “janam maran ki
mItvi déjha.”—maru solhe m 5.

ਮਿਟਵੈ [mItve] vanishes, disappears. “jalat rahe
mm: kabI nahI.”—bh£rnamdev.

ਮਿਟਾਉਣਾ [mItauna] v remove, withdraw. 2 de-

stroy. 3 efface. See ਮਿਟਣਾ.

.

ਮਿਟਾਊਂ [mItau] adjwho destroys. 2 will destroy.
ਮਿਟਾਇ [mItaI] by‘removing, by making (something) disappear. “mani mItaI jivat mare.”

—bavan. See ਮਣੀ.

4 adjmixed, combined.
ਮਿਜ਼ਾਜਪੁਰਸੀ [mIzaijrsi] P 0‘4: 51); n asking

ਮਿਟਾਹਿਓ [mItahIo] erased, caused to disappear.
“parachat darsan bhetI mItahIo.”—kan m 5.

about another’s well-‘being, enquiring about
another’s happiness.

ਮਿਟਾਨੇ [mItane] disappeared. “mItane sath

ਮਿਜਾਜੀ [ijaji] A L59]: adj pertaining to one’s
nature. 2 A L5} ਫ਼ੂਝੁੰ/ mundane, pertaining to worldly'

or natural objects. “catha Isak ijaji he.”
—mago.
ਮਿਟੲੀਆ [mItaia] adjwho abolishes, who eradicates. 2 erased, cleared. “jo dhurI lIkhIa, su
mIte na mItaia.”—bIIa a m 4.

ਮਿਟਣਾ [mItna], ਮਿਟਣੇ [mItne] v be eradicated.
“mIte jéjal hoe prabhu dIal.”—ram m 5. “m1:Igae gavan, pae bIsram.”——sukhmani. 2 die,
expire. 3 disappear. M be removed. “mItIo
édher mIlat harI nanak.”—gau m 5.
,
ਮਿਟਤ੍ਯਸ਼ਿਗ਼ੁਣੁਗ਼ੀ] (he) disappears. (she) disappears.

kalIkales.”~ram m 5'. 2 made to vanish,
caused to disappear.

ਮਿਟੀ [mIti] n vanished, ended. “mIti bIath
sarab sukh hoe.”—guj m 5. 2 n clay, soil, earth.
“mIti pai atolvi.”—s farid.

ਮਿਟੀਆ [mItiéi] n earth, soil, clay.
ਮਿੰਟੋ [mite] Gilbert Elliot, ﬁrst Earl of Minto. He
was born in 1751 AD in Scotland. He became
a member of the policy committee of England
in 1776 and was appointed chief of Board of
Control of East India Company. He served as
Governor General of India in 1807-13. He sent
Sir Charles Metcalf to Maharaja Ranjit Singh
for signing a treaty between the Sikh Empire

ਮਿੱਟੀ
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ਮਿਤਾਕ੍ਯਾ

and the British regime. The Phoolkian states

4pal = 1 ﬁst (closed hand or palm)

came under defensive control of the British (on
April 25, 1809) during his tenure. He breathed
his last in England on June 21, 1814. His grandson Lord Minto also remained Governor Gen—
eraloflndia in 1905-10.

6 ﬁsts = 1 hand
4 hands = 1 bow
2000 bows = 1 koh

,ਮਿੱਟੀ [mItti] See ਮਿਟੀ and ਮਿਟੀਅਾ.
ਮਿੱਟੀਲੈਣੀ [mIttilsni] See ਮਾਟੀ ਲੇਨੀ.

fHBlmIth] Sktﬁ-nj. adj sweet. “mIthrasu khaI ,
su rogI bharije.”—bh£r a m 1 .
ਮਿਨ੍ਯੂ […ਗ਼ੁਸਿ਼ਚਿਧ] n sweetness. “mIthatU nivi

nanka.”—var asa.
ਮਿਠਬੋਲੜਾ [mIthbolra], ਮਿਠਬੋਲਾ [mIthbola] adj

polite, sweet-tongued, soft-spoken.“m1thbol—
ra ji harI sajanu suami mora.”—-suhi Chétm 5.
ਮਿਕ੍ਯਾ [[ਸ੍ਯਸਿ਼ਨੂਕੈ] adj sweet, having sweetness.

2 dear, beloved. “ਰੈ… abe thavahu mIthra.”
—sr1'm 5. ‘dearer than parents.’ “mukh: boli
mIthre ben.”—majh m 5 dInrenI.
ਮਿਠਾ [mItha] Skt ਮਿਸ੍ਵ. sweet. “mItha karIks

khaIa.”—sor a m 5. 2 sweet (utterance); dear.
“mItha bolahI nIVI calahI .”-521“ m 3. “hukam

4 1(th = 1 yojan
In the modern system of measurement we
have:
12 inches = 1 foot
3 feet = ] yard
220 yards = 1 furlong
8 furlongs (or 1760 yards) = 1 mile
3 hands = 1 ਕਰਮ [karam]. See ਕਰਮ.

10 karams = 1 ਜਰੀਥ [jarib]. See ਜਰੀਬ.
3 ﬁngers = 1 gIrah
4 gIrahs = 1 gItth (fully stretched plam)
2 gItths= 1 hand
2 hands or 16 gIrahs (36 inches) = 1 yard

9 sarsahis or'bIsvasi = 1 marla
20 marlas = 1 kanal
4 kanals = 1 vigha
2 vighas = 1 ghumaon
See ਹਲ, ਚੜਸਾ and ਮੁਰੱਬਾ.

ਮਿਲਾ [mInna] v measure. 2 weigh.
ਮਿਤ [mIt] Skt adj measured. See ਮਿ vr. 2 approx—
imate, less. i.e. mItbhasi. 3 thrown. 4 Skt ਮਿਤੁ
tIa.”—m 1 varmajh. 5 sweet tuber; a kind of n friend. “mIt ka CItU anup.”—phunhe m 5.
poisén. See ਤੋਂਲੀਂਆ4. “mahura mItha akhie.” ਮਿਤਵਾ[…1ਦਿ\/<੧],ਮਿਤੜਾ[ਧਾ:੮ਧ੍ਯ] friend. “mItva jih

mItha ménIa he.”—JSBM. 3 11 objects like
jaggery, sugar etc. “ਹਿਜ਼… mItha ku_ru makhIo.”
—var asa. 4 sugarcane. “vekhu jI mItha ka-

te hIt manat he.”—1<rIsan. “an k0 kije mItra.”
—suh1' a m 1 .

—BG. “ghol mItha lapto than pe.”-—krIsan.
‘Pootna (Kans’s sister) applied a paste of
sweet poisonous aconite root on her teats to
kill Krishan.’

ਮਿਤਾ [mIta] friend. “Iko harI mIta.”—m 3 var
guj 1. 2 measured, weighed.

ਮਿਠਾਈ [mIthai] n sweets, sweetness. 2 sweet

ਮਿਤਾਹਾਰ [mItahar] n measured diet, controlled

bread.

ਮਿਠਾਸ [mIthas] sweetness, melodiousness.
ਮਿੱਠਾ [mIttha] See ਮਿਠਾ. 2 See ਮੀਆਂ ਮਿੱਠਾ.
ਮਿੱਠਾਮੱਲ [mItthamall] See ਕੋੜਾਮੱਲ.
ਮਿਰ੍ਯਰੈੰ [mInati] n measurement, act of measuring. Units of measurement (of length) as
described in the ancient books are as follows:
length of three barley grains = 1 pal

diet, parsimonious eating. 2 adj having controlled diet, taking limited food.

ਮਿਤਾਕਰਾ [mItaksra] critique of Yagyavalaky
Simirti, which was written by Vigyaneshwar
in 1076 AD during the reign of king Vikarmank of Kalyan.‘ This is a famous book on
'It is now popularly known in Nizam’s territory as
Kalyani.

ਮਿਤਿ
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Hindu law. See ਯਾਗਯਵਲਕਜ਼ 2 exposition of a
vast topic in a few words. i.e. composition of
a vast subject in brief.
ਮਿਤਿ [mItI] Skt knowledge. 2 measurement.
“harI bIétU, hau mItI karI baranau.”—sorm
5. 3 proof. 4 limit, duration. “sukha ki mItI
kIa ganI?”—sr1' m 5. 5 cost, price. “tumri get:

mItI tum hi jani.”—sukhmam'. 6 establishment.

ਮਿਤੀ [mIti] limit. See ਮਿਤਿ. “sokh mIti hﬁ
bahre.”—var jet. 2 lunar day, date—as the 7th

ਮਿਥੰਠੱ

ਮਿਤ੍ਰ'ਮਾਰ [mI tramar], ਮਿਤੁਮਾਰੀ [mItramari] adj who
breaches faith/trust of a friend. 2 n coldness,
that destroys friendship.

ਮਿਤ੍ਰਮਿਲਾਪ [mItramIlap] meeting with a friend.
kete raj kaj dekhe sukhan ke saj dekhe,
diragh samaj dekhe khare khan pan me,
dVIj “baldev” kahe danIn ke dan dekhe
manIn ke man dekhe dhyani dekhe dhyan me,
sodar sucal dekhe bade bade mal dekhe
lal dekhe ton jan pure puri sari me,
dekhe sab lekhe h'é alekho ek yahi prabhu
mitr ke mIlan sam sukh na jahan me.

day of bright fortnight of lunar month Poh.
3 interest, that increases day by day. 4 rate of
interest.

ﬁﬁ'zﬁ‘lmxtrai] n friendship, friendliness. “karI

ਮਿਤੁ [mItu] friend. “prabhu mItU mIle sukh

ਮਿਤ੍ਰਾਚਾਰ [mItracar] conduct of friendship, mo-

pai.”—gau m 4. 2 See ਮਿਤ.
ਮਿੱਤਾ [mItta] Bhai Mitta, resident ofSultanpur,
a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev.
ਮਿਤ੍ਰ [mItr] 11 one showing affection; friend.

“mItr ghanere karI thaki.”—sr1' m 3. See ਮੀਤ.‘
2 sun. “tav akhIan me mItr ki rahi na jab pa—
hlcan. kahan lagyo sabh jagat tUhI nam Uluk
bakhan.”2—basét satsai. 3 a scholarly Brahmin, whose daughter Maitreyi, was also a
learned woman. See ਯਾਰ੍ਯਵਲਕਜ਼ 4 a wild plant

of the sandy region. 5 See ਮਿਤ੍ਰਾਵਰੁਣ.
ਮਿਤੁਚਾਰੀ [mItracari] n ethical standard of friendship; its code of conduct.

ਮਿਤੁਤਾਯਿਨ੍ਗ਼ੁਗਿਹਿਕ], ਮਿਤੁਤਾੲੀ [mItratai] n friendship,
feeling offriendliness.
ਮਿਤ੍ਦ੍ਰੋਹ [mItradroh] n betrayal of a friend; animosity for a friend.
ਮਿਭ੍ਰ'ਦ੍ਰੋਹੀ [mItradrohi] adj betrayer; who betrays
a friend and nurtures enmity with him.

mItrai sadhu SIU.”—asa m 5.

rality of friendship, friendship’s code of con—

duct. See ਮਿਤੁਚਾਰੀ. 2 pickle ofakk, a wild plant
of the sandy region. L Calotropis procera. It
is useful in curing flatulent diseases. It is prepared by boiling leaves ofakk and by adding
vinegar, salt and pepper in it.

ਮਿਤ੍ਰਾਵਰੁਣ [mItravarun] two deities Mitar and
Varun of the vedic period3 supposed to save
the earth and the sky. Their names go conjointly as is the case ofAshwanikumars. Two
sages Vashishath and Augasty were born from
their semen.
ਮਿਤ੍ਰੋਖੁ [mItrekhu] Skt ਸਿਂਕ਼ੇਥੂ. seventh declension;
among friends. “Isat mItrekhu bédhavah.”
—ga tha.

ਮਿਥ [mIth] Skt ਸਿਂਵੋਸ਼੍. vr understand,join, meet.

2You are called an owl because you cannot recognise a

2 See ਮਿਕ੍ਯਾ. “uratho mItthUhar. ”—Caum 5.
ਮਿਥ: [mIthah] Skt part between each other,
mutually. 2m solitude.
ਮਿਥਣਾ [mIthna] v think, contemplate. 2 understand. 3 make ﬁrm opinion. See ਮਿਥ l.
ﬁtElﬁ'lmIthan] adjuntrue, false, unreal. “mIthan manorath supen-anéd.”—asa m 5. “mIthan

friend; meaning that those who do not recognise a friend,

sabh bIsthar.”—sarm 5. 2 See ਮਿਥੁਨ and ਮੈਥੁਨ.

ਮਿਤ੍ਪ੍ਰੌਹ[…ਗ਼ੁਠਿ੮9ਧੀ11‘੦}1] 868'ਮਿੱਡੂੰਦ੍ਰੋਹ.
'Chanaky dcseribcs the qualities ofa friend in his Sutras

as—entrag ਵ੍ਜੇਛਰਂਹੂਜ਼ਾ ਸਿਕਸ੍. (35)

are owls. Here the word ਮਿਤ੍ਰ is an equivocal.

3This Varun is not god of waters (oceans/rivers).

ਮਥਨਮਹਯ
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ਮਥਨਮਹਸ[mIthanmohasa]See ਮਹਸ.

ਮਥਨ [mIthna] See ਮਥਣ.

ਮਰਧਵਸਨ

ple. 2 copulation o f husband and wife. 3 third

zodiac sign.

ਮਥਨ [mIthena] illusory. “drIstIman he saga]
real. See ਮਸਨ. “mIthni bIsthar.”—'sar partal mIthena.”—maru solhe m 5 .
m 5.
'
ﬁrEl'EIT[mIthya] See ਮਥਆ.2 untruth, falsehood.
ਮਬਰ [ਗਣਖਯਢ] n coiumn, pillar, post. 2 tower, “ I h chabI prabhav mIthya subhat.”-—paras.
ਮਥਨ [mIthni] (are) illusory, (are) untrue/un-

minaret, dome o f a mosque etc. “masit de
m f t h a r nal samat

l a I betha.”—-JSBM

ਮਥਲ [mIthal], ਮਥਲ [mIthla]See ਮਥਲ. -

ਮਥਆ [mIthIa]Skt ਮਕ. adj ﬁctitious; not
in harmony. “mIthIa haume mamta m a I a . ”
—sukhmam'. 2 n falsehood, untruth. “mIth—

3 mortal, impermanent. “mIthyéSt dehé.”——sahas In 5.
[mIthyadhyavasan], ਮਧਧਞਸਤ
ਮਧਧਵਸਨ

[mIthyadhyavaSItI] wrong notion; ﬁgure of

speech in which a false statement is proved
as true by giving false proofs.
k0 jhuthe varnan an,
jhuth arath ki SIdt

I a nahi rasna paras.”—sukhmani. 3 adj useless, fruitless, futile. “mIthIa tan nahi paraup- mIthyadhyavaSItI kahIt h'é bhusan sukaVI
kara.”—sukhmam'.

,4

mortal, impermanent,

sujan.

destructible. “inIthIa raj joban dhan mal.”
—sul<hman1‘.5 a d v falsely, mockingly. 6 past

tense of ਮਥਣ. as — ‘usne apne hIt lai I h

mIthIa.’
' ਮਥਲਸਸਲਸਕ]
kingdom of Mithi, son ofNimi,
also named a s Tirhut and Videh. It is bounded
by Kaushiki river in the east, Gandka in the
west, Himalaya in the north and Ganga in the
south. Now this territory is divided into Darbhanga, Champarn, Mujjafarpur. 2 city o f king
Janak; capital of Janak. Now Sitamaarhi is
also named as Janakpuri. The birthplace o f
Sita is about one mile away from this town,
where Sita was found by Janak while ploughing the ﬁeld. Dhenuka, six miles away from
Sitamaarhi, is the place where the bow said to

-——_3Ivrajbhu,san..

Example:
philu rababi baladU pakhavaj kaua tal bajave,
pahIrIcolna gad-ha nace bhesé bhagatI karave,
bethI s‘I'ghU gharI p a n lagave ghis galaure I I ave,
gharI gharI musri mégalu gavahI kachua

'Sakhu bejave,

‘

kahat kabir sunahu re sétahu, kiti parbatu khaIa,
kachuakaheagar t lorau luki sabadusunaI a .
—asa kabir.
nIsce janahu jhuthi maya,
tese jhuthe t I h vhara,
supan VIkhe jIU sarIta vara,
‘ be of Shiv’s was‘ broken by Ram.
cahIt nau cadh utaryo para,
“ਮਥਲਸ [ m I t h I l e s ] ruler o f Mithila, k i n g .
supan taka de so léghjai,
Janak.
I s i ritI t f h lehu lakhai.
ਮਥਲਸ ਕਮਰ [mIthIles kumari] daughter of
-—NP.
Janak, Sita.
sasesi g kg nad se métr nIrakkhar ga I ,
ਮਥ [mIthu]Skt adv erroneously, by mistake. svarathI1181-1<0 man tabs apne kar me a I .
2 one after the other, successively, in quick
‘It is not possible to control the mind of a
succession.
selﬁsh person; to make an attempt to do so is
ਮਥਨ [mIthun] Skt 11male and female as cousaid to be delusory.’

ਮਿਚ
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I‘BVI rasmé ls gagan me sﬁdar médIr chaI,

bacyo cahé je kal te rakhahu deh duraI.
—a151<ar sagarsudha.
ਮਿਚ [mId] Skt ਜਿਵ੍, vr become fat, ‘render fat.

See ਮੇਦਮਿਦੰ [mIdé] See ਇਦੰ.
ਮਿਧ [mIdh] Skt ਸਿਂਬ੍. vr understand, know, torment, join, unite.

'

ਮਿਧਣਾ [mIdhna] v trample, crush by rubbing.
See ਮਿਧ vr.
ﬁRﬁMmInhal A [ਥੂ/‘ਲ਼ੀ part from that, out ofthat.
2 i.e. deduct; subtract.

ﬁmlmxnkar] A 15;; n beak. lts root is ਠਕ਼ਰ
(meaning to pick up grains).

ਸ੍ਟਿਧਾਲ [mInkal] A day n horse’s swift movement, swift-footed animal.

ਮਿੰਟਜ਼ [mInét], ਮਿੰਨਤਿ [minatI] A „'.'/$ n favour,
obligation. 2 request, prayer. “karI minatI
lagI pavau.”-—dhana namdev.

ਮਿਰਗੀ

ਮਿਰਗਾਏ [mIrgae] Skt ਸ੍ਵਧ੍ਯਚ੍ਜ੍. n quadruped, four—
legged creature. 2 doe. “nad bhrame jese mIrgae.”——g5d namdev.
ਮਿਰਗਾਣੀ [mIrgani], ਮਿਰਗ'ਨੀ [mIrgani] n deer’s
skin. Sages who practise yoga use deerskin

as a seat to sit upon. “péc tat ki karI mIrgani.”—asa kabir.

ਮਿਰਗਾਵਲੀ [mIrgavali] ﬁle of deer, line of deer.
“sigh buke mIrgavali bhénijaI .”-BG.

ਮਿਰਗੀ [mIrgi] ਸ੍ਵਧੀ. doe. “clas mIrgi sahje béth
ani.”—bher m 5. ‘ten sense organs.’ 2 a disease. Skt ਲ਼ਿਧਹ੍ਸ਼ਾਹ੍.‘ A E epilepsy.
The reason ofthis disease is sometimes hereditary or it is caused due to excessive intercourse, masturbation, excessive brain-work,
worry, grief, worms in the intestines, obstruction in the excretory system, intaking of poison,
over-intoxication, stepping up and down on un—
even places, suddenly getting scared, indulging

ਮਿਨਾਝੀ [mInti] See ਮਿਣਤੀ.

in sex or doing hard work with ﬁlled stomach.

ਮਿਨਨਾ [mInna] See ਮਿਣਨਾ. “atulu na jai kIa
mIna.”—maru soIhe m 5.

The patient suffering from this disease suddenly feels ﬂatulence of gas in the stomach or
feels a tingling sensation in the body that makes
him dizzy and renders him unconscious. The
patient feels difﬁculty in breathing. When suffering from epileptic attack ﬁmeles, one grinds
teeth, spits spume from the mouth in a state
of unconsciousness. Sometimes one has attack of catalepsy in which thejaws are locked.
The body limbs get bent; he gets pale and his
heart palpitates fast. Sometimes urine and
stool also get involuntarily discharged.
Ifthe level wind humour is high, the epileptic attack occurs after twelve to ﬁfteen
days. In case of excessive sycosis, the frequency ofepileptic attacks is after a month or

ਮਿਨਾਰ {mInarl See ਪ੍ਯਾਰ 2 and ਮੀਨਾਰ.
ਮਿਮਾਰ [mImar] See ਮੇਂਮਾਰ.

ਮਿਮਿਅਾੲੀ [mImIai], ਮਿਮਿਯਾਈ [mImyai] See

ਮੋਮਿਅਾੲੀ. “karI mImeai anpahI khavave.”
~—CarItr 2 74.

‘

'ﬁrﬁw[m1mola]pied, wagtail. See ਖੰਜਨ. “mrIg
a mImolan ki mano Ih khanI hs.”—1<rIsan.

ਮਿਮਜਾਈ [mImyail See ਮੋਮਿ'ਆਈ.
ਮਿਰਗ [mIrag] or ਮਿਰਗੁ [mIragu] Skt ਸ੍ਵਧ. act of
searching, exploration. 2 quadruped, four—
legged creature. “ban 1<a mIragu mukatI sabhu hogu.”——gau kabir. 3 deer. “péic mIrag bedhe 51v ki bani.”—bh€r m 5. ‘ﬁve sexual de-

pravities etc.’

ਰ੍

ਸਿਰਗਮੈ [mIrgame] n musk. “kesarI kusam mIr—
game.”—tII§gm 1.

ਮਿਰਗਾਇਲ [mIrgaIl] 11 ﬁle of deer, line of deer.
“j: m ghétak herI baje m I rga Il.”——1<rIsan.

so. Ifall the three defects are there, one feels

epileptic convulsions daily or after a span of
ﬁve to seven days. The periodicity ofconvul'paticnt. 'who loses his memory.

ਮਿਰਗ
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sions may be less or more depending upon the
physical condition of the person as well as on
period ofthe oncoming ofthis ailment.
It is always beneﬁcial to inhale snuff for
sneezing. To make the patient smell asafoetida, snuffing of ﬁnely grained dried rice grains
soaked three times in milk and the dripping of
the extract of basil of leaves in the nostrils is
beneﬁcial. It is also useful to give snuff prepared by rubbing soap nuts [ritha] in water.

Drippin g of the blood of bugs into the patient’s
nostrils is also very beneﬁcial. A cork should
be pressed into the mouth of the patient when
he is having an attack ofepileptic convulsion,
so that his tongue does not get cut. This ailment can be easily ‘cured if the patient is in
the age group of twenty-ﬁve years but the
patients of higher age can’t be fully cured.
The best treatment of this disease is ——
(a) to make the patient daily lick the ﬁnely
ground varac mixed with honey.
(b) to give the gorocan or green coconut
rubbed in water daily to the patient.
(0) to keep roots of piperaceous plant maghpippal soaked in elephant’s urine for forty
days and change the urine daily afresh; and
after drying them to give one maghpippal
ground and mixed in honey daily to the patient
for licking.
(d) to make the patient lick extract of Brahmi Buti mixed with honey.
(6) to take daily six mashas mixed with
honey four times by weight.
(f) to take the ground tender beans of

suhajna in water alongwith snuff.
(g) to do the massage of banafsa (a herbal
medicine plant—purple coloured) oil on the head
and milk ofakk on the soles Of patient.
(h) to give ﬁve to forty grams' of potassilonc grain equals halfa ratti.

ਮਿਰਜਾ

um bromide daily to the patient.
(i) to make the patient eat Brahmi-ghrit.2
These are the restrictions to be observed
by the epileptic patient i.e. eating of meat,
acerbic food, raw sugar and chillies drinking,
sexual, intercourse, anger, worry; grief, exces—
sive, food and excessive sleep, moving on terrible uneven tracks, looking on the sun, dwell-

ing in dark place and in rain, looking at the
rotating or revolving object and flowing
water.

The patient suffering from this disease
must take simple diet. He must use fruits like
ﬁg, grapes etc and vegetables in abundance.
Taking rice, coarsely ground or partly crushed
grains, milk, vegetable oil, almond oil, conserve ofroses, mint-sauce, strolling in pollution free environment and remaining always
happy are some tips which are very useful
for an epileptic person to observe. The
patient must be very cautious that he/she
does not have constipation. “mIrgi rog hoto
tIs bhari.”—GPS.

ਮਿਰਗ਼ੁ [mIragu] See ਮਿਰਗ.
ﬁﬁ'u’lmlrac] pepper, chilli. See ਮਰਚ. 2 red chil—
li is also given this name.

ਮਿਰਜਾ [mIrja] P 0/, 11 Short for amirzadah; son
of a rich person. 2 lover of Sahiban.
“ravi nad upar vase narI satha nam.
mIrja ke 55g dosti karat ath hﬁ jam.”
—CarItr 129.
Son of a Muslim Bijhal of Kharal subcaste,

resident of Danabad, whose maternal grand
parents resided in Jhang, Mirja was brought
up in his maternal grand parent's house and
he was a pupil in a school. A beautiful girl
named Sahiban, who was the daughter of ‘
Kheeva Khan belonging to Sial subcaste living in Jhang itself was also there. Mirja fell
28cc ਸਿਰੜ about ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮੀ ਪ੍ਰਿਤ-

ਮਿਰਜ਼ਾਪੁਰ
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in love with her. When her parents came to
know of their affair, she was betrothed to a
youth Tahar of Chandharh subcaste and the
date of marriage was also ﬁxed. Mirja was
away to his parent's Village at that time.
Sahiban sent a message to him that she was
going to be married to someone else and
beseeched Mirja to take her away immediately. Mirja had a very clever and swift mare
named Bakki. He reached Jhang riding on
Bakki without any one accompanying him and
ran away after abducting Sahiban. Her parents chased and caught Mirja when he was
asleep in the shade of a wild tree. They
brutally murdered Mirja; Sahiban, on ﬁnding
Mirja dying, snatched a dagger from her
brother and pierced it into her heart to die
there.
“kamar bhrat ki turat hi jamdhar lei nIkar,
karyo payano mit pahI Udar katari mar.” .
-carItr 129.
3 a title conferred during the Mughal empire,
that was not only conferred upon the Muslims, but the Hindus as well as Mirja Jay Singh
etc.

to collect revenue from the rulers of the hillstates. He recovered money from some selfwilled masands and also punished them. “mIrjabeg huto tIh namé. jIn dhahe VIniUkhan ke
dhamé.”——VN a 13. This happened in 1701

AD.

'ਰ੍

ਮਿਰਤ [mIrat] n mortal world, earth. “sorag pavItra mIrat paVI tra paIal paVItr alogani.”—ram

m 5. 2 sky ﬁlled with air; atmosphere. “surag
m1 rt paI a1 bhom‘édal sagal bIape maI .”-(ਮਿਕੋ-

na m 5. 3 Skt ਮ੍ਰਿਤ. adj dead, lifeless. “e man
mIrat!”-—guj a m 1. 4 n act of begging, request, prayer.

-

ਮਿਰਤਕ [mIrtak] or ਮਿਰਤਕੁ [mIrtaku] Skt ਸ੍ਵਰ੍ਯਤ.
n lifeless body, dead body, corpse. ;“mIrtal<

kahiahI nanka jIh pritI nahi bhagvét.”—bavan. “man mIrtak ki pae g5th.”—ratanmala
béno. ‘unite the dead mind with the Creator
so that self-realization is attained.’ 2 death,
demise. “mIrtak phasu gale SII‘I pere.”—bIla
m 5.
'
ਮਿਰਤਕਪਿੰਡ [mIrtakpfd] ball of clay, earthen
object. 2 body, physique, mortal frame. 3 See
ਮਿਰਤਕਪਿੰਡਿ [mIrtakpidI] in the ball of clay,

ਮਿਰਜ਼ਾਪੁਰ [mIrjapur] a town, a district head quar-

(mortal body). “mIrtaktpidI pad mad na.”

ters, in UP. This town is situated on the right
bank of Ganga and is also a railway station of
East India Railway. This town is 509 miles
away from Calcutta and 89] miles away from

—sr1' beni. ‘Inside the body you feel no pride in
your social status.’
ਮਿਰਤਕਫਾਸ [mIrtakphas] noose for death, snare

of death. See ਮਿਰਤਕ 2.

Bombay. Guru Tegbahadur visited this place.
“pahuctabhe mIrajpur tab hi.”—GPS. The

ਮਿਰਤਕੜਾ [mIrtakra] dead, lifeless.

beautifully built gurdwara Gaughat is situated
nearby. Khatri Sikhs, without formal baptism
are the devotees. The priest is a Nirmala Singh.
2 See ਛੋਟਾ ਮਿਰਜ਼ਾਪੁਰ under ਕਾਸੀ.

ਮਿਰਤਕੁ ਮਡ਼ਾ [mIrtaku mara] memorial built at
the site of cremation or grave. “Ihu mIrtaku
mara sarir he thU ram nam nahi vaSIa.”——basét
a m 4.

ਮਿਰਜਾਬੇਗ [mIrjabeg] an army chief of Shahja-

ਮਿਰਤਲੌਕ [mIratlok] mortal world, country of
the dead. “mIratlok paIal.”—maru solhe m 5.

han, who alongwith Mukhliskhan fought
against Guru Hargobind in the Amritsar battle. 2 an ofﬁcial sent by emperor Aurangzeb

ਮਿਰਤਕੁ [mIrtakU] See ਮਿਰਤਕ.

ਮਿਰਤੁ [mIratu] n death, demise. “mIratu hase
SIr upre pasua nahi bujhe.”——bIIa m 5.
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ਮਿਰਯਾਦ [mIryad] See ਮਰਯਾਦ.

ਮਿਰੜ[ਗ਼]:1'ਗਿ੍] Shiv, Mahadev, See ਮ੍ਰਿਤ.

ਮਿਲਿ

with the person who is already engrossed with
the Creator.’

ਮਿਰੜਾਇਕੈ [mIraraIke] of Shiv, pertaining to ਮਿਲਦੇ [mIldo] immediately on meeting. “satIgur
Shiv. See ਜਰਵਾਣਾ 4.

ਮਿਰਾਸੀ [mIrasi] See ਮੀਰਾਸੀ.

kau mIldo mare, gur ks sabadI phIrI jive.”
—Vad m 3. 2 who meets.

ਮਿਰਿਆ [mIrIa] to the deer,. “sakta sihu mare ‘ਮਿਲਨ [mIlan] Skt n meeting. 2 act of getting
ss mIrIa.”—m 1 var mala. ‘a powerful lion
together, union. See ਮਿਲ vr. “mIlIe mIlIa na
kills hundreds of deer.’
mIle, mIle mIlIa je hOI. 5tar atms jo mIle
ਮਿਥੀ [mIri] short for ਮਿਸਰੀ. 2 short for ਮੋਰੀ. mIlIa kahie SOI.”—m 2 var suhi. ‘Union of
3 See ਮ੍ਰਿthe bodies is not real. Only ifthe hearts unite,
ਮਿਗੋਆ [mIria] obtained, attained. “nanak guru we say they are fully merged with each othmIria.”—suhi portal m 5. 2 got united. “prIa er.’
55g]: miria.”—gau m 5.
ਮਿਲ਼ਨੀ [mIlni] 11 act of meeting, meeting. 2 cereਮਿਰੰਮ [mIrém] See ਮਰਮ. “lagi cot mIrém ki ramonial or formal meeting of bride’s father etc
hIo kabira thauru.”—s kabir.1
and the bridegroom’s father. This meeting is
ﬁm[m11] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਜਿਂਕ੍. vrjoin, Unite, mix.
solemnised prior to the marriage ceremony and
ਮਿਲਈਆ [mIlaia] adj who unites. “jo harI prab- at several places after the marriage. The fahu mele melI mIlaia.”—bIIa a m 4. 2 united.
ther of the bride embraces the bridegroom’s
“joti jotI mIlaia.”—-bIIa a m 4.
father and offers him money, clothes etc. This
ਮਿਲਸੀਸਿ਼ਸ਼੍ਯਡਿਤੋ਼] will meet.
tradition is now rarely observed.
ਮਿਲਕ [mIlek], ਮਿਲਖ [mIlakh1A VG. n sense of ਮਿਲਬੋ [mIlbo] meet. See ਮਿਲਨ. “mIlbe ki mabeing an owner. 2 emperor. 3 wealth, riches.
hIma baran na sakau.”——gujm 5.
4 estate, fief. “raj mIlak SIkdaria.”——sri ਮਿਲਾਉਣਾ [mIlauna] v organise a meeting, rea m 5. “jIh prasadI bag mIlakh dhana.”
unite. 2 mix one thing with another; merge one
—sukhmani.
thing with the other. 3 compare.
ਮਿਲਖਵੰਤ [mIlakhvét] adj ﬁef-holder, lord of a ਮਿਲਾਸ਼ਿ[ਗ਼ਗ਼ੁ1851],ਨਿਲ਼ਾਸੀ[…ਗ਼ੁ185ਣੋ] will meet, will
feudal estate. “mIlakhvét disahI man mere!
unite. “jo tudh jétu mIlaSI.”—kan m 5. “jakau
sath bInes jahI.”—g5d m 4.
hohI krIpal su jan prabh tumahI mIlasi.”
ਮਿਲਗਿਲ [mIlgII] by getting together. “sabh hu —saveye sri mukh vak m 5.
mIlgII kio uchaha.”—-rama v.
ਮਿਲਾਤ [mIlat] Skt ਮਿਲੱਤਿ. meeting, getting unitਮਿਲਛੇ [mIlche] is achieved, is got, is obtained.
ed. “te satIségI mIlat.”—sar kabir. ‘they
“harI dharI krIpa prabhu mIlche.”——bas§t meet.’
m 4.
ਮਿਲਾਪ [mIlap] n union, meeting. “ségatI mit
ਮਿਲਣਾ [mIlna] See ਮਿਲਨ.
mIIap.”—dhana m 1.
ਮਿਲਤ [mIlat] meets. “mIlat pIaro prannathu ਮਿਲਾਵੜਾ [mIlavra], ਮਿਲਾਵਾ [mIlava] 11 meeting,
kavan bhagatI te?”—mala raVIdas. 2 See ਮਿਲਿਤ union._“sahje hOI mIlavra.”—sri a m 1. 2 adj
and ਮਿੱਲਤ.
who unites. 3 affectionate, social, cordial.

ਮਿਲਥੇ [mIlthe] is attained. “koi mele prabhu ﬁlf8[mIlI] on meeting, on uniting. “mIlI samIlthe.”—-kali m 4. ‘Someone may unite us
'Sce footnote ਘੰਮਰੱਮ.

tIgurU nIstara.”—maru m 5. “mIlI pani qu
hare but.”—bas§t m 5.
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ਮਿਲਿਐ [mIlIE] from meeting, on meeting. “sa—
tIgurI mIlIE sacu paIa.”—var asa.

ਮਿਲਿਗਿਲਿ [mIlIgIlI] See ਮਿਲਗਿਲ.
ਨਿਇਿਤ [mIlIt] adj achieved, got. 2 See ਮੀਲਿਤ.
ਮਿਲਿੰਦਘਿਪਿੰਯੱ] flower-sucking large black bee.
See ਮਲਿੰਦ 2 and 3.
ਮਿਲੀਂਜੈ [mIlije] let us meet/unite. “begI mIlije
apne ram pIare.”—gau raVIdas. 2 to one worthy of meeting, to one worth uniting with. “ham
kIu karI mIlahI mIlijs.”—kaII am 4.
ਮਿਲੀਤਾ [mIlita] attained, got. 2 mixed, merged.

ਮਿਲੋਗਨੀ [mIlogani] ਮਿਲਿਤ-ਗਨੀਂ. “ﬁbhe ébh mIlogani.”-—ram m 5.
ਮਿਲੌਂਨੀ[ਧਾਗ਼ੁ10ਖ਼ਤੋ਼] n association, friendship, union,
relationship.

ਮਿਲੰਥਾ [mIlétha] attained, merged, included.
“ham adhole kau guru écalu dije, jan nanak calah
mIlétha.”—j€t m 4.

ਇਿ[ਗ਼$1ਰੈ<ਬ੍ਰੂਕੈ]ਘਾਧੌ[ਸਿ਼ਬੂ, associating. 2 similar,
identical.
ਮਿੱਲਤ [mIllat] A _.„1ਚੂ n group, social group.
2 society. 3 community. 4 religious group;

ਮਿਲਯੋਂ [mIlyo] got included, got merged. “kul
jan madhe mIlyo saragpan re.”——dhana trIIocan. ‘the lineage in which Vishnu took birth.’
ਮਿੜਾ [ਗ਼ਧਕ],ਮਿੜਾਨੀ [mIrani] Skt ਸ੍ਵਗ਼, ਸ੍ਵਛੁਯੀ. wife
ofShiv; Parvati; Durga, Shiv. “mIra marjani
suretvi moh karta.”—C5di 2. “kahﬁ mﬁgla mI—

ਮੀਰਾਂਸਾ'ਰ੍ਰਿਥ

the west of Bhogiwal village in Lahore.
ਮੀਆਂ ਬੀਬੀ [mIa bibi] husband and wife. “ਖਿ…
mia kuru bibi.”—Var'asa.

ਮੀਆਂ ਮਿੱਠਾ [mia mIttha] a fakir, resident of Mithankot (of Dera Gazikhan region) who was a
devotee of Guru Nanak Dev. “tab mia mIttha
didar dekhan aIa.”—JSBB.

ਮੀਆਂਮੀਰ [mIémir] a great holyman 0f renown,
Mirshah (Sheikh Mohammad). He was an ardent devotee of Guru Arjan Dev as well of

Guru Hargobind. “miamir ju dhir gébhir. son
kar ucrat vac guru tir.”—-GPS.
Mian Mir belonged to Khalifa Umar dynasty. He was born in 1550 AD in SestamHe
spent a major span of his life in Lahore and
died there on August ll, 1635. His grave is
situated in Hashimpur (near Lahore). Mianmir was an accomplished practitioner of
Pranayam (a system of breathing exercises
and regulating respiration). His renowned disciple Mullashah (Shah Mohammad) was a pir
of prince Darashikoh.
ਮੀ'ਏ ਕੇ ਮੌਤ [mie ke mar] See ਫੇਰੂ 3.

ਮੀਂਹ [mih], ਮੀਂਹ [mih] 11 rain (Skt ਸਿਂਫ੍. vr wet,
irrigate) See ਮੀਰਿ ਸੀਹੁ-

ਮੀਹਾਂਸਾਹਿਬ [thasath], ਮੀਹਾਂਸ਼ਾਹੀ [mihasahi] Ramdev was a devotee of Guru Tegbahadur. He
used to bring water for use in the free commu~
rani.”—aka1.
nity kitchen and for sprinkling on the ground.
ਮੀਆ [mia], ਮੀਆਂ [ਧਪਂਫੇੰ] Skt ਮਹੀਯਮਾਨ. adjhightly The Guru was pleased with his service at vilrespectable, supreme. 2 n chief. “tu sultan
lage Dhamdhan and named him as Bhai Mian.
kaha haU mia, teri kavan vadai?”—bIIa m I.
The Guru bestowed upon him a kettledrum, a
3 husband. 4 father. 5 a subcaste of the
Sikh standard (flag) and a large iron plate for
Rajputs. 6 a title of princes ofthe hill states.
baking rotis to be served free in the community
ਮੀਂਆਂਖਾਨ [mIékhan] an ofﬁcial of Aurangzeb, ‘ kitchen. He was also appointed a preacherwho went to collect state tax (revenue) from
cum-collector of tithes. This holy person also
the hill—statcs like Jammu etc. “miakhan ਭੰਤੇ“… served the tenth Guru and was blessed with a
kahf ayo.”—VN ch. 9. See ਮੀਰਖ'ਨ. 2 son of turban and a weapon by the exultant Guru. The
Nawab Sadulla Khan, minister of Shahjahan
descendants of his sect, the Udasi monks, are
and resident ofChinot. His tomb is situated to
known as Mihanshahi and Mihandasiye.

ਮੀਂਹਾਹ

Bawa Mall, Bawa Surat Ram, Bawa Majnusahib, Baba Lakhmir, Bawa Bhola Bass and
Baba Ram Dass etc have been his great followers. Bawa Bankhandi, a great saint of the
Udasi sect of Sadhubela also belonged to this
(Mihanshahi) sect. The famous hermitages ef
Bawa Magni Ram in Patiala, Bawa Gur
Narayan in Lucknow and Sadhubela centre
in Sindh are very holy pilgrimage centres for
the followers of Mihanshahis.
ਮੀਹਾਹੁਂ [mihahu] from the rains. “khali cale dhani
SIU the jIU mihahu.”—s farid.
ਮੀਹਾਂਦਾਸੀਏਂ [mihﬁdasie] See ਮੀਹਾਂਸ਼ਾਹੀ.

J-ﬁﬁTlmth] See ਮੀਹ. 2 of the rains. “mth vuthe
.. jalu jaI pave VICI sursari.”——m 4 var bila.
‘water level increases in river Ganga due to
rainfall.’

ਮੀਹੁ [mihu] See ਮੀਹ. “mihu paIa parmesarI
paIa.”——majh m 5.

ਮੀਕ[111|1<] one, single. “gurbacanI than ghari
mik.”—prabha m 4. 2 sale, process of selling.
“Ihu jiara nIrmolko kaudi lagI mika.”—bIIa
kabir. ‘soldjust for a cowrie (neglible price).’
3 reunion. “joti jotI mike.”—brla chétm 5.

ਮੀਕਾਈਲ [mikail] See ਫਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ.
ਮੀਕਾ ਕਾਖਾ [mika kakha] worth a straw. “hira

lalu amolaku he bhari bInU gahaku mika kakha.”——j£t m 4.
ਮੀਂਗਣ [migan], ਮੀਙਣ [mipan] small ball-shaped
dropping of goat or rat etc.
ਮੀਚ [mic] n death, demise. “ mic huts jam te
chute.”—4gau thIti m 5. “bemukh kav aI pahu-

ci mic.”—sarm 5. 2 v imperative form 0|~ਮੀਚਣਾ
(to shut/close).

ਮੀਚਕਾ [micka] See ਕਰੰਜੁਵਾ.

ਮੀਣਾ
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—C5di I . “tab pachtaI mij he pana.”—NP. ‘will
repent/regret.’

ਮੀਜਾ[111|]'8] crushed by rubbing. 56੦ਮੀਜਨ. 2 short
ਧਿਸ਼ਾਂਮੀਜਾਨ. 566ਮੀਜ਼ਾਨ.

ਮੀਜ਼ਾਨ [mizan] A 0% 11 implement used for
weighing; beam balance, weighing machine.
2 weight. 3 total, sum. 4 zodiac sign Libra.

ਮੀਝ [mith See ਮਿੰਜ, ਮੱਜਾ. “nIks'ét mijh bIthrét
pas.”—GPS.
ਮੀਟਣਾ [mitna] v close, shut. “jo bInU partiti kapti
kuri kuri akhi mitde.”-—suh1‘ m 4. 2 act of clos-

ing eyes, dying. Sec ਮੀਲਨ.
ਮੀਟਿ [mitI] by closing, by shutting. “akhi mitI
pavarI gaIa.”—m 1 var majh. See ਪਵਾਰਿ.
ਮੀਠ [mith] sweet, sweet—heart, dear. “man mith
tuharo kio.”——na_t m 5.

ਮੀਠਾ [mitha] sweet. “mitha bole 5mrItbani.”
-—m 3 var bIIa. 2 sweet lemon, L citrus limetta. Its extract relieves fever caused by syphlo-

sis and also cures jaundice. “naréji mitha bahu
lage.”—carItr 256.

ਮੀਠੀ [mithi] sweet. “mithi agIa pIr ki lagi.”
—asa m 5.
ਮੀਠੁ-ਲਾ [mithula] sweetened.
ਮੀ'ਡ [mid] n twist, twine. 2 tightening, stretch- ,
ing. 3 process of tightening the string of musical instruments like lyre (Veena) so that they
produce tones of the higher pitch.
ਮੀ'ਡਕ [midak], ਮੀ'ਡਕੋ [midko] Skt ਸਹਫ਼ੂਗ. 11 frog,
toad, male frog.

ਮੀਂਡਨਾ [midna] v twist, twine. 2 stretch, tighten. 3 rub, scrub, crush by rubbing. “hathan 1<੦
midst rathehe.”—GPS. 4 erase, remove.

“mid mrayad kari VIprit.”——GPS.
ਮੀਢਾ [mIdha] Skt ਮੇਂਦ੍ਰ n ram. 2 See ਮੇਦ੍ਰ.

ਮੀਚਣਾ [micna], ਮੀਚਨਾ [micna] to shut, close. Skt ਮੀਚੀ [mIdhi] female sheep, ewe. 2 braid, piait
of woman’s hair.
ਮੀਲਨ. 2 to close one’s eyes; breathe one’s last;
ਮੀਣਾ [mina] adj cunning, deceitful. who does
die.
ਮੀਜਨ [mijan] See ਮ੍ਰਿਜ vr. 11 act of crushing by ’ not let his/her cunningness appear on the face.
2 a title given to Prithi Chand by Bhai Gurdas,
rubbing, scrubbing, rubbing. “dal mijdayo.”

ਮੀਤ
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as the former always behaved cunningly. See
ਵਾਰ 36. “satIgurU sacca patsah, muh kale

mina.”—BG. 3 a Sodhi of Prithi Chand lineage,

who was not baptised. See ਪੰਜਮੋਲ. 4 n bullock
whose curved horns go downward. 5 a subcaste, thieves by profession, dwelling mainly
in Rajputana. If a person belonging to the Mina
community is appointed as a security guard,
he does not allow any kind of theft to take
place.

ਮੀਤ [mit] or ਮੀਤੁ [mito] Skt ਲ੍ਹਿ. friend. “mitu
hamara veparvaha .”-8੪0 m 5. “mit ke kartab
kusal saman.”—gau m 5. See ਮਿਤੁ.
mit jo kahaI, pare dukh na sahaI kare

ਮੀਨਾਕਾਰੀ

—bIIa am 5. “tum jalnIth, ham min tumare.”
—1<aII m 4. 2 twelfth zodiac sign —- Pisces.
3 incarnation ofﬁsh. 4 ਮੀਨ has also been used
for ਮਤਜ੍ਯੋਦਰੀ. “braham kamalputu min bIasa.”
‘
—-1<an a m 4. See ਮਤਜ੍ਯੋਦਰੀ.
ਮੀਨਸੁ'ਤ [minsut] Vyasdev, son of Matsyodari.

See ਮੀਨ 4. 2 Matsyendar Nath. See ਮਛੇ‘ਦ੍ਨਾਥ.

ਮੀਨਸੈ [minss] is ﬁsh. See ਸੈ 3.

,

ਮੀਨਂਕੇਤਨ [minketan], ਸੀਨਕੇਤੁ [minketu] on whose
standard the symbol of ﬁsh is — Kamdev.

ਮੀਨਕੇਤੁ ਚਖ ਅਰਿ [minketo cakh arI] enemy of the
eye of the ﬁsh as a sign on the ﬂag _- arrow. ਭੰ
—sanama. Arjun at the time of wedding Draupti
had pierced the eye of the ﬁsh with an arrow.

ਮੀਨਕੇਤ੍ਹਾਯੁਧ [minketvayudh] weapon of god of

janIye no mit t5 ko patki so bhari he,
an dukh meru keso jan he tInuka tull
mItr dukh tIn ka so mero te apari he,
kupath mItave or supath lagave
avgunan durave pragtave gunkari he,
let det sék n3 pratt me sanehi cono

ਮੀਠਤਨ [mintan] who has body like that of ﬁsh;
incarnation offish. “khagtan mintan mrIgtan

eso jo na mit, take sischar dari he.

ਮੀਨਧੂਜ [mindhvaj] )1 one who has the sign ofa

mokh p8 madhor aru pith pa nIthur bole
upar te adar the me kutlai he,
sada hi suhIt ko na mIt ko manave hIt

crocodile on his standard ~_Meenketu.
ਮੀਨਮੁਖਾ [minmukha] n a kind of an arrow having fish-like tip. “tukke minmukhe khar dhar.”

dikhat sanehi rahe dav ko takai he,

—GPS.
ਮੀਨਮੇਂਖ [minmekh] zodiac signs of Pisces and

lobhi or lépat kuhthi bakcali chali

bhali bhatI vaki gatI pas ki si gai he,
mudh ho nares, mit kutIl, chanarI narI
cothe sath sevak te hot n9 bhalai he.

2 the Creator, Lord of the world. “te te mit
mIlan te bace.”——C3bis.

ਮੀਤ ਸਾਜਨ [mit sajan] amiable and humane per-

love; arrow.—sanama.

brahtan.”-ma]a m 5. 2 son of ﬁsh, Machhendar Nath. 3 See ਮੀਨਸੁਤ,

Capricorn. i.e. numerology and astrology, study
of horoscope and planets/stars etc. “min mekh
taj calo 55g mam.”-saloh.

ਮੀਨਰਿਪੁ [mianpu] enemy of ﬁsh ’- Dudhira.
“minan ke rIpu }')/(~) thahrane.”—c5di 1. 2 ﬁshermah.

son; friendly and pious person; noble friend.

rﬂa'rlmina] See ਮੀਣਾ. 2A ”4 a hilly mound about

ਮੀਤਿ [mitI] friend did. “harI kia katha kahania

three miles away from Mecca, where stands

gurI mitI sunaia.”—tII§g m 4.

Adam’s grave. See ਹੱਜ. 3 P la»: blue coloured

ਮੀਤੁ [mitU] friend. “apna mitu suami gaie.”—sar
m 5. See ਮੀਤ.

‘

ਮੀਤੁਲਾ [mitula] friendly. “dayu gusai mitula.”
ੴ… m 5.

precious stone. It is used in inset work in gold,
giving a good look ofpainting or any other visual art in intricate design. See ਮੀਨਾਕਾਰੀ. 4 ﬁsh,

plural 01°ਮੀਂਨ. “mina jalhin.”—asa m 5.

ਮੀਨ [min] Skt n ﬁsh. “jIU min jal SIU het.” ਮੀਨਾਕਾਰੀ [minakari] n process of doing a paint-

ਮੀਂਨਾਬਾਜ਼ਾਰ
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ing or any other visual art in intricate design

on gold metal. See ਮੀਨਾ 3.
ਮੀਂਨਾਬਾਜ਼ਾਰ [minabazar] fancy-fair — market or

ਮੀਰਸ਼ਿਕਾਰ [mirsIkar], ਮੀਰਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀਂ [mirsIkari] n
chief of hunters, chief of the royalty’s hunting
team. “mirsIkar 55g gamnéte.”—GPS.

. commercial centre, where articles, embroidered or painted in intricate designs, are on

ਮੀਰਖ਼ਾਨ [mirxan] He was a minister ofAurang-

sale. See ਮੀਨਾਕਾਰੀ and ਮੀਨਾ 3. 2 Per the Tatar

raja ofChamba in 1666 AD, which shows the
period of his life. Some historians are of the
view that Mian Khan as mentioned in Vichitar Natak is the one under consideration, but
the author of this text has doubts about it.

tradition, a trade introduced by Mughal emperors in India. Wives of ofﬁcers, rich noble
persons and traders used to gather in royal
palaces where a bi g bazaar arranged for many
articles used to be displayed and sold. Although
only the ladies were allowed to enter that trade
fair, yet some lasvicious kings used to violate
this tradition.
ਮੀਨਾਰ [minar] A ^}: n lighthouse, a tower of
light where lightsare placed. See ਮਨਾਰ.
ਮੀਨੁ [minu] ﬁsh. “mino bIchoha na sahe jal.”
—keda m 5.
ਸੀਨੇ [mine] See ਮੀਨ. “tum jalnIth ham mine
tumre.”-—I<aII m 4.

ਮੀਮਾਂਸਕ [mimasak] adj who contemplates. 2 n
scholar of one ofthe six branches of Hindu
philosophy. 3 one obeying the codes of the
Hindu philosophy.

ਮੀਮਾਂਸਾ [mimasa] Skt 11 thought. 2 examination.
3 justice. 4 one of the six schools of Hindu
philosophy. It has two sections : Purvi Mimansa
written by Gemini, containing detailed elucidation of deeds; and Vedant Shastar compiled
by Vyas disseminating highest spiritual instruc—
tions, also named as Uttar Mimansa. See

ਮੀਰ [mir] P ਨੂ short for ਅਮੀਰ. “mir malak umre
phanaIa.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 emperor, ruler.
3 out of respect ਮੀਰਾਸੀ is also called ਮੀਰ.
ਮੀਰਸਾਮਾ [mirsama] P aw; n chief caretaker
of the belongings of a chief. 2 one who arranges for food etc, cook, butler, household
comptroller, oﬁicial responsible for running the
kitchen.

zeb. I-Ie issued a testimonial to Shatar Singh,

ਮੀਰਪੁਰ [mirpur] See ਟੋਕਾਸਾਹਿਬ.
ਮੀਰਫ਼ਰਸ਼ [mirfaras] objects made of marble or
metal placed at the corners of a large sheet of
cloth spread on the floor so that they may not
ﬂy offdue to the wind. 2 an ofﬁcial devoid of
intelligence, knowledge and experience, who
simply sits and waits like marble or metallic
pieces placed on a sheet spread on the ﬂoor.
He is also sarcastically called Meerfarsh.

ਮੀਰਮ੍ [miram] P (K I die.

ਮੀਰਮਜਲਿਸ [mir males] P presiding ofﬁcer, chief
of a community.

ਮੀਰਮਾਹੀ [mirmahi] a rich/noble person having
the title of Mahimaratab. 2 the standard or
symbol of a rich person designated as Mahi- ,

maratab. See ਮਾਹੀਮਰਾਤਥ. “ajab mirmahi ke
daste.”—GPS. ‘handles of daggers carrying the
symbol ofa Mahimaratab.’
ਮੀਰ ਮੁਨਸ਼ੀ [mir munsi] P f“; chief of the
scribes, head clerk. 2 head ofthe foreign ministry —- foreign minister.
ਮੀਰਮੰਨ੍ਵ [mirménu] ਮ੍ਰਿਲ਼ਾਨ੍ਹੋੰਲ਼ਾਧੱ/ਇਿਡੈਂਚੂਜ਼ੂਭੰਪੀਂਘਾਂ” His real
name was Muinuddin and his title was Muinul
Mulak rust mahind. He was son of Kamruddin Khan, wazir ofthe Delhi empire and himself was governor of Lahore. He accepted to
be a vassal. of Ahmad Shah, hence he was
replaced by Shah Niwaz as governor of
Lahore by the emperor ofDelhi. Mannu sought
help from the Sikhs through Diwan Kaura Mall

. ਮੀਰਾ
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in 1808. He was assisted and provided all possible help by the Sikhs in the battle, and Bhim
Singh beheaded Shah Nawaz. Mannu designated Kaura Mall as maharaja, but after the
demise of Kaura Mall he treated the Sikhs
very brutally. He died by falling from his horse
while on the hunting spree on 24th Kattak,
Sammat 1810.‘
The author of Prachin Panth Prakash
writes that Mannu laid siege of the Sikhs hiding in the sugarcane ﬁelds. When Mannu's
army began chopping the sugarcane, the Sikhs
raised a thunderous sound. It so scared Mannu’s horse that he fell down and died on the
spot. The memorial of Mir Mannu is situated
near railway station Lahore.
The name of Khan Bahadur, Meer Mannu
appears several times in our chronicles, enabling us to mention his lineage afresh as under :
Mohammad Amin ll(han (Itimaduddaula)
l

Abdul Samadkhan (Diler Jang)

ਮੀਰਾਂਬਾੲੀ

chiefs, eldest ofthe elders. 2 chiefofthe em-

perors, supreme emperor. 3 a holy man whose
tomb is situated in Amroha (district Muradabad, U.P.). 4 a holy person of Malerkotla, on
whose grave many women come to pay obeisance. Most of them make rhythmic movement of their heads during exorcism, assuming that Miran’s soul has entered into them
and they answer queries about problems put
forth to them by the other devotees. “khelat
tu partrIyan me dhol bajaI svachéd. phIr bethat piran me re mirﬁ! matIméd.”—basa”t sat-

sai. 5 short name of Miran Bai. “miréi ko prab- hu gIrIdhar svami.” See ਮੀਰਾਂਬਾੲੀ.
ਮੀਰਾਸ [miras] A cpl; n inherited property, parental property, any thing achieved in inherit-

ance.
I
ਮੀਰਾਸੀ [mirasi] adj who collects and retains inherited property. 2 n a Muslim subcaste paral-

lel to Bhatts. These Muslim bards-cum-genealogists sing about the lineage of their clients
and get speciﬁed payment from them. Bhai
Mardana, follower and ﬁrm devotee of Guru

Nanak Dev, belonged to this subcaste. “bhala

Zakria Khan (Khan Bahadur)
Yahia Khan

rabab vajaida majlis mardana mirasi.”—BG.
ਮੀਰਾਂਕੋਟ [mirakot] See ਮਤਾਬ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਮੀਰਾਖੋਰ [mirakhor] P „,ਮੈਂ/,‘ supervisor of the
stable, manager of the stable. “mirakhor sais
vahiré.”—BG.

Shahnavaz Khan
(Hyatulah Khan)
Kamaruddin Khan (Nusrat Jang)

|
Mir Mannu (Muinul Mulak)

l
Aminuddin Khan.
ਮੀਰਾ [mira] See ਮੀਰਾਂ. “tﬁ mira saci thakurai.”—majh

ਗਿਰਿ [miranmir] adj chief of the rich.
2 emperor.

ਮੀਰਾਂਬਾੲੀ [mirabai] daughter of Rattan Singh
Rathore, raja of Merta.2 Born in Sammat 1548,

ਮੀਰਾਂ [miral P short for ਮੀਰੇਮੀਰਾਨ, chief of the

she was married in Sammat 1573 to Bhomraj,
prince of Mewar and son of Rana Sanga, ruler of Chitaurh. The family life of Miran Bai
was not a happy one because Rana was a

'Mohammad Latif mentions Mannu’s year of death as

ZMerta [merta] lies between Bikaner and Jodhpur in Ra-

1752 AD which appears to be correct as compared with

jputana. lts station Mcrta Road is situated on .lodhpur

the date given above.

railway line about 64 miles from Jodhpur.

a m 5. “ਪਿੰ prabhu hamro mira.”——todi m 5.

ਮੀਰਾਂ ਮੀਰੰਨ
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devotee of goddess Durga while she herself

worshipped Krishan.

'

After the death of her husband, Miran Bai
renounced her home and proceeded on pilgrimage to Brindaban etc and breathed her
last in Sammat 1603 at Dwarika. A verse iri
Maru rag complied by her and included in
Banno Ki Beer is as follows:
“menu hamara batho, mai ! kavalnen apne
gun,
tikhan tir bedh sarir durI gayo mai,
lagIo tab janIo nahi,‘ab na sahIo jai,

ri mai !

'

੮ਠੋ੮ m'ét aokhad karao tau pir n3 jai,
he kou opkar kare? kathIn daradu ri mai!
nIkatI hau tum durI nahi, begI mIlahU ai,

miré gIrdhar suami daIal tan ki tapatI bojhai,
ri mai!

kaval nan apne gun badhio mai.”
ਮੀਰਾਂ ਮੀਰੰਨ [miré mirén] adj richest of the rich.
2 king of kings, supreme emperor. “jo miré
mirén SIr.”'—m 5 var maru 2.
ਮੀਰੀ [miri] n richness, chiefship. 2 empire.

ਮੀਰੀਸਿੰਘ [rfiirisigh].son of Baba Kahn Singh
Tehan and grandson of Binod Singh. He
served the Sikh community as his father and
grandfather did and fought bravely in many
battles.
ਸੀਰੀ ਪੀਰੀ ਦਾ ਮਾਲਿਕ [miri piri da malIk] mentor

ofthe Sikh doctrine of close relationship between religion and politics — Guru Hargobind.

ਮੀਲ [mil] Skt ਸੀਲ. v close eyes, blink, bloom,
expand, spread. 2 E mile, distance equal to
1760 yards or eight furlongs.

ਮੀਲਨ [milan] n act of closing, shutting. 2 closing one’s eyes. See ਮੀਲ vr.
ਮੀਂਲਾ [mila] mixed. See ਸੁਮੀਲਾ.

ਮੀਲਿਤ [milIt] adj which has not bloomed yet.
2 mixed, blended. 3 who has his/her eyes
closed. 4 n a meaningful ﬁgurative expres-

ਮਅਾਠਾ

sion, which is indistinguishable aﬁer mingling
with an object of identical properties.
doI vastu mIl bhed n9 phurs,
milIt alékar occre.
—garabg§jni.
Example:
nadiﬁ ate vah, pavahI samOdI na janiahI.
——japu.
jIU jal mahI is] a: khatana,
tIU joti ségl jotI samana.
-—suI<hman1'
nanak gurI khoe bhram bhéga.
ham OI mIlI hoe Ikréga.
——asa m 5.
cﬁdni me radha mano cﬁdni si hvegi.
~krIsan.
ਮੁਅੱਸਰ [muassar] See ਮਵੱਸਰ and ਮੁਯੱਸਰ.
ਮੁਅੱਜ਼ਜ਼ [muazzaz] A )7; adj respectable, honourable, esteemed. ,

Mmlmuajjam1A KL» adjhonoured, revered.
ਮੁਅੱਜਮਹਧਿਘਗ੍ਰੀ‘ਸ਼੍ਯਗ਼ੀ] A j» feminine of ਮੁਅੱਜਮ.
ਮੁਅੱ'ਜਿਨ [muajjIn] person who gives a call for
Muslim prayer. See ਅਜਾਨ.

ਮੁਅੱਤ੍ਰ [muattar] A )3” adj having fragrance.
ਮੁਅੱਤ੍ਲ [muattal] A J99 adj unemployed, suspended from service.
ਮੁ'ਅੱਮਾ [muammalA ਨੂੰ n blindness; a statement
that is not easily understood; riddle.

ਮੁ'ਅੱ'ਰਿਖ਼ [muarrIx] See ਮੁਵੱਰਿਖ.
ਮੁਅੱਲਾ[…09118] A ਫੰ… ਕੂਧੰ/‘ਮਿਬੂਧਿ, sublime.
ਮੁਅੱਲਮ [muallam] A (u; teacher, educator.
ਮੁਆ [mua] dead. 2 sense — renouncer of vanity
regarding one’s physique. “mua hove tIsu
nIhcalu rahIna.”——asa m 5.
ਮੁਅਾਹਦਾ [muahda] A :9be n vow, promise.

ਮੁ'ਅਾਠਾ [muatha], ਮੁਆਠੀ [muathi], ਮੁਂਆਤਾ [muata],
ਮੁਅਾਤੀ [moati] spark, small smouldering piece
ofcoal, burning end ofa wooden piece or bundle of grass the other end of which has not
caught ﬁre. It is used to ignite ﬁre at some

ਮੁਆਫਿਕ੍
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other point or to produce lightjust by holding it
as a torch/flambeau.

ਮੁਅਾਫ਼ਿਕ਼ [muafIk] A 031,: adjsense of being complete or comparable; favourable, suitable.

ਸ੍ਯਕਿ

ovary. 4 thief. 5 heap. 6 adj fatty, bulky.

ਮੁਸ਼ਕਸਾ [mosaksa] P ਰ੍/ਥੂਨੂ‘ਲ਼ੀ: who grinds mUsk.
2 that which gives fragrance like musk.
ਮੁਂ'ਸ਼ਕ ਕਪੂਰ [musak kapur], ਮੁਸ਼ਕਕਾਫ਼ੂਰ [musak kaf—

ਮੁਆਮਲਾ [muamala] See ਮਾਮਲਾ.

ur] P „',ਲ਼ਾਥੂਨੂ‘ਲ਼ੀ‘ n a tree, from whose extract or

ਮੁਅਾਲਿਜ [muale] A ébﬁ who cures; who tries

tricklingjuice white material is made. Its latent effect is cold and dry. Physicians use it in
preparing many medicines and it is also used
in place of incense burning in the holy shrines.

to treat a patient.
ਮੁਅੁ'ਵਿਨ [muaVIn] A um; who helps; helper,
assistant.

ਮੁਅੰਨਸ [ਧਘਰੌਸ੍ਯਝੀ A ਹੂਂ,; feminine gender.
ਮੁਇਆਂ [mum] on dying, at the time of death.
“mUIéi sathI na jaI .”-858 a m 1.2 ofthe dead,

See ਕਪੂਰ.
ਮੁਸਕਤਿ [muskatI] See ਮਸਕਤਿ.

ਮੁਂਸ਼ਕਬਿਲਾੲੀ [musakalai], ਮੁਸ਼ਕਬਿਲਾਞ [musaka-

of dead persons. “mole”: jivdIé gatI hove.”
—m 1 var majh.
ਮੁੲੀ [moi] dead, expired. “moi pritI pIaro
gaIa.”—sr1' m 1.
ਮੁੲੀਆਸੁ [muiasu] has (lied. “vadi thi muiasu.”
—sfar1'd.
ਮੁਈਏ [muie] vocative (feminine), 0! dead one.
i.e. living in state of ignorance. “vakharu rakhu muie!”—tukha Chétm 1. 2 ‘detached from

ਮੁਸਕਰਾਨਾ [muskarana] v Skt ਮੰਦ-ਸ਼ਾਯਨ. laugh

the world.’ “apr_u»: pII‘ k8 régI rati muie!”——vad

ਮੁਸ਼ਕਲਕੁਸ਼ਾ[…ਧਝੁ1<ਰ11<ਪਤੁ8] P W adj who relieves

lav], ਮੁਸ਼ਕਬਿੱਲੀ [musakalli] Skt ਗੰਧਮਯਾੰਰ. a kind
of wild male cat, whose glands, close to the
rectum and the testicles, release an oily fra-

grance. See ਗੰਧਬਿਲਾਵ.

very gently, smile. See ਮੁਸਕਾਚੈ.
ਮੁਸਕਲ [muskal] A div act of fastening one’s foot;
act of gripping tightly. 2 difﬁculty, hardness.
“jahI muskal hove atI bhari.”—sukhmani.

chét m 3.
arduousness, who removes hardship.
ਮੁਸ [mus] Skt ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ. vr steal, snatch, break, saw, ਮੁਸ਼ਕਾਂ [muska] n act of fastening hands at the
cut, split, beat. squirm. 2 Skt ਸੂਚ੍ਤ੍. vr break into
back. In Sanskrit ਮੁਸਕ means a thief; fastening like a thief. “tIs ki thj muskéi bédhvai.”
pieces, destroy.
.
ਮੁਸਹਫ [mus-haph] A J94» collection of articles;
“(;/’ਠੰa volume which is a compilation of several ਮੁਸਕਾਉਣਾ [muskaunal See ਮੁਂਸਕਰਾਨਾ.
writings. 2 Koran, the holy scripture of the ਮੁਸਕਾਕ [muskak] odour of akk (calotropis proMuslims. The Koran contains many anecdotes ' cera), a wild plant found in deserts. “tIn harI
describing ancient prophets and divine meshIrad basu basani, cutIgai muski muskak.”
sengers, hence this name. “kasam mus-haphe —l<an m 4. ‘no malodour (malice) comes out
xquyah gar man xuram.”—jafar. See ਮੁਸਫ.
of those who have stored fragrance of san3 poets have called beloved’s skull by this
dalwood of the Creator’s Name.’
name because lovers kiss it affectionately like ਮੁਸਕਾਨ [muskan] smile. See ਮੁਸਕਰਾਨਾ.
the Koran. “h‘é sada mos-haphe ruxsar pIh ਮੁ'ਸਕਾਚੈ [muskars] smiles. “khaI khaI muskare.” ਲ਼ੀ
—sar m 5. '
asare Gajab.”-mir majruh.

ਮੁਸਕ [musak] P __,ਨੂ‘; n musk. 2 sense —_fra-

ਮੁਸਕਿ [musakI] within the musk, in the fra-

grance, pleasant smell. “hur nur mosak khodaIa.”—maru soIhe m 5. 3 Skt ਮੁਂਸ਼੍ਕ. ovum,

grance. “j'an nanak musakI jhakolIa.”—asa
Chétm 4. See ਮੁਸਕ.

ਮਸ਼ਕਿਲ
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ਮੁਸ਼ਕਿਲ [musakIl] See ਮੁਸਕਲ.

ਮਸੱਦਸ

musak gédhare.”—na_t am 4. ‘spread fragrance
of the musk.’ i.e. spread his fame. 2 P ਪਂਨੂਵਿੰ”

ਮੁਸਤਹੱਕੁ [musat-hakklA 05" authorised to have
some authority; deserving, entitled.
ਮੁਸ਼ਤਹਰ [musat-har] A [:51 adj famous, renowned, glorious.

adj having colour like that of musk; brown,-

ਮੁ'ਸਤਕ਼ਿਲ [musatkIll A f3” adj who does not

black colour. “muski ghore par asvar.”——GPS.

seek anybody's help to make up his/her deﬁciency; ﬁrm, determined; stable.
ਮੁਸਤਕ਼ੀਮ [musatkim] A '43”, adj strai ghtforward;
ﬁrm in one's determination; who does not deviate from his/her principles.

ਮੁਸ਼ਕੀ [muski] spread, expanded. “harI mueki

3 In Punjabi, a burnt object is also so named.
See ਮੁਸਕਾਕ.

ਮੁਸ਼ਕੀਂ [mugki] See ਮੁਸ਼ਕੀ 2.
ਮੁਸ਼ੱਕਤ [muskatt] See ਮਸਕਤਿ.

ਮੁਸ਼ੱਜਰ [musajjar] A ਫੂਡ object on which a ﬂoral ਮੁਸਤਗੀਸ [musatgis] A ਆੰ petitioner, appeldesign or pattern is drawn. “ébar mosajjar fam
nana.”—saloh. ‘ﬂorally designed clothes of
many colours.’
ਮੁਸਟ [ਗ਼ਪਧੂਭਠੁ] Skt ਮੁ'ਸ੍ਵਿਕ. a great boxer of Kans’s
arena. By joining hands with a boxer named
Chandoor (Chanoor) and. Toshal he used to
win over many renowned boxers. Kans trained
him to kill Balbhadar and Krishan. “musat ke
sath laryo musli, so cédur so syam ju juddh

macayo.”~1<rIsan. See ਚੰਡੂਰ. 2 Skt ਮੁਸ੍ਵ. adj who
has been looted, whose possession has been

robbed. 3 See ਮੁਸਟਿ.
ਮ੍ਹਸਟਿ [musatI] Skt ਮੁ'ਸ੍ਵਿ. n clenched ﬁst, closed
hand. 2 grip/handl'e of the sword/dagger etc.
P _..ਲ਼ੀਭੰਲ਼ੀ .
ਮੁਂਸਟਿਕ [mostIk] See ਮੁਸਟ.
ਮੁਸਟਿਯੁੱਧ [musatIyUddh] ﬁst ﬁght, exchange
of blows, ﬁsticuff, boxing, pugilism. “mo—
I

lant.
ਮੁਸਤਨ੍ਯਘਿਪਭਚਿਸ੍ਯਯੱਇਿ @; adjauthenticated; with

reasoning; with proof.

Hm[mustapha]A gal adjwhich is puriﬁed/
selected. 2 A d"? who resigns; who wishes
to get relieved from hisjob.
Wlmustaphabad] a town, under police

station Chhapar in tehsil J agadhari of district
Ambala situated at a distance of about two
miles to the east of Mustafabad railway station. Banda Bahadur conquered Mustafabad
with the help of the Khalsa prior to the cap-

ture of Sadhaura.

_

ਮੁਸਤਫੀ [mustaphi] See ਮੁਸਤਫਾ 2.
ਮੁਸ਼ਤਬਹ [musatbah] A ,'...‘ਭੰ‘ adj doubtful, suspi-

cious, sceptic.

ਰ੍

ਮੁਸ਼ਤਰੀਧਿਘਤੁਚਿਸਂ] A (5? n buyer, purchaser. 2 a

planet — J upitcr. See ਗੁਹ.

satIyuddh dono arpare.”—GPS. ‘Both got en—

ਮੁਸਤਾਕ [mustak], ਮੁਸਤਾਕੁ [mustaku] A 0&1 adj

tangled.’
ਮੁਸਟੀ [musti] See ਮੁਸਟਿ 1. “market musti anaj ki
man baura re! lini.”—gau kabir.
ਮੁਸਣਾ [musna] v steal, snatch, rob, loot. See

fond (of), interested (in), desirous of. “nan
pasédo SOI pekhI mustak bhai.”~—asa a m 5.
“karte kudrati mustaku.”—tr15gm 5.
_

ਮੁਸ.
ਮੁਸ਼ਤ [musat] See ਮੁਸਟਿ.

ਮੁਸਤਸਨਾ [mustasna] A aw adj differentiating,
distinguishing, separating one from the other;
that which has been separated; i.e. that which

ਮੁਸਤਾਬਾਦ [mustabad] transformation of Mus‘

tafabad.

ਮੁਸਤੇਦ [musted] A ”7,; adj ready, prepared,
ready to do any work.

ਮੁਸਤੇਂਫ਼ੀ [mustofi] A L352” adjfaithful. 2 n auditor
of accounts. 3 chief of a group, head of a gang.

has been freed from every kind of bondage. ਰ੍ ਮੁਸੱਦਸ [musaddas] A ਰ੍/ਧੂੰਰ੍ਲ਼ਾਤੁੰ n prosodic form hav-

ਮਸੱਦੀ
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ing sixline stanza, sextain. 2 an object having
six corners, hexagon. ,
ਮੁਸੱਦੀ [musaddi] A ਪੀਂਮਾੰਫ਼ੁੱ adj being closer/nearer. 2 n clerk, scribe, writer, ofﬁce clerk.

ਮੁਸੱਨਾ [musanna] A ਸੂੰ n sense of being duplicate. 2 duplicate, copy, replica.
Hﬁ'ﬁ'ﬁs’lmussanxph] A _;ਥੂਫ਼ੂ‘; n author, complier
of the scriptures; poet.
ਮੁਸਫ [musaf] Koran. See ਮੁਸ਼ਰਫ 2. “aap musaf
bacat bhai”—car1'tr 46.

ਮੁੰਸਫ’ [mOsaph] A _;ਘਾਂਡੈ adjjudge, justice. 2 n
ﬁfty-ﬁfty; that is — an ofﬁcer deciding between
false and true, wrong and right. 3 revenue officer who decides to levy taxes on a piece of

land. “dos ,mfisaph dhavahI.”—suhi kabir.
‘deeds and sensory organs.’

ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨਾਂ ਦਾ ਭਾਰਤ ਵਿੱਚ ਰਾਜ

mouse. “gharI gharI musri mégal gavahI.”
—asa kabir. See ਫੀਲੁ.
ਮੁਸਲ [musal] Skt ਮੁਸਲ or ਮੁਸ਼ਲ. n knobbed club,
mace. 2 mace. See ਮੁਸ vr 3 A ਮੁਸੁਲ. flow (of

water). 4 i.e. loose motions; excretion ofﬂuid
faecal; discharge from the intestine.
ਮੁਸਲਮਾਣ [musalman], ਮੁਸਲਮਾਣੁ [mosalmanu],

ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨ [musalman] P ਘਾਂਟੁੰਲ਼ੀ believer in Islam,

plural ਧਿਮੁਸਲਮਾਨ is ਮੁਸਲਮੀਨ. The word ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨ
is another transform of ਮੁਸਲਮੀਨ. 2 sense — believer in the religion initiated by Mohammad;
one who follows the religious code laid by

Hazrat Mohammad. “saram sOnati sil roja
hoho musalmanu.”—-m 1 varmajh. “myusalman
ka ek khudaI .”—bh£r kabir.
ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨਾਂ ਦਾ ਭਾਰਤ ਵਿੱਚ ਰਾਜ [musalmana da

ਮੁਸ਼ਫ਼ਿਕ੍ [mustk] A ਯੇ?“ adj merciful, benevo-

bharat VICC raj] Mohammad breathed his last

lent, kind hearted.
ਮੁਸਫੀ [musphi] 71 act of doing justice, judgement. “musphi eh kareI.”—var asa.

in 632 AD. After his demise, the leadership of
Islam went into the hands of his successors.
They were named Caliphs — spiritual and temporal heads of Muslims. With their preachings, Islam became popular in Egypt, north
Africa, Spain on one side and Syria, Persia,
Afghanistan etc on the other. It happened
within a span ofjust one hundred years. Then
came the turn of India. For sometime the rulers of north-western hilly states of India resisted the onslaught of Islam, but by the beginning of the eighth century, the Muslims succeeded in invading Indiavia Sindh.
First of all on the instructions of Caliph

ਮੁਸੱਫਾ [musappha] A ਲਿ; adj pure, humble.
ਮੁਸੱਢ਼ਾਖ਼ੂਨ [mosffaxun] blood puriﬁer.
ਮੁਸਬਦਾ [musbada] See ਮੁਸਵਦਾ.

ਮੁਸਮੁਸੀ [ਗ਼ਪਫੂਗ਼ਪਕ਼ੀ] n dysentery, stomach-ache.

2 See ਮੁਸ੍ vr.
,
ਮੁਸੱਮਮ [musammam] A , adj deaf, hard of
hearing. 2 obdurate. 3 1rm, hard, stable.

HﬁH‘E[musammat]A 3L4”: adj(woman) with a
name;
HﬁiﬁImusammi] A ਨੁੂੰ; adj(man) who has been

given a name.

Hﬁaﬁmusraph] A .3]; adjrenowned, famous.
2 auditor, supervisor, superintendent. 3 n accountant who records the daily transactions

in a mint. “musraphdar daroge oli.”—-BG.
ਮੁਸਰਫਦਾਰ [musraphdar] See ਮੁਸ਼ਰਫ 3.
ਮੁਸ਼ਰਿਕ [muerk] A J}: marking equal, i.e.
awarding to some one else, equal importance
and status of the Creator.
Hna'ﬂmusri] n (female) mouse/rat, small-sized

Walid Mohammad Bin Qasim, army commander of Hazzas the ruler of Basra, invaded

India on June 21, 712 AD. Marching through
Makran and Balochistan, he defeated raja
Dahir (Dahu) son of Chach and established
Dewal as his capital. Gradually he seized the
whole of Sindh state. But he could not stay
long as Sindh was again occupied by Rajputs
of Sumer.

ਮੁਸਲੂਮਾਨਾਂ ਦਾ ਭਾਰਤ ਵਿੱਚ ਰਾਜ
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After this Mamoorashid, Subakatgin and
Mehmood Gaznavi etc invaded India from the
north-western border many times from 986
AD onwards and plundered the country. However the Muslim rule in India was established
by Shahabuddin Mohammad Gauri, who conquered Delhi by dethroning Prithiraj Chauhan
in 1192 AD. He sent back his slave Qutabud-

‘ din as his regent to rule over Delhi.
'

There have been many Muslim rulers in
different provinces (states) of India, but the
one who ruled over Delhi was regarded as
the emperor, and kings of the Mughal dynasty
have a direct bearing on the Sikh history. So a
brief description of the emperors who ruled
from Delhi is given 'below :
Gulam (Slave) Dynasty

(1) Qutabuddin Aibak (1206-1210 AD)
After defeating Prithiraj—ruler of Delhi in 1 192,
Shahabuddin Mohammad Gauri sent his slave
QutabuddinAibak to rule over India, After the
death of Shahabuddin, he became the emperor of india in 1206. He was the ﬁrst emperor
ofIndia, who belOnged to the slave lineage.
(2) Aram Shah (1210-1211) was son of
Qutabuddin Aibak, and ruled for twelve
months only. His brother-in-law (sister’s husband), Shamasuddin Altmash took over after
him.
(3) Shamasuddin Altmash (Ilat Tamash,
Jan., 1211-April 1235) was a slave of

Qutauudin Aibak and his son-in-law.
Qutab-Minar of Delhi was got built by him.
(4) Ruknuddin F erozshah (123 5- 1 236) was
son of Altmash. He remained on the throne
for seven months. His sister Razia replaced
him.
(5) Sultana Razia (123 6-40) was daughter
of Altmash. She was dethroned on October
24, 1239 and was ultimately killed by her broth-

ਮੁਸਨ੍ਯ'ਨਾਂਦਾਭਾਰਤਵਿੱਚਰਾਜ

er Behram Shah, in 1240 AD after remaining
in jail for a few months. She was the only
woman ruler, who ruled over the Delhi em-

pire.

(6) Behram Shah Muizuddin (1240-1241)
was son of Altmash. He was dethroned and
murdered in May 1241.
ਰ੍

(7)A11auddin Masaud (1242-1246) was son
of Ferozshah.
(8) Nasiruddin Mehmood (1246-1266) was
son of Altmash. He was merely a ﬁgure-head.
The administrative control was with his wazir,
Balban.
(9) Gayassuddin Balban (1266-1286) was
a slave of Altmash and father-in-law as well
as wazir ofNasiruddin. He died in 1286.
(10) Muizuddin Kaikubad (1286-1290) was
son of Bugrakhan, governor of Bengal and
grandson of Balban. He was murdered after
he was dethroned. Kaikubad was the last
emperor of the slave dynasty.
(Khalji' Dynasty)
(11) Jallauddin Firoz Khalji (1290-1296)
was son of Kayam Khan. He was able to
capture the Delhi empire from the Slave
dynasty.

(12) Allauddin Khalji (1296-1316) was
nephew as well as son-in-law of Firoz Khalji.
He murdered Jallauddin and seized his
empire and declared himself as Sikandar Sani.
He was the greatest Muslim ruler prior to the
establishment ofMughal empire.2
(13) Qutabbuddin Mubarak Shah Khalji
(1316-1320) Was son ofAllauddin Khalji and
was the last king of this dynasty.
'
1There is a town Khalaj in Afghanistan and the Pathans
residing there are known as Khalji. Some historians pro-

nounce their name as Khilji.
2AfterAllauddin, his minor son Umar was enthroned but

was removed after a very short span after blinding him.
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(Tuglak dynasty)
.
(14) Gyasuddin Tuglak (1321-1325) was
son of Tuglak slave of Gyasuddin Balban from
the womb of a Hindu Jatt woman. He was
named Gaji Malik and was governor of the
Punjab. He founded the empire of the Tuglak
dynasty in India.
(15) Mohammad Shah Tuglak (1325-1351)
was elder son of Gyasuddin. He sat on the
` royal seat by killing his father. His real name
was Fakhruddin Joonakhan.
(16) Firozshah Tuglak (135 1-1388) was son
of Rajab, brother of Gyasuddin Tuglak and
cousin brother of Mohammad Shah Tuglak.
(17)Gyasuddin Tuglak II (1388- 1389) was
son of Fateh Khan and grandson of Firozshah
Tuglak.
(18)Abubkar Tuglak (1389-1390) was son
of Zafar Khan and grandson of Firozshah
Tuglak. He ruled over India almost for one
and a half years.
(19) Nasiruddin Mohammad Shah Tuglak
(1390-1 394) was son of Firozshah Tuglak. He
was dethroned shortly after he sat on the
throne ofhis father in 1387. He again became
ruler after Abubkar in 1390.
(20) Humayun Tuglak Sikandar Shah
(1394) was son of Nasiruddin, who died after
remaining the ruler for 45 days only.
'

(21) Mohammad Shah Tuglak (original
name Mehmood Tuglak 1394-1412) was the
son of Nasiruddin Mohammad Shah Tuglak
and brother of Sikandar Shah. Taimurshah invaded India during his regime. He was dethroned in 1400 AD, but he again became the
emperor in 1405. He was the last emperor of
the Tuglak dynasty.
(Lodi')
(22) Daulat Khan Lodi (1412-1414) ruled
'Lodis belong to the Pathan lineage.

ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨਾਂ ਦਾ ਭਾਰਤ ਵਿੱਚ ਰਾਜ

over Delhi for one year after Mehmood Tuglak.
(Sayyad)
(23) Khizar Khan Sayyad (1414-1421) was
son of Malik Suleman and governor of Mul—
tan. He seized Delhi from Daulat Khan.
(24) Mubarik Shah Sayyad (1421-1435)
was son of of Khizar Khan Sayyad.
(25) Mohammad Shah Sayyad (143 5-1445)
was son of Fariduddin, grandson of Khizar
Khan and nephew of Mubarik Shah Sayyad.
(26) Alauddin Sayyad (1445-1450) was the
last ruler of the Sayyad dynasty.2
(Lodi)
(27) Bahlol Khan Lodi (1450-1489) was
son ofMalik Kala. Once when Alaudin Sayy—
ad went to Badaon to resolve some administrative problem, he occupied the royal seat.
For some time, he accepted Alauddin as the
nominal head (emperor) only, but in 1452 he
became independent ofAlauddin. Guru Nan-

ak Dev took birth during his regime.
(28) Sikandar Shah Lodi (1489-1 5 1 7) was
son of Bahlol Khan. His original name was
Nijam Khan. He was the ﬁrst Muslim ruler
who set up his capital in Agra. He named himself as Sultan Sikandar Gazi under the fanaticism ofhis religious ze.al
(29) Ibrahim Hassain Lodi (15 1 7- 1526)
was son of Sikandar Shah Lodi and was the
last Pathan emperor of the Lodi dynasty. Mughal Babbar became the emperor of India by
killing him in 1526 in the battle ofPanipat.
(Mughal dynasty)
(30) Jahiruddin Mohammad Babbar‘(15261530) established the Mughal empire in India.
See ਬਾਬਰ.
(31) Humanyun Shah (1530-1556) was son
of Babar. He was dethroned from Delhi by
2Emperors at Sr. No. 23, 24, 25 and 26 did not issue coins
in their names.
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Shershah Soor Pathan. Humayun captured
Delhi from the Soor dynasty with the help of
the ruler of Persia in 1555, but diedjust after

(3 8) Mohiyuddin Mohammad Aurangzeb
Alamgir (1658-1707) was son of Shahjahan.

six months only. See ਹੁਮਾਯੂੰ.

(39) Moazzam Bahadur Shah (1707-1712)
was son of Aurangzeb. See ਬਹਾਦੁਰਸ਼ਾਹ.
(40) Jahandar Shah (1712-1713) was son

(Soor1 Dynasty)
(32) Sher Shah Soor (1540-1545) Pathan
of Soor dynasty was son of Hasan Khan, a
land lord of Sahasram. His ﬁrst name was
F arid. He captured the kingdom of India from
Humayun by ﬁghting against him bravely. See
(33) Salim (Islam) Shah Soor(1545-1553)
was younger son of Sher Shah Soor. His real
name was Jalal Khan.
(34) Mohammad Shah Adil (1554-1555)
was son of Nazam Khan, brother of Shershah.
‘ His name was Mubarik Khan. He seized the
kingdom by killing Firozkhan, son of Salim
Shah. He was dethroned by Ibrahim Khan
Soor, brother-in-law (sister’s husband) of
Mohammad Shah. Ibrahim Khan also ran
away after getting defeated by Sikandar Shah
within a very short period of time. Sikandar
Shah also could not rule for a long time as
Humayun captured the Delhi kingdom again
and thus ended the reign of Soor dynasty.
(Mughal dynasty)
(35) Jalaluddin MohammadAkbar (15561605) was son of Humayun. He was one of
the best Mughal emperors. See ਅਕਬਰ.
(36) Nooruddin Mohammad Jahangir

(1605-1627) was son ofAkbar. See ਜਹਾਂਗੀਰ.
(37) Shahbuddin Mohammad Shahjahan
(16272-1658), His son Aurangzeb put him in
prison in 1658 and enthroned himself. Shahja-

han died in 1666. See ਸ਼ਾਹਜਹਾਂ.

See ਔਂਰੰਰਯੇਬ.

of Bahadur Shah. See ਜਹਾਂਦਾਰਸ਼ਾਹ.
(41) Fararukhsiyar (1713-1719) was son
of Azimushan and grandson of Bahadur Shah.

See ਫ਼ਰਰੁਖ਼ਸਿਯਰ.
(42) Mohammad Shah (1719-1748) was
son of Jahanshah and grandson of Bahadur
Shah. During his regime many states became
independent. He remained deeply absorbed in

merriment. Hence he was popularly known
as Rangeela meaning pleasure-loving. Na—
dirshah looted Delhi and committed genocide
during his reign. See ਮੁਹੰਮਦਸ਼ਾਹ.
(43) Ahmad Shah (1748-1 754) was son of
Mohammad Shah. He was put in prison and
made blind by his own wazir. See ਅਹਮਦਸ਼ਾਹ.
(44) Alamgir II (1754-1759) was son of
Jahandar Shah.

(45) Shah Alam (1760-1806) was son of
Alamgir. He was a weak ruler, hence Madhav
Rao Sindhia captured Delhi and ruled as per
his will with Shah Alam as the nominal head.
In 1787, Gulam Qadir son of Zabita Khan
(landlord of Saharanpur and Meerut) defeated the Marathas and thus seized Delhi from
them. Gulam Qadir took out the eyes of Shah
Alam with a dagger on August 10, 1788. Gulam Qadir had to face another combat with
the Marathas at Meerut on December 21, 1788
and was caught while ﬂeeing. He was put in
a cage and was sent to Delhi with his hands

’Soor_ is a Pathan subcastc.

and feet amputated, but he died on the way.

2llis iule is supposed to have begun in 1627 after Jahan-

After this, Shah Alam again fell under the
control of the Marathas. Ultimately the Brit—
ish got him freed and ﬁxed a sustenance al-

gir’s death. Actually he ascended the throne on February

4. 1628.
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Iowance to keep him as emperor by proxy.
(46) Akbar Shah II was son of Shah Alam.

He also enjoyed the ceremonial title of emperortill 1837.
(47) Bahadur Shah 11 was son of Akbar
Shah and was the last ruler of the Mughal dynasty. He was a nominal head of India just like
his father. The British regarded him as chief of
the mutineers in 1857 (Sammat 1914). He was
arrested and deported to Rangoon, where he
breathed his last in 1862 AD. See ਬਹਾਦੁਰਸ਼ਾਹ 2.

ਮੁਸਾਫ਼ਾਂ

ਮੁਸਲੀਂਧਰ [muslidhar] xa one who keeps a Muslim wife; one who has married a Muslim woman without her getting baptised (or converting
to Sikhism). 2 who bears thick club to be used

as pestle — Balbhadar. See ਮੁਸਲੀ 4. “Ih bhat
bulyo inuslidhar bhai.”—1<rIsan.
ਮੁਸਲੀਂਧਰ ਬੱਲਭਾ [musalidhar ballbha] river
Yamuna. This river was Krishan’s favourite,
but after Balram pulled it towards himself
using his plough, it came to be known as
Ballabha. See ਸਨਾਮਾ 841.

ਮੁਸਲਮਯਾੰ ਦੇ ਪਰਵ [ਧਘ591ਗ਼811ਫੇੰ de parav] See ਮੁ'ਸੱਲਸ [musallas] A _ਹੂਂ/ਪੁੰ adj having three segਈਦ.

"ments; triangle.

,

ਮੁਸੱਲਾ [musalla] See ਮੁਸਲਾ 2. 2 A ਭੰ armed,
tar phIrke] See ਇਸਲਾਮ ਦੇ ਫਿਰਕੇ.
who has weapons tied to his body imbs.
ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨੀ [musalmani] n woman having belief ਮੁ'ਸੱਲੀ [musalli] a Mulsim converted from a scavਮੁਸਲਮਾਨਾਂ ਦੇ ਬਹੱਤਰ ਫਿਰਕੇ […ਪ5੪1ਗ਼8ਧਫ਼ੁ de behat-

in Islam. 2 Islam. 3 adj of Islam, Islamic. “mus-

almania parahI kateba.”—tI15g m I. 4 ritual

enger (sweeper). 2 place for Muslim prayer.
ਮੁਸਵਦਾ [musvada] A „…,/_ inked paper, draft.

ਮੁਂਸਲ਼ਾਜੈਨ [musalmin] A ਘੱ plural of ਮੁਸਲਿਮ.
ਮੁ'ਸਲਾ [musla] believer of Islam, Muslim'. 2 A

H'Fl'ﬁmmusavvirlA ”2; artist who draws pictures, painter.
ਮੁਸਾਉਣਾ [musauna] v get stolen, cause to be
plundered. See ਮੁਸ vr.
.

of circumcision [sfmaf] in Punjabi is also called

ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨੀ. as - ‘ajj usdi musalmani hon vali hs.’

[ਮਾਂ prayer mat of the Muslims. “thar masi-

ਮੁਸਾਹਦ [musahad], ਮੁਸਾਹਦਾ [musahda] A *‘ਫ਼ਿਲ਼ੀ on

tI SIdaku musla.”—m 1 varmajh. “sacu nIvaj

look'er, who Sees. 2 plural of mas-had, place

yakin musla.”—maru solhe m 5. 3 See ਮੁਸੱਲਾ 2.

, where people gather. i.e. battleﬁeld. “bajje nad
karare dala musahda.”—ramav. 3 who gives
evidence, witness.

ਮੁਸਲਿਮ [muslIm] A (V believer of Islam.
2 who admits, who confesses. “hox muslIm
din muhane.”—m 1 var majh.
ਮੁਸਲਿਮ ਖ਼ਾਂ [muslIm x5] See ਇਸਲਾਮ ਖ਼ਾਂ.

ਮੁਂਸ'ਲਿਮੁਂ [muslImu] See ਮੁਸਲਿਮ.
ਮੁਸਲੀ [musli] female believer of lslam.2 2 See

ਮੁਸੱਲੀ. 3 Skt ਚੂਚਚਿਜ੍ਫ਼ੋ adj bearing a pestle. 4 n_
elder brother of Krishan — Balram, who used

to keep a plough and a thick club/pestle.
Hence he is also known as' hali and musli.
“muse; ke sath laryo musli.”~krrsan. See ਸੁਨੰਚ.
5 Skt ਮੁਸਲੀ. lizard.
lmusla is a derogatory term.

ਮੁਸਾਹਬ [musahab] See ਮਸਾਹਬ.

ਮੁਜਾਹਰਾ [musahra] A AV: smooth wood used
for igniting ﬁre. 2A ml?» monthwise. 3 monthly
salary. 4A ਲ਼ਾ/[ਫ਼'ਭੰ‘ poetic symposium.
ਮੁਸਾਹਿਬ [musath] See ਮਸਾਹਬ.
ਮੁਸਾਫ [musaph] A ਭੰ'ਮਿ/ plural of ਮਸਫ਼, place

where persons line up; battleéﬁeld.
ਮੁਸਾਫਰ [musaphar] A )p’. traveller, passenger,

wayfarer. “hOI pekhak phakir musaphar.”
—maru soIhe m 5.

HWImusafa] A _;ਰ੍ਭੂਥੂ. act of answering face to

2It is a derogatory term.

face, ready or nimble wit, quick-wittedness.

3musli is also correct.

“musapha SIphat he.”—NP. 2 A (31/- lion,’

ਮੁਸ਼ਾਂਬਹ
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ਮੁਰਵੰੲ

tiger. 3 warrior. 4 See ਮੁਸਾਫ. 5 See ਜੰਗ ਮੁਸਾਫਾ. . lent.
ਮੁਸ਼ਾਬਹ [musabah] A {lb adj resembling, having ਮੁਹਸਿਨ੍ਯਯੀ [muhSInfani] (35d; See ਦਬਿਸਤਾਨੇ
similar appearance; identical; who has face,
looking alike.

ਮੁਸਾਵੈ [mosave] who squanders; who allows to
be plundered. “mal musave.”—m 1 var majh.
See ਮੁ'ਸ vr.

ਮਜ਼ਾਹਬ.

ਮੁ'ਹੱਸਿਲ [muhhasrl] A J3 who achieves, who
gets. 2 collector; collector of revenue, cess

etc.

'

ਮੁਹਰਿ [muhahI] makes mad. muhahf make

ਮੁਸਿ [musx] by plundering, by snatching. “pacaU mUSI, musla bIchave.”—asa ਰਿਘੀ. “maIa
corti mus: mUSI lave hat: .”—s kabir. 2 writhing and wriggling. “mus: mUSI rove kabir ki
mai.”—guj kabir.‘ 3 by slaughtering. “mus:

mad. See ਮੁਹ vr. “péc dut muhahi sésara.”
-—majh a m 3. 2 (they) loot, plunder.
ਮੁਹਹੁਂ [mbhahu] from the mouth, orally. “muhaho
kuru kusat tIni qlhahIa.”—m 4 var sri.

mUSI manua sahajsamana.”—bher1<abir. See

ਮੁਹਕਮ[…ਧ111<9ਧ1]/1 (5’ adj strong, firm. “mohkam phauj hathli re.”—asa m 5.

ਮੁਸ.

ਮੁਹਕਮਸਿੰਘ [muhkamsi’gh] See ਪੰਜ ਪਿਆਰੇ.

.

ਮੁਸਿ'ਆ [mUSIa] Skt ਮੁਸਿਤ. stolen, snatched;
whose wealth has been looted].

ਮੁਸਿਤ [musIt] See ਮੁ'ਸ਼ਿਆ.

ਮੁਸੀਅਤ ਹੋ'“ [musiat h6] (You) are being looted,
(you) are being cheated. “jagat musiat ho, re

bhai!”—ram kabir.

'‘

ਮੁਸੀਬਤ [mosibat] A ਆੰ n disaster, calamity.
ਮੁਸ਼ੀਰ [musir] A l? adjwho signals, who points
out. 2 n adviser, minister.

ਮੁਹਕਮਚੰਦ [muhkamcsd] This depilated Sikh
belonging to a noble Khatri family was son of
Baisakhi Mall and was a great warrior. He
was an army ofﬁcer with Sahib Singh Gujaratia. Coming to know about his valour and cour-

age, Maharaja Ranj it Singh made him chief of
his army. Mohkam Chand won many battles
and received estate of J alandhar and Phillaur

ਮੁਸੈ [muse] steals, plunders. 2 (he) is being plun-

in addition to the title of Diwan from Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. This great patriot died in Phillaur

dered, (he) is being looted. “nanak muse gI an
VIhuni.”—var asa. See ਮੁਸ vr.

on Kattak 15, Sammat 1871 (1814 AD). The
fort at Phillaur situated on the bank of Satluj

ਮੁਸੰਮਨ [musamman] See ਸੰਮਨ ਬੁਰਜ.
ਮੁਂਸ੍ਵਿ [mustI] See ਮੁਸਟਿ.
ਮੁ'ਸ੍ਵਿਕ [mustIk] See ਮੁਸਟ.
ਮੁਂਸ੍ਵਿ'ਯੁੱਧ [mustIyuddh] See ਮੁਸਟਿਯੁੱਧ.
ਮੁਸ਼੍ਵ [must] See ਮੁ'ਸ'ਟਿ.
ਮੁਹ [muh] n face; visage. “muh kale tIna

was built by Mohkam Chand. His descendants
now live in Kunjah (district Gujarat). His son
Moti Ram was also a senior ofﬁcer in the

Lahore court. See ਮੋਤੀਰਾਮ.
ਮੁ'ਹੱਕ੍ਰਿਕ੍ [muhakka] A JV adj who ﬁnds truth,
who searches for real facts.

nidka.”—m 3 var sor. 2 Skt ਸੂਫ੍. vr be mad,

ਮੁਹਚਲਾ [muhcala] adj talkative, whose tongue

not to remain in senses, faint, be unconscious,
forget, be deceived. Words like mudh. etc are

does not stop. 2 glutton, who is greedy in eat-

mg.

derived from this word. 3 See ਮੋਹ. 4 pron my, ਮੁਹਛੰਦ [muhchéd], ਮੁਹਛੰਦਗੀ [muhchédgi], ਮੁਹਛੰਦਾ
mine. “ko na bhayo muh sani.”—1<rIsan.
[muhchéda] Skt i gnoiant wish; false expectaਮੁਹਸਿਨਘਿਘੀਝਪਿੰਅਂ/ਝੂ U4 adj obliging, benevolSome scholar take it to mean crying in silence, or sob-

tion. 2 sense: expectation of people greedy
for wealth. 3 poverty, indigence. “szno tu

bing.

prabh valI, tIsu kIa muhchédgi?”—var ram 2
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ਮਹਜੰਗ

m 5. “ja tﬁ mere valI he, ta kIa muhchéda?”
—var maru 2 m 5.
ਮੁਹਜੰਗ [muhjég] See ਮੁਜੰਗ.
ਮੁਹਡੜਾ [muhdara], ਮੁਹਡਾ [muhda] n shoulder.
“pIcha pherI na 111011ਰੂ1918.”-ਪ੍ਯਾ1ਰ੍111੩1ਧ 2 m 5.
ਮੁਹਣਾ [mohna] v make (one) crazy. See ਮੁਹ vr.

2 See ਮੋਹਨ. 3 See ਮੁਸਣਾ.

ਮਹਰੀ
-

ਮੁਹਨ੍ਹੇਰਾ [muhnhera] n darkness, when one is
unable to recognise the face of a person clearly;
early morning; dawn.

ਮੁਹਫੇਰਣਾ[11ਘ}1})}181'1.18] v desert, abandon. “muhI
pherIe muhu jutha hOI.”-m 1 var sar. ‘the
face gets deﬁled on defying the Creator.’
ਮੁਹਬਤਿ [muhabatI] A _..„ਤੂੰ 11 attachment, love,

ਮੁਹਣੈਹਾਰ [muhnehar], ਮੁਹਣੈਹਾਰੁ [muhneharu] adj

affection. “dIlahu muhabatI jInh, sei saCIa.”

who turns another crazy. See ਮੁਹ vr. 2 fasci‘ nating, enchanting. 3 who steals. 4 See ਮੁਸ vr.

-—asa farid. “muhabte manI tanI base.”—tII§g
111 5.
ਮੁਹਬਲ [muhbal] A ਗਿ adj smart, clever, agile.
brisk. 2 alert, cautious. 3 involved in work,

HUS'Imohat] Skt. ਮੁਹੂਤੰ11 duration of two ghari’s;
a period of 48 minutes. 2 moment. “ghari mu—
hat ka pahuna.”—sri m 5.
ਮੁਹਤਕ[…ਪ11੮91<] one auspicious occasion. “ghari
muhtak bela ai.”—sar ch55; m 5.

busy in work. “bahor phoj kahIlur ki bhai
muhbal an.” or — “dUI raja jodha bali bhae
muhbal an.”—Gurusobha.

ਮੁ'ਹਤਮਿਮ [muhatmIm] A f adj administrator.

ਮੁਹੱਬਤ [muhabbat] See ਮੁਹਬਤਿ.

ਮੁ'ਹਤਾੲੀ [muhtai] need, want, indigence. “sagal
cuki muhtaie.”——sar m 5.

ਮੁਹੱਬਤੀਘਿਧਸ਼ਿਠਿਠਿਗੀ] adj lover, who loves.

ਮੁਹੁਤਾਜਕ਼ਿਸ਼ਪੀਪਂਗ਼ੀ] A (75’ adjneedy, indigent, des-

ਮੁਹਮਲ [muhmal] A J13 adj left incomplete.
2 meaningless, absurd.

titute.
ਮੁਹਤਾਜਿ [mUhtajI], ਮੁਹਤਾਜੀ [muhtaji] P 5.1:; n

ਮੁਹ ਮੁੰਦਣਿ [muh modem] 11 silence, dumbness.

need. 2 ﬂattery. “sabh mohtaji kadhe teri.”~m

2 A 9 adj made to proper shape and size.

4 var bIha. “tIn cuki muhtaji lokan ki.”—bh£r
m 4.

ਮੁਰ੍ਵਯੁੱਦੀਨ [muhayuddin] A JAM; adj who vivi-

ਮੁਹਤਾਜੁ [muhtaju] See ਮੁਹਤਾਜ. “maIa 1<a muhta-

jU bhaIa.”—asa pati m 3. “maIa ka muhtaju
pédItU kahave.”—gau a m 3.
ਮੁਹਤਾਣਾ [mohtana] adj headstrong, deﬁant; a
horse, not controlled by pulling the bridle. 2 a
person who cannot have control on his tongue.

3 insistent, obstinate.

_

ਮੁਂਹਤਿਕ [muhtIk1just for one or two gharis (48
minutes). 2 just a moment. See ਮੁਹਤ.
ਮੁਂਹਤੁ [mohatu] auspicious occasion. See ਮੁਹਤ.
“sa ghari so muhatu saphalu he, thu harI mera
cItU ave.”—bIha Chét m 4. “mohlatI muhatu
na jana.”—dhana m 1. 2 enamoured, deluded.
ਮੁਹਨ [muhan] enchant, fascinate. 2 (they) steal.
See ਮੁਸ vr. “péc cor tIna ghar muhan.”-m 3
var bIIa.

ਮੁਹੱਯਾ [mohayyal adj enamoured, enchanted.
3 ready, prepared. 4 achieved, obtained.
ﬁes religion, who vitalisesnfaith.

ਮੁਹਰ [mohar] P /," 11 print, stamp. 2 mediaeval
gold coin.
ਮੁਹਰਖ [muhrakh], ਮੁਹਰਖਾ [muhrakha] See ਮੁਰੱਖਾ
2. “kahI satguru muhrakhe durae.”—PPP.
2 See ਮੁਵੱਰਿਖ.
ਮੁਹਰਾ [muhra] n frontal part, front. 2 P 9/ bead.
3 pawn of chess.
'

ਮੁਹਰਾਲੀ [mohrali] adj of the best quality; extreme, very much. “mar maci mohrali §dar

khet de.”—c§di 3. 2 See ਮੁਰ੍ਹੇਲੀ.

'

ਮੁਹਰੀ [muhri] 11 mesh tied around the mouth of
a horse, cow etc. 2 front; main opening. “kItak dIvas me muhri kholhi.”—GPS. ‘opened
the mouth of the kiln/oven.’ 3 horse, buffalo,
camel, ox etc well-decorated-animal with a

ਮੁਹਰ੍ਵ
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mesh tied around its mouth offered as dowry
in a marriage ceremony. 4 rein, bridle.

ing, prohibiting, forbidding. 2 circumscribed,
enclosed from all sides.

ਮੁਹਰੂ [muhru] a devotee of Guru Hargobind,

ਮੁਹ੍'ਸਿਬ [mUhaSIb] A ਭੰ/ਕਿੰ who keeps ac-.

counts; accountant.
who attained self—realisation. He belonged to
the Randhawa subcaste. “chajju gajju muhru . ਮੁਹਾਸਿਲ [muhasxl] A J1; adj who achieves,
who gains‘ 2 n ofﬁcial to collect the produce
rédhava te sujana bir.”-—GPS.
ਮੁਹਰੈਲੀ [muhreli], ਮੁਹਰੈਲੀ [muhreli] adj leader, of the ﬁelds. “sada muhaSIl béte dana.”—GPS.

guide. “Ik to ségat ko muhreli.”—GPS.
. ਮੁਹੱਰਮ [muharram] A (f adj spoiled, wasted.
2 n ﬁrst month of the Muslim calendar, during
which ﬁghting is prohibited. In memory of
Imam Husain, the Muslims of Shia sect remain in grief for the ﬁrst ten days of this
month. They prepare models of Imam
Husain’s tomb, take them in procession, all
along crying on theirway to bury those models in Irriambaras. See ਹੁਸੈਨ,

ਮੁਹਾਕਾ [muhaka] See ਮੋਹਾਕਾ.

.

ਮੁਹਾਣ [mohan], ਮੁਹਾਣਾ [muhana] mouth’s main
entrance, throat. “raro des desan VIdya muhané.”—paras. 2 frontal part, front. 3. leader,

guide, chief. “hOI muslIm dinmuhane.”——m 1 '

var majh. 4 S ﬁsherman. 5 boatman. “bIc jahaj sam sri harImédIr. tIs me nam muhana
sﬁdar.”—GPS. .

ਮੁਹਾਫਾ [muhapha] A jg n shaped like a howdah; palanquin, palanquin for the bride. 2 palan-

quin for women. “ek muhapha soth banThe Sunni Muslir'ns also celebrate the tenth
vayo.”—GPS.
day of Muharram. They believe that God created Adam, wind (air), life and death, heaven ਮੁਹਾਫਿਜ [muhapth] A 3,1; adj defender, keeper, guard.
and hell on this day.
ਮੁਰੁੱਚਿਰ [muharrIr] A ,f scribe, clerk, docu- ਮੁਹਾਬਘਿਘੀਥਠਿ] A 24¢” adj, terrible, horrible, frightening”. “sabhe muhab sahid gen.”—GPS. “n9
ment writer.
moh mohaba.”—BG.
ਮੁਹਲਕ [muhlak] See ਮੁ'ਹਲਿਕ.
ਮੁਹਲਤ [muhlat] ਮੁਹਲਤਿ [muhlatI] A _..ਲ਼ੀਰ੍ਡੂੰ/ n time ਮੁਹਾਰ [mohar] A Ag mesh n camel’s nose string.
permitted for the completion or implementa- ਰ੍ “calyo jat bIn gahe muhari.”—NP. 2 mesh tied
tion; respite. “muhlatI pOni calna.”—sri m 5. around the mouth of a horse etc; saddle, harness. “deI muhar lagamu pahIravau.”-gau
2 time, period
kabir. 3 a subcaste of J atts.
. ਮੁਹਲਾ [muhla] n wooden pestle, threshing club.
ਮੁਂਹਲਿਕ [muhlIk] A _ਸ਼ੁੱ/ adj who kills/slaugh- ਮੁਹਾਰਨੀ [muharni] n twelve syllables of each
Punjabi consonant of consonant plus vowel
ters/butchers.
ਮੁਰਲੀ [mohli] small wooden pestle, small thresh- structure. 2 act of learning the text of a lesson by repetition.
ing club. “tukh kau muhli 1aI.”—m 5 var ram

2.
ਮੁ'ਹਾਉਣਾ [muhauna] v have someone loot, have
someone plunder. See ਮੁਸ vr. 2 keep in the

dark, mislead. 3 get cheated. See ਮੁਹ vr. “sute

gee muhaI.”—sr1' m 3. “mutha apI muhae
sathe.”—m 1 var majh.
ਮੁਹਾਜ਼ਰਾ [muhasra] A ,4; the idea of prevent-

ਮੁਹਾਰੀ [muhari] See ਮੁਹਾਰ 1 and 2.
ਮੁਹਾਲ [muhal] A JV adj non-existent, impossible, impossible to exist/occur/happen.
ਮੁਹਾਵਰਾ[ਗ਼0}1ਕ੍ਯਾ1-8] A wt! n conversation, talk.
2 i.e. proper usage of words. 3 usage of words
and sentences per speciﬁc meaning or idiom.
4 experience, practice.

ਮੁ'ਹਿ
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ਮੁ'ਹਿ [mUhI] face. “mohI dIthe tIn 1<£ jivie.”
-m 5 var gau 2. 2 by stealing. “gharu muhI
pItri deI.”—var asa. 3 in the front, leading.
“mUhI C918 50 age marie.”-—Var asaQ See ਓਮੀ.
4 adj enchanted, enamoured. “mrIgni muhI
jat.”—krrsan. ‘getting enchanted’. 5 on the

face. “méns mUhI cota na khaI .”-—japu. “murakh gédhu pave mohImar.”——m 1 var majh.
6 pron to me. “mohI agya kari.”—GPS.
ਮੁਹਿੰਜਾ [muhija], ਮੁਹਿੰਜੋਂ [muhfjo] S my, mine.

‘

ਮੁਹੰਮਦ

again and again.’ 2 face to face. 3 by stealing
again and again.
ਮੁਰੇ [muhe] enchants. 2 loots, steals. 3 may loot,

may stealh. “je moha ka gharu muhe.”—varasa.
4 See ਮੁ'ਹੈ ਮੁਹਿ.
ਮੁਹੈ ਮੁਹਿ [muhé mUhI] See ਮੁਹੁਰ ਮੁਹੁ. “mar moha

mUhI khaI.”-—s kabir. 2 See ਮੁਹੇ ਮੁ'ਹਿ 2.
ਮੁਹੈਯਾ [moheya] See ਮੁਹੱਯਾ.
ਮੁਹੋ [muho] See ਮੁਹੌਂ.

ਮੁਹੋਂ ਮੁਹੁ [muho moho] See ਮੁ'ਹੁਰ ਮੁਹੁ. 2 See ਮੁਂਹੇ

See ਮਹਿੰਜਾ.
ਮੁਹਿ 2.
ਮੁਹਿੰਜੌ'ਪਿਰੀ [muhijopIri] my dear, my darling. ਮੁਹੇਂ [moha] from the mouth; orally. “moha kI
ਮੁ'ਹਿੱਬਧਿਘਿਸ਼ੀਹੁਂਠਿ] A adj loving. 2 n friend, chum, bolanu bolie?”—japu.
Wlmohlmlﬁf‘ﬁﬂlmuhfmlA ‘f’ compaignn
worrisome, work that causes worry. 2 Le.
marching of forces to conquer the enemy.

ਮੁ'ਹਿਮਾਰਿ [muhImarI] by keeping one’s mouth
shut, by observing silence. 2 See ਮੁ'ਹਿ 5.
ਮੁਚਿਰ [muhIr] Skt. n Kamdev, god of love.
2 foolish, stupid. 3 See ਮੁਹਰ.

ਮੁਚੀੜ [muhit] A Lg adjencircling, surrounding.
2 n ocean.

ਮੁਹੀਬ [mohib] A ਆੰ adj terrible, horrible, fright-

ਮੁਹੰਦਾ [mohéda] enchants. 2 steals, loots. 3 gets

stolen.

‘

ਮੁ'ਵ੍'ਮਿਦ [mohémad] A ਮੱ adj praised, admired,
praise worthy. 2 n religious teacher of Islam,
son of Abdulla of the Kuresh lineage who was
born to Amina in Mecca, an Arabian towri, on
April 20, 571 AD. The dynasty of Hazrat
Mohammad was regarded extremely venera-

ble in Mecca. The temple of Kaaba, brimming

ਮੁਹੀਯਾ [muhiya] See ਮੁਹੱਯਾ.

with idols, was in the possession of Abdul
Muttalib, father of Abdulla. The childhood of
Hazrat Mohammad was spent grazing goats,
sheep etc. At the age of twenty years, he took
up employment with a very rich widow

ਮੁਹੁਂ [mUhU] S n face. “ਬਿਧੀ… mass: ka jibh mass

Khadeeja of Mecca; and used to travel to

ki.”—m 1 varmala. 2 Skt adv again, repeatedly, after that.

Basra, Damascus etc for business. Khadeeja
was so much swayed by the honesty and sincerity of Mohammad that she contracted marriage with him, although she was forty years

ening.

ਮੁਹੀਮ [mohim] See ਮੁਹਿੰਮ. “lar lap karan mohim.”
—BG.
~

ਮੁਹੁਰ ਮੁਂਹੁ [muhur muhu] Skt ਸੂਵੁਦ੍ਰ ਸੂਫ਼: adv again
and again, repeatedly, time and again.

ਮੁਹੁਰਤ [muhurat] period of two gharis; duration
of48 minutes. See ਮੁਹਤ.

ਮੁਹੂਰ ਮੁਰ੍ਵ [muhur muhu] See ਮੁਹੁਰ ਮੁਹੁ. “catrak
cit muhur muhu rat.”-—NP.

old at that time. She gave birth to two sons

and four daughters.
When Hazrat Mohammad was thirty-ﬁve
years old, there arose the need to rebuild Kaaba,

ਮੁਹੇ [muhe] got enchanted. 2 got looted. “te sakat

because the temple was in a very low lying

mur muhe.”—prabha m 4.
'
ਮੁਂਹੇਮੁਹਿਂ[ਗ਼0118ਗ਼ਘੀਡ਼ਾ] 866 ਮੁਹੁਰਮੁਹੁ. “moha muhI
pana khaI.”—var asa. ‘is rebuked/insulted

area. When the people of the town gathered
to start the new construction, discussion ensued about the person .who would place the

ਮਹਮਦ
' "

"
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black stone in the shrine. Mohammad was
unanimously chosen for the purpose, who
picked up 55g asvad (the black stone) and put
it in the wall of Kaaba. After the construction
of the temple was complete, the idol of Habal
was installed in the centre of the shrine at its
previous place and all other statues were
placed around it.
When he was thirty-nine years old, Mohammad began to observe detachment and
meditation. For most of the time, he used to
remain immersed in solitude and introversion.
He was fond of the Hira Mount near Mecca

for meditation.

ਮਹਮਦ
"

sixty-seven at Madina in 58 Hijri after the death
of the Prophet. Among the Muslims she is
popularly known as Amulmomnin (the mother
of believers).
ਰ੍ Hazrat Mohammad was against idol-woré
ship and always condemned the evil customs
prevalent in Mecca.This caused much resentment among the people there, but most of the
pilgrims from Madina, who used to come to
pay their obeisance at Kaaba became believers in Islam. Thus the strength ofthe Muslims
in Madina increased than in Mecca.
Oppressed by the excesses of the people
of Mecca, the prophet escaped from there to

At the age of forty years Hazrat Moham-

settle in Madina in 622 AD. This incident was

mad proclaimed that he. had met the angel

the start of Hijri calendar. Hijri means separation. Hence the day of separation from
Mecca is taken as the day of Islamic year’s

Gabriel in the caves of Hira Mount, who delivered him a message from God. From then
onwards, Mohammad was popularly known
as prophet—messenger of God. He started
preaching Islam. First of all his beloved wife
Khadeejajoined him in this mission, further
followed by Ali, .laid and Abubakar.
Mohammad used to have revelations
through angel Gabriel’s, agency. Sometimes

he would get messages directly from God
while in a deep trance. He used to deliver these
messages to the people through religious

discourses. The verses through which
Mohammad could receive the messages of
God are called Aayats, which have been compiled in the Islamic holy scripture — the
Koran. See ਕੁਰਾਨ.

Khadeeja expired when Mohammad was
ﬁfty years old. After herdeath, he married a

widow named Saudah and also got engaged
with seven year old Ayesha, daughter of
Abubakar and they were married two years
after engagement. Ayesha was the most beloved wife of Mohammad. She died at age of

initiation. Hazrat Mohammad raised a house
for his dwelling and a mosque for prayer in
Madina, which is now popularly known as

Masjidulnabi.
The people of Mecca began to harass the
prophet in Madina too and a large group of
them came there to wage a ﬁght. The ﬁrst
battle took place in Badar on Ramzan Hijri
(March, 624). The Muslims, although outnumbered, won the battle. This raised the morale

of the Muslims and Islam started to ﬂourish.
After this the enemies launched many attacks,
but the prophet was the winner in all the battles.
In 630 AD, Mohammad seized Kaaba b‘y

conquering Mecca with a force of about 10000
Muslims. He kissed the black stone in reverence and himself smashed the _,idol of god
Habal with a mace; He threw 360 statues out
of the holy shrine. He recited the ﬁrst prayer

as per the Muslim code of conduct along with
his companions and established a Kibla in the

ਮੁਹੰਮਦ ਅਲੀ
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holy place and announced that a message from
God was recieved that all Muslims would recite
prayers with their faces towards this Kibla.
Hazrat Mohammad breathed his last in
Madina on June 8, 632 AD after a short illness due to fever. His tomb is known as Hujra.
The graves of Abubakar and Umar are also
in Hujra and a Site for one more grave is leﬁ
blank there.
At the time of the Prophet’s death, he had
nine wives and two maids alive. Mohammad
had a total of eleven wives, out of them nine

were. widows, one was Virgin Ayesha and one
Jainab a divorcee of Zaid. Zaid was adopted
son/heir of Hazrat Mohammad, hence the
marriage with Jainab was against the religious
code, but a special revelation from God allowed this marriage to be solemnised. See
ਕੁਰਾਨ ਸੂਰਤ 33, ਆਯਾਤ 36.
‘
Apart from these eleven wives, he had two
maid-servants, one a Christian Mary and an-

other a Jew — Rihanah.
Mohammad had seven children in all —two
sons and four daughters were born to Khadeej a,
but out oftlhem only his daughter Fatima had
children while the remaining ﬁve died early in
life. Mary gave birth to one male child who
also died at the age oftwo.
Hazrat Mohammad did not know how to
read and write, hence he was called Ummi.
The religion founded by Hazrat Moham-

mad is named Islam. See ਇਸਲਾਮ.
ਮੁਹੰਮਦ ਅਲੀ [muhémad ali] a chief of emperor
Shahjahan’s army, who fought against Guru
Hargobind in Amritsar battle along with
Mukhlaskhan.
ਮੁਂਹੌਂਸ਼੍ਯ'ਹ [muhémadsah] He ascended the Delhi
throne in Sammat 1776 (1719 AD) after
Fararukh Siyar. He was a debauch and
indolent. During his rule, Nadar Shah com-

ਮੁਕਤਸਰ

mitted carnage in Delhi, and took away plunder worth rupees 32 crores. See ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨਾਂ ਦਾ

ਭਾਰਤ ਵਿੱਚ ਰਾਜ ਨੰ: 42.

ਮੁਹੰਮਦ ਕ਼ਾਸਿਮ […ਘੀੜੂਸ਼੍ਯਗਿ੍ kaSIm] See ਫਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ 5.

ਮੁਹੰਮਦਖ਼ਾਨ [mohémad khan] chief of emperor
Shahjahan, who was killed by Bhai Jattu in
the battle ofHargobindpur.
ਮੁਹੰਮਦ ਗੋਰੀ [muhémad gori] See ਸ਼ਹਾਬੁੱਦੀਨ ਮੁਹੰਮਦ

.ਗੋਰੀਂ.

ਮੁਹੰਮਦਾਬਾਦ [muhémdabad] See ਕਾਸੀ.

ਮੁਹੰਮਦੀਂ [mohémdi] relating to Hazrat Mohammad. 2 believer in Islam, having faith .in Islam,
Muslim.
ਮੁਹੰਮਦੀ ਪੋੰਥੂਲਾ [muhémadi palla] xa razor.
ਮੁ-ਪ੍ਯਾਤਿ [muhyatI] who remains ignorant, who
relishes i gnorance.
ਮੁਕੁੱਸ਼ਰ [mukassar] A_ [3‘ adj whose bark has
been removed; peeled off.
ਮੁਕਟ [mokat] Skt ਮੁਂਕੁਟ. n ornament wom' on the
head. 2 crown, coronet. 3 knot of hair, topknot.
“jata mukat tanI bhasam lagai.”—bh£rm I .
ਮੁਕਣਾ [mukna] (Skt ਮੁਕੁ deliverance) v die, ex-

pire, end. 2 be deﬁcient, be inadequate.
ਮੁਕਤ [mokat] Skt ਮੁਕੂ. adj liberated, free, independent, not bound. “mukat bhae prabh mp 113
rekhé.”—gaua m 1. 2 See ਸਸਤ੍ਵ. 3 n exceptional pearl. “mukat lal anIk bhog.”—kan m 5.
ਮੁਕਤਸਰ [mokatsar] a famous town in district

F erozepur, where the sacred pond of the Sikhs
is situated. This pond was initially named

Khidrana. The rain water used to collect so
much in this pond that the villagers from far
and near used to get water for themselves and
their livestock throughout the year. When
Wazir Khan, the governor of Sirhind, reached
Malwa in Vaisakh ofSammat 1762, after pur— ‘
suing Guru Gobind Singh, the Sikhs seized this
pond and fought valiantly against the enemy.
First of all, there was a pitched battle between
the Sikhs led by Mai Bhago and the royal
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ਮੁਕਤਾ.ਮੁਕਤ

forces. Mai Bhago and the Sikhs laid down Granth.
their lives ﬁghting heroically. Bhai Mahan ਮੁਕਤਪ੍ਰਾਣ [mukatpran] adj who has expired, dead
Singh beseeched the tenth Guru to tear the body. 2 attaining salvationjust after death.
letter they had earlier handed to him disown- , ਮੁਕਤਭਾਸਾ [mukatbhasa], ਮੁਕਤਭਾਖਾ [mukatbhakha]
ing him. He did so and thus reunited them into language unrestricted by any prosodic rules,
the Sikh fold. The Guru renamed this pond as prose. 2 language free from any rules of gramMuktsar. After declaring them the liberated mar.
ones he himselfcremated the bodies of all the ਮੁਕਤਮਾਰਗ [mukatmarg] Sikh code of religious
martyrs. The Shahidganj is situated on the edge conduct written by a devotee inthe name of
of the pond. The following gurdwaras are lo- Guru Gobind Singh. It is different from
Muktnama.
cated here:
ਮੁਂਕਤਮਾਲ
[mukatmal] necklace of pearls. See
(a) Shahidganj — Here the tenth Guru himselfcremated the bodies of the forty liberated ਮੁਕਤ 3.
ਮੁਕਤਾ [mukta] adj free; unbound; who has atsouls and other martyrs.
(b) Tibbi Sahib ——The raised mound is situ- tained salvation; free from discrimination and
superstition. “jIh ghatI SImranU ram ko so
ated about half aimile away from the city, in
the north-west direction, from where Guru new mukta janu.”—-s m 9. “mukte seve, mukta
Gobind Singh showered arrows on the Turk- hove.”—majh a m 3. “hIrde ka mukta mukh ka
sati.”—ratanma1a béno. 2 separate. “harakh
ish forces.
(c) Tambu Sahib — The memorial built at sog duha te mukta.”—dhana chét m 4. 3 unattached. “sur mukta sasi mukta.”— marum 5.
the site where the Sikhs had camped.
(d) Vadda Darbar — The Guru stayed at 4 open, wide. “satIgorI mIlI€ maragu mqu
a.”~—ram m 5. 5 endless, plentiful. “mukte
this. place. The beautiful gurdwara. is located
on the edge of the pond. Annual grant of Rs. bhédara.”—maru a m 1. 6 n Punjabi consonant without any attached vowel. 7 See ਮੁਕਤੇ.
4300 has been given to the holy place since
8 Skt ਮੁਰ੍ਹਾ, pearl. See ਗਜਮੁਕਤਾ. 9A 55* adjwhich
the Sikh rule.
is out, which is severed. 10 decided, ﬁxed,
' An annual congregation is held on the
ascertained. See ਮੁਕਤੀ. 11 In the lingo ofthe
Maghi day at this sacred place. Muktsar station is situated on B.B. & C. I. railway line ascetics, a person with a cleanshaven head.
and is about twenty miles from Kotkapura “jatajut mukal; SII‘ hOI. mukta phIre bédh nahi
kOI.”—matra baba sricéd ji di.
junction.
ਮੁਕਤਾ ਉਪਬਨ [mokta Upban] Motibagh.
ਮੁਕਤਹਰਾ [mukat-hara] See ਸਵੈਯਾ 31.
ਮੁਂਕਤਨਾਮਾ [mukatnama] Sikh code of conduct, ਮੁਕਤਾਹਲ [muktahal] Skt ਮੁਰ੍ਹਾਫਲ, n pearl. 2 necklace of pearls. “kahu mahI moti muktahal.”
in which various methods for attaining salva—asa
kabir.
tion are explained. It was composed by a devotee in the name oquru Gobind Singh and is ਮੁਕਤਾਫਲ [muktaphal] See ਮੁਕਤਾਹਲ 1.
included in Sausakhi (one hundred stories). ਮੁਕਤਾਮਣਿ [muktamanI] Sktਮੁ'ਕ੍ਰਾਮਣਿ. n pearl and
Bhai Santokh Singh has versiﬁed it with some gem. 2 ornament made of pearls. 3 See ਤੋਮਰ
ਰ੍
`
additions and alterations in the ﬁftieth chapter (c) 4 See ਪਉੜੀ 15.
of the third volume of Gurupratapsurya ਮੁਕਤਾ ਮੁਕਤ [mukta mukat] ਮੁਕੁ-ਅਮੁਕ੍ਰ. See ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ.

ਮੁਕਤਾਵਲਿ
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ਮੁਕਤਾਵਲਿ [muktavalI] See ਮੁਕਤਾਹਲ 2.

ਮੁਕਤਿ [mukatI] Skt ਮੁਕ੍ਰਿ. n liberation, freedom,
release. Its root is ਮੁਚ੍. “haume pekharu tere
mane mahI. her: no cetahI mure, mukathahI.”——basa”t a m 1. ‘so that (you) are liberated.’ 2 freedom from the bondage of ignorance,

relief from distress. “mukatI paie sadh
ségatI.”—dhana m 5.
The types of liberation vary from religion
to religion.
(a) 1n Nyay Shastar, the end of the twenty-one agonies of the body, mind, six sensory
organs, pleasures and pains is termed salvation.
(b) In Vaisheshikmat, one who acquires nine
facets (knowledge, pleasure, agony, desire,
malice, endeavour, religion, irreligion and impulse) is a worldly being. Separating the individual soul from these nine facets through
contemplation and practice is liberation.
(c) Liberation in Sankhyamat is from three
types of agonies i.e. spiritual, metaphysical and
supernatural through the knowledge of nature
and human life.
(d) In Yogmat, eradication of ﬁve sufferings‘ like ignorance etc through the practice
of deep meditation and freedom of the individual soul is termed liberation.
(e) In Agnihotar, achieving plentiful heavenly pleasures through yajna, worship of ﬁre
and meditation, charity etc lies the way towards salvation.
(f) Removing of ignorance through realisation and merger of the individual soul with
the ultimate Truth is liberation in Vedantant
mat.

(g) Shaivites and Vaishnavites hold that by
meditating upon one’s spiritual deities and transcending to heaven to enjoy amplitude of plea'Scc ਪੰਜ ਕਲੇਸ਼

ਮੁਕਤਿ

sures is liberation.
(h) In Jainism, breaking the bondage of
Karmas by doing virtuous deeds through the
practice of meditation, non-violence etc and
transcendence of the individual soul to the upper region (paradise) so as not to return to life
is the path to salvation.
(i) In Islam, to act upon the utterances in
Koran and obeying ﬁrmly the ﬁve principles2
like prayer and fasting etc, and faith in Prophet
Mohammad takes one to paradise forever on
the basis of resolve arrived on the doomsday.
This is salvation.
The Suﬁs hold the union ofthe individual
soul with the Divine as the attainment of liberation. This theory is similar to that of Vadantmat.
(j) Christanity holds that having full faith in
J esus, son of God, delivers a person from sins
and provides joys of life, which is salvation.
The Christians believe that there is no person
who does not commit sin and the end result of
sin is death. Jesus atoned for the sins of the
people by sacriﬁcing his own life. Those who
have firm beliefin him will get rid ofall sinful
acts and will become immortal.
(k) In Buddhism, acquiring eight virtues3,
forsaking all desires and attaining the stage of
emancipation, is salvation.
(1) Salvation in Sikhism requires a person
to be one with the Creator by knowing the
reality of the spiritual knowledge, benevolence,
renunciation of the ego, liberation of
conscience from ignorance and superstition,
bOdy’s freedom from unholiness by inculcating the Creator’s Name, observing magnanimity and taking care of body’s purity is
salvation.
288੦ਇਸਸ੍ਯ4.

3See ਮੁਕਤਿਮਾਰਗ ਦੇ ਅੱਠ ਸਾਧਨ under ਬੁੱਧ.

ਮੁਕਤਿਗਤਿ
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ਮਕਭੰਵੈ

The above ways are described in Gurbani ' var] path of attaining salvation, knowledge.

as follows:
“karam dharam karI mokatI mégahi.
mukatI padarathu sabadI salahi.
bIn gursabde mukatI na hoi,
parpéco karI bharmai he.
-maru solhe m I .
mukte soi bhaliahI jI saca namu samalI.
—sr1' m 5.
tregun vakhane bharamu na jaI.
bédhan na tutahI mukatI na paI.
,
mukatIdata satIgurU jag mahI.—gaum 3.
mukatI paie sadhségatI
bInasjaI §dharu.——dhana 111 5.
mukatIduara soi pae jI VIcahU apo gavaI.
——ma]a a m 3.
gahIr gébhir 5mrIt namu tera.
mukatI bhaIa szu rIde vasera.
—majh m 5.
mukatI bhaIa bfédhan gurI khole,
jan nanak harIgUn gae.—gaum 5.
mukatI bhae sadhségatI karI,
tIn ke avgan sath parharIa.
‘
'
-—sar a m 5.
kahu nanak gorI khole kapat.
mukatu bhae bInse bhramthat.”—gaum 5.
(m) There are many other beliefs as of
ਚਾਰਵਾਕ [carvak] holding out different ways to
attain salvation. If the basic principle of all
these ways is analysed one ﬁnds that relief
from agonies and attainment of spiritual bliss

2 Guru, the spiritual mentor. 3 Sikhism. “gorI
kino mukatIdoara.”—sorm 5.

ਮੁਕਤਿ ਪਦਾਰਥ [mokatI padarath] wealth in the
form of salvation; objects/deeds, leading towards salvation. 2 objects in abundance; things
aplenty; inexhaustible material. “dharam arath
aru kam mokh, mukatIpadarath nath.”
—ram Ch5t 111 5.

ਮੁਕਤਿਪੰਥ [mukatIpéth], ਮੁਕਤਿਪੰਥੁ [mukatIp‘éthu]
ways of attaining salvation. 2 path of liberation. “mukatIpathu janIo te nahanI.‘”—so‘rm
9. 3 Sikh religion, Sikhism.

ਮੁਕਡਿਪ੍ਰਾਨ[11101<9੮1})1811] emancipation/liberation
even when alive.“mukat1pranjap1 harI 1…tarathI.”—ram a m 1.

ਮੁਕਤਿਮ'ਲ [mukatImal] necklace of pearls. See

ਮਾਲ l and ਮੁ'ਕ੍ਰਿ 4.
ਮੁਕਤਿਮੋਂਖਘਿਪੀਂਟ੍ਚਿਗ਼ੁ mokh] liberation and renun-

ciation. “sarab bekOth mukatI mokh pae.”
—sukhman1'.
ਮੁਕਤੀ [mUkti] See ਮੁਕਤਿ. 2 left out. “mukti bhed

na gaia kai.”-—gau kabir. i.e. ‘No sheep escaped shearing; all have been sheared i.e. no
sheep has attained salvation.’
ਮੁਕਤੀਸਰੁ [muktisaru] ocean of salvation/eman-

cipation. “ape mokatIdanu muktisaru.”—maru
soIhe m 1. 2 liberator, saviour.
ਮੁਕਤੁ [mukatu] free, observing no restriction.
See ਮੁਕਤ. “mukatu bhae bInse bhrarnthat.”
-—gau m 5.

is salvatiOn. 3 adjmukatI is also used for mukt.

ਮੁਕਤੇ [mokate] became free from bonds, got lib-

“harakh sog jake nahi beri mit samanv... mukatI

erated, independent. 2 transcended bonds.
“bajarkapat mukte gurmati.”—sor m 1. ‘con-

tahI te jan .”-5 111 9. 4 n pearl. “mukatImal
kanIk lal hira.”—j€t m 5.

ਮੁਕਤਿ ਗਤਿ [mukatI gatI] understanding liberation. 2 way to achieve liberation. “gorparsad1 mokatIgatI pae.”—majh a m 3. 3 attainment of liberation.
ਮੁਕਤਿਦੂਅਾਰਾ [mUkatI €108੮8],ਮੁਕਤਿਦ੍ਵਾਰ[…ਧ1<੪੮1ਯੰ-

science was awakened.’ 3 ﬁve Sikhs, who

were duly baptised by Guru Gobind Singh on
Vaisakhi 1, Sammat 1756, after the installation of five Piaras. They were - Deva Singh,
Ram Singh, Tahil Singh, Isar Singh, Fate Singh.

See ਗੁਪੁਸੂ ਰੁੱਤ 3. ਅ 20. 4 forty Sikh martyrs,

ਮੁਕੜੇਬੀਥੀ
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ਮੁਕਲਨਾ

who sacriﬁced their lives in Chamkaur battle

ਮੁਕੁੜਗ਼ੀਗ਼ਪੀਂਹਂਕਿ] A )5 adjdribbled drop by drop,

and are described in Zaffamamah. “gursanah

distillate, distilled.
ਮੁਕਦਮ [mokadam] A [ਖ਼ਾਂ n adj leading, advancing, headman, guide. 2 11 place to step on.
3 headman of a village. “mahar mukadam 51k-

CIkare kunad cxhal nar.” Their names are as
under:
Sehaj Singh, Sardul Singh, Sarup Singh,
Sahib Singh, Sujan Singh, Sher Singh, Seva
Singh, Sango Singh, Sant Singh, Hardas Singh,
Himmat Singh, Karam Singh, Kirpal Singh,
Kharag Singh, Gurdas Singh, Gurdit Singh,

Gulab Singh, Ganga Singh, Ganda Singh,

dars.”—gau a m 1. 4 deputy to' the collector
during the Mughal and the Sikh rule, who used
to collect revenue. “raje sih, mukadam kute._”
——m 1 var mala.
ਮੁਕਦਮਾ [mukadama] A #17,: adj leader, guide.
2 n advance party in the army. 3 gist of a
book. 4 abstract of a ﬁle.

Charat Singh, Jawahar Singh, Jaimal Singh,
Jwala Singh, Jhanda Singh,.Tek Singh, Thakur
Singh,, Trilok Singh, Dyal Singh, Damodar ਮੁਕਦਮੀਂ [mokadami] n title of ਮੁਕੱਦਮ (deputy),
Singh, Narayan Singh, Nihal Singh, Punjab
chieftainship. “aka ta lor mukadami. eke t9 ala ਲ਼ੀ
Singh, Prem Singh, Basava Singh, Bisan Singh,
lor.”—JSBB. 2'tax collected from the people
Bhagwan Singh, Matab Singh, Mohkam Singh,
during the Mughal rule for the emoluments of
Ranjit Singh, Rattan Singh. 5 The names of ' a kanugo — revenue ofﬁcial above a patwari.
40 martyrs who laid their lives in Muktsar baSee ਰਾਜਕਰ.
tle are as : Samir Singh, Sarja Singh, Sadhu ਮੁਕੁੱਦਸ [mukaddas] A J13; sacred, holy.
Singh, Suhel Singh, SultanSingh, Sobha Singh, ਮੁਕੁੱਦਮ [mukaddam] See ਮੁਕਦਮ.
,
Sant Singh, Harsa Singh, Hari Singh, Karan ਮੁਕੁੱਫ਼ਲ [mukaffal] A J33 adj looked, under deSingh, Karam Singh, Kala Singh, Keerti Singh,
tention.
Kirpal Singh, Khushal Singh, Gulab Singh, ਮੁਕੁੱਯਦ [mukayyad] A ਮੁੱ» adj imprisoned, capGanga Singh, Ganda Singh, Gharbara Singh,
tive. 2 written text, recorded document.
Chamba Singh, Jado Singh, Joga Singh, Jang ਮੁਕਰ [mukar] Skt ਮੁਕੁਰ. n mirror, looking glass.
Singh, Dyal Singh, Darbara Singh, Dilbagh
See “mukar mahI jese chai.”—dhana m 9. See
Singh, Dharam Singh, Dhanna Singh, Nihal
ਮੁਕਰਨਾ.
Singh,Nidhan Singh, Burh Singh, Bhag Singh, ਮੁਕਰਨਾ [mukarna] v deny, retract, disavow. “kete
Bhola Singh, Bhanga Singh, Maha Singh,
le 12: mukarupahI.”—japu.
Majja Singh, Man Singh, Mayya Singh, Rai ਮੁਕਰਾੲੀਧਿਘੀਗ੍ਕਤੋ਼] denial, disavowal. 2 frivolous
Singh, Lachhman Singh. See ਮਹਾਸਿੰਘ. 6 to the
argument, controversy. “tum SIU kIa mukrai
free person. “mukte seve, mukta hove.”—majh
he?”—maru soIhe m 1.
a m 3. ‘Those who worship the self-realised ਮੁਕਰੁ [mukaru] See ਮੁਕਰ and ਮੁਕਰਨਾ.
person freed from all sins, attain salvation.’
HaB'HImUkarram] A ()6 adj respectable, hoਮੁਕਤੇ ਬੀਥੀ [mukte bithi] main road, grand road.
nourable, revered.
“nam tere ki mukte bithi.”—asa m 5. ਮੁਕੁੱਰਗ਼ੀਗ਼ਪਠਿਰਸਂਰਿਇਿ ,fiadjappointed, assighed.

2 Sikhism.
ਮੁਕਤੇ [mukate] the emancipated ones, the liber»

2 ﬁxed, settled. 3 A UK part- again, once
again.

ated ones. “mukte guru: enalu bujhaIa.”—ram

ਮੁਕਲਨਾ [mokalna] v ﬂourish, prosper. 2 go, depart, despatch. See ਮੁਂਕੁ. “naps mUklI§ dut so

kabir.
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ਮੁਕਲਾਂਉ
kasx ayé.”—VN. ‘the ambassador of the raja kESI mukame?”—sri a m 1.
ਮੁਕਾਮਿ [mukamI] at the place of residence, at
came to Kashi.’

ਮੁਕਲਾਊ [muklau] adj who liberates, who relieves. 2 who delivers the bride to her—in-laws
after marriage. See ਮੁਕਲਾਵਾ. “pahu gharI ae

the halting place. “mula bahe mukamI .”-511 a
m 1.
ਮੁਕਾਮੁ [mUkamU] See ਮਕਾਮ. “eku mukamu khu-

muklau ae.”—gau kabir. sense — the agent of ‘ daI dara.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਮੁਕਿ [mukI] short for ਮੁਕ੍ਰਿ. “an mukIh.”—savthe god of death.
eye m 3 ke. ‘salvation is attained.’ 2 See ਮੁਕੀ.
ਮੁਂਕਲਾੲੀ [muklai] brought along after relieving
her from father’s bondage, brought the bride ਮੁਕੀ [muki] n ﬁst, closed palm. “jo t8 maranI
to her husband’s house. “sutI muklai apni mukiéi, tInha na mare ghOmI .”-5 farid.

mau.”——bas§t kabir. See ਜੋਇ ਖਸਮੁ .
ਮੁ'ਕਲਾਵਾ [muklava] n freedom of movement. It

was regarded improper to send minor girls to
their in—iaws after marriage. When the girl attained puberty, this ritual was performed and
after this she was free to go to her-in-laws

ਮੁਕ਼ੀਮਘਿਪੀਂਵ੍ਘਾਂਇਿ (5’ adjdwelling, camping.
ਮੁਕੁ [muku] Ski n salvation, liberation. 2 renun-

ciation, relief.

ਮੁਕੁੰਦ [mukOd] Skt adj liberator.I See ਮੁਕੰਦੁ. 2 the

house. It is termed. as muklava. “sabhna

Creator, the Almighty. 3 preceptor.
ਮੁਕੁਲ [mukol] Skt n bud. 2 body, physique.
3 soul, spirit.

sahure vépna, sath muklavanhar.”—sri m 5.

ਮੁਕੇਸ਼ [mukes] P j?” n thin and ﬂat wires of

‘house of the in-laws is the heavenly world
while muklava is death.’

silver.
ਮੁਕੇਸੀ [mukesi], ਮੁਂਕੈਸ਼ੀ [mukesi] adj clothes etc
embroidered with gold or silver thread. See

ਮੁਕਂ‘ਲਫ਼[…ਧ1<911£] A J1. adjcostly, precious, prepared by spending a huge sum of money. “pakhar jin mukallaph saph.”fsaloh.
ਮੁਕੁੱਵੀ [m’ukavvi] A ਪੂੰਨੂ“; adj strength-giving,
strengthening.
ਮੁਕਾਉਣਾ [mukauna] v end, ﬁnish. 2 settle, wind
up.
ਮੁਕਾਣ [mukan] S ਮੋਕਣੁ. wail, mournful cry.
2 condolence over a dead relative; crying on

the death of a relative.
ਮੁਕਾਣ ਜਾਣਾ [mukan jana] v go for condolence
to the house ofa dead relative or friend. See
ਮੁਕਾਣ. 2 go for condolence.
ਮੁਕਾਤੀ [mukati] See ਮੁਕਤਿ. 2 See ਮੁਕਤਾ 9. segmented, divided; split. “tulI nahi cadhe, jaI na
mukati, haluki lags n3 bhari.”—gau kabir.
ਮੁਕਾਨ [mukan] See ਮੁਕਾਣ.
ਮੁਕ਼ਾਬਲਾ [mokabla] A 45; n forward advance,
coming face to face, confrontation.

ਮੁਕਾਮ [mukam] halting place. See ਮਕਾਮ. “donia

ਮਕੇਸ
ਮੁਕਦ[ਗ਼ਪ1<ਭੈ<1] liberator. See ਮੁਕੁੰਦ. “muk'écl muk'éd
japahu sésar.”—g5d raVIdas.

ਮੁਕੰਦਪੁਰ [mukédpur]2 Many. historians have
mentioned the existence of a gurdwara in
Mukandpur, but there is nothing ofthe sOrt in
this town. There is a village Hakimpur
situated near this town where a holy place,
Nanaksar, is located. See ਨਾਨ੍ਯਸਰ 6.
ਮੁਕੰਦਾ [mukéda] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev.
He was an expert in music. 2 a benevolent
disciple oquru Arjan Dev, who belonged to
Beri subcaste. 3 vocative, ‘O Mukund!’

ਮੁਕੰਦੁ [mukédu] See ਮੁਕੁੰਦ. “soi mukédu mukatI
ka data.”—g5d raVIdaS.

WlmukémallA Jug adjcomplete, complet'566ਬੁਹ੍ਮਵੈਵਰਤਪੁਰਾਣ, ਜਨਮਖੰਡ ch. 110.

thai Santokh Singh has written its name as Mukandpura.
See ਰਾਸ਼ਿ 10 ch 4.

-
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ed, ﬁnished, having no deﬁciency.
ਮੁੱਕਾ[ਗ਼ਧ]<]<3],ਮੁੱਕੀ [mukki] ﬁst, closed palm.
ਮੁਕੂ [mukt] See ਮੁਕਤ.

ਮੁਕੂਕੇਸ਼ [muktkes] whose knot of hair is untied;

one having dishevelled hair. In ancient times, if
a warrior’s knot of hair got untied during the
war, no body would attack him till he got ready

after tying his hairknot. See ਮਨੁ ਸਿਮਿਤ੍ਰਿ ਅ:7,
ਸ਼:91 ,'
ਮੁਰ੍ਹਾ [mukta] See ਮੁਕਤਾ.

ਮੁਰ੍ਹਿ [muktI] See ਮੁਕਤਿ.
ਮੁਖ [mukh] n mouth. “mukh te parta tika
sahIt."-ram m 5. 2 face. “mukh ujal menu
nIrmalu hOI 118.”-ਨੂ੭ਕੁੰ1'… 5. 3 effort, attempt,
endeavour, method. 4 door. 5 adjchief, leader.

ਮੁਖਅਾਗਰ [mUkh-agar] See ਮੁਖਾਗਰ. “nav chIa
khatu bolahI mukh-agar.”—dhana m 4. ‘he
recites nine grammars, six Shastars, six sections of Veds by heart.’

ਮੁਖਸੁਧੀ [mukhsudhi] vituperative, scurrilous.
“mukhsudhi aganI, krodh c5dal.”—sri m 1.

ਮੁਖਸੰਜਮ [mukhséjam] n vow to observe silence
for a speciﬁed period. 2 pledge to have control on one's tongue.

ਮੁਖਕ਼ੀਬਾਤ [mukhkibat] open conversation. “mukh
ki bat sagal SIU karta, jia s'égI prabhu apna dharta.”—asa m 5.
ਮੁਖਚਾਰ [mukhcar] Brahma. See ਚਤੁਰਮੁਖ. “mukh-

car gavat bed.”—aka1.
ਮੁਖਜੋਂਰਨਾ [mukhjorna] v compare, contrast.

2 be face to face. 3 seek advice, forge friend-

ship. See ਮੁਖਜੋਂਚਿਐ.

ਮੁਖਜੋਂਚਿਐ [mukhjorIs] by becoming friends.

ਮਖਭਉਣਾ

ਮੁਖਜੋੜਨਾ [11101<}1]‘੦.ਜਿ਼ਬ] See ਮੁਖਜੋਂਰਨਾ.

ਮੁਖਤ [mukhat] See ਮੁਫਤ.
ਮੁਖ਼ਤਸਰਘਿਧ੍ਯਹਿਥੂਰਿਇਿ [i adjabridged, concise,
summerised.
ਮੁ'ਖਤਖੋਰਾ [mukhatkhora] See ਮੁਫਤਖੋਰਾ.

ਮੁਖ਼ਤਲਿਫ਼ਘਿਧ੍ਯਗੀਖ਼ੀ A .213: adj different, vary—
ing, diverse.
ਮੁਖਤਾਨ [mukhtan] adj wayward, headstrong,

brash. “}')/(~) turég mukhtan.”—NP.
Hu31'almukhtar], ਮੁਖਤਿਆਰ [mukhtIar] A ਭੰਨੁੂੰ‘ )1
one having some authority; attorney, one who
is given power of attorney to do some work.

ਮੁਖਨੇ [mukhne] chief guide, supreme preceptor. 2 See ਮੋਖਮੁਖਨੇ.
ਮੁਖੱਨਸ' [mukhannas] A _‘ਭੰਧੂੰਡੂੰ n impotent person,
eunuch, one devoid ofmanliness.

ਮੁਖਪਾਂਚ [mukhpéc] ﬁve-faced, Shiv. “brahma
bIsanU 5t nahI payo. netI netI mukhpéic:2
batayo.”—aka1.
ਮੁਖਫ[…ਪ1<11ਗ੍)11],ਮੁਖਫਾ [mukhphalA ;ਨੁੂੰ‘ adj who

relieves an other person of his work. “prabhu
janIo, te jan mukhpha.”—prabha m 4.
ਮੁਖੱਫ਼ਫ਼ਘਿਧ੍ਯਗੰਗਿੰ] A “53’ adjconcise, abridged.
ਮੁਖਬਚਨੀ [mukhbacni] oral.
Huaﬂmukhbar] A } informer, spy.
ਮੁਖਬਲ ਅਸੁ [mukhbal asu] brash horse, head-

strong horse. “mukhbal asu kaVIka jIm
mani.”—NP. ‘like a bridle for the headstrong
horse.’
ਮੁਖਬਾਕ [mukhbak], ਮੁਂਖਬਰ੍ਯ [mukhbakay] See

ਟਜੰਠੋਂਸਿ਼ਵਿਗ਼ਢ਼
ਮੁਖਬੰਧ [mukhbédh] n text written at the begin-

ਮੁਖਜੋਂਵਣਾ [mukhjovna] v look at one’s face.

ning ofa book in which the motive for writing
book alongwith its abstract is given in brief;
introduction, preface, prologue.

2 look towards one's face for seeking permis-

ਮੁਖਭਉਣਾ [mukhbhauna], ਮੁਖਭਵਨਾ [mukhbavna]

sion. “SIth sanmukh mUkhU jove.”—saveye

suffer from paralysis. turn away one’s face.
2 tum one’s back on someone. “sét ks dukhanI
te mukh bhave.”—sukhmani. ‘all turn away

“sakat SIU mukhjorie.”—bIIa m 5.

m 3 ke.
“
'ਜ੍ਯਾ ਛਗ਼ਾਕਪ੍ਯਾਨ੍ਯ ਜ਼ ਧਕੀਥ', ਹੂਕਰਗਿ੍ਯਕਿਸ੍ |
ਜ਼ W, ਗਂਹ੍ਯਿ', ਜ ਰਕਜ੍ਯੋਰਿ ਥਸਂਫ਼ੈਜਸ੍ |

2Some authors have erroneously written it as ਮੁਂਖਦਾਰ.
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from those who are jealous of holymen.’
ਮੁਖ ਮਸਤਕ [mukh mastak] face and forehead.
2 face and brain.
ਮੁਖਮਾਂਜਣਾ [mukhméijna] xa n which is used for

ਮੁਖਿ-ਗਿਅਾਨ

mukhagar pathI.”—bas§t m 1.

ਮੁਖ਼ਾਤੁਥ [muxatab] A J13, adj addressed, spo-

ken to.
ਮੁਖਾਰਬਿੰਦ [mukharbfd], ਮੁਂਖਾਰਵਿੰਦ [mukharvid]
cleansing the mouth — twig, tooth brush.
ਰ੍ beautiful or holy face or mouth, lotus face.
ਮੁਖਮੰਗਿਆ ਦਾਨ [mukhmégIa dan] giﬁ/blessing “eVIlokaU ram 1<o mukharbid.”—1<an m 5.
bestowed as per the petitioner’s desire.
Wimoxails] A wig See ਮੁਖ਼ਲਿਸ਼ adj pure,
ਮੁਖਰ[ਗ਼੦1<119੮] Skt n conch shell. 2 crow. 3 sound,
sacred, holy. “man kare mukhalIs.”——GPS.

voice. “madhur mukhar gatIden.”—NP. “bhayo
jekar mukhar bar.”—NI’. 4 adj leader, head.
5 adj rude, crude. 6 babbler, idle talker.
ਮੁਖਰਾ [mukhra] See ਮੁਂਖੜਾ.

ਮੁਖ਼ਾਲਿਫ਼ਘਿਧ੍ਯਕ਼ੀਸ਼ੀ A Jg’ adj opposed, antagonistic. 2 n enemy, antagonist.

HFHlmukhI] verbally, orally. “mukhI bed cator
parta.”—g5d namdev. 2 by mouth. from the

ਮੁਖ ਚੇਤੁ ਪੈਣਾ [mukh retu penal v be disregard-

mouth. “mukhI avat take durgédh.”—sukh—

ed. “avarah kau Updeste mukh me pathe

mani. 3 on the forehead. “mohni mokhI mani

reto.”—s kabir. ‘When the preceptor does not
act upon his own teaching; people do not have
any regard for him.”

—sr1' m 1. 4 in the mouth, within the mouth.

ਮੁਖਲਿਸ [moxlIs] A U913; adjpure. 2 n true friend.
ਮੁਖ਼ਲਿਸਖ਼ਾਨ [muxllsxan] army chief of emperor Shah Jahan. He set out to invade Guru
Hargobind at Amritsar after an altercation
with the Sikhs regarding the royal falcon and
ultimately got killed in this battle. Bhai
Santokh Singh writes his name as Muglas-

khan. 2 See ਮੁਖਲਿਸਗੜ੍ਹ.
ਮੁਖ਼ਲਿਸਗੜ੍ਹ [mukhlIsgarh], ਮੁਖਲਿਸਪੁਰ [mukhlIspur]
a fort built by a noble named Mukhlis Khan on
the instruction of emperor Shah J ahan. The colony nearthis fort is known as Mukhlispura. Banda
Bahadur used this fort for his abode after seizing Sirhind and named it Lohgarh. ਠੋੳੳਲੋਹਗੜ੍ਹ 4.
Bahadur Shah came here with a heavy force to
attack Banda Bahadur and kept him conﬁned in
Lohgarh for many months, but very in geniously
Banda escaped and retreated to the hills, keeping the enemy on tenterhooks.

ਮੁਖਵਾਕ [mukhvak] See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਮੁਂਖਵਾਕ.
ਮੁਖੜਾ [mukhra] mouth. 2 face, visage.

ਮੁਖਾਗਰ [mukhagar] ਮੁਖ-ਅਗੁ. orally, by heart. “bed
can mukhagar bIcre.”——sr1' a m 5. “care bed

sohe.”—-sri m 1. “tIn mukhI tIke nIkalahI.”

“mUkhI jhuth bIbhukhan saré.”—-var asa.
5 in the relishing of tastes. “bhag mokhI janam VIgOIa.”—sr1'beni. 6 by virtue of, due to.
“kavan mokhI kalu johat nIt rahe.”—srdhgosatI. 7 adj main, chief. supreme. “mel guru
mukhI.”—asa chét m 4. “céd suraj mukhI
die.”—ram m 1.

ਮੁਖਿ ਸੰਤਹੁ [mokhI sécahu] feed one by mouth.
Le. serve food. “tIsu guru kau Chadan bhojan
pat patébar bahu bIth satI karI mukhI
sécahu.”—mala m 4. ‘offer beautiful clothes
and serve food with devotion.’
-

ਮੁ'ਖਿਸੰਜਮ [mukhIséjam] only by mere words. i.e.
only by talk, not through action. “mokhIséjam
hacha na hovai.”—sava m 3.
ਮੁ'ਖਿਖੀਰੰ [mukhIkhir'é] n one who has a cowlike face; a small sack or bag having the sign of
cow’s face on it. The devotee meditates by
counting his beads of rosary kept hidden inside

this bag. “dUI dhoti karam mukhIkhiré.”—prabha beni. ‘possesses two dhotis and a small bag
with the a symbol of the cow’s face on it.’

ਮੁ'ਰ੍ਖਿਗਿਆਨ [mukhIgIan] mere words without
any deeds, mere talk. “khatu sasat bIcrat

ਮੁ'ਖਿਗਿਅਾਨੀਂ
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mukhIgIana.”—majh m 5.

ਮੁਖਿਗਿਅਾਨੀ [mokhIgIani], ਮੁਖਿਡਿਅਾਨੀ [mukhIgIani] mere talker, who simply talks but per-

forms no action. “mokhIgIani dhanvét.”
-bavan.

ਮੁਖਿਬੋਨ [mukthen] n person without a striking

ਮੁਗਧਾਨਾ [mugdhana] foolishness, stupidity.

ਮੁਗਧਾਰੀ [mugdhari] fool. “pédlt te mugdhari.”
—sarkab1’r.

ਮੁੱਗਰਾ [mﬁgra], ਮੁੰਗਰੀ [mOgri] n wooden pestle,
threshing club, solid cylindrical piece of wood
for weight-lifting. “ls: mOgra janu dhan kute
hé.”—1<risan. “mﬁgri gahI bhari kopheré.”

.face; Krishan; one who plays upon the ﬂute.
“anIk parjat, anIk mukhben.”—sar a m 5.
‘ —GPS.
ਮੁਥਿਗ਼ੀਖਤਘਿਪੀਂਥੀਗ਼ੁਗ਼ੀਲ਼ੀਗੁੱਸ਼੍ਯ] adj desired, solicit- ਮੁਗਲ [mugall T J55 adj modest, unassuming,
ed. “tItU phal ratan lagahI mUkthhakhIt.”
guileless. 2 n war-like and valiant tribe ofTa—m 1 var majh.
tar; people belonging to it were initially hotHﬁmimoxttlm ਲ਼ੀਫ਼ੁੱ adjwho interrupts/obstructs/ tempered and then they adopted Islam. Many
hampers.
Mughals did not adopt Islam for a long time
ਮੁਖੀ[ਧ…1<1ਪਂ] adjchief, head. “manI tan: mokhI
even after joining the service of the Delhi
bolahI harI mUkhI.”—sukhmani. 2 n tip of a
empire. Jalaluddin Firoz Khilji who ruled in
weapon like an arrow etc.
Delhi from 1290 to 1296 converted many
ਮੁਖੀਆ [mukhia] adj chief, headman of a vil- Mughals to Islam. Mughalpura, situated near
lage/tribe/clan; leader, guide.
. Delhi, was built during his time. Taimur was a
ਮੁ’ਖੁ [mokhu] mouth and face. See ਮੁਖ. “mokhu
great ruler among the Mughals who invaded
ujalu soda sukhi.”—ram a m 5.
India. Babar who belonged to Taimur's lineage
ਮੁਖ਼ੈਯਰ [muxsyar] A 1.51 adj donor, benevolent/ was the ﬁrst to establish the Mughal rule in
charitable person.
India. As many as ﬁfteen Mughal emperors
ਮੁਖੰਨ੍ਯ […01<11ਗੌ185] See ਮੁਖੱਨ੍ਯ.
ruled over India. See ਮੁਸਲਮਾਨਾਂਦਾਭਾਰਤਵਿੱਚਰਾਜ. '
ਮੁੱਖ [mukkh], ਮੁਖਯ [mukhy] adj chief, head.
“mugal pathana bhai larai.”—asa m 1.
2 happening in the beginning. 3 supreme, su- ਮੁਗਲਸਖ਼ਾਂ [mugalsaxe‘i] See ਮੁਖ਼ਲਿਸਖ਼ਾਨ.
ਮੁਗ਼ਲਪੁਰਾ [mogalpura] a colony near Lahore,
perior, superb.
,“
which is also a cantonment. It falls in tehsil
ਮੁਗ਼ਤਨਮ [muctanam] A (”J n sense of having
and district Lahore. The holy place Chubbacha
good luck, advantage.
Guru Ram Rai in memory of Baba Ram Rai
ਮੁਗਦਰ [mugdar] See ਮੁਦਗਰ.
is situated in this village.
Hamlmugadh] Skt ਰ੍ਹਾਬ. adjdeluded, foolish, stupid. “mughad man, bhram tajahu nam gur- ਮੁਗਲਰਾਜ […0891_1'8]'] the reign of the Mughais
mukhI bhajahu.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 handsome; who ruled in Delhi from 1526 to 1857 AD.
566ਬਾਬਰ ਨ੍ਯਯੰਮੁਂਸਲਮਾਨਾਂਦਾਭਾਰਤਵਿੱਚਰਾਜ.
careless. 3 beautiful. 4 dear.

ਮੁਗਧਾ [mugdha] adjbeing stupid, being foolish.
“murakh mughdha janamu bhaIa.”——sopura—
ਖ਼…. 2 n a characteristic of the heroine of poetics:
“jhalkat ave tarunai nai jasu 5g fag.
mugdha téso ਚਿ}… hi je prabin rasrég.”
—jagadvrnod.

ਮੁੰਗਲੀ [mogli] mace, heavy solid cylindrical piece
of wood for weight-lifting, wooden pestle.

ਮੁੱਗਵਾਲ [mOgvall See ਨਾਨਕਿਆਨਾ 2.
ਮੁੰਗੀਪਟਨ […ਪੇਫ਼ੂਕ੍ਤਿਬਨੂਗ਼ਾ],ਮੁੰਗੀਪੱਤਨ [mOgipattan] a town
in district Vizagpatam in Madras. Mungapatam.
The name of this town is derived from the phrase
mﬁgi da data, according to the tales described
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in Dasam Granth, viz ~" “dIgar clanah ra basat
m0gipatan.”—hal<ayat2.

ਮੁੰਗੇਰ […ਪੋੰਠੰਖਿੰ] Skt ਮੁਨਿਗਿਰੀਂ.| Monghyr — a town
in Bengal territory, situated on the bank of
Ganga. [t is located 296 miles away from
Hawrha (Calcutta) It has population of 35500.
Guru Tegbahadur visited this place while on
his way to Kamrup.
“huto mﬁger nagar Ik bhare.
bas-hf brfd nar gég kInare.
sri satIguru tahi utre jaI.
ségatl sunI ai samudaI.”
~GPS
ਮੁਘਦ [mughad], ਮੁਘਧ [mughadh] See ਮੁਗਧ. “pasu
pret mughad pathar kaU tare.”—sukhmani.
ਮੁਘਨਾ [mughna] was enchanted, fascinated.

“kartab karat mahé mughna.”—-saveye sri mUkhvak m 5. 2 ਧਿਮਖ-ਹਨ, evil deeds; demonic actions. Sec ਮਖਹਨ.
ਮੁਚ [muc] Skt ਚੂਦ੍. vr release, renounce, aban-

hid himself. Kaiyavan, who came in view of
Muchkund just awake, was reduced to ashes
by the ﬁre emanating from his body. “apan ko
bacvaI, gayo kanh muckéd te. taji nid tih raI,
_ herat bhasam malech bho.”——-1<rIsan.

ਮੁੰਚਨ [mOcan] to give up, forego. See ਮੁੰਚ ਅਤੇ
ਮੋਚਨ. “harI harI japah mIlI papa mOcah.”
~asa m 5.
ਮੁਂਚਨ੍ਯਪਾਲ [mucankapal] See ਕਪਾਲਮੋਚਨ. “nadI
jamna ke tir me tirath mucankapal.”——carI tr 7] .
ਮੁਚਲਕਾ [mucalka] T (J? n vow, pledge, surety.
2 written undertaking from a defaulter or an
accused, promising not to repeat the crime.
ਮੁਚਾਨਾ [mucana] to secure or manage the release (of). “Is rakhas te karahu mucana.”
—NP.
ਮੁ'ਚਿਧਿਘਧ੍ਯ] by leaving, by giving up. Seetlgvr.
2 by falling.
ਮੁਚੁ [mUCU] 11 fall, decline. “mUCU muco garabh
gae.”—gau kabir. ‘miscarriages took place.’

don, please, cheat. 2 17 fall, decline, act ofdeg-

See ਮੁਚ vr. 2 adjmore, plentiful. “ਹੋਸ਼ pani mucu

radation. “garbhani'an ke garabh muccé.”

upaI.”—m 5 var sar. See E much. 3 thick, fat.
“atI diragh at: mucu.”—var asa. 4 umbrella-

—CarItr 2.
ਮੁੰਚਘਿਪੋੰਦ] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਡ਼ਕ੍. vr speak, grind, cheat, boast
(of), leave, give.
ਮੁਚਕੁੰਦ [muckOd], ਮੁਚਕੰਦ [muckéd] Skt ਮੁਚਕੁੰਦ. a

shaped, tufted.

ਮੁਚੰਗ [mucég] large and wide tambourine.3“mu—

ruler belonging to the solar dynasty, who was

raj tur mucég m5dal.”—yuthstar-raj. 2 Many
learned people take tabor for tambourine.

son of Mandhata. In the ancient tale, Much—

ਮੁਂਛਹਰਾ [mUCh-hara], ਮੁਛਚਿਰਾ [much-hIra] xa -

kund once fought against the demons to help

moustaches. See E Moustaches. See ਮੈੰਸਰਾ.
ਮੁਛਣਾ [muchna], ਮੁਂਛਨਾ [muchna] v smoothen the
end ofa log, club etc; cut, lop.

the deities and won the battle. He thus, wished

to be bestowed with a boon that he would sleep
for a long period and whosover tried to wake
him up. must be reduced to ashes by the ﬁre
emanating from his Muchkund’s body.
When Kalyavan made Krishan flee from
the battle ﬁeld, Krishan took Kalyavan, who

was chasing him, to the place where Muchkund was sleeping. Krishan hit Muchkund and
'Some historians arc of the opinion that this place is
named as Mudgalgiri because sage Mudgal dwelt here.

ਮੁਛਭੇਂਉ [muchbheu] youngman with moustach-

esjust growing, adolescent. See ਮਸਿਭੀਜਤਮੁਖ.
ਮੁਛਲੀਆਲਾ [muchliala], ਮੁਂਛਾਲਾ [muchala] having
(long or thick) moustaches; (he) who keeps
his moustaches twirled to express his pride or
courage. “dhae devi samne vir muchliale.”
—C5d1' 2. “bhat mucchale.”—rama V.
2In Persian csg stands for a sarﬁgi hcncc many take large .
58੮581 as mucég.
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ਮੁਜੰਗ

ਮੁਢਿਧਿਘਗੁਲ਼ਿ] by chopping. “muchI mUChI kUIr

tion from the dues. “ gurughar tIs mujre sabh
rulaIa.”—asa a m I.
det.”——GPS.
ਮੁਛੰਦਗੀ [muchédgi] See ਮੁਹਛੰਦ and ਮੁਹਛੰਦਗੀ. “ra- ’ਮੁਜਰਾਈ [mujrai] A 3;} adj process of continukhat na oran ki muchédgi.”—PP.
ing, keeping the continuity. 2 deduction ofan
ਮੁੱਛਲ [mucchal], ਮੁੱਛਾਲ [mucchal] See ਮੁਛਾਲਾ. 2 aramount from the account.
row having feather on its tip. “chutte SIISItIyé ਮੁਜੱਰਦ [mujarrad] A ,ਤੂੰ adjsimple, single
(unmucchale.”—ramav.
married). Its root is ਜਰਦ [jarad] which'means

Hﬁlmuj] Skt ਚੂਜ਼੍. vr rattle,jingle.

ਮੁੰਜ[ਗ਼ਪੋ]'] Skt ਸੂਕ੍ਯਾ. See ਮੁਜ vr. n reed ﬁbre which
when beaten, produces rattling sound and is
used for making ropes/strings. 2 uncle ofraja
Bhoj, who ruled from 974 to 995 AD.

ਮੁੰਜਸ [mOjas] See ਮੁਨਜਿਜ. x

ਮੁੱਜਸਿਮ [mujjasxm] A (2 adj corporeal,
bodily.
ਮੁਜੱਕਰ [mujakkar] A {3; adj masculine gender.

‘ land devoid ofgrass, vegetation etc.
ਮੁੱਜਰਿਬ [mujarrIb] A ਮ੍ਹਾਫ਼ੈਥੂ adj who examines,
who scrutinises. 2 examined, scrutinised, came

into practice. Its root is jarab meaning carving
of stone.
ਮੁਜੱਲਾ [mujalla] A ]]ਭੰ‘ adj which has been polished, shining, bright.

ਮੁਜੱਲਿਦ [mujallI d] A ਭੰਰ੍ਜ਼ੂਟੁੰ adj which has been
bound with a hard cover.

ਮੁਜੱਫ਼ਰ [mujaffar] A [:53 adj victorious, trium- ਮੁਜਾਹਮ [mujaham], ਮੁਜਾਚਿਮ [mujahIm] A (74/ adj
phant.
ਮੁਜੱਫਰਖ਼ਾਨ [mujaffarxan] ruler of Muitan Who
was defeated by prince Kharag Singh, son of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, with the help ofAkali
Phoola Singh in Sammat 1875. Then Multan
became a part of the Sikh rule. Mujjafar Khan
and his elder son Shahnawaz were also killed
in this battle.

ਮੁਜੱਫਰਾਬਾਦ [mujapphrabad] a town on the bank
of Krishanganga river, situated about eighty
Kohs west of Srinagar (Kashmir). Guru
Hargobind stayed here while returning from
Kashmir.
Hﬁ‘aﬁalmojbajablA ਥੂਭੰਭੰ'ਥੂਫ਼ੈਫ਼ੁ adjhaving wavering
mind; emotional, sentimental.

ਮੁੰਜਰ [mujar]]A f adj stretched. Its root is ਜਰ
(pull).
ਮੁਜਰਮ[…੦]‘੮9…]/1 (j criminal, offender. “Ikkat

nukte hOIjaI mahram mujram kher khuari.”
—BG. '

interrupting, creating obstacles, interfering.
“kon mujaham hovahI teri?”—GPS.
ਮੁਜਾਯਕਾ [mojayka] A _:ਨੂ/ਘਾਂ n sense of being,

showing narrow-mindedness; hesitation, reluctance.

ਮੁਂਜਾਰਾ [mujara] A 5,1; 11 agriculturist, agricultural tenant, farmer.
ਮੁਜਾਵਰ [mujavar], ਮੁਜਾਵਿਰ [mujaVIr] A 1;? adj
close, near. 2 n priest/attendant of a temple
or a tomb. 3 neighbour.

ਮੁੰਜਿਤ [meth] Skt ਸੀਂਯਿਜ੍. one wearing a cord
of reed ﬁbre around the loins. celibate. 2 as—

cetic; monk, “10th m6th monI jatadhar.”—asa
kabir. ‘(one)whose hair of head has been
plucked, (one) wearing cord ofreed ﬁbre, (one)
who has taken a vow to observe silence and

(one) wearing matted hair.’ See ਮੈੰਜੀਂ ਨਿਬੰਧਨ.
ਮੁਜਿਰਘਿਪਿੰਸ਼ੀ/ਕ਼ਿ ya; adjharmful.
ਮੁਜੇਰਾ [mujera] See ਮੁਜਾਰਾ. “p5jI kIrsan mujere

salutation, greeting. “hajrat sabh ka mujra

thadIa.”—sri m 5 pepaI.
ਮੁਜੌਰ [mujor] See ਮੁਜਾਵਰ. “gae jab par ਰਿਸ਼ਿ base
112' mujar.”—NP.

lehi.”—GPS. 3 credited to the account, deduc-

ਮੁਜੰਗ[ਗ਼ਪ]'ਟੈ8] a mohalla (street) by Pathan Aziz

ਮੁਜਰਾ [mojra] A ਯੰ adj current, prevalent. 2 n

ਮਜਨਾ
"
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muhae sathe.”—m 1 var majh. 2 handle, grip.
of Mojang subcaste. It is a suburb of Lahore
“kur chora, motha murdaru.”—sri m I . ‘falseand is situated about one koh away to the south
hood is a knife, while knife’s grip is venality.’
of the town. Guru Hargobind stayed here for
ਮੁਨਿ
[mothI] See ਮੁਸਟਿ.
several months. A holy shrine is built here with
some residential houses nearby. The livelihood - ਮੁਨੀ [muthi] looted, stolen. “muthi dujebhaI.”
—sr1' m I . 2 who has a knife/handled weapon;
of the priest depends on the rent collected from
who has the handle of the weapon in his/her
these houses.Annua1 congregations are held
hand. “muthi kroth cédalI.”—m 1 varsri. ‘a
on the 4‘h day of the bright phase of lunar
person having a weapon is hot and wild temmonth Jeth and on Basant Panchmi. This mopered.’ 3 n ﬁst, closed plam.
halla (street) is located one and a halfmiles to
ਮੁੱਠ
[mutth] See ਮੁਸਟਿ and ਮੁਠ. 2 T masturbathe south west of Lahore railway station.
ਮੁਜੰਨਾ [mujéna] A „.;/" n a fetter put on the back- tion.
ਮੁੱਠਚਲਾਉਣੀਧਿਘਣੁਧਿ calaOni] in the mystical forside ofa horse that is tied to its hind legs.
ਮੁਜੰਮਤ [mojémat] A _..ਲ਼ੀਫ਼ੂ/ਰ੍; n condemnation, cen- mulae, throwing an object towards the enemy
(in absentia) after reciting some hymns etc. It
sure.
,
‘
is assumed that by doing so the destruction of
ਮੁਜੰਮਾ [mujéma] See ਮੁਜੌਨਾ.
the
enemy is ensured.
ਮੁ'ਝ [mujh] pron my, mine. Pl ਮਰ੍ਯ. “mujh avgan, sah nahi dos.”—suh1'kabir.

ਮੁਝਹਿਂ [mujhahI], ਮੁਝੇ [mujhe1pr0n to me, upto
me. 2 my (pl), mine (pl). “kabir ai mujhahI
pahI.”—s kabir. ‘Maya came to me.’
ਮੁਝੇ [mujhe] pron to me, upto me. 2 1, me. “bicarI satIguru mujhe puchIa.”—asa Chét m 1.

ਮੁੱਨਿਆਂ ਵਾਲਾ […ਪਿਧਿਗ਼ੁਕੇਂ vala] a village in tehsil
Kasoor of district Lahore. Baba Bir Singh a
devotee and reciter of religious hymns, who
spent major span of his life in Naurangabad
and Rattoki, breathed his last in this village.

See ਬੀਰਸਿੰਘ ਬਾਬਾ.

ਮੁਠ [moth] n closed palm, fist. 2 handful of an

ਮੁੱਠੀਆਂ ਭਰਣੀਆਂ [mutthia bharniﬁ], ਮੁੱਠੀਚਾਪੀ [mutthicapi] pressing of muscles with hand; massaging.
ਮੁੰਡ [mod] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਧਫ੍. vr crush, shave, give a hair
cut, drown, sink, submerge, purify. 2 n forehead. 3 head. 4 a demon who was killed by
goddess Durga. “mod k0 mOd utardIyo.”—-c§di
I. 5 comet, meteor. 6 barber. 7 bottom portion of an uprooted tree, stump. 8 upright post

object. 3 sword’s handle/grip. See ਮੁਸਟਿ, ਮੁਠਾ

of a spinning wheel etc. “mod bhartharI’gh-

2 and ਮੁੱਠ.
ਮੁਠਣਾ [mothna] v steal, loot, plunder.
ਮੁਂਠੜਾ [mothra], ਮੁਠੜੀ [mothri] get looted/plun—
dered. “muthre sei sath, jInhi sacu na ladIa.”
——vargauZ m 5. 2 noose. “me galI augan moth-

rIt coat nIharIo.”—carrtr 209. ‘we saw sucha post fromﬂwhich greasy material was oozing out due to the heat of the sun.

ਮੁੰਫੁ [[ਸ਼ਿਮ੍ਹਾਂਪ] renounce, give up. See ਮੁੰਚ vr.
“haome mamta mOJiu.”—basé'tm 4.
ਮੁਟ [mot] Skt ਜੂਟ੍. vr rub, massage, press, condemn, tie, bind.
ਮੁ'ਟੜਧਿਘਨੂਗ੍] adjeondemned. 2 See ਮੁੱਤੜ.
ਮੁਟਿਆਰ [mutIar] young woman, maiden, nubile girl.
ਮੁਟੁ [mutUlS urine.

ri.”—-maru a m 1.

ਮੁਠਾ [motha] got looted/plundered. “mutha apI,

ਮੁੰਡਕ [mOdak] Skt n barber.
ਮੁੰਡਨ [modan] Skt n act of giving hair cut, shav-

ing. In ancient times everybody grew hair and
cutting the hair was regarded a great sin. See
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Atharv Ved ch. 6, métr 30 and 136. Yam Simirti

s 53 to 58, ApStamb Simirti ch. 1 s 32 to 33,
Parashar Samirti ch. 9 s 52 to 54 or ch. 10 s 12.
In this context, there is a strange reference to this tradition in the Bible also. There
was a valiant person, Samson, resident of
Zorah, who killed a lion without any weapon
and assassinated one thousand men only with
the help ofthe bone of an ass. Once the enemies shackled him with thick iron chains in a
house but Samson was able to break all the
shackles and the doors to come to the open.
Then he fell in love with a woman named
Delilah. The people impelled Delilah to ask
Samson about the source of his enormous
strength. lnfatuated Samson told his wife that
his head was never shaven. He had enormous
strength because of the hair. His enemies persuaded Delilah to crop his hair while Samson
was asleep and then he was seized by the
enemies from all sides early in the morning.
Samson tried his utmost to get himself freed
but it was of no avail. Ultimately his eyes were
gouged out and he was put injail. See Judges
ch 13 to 16.
ਮੁੰਡਮਾਲ [mOdmal], ਮੁੰਡਮਾਲਾ […ਪੈਗੂੰਸ਼ੀਲ਼ੀਕ] n rosary
comprising the heads of dead bodies. Such a
rosary is worn by goddess Kali Durga and Shiv
around their necks. “mod ki ma] dIsan ke

5bar.”—carItr 1. “sIv me 511‘ la jorIa SIr meru
us karIa.”——j5gnama.

ਮੁੰ

[madman] ਚੂਹਵ੍ਯਸ੍ਰਾਕਿਜ੍. adj who wears a

ਮਤਸਿਲ
-

Nagpur. 5 an uncivilized sect living in Chhota
Nagpur, who eat meat and drink liquor.
ਮੁੰਡਾਉਣਾ [mﬁdauna], ਮੁੰਡਾਉਨਾ [modauna] v tonsure', get hair cut. “kes mOdae ka'I?”—s kabir.

ਮੁੰਡਾਲ [modal] Dg barber, who cuts the hair.
ਮੁੰਡਿਤ[ਧ੍ਯ'3(.1ਗ਼ੁ£] adjshaven; who has got his hair

out. “mOdIt eke sabdi.”—gau kabir. 2 n iron.
ਮੁੰਡਿਯਾ [mOdIya] a Bairagi belonging to the
Ramanand sect. See ਮੁੰਡੀਆ 3. “sabh mOdIya
krudtht bhae.”—-carItr 1 5 8.
ਮੁੰਡੀ [mﬁdi] head. See ਮੁੰਡ. 2 neck. “SIr modi
kathavahI.”—m 1 var majh. “SIr mOdi tale

deI.”—m 3 varsar. i.e. ‘practise posture with
head down.’ 3 having (her) head shaven.

ਮੁੰਡੀਆ [mOdia] adj shaven, with hair cut. 2 n
ascetic, mendicant. 3 Bairagi monk belonging
to Ramanand sect. “kou bhayo mOdia,

sényasi kou jogi bhayo.”-al<a1.
ਮੁਢ [mudh], ਮੁੰਢ [mOdh] n root, origin. “pedu
mudhahﬁ katIa tIsu dal sukéde.”—m 5 var
gau 1. 2 beginning, inception. “mﬁdhahu
ghuthajaI.”—sr1' a m 3. “mOdhe di khaslatI n9
gaia.”—m 3 var bIha. 3 i.e. the Creator, who
is the source of all. “mOdhahu bhule mOdh te,
kIthe paInI hathu?”—m 5 gau var 1.
ਮੁੰਢਲਾ[…ਧੇ6.1(ਬ੍ਰੂ1118],ਮੁੰਢਲੀਂ[…ਪੋ(.11111] adjinitial, primary.
ਮੁਣਸ [monas] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਮਨੁਸ਼ n progeny of Manu, man,
humanbeing. “maranu munsa surIa haku
he.”—vad ਗੰਗੀ… m 1 .

HE[mut]Sk1 ਮੁਕੁ- adj liberated, released. 2 boundless, free. 3 renounced, given up. “pani ghah
mutone.”—dasamgr5th. ‘gave up drinking water and grazing grass.’

rosary ofthe heads of dead bodies. 2 n Shiv.
ਮੁੰਡਾ [mOda] adjshaven; whose head been shaven. 2 n boy, male child.] 3 monks of Satnami ਮੁਤਸੱਦੀ [mutsaddi] See ਮੁਸੱਦੀ.
sect, who shave off their eye lids also. See ' ਮੁਤਸਾਵੀ [mutsavi] A L510; adj having likewise
ਸਤਨਾਮੀ. 4 per Vayu Puran, the territory of Chhota qualities; oflikewise (equal) status.
'This word for boys came into being when the tonsurc

ਮੁੰਤਸ਼ਿਰ [motsIr] A f”? adjexpanded, scattered.

ceremony of boys began in India. It is derogatory to call

ਮੁਤਸਿਲਘਿਹਿਙਲ਼ੀ] A ਹੀੰ) adjcombined. 2 adjclose

a Sikh boy by this name.

to, nearly, proximate.

ਮੁਤੱਸਿਬ

ਮਤੀਅਾ
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ਮੁਤੱਸਿਥਘਿਪਚਿਝਨ੍ਯਠਿਇਿ …ਕਿ) adjbigoted, fanatic.

ਮੁਤਲਾਸ਼ੀ [motlasi] A (ftp; adj who searches, ex-

See ਤਅੱਸੁਥ.
ਮੁਤਹਰਾ [mut-hara], ਮੁਤਹਰੀ [mut—hari] rt thick and

plores."
ਮੁਤੱਲਿਕਘਿਪਚਿਸ਼ਿਨੈਇਿ ਰ੍ਨ੍ਹੂੰਯਿਤੈ adjpertaining to, con-

short club, thick stick. “cor cor kar tih gahyo,

cerning with.
ਮੁਤਲੱ'ਵਿਨ [mutlaVVIn] A U ,1}: adjmulticoloured,
changing many colours, not ﬁrm on any issue,
having wavering mind.

dvek mut-hari jharI .”—carI tr 22.
ਮੁੰਤਹੀ [mOt-hi] A ਲੂੰ?” adj who goes to the ultimate extent; who touches the limit.
ਮੁ'ਤਕੱਬਿਰ [motkaber] A 76‘ arrogant, vain.
ਮੁਤਕਾ [mutka] A g; n black thread, which is

worn by fakirs around their neck. “tab motka
gal VIC paI gaIa.”—JSBB.

ਮੁੰਤਕਿਲ [matkIll A ਪਿੰਡੋ“ adj copied. 2 transferred, mutated.

ਮੁਂਤੱਕ਼ੀ [mutakki] A. 5; adj refraining, who secures oneself from committing sins.
ਮੁੰਤਖ਼ਬ [mﬁtxab], ਮੁੰਤਖ਼ਿਬ [mOtXIb] A _ਧੂੰਤੁੰ‘ adj se-

ਮੁਤਵੱਫ਼ੀਘਿਘਾ/ਗੰਘਿ] A '3? adj expired, dead.
ਮੁਤਵਾਤਿਰ [ਗ਼'ਪਿਪ੍ਯਾਗਿ੍ਢ਼ਾ] A ਗ਼,?» adv continuously,
continually, incessantly.

ਮੁਤਾ [muta] adj released, freed. 2 sent, dispatched. 3 sent for.
ਮੁਤਾਅੁ [motaa] A Lt; n material. 2 proﬁt, gain.
3 capital. 4A Lu; adjunder whoselsupervision
the people work. 5 n chief, head. 6 See ਮੁਤਾਹ.

ਮੁਤਾਸਿਰਘਿਪਿਕਤ੍ਯਫ਼ਾਂ] A ਪਿੰਭੰ adjinﬂuential, effec-

tive. 2 affected, influenced by some one.
HBH'E[mutjad]A ,ਕਿ adj contrary, opposite, HB‘U[mutah] A y: 11 act of earning proﬁt, process of gaining. 3 per Islam, a sort of contract
opposing.
..
.
’"
. .
ਮੁਂਤਜਿਮ [mOthm] A ਨੌਂ adj admlmstator, manm marriage for a speciﬁed period that terminates
after the expiry of the said period. Now-aagen
'
ਮੁੰਤਜਿਰ [mOthr] A ਪੂੰਨੂ“ adj in waiting, expect- days, this kind of marriage is regarded valid
mg.
by the Shia Muslims while the Suni Muslims
ਮੁਤੱਜਿਬ [mutjij] A f adj surprised, awed, still do not approve of it.
ਮੁਤਾਜ [mutaj] See ਮੁਹਤਾਜ.
astonished.
.
ਮੁਤਨਾਸਿਬਘਿਪਾਂਸ੍ਯਙਗ਼ੁਮੂ] A „__/[ਮੌ adjwho maintains ਮੁਤਾਬਿਕ਼ [mutabIk] A 04.11,; adjsimilar, indentibalance. 2 happening as estimated.
cal. 2 corresponding, resembling.
ਮੁਡ਼ਾਲਬਾ
[motalba] A „.ਘਭੰਲ਼ਾਡੇਂ n act of demanding,
ਮੁਤਛੱਕ਼ਿਰ [motfakkIr] A ਲ਼ੀਛ» adj worried, anxnous.
claim.
ਮੁਤਫਿਕ਼ [muthk] A 01*; adj agreeable, agreed. ਮੁਂਤਾਲਾ [mutala] A _,ਖ਼ੂਖਿ/ n act ofaquiring knowlਮੁਤਬੱਰਕਘਿਪਧਿਗਿ੍ਕ਼ੀਵ੍] A J}? adjfortunate, lucky. edge, act of getting educated. 2 study, prac2 pleasure giving.
tice, exercise.
ਮੁਤਬੰਨਾ [mutbéna] A ਟੂਟੂ“ n adopted son.
ਰ੍
ਮੁਤੀ [muti] sent, dispatched. “here moti dhah, se
ਮੁਤਮੱਵਿਲ [motmaVVIl] A J}; adjwealthy, rich. jani calIgae.”—s farid. 2 renounced, given up.
lected, elected, chosen. 2 selector, elector.

ਮੁਤਰਜਿਮਘਿਪਚਿਹਂਗ਼ੁਗ਼], ਮੁਤਰੱਜਿਮ [mutarjjIm1A {“’/",”

“kurI VIguti, ta pIrI muti.”—gau chétm'3. lib-

adj who translates. 2 n translator.
ਮੁਤਰਥ[ਗ਼ਘੀਕ਼ੀ)],ਮੁਤੁਚਿਬ [mutrIb] A .3}? adjpleas—

erated, released. “gIan VIhuni pIrmotia.”
—-sr1' m 3. 3 P] n liberation, salvation. 4 Skt
pearl, precious stone. “dae mutié.”—rama v.

ing, amusing, entertaining.
ਮੁ'ਤ੍ਲਕ਼ [mutlak] A 0151 adj independent, free.
2 adv from the beginning, initially.

ਮੁਤੀਅੁ [mutia] A {'ਤੂੰ/‘ adjsubordinate.
ਮੁਤੀਆ [mutia] See ਮੁਤੀ’2. 2 adj See ਮੁਡ਼ੀਅੁ. “ka-

ਮਤੀਹ
-
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bir kukar ram k0 mutia mero nau.”—s kabir.

3 See ਮੁਤੀ 4.
ਮੁਤੀਹ [mutih] See ਮੁਤੀਆ 2.
ਮੁੜੇ [mute] sent, dispatched. “jam-maragI

mute.”—gau var2 m 5. 2 left, gave up.

ਮਦਤਿ

this village on December 18, 1845, due to betrayal by some traitors of the Sikh Community.
The British won the battle by dishonesty and
disloyality of a Sikh minister and an army chief. ~
_In this context see chapter 9' of Sikh History by

ਮੁਤੋਨੇ [mutone] gave up. See ਮੁਤ 3.
J .D. Cunningham and foot note of ਫਿਰੋਜ਼ਸ਼ਾਹ 2.
ਮੁਤੰਜਨ [mutéjan] P f a sort of rice dish, which ਮੁਂਦਗ [modag] See ਮੂੰਗੀ.
is thus cooked.
ਮੁਦਗਰ [mudgar] Skt ਮੁਦ੍ਗਰ. n wooden pestle;
Make gravy of two seers of cooked meat.
heavy solid cylindrical piece of wood with inFry cloves and cardamom in a quarter seer of built grip used for practising weight-lifting;
vegetable ghee. Add to it one and a quarter
mace, hammer. “pﬁji mar pave nIt mudgar.”
seers of sugar and heat it so that it turns into a
—bas§t a m 1 .
thick solution.
ਮੁੰਦਘਾਲਣਾ [modghalna] v get closed, shut. “ka—
Boil one seer of rice by adding two tolas of ran na sunhi nadu, karan mGdIghalIa.”
salt in it; when partially cooked, drain out the
—phunahe m 5.
thickened milky water by ﬁltering through a ਮੁੰਦਣ [madam], ਮੁੰਦਣਾ [madna] Skt ਮੁਦੁਣ. process
sieve and washing the rice in cold water, and
of closing/shutting. 2 printing, stamping.
let it cool for about an hour. Now cook this rice ਮੁੰਦਣਿ [modem] n stopper, cork. “jagatia mo—
in gravy prepared as above. When gravy and
han modanI pai.”—tukha chéit m 4. ‘(their)
rice are mixed, with not much gravy left, add mouths were shut i.e. there was complete sione chatak of peeled and out almond kernel,
lenceﬁ
three tolas of lemon extract, one tola each of ਮੁਦਤ [modat] See ਮੁਦਿਤ. 2 closed, shut, corked.
rose distillate and scented liquid, half chatak
“deat jotI dInmanI dutI mukh te kabaho na
seed of Cardamom, one quarter seer ghee, all
mudat bhae.”—I<rIsan. 3 See ਮੁੱਦਤ.
these mixed with above rice. When all these ਮੁਦਤਾ [mudta] See ਮੁਦਿਤਾ.
are uniformly mixed and gravy is completely ਮੁਦਤਿ [mudatI] See ਮੁੱਦਤ. “eti na janau ketik
soaked by rice, stop heating this dish further.
mudatI.”——maru m 5. “mudatI pai CIrania.”
3'33[muttar] adjreleased, liberated, freed. “vatte
—Var maru 2 m 5.
mutter ran qu.”——BG. 2 disbeliever, apostate, 1The object, indeed, of Lal Singh & Tej Singh was not to
atheist. “mutter thie rabb de.”—mago. 3 See ਮੁਟੜ.
compromise themselves with the English by destroying
ਮੁਥਾਜ [mothaj] See ਮੁਹਤਾਜ.

an isolated divison, but to get their own troops dispersed

ਮੁਦ [mud] Skt ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ. vr be happy, make one happy, gather. 2 n pleasure, joy, happiness.
ਮੁੰਦ [mod] See ਮੁੰਦਣਾ. 2 a disease, which is also

by the converging forces of their opponents. Their de-

named as bénh in Punjabi. It is a Viscral disease causing intestinal obstruction. volvolus.
“ketIk mare mod ki pira.”caritr 405.

cated an attack on Feerozpoor, and assured the local

ਮੁਦਕੀ [mudki] a village in tehsil and district

his original design, he involved his followers in an en-

Ferozepur, located on Ferozepur - Ludhiana
road. The ﬁrst Anglo-Sikh battle took place in

gagement, and then left them to ﬁght as their undirected

sire was to be upheld as the ministers of a dependent

kingdom by grateful conquerors, and they thus depre-

British authorities of their secret and efﬁcient good will...

Lal Singh headed the attack, but in accordance with

valor might prompt. (P. 304, 306).

‘

3

‘
ਮੁੰਦਨਧਾ
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ਮੁਦ੍

ਮੁੰਦਨਾ [mOdna] Sec ਮੁੰਦਣਾ-

covered and sealed. The seal is opened in the
ਮੁਦਫ਼ੀ [modphi] A (3*; adjwho attacks and kills presence ofa responsible ofﬁcer and the king
a wounded person.
himself. Aﬁer this the king is allowed to eat
HW[mudabkhana] P _:[ਭੇਂਮ੍ਹਾਤੁੱ {1 place where
the meals. There is this hymn in the Sikh scripknowledge of culture and civilisation is imparttures with reference to the above context as
ed; centre of imparting education.‘“pir de
— “eh mudavni satIguru pai gurSIkha ladhi
mudabkhane diﬁ lakaria cunane gIa.”——JSBB.
bhalI.”—m 3 var sor. The idea is that the true
ਮੁਦੱਬਿਗ਼ੀਗ਼ਘਾਂਧੰਰਸ਼ਿਧੀ/ਪ੍ਰੰ ਮੂੰਹੂਂਰ੍; adjwh‘o plans; proﬁ- Master has afﬁxed the seal of the Sikh relicient administrator/manager.
gious code by making the Sikhs ﬁrm ofmind
ਮੁੰਦਰੀ [modri] Skt ਮੁਦ੍ਰਿਕਾ. n stamp, seal, stamp with the Guru's precepts. So no Sikh can have
on which words are engraved. 2 ring, ﬁngera wavering mind or deviate from the code of
ring. “madhusudanu kar mﬁdri pahIre.”—asa
conduct
m 1. 3 currency, coins.
The second word appears under the headਮੁਦੱਚਿਸ [muddarIs] A J11. teacher; one who
ing of “modavni m 5” i.e. towards the concluimparts education.
.
sion oquru Granth Sahib. This means that it
ਮੁਦੱਲਲ [muddalal] A J}; adj logical and rea- is the ﬁnal seal showing the end ofthe text of
sonable.
the holy scripture. 2 puzzle, riddle.
ਮੁਦੱਵਗ਼ੀਗ਼ਘਾਂਯੱਗ਼ਾਗ਼ਡ਼ਾ] A 13;; adjround, circular.
ਮੁਦਾਵਾ [mudava] P |…. n act of treating a paਮੁੰਦੜਾ [mOdra] See ਮੁੰਦਰੀ. “lakh takIa ke m6dre.”—
tient, curing a patient.

var asa.
ਮੁੰਦਾ [mOda] Skt ਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ. )1 stamp, seal. 2 process

ਮੁ'ਦਿਤਧਿਘਧੰਗ਼ੁਠਿ] Skt adj happy, delighted, glad.

‘ear-rings, symbolic of contentment.’
ਮੁਦਾਖ਼ਲਤਸਿ਼ਘਧੰੴਇਿ] A 9151,; n sense of interfering, interference, intervention.

ਮੁਦਿਤਾ [modIta] Skt n happiness,joy, pleasure.
2 expression of joy on hearing the appreciation ofothers. See ਉਪੇਖਯਾ. 3 a heroine in poetics:
“sunat lakhat CIt cah ki bat bhatI athram.
mUdIt hoy jo nayIka tao mUdIta nam.”
—jagadVInod.

ਮੁਦਾਮ [mudam] A (u adj permanent. 2 stable,
established. “jalthal mudam.”—japu. 3 P n

ਮੁ'ਦਿਰ [mudIr] Skt cloud, rain.
ਮੁੰਦੀ [ਧਘੰਧੀ] by wearing ear—rings. “jogu na mOdi,

wine, liquor.
'
ਮੁਦਾਵਣੀ [mudavni], ਮੁੰਦਾਵਣੀ [mOdavni] act of
stamping, process of afﬁxing a seal, sealing,
stamping. This word is seen twice in Guru
Granth Sahib.
There is an obligatory duty of the chief
comptroller ofthe household ofkinds to afﬁx
seal on the cooking vessels in which food is
prepared in his presence so that malevolent
persons may not mix any poison etc in it. The
food to be served is put in a plate which is

mﬁdI mudaIs.”—suhi m 1. 2 afﬁxed, the seal,
stamped.
ਮੁੱਦੲੀਘਿਘਾਂਯੱਗਂਇਿ ਲੁੱਨੁੂੰਰ੍ਲ਼ੀ‘. plaintiff, claimant.
ਮੁੱਦਤਘਿਘਾਂਝੀਗਂ] A $1,111 duration, time. 2 length.

of sealing/closing. 3 secret, mystery. 4 heavy
ear-ring shaped like a ﬁnger worn by mendi-

cants of the Jogi order. “mtida sétokho.”——japu.

ਮੁੱਦਾ [modda] A [u n aim, object, specific issue. 2 claim.

ਮੁੱਦਾਲਾ [muddala] A $14“: upon which a claim
is made.
ਮੁੱਦੀ [muddi] See. ਮੁੱਦੲੀ. “hOI muddi dava.”

—BG.

’

ਮੁਦ੍ [modr] Skt adjhappy, delighted, glad. 2 See.

.ਮੁਦ੍ਰਕਕਾ

"
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ਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ. “hamri mudr namharI suami.”—devm 4.
‘our existence is determined by the Divine.’
'ਮੁਦ੍ਕਕਾ [mudrak-ka] Skt ਮੁਦ੍ਰਿਕਾ. stamp, seal.
2 heavy ear—rings (worn in the ears). “mudrak—
ka pahIrE ham kan.”—krIsan.
ਮੁਦ੍ਰਕਾ [mudreka] Skt ਮੁਦ੍ਰਿਕਾ. stamp, seal.
2 currrency; ancient gold coin (called ashraﬁ),
on which the sign of some word, idol etc is engraved. 3 stamp in the form of conch-shell, wheel
etc marked on a part of a Vaishnavite’s body.
“na mudraka sudhar h6.”—VN.

ਮੁਦ੍ਣ [mudran] See ਮੁੰਦਣਾ,
ਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ [mudra] See ਮੁੰਦਾ. 2 n concept, convention. “gIan ki mudra kavan audhu?”—srdhgosatI. 3 heavy ear-ring worn by jogis. See

ਮੁੰਦ੍ਰਾ 2. 4 secret, mystery. 5 a literary device
expressing different shades of meaning. When
we express in verse a meaning of some word
different from the context, it is called mudra

ﬁgure of speech.
,
mudra prastut pad VIkhE ਹਿਦੁ: arath prakas.
—1<a vyprabhakar.
Example:
sz ne jani CItt me home dukhad mahan,
rahIta he sukh sé soda so “nar” nIscs jan.
In this couplet the meaning ofnar is the name
of the couplet in addition to its u'sual meaning.

There are 15 guru and 18 laghu matras in a
nar couplet.
(b) Imparting knowledge of a descriptive
matter through notions or symbols only is a
variation of mudra.
Example:
haku paraIa nanka, us suar us gaI.

'

' —m 1 var majh.

Here pig and cow, stand for the Muslims and
the Hindus respectively.
'
nile ghore par cadhyo svet hath par baj,
kalgi lahre sis p8 kare hamare kaj.
This imparts awareness about Guru Gobind

Singh through symbols.
(0) Impatting knowledge about the subject
byjust telling about his/her deed is the third
variation of mudra.
Example:
eka mai jugatI VIai tInI cele porvano,
Iku sésari Iku bhédari IkU lae di banu.

'
—japu.
In this verse we get knowledge about virtue,
passion and evil through the creation of the
universe, nurturing all within itselfand its destruction into the Ultimate. 6 in the language
of the Tantric mode of worship, parched barley and rice, which are taken while drinking
wine or liquor.‘ 7 a type of posture in Yo’g. It
is so called as it relieves one from many sufferings/distresses. 8 stamping, afﬁxing as a
seal. 9 currency, coins (gold-coins in the ancient times) etc which have emblem of state
engraved on them. 10 an airtight stopper ﬁxed _
on the mouth ofa distillation vessel, so that
steam does not leakout. See ਮਦਕ 2.
ਮੁੰਦ੍ਰਾ [mﬁdra] See ਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ. 2 large heavy ear-rings
worn by medicants of the Jogi order. “déda
mOdra khitha adhari.”—bIIa kabir. heavy earrings were made from the horns of blue rhino
and gold. 3 restraint, self-control, act of keep- ‘
ing evils under one’s control. “mOdra te ghat
bhitarI mudra.”—gau m 1.
ਮੁਦ੍ਰਾਯੰਤ੍ [mudrayétr] See ਛਾਪਾ 3.

ਮੁਦ੍ਰਾਲਿਪਿ [modrallpI] written manuscript, printed article, matter printed in the printin g press.
ਮੁ'ਦ੍ਰਿਕਾ [mudrIka] n stamp, seal. 2 currency,
coin (gold—coin etc), ashraﬁ.
ਮੁ'ਦ੍ਰਿਤਘਿਧਧੀਸ਼ੀ adjclosed, shut. 2 printed.

ਮੁੰਧ [modh] S woman, lady. “mOdh Iani manmukhi.”—suhi m 4. “tere mOdh katare jevada,
tInI lobhi lobh lubhaIa.”—vad m 1. ‘O! beau-

tiful lady, your sarcastic remarks are like a
1See ਜ਼ਿਵਾਣਤੰਫ਼ੂਪਟਲ 11.
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ਮਂਨਿਅਯਨ

noose which have charmed the loveri’ 2 Skt

ਮੁਨਂਢੇਵ [mundev] See ਮੁਨਿਦੇਞ.

ਮੁਗਧਾ. See ਮੁਗਧਾ 2.

ਮੁਨਫ਼ਿਕ਼ [muank] A aw adj who gives suste-

ਮੁਧਾ [mudha] Skt part useless. 2 unreal, un-

true, illusory. 3 short for ਮੁਗਧਾ.
ਮੁੰਧੁ [mOth] See ਮੁੰਧ.
.
ਮੁੰਧੇ [mOdhe] vocative. O lady!. “sun: mﬁdhe

harnakhie!”—sava m 1. 2 O mughdha.

nance allowance; who pays one's expenses.
Its root is naphak (to get expended).

ਮੁਠੱਵਗ਼ੀਗ਼ਧਸ਼ਗ਼ਾਪ੍ਯਾਢ਼] A „ਅਂ adjilluminated, bright,
shining.

ਮੁਨਾਉਣਾ [munauna] See ਮੁੰਡਾਉਣਾ.

ਮੁਨਸਫ [munsaph], ਮੁਨਸਬ [munsab] one who im- ' ਮੁਨਾਸ਼ਿਬਘਿਘਾਂੴਲ਼ੀਇਿ qty adjappropriate, suitparts justice; judge, arbitrator. See ਮੁੰਸਫ. “an
able reasonable, proper.
mat ko munsab hve tab. hi.”—NP. “dekho ban Hﬁ'ﬁ‘Elmonajat] A ;ਯੀਝਠਿਲ਼ੀ n disclosing a secret,
munsab, mansab kon bado?”——a]5kar sagaract of expressing one’s wish before the Alsudha.
mighty; prayer. 2 hymn of prayer, invocation.
ਮੁਨਸਚਿਮ [munaerm] A (/4 adj manager, or- ਮੁਨਾਦੀ [munadi] See ਮਨਾਦੀ.
gamser.
ਮੁਨਾਫ਼ਅੁ [munafa] A def n plural of ਮਨਫ਼ਅੁਤ (profਮੁਨਸਿਕ [mUI‘ISIk] miser. See ਮੁਮਸਿਕ.
it), gains.
ਮੁਨਸਿਫ਼ਧਿਘਪਿੰਪ੍ਰੌਮਂਪੰਮੁਨਸ਼ਿਫੀ [munSIphi] See ਮੁੰਸਫ ਮੁਨਾਫਕ [munaphak], ਮੁਨਾਫਿਕ [munaphIk] A jg,
and ਮੁਸਫੀ.
adj who instigates disunity. 2 hypocrite, cheat.
ਮੁਨਸ਼ੀਗਿਘਾਡ਼ਣੋ] A 04‘ n scribe writer, clerk.
“mulhad hOI munaphka.”—BG. 3 In Janam
ਮੁਨ੍ਯਸਰ [munhasar] A f n sense of being de—
Sakhi this word is used for non-believers’s
pendent (on), dependence.
abode.
ਮੁਨ੍ਯਜਮ [munhjam] A ff adj digested. 2 di- ਮੁਨਾਬਰ [munabar] holy person, supreme saint.
gesting, digestive.
“y5 na panI pare munabar.”—paras. 2 See

ਮੁਨਹਦਮ [munhadam] A per; adjerased, fell, demolished, felled.

ਮੁਨ੍ਯ'ਰਿਫ਼ [munharIf] A Jf adj turned away,
renegade, apostate.

ਮੁਨ੍ਯਜੀ'ਘਿਘਾਨੈਗ੍'ਡ਼ੇਇਿ ਹਿਤ» adjelapsed, past.
WlmunkadM ਸਿੰ adjbound, determined.
ਮੁਨਕਿਰ [munkIr] A ਲ਼ੀਨੂ who refuses. 2 who goes

back on his word.
ਮੁਨੱਕਾ [munnaka] A ਨੂ adj cleansed, washed.
2 n raisin; seed of which is eaten after cleaning it. Its latent effect is hot and wet.
HKf‘T-lﬁImundle ਭੰ” suppurating, maturating,
that maturates. 2 matter that maturates elements such as spora, syphlosis, sycosin of the
body. The medicine that is taken prior to consuming laxative in order to soften the stomach.
ਮੁੰਨਣਾ [mfmna] See ਮੁੰਡਨ.

ਮੁਨੱਵਰ.
_
ਮੁਨਾਰ [munar], ਮੁਨਾਰਾ [monara] See ਮੀਨਾਰ. “bado `
munar usar.”—carItr 1 75. “mula, munare kIa
cadhahI?”—s kabir.

ਮੁਨਿ [munI] Skt n one who is not emotionally
or mentally perturbed; sage, saint.l “so munI,
jI man ki dubIdha mare.”—bher m 3. 2 one
who ponders over. 3 Shiv, Mahadev. “pujan

kalh jéﬁgi me munI.”—carItr 215. 4 a digit
representing number seven, because in the
Purans the number of sages is assumed to be

seven. See ਸਪਤ ਰਿਖੀ. 5 one who vows to observe silence; silent.
ਮੁਨਿਅਯਨ [munIayan] Sktjungle, forest. 2 cave,
'Krishan has described a monk as —

ਛੂ ਰ੍ਭੋਂਯਰੁਫ਼ਿਲ਼ੀਸ੍ਯ= m ਯਿਰਗ੍ਕ਼ਾ
ਥੀਰਜ੍ਯ ਸ੍ਯ ਠੀਕ: ਘਿਰਥੀਚੂੰਜਿਨ੍ਯਜੇ I |
——gita a 2 s 56.

ਮਨਿਆਦ
*

'
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cavern.
ਮੁਨਿਆਦ [monIad1P ,9! ਬੁਨਯਾਦਸ੍ਯ essence, root.
2 base, foundation.
ਮੁਨਿਅਾਰ [munIar] See ਮਨੀਆਰ.

ਮੁਨਿਚਰਜ [municaraj] n pious actions, virtuous
deeds. 2 act of living like a saint. 3 celibacy.

ਮੁਠਿਨ [muanan], ਮੁਨਿਜੰਨ [muanén] holy per-

ਮੁਨੀ'ਦ੍ [monidr] Indar, lord of the sages.

ਮੁਨੀਬ [munib] A _ਮੂੰ.‘ adj who appoints a deputy; a person who appoints someone as his deputy — master. 2 now-a-days this word is also

used for a nayab.
ਮੁਨੀਮ [munim] A U,” adjwho makes highly valuable and desirable offerings. 2 n the Creator.

sons, saints, monks. “tarIo prahladu gur mI— 3 In Punjabi ਮੁਨੀਮ is also used for ਮੁਨੀਬ.
lat muanén re.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 See ਮੁਨਿ ਮੁਨੀਰਘਿਘਘੇਇਿ / adjilluminated, bright, shinand ਜਨ.

ਮੁਨਿਯਾਂ [munIyé] See ਮੁਨੀਆਂ. ‘

in g, lighted. “kalgi kulah munir.”—saloh.
ਮੁਨੀਰਪੁਰ [munirpur] a village in tehsil Thanesar, district Karnal. There exists a gurdwara
Manji Sahib in memory of Guru Tegbahadur
in this village.
ਮੁਨੀਰਾਜ [muniraj], ਮੁਨੀਵਰ [munivar] See ਮੁਨਿਜਨ
and ਮੁਨਿਵਰ.
.
ਮੁਨੇਰਾ [munera] n boundary raised at the roof of
a house, parapet. 2 early morning. See ਮੁਹਨ੍ਹੋਂਰਾ.

ਮੁਨਿਰਾਜ [munIraj] chief saint, leader of the

ਮੁਫ਼ਸਿਦ [mufSId] A #5; adj who causes or par—

ਮੁਨਿੰਦ [munid], ਮੁਨਿੰ'ਟੁ [munidr] See ਮੁਂਨੀਂਦੁ.
ਮੁ'ਨਿਦੇਞ [munIdev] supreme saint Agasty.
2 Agasty star. “sit bhai rut katak ki, munIdev
ee_rhyo jal hvegayo thoro.”—krIsan.
ਮੁਨਿਸ੍ਯ' [munIman] who is worshipped by saints
(sages).

ਮੁਨਿਮਨਿ [munImanIl supreme ofall the sages.

saints.

ticipates in a riot. ,

ਮੁ'ਕ੍ਤਿਰ [munIvar] supreme sage/saint. “apes- ਮੁਛੱਸਲਘਿਧਰਿ58ਰ1] A ੴ adjdetailed, elaborate.
kau munIvar karI thapahu.”—maru kabir.
ਮੁਨੀ [muni] See ਮੁਨਿ 5. “man muni munIvar

gale.”—s kebir. ‘sages, big and small were
swallowed.’ 2 vow to observe silence for a
speciﬁc period; silence. “anIk dhar muni.”
—bherparta1 m 5.

ਮੁੰਨੀ [mOni] n a large peg to tie the cattle with.
2 In Punjab, the word is used for girls, which
is disparaging. In fact, this epithet is given to a
widow. It is a ritual in Hindu mythology to
shave the head of a widow at the pilgrimage

centre. See ਮਾਇਮੁੰਡਉ.
ਮੁੰਨੀਅਨਿ [mOnIanI] are shaven, (their) heads
are shaven. “se SII‘ kati mfmianI.”—asa m 1.

ਮੁਨੀਆਂ [munia] Pk! 11 feminine of the bird mynah. See ਲਾਲ. “Udke sucli ju mano muniﬁ he.”
—krIsan.
ਮੁਨੀਸ਼ [munis] lord of the sages, master of the

sages.

ਮੁਫ਼ਤ [mufat] P _.ਥੂਭੰ; adj free of cost. 2 useless,
waste.

ਮੁਫ਼ਤਖੋਰਾ [mufatxora] who lives at another’s

earning; parasite. See ਤੁਫ਼ੈਲ and ਨੈੱਬੂ'ਲਿੰੜ.
pIkdano capargattu he bas nam hamara,
Ik mufat ka khana he sada kam hamara,

umra jo kahe rat, ham cad dIkhadé
rahIta he SIfarIs se bhara jam hamara,
kapra kIsi ka khana kahi sona kIsi ja
Gero hi se he sara saréjam hamara,
ho réj jaha pas na jay kabi us ke
aram jahéi ho, vaha kam hamara,

zar din he kurean he ima he nabi he
zar hi mera allah he 291- ram hamara.
—harIsc5dr.
ਮੁਫ਼ਤੀ [mufti] A ਨੁੂੰ“ n one who announces ver-

dict- (L55) as per Muslim religious law;judge
pronouncingjudgement. 2 ofﬁcial who issues
the proclamation of a Qazi.

ਮੁਫ਼ਰਹ੍
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ਮੁਛੱਰਹੁਂ [mufarrah] A L }1 adj who givesjoy/pleasure; pleasing.

ਮੁ'ਫ਼ਲਿਸਧਿਘਜੁਗ਼ੁਝ] A U4” adjpoor, penniless, indigent.

ਮੁਫ਼ੀਦਧਿਘਬਿੰਯੰ] A „ਯੂੰ; adjproﬁtable, useful.
ਮੁੰਬਈ [mﬁbai] Bombay. The territory given in

“

ਮੁਸਿ਼ਆਈਂ [mumIai] See ਮੋਮਿਆੲੀ.
ਮੁਮੁਕਾ [mumuksa], ਮੁਂਮੁਕੁ [mumuksu] ’*.-.ਮਮਕਤਾ [mumuksuta], ਮੁਮੁੱਖੂ [mumukkhu], }ਸ਼ਿੱਛੁ
[mumuc~~—

chu], ਮੁਮੋਖੂ [mumokhu] ਮਮੋਛ
[mumochu] n
=
desire for salvation, wish to achieve liberation. 2 adj who strives to attain salvation.
,

..

dowry at the marriage of the daughter of the
ruler of Portugal to British emperdr Charles

ਮੁਯਉ [muyau] dead, expired. “kavanu kahe sri

[I in 1661. The revenue earned from this ter-

ਮੁਯੱਸਰ [muyassar] A [.5 adj which has been

ritory at that time was 6500 pounds. The British emperor handed over Bombay (Mumbai)
to East India Company in 1668 AD. Mumbai
is situated on 8.8. & C.I. Railway at a distance of 1 162 miles from Lahore. It is the largest seaport in India. Its population is 1172953.
ਮੁਬਤਲਾ [mubtala] A ੴ adjpossessed by a ghost
(evil spirit). 2 under adversity, distressed. “rahi
mubtala hve Im carIt blcar kar.”—carItr 382.
ਮੁਬੱਰਾ [mubarra] A | / adj acquitted; spared.
2 sacred, pure.
ਮੁੰਬਾ [mOba] See ਮੁੰਬਈ. 2 See ਮੌਬਾ-

ਮੁਬਾਹਸਾ [mubahsa] A by» n act of debating,
argumentation, refutation, rebuttal.
ਮੁਬਾਰਕੀਂ [mubarki] n prayer for one’s prosperity; blessing, congratulation.

guru muyau.”—saveye m 5 ke.

obtained easily; received, attained.
ਮੁਯੇ [muye] See ਮੁੲੀਏ. “rasna harIrasu cakhu,

muye!”—gau chétm 3. ‘O! the cursed one (female seeker of spiritual knowledge sans ethical or morale stance of life).’
ਮੁਚ [mur] See ਮੁੜ. “mur kin pIan.”—sa]oh.
2 Pu, pron my, mine. “mur pIt purab kIyas
payana.”—VN. “mur kari sahay.”—VN. 3 peacock. “janu mur bolE sun ghangaja.”—aj. 4 Skt
ਮੁਰ- vr surround, enclose, twine. 5 n in Purans

a demon, who had ﬁve heads and seven thousand mighty sons. He was a friend of
Bhaumasur (hell), and he fought on Bhaumasur’s side against Krishan and died ﬁghting.
6 act of encircling/surrounding, twining.
7 ignorance, that leads us through eighty-four

Haﬁa’mwarlk] A Jlé adjauspicious, blessed.

thousand cycles'ofbirths, deaths and rebirths.

ਮੁਬਾਲਗ਼ਾ [mubalca] A 51L; n exaggeration, over-

ਮੁਰਸ਼ਦ [morsad] See ਮੁਰਸ਼ਿਦ.
ਮੁਰਸਲਾ[…ਘ‘58]ਕ਼] A 44/ adjwho has been sent.

statement.

ਮੁਮਸ਼ਿਕ [mumsxk] A .6 who does not part with HBfHE[mursId] A ,‘ﬁ/ spiritual leader, precepmoney; miserly. ਮੁਨਸਿਕ੍ਰ is its derivative.

ਮੁਮਕਿਨ [mumkInIA U9 likely to occur, possible.

ਮੁਮਤਚਿਨ [mumtahIn] A U15! n examiner, who
gives the test.

tor, who issues instructions; guru, master, pir.
ਮੁਰਸ਼ਿਦਾਬਾਦ [mursIdabad] See ਮਕਸੂਦਾਬਾਦ.

ਮੁਰੱਸਾ[ਗ਼ਘ855੩] ਲ਼ਾ/ adjwith inlaid work on it;
embedded with gems. “lalan murasse kar.”
—saloh.

ਮੁਮਤਾਜ਼ [mumtaz] A JV, distinct from the other,

Haaﬁrlmurkahll with me, near. “puj jan kar jo

distinguished, eminent,'prominent.
_ Wlmumanatl/I QJV’ n prohibition, ban,

tarunI murkahI karat payan.”——carrtr 22.
2 on return.

restriction.

ਮੁਮਾਰਖ [mumarakh], ਮੁਮਾਰਖੀ [mumarakhi] See
ਮੁਬਾਰਕ਼ੀ and ਮੁਬਾਰਿਕ.

ਮੁਰਕੱਬਧਿਇਿਗੀਰਗ਼ਖ਼ਇਿ J} adjplanned with, compounded with, mixed with.
ਮੁ'ਰੱਖਾ [murakkha] at the head, leader. 2 guide,

ਮੁਢਲਾ
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ਮੁਰਗ਼

constant companion. “553g murakkhe dOI
saur.”—GPS. ‘the two riders who tell the way.’

ਮੁਰਦਾਰ [murdar], ਮੁਰਦਾਰੁ [murdaru] P jbf dead
body, corpse, carcass. 2 devoid of courage and

ਮੁਰਗ਼ [mores] P ਨੁੂੰ/ n bird. 2 sun. 3 cock.

valour. “§dhi rayatI gIan VIhuni bhahI bhare

ਮੁਰਗਾਬੀ [murgai], ਮੁਰਗਾਬੀ [murgabi] n waterfowl,
aquatic bird. “murgai nesane.”—srdhgosatr.
ਮੁਰਗੀ [murgi] See ਮੁਰਗ. 2 feminine of cock; hen.
“jau sabh mahI eku khudaI kahat hau, tau kIU

murdaro.”—varasa. ‘corpse ﬁlled up with chaff.’

murgi mare?”—prabha kabir.
ਮੁਰਛ [murach] Skt W. vr get stiff, faint, be stu-

pid. 2 See ਮੂਰਛਿਤ. “murach bhae sabh Iae uthai.”
——ramav.

ਲ਼ੀ

3 unholy objects, dead, impious things like a
corpse; sinful eatables from religious view; fornication, adultery. “kuro boll murdaro khaI.”
—-m I varmajh. “dunia murdarkhurdani.”—t115g
m 5. “thagI khadha murdaru.”—sri m 1.
ਮੁਰਦਿਹਾਣ [muradIhan] conditon as of the dead;
dead. 2 malodour of a dead body, foul smell.

ਮੁ'ਰਛਾਯੇ [murchayo] fainted, swooned. “genes

ਮੁਰਨਾ [murna] v return, get away, come back.

k0 ghayalks murchayo.”—1<rIsan.
Hﬁaw[murchala] fainted, swooned, got uncon-

“muryo dham ayé.”-—NP. 2 be flexible, bend.

scious. “bIkal paryo dharni murchala.”—NP.
ਮੁਰਜ [moraj] Skt n a musical instrument tied
with leather laces; two-sided drum. See ਮੁਰ

vr. 2 small tamburine. “muraj tur mucég
m5dal.”—yudhrs_tarraj. See ਮੁਚੰਗ.

“jIh jIh dali pagu dharau, soi murI murI
ja I .”-5 kabir.

ਮੁਰੱਬਾ [murabba] A 'ਮੂੰਲ਼ਾ/ n one who has been
brought up well, one who has been under a
guardian, well protected. 2 soaked fruit (added to) concentrated extract of honey or sug-

ਮੁ'ਰਝਾਉੰਣਾ [morjhauna] v wither, appear like a
dead person, faint, swoon.

ar. “an murabbe je phal nana.”—GPS. 3 A 5/
adj four-sided, square. 4 now-a-days a

ਮੁਰਟੀਐਂ [murtie] See ਕੰਨ ਮੁਰਟਨਾ.

murabba is a unit of area for measuring land;
one morraba is 25 acres or 20 acres varying
from place to place.

ਮੁਰਤਚਿਨ [murtahIn] A U27} adj who keeps things
on mortgage, who hypothecates things.

ਮੁਰਤਕਿਥ [muratka] A J} adj doer; doer of a ਮੁਰੱਬੀ [murabbi] A Z} / adj sustainer, nurturer.
deed specially a misdeed.

‘

ਮੁਰਤਜਾ[ਗ਼ਘ£9]'8] A [,ਫ਼/‘ adj expected from some
one. 2A E/‘gettingjoyful, feeling happy.
ਮੁਰਦਗਾਂ [muradgﬁ] P 06/ plural ਘੰਮੁਰਦਹ (dead
body), dead bodies, dead persons.
ਮੁਰਦਨ [murdan] P (ਹੂਂ,/‘ -v die, breathe one’s
last.

HE'EﬁSImurdanI] adjwho kills (1‘), killer (f). 2
n noose.—sanama.
ਮੁਰਦਾ [murada] P ”f adj dead, deceased.

ਮੁਰਦਾਸਿੰਗ [murdasfg], ਮੁਰਦਾਸੰਗ-[ਗ਼ਪਿਧੰੴਰੈਥੂ] P
ਥੂਨੂ/ਤਿ/ Skt ਬੋਦਾਰ. massicot. Its latent effect is
hot and dry. It causes constipation and vomiting. Its cures skin diseases, phlegm and flatulence in the stomach.

2 assistant.
ਮੁਰਮਰਦਨ [murmardan] destroyer of demon Mur
— Krishan. 2 wheelJ—sanama. 3 he who delivers from ignorance, remover of i gnorance,
the true Guru. See ਮੁਰ 4 and 7.
ਮੁਂਰ੍ਯਰਦਨਨਿ [murmardananI] wife of Murmardan (Krishan) — Yamuna.—sanama.

ਮੁਰਰਾ [mur-ra] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਮੁਰਰਾਤਿਸਾਰ. loose motions preceded by contortion and pain in the stomach.
“baI bhai mur-ra y5 dai UdaIks.”-—carI tr 231 .
‘dysentery cause gripe in the stomach.’ See

ਮਰੋੜਾ. 2 By it some scholars mean ਮੁਰ (ਮੇਰੇmine) ਰਾ (ਰਾਜਾ-ਗਿਮੋਥੂ) got down with flatulence.
ਮੁਂਰਲਾ [morla] offspring of a peacock. “ghanI'Krishan killed Mur with his wheel.

ਮਰਲਿਕਾ
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ਸ਼ਿ… garje manI bIgSE mor murle.”—natm 4.
2 Skt river Narmada. 3 flute, pipe.

ਮੁ'ਰਲਿਕਾ […ਪਫ਼ਾਂ1ਗ਼ੁ1<ਕ],ਮੁਰਲੀ [murli] ﬂute, pipe. See

ਮੁਲਖਰੀਦੀ

khash. Muradabad is 868 miles from Calcutta
and 1087 miles from Bombay. It has population of82713.

ਮੁਰਲਾ 3. “sutnéd bajavat he murli.”—1<rIsan.
ਮੁਰਾਰਿ [murarI] ਮੁਰ-ਅਰਿ. enemy of demon Mur
ਮੁਰਲੀਧਰ [murlidhar] Krishan, holder of the ﬂute. _ — Krishan. 2 master/preceptor who leads us
ਮੁਰਲੀ ਮਨੋਹਰ [murli manohar] who charms with
out of ignorance. See ਮੁਰ vr. 3 the Creator.
the ﬂute’s tune. “murli manohar harI réga.” “murarI, sahaI hohu das kau.”—dhana m 5.
—maru soIhe m 5.
4 See ਮਰਾਰਿ 2.
ਮੁਰਵਾ [murva] peacock. 2 young one of the pea- ਮੁਰਾਰੀ [murari] See ਮੁਰਾਰਿ. 2 a Khatri of Dhaun
cock. 3 pron my, mine.
subcaste, resident of Rohtak, who attained selfਮੁ'ਰਵੀ [murvi] Skt ਮੌਵੰਜੈੱ. n rope, string. 2 bow- ‘ realisation after becoming a disciple of Guru
string. “bako ki 1<£ murvi tanks dhanu.”
Arjan Dev. 3 a devotee of Anad subcaste, who
~krIsan. ‘by virtue of utterances.’
,
got benevolent on listening to the sermons of

Hiiﬁrlmuravvaj] A (93/ adjtraditional, prevalent.
ਮੁਚੱਵਤ [muravvat] A ਞਾਭੰਤੁੰ/ n manliness, bravery,
courage. 2 nice behaviour.
ਮੁਰੜ […ਘਗ੍] Dg arrogance, vanity, contortion,

twist.
ਮੁਰਾਸਲਾ [murasla], ਮੁਰਾਸਿਲਾ [muraSIla] A J/lj
adjdispatched, sent, forwarded. 2 n dispatched
letter. 3 letter sent by a king or an emperor.
ਮੁਰਾਦ [murad] A ,i/ for which one has made a
wish; desired object. 2 motive, purpose. “jab
murad tIn haSIl hoi.”—GPS. 3 Short for
Muradbakhash, who was son of emperor

Shahjahan‘. See ਸ਼ਾਹਜਹਾਂ.

ਮੁਰਾਦ'ਬੇਗਮ [muradbegam] queen of Meermanu.
She got her minor son Aminuddin appointed
as governor of Lahore after the death of her
husband and thus had the administration under her control. Adinabeg, governor of
Jalandhar, on the order of emperor of Delhi
installed himself as governor of Lahore. See

ਅਦੀਨਾ ਬੇਗ and ਮੀਰ ਮੰਨੂ.
ਮੁਰਾਦਾਬਾਦ [muradabad] a town of U.P., which

Guru Arjan Dev. 4 See ਮਥੋ ਮੁਰਾਰੀ.
ਮੁਰਾਲਾ [murala] Dg tail of a horse. 2 tail ofa

peacock.
ਮੁਰਿ [murI] by reverting, on returning.

ਮੁਂਰੀਂਡਾ [murida] See ਮੁਰੰਡਾ.
ਮੁਰੀਦ [murid] „,‘, / adj determined person. 2 n
one who presents himself to the Guru with
ﬁrm desire to attain salvation. 3 disciple, fol-

lower, devotee. 4 See ਧੁਨੀ (a).
ਮੁਰੇਲਾ [murela] peacock’s offspring.
ਮੁਰੰਡਾ [muréda] ball made by addingjaggery to parched wheat. It is also called murida. 2 See

ਮੋਰੰਡਾ.
ਮੁਰੰਮਤ [murémat] See ਮਰੰਮਤ.

ਮੁਰ੍ਹੇਲਾ [murhsla], ਮੁਰ੍ਹੇਲੀ [murheli] who leads;
head, chief.

ਮੁਲ [mul] Skt ਮੂਨ੍ਯ. n price, cost. _

ਮੁਲਹਦ[ਗ਼ਪ111੪€.1],ਮੁਲਹਿਦ[ਗ਼ਪ111ਸ਼ੀ]ਲ਼ੀਕੁਂ ਲ਼ੀਟੁੱ“ adjnonbeliever in God, non-believer in religion, athe-

ist, inﬁdel. See ਮੁਨਾਫਿਕ.
ਮੁਲਕ [mulak] A .3 n country. 2 reign; empire.

ਮੁਲਕੀ ਲਾਟ [mulki lat] chief administrator of India, Govemor—General, Viceroy.

is also district headquarters. It is situated on
the right bank of Ram Ganga. This town was
founded by Rustamkhan, an ofﬁcial of Shah-

ਮੁਲਖ [mulakh] See ਮੁਲਕ.

jahan after the name of the prince Muradba-

ਮੁਲਖਰੀਦੀ [mulkharidi] purchased by paying the

ਮੁਲਖਈਆ [mulkhaia] multitude of people residing in a country, country’s population.

ਮਲਖ
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cost, bought on payment. “mulkharidi lala
gola.”—maru m 1.

in 1818, which ultimately fell to the British rule
in January 1849.

ਮੁਲਖੁ [mulkahu] See ਮੁਲਕ. “alahu eku masitI

Multan is 207 miles from Lahore, 548 miles

basatu he, avaru mulakhu 1<:੮ su kera?”—prabha
kabir.

from Karachi and is an important station of
NW. Railways. There is a large military contonment in Multan. Its population is 8625 1.
ਮੁਲਵਈ [mulvai] resident of Malwa region.

ਮੁਲਖੈਯਾ [mulkheya] See ਮੁਲਖਈਅਾ.
ਮੁਲਜ਼ਮ [‘mulzam] A (2; adj who has been accused.

ਮੁਂਲੱਠੀ [molatthi] Skt ਯਸ੍ਵਿਮਧੁ. Glycyrrhiza glabra. Its latent effect is cold—wet.l It relieves
us from cough and bad cold, clears intestines,
cures swelling of the stomach and quenches
thirst. It gives strength to muscles, clears throat
and lungs. To use it without removing its bark
is not advisable. The bark can cause many
disorders.
ਮੁਲਤਮਿਸਧਿਘਇਿਧਧਝੀ A J?“ adjapplicant, petitioner, suppliant, supplicant.

‘ਮੁਲਵਾਣਾ [mulvana] See ਮਉਲਾਣਾ.
ਮੁਲਾ [mula], ਮੁਲਾਂ [ਗ਼ਪੀਕੇਂ], ਮੁੰਲਾ [mﬁlla] A [‘); n complete in all respects; scholar, savant.“p5dIt
mulé chade dou.”—bh€r kabir. “na OI kaji
m6]a.”—m 1 var majh.
ਮੁਲਾਇਮ [mUIaIm] See ਮੁਲਾਯਮ.

ਮੁਲਾਈ [mulai] got evaluated, got assessed.
2 act of purchasing or buying. “agam égocar
na molke molai he.”—BGK. “mUIII na jaI mu—

lai.”—BG.

ਮੁ'ਲਤਵੀ [multvi] A (5,35 adj which has been sus-

ਮੁਲਾਹਜਾ [molahja] A ਪੂੰਨੂ“, inspection, obseri/e.
“hajrat jab mulahje bhayo.”—;_GPS. 2 conces-

pended, kept in abeyance. 2 which is kept
wrapped.

sion, favour. “kar mulahja kin pharebe.”—GPS.
ਮੁਲਾਕ਼ਾਤ [mulakat] A 05-”; 11 meeting, associa-

ਮੁਲਤਾਨ [multan] Skt ਸ਼ੂਕਕਸ੍ਯ. where devotees
were defended in days goneby.2 It is a division headquarters of Punjab and is an ancient
city. Harnakhas and Hirnakshipu belonged to
this place. Nar Singh protected Prahlad at this
place. The holy shrine in his memory is situated inside the fort. The place relating to Guru
Nanak Dev is in the house ofPirs. The priests
are Muslims. An ancient Surya temple is also
located in Multan.
Multan was under the Mughal emperor for
quite a long period. Afghanistan took over
Multan in 1752. Then Shuzakhan and his son
Muzfarkhan made Multan independent.
Maharaja Ranj it Singh conquered Multan
'Greek physicians consider it warm-dry.

tion, personal contact.

HWﬁD-r[mulaz1m]A pui- n labourer; employee; helper, domestic servant.
ਮੁਲਾਝਾ [mulajha] 868‘ਮੁਲਾਹਜਾ.
ਮੁਲਾਣਾ [mulana] See ਮਉਲਾਣਾ.

ਮੁਲਾਯਮ [mulayam1A (I u; adj soﬁ, smooth. 2 proper, suitable.
ਮੁ'ਲਿ [mulI] by assessing the cost or price. 2 by
paying the cost. “mulI na ghIdha, meku satIgurI dIta.”—m 5 var ram 2. See ਘਿਧਾ.
ਮੁਲੀਐ [mulie] let us estimate (its) cost. 2 price
is paid. 3 cost is estimated/assessed. “tolx na
tulie, molI na mulie.”—dev m 5.

ਮੁਲੂਕ [muluk] A J); plural of ਮਲਿਕ, kings, emperors.

ਮੁਲੀਮਿੰਗ਼ਪੀਟੋਗ਼ਕਇਿ C?" adjshining. 2 gilded, plat-

2The historians of Alexendar’s time name it as Mulastan

ed. “muléma paju lahI‘jaI.”—m 4 var gau 1.

[mulasta] as it was the country of Malli people. In many

ਮੁਵੱਕਲ [muvakkal] A L)?» n one who entrusts/

books it is named as Prahladpuri also.

hands over; a person who allots/entrusts work

ਮੁਵੱਚਿਖ
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to others; one who engages a pleader. 2 spirit
of the dead, ghost, evil spirit. 3 especially
ghosts or evil spirits, suppossed to keep watch
over of buried treasures. 4 jail warden.
_

ਮੁ'ਵੱਰਿਖ਼ [muvarrIx] A (#31 n historian, writer
of history.

ਮੁਂਵਾਖਿਜਹ [movaXIjah] A „ਗ਼,; n act of holding/
grasping; seeking explanation of some matter.

ਮੁੜਨਾ [11101‘118] v get back, return, come back.

HBﬁuS[murghIr] adv again and again. 2 intermittently.
ਮੁੜਦਾ [11101'੯1੩] turning back. 2 See ਮੁਰਦਾ.

ਮੁੜਿਘਿੜਿਕ਼ਿਸ਼ਪਿੰਗ਼ੁਬੁਲ਼ਿਤ੍ਹਾਗ਼ੁ] adv coming back again.
2 See ਮੁੜਘਿੜ.
'
ਮੁੜ੍ਹਕਾ [murhka] adj with sweat. 2 n sweat.

ਮੂ [mu] pron my, mine. “mu lalan SIU pritI
bani.”—bIIa m 5. “mu jehia kItia.”—maru am
1. 2 to me. “je ko mu Updes karatu he.”—sri
trIIocan. 3 I. “mu thiau sej.”—var maru 2 m

5. 4 P ,; n hair. 5 Skt ਸ਼ੂ. vr tie, bind.

ਸੂੰ [mﬁ] l. “cﬁma per mﬁ.”—asa farid. 2 to me,
on me. “kIrpa karahu mﬁ.”—asa m 5.
ਮੂਆ [mua] S died, expired, dead. “jivat kau mua
kahe.”—gaua m 1. “harI bIsrat, so mua.”—-asa
m 5.
*

ਮੂਐ [mus] aﬁer dying. “pde mus jiu kIh gharI
ja ta?”—gau kabir.

ਮੂ'ਇ [muI] A <_ ,1 hair. “mam sarmuI ajrail garIphatah.”—tI15gm 1.

ਮੂਈ [mui] dead, expired. “mui suratI badu
ahékaru.”—gau m 1.
ਮੂਸ [mus] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਧ੍. vr steal. 2 n rat, mouse. “re
man mus! bIla mahI garbat.”—saveya sn' mukhvak m 5. See E mouse. L mus, and P j; .

ਮੂਸਕ [musak] Skt ਮੂਸ਼ਕ and ਮੋਂਸਕ, thief. 2 rat,
mouse. See ਮੂਸ vr.
ਮੂਸ਼ਖੋਰ[1111151<11੦1] also called ਚੂਹਮਾਰ [cuhmar] in
Punjabi. It is a black-eyed preying bird. Its
native place is the western hills. It lives in

ਮੂਸਾ

Punjab throughout the winter season. lts colour is like that ofa hawk but it is taller than a

hawk. Wild rats are its main food, but it also
eats small birds and frogs, toads and large size
lizards as well:No body domesticates it as a
bird of prey. Topra, whose colour is red, attractive pale blue or violet, lives in Punjab
throughout the year and also lays eggs here.

See ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀ.
ਮੂਸਤਧਿਘਰ੍ਯਫ਼ਿ] Skt ਮੂਸਿਤ. stolen, looted. “apna ghar
musat rakhI n3 sakahI.”--sorm 1. See ਮੂਸ vr.
ਮੂਸਨ [musan] a devoted disciple oquru Arjan
Dev. “musan tab-hi musie bIsrat purakh da-

Ial.”—cau m 5. 2 Skt ਮੂਸਣ and ਮੇਂਸਣ. steal See

ਮੁਸ and ਮੂਸ vr. “musanhar p5c batvare.”
—gau m 5.
.
.
ਮੂਸਰ [musar], ਮੂਸਲ [musal] See ਮੁਸਲ. “kop kio
gahI musar dhayo.”—I<rIsan. “tuh musalahI
charaIa.”—tod1' m 5. ’

ਮੂਸਲਧਰ [musaldhar] See ਮੁਸਲੀ 4 and ਮੁਸਲੀਧਰ 2.
ਮੂਸਲਧਾਰ [musaldhar] stream (jet of liquid) as
thick as a wooden pestle; torrential, incessant,
heavy (rain).
ਮੂਸਵਾਹਨ [musvahan] who rides on the back of
a mouse; having the mouse as his vehicle ——
Ganesh.
ਮੂ'ਸਾ [musa] “,; Moses. son ofAmran (#”/€)
of the Israeli lineage. He was born about
twelve hundred years before the birth of
Jesus. At that time, emperor Froun used to kill
the children oflsrael-lineage, hence his mother put Moses in a box and ﬂoated it in the
river. The princess of Egypt, who was sojouming on the bank of the river, happened to see
that ﬂoating box. She ordered the box to be
taken out of the river and thus brought up the
baby. In Ibrani langauge masah means ਖਿੱਚਿਆ
(pulled out), hence the baby was called “musa”
as he was taken out of the river by pulling‘it

out.

ਮੁਕਪ੍ਰਸ਼੍ਵ
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ਮੂਸਾੲੀ

Moses came to Arabia when he was forty
years old. He started his family life after getting married there. According to the Bible and
the Koran, Moses used to have revelations
(divine communications) from God and also
held discourses with the Almighty on the Sinai

Mount. In fact God gave him slates, bearing
writings inscribed with his own ﬁngers. Once
Moses had discourse with the spiritual super—
natural power (God) continuously for forty
days without taking food or water. That is why
the Jews observe fast for a duration of forty

days.
He is a prophet and religious preceptor of
the Jews. The Ten Commandments of God
as described in the Bible, were revealed to
Moses. These Commands are :
(a) no God other than me should be wor-

shipped by you.

(b) do not perform idol worship.
(0) do not call God without any purpose.
(d) do not perform any work on Saturday
but consider it auspicious, because I relaxed
' on this day after the creation of the universe.
(e) always respect your parents. ,
(f) do not commit homicide.
(g) do not indulge in extramarital affair.

(h) do nOt steal anything.
(i) never give false evidence against your
neighbour.
(j) do not feel greedy for any thing that
belongs to your neighbour.
}“
Moses lived for 120 years. nau dharaIn
ise muse

isai musaia haume herane.”—BG.

See ਫਰਊਨ. 2 Skt ਸ੍ਵਥ. rat, mouse. See ਮੂਸ 2.

“jsse kagad ke bhar musa tukI gavavat.”—dha-

na m 5. 3 See ਧੁਨੀ (i)., 4 sense — pleasures
lBhai Santokh Singh has written in Guru Pratap Suray a
story of Jesus and Moses based on Ratan Maal, which is

entirely baseless and laughable.

flowing from sexual indulgence. “ghar ki bIlai aver SIkhai, musa dekhI darai.”—asa m 5.

domestic cat — like longing for sexual enjoyment has been trained otherwise; meaning it
is getting afraid sexual pleasures. 5 sense —

life Span, death. “anUdIn musa laju tukai.”
—asa m 5. cord (representing life-span).
ਮੂਜਾੲੀ [musai] who has adopted Prophet Moses’
sect; Jew. “isai musaia.”—BG.

ਮੂਸਿ [muSI] by stealing. See ਮੂਸ vr. “bat parI
gharu mus: bIrano.”—sarparaman5d.

ਮੂ'ਸ਼ਿਕ [musIk] rat, mouse. 2 thief.
ਮੂਸਿਕਰਥ [musIkarath] who has mouse as his
vehicle — Ganesh.

'

ਮੂ'ਸ਼ਿਕਾ [musIka] female rat.
ਮੂਸੀਐ [music] is pilfered; gets stolen. “musan
tab-hi musie.”—cau m 5.

ਮੂਸੀਕ਼ੀ [musiki] U g5,» n musicology. See E
musrc.

ਮੂਸੇ [muse] were stolen, were cheated. 2 disci-'
ples of Moses, Jews. “nau dharaIn ise
muse.”—BG.

ਮੂ'ਸੇ ਕੀ ਵਾਰ ਕੀ ਧੁਨੀ [muse ki var ki dhuni] See

ਧੁਨੀ (ਜੂ).

ਮੂਸੇ [muse] steals, loots.
ਮੂਹ [muh], ਮੂੰਹ [mﬁh] mouth. 2 face.
ਮੂੰਹ ਵਿੱਚ ਘਾਹ ਲੈਣਾ [mﬁh VICC ghah lena] v humbly seek shelter; prove that one is most obedientjust like a domesticated animal.

ਮੂਹਾਂ [111ਘੰ1ਠੋ], ਮੂਹੀਂ [muhi] n opening, cut in the
water channel. 2 origin and class ofa caste
or lineage.

ਮੂਕ [muk] n ﬁst, closed palm. “mukan so dher
mar gIrayo.”—1<rIsan. 2 Skt n ﬁsh. 3 adj
dumb. deprived of the power to speak. See ਮੁ
5. “muk uccre sastra khat.”——carItr 1.

ਭੰ

ਮੂਕਨਾ [mukna] See ਮੁਕਣਾ. “khajana satIgurI dia
totI nahi re muke.”—gau m 5.

ਮੂਕਪ੍ਰਸ਼੍ਵ [mukprasn] question, that is not orally
asked, but is guessed from the mind only; the

ਮੂ'ਕਰਨਾ
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unasked question.

ਮੂਚ [muc], ਮੂਚਉ [mucau], ਮੂਚਾ [muca] adj great.

ਮੂਕਰਨਾ [mukarna] go back upon or withdraw

high, esteemed. “ucét nicé, nana su mucé.”—

one's word/promise. See ਮੁਕਰਨਾ. “ap kare karI

sahas m 5. 2 special. “ham thore tum bahut

mukarpave.”—dhana m 5. “let det un mukarIparna.”—asa m 5.

' thora aru muca.”—asa m 5. 3 massive, large,

ਮੂਕਾ [muka] n ﬁst, closed palm. 2 cloth in the

excessive, more. “sadh ki sobha uc te uci. sadh

form of a towel worn around the head to save
oneselffrom the sun or the cold. 3 adjﬁnished,

ki sobha muc te muci.”—sukhmani. 4 got rid
of, got free from. See ਮੁਚ. “jam ka bhau
muca.”—gau m 1.

reduced. “chodiajaI na muka.”——sor kabir.
ਮੂਖ[…ਪ1<11] face. 2 rat, mouse. 3 short for ਮੂਰਖ.
“manus ko jag mukh pIkhije.”—GV6.

ਮੂਖਕ [mukhak] Skt rat, mouse. See ਮੂਸ.
ਮੂਖਿ [mukhI] in the mouth, within the mouth.
See ਗਰੁੜਾਰੀ 3.
ਮੂ'ਖਿਕਾ [mukhIka] Skt ਮੂਸਿਕਾ. female-rat.

ਮੂੰਗ [mag] See ਮੂੰਗਾ and ਮੂੰਗੀ.
ਮੂੰਗਫਲੀ [mﬁgphali] a creeper grown in autumn.
The fruits of this creeper grow in its root; in
other words, it is a root fruit. It has very soft
peel, having almond-like kernel in it. It is also
named as Chinese-almond. The groundnut is
warm and moist. E groundnut L Arachis Hy-

pogeae. Skt ਭੂਚਣਕ.
ਮੂੰਗਰ [mﬁgar] n wooden pestle; threshing club;
heavy, solid, cylindrical piece of wood with inbuilt grip; thick club. “mﬁgar laI halal mano
taro kachi ne ped te tut gIrae.”——C5di 1.

ਮੂੰਗਰਾ [mﬁgra] See ਮੂੰਗਰ. 2 seed pods of radish;

muc.”—bas§t m 5. “sabh kIchu taka kadhie

ਮੂਚੇਂਮੂਚਾ [mucomuca] adjgreatest ofall. “ਪਿੰ [)ੳਟੈਪਿ
atI muco muca.”—majh a m 3.
ਮੂਛਤ [muchat] swooned, fainted. “muchat ho:
juddh phIr cahe.”—kr;rsan.
ਮੂਜਬਧਿਘਰ੍ਹਿਠਿ] A ..ਰ੍ਭੰੴਵੂ 17 one who is making something suitable/proper/reasonable. 2 reason,
cause. 3 It also gives the meaning ਧਿਅਨੁਸਾਰ
‘according to’ in Punjabi. e.g. ‘05 de kahe mujab me Itthe aIahahéi.’
,
ਮੂਜਚੀ [mujri] enjoyment, pleasure, surge of happiness. “sune te ave mujri.”—krIsan.

ਮੂਜਿਦ [mude] A „ਲ੍ਹ,; adj who discovers something new; explorer, searcher.

ਮੂਜੀ [muji] A (ਨੂੰ”; adjwho causes pain. 2 miser.
3 coward. “CItt mujian athk darana.”—-VN.
ਮੂਠ [muth] or ਮੂਨੁ [ਗ਼ਪਸਿ਼ਪ] ﬁst, closed palm.

2 grip, handle ofa weapon. 3 See ਮੁਠਣਾ. 4 adj
empty, deprived of, without. “saci dargahI
sakat muthu.”—bh£r m 5.

radish beans. 3 salted dish made from gramﬂoun

ਮੂਠੜਾ [muthra], ਮੂਗ਼ੀ [muthri], ਮੂਠਾ [mutha] was
stolen, got cheated. “maIamutha cetes:

ਮੂੰਗਲਾ [mﬁglaL ਮੂੰਗਲੀ [mﬁgli] wooden pestle;

nahi.”—sn' trIIocan. 2 deprived of. “pH ségl

threshing club; heavy, solid, cylindrical piece
of wood.

muthrie, khabarI n3 paia.”——dhana chétm 1.

the ocean; coral. It is created by a worm
named coral polyp.

ਮੂਠਾਲੀ [muthali] Dg sword; weapon grip (handle).
ਮੂ'ਠੀ [muthi], ਮੂਠੋਂ [mutho] See ਮੂਠੜੀ and ਮੂਠਾ.
ਮੂਡ[…ਪ<.1],ਮੂੰਡ[_ਗ਼ਪੋੰ<ਬ੍ਰੂ] head. See ਮੁੰਡ. “kaha tho

ਮੂੰਗੀ [mﬁgi] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਟ੍ਧ. green coloured pulse har-

jau mud mudan?”—sorm 9. 2 See ਮੁੰਡਨ “ga-

vested in autumn, which is used for cooking;
dal. Phaseolus Mungo. E Green gram.
ਸੂੰਗ਼ੀਪਟਨ [mﬁgipatan] See ਮੁੰਗੀਪੱਤਨ.

j‘a’ﬁﬂmﬁdahll shaves, depilates. 2 on the head.

ਮੂੰਗਾ [mﬁga] n red coloured gem, collected from

hIke tIh mﬁd ko mﬁd dayo.”—I<rIsan.

“pot uthave mﬁdahI.”—sar m 5.

ਮੁਡਨ
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ਮੂੰਡਨ [mﬁdan], ਮੂੰਡਨਾ [mﬁdna] See 1336.“kabir
menu mﬁdIa nahi, kes mﬁdae kEI? jo k1 chu

kia so man kia, mﬁda mﬁdu ajaI”—s.
ਮੂਢ [mudh] Skt adj gone astray, aberrant. 2 root.

3 fool, stupid. 4 71 child. See ਮੁਹ vr.
ਮੂਢਤਾ [mudhta], ਮੂਢਤ੍ਵ [mudhatv] n foolishness,
stupidity, ignorance.
ਮੂਣਕ [munak] a town three kohs east of Jakhal

railway station in subdivision Sunam of Patia1a state. There exists an old fort in this town.
Guru Tegbahadur visited a place one furlong
to the north of this town. A simple platform
has been constructed at this sacred place. Land
measuring 84 vighas has been allotted to the
shrine by the state. The priest is a Singh.

ਮੂਝ [mut] Skt adj mentally perturbed by sexual
desire. 2 n basket woven with straw. 3 Skt

ਮੂਤੁ. urine. “mut paliti kaparu hOI.”—japu.
ਮੂਤ੍ਰ [mutr] See ਮੂਤ 3.
ਮੂਤ੍ਧਾਮ [mutradham], ਮੂਤ੍ਪਾਤੁ [mutrpatr] n vulva, vagina, genital of the female. ਠੋੳੳਚਚਿਤ੍ਰ 21.

2 pot for excreting urine.

ਮੂਭ੍ਰ ਪੁ'ਰੀਖ [mutr purikh] urine and excreta.

ਮੂਰਛਨਾ

jo mur.”-GPS. 3 inert, lazy. “dosat mue h0I
mure.”—majh a m 5. 4 adv entirely, completely. “nahisukh mur.”—NP.

ਮੂਰਕ [murak] See ਮੂ'ਲਿਕ.
ਮੂ'ਰਕ੍ਰੋਛਟ [murkraphat] William Moorcroft was
born in England in 1770 AD. He was a well?
known veterinary surgeon. He became inspector of cavalry regiments of Bengal in 1808.
He met Maharaja Ranjit Singh in 1819 at
Lahore. The Maharaja took fruitful advice
from him after showing the cavalry regiments
in his army and honoured him.
Moorcroft breathed his last in Turkistan on
August 27, 1825 after suffering from fever.

ਮੂਰਖ [murakh] See ਮੂ'ਛੱ vr. Skt ਮੂਥੰ. adj foolish,
devoid of wisdom, stupid. See ਮੂਰ 2. “parIa
murakh akhie szu labu lobhu ahékara.”—m 1

var majh. 2 inexperienced. “ham murakh murakh man mahI.”—dhana m 3. 3 n a variety
of pulse, dal, maash, horse-bean. 4 a kind of
kidney bean.

‘ ਮੂਰਖੱਤੁ [murakhattu] Skt ਮੂਖੰਤ੍ਵ. n foolishness, stupidity.

Wlmutrasay] kidney and urinary bladder.

ਮੂ'ਰਖਿ [murakhI] stupid woman, foolish wom-

ਮੂਤ੍ਰਾਸ੍ਵਕ [mutrastak] eight types of urine as described in Ayurvedic. scriptures. They can be
used for treating various diseases. These are
urine of cow, she-goat, sheep, buffalo, mare,
she-ass, she-camel and she-elephant.

an. “pIr ka sau na jane murakhI.”—maru so]—
he m 3. 2 foolish person (nominative case).
“murakhI édhe patI gavai.”—-var asa.

ਮੂਰਖੁ [murakhu] See ਮੂਰਖ. “so murakhu, jo apu

ਮੂੰਦਨਾ [mﬁdna] See ਮੁੰਦਣਾ. “mﬁdIlie darvaje.”

n3 pachanai.”—guj m 3. “murkha SIrI mura—
khu he jI méne nahi nau.”——maru a m 1.

—sor1<ab1'r. ‘close your senses to doing evils.’

ਮੂਰਛਨਾ [murchana] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਣੌੲਗਿ. n name of the

ਮੂੰ'ਦਿਧਿਘੰਧੰਗ਼ੁ] by closing.
ਮੂਧਾ [mudha] adjupside down; with face down,

inverted, topsy—turvy.

ਮੂਨ [mun] n feminine of black deer; doe.
“ghétkaher baje mIl muna.”——1<rIsan. 2 E

moon.
ਮੂ'ਪਿਰੀ [mupIri] my dear, my darling.
ਮੂਰ [mur] root, origin. “VIcar 1<o mur udar suhave.”—NP. 2 Skt adj foolish. “tIs ko bura cm»:

position of musical tone in musicology. Those
who regard $ruti (pitch, intonation) as
murachana are not correct. There are twentyone notes in three septets. The murchana
denotes the proper positions of these twentyone notes, thuS these 21 murchanas are
classiﬁed into three basic notes viz:
murchana of the ﬁrst basic note ~1311ta,
madhyama, CItra, rohIni, mat'égaja, soviri and

ਮੂਰਛਾ
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sadmadhya.

murchana of the fourth basic note — pécma,
matsari, mrIdumadhya, suddha, éta, kalavati

and tivra.
murchana 0f the third basic note — radri,
brahami, vesnavi, khedri, sura, nadavati and

VIsala.—sé'git damodar. 2 swooning, fainting.
“chuti murchnayé haricéd jage.”— VN.

ਮੂਰਛਾ [murcha] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਣਾਗ਼ੀ. fainting, swooning; it

ਮੁਲ

—m 2 var sar. 6 existence, being, entity; au-

thority, power. “akalmurat1.”~japu. “kahu
kabiru sadhu k0 pritam tIsu muratI balIhari.”
—sar1<abir.

ਮੂਰਤਿਰਿਤ੍ਰ [muratICItr] sketch, picture, drawing, painting. See ਮੂਰਤਿ 3.
ਮੂਰਤਿ ਨਾਮ [murtI nam] speciﬁc picture, especially an idol/image/statue. “hidu muratI nam
nIvasi, duh mahI tatu na hera.”—prabha
kabir. ‘Hindus worship gods manifest in
speciﬁc idols.’
ਮੂਰਤੁ [muratu] See ਮੁਹੂਰਤ. “maranI na muratu

may be due to the weakness of the heart and
the brain, striking at some soft tissue of the
body, excessive bleeding, physical debility,
breaking of some painful orjoyful neWs, seppuchIa.”—m 1 var sar. 2 See ਮੂਰਤ 2, 3, 4.
aration from one’s near and dear one.
ਮੂਰਧ [muradh] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਟ੍ਰੂੰ. n forehead. 2 head.
The fainted person becomes like a dead ਮੂਰਧਨ [murdhan] Skt ਸ਼ੂਬੰਜ. n forehead. 2 head,
body, gets inert, loses his senses; sometimes
chief, leader. “atI krudtht hve ranmurdhan
hisjaws get locked. The general treatment for
mo, sar ogh prayogh calavahf ge.”—kaH<i.
such a disease is knowing the cause of faint- ਮੂਰਧਨੀ [murdhni] Skt 1IJa‘R’I.adjcreated from
in g, sprinking of cold water or fragrant spray
the forehead. 2 n ਟ ਠ ਡ ਢ ਣ ਰ ਸ ਭਿ (ਕਹੂਂ) which
of rose water on the face of the affected perare consonants with retroﬂex sounds.
son, making him smell camphor, sandalwood ਮੂਰਧਨ੍ਯ [murdhany] See ਮੂਰਧਨੀ.
etc and applying their paste on his forehead, ਮੂਰਾ [mura] foolish, stupid. See ਮੂਰ 2. “kou
fanning of cool air, massaging of hands and
sughar na kou mura.”—ba van. 2 skin of male
feet with she-goat's milk, pressing the nostrils,
bovine calfstuffed with straw/husk.
feeding him cow's milk, gravy of meat or us- Wlmurakha] stupid, unintelligent, foolish.
age of such things as provide strength to the
“haume pace manmukh murakha.”—asa m 5.
brain and the heart etc.
. ਮੂਰਿ [murI] See ਮੂਰੀ.`2 See ਮੂਲਿ.

ਮੂਰਫਿਤ [murachIt] adj fainted, unconscious, ਮੂਰਿਸ਼ [murIs] A .511.» who designates one's heir
comatose.

ਮੂਰਜ [muraj] See ਮੋਰਜ.
ਮੂਰਤ [murat] See ਮੁਹੂਰਤ. “murat ghari casa palu

sImran.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5. 2 Skt ਮੂਤੰ.

— head of a lineage/family/dynasty.

ਮੂਰੀ [mun'] radish. “muri a tébolras khaI pahIcanie.”—BGK. ‘eating of radish and beetal can

be known from their smell.’ 2 herb or weed.

adj unconscious, fainted. 3 stupid, foolish.

“bhulo ra thagmuri khaI .”—sarnamdev. 3 See

ratI p5c praman purakhu.”—sqveye m 5 ke.
2 size, shape. 3 picture, photo, image. “nanak
muratICItr jIU chadatI nahan bhit.”—s m 9.
4 toughness, rigidity, hardness. 5 sample, example, illustration. “t5 nanak kahie muratI.”

thu ਗੌਗੁ pachotaie.”—an5du. 2 Skt n root, ori-

4 hard, tough. 5 manifest. 6 See ਮੂਰਤਿ.
ਮੁੜੀ.
ਮੂਰਤਿਸਿ਼ਨ੍ਘਰਿਗ਼ੁ] Skt ਗੂੰਰੌ. n body, physique. “mu- ਮੂਲ [mul] adv entirely. “esa ਨੈਟੋ… mule n9 kice,
gin. “mul bIna sakha katu ahe?”—bh£r m 5.
3 capital for doing business, principal amount.
“khove mul labh nahi pave.”—GPS. 4 original text, on which a commentary may be

ਮੂਲਚੰਦ
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written. 5 origin, start. i.e. the Almighty, the
dali
Creator. “mull lage se jan parvanu.
lags nIhphal jaI .”-੩58 m 3. Here dali
(branch/twig) stands for the deities, male and
female, and the universe. 6 reality. 7 nineteenth planet. 8 carrot, radish etc grown un-

der the soil. 9 Skt ਸ੍ਵਕ਼. vr get embedded, be
ﬁrm, develop, grow, take root. 10 See ਮੂਨ੍ਯ.

who told Mardana the truth of death being real
and life being unreal. He kept on delivering
sermons while travelling in the company of
Guru Nanak. One day at the instigation of his
wife, he hid himself in a dark place after deserting the Guru and ultimately died there of

' snake-bite. See ਸਿਆਲਕੋਟ. 2 a follower of Guru
Nanak Dev who belonged to Keerh subcaste.

ਮੂਲਚੰਦ [mulcéd] Baba Mool Chand Chonakha-

“mula kir nam nar eku.”—NP. 3 father—in-law

sion.
ਮੂਲਦੁਅਾਰ [mulduar] n rectum, anus. “mulduare

caste. 9 Bhai Mool Chand. See ਗੰਗਾਰਾਮ. 10 Dg

of Guru Nanak Dev. See ਮੂਲਚੰਦ. 4 a devotee
tri, resident of Pakhoke and Batala villages in
of Guru Arjan Dev, belonging to Dhavan subGurdaspur district. His daughter Sulakhni was
caste. 5 a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev, who
married to Guru Nanak Dev. See ਸੁਲਖਣੀ ਮਾਤਾ.
e. 6 a follower of
2 Bhai Mool Chand was born in Sammat 1705. . belonged to Bheeva subcast
Guru Arjan Dev, who belonged to Kapilr subHe was Guru’s well known Sikh. See ਗੰਗਾਰਾਮ.
caste. 7 a follower of Guru Arjan Dev who
ਮੂ'ਲਾਜੰਤ੍ਵ [muljétr] main machine, machine which
belonged to Kapahi subcaste. 8 a follower of
makes all other machines run. i.e. maya, illuGuru Arjan Dev who belonged to Beri sub'
2 conscious mind.
bétha bédhu.”—bhsr kabir. closed the opening of rectum with the heel during the breathing exercise and the regulated of respiration.

earth, land.

ਮੂਲਾਧਾਰ [muladhar] See ਖਟਚਕ੍ਰ.

ਮੂਲਾ ਭਾੲੀ [mula bhai] See ਗੰਗਾਰਾਮ.
“méda mulI na kicਮੂਲਬੰਧ [mulbédh] act of closing the opening of ਮੂਲਿ [mull] adv absolutely.
rectum per Yoga
ਮੂਲਮੰਤ […ਪ1ਧ1ਟੋ੮੮],ਮੂਲਮੰਤ [ਗ਼ਘੰਗ਼ਗੌਪਿ] origin of

all hymns; basic hymnabout the formless but
manifest One; the Creator. 2 according to the

Sikh religion. “Ik oékar satI namu karta pora-

khu nIrbhaU nIrveru akal muratI ajuni sebhé
gur prasadI.” “mulmétr harInamu rasaInu
kahu nanak pura paIa. ”—maru solhe m I.

ਮੂਲਰਾਜ [mulraj] son of Diwan Mool Chand

Chopra, a Khatri. He was appointed governor of Multan by the Lahore rule. During his
rule, two British ofﬁcers were killed by sol-

diers under him, which resulted in a confrontation and Mool Raj was taken into custody
by the British army on J anuary 22,1849 aﬁer
seizing Multan. He died1n Calcuttajailm 1850
AD.
ਮੁਲਾ [mula] a money lender, resident of Sialkot,

al.”—Var asa. “phIrI lekha mulI na 191a.”

—sorm 5. “tIcarU mull n3 thurido.”-sava m

5. 2 originally. See ਮੂਲ 5. 3 See ਮੂਲੀ. 4 See ਮੂਲ.
ਮੂ'ਲਿਕ [mulIk] Skt adjorigina1.2 starting from
the very beginning.

ਮੂਲੀਧਿਘਾਂਡ਼ੇ] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਮੂ’ਲਿਕਾ. n radish, which is used to
cook vegetables.
ਮੂਲੁ [mulu] n herb, weed. “mulu kat lavau?”

—gau kabir. ‘where may I apply medicine’s
paste?’ 2 Skt ਮੂ'ਨ੍ਯ. cost, price, value. “kadi ka

lakh hua mulu.”—ram m 5. ‘modest persons
have been honoured, low people have acquired
respectable status.’ 3 See ਮੂਲ. 4 root, origin.
“mulu chodI dali lage.”—asa a m 1. 5 principal
amount, capital. “jIh ghate mulu, nIt badhe
bIaju.”—bas§t1<abir. 6 reality. “rnulu na bujhahI apna. ”—suhi m 1.7 reason, cause. “kotI
karam bédhan ka mulu. ”—bher m 5. 8 edible

‘
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ਮੇਹਰਵਾਨ

embedded seat looking like a two-sided drum.

things available from the roots of trees. “IkI
1<ਭੈ€1 mulU cunI khavahI.”—m 1 var majh.

ਮੂੜ੍ਹੀ [murhi] feminine of ਮੂੜ੍ਹਾ small seat/stool

kému mule na kice, thu ਗੌਗੁ pachotaie.”—an§du.

ਸੇ [me] part between, within. “kahﬁ devtan l<e

ਮੂਲੇ [mule] adv absolutely, entirely, deﬁnitely. “esa
ਮੂਲੋਵਾਲ [muloval] a Village under police station

etc made of reed and straw.

dIvan me VIrajman.”—aka1. 2 P (, in Persian

language it is conjugate for the present tense
Sherpur in tehsil Dhuri, subdivision Sunam of
which is used just for embellishing a sentence
Patiala state, situated at a distance of one mile
or a verse e.g. mekunad, meayad etc. “me rato the south of Ala] railway station. Guru
VadI badsaha aphju khudaIa.”—m 1 varmajh.
Tegbahadur visited this place. Saline water in
t of Mewat region. Mewat
the wells of this village turned sweet due to ਮੇਉ [meu] n residen
is a mountain range that separates the territothe guru’s grace. The Guru appointed Gaunries of Delhi and Gurgaon. Meu people are
da as the chiefofthis village. A beautiful holy
descendants of Rajputs. 2 ﬁsherman. “na jana
shrine has been built by Maharaja Karam Singh
meU, na jana jali.”—sr1' m I . Here Meo stands
in memory of the Guru's visit. Land measurfor Yam — the messenger of death. 3 boating about one hundred ’vighas with an annual
man, sailor. 4 See ਮੇਂਯ.
cash revenue of rupees one hundred has been
]
allotted to the gurdwara by the state. The priest ਮੇਂਉੜਾ [meura See ਮੇਂਵੜਾ.
]'] A 61/“ n ladder, stairs. 2 aeri[ਗ਼੪31‘8
ਮੇਂਅੁਰਾਜ
is a Singh. A fair is held on the Maghi day.
Mohammad. See ਬੁਰਾਕ 2.
The j§d trees with which the horses of the al sortie of Prophet
Guru were tied still exist at the site.

ਮੇਸ [mes] Skt ਮੇਸ਼ n ram. P jtf. 2 the zodiac

ing, worth purchasing, precious, valuable.

ਮੇਂਸਣਾ [mesna] v erase, rub, crush.
ਮੇਹ [meh], ਮੇ'ਹ [m'éh] See ਮਿਹ vr. Skt n cloud.

ਮੂਨ੍ਯ [muly] Skt n cost, price. 2 adj worth buyਮੂੜ [mur] See ਮੂਢ and ਮੂੜ੍ਹ.

ਮੂੜਕਾ [murka] n seat, mat or stool made of reeds
and straw. See ਮਲਯਾਗਰ 2.
ਮੂੜਤਾ [murta] n stupidity, foolishness, naivety.
ਮੂੜ ਮੁਗਧ [ਪਿੰਘ mogadh] adj extremely stupid,
engrossed in illusory attachments. “mu:
mughadh hOI ca'tur sugIanU.”—bher m 5.
ਮੂੜਾ [mura] stupid, foolish. “étarI vasatu, mura

baharu bhale.”—majh a m 3. 2 See ਮੂੜ੍ਹਾ.
ਮੂਡ਼ੀ [muri] capital, principal amount. 2 weed,
herb. 3 mean action by milkmen to milch cattle due to which the cattle discharges milk out
of fear and pain.‘ “muri din godbo kare.”

—GPS. 4 See ਮੂੜ੍ਹੀ.
ਮੂੜ੍ਹ [murh] stupid, fool.
ਮੂੜ੍ਹਾ [murha] See ਮੂੜਾ 1. 2 n back, shoulder,
'In this process milkmen push the tail of the animal into
its urinary tract or blow hard in the pipe inserted in it.

sign. See ਬਾਰਹ ਰਾਸ਼ਿ.
“harI SIU pritI karI, jssi catrIk meh.”—sri a m

1.2 rain. “catrIk CItvat barsat méh.”-—jetm 5.
3 See ਪ੍ਰਮੇਂਹ.

ਮੇਹਣਾ [mehna] n taunt, complaint, argument.

2 See ਮੇਹਨ and ਮੇਹਨਾ.
ਮੇ'ਹਦੀ [méhdi] See ਮਹਿੰਦੀ.
ਮੋਹਨ [mehan] Skt n discharge of urine; urination. 2 male copulative organ, penis. 3 dis—
charge of semen.

ਮੇਂਹਨਾ [mehna] v urinate. 2 See ਮੇਹਣਾ.
ਮੇਹਰ [mehar] See ਮਿਹਰ.
ਮੇਂਹਰਕੁਲੀ [meharkoli] n velvet. “meharkoli ao

dhari tuppa.”—BG. ‘for the fool a stitch of velvet and tanned buff are the same.’ '

ਮੇਹਰਚੰਦ [meharcéd] See ਧਰਮਚੰਦ.
ਮੇਂਹਰਵਾਨ [meharvan] See ਮਿਹਰਬਾਨ. “karau jatan,
je hOI meharvana.”—vad m 5.
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ਮੋਹਰਾ [mehra] See ਸਿਹਰਾ. 2 a resident from the
hills, who attained self-realisation after becoming a disciple oquru Arjan Dev.

drinking water and grazing grass.’

ਮੋਹੀਵਾਲ [mehival] lover of Sohni, who died by

ਮੇਂਹਰਾਜ [mehraj] a great inan of Bairarh dynasty who was son of Wariam and father of Sa-

toh. See ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼. 2 a town established after the '

name of Mehraj on the advice of the Guru in
Sammat 1684. It is the headquarters of a group
of twenty-two villages inhibited by the Jatts

ਮੇਖਲੀਂ

grazer, (their lover), the buffaloes abandoned

drowning himself in the river in Sammat 1789.
See ਸੋਹਨੀ 2. “ravi tir jal; Ik rahs. mehival nam
jag kahe.”—carItr 101.

ਮੋਹੁ [mehu] n cloud. See ਮੇਂਹ. “sabh jag mahI
vafse mehu.”—m 4 var sor. 2 rain.

ਮੇਕ [mek] one, unique. “manI arath prabhu

of the same clan. See ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼, ਬਾਹੀਅਾ and ਜੈਦ mek.”—prab
ha partaI m 5. “how bInU nIhਪਰਾਣਾ. There are two gurdwaras in Mehraj:
phal mek ghari.”—guj a m 1. 2 Skt adj strong,
l. Gurusar Chhota : This is situated three
hard, ﬁrm.
quarters of a mile to the south-west of the ਮੇਕਰਾਨ
[mekran] See ਮਕਰਾਨ.
village. Pleased over the affection and hospi- ਮੋਕਲ
[mekal] a mountain of Vindhya range'in
tality of Mohan, Guru Hargobind stayed in this
central India situated in Reeva state. Narmada
village. A small gurdwara has been constructriver rises from this mountain. 2 Skt male goat.
ed at the site. The priest is a Sikh.
3 sage, hermit.
2. Gurusar : It is situated two miles to the ਮੇਂਕਲਸੁਤਾ [mekal
suta], ਮੇਂਕਲਕਕ੍ਯਾ [mekalkanya],
south of Mehraj. Guru Hargobind fought a
ਮੋਕਲਾ [mekla] Narmada river risin g from Mekalbattle against the royal forces at this place.
hills; i.e. daughterof sage Mekal. See ਨਰਮਦਾ.
There is a temporary restin g place, a bit away ਮੋਕਾ [meka
] only one. “meka ghari samali.”
from the holy pond; where many army lead—bas§t a m 1.
ers got buried. Maharaja Hira Singh, ruler of ਮੇਖ [mekh
] P (ਉੱ n nail. “jid n3 koi mekh.”—s
Nabha, got an elegant shrine built at the site
farid. 2 peg, walking stick. 3 Skt ਮੇਜ. ram, male
where the tent of the Guru was pitched. Two sheep. 4 ﬁrst
zodiac sign, which has the aphundred and ﬁfty ghumaons of land are atpearance of a male sheep (ram).
tached with the gurdwara since the time of ਮੇਂਖਜੀਨ [mekh
jin] E magazine, store-house of
the'Sikh rule. An annual income of one
ammunition. 2 godown, warehouse, store.
hundred and twenty-ﬁve rupees comes from
3 magazine/journal having many articles.
Patiala state while rupees thirty-one are giv- ਮੋਖਲਾ [mekh
la] Skt n cord, string. 2 cord worn
en by Nabha state. Guru Har Rai also visited
by children around their loins.’ 3 perimeter/
this place. Mehraj is situated four miles away - circumfere
nce of a pit meant for consecrated
from Rampura Phul railway station in the * ﬁre. 4 sword
belt. 5 metallic ring or sleeve at

.north-west direction.
ਮੇਂਹਰਾਜਕੇ [mehrajke] See ਬਾਹੀਆ and ਮੋਹਰਾਜ.

ਮੇਹਾ [meha] cloud. See ਮੋਹ. “hukmi varsan lage
meha.”—-majh m 5.
ਮੋਹੀ ['…ੳਧਿ] n adult female buffalo. “sunks sad
mahi da mehi pani ghah mutone.”
—dasamgr5th. ‘hearing the call of the cattle

the end ofa club/stick.

ਮੇਂਖਲਾ ਸਾਜਨਾ [mekhla sajna] v wear a cord around
the loins, dress like a fakir, put on hermit’s at-

tire. “tako bec mekhla saji.”—carItr 98. ‘put on

hermit’s dress after selling his son.’

ਮੇਖਲੀ [mekhli] See ਮੋਖਲਾ 1 and 2. 2 hermit’s
dress.

ਮੇਘਾ
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ਮੇਥੀ

ਮੇਂਖੀ [mekhi] adj which has a nail in it; having
nail fixed in it. “jan rupaia mekhi soi.”——BG.
sense —— blemished, spurious. 2 Vaisakhi, the
ﬁrst day of month Mesh (Vaisakh).
ਮੇਂਖੁਲਾ [mekhula], ਮੇਂਖੁਲੀ [mekhuli] See ਮੇਖਲਾ, 1
and 2. “trIbhavan mekhuli 1ai.”-—sri kabir.

ਮੇਂਗ਼ [meG] P ਨੁੂੰ cloud. See Skt ਮੇਘ.

dhurI pur nabh rahIt sur-rath péth na sujhat,
dharatI parat suryan pran nIkrat arI lujhat,
harI har VIr5CI CIt cakIt
phanI kacchap kol bIsuddh hve,
gobidsigh guru virjab cadh turég par kroddh hve.

ਮੇਂਘਕਾਲ [meghkal] n rainy season, months of
Savan and Bhadon.

ਮੈਗਜੀਨ [megjin] See ਮੇਖਜੀਂਨ.
ਮੇਘ [megh] or ਮੇਘੁ [meghu] Skt ਜੇਬ. n smoke.

ਮੇਂਘਜ [meghaj] produced from the cloud — wa-

' 2 cloud, sluice. Seeﬁﬁvr. “trInki aganI, mekh
ki chaIa.”—_toc_li m 5. See ਮੇਗ. 3 darnel, com-

ਮੇਂਘਜਨੀ [meghjani] that which has water — earth,
river.—sanama.

mon weed of the cereals. 4 yagy (sacriﬁcial

ter.—sanama.

ਮੇਂਘਜੀਵਨ [meghjivan] pied, cuckoo, rainbird.

ritual) is also named as Megh in Nighantu.

ਮੇਘਦੂਤ [meghdut] a beautiful poetic composi-

5 sense — the true master, who showers ser-

tion by Kalidas, in which Megh (cloud) is regarded as a messenger. See ਖਟਕਾਵ੍ਯ.

mons and preaches truth. “megho verse daIa
karI .”—m 3 var mala. 6 a rag (musical composition), regarded one of the six principal rags. It
is hexatonic in Kaﬁ parent scale in which sixth
musical note is prohibited, third musical note is
delicate and the second one is clear and the
ﬁfth one is subsonant. The second one is low
being in combination with the fourth as in sarég.

ascending — sa ra ga ma pa na ਤੁਰ.
descending — $9 n pa ma ga $9.

7 a caste of weavers, regarded as untouchable by some peOple.
ਮੇਘਅਡੱਬਰ [megh-adébar], ਮੇਘਅਾਡੰਬਰ [meghadébar] n umbrella over the elephant rider; pitch

darkness caused by the dark clouds. “anp
rijhke megh-adébar dino.”——c5d1' I . “rUCIr matég
karo asvari. megh—adébar paI sigari.”—GPS.
2 large tent, canopy, under which a grand and
majestic meeting can be held.
ਮੇਘ ਸਿੰਘ [megh sigh] an eminent person of
Ramgarhia caste, disciple of Gyani Sant Singh,
born in Sammat 1859 at Amritsar. He was an
efﬁcient poet and artist.
An example ofhis poetry is as follows:
képat mero kumero der lag dIggaj dolat,
v1”: dhy tuk hvejat sfdhu sukat jIy bolat,

ਮੋਘਧਰਣ [meghdharan] which produces sound
like that of a cloud — thunder.—sanama. 2 sky,
that supports the clouds.

ਮੇਘਧੁਨਿ [meghdhunI] thunder produced by the
clouds, Inderjeet, son of Ravan. See ਮੇਂਘਨਾਦ.

ਮੇਂਘਧੁਨਿ ਪਿਤਾ ਅਰਿ [meghdhunI pIta arI] father
of Meghnad — Ravan; his enemy —— arrow.

—sanama.

‘ਮੇਘਨਾਦ [meghnad] thunder produced by a cloud.
2 son of Ravan born from the womb of
Mandodari. He used to thunder like a cloud.
He is also known as Inderjeet, the conqueror

of lndar. He made Lachhman unconscious
with a spear. Ultimately he was killed by Lachhman and Ram. 2 peacock that utters sounds
on hearing the thunder ofthe clouds.

ﬁwul’ﬂmeghpatI] lord ofclouds—lndar.
ਮੋਘਮਾਲਾ [meghmala] series of clouds; dark,
dense or heavy clouds.
,

ਮੋਘਮਾਲੀਂ [meghmali] ਸੇਧ੍ਯਾਰਿਜ੍. Indar. 2 an attendant of Kartikey - Shiv’s son.

ਮੇਘਲਾ [meghla] See ਮੇਘੁਲਾ.
ਮੇਘਵੰਨ੍ਹਿ [meghvénhI] cloud’s ﬁre; lightning.
ਮੇਘਾ [megha] Skt ਮੋਸੀ- sheep. “dhanI dhanI
megha romavali.”—ma1i namdev.

ਮੇਘਾਡੰਬਰ
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ਮੋਪਡਿੰਬਰ [meghadébar] See ਮੇਘਅਡੱਬਰ. 2 thunder ofthe cloud; dense and dark clouds.

ਮੋਘਾਰਿ [megharI] enemy ofthe clouds — wind,
which scatters them away.
ਮੇਂਘੁ [meghu], ਮੈਂਘੁਲਾ [meghula] clouds. See ਮੇਘ.
“meghu verse sabhni thai.”——majh m 5. “jese
dharti upar meghula barsatu he.”—gaum 3.

ਸੇਘੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [meghesvar] lord of the clouds — Indar.
ਮੇਂਙਣ [megan], ਮੇਂਙਨ […ਗੂਰਿਸ਼] See ਮੀ'ਗਣ. “megan
ag sulagti lake.”—GPS.

ਮੇਚ [mec] n size, measurement.
ਮੇਦਕ [mecak] Skt n darkness, dimness. 2 antimony 0r collyrium. “mecak pabban se jIn ke
tan.”—c.§d1' 1. ‘black bodies like mountains consisting of black coloured stones.’ 3 cloud.
4 black colour. 5 smoke. 6 a kind oftree yielding long beans used for making pickles. 7 black

salt. 8 adj black.
ਮੇਚਕਦ[111€੦1<੪(1]/) ,4}; drips, trickles, leaks.

ਮੇਚਕਪੱਬ [mecakpabb] black mountains, mountains ofcollyrium. See ਮੇਚਕ 2.
ਮੇਜ [mej] marrow, pulp, pitch. “kadha mej joré.”
—VN. 2 P X3 table, board having legs, table on
which food is served and is also used for writing/reading.

ਮੇਂਜ਼ਬਾਨ [mezban] P ਪਾਂਕ੍ਤਿ‘ host.

mira.”—BG.
ਮੇ‘ਡਕ [médak] Skt ਸਧਫ਼੍ਙ. n frog, toad.
ਮੋ'ਡਕਿ [médakI], ਮੇ'ਡਕੀਂ [médki] female frog.
ਮੇਡਿ[ਗ਼6(.11],ਮੇਡੀ[ਗ਼ੲਹੁੰਤੋ਼]ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਮੇਡਿਪਿੰਰੂੰਜੂਸਬੂਰਿਮੁੰਯਿਪਂੳ.
ਮੇ'ਤੁਕ [méduk] frog, toad. See ਮੇਂ'ਡਕ. “jal 1<ੲ majanI je gatI hove, nItI nItI méduk navahI.”
—asa kabir.
ਮੋਢਾ [medha] See ਮੀਢਾ and ਮੇਂਵ੍ਰ.

ਮੇਂਦ੍ਰ [medhr] Skt n cloud. 2 male sheep, ram.
3 penis. See ਮਿਹ vr.
ਮੇਥੀ [methi] Skt ਸਗ਼ਾ. a sweet smelling vegetable
plant used for preparing d ishes and also employed
in condiments. E Fenugreek. Its after—effect is
warm and dry. It cures cough and phlegm. _

ਮੇਂਦ [med] Skt ਸੇਟ੍ਚ੍ਜ਼੍. n fat. See ਮਿਦ vr. 2 fragrant
grease discharged by the musk ofa wild cat.

“musak bIlliahO med kar.”~BG. See ਗੰਧਬਿਲਾਵ
and ਮੁਸ਼ਕਬਿੱਲੀ.
ਮੇਦਕ [medak] It is a variation of totak poetic
metre characterised by four feet, each foot
comprising four sagans. i.e. HS, ”5, IIS, ”5.
Example:
ab e1< kIye bIn y5 na tar’é,
duau déitan pis hakar pare,
jablo me some lav khet mara,
tabla n3 lakh6 ran bajI tara.

' “ai n3 metan k0 samrathu.”——o§kar. 3 spill, pour.

Fmédha ta.
2 diet that produces more fat; fatty diet; oily
diet.
ﬁéﬁ'ilmedanI], ਮੇਦਨੀ [medni] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਮੇਦਿਨੀ, devel—
oped from greasy matter— earth. See ਮਧੁ 10.

“jalu metIa ubha karIa.”——sor1<abir.
ਮੇਟਤ [metat] erases. 2 immediately aﬁer erasing.

ਮੋਦਨੀਂਹੂੰਕਾਸ਼ [medniprakas] See ਮੇਂਦਿਨੀਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼

ਮੇਜ਼ਬਾਨੀ [mezbani] P (ਭੂਲਿ; hospitality.
ਮੇਂਜਾ [meja] marrow, pulp, pitch. “tInkibhumI
jU meja pari.”—carItr 405.
ਮੇਟਣ [metan], ਮੇਂਟਣਾ [metna] v erase. 2 reject.

ਮੇਟਨ [metan], ਮੇਂਟਨਾ [metna] See ਮੇਟਣ, ਮੇਟਣਾ.
ਮੋ'ਟਿ [metI] by erasing. “haume metI cale gurs—

“vadahu vada vad medni.”—varasa.

ਮੇਂਦਾ [medal See ਮੇਦ 1. 2 A u)»; n stomach, ab-

and feeds it to the elephant.l “meth mahavat

domen, belly; bag in the body for keeping digestive stomach fire.2 The food taken is digested in this bag. The left end of the stomach is connected to the spleen while its right

'I-Ie cuts fodder, cleans the elephant as well as its stable

2See ਜਨ੍ਚਾਗਨਿ. Present day scholars regard digestive stom-

while the mahout keeps guard and controls the elephant.

ach ﬁre as gastricjuice secreted by glands in the stomach.

' abadI.”-bIIa m 1.

ਮੋਠ [meth] Skt ਸੇਧਰ. n person who cuts fodder

ਮੇਮਾਰ
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ਮੇਂਦਿਨੀਂ

one isjoined with the liver. The digested food
enters the intestines. Those, who keep their
stomach stuffed with food and water and keep
eating without proper chewing and even when
they have no hunger or thirst, suffer from several disorders in their stomach, which may
cause many diseases.

ਮੇਂਚਿਨੀ [medIni] earth. See ਮੇਦਨੀ.

ਮੇ'ਦਿਨੀਪੁਕਾਸ਼ [medIniprakas] son of Budh Prakash,
33rd ruler of Nahan (Sarmaur). He was nicknamed as Mast Prakash.‘ He was known as
Yograj before being enthroned. Medini Prakash
ascended the throne in Sammat 1735 and died
in Sammat 1751. He had deep regard for Guru
Gobind Singh and it was on his request that the

“medlniprakas 1<0 suna I an bas 1<0 su ho: jal

pas 1<0 turég ko tIkaIke.”—-GI’S. See ਪਾਂਵਟਾ and
ਭੰਗਾਣੀ. 2 sun that illuminates the earth.

I?U[medh] Skt n gravy ofmeat. 2 animal to be
sacriﬁed in a ﬁre-ritual. 3 sacriﬁce. 4 wisdom, intelligence. 5 Skt ਸੇਬ੍. vr understand,
know,kill.

ਮੇਂਧਣਿ [medhanI] which has intelligence army.—sanama.

ਮੇਂਧਣਿ ਰਿਪੁ [medhanI rIpu] army’s enemy —
gun.—sanama.

‘

ਮੇਧਾ [medha] Skt ਥੈਟ੍ਚ੍ਜ੍. earth. “hero bhar medha”

—GV 6. 2 Skt ਮੇਧਾ. award, prize. 3 intelligence,
wisdom. 4 wealth, riches. 5 See ਮੇਦ 1. “behotIn ki medha kadhdari.”—carItr 405. crushed,

pressed hard.
[medhavi] Skt ਸੇਗਥਿਜ੍. adj wise, intelli—
ਮੋਧਾਵੀ
o—
1742. The Guru intervened to strike a compr
gent. 2 n lord of demons —- Shukar. 3 parrot.
mise between Medini Prakash and Fateh Shah
See ਮੈਜਨ .
of Sri Nagar (Garhwal), who had been eneDg mallet, heavy conical club with
mies for long. The Guru also got a fort built ਮੇਧਿ [meth]
a grip on top.
named Paonta on the bank of Jamuna river in
Skt ਸੌੰ'ਥੀ. n henna.
Nahan state. The fort is about 26 miles away ਮੈੰਧੀ [médhi]
ਮਧੁ. wine, liquor, intoxicating
from Nahan.2 After Medini Prakash died is- ਮੇਂਧੁ [medhu] Skt
drink. “rasu mIso medhu amrItu bIkhU cakhi,
sucless, his younger brother Hari Prakash
tau péc pragat s§tape.”—sr1' beni. 2 See ਮੇਧ੍ਯ. `
(younger son of Budh Prakash) became the

Guru visited Nahan on Vaisakh 17, Sammat

34‘h raja ofNahan in Sammat 1751.
The pedigree is as under :
Karam Prakash (who founded the city of
Nahan in Sammat 1679 (1621 AD)

I
Mandhata Prakash

l
Subagh Prakash

|
Budh Prakash (alias Mahi Prakash)

l
Medini Prakash.
'Somc historians also namc him as Mat Prakash.
2Now the fort has been reduced to ruin, but on excava-

tion, the remains of its foundations have been found.

ਮੇਂਧ੍ਯ [medhy] Skt adj sacred. 2 worth sacriﬁcing. 3 which stimulates intelligence. 4 n goat.
5 barley.

ਮੇਨ [men] father of Menaka - Vrishnashav.
ਮੋਕ੍ਯਾ [menka] Skt n daughter of Himalaya,

mother of Ganga and Sati, Mena. 2 heaven’s
nymph. See ਸ਼ਕੁੰਤਲਾ and ਹੀਰ. 3 According to
Rig Ved, daughter of Vrishnashav, whom
Indar loved.

ਸੇਨਾ [mena] See ਮੇਨ੍ਯ 1. 2 female baby created
by forefathers’ imagination. "'
ਮੇਂਮ[ਗ਼€ਗ਼] E madam, begum, lady, respectable
‘
lady.

ਮੇਮਾਰ [memar] A A};- mason, one who does construction work.

ਮੇਂਮੁ
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ਮੇਮੂ [memu] A U95: auspicious, fortunate,
above all the limbs.’
blessed.
ਮੇਂਰਾਜ [meraj] See

ਮੋਅੁਰਾਜ. 2 See ਮੋਹਰਾਜ.
ਮੇਰੀ [meri] feminine ofﬁgT, my, mine (0. “meri
zeb, who came to ﬁght against Guru Gobind
ICh p6ni.”—gau chétm 1. 2 united, combined.
Singh, but became his disciplejust after having ' “gurI pIr 5ਟੋ81
meri.”—asa m 5. 3 adjhaving

ਮੋਮੂਖਾਨ [memukhan] an army chief of Aurang-

a glimpse of the tenth Master. He joined the
Sikhs to ﬁght in the Anandpur battle for the protection of the country and faith of the people.

ਮੈਯ [mey] Skt adj measurable. 2 worth-knowing.
ਮੇਰ [mer] n affection, attachment, love. “mer
ter jab InhI cukai.”—gau a m 5. 2 See ﬁg.
“ketia karambhumi mer kete.”—japu. 3 Skt ਮੈਚ.
adjdeeply engrossed, deeply involved. See ਮੈਰੇਯ.
“mer caca gun re.”—maru m I. ‘deeply
engrossed in admiring the qualities of the
' lotus flower.‘ See ਚਚਾ 4.

ਮੋਰਉ [merau] pron my, mine. “merau merau sabhe kahat hs.”-—dev m 9.

ਮੇਰਡੰਡ [merdéd] the cerebro-spinal nerve connecting the spinal cord to the brain, and carrying breath to the brain during the yoga exercise. “merdéd SIr uparI base.”—bher kabir.
2 spinal column, backbone.

ਮੋਰਤੇਸ [mertes] ਮੋਰਤਾ-ੲੀਸ਼. ruler of Merta town.
This town is located in Jodhpur state. See ਮੀਰਾਂ-

intimacy, affectionate. “mIlIa aI prabhu
meri.”—gau m 4.
ਮੇਰੁ [111810] Skt 11 according to the Purans, a
huge mountain in the middle ofthe earth, on
which are dwelling places ofmany deities like
Indar, Kuber etc. It has many names like Sumeru, Hemadar, Ratansanu, Amardar etc “trIn

meru dIkhita.”—-brla m 5. 2 Mandrachal.
“meru kia madhani.”—m 1 var majh. 3 main
bead of a rosary. “ਪਿੰ ਥੂਟੈਧਿਡ਼ੇ, meru SII‘I tfi he.”
-—majh m 5. 4 hill, mountain. “meru me sumeru
bado.”—BGK. “kup te meru karave.”—sar kabir. ‘high mountain rises from a low lying base.’

5 spinal cord, backbone. See ਮੇਰਡੰਡ. 6 tenth

opening as per Yog doctrine. 7 a variation of a

prosodic form having sextet. See ਗੁਰੁ ਛੰਦਦਿਵਾਕਰ.
8 adj chief, supreme.
ਮੇਂਰੁਸਰੀਰ [merusarir] human body, which is supreme of all the living beings. “nanak merosarir ka Iku rathu, Iku rathvahu.”—var asa.
ਮੇਰੁ'ਗਿਰਿ [merugIrI] See ﬁg 1.

ਬਾਈ. 2 See ਮੇਂਡ਼ਤੇਸ.
ਕ੍ਤਿਡਸਿ਼ਸ਼ਫੋਪਿਗੂੰਰੈਗੂੰ] spinal cord, backbone. 2 See
ਮੇਰਤੇਰ [mer ter], ਮਮਤ੍ਵ and ਤੁੰਤਾ. interest in things ਮੇਰਡੰਡ.
connected with oneself. See ﬁg 1.
ਮੋਰੁਚੱਜ਼ੁ [merurajju] wick-like cord that remains

ﬁ ਰਵਦ [me ravad], ﬁ ਰਵਦਿ [me ravadI] P :32;

connected to the brain and reaches the waist-

goes, is going, occurs, exists, elapses. 2 ਮੋ ਰਵੰਦ joint through the spinal cord.
This cord sup(they) go, (are going. “mervadI badsaha, aphplies all information to the brain. spinal marju khudaIa.”—m 1 var majh.
row and spinal cord.
ﬁ ਰਵਮ [me ravam] P (”L— I go.
ਮੋਚੈ ਸੰਮਾਨੈ [mere sémane] ਮੇਂਰੁ-ਸਮ-ਮਾਨੈ. “kite kau

ਮੇਂ ਰਵੀ [me ravi] P (5”; you go, you are going.
“kUja amad kuja mervi.”—tI15gnamdev.
ਮੋਰਾ [mera] pron my, mine, that which belongs
to the speaker. “mera sath atI vada.”—m 3

varguj 1. 2 adjchief, supreme. See ਮੇਰੁ. “5110

kino mera.”—ram a m 5. ‘head is regarded

mere sémane, karanharu trIn jane.”—sorm 5.

regards objects created by the Almighty equal
to mountains and the Almighty insigniﬁcant
equal to a straw.
ਮੋਰੋ [mero] See ਮੇਰਾ. “mero guru rakhvaro mit.”
—sor m 5.

ਮਲ

ਮ
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ਮਵਣ [mevni] n association, union. 2 release,

ਮਲ [mel] n meeting, union, i.e. meeting together.

2 guests (collectively) at a wedding function. liberation. “kai gal‘i’ n3 mevni.”—-m 1 béno.

“phasyo byah l<e kaj me, bahu mel bulae.”—GPS.
ਮਲਈ [melai] unites.

3 get adjusted/settled/absorbed. See ਮਵਨ and

ਮਲਨ [melan], ਮਲਨ

the limits, follow the socio-religious code of

ਮਲਗਲ [melgel] deep association or union.

ਮਵਨ.
_ ਮਵਨ [mevna] v remain within bounds, observe

[melna] unite. “ m e I I l t

daIal.”—Varjet. “VIchurIéi mele prabhu.”—var conduct. “mevahI nahi apne ég.”—GPS. 2 reram 2 111 5.

'

ਮਲ [mela] n union, meeting. “mela séjogi

ram.”—asa chét '111.1. 2 a large gathering of
peoplé. “mela SUIJI SIvratI da.”—BG.
ਮਲਸਘ [mela s i g h ] See ਪਣਢ.

ਮਲਪ [melap] See ਮਲਪ. “5315ਰ8ਗਗ melap
karI.”——maru m 4.

ਮਲਵੜ [melavra] adj who unites, who brings
people together. 2 n, unibn, association. “vadbhagi mela'vra.”—-bIIa ਲਫ… 5.

main, inhabit. “namu karta mukhI meva.”—saveye In 3 Ice.

ਮਵਰ [mevra], ਮਵੜ [mevra] In Ain Akbari, it is

recorded that ﬁrst of all emperor Akbar em-

ployed i‘esidents of Mewar is for the distribu—
tion of mail. They were called as Mewre. Being
fast in walking they were employed for conveying oral messages to and fro. 2 a follower

empowered to present the requests of devo-

tees to the master and also to take care of the
ਮ'ਲਵ [melava] adjwho unites, who brings peo- hospitality ofthe guests. “kharo mevro kar arple together. 2 n union, association. “nadarI das.” and “karahI mevra sabh mahI phera.
kare melava hOI.”—dhana m 3 .
SIkkh VIdeSIn k0 jahi dera.”—GPS.

ਮ'ਲ [melI] by uniting, by bringing together. ਮਵ [meva] P ax.” dry fruit, fruit. “kuja meva me
2 in the company of; in the gathering of holy

sabtchU cakhIa.”—gau 111 I . 2 See ਮਵਨ.

persons. “ape melI mIlaIda.”—m 3 varram J. ਮਵਰ [mevar], ਮਵੜ [mevar] Skt country of Med
ਮਲਮ [melimU] S united me. “guru p I r me- people; old name of Udaipur state; kingdom
lImU.”-—maru a m 1.
of Rajputs of the Gehlot lineage.

ਮਲ [meli] brought in contact, brought togeth- ਮੜਤ-ਸ [mertes] See ਮਰਤਸ. 2 ruler of Mewar.
er, got united. 2 visitor, acquaintance. “meli
apne UI'II le béidhe.”-asa 111 5 . 3 put on. “kal
phasx jab gar me me]i.”—-—maru m 9. “mala

“mertes ﬁberpatI amIt sen le sath.”—carItr 5].

3 ruler of Marwar. “mertes thare Udar sun rani

mam ben.”—carItr 195.

meli Car.”—s kabir.See ਚਰ ਸਲ. 4 relative or ਮ [me] pron I,_me. “me apna guru puchIde-

friend meeting at the t i m e o f a wedding

ceremony.

ਮਲ [melu] union, association. See ਮਲ. “melu
bhaIa satI guru mIlaIa.”—051<ar.

khIa.”-—sr1' m 1 . 2 n ego, arrogance, conceit.
“na me nahi dosa.”—m 5 var ram 2. 3 intoxi-

cating drink, liquor. “kesarI kusam mIrgame.”
—tII§gm I . musk. 4 pron my, mine. “je tudhu

ਮਲਗ [11191ਟ88] by combining all the elements,
by taking together all the features. “pujacar
karat meléga.”—kan m 5 . ‘taking into account

5 to me. “mere pritam ki me katha sunaie.”—

2 by combining all the numbers, i.e. worships
by drawing the diagram of mystical characters.

“ja l<e bhagat anédme”—bas§t m 5. 7 part in,
within, inside. “jagat me jhuthi dekhi pritI.”

bhave sata,

tu me, hau teda.”~—asa 5 m 1 .

majh 111 4. 6 See ਮਯ 5. “gaganme thalu raVI

all the requirements of worship.’ See ਖੜਸਪਚਰ. c‘édu dipak bane.”—-—soh11a. ‘sky as a platter?

ਮੈ'ਜ
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—dev m 9. “kar me 351 18 bar céd sébharyo.”
—C5d1'1. 8 demon named May. See ਮਯ 4. “me
Ik det huto tIn a Ike.”—krIsan. 9 P c. liquor,

wine. “menu msmatu megal mIkdara.”—dha—
na m 3. ‘mind is like a drunk elephant.’
10 alongwith. together. See ਮਯ 7.

ਮੈ'ਸ [ਧਾਏਂ5]~ ਮੈ'ਹ [mEh] 11 adult female buffalo.
ਮੈ'ਹਗਾ [m'éhga] See ਮਹਗਾ.
ਮੈਹਾਂ […ੲਸ਼ਿੰ] n young adult male buffalo.
ਮੈਕ [mek] enchanter, charmer. See ਮਾਯਿਕ. “kar
anéd bhamanI mek pia.”—1<rrsan.
ਮੈਕਾ[…€1<8]|੭81^6111’5|10੫56 hold; parental home.

ਮੈਕੀ [meki], ਸੈਕੂ [meku] pron to me, towards
me. for me. “meki nadarI na avhi.”—vad m 1.
“119th gun tede nanak jiu, meku thie.”—m 5

var ram 2.

81:8[mekhi] See ਮਹਿਖੀ.
ਮੈਗਲ [megal] an elephant from whose neck

trickles intoxicating drink. “megal qu phases:
kamhar.”—bas§t a m 1. 2 See ਮਦਕਲ.

ਮੈਗੁੰ [megﬁ] P U 5f; adj wine-coloured; although

[mfeda], ਸੈ'ਡੀ [mEdi] Spron my, mine. “sunI
sajan ji medre mita ram.”—vad Chét m 5. “tu
karta saCIarU, meda sai.”-sopurakhu.
ਮੈਣ [men] Skt ਮਦਨ.’ wax, beeswax. See ਸੈਣੁ.
‘.‘…ੲਸ਼੍ ke dét }…) khait: saru?”—5Id11gosatr.

2 sexual urge, sexual instinct. “janu rup men.”
—ben. 3 short for ਮਾਬੇਨ, inbetween; in the
' middle centre; middle.
ਮੈਣਦੁਆਬ [menduab] P 2,35%, or ?@de a

territory bound by two rivers; country between
two rivers especially between Ghaggar and
Jamuna.

ਸੈਣੀ [meni], ਮੈਣੀਸੰਗਤ [meni ségat] See ਮੈਨੀਸੰਗਤਿ.
ਮੈਣੁ [menu] S n wax, beeswax. See ਮੈਣ.
ਮੈਤਨਿ [metanI] in my body. “me tanI 'avgun
bahutu.”—phunhe m 5. 2 towards me.

ਮੋਡੇ [mete] than me, from me. “mete vadvi eh.”
—l'II.§g m 5.
ਸੈਤ੍ਰੀਧਿਇਿਸਂ] Skt n sense of friendship, friendliness.

83131Hmetreyi] wife of Yagyavalky, belonging

wine is ofmany colours, yet it is mainly red.
ਮੈਜਨ [majan] Skt ਮੇਂਧਾਵਿਨ੍. parrot. “simal rukhu
sariru me, mejan dekhI bhulénI.”—suh m 1.

to the lineage'of sage Mitar. She was a great
scholar. 2 an Upnishad 0fthis name.
ਮੈਥਿਲੀ [methIli] born in Mithila — Seeta, daughter of Janak.

ਮੈਟ੍ਕਾਫ਼ [metkaf] Sir Charles T.Metcalfe.I-1e was

ਮੈਥੁਨਘਿੲਧਿਘਾ] coitus; cohabitation, union of man

bern on January 30, 1785 in Calcutta. He was
proﬁcient in several languages. He joined the
Bengal Army and was made deputy of General Lake on the basis of his excellent intelligence.
1n1808. Lord Minto deputed him to draﬁ atreaty
with Maharaja Ranjit Singh, which was signed
on April 25, 1809. He served as Resident of
Delhi for some time before being appointed
Governor of Agra. He remained Governor
General of India from March 20, 1835 to March
4, 1838. He left for England in 1838 after opting for pension. He was appointed Governor
General of Canada in 1 842. Metealfe breathed
his last on September 5, 1846.
ਮੈਡੜਾ [medra], ਸੇਡਡ਼ੀ [medri], ਮੈਂਡਾ [meda], ਮੈ'ਡਾ

and woman, enjoyment of sexual passion. See

ਮਿਥ vr. According to Charak Sahinta, having
sexual intercourse after three days during the
spring and the winter seasons and after an
interval of 15 days during the rainy and the
summer seasons is regarded as good for health.2
ਮੈਥੁਨੀ [methuni] offspring born from coitus.
2 relating to zodiac sign Gemini.
'In Sanskrit ਮੋਮ [mom] is also called madhuoyan.

2‘ਸ੍ਯਫ਼ੁਸ੍ਯਜ੍ਯ mat, ਧਵੁਜਟੁਹਂਥੀ ਠਿਸ੍ਯਧੀਡ਼’
—Corak55hIta.

It means that we should avoid excessive sexual indul-

gence. Chanaky writes in his sutars that coitus leads a
’man to old age early in life.

“W ਸੇਬ੍ਰੂਜੰ ਕ੍ਯਾ.”-5ਘੀ 284.

‘
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ਮੈਂਥੈ

ਮੈਂਥੈ [msthe] with me, closer to me, to me. “sar
par maths: avna.”—_s farid. 2 from me.

ਮੈਚ [med] made from marrow —- earth.-sanama.

ਮੈਦ ਏਸਣੀ [med esni] army of the ruler of Medini.—sanama.

'

ਮੈਦਾ [medal P ਖ਼...." ground flour, flour of ﬁne
'grain, ﬁne wheat flour.
ਮੈਦਾਨ [medal P ਘਾਂਲੂੰ/ n plain; levelled ground
surface. “man msdan karI, toe the lah.”
—s farid.

ਮੈਦਾਨ ਜਾਣਾ [madam jana] xa go out to answer
the call of‘nature; ease oneself, defecate.

ਸੈਨ [men] wax. See ਮੈਣ. “mendét nIkse gurbacni, saro cab]; cab: harIraso pije.”—kalI a m 4.
2 sexual urge, passion. 3 lustre, grace. splendour. “men gai odke mukhra te.”—krIsan.
ਮੈਨ੍ਯਤ੍ [mensatru] enemy of sexual love — Shiv.
ਮੈਨਸਿੰਲ [menSIll Ski ਸ੍ਯਡ਼ਬਿਗ਼. an ore extract—
ed from mines, used in preparing many medicines. Its latent effect is hot and dry. It is
antiphlegmatic and cures many diseases
caused by disorder in blood. It relieves inﬂammation as well as winter-cough (cold—
cough). It is useful in reducing obesity. The

latent effect of menu] and barki hartal is
nearly the same. Realgar.

ਮੈਨਕਲਾ [menkala] See ਮੇਨਕਾ. 2 a female companion of Radha and Krishan. “menkala Ik
men ki muratI .”—1<rIsan. 3 art of sexual love,
technique of sex and eros.

ਮੈਂਕ੍ਯਾ [menka] See ਮੇਨਕਾ.
ਮੈਨਂਕੇਤੁ [menketu] which is inscribed on the stan-

dard of Kamdev — crocodile—sanama.

ਮੈਨਕੇਤੁ ਤ੍ਹਾਣ [msnketo train] that which gives
refuge to the crocodile— pond, ocean.
ਮੈਕ੍ਯਾ [manta] sexual enjoyment, effect of passion. “jab tih ég manta bhai.”—carItr 288.
ਮੈਨ ਦੁਅ'ਬ [men duab] See ਸੈਣਦੁਆਬ.

ਮੈਂਠਦੁਲਾਰੀ [mendolari] Kamdev, god of Love’s

darling consort Ratti. “tIh sam rup no men-

ਮੈਨੀਸੰਗਿਤ

dolari.”—carItr 267.
ਮੈਂਨਪ੍ਰਭਾਂ [menprabha] a beautiful female companion of Krishan and Radha who looks
graceful like god of love. “menprabha harI
pas hoti.”-~I<rIsan.

ਮੈਨਭੋਗ [msnbhog] coitus. intercourse, copula—
tion.
ਮੈਨ੍ਯਤੀ [menvati] Rati’s incarnation, queen of
Sambar who accepted Pradyuman, son of
Krishan as her husband. “menvati tab ban sonae.”—~krrsan.
ਮੈਨਾ [msna] n myna, a species of magpie family, which is known for reproducing human
voice. 2 See ਸੇਨਾ 2. 3 a queen ofraja Rasalu.

4 See ਮੇਂਜ੍ਯਾ ].
ਮੈਨਾਕ [menak] a mountain -~— son of Himalaya
from the womb of Menka. Per the Purans it
is situated to the north ofKailash. According
to atale in Ramayan, it hid itselfin the sea in
fear of lndar.

ਮੈਨਾਕ ਅਰਿ [menak arI] lndar. See ਮੈਨਾਕ.
ਮੈਨਾਕਪੁਰ[ਪਿੰ£ਸ੍ਯ}<}੭ਘ] Bhai Santokh Singh writes
that Guru Hargobind deputed Bhai Bidhi
Chand to preach Sikhism in the island ofthis `
name. “sagar tapu mahi athramu. pormenak
tahi k0 namu.”——GI’S. We could not verify
this fact.
_

ਸੰਨਾਵੰਤੀ [ménavéti] mother of Gopi Chand.

ਮੈਨੀ [meni] adjmade ofwax. 2 which pertains .
to passion/sexual instinct. 3 n a suhcastc of
Khatris.

ਮੈਨੀਸੰਗਭਿ [mcnis‘égatI] Khatri by caste. Fateh
Chand Maini, resident of Patna. was a disci-

ple of Guru Tegbahadur. As a child. Guru
Gobind Singh used to indulge in playfulness in
the house ofFateh Chand. The pious wife of
Fateh Chand used to serve him puris, milk.
fried grams. The place at the residence of
Fateh Chand where devotees would gather is
popularly known as Maini Sangat and puris

ਮੈਨੁ
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and grams are served to the devotees at this
holy shrine even today. This sacred place is
situated not far away from Harmandir (the
birth place of Guru Gobind Singh). The shoes
of the Guru and the fruit tree of that time can
still ,be seen at this place. This gurdwara is
also named as Chhoti Sangat. The priests are
Singhs belonging to the Nirmala sect.
ਮੈਂਨੁ [menu] See ਮੈਨ.

ਮੈਂਨੂੰ […ੲਸ਼ਪੇਂ],ਸੈਨੋ [meno] to me. “satIgurI meno
ekU dIkhaIa.”—basét m 3.

ਮੈਮਤੁ [msmatu] under the intoxication of liquor,
drunk. See ਮੈੰ 9. 2 mentally deranged, crazy.
“sar lahri me matu.”—maru m 1. ‘is crazy on

account of the waves.’
ਮੈ ਮੋਰਯਿੲ mor] I and mine, me and mine. “cuke
me mor.”——prabha m I .
ਮੈਯਾ [meya] mother. 2 Durga, goddess of pow-

er. 3 Mahamaya~ the great illusion. “meya 1<0
na jams, mahakal'é n3 manavEmurh.”—car1tr
266. 4 a Bihar based preacher-cum-collector
of tithes and offerings on behalf of the Guru,
who held this title before Sammat 1756, duringthe period oquru Gobind Singh.

ਮੈਰਞ [merav] Skt adj pertaining to Meru (the
Sumeru hills)

General C. Cornwallis and also was made
millitary secretary in 1796. He went to Persia
(Iran) as an ambassador in 1799 and wrote
History of Persia in the Persian language. He
was appointed resident of Mysore in 1803. In ‘
1812, he wrote ‘Sketch of the Sikhs.’ He was
made deputy of lord Muir for the southern
region in 1817. He breathed his last on May
30, 1833 in England.

ਮੋਲਾ [mela] adj dirty, unclean, foul, immoral.
“mela harI l<e nam bIn jiu.”—sarm 5. 2 unholy. 3 n ﬁlth, refuse, faeces.

ਮੋਲਾ ਕਰਮ [mcla karam] profane act, maligned
act, mean act. “mele karam kare dukh pae.”—maru soIhe m 3.

ਮੋਲਾ ਖਾਣਾ [mela khana] earning by immoral
means; illegal gratiﬁcation; accepting bribe.
“msla khaI phIrI melu vadhae, manmukh
melu dukh pavnIa.”——majh a m 3.
ਮੈਲਾਗਰ [mslagar] Malay hills. 2 sandal wood
grown in Malay hills. “ham nicbIrakh, tum melagar.”—sarm 5. “melagar ségen “ਭੂ… bIrakh SI
c5danah.”—ga tha.

ਮੈਲਾਗਰਸਿੰਘ [melagarsfgh] See ਥਹਿਬ'ਲ and

ਮਲਿਆਗਰਸਿੰਘ.
ਮੈਲਾਗਰੂੰ [melagaru] See ਮੈਲਾਗਰ.

ਮੈਰਾਜ [meraj] See ਮੇਅੁਰਾਜ 2 and ਬੁਰਾਕ 2. ‘.‘ਗ਼ੁ1< samé

ਮੋਲਾਗਿਰ [melagIr], ਮੈਲਾਗਿਰੁ [melagIrU] See

pegébar meraj mi gaya si.”——JSBM
ਮੈਰੈਯ [msrey] Skt intoxicating liquor prepared
from .mahua and jaggery. 2 aphrodisiac/sexenhancing wine or liquor.

ਮਲਯਗਿਰਿ and ਮੈਲਾਗਰ.
ਮੈਂਲਾਣਾ[…ੲ1ਪਿੱ.18] adjfoul, deﬁled, immoral, pol-

ਮੈਲ [mall n dirt, deﬁlement, foulness. 2 ﬁlth,

ਮੋਲਾਨ[ਧਾੲ1੩ਸ਼] A wk; n mental attitude, bent of

garbage, faeces, excreta. 3 slackness, laziness,

lethargy. “jagran karahI haume msl utarI.”—

prabha a m 3. 4 P J1” need, desire, wish.
ਮੈਲਕਮ [mslkam] Sir J ohn Malcolm. He was born
on May 2, 1739 in Scotland. He joined the

Madras Army at the age of thirteen only. He
was a good scholar of Persian, that is why he
was appointed interpreter to the Governor

luted. ‘2d11 darIav dhovahu melana.”——maru

solhe m 5.

mind. 2 love, attachment. 3 desire, wish.

ਮੈਲਾ ਵੇਸ [msla ves], ਮੈਲਾ ਵੇ'ਸੁ [mela veso] dress
without any gaudiness whatsoever, worn by a
deserted woman or a widow. “sada hovahI
sohagni, phIrI mela vesu na hoi ram.”—suhi
chét m 3. sense — those who are deprived of
the Creator’s blessings lead miserable and
woeful life full of sorrows and griefs.

ਮੋਲੁ
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ਮੈਲੁ [mslu] See ਮੈਲ. “melo khoi kotI agh hare.”

of the army of Guru Hargobind, who sacri-

—bIIa m 5.
ਮੇਲੂ [melu] adj wicked. “melu kino sabanu

ﬁced his life while ﬁghting in the Amristar bat—
tle. 7 See ਮੋਹਣਾ 2.
ਮੋਹਣਮੱਲ [mohanmall] a devout follower of Guru

sudho.”—ram m 5. sense - the low and the

ordinary people reformed the so—called reform- ' Amar Dev.
ਮੋਹਣਾ [mohna] v enchant, fascinate, enamour.
ists.
See ਮੋਹ. 2 n a poetic device. It is a variation
ਮੈਂਵੰ [mevé] Skt part not like this, not this way.
of
‘madhubhar’ poetic metre and is characਮੋ [mo] pron my, mine. “ghar mo sot 1<0 dijie,
terised by four feet, each foot having eight
banbase raghuraI.”—ramav. ‘enthrone my
matras, one jagan, |5|, after four matras.
son.’ 2 part in, within, inside. “chIn mo bhai
Example:
parai.”——maru m 9. “bar bar jag mo bapu dharatI
rupdham.
sOdar su barn...
hi.”—VN.
—-datt.
ਮੋਂਅੱਨਸ [moannas] See ਮੁਅੰਨਸ.
Keshav Dass has employed the same poetic
ਮੋਅੱਜਮ [moajjam] See ਮੁਅੱਜਮ.
ਮੋਅੁਤਬਰ [moatbar] A 1?” one who has been metre in Ram Chandrika, viz —

trusted; trustworthy. '
ਮੋਆ [moa] dead, expired. 2 n death, demise.
“dInu renI namu thaIda phIrI paI na
moa.”—var basét.

Wlmom] died, breathed (his) last. “moxa
kau kIa rovahu bhai?”—asa a m I .
ਮੋਜ [mos] Dg thief. See ਮੁਸ vr.

ਮੋ ਸਉ [mo sau], ਮੋ ਸੋਂ [mo so] like me, similar to
me, same as me. “to so no data no mo so

thkhari.”—BGK. 2 from me, to me. “mo sau
kou na kahe samjhaI.”—gau raVIdas.
ਮੋਹ [moh] See ਮੁਹ vr. Skt n unconsciousness.

dhar CItt dhir, SUCI hve sarir...

ਮੋਹਣੀ [mohni] adj charming, fascinating. 2 n
beautiful woman. “mohni mukhI mani
sohe.”—sri m 1. 3 nymph. “gavahI mohnia
menu mohanI .”—japu. 4 illusion, illusory world
of the senses. “ਧਰ mohe mohni.”—suhi a m I .
5 incarnation ofVishnu. See ਮੋਹਨੀ 5. 6 a poetic metre marked by four feet, each foot consisting of sixteen matras, a sagan, ”5, at the start

of each foot, and a magan, 555,‘ at the end.
Example:
bharnék so bheri ghorané,

2 ignorance. 3 affection, attachment. “moh

jan savan bhado morané,

kutéb bIkhE ras mate.”—asa m 5. 4 illusion, misconception. 5 pain, suffering.

rIs baht: gahe jo dhané,

ਮੋਹਕਮ [mohkam] See ਮੁਹਕਮ.

ਮੋਹਕ਼ਾਸਿਂਘ [mohkam sigh] See ਮੁਹਕਮਸ਼ਿਘ.
ਮੋਹਡੜਾ [mohdara], ਮੋਹਡਾ [mohda] See ਮੁਹਡੜਾ.
ਮੋਹਣ [mohan] See ਮੋਹਨ. 2 to the faces, in the
mouths. “jagatia mohan mOdanI pai.”—tukha
chét m 4. 3 a follower of Guru Arjan Dev,
Kuk by subcaste. 4 a preacher cum collector
of offerings, who was present in the darbar of
Guru Arjan Dev. 5 8ਲ਼ੀ੮65ਧਿ6ਸ਼ਿ of Dhaka and
disciple of Guru Hargobind. 6 a commander

ran rohe johe krodhané.

—ramav.
(b) In Dasam Granth modak is also a variation of mohni metre and is characterised by
four bhagans, SH, SH, SH, SH in each foot.
Example:
gar sarup maha ChabI sohat,
dekhat suran 1<0 man mohat,
rijhat tak bade anp Es-hi ,

sobh-h’t~ kon sake kahI kes-hf.

ਮੋਹਤਮਿਮ
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ਮੋਹਤਮਿਮ [mohatmIm] See ਮੁਹਤਮਿਮ.

ਮੋਹਨ [mohan] Skt adj anaesthetic, which makes
one unconsicious. 2 he, who fascinates. “mohan nam sada raVIrahIo.”—gau a m 5. 3 n an
arrow of Kamdev, god of Love. 4 act of making one unconscious, giving anaesthesia. 5 he
who misleads; one who makes one go astray.
6 to deceive, to entrap in (one’s) design.
7 Baba Mohan, the elder son of Guru Amar
Dass. He was born in Sammat 1593. Guru Arjan
Dev got manUscripts of Gurbani in Sammat
l 660 from this noble person. He spent the whole
ofhis life in Goindwal. “mohan tere’ uce médIr

mahIl apara.”—gau Chétm 5. In this verse word
Mohan has two meanings viz the Creator and
Baba Mohan. 8 son of Gurmukh, a resident of
Amritsar and belonging to Suini subcaste of
Khatris. He was brought back to life by Baba
Attal. 9 a benevolent follower of Guru Arjan
Dev. He belonged to Dhaka. 10 Chaudhary
Mohan, grand father of Phool and father of
Roop Chand; he founded village Mehraj after

the name of his forefather. See ਬਾਹੀਆ & ਮੇਹਰਾਜ.
11 a poetic metre. marked by four feet — each
foot comprising 28 matras, ﬁrst pause after the

16‘“, second. after the next 12‘h and a ragan SIS
in the end

ਮੋਹਮਲ

(c) the third variation of mohan is four feet,
each foot comprises 23 matras — pauses after

' the- 13th and the 10th followed by two gurus.
jo guru gope apna, so thar na pave,
carasi bhatkat phIre, man sat: na ave...
If the alliteration is inbetween instead of being
terminal, it becomes SIrkhIndi (srikhéd) po-

etic metre of 23 matras.
ਮੋਹਨ ਕਾ ਚੌਂਬਾਰਾ [mohan ka cabara] an upper storey room in Goindwal, in which Baba Mohan
used to live. Guru Arjan Dev recited the hymn
“mohan tere uce médIr” while he was seated
in the street below this room. Now there exists a simple house instead ofthe upper storey

house. See ਗੋਇੰਦਵਾਲ 5.
ਮੋਹਨ ਬਾਬਾ [mohan baba} See ਮੋਹਨ 7.
ਮੋਹਨ ਮਾਈ ਕੀ ਸੰਗਤਿ [mohan mai ki ségatl] See
ਪਟਨਾ 6.

ਮੋਹਨਿ [mohanI], ਮੋਹਨੀ [mohni] adj charming.
2 beautiful woman. 3 nymph. 4 illusion, illusory world of the senses. “mohanI SIU bavar
menu mohIo.”——sar m 5. “mohni mohIlie tre
gonia.”——maru m 5. 5 incarnation of Vishnu,
who appeared in the guise of a beautiful woman to resolve the dispute between the deities
and the demons over the distribution of nectar
(holy water). “maha mohni rup dharyo anu—

pé.”—-c3b1's. 6 See ਮੋ'ਹਿਨੀ 2.

Example:
dhardarh jyo ran garh hvs,
_ tray lok jit sabhs lIye,

ਮੋਹ ਪਿਆਰ [moh pIar] illusory affection, attachment without any love. “dusts? nalI moh
pIar.”-—m 3 varsor.
ਮੋਹ ਮਇਆਸਾ [moh maIasa] ਮੋਹ ignorance ਮਯੀ-

bahu dan de sanman sevak,

bhej bhej tahé d Iye...

—1<aII<i.

ਆਸ਼ਾ; lust marked by madness. “cukiale moh

(b) Keshav Dass has described the characteristics of mohan in Ram’chandrika as each

ਮੋਹ ਮਗਨ [moh magan] adj engrossed in love,

foot com prising —- bha, na, ਮੂੰਹ, ya. Sll, III, ISL ISS.

m 5. 2 n deep involvement due to ignorance;
deep, affectionate involvement. “moh magan
mahI rahIo bIape.”-—suhi a m 5.
ਮੋਂਹਮਲ [mohmal] See ਮੁਹਮਲ.

See ﬁrst variation ਘੰਹਰਿਗੀਤਿਕਾ.

.
Example:
sOdar vopo atI syamal sohg,
dekhat sur nar ko man mohe...

maIasa.”—ram kabir.

absorbed in love. “moh magan patIt.”—bIIa

ਮੋਹੀ
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ਮੋਹਮੰਦ

ਮੋਹਮੰਦ […ਗੀਬਗ਼ਟੋਯੰ] 866 ਮਹਮੰਦ.

611ਗੌ m 3. 5 in me. “mohI avgan prabhu sada

ਮੋਹਰ [mohar] See ਮੁਹਰ.

daIala.”—mala m 5. 6 from me. “ese prr
phajul k0 mohI na rakhyo jaI.”——carItr 91.

ਮੋਹਰਾ [mohra] See ਮੁਹਰਾ. 2 seat made of reeds
and straw; religious seat, altar. “bath mohre
per thg mata.”—GPS. 3 See ਮੋਤ੍ਹਾ.
ਮੋਹਰੀਘਿਧੀਘਾਂ] chief. 2 beginner, initiator. 3 who
owns the seal. 4 younger son of Guru Amar
Dass, who was born in Sammat 1596. “mohri

put sanmukh hoa ramdass peri paI qu.”—
sadu. “bhayo mohri mohri than maha Upkar.”—
GPS.
ਮੋਹਲਿਕ [mohIIk] See ਮੁਹਲਿਕ.
ਮੋਹਤਾ [111੦111'8] attachment, affection. “haume
tuta mohra.”—var ram 2 m 5. 2 866 ਮੋੜ੍ਹਾ. 3 a

post, a pole pitched after a religious ceremony,
to show the habitation. of a village; a marker

of an enclosure. “mohra gad rIde harkhaI.”
—GPS.
_ਮੋਹੜੀ [mohri] See ਮੋੜ੍ਹੀ.
ਮੋਹੜੀ ਗੱਡਣੀ [mohri gaddni] See ਮੋਹੜਾ 3.
ਮੋਂਹਾਸਲ [mohasal] 866 ਮੁਹਾਸਿਲ,

'

ਮੋਹਾਸਾ [mohasa] illusory desire for worldly
goods. “nanak mIthan mohasa he.”—maru
soIhe m 5.

ਮੋਹਾਕਾ […੦1181<8]ਮੁਹਾਕਾ Skt ਮੋਸ੍ਯ. thief. “je moha-~
ka gharu muhe, gharu mUhI pItri deI.”—var
asa.
ਮੋਚਾਣਾ [mohana] See ਮੁਰਦਾ.
ਮੋਹਾਰਾ [mohara] adj affectionate, loving. 2 wax

enamoured. “urathparIo man mith mohara.”—prabh_a a m 5. 3 of affection; illusory; of
ignorance. “mIthan mohara jhuthu pasara.”
—maru solhe m 5.

ਮੋਹ'ਵਤ [mohavat] adj enamoured. 2 getting affection/love. “oh mohni mohavat he.”—bI1a m 5.
ﬁﬁrlmohl] to me. “rnohI sétah tahal dije guntaSI.”——asa m 5. 2 1; ego. “mohI anath tumri
sarnai.”—b1'1a m 5. 3 1. “gur ks bacanI mohI

param gatI pai.”——gaua m 5. 4 in love, “maIa
mohI manu régIa, mUhI suth na kai.”—vad

7 See ਮੋਹ and ਮੋਹੁ.
ਮੋਰਿਓ [mohIo], ਮੋ'ਹਿਅੜਾ [111011ਗ਼ੁਗ੍8]ਭੰਮੋ'ਹਿ7)ਲ਼ੀ [mo- ਡਿਗ੍ਰੀ], ਮੋਰਿਆ [mohIa] became unconscious.
2 (was) enchanted, got enamoured. “harI mohIari sacsabadI.”—suh1‘ chét m 1.

ਮੋਰਿਆੲੀ [mohIai] is charmed, is enamoured.

ਮੋਹਿਤ [mohIt] adj enchanted, enamoured,
charmed. 2 swooned, fainted, became uncon-

sicous. “lagat hi sar mohIt bhyo.’ ’—krIsan.
“kar mohIt kesan te gahIlino.”—1<rIsan.

ਮੋਹਿਨੀ [mohIni] See ਮੋਹਨੀ. 2 a poetic metre
marked by two feet, each foot comprising 19
matras with pauses after the 12‘h & the 7th
the matras followed by a sagan, 115 at the end.
Example:
sastra $astra k0 gyata, jag-hIt kare,

des kom k0 trata, kabI nahf mare...
(b) vamIk is a fonn of mohIni having four

feet with each foot comprising sagan ||5 bhagan
Sll, tagan 551, yagan 155, and sagan ||5 with pauses
after 7“1 & the 8th syllables.
Example:
sz ne sri guru ke, Vakan k0 he SImra,
nahI vyape us k0, mrItyu n9 déde jamra...

ਮੋਹੀਘਿਧੀਪਂ] 111 me, with in me. “tohi mohi mohi
tohi ਟੈਰਿਪਿ kssa.”—sri raVIdas. 2 adj charming,

loving. 3 was charmed, was fascinated. “mohi
dekhI darasu.”—bavan. 4 charmed, fascinated. 5 n a village falling under Dakha police
station ofJagraon tehsil in Ludhiana district,
situated three miles to the south-east of Mullanpur railway station. There is a gurdwara in
memory of Guru Gobind Singh about two furlongs away from this village in the north-east
direction. The Guru got his tightly ﬁtting ring
removed from a blacksmith here and ultimately gifted the same to him. This ring is still pre-

ਮੋਹ-
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served by the blacksmith’s descendants in
Bhammipur village. The gurdwara is built commemorating this incident. The priest is a
Nihang Singh. Land measuring ﬁfteen vighas
has been allotted to the gurdwara. Some people name this village as Mohi.

ਮੋਹੁ [moho] See ਮੋਹ. 2 love, affection. “mohu
tum tajahu sagal vekar.”—asa m 1.3 illiteracy,
ignorance. “rIth SIth sabhu mohu he.”
—m 3 var vad. 4 unconsciousness. “tIn kau

mohu bhaya man mad ka.”—saveya m 4 ke.
‘got intoxicated with arrogance.’
ਮੋਕ [mok] n loose stools of a cow etc, 'loose

motions. 2 Skt skin/hide of an animal.
ਮੋਕਉ [mokau] to me. “mo kau kije dasu dasan
ko.”—j£t m 4. 2 my, mine. “saphal janamu
mokau gor kina... gIan éjano mokau gurI
dina.”——bIIa namdev. _

'ਮੋਕਤਾ [mokta] Skt ਜਗਿ, who abandons; who
deserts or gives up.

ਮੋਕਲ [mokal] a subcaste of Khatris. 2 See ਮੋਕਲਾ.
ਮੋਕਲਨਗਰ[1ਗੁੰ101<31ਢ਼19891‘] See ਫਰੀਦਕੋਟ.
ਮੋਕਲਾ [mokla] developed, bloomed. 2 loose,
spacious, wide. “mokatI duara mokla.”
—s kabir:

ਮੋਘ

—japu. 5 unrestricted passage, unhindered entrance. “ethe mIlanI vadIaia, dargahI mokhduar.”——m 3 var vad.
‘

ਮੋਖ ਪਇਆਣ [mokh paIan] beginning of salvation. See ਪਇਆਣ 3.
ਮੋਖ ਪਦਵੀ [mokh padvi] stage of salvation, right
to liberation.

ਮੋ-ਖਮੁਕਤਿ[…੦1<11 mukatI] emancipation and liberation. “gur bInu mokh mukatI kIu pais?”~
maru soIhe m 1. ‘adopting the path ofrenunciation even when leading family life and performing all worldly deeds and thus saving oneself from the bondage of ignorance.’

ਮੋ'ਖਮੁ’ਖਨੇ [mokhmukhne] freeing from what binds
one: “jIU jal kOcarU tadue batho, harI cetIo
mokh mukhne.”—nat m 4.

ਮੋਂਖਾ [mokha] a subcaste of Khatris. Bhai Paira
who belonged to this subcaste, wrote the
biography of Guru Nanak Dev.

ਮੋਂਖਾਰੋਹਣ […0}<}1ਗ੍0}19ਸੁ] ladder to salvation.
“mokharohan pragat gIra agh khédni.”—GPS.
“Gurbani is the path leading to liberation.’
2 attaining liberation.
ਮੋ'ਖੁ [mokho] n liberation, salvation. “sét bhave,
ta us ka bhi hOI mokhu.”—sukhman1'.

ਮੋਕਲਾਈ [moklai] openness. 2 freedom, inde-

ਮੋਖ਼ੁਦੁਆਰੁ [mokhuduaru] See ਮੋਖਦੁਅਾਰ.

pendence. 3 prosperity. “bhiraho moklai kitianu.”—m 5 varram 2.
ਮੋਕੀ[…੦1<1] adjhaving loose motions, suffering

ਮੋਖੰਤਰੁ […੦1<11ਰੈ੮9…] internal salvation, salvation
of the mind. 2 Skt ਥੀਂਥਸ੍ਰਾਧਿਰ੍ਵ. liberator, saviour.

from diarrhoea. See ਮੋਕ. 2 Skt n night.
ਮੋਕ [moks], ਮੋਖ [mokh] liberation, salvation,
emancipation, doctrine of soul’s liberation. See
in ਮੁਕਤਿ.
ਮੋਖਇੱਛਾ [mokh-Iccha] See ਮੁ'ਮੁਕੁਤਾ.
ਮੋਖ਼ਦ[…੦1<}\9<1] adj liberator, saviour, deliverer.
2 n guru, master. 3 self-realisation.

i.e. true master. 3 Skt Iﬁz‘ﬁﬁﬁ-self-knowiedge.
“tau nanak mokhétaru pae.”—var asa.
ਮੋਗਰੌਂ1 [mogra] a type ofjasmine plant; its ﬂower is big in size. 2 heavy, wooden pestle,
threshing club.
,

ਮੋਗਚੀ [mogri] heavy conical club ﬁtted with a

ਮੋਖਦੁਅਾਰੁ [mokhduaru] way to liberation. 2 guru,

grip on top; mallet with long head and small
grip; metallic knob used for striking a bell
etc. “mogri na mar, mo garibni ki rat he.”
—ramdas.

master. 3 company of virtuous persons.

ਮੋਘ [mogh] Skt adj meaningless, purposeless.

4 knowledge. “mime pavahI mokhduaru.”

2 less, inadequate. 3 unﬁlled, empty, void. “jo

ਮੋਂਖਦੁ-ਅਾਰ [mokhduar], ਮੋਖਦੁ'ਆਰਾ [mokhduara],

ਮੋਂਤਿਯਦਾਮ
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ਮੋਰ

krI p510, nahI mogh pathave.”—NP.

ਮੋਚ [moc] n twist, sprain developed in the joint,
dislocation ofa limb’s joint. 2 See ਮੁਚ vr and

ਬੰਦੀਂਮੋਚ. 3 Skt banana. 4 silk- cotton tree.
'ﬁaarlmocak] adj liberator, saviour.

ਮੋਚਨ [mocan] Skt n liberation, release from
bondage. “darsano nImakh tap trai mocan.’
—sar namdev. 2 salvation, liberation. 3 See

ਮੋਚਨਾ. “mocan k0 gahI ke Ikk hathan sis hﬁ l<e
sabh kes upar‘é. ”—CarItr 266.
ਮੋਦਨਾ [mocna] tweezers, (used for plucking hair
from the body). 2 v tweeze, pince, pluck.
ਮੋਚੜਾ [mocra] S pair of shoes; its root is mozah.
“mocre ki mar pari sudh na sarir ki.”

—prov.

ਮੋਚੜੀ [mocri] Dg pair of shoes, footwear.
ਮੋਚਾ [moca] Dg banana. See ਮੋਚ 3.
ਮੋਚੀ [moci] n cobbler, shoemaker. 2 In Chitral
and Gilgit, this word means blacksmith/iron-

smith.
ਮੋਚੀਪਤ੍ਰਾ [mocipatra] 12 pair of shoes, footwear.

ਮੇਂਛ [moch] n liberation, salvation.
ਮੋਜਦੀ [mojdi] See ਧੁਨੀ (b)

ਮੋਜਿਜਾ [mojIja] A i n act that renders (one)
helpless/desperate a miraculous act which
common people get desperate to perform.
2 power which a mighty person also may not
be able to face; supernatural happening, mir-

acle, wondrous feat.

ਮੋਜੰਗ [mojég] See ਮੁਜੌਗ.
ਮੋਟਉ [motaU], ਮੋਟਾ [mota], ਮੋਟਿਯਾ [motIya] adj
healthy, bulky, heavy, massive. 2 big, large.
“motau thakur man.”——m 1 varmaru 1. “mota

nau dharaie.”—maru a m I. 3 Dg wealth, rich.
ਮੋਟੀ […੦੮1] feminine ਘੰਮੋਟਾ.
ਮੋਥੂਟਾ [motta] See ਮੋਟਾ.

ਮੋਥੂਟਾਯਤਹਾਵ [mottayat-hav] in poetry:
“50th bhavte ki katha bhav pragat jahé hot.
mottayat taso kahé hav kaVIn ke got.”
——jagadVInod.

“hela lila kar jaha pragatat satVIkbhav.
buthbal rokat so the so mottayat hav.”
—rasrkprIya.
ਮੋਠ [moth] Skt ਮਕੁਸ੍ਰ. n a variety of kidney
beans Le. a kind of dal named botanically as
Phaseolus Aconitifolius. It is an autumn
harvest (i.e. a crop sown in summer and harvested in autumn). Its dish is cooked by mix—

ing it with millet. The cooked pulse ofthese
beans is very much liked by lots of
people. It is a very good feed for horses.
“p'a’dItu akhae bahuti rahi korar moth jIne-

ha.”—m 5 var ram 2. See ਕੋਰੜ.
ਮੋਡਾ[…੦੮.18] adjtrimmed, shaved. 2 monks who
have shaven their heads, are also named as
moda in the Bangar dialect.

ਮੋਢਾ [modha] n shoulder. 2 See ਮੋੜ੍ਹਾ.

ਮੋਢੀ [modhi] adj who lends a helping hand in
some work, helper. 2 leader, leading person,

chief. 3 See ਮੋੜ੍ਹੀ.
ਮੋਣ [men] n addition of cooking oil to the dough
of flour; puris made from this combination are
very crispy. 2 Skt dry fruit. 3 crocodile, alligator. '4 houseﬂy, fly. 5 basket made of bamboo sticks; wicker basket.

ਮੋਤਸਰੀ [motsari], ਮੋਤਸਿਰੀ [motSIri] Skt ਮੁਕ੍ਰਸ਼੍ਰੀ. n
string of pearl beads, garland of pearls. “tutanI motsaria.”—asa a m 1. “motSIri urlasat
chatadhar.”—saloh.

ਮੋਤਕਿਦ [motkId] A 15-}; adj who has faith, beheven

ਮੋਤਦਿਲ[…੦੮€1ਗ਼ੁ1]/| Jo; adj ofaverage quali-

ty.
ਮੋਤਥਰ [mother] See ਮੋਅੁਤਬਰ.

ਮੋਤਮਦ [motmad] A Me» 11 who is trusted, confdante. 2 an official of the state, made representative in another state; ambassador.

ਮੋਤਿਯਦਾਮ [motIydam] ਮੋਭ੍ਰਿਕਦਾਮ. a poetic metre
marked by four feet, each foot comprising four
jaganJSl, lSl, |5|, ISL
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Example:
japyo nahI nam karyo kachu kam,
taji kUI-laj phIre pardham,
parhe bahu gréth lakhyo nahI sar.
vrItha jan'me nar se thVIbhar.

2 See ਮੋ'ਰ੍ਹਿਕਦਾਮ 2.

_ _

ਮੋਤੀਧਿਨ੍ਘੀ] n pearl. gem, a brightjewel procured
from a sea-shell. “moti ta m5dIr usarahI.”
-sr1'm1. See ਗਜਮੁਕਤਾ. 2 sense — shining teeth.
‘fujal moti sohne ratna nalI jarénI. tIn jaru veri
nanka jI budhe thiI mar§nI.”-—m 1 var suhi.
‘moti (pearl) - shining teeth; (jewel — eyes;
old age ~ old person; weakening oneself by
indulging in evil deeds.’
ਮੋਤੀਆ [motia] n a ﬂowering plant belonging to
raIbelI species having pearl—like bud. Its ﬂowers are highly fragrant. It blooms specially
during the spring. Garlands prepared with
these ﬂowers look very beautiful; these flowers are also used to prepare perfume. jasmi-

ਮੋਤੀਚਚ
.-

operated from an experienced surgeon. If the
cataract is in the initial stage, the following
treatments can be beneﬁcial:
1. Grind seeds of indigo plant and apply this
fine powder in the eye like collyrium powder.
2. Take laxatives and easily digestible food.
3. Take such diet as gives strength to the
,
brain. .
‘
4. Take equal amounts of chebulic myrobalan, belleric myrobalan, aule (emblic myrobalan), outer shell of hen's eggs, ferrous sulphate,
calx of iron, blue lotus, baIbarig, sea foam.
Mix a little of goat's milk in this mixture and
grind in a copper mortar for 30 quarters ofa
day (one quarter = 3 hours) till it becomes ﬁne
like collyrium powder. Now put more of goat’s
milk so as to make a soft paste and prepare
thin sticks. Applying these sticks to the eye
like collyrium power is very beneﬁcial.
5. Kill a black snake, put a small lump of

num sambac. 2 See ਮੋਤੀਆਬਿੰਦ.

collyrium in its mouth, put it in an earthen pot

ਮੋਤੀਆਬਿੰਦ [motiabid], ਮੋਤੀਆਬਿੰਦੁ [motiabfdu]
;2ਮੁਕੂ1'ਵਿੰਦੁ.})8ਪਿੱ1-5ਝੂ26(1 drop of ﬂuid in the eye
that hinders proper vision. UU,-j cataract. Initially, vision becomes dim, which goes on decreasing as moisture gets dense. Ultimately
this dense moisture tums into a layer of the
size of pearls and completely covers the vi-

and bury it in earth for about a month. Take it
out and grind it in a mortar, mix one tola ofso
prepared collyrium with six mashas of calx of
jasmine flowers and three mashas oflead salt
(powdered lead). Apply this to your eyejust
like collyrium.

ਮੋਤੀਸਾਲੁ [motisalu] connoisseur ofjewels and

sion. Then this eye defect is termed as ਮੋਤੀਆਬਿੰਦ

other precious stones; jewelle'r, who bores a

(a pearl like spot).
The reasons for this deformity are:
old age, diabetes, syphilis, epilepsy, intake
ofsome poisonous matter, injury on the head,

hole in pearls etc. “menu motisalu he gursabdi, thu hira parakhI laije.”—1<aII a m 4. ‘mind
(person) having faith in the Guru’s utterances
. is like a connoisseur ofjewels.’

weakness of the brain, obstruction of the ex-

ਮੋਤੀਚੂਰ [moticur], ਮੋਤੀਚੂਰ੍ਵ [moticuru] n laddus

crements, indulgence in excessive sexual intercourse, crying and‘wailing in excess, eating spicy food, pickles etc, loitering barefoot
in the sun, taking overdose of drinks and intoxicants etc.
,
The best treatment of cataract is to get it

prepared by mixing ﬁne (pearl-like) drops of
gram flour solution fried in ghee in thickened
warm solution of sugar in water. Skt ਮੁਕੂਔਂਦਕ.
2 an ornament embedded with pearls and jewels to be worn on the head. “menu moticuru

vad gahan gahnaia.”—br1a a m 4. ‘control of

ਮੋਤੀਦਾਨ
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mind is the best ornament to put on the head.’
ਮੋਤੀਦਾਨ [motidan] n sea-shell which has a pearl
in it. 2 container for ajewel or pearl. 3 act of
donatingjewcl (gem) etc (for performing some
virtuous deed).
ਮੋਤੀਬਾਗਯਿਗੀਧ੍ਯਫ਼ੂ] In India there are many gar. ‘ dens bearing this name. 2 a garden in Delhi
visited by Guru Gobind Singh. At present there
exists no garden here, only a gurdwara has
been raised at this holy place. See ਦਿੱਲੀ. 3 a
famous Moti Bagh of Patiala, which has the
residential palace ofMaharaja of Patiala.
ਮੋਤੀਰਾਮ [motiram] elder son of Diwan Mohkam
Chand. He was appointed governor of
Jalandhar and then Kashmir by Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. He remained governor of Kashmir from 1819 to 1826. He was appointed an
envoy of the Maharaja to the British government many times and he was a member of
the mission of Lahore state that met lord
Baintick in Shimla in 1830AD.
llis sons, Devi Dyal and Kirpa Ram, also
served Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Devi Dyal became a military officer at the age of 21 and
was killed in a battle. Kirpa Ram became governor ofJalandhar and Kashmir.
Dogra Dhyan Singh was very jealous of
Moti Ram and his sons and was always intriguing against them. Ultimately, he succeeded in
getting Maharaja Ranj it Singh annoyed with
them. The father and son left Punjab and settled in Kashi, where Moti Ram expired in 1839
and Kirpa Ram breathed his last in 1842 AD. '

ਮੋਥਾ [motha] Skt ਮੁਸ੍ਵਾ. n a kind ofgrass -' having
a bulb in its root, which is white inside and
gives a pleasant odour. It is also named

nagarmotha. See ਨਾਗਰਮੋਥਾ.
ਮੋਦ [mod] Skt n happiness, joy. See ਮੁਦ vr.
2 happiness achieved by attaining desired object. 3 odour, pleasant smell, pleasing odour.

ਮੋਪੈ

ਮੇਦਕ [modak] Skt adj which gives pleasure,
pleasing. 2 n laddu. “modak banae jou modak
mahan ko.”—GPS. 3 a poetic metre comprising four feet, each foot consisting of four

bhagans. In Ramchandrika it is also named
sodri. See ਸੁੰਦਰੀ (b). 4 jaggery.
ਮੋਂਦਨ [modan] Skt 11 act of making one happy.
2 wax, beewax. 3 happiness, joy, bliss.
4 spreading fragrance.

ਮੋਦੀ [modi] Skt ਸੀਫਿ਼ਜ੍. adj pleasing. 2 was
pleased, felt happy. 3A L51 ,; who supplies food
stuff/rations. 4A (55,1 kind, benevolent. “modi
l<e gharI khana paka, vaka larka marIa tha.”

—god namdev. When the offering was ready
in the house ofmerciful Parvati, Shiv behead-

ed her son that very moment. See ਗਣੇਸ਼.
ਮੋਦੀਖਾਨਾ [modikhana] n residence of a modi,
the ration supplier. See ਮੋਦੀ 3. 2 the store-house
of food stuff, ration etc.

ਮੋਨ [mon] See ਮੋਣ. 2 See ਮੋਨਿ and ਮੌਨ. 3 an an~
cient Hindu subcaste, which ruled over Kullu

valley. See ਮੋਨ 2 and 3.

ਮੋਂਨਦੀ [mondi] A ਖ਼ੂਭੰਪੀਪਾਂਖ਼ਫਿ਼ਲ਼ੀ saviour of religion,
saviour of religious faith/belief. “mondi madar kete.”-—aka1.
ਮੋਨਨੇਸ [monnes] lord of sages. supreme sage.
“sunyo mon-nesé.”—rama v.
ਮੋਨਬੁਤ [monbrat] See ਮੇਂਨਵ੍ਰਤ.
ਮੋਨਾ [mona] adjclean-shaven, (one) with cropped
hair.

ਮੋਨਿ [monI], ਮੋਨੀ [moni] silence and silent. See
ਮੋਨ and ਮੌਨੀ. “kotI munisaro monI mahI
rahIte.”—bh5r a m 5. “monI bhan karpati
rahIo.”—sor a m 5. “ape moni varatda, ape
kathe.”—m 4 var bIha. “mudra monI daIa karI
jholi.”—ram kabir. 2 sage, hermit. “pédlt moni
pom pom thake.”—m 3 var sar. “SIV bIr5CI
aru saga] moanan.”—gujm 5. See ਮੁਨਿ 1.

ਮੋਪੈਂ [mope] from me. “mo p8 jababu n3 h0I.”
—sarnamdev.

. ਮੋਮ

ਮੋਂਰਧਜ
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ਮੋਮ [mom] P [!" n a viscous matter prepared
by beesﬂwhich contains honey. Skt ਮਦਨ, ਮਧੁਅਯਨ,

ਮਧੁਜ and ਮਕਿਕਾਮਲ. See ਮੈਣ.
ਮੋਮਜਾਮਾ [momjama] P .»ਫ਼ੂਮ੍ਹਾਂ/ n oil-cloth, waterproofcloth; there is no effect of water on such
a cloth. When rubber was not discovered, the

rain clothes were coated/treated with wax.
ਮੋਮਦਿਲ [modell P J;rr adjwhose mind melts
on seeing other’s sufferings; kind-hearted,
compassionate, (one) with heart soft like
wax. “musalmanu model hove.”—maru
solhe m 5.

ਮੋਮਨ [moman] See ਮਮਿਨ
ਮੋਮਨਖਾਨ [momankhan] See ਮੋਮਿਨਖਾਨ.
ਮੋ'ਮਾਹਾ [momaha] excessive attachment. 2 waxy,
waxen, made of wax.

ਮੋਮਿਆੲੀ [momiai] P 3y,» n black'coloured
creamy oil extracted from a stone or a mine.
Its after-effect (latent effect) is warm and
mo.ist It is specially fed to weak persons. It is
applied on the wounds 815੦.$66ਸਿਲਾਜੀਤ.

ﬁﬁﬁImomInM J,» adj believer (in God), dev—
otee. 2 having faithin Islam.

ਮੋਮਿਨਖ਼ਾਨ [momInxan] See ਅਾਡਿਸਿੰਘ. _

ਮੋਮਿਨੀਨ [momInin] plural of ਮੋਮਿਨ f,» honest
people.

ਮੋਰ [mor] pron my, mine. “jamu méjaru kaha
kare mor.”-gau kabir. 2 preventing, checking,
stopping. “mor sako na kahyo tumro.”-—NP.
3 peacock. “catrIk mor bolat dInu rati.”—mala

portal m 4. “mor turég ko mor nacave.”—GPS.
4 crown, coronet, diadem. 5 demon Mur. “mor
maryo jIn.”—1<rIsan. See ਮੁਚ 5 vr. 6 P 1,» ant.
“hamaz pir moro hamaz piltan.”—jafar.

ਮੋਂਹੱਗ [morég] See ਮੋਰੰਗ.
ਮੋਰਚਾ [morca] P 12/” n aperture (perforation)
made in the boundary wall etc of a fort,
through which arrows or gun-shells etc are
ﬁred at the enemy. 2 trench or pit dug to protect one from enemy's attack, in which sol-

diets hide themselves and attack the enemy.
3 rust, corrosion. “janam janam ke lage bIkhU
morca.”—dhana m 4. “kahu nanak morca gurI
lahIo.”—nat m 5.

4 blemish, stigma. “Ihu

menu arsi koi gurmukhI vekhe. morca na lags
ja haume sokhe.”—majh a m 3. 5 ant, emmet.
ਮੋਰਚਾਲ [morcal] See ਮੋਰਚਾ l and 2.
ਮੋਰਛੜ [morchar] a haft or bunch of long feath-

ers of peacock's tail, which is waved like a
whisk over a ruler or deity. See ਮੋਰਪੁੱਛ 2.

ਮੋਰਧੁਜ [mordhuj], ਮੋਰਧੂਜ [mordhvaj] Skt ਮਯੁਰਧਜ
one whose standard has an image of a peacock marked on it; Kartikey, son of Shiv; one
having six faces. 2 a religious-minded and
truthful ruler of Rattanpur, who let a horse go '
aronnd under the supervision ofhis son Tamardhvaj in order to perform Ashvmedh Yag.
At the same time, kingYudhishthar also let his
Ashvmedh horse go under the supervision of
Arjun and Krishan. When the two teams came

face to face, Tamardhvaj won over the Pandav soldiers after rendering Krishan and Ar-

jun unconscious and thus brought both horses
to his father.
On gaining consciousness Krishan disguised himself as a Brahmin and made Arj un
assume the appearance of his follower. Both
of them went to king Myurdhvaj and blessed
him. When the ruler wanted to know the motive of their visit, the Brahmin (Krishan) told
him that a dreadful tiger had taken away his
(the Brahmin’s) son, who could be saved only
if he (ruler) could give half of his (physical)
body to the former (Brahmin). King Myurdhvaj
immediately agreed to this proposal and was
ready to get his body sawed. As ordered by
the king, queen Kumudvati and prince
Tamardhvaj picked the hack-saw and got
ready to saw the king’s body. Pleased over
this act, Krishan assumed his real appearance

ਮੋਰਨਾ
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and hugged the ruler and permitted him to comThe Sikhs of the Budha Dal sect in Magghar
plete the Ashvmedh Yag. “mordhvaj bhagti
Sammat1819, laid this village waste and beat
, to death Jani and Mani with iron-smith’s heavy
matI bhini.”——NP.
hammers. They killed with swords those who
ਮੋਰਨਾ [morna] v return, remove, give back. “jesi
helped these arrogant Rajputs. There stands
agIa kini thakurI, tIs te mukh nahi morIo."’
a gurdwara in memory of Mata Gujri and her
—maru m 5.
ਮੋਂਰਪੁੱਨੁੂੰਛ [morpucch] peacock’s tail. 2 haft or grip younger grandsons to the north of this town.
of peacock feathers. “phIre morpucché dhura The saviours of faith captured from village Saherhi were brought here. Land measuring 16
cor caré.”—rama v.
,
vighas has been attached with the shrine,
ਮੋਰਪੰਖ [morpékh] peacock’s feathers.
ਮੋਰ'ਮੁਕਟ [mormukat] coronet (crown) made which includes an orchard offered by raja
Bhup Singh of Ropar. A Brahmin woman does
from peacock’s feathers. 2 Krishan wearing
the sweeping etc of the holy place. See ਸਹੇੜੀ
the coronet made of peacock feathers.

ਮੋਰਲੋਂ [moralo] See ਮੁਢਲਾ. 2 pron my, mine. “sétah
caran, morlo matha.”—sarm 5.

ਮੋ'ਰਾ [mora] pron my, mine. 2 n hole, aperture,
opening, perforation.

ਮੋ‘ਰਿ [morI] by returning. “morI bag bajIn ki.”
—carItr 200.

ਮੋਰੀ [mori] pron my, mine. “kahu nanak mori
puran asa.”—asa m 5. 2 one’s own, of one

self. “tero nahi so jani mori.”—todi m 5. 3 See

ਮੋੜ੍ਹੀ. 4 peacocks. “mori run jhun laIa.”—Vad
m 1. 5 n window, small window. Skt ਮੋਰਿਕਾ.
6 hole, bore, aperture. “gurI dIkhlai mori. thu
mIrag parat he cori.”-—sor1<abir. ‘apertures are
sense organs, and deer are evil deeds.’ 7 a
subcaste among Chauhan Khatris.
ਮੋਰੋ [moro] pron my, mine. 2 remove, return.

ਮੋਰੰਗ [ਗ਼ਮਿੰਚੈਛੁ] Skt ਸੀਹ੍ਤ੍ਹਾ. eastern part of Nepal,

2 and ਖੇੜੀ 3.

‘

Sardar Dharam Singh Amritsary captured
Moranda in Sammat 1820; later the whole of
this territory was annexed to the Lahore empire by Maharaja Ranjit Singh and areas of
Ludhiana as well as Moranda were handed
over to raja Bhag Singh ofJind. This was then
made part of the British empire in 1834 AD
as raja Sangat Singh, the last ruler of this

territory, died issueless.

ਮੋੜ੍ਹੀ [morhi] adj leader, leading.
ਮੋਲ [mol] n price, cost.

ਮੋ'ਲਿ [molI] by paying the price, with cost. “molI
na paie gunah amol.”—sukhmani. 2 n price,
cost. “manak molI amol.”—sri m 1.

ਮੋਲੀ [moli] with cost price; by paying price.
“SIrU beCIo gur pahI moli.”——gaum 4.

situated on the east of Koshi river. A part of
this territory touches the boundary of Pumia

ਮੋਲੀਐ [molis] See ਮੁਲੀਐ.

district. “morég gor nepal bhit.”—1<a]1<1'.

joga.”—ram m 5.
ਮੋੜ [ਸ਼ਿਬਿ] n turn, bend. 2 sense of returning.
3 imperative form of ਮੋੜਨਾ. See ਮੋੜਿ 2.

ਮੋਰੰਡਾ [moréda] a village in tehsil Ropar ofdistrict Am bala, with railway station of the same
name — Moranda. Two Rajputs (converted to
Islam) Jani and Mani Rangharh- belonging to
this village took away Mata Gujri along with
her two youngers grandsons from the village
Kherhi (Saherhi) to Sirhind in Sammat 1761.

ਮੋਂਲੁ [molu] See ਮੋਲ. “molu nahi kachu kame-

ਮੋੜਨਾ […ਪਿੰਧ੍ਯ] v 'remove, prohibit. 2 return.
“van: kéda morehI.”—s fan'd. ‘wild thorns
stuck in the clothes, send one back i.e. they

advise one to return home.’

ਮੋੜਿ [morI] having returned. 2 imperative of

ਮੋੜੱਨਿ
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the verb ਮੋੜਨਾ; remove, return; restore.
ਮੋਤੰ'ਨਿ [morénI] send back.

ਮੋੜ੍ਹਾ' [ਧਾ੦ਤ੍ਹਾਯਿ], ਮੋੜ੍ਹੀ [morhi] severed branch of a
thorny tree, used as protective boundary. 2 In
Pothohar, a small village is called ਮੋੜ੍ਹਾ.
ਮੋੜ੍ਹੀ ਗੱਡਣੀਂ [morhi géddni] See ਮੋਹੜਾ 3.

ਮੌ [mo], ਮੌਉ [moo] a village under police station
and tehsil Phillaur in district Jalandhar, situated two and a half miles to the south of Pratap
Pura. There is a gurdwara in memory of Guru
Arjan Dev about two furlongs from this vil—
lage in the north-west direction. Here the wedding ceremony of the Guru was solemnised
with Ganga, daughter of Krishan Chand on
23 Harh, Sammat 1636. An elegant gurdwara
has been built at the site where the wedding
took place. There are a few pucca residential
houses nearby. A well of the Guru's period
can still be seen there. Eight ghumaons of land
are attached with this holy shrine. A religious
congregation is held every year on 21, 22 and
23 Harh. The priest is a Singh.

ਸੌਸ [mas] See ਅਮਾਵਸ.
ਮੌਸਮ [mosam] A fr n weather, season.
i'r‘HBTIrnSSra] Dg moustaches. See ਮੁਛਹਰਾ.
ਮੈਂਸਾ [masa] husband of mother’s sister; uncle.

'“masi 3r mosa jag VIVIdh VIkhyata he.”

—BGK.

`

ed, suspended. 2 removed from duty. 3 in grammar a letter having no vowel; short vowel (a),
that is not represented in the script if in a subsidiary position, as in the word Islam the letter
(mim) is devoid ofa vowel sign.

ਮੌਕ੍ਰਿਕਦਾਮ [moktIkadam] See ਮੋ'ਤਿਯਦਾਮ. 2 necklace of pearls.

ਮੋਕ੍ਰਿਕਮਾਂਲਾ [maktIkamala] garland of pearls;
string of pearls. 2 See ਅਨੁਕੂਲਾ.

ਮੌਚ [mac] Skt fruit of banana tree. See ਮੋਚ 3.
ਮੌਜ [maj] A ਛੂ”; n wave. 2 m'ind’s yearning.
3 reward, tip. “rijh rijh dé moj ghaneri. lakhhﬁ darab karokan keri.”——GI’S.

ਮੌਜੜਾ [mojra], ਮੌਜਾ [maja] P …; n pair of socks;
socks. 2 gloves, pair of gloves. 3 shoes, pair
of shoes. 4A ਨੂੰ",» place, spot. 5 village, town.
ਮੌਜੀ [moji] adj moody, having many moods.
2 sensual, carefree. 3 pursuing one’s own desire. ਲ਼ੀ

ਮੋ'ਜੀ [mSji] Skt n a cord made of reed ﬁbre
worn around loins by children. 2 cord/string/

rope made of reed ﬁbre. 3 ਮੌ‘ਜਿਨ੍‘ [ਗ਼ਨ੍ਹੂੰਨ੍ਹੂੰਖ਼ਾ]. one
wearing a cord made of reed ﬁbre.

ਮੌਜੀ ਨਿਬੰਧਨ [mSji nIbédhan], ਮੌਜੀ ਬੰਧਨ [m5ji
bédhan] n ritual of tying cord of reed ﬁbre
around the loins, adopting the celibate-state.
According to Sanskar Tatv, taking a vow during this ritual to observe the celibate-state, the

ਮੌਸੀ [mosi] mother's sister; like one’s mother —

aunt.

.

'

ਮੌਸੂਫ [mosuph] A Q32,» adj praised, who has
been praised. praiseworthy.
ਮੌਸੂਮ [mosum] A (P); adj who has been given
the name; one bearing the name.

ਮੌਹੀ [mohi] See ਮੋਰੀ 5.

cord to be worn should be of reed-ﬁbre for a
Brahmin, of bow-string for a Khatri and of
hemp for a Vaishay. ਰ੍

ਮੌਜ਼ੂ“ [ਗ਼ਨੁੂੰਗ਼ੀ] A 0,3,: adj weighty, heavy, real in
weight. 2 appearing beautiful. looking smart.

ਮੌਜੂਦ [majud] A „ਲੂੰ; adj came into existence.
2 present, in attendance.

ਮੌਕਾ [maka] A ਨੂੰ‘,; 71 place where an incident ਮੌਜੂਦਾਤ [majudat] A 9mg; plural of ਮੌਜੂਦਹ.
occurs; place where some happening has taken
' place. 2 time, during which an incident takes
place; period of occ'urrence of some event.

2 attendance, presence. “majudat lin sabhhIn 1<i.”—GPS.

ਮੌਤਸਿ਼ਇਿ] A _”; 71 death, demise. See ਮ੍ਰਿਤਯੁ.
ਮੌਕੂਫ਼ [mokuph] A J}; adj stopped, obstruct- ਮੋਨ [man] Skt n sense of being a sage, asceti-
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ਮੋਂਠਭਜਨ

cism. 2 process of stop talking, silence. 3 a
subcaste of Khatris, which ﬁnds reference in
Bhavishy Puran. 4 some authors consider the

ਮੰਜ

chief, head.

ਮੌੜ [may] a village under tehsil and police sta-

Gupta son ofMura; the descendants of Mura,
who ruled from 322 BC to 185 BC. Although
many rulers and chiefs belonging to this dynasty have ruled but the last was Vrihadrath,
who was killed by his army commander Pushap Mittar in 185 BC.

tion Dhanaula, subdivision Phul of Nabha state
situated four miles to the north-east of Tapa
railway station. Some land ofthis village also
falls in Patiala state and district Ferozepur.
There exists gurdwara in memory of Guru
Tegbahadur about half a mile away from Nabha
subdivision of this village towards the east.
While staying at Dhilwan, the Guru visited this
place for some time to preach Sikhism.
Pleased with enormous devotion of the villagers, the Guru bestowed his robe upon them.
now preserved in the house of Bhai Basant
Singh. Nabha state allotted twenty ghumaons
of ‘iand in the name of this sacred robe.
There is a simple Manji Sahib at the site of
the Guru’s visit. Now Sikhs are striving to construct a gurdwara at this place. The priest is a

ਮੋਰੀ [mari] untwisted multi-strand yam. See ਮੌਲੀ.
“gal mohI mori pavahI 50]: .”—NP.

ਮੌੜਕਲਾੰ […3ਨੂ1<81ਫ਼ੁ],ਮੌੜਵਡੈ [ਗ਼ਪੋੰਲ਼ਾਗ੍ਫਿ਼] a village fall-

British to be Maun.

…

ਮੌਨਭਜਨ [manbhajan] observing silence, taking
pledge to adopt silence. See ਭਜਨ 6.
ਮੌਨਵ੍ਰਤ [m:mvrat] n pledge to observe silence.~

ਮੋਨੀ [moni] Skt ਸੀਜਿਜ੍. adj(one) who keeps himselfsilent; silent. 2 n sage, saint, monk.

ਮੌਰ [rpar] n ear of corn, spike. 2 head 3 coronet, Crown. See ਮੌ'ਲਿ. 4 neck’s rear portion that
meets the shoulders.
ਮੌਰਜ [moraj], ਮੌਰ੍ਯ [moray] Skt ਮੌਯੰ. Chander

ਮੌਰੂਸ [morus], ਮੌਰੂਸੀ [morusi] A 5,132 and ਲੰਘੇ».
adj inherited, hereditary, patrimonial.

ਮੋਲ [mal] Skt adj pertaining to the root/origin.
2 (who) knows his roots. 3 belonging to a no-

ble family. 4 See ਮੌਲਿਮੌਲਸਰੀ [molsari] See ਮਵਲਸਰੀ.
ਮੇਂਲਣਾ [molna] See ਮਉਲਣਾ.

ਮੌਲਵੀ [molvi] A 6,1,» 11 one who is associated
with the Divine; a saint who is absorbed in the

Creatot. 2 sense—scholar, learned person.
3 preliminary examination in Arabic.
ਮੌਲਾ [mola] See ਮਉਲਾ.
ਮੌਕ੍ਯਾ [molana] See ਮਉਲਾਨਾ.

ਮੌ'ਲਿ [mali] Skt adj (which is) not isolated from

Singh. See ਮੌੜਕਲਾਂ.
ing under‘ police station and tehsil Mansa of
subdivision Barnala in Patiala state situated at
a distance of about three quarters of a mile
from Maur railway station in the north-east
direction. A gurdwara in memory of Guru
Tegbahadur is situated to the north ofthis village. An elegant and tall gurdwara has been
built. There are double—storey residential houses
also, which were got constructed by Mahant
Hari Singh from the gurdwara’s income.
After his death, a committe of the villagers
was formed on Maghar 14,‘ Sammat 1980 for
managing the shrine. One hundred ghumaons
of land were allotted by Patiala state to the
gurdwara and an additional thirty ghumaons
was purchased for this holy place.

its root, existing/occuring near its origin. 2 n
head. 3 peak, top, topknot. 4 coronet, crown.
5 earth.

ਮੰਸ […ਟੈਝ],ਮੰਸੁ […ਟੈ50] SktHfH. n black ink. “kaho

ਮੌਲੀ [mali] n sacred thread tied across the top-

kabir Ihu ram ki ésu. jas kagad par mIte n3

knot; untwisted multicolored yarn. 2 ਥੀਂਕਿਜ਼.

mésu.”—g5d. ‘ink does not ﬁnish by writing on

ਮਹ

.
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paper the eulogy of human soul. i.e. scholars
are continuously writing in praise of it.’

…ਟੈਥੂ m5gna.”—m 4 var kan.
ਮੰਗਲ [mégall Skt n happiness, pleasure. See

ਮੰਚ [méh] Skt ਸ'ਫ਼੍. vr increase, give, shine.
ਮੰਹਨ […ਟੈਯਿਸ਼] Skt n boon, blessing. 2 adv im-

ਮੰਗ 4. “ਗ਼ਚੈਥੂਗੰ sukh kalIan tIthaI .”—-prabha a

mediately, instantly, at once.
ਮੰਕਣ [mékan], ਮੰਕਰ੍ਯ [mékanak], ਮੱਕਿ [mékI]

all these three names in various Sanskrit
scriptures are of the same sage . It is described in Padam Puran and Mahabharat that
Mankan’s blood veins were ﬁlled with sap of
green leaves because he used to eat them.
At this, he began dancing to give vent to his
vanity. By replacing blood with ash in his own
body Shiv humbled this sage. His monastery
ਰ੍ exists near the pilgrim centre of Pehowa. “aha
pahoe te tre kos. Ik mékan munI huto ados.”

—GPS.
’
ਮੰਗ [m'ég] 11 act of begging/demanding; request.
2 demanded object. 3 betrothed girl. 4 Skt
ਸਤ੍ਹਾ. vr go, move, enjoy. 5 n front portion of a
boat.

ਮੰਗਣ [ਗ਼ਰੈਥੂਗ਼ਾ], ਮੰਗਣਾ [mégna] See ਮਾਂਗਨਾ. 2 See
ਮੰਚਨ. “guru piru sadae mégan jaI.”-—m 1 var
sar. “meigna ta sacu Iku.”—m 5 var gau 2.

3 See ਮੰਗਨੀਂ 2 and ਮੰਗੋਵਾ.
ਮੰਗਣਿ [ਗ਼ਟੈਥੂਰੋਧ੍ਯ] in the process of begging, by
begging, in begging. “joru n3 msganI, denI na
jorU.”—japu.

}ਕ੍ਤਿਘਿਰੈਥੂਚਿ], ਸੰਗਤਾ [ਗ਼ਰੈਫ਼ੁਰਿ] beggar, petitioner, supplicant. “loku thkar kahe megatjan.”—ram m 5.

ਮੰਗਨ[…ਟੈ8911] See ਮੰਗਣ.
ਮੰਗਨਾ [mégna] See ਮੰਗਣਾ. 2 beggar, petitioner.
“harI nIrmalu rape m5gna.”—maru solhe m
5. 3 v be absorbed (in), be engrossed (in).

ਮੰਗਨੀਂ [mégni] n process of begging, act of begging. 2 betrothal; relatives of the bridegroom
ask for the bride from the girl's family, hence
this name.

ਮੰਗ }ਗਿਨਾ [még mégna] to demand charity, to
long for a desired object. “harI jacahI sath

m 5. 2 festive, occasion. “mégalsaju bhaIa
prabhu apna gaIa.”—bI1a chét m 5. 3 good
luck, good fortune. 4 prayer or worship of the
Creator and the spiritual mentor at the start of
a scripture for its uninterrupted completion.

See ਮੰਗਲਾਚਰਣ. 5 son of the earth — planet Mars.
Tuesday is named after this planet. Scientists
and astronomers have described it as of red
colour, hence a red colour mark on the fore-

head indicates Mars. It is also named bham,
mahisut, lohItég, vak, kuj, agarak etc. “tika su
céd 1<e bhal me dino

manahu céd ke médal

me subh mégal an pravesahI kino.”—c5di 1.
‘the shining face of goddess Durga represents

Moon and the red mark on her forehead is
indicative of Mars.’
According to Brahmvevrat Puran, Mars is

Earth’s son from the semen of Vishnu. Padam
Puran describes it as procreated from
Vishnu’s sweat. In Matasya Puran, it is mentioned that Virbhadar is popularly named
Mangal, while in Vaman Puran it is held that,
Mangal was created from Shiv's spit/saliva.

6 Tuesday. “m5galma1amohu upaIa.”—bIIa
m 3 var 7. 7 song of joy. “mégal gavahu
nare.”—suh1’ chét m 1. 8 an ascetic desciple
of Gorakhnath, who had deep faith in Guru
Nanak Dev. “mégal bolat, he guru gorakh!

‘puran su juega sab 1ayak.”——NP. 9 a benevolent disciple of Guru Arjan Dev. “thlli mega]
guru thg ae. bédan kar subh darsan pae.”
—GPS. 10 a famous poet in the court of Guru
Gobind Singh, who wrote excellent poetry in
Hindi, Punjabi and Paharhi dialect. He translated Shaly Parv of Mahabharat - vizguru gobid man harakh hvs mégal lIyo bulaI ,
saly parab agya kari lije turat banal.

ਮੰਰਸ਼੍ਯਵਿ
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sébat satrahse barakh trepan' bitanhar,
madhav rItu tIthI trodasi t5 dIn mégalvar.
saly parab bhasa bhayo guru gobid l<e raj,
arab kharab bahu darab d2 karI kaVIjan 1<0 kaj.
jolo dharanI akas gIrI' Céd sur sur id,
tab CII‘jiVE jagat sath guru gobid.
kabitt
anéd da vaja nIt vajjda anédpur
sun sun sudh bhuldie narnah di,

bha tha bhabhikhne n11 lékagar vassne da

pher asvari 5vdie mahabah2 di,
bal Chadd balI jaI chapIa petal VICC
phate di nIsani jéde dvar dargah di,
savne na d'édi sukh dujjnﬁ nﬁ rat dIn

nobat gobidsfgh guru patsah di.3 11 Dg
ﬁre, ﬁregod.

'

ਮੱਘਰ

purakhu nIrbhaU nirveru”etc.
b) invocation seeking blessings and benediction seeking welfare in the invocatory verses. viz — “vahguru ji ki phatah” and “je tegé sri

‘]'ੲ tegé”
c) invocation expressing salutation - greeting is expressed in this category of invoca-

tion. Viz — “pranmo adi ekékara” and “nema—
skar gurdav kau.”

ਮੰਗਲਾਚ'ਰ [méglacar] See ਮੰਗਲਚਾਰ.
ਮੰਗਲੀਸਿ਼ੴਝਾਂਤੋ਼] one, who'se horoscope shows the
presence of its zodiac in the fourth, eighth or
twelfth house. 2 happy, delighted.

ਮੰਗਵਾ […ਟੈਥੂਪ੍ਯਾ] n Indar. See ਮਘਵਾ. “barkhyo sar
bﬁdan jy6 m5gva.”—krIsan.
ਮੰਗਾ [méga] adj beggar, who asks for. .“1k data,
sabh he m5ga.”—maru soIhe m 5.

ਮੰਗਲਕਵਿ[ਧਾਰੈ8191<8ਧ੍ਯਾ] See ਮੰਗਲ 10.
ਮੰਗਲਚਰਣ [mégalcaran] See ਮੰਗਲਾਚਰਣ. 2 See ਮੰਗਿ [ਗ਼ਟੋਥੂਗ਼ੁ] by begging, by demanding. See
ਸਰਬਲੋਹ 7.
ਦਰਾਹੁ.
ਮੰਗਲਚਾਰ [ਗ਼ਰੋਬੂਰੀਧਪਿੰ] Skt ਮੰਗਲਾਚਾਰ, auspicious ਮੰਗੁਮਟ [magumat], ਮੰਗੂਮਠ [mégumath] a holy
' occasion, festivity. “aju hamare mégalcar.”
'
—bas§t m 5.

ਮੰਗਲਵਾਰ [mégalvar] See ਮੰਗਲ 5 and 6. “mégalvare
1e mahitI.”—gau kabir var 7. See ਮਾਹੀਤਿ.
ਮੰਗਲਾ [mégla] See ਮੰਗਲ. “mégla harI m'égla.”
—ram chét m 5. 2 Skt goddess Durga. “sarav

mégla ki balI dine.”—carItr 165. 3 faithful
woman. 4 turmeric. 5 green grass.
ਮੰਗਲਾਚਰਣ [méglacaran] n auspicious occasion,
festivity. 2 worship or prayer to spiritual mentor at the beginning of a scripture; preface.
Scholars have classiﬁed the invocation/panergyric for the deity into three categories:
a) denotin g material instruction — the invocatory verses about the subject to be narrated
in the scripture, explaining its attributes, vir-

tues etc - viz — “Ik omkar satInamu karta
'Sammat I753.

place near the temple in Jagan Nath Puri in
Orrisa, which was visited by Guru Nanak Dev.
At present there exists a beautiful gurdwara
at this place. Bava Mangu, a saint belonging
to Baluhasna sect, got constructed the build—
ing of this gurdwara and preached Sikhism.
Hence this place is popularly known as ਮੰਗੂਮਠ.

See ਜਗੰਨਾਥ.

‘

ਮੌਗੇਸੀ [ਗ਼ਟੈਸ਼ੁੳਥਾਂ], ਮੰਗੇਸੀਆ [mégesia] will ask, will

demand. “lekha rabu magesia.”—m 1 var ram 1.

ਮੰਗੇਰ [ਗ਼ਟੈਣੌਟੂਗ਼'] See ਮੁੰਗੈਚ.
ਮੰਗੋਵਾ [mégeva] n betrothal, engagement. “bala‘k karahu m5geva.”—ram m 5 béno.
ਮੰਗੋਲ […58੦1] a race residing in Tatar, China,
Japan etc in central Asia and in its eastern
region. The Mangols have flat nose, wide face
and pale complexion.

ਮੱਘਰ [méghar], ਮੰਘਿਰ [méghIr] S ਸੰਘਿਰੁ [ਧਾਟੈਫ਼ੁਲ਼ਿਪਿ]

2Ravan having many arms.

Skt ਮਾਗੰ‘ਸ਼ਿਰ. the month during which falls the

3This poetic composition is later than Amrit Sanskar.

full moon night of the lunar mansion, the con-

ਮੰਘਿਚਿ

stcllation Orion; the ﬁrst month of the winter

season. “méghar mahu bhala.”—tukha barebmaha.
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. ﬁﬁﬂfﬁ[m5gh1r1]duringthe month ofMaghar.
“méghIrI prabhu aradhna.”—majh barahmaha.

ਮੰਘਿਰੁ […ਟੈਫ਼ੁਧਿਹੁਂਪਿ] See ਸੰਘਰ.
ਮੰਙ [ਗ਼ਰੈਸੂ] See ਮੰਗ.

ਮੱਚਧਿਸ੍ਟੈਢ਼] Skt ਸਤ੍. vr adopt, rise, shine, go higher. 2 n stage,.platform, dais. 3 wooden platform. 4 bedstead, cot.

ਮੰਚਕ […ਹੋਞਗ਼ੀ] Skt cot, bedstead.
ﬁa‘ﬁlmécan] n improvised loft/platform, raised
platform usually supported by scaffolding or
branches of tree for use by the hunters etc.

See ਮੰਚ.
ਮੰਜ [m5j] Skt 71316;. vr produce sound, purify,
reﬁne, scrub. cleanse. 2 adj created from the

mind. 3 17 sex, instinct, passion. 4 sageNarad.
5 See ਮੱਜੁ. 6 subcaste of Rajputs belonging to
the lunar dynasty. Shalivahan was from this
subcaste. Inhabitants of this caste are mostly
. found in the villages of J alandhar and Hoshiarpur. Bhai Manj, a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev
was from this subcaste. See ਮੰਞ. 7 bud, ear of

com. See ਮੰਜਰਿ 1 and 2. “kahﬁ kéj ke ਪਿਰੋ] ke
bharam bhule.”-—aka1.

3 bud, blossom, corn’s car.
ਮੱਜਾਈ [ਗ਼ਹੋਫਿ਼ਡ਼ੇ] n process ofscrubbing/cleaning.

2 wages for cleaning. 3 adjcleaned, scrubbed.
“sadhudhurI karI sudh m5jai.”—gau m 5.
ਮੰਜਾਰ [ਗ਼ਵੈੱਮ੍ਹ'ਪਿੰ], ਮੰਜਾਰੁ […ਟੈਫਿ਼ਪਿ] Skt ਮਾਜਾਂ’ਰ n tom

cat, male cat. “mIratU méjar pasarI mukhu
nIrkhat.”—-saveye sri mukhvak m 5. “jamu
méjaru kaha kare mor?”—gau kabir.

ਮੰਜਿਲ [méjII] See ਮਜਲ.
ਮੰਜੀ [méji] small cot. See ਮੰਚ. 2 raised platform
built for the Guru to ensconce upon it.
3 preacher’s temporal seat. Guru Amar Dev
insalled twenty-two preacher—cum-tithe col-

lectors in India. See ਬਾੲੀ ਮੰਜੀਆਂ. 4 Skt ਸਕ੍ਯੀ.
bud, blossom, ear of corn.
ਮੰਜੀਐ [méjie] let us cleanse, scrub. 2 let us take

bath. 3 (we) dive, take clip. 4 See ਸਮੱਜੀਐ.
ਮੰਜੀਸਾਰਿਬ [mﬁjisath] See ਮੰਜੀ 2. 2 See ਆਨੰਦਪੁਰ
7 and 8.

ਮੰਜੀਠ [méjith] ਮੰਜਿਸ੍ਰਾ. See ਮਜੀਠ. “5daru race
sacrégl jIU méjiths lalu.”—m 3 var mala.

ਮੰਜੀਠੜਾ [méjithra] adj red-coloured. “méjithra
rata mera co]a.”~suhi m 1. e.g. fast—coloured.

See ਮਜੀਠ.
ਮੰਜੀਰ [méjir] Skt n that which produces sound;
ornament for ankles, jingling anklet. 2 small
tinkling bells tied to the ankles.

ਮੰਜਤ [méjat] Skt ਮਾਜਿੰਤ. adj scrubbed, cleaned,

ਮੰਜੁ [méju] Skt ਸਗ੍ਗੂ adj pure, clean. 2 attractive,

purified. “méjat mukh réjat an bar k0.”
“(;/ਘੂ-

beautiful. 3 lovely, dear. 4 n a poetic metre.

ਮੰਜਨ [méjan] Skt ਮੱਜਨ. n bath. “jet ki jata, jog ko

whose characteristics are four feet, each foot
having 30 matras with pauses after the 16‘h and

m5jan.”—~hajare 10. 2 Skt ਮਾਜੰਨ. cleaning, purifying. 3 tooth powder.

ਮੰਜਰ [méjar] Skt pearl, gem. 2 A j?» sight, view,
scene, scenery.

ਮੰਜਰਿ [méjarI], ਮੰਜਰੀ [méjri] Skt ਸਕ੍ਗ਼ੀ. n new
tender bud. 2 soft tender ear of 00m. 3 pear],

gem. 4 creeper, climber (plant) 5 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 25.
ਮੰਜਲ [méjall destination. See ਮਜਲ.
.
ਮੰਜਾ [méja] See ਮੰਚ. 2 Skt ਸਕ੍ਯਾ. female goat.

Bava Sumer Singh has named taték as méju

the 14‘h matras' ending with a magan 555.
Example:
mahasfgh tab kahi krIpanIth,
bat na koi baki he,

étsamé prabhu darsan payo.
yam te bhai bIbaki ha,
bedave varo prabhu kagaj pharo
karo nIhala he,

ਮੰਡਰਾਨਾ
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performing oblation. “SUIne médap chae.”—asa
kabir. 4 adj who drinks half-churned curd.
ਮੰਡਰਾਨਾ [médrana] v hover in a circle, whirl

around. “rahe gIddh akas médraI bhari.”
~carrtr 96.

ਮੰਡਲ [mécjal] Skt n circle. 2 a country with an
area of one hundred yojans. 3 a region comprising 12 territories ruled by 12 different rulers. “kete médal des.”—japu 5. 4 world; univerSe. “maran 1IkhaI mfadal mahI ae.”—dha-

ਮੰਡੀ

bIha s mardana. 2 adj decorated, adorned.
“manI harIIIv médal méda he.”—sohIIa.

3 enjoyed, experienced. “harIname hi sukh
méda he.”—sohIIa. 4 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ. liquor, wine. _
ਮੰਡਾਸਾ [médasa] n encircled cloth, scarf tied
around the head, a huge turban worn around
the head. 2 c1oth/turban/scarf/supported by the
head.

ਮੰਡਾਲ [madaI], ਮੰਡਿਅਾਲ […ਟੈਗੂੰਣੋਗ਼ੀ] a Rajput sub-

caste; the rulers ofMandi state belong to this
na 9 m 1. “purI rahIa sagal médal ekU suasubcaste. See ਮੰਡੀ.
rni.”——ma11' m 5. 5 congregation, religious gath- ਮੰਡਿਆਲੀਂ […ਟੋਟ੍ਰੀਗ਼ੁਗ਼ੀ] See ਮਹਾਦੇਵੀ.
ering. ‘i‘sétmédal mahI harI manI vase.”—bh€r ਮੰਡਿਤਧਿਰਿਗੂੰਗ਼ੁਦਿ] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਸਚਿਰ. adjdecorated, adorned.
m 5. 6 group, community. “tarIka médal jan“khatu karam sahIt SIU m5dIt.”—ram a m 1.
ak moti.”—sohIIa. 7 army camp. 8 sections
‘whose body has been decorated by symbols
of Rig Ved like chapters of Ramayan and Salike ash or rudraksh (beads from the seed of a
kand of Bhagawat. 9 chapters/sections of tree) representings Shiv.’
scriptures. 10 duration (period) of 40 days ac- 'ਮੰਡੀ [médi] capital of Mandial Rajputs, an imcording to yog. 11 dog. 12 snake. 13 territory
portant state of Kangra hills. Its main city,
that is forty yojans long and twenty yojans
Mandi, is locatedon the bank of river Beas and
wide. 14 ball. 15 wheel of a chariot. 16 in
was founded bijbersen in 1527. Mandi is 131
Hindu mythology a boundary line drawn
miles away from Pathankot while it is 88 miles
around while taking meals.
from Shimla. Its height above the sea level is
ਮੰਡਲਵੈ [ਗ਼ਰੋਕ਼ੀਜ੍ਯਾੲ] adjhaving some territory. “gave about 2000 feet. The area of Mandi state is
gun dhomu acal m5dlave.”——saveye m I ke.
1200 square miles and its population is 185,048.
ਮੰਡਲਾਂਕਾਰ [médlakar] circular, round. “hOI
The status ofMandi state is sixth in Punjab.‘ It
médlakar calaI .”—GPS.
has diplomatic ties with the government through
ਮੰਡਲਾਧਿਪ [mﬁdlathp], ਮੰਡਲਾਧੀਸ਼ [médladhis]
A.G.G. Punjab states since November 1, 1921.
chiefofa division. See ਮੰਡਲੀਕ.
Jogendar Sen is the present ruler of this state,
ਮੰਡਲੀ [médli] n group, class. “sunat munI jana who was born on August 19,1904. He got marmIli sétmédli.”——kalr m 5. 2 Skt ਸਹਛਕਿਜ੍. adj ried to Amrit Kaur daughter of Maharaja
coiled. 3 n snake, serpent. 4 tom cat, male
Jagatj it Singh of Kapurthala on February 1923.
cat. 5 banyan tree.
The ruler of this state, Siddhsen, was a
ਮੰਡਲੰਕ਼ਿਗਿਰੈਫ੍ਰੀਇਿ], ਮੌਙਲੋਸ਼ [m’édles], ਮੌਡਲੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [m’édlesvar]
great devotee of Guru Gobind Singh. He reSkl ruler, king, lord of a territory, whose authority
quested the Guru to visit his state and served
extends over an area of 400 yoj ans. “médlik bol
the Master with great devotion and regard.
bolahI kache. ”—maIa namdev. 2 chiefoftwelve 1Both the states of Sirmour (Nahan) and Mandi arc of
rulers; ruling over twelve states.
equal status. Both are at number six but in ofﬁcial record
ﬁaTlméda] n thin and wide Indian chapati. “g1anu gur salah méde, bhau masu--”haru.—var

the status ofthc ruler of Mandi state is one step below

that of Nahan state.

ਮੌਤ
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shastar, the holy text meditated on and repeated to please a deity or to achieve the desired
the palace itself. See ਸਿੱਧਸੇਨ and ਪਾਡਲ ਸਾਹਿਬ. objective. “na jétr me no tétr me me métr vas
avai.”—aka1.
2 a long coat with many pleats for men. 3 a
ates.
market where fruit, grains, vegetables and - ਮੰਭ੍ਰਿ [111ਟੈ੮11] Skt ਸਾਰ੍- (one) who contempl
2 scholar, learned person.
cattle etc are sold.

There are two gurdwaras raised here, one on
the bank of river Vipasha and the other inside

ਸੰਡੁ [madu] Sec ਮੰਡ vr. 2 act of feeling‘pleasure. “sukh nanak man mahI m5du.”—sri m

5. 3 Skt ਸਹਫ਼ੂ a vedic sage.
ਮਛੂਆ [médua] coarse grain; millet formerly
used as staple diet by very poor people. It is
an autumn harvest — a crop sown in summer
and harvested in autumn. 2 m’édua is also used
"

for m‘édap.

ਮੱਡੂਕ [méduk] Skt a being that awards glory to
the rainy season — frOg, toad. 2 a Vedic sage.

3 See ਦੋਹਰਾ 15.
ਮੰਛੂਕੀ [méduki] female frog, female toad.

ਮੰਡੂਰ [msdur] Skt n impurities left behind after
iron is melted.
ਮੱਤ [mét], ਮੰਤਰ [métar], ਮੰਤਰੜਾ [métarra], ਮੰਤਰੁ

[métaru] Skt holy hymn or text. See ਮੰਤੁ.
ਮੰਤਵ੍ਯ [matavy] Skt adjworth consideration, ﬁt
to be considered. 2 n advice counsel. 3 determination, resolve, intention. 4 opinion, view.

ਮੰਤਾ [méta], ਮੰਤਾਨੀਂ [métani] See ਮੰਤੁ. “avaru na
9੦1<118€11ਘ੮ਰੈ੮੦ na méta.”—asa a m 1. “gurI'dino
m5tani.”—dhana m 5.

ਮੰਤੁ [m'éto] Skt ਟਰੰਕ. holy hymn or text. See ਮੰਤੁ.
“harI harI tétu métu gurI dina.”—asa m 5.
2 Skt ਸਰ੍ਵ; fault, guilt. 3 human being, person.
4 lord ofcreation; king.

ਮੰਤ੍ਰ [métr], ਮੰਤ੍ੜਾ [111ਗੌ1-ਰ੍18] Skt ਸਂਕ. vr tell a se. cret, respect, call, consider. 2 n consultation,
confabulation. “Ih bhat métr VIcarIo.”—ramav. 3 original text of the Ved. 4 guru's teach—
ing, sermon or precept. “jo Ihu mét kamavs
nanak.”—asa m 5. “gurmétrxja CItarI.”——varguj
2 m 5. 5 In Nirukat, a métr is that which is
contemplated (upon). 6 according to Tantar-

ਮੰਤ੍ਰਿਤ੍ [métrItv] Skt ministry, cabinet.

ਮੰਤ੍ਰੀ [métri] Skt ਸਕਿਜ੍. one whom one may consult; minister, who gives good advice to a king.
Chanaky writes in his Sutars that advisers are
those who can distinguish between works to

be done and not to be done.1 “métri mItr sabhe akulane.”—ramav. The following charac-

teristics of an adviser are mentioned in the

ﬁrst sutar of the ninth chapter of the ﬁrst section of Kotiliy economics:
“apne Ilake da, kulin, hathi ghore rath adI nﬁ

calaun janan vala, ragVIdya VICC nxpun, ni—
tIsastra da gyata, yudthIdya VICC kamal
rakkhan vala, tiksan budth vala, cége cete

vala, (11] da pavxtr, sabh n31 paYar nal bartan
vala, svami nal muhabbat rakkhan vala, utsahi, nIrVIkar, kalesé n11 saharan vala, bali, arog,
nIdharak gall kahIn vala, dhirayvan, nIrb-

hIman, Irade da pakka, Istri jamin adI vaste
kIse nal jhagra na karan vala, métri hona cahie.”
jese jati 55g te sumati jyo an'ég te, jyo —
pap nirgég dhan badhyo jup-har te,
jyo kul kuput te }‘)/6 darId suput te, jy6 —
baman ko put bIna padhe catsar te,
dekhe bIn kheti jese savan me reti, or —bﬁté kaho keti jese tar2 lobhdar te,

savdhan hujo tahI des te nIkar dijo
budjehe raj tese métri duracar te.
——hanu.
‘
hItkari hvsks class day an sath ko
hIt ki kahe na to hItupane me khami he,
'ਕਜ਼ਧੀਧ੍ਯਧੰ ਜ੍ਯਦੀਂ ਥਗਿੰਜੀ ਸਕਿਗ੍ : 33.
2concentration of mind.
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vase sabhasad ki subudth niki hadd kije
suns: nﬁhI “devidas” so to sath svami he,

métri hoy hIt k0 kaheya 3r raja hoy —
sar k0 gaheya, to to jora vah nami he,
nataru anpatI prritI hi k0 gami, ਰਿਪ
'ਗ਼ਟੈਧਿ vah nIhce narak hi k0 gami he.
2 expert in mystical knowledge. “métri hOI
athuhIa nagi lags jaI.”—m 2 var majh.

ਮਂਤ੍ਰੀਅਤ੍ਵ [métriatr], ਮੰਤ੍ਰੀਅਤ੍ਵ […ਰੌਘਿਚਿਯਿ] n ministership, ministry,1 cabinet. “dayo matriatré, maha
bhrat bharathé.”—rama V.

ਮੰਤ੍ਰ [métru] See ਮੰਤੁ. “métru tétru aukhadhu
pbnahcar.”—gau m 5.

ਮੰਤੁੰਦਕ [métrodak] water that is rendered sacred by reciting holy hymns or compositions.

ਮੰਥ [méth] Skt ਸਾਗ੍. vr rub, cause pain, churn.
See ਮਥ W. 2 n act of churning. “péc dutah
m5th.”—g5d m 5. 3 churning stick. 4 mucus or
viscuous matter formed in sore eyes. 5 ray.

ਮੰਦਰਿ

arrogant, get tired, be lazy, shine, sleep, de-

sire. 2 adj foolish, stupid. 3 soft, delicate.
4 invalid. 5 having bad luck, unfortunate.
6 less, short, deﬁcient. 7 mean, base, low.

8 ad V slowly. “nagar gari guru méd payanat.”
—GPS. 9 Saturn, planet Saturn. 10 strong, powerful, mighty. 11 Yam— messenger of death.

12 P ,ਰ੍ਫ਼» adjhaving, possessing. It is used as a
sufﬁx as in ਅਕਲਮੰਦ, (having wisdom), ਦੌਲਤਮੰਦ

(having wealth) etc.

ਮੰਦਤਾ [médata] n meanness. 2 laziness, sluggishness. 3 foolishness, stupidity. 4 illness, sickness, disease. 5 deﬁciency, shortage.
ਮੰਦਧੀ [méddhi], ਮੰਦਬੁੱਧਿ [m5dbudth) adj having mental deﬁciency; stupidity.

ਮੰਦਭਾਗੀ […ਰੈਢ਼ਧਿਯਿਬੂਤੋ਼] ਸਜ੍ਯਯਿ. adj unfortunate,
unlucky. “médbhagi tero darsan nahI.”—gau
kabir.

ਮੰਦਮਤਿ [médmatI] See ਮੰਦਧੀ.

ﬁET-Hméthaj] Skt n which is produced by chum- ਮੰਦਰ [médar] Skt n in Purans, a mountain that ਰ੍
in g — butter.

ਮੰਥਨ [ਧਾਟੈਧਿਗ਼ਾ] Skt n sense of churning. 2 churning stick.

ਮੰਥਰਘਿਭੈਧਿਰਿ] Sktadjstupid, foolish. 2 lazy, sluggish. 3 bent, with body bent, having a stoop.
4 n treasure. Sanger, ire, wrath. 6 hair on the
head. 7 fresh butter. 8 churning stick. 9 interference, interruption. 10 fort. 11 month of
Vaisakh. 12 spy, secret agent. 13 See ਖਸਰਾ ].

ਮੰਥਰਾ [méthra] adj (a female) with a stoop in
the body; bent; a (woman) having bent body.
2 n a maid servant of Kaikeyi. “méthra Ik

gadharbi brahma pathi tIh kal.”—rama V. She
instigated Keikeyi to send Ram into exile.

ਮੰਥਾਨ [méthan] See ਮਥਾਨ. 2 n stick used for

gods and demons used to churn the ocean with.
The mountain was as the abode of God. Ac—
cording to Mahabharat, this mountain had its
base eleven thousand yojans below. Vasuki—
nag uprooted it on the orders of Vishnu and
brought it near the ocean-shore.2 2 heaven,
paradise. 3 mirror. 4 lazy, sluggish. 5 large.

6 firm, strong. 7 See ਮੰਦਿਰ. “médar mere sabh

te uce.”—bh£r m 5. 8 See ਮੰਦਲ. “bajavanharo
kaha gan jInI Ih médaru kina.”—asa kabir.

‘who created this two-sided drum in the shape
‘ofa human body.’ 9 See ਮੰਦ੍.
ਮੰਦਰਗਿਰਿ [médargIrI], ਮੰਦਰਾਚਲ [médracal]

mountain having a temple. See ਮੰਦਰ 1.2 a hill
in the district of Bhagalpur.

churning. 3 Shiv. 4 area/region as the abode
of temples.

ਮੰਦਰਿਘਿਰੈਯੰਰਿਗ਼ੁ] in the temple, in the palace, in

ਮੰਦਘਿਰੈਯੱ] Skt ਸਵ੍ਰ. vr praise, admire, enjoy, be

médarI .”—sukhmam’. 2 on the palace.
“médarI carIke péthu nIhareu.”—sorm 5.

'ਅਤ੍ਵ [atv] has become ਅਤ੍ਵ [atr] due to a mistake committed by an ignorant scribe.

the house. “jIh prasadI basahI sukh

2See Mahabharat adI parav, a 17-18.

ਮੰਦਰਿਭਾਗ
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ਮੰਦਰਿਭਾਗ਼ੁ [médarIbhagu] in a prosperous house,
in the house of fortune. “médarIbhagu jugatI
SIV rahIta.”-—saveye m 5 ke. i.e. one who,

"
ਮਦ੍ਰ

5 See ਮਢਾਲ. 6 ਮੰਦ (Saturn) + ਆਰ (Mars) means
plants — Saturn and Mars.

ਮੰਦਾਰੀ [médari] See ਮਦਾਰੀ. “tIs chIn Ik phakir

like Shiv remains unattached or indifferent
m5dari.”——GPS. 2 adj pertainin g to médar tree.
in the house full of prosperity, richness and ‘ See ਮਢਾਲ.
pleasure.’
ਮੰਦਾਲਸਾ [ਗ਼ਏਂਯੰਕ਼ੀਝਕ] See ਮਦਾਲਸਾ.

ਮੰਦਗੋਆ [médria] See ਮੰਦਲ. “mera mam) médria

ਮੰਦਿਰ [médir] Skt n deity’s abode, temple.

na bajave.”——asa kabir. ‘two sided drum showing duality.’

2 royal palace, where there is merry-making.
See ਮੰਦ vr. 3 city, town. 4 sea, ocean. 5 tendons 0n the back of the knee, hollow of the
knee, hock.
,

ਮੱਦਰੁ [ਗ਼ਟੈਧੰਰਿਪ] See ਮੰਦਰ 8 and ਮੰਦਿਰ.
ਮੰਦਲ [médal], ਮੰਦਲੁ [m'édalU] Skt ਮਦੰਲ. n drum.
2 a large two-sided drum. 3 a kind of small

drum, tambourine. “muraj tur mucég médal.”
—yUthsa_tar. “médalo na baje net pe suta.”
—asa kabir. ‘now the acrobat cannot practise
tricks properly.’ 4 ਮੰਦਲ has also been used for
ਮੰਦਿਰ. “bIhar devmédlé.”——rama V.

ਮੰਦਾ [méda] evil. See ਮੰਦਤਾ. “kIu mare méda,
kIU jive jugatI.”——m 1 var ram 1. 2 adj bad,

evil. See ਮੰਦ. “jo méda CItve pure satIguru
ka.”—m 4 var ram 1. “méda kIse na akhI
jhagra pavna.”—vad chét m 1. 3 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ. in
astrology ﬁrst day of the month which may
fall in the second fortnight of the months of
Phalgun, Assarh, Bhadarpad and in Rohini
Nachhtar. .

ਮੰਦੀ [ਗ਼ਟੋਧੀ] feminine ਧਿਮੰਦਾ. 2 See ਮੰਦੀ ਕੰਮੀ.
ਮੰਦੀ ਕੰਮੀ [médi kémi] due to evil deeds, because of bad deeds/actions.

ਮੰਦੁ [médu] See ਮੰਦ. “sunIe mUkhI salahan
m5du.”—japu.

ਮੰਚੇਰਾ […ਟੈਧੰਖ਼ਿਕ਼] adj marked by badness/evil;
bad, evil. “tIn mastakI bhagu m5dera.”—t3di
m 4.
ਮੰਟੋ [médsl in bad deeds. “oni méde perv na

rakhIo.”—Var asa. See ਮੰਦ and ਮੰਦਤਾ.
ਮੰਦੋਂਦਰੀ [médodri] adj(woman) with thin waist,
having thin middle. 2 n a female child born to
nymph Hema by demon May. She was Ravan’s queen and mother ofIndarj it (Meghnad).
She was a very sagacius queen and always

ਮੰਦਾਕਿਨੀ [médakIni] n heavenly Ganga ﬂow- ਰ੍ used to give sincere advice to her husband,
ing calmly. According to Brahmvaivarat, its
length is about ten thousand yojans. 2 a tributary (stream) of Ganga ﬂowing near Kedar
Nath. 3 a river ﬂowing near Chitarkoot in
Bundel Khand.
ਮੰਦਾਗਨਿ [médaganI], ਮੰਦਾਨਲ [médanal] subsid—
ing of stomach’s burning sensation that digests

food. See ਅਜੀਰਣ.
ਮੰਦਾਰ [médar] Skt n a tree in the paradise. Its
ﬂowers emit sweet fragrance. See ਸੁਰਤਰੁ.

“…ਰੌਧੰਪਿੱਕਿ! kusméjolI arp-hf.”—NP. 2 an object made from coral. 3 akk, a wild plant of
the sandy region. 4 datura, thorny apple.

viz —
surbira saje ghor baje baje
bhaj kéta! sune ram ae,
balI maryo bali sidhu patyo jIne
tahI so bar kese racae?
byadh jityo jIne jébh maryo one
ram star soi suhae,

de mIlo janki bat he syan ki
cam ke dam kahe calae?

-ramav.
ਮੰਦੋਦਰੀਸ਼ [m5dodaris], ਮੰਦੋਦਰੀਪਤਿ [médodaripatI]
See ਰਾਵਣ.-

ਮੰ'ਦ੍ਰ [médr] Skt n sober sound. 2 two-sided

ਮੰਦ੍ਰਾਚਲ

drum. 3 adj having sweet and sober voice.

4 See ਮੰਦਰ. 5 888 ਨਾਦ 6.
ਮੰਦ੍ਰਾਚਲ [m5drac51] See ਮੰਦਰਾਚਲ.
ਮੱਧ [m5dh] See ਮਧ੍ਯ 2 886 ਮੰਦ.
ਮੰਧਾਹੀ [m5dhahi] from within. “samdarsi s5taho
koi kotI m5dhahi.”—sr1’ m 5.

ਸ੍ਰਿਖ’
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ਮੰਨੁ [m5nu] See ਮਨ. “manmukh m5nu athU he.”
—m 3 var sor.
ਮੰਨੂ [m5nu] See ਮੀਰਮੰਨੂਂ. 2 888 ਮਨ੍ਯੂ.
ਮੰਨੇ [m5ne] See ਮੰਨਣਾ. 2 A ਨ੍ਹੂੰ“ “mahram ho: v5jir so m5tr pIala mul n5 m5ne.”——BG. ‘the adviser (minister) who knows every secret of
the ruler, is not forbidden from givihg advice,
and dining with his master; he can do ‘so at
any time.’

ਮੰਧੁ [m5dhu] See ਮਧ੍ਯ. 2 See ਮੰਦ. “Istri purkhe
ja nISI mela othe m5dhu k5mahi.”—m 1 var
mela. Here it means kissing of lips i.e. piece
of flesh (lip) is taken in the mouth. 3 short for ਮੱਨੇਨਿ [m5nenI] agree upon, agree to.“m5nenI
madnadh; means highly.
excited with sexual
hokam 5par.”—varram 2 m 5.
ਮੰਨੈ [m5ma] by agreeing. “m5ma saga] bhavan 1<i
desire.
ਮੱਧੇ [m5dhe] in the middle, inbetween. “man' soth. ”—japu. 2 agrees, contemplates.
m5dhe prabhu avgahia.”—majh a m 5.
ਮੰਨ੍ਯੂ [m5nyo] See ਮਨ੍ਯੂ.
ﬁﬁlm5n1nthick and heavy roti. 2 SktHﬁ. “sunl ਮੱਥਾ [m5ba] A ਨੁੂੰ“ n source of water’ 5 origin —
spring. 2 fountain
murakh m5n ajana ! ”—gau m 1 . “harI nal rahu
ਪਿੰ m5n mere! ”-an5du. 3 Skt ਮਧ੍ਯ. adj respect- ਮੱਸਾ [m5ma] n 2 human breast, teat. Gurmukhi
ed, honourable, worth of worship. “sri nanak ' alphabet ‘ਮ’ [ma]. “ m5ma maganhar Iana.”
ji dh5n amar gen m5n h’é.”—NP. ‘is respected ——bavan. 3 pronunciation ofH [ma].
ਮ੍ਹਾਨੈ [mhane] Dg to me. “baro raj mhane.”
by the deities.’
—ramav. ‘0 king ! marry me.’
ਮੰਕ੍ਯਾ [m5ma] v contemplate, consider. 2 accept, agree. “m5ne ki gatI kahi n5 jaI.”—japu. ਮਸਾਨ [myan] See ਮਿਆਨ.

“jIni sunIke m5nIa.”—sri m 3. 3 regard one
honourable, worship, respect. “satIgoro purekhU ha m5nIo.”—sr1' m 3.

ਮੰਨਤ [m5nat], ਮੰਟਢ਼ਾ [m5nta] n worship. 2 act of
regarding honourable. 3 belief or vow to make
an offering to a deity. See ਮਨਤਾ.

ਮਸਾਨੇ [myane], ਮਿਜਾਨੇ [meane] within, in. See
ਮਿਆਨ and ਮਿਆਨਾ. “asman meane lah5g dar1a ”—tII5kabir. i.e. unstruck melody in the mind
from continuous contemplation of the Creator’s virtues.

ਮਜੰਕ [my5k] See ਮਯੰਕ and ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਂਕ.

ਮੰਨਿ [m5nI] in the mind. 2 assuming. 3 Skt re-

ਸ੍ਰਿ [mrI] Skt ਸ੍ਵ. vr die, breathe one’s last, kill,

spectable, worthy of worship. 4 See ਮੰਨਿ ਜਾਣੈ.
ਮੰਨਿਆ [m5ma] contemplated. 2 accepted.

ਮ੍ਰਿਸ਼ [mrIs] Skt ਸ੍ਵਞਨੂ. vr ponder over, bring to

3 Skt ਮਾਨ੍ਯ. adj honourable, worthy of, worship. “nanak m5nIa m5nie.”—m 1 var ram 1.
‘worship the venerable.’

be sick.

mind. 2 Skt ਸ੍ਵਕ੍. vr tolerate, forget, forgive.

ਮ੍ਰਿਕੰਡੁ [mrIkédu] Skt ਸ੍ਵਕ੍ਯਾਫ਼ੂ. a sage against

tion and faith, knows to accept with rever-

whom the deer used to rub to relieve themselves from the itch, taking his body as a log
of dry wood. His son, Markandey, was a very
famous and popular sage. See ਮਾਰਕੰਡਾ.

ence. “je k0 m5nI jane manI kOI.”—japu.
ਮੰਨੀ [m5ni] thick, coarse and small roti. See ਮੰਨ

ਮ੍ਰਿਖਾ [mrIkha] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਧ੍ਯ. partmeaningless, aimless. 2 n falsehood, untruth. “hisa mrIkha su

ਮੰਨਿ ਜਾਣੈ [m5nI jane] (who) knows how to do
obeisance, understands to'accept with devo-

]. 2 See ਮੰਕ੍ਯਾ.

dvesta.”—GPS.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗ
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ਸ੍ਰਿਗ [mrIg] Skt ਸ੍ਵਧ੍. vr search, hunt. 2 n quad-

sadhu ségI Udhare.”—mala m 5. See ਖਗਤਨ 2.

ruped; four — legged animal. 3 deer, antelope.
“mrIg min bhrig patég.”—asa ravrdas. 4 See

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਤ੍ਰਿਸ਼ਨਾ [mrIgtrIsna] Skt ਸ਼੍ਵਾਰ੍ਹਿਯਾਜ. mirage.

~sanama. 4 tiger, lion.
ਮ੍ਰਿਗਚਰਮ [mrIgcaram], ਮ੍ਰਿਗਛਾਲਾ [mrIgchala] skin
of a deer, hide of a deer. “mrIgchala par be-

ਮ੍ਰਿਗਨਾਥ [mrIgnath] master of the deer -— tiger,

A ਸਰਾਬ. When the sun rays fall straight on the
sandy planes, the light of the sun rays reflect—
ਪੁਰੁਖਜਾਤਿ (b).
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਅਰਿ [mrIgarI] n enemy ofthe deer — tiger, ` ed from sand appears as if coming from a pond
of water i.e. the sand particles shine to give
lion. 2 sword.——sanama.
the impression of water being present there.
ਮ੍ਰਿਗਆਸਣੁ [mrIgasanU], ਮ੍ਰਿਗਆਸਨ [mrIasan] skin
of the deer used for sitting on. “mrIgasanu tul- As thirsty persons or animals like deer etc ap~
simala.”—prabha beni. 2 act of sitting like a deer. proach it, the illusory water seems to move
further and further away. Ultimately when the
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਔਕ [mrIg-ék] See ਮ੍ਰਿਗਾਂਕ.
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਸ਼ਿਰਾ [mrIgsIra] Skt ਰ੍ਹਾਇਿਸ੍ਯਜ੍. n the fifth star sun rays fall obliquely on the sand at sunset,
reﬂected rays do not reach the eye, and virtuhaving its head like that ofa deer. (Orionis),
al water tanks appear as actual sand. In GurNeelkanth, writer of exegete on Mahabharat,
bani, involvement in the merriments of shortsays that Brahma, assuming the guise of a
lived illusory pleasures of the world is dedeer, copulated with his own daughter. At this,
scribed
as mirage. “mrIgtrIsna on jhutho Iho
on getting furious over this shameful act, Shiv
jag.”—gau m 9. See ਹਰਿਸਚੰਦ੍ਰ.
beheaded the deer. This head ultimately beਮ੍ਰਿਗਨਾਂਤ [mrIgnét] ਸ੍ਟਿ1ਨ-ਔਤਕ.1(ਜੂ||ਮਿੰ of the deer
came Mrigshira star—the head of deer.‘
— hunter.—sanama.
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਹਾ [mrIgaha] n hunter. 2 sword. 3 arrow.

the kabir.”——bhsr kabir. Sage Attri writes that
by donating skin of a deer alongwith its horns
and hoofs intact, one hundred one generations

of the donor get emancipated. See ਅਤ੍ਰਿਸਿਮ੍ਰਿਤਿ
s : 332.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਜਾ [mrIgja] short for ਸ੍ਰਿਕ੍ਯਾਨ.-59ਸ੍ਯ…8.
2 musk.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਜਾਨ [mrIgjan] n one who has deer as one’s
vehicle -—,air, wind. 2 in Shastarnammala, the
name is given to the moon. See footnote of

lion. 2 moon.-sanama.
_
ਸ੍ਰਿਰਲ਼ਾਥਤ੍ਯਣਿਜਚਰ ਨਾਥ ਰਿਪੁ [mrIgnathbhaganIjacar nath rIpu]—sanama. master of the deer
— moon; moon’s sister — Chandarbhaga river;

(what is) created by the river - grass; what
grazes on it —— deer; deer’s master — lion; lion’s foe — gun (riﬂe).

ਮ੍ਰਿਰਲ਼ਾਭਿ [mrIgnath] ਸ੍ਵਧ੍ਯਇਿ. n musk obtained
from the navel of a deer. 2 a musk deer. “jIU

mrIgnath base basu.”—prabha m 4.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਨੈਨੀ [mrIgneni] adj (woman) having eyes
like those of a deer, doe-eyed woman.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗਪਤਿ [mrIgpatI] lord of animals — lion, tiਸ੍ਰਿਗਤਨ [mrIgtan] mortal frame of an animal,
body of a quadruped; four-legged animal.
2 male offspring ofthe female deer, Shringir—
ikhi.2 “khagtan mintan mrIgtan barahtan,
‘ਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਰਾਧਰਿ; ਚ੍ਗਂ ਬ੍ਰੂਫ਼ਿਰਵ੍ਰੱ ਸ੍ਵਾਸੇ ਸ਼੍ਗ਼ਾ ਯਾਸ੍ਯ,
ਕ੍ਯਾ w: ਯਿਹੇਝਢਿਤ੍ਯਾਰ੍, ਥਡ਼ੇਥ ਸ੍ਰਾਯਿ ਜਸ਼੍ਯਸ੍.

2ਜ੍ਯਤ੍ਜ਼ੂਫਠੂਧਹਂ.

ger. 2 moon. —sanama.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗਬਾਹਨ [mrIgbahan] See ਮ੍ਰਿਰਸ੍ਯ'ਨ.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਮਗਂਗ਼ਸ੍ਫ਼ੁਗ਼ਰਧੰ], ਮ੍ਰਿਗਮਯ [mrIgmay] ਸ੍ਵਧ੍ਯਟ੍. n
musk of which a deer feels proud.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗ ਮੀਨ ਪੰਖੇ'ਰੂ [mrIg min pékheru] when in
Gurbani these words appear in unison it means
— living creatures staying in the air, in the

i
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water and on the earth. “jo bolat he mrI g min

ਮ੍ਰਿਗੀਏਸ [ਧ੍ਯਾਗ਼ੁ'ਸ਼ਾਂ-ੳਝ], ਮ੍ਰਿਰਘਿਤਿ [mrIgipatI ], ਮ੍ਰਿਗੀਰਾਜ

pékheru, su bInU harI japat he nahi hor.”
—mala m 4.

[mrIgiraj], ਮ੍ਰਿਗੀ ਰਾਟ [mrIgi rat] male deer.
“mrI g es nen.”—datt. “mrIgirajner_1i.”—ramav.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗਮੋ [mrIgme] See ﬁjaD-I'E.
ਮ੍ਰਿਗੇਸ਼ […ਫ਼ਾਂਗ਼ੁਫ਼ੁੳਤੁ],ਮ੍ਰਿਗੈਂਦ੍ਰ [mrIgédr] lord of the deer,
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਯਾ [mrigya] Skt n act of pouncing at the master of the deer — tiger, lion. 2 black deer.
prey. 2 act of searching/looking for animals;

prey, hunt. See ਮ੍ਰਿਗ vr.

‘

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਰਾਜ [mrIgraj] lord of animals, master of
animals, tiger, lion. 2 See ਮ੍ਰਿਗਪ'ਤਿ.

ਮ੍ਰਿਰਲਿੰਚਨਾ [mrIglocana], ਸ੍ਰਿਗਲੋਚਨੀਂ [mrIglocani]
See ਸ੍ਰਿਗਨੈਨੀ.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗਵਾ [mrIgva] young deer. 2 See ਮ੍ਰਿਗਯਾ.
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਂਕ [mrIgéik] Skt ਸ੍ਵਸਂਜਫ੍-ਵ੍ਙ. n one having the
symbol of a deer on it; moon.1 2 camphor.
3 wind, air.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗਾਕੀਂ [mrIgaksi] See ਸ੍ਰਿਗਨੈਨੀਂ.
ਮ੍ਰਿਗਾਚ [mrIgac] who kills and eats the deer;
tiger, lion. “sukar mrIgac.”—sukhmani.

2 ਮ੍ਰਿਗਾਸ਼੍ਵ.
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਛੀ [mrIgachi] See ਸ੍ਟਿਨਿੰਨੀ.
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਧਿਪ [mrIgathp], ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾ'ਧਿਪ'ਤਿ [mrIgath-

3 See ਏਕਅੱਛਰੀ 3.
ﬁﬁw[mr1gya] See ਮ੍ਰਿਗਯਾ.
ਮ੍ਰਿਜ [mrIj] Skt ਸ੍ਵਗ੍. vr scrub, cleanse, rub, pro-

duce sound, shake off, dust broom.
ਮ੍ਰਿਜਾਦ [mrIjad], ਮ੍ਰਿਜਾਦਾ [mrIjada] See ਮਰ੍ਯ'ਦਾ.

ਮ੍ਰਿਜ੍ਯ [mrij] Skt ਸ੍ਵਹਾਧ. adj needs scrubbing,
needs to be scrubbed, needs cleaning. 2 needs

to be rubbed.
ਕ੍ਤਿ [mrId], ਮ੍ਰਿਡਾ [mrIda] See ਮ੍ਰਿਤ and ਮ੍ਰਿੜਾ.

ਮ੍ਰਿਣ [mrm] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਹ. vr spin, shake off, dust,
grind.

ਮ੍ਰਿਣਾਲ [mIrnal] Skt ਸ੍ਵਹਗ. n a very ﬁne ﬁbre
from lotus’s stem, which can be very easily
broken. It is very ﬁne and delicate like the
strand of a spider’s web., 2 aecordin g to some

authors it is the stem of a lotus.
patI] master of the deer, lord of the deer — ਸ੍ਟਿਲੀਂ [mrInali] ਸ੍ਵਯਜਿ਼. having stem, lotus.
tiger, lion.‘
See ਮ੍ਰਿਣਾਲ.
ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਨ [mrIgan], ਮ੍ਰਿਗਾਨੀ [mrIgani] n deer’s ਮ੍ਰਿਤ [mrIt] Skt ਸ੍ਵਰ. deceased, dead. 2 earth,
hide, deer’s skin. “seli na badho, na pahIro

mrIgani.”—ma tra carpatna th de sévad di.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਰਿ [mrIgarI] deer’s enemy; enemy of animals— tiger, lion. 2 wolf. 3 dog.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਿਤ [mrIgIt] Skt ਸ੍ਵਧਿਰ. adj searched.
ਮ੍ਰਿਗਿੰਦ [mrIgid] ਸ੍ਰਿਗ-ਇੰਦ੍. See ਮ੍ਰਿਗੇ'ਦ੍ਰ.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗੀ [mrIgi] female deer. 2 musk. 3 epilepsy,
catalepsy, epileptic ﬁt. 4 jaundice.

ਮ੍ਰਿਗੀਆ [mrIgia] See ਮ੍ਰਿਗੀ 1. “jese mrI g mrIgia

soil. “kai karat kotI mrItko ahar.”—aka1. ‘mil- lions live by eating the soil only.’

ਮ੍ਰਿਤਸੰਖ [mrItsékh] ਮੁਰਦਾਸਿੰਗਮਿੰ855ਭੋਂ60੮. “mrItsékh
manaSIl abhrakayé.”—samudrmathan. See

ਮੁਰਦਾਸਿੰਗ.
“

[mIrtséjivni] See ਕਚ 7. 2 See

ਵਿਸ਼ਨ੍ਯਕਰਣੀ.
ਮ੍ਰਿਤਕ [mrItk] Skt ਸ੍ਵਹਗ. n dead body, corpse.

symbol of the deer on it, but the black spot on the sur-

2 impurity/pollution associated with death in
the Hindu household. 3 a shortcoming in poetry e.g. the usage oﬁsuch stanzas, as do not
go beyond alliteration and versiﬁcation viz —
“anan manan sohto tanan bhanan jan.”

face of the moon, which is the shadow of earth, appears

ਮ੍ਰਿਤਕਸੰਸਕਾਰ [m:Itak séskar] last rites performed

like a deer, hence names like ਮ੍ਰਿਗਾਂਕ [mrIgék], and ਸ਼ਸ਼ਾੰਕ

for a dead person per religious rituals. See

[$955k] have become popular for the moon.—harrva'$.

ਪਿਤ੍ਰਿਮੇਧ. 2 according to the Sikh code the last

ke lahe.”—carItr 98.
lMany authors have described the deer as a vehicle of the
moon; some write that the standard of the moon has a

ਮ੍ਰਿਤਕ ਮਡ਼ਾ

ਮ੍ਰਿਦੰਕ
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rities are performed as under —
ment, dead due to ignorance. 2 attachment
a) bathe the dead body, place it on a woodwith the dead.
en plank or in a wooden-box, carry it to the ਸ੍ਰਿਤਮੰਡਲ [mrItmédal], ਮ੍ਰਿਤਲੋਕ [mrItlok] mortal
cremation site on shoulders, place it on the
world and the people, world of the dying perfuneral pyre, recite the prayer and then light - sons. “mrItmédal jagu saan jIU balu ghar—
the pyre.
bar.”—bI1a m 5.
b) sorrowful verses expressing detachment ﬁfFSlmrItI] short for ਖਿੱਤਿਕਾਮਿੰ68ਸ5 soil/earth.
from worldy desires should be recited by a
2 Skt ਸ੍ਵਰਿ. death.
'Ragi or other Sikhs in Marru and Vadhans ਸ਼ਿੱਤਿਕਾ [mrrIttIka] Skt ਸ੍ਵਜਿਧ੍ਯ n soil, earth.
Rag.
ਮ੍ਰਿਤਯੁ [mrItyU] Skt n death, demise. “mrItyU
c) breaking of the skull of the burning
janam bhramétI narkah.”—sahas m 5. in Suscorpse is forbidden in the Sikh code.
harutsahinta, it is held that for the scholars of
d) consecrated pudding (karah parsad) be
Ayurved there are one hundred and one kinds
distributed after recitation of Sohla on return
of deaths. One death is that which occurs
from the cremation ground.
naturally after enj oying the full duration of life
e) recital/readin g of sacred text from Guru
and this is named as ਕਾਲ [kal] — the timely
Granth Sahib be initiated on the day of credeath. The remaining one hundred types of
mation; it should be listened to by all relatives
deaths are sudden or premature which may
and friends with keen attention and dedicabe due to any ailment or caused by violation
tion and they should accept the Creator’s Will
ofany principle oflife.
and remain calm.
ﬁﬁjm[mr1tyojay] Skt ਸ੍ਵਟਧੂਧ੍ਯਧ. n one who
0 this recitation/reading should be comwins over death — Shiv. 2 one who has atpleted on the tenth .day. No other ceremony
tained the highest spiritual knowledge. 3 a holy
remains to be formed after this.
hymn,.the repeated recitation of which can
g) mourning by women, beating their
triumph over untimely/sudden death.‘
breasts, cheeks and thighs or wailing is for- ਮ੍ਰਿਦ [mrId] Skt ਸ੍ਵਟ੍ਰ. vr rub, scrub, press. 2 n
bidden in the Sikh code.
soil, earth. 3 clod, block lump, large piece.
h) sending ashes of the cremated person ਮ੍ਰਿਦਅੰਗ [mrid-ég] See ਮ੍ਰਿਦੁ and ਅੰਗ. 2 ਮ੍ਰਿਦੰਗ. “drum
to some special place, offering of something
drum drumki mrId-éga.”—NP. ‘two-sided
in the name of the departed soul and awarddrum produced onomatopoeic sound.’
ing a place in the other world to is forbidden in ਮ੍ਰਿਦਜਨ [mrIdjan] born from of the soil. — NP.
the Sikh religion.
produced from earth: small earthen bowl; pitcher.
i) performance of rituals, feasting the Brah- ਰ੍ ਸ੍ਰਿਦੁ [mrIdUL ਸ੍ਰਿਦੁਕ [mrIduk], ਸ੍ਰਿਦੁ'ਲ [mrIdUII ਯੂੰ

min’s for the beneﬁt of dead ancestor’s soul

is also not allowed in the Sikh code.
ਮ੍ਰਿਤਕ ਮੜਾ [mrItakmara] See ਮਿਰਤਕੁ ਮੜਾ.

ਮ੍ਰਿਤਕਾਂ [mrItka] See ਖਿੱਤਿਕਾ.
ਮ੍ਰਿਤਗਤਿ [mrItgatI] short for ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਗਤਿ. See

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਗਤਿ.

ਸ੍ਰਿਤਮੋਹ [mrItmoh] adj dead because of attach-

Skt adj soft, tender, sleek, smooth.

ਮ੍ਰਿਦੰਕ [mrIdék], ਮ੍ਰਿਦੰਗ [mrIdég] Skt ਸ੍ਵਟ੍ਤ੍‘ਧ. n
instrument having the shape of a drum, thicker from the middle and thinner at both the
'ਚੀ' ਤਧਫ਼ਕਕਤੰ ਧਯਜ੍ਯਛੇ ਰ੍ਧਢਿਕਾੱ ਜ਼ੂਢਿਥਬਿਜਸ੍! ਚਗ਼ੀਚਕ਼ਾਸਿ਼ਬਂ
WWW”
—yajurved a 3 métr 60.

ਸ੍ਰਿਦੰਗੀ
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ends.‘ It is stitched and covered tightly with
leather. This leather cover is tightened by leather
laces. Its right side is blackened while the left
is uncoloured on which ﬂour is applied. “baje
bajahi mrIdég anahad.”—mala portal m 5.

ਨਿਫਿ਼'ਗੀ [mrIdégi] small two-sided drum.
2 lamp’s glass, globe. 3 a native of Makran
country. “makran 1<e mrIdégi.”—aka1. 4 one
who beats the two-sided drum.

spider’s mesh. “tutgae jyo mrInal ki tara.”
-—1<rIsan.
ਮ੍ਰਿਯਮਾਣ [mrIyman], ਮ੍ਰਿਯਮਾਨ [mrIyman] Skt

ਯਿਧ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾ. like a corpse, lifeless. 2 dying, breath
ing one’s last.
‘
'
ਮ੍ਰਿਤ [mrIr] Skt ਸ੍ਵਛਤ੍. vr give comfort, please,
grind, dive, submerge. 2 Shiv. “sébhu cédrcur
mrIr ahe.”—GPS.

ਮ੍ਰਿੜਾ [mrIra], ਮ੍ਰਿੜਾਨੀ [mrIrani], ਮ੍ਰਿੜਾਲੀਂ [mrIrali]

ਸ੍ਰਿਚੰਗੀਆ [mrIdégia] one who beats the two-

n wife of Shiv, goddess Durga, Parvati. “has-

sided drum.
ਸ੍ਰਿਨਾਲ [mrInal] 866 ਮ੍ਰਿਣਾਲ.
ਸ੍ਰਿਨਾਲ ਕੀ ਤਾਰ [mrInaI ki tar] ﬁbre of the stem
of a lotus. which is as ﬁne as the ﬁbre of a

sat has mrIra.”——k911<i. “namo pokhni sokh-

'In ancient times. it was made from earth, baked in pot-

tcr's kiln like a pitcher. hence its name ਮ੍ਰਿਦੰਗ (made of
earth) became popular. Now-a-days it is made of wood
or metal.

niyé mrIralitr’Lcédi 2.

ਮੁਜਧਿਸ਼ਿਘ‘]
866 ਮੁਰਜ.
...

ਮ੍'ਲੇਛ [maléch] 866 ਮਲੇਛ.

ਯ' [yayya] thirty-ﬁrst letter of Punjabi script.

nek na kahIo kare.”—dev m 9.

.

Its pronunCiation is palatal. In Punjabi it becomes jajja in many words. e.g. jati in place of

ਯਕ਼ਿਯਾਖ਼ਾਨ [yathaxan], ਯਹੀਯਾਖ਼ਾਨ [yahiyaxan]
dug" son of Zakria Khan (Khan Bahadur)

yeti, jug for yug, ਯੋਗ [yog] becomes ਜੋਗ [jog]

and brother of Shah Nawazkhan. He ruled over
Lahore after the death of Khan Bahadur on
Savan 2. Sammat 1802 (1745 AD) for a short
period. He spent his time ﬁghting against the
Sikhs and killed many Sikh heroes by torturing them. His tomb stands near Lahore to the
east of Begampura and is popularly known as

etc, while at some places it gives the sense of

iri (ੲ) and dolavé ( a)2 as sahay becomes
sahaI, jaI becomes jay 0r je, bhaI as bhay
and bhe etc. 2 Skt n air, wind. 3 grandeur,
glory. 4 sacriﬁce or offering. 5 speed, velocity. 6 forebearance,‘self-control, restraint.
7 self-control of sensory organs. 8 short for
yagan prosodic metre. See ਯਗਣ. 9 vehicle.
.10 barley. 11 illumination. 12P(_. When used
as sufﬁx it carries the meaning of one. e.g.

Bagga Gumbaj. See ਮੀਰਮੰ'ਨੂ.

ਯਹੂਦੀ [yahudi] (5),; He Jews resident ofJudea
region of Palestine. 2 one who believes in
Moses as his prophet and Torah as the holy
scripture. The Jews are found in almost all
ਮਰਦੇ [marde] meaning one man.
countries of the world and are very adept in
ਯਸ਼ [yes] Skt ਧਲ੍ਸ੍ਰਾਹ੍ਤ੍. fame, praise; reputation, rebusiness. They had to wander from country
nown.
ਯਸ਼ਸ੍ਵੀ [yassvi] Skt ਧਾਲਿਤ੍ਰੈਕਜ. adj famous, reputed, to country as they were rendered homeless
due to atrocities heaped on them by the Chrisknown.
tians. One is awe-struck while narrating the
ਯਸਟੀ [yasti] club, stick. See ਯਸ੍ਵਿ.
ਯਸਟੀ ਅਰਧੰਗ [yasti ardhég] 12 one having stick tortures they had to undergo. After the World
War the British have attempted to rehabilitate
in halfpoxtion ofthe body; spear,javelin etc.
the
Jews in their native country.
“5911811161.
The Jews regard Saturday as the sacred
ਯਸ਼ੋਦਾ [yasoda], ਯਸ਼ੋਧਾ [yasodha] wet mother of
day, offer prayer to the Almighty seven times
Krishan. See ਜਸੁਦਾ. 2 a prosodic metre. See ਉਗਾਧ.
a day and keep fast for forty days per God’s
ਯਸ੍ਵਿ [yastI] Skt n stick of a spear; lance, javelin
command. See ਮੂਸਾ.
etc. 2 stick, club. 3 glycyrrhiza glabra. 4 arm.

ਯਹ [yah], ਯਹਿ [yahI] pron this, it. “yah menu .ਯਕ [yak] Skt pron who. 2 P ..,ਰੂੰ one. “yak araj
'ਯ in many words of Punjabi has been replaced by ‘ਜ’;
hence any word that is not found undertr'r must be seen
under ਜ.

chpecially in the poetry written in Vrijbhasha found in
Dasam Granth.

guphtam peSI to.”—tII.§g m 1.

ਯਕਸਾਂ [yakséi] P UH? advsimilar, identical, equivalent.

ਯਕਜ਼ਮਾਂ [yakzamé] P Uh»? adv at the same
time, simultaneously.

ਯਕਤਾ

ਯਕਤਾ [yakta] P cf
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adj unique, singular.

2 n formless yet manifest one; the Creator.

ਯਕਦਸ੍ਵ [yakdast1P ਭੰਲ਼ੀਘੁੱ advsimilar, identical.
2 adj who keeps harmony with others or maintains unity with them. 3 adv with one hand,
single-handedly. 4 at once, only once.

ਯਕਦਿਗਰ [yakadIgar] ‘P Jig adv one another.
2 with one another.

ਯਜ

were created from that situation. 4 abode of
Indar. 5 master of the demigods — Kuber, god

of Yakshas, the demigods.
ਯਕਕਰਦਮ [yakskardam] n dear to the Yakshas,
the demigods; mortar of mud, saffron; paste
made from musk, camphor, sandalwood and
turmeric all taken in equal measure, for mas—
sage on the body like vatna.

ਯਕਬਾਰ [yakbar] P 4,; adv only once.

ਯਕਤਰੁ [yakstaru] Skt ਵਟ. banyan tree.

ਯਕਬਾਰਗੀ [yakbargi] P 63'»! adv once, suddenly.
ਯਕਾਧ [yakap] only you, i .e. none but you. “yak-

ਯਕਨਾਥ [yaksnath], ਯਕਪਤਿ [yakspatI] n master
of demigods — Kuber, god of Yakshas, the
demigods; treasurer of the gods (deities).

satva yakapé.”—gyan.
ਯਕੀਦਾ [yakida] A ,4}? n belief, trust, faith.

ਯਕੀਨ [yakin] A W}. n faith, trust, belief. “yakin
musla.”—maru solhe m 5. ‘belief is the prayer
mat for the Muslims.’ See ਐਨੁਲਯਕੀਨ.

ਯਕਮ [yaksam] Skt ਧਣਣੌਸਜ੍. n disease, ailment.
2 epilepsy. 3 tuberculosis; consumption.

ਯਕਮਾ [yaksma] ਹਤ੍ਯਾ. tuberculosis. See ਖਈ 3.
ਯਕਰਾਜ [yaksraj] See ਯਕ਼ਨਾਥ.

ਯਕ਼ੀਨ੍ਯ [yakinan] A ਲਿੰ- adv certainly, undoubt- ਯਕਿਣੀ [yakslni] Skt n wife of a demigod;
edly.

ਯਕੀਨਾ [yakina] See ਯਕੀਨਨ. 2 See ਯਕੀਨ. “jIna
yakina hIk SIU.”—var maru 2 m 5.
ਯਕੂਬ [yakub] A __,ਪੂੰਵੱਟ੍ਨੁੂੰ Jacob, a prophet, who
was son of Is-haq and grandson of Ibrahim.
See reference to this prophet in surat 12 of
the Koran. In the Bible, his life span is men-‘
tioned as of 147 years and his name is also
Israel.
.

demigoddess.

.

ਯਕੇਸ਼੍ਵਚ [yaksesvar] lord of the demigods. See

ਯਕਧਤਿ.

,

ਯਖ਼ [yax] P “ਨੁੂੰ; n frost, hoary-frost, snow.

ਯਖ਼ਨੀ [yaxni] P U5: n stock, hoard, collection.
2 cooked meat. 3 thick gravy of meat.

ਯਗਣ [yagan] a prosodic foot having a lagho in
the beginning followed by two gurus (long syllables) i.e. ISS.

ਯਕੇ [yake] P L one. 2 anyone.
ਯਗਾਨ੍ਯਕ਼ਾਤ [yagangat] P J32 n intimacy, familਯਕੇਸੂ [yakestfP _..ਲ਼ੀਯੂੰਧੂੰ there is one and only iarity. 2 unity.
one.
ਯੱਕਾ [yakka] P …ਤੂੰ n two-wheeler cart, pulled
by one horse; horse-driven cart. 2 ace, in playing cards, having one suit marked on it.

3 adj alone.

ਯਕ੍ਰਿਤ [yakrIt] Skt ਧਕਫ਼ੂਜ਼੍ਹ. n one who has self
control; liver. See ਜਿਗਰ. 2 spleen. See ਲਿੰਫ਼
ਯਕ [yaks] Skt ਧਰ੍‘ਜ੍. vr worship, pray, respect,
give regard. 2 n deity, who is worshipped. 3 a

special class of deities; guhyak; deities in
attendance of Kuber. Per the Vishnu Puran ਟੈਤੁ
l a 5, once Brahma felt hungry, the demigods

ਯਗਾਨਾ [yagana] P ,;ਛੂੰ adj own. 2 unique, unequalled.

ਯੱਗ [yagg], ਯਰ੍ਯ [yagy] See ਜੱਗ.

[yagyopavit] Skt ਧਗ਼ੀਧਥੀਕ. n a thread
made sacred by performing a sacriﬁcial ritual; sacred thread worn by the upper class
Hindus; a three-ply thread made sacred by

upnayan ceremony, worn across the right ear

to the left side of the abdomen. See ਜਨੇਊ.
ਯਜ [yaj] Skt ਧ੍ਯ. vr perform yajna, perform
oblation to the ﬁre-god, dedicate, offer, com?
bine.

ਯਜ਼ਦਾਂ
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ਯਜ਼ਦਾਂ [yazdéi] P ubz n God, the Creator. “yazd5 SImran me anorag.”—GPS.
ਯਜ਼ਦਾਨੇ ਪਾਕ [yazdane pak] P J&Q’JZ His Holiness; The Ultimate One.

ਯਥਾਸੰਧ੍ਯ

ਯਤੀਮਖਾਨਾ [yatimxana] home for orphans;
orphanage.

ਯਤੀਮਾਂ [yatimﬁ] A Lu; P ਪਾਂਲਿੰ plural of orphan.
See ਅਤੀਮ.

ਯਜਨ [yajan] Skt n rite for performing a sacri- 'ਯਤ੍ਰ [yatr] Skt part from whom. 2 where.
ﬁce and worship. See ਯਜ vr.
ਯਤ੍ਤਭ੍ਰ [yatr tatr] adv wherever, anywhere.
ਯਜਮਾਨ [yajman] Skt n client of a Brahmin; the ਯਥਾ [yatha] part as, as per, according to, in the
person from whom the family Brahmin gets
manner of. 2 equal, similar, equivalent.
offerings after performing auspicious rituals ਯਥਾਸ਼ਕਤਿ [yathasaktI] part according to one’s

like yajna, oblation to the ﬁre-god etc. See ਯਜ

vr. “bha yajman brahméd nIketa.”—NP.

ਯਜ਼ੀਦ [yazid] A 42 three caliphs (successors
of the Prophet) bearing the same name and
from the Ummiya dynasty, the ﬁrst‘ of whom
got Imam Hussain assassinated at Karbla. See

ਹੁ'ਸੈਨ. 2 adjwicked, deeeitful. 3 cruel, pitiless,
merciless.
ਯਜੁਰਵੇਦ [yajurved] See ਵੇਦ.
ਯਤ [yat] Skt ਧਰ੍. vr resolve, try, torment, punish,
order, collect, work hard, oppose, return, clean.
2 partthat, what. 3 11 act of forbidding; controlling of sensory organs from doing evil. 4 adj

capability/power, as far as possible.

ਯਥਾਸੰਧ੍ਯ [yathasékhY] Skt ਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਸ੍. adv in sequence, in serial order. 2 n ﬁgurative embellishment that explains the meaning. Ifthe sequence of related objects is mentioned in the
traditional order, the ﬁgurative expression is

called yathasékhy. It is also named prasékhya
and yathakram.
kram so kahI tIn ke arath kram so bahor mIlay,
yathasékhy téko kah‘é bhusan je kaVIray.
—$Ivrajbhusan.

Example:
guru isaru guru gorakhu barma,
"prohibited, forbade. 5 part from whom/which/
guru parbati mai.—japu.
where; for whom/which. 6 because, since.
In this verse isar (lord Shiv), gorakh (Vishnu)
ਯਤਹ [yatah] See ਯਤ 5 and 6.
and Brahma mentioned are followed by three
ਯਤਨ [yatan] Skt ਧ੍ਯ. n effort, exertion, endeavgoddesses (their wives) in sequence i.e. Parour.
bati, Ma (Laxmi) and Be (Sarsvati).
ਯਤਮਾਨ [yatman] See ਵੈਰਾਗ.
partrIy diragh saman laghu yavdek,
ਯਤਿ [yatI] Skt 11 one who puts in effort to at- '
jananI bhaganI sota rupke nIharIye.
tain salvation; monk, saint. 2 one who exerts
—BGK.
to control the sensory organs from doing evil
In this verse, diragh, saman, lagho are related
deeds. 3 refrain (pause) in a prosodic metre
with jananI, bhaganI and suta respectively.
e. g. in a couplet, the ﬁrst pause is after thir(b) describing the numbers 1, 2, 3,
in seteen vowels whileIn anégsekhar pauses are
quence without any break comprises the secafter eight syllables each, etc.
ond variation ofyathas'ékhy.

ਯਤੀ [yeti] celibate ਧਰਿਜ਼ See ਯਤਿਯਤੀਮ [yatim] A (i one whoIS fatherless and
motherless; orphan, whose parents are dead.
See ਅਤੀਮ.
'He was the seventh caliph.

Example:
pahIle pIarI laga than doth,
duje maI bap ki suth,
the bhaya bhabhi beb,
cauthe pIarI Upéni khed,

ਯਮ
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the suitability. 2 according to tradition, according to the proper way.

péjve khan pian 1<i dhatu,
cthe kamu n3 puchs jatI,
satvs 5ਟੈ]'ਗ਼ੁ kia gharvasu,

ਯਥੇਸ੍ਵ [yathest], ਯਥੋਥੂਛ [yathecch], ਯਥੇਪਸਿਤ [yathep—

athvs krodhu hoa tan nasu,

SIt] Skt ਧਦੀਂਗ੍-ਧਧੇਧਿਧ੍ਰਰ. adv as per one’s de-

nave dhaule Ubhesah,

sire; favourite, liked, cherished.

ਯਥੋਚਿਤ [yathocxt] Skt ਯਥਾ. adv as is wished, as
dasve dadha hoa suah.
is proper, as is regarded suitable.
—m 1 var majh.
er. 2 part from
(c) describing an object without naming but ਯਦ [yad] Skt ਕਰ੍. pron whosoev
4 palm. 5 arm.
by relating with it a well-known number is the. whom, from that. 3 A hand.
class, army,
group,
7
6 lineage, family, dynasty.
third type ofyathasékhy.
band. 8 power, force. 9 assistance, help.
Example:
10 wealth, property.

tih karI rakhe péj karI sathi,
nau setanu matu kathai.

ਯਦਖ਼ੂਥਾਂ [yadkhubﬁ] noble birth or lineage.

—sri m 1.
fasts
thirty
Here the numberEﬁU [tih] represents
(observed on 30 days of Ramzaan month) and
the number ﬁve stands for Muslim prayers held
ﬁve times a day.
carI pukarahI na tu manahI,
khatu bhi eka bat vakhanahI,
'das-asti mIlI eko kahIa,

t5 bhi jogi bhedu na lahIa.
—ram m 5.
In this verse, carI, the humber four, stands
for the four Veds, khat for the six schools of
thought and das—ast refers to the eighteen
Purans.

*ਯਥਾਕ੍ਰ'ਮ [yathakram] in order, in sequence. See

2 having beautiful arms. See ਯਦ’3 to 10.3 See

ਯਦਪਿ [yadapI] See ਯਦਜਪਿ.
ਯਦਵਾ [yadva] ,ਥੂ/ਢਲ਼ਯਦ੍ਵਾ. partor, or like this. 2 as,
just as.
ਯਦਾ [yada] Skt part when; at the time when.

ਯਦਿ [yadI] Skt part if, in case.
ਯਦੁ [yadu] son ofking Yayati born to Devyani.
He was the ﬁfth ruler belonging to the lunar
dynasty. He was founder of the Yadu-dynasty (Yadav-lineage), of which Krishan was the

most illustrious. See ਯਯਾਤਿ.

ਯਦੁਨਾਥ [yadunath], ਯਦੁ'ਪਤਿ [yadupatI], ਯਦੁਰਾਜ
[yaduraj] n lord of the Yadavs —— Krishan, master of the Yadavs — Krishan.

ਯੱਦ ਖੂਥਾਂ [yadd khubé] adj who has very good
ਯਥਾਸੰਖਜ਼
sakrodhi.”
ਯਥਾਮ'ਤਿ [yathamatI] adv according to one’s army. “bathe parsi yadd khuba

—1<alk1'. 2 See ਯਦ and ਯਦਖ਼ੂਬਾਂ.

intellect or wisdom.

if, either. or.
ਯਥਾਯੋਗ [yathayog], ਯਥਾਯੋਰ੍ਯ [yathayogy] Skt ਯਰ੍ਯਪਿ [yadypI] Skt part even
ਧਧ੍ਯਹਂਧਸ੍. adv as is proper, suitable; proper;
according to one’s capability.

ਯਥਾਰਥ [yatharath] Skt ਯਥਾਥੰ . part as per the
meaning. 2 veracity. 3 truth, fact.
ਯਥਾਲਾਭ [yathalabh] adv according to the profitability; as per the availability. 2 naturally; as

per the natural aVailability.

‘

ਯਥਾਵਤ [yathavat] adv as one deems ﬁt; as per

ਯਬੂਸਤ [yabusat] A W59 n dryness, hardness.
ਯਭ [yabh] Skt ਧ੍ਯ. vr have sexual intercourse
with a woman.

ਯਭਲਾ [yabhla] adj lecherous; obsessed with
inordinate sex; having sexual desire. See ਯਭ
vr. 2 in Punjabi, a careless person is also given this epithet.
ਯਮ [yam] Skt ਧਜ੍. vr stop, pull, attempt, work

ਯਰਕਾਨ
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ਯਮ'ਟਿਜ੍ਯਾ

den of Paradise. At one time, bed sheets and
swords made in this country were very fa-

Yamuna flows for 860 miles and finally
merges into the Ganga near Paryag. See ਜਮਨਾ.

mous. See ਅਾਫਤਾਬੇ ਯਮਨ and ਯਾਮਾਨੀ.

2 goddess Durga. 3 See ਮਾਲਤੀ (e).

ਯਮਨਿਕਾ [yamnIka] Skt tent. The term javnIka ਯਮੁ'ਨੋਥੂਤਰੀ [yamunottari] See ਜਮਨੈੱਤਰੀ.
ਯਮੇ'ਸ਼੍ਵਰ [yamesvar] Shiv. 2 eternal Time.
is also used for it.
ਯਯਦਾਂ [yaydé] See ਯਜ਼ਦਾਂ.
senkeep
to
rules
ਯਮ ਨਿਯਮ [yarn nIyam] ten

sory organs under control and restrict them ਯਯਾ [yaya] the letter ਯ. “yaya, jarao durmatI
dou.”—ba van. 2 pronunciation of ਯ, sound of
from doing evil deeds, and help in acquiring
ਯ.
virtuous qualities are:
Yam — non-violencel (renouncing to kill and ਯਯਾਤਿ [yayatI] one who has speed ofthe wind;
so was the son of Nahush. He was the ﬁfth
harass living beings), truthfulness (truth, vow
ruler of the Chandar dynasty. He had two
not to tell a lie), not to steal, celebacy (acquirwives Devyani and Sarmishtha, from whom
ing knowledge by avoiding sex), not to accu—
were born two sons Yadu and Puru. Yadu was
mulate wealth; nIyam -— purityz, patience (sathe founder of the Yadu dynasty while Puru
tiation), meditation (bearing pleasures, sorrows
was the head of the Puru lineage. According
etc without regret), recitation of holy scriputo the ancient scriptures like the Mahabharat
tres which provide salvation meditating on the
etc, Puru dedicated his young age to his
Creator, offering one’s life-to the Almighty by

father for the sake of the latter’s old age.

forsaking all arrogance etc.

ਯਮਧੁਰ [yampur] See ਯਮਧਾਨੀ.
ਯਮਰਾਜ [yamraj] Seem.
ਯਮਲ [yamal] pair, two. 2 twins, born together
from the same womb.
ਯਮਲਾਰਜੁਨ [yamlarjun] See ਜਮਲਾਰਜਨ.

ਯਮਲੋਕ [yamlok] See ਯਮਧਾਨੀ.
ਯਮਾਨੀ [yamani] A 8L5 adj belonging to Yemen,
pertaining to Yemen; swords made in this country are very highly rated — tece yamani.

ਯਮੀ [yami] n sister of Yam, which flows as
. Yamuna river. See ਧ੍ਯਾਸ਼੍ਯ. 2 adj ਧਸਿਜ੍. who
hascontrol over his sensory organs and does

not indulge in sex. See ਯਮਨਿਯਮ.
ਯਮੁਨਾ [yamuna] a river, which per the Purans
was Sun’s daughter from the womb of
Sanjana. She is also taken to be the wife of
Krishan. Rising from Kalind in the Himalayas,
'ਲ਼ਟ੍ਰਾਵਿਜ਼ਾ ਸ੍ਯਝਚ੍ਢੇਧ mm ਧ੍ਯਾ:
`

-yogdar$an, sadhanpad. sutr 30.

. ਜਿ਼ਜ਼ ਜ੍ਯੋਥ ਰਧ: WWW ਜਿਧਾਜ: |
—sutr 32.

Pleased over this, Yayati enthroned Puru to
his royal seat and himselfretired to the forest
for meditation.

ਯਰਕਾਨ [yarkan] A 952. Skt ਹਲੀਮਕ. Jaundice.
The causes of this disease are taking acrid
and hot dishes, using hard laxatives, consuming poisonous material, excessive indulgence
in sex, too much use of intoxicants, sleeping
of pregnant mothers for long hours.
The eyes of the patient suffering from jaundice tum pale and every thing appears as yellow. The skin, urine, perspiration, nails all tum
pale but the stool-discharge remains white.
The general cures of this disease are:
Eating pomegranate, watermelon, orange,
and sweet lemon etc, taking semi-chumed curd
of cow’s milk, keeping crushed emblic my-

robalan and chicory moist in water for_ the
whole night and then drinking it by mixing with

water and sandalwood juice, taking nourishing
cold drink made with kahu, kulfa (a pot herb —

ਯਾਗਸੇਨਿ
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ਯਰਾਕ੍

portulaca oleracea) chicory, cucumber’s seed,
cardamom, lumpsugar, taking lemonjuice, eating soft and easily digestible food like rice, kidney beans or milk etc.
ਯਰਾਕੁ [yarak] T JL] n arms, weapon. 2 ammunitions ofwar.

ਯਵਨਾਚਾਰਯ [yavnacaray] Greek astrologer and

arms. See ਯਰਾਕ. “thak thak yarakposa, sod ru-

ਯਵਾਸ [yavas] See ਜਵਾਸਾ.
ਯਾ [ya] Skt vr go, reach, face, face an enemy,

Sanskrit scholar. He has written many scriptures (books). He is also named Yavneshwar.

ਯਞਠਿਕਾ [yavnIka] Skt n curtain of a theatre.
2 tent wall.

ਯਵਨੀ [yavni] Greek woman. See ਯਵਨ.
ਯਰਾਕੁਪੌਸ਼ [yarakpos] adj armed, equipped with ਯਵਨੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [yavnesvar] See ਯਵਨਾਚਾਰਯ.
bru xaroséi.”—saloh.

ਯਰਾਨਾ [yarana] See ਯਾਰਨ੍ਯ.

ਯਲ [yal] P J: adj brave, courageous. 2 independent, free, unbound. 3 n proﬁt, gain.

go to combat with the enemy. 2 A t part vocative, 0!. “ya khudaIl Ih kya bhayo.”—GPS.
3 P or, either. 4 Pkt pron this, it. “ramnam

bInU ya 551(3th ko ab hot sahai?”—maru m 9.

ਯਲਾ [yala] Dg earth. Skt ਇਲਾ.

“ya bhitarI jo ramo basat he.”—basé’t m 9.

ਯਲਾੰ [yala] P Ulla plural OfUlB'.

ਯਲਾਧਤਿ [yalapatI] Dg lord of the earth; earth’s

ਯਾਸ [yas], ਯਾਸੁ [yasu] Skt ਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ. n fame, glory,

ruler—king.
‘
ਯਲੇਂ [yalo] P „ਨੂੰ 11 release, liberation, freedom.
2 prostitute, harlot. 3 running, ﬂeeing. 4 bent,
perverse. 5 fool, stupid. 6 See ਯਲ.
ਯਵ [yav] Skt n barley. 2 food grain. 3 a unit of
measurment equal to one third of an inch.
4 See ਜਵ.

respect. 2 See ਜਾਸੁ. 3 of whom, whose, to
whom. “yasu japat manI hOI anédu.”—ba van.
4 A gt n hopelessness, disappointment.

ਯਾਸ੍ਰ [yask] a sage who wrote the book on

ਯਵਨ [yavan] Skt n Greece. P utg. 2 Greek

ਯਾਹੂ [yahu] pron this one, only this. “yahu taran-

etymology. His period is estimated as the ﬁfth

century BC. See ਨਿਘੰਟੁ and ਨਿਰੁਕਤ 2.

ਯਾਰਿ [yahI]pr0n to this.

inhabitant; resident of Greece. 3 Many people ` taran samratha.”—ba van. 2 to this one alone,‘
only to this.
‘
call the Turks and the Muslims Yavan. But for
Greece and the Greeks, grammarian Panini has ਯਾਕਉ [yakao] pron to this.“sac kahIt me
yaku.”—bIIa m 9.
’
used the term Yavan. Doctor Spooner names
the Parsees as Yavan. Western poets like ਯਾਕੀ [yaki] pron of this, its. 2 T Tatari, pertaining to Tatar; Scythian. 3 mark; ﬂower.
Milton have used the word J avan for the Greeks.‘
ਯਾਕੀਨ [yakin] See ਯਕੀਨ.
4 speed, quickness. 5 fast running horse.

ਯਾਕੂਤ [yakut] A ~=, ,ਤੌਂਠੂ n ruby, precious stone of

ਯਵਨਪ੍ਰਿਯ [yavanprIy] 72 red pepper.
ਯਵਨਭਯਾ [yavanbhasa], ਯਵਨਭਾਖਾ [yavanbhakha]

ਯਾਕੂਬ [yakub] See ਯਕੂ'ਬ. 2 adj pertaining to

'According to Hindi Shabad Sagar there is a province or

ਯਾਗ [yag] Skt n performance of the ﬁre ritual,

island named Ayoniya, located in Greece. The Orient

act of offering sacriﬁcial material to the ﬁregod. See ਯਜ vr.

came to know about this province and had trade-dealing

with it ﬁrst. Indians used to call the people of this
'

red colour.

language of Greece, Greek language. 2 Persian and Arabic etc. of the western countries.

region as Yavan, after which the residents of all western
countries came to be called by this name.

'

Yakub, relating to Yakub.

ਯਾਗਸੇਨਿ [yagsenI] Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਹਚ੍ਜੈਂਰੀਂ. daughter of Yagyasen (Drupad) — Dropadi. See ਜਾਗਸੇਨਿ and
ਜਾਗਸੇਨਿ.

ਯਾਗਵਲਕ
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ਯਾਗਵਲਕ [yagvalak] See ਯਾਰ੍ਯਵਲਕਜ਼

ਯਾਰ੍ਯਸੇਨੀ [yagyseni] See ਜਾਗਸੇਨਿ, ਜਾਗਮੇਨਿ and

ਯਗੀਨਿ.
ਯਾਰ੍ਯਵਲਕ੍ਯਾ [yagyavalky] Skt ਧਗ਼ਾਰ੍ਹਕਰ੍ਯਧ. a famous
sage, disciple of Vaishanpayan. He was a
scholar of Ayurved who attained profound
sclf-realisation. His wives, Maitreyi and
Katyayni, were also well known scholars.
Yagyavalkay was highly respected in the court
of Janak. The compendium of hymns compiled by him consists of three chapters and
1012 shaloks, which till today is like religious
code for the Hindus. He was also a great
scholar of compendium Shukal Yajurved. See

ਮਿਤਾਕਰਾ and ਵੇਦ.
ਯਾਚ [yac] Skt ਕਿਕ੍. vr beg, request.
ਯਾਰਕ [yacak] Skt adj suppliant. See ਯਾਚ vr. 2 n
beggan

ਯਾਰਨ [yaCan] Skt n supplicating. See ਯਾਚ vr.

ਯਾਨ

case); because of brother’s wife. 2 17 attack
with the desire to win. 3 act oftravelling,journey. See ਯਾ vr.
ਯਾਤ੍ਰਿ [yatrI], ਯਾਤ੍ਰੀ [yatri] Skt ਯਕਿਰ੍. adj who
travels. 2 n traveller, way-farer. 3 one who
attacks with the desire to conquer. 4 pilgrim.
See ਯਾ vr.

ਯਾਦ [yad] P ,], n memory, remembrance, reminiscence. 2 adj remembered by heart or orally.

ਯਾਦਗਾਰ [yadgar], ਯਾਦਗਾਰੀ [yadgari], ਯਾਦਗੀਰੀ [yadgiri] P 0’le 11 act of remembering, remembering.

ਯਾਦਦਾਸ਼੍ਵ [yad-dast] P am”; n sense ofremembering, remembrance; memory.
_
ਯਾਦਵ [yadav] descendants of Yadu. Yado. See
ਯਯਾਤਿ. Krishan was an illustrious statesman
among the Yadavs. The Yadavs had their capital in Mathura, then shifted it to Dwarika.

formed; performing the ﬁre-ritual performed.
See ਯਜ vr.
ਯਾਤਨਾ [yatna] Skt n shooting pain, acute pain.
2 punishment, warning. See ਯਤਘਾ.

Nowadays the rulers of Vijay Nagar consider
themselves as descendants of the Yadav dynasty. According to a description in Vishnu
Puran the number of the Yadav dynasty is
countless, but in many scriptures their number is estimated as 56 crore.l Yadav lineage
lost the kingship due to internal fighting after
the Mahabharat War.
ਯਾਦਵਨਾਥ [yadavnath], ਯਾਦਵਪਤਿ [yadavpatI], ਯਾਦਞਰਾਇ [yadavraI], ਯਾਦਵਰਾਜ [yadavraj] master of

ਯਾਤਾ [yata] Skt wives of brothers are called

the Yadav dynasty — Krishan. 2 See ਜਾਦਮਰਾਇ2.

ਯਾਚਨੀਯ [yacniy] Skt adj worthy of supplication. See ਯਾਚ vr.
ਯਾਜਕ [yajak] Skt 71 one who gets a ritual performed; family priest. See ਯਜ vr.

ਯਾਜਨ [yajan] Skt n act of getting fire-ritual per-

yata of each other.

ਯਾ'ਤਿ [yatI] Skt (He) goes.

ਯਾਦੇਂ [yado] See ਯਾਦਵ.
ਯਾਦੋਰਾਇ [yadoraI] See ਯਾਦਵਰਾਜ.

ਯਾਤੁ [yatu] Skt (He) may go. 2 n traveller, wayfarer. 3 demon. 4 time, death. 5 wind, air.
, 6 violence. 7 arms.

ਯਾਨ [yan] Skt n departure, exit. 2 attack, ag-

ਯਾਤੁ'ਧਾਂਨ [yatudhan] Skt n demon. 2 magician.
See ਜਾਤੁਧਾਨ.

ਯਾਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ [yadrIs] Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਵਝੁਧ. adj looking alike.
gression invasion. 3 vehicle; means oftravel
like chariot, horse, etc. See ਯਾ vr.
'As the word thirty-three crore is derived from ਤ੍ਯ:

ਯਾਤੇ [yate] advfor this, that is why, hence. “cﬁcal
trIsna ségI basatu he, yate thIru na rahai.”
~gau m 9.

ਛਿੰਸ਼ਤਕੋਟਿ [trayah trisatkotI] similarly ਸਟ੍ ਪੰਚਾਸ਼ਤ੍ ਕੋਟਿ

ਯਾਤ੍ਰਾ [yatra] Skt brother’s wife (nominative

[sur], vrIsanI etc. See ਤੇਤੀਸ ਕੋਟਿ.

[sat pscasat kotI] has become ﬁfty-six crorcs. It really

means - Yadavs of ﬁfty-six major subcastes i.c. ਸੂਰ
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ਯਾਨੜਾ

ਯਾਵਰ

ਯਾਥੂਙੜਾ [yanra] adj ignorant, armed with igno-

Greek. “katIya yamani hfdvi.”—sanama. ‘the

rance. 2 traveller, passenger, wayfarer. 3 who
possesses a vehicle.
ਯਾਨੜੀਏ ਕੈ ਘਰਿ ਗਾਵਣਾ [yanarie ks ghar gavna]

ਯਾਮਿਨੀ [yamIni] Skt n night that has a dura-

sword of Greece and India.’

to sing the following hymn “me manI teri tek,

tion of three pahars (i.e. 3 quarters of a day;
one quarter being of 3 hour duration) tri-quar—
ters (of three quarters).

mere pIare.”—bIIa m 5. in the same mode as

ਯਾਮੁਨ ਮੁਨਿ [yamun mom] a well known scho-

should be sung the hymns.
lacking in knowledge. “bhai atI yani.”—car1'tr

lar of Vaishnav sect. a well known Vaishnavite scholar; See ਰਾਮਧ੍ਯ.
ਯਾਰ [yar] P ਭੰ! n friend, pal.‘ “yar ve, te raVIa

108. 2 A 61’ part thereby, that is, that is to

lalan.”—jet chét m 5. 2 assistant. 3 compan-

say.

ion, associate.

“Ianarie, manra kaI karehI.” It is customary

ਯਾਨਾ [yana], ਯਾਨੀ [yani] adj innocent, ignorant,

ਯਾਫ਼ਤ [yafat] P ;ਲ਼ੀਬ੍ਯੂ adj achieved, attained,

ਯਾਰਖਾਨ [yarkhan] courtier of Nawab Daulat

found. “yaphtaz nanak guru gobidsfgh.” See

Khan Lodi, with whom Guru Nanak Dev en-

ਸਿੱਕਾ and ਦੈਗਤੇਗਫ਼ਤਹ, 2 n achievement, income.
ਯਾਫ਼ਤਨ [yaftan] P J’L v attain, achieve, ﬁnd.

ਯਾਫ਼ਤਮ [yaftam] P (”t I attained, I achieved.
ਯਾਫ਼ਤੀ [yafti] P U31 you achieved/obtained.
ਯਾਬ [yab] P __ਭੰਠੂ imperative of ਯਾਫ਼ਤਨ (means to
obtain) Pkt may obtain. 2 adj who obtains; in
such a case it is used as sufﬁx. e.g. ਕਾਮਯਾਬ
[kamyab]. 3 obtained, achieved e.g. ਕਾਮਯਾਬ [ka-

myab], ਨਾਯਾਬ [nayab].
ਯਾਬਦ [yabad] P ਟੂਟੂ (he) ﬁnds, searches.

ਯਾਬਿੰਦਹ [yabidah] P “ਗ੍ adjwho attains/ﬁnds/
searches.

'

ਯਾਬੂ [yabu] P 1}, n pony, horse of short stature.
ਯਾਮ [yam] Skt n period, time. 2 one fourth ofa
day or night. 3 duration of one pahar (i.e. equal
to 3 hours). 4 adj onam, pertaining to Yam;
relating to Yam.

ਯਾਮਲ [yamal], ਯਾਮਲੰ [yamlé] Skt 11 pair, group
of two. 2 a treatise on magical formulae, that
has description of the creation of the universe,
daily routine of religious deeds; astrology and
distinctions among creeds and castes etc.
There are six Yamals in Sanskrit— Adi Yamal,
Braham Yamal, Vishnu Yamal, Rudar Yamal,
Ganesh Yamal and Aditya Yamal.

ਯਾਮਾਨੀ [yamani] adj pertaining to Greece,

tered into a religious debate several times.

ਯਾਰ ਮੀਤ ਸਾਜਨ [yar mit sajan] ade‘B’ [yar] (as—
sistant), ਮੀਤ [mit] (friend, pal). sajan (noble
person), virtuous and helpful friend. “yar mit
sunI sajanahu! bInu harI chutanu nahI.”
—bavan.

ਯਾਰਵਲੀ [yarvali] ਕੈਪੀਂਰ [pir] resident of Kandhar,
who was a devotee of Guru Nanak Dev.
ਯਾਰੜਾ [yarra] friend, mate, pal, helping mate.

ਯਾਰਾਂ [yara] adj eleven. 2 friends, pals. as in
‘yara nal bahara.’-—prov.
ਯਾਰਾਨਹ [yaranah], ਯਾਰਾਨਾ [yarana] P ,zbt
friendship, friendliness, intimacy.

n

ਯਾਰੀ [yari] n friendship; intimacy. 2 See ਜਾਰੀ 3.
ਯਾਲੀ [yali] n cowhead, shepherd, grazer. 2 ਯਾ
[ya] ਅਲੀ! [ali] ‘he ali!’

ਯਾਵਕ [yavak] Skt adj made from barley, made
of barley. 2 n meals/food prepared from barley. 3 colour of shellac. See ਜਾਵਕ.

ਯਾਵਤ [yavat] Skt ਧਜ਼ਥਰ੍. part so much as; as much
as. 2 whole, all, total. 3 till then. See ਜਾਞਤ.
ਯਾਵਰ [yavar] P 1;; adj helpful, supportive.
'Many ignorant authors write ਜਾਰ [jar] in place of ਯਾਰ
[yar] in Punjabi and also write ਯਾਰ [yar] forFP'u'Fﬁ [jar-

ji]. without going into its meaning. See footnote of word

ਜਾਰ 2.
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ਯਿਅਾ

ਖ

ਯਿਅਾ [yIa] pron this, it. “kahau kaha yIa man

jekarI sutaku ménie sabhte sutaku hOI',

baure kau.”—sor m 9.
ਯੁ [yu] Skt vr unite the people, join things, collect, weave.

gohe ate lakri 5darI kira hOI,

ਯੁ'ਸ [yus] Skt ਧੁਕ੍. vr serve, love. See ਯੋ'ਖਿਤਾ.
ਯੁ'ਸ਼੍ਮਦ [yusmad], ਯੁਸ੍'ਮਦੀਯ [yusmadiy] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਧ੍ਯਰ੍.
pron second person, you. 2 ਧੂਯਥੀਧ. your, yours.
ਯੁਕ੍ਰ [yukt] Skt adj blended. 2 joined, united.
3 proper, appropriate. 4 n practitioner of yoga,
especially a‘yogi who has attained perfection
with practice of yoga; perfect yogi. 5 conjugate letters.

ਯੁਕੂਯੋਗੀ [yuktyogi] See ਯੁਕੂ 4 and ਯੂੰਜਾਨਯੇਗੀ.
ਯੁਕ੍ਰਿ [yuktI] Skt n estimate. 2 argument. 3 rapport, intimacy. 4 ability, capability. 5 method,
way. 6 cleverness. 7 a ﬁgurative embellishment
expressing meaning or feeling. When the hidden feeling Ofone's mind is expressed through

clever device, it is yuktI embellishment.
maram chapave kar krIya 5ਰੈ8ਗ਼ੁ sumatI vyapar,
alékar tahi yuktI var vamat ras-avtar.
—ramc5drbh usan.

Example:
putr maran pédIt sunyo bahi nsn jaldhar,
gopan hIt vera g ke kare $910k ucar.
‘ The Brahmin began reciting saloks expressing
sorrow so that people might not take him as
lacking in knowledge. On listening to his hymns,
people were amazed/that tears ﬂowed from
his eyes on the recitation of sorrowful saloks.
‘(b) rebutting a point logically is the second
variation of “yuktI.”
khédan méclan jahﬁ hve yuktI UktI ki bat,

harIvrIjes bhusan tahé yuktI ahe VIkhyat.
Example:
ja ਇਥੋ brahmanu brahmani jaIa,
‘ tau an bat kahe nahi aIa?
tum kat brahman, ham kat sud?

ham kat lohu, tuk kat dudh?

-—gau kabir.

jete dane ਰੋਸ਼ ke jia bajhu na kOI,
pahlla pani jiu he thu harIa sabhukox,
sutaku kIUkarI rakhie? sutaku pave rasox,
nanak sutaku ev na utre, gIanu utare dhOI.
—var asa.
nagan phIrat jo paie jogu,
ban ka m1 ragu mukatI sabhu h0g0,
mﬁd mﬁdae jo SIth pai,
mukti bhed n9 gaia kai,

bidu rakhI jo tarie bhai,
khusre kIu na paramgatl pai?

ਲ਼ੀ
—gau kabir.

mIls: na tirathnhatIa dadda jalvasi,

val vadhaIe paie var jata palasi,
nége rahIé je mIle van mIrag Udasi,
bhasam 1a: je.paie khar kheh nIvasi,
je paie cupkitIé pasué jarh hasi,
VIn guru mukati n9 hovai, guru mIle khalasi.
—BG.
ਯੁਗ [yug] Skt n pair, couple. 2 measure of length
equal to four hands, two yards. 3 yoke of a
charriot or a cart. 4 speciﬁc age or epoch as
Satya (virtue, truth), Treta (second of the four
ages), Dvapar (the third age) and Kaliyug (the
fourth i.e. the present age). Accordin g to Hindu
mythology, the start of an epoch is called

sédhya while the terminus is named as
sédhyés. the duration of these two segments
of an age is one-tenth each of the total duration of the epoch. The duration of these four
epochs in units of the “years of deities” is as

under (a) krIt or satyug ............... 4000

sédhya ........................ 400 }4800
sédhyés ...................... 400
(b) treta yug ...................... 3000
sédhya ........................ 300 }3600
sédhyas ....................... 300
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(c) dvapar yug ................... 2000

sédhya ......................... 200 }2400
sédhyés ....................... 200
(d) kalIyug ........................ 1000
sédhya ......................... 100 }1200
sédhyés ....................... 100
It may also be noted that one year of the
deities is equal to 360 years of man, thus the
duration of these ages in terms of man's years
is as follow -satyug ......................... 1728000
treta yug ..................... 1296000 ~
dvapar yug .................. 864000
kalIyog ....................... 432000
total
4320000 years
All the four ages whencombined form a

mahayug and two thousand mahayugs i.e.
8640000000 years are equivalent to one kalap
i.e. one day and night of Brahma. This number of ages is not mentioned in the Veds, but
the Purans, Mahabharat and Ramayan have
descriptions of these. The chief of the wild
population — Hanuman — has described in detail these four ages in Valmik’s scripture, which
is mentioned in brief as under:
(a) In Krityug (Satyug) people always used
to perform virtuous deeds. No harm was done
to any religion or people. The people did not
have to do any hard work to achieve any thing;
whatsoever they desired, they could attain
without effort. No body wailed or felt arrogant. The people were not deceitful, quarrelsome or jealous and had no ill-will against anyone. They were not afraid of any one nor did
they cause fear to any one. Everyone did his
daily work regularly as per the code of his
caste. Although there were many sects and
castes yet they had one and only one religion
according to the Veds.
(b) In Treta (the second of four ages) the

performance of sacriﬁcial ritual started, religion got diminished by one-fourth.A1though
people used to speak the truth, yet they kept
their own interest in the forefront. Activities
like sacriﬁce, oblations rituals etc, were wide-

spread. People used to worship and meditate
with the wish for some attainment in mind.
(0) In Dvaparyug (the third age) rituals
diminished religion to its one-fourth. There
were four Veds. Some acquired knowledge
of all the four, some of three, while others studied two or even one Ved. There were numerous people who did not study even a single
Ved. Different ways began to be adopted for
performing rituals. Virtue declined and several
people began to tell lies. When they strayed
away from the truth, they had to face many

calamities per their passions and suffered
turbulences due to their (mis) deeds. Thus they
felt distressed and took to asceticism. Some
started performing rituals to attain comfort in
paradise, but their wisdom went on getting
polluted.
(d) When Kaliyug prevailed, righteousness
got diminished tojust one—fourth. All the rituals of Veds, virtuous deeds, yajna, oblation etc
came to end. The people got afflicted with
distress, disease, fatigue, anger, sorrow, hunger and fear.
ln Satyug life-span of the people was about
four thousand years, in Treta it came down to
three thousand years while in Dvapar it was
about two thousand years. In Kaliyug no certainty was there about the life-span of the

people.
Manu writes of these life-spans as 400
years in Satyug 300 in Treta, 200 in Dvapar
while in Kaliyug this age came down to 100

years. $68ਮਨੁਸਿਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ9 1 s 83.
Guru Nanak Dev does not regard the
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classiﬁcation of ages described in Purans as ਯੁਗਾਦਿ [yugadI] beginning ofan
age, period of
veritable. He does not believe that the ages
the start of an age. 2 adv at the beginning of
are caused by human deeds.l A person’s age
an age.
.
is per the deeds done by him; this means that ਯੁਜ [yuj]Skt13ﬁ.vr bind, keep the
mind under
when there are good and pious people in a
control, subdue, gather, make effort.
country at any time, that period is Satyug but ਯੁੱਜਾਨਯੋਗੀ [yﬁjanyogi] Skt ਧੂਕ੍ਚਾਸ੍ਯਧੀਧ
ਿਜ੍. n yogi
when people commit mean acts, the age is of ' who knows all under the inﬂuence ofscience
Kaliyug.
of Yog. Many scholars are of the view that

In salok 301 of the ninth chapter, Manu has

attributed the cause of an age to the king (ruler) of that period. Mahabharat has also conﬁrmed this view. viz — ‘ਧ੍ਯਾ ਕਸ੍ਯਵ੍ਯ ਕ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਾਸ੍ਰ.”

ਯੁਗ ਧਰਮ [yug dharam] different and distinct
religious deeds go with the four ages. According to the Purans, meditation in Satyug, yajna
in Treta, ritual in Dvapar and recitation of the
Creator in Kalyug.2 In Manusimriti, deeds in
the four ages are named as meditation, divine

knowledge, yajna and charity.3
“satyugI satu, teta jagi, duaparI pujacar.
tino jugI tino dIre, kalI keval nam adhar.”
—gau raVIdas.

ਯੁਗਮ [yugam], ਯੁਗਲ [yugal] Skt ਹੂਂਧਧ੍ਰ. n pair, group
of two. 2 adj having number 2.
ਯੁਗਾਂਤ [yugat] Skt n end of an age. 2 doomsday, ﬁnal destruction or end of the universe,

widespread calamity.

ਯੁਗਾਂਤ ਅਗਨਿ [yugét aganI], ਯੁਗਾਂਤਅਾਗ [yugét ag]
n according to the Purans ﬁre, emanating at
the end of an age, reduces the whole universe
to ashes on the doomsday.
"‘soi cédu carahI se tare, soi dIniaru tapat rahc.

sa dharti sa paunu jhulare, jug jia khelc thav kese?”

~ramam].

zamuvmnammm
ਧਗਧ੍ਜੀਰਿਨ੍ਯਧ੍ਰਗੇਰਿਟਙਲੀਯੀਜ੍ਯਠੀਰਂਜਗਿ੍
—VIsnupuran 556 92.

ਥੂਰਧ=ਧਵੰਥ<ਵ੍ਯਾਧੂਸੇਕੇਗਕ਼ਿਡ਼ਾਯਰੁਢਧਜੇ
ਗ਼ਜ੍ਯੋਧ੍ਯਜੇਗਵੁਵੰਯਧੇਨਂਕ੍ਯਾਸੇਬ੍ਰੂਧੇ
—manu a 1 .5 86 and parasar srmrItI a I, .5 23 and 24.

the yuktyogi is he who has attained omniscience
without any support i.e. God and His incarna-

tions, while yﬁjanyogi is one who has gained
omniscience with the power of spiritual quest
i.e. devotion.
ਯੁਤ [yut] Skt ਹੂਕ੍. vr shine, brighten. 2 together
with, along with, accompanied by.
'
ਯੁਧ [yudh] Skt ਧੂਬ੍. vr ﬁght, quarrel. 2 See ਯੁੱਧ.

ਯੁਧਿਸ਼ਟਰ [yuthstar], ਯੁ'ਧਿਸਟ੍ਰ [ਲ਼ਾਧੰਸ਼ੈਗ਼ੁ5ਠੁ੮3],ਯੁ'ਧਿਸ੍ਵਚ
[yuthstar], ਯੁ'ਧਿਸ੍ਰਿਰ [yuthsIthar] who remains balanced and ﬁrm in war; eldest son of
Kunti and Pandu. Yudhishtar. See ਪਾਂਡਵ.

ਯੁੱਧ [yuddh] Skt ਧੂਫ਼ 71 war, battle. See ਯੁਧ vr.

ਯੁੱਯੰ [yuyyé] See ਯੁਸਮਦ.
ਯੁਵਕ [yuvak] Skt young adult, male aged be—
tween sixteen and thirty years; young.

ਯੁਵਤਿ [yuvatI ], ਯੁਵਤੀ [yuvti] Skt young woman,
nubile girl, woman aged between sixteen to
thirty years.
ਯੁਵਨ [yuvan] ਧੂਥਜ੍. young, full grown; youth,
having age between sixteen to thirty years.
2 youth, puberty.
ਯੁ'ਵਨਾਸ਼੍ਵ [yuvnasv] great king of Surya dynasty
who was son of Prasenjit from the womb of
Gauri. He was father of Mandhata. See ਮਾਂਧਾਤਾ.
2 according to Ramayan, son Of Dhundhumar.
3 young adult horse.
ਯੁਵਰਾਜ [yuvraj] Skt n young king, heir to the
throne; prince; eldest son ofa king or a noble
person, prince, who is administrator of the
state. 2 deputy of a king. 3 In Dasam Granth
Chaubisavtar, Yuvraj is used for Vaman (Up-

ਯਵਾ
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endar); because he was the younger brother
of Dev Raj.
ਯੁਵਾ [yuva] adj young, adolescent. 2 11 youthfulness, adolescence.

ਯੂਸ [yus] Skt ਧ੍ਰਧ. n gravy of meat, gravy of
any dish. See E Juice.

ਯੂਸਫ਼ [yusaf] J4, Joseph. He was son of
Yaqoob and the grandson of Ibrahim. In Koran, there is in the twelfth surat, a mention of
this name, according to which Yusuf was very
handsome; out of jealousy, his step-brothers
threw him into a deep blind well. Some traders who were passing by sawYusuf in the well
and brought him out, took him to Egypt and
sold him as a slave to a rich man named Kit—
feer. Zulekhan, Kitfeer’s wife got enamoured
of Yusuf and longed to establish sexual relation with him, which the virtuous Yusuf re-

buffed. Thus offended Zulekhan falsely complained to her husband that Yusuf was a wick—
ed person who wanted to seduce her. Yusuf
was proclaimed guilty and was imprisoned.
Yusufhad the power of intuition and what—
ever he told of a dream, that always proved to
be true. The emperor of Egypt chanced to have
a dream whose result, nobody could correctly
explain. Yusufforetold its consequences to the
satisfaction of the emperor. Pleased over this,

he got'Yusuf released from prison and appointed him as his counsellor.
As minister in Egypt he did many noble
deeds. His brothers who had thrown him into
the well were under distress due to the famine
and came to Egypt to get food-grains. Yusuf
treated them very well. He not only gave them
food grains but also returned the money they
had paid for the grains. When the latter
(Yusuf’s brothers) came to know all about
Yusuf, they felt ashamed of themselves and
begged pardon from Yusuf, who immediately

and generously excused them. He also prayed
to the Almighty to forgive them all the sins they
had committed. Yusuf lived for 1 10 years. “jabs
julekha yusaphahI rup VIlokyo jaI. basu 350
C18 tako turat IIyo 50 mol banaI .”-(”ਕੈਸ਼ tr 201.‘

ਯੂਕ [yuk], ਯੂਕਾ [yuka] See ਰੁੰ and ਚੂੰਕ. 2 bed
bug, bug.

ਯੂਜ਼ [yuz] P ਭੰਗੂ n leopard. 2 T one hundred, one
century. 3 P adj searcher, seeker. It is used as

sufﬁx as in daryuz. 4 v search, ﬁnd out, explore.
ਯੂਥ [yuth] Skt ਹ੍ਫ਼ੂਬ੍. vr kill, torment, torture. 2 n
See ਯੁ vr. a group of animals of the same species; flock, cluster. The word jatha in Punjabi
is also derived from it.

ਯੂਥਨਾਥ [yuthnath], ਯੂਥਪ [yuthap] chief of a
group, leader of a group, group-leader. 2 chief
elephant of the ﬂock. See ਯੁ vr.

ਯੂਨਾਨ [yunan], ਯੂਨਾਨੀ [yunani] See ਯਵਨ.
ਯੂਧ [yup] Skt n peg to tie an animal with, (used
for performing a sacriﬁce). See ਯੁ vr. 2 pillar
or column of an altar. 3 a pillar made at the
site of performing yag. 4 tower of fame, minaret constructed in someone’s honour.

ਯੂ.ਪੀ. [yu.pi.] United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh; initially it was named as North West
Province (N.W.P.), but when in 1901, a separate province was carved out by separating
North West portion of Punjab named as North
Western Frontier Province (N.W.F.P.),
N.W.P. was renamed as ਘ), is to avoid any
confusion. The area ofthis region is 107,000
square miles and population is 45,500,000.
Prayag, Lucknow, Kashi etc are the main cities of this province. The capital of the state is
lThis tale is differently described in Dasam Granth. [n
Bible too it is mentioned that brothers of Yusuf ﬁrst
threw the latter in the blind deep well and, then, they
took him out to sell him to the traders, who, in turn,

sold Yusufto Potiphar a chicfofthc emperor of Egypt.
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Allahabad (Prayag) but to please the people
of Avadh, the offices of the state government
are shifted to Lucknow for some period in a

illusory nature of worldly objects, that gets
paciﬁed only on the doomsday i.e. on the day
of final destruction of the universe. 3 that stage

year.

of dreaming ofVishnu, which he does on the

ਯੇਹ [yeh] pron this, it.

day of ﬁnal judgement i.e. on the doomsday. It

ਯੇਨ [yen] wherefore, for that. 2 who.
is also called “cad”. See ਚੰਡ 8.
ਯੇਨਕੇਨ [yenken] somehow, by any means, how- ਯੋਗਮਾਯਾ -[yogmaya] Skt n supernatural power
soeven

of the Almighty that creates the universe.

ਯੋਸਿਤਾ [yOSIta], ਯੋਖਤ [yokhat], ਯੋਖਤਾ [yokhta], 2 Durga, Parvati.
ਯੋਖਾ [yokha], ਯੋਖਿਤ [yokhIt], ਯੋਖਿਤਾ [yokhIta] ਯੋਗਰਾਜ ਗੁੱਗਲ [yograj guggal] The method to
Skt ਯੋਸਿਤ੍ - ਯੋਸਿਤਾ one who serves and loves prepare this medicine is to take four mashas
too — wife; betterhalf, spouse. See ਯੁਜ vr.
ਯੋਗ [yog] See ਯੁਜ੍ vr. n union, unity; meeting.
2 remedy, means, way. 3 keeping one’s pas-

each of the following twenty medicines i.e. —
ginger, piperaceous plant, cav, root of long pep—
per, bark of CItta, baked asafoetida, mustard,

sion under control. “ਧੀਧਗ੍ਰਿਕਰਬ੍ਹਰਿ ਗਿੱਬਡ਼’ਪੂਪਿੰ téjal
darsan, pad 1 sutr 2.1 See ਸਹਜ ਜੋਗ and ਜੋਗ.

ajmod, black cumin seeds, white cumin seeds,

,4 method of practising yog as described by
sage Patanjali in eight sections.2 It is a means
to salvation. 5 argument, reasoning. 6 union
of individual soul with the supreme Soul i.e.
God. 7 despondency about what is not
achieved. 8 state of the body; physical state.
9 prescription. 10 union of the planets, cluster
of the planets.

karu, atis, bharégi, bac, murva. With trIphala

ਯੋਗਸ਼ਾਸਤ੍ਵ [yogsastra], ਯੋਗਸੂਤ੍ਵ [yogsutr] a scripture compiled by sage Patanjali that describes
means of practising yog. It explains the

astagyog. Patanjal Darshan, Yog Darshan.
This scripture consists of four parts (pads) viz
—-samadhi pad, sadhan pad, VIbhuti pad and

kevaly pad. The total number of aphoristic

renuka, fdrj5, padhal, baIbarfg, gaijppal,

in double the measure of this quantity, they
are crushed to a ﬁne powder and ground with

an equal amount of guggal (root of pine tree)
in a mortar so that. it becomes a sticky paste.

Clax of seven medicines viz — pher bég, rupras, nagesvar, sar, abhrak, médur, sédur (lead

oxide) is added to the guggal thus prepared.
They are mixed evenly and then balls are made
of one masha each. They are then stored in a
smooth container.
This yograj goggal is beneﬁcial for treating
leprosy, piles, intestinal disorder, spermatorrhoea, convulsive stomach pain (colic), fistula,
cough, epilepsy, dyspepsia, asthma etc.

ਯੋਗਚੂਢ [yogrudh] Skt n a word that carries the

rules in it is 195.

ਯੋਗਤਾ [yogta] See ਯੋਰ੍ਯਤਾ.

ਯੋਗਦਰਸ਼ਨ [yogdarsan] See ਯੋਗਸ਼ਾਸਤ੍.
ਯੋਗਨਿਦ੍ਰਾ [yognIdra] n meditation, complete
involvement in practising yog. 2 mahamaya—
lSee ਦਕਸ਼ਿਮ੍ਰਿਤਿਰ 7, s 16.

2ਧ੍ਯ ਜਿਂਧਸ਼੍ਯਜ ਧ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯਰ੍ਸ੍ਯ ਧਟਧਰਾਵ੍ਯਰ੍ ੲਸ੍ਯਧਜ mm ਜ੍ਯਾੲਸ੍ਰਾ
ਧੀਕ੍ਯਾਕਫ਼ਾਸਜਿ.
—yogdarasan, sadhanpad, sutr 29.

conjunctive and collective sense. The conjuctive power of a word is one that which conveys the meaning when sufﬁxed with a verbal
root: e.g. — pékaj means the one created out
of p‘ék (meaning mud). The collective sense
(power) of a word conveys its meaning as a
whole without taking the verbal root into consideration. e.g. — if we consider the meaning
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of pékaj as created out of mud, then we have
a large number of products like weed grass,
paddy etc which can grow in the sludge. But
generally the meaning of pékaj is taken only

ka, mahanIdra, Vija, jaya, selpotri, cédghéta,

as lotus. Hence pékaj is yogrudh. i.e. the word
giving conjugative as well as collective sense.

names of sixty—four yogInis, which are some—
what different from those in kalIkapuran.

ਯੋਗਾਸਨ [yogasan] sitting postures for practis-

Many scholars believe that there are sixty-

ing yog. These postures are the ones which
birds and animals adopt. e.g. — sihasan (lion’s sitting posture), mayurasan (peacock’s
sitting posture), ustrasan (camel’s sitting pos-

eight yogInis. See ਚਉਸਠਚਾਰ. 2 a lady practis-

a snake) etc. See ਆਸਣ 3.

See ਯੁਜ vr. 2 n the person who gets absorbed

skédmata, kalratrI, cédlka, kusmadi, katyay-

ani and mahagori.
In vthhanédIkesvar Puran, there are

ing yog-sadhna. 3 I Im day of the dark phase
of the lunar month Harh.

ਯੋਗਿਰਾਜ [yogIraj] See ਯੋਗੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ.
ture), makarasan, bhujégasan (sitting style of ਯੋਗੀ [yogi] Skt ਧੀਧਿਜ੍. adj who practises yog.
ਯੋਗਾਰੂਢ [yogarudh] Skt yogi who is complete-

in one's individual soul. 3 a class of monks

ly absorbed in Yog; he, who does not submit
himself to sensory desires and has renounced
all wishes.

belonging to the Gorakhpanthi sect. See ਜੋਗੀ 3
and ਬਾਰਹ 2.

ਯੋਰਿਲ਼ੀ [yogIni] Skt n companion of Durga and
Kali, who always remains in their attendance
— Ghor Devi. According to the Purans there

are eight yogInis — marjani, karpra, tIIka,

ਯੋਗੀਆਂ ਦੇ ਪੰਥ [yogia de poth] See ਬਾਰਹ 2.
ਯੋਂਗੀਸ਼ [yogis], ਯੋਗੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ [yogisvar], ਯੋਗੀ'ਦ੍ਰ [yogidr],
ਯੋਂਗੋਸ਼੍ਵਰ [yogesvar], ਯੋਗੈ'ਦ੍ [yogédr] adj lord of
yogis, yogiraj. 2 n Shiv. 3 sage Yagyavalkay.
4 Gorakh Nath. 5 Baba Sri Chand.

malaygédhlni, komUdIka, bherﬁcla, nayki and
jaya.
According to the Tantar Shastar the fol-

ਯੋਗਯ [yogy] Skt adj worthy of alliance/rela-

lowings are eight yogInis — sékata, mégla,

ਯੋਰਯਤਾ [yogyata] Skt n intelligence, ability.

pigla, dhanya, bhramari, bhadrIka, UIka and

sakébhari, bhima, séta, bhramari, rudrani,

2 power, authority. 3 way of expressing the
meaning of words, i.e. non-existence of any
hindrance and inability ofmutual relationship
among the objects.
ਯੋਜਕ [yojak] Skt connecting. 2 in grammar ~—
conjunctions like or, and, then, if, etc.
ਯੋਜਨ [yojan] Skt )1 sense of uniting/connecting,
union, connection. See ਯੁਜਘ‘. 2 a unit ofmeasurement of length equal to four kohs. In fact,

ébIka, ksama, dhatri, svaha, svadha, aparna,

the root ofthe word ਯੋਜਨ is ਜੋਂਤਣਾ i.e. ploughing

mahodari, ghorrupa, mahakali, bhadrakali,

or cultivating. In ancient times, the distance
upto which a pair of oxen could pull the cart

SIddha.
In chapters 52-53 of Kalika Puran, the six-

ty four yogIn'm mentioned are as follows —
brahmani, cédIka, rodri, fdrani, komari, ve-

snavi, durga, narsihi, kalIka, camﬁda, sIvduti, varahi, kasIki,

mahesvri, sékri, jayéti,

sarvmﬁgla, kali, kapalIni, megha, sIva,

bhayékri, ksemékri, ugrcéda, Cédogra,

tionship. 2 proper, appropriate. 3 wise, intelligent. 4 able, efﬁcient. 5 powerful.

prIyékri, baIVIkarI n1, balprémathIni, monon-

at a stretch, was named as one yojan. The
magnitude of a koh or a yojan varied from re-

amthIni, sarvbhutIdayIni, uma, tara, matrI-

gion to region. Magadh people take one yojan

cédnayIka, céda, cédvati, cédi, mahamoha,

ਯੋਂਜਨ੍ਯਯਿ
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to be equivalent to sixteen thousand hands
(eight thousand yards) while in Leelavati this
length is equal to thirty-two thousand hands.
Chinese travellers regard the magnitude of one
yojan to be equal to 16 Li, 30 Li and 40 Li.
(According to Sir A Cunningham one mile
equals 6 Li).
ਯੋਜਨਗਂ'ਧਾ [yojangédha] See ਸਤ੍ਯਵਤੀ.

ਯੋੰ [y5] adv in this way, thus, like this, in this
manner.
'

ਯੌਗਿਕ [yagIk] Skt adj conjugate; a word that
gives the combined meaning of a verbal root with
a sufﬁx eg. pacak means one who prepares and
serves food (cook).

ਯੌਮ [yam] A (9.. n day, period of eight quarters
[pahai‘].

ਯੋਜਨਾ [yojna] Skt 12 act of uniting. See ਯੁਜ vr. ਯੌਵਨ [yavan] Skt n sense of being young, youth2 total, addition. 3 usage, application. 4 construction, structure. 5 planning a project.

fulness, adolescence.
ਯੰਗੜਾ [yégra] See ਯੋਂਗਢਿ. 2 See ਜੰਗੜਾ.

ਯੋਧ [yodh] Skt n warrior, soldier, ﬁghter. See ਯੰਤ੍ਵ [yétr] Skt ਧਰ੍- vr keep under control, comਯੁਧਗ਼ਾ.

ਯੋਧਨ [yodhan] Skt n war, battle, ﬁght. 2 means
of ﬁghting, arms. See ngr.

ਯੋਧਾ [yodha] Skt ਧੀਫ੍. ﬁghter, warrior, soldier.
ਯੋਧਾਬਾਈ [yodhabai] daughter of king Maldev
of J odhpur, who was married to Akbar in 1569
AD. She was mother of Saleem (Jahangir).
2 daughter of raja Uday Singh, ruler ofJodhpur, she was married to Jahangir in 1585. She
was popularly known as Balmati. She was
mother of Shahjahan. 3 daughter of raja Ray
Singh, ruler of Bikaner. She was married to
Jahangir.

press, squeeze. 2 n machine. 3 wind instrument
like trumpet. 4 arms, weapons. 5 lock. 6 In the
magical lore, a sketch drawn by lines in the name
of the deities and the planets. The sketch may
be circular, rectangular or octagonal, e.g. — a
horoscope is a sketch of 12 compartments.

ਯੰਤੁਣ [yétran] Skin defending, protecting. 2 binding.3 rules, principles.

ਯੰਭ੍ਰਣਾ [yétrana] Skt 11 act of keeping under
control. 2 causing one to work according to
one’s wish. 3 pain, sufferings.

ਯੰਤ੍ਰਾਲਯ [yétraly] machine room, mechanical
workshop. 2 printing press; press.

ਯੋਧ੍ਯ [yodhy] Skt adj ﬁt for ﬁghting, with whom ਯੰਤ੍ਰਿ [}’ਟੈਘਿਗ਼ੁ],ਯੰਤ੍ਰੀ [}'ਭੈਧਿ] Skt ਧਕਿਜ੍. adjwho causone can ﬁght. 2 for whom we ﬁght.

ਯੋਂਨਿ [yonI] Skt n mine, mineral deposit or

es the machine to work, who motivates. 2 who

causes suffering to others. 3 who plays on

source, treasure. 2 reason, cause. 3 vulva, va-

musical wind instrument like harmonium,

gina. 4 water. See ਯੁ vr. 5 vulva — birth spot of
animates. viz. animals and birds, born of egg,
born of sweat; born of germination, born of
mammals etc. From these four sources, there
has been the emergence of 84 lakhs species.

trumpet etc. 4 mechanic, machine man. 5 exorcist, sorcerer. 6 who binds. 7 n almanac — cal-

endar usually in the form of a booklet giving information about the lunar and solar dates, festival dates and status of planets in the zodiac signs.

ਰ [rara] thirty-second letter of Punjabi script.
The mouth is its place of articulation. In
Punjabi langauge [r] is also used in place of[l]

ਰਉਚ [raur], ਰਉਰਾ [raura] n noise, hue and cry

and [r]. See such words as ਨਾਰ [nar], ਬੇਰਾ [bera],

See ਰਞ. “raur para sagre pur mahi.”—rama v.

ਬੇਰੀ [beri] etc. 2 Skt n fire. 3 agony caused by
sexual urge. 4 charity. 5 short for ragan.
6 adj wrathful, furious.
ਰਉ [rao] n current, flow of water. See ਰੀ vr.

Skt ਰ੍ਯ. ﬂow. “janu dar dyo jal ko chalke rau.”
-—I<rIsan. 2 river. 3 Skt 'ਰਞ. word, sound, pro-

ing, while pronouncing. 2 enjoying, feeling
pleasure.

ਰਉੜ [raura] n plain ground. 2 barren land, land

where even grass does not grow. 3 Guru Ki

Raurh. See ਘੁੱਕੇਵਾਲੀਂ and ਚੌੜ.
ਰਅੁਨਾ [ra-ana] A [ੴ adj beautiful, handsome.
ਰਈ [rai] felt. “mod maha man mahI rai he.”
—c5di 1. 2 See ਰਯਿ. 3 See ਰੈ.

nunciation. “gun gobid rao.”—g5d m 5. “ram

ਰੲੀਅਤ [raiet], ਰਈਅਤਿ [raiatI] A _.ਲ਼ੀਫ਼ੂ‘ਭੰ 11 public,

rao nIt nitI.”—maru a m 5. 4 P „‘ face.
5 wish, desire. “enhi pholi rau kare aver kI
coniahI dal?”—-m 1 var suhi. 6 P ,; adj who
goes, who proceeds; used as a sufﬁx, as in
pesra.

subjects. “raiatI basan na dehi.”—suhi kabir.
“raiatI raje durmatI doi.”—-maru soIhe m 3.

ਰਉਸ [raus] See ਹਵਸ.

ਰਉਹਣਾਯ [rauhanay], ਰਉਹਣੇਯਸਿ਼ਬਪੀਂਰ੍ਰਸ਼ੳਲ਼ਾ] Skt

ਰੌਚਿਣੇਯ. n Balram who was born to Rohini; elder brother of Krishan. “raohanay musli hali
revtis balram.”—sanama. Rohiney, Musali, Hali,
Revtish and Balram are names of Balbhadar.
ਰਉਣ [raon] Skt ਰਮਣ husband, master. “mere
thakur sagal raun.”—var maru 2 m 5. 2 See

ਰਵਣ. 3 See ਰੌਣ-

ਰਈਸ [rais] A ਥਾਂ; head ofa state. 2 king, emperor.

ਰਏ [rae] Skt ਰਯਿ. n treasure, wealth. “ras rup
rae.”—prIthu.
ਰਸ[1'85] Skt ਹ੍ਚ੍ਜ੍. vr utter, taste, love. 2 n qualities like sweetness'etc which can be tasted

with the tongue. See ਖਟ ਰਸ. “res bhogahI kho—
sia karahI, manahI rég apar.”—sri m 5. 3 result of dishes eaten, which endows strength to
the body. 4 sweetness of a flower; honey.
5 semen. 6 love, affection. “mat pIta bhai sot
banIta, take ras laptana.”——dhana m 9. 7 mer-

ਰਉਣਕ [raunak] See ਰੌਨਕ.

cury. 8 water. “aganI res sokhe.”—-tukha

ਰਉਣੀ [rauni] See ਰਾਉਣੀ and ਰੋਂਣੀ.
ਰਉਦਨਿ [raodanI] n army which ﬁghts with ar-

barahmaha. 9 in poetics, the feeling aroused ‘
by reading, hearing or seeing a play etc. “ras
rup rég anét bithal, saSI saSI thaIna.”—ram
chét m 5.
Faultless staging of lasting feelings/emo-

rows; army of bowmen.—-sanama. See ਰਉਦਾ.

ਰਉਦਾ [raoda] P w} n thread, string made from
an intestine. 2 bow, which is tied with string
made from an intestine.

ਰਉ'ਦਾ [raoda] adv while talking, while speak-

tions like .love, amusement, sorrow, anger, en-

thusiasm, fear, slander, surprise and absence

‘
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of worldly desires are the nine pleasures. To

kabir.

grasp eroticism, humour, compassion, terror,

(g) Disgust. “bIsta asat rakat parete cam.”—asa

'
m 5.
, valour, horror, disgust, wonder and tranquility
to understand these poetic pleasures one should ' (h) Wonder. “IkI bInsz»: Ik asthIru mane ecaraju lakhIo n3 jai.”-gau m 9.
ponder over the fourteenth aspect of ਭਾਵ [bhav].
(i)
Tranquility. “kaha man, bIkhIa SIU laptahi?
Examples of the nine poetic pleasures are givya jag me kou rahanu na pave
en below:
IkI avahI IkI jahi.
(a) Decoration. “kajal har tébol sabhekIchU
1<ਕੋੰ1<੦ tanu dhanu sépatI 1<ਕੋੰ1<1
saan. solah kie sigar 1<I éjanu paan.”—phunka SIU nehu lagahi?
he m 5.
jo disc so sagal bInase
(b) Humour. “mor mor karI athk ladu dharI,
jIU badar ki chahi.
pekhat hi jamrau hase.”—sr1' kabir.
tajI athmanu saranI sétan gahu
‘When a mother caresses her son uttering, “my
mukatI hohI chIn mahi.
child, my darling, my love” and brings expresjan nanak bhagvét bhajan bInU
- sions ofjoy on her face, Yam laughs on seeing
sukhu supne bhi nahi.”
her expression.’
—sar m 9.
sis dumala dhara surmai kédhe mota sota he,
Sage Shandilay, professing the Bhakti cult,
mestane pat kamarkase wt 53ij vicitr kachota he,
regards only ﬁve pleasures: docoration, tranphatesf gh ko pIkh sarup as
quality, tenderness, servitude and intimacy of
kalgidhar bIk'savat hE,
these. Decoration and transquality have been
sighsamaj kavigan hés hés
described above. Examples of the other three
lotpot hvejavat hi.
(c) Pity. “jInI SII‘I sohanI patia magi paI are given below:

sédhur, se SIr kati mfmianI, gal VICI ave dhurI, mahla 5darI hodia, hunI bahanI n9 mI-

lanI hadurI.”——asa a m I.
“dehuri bethi mata rove khatia legae bhai,

lat chItkae tIria rovs hésu Ikela jai.”
—asa kabir.

((1) Fear. “ja tudh bhavahI teg vagavahI SIr
mﬁdi kathavahI.”—m 1 var majh.

(e) Heroism. “ranu dekhI sure at ulas.”—bas§t
m 5.
“gagan damama baon parIo nisane ghau,
khetu jU madIo surma ab jujhan k0 dau,
sura so pahIcaniE jU lare din ke hetu,
purja purja katImare kéb-hu n9 chads: khetu.”
—maru kabir.

See ਵੀਰ 7.
(0 Horror. “lat chuti varte bIkral.”—bher a

Tenderness [vatsaly]. “bhagatlvachalu tera '
bIradU harI patIt UdharIa.”—Varj£t.
“bhavkhédan dukhbhéjan svami bhagaIvachal nIrékare.”——dhana m 5.
“hamre pIta gopal daIal. jIU rakhe mahtari barIk kau, tese hi prabh pal.”—dhana m 5 =
Professing servitude. “rakhahu rakhanhar
daIala, nanak ghar ke gole.”—dhana m 5.
“nanak garib béda jan tera. rakhIleI sahIbu prabhu mera.”—-dhana m 5.
“das das 1<o dasra nanak karIleh.”—bIIa m 5.
Intimacy [sakhy]. “apna mitu svami gais.
as me ever kahu 1<i kije, sukhdata harI thanie.”——sar m 5. “ਪਿੰ mera sakha ਪਿੰ hi mera mitu.
tﬁ mera pritamu tum $5gI hitu.”—gau m 5.
“min; hamara fatarjami. samrath purakhu par-

braham suami.”—gaum 5. 10 pleasure got from

ਰਸੳਲੀਂ
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indulgence. 11 essence, conclusion. “sabadI
rate mithe ras ikh.”~gau m I . 12 effect, inﬂuence. “ath bIath opath ras kab-hu na tute
tap.”—gau thIti m 5. “sohaganI bhavan trs lia.
das-ath puran tirathI ras kia.”—g5d kabir.

13 doctrine, purport. “gIanu gIanu kaths sabhukoi. bInu res rate mukatI na hoi.”—bIIa a m
1. “dipak ras telo.”—tukha barahmaha.
‘knOwledge is the lamp and consideration of
principles is the oil.’ 14 poison, venom. 15 food

stuff. 16 indicative of number ‘six’because
there are six types of tastes which are known
to the tongue. 17 cognition of number nine
because there are nine types of poetic plea-

“rasakI rasakI gun gavahu gurmatI.”—prabha
m 4.
WIrasag] See ਰਸਗਜ਼
ਰਸਗਾ [rasga] See ਰਸਕ੍ਯਾ.
ਰ'ਸਗੇ [rasge] vocative of knowers of the taste.
“he jIhbe rasge.”—sahas m 5.

ਰਸਰ੍ਯ [rasagy] Skt ਹ੍ਚ੍ਧ੍ਰਰ੍ਹ. adj who knows the
taste.

ਰਸਗਜਾ [rasagya] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. n that which is helpful in knowing the taste - tongue. 2 adj (she)
who knows the taste.
ਰਸਜ [rasaj] Skt ਰਸੌ'ਤ. See ਗੀਤ. 2 guy. 3 rasaj

also gives the meaning ofjalaj. See ਰਸ 8.

ਰਸਉਲੀ [rasauli] See ਰਸੌਲੀ.

ਰਸ਼ਟਰੀ [rastari] Skt ਰਾਸ੍ਰਟ੍ਰੀ. female ruler, queen.
“rastari kamrupa kumari.”—c§cji 2.
ਰਸਣਾ [rasna] v drip, trickle. “bhau bInse émrItu
rase.”-gau thIti m 5. 2 be juicy; be tasty.
“phIrI harIa hoa ras:a.”—bas§t a m 4.

ਰਸਕ [rasak] Skt n alum. 2 P Haj envy, desire to
emulate. 3 See ਰਸਿਕ.

ਰਸਝ [reset] See ਰਸਦ. 2 See ਰਸਤਨ.

sures. 18 P J] adj used assufﬁx to give the
meaning of reaching as — dur-ras, dadras etc.

See ਰਸੀਦਨ.

ਰਸਕਸ [raskas], ਰਸਕਸੁ [raskasu] six types of the
taste of wine etc. “raskas khae pfd vadhae.”
—maru solhe m 3. 2 pleasure of wine or liquor.
3 wine and taste felt by the tongue. 4 See ਰਸੁ

ਕਸੁ.

ਰਸਕਧੂਰ [raskapur] Skt ਰਸਕਪੂੰਰ. camphor like
white substance prepared from mercury. Its
latent effect is warm-dry. It cures ailments like
ringworm and syphilis and is used in several
other medicines; sublimate of mercury. The
method of preparing it is described in Rasayansar as powder of red brick, gold, reddle, alum,
gypsum, rock salt, saline salt, soil of mound
raised by ants and the soil used for colouring
the vessels. Take all in equal measure and mix
with these mercury taken from Cinnabar in
equal quantity and grind it. Putting it in two
covered bowls, keep it in burning ﬁre for four
days so that the substance turns faultless.
ਰਸਕਿ [raskI] adv enjoying, feeling pleasure.

3 sprout, blossom.
ਰਸਤਖ਼ੇਜ਼ [rasatxez] P 29/, n standing up. rising; doomsday, when the dead will rise and
run out of the graves.
ਰਸਤਨ [rastan] P J”, v be freed, be liberated.
ਰਸਤਾ [rasta] P ,ਕਿ, 17 way, path. Skt ਰਥਜਾ.
ਰਸਦ [rasad] Skt adj which providesjoy. 2 pleasant. 3 P1,, 11 delivered commodity. i.e. provi-

sions for food.
ਰਸਨ [rasan] n tongue. “ram rasan vakhani.”
—gau m 5. “harI harI namo rasan aradhe.”

—gau m 5. 2 sense: utterance, speech. “sét
rasan kau bas-hiao.”—bher m 5. 3 plural form

of ਰਸ, in pleasures. “gurmukhI rasna harI
rasan rasai.”—gau m 3. 4 Skt ਰਸ਼ਨਾ n rope.
“bédh rasan ੮ਫ਼ੁ86 Ik layo.”—carItr 140. P J1.
5 delighted, pleased. “kephan sath rasan se
hvekar.”—carItr 326. ‘cheered by intoxicants.’
ਰਸਨ੍ਯਸ [rasanras] extract of all pleasures. sense
— bliss of meditation. 2 ecstasy resulting from
self-realization.

ਰਸਨ੍ਯ ਕਸਠਿਝਾ
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ਰਸਨਰ ਕਸਕ੍ਤਿ [rasnar kasnIn] of one fastened
with ropes.-—sanama. See ਦਾਮੋਦਰ. Krishan, who
was fastened with ropes … his wife Jamuna.
ਰਸਨਾ [rasna] n tongue, with which taste is felt.
“e rasna, ਪਿੰ anr33I raCIrahi.”—an5du. 2 Skt

ਰਸ਼ਨਾ. rope, string. 3 cord worn around the loins.
4 rein.
ਰਸਨਾਗਰ [rasnagar] front part of the tongue, tip
of the tongue; memorised. “khat sastra ucrat
rasnagar.”—sar m 5.
ਰਸਨਾਗੰ [rasnari] because of the tongue, with the
tongue. “gavau saSI saSI rasnari.”—asa m 5.

ਰਸਨਿ [rasanI] with the tongue. “rasanI rasanI
r951 gavahI harIgun.”—guj a m 4. 2 with iove,
lovingly.
ਰਸਨੋਂਪਮਾ [rasnopma] See ਉਪਮਾ (d).

ਰਸਧਤਿ [raspatI] god of waters — Varun.
2 moon. 3 tongue. “nenu naktu sravnu raspatI .”
—maru kabir. ‘eyes, nose, ears and tongue.’

ਰਸਪਾਡੰਟ [raspadét] E respondent. n defendant.
ਰਸਭਾ [rasbha] enjoyed, felt pleased, relished.
“ras pia gurmatI rasbha.”—prabha m 4.
ਰਸਮ [rasam] A (7 n custom, tradition. 2 rule,
law, practice.

“drIr kar bﬁdhyo rasri nal.”—GPS.
ਰਸਾ [rasa] n gravy, curry. 2 plural of ਰਸ. “rég
rasa jese supnaha.”——asa m 5. 3 See ਰੱਸਾ. 4 Skt

raisin. 5 earth. “rég rasa ਪਿੰ manahI adharu.”
——gau m 5. “rasa pad turan dhare.”—NP.
6 tongue. 7 river.

ਹਸਾਉਣਾ [rasauna] mix with water as “davat ra—
sauni”. 2 enjoy, feel pleased. 3 establish, set
at the right place. 4 solder, close.
ਰਸਾਇ [rasaI] adv having indulged in pleasure.
“jIhva jalau, namu na jape rasaI.”—sr1' a m I .
“rasaI rasaI harI ji ke gun gavta rahu.”

—JSBM.
ਰਸਾਇਣ [rasaIn] Sec ਰਸਾਇਨ.

ਰਸਾਇਣਿ [rasaInI] house of ecstasy. “tera janu
ram rasaInI mata.”—dev m 5. 2 with alche-

my. by practising alchemy.
ਰਸਾਇਣੁ [rasaInu] See ਰਸਾਇਨ.

ਰਸਾਇਨ [rasaIn] Skt ਰਸਾਯਨ. n house of bliss,
source of ecstasy. ,2 butter milk; lassi.
3 waist. 4 medicine prepared with mercury.
5 medicine that has the quality ofrejuvenating the body. 6 science ofmaking silver from
tin and gold from copper. 7 according to Sikh

ਰਸਮਸ [rasmas], ਰਸਮਸਾ [rasmasa] mixed with es-

thought the name of the Creator, which is

sence. 2 lost in enjoyment. “kina keph rasmaso

the home of all pleasures. See ਰਸਾਇਣਿ 1.
8 chemistry. 9 Bhai Gurdas has termed de-

jab-hi.”—carItr 333.

ਰਸਮਿ [rasamI] Skt afm. n rope, string. 2 rein.
3 ray.

votion as ਰਸਾਇਨ. “jhagro mItat ros mare se
rasaIn hve.”—BGK.

ਰਸਮਿਸਿ [rasmISI] mixed withjuice. 2 by way ਰਸਾਇਨਿ [rasaInI] See ਰਸਾਇਣਿ.
of enjoyment. See ਮਿਸ.
ਰਸਾਇਨੀਂ [rasaIni] person who has studied al—
ਰਸਮੀ [rasmi] Sce ਰਸਮਿ. 2 adj customary; for- chemy; alchemist. “para mardarat }1ੲ pal me
mal. See ਰਸਮ.
ਰਸਰਾ [rasra] n rope, halter. 2 adj tasteful, relisher. ‘
ਰਸਰਾਜ [rasraj] Skt n mercury. 2 a treatise on
prosody by Mati Ram wherein various types
of heroines and poetic pleasures are described.
3 god of rivers, Varun.

bhathi, piu maha ras bhari.”—ram kabir. 2 ﬁlled
withjuice. 868ਰਸਾਉਣਾ2. “harIras rasan rasai.”
~sorm'3. 3 n inﬂuence. 4 approach. access.
P 3V}.
ਰਸਾਕ [rasak] adj which gives pleasure, source

ਰਸਰੀ [rasri], ਰਸੜੀ [rasri] n rope, string, cord.

of bliss. “urI dharIo harI raSIk rasak.”—1<an

rasaIni.”—hanu.

ਰਸਾਈ [rasai] Sec ਹਸਾਉਣਾ 4. “dUI pur jorI rasai

ਰਸਾਤਲ
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m 4. 2 short for ਰਸ-ਅਾਕਰ, treasure of ecstasy.

of Gakkhars defeated him and married his

3 earth’s Creator.
ਰਸਾਤਲ [rasatal] 11 world under the earth. 2 seventh underworld according to Purans. 3 hell.

ਰਸਾਲੇ [rasala] plural of ਰਸਾਲਾ. See ਰਸਾਲਾ 2 and 4.

daughter. See ਸ਼ਾਲਿਬਾਹਨ and ਪੂਰਨ 2.

ਰਸਾਲੰਬਨ [rasaléban] _ਰਸ-ਅਾਲੰਬਨ. object which

ਰਸਾਤਲਿ [rasatalI] in the underneath world. “at:

provides basis for pleasure. See ਅਾਲੰ'ਬਨਵਿਭਾਵ

no an parbrahamu, ta kharI rasatalI dit”—sr1' a
m 5. “In sanbédhi rasatalI jaI .”—prabha a m 5.
ਰਸਾਦਨ [rasadan], ਰਸਾਦੰ [rasadé] taste honey; be
aware of bliss. “braham kamal madh tas rasa-

and ਭਾਵ 14.
ਰਸਾਵਲ [rasaval] a poetic metre in the Japu,

dé, jagat nahi suta.”—guj a m 1. ‘who has tasted honey of the Creator’s lotus, lives in spiritual bliss, and is above the illusory world.’
ਰਸਾਨ [rasan] P up, adjwho delivers; this word
is used as a sufﬁx as in citthirasan.
ਰਸਾਟਢਿ [rasanad] P Jaw should deliver.

ਰਸਾਨਮ [rasanam] P {to I will deliver, I deliver,
may I deliver.

rasaval is another name of aradhbhujég as —
namo nark nase. sadevé prakase.
an§g5 sarupe. abhégé bIbhute.
Vicitarnatak also contains rasaval in the

same forth, as —
subhé jibh jvalé. su darhakaralé.
baji béb sékhé. uthe nad békhé.
2 another form of rasaval has four feet,
each foot containing 24 matras, with pause at

11-13 and bhagan at the end, SII.

ਰਸਾਨੀਂਦਨ [rasanidan] P wgw v deliver.
ਰਸਾਭਾਸ [rasabhas] sudden feeling of delight.
2 description of pleasure at an improper place,
as of description of eroticism with regard to
the mentor’s wife.
ਰਸਾਯਣ [rasayan], ਰਸਾਯਨ [rasayan], ਰਸਾਯਨੀ [rasay-

mi] See ਰਸਾਇਣ and ਰਸਾਟਿਨੀ.
ਰਸਾਰ [rasar], ਰਸਾਲ [rasal] adj delicious, enjoyable. “tumro bacon anup rasal.”—dhana m 5.
“Uij rag rasaré.”—hazare 10. 2 n sugarcane.
3 mango.

ਰਸਾਲਾ [rasala] adjfull ofjuice. “nanak régI rasala jiu.”—-majh m 5. 2 house of bliss, treasure
of ecstasy. “rate tere bhagat rasale.”—japu. 3 A
,][ਲ਼ੀ adj sent. 4 n cavalry. 5 stuffthat has been
sent. 6 magazine, pamphlet. 7 Skt kind of grass.
8 raisin. 9 tongue.

Example:
prat kare Isnan, dhyan gurupag me lavat,
dharamkIrat kar choke, yacna hIt nahi javat,
rahIni kahIni toll, guru—Updes kamavat,

harIvrIjes ko sada, SIkkh 850 he bhavat.
3 poetic metre named ‘rola’ is also accept-

ed as rasaval. See ਰੋਲਾ 2.
4 if the rasaval contains two long matras
instead of a bhagan Sll in the end, this poetic

metre is termed as ‘copad’.
5 in many scriptures there is no rule for
bhagan or long matras to appear at the end of
the line; the only characteristic of rasaval is

24 matras with pauses at the 11th and the 13‘h
matras.

ਰਸ਼ਿ [raSI] enjoying, feeling pleasure. “r931 gae
gun parmanédu.”—gaum 5. 2 in ecstasy. “nam
ਰਸਾਲੀ [rasali] adj full ofjuice; juicy. 2 tasty, raSI jan mate.”—mala Chétm 5. 3 in the water.
delicious.
’
“gIanI maha raSI naie bhai, menu tanu nIrਰਸਾਲੁ [rasalo] See ਰਸਾਲ. “benu rasalu vajaIa.” . malt) hOI .”—sora m 1.3 in tasting. “e rasna, tu
~maru soIhe m 1.
an mm mm rahi.”——an5du. 4 happily, with pleaਰਸਾਲੂ [rasalu] son of Shalivahan and brother of sure. “r931 r351 cog cugahI nIt phasahI .”
Puran, who ruled over Sialkot. Hoodi the king
—maru m 1. 5 Skt ਰਹਸ੍ਯ. 11 secret doctrine, mys-

ਡਿ

ਭੰ
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tery. “jIna satIguru 1951 111118, se pure purakh

dehu rasid.”—GPS. 4 leave, departure.

sujanu.”—sr1' 111 I . 6 ray, beam. “jal raSI kamal
bIgasi.”—sarm 1. ‘lotus blossoms with water

“sédhya hot rasid.”—GPS. 5 A „‘ਤੂੰ, receiver of

and rays.’

ਰਸਿਅਾ [raSIa] ﬁlled with pleasure. “ram nam

instruction. 6 one who obeys instructions.
7 sensible.
ਰਸੀਦਨ [rasidan] P ਪਾਂਭੰਥੂਲ਼ਾ/ v reach, arrive.

gurI udaku cuaIa phIrI harIa hoa raSIa.”' ਰਸੀਦਾ [rasida] See ਰਸੀਦ 1.
—bas§t am 4. 2 melodic, giving a sweeti‘sound. ਰਸੀਲ਼ਾ [rasila] adjjuicy.

“hS man Ih caho rasyo lIavo.”—NP. ‘I want to

ਰਸੁ [rasu] See ਰਸ. 2 essence; juice. “sabh-hu

bring a tuned rebeck, i.e. notes of which are
properly tuned and give a sweet sound.’

k0 raSI harI ho.”—gau m 5. 3 enjoyable ob-

ਰਸਿਕ [1੪511<] adj familiar with taste. 2 admirer,
pleasure-loving. 3 n stork,'crane. 4 horse.
5 elephant. 6 devotee. 7 lover of poetry.

ਰਸਿਕਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ [raSIkprIya] a literary work written in Sammat 1648 by Keshav Dass, a poet

and scholar.

ਰਸਿਕ ਥੈਰਾਗੀ [raSIk beragi] adj pleasure-loving
and indifferent, remaining detached while enjoying the world of pleasures. 2 n Guru

Nanak Devi “bhetIo purakhu ras:k beragi.”
—gau m 5. 3 the Creator, the Divine.
ਰਸ਼ਿਕਰਸਾਕ [raSIk rasak] adj competent to provide pleasure to connoisseurs. “jInI urI dharIo harI raSIk rasak.”—kan m 4.

ਰਸ਼ਿਤ [raSIt] Skt adjthundering. 2 ringing; a loud,
resounding sound. “raSIt teg jagi.”——1<alk1'.
ਰਸਿਯਾ [raSIya], ਰਸਿਅੜਾ [1951918], ਰਸੀਆ [rasia]

ject. “rasu SOIna rasu rupa kamanI.”—sr1' 111 1.
4 loVe, devotion. “rasu sétna SIU tIsu.”—m 3
var bIIa. 5 Skt ਰਸ੍ਯ. material, worth-relishing.
“tanu dhanu sabh rasu gobid tera.”—gau kabir.
ਰਸੁਕਸੁ [rasukasu] See ਰਸਕਸੁ. 2 distilled liquid,
juice got from crushin g of sugarcane. “rasuka—

su tatarI paie.”—m 1 var majh. ‘Juice of sugarcane is put into the cauldron.’ 3 wine.

ਰਸੁ'ਨਥੇ [rasunathe] See ਬਹੁ ਰਸੁਨਥੇ.
ਰਸ਼ੂਆ [rasua] plural of ਰਸ. “chodI chodI re
bikhIa ke rasua”gau m 5. 2 who relishes.
ਰਸ਼ੂਮ [rasum] plural of ਰਸਮ; rituals.
ਰਸੂਲ [rasul] A J91 adj sent. 2 n prophet.

3 sense —- Mohammad. “ram rasul na bagan
pae.”—saveye 33. 4 Guru Nanak Dev who was
sent by the Creator for the amelioration of the

world. “suni pukar datar prabhu guru nanak
jag mahI pathaIa.”—BG.

Skt ਬ੍ਰਿਜ਼ adj ﬁlled with pleasure, pleasure-lov- ਰਸੂਲਿ [resulI], ਰਸੂਲੀ [rasuli] P Jr, n work asing, who relishes. “ape rasia, apI ras.”—sr1' m

signed by God, mission. 2 A apostle’s teach-

I. “Ik adh naIrsiara.”—gau m 5. ‘some rare
one who relishes meditation.’

rasulI?”—gau var2 m 5.

ings. “dojakI pauda kIU rahe, ja CItI na 1101

ਰਸੀਕ [rasik] See ਰਸਿਕ.
ਰਸੀਣਾ [resina] adj absorbed in pleasure, plea-

ਰਸੇ'ਦ੍ਰ [rasédr] n lord of all liquids — mercury.

sure-seeker. 2 relished, felt pleasure. “jIhva
régI rasina.”—ram a 111 1.

ਰਸੇਰਾ [rasera] adj ﬁlled with pleasure, delighful,

ਰਸੀਦ [rasid] P pg; adj who has arrived. “darI
darves rasid.”—sr1' a m 1. ‘the dervesh has arrived.’ 2 receipt. n access, approach “je kar
ਰਿਸ਼ਿ“! rasid tumari.”—GPS. 3 P “ਬੈੰਕੋ written
statement of receiving something; receipt. “nIt

2 in Sikhism, meditation.

joyful. “harIgun gavahI rasanI rasere.”—maru
soIhe m 1.

ਰਸੇ [rase] drips. See ਰਸਣਾ. 2 to the pleasure.
“nanak Udhre sadh sunI rase.”—sukhmani.
‘hearing the praise of the Creator and thejoyful description of devotion.’
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ਰਸੋਂਇ [r3501], ਰਸੋਈ [rasoi] n room for cooking
dishes of several flavours. “sutak pave ra—
SOI.”—Var asa. “uce médar sal rasoi.”—suhi
raVIdas. 2 cooked food, meal, dishes; as —
ਰ੍
‘rasoi tiar he.’
ਰਸੋਈਆ [rasoia] person who prepares dishes;

cook.

ਰਸੌਤ [rasot], ਰਸੌ'ਤ [rasEt] Skt ਹ੍ਯੀਟ੍ਸ਼ੂਰ. 11 wild shrub
and syrup prepared by boiling its root which
physicians recommend to take and apply externally. lt puriﬁes blood and acts as purgative. Berberis lycium. In Sanskrit, rasaj and
raséjan have also been used for it.

ਰੱਸਤ [rassat] See ਰਸ਼ਿਤ.
ਰੱਸਾ [rassa] 11 string, rope, thick strong cord
made by twisting cotton yarn; .lump, seed ﬁbre
etc. 2 a scale measuring seven hands (forearms), three and a halfyards. 3 in olden times,
day time was also known with the help ofthis
measure. as ‘do rasse dIn carhIa he,’ and

‘suraj Ik rassa rahida he.’etc.

ਰੱਸੀ [rassi] small cord.
ਰਸ੍ਯ [rasy] Skt adjworth-relishing, ﬁt to be tast-

ed. 2 n blood that is produced from the diet.

ਰਸ੍ਯਉ [rasyau] ﬁlled with pleasure. “gyanras
rasyau hiau.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਰਹ [rah] Skt ਹ੍ਫ੍. vr leave, separate. 2 P u n
way, path.

ਰਹਉ [rahau] stay (imperative). 2 I live. “rahau
sath ki tek, n9 mohe mohni.”—suhi a m 1.

ਰਹਸ [rehas] Skt ਰ੍ਫ਼ੁਹ੍ਜ੍. solitary place. 2 something to be kept a secret; mystery. 3 ecstasy.
“atI hOI rahas manI.”—saveye m 4 ke. 4 ਰ੍ਵ੍ਯ.
heaven, paradise. 5 ocean, sea. 6 See ਰਹਸ੍ਯ.
ਰਹਸਣੁ [rahasanu] S v feel pleasure; enjoy. See
ਰਹਸਨਾ.

ਰਹਸਨਾ [rehasna] v be ﬁlled with pleasure. “ran
dekh sabhe rehasavahIge”—kalki. “phIr‘é ran
mo rehasane.”—rama V. “rahesxari namIbhatare.”—vad alahani m 1. “rehasi vekhI ha-

durI.”—suh1' ch5t m 1.

ਰਹਸਿ [rahaSI] with pleasure, see ਰਹਸ and ਰਹਸ੍ਯ .
ਰਹਸਿਅੜੀ [1911੩51811], ਰਹਸੀ [rahesi] ﬁlled with
pleasure. See ਰਹਸਨਾ.
ਰਹਸੁ [rahasu] See ਰਹਸ, 2 delight, pleasure. “satI
sahaju rahesu manI uijo.”—todi m 5.

ਰਹਸੈ [rahase], ਰਹਸੰਤ [rehasét] gets delighted,
happy. See ਰਹਸਨਾ. “jan nanak gur mIlI rahass
jiu.”—majh m 4. “dagardi dev rahasét.”—rama V.
‘gods are pleased.’

ਰਹਸ੍ਯ [rahesy] Skt adj of a solitary place; (something) happening at a solitary place. 2 worthconcealing. 3 11 hidden. 4 secret rules. 5 doctrine; gist.
ਰਹਕਲਾ [rahkala] a light gun carried on small

wheels, which can be pulled by men and does
not need horses. “top tupak rahkala j’éjel. brid
jamure toré sel.”—GPS. “tusi bhejo topé rah—
kale.”—j§gnama.
ਰਹਜ਼ਨ [rahzan] P ਘੀ, n robber, dacoit, high-

wayman.
ਰ੍ਯਟ [rahat] n Persian wheel.
ਰਹਣ [rahan] Skt n renunciation. “rahan kahan
te rahe na koi.”—o§kar. ‘no one refrains from
talking of renunciation i.e. people claim to be
renunciants verbally, by mere words.’ 2 See

ਰਹਣਾ and ਰਹਣੁ.
ਰਹਣਾ [rahna] v renounce, give up. See ਰਹ vr
and ਰਹਣ. 2 reside, dwell, stay.

ਰਹਣੀ [rahni] n view, practice, action. “kathni
jhuthi jagu bhave, rahni sabadu susaru.”—sri a
m 1.
ਰਹਣੁ [rahanu] See ਰਹਣਾ 2. “rahanu nahi sésare.”
—o§kar.
,

ਰਹਤ [rahat] See ਰਚਿਤ. 2 See ਰਾਹਤ. 3 adj Who
practises, who acts accordingly. “kahat mukat
sunat mukat, rahat janam rahte.”—sarparta1 m
5. 4 n view, practice, action. “rahat rahat ra-

thahI bIkara.”—bavan. “rahat avar, kachu
aver kamavat.”—sukhmani. 5 condition, state.
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“sabhu kachu jane atam ki rahet.”—su1<hmani.
6 residence place. “dasve duarI rahet kare,

tribhavan sojhi paI. ”—guj m 3. 7 adv by practising See example 4.
ਰਹਤਨਾਮਾ [rahatnama] See ਰਹਿਤਨਾਮਾ.
ਰਹਦਾ ਖੁਹਦਾ [rahda khuhda], ਰਹਦੀਂ ਖੁਰਦੀ [rahdi
khuhdi] adj whatever remains. left-over. “rahdi khuhdi sabh patI gavai. ”—m 4 var gau I.
ਰਹਨ [rahan] A U71 17 act of mortgaging, hypoth—
coating 2 mortgaged article.

ਰਹਨਮੂੰ [rahanmﬁ] P ਪਾਂਜ਼ਾਂਭੰ adj who shows the
way. 2 n true Master.

ਰਹਨਿ [rahanI] See ਰਹਣੀ. 2 they live.
ਰਹਨੁ [rahanu] See ਰਹਣਾ 2. “rahanu nahi, gahu
kItno.”—gau m 5. ‘will not live for ever but so
much is the attachment.’
ਰਹਨੁਮਾ [rahanuma] P L50 n guide, preceptor.
2 apostle, leader.

ਰਹਨੁਮਾੲੀ [rahanumai] P ਮੂੰਡਿ, n leadership.
ਰਹਬਰ [rahbar] P 57/ n leader. 2 preceptor, guide.

ਰਹਥਰੀ [rahbari] P ਪੰ/ਝੱਵੇੱ/ n leadership.
ਰਹਮ [raham] A (3 n mercy, kindness. “raham

ਰਹਿਸਸ਼ਾ

ਰਹਗੌਤਿਫਿ਼ਗੰਘੀਪ] tradition, custom, religious practice.

ਰਹਰੋੰ [rahara] P „’„ traveller, wayfarer.
ਰਹਾ [raha] adj remained. 2 stayed, stopped.
P {,1 liberated, freed.

ਰਹਾਉ [rahau] n stability, ﬁrmness, rest. “bhai
re! gurmatI saCI rahau.”—sri m 3. 2 note.
3 tune of recitation. 4 refrain, line ofa song
repeated again and again at the end of each
verse. rahau used in Guru Granth Sahib has
also the same meaning.’ See rahau at the end
ofthe ﬁrst verse of Ramkali var. It means that
this line may be recited at the end of each verse.

See ਰਹਾਉ ਦੂਜਾ.
ਕ੍ਯਾਉ ਦੂਜਾ [rahau duja] This word is used where
two lines are used as refrain, and it is upto the

singer to choose any line. as — asatpadi ofsor9th m 5. “path parIo aru bedu bicarIo.”— con-

tains two lines of rahau “pIare In bIth
mIlanU na jai me kie karam aneka.”... and “tero
sevak Ih régI mata...’

ਰਹਾਇਆ [rahaIa] installed, designated, appoint-

teri sukhu paIa.”—tI15g m 5. 2 See ਰਹਿਮ.
ਰਹੁਮਤ [rahmat] A w} n mercy, kindness.

ed. 2 prevented, stopped.
ਰਹਾਇਸ਼ [rahaIs] residence. See ਰਹਾਯਿਸ਼.

ਰਹਮਾਣ [rahman], ਰਹਮਾਣੁ [rahmanu], ਰਹਮਾਨ [rahman] A uLzy adj merciful, kind. “nanak nau

ਰਹਾੲੀ [rahai] kept. 2 remained. 3 prevented.
4 See ਰਿਹਾੲੀ.
ਰਹਾਕ [rahak] See ਚਿਹਾਕ.

bhaIa rahmanu.”—ram a m 1.2 n the merciful
Creator. “thsatu najikI rakho, rahmana.”—
bherkabir.

ਰਹਰਾਸ [rahras], ਰਹਰਾਸਿ [rahraSI] n prayer, re—
quest. “tIsu age rahraSI hamari, saca apar ap—
aro.”¥-srdhgosa_tI. 2 tradition, custom.
“harIkiratI hamri rahraSI.”—sodaru. “gurUSIkkhé rahras SIyape.”—BG. “Ihu rahras
kadimi calahI.”—GPS. 3 courtesy, welcome,

greeting, politeness. “sath jan kau aI karahI
rahraSI.”——m 4 var gau 1. 4 P guy; straight

way, proper path. 5 Guru’s compositions to be

recited in the evening: sodaru, sopurakhu, benti
capai, anédu and mOdavni comprise in it.

ਰਹਾਨੀਦਨ [rahanidan] P wgt/ v release, acquit.
set free.

ਰਹਾਯਿਸ਼ [rahayIs] P ﬁt, 11 acquittal, freedom,
liberation. 2 H residence, sense of residing.

ਰਹਾਇਸ਼ [rahaIs] is also correct.
aﬁﬂrahI] adv while staying, by residing. 2 by
pausing. “rahI rahI bole.”—kaH<i. ‘speaks by
giving pauses.’
ਰਹਿਮ [rahIs] See ਰਹਸਰਹਿਸਮਾ [rahIsma] a village under police station
Chaprarh in district, tehsil Sialkot about six
‘Traditional scholars hold that quintesscnce and central
idea ofa hymn is contained in the line of‘rahau‘.
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miles away from Ranbir Singh Wala railway
station to the north. Three gurdwaras are there
in this village.
(1) Kund Sahib: The gurdwara stands in
the village in memory of Guru Hargobind.
While going to Kashmir, the Guru stayed in
the village. when the marriage ceremony of
the daughter of saint Gosain resident of this
village was being solemnised. The Guru on his
request visited his house and the pit in which
the Guru washed his feet is regarded as a sacred place. The Guru gave one hundred
rupees in a purse to the saint and conferred a
cord and cap on him. All the three relics are
kept at this place. A Brahmin is the priest here.
(2) Gurusar : There is a pond about one
furlong away from the village to the east. It
was dry when the Guru arrived. He inserted
his spear and the water gushed out. Now it is
known as Gurusar. The holy scripture is displayed daily.
(3) Tahli Sahib : A shrine at a distance of
about one furlong from the village to the cast
was built in memory oquru Hargobind. The
Guru stayed at this place on his way to
Kashmir. The Indian rosewood trees to
which his horse was tethered still stand
there. Due to this reason, the place is known
as Tahliana.
The building ofthe shrine is magniﬁcent.
Sikh devotees of Amritsar have got it built.
Guru Granth Sahib is displayed daily. The
priests are Singhs. Congregation is held on the
ﬁrst three days of the month of Harh. Three
ghumaom of land is attached with the shrine.
ਰਹਿਕਲਾ [rahIkala] See ਰਹਕਲਾ.

ਰਹਿਣੀ [rahIni] See ਰਹਣੀ.
ਰਹਿਣੁ [rahInU] See ਰਹਿਣਾ.

ਰਹਿਤ [rahIt] 11 way ofliving, practical life, point
of view. 2 adherence to norms of Sikhism.

3 Skt adjwithout. “rahIt bIkar 311p maIa te.”
—sar m 5. ‘unattached, unengrossed.’ 4 aban—

doned. forsaken. 5 See ਤੱਤਾਂਦੀਰਹਿਤ.

ਰਹਿਤ ਦਰਪਣ [rahIt darpan] a book written by
Pandit Bhagwan Singh in which he has described the norms of Sikh religion according

to his understanding. See ਰਹਿਤਨਾਮਾ.
ਰਹਿਤਨਾਮਾ [rahItnama] In the book is described
the way of life according to norms of Sikh rcligion with emphasis upon prohibitions. There
are innumerable books on Sikh way of life
written by devotees in keeping with their intellect and belief, but only those assertions in such
books are acceptable as are not opposed to
the hymns ofthe Gurus and Vars of Bhai Gurdas. On this topic consult the introduction of
Gurmat Sudhakar and text of the Rahatnamas
given in that book.
Pandit Bhagwan Singh (disciple of Baba
Sumer Singh) edited a book in Nanakshahi
Sammat 408, which includes 37 Rahitnamav
(rahItname) but he has tried to conceal the
Sikh doctrines in his own presentation.
Well-known books on the Sikh code of conduct are the following utterances'of the
Gurus, compositions by Bhai Gurdas and Bhai
Nand Lal, Sarabloh Prakash, Tankhahnama,
Rahitnama by Chaupa Singh, Rahitnama by
Prahlad Singh, Prem Sumarg, Bhai Nand Lal’s

‘ Prashanottar, Desa Singh’s Rahitnama. Daya
Singh’s Rahitnama, Sangat da Prashan, Gurushobha, Rattanmal (Sausakhi), Vajbularaz,
Mahima Prakash, Bhai Sukha Singh’s Gurvilਰਹਿਣਾ [rahIna] v reside, dwell. “ek dIvas rahI
as and Our Pratap Suray.
gaman karijs.”—GPS. 2 stop. come to halt.

“haume mera rahIgaIa.”—sri m 3. 3 be tired.
“rahIo sét hau tolI.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਰਚਿਤੀਆ [rahItia] one who is committed to the
norms of Sikh doctrine. 2 one who is moral
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being. 3 some one from of the scheduled caste
who has adopted Sikhism is also called by this

ਰਕਤਕਿਰਮ

ਰਹੈਯਾ [raheya] adj resident, dweller.

ਰਹਿਨ [rahIn] See ਰਚਨ. 2 See ਰਹਿਣਾ.

ਰਹੋਅਾ [rahoa] a Punjabi song sung in a long refrain. It is sung especially by ladies on the occasion of marriage or in the temples. Apart from
prolonged refrain, it is sung again and again, due
to which it is known as rahoa. A hymn in Gauri
rag “he koi ram pIaro gave.”— has been advised to be sung on the tune of rahoa.

ਰਹਿਨਾ [rahIna] See ਰਹਿਣਾ.

ਰਹੋ'ਏ [rahoe] plural form of ਰਹੋਅਾ.

name.

ਰਹਿੰਦ [rahfd] adjwho resides, dwells. 2 P exit}.
' adj liberator, saviour. “kI rajak rahid he.”
—japu.

‘

ਰਹਿੰਦਾਖੁਹਿੱਦਾ [rahida khuhida] See ਰਹਦਾ ਖੁਰਦਾ.

'

ਰਚਿਨੀ [rahIni] ਰਹਣੀ.
ਰਹਿਮ [rahIm] See ਰਹਮ. 2 (7/ uterus, womb.
ਰਹਿਮਤ [rahImat] See ਰਹਮਤ.

ਰਹਿਮਨ [rahIman] See ਰਹੀਮ 4.
ਰਹਿਰਾਸ [rahIras] See ਰਹਰਾਸਿ.
ਰਹੀ [rahi] lived. 2 stayed. stopped. 3 closed.

ਰਹੀਆ [rahia] stops, comes to an end. “athk
bakau, teri lIv rahia.”—prabha m 1. 2 dweller,
inhabitant.

ਰਹੀਜੈ [rahije] live with. “sadhu ségI rahije.”
—1<aII a m 4.

ਰਹੀਮ [rahim] A (5'; adj merciful, kind. 2 n the
merciful Creator. “karima rahima alah tu
gani.”—trl§g namdev. 3 in Dasam Granth
rahim is also used for Mohammad Sahib.
“krIsan 3 bIsan jape tUhI kotIk, ram rahim
bhali bIth dhyayo.”—VN. “ram rahim Ubar
n3 sakahI.”—hazare 10. 4 nickname of xanxana. See ਅਬਦੁਲਰਹੀਮਖਾਨ.
ਰਹੁ [raho] n juice of sugarcane. 2 prohibit, stop,

ਰਹੋਂਏ ਕੈ ਛੰਤ ਕੇ ਘਰਿ [rahoe ke chét l<e gharI]
instruction to sing on that musical metre per

the tune in which rahoa is sung. See ਰਹੋਂਆ.
ਰਹੰਸ [rahés], ਰਹੰਸੀ [rahési], ਰਹੰਸੇ [rahése] See
ਰਹਸ, “thakur dekhI rahési.”—suhi Chat m ’1.
‘happened with pleasure.’ “sajan rahése.”—gau
chét m 1.
‘

ਰਹੰਤ [rahét], ਰਹੰਤਾ [rahéta] resides, dwells.
2 without, sans. “janam maran rahét jiU.”—ram
ruti m 5. “rahéta janam marnen.”—ga tha.

ਰਹੰਦੇ [rahéde] (they) live. “qu rakhe tIVE
rahéde.”—bIIa m 4.
ਰਹੰਨਿ [rahénI] (they) live. “sacs: mahalI
rahénI.”—sri a m 5. “andInu anad rahénI.”
——sava m 3.
ਰਹੰਮ [rahém] See ਰਹਮ. “sz no kare rahém, tIsu
na v15arcla.”——var guj2 m 5.

ਰਕਸ [rakes] A w to throw down, defeat, topple. 2 A U43. dance.

ਰਕਸੀ [raksi] threw upside down, defeated. See

move back. “In ségatI te ਪਿੰ rahu re.”—1<eda m

ਰਕਸ l. “narkasur jahI karyo raksi.”—1<rIsan.

4. “rahu rahu ri bahuria ghﬁghatu jInI kadhe.”—asa kabir. 3 stay; reside.

ਰਕਤ [rakat] Skt ਚਕ੍ਰ. adj rcd, scarlet. 2 attached;

ਰਹੁਰਾਸ [rahuras] See ਰਹਰਾਸ and ਰਹਿਰਾਸ.

ਰਹੁਰੀਤਿ [rahuritI] See ਰਹਰੀਤਿ.

ਰਹੂੜਾ [rahura] a tree which is also known as
rahira, rohira and lahura. Skt ਹੇਵਿਜ. it is related to Butea frondora species. Saffron coloured
ﬂowers blossom from this tree in spring. Its
wood is used for making strin g instruments like

violin (sarégi). See ਘਵਿੰਡੀ.

fond of. 3 n blood. 4 mother’s blood. “rakat
bfdu ka $}… tano.”-sri a m 1. 5 saffron.
6 copper. 7 vermilion. 8 love. 9 red colour.
ਰਕਤਕਿਗ'ਸ਼ਾ [rakatkIram] delicate germs in woman’s blood. When fertilized by the male sperm,
develops into a baby; ovum. See ਗਰਭ. “rakat
kIram mahI nahi ségharIa.”——maru soIhe m
5. ‘Ifthese germs become dead due to some
defect then one cannot have children. It is the
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grace of the Almighty that He has not killed ਰਕਤਾਂਗ [raktag] ਧ੍ਯ; coral.

ਰਕਤਦੰਤਾ

you and created a beautiful body from a
minute germ.”

ਰਕਤਦੌਤਾ [raketdéta] whose teeth have got red
due to drinking blood; goddess Kali. “tuhi ap
ko rakatdéta kahe hé.”—C5di 1.

ਰਕਤਪ [raktap] blood thirsty, demon. 2 bug, bed-

bug. 3 lick.
,
ਰਕਤਪਾ [rakatpa] blood-sucking worm, leech.
2 goddess Kali.

ਰਕਤਾਛ [raktach] See ਰਕਤਾਕ.

ਰਕਤਾਲੀ [raktali] blood-sucking, blood-thirsty.
2 red coloured.
ਰਕਤਿੱਰ੍ਛਣ [raktIcchan], ਰਕਤਿੱਛਰ [raktIcchar] Skt

ਰਕ੍ਰੇਕਣ. having red eyes. See ਰਕਤਾਕ. “raktIc—
Chan se jhatde jhatkare.”—VN.

ਰਕਤੂ [rakatu] See ਰਕਤ. “na ISU pfdu, na raktu
rati.”—g5d kabir.

ਰਕਤੋਤਪਲ [raktotpal] See ਰਕ੍ਰੋਤਪਲ and ਰਤੋਪਲ.

ਰਕਤਬਿੰਦੁ [rakatbi‘du] drop ofblood. 2 blood and

ਰਕਤ੍ਰ [raktra] See ਰਕਤ.

sperm. See ਰਕਤ ਬਿੰਦੁ ਕੀ ਮੜੀ.
ਰਕਤਬਿੰਦੁ ਕੀਮਤੀ [rakatbido ki mari] body formed

ਰਕਤ੍ਬੀਜ [raktrabij] See ਰਕਤਬੀਜ.

ਰਕਤਾਸ਼ਯ [raktasay] place of blood—heart. See

ਰਕਾਨ [rakan] P to murmur in anger. In Punjabi

ਰਕੁਬਾ [rakba] A g) n neck. 2 length, breadth
and expansion of land; area. 3 slave. 4 a vilfrom the blood of mother and sperm of father.
lage in district Ludhiana tehsil Jagraon under
“rakat bido l<i mari na hoti.”—5IdhgosatI.
ਰਕਤਬੀਜ [rakatbij], ਰਕਤਬੀਜੁ [rakatbijo] fruit which police station Dakha. It is two miles away from
has red seed; pomegranate. 2 a demon who. railway station Mulanpur to the south. To the
north-west of this village a gurdwara has been
was commander-in-chief of Shumbh. From his
built in memory of Guru Hargobind. When the
blood drops a large number ofdemons would
Guru was staying here, a lady from Dakha vilrise. According to Markanday Puran, he was
lage brought bread prepared from gram flour
killed jointly by goddesses Kali and Durga.
for
him. The Guru took the bread and blessed
“Cédi dayo VIdar, sronpan kali karyo... rakat
the lady. A shrine has been built at this place.
bij jab marIo devi Ih parkar.”—c5di I . “rakatbiju kalnemo bIdare.”—gau a m I . See ਸ੍ਰੋਣਤਬੀਜ. A Nihang Singh is the priest. The shrine is
known as Damdama Sahib.
3 minute germs which remain in the mother's
ਰਕੁਮ
[rakam] A ਨੱਥੂ n to Write. 2 i.e. cash.
blood meant to form a body when fertilized by
the male sperm. 4 blood and sperm. mother’s ਰਕਾਅਤ [rakaat], ਰਕਾਤ [rakat] A ”g n component of prayers offered by Mohammadans as
menses and father’s sperm.
namaz. Standing straight, bowin g and prostratਰਕਤਾ [rakta] Skt ਦ੍ਰਵ੍ਗ. n small red and black
ing is one of its a components. See ਦੁਗਾਨਾ 3.
seed. 2 madder. 3 sealing wax.

ਦਿਲ.
ਰਕਤਾਸੁਰ [raktasur] This term has been used for

Rakatbeej. See ਸ੍ਰੋਣਤਬੀਜ. “raktasur acan juddh
pramacan.”—aka1.

ਰਕਤਾਕ [raktaksl Skt ਰਕ੍ਰ'ਕ. adj having red-coloured eyes. 2 pigeon. 3 Indian red legged partridge. 4 crane. 5 young adult male buffalo.

6 demon Mahkhasur. 7 Arunaksh. See ਤ੍ਰਾਮਰੀ.
ਰਕਤਾਕੀ [raktaksi] red-eyed buffalo.

the word rakan is used for an intelligent and
smart woman.

ਰਕਾਨਾ [rakana] A ਰਿਕ਼ਾਨਾ. page.
ਰਕਾਬ [rakab] A ਮ੍ਹਾਂਰੈੱ/ foot-rest tied with the saddle’s strip, stirrup. 2 ship, boat. 3 P cup. 4 platter. 5 horse used for riding.
ਰਕਾਬਸਰ [rakabsar] a shrine in memory of Guru
Tcgbahadur to the west of Bahga Bhaini village of Patiala state, district Bamala, tehsil and

ਰਕਾਬਗੰਜ
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ਰਖ਼ਤ

police station Mansa. The strip of the Guru’s ਰਕੇਬੀ ਮਜ਼ਹਬ [ rakebi maj-hab], ਰਕੇਬੀ ਮਜਬ
[rakebi
horse’s stirrup broke here and the Guru alightmajab] religion adopted to get support; faith that
ed from the horse and got the broken strip recan be changed for a piece of bread; parapaired. A raised platform has been built at this
site’s religion.
place; on one side Guru Granth Sahib (holy ਰਕੂ [rakt] See ਰਕਤ.
scripture ofthe Sikhs) is displayed in a room ਰਕੁੰਤਧਲ [raktotpal] Skt ਦ੍ਚੀਟਧਲ਼ red-colou
red
built of pucca bricks. Twenty-four vighas' of
lotus. Bombax Heptaphyllum.
land has been donated by Bhai Dan Singh and ਰਕ[੮੪1<ਤੁ]5/<2ਹ੍8ਦ੍ਰ. vr protect, support. 2 adj prothe villagers. A grove of trees stands in this
tector, saviour. 3 n protection, defence. 4 lac.
very land. A Nihang Singh is the priest. An ਰਕਕ [raksak] adj protector, saviour. 2 supportunmetalled three mile path leads from railway
er.
station Sadda Singh Wala to the north.
ਰਕਣ [raksan] Skt 11 protection, defence.

ਰਕਾਬਗੰਜ [rakabgéj] an ofﬁcial in the royal sta-

ਰਕਣੀਯ [raksniy] proper to be protected: which

ble who escorted the emperor Shah J ahan and
founded a village ofthis name near Shah Jahanabad. 2 a holy shrine in memory of Guru
'l‘egbahadur where Sikhs of Lubana community cremated the, headless body of Guru
Tegbahadur in Sammat 1764. The tenth Guru
on his visit, got built a raised platform at that
place. After that Baghel Singh got built a
domed shrine in Sammat 1847 ( 1 790 AD). This
shrine is on the Gurdwara Road near a

needs to be protected.
ਰਕਾ [raksa] Skt n the idea of protection. 2 act
of supporting. 3 sealing wax; lac. 4 ash.
ਰਕਾ ਬੰਧਨ [raksa bfadhan] See ਰੱਖੜੀ.

government ofﬁce. See ਦਿੱਲੀਦਾ ਅੰਗ 2.
ਰਕਾਬ ਦਿਵਾਲ [rakab dIval], ਰਕਾਬ ਦੁਆਲ [rakab

dual] P ਲ਼ੀਖਿ'ਵ੍ਭੰਸ਼ੁੱ/ n stirrup-leather, leather to
hold the stirrup.

ਚਕਿਤ [raksIt] adj which has been protected.
2 brought up.

ਰਜ੍ਯ [raksy] See ਰਕਣੀਯ.
ਰਖ [rakh] See ਰਕਾ. See ਰਖਣਾ. 3. See ਰੱਖ.
ਰਖ਼ਸ਼ [raxas] P ਮੂੰਹੋਂ n white-skinned horse. 2 es—
pecially Rustam’s horse. 3 glimmer. 4 sun.
“5 rainbow.

ਰਖ਼ਸ਼ਿੰਦਹ [raxsidah] P ,ਭੰਰ੍ਹੂਂਨੂਚੂ adj shining.
ਰਖ਼ਸ਼ਿੰਦਹਦੁਰ [raxsidah dur] P “‘„ਰ੍ਥੂ'ਝੁਭੰ n shining
pearl.

ਰਕ਼ੀਕ਼ [rakik] A J2.) adj thin, melted. 2 n slave,

ਰਖ਼ਸ਼ਿੰਦਹਮਾਹ [raxsidah mah] P M55, 11 lumi-

servant.
,
ਰਕ੍'ਬਿ [rakib] P __„ਰ੍ਰ੍ਡੂੰ/ adj supervisor, watch.
2 defender. 3 two persons who are in love
with the same beloved and arejealous ofeach
other.
ਰਕ਼ੀਥੀ [rakibi] P 6:}; n jealousy between two
persons loving a single beloved. See ਰਕ਼ੀਥ.

nous moon.
ਰਖ਼ਸ਼ੀਦਨ [raxsidan] P ਚਿਠੀ; v shine, illuminate.
ਰਖਕ [rakhak], ਰਖਕੁ [rakhaku] See ਰਕ਼ਕ. “so suami prabhu rakhko.”—ram chét m 5.
ਰਖਣ [rakhan] Skt ਰਕ਼ਣ. n sense of protecting.

ਰਕੇਥ [rakeb], ਰਕੇਬੀ [rakebi] P _ਵ੍ਥੂਸੂੰ n platter. It
has become rakeb from rakab through ablaut
as kateb from kItab. “stran ke bad hOI
rakeb.”—GPS. ‘Shields turned into large
plates.’

“rakhe rakhanharu.”—m 1 var mala.

ਰਖਣਹਾਰਿ [rakhanharI] protector. “rakhe rakhanharI.”—var guj2 m 5.
ਰਖਣਹਾਰੁ [rakhaharu] adj protector. See ਰਖਣ.
ਰਖਣਾ [rakhna] v protect, guard. 2 adopt,
3 place, adjust. 4 See ਰਖਨਾ 2.
ਰਖ਼ਤ [raxat] P .2); n luggage, paraphernalia,

ਰਖਦ

2 sorrow, grief. 3 anger, rage. 4 food sufﬁcient for one person.
ਰਖਦ [rakhda] a d v wearing. 2 protecting, defending. “pej rakhda aIa.”—asa ch5t m 4.

ਰਖਨਰ

ਰਖੜ
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[rakhanhar], ਰਖਨਚ

[rakhanhara] S e e

ਰਖਣਹਰ.
ਰਖਨਰ [rakhanharI]the protector (did). “rakhI lie tInI rakhanharI, sabh bIat

mI—

tai.”—-bIIa m 5 .

ਰਖਨ [rakhna] See ਰਖਣ. 2 P ,5} 22 hole, slit.

3 disturbance, h i n d r a n c e . “sara bIkhE rakhna

' I k gera.”—NP. 4 fault, defect.

ਰਖਵਰ [rakhvara] adj protector (m). “apI guru
rakhvara.”——bIIa m 5.

ਰਖਵਰ [raklwari] 12 protection, defence. 2 fe-

male protector.
‘
ਰਖਵਰ [rakhvaro] protector. See ਰਖਵਰ. “mero
guru rakhvaro mit.”—-sor m 5 .
ਰਖਵਲ [rakhvala] adj protector, saviour. “ra-

ਗਖ [rakhI]See ਰਖਲਵਹ. 2 a d v putting, mov-

ing. “nacahu rakhI rakhI pau.”-asa m 1.

3 cautiously, carefully. “rakhI rakhI caran
dhare vicari.”—dhana a m 1.

ਰਖਅਨ [rakhIanu]he protected; he saved.

ਰਖਆ [rakhIa]See ਰਕ. “rakhIa karahu, gusai
mere.”—asa m 5.

ਰਖਲਵਹ [rakhIlevahu] save me, protect me.
“rakhI ਗਰ}… d i n d I a l u , bhramat

balm har-

Ia.”—Var jet.

ਰਖਮ [rakhie] kindly protect me. 2 step, check.
“sutaku kIUkarI rakhie, sutaku pave rasOI.”
mvar

asa.

ਰਖਸਰਘਗਗਪਇ], ਰਖਸਰ [rakhisaru]. ਰਖਸਰਫਰkhisur] Stlpremc among sages. “gavanI tudh

no p‘édIt paranI rakhIsaru.”——japu.

ਰਖਜ [rakhije] let us protect. let us adopt.

ਰਖ[rakhu]11 protection, defence. guardianship.
“namu biju sétokhu suhaga, rakhu garibivekhvala gobidraI.”—brla m 5. 2 n command- su.”-—sorm 1 . ‘adOpting humility is like proe r of a fortress. “dukh darvaja, roh rakhvatecting a crop.” 2 kindly protect. “rakhu jagatu
1a.“—ram m 1 . 3 Bhai Santokh Singh haswrit- sagal cle hatha ram.”~—vad chi-5t m 5. “rakhu
ten that Guru Gobind Singh came at Rukhala dharam, bharam bIdarI man te.”——guja m 5.
village marching from Dina and named the vil- ਰਖਣ [rakhen] ਹਅਧ. in protection “aho jasy ra—
lage as Rakhvala.
1<hen gopalah.”--~sahas m 5. ‘whose protec“sri prabhu dine te cadhe pIkh pahuce I k gram. tion is in the hands o f t h e Almighty.”
khare ho: bujhan kIyo, kahéi gram k0 nam? ਰਖ [rakhe] adopts. 2 protects.
sun rahak bhakhyo t I s kala.
ਰਬਯ [rakheya] adj protector.2 who helps in
ISi gram k0 nam rukhala.
day-today life etc. 3 who lays; who instals.
sri guru varjan kinas tahi.
ਰਖਦੜ [rakhédra], ਰਖਦਤ[rakhédro]adj protecInam
rukhala kahie nahf.
tor. “rakhédro prabhu a p I .”—-varj£t.
ਰਖ [rakkh] 11 protection. defence. 2 reserve
ab te kaho nam rakhvala.
tIS hi thal dera guru ghala.”
forest in which no one can enter without the
-—GPS. owner’3permission.
_
ਰਖਵਲ [rakhvali] protection, defence.See ਰਖਵਰ. ਰਖੜ[|ਹ1<1<111‘1],ਰਖ[1-੪1<1<111] Per Hindu doctrine
“hoi raje ram ki rakhvali.”——sor m 5. 2 annual a string, cord o r thread regarded as a Sign of
collection or fee in Rajputana which is given
protection. 'It is tied on the ﬁfteenth day of
to Meenas etc Le. professsional thieves for
bright half of the lunar month of Savan. A sissafeguarding the area o f the contributors
ter on tying it around the wrist o f her brother. ‘
against theft. 3 female protector.
and the Brahmin around that of hispatron get
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money from them. See ਸਡੁੱਨੋ.
ਰਖਤਾ [rakhya] See ਰਕਾ. “sarab rakhya gur dy—
alah.”—sahas m 5.
ਰਗ [rag] P __;ਨ੍ਹੂੰ n vein, nerve. “harI ja rag jari.”—
krIsan. ‘Krishan burnt the throat pipe of Vaka—

sur by assuming the form of fire.’
ਰਗਣ [ragan] combination of three matras with

the short one in the middle. SIS. ‘
ਰਗ਼ਬਤ [racbat] A ਥੰਭੰਥੂਫ਼ੈਭੰ n desire, wish. 2 interest.
ਰਗਰ [ragar] See ਰਗੜ. 2 tendency of stubbornness. “janam kotI lag ragar hamari.”—tulsi.
ਰਗਰਨਾ [ragarna] See ਰਗੜਨਾ.
ਰਗੜ [ragar] n act of rubbing. 2 scratch. 3 dis-

pute. 4 insistence; stubbornness.
ਰਗੜਨਾ [ragarna] v rub, crush, trample.

ਰਗੜਾ [ragra] 11 act of rubbing. 2 dis’pute. “man-

ਰਘੁੱਤਮ

ਰਘੁਏਂਸ [raghues], ਰਘੁਕੁਲ ਤਿਲਕ [raghukul tIlak],
ਰਘੁਨਾਥ [raghunath], ਰਘੁਨਾਯਕ [raghunayak],
ਰਘੁਨੰਦਨ [raghunédan], ਰਘੁਪਤਿ [raghupatI ], ਰਘੁਬਰ

[raghubar], ਰਘੁਬੀਰ [raghubir], Ramchandar, chief
of Raghu dynasty. “séthé ban raghufdr
biré.”—samudramathan. “ros bharyo ran mo raghunath... prapat bhe raghunéd tahi tab... ban
ban calat bhae raghunédan... ut raghubar ban ko
cale... sri raghubir SIromanI sur...”——rama V.
2 in Gurbani, the words Raghunath, Raghurai
also stand for the Creator. The origin of this lies
in Raghu, which means light. $68ਰਘੁਨਾਥ2. “prahl—
ad ka rakha hOI reghuraia.”—bh€r m 3. Ramchandar did not exist at the time of Prahlad.

ਰਘੁਬੀਰਸਿੰਘ [raghubirsigh] son of Sarup Singh,

mukhI kamla ragre lujhe.”——sava m 3..
ਰਗ਼ੀਬ [raGib] A Hg, adj desirous. See ਰਗਬਤ.

raja of Jind, who was born on ]]… January
1833. After the death of his father, he ascended the throne at the age ofthirty on March 31,

ਰਗੀਲਾ [ragila] See ਰੰਗੀਲਾ. “lalu ragila sahje

1864. He was wise, farsighted, efﬁcient in

pan.”—sar m 5.
ਰਘ [ragh] See ਰਘੁ.
ਰਘਨਾਥ [raghnath] Skt Raghunath. King of Raghu dynasty. 2 Ramchandar, lord of light, light
manifest, the Creator.1 See ਰਘੁ 2. “Ih prat
me tek ek raghnath.”—s m 9.

ਰਘਵਾ [ragva] Raghav; Ramchandar. “tisar jugg
bhayo raghva.”—I<rIsan. tisar means the third
era. 2 Skt ਰਘੂਦੁਹ. who bears the burden of protecting the Raghu dynasty — Ramchandar.

ਰਘੁ [raghu] Skt adj fast moving. See ਚੰਘੁ vr. 2 n
light, illumination. 3 messenger, courier. 4 king
of Ayodhya belonging to the Sun dynasty, father of Aj and son of Dalip born to Sudakshina,
from whom the dynasty derived its name
Raghuvansh. “tIn ke b§s bI 1<he raghu bhayo,
raghubés-hI jIn jagahI calyo.”—VN. 5 persons
belon gin g to Raghu dynasty. “parasramesur kar
kutharu raghu teju harIo.”—saV£ye m I I<e.

ਰਘੁਇੰਦ੍ਰ [raghuidr], ਰਘੁਇੰਦੁਬੀਰ [raghuidrabir],
"‘tIs dz: canon: sabh mahI cananu hOI.”——sohIIa.

administration but was hard and tough by nature. He developed Sangrur into a beautiful
city from a village and pursued sound rules of
administration. He died on March 7, ]887 at

Sangrur. See ਜੀਂਦ.
ਰਘੁਬੰਸਿ ਤਿਲਕੁ [raghub551 tIlaku], ਰਘੁਰਾਇ [raghuraI], ਰਘੁਰਾਜ [raghuraj], ਰਘੁਰਾਯ [raghuray],

ਰਘੁਵਰ [raghuvar], ਰਘੁਵੀਰ [raghuvir] heir appar-

ent of the Raghu dynasty. See ਰਘੁਇੰਦ੍.
“raghub53I tIlakU sbdaru dasrath gharI .”—saveye In 4 ke. “bhet bhuja nIrkhe raghurai... sri
raghuraj baryo Skao... man raghuvar jani...”
—rama v.

ਰਘੁਵੰਸ਼ [raghuvés] dynasty of king Raghu. See
ਰਘੁ 4. 2 epic written by Kalidas, divided into
19 chapters, in which history from king Dalip
to King Agnivaran is narrated. See ਖਟਕਾਵਜ਼

ਰਘੁਵੰਸੀ [raghovési] adj a member of Raghu
dynasty.

ਰਘੁੱਤਮ [raghutamm] supreme among the Raghu family — Ramchandar.

ਰਘਦਹ

ਰਜਨ
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ਰਘਦਹ [raghudvah] See ਰਘਵ 2.

ਰਘਸ [raghes], ਰਘਸ [raghves]Lord of Raghu
family, Ram. “he na raghvesl jadves ram-

patI.”—saveye 33.
ਰਚ [rec] Skt ਹਜ. vr create, build, write a book.
2 S n desire, wish.
ਰਚਕ[racak]Skt adj creative.

ਰਚਣ [racna], ਰਚਣ [recanul v m a k e . 2 create.

3 write poetry. See ਰਚ W. 4 meet. merge, be
absorbed. 5 be pleased.
ਰਚਨ [racan] Skt 11 act of making. 2 act of composing poetry. 3 administration, management.
4 area between Ravi and Chanab is called

Rachan doab. 5 creation, universe. “jInI ape

_ racan racai.”——m 1 var ram 1 . _

ਰਛ [rach] protection. 2 weaver’s brush. 3 instrument, tool. 4 demon.

ਰਛਕ [rachak] S e e ਰਕਕ. '

ਰਛ [racha] See ਰਛ.
ਰਫਣ [rachena] n that which shaves the hair

from the skin; razor, blade.
ਰਛਣ[racchan]See ਰਕਣ and ਰਖਣ.

ਰਛਪਲ [racchpal] n watchman, guard. “bhed
racchpalan k0 dino.”-—-carrtr 206.

ਰਛ [raccha]Skt ਰਕ. protection, defence. “hamri karo hath de raccha.”—-copai.

ਰਜ [raj] (See ਰਜ vr) Skt ਹਯਹਜ. n monthly bleed-

ing from woman’s uterus; menses. 2 dust.

3 pollen. “raj pékaj mahI lio nIvas.”—bh£r a
kabir.4 one of the three attributes of the illu-

ਰਚਨ [racna] Skt 12 act of creating. 2 universe,

sory world which. is the cause of attachment

na.”—saveye m 4 Re. 3 poem written by a poet;
composition. 4 hustle and bustle. “kuch racna

solhe m 1. 5 sky. 6 sin. 7 water. 8 cloud.

created by the Creator. “vahguru teri sabh ਤਰਥ-'.and pride. “raj tam sat kal teri chaIa.”-—maru _
tumre t g

hen.”—GPS. 5 to permeate, to be

absorbed. “man sacs racni.”—~m 3 var suhi.
“gursabdi raca.”—m 3 var maru 1.

9 ploughed ﬁeld.
ਰਜਊ [rajau] I get satiated. “guru salahI na ra—

jau.”——sn' m 4. 2 n king’s authority; kingship.
ਰਜਸਲ [rajsvala] adj woman during the period
ਰਚਨ [racenu] creation, universe. “ape racanu of menses.
racaI, ape hi palia.”—'—varguj2 m 5. 2 act of ‘ਰਜਕ [rajak] Skt 11person who dyes clothes, dyer.

creating; process of making. “jInI harI tera
recanu raCIa.’7—-an5du. .

ਰਚਯਤ [racyIta] ਹਥਬਰ. adj who creates.
ਰਚਉਣ [racauna] v get created, get raised.

ਰਚ [raCI] adv after creating, after making.
“rec: racna apni kal dhari.”—sukhmani. 2 after making. decorating. “jIhI SII‘I racx rac:
bﬁdhat pa g.”—gau kabir.

ਰਚਤ [racIt] adj created, composed.
ਰਗ-ਧਚ[raCIpaCI]advaftev building with great
labour; with huge difﬁculty. “baru bhitI banai

raCI paCI, rahat nahi d I n carI.”-5੦1” m 9.

ਰਚਨ[racénI](they) create. 2 (they) get absorbed. “sacs namI racénI.”—sri a m 3.

'CombiningmT [a] with ਈਸ [is] has givcnéﬁ [es]; placing

u (ਮ'ਰਘ [raghu] in front ofit has given ਰਘਸ [raghvesL

2 a washerman. 3 perAushnasi Simriti, distiller’s son born to Vaishya woman. 4 in P .E/

to belch, eructate; n belch, eructatilon.

ਰਜਗਣ [rajgun] raj an attribute of the illusory

world. See ਰਜ 4. “raj gun tamgun satgun kahie,
eh teri sabh maIa.”—-I<eda kabir.

ਰਜਣ [rajana] v be satiated.

ਰਜਤ [rajat] Skt n glittering metal. 2 silver.

3 ivory. 4 blood. 5 mountain. 6 gold. 7 adj
white.

ਰਜਤਪਣ [rajatpan], ਰਜਤਪਨ [rajatpan] n silver coin,

rupee, silver currency.
ਰਜਤਚਲ [rajtacal], ਰਜਤਦ [rajtadrI] mountain of
s i l v e r — Kailash.
ਰਜਧਨ [rajdhani] See ਰਜਧਨ.
ਰਜਨ [rajan] Skt 12 act of dying.

ਰਜਨਾਂ
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ਰਜਨਾ [rajna] to be satiated. See ਰਜਣਾ.

ਰਜਨਿ [rajanI], ਰਜਨੀ [rajni] Skt n night. “rajnI
sabai jéga.”—sar m 5. See ਜੰਗਾ. “raVI pragas
rajni jatha.”——gau raVIdas. 2 turmeric.

ਰਜਨੀਸ਼ [rajnis] lord of the night — moon.
ਰਜਨੀਸ਼ ਸੁਤ [rajnis sot], ਰਜਨੀਸ਼ ?ਚਿ [rajnis néd]
son of Rajnish (moon)—planet Mercury.

2 Wednesday. See ਨੰਦ ਰਜਨੀਸ਼
ਰਜਨੀਸਰ [rajnisar], ਰਜਨੀਸੁਰ [rajnisur] ਰਜਨੀਸ੍ਵਰ [rajnisvar] Moon, the lord of the night.

ਰਜਨੀਸ੍ਵਰ ਧਰ [rajnisvar dhar] space in which lord
of the night (moon) is seen—sky.

ਰਜਨੀਸ੍ਵਰਧਰਧਰ [rajnisvar dhar dhar] arrow which
moves through the sky in which the moon is

seen.
,
ਰਜਨੀਕਰ [rajnikar] moon which brings night.
ਰਜਨੀਗੰਧਾ [rajnigédha] a plant which gives out
fragrance at night; Polianthes Tuberosa.

ਰਜਨੀਚਰ [rajnicar] adj what moves at night. 2 n
thief. 3 demon. 4 owl. 5 moon. 6 one employed to guard against the thieves; watchman
who patrols at night. 7 one who has illicit relations with a woman: lecher. 8 wild animals like
~ lion,jackaletc.

ਰਜਨੀਜਲ [rajnijal] n dew.
ਰਜਨੀਪਤਿ [rajnipatI] moon, master of the night.
ਰਜਨੀਮੁਂਖ [rajnimukh] n evening, sunset.
'
ਰਜਖੂਤ [rajput] See ਰਾਜਪੂਤ.

ਰਜ ਪੰਕਜ ਮਹਿ ਲੀਓ ਨਿਵਾਸ [raj pékaj mahI 'lio
nIvas]—bhsr a kabir. who is present in dust and
lotus, who is present in sea and land, dust and
ﬂower. 2 in the dust of whose feet, saints have

made their dwelling place.

ਰਜਬ [rajab] See ਰੱਜਬ. 2 A .72.; adj honoured.
who has been respected. 3 n seventh month
of Hijri Sammat. 4 In Islam a stream in the
paradise, cold water ofwhich will be given to
those who observe fast in the month of Rajab.

ਰਜ਼ਮ [razam] P [ਕਿ rust. 2 fuel.
ਰਜਮਟ [rajmat] E regiment. a body of infantry.

ਰਜਵਟ [rajvat] See ਰਜਮਟ. 2 Dg Culture of the
Rajputs, speciﬁc character of the Rajputs.
ਰਜਵਾਹਾ [rajvaha] current of-water ﬂowing
straight; canal; distributary etc.
ਰਜਵਾਹਾ [rajvara], ਰਜਵਾੜਾ [rajvara] state, kingdom.
2 head of a kingdom, king. “roh bhare rajvare.”—paras.
ਰਜਾ[1‘9]'€1] I may be satiated. “tudhu salahI na
raja kab—hﬁ.”—majh a m 3. 2 A Liu pleasure,
favour. 3 approval, acceptance. 4 Creator’s

will. “raja mahI rahIna raji.”—GPS. 5 in mili—

tary terminology, raja1 is used for leave also.
6 A hope, expectation.
ਰਜਾਇ [rajaI] 588ਰਜਾ2 and 4. “rab 1<i rajaI mime
SII‘ UparI.”——m 1 var majh. “so kare, jI tISE

rajaI.”—var asa. 2 adj who wills. See ਰਜਾ 2
and 4. “harI harI namu thaie, sz nao 1<Irpa
kare rajaI.”—sr1' m 3.

ਰਜਾਇਕ [rajaIk] See ਰਜਾਕ. “rajaIk yakine.”
—japu. ‘who certainly provides food.’
ਰਜਾਈ [rajai] who wills, the Creator. “hukaml
rajai calna.”—japu. 2 will, order. command.
“kahe bahur mujh dehu rajai.”—NP. 3 in His
will, according to His pleasure. “nanak rahanu
rajai.”—japu. “calau sada rajai.”—sor a m 1. “je
dhan khasme (3918 rajai.”—m 3 var sr1'. 4 got
content, blessed; bliss, contented. “jsse sac

mahI rahau rajai.”—bIIa m I. 5 n quilt, thick
bed covering ﬁlled with a layer of cotton.
ਰਜ਼ਾਕ [rajak] A 0131 who makes provisions. “k1:

roji rajake.”—japu. 2 n the Creator, who pro~

vides food to all.
ਰਜਾਣ [rajan] P ਪਾਂਖੁੱਣਾਂ, kings. “so biré rajané.”

—gyan.
ਰਜਾਦੀ [rajadi] princess, royal lady. “janu rajadi
uttri penhI suhi sari.”—c5di 3. “bhakhe mardana y5 rajadi sun 1ij£.”-—NP.
ਰਜਾਬਖ਼ਸ਼ [rajabaxas] who fulﬁlls the desire. See

,ਰਜਾ6.

'cspecially the furlough.

ਰਜ਼ਾਮੰਦ
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ਰਜ਼ਾਮੰਦ [rajaméd] P ﬂu, adj in agreement,
agreeable. who has consented to a proposal.

ਰਜਾਮੱਦੀ [rajamédi] P dpu, n willingness, act
of agreeing.
ਰਜਾਲ [rajal] A J”, adj mean, base.

ਰਜਿ [rajI] adv getting satiated. “rajI rajI bhojano khavahu, mere bhai.”—bIIa m 5. 2 n in
Vishnu Puran, a king, who thoroughly defeated the demons by giving help to Indar.
ਰਜਿਕਾ [rajIka] n wife ofa dyer or washerman;
woman who dyes and washes clothes.

ਰਜਿੰਦ [rajfd] king of kings. 2 who gives out a
secret. “kou jo anpatI bhrIt bhag jaI bhumia
pa, dhaI mare bhumia l<o sahIt rajid ji.”—BGK.
ਰਜਿਯਾ [rajIya] a member of the Rajput community. 2 prince. 3 See ਰਜ਼ੀ 3 and ਰਜੀਪੁ'ਤ੍ਵ.

ਰਜੀ [raji] satisﬁed. content, See ਧਾੲੀ 4. 2 See
ਰੱਜੀ2. 3 maid ofa king who lives in the harem.

4 A ਖਾਂ) of ﬁne nature, well-mannered. “gaji
raji roh rumi.”—-I<alki. 5 short for ਰਜੀਲ. See
ਰਜੀਲ 1 and 2.
ਰਜੀਆ [rajia] 566ਰਜੀ3. 2 See ਰਜਿਕਾ. 3 See ਰਜਿਯਾ.
ਰਜੀਪੁਤ੍ਵ [rajipotr] son ofa king born to a maid
servant. “ajesigh rakhyo rajiputr suré.”——janmejay.

chappay
paras pelts loh bani s‘égatI }')/(~) bavan,
varI varuni VIVIdh pethI géga madh p3van,
cﬁbak halcal loh Eikh adIt 55g kholahI,
' rogi hOI nIrog okhadhi mukh madh melahI.
sadhu 55g jahaj jag yatha svatI sipahi pari,
rajjab chéhi humayu SII‘ tyo satIségatI ki ghari.

ਰੱਜੀ [rajji] satisﬁed, satiated. 2 wife of Baba
Guddarh Singh who used to serve the visitors
by distributing free food in plenty, in Bagrian.
She herselfused to grind ﬂour, reciting the holy
hymns of the great Gurus and remain in the
service ofthe devotees for all the time of day
and night. She passed away in Sammat 184].
ਰਜਜਾਰੇ [rajyare] owners of a kingdom; kings.
“mace l<op keke hathile rajyare.”—carItr 405.
2 plural of rajvara; Chieftains; petty chiefs;
states.

ਰਞਧ੍ਯਾ [rapanna] v cause distress; hurt feelings. “kOI na kIse rapanda.’?—sri m 5 pepai.
“tau karis, je bhulI r5pan€.”~bh€r m 5.

ਰਞਾਣਿ [rapani] adv by causing distress; by tormenting. “anath rapanI udaru 1e pokhahI.”
—sar m 5.

ਰਞਾਣੀ [rapani] See ਰੰਞਾਣੀ.

ਰਜੀਲ [rajil], ਰਜੀਲਾ [rajila] A ਯੇਫੂਭੰ adjtough, hard.

ਰਟ [rat] Skt ਦ੍ਟ੍. vr speak, call.

2 smart, sharp. “rajilo ranrég dhir.”—52
poets. 3 A J), mean, base, inferior.

ਰਟਣਾ [ratna] See ਰਟਨ.

ਰਜੂਲ [rajul] P 1;} adj grieved, sorrowful. “mulla kaji bhae rajul.”—-PPP. 2 diseased, sick.

pfguria.”—gau m 5.
ਰਟਨ [ratan] Skt n act of calling; utterance.
ਰਟਾ [rata] n peacock, which cries loudly. “sor

ਰਜੌਗੁਣ [rajogun] See ਰਜ 4 and ਰਜਗੁਣ.
ਰਜੌਤੀ [rajati] 11 culture or character of a Rajput.
“rajoti nIbahi.”— VN.
ਚੱਜਬ [rajab] an excellent saintly poet of Vrij language who was a disciple of Dadu. I-Iis couplets and verses are read with reverence in
the literacy circles.
couplet
sadhu sarahs so sati, yeti yosIta jan, .
rajjab sace sur ki veri kart: bakhan.

ਰਟਤ [ratat] calls. See ਰਟ vr. “arat duarI ratat

kar‘é cahf) or rata si:”—1<rIsan.

ਰਟਿਆ [ratIa] uttered. See 32W. 2 imbued, dyed,

engrossed. “maIa régI ratIa.”——j£t chét m 5.

ਰਟਿਤ [ratIt] Skt adj who has been called out.
2 n call, shout.

ਰਟੈ'ਯਾ [rateya] adj who gives a call. 2 who recites in a loud voice.

ਰਠੋਂਰ [rathor] a clan ofthe Rajputs, belonging
to Sun dynasty. This clan is especially found

ਰਡ

'
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in Marvar and Bikaner. Its root is in rastramor.

ਰਡ[੮ਣ>€.1],ਚੱਡ[ਢ਼ਾ9<ਬ੍ਰੂ(ਬ੍ਰੂ] Mntone, sound. “bheri sado
rad.”—s farid. 2 a poetical metre, characterised
by four feet, ﬁrst foot containin g 41 matras with
three pauses per 15-11-15 arrangement; second foot has 26 matras' with pauses per ll-l 5
arrangment; a couplet of two lines is given in
the end. This is also known as VIkhamtar poetical metre.
Example:
kije sada dharam parIcar, desprem 1<o dhar,
kade na dvetbhav karIye,
man nivé matI occ, hIt ki SIkhya kén dharIye,
jo nar satgurubacan p8. amal karat dIn ran,
harIvrIjes sukh sépada, basti he US en.
This very form of rad has been employed in
verses composed by Bhatt poets as:
szahI dharyao dharatI ar VIUInU,
aru pavanu te nir sar,

avar anal anadI kiau,

sas: rIkhI nISI sur dInI
551 true phal phul diau,
SUI‘I nar sapat samudr kIa,
dharIo trIbhavan jasu,

(soi) eku namu harInamu satI
pan (gur) amar pragasu.‘
ਰ੍
—saveye m 4 ke.
ਰਣ [ran] or ,ਰਣੁ [rano] Skt ਹ੍ਧਜ਼ੂ. vr go, make a
noise; feel happy. 2 n war which is full ofloud
din. “ranu dekhI sure at Ulas.”—basét m 5.
ਰਣਉੱਧਿਤ [ranudtht] See ਰਣੇਂਥਿੱਤ and ਕਰਖਾ.
ਰਣਸਿੰਹਾ [ransiha], ਰਣਸਿੰਗਾ [ransiga], ਰਣਸਿੰਘਾ

[ransi'gha] n a metallic horn shaped as musical instrument having three bends, one end of
which is narrow and the other is wide. It is
used to produce a roaring sound like that of a
'In this verse. dharIo and pan are pronounced as dharyo
and payo. ਸੇਈ [soil and ਗ਼ੁਰ [gur] have been entered for
singing.

ਰਣਜੀਂਤਸਿੰਘ

lion. Now this instrument is played in the mon- asteries and the temples.
ਰਣਕ[1‘91_181(]/7 sound ofa tinkling bell or anklet.
See ਰਣ vr. See ਰਰ੍ਯਕਾਰ.
ਰਣਕੇਤ੍ [ranksetr], ਰਣਖੇਤ [rankhet] n battleﬁeld,
war front.

ਰਣਖੰਭ [rankhébh] a pole ﬁxed in the battleﬁeld.
2 column built at the site ofwar as a memorial; tower.

ਰਣਗਾਮੀ [rangami] one who is ready to go to the
war — warrior. “dhyan dharé Ih k0 rangami.”
—1<rIsan.
ਰਣਚਕਣ [ran caksan], ਰਣ ਚੱਖਣ [ran cakkhan] n

a demon who spoke a lot in'the battle, and
was a companion of Raktbij.

ਰਣਢੇਤ੍ [ranchetr] See ਰਣਕੇਤ੍.
ਰਣਛੋੜ [ranchor] adj who runs away from the
battle ﬁeld; deserter. 2 Krishan who ﬂed from
war, unable to face the onslaught of Jarasandh
and Kalayman; a temple in Dwarika in mem-

ory of ranchor. See ਦ੍ਵਾਰਾਵਤੀ.
ਰਣਜੀਤ [ranjit] adj having gained a victory in
war. “ranjit bara akhara.”—asa m 5. Sense —

one who won in the conﬂict against evils. 2 n
a large kettle-drum of Guru Gobind Singh
which used to be played ahead ofhim during a

ride. “gurughar ko ranjit nagara.”—GPS. This
Kettle-drum was made in Sammat 1741 at
Anandpur. 3 poet Sainapati has employed
Ranj it and Ranj it Singh to name Aj it Singh, son

of the tenth Guru. “ਗਿਰਿ sighranjit tahi phoj
dai sabh mor.”—guru_sobha.

ਰਣਜੀਤਸਿੰਘ [ranjitsfgh] See ਰਣਜੀਤ 3. 2 elder
son of raja Jaswant Singh, ruler of Nabha state
born to Daya Kaur; daughter of sardar Jai
Singh chief of Laddharan. He was opposed to
his father due to bad company in 1818 AD. All
his life passed in disputes. He died on June 17,
1832 at his in-laws’ house at Patarherhi ofdis-

trict Ambala. 3 See ਰਗ਼ੀਤਸਿੰਘਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ.
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ਰਕ਼ੀਤਸ਼ਿੰਘ ਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ [ranjit sigh maharaja] Ranjit Singh was born to Raj Kaur, daughter of
rajaGajpati Singh ruler ofJind in Sammat 1837
(November 2, 1780) in the house of Sardar
Maha Singh head of Sukarchakia Misl.l Due
to small pox in his chidhood, he became blind
in one eye and his face was pockmarked. After the death of his father, Ranjit Singh succeeded to the throne at the age often. While a
‘niinor, Sardar Dal Singh and diwan Lakhpat
Rai ruled the state with the help ofhis mother
Raj Kaur. Bhai Pheru Singh Gujranwala priest
of the ofﬁcial temple, was appointed to impart
him religious teaching. Chiefly, he was interested in weaponry and horse riding. So he became very adept in both these‘skills.
As he grew up into a promising youth,
Ranjit Singh’s glory spread so much that he
conquered Lahore in Sammat 1856 (1799
AD) and two years later he got himself
crowned as a king in a largely attended congregation. However, Ranjit Singh preferred
to be addressed as Singh Sahib.2 He was so
glorious a ruler that in whichever direction
he advanced, the goddess of victory welcomed him. Taking birth in the house of a
small chief, he extended his kingdom from
Satluj to Peshawar and from the border of
Tibet to Sindh so as to consolidate it into four
provinces (Lahore, Peshawar, Kashmir,

Multan). The Maharaja believed that dispar_ ate power of the Sikhs was to be developed

ਰਗ਼ੀਤਸਿੰਘ ਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ

into one central empire.
In English history books, he has been titled
as ‘The Lion of the l’anjab’. His court was
full of efﬁcient ofﬁcers and competent gener—
als. He had a mighty and devoted army. For
all that, he was so humble that he brushed the
feet of priests from Delhi gurdwaras with his
beard, when they came to meet him at Lahore.
When Akali Phoola Singh made him bow at
the Akal Takht for receiving punishment, he
readily uncovered his back to get whipped from
him.
‘
He was keen to popularise the Name of
the Creator rather than his own name. He got
built Gobind garh fort in Amritsar in the name
of tenth Guru. A garden was got planted in the
name Guru Ram Dass. Inscription ofhis seal

and Nanak Shahi coin was “akal porakh ji sahay. deco teGo ਚਿਤਿ}! nusrat bedrég. yaftaz nanak guru gobiclsigh.”3
He entered into a treaty with the British
on April 25, 1809 (Sammat 1866) and thus
river Satluj was ﬁxed as boundary between
the two empires, and the Maharaja remained
friendly with the British in accordance with
the treaty.
'
The Maharaja was gifted with the insight
ofrightlyjudging persons; at the ﬁrst encounter, he would assess the qualities and weaknesses of a man. There was no section of
administration the report of which did not
reach him daily. He had divided his time in such

'Agcd persons of Phool dynasty tell that Ranjit Singh was born at his mother’s parental house Budrukha. Historians
have stated his birth place as Gujran Wala.
2ln ofﬁcial documents. he was referred to as ‘Singh Saheb.’

3Ranjit Singh never forgot to humour the democratic feeling, or, rather, the theocratic feeling of the Sikhs. He
professed to rule ‘by the grace ofGod’ like any Christian king: the name ofthe Guru was on his coins, and he was

no more than the chosen leader ofthe people. with whom he was always popular, though the chiefs had little love
for him.

(The Rajas of the Panjab by […!-{. Griffin.)
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21 way that no part of it was wasted.l The Maharaja kept complete information of secret
matters regarding his civil and military ofﬁcials.
He was never idle. Poet Sahib Singh writes:
“sad hi kamar kasi ham dekhi,

kabh-‘hﬁ na sustimukh par pekhi.”
Famous for bravery, he was widely known

ਰਣਜੀਤਸਿੰਘ ਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ

for generosity. He used to spend twelve lac
rupees in distributing alms besides granting
ﬁefs and giving awards.2
On speciﬁc occasions when he marched
in an ostentatious procession riding on elephant

named Sardar3 or the horse named Lailai“
along with cavalry regiment5 which was given

a Sovereign
'On this subject. see the letter written by the British Political agent captain Wade in “The Punjab as
'
State"
inspecting
‘In the hot weather the Maha Raia goes out at about 5 a. n1 and spends an hour or two in riding and

he retires to his
his troops then he takes his first meal otten without dismounting from his horse About 9 a m.
into the
minutely
examining
residence and holds a Court, receiving reports issuing orders to his ofﬁcers and
by his side to write
tmancial accounts 01 his government himself. At noon he reclines for an hour. having 21 secretary
and passes an
rises
he
pm.
1
At
mind.
from his dictation. as different things requiring execution which cross his
lasts till the day begins
hour in having a portion ofthe Granth read to him. after which he resumes his Court, which
in meditation until
himself
secludes
or
time.
to close, when he either sends for 21 set ofdancing girls to beguile the
to whom he frequently
his second repast. He goes to bed between 8 and 9 p.m., 21 secretary still being in attendance
His habits in other
a.m.
9
near
until
abroad
go
not
dictates his orders in the night. In the cold weather he does
along the parterves
respects are the same. with the exception ofmounting and promenading his horse in the evening

ofhis garden.
Simla. dated 31“.
(Letter from Captain C.M. Wade. Political Assistant. to the Secretary to the Governor General,
May 183 1)

that he (Maharaja Ranjit
2“Finally from the information gathered by Col. Lawrence from his counsellers, we ﬁnd
48, page 372)
Singh) gave Rs. |2.00.000~ a year in charity.” (Vide Punjab Government Records 1847
worth rupee one lac and a
3This elephant was very tall in height and was very beautiful. Its adorning material was

half.

4See ਲੈਲਾ ਘੋੜਾ.
King organised this regiment
5'I‘wenty-two hundred cavalry men remained in the service oquru I-{ar Rai. Thus the
Captain Wade political
families.
noble
to
in the name ofthe true Master which included tall horsemen belonging
15. |827 on page 47 as:
assistant who came to Maharaja as British ambassador writesin his report oprril

in rear ofthe battalion
the Raja ordered a largelbody of Ghorcharahs [ghorcarhe] which had been standing
with the Sikh expression of“Wah
to advance and pass in front ofhim. Every man as he passed the Raja saluted him,
have been about 2.000 of them.
Guru Khalsa ke Fateh." They were all dressed in yellow silk and there might
in the Raja’s father’s service. Their
Generally they were well mounted and old looking men. Many ofthcm had been
and bows and arrows. There
arms were a sword. shield. and matchlock. Some instead of the matchlock had spears
Kherek Singh who was absent
were altogether about 3,000 of them. Some were attending the Raja’s eldest son Kour
peculiar privileges ofits own. The
exacting a tribute from Bhowlpur. Others were at their homes. The Corps had
rupees a year and some less. They
men are not paid in money. Every man has ajagcer varying from 500 to 5.000
n0 chief but him..“
are chosen by the Maharaja himselft‘rom his personal Guard and acknowledge
a Sovereign State, page 3 l 0-] l)
as
(See. The Panjab
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name oquru Har Rai, the people used to feel
wonderstruck on seeing his supremacy.
Kings ofneighbouring and foreign countries always tried to maintain friendship with
him. Foreign travellers who visited Punjab
praised his miraculous talent and efﬁcient
administration. W. Moorcroft has written in
his travelogue “I have not seen a wise king
like Maharaja Ranjit Singh in Asia till now.”
He thoroughly proved his wisdom by estab-

lishing the Sikh empire in Punjab. Before
achieving success to fulﬁll his diverse aims,
this majestic ruler, breathed his last on 15

Harh Sammat 1896 (June 27, 1839) due to
the attack of paralysis. His memorial was
raised in front ofthe fort, where hymns from
the Sikh scriptures are read daily. Regarding the death of the Maharaja, the poet Jai

ਰਣਜੀਤਸਿੰਘਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ

Singh has written:
kino ti: payan surlok hﬁ k0 maharaj,
pﬁn pOj puhmi ke pal me palane h'é,
kéki kije 0t kan satru ki bacave cot?

go garib guni gan atI bIlkhane hé,
kahe jaysigh surisépda bIlani bir
asuri me an dih dOdath dharane h'é,

hay mardane jag jane ranjit sf gh!
tere bIn kane jag bic tin kane hé.
Maharaja Ranjit Singh had 92000 men in infantry, 31800 cavalrymen and 784 big and small
canons.l Many foreigners (British, French, Italian, Russian, American etc) were his ofﬁcials2
besides the heroes like Sardar Sham Singh
Atariwala, Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa, Sardar
Gaus Khan, Phoola Singh Akali and Diwan
Muhkam Chand and hundreds of generals. 1neome of the state was 32475000 rupees.

"This force consisting of about ] 10.000 men is divided into regulars and irregulars.; the former of whom, about
70,000 strong. are drilled and appointed according to the European system. The cavalry branch ofthe disciplined.

force amounts to nearly 13,000, and the infantry and artillery to 60,000 more. The irregulars, variously armed and
equipped are nearly 40,000 strong, ofwhich number upwards of 20,000 are cavalry, the remainder consisting of
infantry and matehlock men, while the contingents, which, the Sirdars or Chiefs are obliged to parade on the

requisition ofthe sovereign. amount to considerably above 30,000 more. The artillery consisted in Runjeet’s time
of 376 guns, and 370 swivels mounted on camels or on light carriages adapted to their size. There is no distinct

corps of artillery as in other services, but there are 4,000 or 5,000 men under a darogha, trained to the duty of

gunners. and these are distributed with the ordinance throughout the regular army. (the Punjab by Lt. Col. Steinbach)
2The following is the list ofEuropean and American Ofﬁcers who were employed by Ranjit Singh. A few ofthem

died while in the Panjab. others left the Sikh service either in Ranjit’s lifetime ofafter his death.
1.

Alvarine ~

Italian

Infantry

Died at Lahore

2.

Allard

French

Cavalry

Died at Peshawar.

3.

Amise

Do

Infantry

4.

Argowd

Do

Infantry

5.

Avitabile

Italian

Civil employment

6.

Battice

Do

7.

Barlow

English

Infantry

8.

Bianchi

Italian

Medical officer

9.

Benet

10. Canora

French

[)0

American

Artillery
contd...
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The genealogical tree of the Maharaja is as:
Budh Singh (1: 1716

|

|

|
Chanda Singh
He was the ancestor of
Sandhawalia family

Nodh Sin h d: 1752
f
b: 1721 Charhat Singh (1: 1774

|
b: 1760 Maha Singh d: 1792

|
b: 1780 Maharaja Ranjit Singh d: 1839

|

|

|

1802 Kharag Singh 1840

1807 Sher Singh 1843

|

~

1837 Dalip Singh 1893

|
1821 Nunihal Singh 1840
Maharaja Ranjit Singh had also other sons i.e. Tara Singh, Multana Singh, Kashmira Singh
and Pishaura Singh, but they are not well known in Sikh history.
||. Court

French

Do

12. Cortlandt

English

Infantry-

13. Campbell

Do

Do

14. Dottenweiss

German

15. Dubuignon

French

Infantry

16. Dcl’Ust

Do

Do

17. Del’Roche

Do

Do

l8. Dc 1aF0nt(lst)

D0

D0

19. I)claFont(2nd)

Do

Do

20.

DeFashcye

ਲ਼ੀ

Engineer

father

Do

Cavalry

2|. Dc Fasheyc}& son

Do

Do

22. Ferris

Do

Do

23. Foulkes

English

Cavalry

(killedbyfallfromhorse)

Died atLahore
(killcdbyrcbclsoldiers)

24. Fcndrid

25. Ford

English

Infantry

26. Fitzroy

Do

Do

27. Gillmorc

Do

Do

28. Gordcn

Do

Cavalry

lrish

Artillery

29. Guthrie
30. Gardner

diedin Kashmir.

conld...
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ਰਣਜੀਂਤਗੜ੍ਹ [ranjitgarh] a village four kohs away
from Sialkot fort to the north. Guru Hargobind
caused the water to flow by piercing the earth
with his spear. The place of pilgrimage in
known as gurusar.
'
ਰਣਜੀਤ ਨਗਾਰਾ [ranjit nagara] See ਰਣਜੀਤ 2.

ਰਣਝਣਕਾਰ [ranjhankar], ਰਣਝੁੰਝਣਾ [ranjhﬁjhna]

ਰਣਝੁਝਠੜਾ [ranjhujhanra], ਰਣਝੁੰਤਨੜਾ [ranjhﬁjhanra]

Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ, W. n sound of small bell and
jingling anklet; tinkle ofsmall bells. 2 sound of
musical instruments and weapons in the battleﬁeld. 3 sound of merriment; singing a song during celebrations to the accompaniment of tiny

ਰਣਚੰਗ

bells and small drums. “ranjhfjjhanra gau sakhi,
harI eku thavahu.”—ram chétm 5 .' “jédeé
ranjhﬁjhna, nanak dadak hOI vadhai.”—BG.

ਰਣਰ੍ਕਿ [rannék], ਰਣਤਕਾਰ [ranatkar] Skt ਚ੍ਧਸ੍ਯਜ੍ਯ.
11 sound ofsmall bells etc, tinkling.

ਰਣਬੰਭ [ranthébh], ਰਣਥੰਭਾ [ranthébha] See ਰਣਖੰਭ.
ਰਣਧਾਨੀਂ [randhani] battleﬁeld, war front.

ਰਣਧੀਰਸਿੰਘ [randhirsfgh] See ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ.
ਰਣਧੀਰ੍ਯੜ੍ਹ [randhirgarh] See ਲੰ'ਮੇਂ 3.
ਰਣਬੀਰਸਿੰਘ ਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ [ranbir sigh maharaja] See
ਜੀਂਦ.
ਰਣਤੂਮਿ [ranbhumI] battleﬁeld, war front.
ਰਣਰੰਗ [ranr'ég] enthusiasm for war. 2 battleﬁeld.

31. Garron

French

32. Hommus

Spaniard

Infantry

33. Honigberger

German

Medicalofﬁcer

34. Harlan

American

Civilemployment

35. Holmes

English

Infantry

36. Hes!

Greek

Do

37. Hurelcck

Do

Do

38. ”urban *

Spaniard

Engineer

Cavalry

39. Harvey

English

MedicalOfﬁcer

40. Jcrvais

Frcnch

Infantry

41. Leslie alias Rattray

English

Do

42. Mouton

French

Cavalry

43. Martindale

English

Infantry

44. Mocvius

Russian

[)0

45. Melui

D0

D0

46. Macpherson

English

Infantry

47. Rossaix '

French

Engineer

48. Stcinbach

Austrian

Infantry

49. Storr

Do

Do

50. Shcaf

Do

Do

51. Thomas

English

Infantry

52. Vcntura

Italian

Do

53. Vochus

Russian

Do

54. Weir

[)0

diedatLahore.

(The Panjab as a Sovereign State, p. 230-31-32)
'Guru Granth Sahib contains only two verses of this metre. but in Bhai
Banno’s copy a complete hymn of four

stanzas is given. See ਗ੍ਰੰਥ ਸਾਹਿਬ ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਗੁਰੂ.
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ਰਣਾਞਾਸ

ਕ੍ਯਾ [ranvas] palace for the queens; harem.
ਰਣਾਕਟ [ranakat] ਸ਼ੁਯੰ/‘ਰਣ-ਅਕਟ. which cannot be
cut in the battle. ਰ੍

ਰਣਾਚਲ [ranacall adj who does not ﬂee from
the battleﬁeld; warrior.
ਰਣਿਆਰਾ [ranIara] adj ﬁghter. “sardar ranI-

ਰਤਨਂਪਰਾ

tre is near the gurdwara built in memory of Guru
Gobind Singh on the outskirts of Bathinda.

ਰਤਨਕੋਠੜੀ [ratan kothri] in the Sikh doctrine, the
conscience of a saintly person overﬂowing with
virtues. 2 self-reﬂection. 3 name of the Creator. “ratankothri émrIt sépuran, satIgur 1<€

khajane.”—ram m 5. 4 Guru Granth Sahib.

are.”—C§di 3.

,

ਰਤਨਕੇਂਰ [ratan kor] daughter of the chief of

ਰਣੁ [ranu] See ਰਣ.

ਰਣੁਤਕਟ [ranutkat], ਠਿਕਟ [ranotkat] Skt ਹ੍ਧਸੋਜ੍ਯ.

adj who shows great zeal in the battle ﬁeld.
2 n a messenger of Kartikay (Khadanan) clan.
ਰਣੋਥਿੱਤ [ranothtt] another name of poetical
metre Karkha. See ਕਰਖਾ.

Bhangi misl who was married to raja Sahib
Singh ofPatiala in 1787. 2 wife of sardar Sahib Singh noble oqujarat. After she became
a widow, Maharaja Ranjit Singh married her

in 1811. She gave birth to prince Multana Singh”.

ਰਣੇਂਕ [ranék] See ਰਣਣੌਕ.

ਰਤਨ੍ਯਰਭ [ratangarabh] n ocean, womb of which

ਰਤ [rat] Skt See ਰਮ੍ vr. adj lover, in love with.
2 happy, glad. 3 n play, sport. 4 coitus. 5 gen—
der. 6 Skt blood. See ਰਤੁ.

ਰਤਨ੍ਯਰਭਾ [ratangarbha] earth which produces

is full of gems. 2 god ofwealth, mammon.
all the valuable materials.

ਰਤਕ [ratak] Skt ਰਕ੍ਰਿਕਾ. n red and black seed of ਰਤਨਗਿਅਾਨ [ratangIan], ਰਤਨਗਿਅਾਨੁ [ratangIano]

Abrus Precatorious. It is used as a measure
_ to weigh metals and medicines like gold etc.

See ਤੋਲ. “tola masa ratak paI.”—m 1 var sar.
ਰਤਨ [ratan] Skt ਹ੍ਰ੍ਜ਼. (See ਰਮ੍ vr) n that which
gives pleasure; precious stones like gem, ruby
etc or some precious wondrous thing. “ratan
namo aparu kim nahu pave amulao.”—savsye
sn’ mukhvak m 5. See ਨਵਰਤਨ. 2 valuable substance. “home bahu ratna.”-sukhmani. ‘reﬁned articles like butter etc as offerings to
the ﬁre god.’ 3 pupil of the eye. 4 per an
anecdote, given in the Purans, wondrous
articles brought out by churning the ocean
of Kheer (milk) which are fourteen in number. uccehsrava ghora, kamdhano, kalap

vrIks, rébha apsara, laksmi, amrIt, kalkut (poi-

son) sarab, cédrama, dhanvétarl, pﬁcjany

55kb, kostobhamanI, sarég dhanokh and era-

vat elephant; “ratan opaI dhare khiro
mathIa.”—asa m 1.

ਲ਼ੀ

ਰਤਨਸਿੰਘ [ratan sigh] See ਪੰਥਪੁਕਾਸ਼.
ਰਤਨ੍ਯ'ਜੀ [ratan haji] a famous fakir, whose cen-

gem of knowledge. 2 spiritual knowledge.

ਰਤਨਚੰਦ [੮8੮੪11੦5੮1] son of Bhagwan Dass
Gherarh of Ruhela who was killed by
Guru Hargobind in the battle of Hargobindpur.
2 son ofChandu who died in the battle ofHar-

gobindpur. See ਚੰਦੂ 2.
ਰਤਨ੍ਯਨਮ [ratanjanam], ਰਤਨ੍ਯਨਮੁ [ratanjanamu]

gem like birth, human life. “ratanjanamu apno
te harIo.”—~gau m 9.

ਰਤਨਜੋਤਿ [ratanjotI] light of a gem. Per the
Purans, in the royal palaces gems were used
for light instead of lamps. 2 clear eyesight. 3 a
herb which is found in abundance in Kashmir
and Kamaon. Its latent effect is warm-wet. lt
cures enlargement of spleen, gout, heart beating etc. Onosma Echiodes. 4 a herb that shines
at night and gathers mercury. In Punjab this
herb is found under the shades of wild capers.
Its colour is red like salunak. It strengthens
semen, and its latent effect is cool-wet.

ਰਤਨਪੁਰਾ [ratanpura] a village in district Ambala
under police station J agadhari which is two and

——_—7
ਰਤਨਮਾਲ

a half- miles away from railway station
Jagadhari to the south. A shrine in memory of
Guru Tegbahadur has been built in this village.
The Guru visited this village when he was on
his way to Buria. Manji Sahib has been built,
and an Udasi saint acts as the priest.
ਰਤਨਮਾਲ [ratanmal] See ਰਤਨਮਾਲਾ 3. 2 the actual
name of the book which is famous as Sau

Sakhi. See ਸੋਂਜਾਖੀ.
ਰਤਨਮਾਲਾ [ratanmala] string of gems. 2 daughter of raja Bali who, after seeing god Vaman,
. wished to breast feed such a child; she died

and in her rebirth grew up as Putna and suckled Krishan. 3 a composition of 25 stanzas
entered in the compilation made by Bhai
Banno under the title “ramkali m 1 ratanmala.”
in which the rules of YOga practices like breathing exercises etc are explained. The meanings of its difﬁcult words are given in this
dictionary in the alphabetic order.
ਰਤਨਮਾਲਿਕਾ [ratanmalIka] See, ਸਵੈਯਾ 17.

ਰਤਨਮਾਲੀਂ [ratanmali] Skt ਦ੍ਜ੍ਯਗਾਕਿਜ੍. adj wearing
a string of gems.

.ਰਤਨਂਰਾਇ [ratanraI], ਰਤਨਰਾਯ [ratanray] son of
raja Ram Rai born to Svarnmati. Born with a
boon granted by Guru Tegbahadur, he grew
asa noble of Assam. He presented himself in
the religious court of the tenth Guru at Anandpur
is Sammat 1735_and offered a weapon having
ﬁve divides, a moving seat made of sandalwood, ﬁve horses'and an elegent elephant and

became his follower.
ਰਤਨਵਸੰਕ [ratanvarsak], ਰਤਠਵਰਖਕ [ratanvarkhak]
See ਪੁਸਪਕ 6.
ਰਤਨਾਕੁਰ [ratanakar], ਰਤਨਾਕਰੁ [ratanakaru] Skt

Term. n mine of gems, source of gems.
2 ocean. 3 See ਰਤਨਾਕੁਰ. 4 residents of Rameshvar use this name for the sea, which, rising
from the west, meets with the ocean on the

east.

ਰਤਨਾਵਲਿ
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ਰਤਨਾਂਕੁਰ [ratanékur] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ- pearl. 2 coral.
ਰਤਨਾਗਰ [ratanagar], ਰਤਨਾਗਰੁ [ratanagaru] See

ਰਤਨਾਕਰ. “guru bohIth tare ratnagaru.”——asa m
5. ‘helps to swim across the mine of gems.’
2 adj having the power to produce gems. “ਪਿੰ
sagro ratnagro, hau sar na jana teri.”—suhi Chét
m 5.

ਰਤਨਾਗੀ [ratnagi] due to the mine of gems. “krIpa sfdhu puran ratnagi.”—1<an m 5. 2 Skt

YEW. adj wearing gems on the limbs of
the body.

ਰਤਨਾਗੁਰੁ [ratnaguru] See ਰਤਨਾਕਰ. 2 best of the
gems. “harI harI namu SImarI ratnaguru.”
—suhi m 5.
ਰਤਨਾਞਲਿ [ratnavalI], ਰਤਨਾਵਲੀ [ratnavali] line
of gems. string of jewels. 2 a metaphorical
expression in which the quality of something
is described by using a number of adjectives
having other meanings also.
kram se varnan kijIye prakrIt arath sukh saj,
bhusan bhan ratanavali1e prabhav SIrtaj.
—ramca”drbhusan.

‘

Example:
aspatI gajpatI narah narid,
name 1<e suami mir mukéd.
—t115g namdev.
as the
described
Here lord of Namdev1s
owner of horses, elephants and human beings,
but these adjectives have other meanings too
i.e. Asvpati (sun), Gaj pati (Indar) Narpati (god
of wealth). That is, Lord of Namdev is also
the master of the sun, Indar and Kuber.
(b) assembling of several precious merits
into a quality, gives the second form of ratnavali.

Example:
bat pe prabin pyare!
mori
pratit
kijIye

lijIye v1 car cit sac me 'alayo he,
dhava ls khages k0 dInes ko pratap lin
jor 1s: james ko jales gyan payo he,

ਰਤਨੀਂ
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ਰਤਨ
"

ves lini see ki nIses ju ki ਤ੍ਵਫੇੰਨਿਡ਼ਾ lini
ca tori genes ki rames rup nayo he,

ਰਤਿਦਾਨ [ratIdan] coitus, copulation. 2 See

chinks: dhanes ke khazane :) sures raj

ਰਤਿਨਾਹ [ratInah], ਰਤਿਨਾਥ [ratInath], ਰਤਿਪਤਿ [ratIpatI] Rati’s husband; Kam — god of love.

devan ke ves nath péth e sajayo he.
—SIkkhiprabhakar.

ਰਤਨੀ [ratni] n connoisseur of jewels and their
trader ~—jewel ler. “ratna keri guthli, ratni kholi
aI.”—m 2 var ram 1. ratan means good quali-

ties and ratni means the spiritual guide. 2 because of jewels, due to gems.
ਰਤਨੁ [ratanu] See ਰਤਨ.

ਰਤਨੁਗਿਆਨੁ [ratanugIanu] See ਰਤਨਗਿਅਾਨੁ. “ratanU gIanU sabh k0 hIrIlina.”—gau m 9.

ਰਤਬਿੰਦੁ [ratbfdu] blood and semen. 2 This word
has also been used for demon Rakatbij.

ਰਤਵਾਈ [ratavai] adj having redness; red coloured. “nIrkhat nen rahe fatvai.”——gau ba van
kabir. 2 lost in love.

ਰਤੜਾ [retra], ਰਤਾ [rata] adj of the colour of fresh
blood; red. 2 lost in love. “rata penanu man
rata, supedi satu danu.”—sn' m 1. “namI rata
satIguru he.”—-m 3 var brha.

ਰਤਾਲੂ [ratalu] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਾਰਕ੍ਰਾਲੁ. 11 an esculent root from
which excellent vegetable is prepared; it grows
in the ground like kacalu and its leaves are of
a creeper. Sweet yam. L Dioscorea Aculeata.

ਰਤਿ [rati] Skt See ਰਮ੍ vr. n love, attachment.
“jaupe ramnam ratI nahi.”—gau kabir. 2 wife
of Kam, god of love; according to the Purans,

she is shown born from the sweat of Daksh
Prajapati. All the gods were fascinated on seeing her, thus she derived the name Rati. 3 coitus, copulation. 4 grandeur, grace. 5 good luck,
good fortune. 6 pleasure, gladness. 7 short for

ਰਿਤੁਦਾਨ.

ਰਤਿਪ੍ਰਿਯ [ratIprIy] n god of love. 2 adjiecherous.

ਰਤਿਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ [ratIprIya] in poetics a kind of mature heroine. 2 a lady who is obsessed with

cOitus.
ਰਤਿਭਵਨ [rathhavan] the house in which sexual act is enjoyed. 2 vagina, female sex organ.
ਰਤਿਰਮਣ [ratIraman], ਰਤਿਰਾਇ [ratIraI], ਰਤਿਰਾਜ

[ratIraj] Kam, god of love, See ਰਤਿਪਤਿ.
ਰਤੀ [rati] Skt ਰਰ੍ਹਿਕਾ. n red and black seed of
Abrus Precatorious. See ਰੜਕ. 2 n measure
equal to the weight of eight rice-grains. See
ਤੋਲ. 3 redness of the forehead, red colour. “sz
bhal jagi bad bhag rati.”—GPS. ,4 adj a little, a
bit, small like the seed of Ratak, Abrus Preca-

torious. “rati ratu na nIkle.”—s farid. 5 absorbed, engrossed. 6 n devotion, adoration. “ek

rati bIn ek rati ke.”—-aI<aI.
ਰਤੀਆਂਧਾ [ratiédha], ਰਤੀਅਾਨ੍ਹਾ [ratianha] adj feeling blind at night, suffering from night blindness.

2 n night blindness, nyctalopia. See ਅੰਧਨੇਤ੍ਹਾ.
ਰਤੁ [ratu] Skt ਚਕ੍ਰ. blood. “jo ratu pivahI mansa,

tIn kIU nIrmalu citu?”—m 1 var majh. ‘those
who suck blood of human beings’; sense — who
take bribery and acquire wealth by inﬂicting
atrocities. 2 Skt ਰਤ. fond of. “nam ratu, so bhagatu parvanu.”—gau m 5.
ਰਤੁਪਿਡੁ [ratUpItU] See ਪਿਤੁ 4.

ਰਤੇ [rate] devoted See ਰਤ. “rate sei jI mukhu na
morénI.”—sava m 5.

ਰਤਿਪਤਿ (Kam). “lakh tﬁhI rIsyo ratI .”—carrtr ਰਤੋਪਲ [ratopal] See ਰਕ੍ਰੋਤਕਪਲ. red-coloured lo-

250.
ਰਤਿਸ਼ਾਸਤ੍ਰ [ratIsastra] treatise on sex; sexual
science.

tus. “rup anup dee ju sfghasan, t5 par pav
ratopal dhari.”—GV 10. “bhae drIg sital,
sépatI dekhI ratopal ki.”—hanu.

ਰਤਿਕਾਂਤ [ratIkét], ਰਤਿਕੰਤ [ratIkét] husband of ਰਤੰਨ [ratén], ਰਤੰਨੁ [raténu] See ਰਤਨ. “gur ka saRati; Kam - god of love.

badu raténu he.”—an5du. 2 gem-I ike eyes. “ca-

ਰੱਤਕ

ਰਦੀਂ
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ban calan ratén.”—s fan'd. ‘teeth, feet and
eyes.’ 3 colour of blood; sense — engaged in

devotion. “menu premI raténa.”—asa Chét m
4. ‘was immersed in love.’
ਹੱਤਕ [rattak], ਰੱਤੀ [ratti] Skt ਰਰ੍ਹਿਕਾ. n small red
and black seed of Abrus Precatorius. See ਹੱਤਕ.
2 measure equal to the weight of eight rice

grains. See ਤੋਲ.
ਰੱਤੂ [ratto] blood. “rattu de pamale calle virkhet.”
—C5di 3.

ਰੱਤੌਕੀ [rattoki] a village which falls in district
Lahore, tehsil Kusoor under police station
Valtoha and is near Ratto ki Gurdwara railway
station. A place related to Baba Bir Singh
Naurangabadi is situated in the village. Eighty
three ghumaons of land of this village have been
attached with this place, and the rest of the land
is in villages Rasulpur, Bhangala, Bhaini, Chak
Bahtian, Bandala, Kotli Basawa Singh, Saran
Valtoha, Muthian Wala, Valtoha Sahajra. Land
in freehold is in many villages. Acongregation
is held on Vaisakh 27. The priests are Singhs.
ਰਤਯੰਕੁਰ [ratyékur] arousal of love.

ਰਥ [rath] Skt n a vehicle in which one can move
ਭੰ fast. See ਰਿ vr. 2 a two or four wheeled carriage having a round shaped canopy over it;

chariot. “rath n9 asv lie gaj sfghasan.”—saveye
sri mukhvak m 5. 3 body; physique. “rathu
unmanI lIv rakhI nIrékarI.”—saveye m 2 ke.
‘contemplating the Creator in body and spirit.’
4 inner consciousness. 5 warrior, brave person. 6 pleasure, gladness, happiness.

ਰਥੲੀਅਾ [rathaia] adj charioteer.
ਰਥਸ਼ਾਲਾ [rathsala] n shed for chariots.

ਰਥਕਾਰ [rathkar] chariot maker.
ਰਥਨੀ [rathni] See ਰਥਿਨੀ.
ਰਥਫਿਰਣਾ [rath phIrna] turning of the sun, to-.
wards the tropic of Capricorn or tropic of Cancer. “rathu phIre, chaIa dhan take.”—tukha
barahamaha.

ਰਬਯਾਤ੍ਰਾ [rathyatra] See ਜਗੰਨਾਥ.
ਰਥਵਾਹ [rathvah], ਰਥਵਾਹਕ [rathvahak], ਰਥਵਾਹੀ

[rathvahi], ਰਥਵਾਹੁ [rathvahu] charioteer. “Ik
rathU, Ik rathvahu.”—var asa.

ਰਥਵੁ'ਨ [rathvan] owner of a chariot. 2 chario—
teer.

ਰਥਾਂਗ [rathag] n wheel of a chariot. 2 wheelshaped round weapon.

ਰਥਾਂਬਰ [rathébar] chariot’s cloth. chariot’s cover.
ਰਥਿਕ [rathIk] adj owner ofa chariot. 2 n charioteer.

ਰਥਿਨੀ [rathIni] army of chariots.—sanama.
ਰਥੀ [rathi] Skt ਰਥਿਨ੍ਵ. adj who has a chariot. 2 11
great warrior; a ﬁghter able to take on a thousand warriors. 3 lord of ten brigades. See ਸੈਨਾ2.

ਰਬੁ [rathu] See ਰਥ, ਰਥ ਫਿਰਣਾ and ਰਥਵਾਹ.
ਰਧ੍ਯਾ [rathya] Skt n a road or pathway upon

which a chariot can move easily. “jat rathya
tIy sou mIli.”—NP. 2 road, way.
ਰਦ [rad] Skt ਹ੍ਫ੍. vr saw, dig, break, gnaw. 2 n

teeth. 3 See ਰੱਦ.
ਰਦਛਦ [radchad] Skt ਦ੍ਦ੍ਰਾਕ੍ਯਾਥ. 11 cover for the
teeth, lips.
ਰਦਧਾਵਨ [rad-dhavan] tooth brush, twig for

cleaning the teeth. “pavan hon kar’é rad-dha—
van.”—NP.
ਰਚਨ [radon] Skt n act of tearing. See ਰਦ vr.
“tav prasadI kar dared radna.”—NP. 2 teeth,
which help in cutting. “radon patI mukta si 50hat.”—saloh. 3 ivory, tusk. “lébodar eke

radan.”—jesfgh. See ਏਕਰਦਨ.
ਰਦਨਛਦ [radanchad] See ਰਦਛਦ.

ਰਦਨਪਟ [radanpat] teeth’s cover, lips.
ਰਦਨੀ [radni] See ਰਦਿਨੀਂ.
ਰਦਾ [rada] P … n line, class. 2 layer, e.g. ‘Ittéi
da rada.’

ਰਦਿਨੀ [radIni] army of elephants; having elephants.—sanama.

ਰਦੀ[1‘9(11]ਦ੍ਰਾਟਿਜ੍.6]6[)|18ਮਿੰ, who has tusks. 2 See
ਰੱਦੀ.

ਰਦੀਫ਼
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ਰਦੀਫ਼ [radif] A _,ਫੂ/ਭੰ/ n a word or phrase coming
at the end of lines in Arabic or Persian poetry

is called ‘radif’. that is, the word as in ‘prakas
bhaya,’ ‘hulas bhaya’, ‘VIkas bhaya’, ‘nIvas

bhaya ’ —— bhaya is radif, while ‘prakas’, ‘Ulas’
etc are ‘kafiyah’ etc. See ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ. 2 person sitting behind a horseman. 3 army which remains
in the rear.
ਰੱਦ [radd] A „ n refutation, rebuttal. 2 vomit,
puke.

ਰੱਦੀ [raddi] A (ਨੂੰ” adj bad, third rate. Its root is
ਰਦਾਯਤ (get rotten).

ਰੱਧ [raddh] See ਕਾੱਧ.
ਰਨ [ran] See ਰਣ. 2 battleﬁeld. “juddh karyo ran
maddh ruheli.”—c5di 1. 3 S widow. 4 prosti-

. tute. 5 866 ਰੰਨ.
ਰਨਐਨ [ran-en] abode of war, battleﬁeld. “carh
ayo ran—en.”——C5d1' 1. ‘The day of the battle
ﬁeld has arrived.’
ਰਨਖੱਭ [rankhébh] See ਰਣਖੰਭ.
ਰਨਜੀਤ [ranjit] See ਰਣਜੀਤ.

ਰਨਜੀਤਸਿੰਘ [ranjit sigh] See ਰਣਾਜੀਂਤਸਿੰਘ.
ਰਨਥੰਭੋਂਰ [randhébhor] Skt ਰਣਸੂੰਭਪੁਰ. a fort in
Jaipur state in Rajputana, around which there
was a large habitation and which remained the
capital of many celebrated rajas. Some writers have termed it only as Thumbhor “raja
ranthébhar k0 jéko prabal pratap.”—carI tr 60.
See ਤਨਸੁ'ਖ 2.

ਰਨਬਾਸ [ranbas], ਰਠਵਾਰਾ [ranvara] '\ਧਗੀ. abode
for the royal ladies; harem.
ਰਨਾਚਲ [ranacal] See ਰਣਾਚਲ.

ਰਨਿਯਹਿੱ [ranIyahi] to the queen. See ਰਨਿਯਾ.
ਰਨਿਯਾ [ranIya], ਰਨੀਆ [rania] queen. “tIsi thor

ranIyahi ls jave.”—carItr 85.
ਰਪ [rap] See ਰਪਣਾ.
ਰਪਟਨਾ [repatna] v slip, slide.
ਰਖਣਾ [rapna] v be dyed; (M ਪੋਚਣਾ) in fact rapna
means to get painted; the cloth is dyed by two
methods. One is to dip the cloth in a dilute so-

ਰਬੜ

lution of colour. The second is to coat the thick
solution ofcolour with a marker brush on the
cloth. “nanak bhagti je rape.”—var asa. “szno
ape rége, su rapsi.”—-asa a m 3. “rapahu ek
prabhurég.”—NP.
ਚਪੇਟ [rapot] E Report. n news, information.

ਰਫ਼ਅੁ [rafa] A 8/ to lift. 2 to erase, efface. 3 to
reject. 4 adj rejected. 5 dismissed.
ਹਫ਼ਤ [rafat] P .55, adj went away, gone.

ਰਫ਼ਤਨ [raftan] P J; v go, proceed. 2 i.e. die,
leave for the heavenly abode.

ਰਫ਼ਤਾਰ [raftar] P ,9; 11 speed, tradition. 2 See ‘

ਗਤਿਵਿਦਜਾ.

ਰਫ਼ਤਾਰਫ਼ਤਾ [rafta rafta] P :55}, adjslowly, gradually.

ਰਫ਼ਤੀ [rafti] P (3’1 you went away. “kuja amad,
kuja raphti?”—t1'15g namdev.
ਰਫਲ [raphal] E Riﬂe, gun with a grooved barrel; shot gun.
ਰਫਾ [rapha] See ਰਫ਼ਅੁ. 2 866 ਰਫਾਹ.
ਰਫਾਹ [raphah] Aw} n rest, repose.
ਰਫਾਕਤ [raphakat] A :33, n company, association, being together with another person.
2 i.e. friendship.

ਰਫ਼ੀਕ [raphik] A ਲੂੰਰੂੰ, 11 person associated with
another; companion; co-traveller. 2 i.e. friend.
“raphik he.”—japu.
ਰਵੂ [raphu] A ਨੂ, 11 act of mending, closing the
hole by passing a thread; act of darning.

ਰਫੂਗਰ [raphugar] P fpj n one who dams;
darner.
ਰਬ [rab] orag [rabu] A ਖ਼ਡੂੰਭੰ/ God, the Protector.
“ona pIara rabu.”—var ram 2 m 5. 2 master,
lord.

ਰਥਖਜ਼ੁਰੀ [rabkhajuri] dates of God. i.e. blissful
teaching of the holymen; company of the Guruoriented persons. “rabkhajuri pakia.”~s farid.

See ਮਾਖਿਅ.
ਰਬੜ [rabat] A 1;}; n attachment, relation, union.
2 practice. 3 fastening.

ਰਬਧ
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ਰਬਧ [rabadh] short for ਆਰਬਧ and ਪ੍ਰਾਰਬਧ.
ਰਬਧਾ [rabadha] ਹ੍ਗ੍. n meal, diet, food.
ਰਬਰ [rabar], ਰਬੜ [rabar] a tree of baniyan spe-

ਰਭਸ [rabhas] Skt n pleasure, delight. 2 repentance. 3 impulse.
ਗ1' [ram] Skim. vr enjoy, play, relax, stay, please,

cies; material from its viscuous matter is also

be glad. copulate. Words such as ਰਤਨ, ਰਤਿ

derive from the same root. 2 n husband.
called rabbar. L. F icus Elastica.
ਰਬਾਣਾ [rabana], ਰਬਾਣੀਂ [rabani], ਰਬਾਨੀਂ [rabani] A ' ਰ੍ 3 Kam, god oflove. 4Ashoka tree. 5 adjdear,
ਪੂੰਨੂ, adjpertaining to God. “Ikna gali jéjir, bédI beloved. 6 Skt charming, graceful, beautiful.
“bhav bhukhan pukhan sohat ram.”—GV 10.
rabanie.”—m 1 var mala. ‘prohibition by the
7 in hymns composed by the Gurus, ਰ੍ਯ has
Creator. ’ “jaI jég karan nal guru de dekh khel
been usedfoﬁﬁr (utterance). “ram nam, karI
rabane.”—j§gnama.
ਰਬਾਬ [rabab] A ਖ਼„ਠੂ/ n a musical instrument com- karni.”—guj a m 5. “khInU ram gur gem harI
dam nah jam.”—asa m 5. 8 ਰਮ [ram] has also
prising string and wire which was favourite
been used in the sense of passing as — “nanak
with Bhai Mardana. Rebeck. In musicoiogy,
samIo
ramIgan.”——s m 9.
its name is Ravan Veena. It is of two types;
one is nIbaddh (in which bands are ﬁxed on ਰਮਊਆ [ramaua] adj who enjoys, who plays.
See WW. 2 who makes sounds with the mouth,
wires for the signs of musical notes) The sec—
ond is anIbaddh (without bands) “rabab pa- who utters. 3 act of uttering, utterance; repetition of divine Name. “bItvahI ram ramua
khavaj ta ”—asa m 5. “tuti tétu na baje rabab.”
1ava.”—asa kabir. ‘has engaged (some one) in
—asa kabir. ‘The rebeck of mind is not played
recitation of Ram’s Name.’
without the Divine pervading it.’
ਰਬਾਬੀ [rababi] adj rebeck player. 2 singers in ਰਮਈਆ [ramaia] 'ail-pervading, the Creator; the
ultimate Reality. “rameia ke gun cetI parani.”
the lineage or traditon othai Mardana Rababi
—sukhmani.
“sarab nIVvasi nanak ramaia
who sing the holy hymns of the Gurus in the
ditha.”—dhana m 5.
Sikh shrines to the accompaniment of rabab.

ਰਬਾਰਾ [rabara], ਰਬਾਰੀ [rabari] adj guide, who

ਰਮਹੁਂ [ramahu] roam, wander. 2 speak, utter.

shows the way. 2 envoy, ambassador. “tﬁ kari
sula nal guru de ghal khub rabare.”—j5gnama.
3 a caste whose members ply camels. These
people are fully in the know of all the ways
and highways. Therefore they are adept in giving guidance.
ਰਬੀ [rabi] A (5'; n spring season. 2 crop reaped
in spring season such as wheat, grams and

“ram ramahu badbhagi ho!”—var guj 2 m 5.
ਰਮਕੁ [ramek] A J, n a little life, one’s last breath.
ਰਮਕਣਾ [ramekna] v blow gently. See ਚਮਕ and

barley etc. 3 see ਰੱਬੀ.
ਰਬੁ [rabu] See ਰਬ.
ਰਬੂਦ [rabud] P ,1, took away.

ਰਬੂਦਨ [rabudan] P um v take away.
ਰਬੇਲ਼ [rebel] See ਰਾਇਬੇਲ.
ਰੱਬ [rabb] See ਰਬ.
ਰੱਬੀ [rabbi] adj of God, ofthe Almighty.

ਰੁਮਕਣਾ.
‘
ਰਮਜ਼ [ramaz] A /1 n indication, inuendo.‘
2 sarcastic remark.
m [ramjan] A 0W1 adj which burns. i.e.
destroys sins. 2 n ninth month ofa Hijri year.
To fast in this month is a ritual ofislam. According to Mishkat,,prophet Mohammad said
that in the month of Ramzan, the doors of paradise remain open and those of hell remain
closed,'and in this month the-Devil is imprisoned by putting him in fetters. A person who
fasts in Ramzan is freed from his sins.

ਰਮਣ
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Verses from 183 to 187 in the Surat Bakrah
of Koran have particular instructions to fast; it
is also mentioned here that a sick person or a
traveller who is unable to observe fast, should
fast for as many days in another month and
thus complete the number of days.
Meals are not taken from dawn to dusk.
Fast is ended after beholding the moon of the
tenth month.
In the month of Ramzan one has to prostrate ten times after the prayer is offered at
night; These are named as 63;; [taravih].
Pregnant or breast feeding women and children of youn g age are exempted from this fast.
Twenty—seventh night of Ramzan is called

.1ng or bang. On this night, Koran was

ਰਮਦਾਸ

—gaum 5. “roman kau ram ke gunbad.”—sarm
5. enumeration of qualities.
ਰ੍ਯਣਸੀਲ [remansil] ਰਮਣਸ਼ੀਲ. adj erotic. “remansil parmesurah.”—sahas m 5.
ਰਮਣਜੋਗ [remanjog] erotically enjoyable, worth
cohabiting. 2 worth-repeating, worth-quoting.
ਰਮਣਾ [ramna] v enjoy, play. 2 go about, wander. “kat ave kat ramte.”—1<an m 5. 3 answer

the call of nature. “bahar na javahu, Itthe hi
ramne phIrahu.”—bhagta vaIi. 4 pervade, happen.
ਰਮਣੀ [ramni] Skt beautiful woman worth-cohabiting with. 2 wife.

ਰਮਣੀਅ [ramnia], ਰਮਣੀਕ [ramnik], ਰਮਣੀਯ [ram-

niy] Skt ਗ਼ਾਢੀਯ. adj beautiful, charming. “kéth
ramniy ram ram mala.”—sahas m 5.
ਰਮਤ [remat] adv pervading. “ramat ramu sabh
rahIo samaI .”—g5d m 5. 2 uttering, speaking.
“rasna ramat sunat sukh sravna.”—sor bhikhan.
ਰਮਤਾ [ramta] adj going about, wandering, not

brought down to the lower sky from the
Lauhmehfooz‘; it is a tradition to read Koran
by remaining awake during this night. Some
people say that this night falls in the month of
Ramzan but it is not certain which night is this,
staying at one place.
because in Koran the number of nights is not ਰ੍ਯਤਿ [rematI] Skt n paradise. 2 god of love.
mentioned. “kaji mah ramjana.”—prabha kabir. Kam. 3 crow. 4 hero, husband.
Qazis observe fast in the month of Ramzan. ਰਮਤੁ [rematu] one who indulges in sex — hus3 a commander of the army of Aurangzeb
band; hero. “seje rametu, nan nahi pekhau.”
who died by an arrow shot by the tenth Guru
—-asa kabir. See ਰਮਤਿ4. 2 enjoying coitus.
in the third battle of Anandpur.
ਰਮਦਾਸ [ramdas] a village in district Amritsar,
ਰਮਣ [roman] Skt n husband. 2 Kam, god of tehsil Ajnala. The railway station at this
love. 3 coital enjoyment. 4 game, merriment.
village is 27 miles away from Amritsar on
5 going, wandering, living. 6 donkey. 7 ovary;
Amritsar Narowal—Sialkot railway line. Baba
testicles. 8 also a varnIk metre, marked by
Buddha spent a major portion of his life living
four feet, one sagan in each foot.
at this place and he left this mortal world here.
Example:
An elegant memorial of Baba Buddha is built,
“sat ko. rarIye. jet ko. dharIye.”
and there are many residential houses here.
9 adj charming, beautiful. 10 Skt ਰਵਣ. utter- This holy place has land in its name in
ance, speech. “ram roman taran bhesagar.”
Ramdas, Firozke, Nangal, Muhar, Saraj, Laung.
1According to the Koran, this tablet is in the possession
Shahdke, Mangian, Chakk No. 31, Shahpur
of God. It contains the whole text ofthe Koran. Apart
Guru Chakk, Tiharke, Basau Kot, Chhanni
from the Koran, the record of all human beings is written
Gujran, Chhanni Naikan, Janmian, Mohanpura,
on this tablet.
Jandiala, Purian, Gorsian, Mangu Mahal,

ਰਮਦਾਸਕੋ
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Nasar, Dyalpura, Abo Syed, Majj upura,
Shahjadabad, Daddian, Galab, Jagdev Kalan,
Bal, Machhiwala, Ganian Wala, Malowal,
Tthakka kala, Darian Musa, Kot Gurbakhsh
and Dayal Birang. Priest are Singhs appointed by the Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee.
Outside the village is the place where Baba
Buddha met Guru Nanak Dev. See ਬੁੱਢਾ ਬਾਬਾ.

ਰਮਿ

dice. “ramal jotIs bic dekhaho.”—saloh. a person knowing Ramal who tells fortune by throwing dice is called Ramaal.

ਰਮਲੀ [ramli], ਰਮਲੀਂਆ [ramlia] a person knowin g
the science of Ramaal; one who tells fortune
' and answers questions according to the rules

of Ramaal. See ਰਮਲ.

' ਲ਼ੀ

ਰਮਾ [rama] Sktn pleasure-giving, Maya; Lachhmi.
2 grace, splendour. 3 wife of prophet Kalki.

2 See ਰਮਦਯੀਅਾ 1.
ਰ੍ਯਦਾਸਕੇ [ramdaske] related to the lineage of 4 See ਤ੍ਰਿਗਤਾ 2. '
Baba Buddha. See ਰਾਜ੍ਯ. 2 See ਰਾਮਦਾਸਕੇ.
ਰਮਾਉਣਾ [ramauna] v irrigate. 2 plaster, daub.
`ਰਮਦਾਸੀਅਾ [ramdasia] Ramdas, disciple of saint ਰਮਾਸਾਸਤ੍ਰ [ramasastra] economics, art ofearning
Lakhmir, who was a weaver and his followers

are known as Ramdasias. 2 Members of the
family lineage of Baba Buddha live here so
this name has been given due to these people.

3 See ਰਵਦਾਸੀਆ.

'

ਰਮਦਾਨ [ramdan] See ਰਮਜ਼ਾਨ 2. “varat na rahau,

na mah ramdana.”—bh£r m 5. The Hindus do
not observe fast in the month of Ramzan.
ਰਮਨ [roman] See ਰਮਣ.
,
ਰਮਨਾ [ramna] See ਕ੍ਯਾ. 2 to wander, go about.

3 to ease oneself. “ramne betho ajIr mahI.”—
NP. 4 Skt ਰਮਣੀ. woman, wife. “bahu sodarI
ramna.”—asa kabir. 5 Dg park for having a

walk.

`

ਰਮਨਿ [remanI], ਰਮਨੀ [ramni] See ਗਪ੍ਰਾਣੀ.

ਰਮਨੀਕ [ramnik] See ਰਮਣੀਕ.
ਰ੍ਯਨੀਯ [ramniy] See ਰਮਣੀਯ.
ਰ੍ਯਯ [ramay] See ਰਮਜ਼.

ਰਮਯਾ [ramya] See ਰਮਈਅਾ. “so ramye kao mIle
na supne.”—gau kabir. 2 Skt Lakshmi (did);
due to Lachhmi.

ਰਮਰੲੀ [ramrai] See ਰਾਮਰਾੲੀਆ.
ਰ੍ਯਲ [ramel] A J1 n sand. 2 a branch of astrology that arose from Arabia. It derives its name
Ramal from telling fortune by drawing lines
on the sand. Now this word has been adopted
in Sanskrit as well; science of pondering over
auspicious time or effect of stars by throwing

wealth. 2 science of women, knowledge of
women’s artfulness or shrewdness. “ramasastra ko sur asur, ucar n9 sakahI bed.”—carI tr 5 7.

ਰਮਾਕੰਤ [ramakét], ਰਮਾਕਾਂਤ [ramakét] husband of
Lachhmi — Vishnu. 2 Lord of illusory world,
the Creator. 3 Kalki, incarnation of God.
ਗਸ੍ਯਣ [raman], ਰਮਾਣਕਾ [ramanka] a poetic metro
which is the double of reman. Its other name
in tIlka; it is marked by four feet, two sagans.
IIS, ”5, in each foot.
Example:
sukrIté taj 11ਫ਼ੁ. kukrIté bhaj hé.
bhramné bhar hE. jas te tar h'é.”—I<aII<1'.
ਰਮਾਣਾ [ramana] adj of Ram, of the Almighty.
“japIa namu remana.”—sor m 5. 2 n a caste
ofJatts. 3 a village founded by Ramana Jatts.
4 v delight, give pleasure. 5 indulge in.
ਰਮਾਨਾਥ [ ramanath] n husband of Rama
(Lachhmi) - Vishnu. 2 the Creator. 3 Kalki,
the incarnation of the Almighty.
ਰਮਾਠੁਜ [ramanoj] n younger brother of Rama
(Lachhmi); Nectar ﬂowed from the ocean after Lachhmi’s emergence. 2 See ਰਾਮਾਨੁਜਰਮਾਪਤਿ [ramapatI] See ਗਸ੍ਯਨਾਥ.
ਰਮਾਵਤ [ramavat] worshipper of Ram; n ickname
of Ramanandi Beragi saints.

ਰਮਿ [ramI] by wandering. 2 by uttering. “rams:
ramI chutau.”—maru kabir.

ਰਵਈਆ
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ਗੰਮਅਾਣਾ

ਰਮਿਆਣਾ [ramIana] See ਰਾਮੇਆਣਾ.

ਰਯਾਸਤ [rayasat] See ਰਿਆਸਤ.

ਰਮੀਤਿ [ramitI] pervades. “ramoramu ramitI.”

ਰਯਾਜਤ [rayajat] A gig; n act of teaching.

—m 4 var kan. 2 ਰਾਮ-ਇਤਿ (it is).
ਰਮੁ [ramo] See ਰਮ. 2 beautiful, charming. See
ਰਮਜ਼ “ram namu ramu raVI rahe.”-—m 4 var

ਰ੍ਯ'ਜੀ [rayaji] A (ਭੰਗੂ, n mathematics.

kan.

ਰਮੂਜ [ramuj] plural ਘੰਰ੍ਯਜ਼. See ਰਮਜ. “paraspar
karte bhae ramuj.”—GPS.

,

ਰਮੇਂ [rame] went, passed away. See ਕ੍ਯਾ. “bIn

2 working hard, toil. 3 undergoing austerity.

ਰਯਿ [rayI] Skt n wealth, luxury, glory.
ਰਯੀ [rayi] See ਰਯਿ. 2 Dg churning stick.

ਰਹਤਾ [rartaI adj who repeats, speaker. Skt ਹ੍ਥਿਰ੍.
who calls. “jalI thal: bénI rarta.”—gyan.
ਚਰਨਾ [rarna] v recite, utter, speak.

ਰਲਣਾ [ralna], ਚਲਨਾ [ralna] v meet. 2 gather.
3 merge.
ਰਲਾਉ [ralau] n union. meeting. 2 sense ofmixing.
ਰਮੇਸ [rames], ਰਮੇਸੁਰ [ramesur], ਰਮੇਸ੍ਵਰ [ramesvar]
n ਰਮਾ-ਈਸ਼-ਈਸ਼੍ਵ'ਰ lord of Rama; God. Lord of ਰਲਾਉਣਾ [ralauna] vjoin, merge. “so janu ralaIa
no role, szu 5tarI bIbek.”——sri m 3.
Lachhmi. 2 Vishnu. 3 See ਰਾਮੇਂਸ੍ਵਰ.
harIbhagatI na mukatI hOI, IU kahI rame ka—
bir.”—s kabir. ‘Revered men, says Kabir, have
said so."

ਲ਼ੀ ਰਮੈਯਾ [rameya] See ਰਮੲੀਆ.

ਰਲਾਧਿਆ [ralatha] adjintenningled, got merged.

ਰਮੋ [ramo] (please) utter, speak. “ramo ramu
ramo.”—asa chétm 4. 2 enjoy, indulge.

“sacu sevanI, se sacu ralatha.”—m 4 vargau 1 .

Ramaal, who tells fortune by drawing lines on
sand and by throwing dice. See Wand ਰਮਲੀਆ.
ਰਸ੍ਯ [ramy] Skt adj beautiful, charming. 2 enjoyable. 3 n Champak tree. 4 one of the nine is-

ਰਲਿਯਾ [falIya] Bhai Santokh Singh has given

ਰਲਿ [r311] unitedly,jointly. 2 See ਰਲੀ.
ਰੱਮਾਲ [rammal] A n expert in the science of ਰਲਿਮਿਲਿ [ralImIlI] adj together; jointly.

lands ofJambudVip. 4 $66ਸਫੈਯਾ 13.
ਰ੍ਯਯਤਾ [ramyata] n beauty, charm.
ਰ੍ਯ [ray] SktW. vr go, proceed, move. 2 n flow,
speed. 3 flow, current, flood. 4 river. 5 adv

quickly, speedily. See ਪਵਲਿਰਯ.
ਰਯਣ[1'8)/'911], ਰਯਣਿ [rayanI] 11 night.

ਰਯਣੀ [rayni] See ਰੈਣੀ.
ਰਯਤ [rayat], ਰ੍ਯਤਿ [rayatI] See ਰਈਅਤ. “raje rayatI
SIkdar.”—m 1 var majh. “5dhi rayatI gIan
v1huni.”—var asa.

ਰਯਨ [rayon], ਰ੍ਯਨਿ [rayanI] Skt night. “basur
rayanI basu jako hItu nam SIU.”—saveye m 5

the name of Ralla as Ralia. “raIIye utarahu
guru mahraj.”—GPS. See ਰੱਲਾ.
ਰਲੀ [rali] n joy, pleasure. See Skt ਲਲਨ. “bhane
cale 1<ਭੈ੮ ks, su mane sada rali.”—m 3 varmala.

“pIrU ralia raSI mansi.”—sr1' a m 1.

ਰਲੀਂਆਲਾ [raliala] adjjovial, pleasure-loving.
“mera pIru raliala.”—asa chét m 1.

ਰਲੇਤ [ralet] mingled, united. “se saCI ralet.”——m
4 var sri.
ਚੱਲਾ [ralla] Ralla village is close to Joga in district Bamala (Patiala state). At this place Guru
Tegbahadur stayed while he visited Malwa
region. Bhai Santokh Singh has mentioned its
name as Ralia.
ਰਞ [rev] Skt‘x’EI. vr go, make a sound. 2 11 sound,

word, voice. “kari salakh rav sunIyat dure.”
ਰਯਵਾਰਿ [rayvarI] ﬂow of water; rivulet. See E —GPS. 3 See ਰਵੀ.
ਰਵਈਆ [ravaia] adj who makes a sound. 2 utriver.
ke.

'Scholars also contend that Kabir went to Magahar after
delivering this sermon.

tered. “raSI rasal r951 sabad ravaia.”—-bIIa am
4. 3 P „_:੭/ n method, way, practice.

ਹਵਸ਼
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ਹਵਸ਼ [raves] P j” n method, manner. 2 law, rule.
3 garden path. 4 adj matching, similarto, equal.
ਰਵਕ [ravak] adj which makes sound.
ਰਵਣ [ravan] Skt 77 act of sounding. 2 singing,
prelude to a song. “raven guna katie jamjala.”
—suh1' a m 5. “ath pahar harI ka jasu ravna.”
——sorm 5. 3 Indian cuckoo. 4 adjwhich makes
sound. 5 In hymns of Gurubani raman has also
been used in place of raven. 6 See ਰਵਣੁ.

ਰਵਣਕ [ravanak] adj which makes a sound. 2 n

See ਰੋਂਨ੍ਯ. “bahu ravanak hoi pur sare.”—GPS.
ਰਵਣਜੌਗ [ravanjog] worth-uttering. “tum ravahu
gobide ravanjog.”—bas§t m 5. 2 See ਗਜ੍ਯੋਗ.
ਰਵਣਾ [ravna] utter. See ਰਞ vr and ਰਵਣ.

ਰਞਣਿ [ravanI] n enjoyable age; youth “das baltanI, bis ravanI.”—m 1 var majh.

ਰਵਣੁ [ravanu] S v go aboutjoyfully. 2 be happy.
3 be in bliss. 4 See ਰਵਣ.
ਰਵਤ [ravat] adv uttering. 2 enjoying sex, indulging in coitus. “besua ravat ajamalu UdharIo.”
—maru m 4. 3 n recitation ofpraise; act of praisin g a loud. “esi ravat ravahu, man mere.”—sar a
m 1. See ਰਵ. “ssi ravat rave s§n1asi.”—maru a
m 1. 4 See ਰਬਤ.

ਰਵਤਾਸ [ravtas] See ਰੋਹਤਾਸ. “SIkkh bhala ravtas
VIc.”—BG.
ਰਵਦ [raved] P :51 goes; its root is ਰਫ਼ਤਨ.
ਰਵਦਾਸ [ravdas] See ਰਵਿਦਾਸ.

charming. See ਰਮਣੀਯ. “dulahu jut barat banI
'

ravni.”—GPS.

ਰਵੱਯਾ [ravayya] See ਰਵਈਆ 3.
ਰਵਾ [rava] 11 small grain of metal, food, candy

etc. 2 granular ﬂour made from wheat after
removing husk. 3 race, dynasty. 4 P 5,, adj
proper, appropriate. 5 right code, proper con—
duct. “kes rakhne rava sabhan ko.”—-GPS.
ਰਵਾਂ [ravéi] I should utter. “sun: kirtanu harIgun rava.”—m 4 var sor. 2 P u!” started, set
out. “ravé kunad bad de samaj.”—GPS. 3 ravé
has also been used in place oflava; ‘r’ having
been replaced by ‘|’. “avgan VIkna, gun rava

balIram jiu.”—suhi chét m 4.

ਰਵਾਇਆ [ravaIa] got uttered. 2 adopted, settled. “me hIrde ramu ravaIa.”—asa Ch5t m 4.

ਰਵਾਇਤ [ravaIt] See ਰਵਾਯਤ.
ਹਵਾੲੀ [ravai] got uttered. 2 (May) I utter.
“§tarjami ram ravai.”—prabha namdev. 3 made
(me) wander. “jInI upai régI ravai, bstha
vekhe vakhI Ikela.”—t11§g m 1.

ਰਵਾਜ [ravaj] See ਰਿਵਾਜ.

‘

ਰਵਾਣੀ [ravani] act of making a sound; noise,

din. 2 P ਲੂੰ!” act of starting or setting out.“c1tu

jIn 1<a hIrI laIa maIa, bolanI pae ravani.”
—an5du. ‘speak ﬂuently’; that is, regular recitation has become a routine, attention is not
paid to the doctrine of text.

ਰਵਦਾਸੀਆ [ravdasia] follower of saint Ravidas.

ਰਵਾਂਤਉ [ravétau] uttering. 2 make one utter.

" 2 leather tanners or camars feel proud to be
called Ravdasia. They assert that they are the
descendants of Ravidas.
ਰਵਨ [raven] See ਰਵਣ. 2 See ਰਮਣ. “so padu ra-

“mukto rataU régI ravﬁtau.”——asa m 1.
ਰਵਾਨ [ravan] P u!” n act of going, setting out.
21ife.3 mind. 4 individual soul.

vahu, jI bahurI na ravna.”—gau kabir. 3 act of
proceeding. “saphal caran gurumarag raven

ks.”—BGK.
ਰਞਨਕ [ravanak] See ਰਞਣਕ and ਚੌਨ੍ਯ.
ਰਵਨੀ [ravni] n act of speaking, utterance. “rav—
ni rave bédhan nahi tutahI.”—asa m 1. ‘Only
talking cannot burst the bonds.’ 2 beautiful,

ਰਵਾਨ੍ਯ'ਸੇ [ravangi] P L6,} n movement, act of
going. 2 march, departure.
ਰਵਾਨਾ [ravana] P ;!“ going, ready to go.

ਰਵਾਨੀਦਨ [ravanidan] P ugly v arrange continuous activity. 2 supply goods for trade.

ਰਵਾਯਤ [ravayat] A ਭੰਗੀ, n anecdote; religious
discourse; illustration from a religious scripture.

ਰਵਾਰ
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ਰਵਾਰ [ravar] n dust. “chutkat hOI ravare.”-—sar
m 5. “bachahI carnarvaro.”—guj m 5.

ਰਵਾਰੀ [ravari] See ਰਬਾਹੀ. 2 See ਰਵਾਰ.
ਰਵਾਲ [raval] dust. See ਰਵਾਰ. “kete ram raved.”—

Var asa. 2 adv a little, a bit. “1e gurupag ren

ਰਵਿਦਾਸ

ਰਵਿਐ [ਫ਼ਾਂਗ਼ਾਗ਼ੁੲ] by uttering, by meditating. “thu
raVIe sukhu sahaj bhog.”—bas§t m 5. 2 by enjoying. 3 by wandering, by going about.

ਰਢਿਸਸਿਏਂਕੋ [raVI saSI eko] See ਸਮਾਨੈ.

ਰਵਿ ਸਾਰਥਿ [raVI sarathI] Arun, charioteer of

raval.”—na_t partal m 4.
the sun.
ਰਵਾਲਸਰ [ravalsar] a pond in Sikandar mountain ਰਵਿਸੁਤ [raVIsut] Yam,
son of the sun. “raVI 1<e
range in Mandi state. It is ten miles away to
sut ko tIn trasu kahﬁ?”-—saveye m 4 ke. 2 Sat—
the west of Mandi, the capital. Guru Gobind
urn. 3 Vaivasvat Manu. 4 Sugriv, the monkey.
Singh Visited this place of pilgrimage 0n the
5 Karan, son ofthe sun, born to Kunti.
occasion of Vaisakhi fair to impart sanity t0 ਰਵਿਸੁਤਾ [raVIsuta] Yamuna,
daughter of the sun;
the hill chiefs. A raised platform has been built
Yami.
on the bank of the pond at a high place where ਰਵਿਹਰਨਿ [raVI haranI] night
which steals the
the Guru stayed. The colony near this pond
sun.—sanama.
has also acquired the name Ravalsar. This spot ਰਫਿਹਰਨਿਚਰ [raVI haranI car]
which wanders
is 75 miles away from Hoshiarpur railway staat night. See ਨਿਸਚਰ.
tion to the east and 64 miles away from Jejon ਰਵਿਕ [raVIk] Skt n margosa tree.
Doaba railway station. It is three miles away ਰਵਿਜ [raVIj] See ਰਵਿਸੁਤ. 2 day. —
sanama.

to the north from the ninth mile stone on the

road which leads to Mandi from Parau Bhanbla.
Now a metre gauge railway line has been laid
from Pathankot to Mandi.
ਰਵਿ [raVI] Skt n sun. “raw 5951 pavanu pa-

vaku nirare.”-gau a m 5. 2 ﬁre. 3 wild plant

akk. 4 cognitive of number twelve because in
the Purans, there are twelve suns. 5 in Yoga

the right nostril. See ਰਵਿ ਉਪਰਿ.
ਰਵਿ ਉਪਰਿ ਗਹਿ ਰਾਖਿਆ ਚੰਦੁ [raVI uparI gahI
rakhIa cédu]—bher kabir. by plugging the pa]atal passage with the tongue the moon’s nectar is blocked so that the sun may not dry it up.
2. the moon (Ira) was placed above the sun

[pigla]. 3 virtuous trait was placed over the
evil characteristic of Maya.
ਰਵਿਓ [raVIo], ਰਵਿਆ [raVIa] spread, expanded.
“raVIo sarab than h5.”—asa m 5. 2 uttered.
3 enjoyed.

ਰਵਿਆਸੁ [raVIasu] to wander, go about. “jIna
pIChe hau gai, se me pIChE bhi rav1asu.”—var
_ maru 2 m 5.

ਰਵਿਜਾ [raVIja] See ਰਵਿਸੁਤਾ.
ਰਵਿ ਜਾਇਕ [raVIjaIk] 71 light. 2 day. — sanama.
3 See ਰਵਿਸੁਤ.

ਰਵਿਤਨਯ [raVItanay], ਰਵਿਤਨਯਾ [raVItanya] See
ਰਵਿਸੁਤਪਿੱਖ਼ਾ! ਰਵਿਸੁਤਾ.
ਰਵਿਤਾਤ [raVItat] Yam, son of the sun. “so rev:—
tat na khed nIhare.”—-GV 6. 2 Saturn. 3 Karan. 4 Sugriv.

ਰਵਿੰਦ [ravid] short for ਅਰਵਿੰਦ (lotus). 2 roar—
ing, shouting. “caru dal ravid jiU.”—saveye m 4

ke. 3 See ਰਵਿੰਦੁ 2.
ਰਵਿੰਦਾ [ravi'da] adj wandering. “5tarI ravta raj
ravfda.”—prabha m 1.
ਰਵਿਦਾਸ [raVIdas], ਰਵਿਦਾਸੁ [rBVIdasu] worshipper of the sun. 2 a resident of Kashi and a
member of the camar (leather tanners) community, who was a disciple of Rama Nand.
With the strength of knowledge, he attained
the supreme stage of spirituality. He was a
contemporary of Kabir. In many books, he has
also been referred to as Raidas. Hymns uttered by Ravidas are incorporated in Guru

ਰਵਿੰਦੁ
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Granth Sahib. “kahI raVIdas khalas camara.”
—gau. “raVIdasu jape ramnama.”—-sor.

ਰੜਕਣਾ[1'9ਝੂਰ੍9]<ਸ਼੍ਕੈ], ਰੜਕਨਾ [rarakna] to rankle, feel

ਰਵਿੰਦੁ [ravidu] adj wandering. “ghatI ghatI

ਰੜਣੁ [rarenu], ਰੜਨਾ [rama] See ਹਟਨਾ. “rare ngd-

brahamu ravidu.”—sri m 5. 2 ਰਵਿ (sun) ਇੰਦੁ
(moon).
ਰਵਿਨੰਦਨ [raVInédan], ਰਵਿਨੱਦਿਨੀ [rQVInédIni]

, raré.”—C5di 1 . “raro des desan VIdya.”—paras.

See ਰਵਿਸੁਤ and ਰਵਿਸੁਤਾ.
ਰਵਿਭੇਦਨ [raVIbhedan] act of going above and
beyond the world of the sun. i.e. reaching higher

than all other spheres. “yog sath, rev: bhedat
gayo.”—GPS. According to the Simiritis and the
Purans, an ascetic and a warrior reach the world
of truth after passing through the sun’s sphere.l
ਰਵਿਲੋਇ [raVIIOI] world of the sun. 2 sphere
of the sun and its planets. 3 sunlight.
ਰਵਿਲੋਕ [raVIlok] world, of the sun.
ਰਵਿਵਾਸਰ [raVIvasar], ਰਵਿਵਾਰ [raVIvar] day of

the week denoted by the sun; Sunday.

ਰਵੀ [ravi] See ਰਵਿ. 2 wife of the sun. “SIvi vas-

shooting pain. “sel sam rarkat chati.”—GPS.
dh brfdé.”—c5di 2. “mas nIharke gIddh
“catsar raré jIm barak sétha.”—c5di 1. 2 See

ਚੜ੍ਹਨਾ.
ਰੜੜੱਕ [ਰਿਸ੍ਵਾ-ਨੂ‘ਰੌਠਿ] ਰਟ-ਅਾਨਕ. n noise of repeating;
clamour of uttering.
ਰੜਾ [rara] See ਰੜ. “rare VICC jo jal bhasta he.”

—JSBM.
ਰੜਿ [rari] in the battleﬁeld, on the front. See

ਗਾਡਾ 5.
ਚੜ੍ਹਨਾ [ਫਿ਼ਜਿ਼ਸ਼੍ਯ] v be fried, be baked. 2 simmer

with anger.

ਰਾ [ra] Dg_ part to, of, upto. See P |… See ਛਬਿ 5.
2 Skt to give, bestow.

ਰਾਉ [ran] 11 rich, wealthy. 2 title of wealthy
persons in Rajputana and Maharashtar. “ra-

Vi ravi pachani.”—carItr 264. 3 uttered.
ਰਵੀਐ [ravis] should utter, should repeat.

jaraU kI khano.”—sr1' a m 1. 3 King.
ਰਾਉਟੀ [rauti], ਰਾਉਦੀ [raoti] n small dome on the

ਰਵੀਜੈ [ravije] should be uttered. “rasna ram

top of a royal palace; a small upper room.
ਚਾਉਣ [raun] See ਰਾਵਣ. 2 See ਰਮਣ. 3 See ਰਵਣ.

ravije.”—maru soIhe m 3.

ਰਵੀਤ [ravit] Skt ਹ੍ਕਿਰ੍ਵ. adj who utters, who gives ਰਾਉਣੀ [rauni] boundary wall made of mud, built
like a fort for military defence from the attack

a call. 2 uttered.

ਰਵੈ [rave] utters, speaks. “gIanu thanu sabhkoi rave.”—suh1’ m 1. '

ਰਫੈਯਾ [raveya] See ਰਵਈਆ 3. 2 reciter.
ਰਵੰਨ [ravén] See ਰਵਾਨ- “hamesol ravén he.”
_ —japu. 2 (they) utter, recite.
ਰਵੰਨਾ [ravéna] P ਭੰਡ„ permited to go with the
authority paper.

ਰਵੰਨਿ [ravénI] to utter. recite, repeat.
ਰੜ [rar] n plain ground. 2 saline, loud. 3 minigated land. 4 See ਰਟ.
ਰੜਕ [rarak] n prickly pain; agony. 2 feeling of
hostility. 3 obstacle, disruption.

'ਗ਼ਕਿਥੀ ਧੂਚਥੀ ਕ਼ੀਢਨੇ ਰ੍ਘੱਸਹਫਕਸੇਬਿਜਿ਼
ਧਯਿਥਾਤ੍ ਧੀਧਬ੍ਰੂਜ੍ਯਾਕ WT ਗੀਚੂਢੀ ਛਕ:
—para$ar srmrItI, a 3 s 32.

by the enemy. See ਰਾਮਰੋਂਣੀ.
ਰਾਉਰ [raur] one himself. See ਹਾਵਰ- “Ih bIdh ki
sudh raur jano.”—NP.
ਰਾਉਲ [raUl] See ਰਾਵਲ.

ਰਾਊੰ [rau] a Sikh of Kambo (Kamo) community who worked as a preacher-cum-collector
of tithes. The tenth Guru forgave him for his

sin and put him on the right path. 2 See ਰਾਉ.
ਰਾਇ [raI] n king, ruler. See ਰਾਉ. 2 the Creator,
the ultimate Reality. “jake bédhan kate raI.”
—ram m 5. 3 the title ofa bhat (bard), which is
a respectable word. 4 A Lg, advice. 5 determination, resolve. 6 intellect, wisdom. “dos na
deahu raI no, matI C818 ja budha hove.”——sava
m 1. ‘Old man denotes spiritual weakness due

ਗਾਇਆ
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to sensuality.’ This line does not refer to Rai
Bular as many ignorant persons hold.

ਰਾਮਧਾਰੀ

Its taste is pungent and it is used in sauce
and pickles. It is also used in many medicines.

ਰਾਇਆ [ram] 17 king, ruler. “bhebhﬁjan harIra—

See ਰਾਈਲੂਣ ਵਾਰਨਾ. 2 adja little, a bit. “menu

Ia.”—gujm 5. 2 vocative; ‘Oh lord.’ “bhagat

tIkanU na pave rai.”—maru m 5. 3 status and

karau teri raIa!”—maru m 1.3 tip] pubiic, sub-

authority ofa king. 4 queen. “nanak sa, sabh
rai.”—tII§g m 1. 5 grandeur of a king. Skt

jects, plural of raiat. “ape hi rajan, ape hi
raIa.”—bIIa m 5. 4 See ਰਾਯਾ.

ਰਯਿ.

ਰਾਇਸਾ [raIs] Dg n tale, anecdote, history, mys-

ਰਾਂਈਂ [rai] See ਅਰਾਂੲੀ'.

tery of a story. “raIsa pIare ka raIsa.”—t115g
m 1.
,
ਰਾਇਸਿੰਘ [raI sigh] See ਪੰਥਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼.
ਰਾਇਸੌ [raIso] See ਰਾਇਸਾ.

ਰਾਈਆਂ ਵਾਲਾ [raia vala] a village twelve kohs
away from Kapal Mochan to the east, where
Ram Rai stayed while going to Dehradun.

ਰਾਇਕੋਟ [raIkot] See ਰਾਯਕੋਟ.
ਰਾਇਗਾਂ [raIgﬁ] P UQ’J useless, meaningless.

* ਰਾਇਜ [ran] A ਨੁੂੰਚੂਜ਼/ adj which has been put into
practice; made prevalent. 2 issued.

ਰਾਈਲੂਣਵਾਰਨਾ [rai lun varna] It is a practice in
India that women throw rye seed and salt into
ﬁre by waving it round their children’s head to
keep the evil spirits away. “sahIt sanukha sutahI suhai. varat mat level) aru rai.”——NP.

ਰਾਇਤਾ [raIta] Skt ਰਾਜਿਕਾਕੂ. n a dish made by
mixing gourd, carrot and raisin in the curd.
“meve 56 amej kar raIta salon bado.”—GPS.

ਰਾਇਨਿ [raInI] Rai’s wife. 2 army ofa king.

ਰਾਇਪੁਰ [raIpur] 566 ਗੁੱਜਰਵਾਲ, ਘੱਲੂਘਾਰਾ and ਰਾਣੀ
ਕਾਰਾਇਪੁਰ.

ਰਾਸ [ras] Skt ਧ੍ਯ. vr make a sound, wail. 2 n
noise, uproar. 3 play, game, rrierriment. 4 merrymaking by Krishan with gopis (milk maids).'
5 Skt string, thread, rein. 6 P w, way, road.
7 P JD heap made {of crushed crop. 8 See

ਰਾਸ਼ਿ. 9 See ਰਾਸ੍ਵ.

ਰਾਇਬਲਵੰਡ [raIbalvéd] 566 ਬਲਵੰਡ.

ਰਾਇ ਬਲਵੰਡਿ [raI balvédI] Rai Balwand. See

ਬਲਵੇੰਡਿ.

ਰਾਸਤ [rasat] See ਰਾਸੂ.
ਰਾਸਤਾ [rasta] See ਰਸਤਾ.

ਰਾਸਤੀ [rasti] See ਰਾਸ੍ਵੀ.
ਰਾਸਧਾਰੀ [rasdhari], ਰਾਸਧਾਰੀਆ [rasdharia] par-

ਰਾਇ ਬੁਲਾਰ [raI bular] 566 ਰਾਇਭੋਇ.

ਰਾਇਥੋਲ [raIbel] a creeper of jasmine species

ticipant in a play showing erotic dance, per—

which bears white and sweet smelling ﬂowers; Jasminum Sambac.

'Vicwing it as immoral Guru Nanak Dev has rejected this

ਰਾਇਭੋਇ [raIbhOI] chief of Bhatti subcaste who

playfulness. as in —
“jamInI mahi kukaram as kar—héi.

was a revenue ofﬁcer of Lodhi rulers and was
owner of villages around Talwandi. His son
Rai Bular was a great devotee and follower

SISU kumar nari dhar bckh-hf.

of Guru Nanak.

balak 3r 5gna dou.

_

ਰਾਇਭੋਇ ਕੀ ਤਲਵੰਡੀ [raIbhOI ki talvédi] See

ਤਲਵੰਡੀ 1.
ਰਾਇਰੌਸਨਾ [raIrosna] It is a variation of the
name Roshanara. See ਰੋਸ਼ਨਾਰਾ.
ਰਾਈ [rai] Skt ਰਾਜਿਕਾ or ਰਾਜਸਸੰਪ. a kind of mustard food grain. Brassicajuncea (mustard).

krIsan rathka bckhan dharh-éi.

kar-hi anty-kari nar dckh-hi.

radha krIsan sag kar sou.

nar malinbuddhi tIn dekh-hi.

Upjavat tan kam VIsekh-hi;
balak pun tIn agna séga.

bhog kar-hi nar hox nIsﬁga.”
-. —NI’.

ਰਾਸਭ

ਰਾਹਹਕੀਕਤਮੁਕ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਿਵਨਾਭਿਰਯੇਕੀਂ
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formed by Krishan with gopis (milk maids);
one who performs the play of Ras Manda].
See ਰਾਸ 4.
ਰਾਸਭ [rasabh] Skt n that which makes much
noise — donkey — ass.
ਰਾਸਭਾਸਾ [rasbhasa], ਰਾਸਭਾਖਾ [rasbhakha] Prakrit

language used in plays. “kahﬁ sﬁbhvi rasbhakha su racé.”——aj£. ‘Somewhere it is the
language of incantation, at another place it is
a dialect used in plays.’ 2 national language.
ਰਾਸਤੀ [rasbhi] n she ass, female donkey.
ਰਾਜਮੰਡਲ [rasmédal] place for performing erotic dance. 2 group of dancers participating in
the erotic dance. See ਰਾਸ਼ਿਮੰਡਲੁ.
ਰਾਸਲੀਲਾ [ਨ੍ਯਙਖ਼ਾਕ] play depicting merrymaking
by Krishan. See ਰਾਸ 4.
‘
ਰਾਸਾ [rasa] n tale, anecdote, legend. See ਰਾਇਸਾ.
“rék se ram ka chod rasa.”—rama v.

ਰਾਸ਼ਿ [raSI] Skt ਰਾਸ਼ਿ. n assemblage, heap, multitude. 2 twelfth portion ofthe astronomical
circle; zodiac. 3 circle ofzodaic signs as Ar-

ies etc. 4 principal amount. “jIna ras: na sacu
he, kIU tIna sukh hOI?”—sri 1n 1. 5 goods
purchased. “pﬁji sabatu, raSI salamatI.”
——maru soIhe m 1. 6 P 3/!) adj straight, up—
right. 7 n truth. “dvarIka nagri, raSI bugoi.”

—t115g namdev. 8 correct, right, accurate.
“tIsu sevak ke karaj raSI .”—sukhman1'. “karajU sagla raSI thia.”-prabha m 5. 9 P 09/11 up-

rightness. “ev th akhI na japai jI 1<IS€ ane

raSI.”—vaf asa. ‘whom will he bring to the
straight path.’ 10 P ;…ਅੰ cleaned, decorated.
“jo na dhahédo mulI, so gharu rasI karI.”
-asa m 5. ‘Clean and beautify that house.’
11 See ਰਾਸ 7. “raSI bIrani rakhte khaya ghar
ka khetu.”—s kabir. 12 in hymns of the Sikh
Gurus. raSI has been used for the erotic dance
performed by Krishan alongwith the Gopis

(milk maids). See ਰਾਸ਼ਿਮੌਡਲੁ 1.
ਰਾਸ਼ਿ ਪੂੰਜੀ [rasx pﬁji] goods purchased and the

principal amount. “caran kamal adharu jan ka,
raSI pﬁji ek.”—dhana m 5.

ਰਾਸ਼ਿਮੱਡਲੁ [raSImédalu] context of erotic dance.
performed by Krishan. 2 erotic movement of
the universe mainifested by the Creator, as has
been described in Var Asa.‘ “raSImédalu kino
akhara.”—suh1' parta] m 5.

ਰਾ'ਸੀ [rasi] See ਰਾਸ਼ਿ. 2 twelve zodiac signs like
Aries, Taurus etc. “kete saSI rasi, kete suraj

prakasi.”—aka1. 3 principal amount.“v1nurasi
vaparia.”—sr1' a m 1. 4 adjwho sets right; who
keeps his senses under control; continent. “]‘ਰੇੰ

pécrasi, t5 tiratthasi.”—asa m 1. 5 got the
taste. “rasna harIraSI rasi.”—maru solhe m 3.

6 goods for trade. “15 rasi ke vaparie.”—-asa a
m 3. 7 Rashi, a hard working caste of Pathans.
rasa is derived from it. 8 A L571 corrupt, who

accepts bribe.
ਰਾਸੋ [raso] See ਰਾਇਸਾ.
ਰਾਸ੍ਟ੍ਰ [rastra] Skt 11 country, region. 2 state,
dominion. 3 short for Maharashtar.
ਰਾਸ਼੍ਟ੍ਰਾਂਗ [rastrag] parts of a country (state). See

ਪ੍ਰਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ 8 and ਰਾਜੰਗਾ.
ਰਾਸੂ [rast] P Vi, adj straight. 2 true. 3 right,
correct.
ਰਾਸ੍ਵਬਾਜ਼ੀ [rastbazi], ਰਾਸ੍ਵੀ [rasti] P (5)1341 and (’ਤੂੰ/ਕਿ

n truth. 2 sense of being honest. “haré’ikas kI o
rastbazi kunad. rahime baro rahamsazi
kunad.”—jafar.
ਰਾਹ [rah] P „@ n way, path. 2 religion, sect. “rah
dove Iku jane.”—m 1 var majh. 3 rule, regula-

tion, law. “Ihu kIs rah su roke jaga?”—GPS.
4 method, manner. “ghahu khanI tIna masu
khavale, IhI calae rah.”—m 1 varmajh. 5 imperative form of verb ਰਾਹਣਾ [rahna] (to roughen) e.g. ‘cakki rahde.’ 6A (,1, happiness, pleasure, relief.

ਰਾਹ ਹਕੀਕਤ ਮੁਕਾਮ ਸ਼ਿਵਨਾਭਿ ਰਾਜੇ ਕੀਂ [rah hakikat
"‘gharia sabhe gopia pahar kin gopal. gahnc paunu pani

bcsataru cédu suraju avtar."—paun’ 5.

ਰਰ੍ਹਂਹਕ

ਰਾ-ਕ਼ਿਮ
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mukam sIvnath raje ki] See ਹਕ਼ੀਕਤਰਾਹਮੁਕਾਮ.
ਰਾਹਕ [rahak], ਰਾਹਕੁ [rahaku] n one who draws
a furrow on the land with his plough, a farmer.
“ape dharti, ape he rahaku.”—m 4 var bIha.
2‘ craftsman, who roughens the millstone by
making cuts on its surface.
ਰਾਹਜਨ [rahjan] See ਰਹਜ਼ਨ.
ਰਾਹਣਾ [rahna] v plough a furrow on the land,

plough. “sahje kheti rahis sacunamu bijI
paI.”—sr1' m 3. 2 sense — to sow. “Ib ke rahe
jémanI nahi.”—vad alahni m I . 3 to roughen
the side ofthe grindstone with a chisel.
ਰਾਹਤ [rahat] A :21, n pleasure, happiness.

ਰਾਹਦਾਰੀ [rahdari] P 61th n written authority to
travel; transit permit. 2 transit duty.

devour the sun and the moon causing the
eclipse to take place. According to Vishnu
Puran, eight black horses drive the chariot of
Rahu. “pap garah dUI rahu.”—m I varmajh.
4 In astrology a planet. The seizer. 5 adjwhich
leaves. See'aU vr.
ਰਾਹੁਣਾ [rahuna] See ਰਾਹਣਾ.

ਰਾਹੁਬਾਹਨ [rahubahan] Rahu’s vehicles. “manahu
suraj ke grasbe kahﬁ rahu ke bahan pékh
pasare.”—kr1'san.
ਰਾਹੂ [rahu] See ਰਾਹੁ.
ਰਾਹੇ [rahe] may plough and sow. See ਰਾਹਣਾ. “Ib
ke rahe jémanI nahi.”—vad alahni m 1.
ਰਾਹੇ ਹੱਕ਼ [rahe hakk] P 079‘, way of the Creator; Divine path. 2 way of truth.

ਰਾਹਨੁਮਾ [rahnuma] See ਰਹਨੁਮਾ-

ਰਾਹੇਚੇ [rahéde] ploughing and sowing. “IkI

ਰਾਹਰਸਾਂ [!'811੮95ਕੇਂ] P (][/ੴ one who leads or

rahéde ਰਿਸ਼ਿ gee, IkI radhi gee ujarI .”-5 farid.
ਰਾਹੇਰਾਸ੍ਵ [raherast] See ਰਹਰਾਸ 4.

guides.
ਚਾਹਾ [raha] per anecdote caritr 246 of Dasam
Granth, two horses of Sher Shah, named Raha

ਰਾਂਕ [rak] See ਰੰਕ.
ਰਾਕਸ [rakes], ਰਾਕਸੀ [rakasi] demon, demoness.

and Suraha, world famous for their beauty and

See ਰਾਕਸ and ਰਾਕਸੀ. “roh hoi mahmai' rakes

smartness.

marne.”—c§di 3.

ਰਾਹਿਤ [rahIt] See ਰਾਹਤ.

ਰਾਹਿਨ [rahIn] mortgager. See ਰਹਨ.
ਰਾਹੀ [rahi] traveller, wayfarer.
ਰਾਹੁ [rahu] way, path, passage. See ਰਾਹ. “rahu
bura bhihavala.”—05kar. 2 sequence of a dynasty. “bh§dahu cale rahu.”—var asa. 3 Skt in
the Purans, son of demon Viprachiti born to
Sinhika, who had four arms and whose lower
trunk was similar to the tail ofa ﬁsh. When
valuable articles were brought out by churning the ocean, then by changing his form he
sat in the row of gods and thus managed to
take nectar. The sun and the moon recognized him and told Vishnu, who chopped his
head and two arms, but he had become immortal by taking the nectar so his body assumed two forms i.e. Ketu and Rahu. Remembrance of the old enmity leads them to

ਰਾਕਤ੍ਵ [.raktra] See ਰਕਤ. “k1 raktra thgge.”

—paras. blood-stained.
ਰਾਕਾ [raka] Skt 11 full moon night on which the
moon rises just after sunset or a bit after. Full
moon night is identiﬁed with the ﬁrst day of

the dark half.

‘

On the full moon night in which the moon
rises before sunset or which is identiﬁed with
the 14‘h day of the bright half is called anumatI. 2 full moon, the ﬁfteenth day of the bright
half. 3 woman who has experienced menses
for the ﬁrst time.

ਰਾਕਾਪ'ਤਿ lrakapatI], ਰਾਕਿੰਦ [rakfd] lord of the
full moon night; moon on the ﬁfteenth day of
the bright half. 2 In poetics, husband of a young
lovely heroine.
ਰਾਕ਼ਿਮ [rakIm] A ੴਵੂਕ਼ਿ adj appointed to make the
'Goddcss Durga.

ਰਾਕੀ
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entries in a ledger; accountant.

ਰਾਕੀ [raki] horse from Iraq. See ਅਰਾਕੀ. 2 See

ਰਾਕਾਪਤਿ.

ਰਾਗ

ਰਾਖੁ [rakhu] you protect. “rakhu pIta prabhu
mere.”—gau m 5.
‘

ਰਾਖੁ ਉਤਾਰਿ [rakhu utarI] See ਉਤਾਰ ਰੱਖਣਾ. “so

ਰਾਕੇਸ਼ [rakes] ਰਾਕਾ-ੲੀਸ਼. See ਰਾਕਾਪਤਿ.
ਰਾਕਸ [raksas] Skt n demon; a caste which does
violence, and is opposed to the gods. In Vishnu

Puran Part 1 chapter 5, it is notedlthat when

SImaranU karI, nahi rakhu utarI .”—ram kabir.

‘don’t forget to meditate upon the Creator.’
ਰਾਗ [rag] (See ਰੰਜ੍ vr) Skt n colouring and co-

to be known as rakshes (demons).
ਰਾਕਸੀ [raksasi] female of the demon class.

lour. 2 description, narration. 3 love, affection.
4 rage, anger. 5 king. 6 moon. 7 sun. 8 armour. “kahﬁ top tute kahﬁ ra g bhari.”—carI tr
120. 9 glove made by knitting iron loops for
hand’s protection. “CIItah rag séjova dare.”

ਰਾਂਕਸੇ‘ਦ੍ਰ [੮81<ਡ੍85ਟੋਧੀ] lord of the demons, Ra-

-—paras. 10 beautiﬁcation, decoration. 11 in

Yakshas, demigods

rushed to devour

Brahma, those who defended Brahma came

van.
ਰਾਖ [rakh] ash. See ਰਕਾ. 2 protection, safety,

defence.
ਰਾਖਸ [rakhas] See ਰਾਕਸ. -

ਰਾਖਸਿੰਦ [rakhsfd], ਰਾਖਸਿੰਦ੍ਰ [rakhsfdr] Ravan.

See ਰਾਕਸੇ-‘ਦ੍ਰ. “kedho rakhsid gahI fdr ke samet
sur, ramcédr jaI gadh 1ਭੈ1< muktaI din.”—GPS.
ਰਾਖਸੀ [rakhsi] will protect. 2 demon’s wife.
ਰਾਖਸੇ'ਦ੍ [rakhsadr] See ਰਾਕਸੇ'ਦ੍.
ਰਾਖਣ [rakhan], ਰਾਖਨ [rakhan] Skt ਰਕਣ. protect,
save, support. “rakhanhara agam apara.”
—tukha chét m 1. “rakhan kau dusaru nahi

kOI.”~—ram m 5. 2 adopt, put forth. “rakhahu
kédh, usarahu nivé.”—sor rQVIdas. 3 prevent,

hinder. “janam maran gbrI rakhe mit.”—prabha 111 5.
ਰਾਖਨਹਾਰ [rakhanhar], ਰਾਖਨਹਾਰਾ [rakhanhara],

ਰਾਖਨਚਾਰੁ [rakhenharu], ਰਾਖਨ੍ਯ'ਰੋਂ [rakhanharo]

musicology arrangement of notes which arouses feeling love in the mind.‘ The basic notes
of a musical metre are seven : saraj, rIsabh,

gédhar; madhyam, pécam, dhevat and nIsad.
“rag nad sabadI sohne.”—m 3 var biIa.
Due to different traditions and regions,
there are so many variations and forms of
musical measures.2 Many have acknowledged bherau, mallar, srirag, vasét, hidol and

dipak as six main musical measures. Some
musical works regard malav, mallar, srirag,
vasét, hfdol, and kernat as six main musical
measures. According to Bharat’s contention,
the main musical measures are bherav,
kaslk, hfdol, dipak, srirag and megh.
According to Hanumant, the sequence of
these musical measures is srirag, bherav,

megh, dipak, malkos and hfdol.

protectOr; saviour. “rakhanhar sada tharban.”—maIa m 5. “rakhanharu samar, jana!”

'ਧੀਤਬਂੲਗ਼ਜਿਕ਼ਿਗੰਧ੍ਯਰ੍ਹਵ੍ਯਰ੍ਥਧਿਥਿਬ੍ਥਿਗ਼ਾਰ੍ਯਯਗ਼ੀਜ੍ਯਢਿਜਯਾਂਚ
ਗਾਜ਼ਾ: ਕੜਾਧਿਗੇ ਕੂਬੇ: | I—sagitsar.

——ram 9 m 5. “tujh rakhanharo mohI bataI.”

2What is a rag according to one school is a ragini according

—bas§t kabir.
ਰਾਖਾ [rakha] protector, saviour. “rakha ek hemara suami.”—bher m 5.
ਰਾਖਿ [rakhI] after placing. 2 kindly protect, save
me.

to the other. Similarly, some consider a ragini to be a rag.

ਰਾਖੀ [rakhi] See ਰਖਵਾਲੀ. 2 See ਰੱਖੜੀ. 3 past of
ਰੱਖੀ. “rakhi pej mere kartarI .”—gau m 5.

Similarly, there is a great difference in their nomenclature.
Quite different are the systems of musical scales.
Working through this confusion, we should not get
disappointed for which ideal] rules have been framed by.

the true masters. We should practise and preach music ਲ਼ੀ
accordingly.

ਹਾਂਗ

ਰਾਗਪਰੀ
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Scholars consider main types of musical
measures to be three. arav (of ﬁve notes)
sarav (of six notes); heptatonic (of seven
notes).' In musicology there are three types
of musical measures - of ﬁve, six and seven

notes respectively:
(a) Musical measures which use basic
notes are pure.

a1ap.”—b1'Ia m 5. See ਚਾਰ ਚੌਕੀਆਂ.
In Islam, music is believed to be against
the Koranic Law. Naﬁ has stated that once
he was accompanying Imam Umar when a
sound of music was heard; the Imam at once
put ﬁngers in his ears. When asked he told
him that he was once going anngwith Mohammad, who similarly closed his ears on hearing

(b) Musical measures in which shades of
other musical measures are found become
shaded;
(c) Interminglingofshaded musical measures formed by mixing many notes of basic
musical measures is known as mixed.
In many musical works only two types of
musical measures are mentioned. They are

the sobnd of music. See ਮਿਸ਼ਕਾਤ.

traditional [margiy], and regional [desiy].

ਰਾਂਗ [rag] See ਰੰਗ. 2 adv after colouring.

Traditional ones are those which are sung
according to the system laid down by the sages. Those which are formed due to regional
practice and variation are called regional.
In Guru Granth Sahib, 31 musical measures
have been employed — srirag, majh, gori, asa,

“harIrég rag bhae man lala.”—sar m 5.
ਰਾਗਹੁ [ragahu] (you) arouse feeling of love.
“nanak kau harI ks: régI ragahu.”—keda m 5.
2 (you) develop a feeling of love.

gujri, devgédhari, bIhagra, vadhés, sorthI,
dhanasari, jetsari, todi, berari, tIIég, suhi,

enmity (ਦ੍ਰੋਸ਼). “rag dokh te nIaro.”—suhi chét
m 5.
'

bIIaval. ng, ramkali, net, maligora, maru,

ਰਾਗਨਾਦ [ragnad] musical sound. 2 vocal and

tukhari, kedara, bherau, basét, sarag, molar,

instrumental music, singing and playing musi-

kanra, kalIan, prabhati, and jejavéti.

cal instrument. “rag nad sabadI sohne.”—m 3

In this encyclopaedia these musical measures have been described in the alphabetical

For Jews and Christians, music is not forbidden, rather devotional singing and dancing
are components of worship. See ਜ਼ੰਬੂਰ (The
Psalms of David).
Regarding musical metre, see ਸ੍ਵਰ, ਸ਼੍ਰਤਿ, ਠਾਟ

and ਮੂਰਛਨਾੳਮਿੰੳਸਂੳਡਾ਼ 12 P 0/ foot ofthe mountain. 13 pleasant green land.

ਰਾਗਣੀ [ragani] See ਚਾਰਿਣੀ.

ਰਾਗਦੋਖ [ragdokh], ਰਾਗਦ੍ਹੇਸ [ragdves] love (ਰਾਗ),

var bIIa.
ਰਾਂਗਨਿ [raganI] n vessel for dyeing. 2 that can

be dyed, worth-dyeing. “raganI ragau, sivanI

order. See ਅੱਖਰਕੁਮਅਨੁਸਾਰਰਾਗਾਂਦੇ ਨਾਮ.2
In Sikhism, appreciation ofthe Creator in

muscial measures is a part of the faith. “gun
govid gavahu sath harIjan, ragratan rasna

sivau.”—asa namdev.

ਰਾਗਪਰੀ [ragpari] nymph of the musical mode;
variation ofa major musical mode.

'ਕ਼ੀਫਥ: mam: ਧੀਨੂਂ: ਥਫ੍ਸਿਂਰ੍ਚੂ HIGH: ਬ੍ਯੂਗ਼ਾ! W337i: ਸ੍ਯਸਿਂੜੀਂਧ

about them can refer to that book. Mr. Macauliffc with

ਹ੍ਕਂ ਜ੍ਯਜੈਕਸ਼ਾ ਸਰ: | I—ségitdarapan.

the help of Mahant Gaja Singh and an efﬁcient band

2Many different forms of musical metres contained in

master with expenses incurred by the Nabha state has

holy Sikh scriptures have been described by Dr. Charan

described in the ﬁfth volume of “Sikh Religion“ in western

Singh in his ‘Bani Biora.’ Those who want to know

musical metres the hymns uttered by the Gurus with

contd. ..

great diligence. See ‘Sikh religion’ vol. 5, pp 333 to 351.
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ਰਾਗਮਾਲਾ

ਰਾਗਮਾਲਾ [ragmala] coloured garland, multicoloured garland. 2 necklace embedded with
jewels. “de8 caru abha, mano ragmala.”
—carItr 20. 3 a literary composition in
which names of musical modes are listed.
4 text from Verses 63 to 72 of Hindi trans-

M '
‘ 1
a] or ]\/1੫51੦8
modes

ਰਾਗੀ

lation ofa creation of Madhvanal a scholarly poet, in which six musical modes, five
variations of each and eight sons of each
are described.
Readers can see all the names from the
chart given below —-

. .
Variatlons

Sons

bhervi, bIlavli, punyaki,

pécam, harakh (hers), dIsakh, bégalam,

bégali and aslekhi

madhu, madhav, laIIt and bIlaval

malkos

godkari, devgédhari,
gédhari, sihuti and
dhenaSIri

maru, mastég, mevar, prabal, Cédkosak,
khau, khat and bhoranad

hidol (hidol)

telégi, derari, bas'éti,
s'édurI and ahiri

surmanéd, bhaskar, c5 drbfb, mégal,
sarasban, bInod, basét and kamod

kacheli, patméjri, todi,

kaléka, kﬁtal, rama, kamalkusum, Cépak,

kamodi and gujri

gora, kanra and kalhana

srirag

berari, kamati, gori,
asavari and sidhvi

salu, sarég, sagara, g5d, gébhir, gbd, kObh
and harnir

megh

sorathI, godmalari, asa,

beradhar, gajdhar, kedara, jablidher, net,
jaldhara, sékar and syama

bherau (bherav)

dipak

gunguni and suhau
ਰਾਗ ਰੱਜ਼ੂ [rag rajju] n one who controls love;
Kamdev. 2 bond of love.

ਰਾਗਰੰਗ [rag rég] pleasure of music. 2 pleasure
ofsinging and festivity.

' ਰਾਂਗਾ [raga] coloured, colourful. “régI calule
raga.”—ma1i m 4. 2 n a metal, lime. Skt ਹ੍ਫ੍ਜ਼ਿ.

ਰਾਂਗਾਮਾਟੀ [rﬁgamati] See ਚੰਗਾਮਾਟੀ.

ਰਾਗਿ [ragI], ਰਾਂਗਿ[1^ਰੌ8]:] adjcolourful, pleasure-

5. 2 coloured.
ਰਾਗਿਣੀ [ragIni] Skt n female of the musical
mode; female musical mode. Musicians have
named musical modes as wives and sons according to the similarity in the system ofnotes.

ਰਾਗਿਨਾਦਿ [rag nadI] due to singing and playing
of musical instruments. “ragInadI menu dujebhaI.”—prabha a m I.

'

loving. “mera prabhu régI ghano atI rum.”—

ਰਾਗਿਬ [raGIb] A *le adj desirous, feeling the

prabha m 1. 2 adv after colouring. 3 by loving. 4 n short for ragIni. “gauri ragI sulakh-

ਰਾਗੀ [ragi] Skt ਹਧਿਜ੍. n one who frames musi-

ni.”—m 3 var gau I.
ਰਾਗਿਓ [ragIo] began loving, became devotional. “carankamal jaka menu ragIo.”—-dhana m

desire.

.

cal sound with voice; singer, especially who
sings hymns uttered by the guru. 3 Skt ਟ੍ਰਾਫ਼ੀ.

queen, wife ofa king.

ਰਹੀਂ
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ਰਾਗੀ“ [ragi] from the musical measures. 2 in the

musical modes. “juthI na ragi.”—m 1 var sar.
ਰਾਗੀ ਨਾਦੀ [ragi nadi] by singing and playing
musical instruments. “koi gave ragi nadi bedi
bahu bhatI karI.”—asa chét m 4. ‘someone
by singing, someone by playing instruments, in
high and low tones according to sublime instruction per the Vedic scripture.’

ਰਾਗੀਲਾ [ragila] See ਰੰਗੀਲਾ. “mohanu pran man
ragila.”—guj m 5. 2 musical lover.

ਰਾਜਸ੍ਵ

sion and emotion. “raj bInasi tam bInasi.”
—-sar m 5. 3 string, rope. “raj thIég praség
jese hahI.”——sor raVIdas. ‘per the illusion to
take rope for snake.’ 4 king. “na 1110 raj,’ na

bhikh m5gasi.”—g5d kabir. 5 kingdom, state.
“tIs ko karo raj te bahIr.”—GPS. 6 Skt ਧ੍ਯ. vr
shine, look graceful, win. 7 This word is also
used for supreme. i.e. ‘rajhés, raj raj, dev raj’,
etc. 8 P 1;, secret. “roj hi raj bIlokat rajIk.”
—aI<a1. 9 yellow hornet; a multi-coloured creature of this species.

ਰਾਗੁ ਨਾਦੁ [ragu nadu] See ਰਾਗ ਨਾਦ. “ragu nadu
sabh sacu he.”—sava m 4.

ਰਾਜਇਆਘਿਗ਼ੁ'ਰ੍ਯਕ਼] n kingship, empire. “thIrnan-

ਰਾਗਸੀ [ragyi] See ਰਾਗੀ 3.
ਰਾਘਵ [raghav] Skt n Ramchandar who belonged

ਰਾਜਮ [rajas] Skt adj harmful to emotional inten-

to Raghu dynasty. 2 In Sanskrit scriptures a
species of big ﬁsh, which is the biggest of all
in size. tImI ﬁsh is one hundred ‘yojan’ long;

sity. 2 n organs of actions grown from the quality of emotion.
ਰਾਜਸਭਾ [raj sabha] n king’s council. 2 council

a ﬁsh which can swallow tImI is tImIgIl; a
ﬁsh which can swallow a tImTJgIl is tImigIlgIl;
that ﬁsh which can swallow tImIgIlgIl is a

of the kings. 3 See ਨਚੇਦ੍ਰਾ'ਡਿਲ. 4 administrative

raghav. 3 ocean.

ਰਾਚਨ [racan] sense of being absorbed; laid back.
“raCI rahe banIta bInod.”—ba van. “harI racu

samajh man baura re!”—gau kabir. 2 See ਰਚਨ.
ਰਾਰਾ [raca] got absorbed. “mIII sace raca.”
—dhana a m 1.

ਰਾਚਿ ਮਾਚਿ [raCI maCI] adv by merging with
pleasure. “ja SIU raCI maCI tum lage, oh mohni
mohavat he.”—bIIa m 5.
‘

ਰਾਚੀਲੈ [racile] (has) created, (has) formed.
“jInI bIsv sésar racile.”—mala namdev.

ਰਾਛ [rach] See ਰੱਛ. 2 See ਰਾਖ.
ਰਾਛਸ [rachas] See ਰਾਕਸ. “pun rachas ka kata
sisa.”—carItr 405.

ਰਾਛਸਾਰਿ [rachsarI] enemy of the demons—god.
ਰਾਛਸੀ [rachsi] demoness. See ਰਾਕਸੀ. “rah marat rachsi hih tarka ganI nam.”—rama V.

ਰਾਛਸੇਸ [rachses] ਰਾਕਸ-ੲੀਸ. See ਰਾਕਸੇ'ਦ੍.
ਰਾਛਥ [rachab] See ਛਬ 2 and ਛਬਿ 5.
ਰਾਜ [raj] mason, bricklayer. 2 marked by pas-

ak raan.”—sar m 5.

council; controlling body.

ਰਾਜਸਿੰਘ [rajsfgh] a king of Udaipur. See
ਔਰੰਗਜ਼ੇਬ. 2 a warriOr of the hill states, assistant
to Bhim Chand in the battle of Nadaun. See

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਨਾਟਕ ch. 9. 3 lion.

ਰਾਜਸਿੰਘਾਸਨ [rajsfghasan] king’s ceremonial
seat; throne.

ਰਾਜਸਿਰੀ [rajSIri] See ਰ'ਜਸ਼੍ਰੀ.
ਰਾਜਸੀ [rajsi] adj like a king; able to be a king.
2 having emotional quality. 3 n Durga goddess.
ਰਾਜਸੁ [rajasu] See ਰਾਜਸ. “rajasu sataku tamasu
darpahI.”—maru m 5.

ਰਾਜਸੁਥਲੀਂ [rajsuthli] capital. “subhét rajsuthli.”
—gyan.

ਰਾਜਸ੍ਵ [rajsu], ਰਾਜਸੂਅ [rajsua], ਰਾਜਸੂ'ਇ [rajsuI]
ਰਾਜਸੂਯ [rajsuy] a ritual performed by a king;
kind of ritual which was performed by the supreme monarch in which kings used to be
present and rendered service. According to
satpath brahman, it starts with ਸੌਮਯਾਗ

[somyag] and ends with sartramani and in
between many rituals are performed. Many

ਰਾਜਸ਼ੀ
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years pass in completing it. “hyadI kijedh
rajsu bIna na bharmané.”-—gyan. “makh
rajsua k0 kio cau.”-—gyan. “rajsuI kine das
bara.”—ramav.
ਰਾਜਸ਼੍ਰੀ [rajsri] n king’s grandeur. 2 royal quality. 3 goddess Durga.
ਰਾਜਹੰ'ਸ [1'8]‘}1ਰੈ5] a swan with white feathers, red
beak and feet regarded the best in its species.l
ਰਾਜਕ [rajak] Skt adjshining, glittering. 2 n king.

ਰਾਜਜੋਗ ਰ੍
king ofAmar Singh of Patiala state and mother
of king Sahib Singh. 5 queen of king Hameer

Singh of Nabha state and mother of King Jas-

want Singh. 6 See ਦਾਤਾਰਕੋਰ.
ਰਾਜਕੋਰਾਂ [rajkora] See foot note of ਦਾਤਾਰ ਕੋਰ.

rajak rahim he.”—japu.
ਰਾਜਕਰ [rajkar] tax levied by a king on his subjects. During the time of Manu, it was one—sixth
of the produce. In many manuscripts, it has been
mentioned as one—fourth. During the Moghal
period, it was one-third of the crop; alongwith it
several other taxes were imposed on the people

ਰਾਜਗੜ੍ਹ [rajgarh] a village of Nabha state, in district and tehsil Phul; under police station Dialpura,
which was formerly known as Burj Mana Wala.
It is fourteen miles away from Rampura Phul
railway station to the north; there is a gurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind Singh in this
village. The Guru came here from Dina on a
hunting expedition and for preaching his sermon. A gurdwara has been built and four
ghumaons land is attached with it which was ‘
donatedby the village. The priest is a Singh and
congregation is held on the lst day of Magh.

i.e. ਖ਼ਾਲਸਾ [xalsa] for the dress of the revenue

ਰਾਜਗਿਰਿ [rangrI], ਰਾਜਗ੍ਰਿਹ [rajngh] a town in

authorities; paskas for having a glance ofthe royalty; jaribana for measuring the landed estate,
zabItana for police; muhassﬂana for distribu-

Bihar (Magadh), twelve kohs from Gaya which
was the capital of Jarasandh, enemy of Krishan.
It is closely linked with the history ofBuddhism.
The existing town was founded by Bimbsar and
his son Ajatshatru ruled over it with great credit.
During his reign, Lord Buddh breathed his last at
this place. Guru Nanak visited this place when
he came to Gaya for preaching his sermon. The
gurdwara is known as Sitalkund.

3 A Jﬂ, adj who provides sustenance. “kI

tion; mukaddami for securing revenue, pekana
for expenditure on arms; and mohrana etc for
the employee who stamped the papers etc.
ਰਾਜਕਲਾ [rajkala] 11 power of the state, capabil-

ity to rule. 2 governing skill. “rajkala bInsi sabh
gayé.”——carItr 5.

.

ਰ'ਜਕੁਅਾਰ[੮8]1<੦8੮],ਰਾਜਕੁਅਾਚਿ[£ਕ]'1<੦81^ਗ਼ੁ],ਰਾਜਕੁਮਾਰ ਰਾਜਜੋਗ [rajjog], ਰਾਜਜੋਗ਼ੁ [rajjogu] capability to rule
[rajkumar], ਰਾਜਕੁਮਾਰੀ [rajkumari] son, daughter
of a king; prince, princess. “gachahu putri raijarI .”——bas§t a m I .

and meditate simultaneously; meditating upon
the Creator while performing the mundane
tasks. 2 According to Yoga focussed medita-

ਰਾਜਕੋਰ [rajkar] See ਰਾਜਕੁਮਾਰ, ਕੁਮਾਰੀ. 2 daughter

tion of mind is raj-jog. “Ihu raj-jog guru ramdas

of raja Gaj pati Singh ruler of J ind state, wife of
Sardar Maha Singh Sukarchakia and mother of
Maharaja Ranj it Singh. She was married in 1774

tumhu rasu jane.”—saveye m 4 ke. “ਪਿੰ gurpras-

AD. See ਰਣਜੀਤਸਿੰਘ. 3 elder wife of Baba Ram

ets and the auspicious time at the time of birth
for becoming a king is Jupiter in Zodiac sign of
Cancer, Moon, Venus and Mercury of Tauras
in the eleventh place; Sun of Aries in the tenth
place; Saturn in the sign of Capricorn; Mars of

Rai. On getting annoyed with the co-wife, she
retired to Manimajra from Dehradun'and lived

there till her death. See ਮਨੀਮਾਜਰਾ. 4 queen of
'The black swan is not called ‘rajhés’.

adI karI raj-jogu.”—gau m 5. See ਸਹਜਜੋਗ, ਜੋਗ
and ਯੋਗ. 3 In astronomy the position of the plan-
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Aries; Moon of Cancer, Sun of Leo, Mercury
of Gemini, Venus of Libra in sign of Virgo having Mercury, Venus in the tenth place, Jupiter
and Moon in the seventh place, Mars and Sat-

urn in the ﬁfth place. These are all 'rajjog’ signs.

ਰਾਜਣੀ [rajni] See ਰਾਜਨੀਵ੍
ਰਾਜਤ [rajat] shows brightness, shines. 2 Skt adj
made of silver.

ਰਾਜਤਰੰਗਿਣੀ [rajtarégrni] history of Kashmir in
Sanskrit written by poet Kalhan, completed in
1149. See ਕਲ੍ਹਨ.

ਰਾਜਤਿਲਕ [rathlak] royal mark on the forehead;
per tradition, this mark put on the forehead at
the time of coronation.
ਰਾਜਦੁਅਾਰਾ [rajduara] royal gate. 2 main gate of
a royal palace. 3 place where justice is delivered.
ਰਾਜਦੂਤ [rajdut] advocate of a king who stays in
a foreign state to deal with affairs regarding
his state or is sent especially for some purpose; ambassador.

ਰਾਜਦੰਡ [rajd‘éd] punishment inﬂicted by the government. 2 reign ofa king. 3 sceptre ofa king.

ਰਾਜਦ੍ਰੋਹ [rajdroh] revolt, rebellion. See ਰਾਜਵਿਟ੍ਰੋਹ.
ਰਾਜਧਗਬ੍ਰਾ [rajdharam] duty of a king. 2 religion
of the state.

ity. “rajanrajI sada bIgsétaU.”—asa m I .

ਰਾਜਨਰਿੰਦ [rajnarid], ਰਾਜਨਰਿੰਦੁ [rajnar’I'dU] adj
king of kings. “jInI seVIa prabhu apna, sei
rajnarfdu.”—sri m 5.
ਰਾਜਨਾ [rajna] v look graceful. 2 throw light.
3 be luminous.
ਰਾਜਨਿ [rajanI] king’s army, royal anny.——sanama.
ਰਾਜਠਿਚਾਜ [rajanIraj] king ofkings, emperor. See

ਰਾਜਨਰਾਜਿ.
ਰਾਜਨੀ [rajni] seat themselves; set. 2 See ਰਾਜਨਿ.
ਰਾਜਨੀਤਿ [rajnitI] n policy and acumen ofa king
with which a state is governed well. 2 a scripture that provides knowledge of politics. See

ਨੀਤਿਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਨੀਤਿਸ਼ਧ੍ਯਤ੍ਵ.
ਰਾਜਨੁ [rajanu] See ਰਾਜਨ. “hamra rajanu sada salamatI.”—sar a m 5.

ਰਾਜਪਤ੍ਰੀ [rajpatri] n king ofbirds, bluejay; garur.
2 swan.

ਰਾਜਪਥ [rajpath] n road to the royal palace.
2 broadway, wide road.

ਰਾਜਪਾਟ [rajpat] SktH‘T-RTZ’. n king’s seat; throne.
“rajpat dasrath k0 dayo.”—rama V.

ਰਾਜਪੁਤ੍ [rajputr], ਰਾਜਪੁਤ੍ਰੀ [rajputri] king’s son and
daughter.

ਰਾਜਪੂਤ [rajput] n prince, son of a king. 2 a

ਰਾਜਨਰਾਜਿ [rajanrajI] adj king of kings. emper-

martial caste of the Hindus which is divided
into three dynasties.
(a) Sun dynasty, in which Ram was born.
(b) Moon dynasty, in which Krishan was born.
(0) Fire dynasty. Thus goes the tale of this dynasty. The sages performed Yajna on mountain‘Abu (Arbud) from the ﬁrepit of which four
glorious and valiant men were born. The dy—
nasty which originated from them was known
as Agnikul.
ਰਾਜਪੂਤਾਨਾ [rajputana] country where the Rajputs
live; especially the region surrounded by river
Sindh in the west, Bundelkhand in the east,
desert land of Satluj in the north and Vindhya

or. 2 n monarch. 3 the Creator, ultimate Real-

mountain range in the south. The main states

ਰਾਜਧਾਨਿ [rajdhanI], ਰਾਜਧਾਨੀ [rajdhani] town
where the king lives; main city for the king’s
residence; capital, headquarters.

ਰਾਜਨ [rajan] Skt ਜ੍ਯਜ੍. n moon. See ਰਾਜ vr.
2 king. “ape rajan ape loga.”—majh m 5. ‘You
are both the king and the public.’ 3 Kshatri.
4 vocative; ‘੦ king! ’ “rajan, kaun tumare
ave?”—maru kabir. 5 kings. “rajan mahI tﬁ raja

kahiahI.”—guj a m 5. 6 affairs of the state.
“rajan mahI raja urjhan.”—sorm 5.

ਰਾਜਨਜੋਂਗ [rajanjog] spiritual pursuit. See ਰਾਜਜੋਗ.
“rajanjog karhé.”—asa m 5.

ਰਾਜਫਲ
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in this region are Udaipur, Jodhpur, Bikaner,
Krishangarh, Kota, Bundi, Jaipur and Jaisalmer.
Apart from these, there are other twelve small
states. Area ofRajputana is 128,987 and population is 9,857,012. Area ofAjmer under the

control of the British government is also included in it. Agent of the Governor General
lives at Ajmer, with whom all states have political link.
ਰਾਜਫਲ [rajphal] Skt n mango. 2 fruit of a rare
plant. 3 fruit ofMimusops kaukitree.

ਰਾਜਫੂਲ [rajphul] king of ﬂowers, rose. 2 lotus.
“kaht'i phul hveke bhale rajphule.”— VN.
ਰਾਜਬਾਟ [rajbat] See ਰਾਜਪਥ.

ਰਾਜਬਿਦਜਾ [rajbIdya] 11 political science, poli—
' tics. “kahﬁ rajbIdya kahﬁ rajdhani.”—aka1.

2 knowledge of the self.
ਰਾਜਬਿਭੈ [rajbIbhe] n state property, royal wealth.
“sobha rajbIbhe vadIai.”-dhana kabir.
ਰਾਜਭਵਨ [rajbhavan] n palace.
ਰਾਜਭਾਸਾ [rajbhasa] language of a king; language
spoken by the ruling class, as Persian in Mughal period and English at present.
ਰਾਜਮਹਲ [rajmahal] See ਰਾਜਭਵਨ. 2 a town on the
right bank of river Ganges in Santhal district
of Bengal. Bhai Bhanu, a devotee of Guru

“5tarI ravta rajravida.”—prabha m 1.
ਰਾਜਰਾਜ [rajraj] Skt 11 king of kings, monarch.
“namo raj raje, namo idr idre.”—japu. 2 god
ofwealth, mammon. 3 moon.

ਰਾਜਰਾਜੇਸ੍ਵਰ [rajrajesvar] lord of emperors. 2 lord
of Kuber. 3 Lord of the moon. “namo rajrajesvaré.”——japu.

ਰਾਜਰਿਖਿ [raerkhI], ਰਾਜ'ਢਿਖੀ [raerkhi] Skt‘
ਰਾਜਸਿੰ. saintly king; a king who keeps his sense
and sensibility under control. 2 See ਚਿਖਿਰਾਜ.

ਰਾਜਰੋਂਗ [rajrog] Skt n tuberculosis. 2 leprosy.
ਰਾਜਰੌਂਲਾ [rajrala] political chaos. revolt.
ਰਾਜਵਤਾਰ [rajavtar] royal incarnation. “menu hve
rajavtar avtara .”—manu.
ਰਾਜਵਾਹ [rajvah] Skt horse, used as conveyance
by the king. 2 lord of all conveyances.
ਰਾਜਵਾਹਾ [rajvaha] See ਰਜਵਾਹਾ.

ਰਾਜਵਿਦਸਾ' [rajVIdya] statesmanship. See ਨੀਤਿ
and ਰਾਜਨੀਤਿ. 2 spiritual knowledge. 3 education ofthe ruling class.

ਰਾਜਵਿਦ੍ਰੋਹ [rajVIdroh] insurrection.
ਰਾਜਾ [raja] adj satiated, satisﬁed. 2 Skt ਹ੍ਸ੍ਯਜ੍. n
one who pleases the public with his policy and
noble qualities.l
'It has been stated in the Mahabharat that after the
creation of the world, social traditions and customs were

Hargobind lived here; “rajmahal pur ke bIkhs

disturbed. Due to increase in population. many people

bhanu bahal basét. bhau bhagatI SIkkhi dhari
varte guru matét.”—GPS. Guru Tegbahadur also
stayed here while on his way to Kamrup. See

started causing riots impulsively. The deputation of
gods approached Brahma. l‘le drafted rules of politics

and handed them over to the gods. Taking this draft, the

‘ਗੁਰੁਪੁਤਾਪਸੂਰਯਰਾਸਿ 12, chapter 4.

gods approached Vishnu and requested him to assign

ਰਾਜਮਾਰਗ [rajmarag] See ਰਾਜਪਥ.
ਰਾਜਮੇਂਧ [rajmedh] See ਨ੍ਰਿਪਮੇਧ.

the responsibility ofgoverning the people to someone.

ਰਾਜਮੰਦਿਰ [rajmédIr] See ਰਾਜਭਵਨ.

ordered him to administer the state, As a result the

ਰਾਜਯਾਨ [rajyan] palanquin used as conveyance
for the king. 2 elephant. 3 horse. 4 procession
following the king.
ਰਾਜਯੋਗ [rajyog] See ਰਾਜਜੌਗ.
ਰਾਜਰਵਿੰਦਾ [rajravida] Skt ਰਵੇ'ਦੁਰਾਜ adj who has
lighted the sun and the moon. 2 n the Creator.

public began to lead a peaceful life. According to Padam

Vishnu appointed Ang, son of Kardam. a king and

Puran, the ﬁrst king was Prithu.
Manu writes that the king was created by taking
portion of ﬁre. wind, sun, tnoon, Yam, Kuber, Varun

and lndar. It means that a king should have qualities of

all these gods.
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The Guru’s word is — “raje culi nIav 1<1.”`
—m 1 var sar. ‘The king should take a vow to
administerjustice.’ “raja takhatI tIke guni, hhe
pécaInu ratu.”——maru m 1. ‘Only the kin g who
has fear of persons of great talent and worth
can remain in power.’ Bhai Gurdas writes:
“jese rajnitI ritI cakrave cetonrup
tate nIhcit anbhe beset h'é log ji...
jese raja dharamsarup rajnitI bIkhe
take des parja beset sukh paIke.”...
—I<ab1'tt.
In Premsumarag, the tenth Guru has instructed: “raje ko cahie jo nIai‘) samajh kar bhe
sath kare, koi Is ke raj me dukhIt na hOI. raje
l<o cahie jo apne Upper bhi nIaO kare.” i.e., ‘the
crimes for which he punishes the people, he
himselfshould not commit.’
It has been written in Bhai Bala’s Janam-

sakhi — “mir babar ne kahIa, he phakir ji! mujh
1<੦ tosi kuch updes karo.” That which Guru
Nanak said “he patsah! tusa dharam da nIau
karna te parupakar karma.”
Chanakya has described the quality of a king:
ਥੀਂਰਿਞਸ੍ਯਕਰ੍ਹਾਜ਼ੂਧੀ ਜ੍ਯਯਜ੍ਹਾ nitIsastranugo raja.
—sutr 48. He has emphasised that the base
of kingdom lies in having control over the

86ਸ਼ਾ1565.ਜ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਵਕ਼ਸਿਂਕਿਹ ਯਹ: rajyamrItmInIdrya
jay.-sutr 4. He has added that the king who
surrenders to sensual pleasures will be ruined though he may have a powerful army.
ਟੂਚਿਹ ਕਞਸ੍ਵਾਕਰੀਂ ਹਰ੍ਵਦ੍ਰ੍ਵਟਸ਼੍ਯਧਿ ਯਿਞਧਰਿ Indrayves—

verti caturégvanapl bInasyatI.—sutr 70.
Chanakya, theoretician of politics, has also
written that the king who keeps rapport with
the people and has time to meet everyone, keeps
the people happy. The one who is inaccessible
to the public, destroys the social fabric.
ਬ੍ਰੂਵੋਂਞਗਿ ਵਿ ਜ੍ਯਯ: ਧ੍ਯਾ ਗਤ੍ਧ੍ਯਯਿ | durdarsana
hI rajanah praja nasyantI.—-sutr 55 7.

ਚੁਟ੍ਡ੍ਗਿ ਵਿ ਧ੍ਯਾਜ਼: ਧਗ mt | sudarsana
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hI rajanah praja ranjyantI.—sutr 558.I
Poets like Lal, Devidas and Raghunath etc
have written thus regarding the king:
kabitt
“sOdar salajj sudhi sahsi suhIrad saco
suro SUCI savdhan gastragy janie,
Uddami Udar gungrahi a gébhir “lal”
suddhman dharmi chami su tatvagyanie,
fdrayth satyvrat sukrIti dhrI ti VInit
tejsi dayalu pritI harI $6 promanie,
lobh chobh hisa kam kapat garurta n3
lacchan batis e chItis ke bakhanie.
chote chote gulan ko suran ki bar kare

patre se podha pani pokh kar parbo,
phuli pulvaran ke phul moh leve pun
khare ghane rukh ek thor ti»: uparbo,

nice pare payan t'é tek de de uce kare
uce bhadhgae te jarur katdarbo,

rajan ko malIn k0 dInpratI devidas
car ghari rat rahe Itno bIcarbo.
suthri SIlah rakhe vayubegi bah rakhe
rasad ki rah rakhe, rakhe rahe ban 1<੦,

catur samaj rakhe or drIgbaz rakhe
khabar ke kaj behurupIn 1<e gen k0,
agambhakheya rakhe himmatrakhsa rakhe,
bhane raghunath 3 bicar bic man ko,
baji hare konhﬁ no user ke pare bhup
raji rakhe prajan 1<੦ taji subhetan k0.
chappay
pratham buddh dhan dhir dharan dharni prajah sukh,
SUCI susil subh nIyat nitbeta prasénmukh,
nIrbIkar nIrlobh nIrbIkhi nIrgarur man,
hanI labh kar nIpun kadardani bIbek sen,
teg tyag saco sukrItI harIsevak himmat amIt,
sad sabha das métri sudhi badhat raj saSIkalavat.
'For special characteristics ofa king see part 6 chapter

one Kautalya’s Arthshastar and section of Shantiparv
ofMahabharat Rajdharam.
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ਰ੍ਯੜਾ

3 the Creator, owner of the whole world

bow.

for a barber to ﬂatter him. 8 adj of the state.

ਰਾਜਾਨੁ [rajanu] See ਰਾਜਨ and ਰਾਜਾਨ. 2 Skt ਰਾਜਨ੍ਯ.
member of the martial caste of Hindus. heroic
man. “péce sohahI darI rajanu.”—japu. ‘The
saints are honoured in the society of heroes.’
They lead in protecting the people.’
ਰਾਜਾਰਾਮ [rajaram] Some writers have given this
name to Raja Ram Rai. See ਰਤਨਰਾਯ. 2 a Sikh
belonging to the Khatri caste, who was reve~
nue ofﬁcer in Delhi. He served Mata Sundri
with all his resources of money, devotion and

?‘nalnu dhanu, namu sukh raja, namu kutéb,

dedication. 3 according to the writers, a con-

sahai.”-—guj m 5.
ਰਾਜਾਂ [raja] may I shine, may I win glory. 2 may

fectioner in Banaras. 4 uncle and patron of
Sahoji, minor grandson of Shivaji king ofthe
Marhattas. 5 a Rajput devotee of Guru
Hargobind who sacriﬁced his life by burning
himself with the Guru upon the pyre. See

who satisﬁes all human beings and illuminates
the whole universe. “kou harI samanI nahi
raja.”—bIIa kabir. “raja ramu maulIa anatbhaI.
ਭੰਗੀ dekhau tah rahIa samaI .”—bas§t1<ab1'r. “ra—
jan ke raja maharajan ke maharaja, eso raja
ChodI or duja kon dhyaIye?”—gyan. 4 Kshatrya. 5 sense —— the mind. “raja balak nagri
kaci.”—bas§t m 1. kacci nagri stands for per—
ishable human body. 6 moon. 7 ਰਾਜਾ is also used

I be content. “je bhukh dehI. ta It-hi raja.”

—suh1' a m 4.

‘

ਰਾਜਾੲੀ [rajai] the title ofa king, the authority of
a king. “rajai rajan ki.”—GPS. 2 See ਰਜਾਈ.
ਰਾਜਾਸ਼ਾਹੀ [rajasahi] one rupee coin made in

the mint of Patiala state. See ਸਿੱਕਾ. 2 a kind
of sweets; balusahi made of reﬁned wheat
ﬂour in which butter is mixed and then fried
in clariﬁed butter and soaked in the syrup of

sugan
ਰਾਜਾਸ੍ਰਮ [rajasram] Skt ਰਾਜਾਸ਼ੁਮ. king’s abode, royal
palace. 2 sense — world which is the dwelling

place of the Creator. “rajasram mItI nahi jani
teri.”—sar kabir.

ਰਾਜਾ ਦੇ ਪੰਚਯਰ੍ਯ [raja de péc yagy] See ਪੰਚ ਯਗਜ਼
ਰਾਜਾਧਿਰਾਜ [rajathraj] adj lord of the kings;

ਦਾਬਿਸਤਾਨੇ ਮਜਾਹਬ. 6 the Creator, the embodiment
of light who provides light to all the beings.
“rajaramu maulIa anatbhaI.”—bas.§t kabir.
7 Brahmin belonging to the Saraswat subcaste.
who attained self-realization by becoming a
follower of Guru Amar Bass and leaving aside
arrogance of being from the upper caste. The

Guru appointed him preacher of Sikhism. Now
his decendants live in village Sandhma (district Jalandhar).

ਰਾਜਿ [rajI] See ਰਾਜੀ. 2 Skt in ruling the state.
“so sukh rajI na lahie.”-gau kabir.
ਰਾਜਿਕ [rajIk] See ਰਾਜਕ 3.

monarch. “nIraléb nI tyé su rajathrajé.”—VN.

ਰਾਜਿੰਦ [rajfd] Skt ਰਾਜੇ'ਦ੍. adj supreme ruler, lord

2 n the Creator. 3 universal monarch.
ਰਾਜਾਨ [rajan] kings, heroes. “so ho méda akh-

ਰਾਜਿਮਾਲਿ [rajImalI] in the government and

is, thU jémahI rajan?”—varasa. 2 plural of ਰਾਜਾ.
3 ਦ੍ਸ੍ਯਕ. food supplied for a king. Manu has
described king’s food as harmful for splendour.
See chapter 4, verse 218.

of kings, emperor.

property. 2 for the government and property.
3 of the state and the property. “joru na rajI

malI.”—japu. See ਸੋਰ 3.
ਰਾਜਿਞ [raij] See ਰਾਜੀਵ.

ਰਾਜਾਨਰਾਜ [rajanraj] adj king of kings, emperor.

ਰਾਜਿਵਲ਼ੋਂਚਨ [raijlocan] lotus-like eyes. See

ਰਾਜਾਨਾਇ [rajanaI] ਰਾਜਾ-ਨਾ-ਆਇ. “jab 19g rajan—
aI.”——carItr 204. 2 after forcing the king to

ਰਾਜੀਵਨੇਤ੍ਰ. “raijlocan ramkumar.”—rama v.
ਰਾਜ਼ੀ [raji] people ruled by the king.“rajib1raji

ਰਾਜ਼ੀਨਾਮਾ
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bhukép.”—BGK. ‘The public without the ruler
is subject to calamities like earthquakes.’ 2 Skt

line, row, class. “taje ban raji.”—rama v. 3A 0%
adj well and happy, satisﬁed.
ਰਾਜ਼ੀਨਾਮਾ [rajinama] P .46le n deed, agreement, deed ofcompromise.

ਰਾਜੀਵ [rajiv] Skt that which has a row of petals
— lotus 2 blue lotus. 3 elephant. 41ndian crane.
5 a kind ofﬁsh.

ਰਾਜੀਵਨਂਯਨ [rajivnayan], ਰਾਜੀਵਨੇਤ੍ [rajivnetr]
ਰਾਜੀਞਲੋਚਨ [rajivlocan] adjﬂower with lotus-like
eyes. See ਰਾਜਿਵਲੋਚਨ.
ਰਾਜੁ [raju] king. “raj mahI rajU, jog mahI jogi.”
—sul<hmani. 2 kingdom. “rajU tera kab-hu na
java.”—vad chétm 1. 3 See ਰਾਜ.

ਰਾਜੇ [raje] content, satisﬁed. “manI sétokh sabadIgur raje.”—ram m 5. 2 plural of'cITHT.
ਰਾਜੇਸ਼ਾਹੀ [rajesahi] See ਸਿੱਕਾ, ਰਾਜਾਸ਼ਾਹੀ, and ਬਾਲੂਸ਼ਾਹੀ.
ਰਾਜੇਸੁਰ [rajesur], ਰਾਜੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [rajesvar], ਰਾਜੇ'ਦ੍ਰ [rajéclr]
supreme king; lord of kings. “namo rajrajesu—
r5.”—japu.

ਰਾਜੇ'ਦ੍ਰ'ਸਿੰਘ ਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ [rajédra sigh maharaja] son

ਰਾਜਯ

railway station Mullanpur to the south. A
gurdwara in memory oquru Gobind Singh is
situated to the north-west of this village at a
distance of halfa mile. The Guru visited this
place while he was on his way from Machhivara.
The sons of a Bhatti woman of this village
carried the Guru on a cot to Kamalpura. The
Gurublessed the woman and her sons. A
gurdwara has been built. Six vighas of land
are attached with the holy place. The priest is
a Singh.

ਰਾਜੋਮਾਜਰਾ [rajomajra], ਰਾਜੋਅਾਣਾ [rajoana] a village of Patiala state in district Sunam, tehsil
and police station Dhuri at a distance of four
miles from Dhuri railway station to the southwest. Guru Tegbahadur stayed at a place near
this village in the north-east direction. A small
'gurdwara has been built here. Twenty vighas
ofland have been donated by the village. The
priest is a Singh.

ਰਾਜੌਰੀ [rajori] See ਬੰਦਾਬਹਾਦੁਰ. 2 a region of
Rajputana.

of Maharaja Mahendar Singh, who was born
on the fourth day of the dark half of Jeth
Sammat 1929 (May 25, 1872 AD). He ascend-

ਰਾਜੰਗ [rajég] Skt ਰਾਜਸ਼ਾਂਗ, different parts of the
state administration. See ਰਾਜੰਗਾ.
ਰਾਜੰਗਾ [rajéga] adj with different parts of state

ed the throne on January 6, 1877, and assumed

all powers ofgovernment in 1890. He died in

administration. A sovereign state consists of
seven components which are termed as

November 1900. See ਪਟਿਆਲਾ.

prakrItI (nature) in Manusimriti and Kotilya

ਰਾਜੇ'ਦ੍ਕੌਰ ਬੀਬੀ [rajédra kar bibi] daughter of

Arthshastar also, 88-ਹ੍ਹਸ੍ਯਜ1ਟਧ ਯਥਧ੍ਯ ਰੂਧੰ ਹਸੇਬ

prince Bhumian Singh and grand daughter of EVE ਸਿਕਰ੍ਹਾਯਿ ਖ਼ਰ੍ਵਜ੍ਯਹ; svamyamatay janpad durg
BabaAla singh. She was married to Chaudhary
kos dand mItranI prakrItyah.—katIIiy arthTilok Chand of Phagwara. She was a brave ' sastra athkaran 6, a 1, sutr 1..that is, ‘king,
lady and adept as an administator. Her arrival
minister, territory, fort, treasury, military and
in time saved Patiala state several times from
friends are the seven components.’ See part 8
the enemies. She died in 1791.
of entry ਪੁਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ. “nic kit te karahI rajéga.”
ਰਾਜੈ [rajs] shines. 2 makes himself satisﬁed. —bIIa m 5. ‘makes a lowly man lord ofall parts
“nanak akhI n3 raje harlgun.”—asa m 4.
of the state, i.e. bestows complete and soverਰਾਜੋਂਆਣਾ [rajoana] a village in district Ludhiana, eign kingship.’
tehsil Jagraon under police station Raikot ਰਾਜਯ [rajy] Skt 11 ofﬁce of a king. 2 existence
which is at a distance of eleven miles from . ofa king. 3 kingdom. See ਰਾਜਾ2.
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ਰਾਜਜ਼ਾਂਗ [rajyég] See ਰਾਜੌਗਾ.

Rajput caste.

ਰਾਜ੍ਯਾਭਿਖੇਕ [rajyathkhek] ਰਾਜ੍ਯ-ਅਭਿਸੇਕ. bath

ਰਾਠੀ [rathi] a caste of inferior Rajputs who are

given to a king with waters of holy places at
the time of his coronation. 2 act of sprinkling
water while chanting holy text at the time of
coronation.

found in Chamba hill state etc. Its root is also
the word rastra.

ਰਾਂਝਣ [réijhan] ਰਾਂਝਨ [rajhan], ਰਾਂਝਾ [rﬁjha] son of
Mouju (Mahir), a resident of Hazara town
on the bank of river Chanab. After the death
of his father and distressed by the behaviour
of his brothers and sisters-in-law, Ranjha lived
as a toiler in the house of Heer at Jhang. His
handsome appearance charmed everyone.
He and Heer fell in love with each other

ਰਾਠੋਰ [rathar], ਰਾਠੋੜ [rather] See ਰਾਠਉਰ

ਰਾਂਡ [rad] Skt ਰੰਡਾ. n slovenly woman. slut.
2 widow. “kade na rad, sada sohaganI .”—vad
alahani m 3.

ਰਾਂਡ਼ੀ [radi] See ਰਾਂਡ. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਠੱਕਾਂਡੀ” a group of verses

of the Veds. “baman ke ghar radi ache.”—todi
namdev.
813w[radepa] n widowhood. “nanak baltanI
radepa.”—suhi chét m 1.
ਰਾਡੋ [rado] Dg war, battle, feud.
which lasted up to the end. “cédrabhaga sorta ਰਾਢਾ [radha] Skt n beauty. 2 splendour. 3 a
region of Bengal on the west bank of the
nIkat réjhan nama jat. jo abla nIrkhe tIse jat
sedan par khat.”~carItr 98. Ranjha died in Ganges comprising Tamluk, Midnapur, Huglee,
Sammat 1510. See ਹੀਰ.| 2 Ranjha was the Bardwan and a part of Murshdabad. It is
named Suham2 in the ancient scriptures. The
acme of love, therefore name of Ranjha has
Raddha region was divided into two parts (Braj
become popular as an iconic lover. 3 a caste
Bhumi and Shubhbhumi). In the Jain scriptures,
among Muslim Rajputs, which is also known
this
very region is named Ladha. In Prabodh
as Ranjhan; it is found, in particular, in disChandroday and Devi Puran etc, its name is
trict Shahpur of Gujarat. Ranjha also belonged
Raddha. 2 capital of Raddha, which is now
to this caste.
known as Sapatgram. “radha nagar ml perਰਾਟ [rat] Skt ਜ੍ਯਟ੍. 11 king. 2 headman; this word
vano.”—sakhi anéd di.
is used as a sufﬁx, asin vedyrat. 3 See ਰਾਠ.
8128*[ranv5] a village which is at a distance
ਰਾਟਿ [rati] Skt ~n sand-piper. 2 war, battle.
of eleven miles from Khanna railway staਰਾਠ [rath] 11 king. 2 headman, it has emerged
from the word rastra. See ਰਾਸ੍ਰਟ੍ਰ. 3 a caste of tion to the east in Patiala state, tehsil Sirhind
under police station Bassi. A gurdwara,
Rajputs who have adopted Islam and are found
called Gobindgarh has been built in memory
in district Montgomery.
ਰਾਠਉਰ [rathaur], ਰਾਠਉੜ [rathaur] ਰਾਸ਼੍ਟ੍ਰ-ਮੌਲਿ. adj oquru Gobind Singh in this village at a distance of two furlongs. The magnificient
crown of a state. 2 n a caste of Rajputs. “kachshrine was got built by Maharaja Karam
vahe rathaur lakh, rane raI bhumie bhari.”
Singh ruler of Patiala state. Three hundred
—BG. 3 the word rathor is believed to have
emerged from rastrakut. Rashtarkut is a

vighas of land attached to the gurdwara have

'ln Heer Damodar the year of the death of Heer and

Ranjha has been mentioned as Sammat 1529. as—“pédra

2Kalidas has used this name in Raghuvansh “ਕ੍ਯਾ ਰਂਹ੍ਯਿਕ:
ਚੂਫ੍ਸੇ ਚੂੰਕਿ ਜਿ਼ਝੇਸ੍ਯ ਰੇਰਯੀਸ੍ |”- (Chapter 4 Verse 35) People

5: ate unatri sémat bIkram raI. hir to re'iiha hoe Ikathe

of Suham (Raddha) protected themselves by bending

jherc robb cukaI."

like cane plant.
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been donated by Patiala state. The priests
are Singhs.
ਰਾਣਾ [rana] See ਰਾਜਨ. “raga rau na k0 rahe.”
~05kar.

ਰਾਣੀ [rani] wife of a king; queen. 2 wife of a
prince.
'

ਰਾਣੀਕਾਰਾਇ'ਪੁਰ [rani ka raIpur] an old town in
district Ambala, tehsil Naraingarh. At this place
a gurdwara in memory of the tenth Guru stands
in the fort of Rao Baldev Singh. When the
Guru visited this place, Fateh Singh was the
ruler. He did not let the Guru stay due to fear
of the neighbouring Pathans. The Guru proceeded farther and camped at Manaktabre.
When the queen of raja Fateh Singh got this
information, she earnestly invited the Guru and
served him with ardent devotion. Since then, it

has became popular as Rani ka Raipur as
named by the Guru. The Guru bestowed a
double—edged sword upon the queen, which is
now not available with her descendants. The
seventh generation from raja Fateh Singh is
Rao Baldev Singh. The shrine is in a state of
neglect.

night.
ਰਾਤ ਦਿਨੰਤ [ratdInét] See ਰਾਤਿ ਦਿਨੰਤੁ.

ਰਾਤਨਾ [ratna] v be immersed in love. 2 be dyed
in red colour.
ਰਾਤਥ [ratab] A ਅੰਤਿ n everyday diet. 2 nutritive
feed for the cattle. 3 adj determined, strong,
ﬁrm.
ਰਾਤੜਾ [ratra] adj engaged, engrossed, loving.
“ankae ratarIa! vat duheli.”‘-—bIIa ch5t m 5.
‘O thou immersed in several types of worldly
pleasures.’
ਰਾਤਾ [rata] absorbed, having attachment. “manI

nahi pritI, kahe mukhI rata.”—suhi m 5.
2 having experience of pleasure. “rasian mahI
rata.”—guj a m 5. 3 having sanguine colour,
red-coloured.
ਰਾਤਿ [ratI] at night. “ratI jagavan jaI.”—s kabir.
2 Skt adj ready. 3 n kindness, benevolence.

4 Skt ਰਾਭ੍ਰਿ. night. “ratI jI sovahI, dIn karahI
kam.”—gau kabir. 5 sense —- age, life-span.
6 state of ignorance. ‘

ਰਾਤਿ ਜਗਾਵਨ [ratI jagavan] act of evoking evil
spirit at night. See ਮਸਾਨਜਗਾਉਣਾ. “harI 1<a SImaranu chadIke, ratI jagavan jaI .”-5 kabir.

ਰਾਣੇ ਮਾਜਰਾ [rane majara] a village in state and

ਰਾਤਿਦਿਚਿ [ratIdInét], ਰਾਤਿਦਿਨੰਤਿ [ratIdInétI]

district Patiala, tehsil Rajpura under police station Lalru, which is nine miles away from railway station Ambala to the east. The gurdwara
in memory oquru Gobind Singh is close to
the village in the north. The Guru came from
Lakhnaur to this place at the request of the
devotees. Only a small shrine without a priest
is there.
ਰਾਤ [rat] Skt adj given. 2 Skt ਰਤ. having attachment. “nam ségI man tanahI rat.”—ma11'
m 5. 3 Skt night.
ਰਾਤਉ [ratau] imbued with love, ﬁlled with attachment. “menu ratau harInaI.”—asa a m 1.

ਰਾਤਿਦਿਠੰ-ਡੂੰ [ratIdInétU] end of the night and the

ਰਾਤਜਗਾ [ratjaga] Skt ਰਾਤ੍ਰਿਜਾਗਰਣ. n act of being
awake throughout the night; being awake at

day, twilight in the morning and dusk in the
evening. 2 in the morning and evening, at the
end ofthe night and at the end ofthe day. ie-

at all the times. “ratI dInétI rahe régI rata.”
—051<ar. 3 till night time and day time, all the

night and the day. “gaie ratIdInétu.”—varram
2 m 5.

ਰਾਤਿਬ [rath] See ਰਾਤਬ.
ਰਾਤੀਸਿ਼ਪੀਂ] absorbed in love, lost in love-making.
2 Slight, a little. “tItU tanI melu na rati, harI

prabhu rati.”—suhi Chét m 3. totally ‘dirt free,
completely lost in the Creator.’ absorbed in the
'ankae also means onég ‘god of love’, ‘0! licentious
man.

’
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Creator. 3 coloured in red; dyed red. “raga:

ਰਾਧਣੁ [radhanu] S and P0 v sow. “jeha radhe

calule rati.”—dhana m 4. 4 night; plural of ਰਾਤ.
“rati hovanI kalia.”—m 1 varsuhi. 5 at night.
“dIn rati aradhahu.”—gujm 5.

teha lune.”—sri a m 1.
‘
ਰਾਂਧਨਾ [radhna] v cook, boil, Skt ਰੰਧਨ (ਹ੍ਵਸ਼੍ਯ).

ਰਾਤੇ [rate] reddened. See ਬਰਦਪਂਤਿ. 2 absorbed in
love, lost in love-making. “rate ki nida karahI ,
esa kalI mahI ditha.”—gau a m I .

ਰਾੜ੍ [ratr] Skt 11 night. 2 See ਪੰਚਰਾਤ੍ਵ.
ਰਾਤ੍ਰਿ [ratrI] Skt n night; span of time between
sunset and sunrise. 2 turmeric.

ਰਾਤ੍ਰਿਚਰ [ratrIcar] Skt n one who wanders at
inight—thief. 2 demon. 3 owl. 4 watchman.

2 See ਰਾਧਣੁ.
ਰਾਧਾ [radha] wife of Adhirath, charioteer of

Dhritrashtar, who brought up Karan, therefore
Karan is also called Radhey. 2 daughter of
Vrishbhanu and Ayanghosh’s wife, the famous
milk maid, who was in love with Krishan.l

See ਰਾਧਿਕਾ. 3 lightning. 4 full moon-night of
Vaisakh. 5 position of the moon in the lunar
orbit named Vishakha.

ਰਾਭ੍ਰਿਜਾਗਰ [ratrIjagar] Skt dog. 2 adj who is ਰਾਧਾ ਸ੍ਵਾਮੀ [radha svamI] Krishan the lord of
awake at night.

ਰਾਤ੍ਰਿਮਣਿ [ratrImanI] Skt n night’s gem —- moon.
ਰਾਤ੍ਰੀ [ratrI] See ਚਾਤ੍ਰਿ- ,
ਰਾਤ੍ਰੀਚਰ [ratricar] See ਰਾਤ੍ਰਿਚਰ.
ਰਾਭ੍ਰਯੰ'ਧ [ratryédh] not visible at night; suffering
from night blindness.

ਰਾਤ੍ਜੰਧ੍ਯ [ratryédhy] unable to see at night;
nightblindness, nyctalopia.

ਰਾਂਦ [rad] n sense of wailing. 2 dispute, contro-

Radha. 2 sect founded by Shivdayal2 resident
of Agra. Shiv Daya] was born to Mahamai in

Sammat 1875 atAgra in the family ofDilwali
Singh Khatri. He was married to Radhabai.
He studied Guru Granth Sahib with devotion
from Daya Singh priest of Gurdwara Maithan
and gained advice from the Guru's word to
practise Sahajyog. After thus living in solitude
for ﬁfteen years, he gave new interpretaion

versy. 3 obduracy, cussedness.

to the terms ਸ਼ਬਦ (word) and ਸੁਰਤਿ (conscious-

ਰਾਂਦਨ [radan] P um, v drive, goad.
ਚਾਂਦੀ [radi] whining, quarrelsome.

ness). Per his understanding, he started
preaching his sermon and named his
sect Radha Swami which is also known as
Santmat.
Spiritual ﬂow was named Radha and its
source was envisioned as Swami. Radha is
the backward reading of Punjabi word ਧਾਰਾ
[dhara].

ਰਾਦੇ [rade] rejected, contradicted. See ਰੱਦ. “kavanu naraku kIa suragu blcara, sétan dou
rade.”—ram kabir.
ਰਾਧ [radh] pus, boil, suppuration; foul liquid that
acomes from a boil or a wound. 2 crime, sin.
3 Skt ਰਾਧ੍ਰ. vr complete, straighten, commit a
crime, cook, worship. 4 11 month of Vaisakh.

Shivdayal died in Sammat 1935 (1878) at

5 wealth, property. 6 Skt ਧ੍ਯ. adj prepared.
7 cooked, boiled.
ਚਾਂਧ [radh] crime. See ਰਾਧ 3. “bahur na kariahu
radh.”—carItr 23. 2 See ਰਾਧ 6 and 7.

Agra. His memorial is situated in Svamibagh
which is a place of pilgrimage for the followers of Radha Swami sect. A book entitled Sarvachan written by Shivdayal is studied with
devotion. The headquarters of Radha Swamis

ਰਾਧਕਾ [radhka] See ਰਾਧਾ 2 and ਰਾਧਿਕਾ.
ਰਾਧਕਾਰਵਨ [radhkaravan] he who enjoys the
company of Radha — Krishan. “radhkaravan,
tau tere ran jure aj.”—krIsan.

'Thcre is no refemce to Radha in Mahabharat but she
has been mentioned in Brahamvaivert of Devi Bhagvat.

2H6 is also named Shivdial Singh.

ਰਾਧਾਕਾਂਤ
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are Dayalbag at Agra.l
Radha Swami sect believes that the following measures lead to self—realisation.
(a) practice of uniting consciousness with the
word.
(b) concentration on the Guru’s picture.
(0) company of the Guru.
(d) continuous utterance of the holy Name.

(C) practising detachment of one’s mind from
the outerworld.
(f) eating food tasted by the Guru and regarding everything touched by the Guru as sacred.
ਰਾਧਾਕਾਂਤ [radhakﬁt], ਰਾਧਾਕੰਤ [radhakét], ਰਾਧਾਪਂਤਿ

[radhapatI], ਰਾਧਾਵੱਲਭ [radhavallabh] Krishan,
husband and lover of Radha. See ਰਾਧਾ 2.

ਰਾਧਿ [rath] See ਰਾਂਧਿ. 2 short for Radhika’s
name. “tahi rath raci he.”—krIsan.

ਰਾਂਧਿ [rath] adv by boiling, by cooking. “rath
kio bahu bani.”—sor raVIdas. of many kinds.

ਰਾਧਿਕਾ [rathka] See ਰਾਧਾ 2. “harI ju Im ra—
thka 55g kahi, jamna me taro tum k0 gahI
hé.”—1<rIsan. 2 a poetical metre comprising 4
feet, 22 matras in each foot, pauses at the 13‘h

and 9‘h matras with no rule about long or short
matra at the end.
Example:

ਰਾਮ

ਰਾਧਣੁ. 3 by cooking. “svad karvaI radhe.”
—BGK.

ਰਾਧੇਯ [radhey] Karan. See ਰਾਧਾ l.
ਗੱਧ [raddh] See ਰਾਧ 6 and 7.
ਰਾਨ [ran] See ਰਣ. “ranan ki m5dka.”—~krIsan.

2 transform of ਰੰਨ. 3 P w, inner part of the
thigh above the knee. “bal so dab ran tar
dina.”—-car1'tr 253.
ਰਾਨਾ [rana], ਰਾਨੀ [rani] Sec ਰਾਜਨ, ਰਾਣਾ and ਹਠੀ.

ਰਾਪੈਂ [rape] becomes coloured. See ਰਪਣਾ. “harI
nIrmal rape.”—maru solhe m 5.

ਰਾਫ਼ਜੀ [rafji], ਰਾਫਿਜੀ [raiji] A 0’43” adj renouncer.
2 n Sunni Muslims use this term for Shia Muslims because Sunnis think that they have renounced the truth. Sunni’s venerate equally the
four successors of Mohammad but Shias regard only Mohammad Ali as their caliph. “hidu
turak kou raphji Imam saphi.”—aka1. 3 According to Shias raﬁzi means — the a renouncer
ofevil deed, who does commit immoral acts.

ਰਾਬ' [rab] n concentrated sugarcane juice.

ਰਾਬੜੀ [rabari] a semi-solid dish prepared from
condensed milk or cream. 2 flour of sorghum
or millet cooked in buttermilk; eating rabri is
quite prevalent in Rajputana. “pio postane, bhacho rabrine.”—rama V.

mati te jInI saan, karI dorlabh deh,

ਰਾਬਾ [raba] burst ofgun ﬁre. 2 A 5;, adjfourth.

anIk ehIdr man mahI dhake, nIrmal drIsteh,

ਰਾਬਾਬਸਰੀ [raba basri] A 5/1411 a holy woman
of Basra who was the fourth child of her
father. According to an old legend she got duga canal from Bagdad to Basra. She was a
member of a Suﬁ sect. Her literary work is
read with respect by the Suﬁs. She died in 185
Hijri (801 AD).
ਰਾਬਿਤਾ [rabIta] A J?“ n connection, link. relationship.

kIu bIsre prabhu mane te, sz ke gun eh?
—bIIa m 5.
See ਪਉੜੀ 9.
ਰਾਧੀ [radhi] ploughed and sown. i.e. prepared.
“IkI radhi gee ujarI.”—s farid. ‘They went
away after damaging the grown crop.’ See

ਰਾਧਣੁ. 2 Skt ਗੀਫ੍ਰੈ. 11 success. 3 good fortune,
luck. “kI biran radhi.”—datt. 4 short for ਆਰਾਧੀ.
ਰਾਧੇ [radhe] vocative of Radha. 2 sows, See
'Radhaswami sect is divided into two branches. One is

based in ‘Dyalbag’ and other in to ‘Swamibag’. Sawan
Singh’s sway from the bank of Bias, rises above both.

ਰਾਂਬੀ [rabi] n shoemaker’s scraper. “nahi rabi
thao ropao.”—sor ravrdas. rébi means skill to refute or disprove.
ਰਾਮ [ram] or ਰਾਮੁ [ramu] Skt ਜ੍ਯ. n in which

ਰਾਮ
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ascetics dwell. ultimate Reality, the Almighty,

omni-present God.1 “sadho, Ihu tanu mIthIa janau. ya bhitarI jo ramu basat he saco tahI
pachano.”—bas§t m 9. “ramat ramu sabh rahIo samaI.”—g5d m 5. 2 Parshuram. “marks:
chatrIn kOdke chetr me manahu pethke ram
ju nhayo.”—-c5di 1. 3 solar dynasty’s lord of
Ayodhya; kin g Dashrath’s son who was born
to Kaushalya on the 9th day ofthe bright half
of Chet. He studied Veds and writings related to the Veds from Vashishth and Vamdev,
and learnt martial arts from Vishvamitar.
After killing demons such as Subahu, Marich
etc who were disturbin g the Yajna performed
by Vishvamitar, he went to Janakpuri and
married Sita by breaking Shiy’s bow. Obeying the order of his father, he remained in exile
for fourteen years and maintained peace by
punishing evil persons who were causing pain
and distress to the sages. With the help of
the forest people from the south, he killed
Ravan who had abducted Sita, and returned

to Ayodhya along with Sita and suceeded to
the throne.
Several poets have written epics entitled
Ramayan in his praise. Most ancient of them
all is Ramayan written by Valmik in which he
has portrayed Ram as the embodiment of virtues. He led an exemplary life. According to
this poet, Ramchandar, after ruling for 10000
years, enthroned his sons to the Kaushal State
and died on the banks of Saryu river at the

Goptar wharf. “ram gan ravanu gan ja kau

bahu parvar.”—s m 9.
.
Thus the lineage of Ramchandar has been
shown in Valmik’s Ramayan as: Sun’s son .
Manu; Manu’s son Ikshvapu (who founded the
Ayodhya town); his son Kukshi; his son Vikukshi;.his son Van; his son Anamy; his son Prithu;

his son Trishanku; his son Dhundumar; his son
Yavnashav; his son Mandhata; his Son Susandhi; his son Dhruvsandhi; his son Bharat; his

son Asit; his son Sagar; his son Asma‘njas; his
son Anshuman; his son Dileep; his son Bhagirath; his son Kukutsath; his son Raghu (from
whom Raghuvansh became famous) Raghu’s
son Pravridh (who is also known as Purshad
and Almashpad) Pravridh’s son Shankhan; his
son Sudarshan; his son Agnivaran; his son
Shighrag; his son Maru; his son Prashushruk; '
|1|5ਲ਼ੀ8੦ਮੋ Ambrish; his son Nahush; his son Jayati;
his son Nabhag; his son Aj; his son Dashrath;
Dashrath’s sons: Ram, Bharat, Lakshman and
Shatrughan.
Hindi translator of Tad Rajasthan Baldev
Prasad of Muradabad shows the lineage of
Ramchandar as under:
1. Shri Narayan
2.

Brahma

3.

Marichi

4.

Kashyap

5.

Vivasvat (Sun)

6.

Vaivasvat Manu

7.

Ikshaku

8.

Kukshi

|
|

|

'“ਜ੍ਯ ਧੀਧਿਗੇ ਧਕ ਜ੍ਯਾਜ਼ਸ੍ਯਟ੍ਰੇ ਥਿਗ਼ਜ੍ਯ!

|

—yogvasIsth.

It is stated in Brahamvaivrat that the name ofthc

|

lord ofthc world is Ram.

“ਹ ਗਯੀ ਕਿ’ਥ ਧ੍ਯਗੇ ਸਠੁਸਾਜੈ’ਸ਼੍ਯ ਥਸ਼੍ਯ:
ਬਿਸ਼੍ਯਯੀ‘ਥਹੇ ਧੀਵਿ ਰੇਸ ਹਸ: mate;

ਰਾਮ
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29.

Anarnay

10. Puranjay (Kakutsath)

30.

Haryashav (2)

1 1. Anena

31.

Tribhandhan (Atrarun)

32.

Satyvrat

33.

Trishanku

14. Ardar (Chandarbhag)

34.

Harish Chandar

15. Yavan (Yuvnashav)

35.

Rohit

36.

Harit

37.

CIhamp

38.

VIasudev

39.

VIijay

40.

BIharuk

41.

VIrik

42.

VIahuk (Asit)

23. Krishashav

43.

SIagar

24. SLnjit

44.

Asmanjas

25. YIuvnashav (2)

45.

Anshuman

26. IVIIandhata

46.

Dileep

27. PIurukuts

47.

Bhagirath

9.

Vikukshi (Shashad)

I

I
12. Prithu

I
13. Vishvgandhi

|

I
16. Shravast

|
|
|
|
I
|

I

|
17. Vrihdashav

|
18. Kuvalyashav (Dhundhumar)

I
19. Dridhashav

I
20. Haryashav

I
21 . Nikumbh

I
22. Vrahnashav (Bahulashav)

|

I

I
|

I
28. Trisdasyu

48. Shrutsen

I

ਰਾਮਅਨੁਜ

49. Nabhag (Nabh)
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69. Kush and Lav
téte suray rup kau dhara,
.jéte v55 pracur raVI ਸ਼ਿਬਿ...tIn ke v55 VIkhe raghu bhayo,
téte putr hot bhayo aj bar,
jab tIn bhes jog k0 layo,
rajpat dasrath k0 dayo,
hot bhayo vah mahé dhanurdhar,
tin trIén bara jih rUCI kar,
prItham jayo ਯੰ}! ram kumara,
bharat lacchaman satruvxdara.
—VN, ch. 2.

|
50. Sindhudveep

|
51. Ambrish
52. Alyutayu
53. [{‘itupran

54. Slarvkam
55. SLdas

ਰਾਮਈਆ

4 Balram, elder brother of Krishan. “ram

maghesur dal handara.”—-GPS. ‘Balram killed
56. Saudas

I
57. Ashmak

|
58. Mulak (Valik)

|
59. Satyavrat (2)

60.

I
Advid
|

61. Vishavsah
62. Khatvang

|
63. Diraghbahu

|
64. Dileep (2)

the contingent of J arasandh (King of Magadh).’
5 Satguru Ram Dass. “amaratu éhatr guru
ramahI diaU.”——saveye m 5 ke. “ram hate anp
kutIl }')/(~) maryo raven ram. ram jatha maghpal
par SIkhtam par guru ram.”—GPS. See ਰਾਮਦਾਸ
ਸਤਿਗਰ
'.‘-,'
6 conscience, mind. “jIn mahI ramIa ram
hamara.”—c3bis.
7 short for ਰਾਮਗਣ (ramgan) messenger of
a deity. “jam te ulatI bhae hé ram.”—gau kabir.
8 cognitive of number three, because three
Rams are mentioned in the Purans …
Parshuram, Ramchandar, Balram.
9 a poet in the court of the tenth Guru where
were ﬁfty-two poets.‘ “ram bhane atI hi r15
56 jagnayak se ran that thatile.”—carItr I .

10 adjbeautiful, charming. “ramu jIh paIa

|

ram.”—maru kabir. 11 auspicious. 12 P (b obe-

65. Raghu

dient. 13 pleased, happy. 14 n short for ਆਰਾਮ.
ਰਾਮ ਅਟ੍ਰਜਿ਼ [ram-anuj] Balram’s younger brother, Krishan. 2 Ramchandar’s younger brother, Lachhman. See ਰਾਮਾਠੁਜ 1.

|
66. Aj

|
67. Dashrath

ਰਾਮਈਆ [ramaia] See ਰਮੲੀਆ. “saval sﬁdar ra-

68. Ramchandar

lMany scholars view Ram as the nickname ofthe tenth

maia.”—gau kabir.
Guru.

ਰਾਮੲੀਅਾਰਜ
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ਰਾਮਾੰਸੰ ਘ

ਰਾਮਈਆਰਸਕ਼ਿਕਗ਼ਗਂਪਿੰਰੇਙ] spiritual bliss. “sadhségI

ਰਾਮਸਿੰਘ [ramsfgh] Ram Singh a descendant of

ramaiaras pan.”—ma]a partal m 5.
ਰਾਮਸੱਤ [ramsatt] True is the Creator; word of
greeting used by Hindu ladies at the time of
meeting each other; name of the Creator uttered by the Hindus at the time of taking the
dead body to the cremation ground; teaching
of non-attachment, i.e. everything except God
is delusion.

Bhai Bhagtu who remained in attendance of
the tenth Guru in Malwa. 2 son of Chaudhary
Phool whose descendant is the ruler of

ਰਾਮਸਗਿੰ [ramsanehi] devotee of the Creator.
“ramsanehi bahra ujaru mere bhaI .”-5 kabin
2 Resident of village Sursen of Jaipur state,
Ramcharan became disciple ofa Vaishnav living in Datrha village (Jodhpur region). He was
against the worship of gods and goddesses.
The Brahmins opposed him, so he had to live
under the patronage of King Bhim Singh of
Shahpur. Impressed by the devotion and conduct of Ramcharan, many people became his
followers who were known as Ramsanehis.
Shahpur is the headquarters of this sect; Ramcharan was born in Sammat 1776 and died in
1855. He composed various Vishnupads and
couplets in praise of the divine Name as ~
“jInI jInI SImrIa nam nﬁ so bhav utra par.
ramcaran jo VIera soi jamke dvar.”
Ramsanehi sadhus do not lead family life.
They refrain from intoxicants and do not like
to adorn their body with ornaments. They use
wooden vessels for water and like the Jains
regard travelling during the rainy season immoral. Eating food tasted by the Guru is an
auspicious act for them.
Temples of Ramsanehis are situated in the
towns of Shahpur, Jaipur, Merta, Nagaur,
Udaipur, Tank, Bundi, Kota etc.

ਰਾਮਸਰ [ramsar] See ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ. 2 congregation.
company of monks.

ਰਾਮਸਰਿ [ramsarI] in Ram’s pond. “nIt pratI
navanu ramsarI kije.”—gau m 5.

Patiala. See ਤਿਲੋਕਸਿੰਘ and ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼. 3 a follower
of the tenth Guru who was a resident of Garh
Chiroli (district Chanda C.P.) He prepared a
wooden cannon covered with steel at the time
of Bhangani battle. 4 Sikligar devotee in the
armoury of the tenth Guru, who served with
great dedication. He was the ﬁrst from the
Marvari community to get baptised. 5 King of
Jaipur, whom Aurangzeb sent on a compaign
to Assam. He was a devotee of Guru Tegba—
hadur. See ਧੂਬਰੀ. 6 grandson of Ajit, king of
Jodhpur who was enthroned in Sammat 1806.
7 chief of Jaswal who helped king Bhim Chand

in the battle ofNadaun. See ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਨਾਟਕ Ch. 9.
8 founder of Kuka Panth, Baba Ram Singh
whose brief history is as under:
Baba Ram Singh was born to Mai Sada
Kaur in the lineage of Jassa Singh carpenter
on the 5”1 day ofthe bright half of Magh in
Sammat 1872 at village Raian district Ludhiana. From his young age, he had liking for
meditation. At first he served in the Sikh army
of Lahore Darbar as a soldier. In 1841 , he left

the service, and settled in village Chhoi, district Attak and became a devotee of Baba
Balak Singh who preached the Sikh doctrine
in Hazro. Then he settled in Bhaini and busied
himselfin the preaching ofSikhism. Members
of this sect wear white dress and keep woollen rosaries. The mystic formula of ‘vaheguru’ is delivered in the votary’s ear. During the
Baptism ceremony, amrit is not administered
from the same vessel, but separate vessels are

used for this pupose. They are greatly devoted to the oblation to the fire god. At the time
of marriage, four stanzas are recited from the

ਰਾਮਸੇਤੂ
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Sikh scripture by performing ﬁre worship in a
ﬁxed altar instead of the couple circumambulating the holy scripture. Many devotees start
shrieking in a state of ecstasy and take off
their turbans to begin dance in frenzy. That is
why the epithet ‘kuka’ is given to them though
the actual name of the sect is ‘Namdharia’.
In Sammat 1929 ( ] 872 AD), the kukas killed
butchers in Malaud and Malerkotla. The deputy commissioner of Ludhiana (Mr Cowan) got
forty-nine Sikhs blown away without any systematic or thorough investigation; and the com—
missioner (Mr Forsyth) got thirty Sikhs hanged
till death. Arrested under suspicious circumstances, Ram Singh was exiled to Rangoon

where left his mortal frame in 1885.1
Baba Ram Singh was married to Mai Jassan of village Dhroh district Ludhiana who gave
birth to two daughters. After him, younger
brother Bhai Budh Singh2 succeeded to his
seat of authority. Now Bhai Pratap Singh, son
of Bhai Budh Singh is holdingthe seat of Bhaini
and food is served to the needy persons from
the free public kitchen. The recitation of Gurbani goes on without any interruption.
9 Baba Ram Singh (son of Bedi Fakir
Chand) resident of Kotli Fakir Chand (district
Sialkot) was a great warrior. When Shahchikhan (Mir Ahmad Khan) went round with
patrolling army to annhiliate the Sikhs, this
daimtess martyr laid down his life ﬁghting
against the enemy near Parhopi village in 1719.
A shrine has been raised in his memory.
The Turks chopped the head of Baba Ram
Singh and took it to Lahore where a devotee
cremated it near'Masti Darvaja. 10 See ਖੁਸਾਲ

ਰਾਮਕੁ'ਵਰ

ਰਾਮਸੇਤੂ [ramsetu] a bridge on sea was got built
by Ramchandar across which he led his army

to Lanka.3 See ਆਦਮਦਾਪੁਲ and ਰਾਮੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ.
ਰਾਮਕਸਊੰਟੀ [ramkasuti] criterion of the Almighty;
divine test. “ram kasuti so sahs, jo marIjiva
hOI.”—Var ram 1 kabir.

ਰਾਮਕਹਾਣੀ [ram kahani] story of Ramayan. 2 i.e.,
long tale. 3 narration of a domestic quarrel.

ਰਾਮਕਲੀ [ramkali] It is a complete (pentatonic)
variation of Bhairav musical measure. In ascending fourth and seventh musical notes are
prohibited; second and sixth musical notes are
ﬂat and remaining notes are pure. The sixth
note is sonant and the second is subsonant.
Appropriate time for singin g is upto three hours
from sunrise.
ascending notes — s, ra, g3, pa, dha, $desending notes —$a, na, dha, pa, me, go, ra, s.
[n the Sikh scripture, it occupies eighteenth
place. “ramkali ramu menu vaSIa, ta banIa sigaru.”—m 3 var ram 1.
ਰਾਮਕਵਚ [ramkavac] armour of the Creator’s
name. 2 the Creator’s name that protects.
“ramkavac das ki sénah.”—g5d m 5.
ਰਾਮਕਾਰ [ramakar] protecting boundary of the
Creator’s name. “caugIrdI hamare ramkar,
dukh lags na bhai.”—bIIa m 5. See ਕਾਰ 5 and

6.2 See ਰਾਮਰੇਖ.
~
ਰਾਮਕੀ [ramki] Bhagat Jalhan’s wife.

lPer bcliefamong thc Namdharis, Baba Ram Singh is still

ਰਾਮਭੰਵਰ [rakavvar] an honourable descendant
of Baba Buddha Ji who was baptised by the
tenth Guru and was named Gurbax Singh. He
was always there in the attendance of Guru
Gobind Singh and used to imbibe knowledge
from the true Master by putting many religious
questions. Bhai Santokh Singh has opined that
after the tenth Guru's demise, Ram Kunvar
narrated the history of the ten Gurus to the

alive.

3In Purans this bridge is stated to have been built by

ਸਿੰਘ. 11 See ਬਾਜਸਿੰਘ.

thai Budh Singh is known as Hari Singh.

Vishavkarma’s son Nal.

ਰਾਮਕੌਰ

ਰਾਮਚੌਕ
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Sikhs, which was recorded by scribe Sahib

Singh. See ਸੌ ਸਾਖੀ and ਬੁੱਢਾਬਾਬਾ.
ਰਾਮਕੋਰ [ram kor], ਰਾਮਕੋਚਿ [ram korI] daughter
of a Khatri Devi Chand Behal, who was married to Guru Amar Dev. She breathed her last
at Goindwal in Sammat 1626. 2 See ਰਾਮਕੁੱਵਰ

into being by virtue of the efforts of Hira Singh,
ruler ofNabha. Land measuring two ploughs
(seventy ghumaons) has been attached with
the shrine and sixty rupee per annum are paid
as sustenance by the state.

ਗਾਗ਼ੜ੍ਹੀਆ [ramgarhia] See ਰਾਮਗੜ੍ਹ l.

and ਬੁੱਢਾਬਾਬਾ. 3 daughter of raja Sahib Singh of ਰਾਮਗੜ੍ਹੀਆਂ ਦੀ ਮਿਸਲ [ragarhiﬁ di mIsal] See
Patiala state who was married to sardar Hari
Singh, a noble ofKalsia state.
ਰਾਮਗਢ [ramgadh], ਰਾਮਗੜ੍ਹ [ramgarh] In Sam-

ਰਾਮਗੜ੍ਹ 1.
ਰਾਮਗਿਚਿ [ramgIrI] Chitarkut mountain on

mat 1803, the Sikhs fenced with mud a space

ਰਾਮਗੀਤਾ [ramgita] sermon delivered by Ram-

named Ramrauni near Amritsar, Then, a fort
was raised at this place that was named after the fourth Guru. The Khalsa put this fort
in charge of Bhagwan Singh’s son Jassa Singh
carpenter by caste, a resident of Saidbeg
village (district Lahore); therefore he became
known as Ramgarhia.‘ His contigent was
known as misl Ramgarhia, which like other
misls served the Sikh faith by establishing an
independent state. Sardar Jassa Singh died
in Sammat 1861 (1803 AD). He was a disciple of Khushal Singh Jatt of Gugga (district
Amritsar) and was a dauntless warrior. Descendants of Sardar Bhagwan Singh are the
inheritors of Ramgarhia misl and they are the
ﬁeﬂiolders. Bunga and Katra of Ramgarhias
are famous places in Amritsar.
2 a village in Nabha state, tehsil Amloh,
under police station Nabha which is three
miles away from railway station Nabha in the
western direction. To the north of this village
at a distance of three hundred steps, a gurdwara stands in memory of Guru Tegbahadur.
A sanctum sanctorum has been built at the
place visited by the Guru. There are pucca
houses for the display of Guru Granth Sahib;
and residences for the attendants. They came

chandar to Lachhman, It is contained in
Adhyatam Ramayan.
ਰਾਮਚਰਣ [ramcaran] See ਰਾਮਸਨੇਹੀਂ 2.

which Ramchandar lived during the exile.

ਰਾਮਚੌਂਕ [ramcak] It is a game having space for
eighty—one branches (pebbles and small pieces of the earthen pot), The movement of each
piece covers a branch in house. The branch
' can move in eight directions like the queen in
chess. If there is a branch of the opponent
near the proponent’s branch and the next house
is empty then the branch occupying that house
jumps over that branch, and the branch above
which it goes is regarded as captured and is
withdrawn from the arena.
The method of playing this game is that two
players sit facing each other keeping 40-40
branches (of different colours) and the house
(middle) is kept vacant for the ﬁrst move. Sometimes four or six targets can be achieved in one
move. Until one branch gets a vacant house by
jumping over the branches, the move remains
continuous. When all branches of a player are
withdrawn from the arena, he is taken as de-

'Now all the Sikhs belonging to the carpenter caste like

feated. When two or three branches of both the
players stay then the game is undecided. None
is regarded the winner or the defeated one.
It is a very simple game, and is generally
played in the villages. It is easy to play and is

to be called Ramgarhia.

more feasible than capat and chess. Wherever

ਰਾਮਚੰਦ
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you like, it can be begun with stones and pebbles drawin g lines. “jayo caper satréj g'éjpha ram-

cak.” — GPS. See following diagram of ਰਾਮਚੌਕ.
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ਗਾਢ਼ਾਸਸਚਿਗੁਰੂ

ਗਾਜ਼ਿੰਗਾ [ramjéga] xa gun. 2 pistol. 3 carbine.
ਰਾਮਤਾਰਕ [ramtarak] See ਤਾਰਕ 5.

ਰਾਮਤੌਰੀ [ramtori] xa fish. 2 a vegetable; Lufa.
ਰਅ'ਤ੍ਰਿਯਾ [ramtrIya] Sita, Janki.
ਰਾਮਥੰਮਨ [ramthéman] Guru Nanak Dev’s matemal cousin who was a famous saint. His place
of pilgrimage near Kasur is very popular.

ਰਾਮਚੱਤ [ramdatt] He was a Brahmin of Kuruk-

/
\

ਰਾਮਚੰਦ [ramcéd] Ramchan'dar. 'See ਰਾਮ 3.
ਰਾਮੰਚਦਕੀਲਸਟਿਕਾ [ramcéd ki lastIka] royal mace
of Ramchandar, which maintained law and order, kept evil persons under control. “harI harI
her); aradhie hoie arog. ramcéd ki lastIka jInI
marIa rogu.”-bIIa m 5.

ਰਾਮਚੰਚਿ [ramcédI] Ramchandar. “ramcédI mar10 9h: ravanu.”—srdhgosatr.

ਰਾਮਚੰਦ੍ [ramcédr] See ਰਾਮ 3.
ਰਾਮਜਨ [ramjan] worshippers of the Creator;
holymen, “ramjan gurmatI ram bolaI.”—ram
m 4.
'

ਰਾਮਜਨੀ [ramjani] female attendant of a temple.
2 a satirical name reserved for a prostitute.
“bahu ramjani tahi nacat hé.”—I<rIsan. “1e rakhIo ramjania naU.”—asa kabir. 3 holymen,
worshippers of God. “ramjani kini khéd
khéd.”~ram m 5.

shetar. He abandoned begging after becoming a disciple ofthe tenth Guru, and was reckoned among the baptised Sikhs.
ਰਾਮਦਾਸ [ramdas] a spiritually enlightened disciple oquru Arjan Dev, belonging to the Bhan-

dari subcaste. 2 See ਰਾਮਦਾਸਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ. 3 epithet
given to the successors of Guru Nanak Dev
from Guru Ram Dass to Guru Tegbahadur.
“ramdas dIlli mahI aI.”~GV 10. 4 slave of
the Creator; the Creator’s servant. 5 female
devotees who sing holy hymns in the temples.
“ghﬁghar bath bhae ramdasa.”—maru m 5.

6 a devotee of Ramchandar, ascetic. “jogi jati
besno ramdas.”—g5d m 5. 7 According to
Dabistane Mazahab preachers of the Guru’s
sermon were also named as Ramdas. 8 teacher of Chhatarpati Shiva Ji, saint Ramdas who
had this epithet.

ਰਾਮਦਾਸ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ [ramdas satIguru] fourth Guru
of the Sikhs who was born to mother Daya Kaur
in the family of Haridas at Chunni Mandi Lahore
on 26th Assu (2nd day of dark half of Kattak)
Sammat 159] (1534 AD). Before adopting
Sikhism, his name was Jetha. He was married
to Guru Amar Das’s daughter on 22"d Phagun

ਰਾਮਜਨੀਆ [ramjania] See ਰਾਮਜਨੀ 2.

Sammat 1610. With the permission of Guru

ਰਾਮਜਯਾ [ramjaya] Ram Jaya. Ramchandar’s

Amar Dass, he founded a village near villages

mother, Kaushalya. “ab ramjaya par bat gai.”
—ramav.

Gumtala and Sultanwind etc in Sammat 1631,

ਰਾਮਜਲ [ramjal], ਰਾਮਜਲੁ [ramjalu] water as the

Creator’s name. “ab mOhI jalat ramjalu
pa I a .”—gau kabir.

which was named Guru Ka Chak and to the
east of this village a pond without concrete was
got dug. Guru Arjan Dev named this village
Ramdaspur and the pond as Amritsar.

ਰਾਮਦਾ'ਸ੍ਯਰ
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Finding that toils of Ram Dass perfect, Guru
'Amar Dass was pleased to entrust guruship
to him on 2"d Assu Sammat 1631 (1574 AD).
Guru Ram Das’s three sons Prithi Chand,
Mahadev and Guru Arjan Dev were born to

jotI arjun mahI dhari.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਰਾਮਦਾਸੁ [ramdasu] ‘See ਰਾਮਦਾਸ 4. “sz 1<€ man:
parb'raham ka nIvasu. tIs ka namu satI ramdasu.”—sukhmam'.

ਰਾਮਦਾਸੈ [ramdase] Ram Bass. 2 to Ram Dass.

Bibi Bhani. He breathed his last on the 2nd of

3 Ram Das’s. “ramdase peri paI jiu.”—sadu. '

Assu (3rd day of the bright half of Bhadon)
Sammat 1638 (1581 AD). He remained Guru
for seven years and his total life span was of
46 years, 11 months and 7 days. “Ik ardas:

4 of Ram Dass. “ramdass hoi sahaI.”—C§d1'

bhat kiratI ki, gur ramdas rakhahu sarnai.”

—saV€ye m 4 ke.
ਰਾਮਦਾਸਸਰ [ramdas-sar], ਰਾਮਦਾਸਸਰੋਵਰ [ramdas—
sarovar] Amritsar. “kasmal jahI naIe ramdas

sar.”——phunhe m 5. 2 attendants of the Creator who are like holy ponds.

ਰਾਮਦਾਸ ਸਰੋਵਰਿ [ramdas serovarI] in the pond
inamed Ramdas. “ramdas sarovarI nhate.”—
501' m 5.

ਰਾਮਦਾਸਕੇ [ramdaske] holy successors of Guru
Ram Dass. 2 See ਰਮਦਾਸ ਕੇ. a branch of Ram
Sanehi Bairagi saints with headquarters at village Kherhapa (Marvarh) Ramdas. The head
of this sect belonged to the cobbler caste. He
became follower of Ramdev Ramsanehi saint,
and from him this sect got its name. Followers
of this sect regard wearing beautiful clothes and
ornaments as improper. Eating and drinking in
earthem pots is not taken as unholy. Many members among them are engaged in cultivation.
ਰਾਮਦਾਸਤਨੁ [ramdas tanu] Guru Ram Das’s son

Guru Arjan Dev.

3. ‘May Guru Ram Dass help.’

ਰਾਮਦੁਹਾੲੀ [ramduhai] cry for help in the name
of the Almighty.
ਰਾਮਦੂਤ [ramdut] Hanuman. 2 angels.

'

ਰਾਮਦੇਵ [ramdev] Banda Bahadur’s father. See
ਬੰਦਾਬਹਾਦੁਰ. 2 See ਮੀਹਾਂਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਰਾਮਦ੍ਵਾਰਾ [ramdvara] Hindu temple. 2 monastery of Ram sanehi saints.

ਰਾਮਨਵਮੀਂ [ramnavmi] See ਰਾਮਨੌਮੀ.
ਰਾਮਨਾ [ramna] short for ਰਾਮਨਾਮ. “seviale ramna.”—asa kabir.
ਰਾਮਨਾਥ [ramnath] poet and son of Jagannath
Naagar, resident of J alandhar who has trans-

lated Adi Parav of Mahabharat into Hindi.
ਰਾਮਨਾਰਾਯਣ [ramnarayan] grand father of Baba
Kalu and father of Shiv Ram who was resident of Gaunde village.

ਰ੍ਯਨਿਵਾਜੀਏ [ramnIvajie] a group of followers
othai Basti Ram, living in Isakhail tehsil of
Bannu. They prostrate and recite the name of
Ram in the style ofMuslim prayer. Their holy

scripture is Guru Granth Sahib.

ਰਾਮਨਿਵਾਸ [ramnIvas] Having a feeling of devotion. 2 world, universe. 3 subconscious mind
of a devoted person.

ਰਾਮਦਾਸਪੁਰ [ramdaspur] Amritsar City. Guru ka ਰਾਮਨੇਂਮੀ [ramnami] ninth day of the bright half
of Chet. Ramchandar was born on this day.
~phunhe m 5. Guru Arjan Dev named this ਰਾਮਪੁਰ [rampur] a village in Ambala, four kohs
away from Kharar to the north. Guru Ram
town as Ramdaspur, but it has come to be
known as Amritsar on account of the fame of Rai stayed here while he was on his way from
Kartarpur to Delhi. 2 capital of Bushahar, a
the 30nd.

Chakk. “vasdi saghan apar anup ramdaspur.”

ਰਾਮਦਾਸਿ [ramdaSI] devotee of Ram. 2 Satguru

hill state in Punjab; it is at a height of3300 feet

Ram Dass. “ramdaSI guru jag taran kau gur

from the sea level. 3 a Muslim state Ruhel-

ਰਾਮ'ਪਰਾ
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khand in U.P. and its main city on the bank of
Kosi (Kosila) stream. It is 851 miles away from
Calcutta and 1070 miles from Bombay. Its population is 73200. The area of Rampur state is
899 square miles and its population is 453,607.

ਰਾਮਪੁਰਾ [rampura] a small village in district and
tehsil Lahore under police station Barki, which
is at a distance of ten miles from railway sta-

tion Jallo t0 the west. This village is divided

ਗ਼ਾਜ੍ਯਾਧੰੲਬਾਬਾ

worship of the Creator. “jIh nar rambhagatI
nahI sadhi. janmat kas na moo apradhi?”—gau
kabir.

ਰਾਮਮੋਹਨਰਾਇ [ram mohan raI] See ਬੁਹ-ਰ੍ਹਾਸਮਾਜ.
ਰਾਮ ਰਈ [ram rai] See ਰਾਮਰਾੲੀਆ.
ਰਾਮਰਸ [ramras] pleasure of the Creator’s name.
“ramras pia re.’,’-—gau kabir. 2 salt.

ਰਾਮਰਸਇਿਣ [ramrasaIn], ਰਾਮਰਸਇਿਣੁ [ramrasame] the Creator’s name which is a source
of all pleasures. “ramrasaInu len gurmatI
paIa.”—ma11' m 4.

into two residential areas. A shrine in memory
of Guru Hargobind is situated between the two
areas. A piece of land measuring ﬁﬁeen vighas ਰਾਮਰਵੰਤਾ [ramravéta] adj who meditates upon
God, who recites the Creator’s Name.
has been attached with the holy place. The
“ramravéta janie Ik mai bhogu kareI .”—bas§t
priest is an Udasi saint. 2 Three miles away
m 1. Only he is known to concentrate upon
from Phul to the west is a village founded by
Ram’s Name who takes pleasure and pain
Baba Ram Singh Patiala, in which descendants
alike. i.e., comfort and suffering are the same
of Baba Ram Singh owh land on a large scale.
to him. In Sanskrit, the word 'bhog’ means both
It falls in district Barnala.
pleasure and pain.
ਰਾਮਪੁਰਾਕਲਾਂ [rampura kala] a village in district
ਰਾਮਰਾਉਣੀ
[ramarauni] See ਰਾਮਰੇੰਣੀ.
and tehsil Lahore. A shrine in memory of Guru
ਰਾਮਰਾਇ [ramaraI] the Creator as king. “étarI
Hargobind stands at this place.
ramraI pragate aI.”—bh£r m 5. 2 See ਰਾਮਰਾਇ
ਰਾਮਬਾਗ [rambag] a beautiful garden got laid by
ਬਾਬਾ. 3 See ਰਤਨਰਾਯ.
Maharaja Ranjit Singh in the name of Guru
[ramraIbaba] Guru Har Rai’s son
ਰਾਮਰਾਇਬਾਬਾ
Ram Dass to the north east of Amritsar. It
born to Kotkalyani in Sammat 1703 at Kiratwas got laid through Kirpa Ram son of Diwan
pur. When Aurangzeb summoned the seventh
Moti Ram. It has a winter house and a sumGuru, he sent his son Ram Rai to Delhi. He
mer house with twelve doors. It was used as
kept the emperor in good humour with his smart
summer camp by Maharaja Ranjit Singh from
replies. One day instigated by some fanatic,
1818 to 1837. Now it is managed by a local
Aurangzeb asked why Guru Nanak Dev had
commitee.
insulted Islam in the ‘salok’ “mIti musalman
ਰਾਮਬਾਣ [ramban] Ramchandar’s arrow, which
ki” Baba Ram Rai explained that the actual
does not fail; sureshot.
word in the line was not ‘musalman ki’, but
ਰਾਮਬਾਰਾ [rambara] Ramchandar’s wife; Sita.
“mItI beimanki” This was enough to-settle
2 See ਰਾਮਬਾੜਾ.
ਰਾਮਬਾਲਾ [rambala] See ਰਾਮਬਾਰਾ 1.
ਰਾਮਬਾੜਾ [rambara] a walled space where destitutes and orphans are given protection; orphanage. 2 a shelter house got built for lepers by
Maharaja Narendar Singh near Moti Bag.
ਗ਼ਾਰਿੰਕ੍ਰਿ [rambhakatI], ਰਾਮਭਗਤਿ [rambhagatI]

the issue.
When this news reached Guru Har Rai, he
remarked that Ram Rai had altered the word
of Guru Nanak to ﬂatter the king. So he forbade him from coming to him. Ram Rai set—

tled at Dun beyond Haridwar in the estate
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granted by Aurangzeb, where he died on the
8ਸਿ day of the bright half of Bhadon Sammat
1744. Due to the dehra of Ram Rai the town
got the name Dehradun.
There is an anecdote in history that when
Ram Rai was sitting in a trance, the masands
(Guru’s agents) mistook him for dead and cremated him. On account of this very reason,

mother Punj ab Kaur asked Guru Gobind Singh
and got the masands punished for this heinous

act. See ਦੇਹਰਾ ਰਾਮਰਾਇ ਜੀ.
ਰਾਮਰਾੲੀਆ [ramraia] follower of Baba Ram Rai;
a devotee of Ram Rai.
ਰਾਮਰਾਜ [ramraj] rule of peace;just government.
“ramraj ramdasporI kine gurdev.”—bIIa m 5.
It is written in Ramayan that injustice was not
done to anybody under the rule of Ramchandar.
ਰਾਮਰਾਜਾ [ramraja] the Almightyas a king. “ਪਿੰ
apar aparo ramraje.”-—asa chétm 4.

ਰਾਮਰਾਯ [ramray] See ਰਾਮਰਾਇ.
ਰਾਮਰਿਦਾ [ramrIda] heart of Ram; essential
teaching delivered by Ram to Hanuman which
is contained in Adhyatam Ramayan.
ਰਾਮਚੇਖ [ramrekh], ਰਾਮਰੇਖਾ [ramrekha] a line
drawn by Lachhman around Sita at the time
of his going after the golden deer.1 2 a line
drawn by Ram between a pair of rudy
sheldrakes. Seeing them in union he felt a pang
of separation from Sita. So that they might not
get united at night, he drew this line to keep

them apart. “cakai bhalo he jate ramrekh met

ਰਾਮਾ

ਰਾਮਗੜ੍ਹ. 2 crop cultivated by the Sikhs near fort
Ramgarh, in the name of the Guru’s free kitchen. 3 unirrigated crop watered only with rain
from the Almighty.

ਰਾਜ੍ਯੋ'ਲਾ [ramrala] When Ramchandar was go—
ing to Ayodhya along with Sita after marrying
her, Ram (Parshuram) created uproar by coming in the way and disrupted the moment of
joy. Now this word is used for any disturbance

or uproar.
ਰਾਮਲੀਲਾ [ramlila] play on the life of Ramchandan
ਰਾਮਵਾਣ [ramvan] arrow of Ramchandar — i.e.
unfailing weapon, the shot of which does not
go amiss. 2 according to Ayurved, a medicine
prepared by mixing mercury and sulphur which
is a tested remedy to treat diseases like ﬂatulence etc.
ਰਾਮਾ [rama] vocative of Ram. “rama, ham dasan

das karije.”—1<aII a m 4. 2 n ultimate reality,
the Creator. See ਰਾਮ 1.‘ “rama ram ramo puj
karije.”—kaII a m 4. 3 maternal grandfather of
Guru Nanak Dev and father of the Guru’s

mother Tripta. “sri nanak jan-ni pIt rama.
matul srest krIsna nama.”—NP. 4 a spiritually
enlightened follower of Guru Nanak. 5 elder
son-in-law of Guru Amar Dev and brother-in-

law of Guru Ram Dass. “ik ko patI rama tIs
nama. ramdas dusar athrama.”—GPS. 6 a
devotee belonging to Sehgal subcaste who was
a follower of Guru Arjan Dev. 7 father-in-law

nIsI prIy 55g pavai.”—BGK.
of Baba Gurditta Ji. See ਅਨੰਤੀ ਮਚਾ. 8 Ram
ਰਾਮਚੌਂਣੀ [ramrani] an enclosure of mud-wall by
Kunwar, a devotee of Baba Gurbax Singh who
the Sikhs near Amritsar to defend themselves . always remained in his attendance. 9 Baba
from sudden and unexpected invasions. See
Ram Singh, an honourable personality of Phool
"‘rekh kari cahﬁ or, kahyo, sun!
dynasty whose descendants form the royal
ya tajI p56 na deh agaﬁ.
family of Patiala state. 10 a RandhaWaJatt
jo bIth 13 lb bic pare,
who got many Sikhsarrested by informing the
jarI‘ char ode tanu ki turtaﬁ.”
Governor Khan Bahadur against them.
—hanu.
11 Skt beautiful woman. 12 stream. 13 asa-
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foetida. l4 goddess Lachhmi. 15 Radha.
16 Rukmani. 17 white berry. l8 aloe. 19 red
ochre. 20 vermilion.
ਰਾਮਾਇਣ [ramaIn] See ਰਾਮਾਯਣ. “ramaIn kar

bharat bhare.”——BG.
ਰਾਮਾਣਾ [ramana] adj of the Creator. “ramu jape,

soi ramana.”—gau m 5. 2 See ਰਾਮੇਆਣਾ.
ਰਾਮਾਨੁਜ਼ [ramanuj] ਰਾਮ-ਅਠੁਜ. Lachhman, Ramchandar’s younger brother. 2 This saintly person was born to Kantimati in the family of Keshav, a Brahmin of Bhootnagri near Kanchipur

in Madras in Sammat 1073.‘ He acquired
knowledge of Veds from his father and Yadav
Prakash. After that he became a follower of
Vaishnav Yamun Muni and preached the worship of Vishnu and Lachhmi. He was a prominent scholar of Sanskrit. He wrote fresh annotations different from the Sutars of Vyas and
Shankar Bhashya in which he discussed
‘Vishishtadvait’. Apart from it, he was the
author ofVedantsar, Vedantdeep, Vedarth Sangreh.
Ramanuj spent a large span of his life living in Melukot (district Hasan of Mysore state)
and the raja of Mysore adopted Vaishnism
under his influence.
Ramanuj died at Shrirang (district Trichnapalli) in Sammat 1194, The Vaishnavites fol-

W

ਰਾਮਾਨੰਦ [ramanéd] ਰਾਮ-ਅਾਨੰਦ. bliss. 2 spiritual
teacher of the Vairagis. His brief life history is
as under :
He was born to,Sushila in the house of
Bhuri Karma a Brahmin belonging to Kanyakubaj subcaste in Sammat 1423 at Prayag.
His parents named him Ram Datt. He became
a follower of Raghvanand, a famous preacher
of Ramanuj sect and became famous as
Ramanand, living on the Panjang Ghat of the
Ganges . This saintly scholar preached religion a lot and his followers like Kabir etc are
regarded as holy men of India.
The tradition of religious preceptors is as:
Shri Ramanuj
Devanand

Harianand

l
Raghvanand

1|

lowers of his sect bear signs of conch shell,

Ramanand
Ramavat sect ofVairagi saints started from
Ramanand. Its members worship Sita Ram instead of Lakshmi Narayan as preached by
Ramanand. They do not strictly observe restrictions regarding caste and food. At an early stage

‘ circular weapon, mace, lotus related to Vishnu

Ramanand was an idol-worshipper but in the last

ਲ਼ੀ on the body, and invest a sectarian mark
on their forehead, the central line of which 15
red-coloured and side lines are white. They
believe in three types of matter, God (Vishnu)
mind (soul) inanimate (non living) objects of
the world.
ਰਾਮਾਕ੍ਯਾ [ramanuja] younger sister of Balbha-

dar, Subhadra. “kI ramanuja-che.”-datt.
ਰਾਮਾਨੁਜੀ [ramanuji] follower of Ramanuja’s
sect. Shri Vaishnav.
lRamanuj was named Lakshman by his parents. -

period of his life, giving up all the illusions, and
rose to be a fully enlightened soul. Thus goes the
hymn uttered in Basant musical measure:
“kat jaie re ghar 1a go régu?
mera CI tu me C318 menu bhaio pégu.
ek dIvas man bhai umég.
ghaSI cédan coa bahu sugédh.
pujan cali brahamtha I .
so brahamu batan gur man hi mahI.
jaha jaie tah jal pakhan.
tu purI rahIo he sabh saman.
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bed puran sabh dekhe jOI.
uha tau jaie, jau ਸਿਕੇ na hOI.
satI guru me balIhari tor.
jInI sakal bIkal bhram kate mor.
ramanéd suami ramat braham.
gur ka sabadu kate kotI karam.”

Ramanand breathed his last in Sammat
1524 at Kashi.
Some scholars have shown his birth in
Sammat 1356 and demise in 1467, which is
wrong.‘ His prominent disciples were twelve
in number. Anantanand, Sursuranand,

Sakhanand, Narharyanand, Yoganand, Pipaji,
Kabir ji, Bhavanand, Sen, Dhaneshvar, Galvanand and Ramadass.
2 a moneylender of Amritsar who was a
cashier of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. All types of
accounting, collection and expenditure were
kept and examined by him. In 1805 when
Jaswant Rao Hulkar had a meeting with the
Maharaja, he advised him to establish a treasury
for conducting systematic work in Lahore. but
the Mahataja, pre—occupied with wars, could
not set his ﬁscal affairs right. In 1809, he
appointed Dewan Bhawani Dass to look after
his ﬁnances, who maintained accounts and set
up government treasury at Lahore.

ਰਾਮਾਟਜ਼ਿੰ [ramanédi] adjenjoying spiritual bliss.
2 n follower of Ramanand, a Vairagi saint
Ramavat.

ਰਾਮਾਨੰਦੁ [ramanéd] See ਰਾਮਾਨੰਦ.

ਰਾਮਾਭਗ'ਤਿ [ramabhagatI] worship of the Cre-

ਰਾਮਿਸ਼

of all, the Ramayan (story of Ram) was written by Balmik. It contains 24000 couplets and
647 chapters. It is divided into seven parts.2
1. Ba] Kand : description of birth of Ram
and his childhood etc.
2. Ayodhya Kand : description ofAyodhya,
the capital of Dashrath and events upto Ram’s
banishment.
3. Aranya Kand : description of Ram's life
in exile and the event of abduction of Sita etc.
4. Kiskandha Kand : Ramchandar is near
Kiskandha, capital of Sugreev and his effort
to search Sita.
5. Sundar Kand : searching the location of
Sita, and Ram’s departure for Lanka by passing through charming surroundings.
6. Yudh Kand or Lanka Kand : Ram’s ﬁght
with Ravan, his arrival in Ayodhya with Sita
and his ascent to the throne.
.
7. Uttar Kand : Ram’s abode in Ayodhya,
exile of Sita, birth of Lav and Kush, the performance of Ashvmed and reunion with Sita.
and alongwith the family, Ram’s departure for
the divine world.
Western scholars believe that this Ramayan was written between 400-200 BC. After
Valmiki, Vyas wrote Adhyatam Ramayan, which
is included 'in Brahmand Puran. Bhai Gulab
Singh has translated it in beautiful Hindi verse.
Poets have written numerous Ramayans

like Hanuman Natak, numbering more than

ator, meditation on the Almighty. “ramabhagatI
ramanédu jane.”-—dhana sen. 2 worship of
Lachhmi, the goddess of wealth.
ਰਾਮਾਯਣ [ramayan] epic on Ramchandar. First

thirty. In Hindi, Ramayan in quatrains by Tulsi
Dass and Hanuman Natak by Hridyaram are
very charming.
ਰਾਮਾਯੁਧ [ramayudh] Ram’s weapon — bow.
ਰਾਮਾਵਤ [ramavat] See ਰਾਮਾਨੰਦ 2.

'Bhagwat Dass author of Ramanand Digvijay, drawing

ਰਾਮਿਸ਼ [ramIs] Putty, n melody, music. 2 happi-

on his research. concludes that the year of Ramanand’s

birth was 1300 AD and of death was 1449 in Bikrami
Sammat. It becomes 1357 and 1506 AD.

ness. 3 assurance, solace.
chcause ofdiffcrence in various copies, the number of
chapters is 643, 664 and 676.

ਰਧੀਜ੍ਯਾ
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ਰਾਯਾ

ਰਾਮਿਸ਼ਗਰ [ramIsgar] P [Em n musician, singer.

of the word Ram; by meditatin g on Ram. “kahI

ਰਾਮੁ [ramu] See ਰਾਮ ] . “sabh sukhdata ramu he,

kabir rams ramI Chutahu.”—-maru. '

dusar nahIn kOI.”—s m 9.

ਰਾਮੂ [ramu] a devoted follower of Guru Arjan
Dev. 2 a resident of Sultanpur belonging to
Kohli subcaste who was a follower of Guru
Arjan Dev. 3 a follower of Guru Arjan Dev,
who belonged to Jhanjhi subcaste and resided
at Shahdra.

ਰਾਮੇਆਣਾ [rameana] a village under police station

ਰਾਮੋ [ramo] See ਰਾਮਕੋਰ. 2 elder sister of Damodari, who was married to Bhai Sai Dass of
Daroli. She had ﬁrm faith in Guru Hargobind.
“-yatha sakatI dépati hulas savat ramo
séidas.”—GPS.

ਰਾਮੋਰਾਮੁ [ramoramu] only Ram; nothing but Ram.
“ramo ramo I‘SVIa ghat 5tarI .”-੩58 ਘੀਗੌ m 4.
ਰਾਮਜਾ [ramya] Skt 11 night.

ਰਾਯ [ray] See ਰਾਇ.
seven miles away from Jaito railway station to ਰਾਯਸਾ [raysa], ਰਾਯਸੌ [rayso] tale, anecdote. See
Kotkapura in state and tehsil F aridkot, which is,

the west. When Guru Gobind Singh came close
to this village, he saw a farmer plucking unripe
fruit of wild caper. The Guru directed him to
throwaway the fruit, the farmer threw away
three-fourths and kept one-fourth with him for
use. The Guru told the farmer that he wished to
end the famine and scarcity of this country totally but he (the farmer) held one-fourth. A gurdwara stands near the village. Thirty-five
ghumaons of land have been donated by the
villagers. The priest is a Singh.

ਰਾਮੇਂਸੁ'ਰ [ramesur], ਰਾਮੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [ramesvar] ਰਾਮ-ਈਸ਼੍ਵਰ.
- the Ultimate Reality. 2 Ramchandar.
3 Parshuram. “paras ramesu'r kar kutharu ra-

gho teju harIo.”—saveyem 1 ke. 4 Shivling installed by Ramchandar in the Pamban island
in Deccan on the west of the sea in the landed
property of Ramnad, on which one hundred
ਲ਼ੀ feet high eleganttemple has been raised seen.
Due to this temple, the adjoining habitation bears
the name Rameshvar. 5 a branch of ascetics
'who believes in becoming immortal by worshipping mercury. They regard mercury as
Shiv’s semen and take it a holy act to behold
it, and believe that to worship a Shivling made
of mercury is better than all types of its counterparts made of metal or stone.
ਰਾਮੈਰਮਿ [rameramI] adv due to the repetition

ਚੰਦ 6 and ਰਾਇਸਾ.

ਰਾਯਕੋਟ [raykot] a town in tehsil J agraon of district Ludhiana, at a distance of twenty-seven
miles from Ludhiana. It was founded by Rai
Ahmad in 1648. Tulsi Ram Rajput an ancestor
of Ahmad had adopted Islam, whose name

Shekh Chakku is very famous. Ahmad's brother Ray Komaludin founded Jagroan. His son
Kalha Ray entertained Guru Gobind Singh several times at his residence. His mother had
great devotion for the Guru. Kalha Ray got
information about the martyrdom of the younger sons of the Guru by sending his own mes-

senger, and he informed the Guru about it.
The Guru bestowed upon him a sword and
gave him blessings that as long as he would
respect the sword his rule would last. A grandson of Kalha Ray wore the sword while going
for hunting. He fell down from the horse and
was wounded with the same sword and died.
Now this sword is in the Siropao gurdwara of
Nabha state. See Kalha Ray and Nabha.
ਰਾਯਜ [rayaj] See ਰਾਇਜ.

ਰਾਯਜੋਂਧ [rayjodh] See ਜੌਧਰਾਯ.
ਰਾਯਤਾ [rayta] See ਰਾਇਤਾ.
ਰਾਯਬੇਲ [raybel] See ਰਾਇਬੇਲ.

ਰਾਯਾ [raya] father of Bhai Gulab Singh Pandit.
See ਗੁਲਾਬਸਿੰਘ 4.

_
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ਰਾਚ

ਰਾਰ [rar] King. “kahﬁ r5k rare.”—C5d1' 2. 2 Skt
ਰਾਟਿ. war, battle, quarrel; riot, dispute. See ਚਾਰਿ.
ਰਾਰਾ [rara] letter ਰ (r). “rara, régahu Ia man

ਰਾਵਤ

It is mentioned in Ramayan that the daughter

of demon Sumali arrived in the evening time

ਰਾਹੈ [rare] A (#5, adj charming, marvellous,

to get married to Visharva. He accepted her,
but due to evening time, she gave birth to horrible sons Ravan and Kumbhkaran. After them
was born Surapnakha who had stern nature.
On the request of Kaikasi, he blessed her with
a sober son Vibhishan. Ravan had ten heads
and twenty arms. After undergoing austerity,
he begged for a boon from Brahma to conquer the whole world, and became king of
Lanka after driving away his step brother from

wonderful. “rare rupI nIralamu betha.”—asa

the kingdom. He deprived him of his Pushpak

m 1. 2 vocative for letter ਰ.

aeroplane. Ravan married several women, but
Mandodri, the daughter of May demon was
supreme among them, who gave birth to Inderj it (Meghnad).
According to the Ramayan, the strength of
Ravan’s army was ten billion, forty-six thousand and one hundred. Ravan was a Scholar
of Sanskrit and was Brahmin by caste. Being
cruel by nature, he came to be known as a

apna.”—bavan. 2 pronunciation of ਚ [੮], sound
of r.

ਰਾਰਿ [rarI] n act of quarrelling. “rarI karat jhuthi
lagI gatha.”—asa m 5. See ਰਾਰ 2.
ਚਾਰੀ [rari] adj contentious, riotous. 2 martial,
brave. “jatfé dhurI jhari. pagé ram rari.”—-rama v. ‘ﬁghter Shatrughan wiped dust from the
feet of Ram with his matted hair.’

ਰਾਲ [ral] n dust; particle of earth. “mokau dije
danu prabh, s§tanpag ral.”—bIIa m 5. “sagal
caran ki IhU mano rala.”—asa m 5. 2 gum prepared from sal tree; resin.
ਰਾਲਣਾ [ralana] v wrap in resin; a punishment
given to criminals in ancient times by pouring
hot gum of sal upon them with scoops, result-

ing in painﬁll death. “khoto putho ralie.”-prabha 111 I. ‘hung upside down and wrapped in
resin.’

demon. Ram killed him for his crime of ab-

ਹਾਲੀ [rali] n dust. “ham sadh jana peg rah.”—
dhana m 4. 2 adj triﬂing, insigniﬁcant. “mo-

King of Lanka. “raghupatI raven so kahyo

han, ['['] manahI eku ji, aver sabh rali.”—gau Chét

ਰਾਵਣਹਾਰੁ [ravanharu] who enjoys. “ape ravenharu.”—sri m 1.
ਰਾਵਣਬਾਦ [ravanbad] a poetical metre, marked
by four feet, two jagans ISI, ISI in each foot.
Example:
gahi samser. kIyo jag zer.
dai matI pher. na laeg der.—1<all<i.
ਰਾਵਣਵੀਣਾ [ravanvina] See ਰਬਾਬ.
ਰਾਵਣਾ [ravna] v utter. 2 enjoy.
ਰਾਵਣ'ਰਿ [ravanarI] Ram, the enemy of Ravan.
“bade satru jite jIne ravnaré.”—gyan.
ਰਾਵਣਿ [ravanI] Ravan. 2 for enjoyment. See
ਰਾਵਣ 2. 3 of Ravan.
ਰਾਵਤ [ravat] enjoying, feeling of delight. 2 son

m 5. 3 made of resin.

‘

ਰ੍ਲ਼ੀਐ [ralie] See ਰਾਲਣਾ.

ਰਾਵ [rav] See ਰਾਉ and ਰਾਇ. 2 Skt 11 word, sound,
noise.
ਰਾਵਉ [ravau] to make sound, utter. 2 to enjoy.
“ravau sahu apanra.”—asa chét m 5.
ਰਾਵਟੀ [ravti] See ਰਾਂਉਟੀ.
ਰਾਵਣ [raven] act of uttering; producing sound.
2 act of enjoying, feeling pleasure. “hau ho
sahu ravanI jau jiU?”—suhi m I kucaji. 3 Skt
adj which/what makes one weep. 4 n
Visharva’s son who makes enemies weep and
who was born to Kaikasi (Keshini or Niksha).

ducting S‘ita and got Vibhikhan crowned as the
subhat sacet sébhar.”—hanu.

ਰਾਞਤੀ '
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of a king. a subcaste of Rajputs. 3 chief. “risk
bhayo ravat kahﬁ bhupa.”——C3pai. 4 Dg warrior.
ਰਾਵਤੀ [ravti] (female) enjoying. 2 royal pavil-

ion, large tent. 3 short for ਐਰਾਵਤੀ.
ਰਾਵਨ [raven] See ਰਾਵਣ 4. “raven hu te athk
chatrapatI .”—sar kabir.

ਰਾਵਨਂਨੀਂ [ravan-ni] of Ravan. 2 See ਰਾਵਿਨਨੀਂ.
ਰਾਵਨਾ [ravna] See ਰਾਵਣਾ.

ਰਾਵਨੀ [ravni] adj of Ravan. 2 n a rivulet which
makes noise.—sanama. 3 noisy army.—sanama.
4 army of a king.—sanama.
ਰਾਵਰ [ravar], ਰਾਵਰਾ [ravra], ਰਾਵਰੀ [ravri], ਰਾਵਰੋ

[ravro] pron your, yours. “ab raver ke same
me.”—-GPS. See E your.
ਰਾਵਲ [rava]] adj noise-making. 2 n yogi who
begs by uttering ‘alakh’, ‘alakh’. “barah mahI
raval khapI javahI.”—prabha m 1. See ਬਾਰਹ
2. 3 a sect of yogis having followers among
both Hindus and Muslims. Its root is said to be
the Persian word ravfdah (traveller).
Per an oral exegesis, this sect arose when
Ranjha became a disciple ofBal Nath on feeling pangs of separation for Heer. 4 watchman, thief-killer who keeps people awake by

shouting. “pakarI calaIa ravls.”—BG. ‘the
watchman challaned the thiefafter catching.’
5 title of Rajputs, root of which is the word
rajkul. 6 title of the head priest of Badrinath.
7 family priest of Bheels who performs funeral rites.
'
ਰਾਵਾ [rava] n dust. “UdI UdI rava jhate paI.”

~var asa.

ਰਿਅਸਾੰੲਤ

ਰਾਵਿਅਡ਼ੀ [raVIari] experienced, enjoyed. “pIrI
raVIari sabadI rali.”—suhi chét m1.

ਰਾਵਿਨਨੀ [raVInani], ਰਾਵਿਨੀਨ [raVInin] earth
which has river Ravi.—sanama.

ਰਾਵੀ [ravi] enjoyed, experienced. “ravi SIrjanharI.”—m 3 var sri. 2 n river Airavati, which
has been mentioned in Rig Ved as Prushani.
Rising from Kulu region, Ravijoins Chanab
after ﬂowing 450 miles through Chamba Madhopur, Dehrababananak, Lahore, Montgomery
and Multan.

ਰਾਵੀਜੋ [ravije] may be uttered. “laha harIraso
lije, harI ravije.”—vad chét m 3. 2 may be enjoyed.

ਰਾਵੇਸੀ [ravesi] will enjoy. “je bhave pIara te ravesi.”—suh1' a m 1.
ਰ'ਵੰਤਫਿ਼ਕ੍ਯਾਗੌ] enjoying. 2 making a noise. 3 chief.
See ਰਾਵਤ 3 and 4. “hrIde ek ravét ke takk
maryo.”— VN.
ਰਾੜ [rar] See ਰਾਤੋ, ਰਾਰ and ਰਾਤਿ. 2 S wailing,
screaming.
ਰਾੜਾ [raga] a village in Patiala state, district
Sunam, tehsil and police station Payal, which is
ten miles away to the west of Doraha
railway station. Guru Hargobind stayed here. A
gurdwara stands here. Residential houses have
been built adjoining to it. Eighty vighas of land
have been donated by the village and the chief

queen 'of Patiala. Sacred karah parsad worth
rupees one and a quarter is offered daily on
behalf of her. The priest is a Singh. A congregation is held each year on Hola Mohalla.

ਰਾਤਿ [ra_rI] n act of quarrelling. “rare, rarI kara-

ਰਾਵਾਸੀ [ravasi] will enjoy. “gursabadI VIgasi,
hI kIa pranI?”—asa pati m 1.
sahu ravasi.”—dhana chétm I. 2 will utter.
ਰਿ [rI] Skt ਕਣ. vr go, produce, receive, reach,
ਰਾਵਾਪੈ [ravape] makes one utter. 2 makes one
expand.
enjoy.
‘ਚਿਆ [rIa] A ਨੂ/ n display, exhibition. 2 pretenਰਾਵਾਰ [ravar] dust. “terIa sétah ki ravar.”—sar
sion.
m 5.
ਰਿਆਇਤ [rIaIt] A ਭੰ!“ n respect, regard.
ਰਾਢਿ [raVI] See ਰਾਵੀ.
2 kindness, benevolence. “jaha jaha khalsa ਰਿਸ਼ਿ

ਰਿ-ਅਾਸਤ

ਰਿੱਕ
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੮911ਟੋਂ1 racchIa rIaIt.”—ardas. 3 protection, security, safety.

ਰਿਆਸਤ [raIsat] A :4; n state. 2 government.
ਚਿਅਾਜ [rIaj] A jg, plural of ਰੋਜਾ; small gardens.

See ਰੋਜਾ.
ਚਿਆਜਤ [rIjat] See ਰ੍ਯਹਂਜਤ.
ਚਿਅਾਜੀ [rIaji] See ਰ੍ਯਜੀ.

ਰਿਆਯਾ [rIaya] public. See ਰਾਇਆ 3.
ਰਿਸ [rIs] Skt ਯਿ. vr kill, cause pain, separate,
proceed. 2 n complaint, anger, annoyance. “sri
bar: as kar dhanu dhar.”—1<rIsan. See ਰੁਸ vr.

3 See ਚਿਸਣਾ.
'
, ਰਿਸਕਣਾ [rIsakna] to buzz/off, move away. 2 to
drip, leak. See ਚਿਸਣਾ.

ਰਿਸ਼ਵਤਖੋਰ [rIsvatkhor], ਰਿਸ਼ਵਤਸ਼੍ਵਾਰ [rIsvetxvar],

ਰਿਸ਼ਵਤੀ [rIsvati] P J,;¢;J adj corrupt, venal.
“kaji hoe rIsvati.”—BG. See ਵੱਢੀ.
ਰਿਸਾਉਣਾ [rIsauna] v be angry, be irate. 2 make
angry.
ਰਿਸਾਇ [rIsaI] will be angry, will be annoyed.
“nahi ta ghar k0 bapu rIsaI.”-bh£r namdev.
2 adv angrily, irately.

ਰਿਸਾਲ [rIsaI] adj liqueﬁable, disposed to melt.
Skt ਕਫ਼ਾਕ੍. vr flow, melt. “jatr tatr bIrajhi
avdhutrup rIsal.”—japu. ‘Inspite of being an
ascetic, he is also compassionate.’ sense — indifferent but merciful towards all.

ਚਿਸੀ [rIsi] See ਰਿਖਿ.

ਰਿਸਟ [rIst] See ਚਿਸ੍ਵ 1. “kavan rIsat ko pusat ਚਿਸ੍ਵ [rIst] Skt ਇਿ. adj broken, smashed. 2 lost.

he?”—aka1. 2 Skt ਫ਼ੂਥਰ. happy, delighted, over. joyed. 3 astonished.
ਰਿਸ਼ਟਪੁਸ਼ਟ [rIsat pusat] happy and stout. i.e. healthy and well-built.

3 gentle, noble, virtuous.
ਚਿਸ੍ਵ'ਪੁਸ੍ਵ [rIstpustl See ਰਿਸਟ ਪੁਸਟ.
ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ' [rIst-I] Skt n misfortune. 2 ਣੌਬ੍ਰੂਇਿ. 2 sword,

double- edged weapon. 3 small spear, pike.

ਰਿਸਣਾ [rIsna] S ਕ੍ਯਾਧ੍. vr flow, drip. 2 v leak and ਚਿਸ੍ਯਸ਼ਿੰਗ [rIsyer‘g] See ਸਿੰਗੀਚਿ'ਖਿਭੰ
drip (of water from a vessel). 3 flow (out of a ਰਿਸ੍ਯਮੂਕ [rIsymuk] .See ਚਿਖਮੂਕ.
spring).

ਚਿਸ਼ਤਨ [rIstan] P ਪਾਂੜੈਭੰ v spin.
ﬁHBT[rIsta]P~1nrelat10nsh1p,relat1onbond.
2 thread, string, cord, strand.

ਰਿਸ਼ਤੇਦਾਰ [rIstedar] adj relative, kin, kinsman.

faUIth1Skt ਯਿ- vr kill, try to kill.
ਰਿਹਮ [tham] See ਰਹਿਮ 2.
ਚਿਹਲ [th91] See ਰੈਹਲ.
ਰਿਹਾ [tha] P 1,; adj discharged, freed, without
bondage.

ਰਿਹਾੲੀ [thai] P ਪੂੰਨੂ, n freedom from bondage;
ਰਿਸਮ [rIsam] drop, particle. 2 See ਰਸਮਿ.
ਰਿਸਰਾ [rIsra] adj irate, wrathful. 2 Skt ਫ਼ੂਧੀਥਜ਼ freedom, release, liberation.

ਯਿਹ. n Ravan who had ten heads.—sanama.
3 The writer has mistakenly written rIsra in-

stead of trIsIra. See ਚਿਸਰਾਬਿਸਿਰਾ.
ਰਿਸਰਾਬਿਸਿਰਾ [rIsra bISIra] n made ਰਿਸਰਾ (Ravan) ਬਿਸਿਰਾ (headless). “rIsra ko bISIra kio
sri raghupatI ke ban.”—sanama. 2 made demon Trishira without head; Ramchandar had
also killed demon Trishira with his arrow.
ਰਿਸਰਾਮੰਡਰਿ [rIsramédarI] Ravan who gets fu-

ਚਿਹਾਕ਼ੇ [thak] P ਰਿਹਾ-ਪੈ66 from bondage + Skt
Er—doer; who shatters the bonds, liberator. “ra-

him: thake.”—japu. ‘He is the saviour.’
ਚਿਹਾਣ [than], ਰਿਹਾਨ [than] a Khatri subcaste
belonging to the Bunjahis.

ਰਿਹਾਯਸ਼ [thayas] See ਰਹਾਯਿਸ਼.
ਰਿਹਾੜ [thar] th-ar. n obstinacy, stubborness.

ਚਿਹਾੜੀ [thari] adj obstinate, stubborn.
ਚਿਹਿਮ [thIm] See ਰਹਿਮ 2.

rious (ਰਿਸ); his enemy — (ਅਰਿ) arrow.—sanama.

ਰਿਕਤ [rIkat] See ਰਿਕੂ. 2 866 ਚਿੱਕਤ.

tion.

ਹਿੱਕ [rIkk] n loose dung, animal’s loose stool.

ਰਿਸ਼ਵਤ [rIsvat] A ,...ਭੰਫ਼ੈ/ n bribe, illegal gratiﬁca- ਰਿਕਾਬ [rIkab] See ਰਕਾਬ.

ਚਿੱਕੁਤ
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866 ਰਿੱਕਤ and ਰੈਕ. 2 A J, subjection, slavery.
3 writing, piece of a written work.

ਚਿੱਕ਼ਤ [rIkkat] A :59; n thinness, softness.
2 feeling ofpity.

ਚਿਕ੍ਰ [rIkt] Skt adj empty, desolate.

ਚਿਕੂਪਾ'ਣਿ [rIktpanI] adjempty-handed, who has
nothing in his hand.“r11<tpar_1I ko jaI n9 odor.”
—-GPS.
ਰਿਕ [rIks] See ਰਿੱਛ.
ਚਿਖ [rIkh] n cycle of birth and death; transmigration Sktﬁl‘q. vr coming and go. “en te tutie,

(d) ਰਾਜਸਿੰ. who exercises control over his
senses while ruling over a state.
(6) ਬੁਹਖਿੰਸਿੰ. one who has realised the ultimate Reality.

(0 ਦੇਵਸਿੰ. who has attained the stage of asceticism from among the divine beings.
(g) ਮਹਸਿਂ’. who is a perfect preacher of the
Veds and writes religious treatises or provides

guidance about rituals. 2 See ਸਪਤਚਿਖਿ. 3 Skt
ਗ਼ੁਲ੍ਜਾ. lunar mansion. “saSI rIkhI nISI sur.”
~saveye m 4 ke. ‘moon, stars, night and sun.’

rIkh te chutie.”—bIIa portal m 5. 2 See ਰਿਖੀਕ.
fau§'[r11<habh] Skt ਕਛੂੰਧ੍ਯ. n ox. 2 king Nabhi’s

ਰਿਖਿਆ [rIkhIa] See ਰੇਖਾ. “tIsu rupo na

son born to Marudevi who is reckoned amon g

ਰਿਗਿੰ [rIkhIé] Skt ਫ਼ੂਥੀਥਜ਼. physical organ; or-

twenty-four incarnations. 3 See ਤੀਰਥੰਕਰ. 4 second musical note. 5 adj superior, excellent.

gans like the eyes etc. “basiyét rIkhI§ tIagI
mané”—sahas m 5.
ਰਿਖਿਜ [rIkth] n moon, son of sage Kashyap.—sanama.

ਰਿਖਭਦੇਵ [rIkhabhdev] See ਚਿਖਭ 2 and ਤੀਰਥੰਕਰ.
ਰਿਖਭਧੁਜ [rIkhabhdvaj] n he whose banner is

rIkhIa.”—m 3 var suhi.

marked with the sign of ox—Shiv.
ਚਿਖਮੂਕ [rIkhmuk] Skt ਕਹੁਂਥਧਬ੍ਰੂਕਤ. a southem mountain on the bank of Tungbhadra from which
river Panpa rises. Friendship between Ram
and Sugriv was forged at this place.‘ The
background to this name is that sage Matang

ਚਿਖਿਰਾਜ [rIkhIraj] head of the sages, supreme

lived here while observing vow of silence. See

ਰਿਖਿਰਾਜ.
ਚਿਖੀਕ [rIkhik] physical organs. 866ਰਿਖਿਅੰ. “rok

ਮਾਤੰਗ 1.
ਚਿਖਰਾਉ [rIkhrau] a caste of Khatris. 2 su-

preme among two sages.
ਚਿਖਾ [rIkha] See ਰੇਖਾ. “tIsu rupo n9 rIkha.”——m
4 var kan.

ਚਿਖਿ[1']:]<,}11]^5'/ਯਿਜਿ਼. n spiritually enlightened
person; holy saint; ascetic. Sanskrit scholars
have categorised sages into seven types:

(a) ਸ਼ੂਤਸਿੰ. author of Vedic incantations.
(b) ਕਾਂਡਸਿੰ. who teaches a speciﬁc chapter
of the Veds.
(c) ਪਰਮਸ਼ਿੰ. who lives free from worldly attachment and preaches the Veds by going from
place to place.
'866ਵਸ੍ਯਅਂਠਿਜਿ਼ਯਰਧਤ੍ਯਾਯਣ,ਟਿਕ੍ਯਾਜੰਕੌਂਧਝਾਕਡਿਧੂਸਗਤ੍ਯਾ4.

sage. 2 Baba Sri Chand. 3 Baba Buddha.
4 Baba Ram Kunwar.

ਰਿਖੀ [rIkhi] See ਚਿਖਿ.
ਰਿਖੀਸ [rIkhis], ਰਿਖੀਸੁਰ [rIkhisur], ਰਿਖੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ [rIkhisvar] head of the sages; supreme sage. See

rIkhik sonahI man bhavahI .”—NP.

fame): [rIkhikes], ਰਿਖੀਕੇਸੁ [rIkhikesu] Skt
ਟ੍ਰਿਸੀਕੇਸ਼. lord of physical organs, the Almighty.
“rIkhikes gopal govid.”—-ram m 5. “kahahu
mukhahu rIkhikesu hare.”—m 4 var kan.

ਰਿਖੇਸ [rIkhes] ਚਿਖਿ-ਈਸ਼. 866 ਰਿਖੀਸ.

ਹਿੱਖਮੂ'ਕ [rIkkhmuk] See ਚਿਖਮੂਕ.
ਚਿਗਂ [rIg] See ਵੇਦ.

ਰਿੰਗਣ [rfgan] Skt ਢਿਤ੍ਹਾਸ੍. n crawling, creeping.
2 See ਰਿੰਗਣਾ.
ਰਿੰਗਣਜੋਤੀ [riganjoti] n bright-bug, a worm which
emits light from its tail. 2 glowworm, glowﬂy.
“garab kare jIm riganjoti. ravhf dabave ana-

ਸ਼ਿ udoti.”—NP. Poets have used both khadyot

ਚਿੰਗਣਾ
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and riganjoti for this insect. However these

..

cle. “baki rIjam na kai.”—-suhi1<abir.

worms are different from each other. The latter does not fly, it crawls on the ground; the

ਚਿਜਲ [rIjal] A J11 adj mean, base. “jarh ko kahé

former ﬂies in the air. See ਖਦਜੋਤ and ਜੁਗਨੂਂ.

ਰਿਜ਼ਵਾਨ [rIjvan] A duly n pleasure, happiness.

ਚਿੰਗਣਾ [rigna] v (for buffalo to) bellow. 2 See

ségharbo jéko rIjal subhav?”—carItr 82.

2 king of the angels—Indar. See ਫ਼ਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ.

ਰਿੰਗਣ

ਰਿਜਾ [rIja] A lg; n hope, expectation.
ਰਿੰਗਮਾਣ [rigman] adj rolling. “rigman hUI ajar ਰਿਜਾਲ [rIjal] A Jig, n })|ਪਜ਼ਾਂ8|01‘ਰਜੁਲ(…8ਮੋ);…811.
bIhare.”—GPS.
ਰਿਜੁਲ਼ੀ [rIju] Skt ਨ੍ਯੂ. adj straight, without a bend.
ਰਿੰਙਣ [rigan] crawl, move on all the fours. See

2 sincere, incapable of deceit. 3 handsome.

ਰਿੰਗਣ and ਰਿੰਗਮਾਣ. “ਟੋਧੁਰੈੰਸ੍ mahI rfgan gatI

ਚਿਜੁਭਾਵ [rIjubhav] n sincerity, honesty. See ਰਿਜੁ.

kari.”—NP.

ਰਿੰਙਣਜੌਤੀ [rfganjoti] See ਰਿੰਗਕਾੰਤੀ.

ਰਿੰਜਣਾ [rIjjna] v burn with disease, become
weak day by day due to disease.

ਚਿੰਙਮਾਣ [rigman] See ਰਿੰਗਮਾਣ. “5991} me rigman
bhae.”—GPS.

ਚਿਝਵਾਰ [rIjhvar] adj easily pleased.
ਰਿਝਾਉਣਾ [rIjhauna] v please, satisfy.

ਰਿਚ [rIc] Skt ਸ੍ਯ. vr question, praise, shine.

ਚਿਝੇਯਾ [rIjheya] adj who pleases; who entertains. 2 (one who is) easily pleased.
ਹਿੱਝਣਾ [rIjhna] v be cooked, be boiled. 2 be
disgusted.
-

This is also the verb root of word mg. 2 ਵਿਚ੍.
vr separate, give purgative, clean the stomach, cause abortion. recak and recan are also

derived from this verb root.
ਰਿਞਾਣਨਾ [rIpanna] get angry. See ਰਞਧ੍ਯਾ.
ਰਿਚਾ [rIca] Skt n a verse of Rig Ved. See ਰਿਚ ਰਿਣ [rIn] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. n loan, debt. 2 debtor.
vr. “ved ki rIca sunai.”—BG.

ਚਿਚੀਕ [rIcik] Skt ਕਬੂਥੀਕਡਾ. a sage born in Bhrigu
lineage. He was father of Jamdagni and son
of Urav. There is an anecdote in Vishnu
Puran that when Richik was very old, he
approached king Gadhi for marrying his
daughter. Gadhi told him that only then would
he marry his daughter to him if he gave thousand white horses having black ears. Richik
got such horses from Varun and gave them to
the king and married his daughter Satyavati.
In Ramayan, there is anecdote that Richik sold
his son Sunshaf for sacriﬁce during a ritualistic oblation. See ਸੁਹਨਸ਼ੈਫ਼

ਰਿੱਛ [rIcch] Skt ਕ‘ਣਥਸ੍ਰਾ. n bear. 2 mansion, star.
3 Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ. vr have affection for, fall unconscious, go ahead.

ਰਿਜਕ [rIjak] A J)! n livelihood. “rIjak upannU
agla.” — m 5 var sar.

ਚਿਜਮ [rIjam] adja bit, a litle, small like a parti-

3 water. 4 fort, castle. 5 duty, responsibility.
ਚਿਣਮੋਂਚਨ [rInmocan] See ਕਪਾਲਮੋਚਨ 2.

ਰਿਣੀ [rIni] Skt ਕਣਘਿਜ੍. adj indebted; who has
taken a loan. 2 obliged.
ਰਿਤ [rIt] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. n meal for a sage; food prepared from (picked up) wheat. 2 salvation, liberation. 3 water; 4 result of an act. 5 fireritual. 6 truth. 7 adj luminous. 8 worshipped.

9 See ਕ੍ਰਿਤ. 10 See ਚਿਤੇ.
ਚਿਤਧੀ [rItdhi] Skt ਕਵ੍ਯਥੀ. having right understanding.

ਰਿਤਨੀ [rItni] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਥੀ. leader of truth; one
who leads to truthfulness.
ਰਿਤਨੋਂ [rItno] empty, vacant. “carankamal régI
rItno.”—gau m 5.

ਚਿਤਾਨ੍ਰਿਤ [rItaant] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਰ. truth and falsehood; true and false. 2 business and trade, in

which truth and falsehood are combined.

ਰਿਤੁ [rItu] Skt ਕ਼ਾਫ਼ਰ੍ਵ. 71 season. Indian scholars
have acknowledged six seasons in one year,

ਚਿਤਚਰਯਾ
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each consisting oftwo months.
spring — vasét (Chet-Vaisakh) cetr — vesakh.
summer— grisam (Jeth-Harh) jssthy — asadh.
rainy season — varsa (Saun-Bhadon) sravan—
bhadrpad.
autumn — sarad (Assu-Kattak) asVIn — kartIk.
winter — hemét (Maghar—Poh) margsirs — pas.
frosty season — $I$Ir (Magh-Phaggun) magh
— phalgun.
See ਖਟਰਿਤੁ. 2 number six because there are six

seasons. 3 period after menses when a woman is likely to get pregnant; season of conception. 4 This word is also popular with people
for menses. 5 shine, light.

ਰਿਤੁਚਰਯਾ [rItucarya] ਬ੍ਯੂਦ੍ਧੀ. The book in which

ਰਿਤੁਵਰਣਨ
In the rainy season, it is best to consume

sweet, sour, salty and bitter things. Massaging
oil on the body, drinking fresh and clean water
drawn from the well, eating wheat and barley
grains, sleeping during day time, drinking river
water, eating food without vegetables and butter, wandering in the sun, sitting at places full
of foul smell are very harmful.
At the beginning of winter, taking butter,
milk, crispy food items, sucking sugarcane,
eating meat ofwild animals, using wheat, barley, green gram and rice, drinking spring water, sitting in the moonlight, swimming in ponds,
eating food items that discharge bile are beneﬁcial. Eating bitter, sour and pungent food,
sleeping during the day and loitering in sun shine
are harmful.
Taking meal in the morning, exercising,
eating wheat, lentil, meat, resame, musk and
salt on taking body massage, bathing with hot
water, sitting in sun shine and near the ﬁre and
putting on woollen clothes provide comfort. For
copulation during these seasons. See ਮੈਥੁਨ.

what should be done in a particular season,
what is proper to eat and what is improper etc
are described. Scholars have written many
treatises under this title. In the chapter Ritucharya of Yogratnakar, it is thus written about
the seasons.
In the spring season one should vomit and
cleanse the stomach by taking myrobalan with
honey; rub paste on the body; do exercise. ਚਿਤੁਨਾਥ [rItunath] See ਰਿਤੁਪਤਿ.
Apply plaster prepared with sandalwood and ਰਿਤੁ ਨਾਮਹਿ ਸ੍ਯ1ਮ ਭਯੋ [rItu namahI sayam
saffron which is beneﬁcial; take wheat, rice,
bhayOJ—krisan. rut (season) is also named as
green gram and meat of wild animals, Which,
syam. i.e. dark phase of the lunar month.
again, is a good thing. One should avoid taking ਚਿਤੁਧਤਿ [rItUpatI], ਰਿਤੁਰਾਜ [rIturaj] lord of all
in excess sweet and sour, heavy and sticky
seasons. spring season; spring.
food; sleeping during day time should also be ਰਿਤੁਰਾਜ ਸਖਾ [rIturaj sakha] Kamdev, friend of
shunned.
the spring season.
In summer light things of cool wet effect ਰਿਤੁਵਤੀ [rItuvati] rItumati; woman during
like lump sugar, barley powder, milk, soup of menses; woman having menses.
wild birds and riCe should be eaten; water heat- ਰਿਤੁ ਵਰਣਨ [rItu varnan] description of seasons.
ed in sunshine and cooled with beams of the
Many poems are found under this title which
moon is best to drink. Loitering in the sunlight,
poets have written in numerous languages.
doing tiresome work or eating of bitter and
Rituvarnan written by poet Galh in Brij is repungent food is harmful. Applying sandalwood
markable. See the description of summer.
on the body and taking sandal syrup is also ‘
puran prac'éd martéd ki mayukhf»: méd
useful for health;

jaré brahméd ਰੈ<ਫ਼ੂ1 daré péth dharIyE,
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1ਪਏਂ tan chué bIn dhuE ki aganI jssi
cué sved bﬁd dﬁd dharE anusarIyé,
gvalkaVI jethi jethmas ki jalakan ਰਿਦੈ
pyas 1<i salakan té esi CIt arIyE,
kOql piE kup pi'é sar ਸਾਂਭੂ nad piE:
sfdhu pié hIm pié piyboi karIy’é.

ਚਿਤੇ [rIte] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋ. part without, sans. as ਜ੍ਯੋ
ਫ਼ੁਸ਼੍ਯਸ੍ਰਾਕ਼ ਸ੍ਵ'ਢਿਲ਼ੜ-ਝੁਪ੍ਯਾਕਿ svtar upnIsad. ‘no salvation without realisation.’

ਰਿੱਤਜ[੮1£ਚਿ]'],ਰਿਤ੍ਯਜ[ਧਲ੍ਹਾਕ਼ੀ],ਰਿਤ੍ਰਿਜ[੮ਗ਼ੁ੮ਧ੍ਯ]'] Skt
ਕ੍ਯਾਟਿਧ੍ਯ. n who performs sacriﬁce according to
the season. sense — Brahmin who performs
yajna rites. There are always 16 ritij (brahmins) in a yag, among which four are regarded as supreme.

ful, charming.

ਚਿਦਖੋਰ [rIdkhor] See ਖੋਰ 3 and ਮਚਿਖੋਰ.
ਚਿਦਯ [rIday], ਰਿਦਾ [rIda] See ਰ੍ਹਿਦਯ and ਰਿਦ.
ਰਿਦਿ [rIdI] Skt ਫਿਰਿ. in the heart. “rIdI bIgasu jagIo” — savaye m 2 ke.

ਰਿਦੈ [rIde] Skt ਵ੍ਰਦ੍ਧੇ. in the heart. “ja rIde saca
hOI.”—var asa. 2 See ਚਿਦਯ. 3 Skt ਫ਼ੂਗ. adj at—
tractive, charming. “rIda punit rIde harI baSIO. ”—sarm 5. “hIrde rIde nIhalu”—m 1 var
majh.

ਚਿਦੰਤਰ [rIdétar] in the heart. “jasy SImran
rId5tarah” -— sahas m 5.
ਰਿਧ [rIdh] Skt ਕਗ਼ੁਬ੍. vr increase, be in excess,

be glorious, complete. 2 See ਰਿੱਧ.
ਰਿਧਾ [rIdha] See ਰਿੱਧਾ,

(a) ਹੋਤਾ [hota] ਫ਼ੀਰ੍ਵ (who gets rites performed ਚਿਧਿ[੮1ਧੀਸ਼੍],ਚਿਧੀ[ਲ਼ਧੀਪਂ]ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਗ਼ੀ.ਸ੍ਯ glory, richaccording to Rig Ved).

(b) ਅਧੂਯੁੱ [adhvaryu] (who supervises rites
being performed per Yajur Ved).

(c) ਉਦ੍ਗਾਤਾ [udgata] (who supervises rites
being performed according to Sam Ved).
(d) ਬੁਹ੍ਮਾ [brahma] (scholar of the four Veds
who supervises all the rites performed in a yag).
“kotI kotI bulaI rIttaj kotI braham bulaI”
—yuthstar.

ਰਿਦ [rId] Skt ਫ੍ਰ੍ਯ. n chest. 2 mind, heart. “rId

es. “prabh 1<€ SImranI rIth SIth nau nIth.”—su1<hmani. 2 success. 3 progress, de-

velopment. 4 goddess Durga. See ਰਿਧ vr.
ਰਿੱਧਸ਼ਿਹਂਧਧਿ] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਛਾਂਕਪੌਂਤੂੰ. adj developed, ﬂourished.
2 wealthy.

ਰਿੱਧਾ [rIddha] See ਰਿੱਧ. 2 cooked, boiled.
ਰਿੱਧਿ [rIdth] See ਰਿਧਿ.
ਚਿਨ [rIn] See ਰਿਣ.
ਰਿਨਿ [rInI] under debt. “rInI badhe baho bI-

th bal”—prabha m 4. ‘Ignorant people are
bound in many types of debts.’
étarI kartal kati”——prabha beni. See ਕਰਤਲ.
3 ਛੂਟ੍. rhythm, beat. “rId pad adI bakhanks ਚਿਨੁ [rInU] See ਚਿਣ.ਲ਼ੀ
israstra kahI din”—sanama. hrad-is (Varun), ਰਿੰਨ੍ਹਣੁ' [rinhna] v cook. Skt ਰੰਧਨ.
his weapon — noose. “carankamal rId mahI or ਰਿੰਨ੍ਹਿ [rinhI] adv after cooking. “kuhI bakra
dharahu”—sukhmani. ‘Keep the lotus feet in ‘ rinhI khaIa”—var asa. Many priests, ignorant of the meanings of the vowels, wrongly
the heart. Put the lotus feet in the pool of the
recite as ‘kuhab karar na khaia’ ‘while breakconscience.’
ing down did not remain stable even for a
ਰਿੰਦ [rid] P ਲ਼ੀਪੂ a person who spurred on by his
moment.’
sharp intellect does not accept other’s view.
2 independent. 3 mad, insane, persistent. 4 a ਰਿਪ [rIp] Skt ਵਿਧ੍. vr harm, deceive, besmear.
2 damage, loss. 3 deceit, fraud.
caste of Baloches.
ਚਿਪਣੀ [rIpni] ਰਿਪੁ-ਅਨੀਂ. enemy ’s army. 2 womਚਿਦਉ [rIdaU] Skt heart, mind. 2 chest.
ਚਿਦਅੰਗਮ [rId-égam] Skt ਛੂਰ੍ਯੜ੍ਹ'ਸ. adj which an nurturm g hostile feelings.—sanama.
appeals to the mind; heart-rending. 2 beauti- ਚਿਪਣੀਂ ਖ਼ਿਪਣੀਂ [rIpni khIpni] gun that scatters

ਹੀ
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ਚਿਪਪਾਕ

the enemy’s army.—sanama. See ਖਿਪਣੀ.

ਚਿਪ ਪਾਕ [ਲ਼ਾਗ਼ੁਸ਼ੂਕ਼ਲ਼ੀਲ਼ਾਗ਼ੀ] Indar. See ਪਾਕਚਿਪੁ.
ਚਿਪਾਰ [rIpar] adj who is hurtful for the enemy.——sanama.

ਰਿਪੁ [rIpu] Skt n enemy. See ਰਿਪ vr.
ਚਿਪੁਅਚਿ [rIpuarI] enemy of the enemy. In
Shastarnammala, it means enemy of opposing

father, he succeeded to the throne on ll Magh,

Sammat 1968 (24‘h January 1912). Due to
many problems (which are described in the
entry on Nabha) Maharaja Ripudaman Singh
had to abdicate. At ﬁrst he lived at Dehradun;
now he is residing at Kodaikanal in Madras. '

ਠੋੳੳਨਾਭਾਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.

side. “palbhach nadanI rIpu arI”—5 70. The

ਚਿਪੇਸ[1'ਗ਼ੁ})€5]ਰਿਪੁ-ੲੀਸ਼. chief of the enemies.

army that causes carnivorous animals make a
noise; its enemy— hostile side’s gun.

ਰਿਫਾਕਤ [rIphakat] See ਰਫਾਕਤ.
ਰਿਬਾਤ੍ [rIbat] A Lt; n inn; tavern; its root is

ਚਿਪੁਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ [rIpusamudr] Agasty, the ascetic,

ਰਬਤ.

enemy of sea, who, per the Purans, dried the
sea by drinking its water.—sanama.

ਚਿਤੁ [rIbhu] Skt ਕਫਾਬ੍ਰੂ. n paradise. 2 god. 3 god

ਚਿਪ੍ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰਪਿਤ [rIpusamUdrapIt] father of

(Vibhu) and Vaj; three sons of Sudhnava who
belonged to Angirasgotri subcaste. They are
mentioned in Rig Ved. They exist in the rays

Agasty, enemy of the sea — earthen pot. See
ਅਗਸੂਜ਼ —- sanama.

‘

ਚਿਪੁਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ ਪਿਤ ਕਾਨ ਅਰਿ [rIpusamUdra pIt kan
arI] Agasty, enemy of the sea, who dried the
sea by drinking it; his father, the earthen pot.
It is believed that Agasty was born from an

earthen pot. Combininga'ﬁwith ਕੁੰਭ, it becomes
ਕੁੰਭਕਾਨ- his enemy the arrow, because Kumbhkan

of oblation. 4 especially Ribhu, Vibhavan

of sun. See ਰੈਂਭਾਣ 2. 5 adj wise, learned.
ਚਿਭੁਵਾਨ [rIbhuvan] sun. See ਰੈਭਾਣ.

ਰਿਯਾ [rIya] A ਫ਼ੂਭੰ/ n pretension, hypocrisy.
ਚਿਯਾਕਾਰ [rIyakar] P adj deceptive, hypocritical, fraudulent.
ਚਿਵਤਿ [rIvatI] See ਰੋਵਤੀ.

was killed with an arrow. “rIpusamudr pIt * ਰਿਵਾਜ [rIvaj] A U); n usage, manner. 2 rite,
prItham kahI kanarI bhakh-hU 5t. sakal nam
sri ban 1<e nIksat calat anét.”—sanama.

ਰਿਪੁਸੂਦਨ [rIpusudan] Skt adj destroyer of the
enemies. 2 n Shatrughan, Lachhman’s broth-

er.
ਚਿਪੁਸੰਤਾਪਨਿ [rIpusétapanI] army, which pro—
vokes the enemy. 2 the gun.

ritual.

ਚਿਵਾਯਤ [rIvayat] See ਰਵਾਯਤ.
ਰਿਵਾੜੀ [rIvari] a town in tehsil and district
Gurgaon,junction of Bombay Baroda Central
Indian Railway. It is at a distance of ﬁfty-one
miles from Delhi. This place is a famous
market for beautiful bronze vessels.

ਚਿਪੁ'ਹਾ [rIpUha] killer of the enemy. See ਚਿਪੁਸੂਦਨ. ਰਿੜਕਣਾ [rIrakna], ਰਿੜਕਨਾ [rIrakna] v churn.
ਚਿਪੁ'ਚੰਦ [rIpucéd] moon’s enemy, Rahu. 2 in “madhana parbatu karI netrI basaku sabadI
the style of a riddle, ripucéd is used to mean
‘the road.’ “herat he rIpucéd hari he.”—1<rIsan.
‘Krishan is awaiting.’
ਚਿਪੁਦਮਨਸਿੰਘ ਮਹਾਰਾਜਾ [rIpUdamansfgh maharaja] only son ofMaharaja Hira Singh, gem of
Phool dynasty and ruler of Nabha state, who
was born on 22 Phaggun Sammat 1939 (4th
March, 1883) at Nabha. After the death of his

rIrahonU.” — var ram 3.
ਚਿੜਕਿਓਨੁ [rIrahonU] he churned. See ਰਿੜਕਨਾ.

ਰਿੜਨਾ [rIrna], ਚਿੜ੍ਹਨਾ [rIrhna] crawl, move on

all fours. “rI_rat rIrat pahucan tahI karyo.”
—GPS.

ਹੀ [ri] Dg part genitive. “maharajri man.”
ਵ੍ਰਿਧੀ m 5. ‘illusory phenomenon of god.’
2 vocative for woman. ‘0 ਗੀ, ni.’ “bedhi ke

ਰੀਸ
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ਰੀਤਾਵੀਆ

gun, sunI ri bai!”—sor namdev. 3 Skt vr leak,

ਰੀਠਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ [ritha sath] a soap tree in the

drip. 4 Skt ਗ੍ਰ- vr go, receive, create violence,

forest of Nainital district in UP, at a distance
of forty-ﬁve miles from Nanak Mata, the fruit
of which Guru Nanak Dev gave to starving
Mardana. Even now this tree bears fruit as
sweet as dried dates. The management of
this shrine is in the hands of Udasi priests of
Nanakmata.
“macch pralejal me ban navak
kuram kul; dharyo M j pitha,
hOI barah dhari dharni, par
janIy kyo bIn bed basitha?
sri guru nanak k0 yas das ju
kan kahe jag mahI aditha?
ditha pahar kédharvalin ko
ritha pukar rahyo ban mitha.”
- bava ramdas ji.
ਰੀਢ [ridh] Skt spine; body’s vertebral column

spread. 5 n mother of gods and demons.
6 mercy. 7 slander. 8 monster. 9 fear.
ਰੀਸ [ris] n jealousy. imitation or copy of somebody. 2 equality, behaving like an equal. “ona

ki ris kare so VIgoce.”—sor a m 3. 3 desire to
be equal. “kita ai ris.”—japu. 4 P ﬁg. beard.
5 A feather.

ਗੋਸਾਈ [risai] angrily, irately. “calm jolaho risai.”——gau kabir. See ਗਜਨਞ.

ਰੀਸਾਲ [risal], ਰੀਸਾਲਾ [risala], ਰੀਸਾਲੂ [risalu] adj
ਰਸ-ਅਾਲਯ. house of pleasure. 2 pleasure-loving. 3 beautiful, charming. “kécan kot risal.”
—sr1' m 1. “tere béke 10:੮1], £1ਟੈ1 risala.”—vad Chét
m 1. “mera kétu risalu.”——vad m 1.

ਰੀਸੇ [rise] leaks, drips (Skt ਕਫ਼ੂ-ਬ੍. vr flow). “niru

bIlove atI sram pave, nenu kese rise?”—sarm
which is connected with the brain. See ਕੰਗਰੋਂੜ.
5. 2 imitatively, by emulating.
ਗੌਣ
[1111] See ਰੇਣੁ. 2 See ਚਿਣ. 3 A q; to fall into
ਰੀਹ [rih] A ਨ੍ਹੂੰਠੂ 11 air, wind, ﬂatulence. 2 air
trouble. 4 to be polluted, be desecrated. 5 Skt
blocked in the stomach and thejoints.
ਯਿ.
adj melted, rotten. 6 destroyed, got idle.
ਰੀਂਗਨਾ [rigna] See ਰਿੰਗਣ and ਰਿੰਗਣਾ.
“sunI sunI rine kén.”—s fetid.
ਰੀਂਘਣਵਾਉ [righanvau] rheumatism which renders one incapable of walking and forces to ਗੈਣਕ[111.181<]ਰੇਣੁ-ਇੱਕ: small like a particle.
move by crawling. In Punjabi language, this ਹੀਣਾ [rina] Skt ਗ਼ੁਯਿਜ੍. adj under debt. 2 grateful, thankful. “gurmokh dharam sépuran rina .”
word is used for diseases like gout etc. See

ਗਠੀਆ and ਧੁਣਖਵਾਉ.
ਰੀਛ [rich] See ਰਿੱਛ,
ਰੀਜ [rij] See ਰਿੱਜਣਾ. “rij n'j vah maryo.”—carrtr233.
ਰੀਝ [rijh] n pleasure. “rijh khij hOI n3 nIphlai.”

— BG.
ਰੀਣੇ [rine] became polluted. See ਰੀਣ 4. 2 became useless. See ਰੀਣ 6.
ਰੀਤ [rit] See ਰੀਤਿ. 2 Pa custom of remarriage

—GPS. ‘happiness and ire do not go waste.’

of a married woman after paying money to
her husband or his relatives. In the hills, this is
a custom of making man and woman cohabit
through transaction.

2 boon, blessing.

ਰੀਝਣਾ [n'jhna], ਰੀਝਨਾ [rijhna] v be pleased. “bInu
sabde }…) ਟੈਰਿਪਿ rijhe?”—maru soIhe m 1.
ਰੀਝ'ਉਣਾ [rijhauna], ਰੀਝਾਵਨਾ [rijhavna] v make
one happy; please. “tUjh bInu kavanu rijhave
tohi?”——gau m 5.
ਰੀਠੜਾ [rithra], ਰੀਂਠਾ[11੮118]5/੮1ਅਰਿਸ੍ਵ n nut which
is used like soap for washing; soap-nut. L Spin-

dus Detergens. 2 See ਰੀਠਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਗੋਤਾ [rita] adj vacant, empty. “rite bhare, bhare
sakhnave.”—brha m 9. 2 deprived, bereft.
“karI kIrpa mUhI namu dehu, nanak daras
rita.”—bIIa m 5.
ਰੀਤਾਵੀਆ [ritavia] 71 act of following; custom,
tradition. “Iko ritavia.”—varram 2 m 5.

ਰੀਤਿ
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ਰੀਤਿ [ritI], ਰੀਤੀ [riti] Skt n limit, extent. 2 motion, speed. 3 nature, temperament. 4 method,
mode. “ave nahi kachu ritI .”——bas§tm 5. 5 Skt

ਗ਼ੈਰਿ. brass. 6 slag of iron.
ਰੀਤੇ [rito] empty. See ਰੀਤਾ.
ਥੀਧਨ [ridhan] Skt ਚੰਧਨ. to cook, boil.
ਗੋਧਾ [ridha] adj cooked, boiled.
ਗੌਧਾੲੀਲੇ [ridhaile] to get something cooked, get
something boiled. “anile dudh ridhaile khiré'.”
—asa namdev. 2 let us get (it) cooked.

ਰੀਧੇ [ridhe] See ਰੀਧਨ. 2 Skt ਕਛ. realised. “gur
k2 sabadI 5tarI sahajI ridhe.”—gau a m 3.
ਚੀਨ [rin] See ਰੀਣ. 2 dust, grit, sand. “hOI rahie
saga] ki rina.”—g5d m 5.

ਗੇਮ [rim] P ਕਿ n pus, suppuration. 2 E ream.
bundle of 480 sheets of paper. '

ਰੀਰੀਂਲਲੀਂ [ri ri 1i 1i] ਕਹੂਂ ਕਫ਼ੂ ਲ਼ ਲ੍. “riri 1811 pap
kamane.”——asa pati m 3.
ਕਹੂਂ ridicule, slander
ਕਫ਼ੂ

demon, fear

ਲ੍ earth, mountain.
ਰਝੂ mother of demons. These letters mean
to commit sins on the earth through slander
i.e. by becoming the mother of demons.
ਰੁ [ru] Skt ਰੁ vr. make sound, cause pain, be

angry.
ਰੁ'ਆਉਣਾ [ruaunal' v make (one) cry.
ਰੁਅਾਮਣ [ruaman], ਰੁਅਾਮਲ [ruamal] See ਰੂਆਲ.

ਚੁ'ਆਲ [roal] See ਰਵਾਲ and ਰੂਆਲ.
ਰੁਅਾਲ਼ਾ [roala] name of a poetic metre in the

Shastamammala. “ho ! chéd ruala bIkhe nI-

dar hve thanIye.” — as it means ਰੂਆਲ [rual]
metre. See ਰੂਆਲ.
ਰੁਸ [rus] Skt ਦ੍ਚਧ੍ਰ. vr kill, cause pain, be'angry.
ਰੁਸਣਾ [rosna] v be angry, be furious. See ਰੁਸ vr.
ਰੁਸਤਮ [rustam] P ਨੋਂ“ supremely mighty warrior
of Iran who was son of Zal, grandson of Sam
and was governor of Jabulistan. He was killed
while ﬁghting with Bahman. He lived about
nine hundred years before Christ. 2 sense —

ਰਹੇਲਾ

most powerful, because Rustam was so
mighty.
ਰੁਸਤਮਖ਼ਾਨ [rostamxan] according to Gur Pratap
Surya, royal priest of emperor Shah Jahan.
ਰੁਸਤਮਰ੍ ਰਾਇ [rustam raI] See ਜਨਵਾਰਾ.

ਰੁਸ਼ਨਾਈ [rusnai] P 31;” n light. “hOI rusnai
mIte 5dhara.”—BG. 2 ink, red, yellow or black
colour which is used for writing. “1th kalam
rusnai hath.”—-GPS.
ਰੁਸੂਖ਼ [rusux] A 5,1, n strength, ﬁrmness. 2 favour.
ਰੁਹ [ruh] Skt ਚ੍ਚਾਸੂੰ. vr grow, sprout, be born, climb
higher, come down. 2 n lotus. 3 a kind of perennial grass; Cynodon dactylon. 4 plant.
5 when it is used as a sufﬁx, it denotes ‘to grow,
to be born.’ as — jalruh (born in water (lotus).

ਚੁਹਰ [ruhar] n blood. “bhut pIsac dakIni joganI
kakanI ruhar leaﬁ.”—paras.

ਰੁਹਲਾ [ruhla] adj crippled, maimed in the legs.
“ruhla tﬁda §dhula.”—m 3 var majh. i.e. without feet of fear, hands without devotion, eyes
without realisation.
ਰੁਹਾਲ [rohal] A ਘੀ… horse’s trot.
ਚੁਹਾਵਲ [ruhaval], ਰੁਹਾਵਲਾ [ruhavla] angry, an-

noyed. “mar javan bir ruhavle.”—c§di 3.
ਰੁਰਿਰ [rUhIr] blood. See ਰੁਹਰ. “rohIr ranrég
bahI.”—ramav.
ਲ਼ੀ

ਰੁਹੇਲਾਖੰਡ [ruhelkhéd] a region in UP. in which
Badaon, Bijnaur and Bareilly districts fall. To
the north of it extends the Himalayan mountain range, the Ganga in the south and Avadh
is to the east. The inhabitants of Rohu mountain (Rohele) settled in this region, thus the
name Ruhelkhand. Its area is 19,908 square

miles and population is 5,500,000.
ਰੁਹੇਲਾ [ruhela] resident of Ruhelkhand. “roh ke
ruhele.”—aka1. 2 a town on the bank of Beas
river, the name ofwhich was changed by Bhagwan
Dass from Sri Gobindpur to Ruhela. See

ਸ੍ਵੀਗੋਬਿੰਦਪੁਰ. 3 a caste of Pathans of Khaybar. 4 adj
angry.

ਰੁਹੇਲੀ
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ਰੁਹੇਲੀ [ruheli] adj angry (woman). “juddh karyo
ran maddh ruheli.”—c5d1' 1. 2 female resident
of Ruhelkhand. 3 Ruhela woman.

ਰੁਕ੍ […1<1<] Skt ਰੋਗ. disease, illness. weakness.
ruj is also a form of this word.
ਰੁਕਣਾ [rukna] v stop, stay, be closed.

ਰੁਕਨ [rukan] A ਰ੍/ਭੰ‘ n pillar, column. support.
2 sense - president, chief; supreme.

ਰ੍ਵਕਨੁੱਦੀਨ [ruknuddin] adj pillar of religion, religious leader. 2 a Muslim priest Ruknuddin
who entered into a debate with Guru Nanak
at Mecca. It has been described in detail in
Guru Nanak Prakash, J anam Sakhis (biographies of Guru Nanak) and Makke Madine di
Goshti.

ਰੁਕਮ [rukam] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ. n gold. “jIn jin rajat am
rukam laI.”—GPS. 2 thorn apple; datura. 3 sil-

ਰਖਾਲਾ

chased Krishan and fell unconscious after he
was hit with Krishan‘s arrow. His life was
spared at the request of Rukmini. While leaving his house, he had vowed not to return without victory. Therefore he did not go back to
Kundinpur and founded a separate town
Bhojkatpurl and began to live there. At last he

Was killed by Balram. “hali rukmi 35g aryo.”
—GPS.
ਚੁਕਮੀਅੰਤਕ [rukmi-étak] , ਰੁਕਮਜ਼ਾਂਤਕ [rukmyatak]
Balram, killer of Rukmi.—sahama.
ਰੁ'ਕਾਉ [rukau], ਰੁਕਾਵਟ [rukavat] n obstacle, hurdle.

ਰੁਕੂ [ruku] A 6,5 sections of Koran; chapter.
2 to bow. 3 to pray in the Islamic way.

ਰੁੱਕੜਾ [rukkra] n kidney. 2 rib. “gurde adé khai
nale rukkre.”—C5di 3.

ver. “suvaran dan surukam dan su tabr dan

ਰੁੱਕਾ [rukka] A j; n patch, small piece of cloth.

anét.”—yudhrstar. 4 ornament of gold or sil-

2 sense — piece of paper. 3 missive.
ਰੁਖ [rokh] n tree, plant. 2 grass and creeper.
“kete rukh bIrékh ham cine.”—gau m 1. 3 P
fl}. face. 4 side, direction. “lakh an rokh ki
bat.”—GPS. 5 inclination, desire. “khan pan
rukh kar nahI 1ina.”—GPS.

ver. 5 iron. 6 nagkesar — a medicinal plant
having yellow ﬂowers.
ਚੁਕਾਢੀਰ੍ [rukmani] See ਰੁਕਮਿਣੀ.
ਰੁਕਮਾਵਤੀ [rukmavati] See ਚੰਪਕਮਾਲਾ.

ਰੁਕਮਾਂਗਦ [rukmagad] Skt ਜ੍ਯਸ਼ਾਵੂਟ੍. armlet of gold.
2 A pious kingv-who was husband of Mohini
and father of Dharmangad. See his anecdote
in Narad Puran, last section, chapter 9 to 38.

“rukmagad kartutI .”-—saveye m 3 ke.

“ਰੁਖਸਤ [rukhsat], ਰੁਖਸਦ [rokhsad] A 9,}; n

leave. 2 farewell.
ਰੁਖਸਰ [rukhsar], ਰੁਖ਼ਸਾਰ [ruxsar] P 1L5] n cheek.

See ਜਹਾਠਤਾਬਾਂ.

ਚੁਗੀਢੀ[…1<…ਗ਼ੁ1.ਪਂ],ਰੁਕਨਿਲ਼ੀ[…1<…ਗ਼1]ਲ਼ਾ/ਹ੍ਗੀਸਯੀ.
daughter of king Bhishmak of Vidarbh and sis—
ter of Rukmi, who was engaged to Shishupal,
son of Damghosh. Krishan took her away by

ਰੁਖਬਿਰਖ [rukthrakh] ﬂora, grass and plants.
shrubs and creepers. See ਰੁਹ and ਰੁਖ.
ਰੁਖੜਾ [rukhra] adj dry, rough. 2 n tree. plant.

force while. she went to Dev temple for wor-

ਰੁਖਾ [rukha] adjdry, rough. 2 rough harsh, rude.
3 inconsiderate.
ਚੁਥਾਈ [rukhai] dryness.

ship and made her his queen. She gave birth to
ten celebrated sons like Pradyuman etc.

“sath saphlIo rukhra.”—vad m 1.

ਰੁਕਮੀ [rukmi] ਲ਼ਾ/ੴਰਬਿਸ੍ਯ. adj having gold. 2 n ਚੁਖਾਲ਼ਾ [rukhala] adjdry. harsh. 2 callous. 3 See
son of Bhishmik, brother of Rukmini and brother-in-law of Krishan. He was an opponent of
Krishan and wanted to get his sister married
to Shishupal. Krishan abducted Rukmini. He

ਰਖਵਾਲਾ.
'Kundinpur is now known as Kundpur which is forty

miles away from Amravati to the east, and Bhojkatpur
is known as Bhojpur which falls in Bhopal.

ਰਖਾਵਟ
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ਰੁਖਾਵਟ [rukhavat] See ਚੁਥਾਈ.
ਰੁ'ਖੀ [rukhi] feminine of ਰੁਖਾ. dry, unbuttered.
“harI rukhi roti khaI samale.” — majh m 5.
2 in the direction of. See ਰੁਖ 4. 3 in the trees,
in the plants. “prabhu dIkhaIa jalI thalI trIb-

5 appetizing dish.\6 iaddish.

ਰੁਚਿਰਾਂਜਨ [rUCIrajan] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਸੁਰਾਂਜਣਾ. a tree, thejuice
ofwhich is mixed in collyrium. See ਸੁਹਾਂਜਣਾ.
ਰੁਚੀ [ruci] See ਰੂਚਿ.

ਚੁਚੈਲ [rucel] See ਰੁਚਿਰ. 2 interested. See ਰੂਚਿ.

.

ਰੁਜ [ruj] Skt ਧ੍ਯ. vr suffer from a disease be
curved, give pain. 2 n disease, illness.‘ sunsਰੁ'ਖੀਸੁਖੀ [rukhisukhi] dry, unbuttered; which is
hu katha bhav bad ruj dahu. ”—NP.
hard and not soft, not buttered, without any
cooked pulse or vegetable and is stale. “rukhi ਰੁਜੀਧਿਧੁੰਤੋ਼] earning. 2 ill, sick, invalid.
ਰੁਜ਼ੁ [ruju] A (,3, adj attentive, paying attention.
sukhi khaIke thédha pani piu.”—s farid.
“tamamul ruju he.”—japu. 2 to return, come
ਰੁੱਖ [rukkh] See ਰੁਹ and ਰੁਖ.
back. 3 to turn one’s face to listen.
ਰੁੱਖਾ [rukkha] See ਰੁ'ਖਾ.
ਰੁਗ [rug] Skt disease. “jIh rag na rég na rekh ਰੁਝਣਾ [rujhna], ਰੁਝਨਾ [rujhna] v be obstructed,
be stopped, be engaged in a task.
rugé.”—aka1.
ਰੁਟ
[rut] Dg anger, annoyance.
ਰੁਗਣ [rugan] Skt ਗਾਯ. adj ill, sick. 2 curved,
ਰੁਠ [ruth] Skt ਰੁ'ਸ੍ਵ. adj annoyed, angry. “dunia
bent.
khelu bura ruth tutha.”—maru 5juli m 5.
ਚੁਗੁ [rugu] R1 g Ved. “samvedu rugu jujaru atherਰੁਠਣਾ [ruthna] v be offended, be displeased.
banu.”—~maru solhe m 1. See ਵੇਦ.
hvanI rakhi.”—sor m 5.

ਰੁੱਗ[੮088] n handful grasp; what can be grasped
in one or two palms.

mhuthtutha] adj offended and pleased,
annoyed and happy. See ਰੁਠ.

ਰੁੱਗਭਰਣਾ [rugg bharha] v knead the muscles.

ਚੁਨਾ [rutha], ਰੁਠੀ [ruthi] adj offended, displeased

2 take into the plam.
ਰੁਚ [ruc] Skt ਧ੍ਯ. vr shine, be happy, hope, want

(need). 2 See ਰੁਚਿ. “jag jhuthe kau sacu janke

(male and female).
ਰੁੰਡ [rod] Skt ਦ੍ਰਧਛੁ. n body without head, trunk,
torso. 2 adj crippled. 3 mutilated.

ta SIU ruc upjai.”—todi m 9.
ਰੁਚਕ [rucak] Skt an alkaline substance. 2 a kind
of lemon. 3 salt.
ਰੁਚਣਾ[1'0੮1.18],ਰੁਚਨਾ[ਪਿ੮ਸ਼8] be liked, be preferred.
See ਰੁਚ vr. “nanak an na ructe.”—var jet. '

mOdIt ekesabdi.”—gau kabir. ‘He, who has
cut his penis or has got his ears pierced, is
mutilated.’
ਰ੍
ਰੁੱਡ [rudd] n hole, perforation. opening.

ਰੁਦਰ [rucar] See ਰੁਚਿਰ.

i ਰੁਚਾਗੈ [rucage] with fondness. “tin sxu drIsatI
na kare rucage.”—sar m 5.
ਰੂਚਿ [rUCI] Skt n desire, wish. 2 ray. 3 lustre.
4 love, affection. 5 hunger. 6 medicinal pigment yellow in colour.

ਰੁਚਿਕਰ [rUCIkar] See ਰੁਚਿਰ.
ਰੁਚਿਤ [rUCIt] Skt adjshiny. 2 beautiful. 3 charming. “rUCIt karahI sabh sése nahi.”—NP.

ਰੁਚਿਰ [I‘UCII‘] adj which charms; handsome,
beautiful. 2 sweet, pleasant. 3 saffron. 4 clove.

ਰੁੰਡਿਤ [erIt] mutilated. See ਰੁੰਡ 3. “erIt

ਰੁਣਝੁੰਝਣਾ [runjhﬁjhna], ਰੁਣਝੁੰਝਕ੍ਯਾ [runjhﬁjhanra]
See ਰਣਝੁੰਝਨੜਾ.
ਰੁਣਝੁਣ [runjhun] tinkling sound. 2 clamour of
joy, uproar of merriment. “mori runjhun
laIa.”—vad m I. 3 in Dasam Granth another

name for Shashivadna poetical metre is Run~
jhan, which is marked by four feet, nagan, and
yagan Ill, ISS in each foot.
Example:
lakh chabI bali. atI dutIvali.
adbhut rupé. jan buthkupé. —— datt.

ਚੁਣਝਣਕਯ
~

‘
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ਰੁਣਝੁਣਕਾਰ [runjhunkar] See ਰਣਝਣਕਾਰ. sound of

tinkling bell or jingling anklet. 2 sound of happiness. “sahje runjhunkar suhaIa.”—gau a m 5.
ਰੁਣਝੁਣਾ [runjhuna] See ਰੁਣਝੁਣ 3.
ਰੁਤ [rut] See ਰੁ'ਤਿ. 2 Skt 71 word, sound. “jhukE
megh janu lag? avni. ghokhat madhur madhur

rut ravni.”—GPS. 3 adj broken. 4 sick. ill.

5 thundering, roaring. “kharges bali rut thadho
rahyo.”—1<r'_rsan. ‘Kharag Singh with a roar remained ﬁrmly standing.’
ਰੁਤਬਾ [rutba] A g] rank, status. authority.

ਚੁਤਾਸ [rutas] See ਰੋਹਤਾਸ.

ਰੁਤਿ [rutI] Skt ਕਛੂੰਰੂ. season. “suraj eko, rut:

ane .”—sohIIa. See ਖਟਚਿਤੁ. 2 See ਚਿਤੁ.

ਰੁ'ਤਿਸ [rutIs] ਰਿਤੁ-ੲੀਸ਼. pleasant season; spring.
ਚੁਤੀ [rutI] See ਚਿਤੁ and ਰੁ'ਤਿ. 2 plural ਘੰਰਿਤੁ; a
composition of Guru Arjan Dev in Ramkali
musical measure wherein six seasons are de-

scribed. See ਖਟਚਿਤੁ.
ਰੂਤੂਬਤ [rutubat] A _..ਨ੍ਯਟੈੱਜ਼ੂ, wetness, dampness,
moisture.
ਰੁੱਤ [rutt] See ਚਿਤੁ and ਰੁ'ਤਿ.
ਚੁਦ [rud] Skt ਦ੍ਚਾਵ੍. vr weep.
ਰੁਦਨ [ruden], ਰੁਦਨੁ [rudanU] Skt ਰੋਂਦਨ. to weep,
mourn, lament. See ਰੁਦਘਾ. 2 weep, lament due
to attachment with a dead person. “jhutha
rudanu hoa duoale, khIn mahI bhaia para-

ਰੁਦ੍ਰਾਕ
weeping and seven times asked him for more
names. Then Brahma gave him seven names.
Bhav, Shrav, Eeshan, Pushupati, Bhim, Ugar
and Mahadev. “brahma bIsan rudr tIs ki
seva.”—maru solhe m 3.
Eleven Rudars mentioned in Purans are:
Ekapaad, Ahivardhan, Pinaki, Aprajit, Trayambik, Maheshvar, Vrishakpi, Shambhu, Haran
and Ishwar.
These names as given in Garurh Puran are:
In Ajaikpad, Ahivardhan, Tvishta, Vishavruphar,
Bahuroop, Trayambak, Aprajit, Vrishakap,
Shambhu, Kapardi and Raivat, Vrihdarnyak
Upnishad.
In Virahdarnyak upnished ten forms of vital air and subconscious mind are named as
eleven Rudars. 2 cognitive of number 11 because there are 11 Rudars. 3 adjhorrible, fearsome. “tIn tarIo samudr rudr khIn Ik mahI.”
—saveye m 4 ke.

ਰੁਦ੍ਰਜ [rudraj] n born frem Shiv’s semen; mercury. 2 Kartikay, Khadanan. 3 Ganesh.

ਰੁਦੁਪਤਨੀ [rudrapatni] wife of Shiv, Parvati.
2 linseed. See ਅਲਸੀ.
ਚੁਦ੍ਰ'ਪੁਰੀ [rudrapuri] town of Shiv, Kashi. 2 Kailash.

ਰੁਦ੍ਰ'ਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ [rudraprIya] Parvati. 2 myrobalan.
Ia.”—sr1' pahre m 1. In Sikhism this type of ਰੁਦ੍ਰ'ਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ ਸੁਤ [rudraprIya sut], ਚੁਦ੍ਰਪ੍ਰਿਯਾਤਨਯ
[rudralamentation has been condemned. “mare sxkkh prIya tanay] Ganesh, Parvati’s son.
te kare karah. tIs kutéb rudne bahu nah. tajé ਰੁਦ੍ਰਬੀਜ [rudrabij] Rudar’s semen
— mercury.

sok sabh anad badhaI. nahI pit‘é trIy mIl samUdaI. padhé sabad kirtan k0 karé. sune'beth
bsrag su dharé.”—GPS.

ਰੁਚਿਤ [rudIt] crying and shedding tears.

See ਚੁਦ੍ਰਜ.
ਰੁਦ੍ਰਰਸ [rudraras] See ਨਞਰਸ and ਰੌਦ੍ਰ, “barnyo sabh
hi res rudr mai he.”—c5di 1. Ignorant scribes
have made rasrudr as rasbhadr by joining
Punjabi sign of(_) with letter ਰ.

ਰੁਦ੍ਰ [rudr] Skt n he who weeps—Shiv. See ਰੁਦ
vr. according to Vishnu Puran, Brahma wished ਰੁਦ੍ਰਲੋਂਕ [rudralok] world of Shiv
— Kailash.
to have a son; at once a child was born from ਰੁਦ੍ਰਵੇਲਾ [rudravela] time when
Shiv is on the
his forehead, who began to weep at the very
move; evening time. “bhayo rudr phirbe ko
moment of his birth. Brahma named him Ru-V samo.”—-GPS.
dar (maudlin). Even after this Rudar kept on ਰੁਦ੍ਰਾਕ [rudraks] ਰਦਾਖ [rudrakh] n
tree, the fruit
,...“

ਰੁਦ੍ਰਾਚਲ

ਚਮਕਾਂ
..
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of which is like the eye of Rudar. Eleaocarpus
Ganitrus. 2 fruit of Rudraksh, string of which
is worn by the Shaivites. “kéth rudrakhé.”
— prabha beni.
ਰੁਦ੍ਰਾਚਲ [rudracal] 'Shiv’s mountain, Kailash.
ਰੁਦ੍ਰਾਛ [rudrach] See ਰੁਦ੍ਰਾਕ.

ਰੁਦ੍ਰਾਣੀ [rudrani] n wife of Rudar — Parvati or
Durga. 2 herb named Shankarjata.

ਰੁਦ੍ਰਾਰਿ [rudrarI] n enemy of Shiv — Kam, god
of love. “kI rudrarI rupé.”—datt.
ਰੁਧ [rudh] Skt ਜ੍ਯ. vr stop, encircle, prohibit, be
merciful; make noise, weep, want.

ਰੂਧਰ [rudhar] See ਰੁਧਿਰ. ‘

ਰੁਧਾ [rudha] adj stopped. obstructed. “avghatI
rudha kIa kare.”—tul<ha chét 111 1.

ਰੁਧਿਰ [ruthr] Skt n blood. “maja rudhir
drugédha.”—gatha. 2 red colour. 3 planet
Mars. 4 saffron. 5 red brick powder. 6 adj
red.

ਰੁਪੈ [rudhe] (is) blocked, (is) stopped, gets entangled. “harI SImrat garabh jonI n9 rudhe.”
‘
—bh£r m 5.
ਧਾ and ਰੁਧਾ.
ਰੁੱਧ
See
]
[ruddha
ਰੁੱਧਾ
ਰੁੱਧ [ruddh],
d by
encircle
2 Skt ਵ੍ਨ੍ਯੂ. stream’s dam. 3 place
water.

ਚੁਨ [run] short for ਚੋਦਨ.

ਰੁਨੜੇ [101116] wept. “runre vanahu pékheru.”
—Vad 111 1.

ਚੁਨਾ [runa], ਰੁੰਨਾ [rOna] wept, cried. “bahurI na
joni bharam runa.” — maru solhe m 5. “naan
rOna baba janie, je rove laI pIaro.”—vad alah111 111 1. “péce ri'me dukthhare.”—sr1' m I .
ਰੁਪ [rUp] Skt ਹ੍ਰਧ੍. vr become nervous, feel un-

easy.
ਰੁਪਇਆ [rupaIa], ਰੁਪਈਆ [rupaia] Skt ਰੋਂਪਯ n
silver currency; silver coin; rupee.
ਰੁਧਹਿਰੀ [rupahIri] adjwhich is gilded with sil—
ver. 2 which is embroidered with silver wire.
ਰੁ'ਪਣਾ [rupna], ਰੁਪਨਾ [rupna] v feel uneasy; become confused. See ਰੁਪ vr. 2 accuse; place,

put. 3 be ﬁrm, face ﬁrmly. “rupe vir kheté.”
—saloh.

ਰੁਪੱਯਾ [rupayya] See ਰੁਪਇਆ.
ਰੁਪਾ[10})8]5'/ਗੁੱਰੂਧ੍ਯ. silver. “nanakje VICI rupa
hOI.”—dhana m 1. See ਰੂਧ੍ਯ . 2 xa onion.
ਰੁਪਾਣਾ [rupana] a village in district Ferozepur,
tehsil Muktsar, under police station Muktsar
at a distance of four miles from Muktsar
railway station to the south-east. A gurdwara
in memory of Guru Gobind Singh stands near
the habitation ofthe village. The Guru liberated a sinner from vulture's life. The shrine
is small-sized and there are residential houses near this place. The village has donated
ten ghumaons of land to the gurdwara. The

priest is a Singh.
ਰੁ'ਪੇਸ੍ਵਚ [rupesvar] king of Ropar town.

ਰੁਪੇ ਕਾ ਧਾਗਾ [rupe ka dhaga] See ਸੁਇਨੇ ਕ਼ੀ ਸੂਈ.
ਚੂਪੈਯਾ [rupeya] See ਰੁਪਇਆ

ਰੁਬਾਈ [rubai] A J t; in Arabic language, it means
a word of four letters and a stanza of four
lines; It is written in several metres but the

most popular is the one used by Bhai Nandlal.
Its characteristic are :
Four feet, twenty-two matras in the ﬁrst
and the second feet, 19 in the third and 20
matras in the fourth; a short matra at the end
of all, ﬁrst, second and fourth lines rhyme.
Example:
har kas kIz sake to kadam az sartaxt.
bar nah tabak carax alam bar sara faraxt,
sud amdan mubarak va raftan ham,

goya ਕੋੰ 1<95 kI rahe hak be sanaxt.
~d1'van goya.
ਰੁੱਬ [rubb] A .3] njuice ofgrape or pomegrante

made by heating it.
ਰੂਮਕਣਾ [rumakna], ਰੁਮਕਨਾ [rumakna] rumble (of
the hair); blow (ofgentle breeze), which strokes
the hair. 2 See ਚਮਕ.
ਚੁਮਕਾ [rumka] n gust of wind.
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ਰੁਮਨਾ [rumna] ਰੋਮਹਸਂ’ਣ. “caturanan se rumna

rIkhI se.”—-aka1. See ਲੋ-ਮਹਰਖਣ.
ਹੁਮਾ [ruma] Dg mine of salt.
ਰੁਮਾਂਚ [ਪਿਗ਼ਰੇੰਧ] See ਰੋਮਾਂਚ.
ਰੁਮਾਲ [rumal] P db; n piece of cloth to clean
- the face; handkerchief.

ਰੁਮੰਚ [ruméc] See ਰੋਮਾਂਚ.
ਚੁਰੁ [ruru] , ਚੁਰੂ [ruru] 71 red deer. “bacan sigh
agyanahI ruru.”——GPS. As per Manu Simirti,
providing of the this deer’s meat in feasting to
the Brahmins is in order. See ch. 3, s 267 to
270. 2 a demon killed by the goddess. Its tale
is contained in Bhavishy Puran.

ਰੁਰੋਤ [rurot], ਰੁਰੋਦ [rurod] ਨ੍ਯਦ੍. wept. 2 weeping, mourning. “raven tir rurot bhai jab.”
—ramav. ‘was weeping.’
ਰੁਲਨਾ [rulna] v get lost. 2 be trampled. 3 roll in
dust; be covered with dust. “mera mﬁdu
sadhpaga hethI rulsi re.”—devm 5. “ham rulte
phIrte koi bat na puchta.”—gau m 4.
ਰੁੜ [ru_r] Dg drum's sound.
ਰੁੜਣੇ [rume] to the evident; to him who is manifest. See ਰੂਢ. “sath thavahI harI rume.”—
nat m 4.
ਰੁੜਨਾ [ਪਿਖ਼ਾਕੋ], ਰੁੜਾਉਣਾ [rurauna], ਰੁੜ੍ਹਨਾ [rurhna],

ਰੁੜ੍ਹਾਉਨਾ […,ਘੀਕ਼ਘਾਕ਼] v roll down; make (one)
roll down. 2 ﬂow, cause to ﬂow. “nfdak die
rurai.”—asa m 5.

ਰੂ [ru] P ,; n countenance. 2 cause, coincidence. chance. 3 front, faeade. 4 hope, expectation.

ਰੂੰ [rﬁ] 11 cotton, wool.
ਰੂਅ [rue] See ਰੂ. 2 noise, sound. See ਰੁ. 3 small
hair, trichome. “mar kIlak bahu rua uthai.”
—BG.

ਰੂਆਂ [ma] n small hair.
ਰੂਆਉ'ਣਾ [ruaona] weep, make one weep.
2 make a noise, raise an outcry. See ਰੁ vr. “kIsu
age jaI ruaie?”—dev m 5. “hon sunie kIa ruaIa?”——var asa.

ਸ
ਰੂਆਇਦਾ [ruaIda] making noise, challenging,
roaring, raising a hue and cry. “sxr uparI kal
ruaIda.”—maru soIhe m 3.
(th

..

ਰਮਨਯਾ

ਰੂਅਾਮਲ [ruamal], ਰੂਆਲ [rual] a poetic metre,

marked by four feet with ragan, sagan, jagan,
jagan, bhagan long and 511011 matras in each
foot, and pauses at the tenth and the seventh
matras.

Example:
dev bhev na janhi jIh, bed or kateb,

rup rég na jatI patI su, janhi kIh jeb...
-japu.
This very form of Japu Sahib is seen in
Rudar Avtar contained in Dasam Granth under the titles Rual and Ruamal.
See the three forms :
(a) ruaman —
5dh kédh phIryo tabs jay dOdbhin bajaI
(b) rual 5gbh§g pare kahﬁ sarbég sronatpur
(c) ruamal —
‘
saj baj kate kahﬁ gajraj tajI anek

ਚੂਅਾਵਣਾ [ruavna] See ਰੂਆਉਣਾ. “szu nalI ségatI
karI sariki jaI kIa ruavna?”—vad chétm 1.

ਚੂ'ਇ [ruI] See ਰੂ.
ਲ਼ੀ
ਚੂ'ਇਂਗਰਦੀ [ruI gardi] n act of turning away the
face.

ਰੂਈਂ [rui] n cotton, wool. 2 small soft hair. 3 P
bronze metal. It is also pronounced as roi See
ਰਈ'ਤਨ

ਰੂੲੀਤਨ [ruitan] P ਗੰਲ਼ੀਰੂੰਦੂਭੰ ਰੂਈਂ (bronze) 36(body)
strong like bronze; sense — Asfandyar. See

ਅਸਫੰਦਯਾਰ. It is also pronounced as roitan.

ਰੂਏਦਾਦ [ruedad] P :14» n narration, description.
ਰੂਸ [ms] Skt ਵ੍ਰਧ੍. vr reduce to dust. 2 decorate,
adorn. 3 P n Russia, a country; a vast

country which is situated in the north of
European and Asian continents. Its area ia
8,660,000 square miles and population is
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163,000,000. Now the name of its capital is
Leningrad instead of Petrograd. Since 1917
the Russians have established a democratic
dominion after putting an end to the imperial
dynasty. “hane rus tusi krIti CItrajodhi.”

—I<alk1'. 4 See ਰੂਸਨਾ.
ਰੂਸਨਾ [rusna] v be annoyed, be estranged. “tIso
SIU kIu man: rusie?”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਰੂਸੀ [rusi] resident of Russia; Russian.
ਰੂਹ [ruh] A ਨੂਂ… n body’s conscious energy, soul.
“gahIla ruh na janai.”—s farid.
ਚੂਹੜਾ [ruhra] See ਰੂਹ. 2 living being. “bhore
bhore ruhre sevede alaku.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਚੂਹੁਂ [ruhu] See ਰੂਹ.
ਰੂਹੁਲਕੁਦਸ [ruhol-kudas] A ਪਾਂਬ੍ਰੂਰ੍ਕ਼ੀਠੁ ” holy soul; an-

gelJibrail;Gabrie1. See ਦੂਅਾਤੀਆ and ਫ਼ਰਿਸਤਾ.'
ਚੂਕਾ [ruka] n act of producihg ru sound; cry for
help; outcry. “karan batavan ke mar uce ruke
h‘é.”—GPS.
ਚੂਕ [ruks] Skt ਦ੍ਜ੍ਸ਼੍. vr be dry, be hard, speak
harshly, be without a sweet voice.
ਰੂਖ [rukh] n tree, plant. “nic rukh te uc bhae
h'é.”—asa raVIdas. 2 See ਰੁਖ and ਰੂਕ vr.
ਰੂਖੜ [rukhar] adj rude; plain; dry, unbuttered.
2 n a sect of illiterate ascetics who keep their
bodies smeared with ash.
ਰੂਪਾ [rukha] adj dry, roUgh.

ਰੂੰਗਟਾ [rﬁgta] hair—pit, trichcome. 2 hair.
ਚੂਚਾ [ruca] adj shining, glittering. 2 beautiful.

ਰਪ

cended. 5 best, excellent. 6 n a word distinctive for its primary meaning; a word hearing denotative meaning without regard to its
root, sufﬁx etc such as the meaning of word

ਸਿੰਹ if analysed means one who does violence. But violence is done by inmimerable *
others such as the hunter, the wolf and the
falcon, which are not known as sih (lion).
The word lion has connotative meaning of
the power ofsfh, so sih word is rudh. Similarly a baptised Sikh is recognised from the
word Singh.
ਚੂਢਿ [ruth] Skt n fame, renown. 2 power that
creates cognition of well known or primary
meaning in a word without any regard for the

root, preﬁx. See ਰੂਢ 6. 3 custom, rite. 4 addition, promotion.

ਚੂਢੀ [rudhi] See ਚੂ'ਢਿ.
ਚੂਤਉ [rutau] adj challenged, threatened. See
ਰੁਤ. “ranI rutao bhaje nahi.”—gau ba van kabir.
ਚੂ'ਤਿ [rutI], ਰੂਤੀ [ruti] season. “an rutI nahi.”

—bas§t m 5. 2 in the season. “an ruti an boie.”

—maru m 5.
'
ਰੂਧ [rudh] See ਰੁਧ and ਰੁੱਧ.
ਰੂਧਉ [rudhao] obstructed, stopped, halted,‘ engaged.
ਚੂਧਨ [rudhan], ਚੂੰਧਨ [rﬁdhan] to obstruct, stop,
occupy. “carI dIvas ke pahune bad bad ludhahI thau.”—s kabir.

3 preferred, liked. “kat paie manruca?”—dev ਚੂ'ਧਾ [rudha], ਰੂਧੋ [rudho], hindered, choked.
ਧੀ 5. “uhi pIaro, uhi ruca.”—gau m 5.
ਚੂਜ਼ [ruz] P )” 71 day, ਰੋਜ਼ is also a correct pronunciation.
ਰੂਜ਼ੀ [ruzi] P L5)» n daily !1188];ਰੋਜ਼ੀ is also cor—

rect.

'

ਚੂਕ੍ਯਾ [ruthna] v be offended, be annoyed.

ਰੂਢ [rudh] Skt adj created. 2 appeared, got
visible. 3 popular, famous. 4 riding on, as'Many have taken Ruhu1kudas as a different being from
Gabriel.

“rudha kéthu sabadu nahi ucre.”—sor bhikhan.
2 engaged. “kIsan sada avtari rudha..”—vad m

3. See ਰੁਧ and ਰੁੱਧ.
ਰੂਪ [rup] Skt ਦ੍ਰਧ੍. vr shape, create, explain, argue. 2 qualities which can be known through
the eyes. Poets have recognised seven such
forms: white, b1ue,yellow, red, green, brown,
dappled. 3 form, appearance. 4 beauty. “ruphin buth balhini.”—gau m 5. 5 dress, robe.

“age jatI rup n9 jaI.”—asa m 3. 6 nature, tem-
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perament. 7 word. 8 drama, play. 9 adj full,
undivided; used as sufﬁx, it gives the meaning

of inseparability as “anadrup pragatIo sabh '
thanI.”—ram m 5. ‘from which pleasure is not
separate.’

Example:
mOda sétokhu saramu, patu jholi,
than ki karahI bIbhutI,

khitha kalu kuari kaIa,

jugatI déda partitI.

ਰੂਪਕ [rupak] Skt n drama, play. 2 imitation.
3 weight equal to three rattis. 4 silver.
5 musical time of seven beats. 6 ﬁgurative
speech; similarity with someone else in form
and quality is rupak figurative speech or
metaphor i.e. to show oneness of object and
comparison.
UpmeyahI opmanahI jou,
ekrup kar vame dou,

tIh k0 rupak karahI ocar,
jan lakhé bhedalékar.
—garabg5jni.
This ﬁgurative speech has two forms,

one is tadrup, the other is abhed. tadrup
means similar form as eyes like the lotus,
face like the moon etc; and abhed is like a
metaphor which shows no difference between comparable and object of comparison
as — lotus-eyes, moon-face etc. The words

like flike’ are not used in this form because
abhed figure of speech proves that eyes
have the form of the lotus and face has the
form ofthe moon. The moon is not different

from the face, and the lotus is not different
from the eyes:
Example of tadrup —
gaganme thal raVI céd dipak bane.
~dhana m 1.

Example of abhed:
“harI carankamal makréd lotht mano.”
—dhana m 1.

Poets have assumed three more variations
of these two forms. i.e. equal, excessive, less.

(a) to show the object of comparison as
equal is Samroopak.

—japu.
jatu pahara dhirajo sunIarU,
ahranx matI vedu hathIaro,

bhau khala aganI tap tau,
bhada bhau amrItu tItu dhalI,

gharie sabadu saci taksal.

—japu.
pavanu guru pani pIta mata dharatI mahatu,
dIvas ratI dUI dai daIa khele sagal jagatu.
—japu.
katI kal tal me praphullItI VIsal dal
mrIdUI mrIdul toll lal lal manIye,
rajat maralraj s'étan samaj pas
pasu he parag dIn ren me suhanIye,
SIlimUkh SIkkh man sarabh anéd det
chorat no as pas das so bhramanIye,
odak karam ChUI sake n9 bharam mal
ese sri gobfdsfgh padkéj janIye.
—NP.
rakavar gIrI var 1<e samsar,
katha ju Upji salIta sukhkar,
guruyas Ujjal jal bharpura,
'
prem pravah VImal bahI rura,
bhram vemukhta dve drIdh kula,

jIn par avgun taro gan phula,
pathan sunan bal beg bIsala,
jar samet bhagnat tatkala,
sadgun kamal brid VIksavat,
man s'étan ke madhu pan bhavat,
sf gh sakal jaljétu anidI t,
karat kel guru, rahIt anédIt,

das guru dasaho ghat sz kere,
dukhi trIkhator jan hve nere,
guruyas jal te sabh sokh pavahi,
VIsyan trIkha torat bInsavahf,

ਰਪਕਾਤਿਜ੍ਯੋਕ੍ਰਿ
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ਟੋ191< gham pir nahI dei,
nIt pratI nIkat hOI jo sei.

Example:
esa harIdhanu sécie, bhai!

and -

bhahI n3 jale jalI nahi clubs,
ségu chodIkarI katahu na jai,

ramkﬁvar parbin ju mali,
kiratI gurun sakel VIsali,
gréth banavan ba g lagayahu,
taruvar gen adhyay suhayahu,
chéd anek prakaran sakha,
tUk bahu patr saghan subh bhakha,
gun gan tIn mahI sumnas phule,
arath suphal yut bhukhan jhule,

. totI na ave‘nIkhutI n9 jaI,

khaI kharaCI manu rahIa aghaI.
_
—asa m 5.
p550 parag 51 sohat sOdar
géth si kiratI maddh basana,
komal komalta Ik si
nIrlepta 51 nIrlep samana,
jo bhav bhurI bhara sarsi,
tIs te nIt uradh so bIgsana,
h'é arvfd se 79de ke pad,
mokhad ek Vlsesta jana.
—NP.
bar kira’tI jan ami ratI bhan

sﬁtl rasadIk ras jIn mahi,
kast gham hat chaya tahi,

premvarI te secan karta,

th g nahI hoy moh pasu harta,
as Upban me jo nar base,
mokh sugédh sada tIn pase.
—NP.

bitgai mamta rajni
mad moh mahé tam pOj jude bhaye,
kamaru koh uluk dure
SUCI sét bIbek saroj mode bhaye,
sekhar tara 310k athegaye
ਰ੍
pfm ke péth prakas nude bhaye,

sri harIraI guru jab ਦਿਏ
kalIkal me surayrup ude bhaye.
—gurup5ca$Ika.
sothvés sagar té UdIt akhéd atI

karat prakas nISI vasar améd 118,
, sakal kalan parIpuran rahIt 5k
kuvale pramodak pratacch sukhk‘éd 118,
sekhar ases tamgun k0 harat hath

karat prados dur dal dukh dOd 118,
védniy VI$V k0 VIrajat anéd bharyo
sri guru gobidsfgh ji k0 mukh céd 118.
—gurup5ca_srka.
(b) to express the peculiarity of one

wh i le retain i ng s i m i l arity between
the object and comparison is Vishesh
Roopak.

su sitalta sukh tan subhai,

gatI sadhan kerav k0 bI gsavat
das rIda nabh bic suhai,
tapté dukh tir na avat 118
CIt caru cakor rahe lIv lai,
guru tegbahadur sohat céd se,
hin 1<ਰ1ਰੋ1< Ihi athkai.

—NP.
(c) if some deficiency is inherent in the objects
and comparison, it is Nyunroopak.
Example:
pékhan bIna bIhég 11ਏਂ sri dasmes turég.
ਰੂਪਕਲਾ [mpkala] daughter of a moneylender of
Delhi. Jamal Khan a custodian of five thousand
soldiers in the regime of Shah Jahan made her
his wife. Once in a fancy fair, she sold an artiﬁcial diamond of candy to the emperor at a very
high price, and spent all her life in the royal palace on the strength her beauty. She is brieﬂy
mentioned in the ] 89th charitar of Dasam Granth.

ਚੂਪਕਾਤਿਜ੍ਯੋਰ੍ਹਿ [rupkatIsyoktI] a ﬁgurative expression (ਰੂਪਕ-੦0ਪਿੰ, ਅਤਿਸ਼ਯ-ਪ੍ਯਾਨ੍ਹਿ/ much, ਉਕਤਿstatement) meant to impart knowledge of com-

ਰੂਪਚੰਦਭਾੲੀ
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parable nature by describing only the object of
comparison.
Example:
jahI Upma pad me dhar dije,
upar te Upmey lakhije,
rupkatIsyoktilékar,
guanan ੮ਰੇੰ1<੦ karhi ucar.
—garabg5jani.
Example:
nanak tarvaru ekU phalu dUI pékheru ahI,
avat jat na dis—hi na par pékhi tahI.
—m 3 var bIha.

Dayalpura near Banur has been granted as a
fief by Patiala state. See ਦੈਯਾਲਪੁਰਾ ਸੋਢੀਆਂ.

ਰੂਪਕੱਨਿਆ [rupkénIa] a beautiful girl. “rupkénIa
sOdarI bedhi.”—asa kabir. sense is liberation.
See ਫੀਲੁ.

ਰੂਪਗਰਵਿਤਾ [rupgarVIta] in poetics, the heroine
who is proud of her beauty. ‘

ਰੂਪਗੂਹ [fupgrah] n eyes. 2 knowledge of beauty.
ਰੂਪਘਨਾਕਰੀ [rupghnaksri], ਰੂਪਘਨਾਛਰੀ [rupgha—
nachri] See ਘਨਾਕਰੀ (b).
ਰੂਪਚੰਦ [rupcéd] a moneylender ofSirhind, who,

after becoming a follower of Guru Arjan Dev,

turned very benevolent. 2 See ਰੂਪਚੰਦਭਾੲੀ.

tije pahIre renIke vanjarIa mItra,

ਰੂਪਚੰਦ ਭਾਈ [rupcéd bhai] Aakal Sikh a resident

sarI hés ulathre aI.”

—sr1' m 1 pahare.
In this context, night is the object of comparison for age, pool for the body and swan
for the white hair.
I'EIII gai, mat dInU bhi jaI,
bhavar gae bag bathe a I ,
kace karve rahs na pani,
héso calla kaIé komlani.
—suh1'1<ab1'r.
In this context night means young age, day
means old age, black bee means black hair,
heron means white hair.
min murjhane kéj khéjan khIsane alI
phIrat dIvane ban dolé th tIt hi,
kir ੨ kapot bib kokIla kalapi ban
lute phute phIr’é man cenhu n9 kItahi...
—C5d1’ 1 .

In this verse, ﬁsh is barren woman; pied wagtail is eyes’s object, black bee is dark hair, parrot
is nose, pigeon is throat, delicious fruit is lips, nightingale and peacock are melody. This suggestiveness is achieved through their comparison.

ਰੂਪਕੇਂਰ [rupkar] an adopted daughter of Guru
Har Rai. She was married to Khemkarn, resident of Pasrur. She gave birth to Amar Singh
whose descendants live in Pasrur; and village

of village Vada Ghar (Tarn Taran) married his
daughter in ignorance, to Saddhu, grandson of
Sada who was a worshipper of Sultan. She, the
daughter of the parents observing Sikh norms,
came to pay obeisance to Guru Hargobind at
Daroli along with her husband. The Guru accepted him as his follower, and blessed him to
become an enlightened soul. A son was born in
Sammat 1671, the family of Saddhu and the par-

ents brought the child into the presence of the
Guru. The Guru blessed him with the wash of
his feet and named him Rup Chand. This saint
_ proved to be a great devotee. The Guru bestowed upon him the title of Bhai and founded
a Village Bhai Rupa on his name in Sammat
1688 (1631 AD), which is now a part ofNabha
state. Then the Guru gifted Bhai Rup Chand a
double edged sword and a large ladle to serve
food, both of which are kept in Bagrian with
great reverence. Rup Chand’s sons Param Singh
and Dharam Singh got themselves baptised by
the tenth Guru, and remained in his attendance.
Param Singh died at Abchal Nagar and Dharam
Singh returned with the permission of the Guru.
At the time of seeing him off, Guru Gobind
Singh gifted him a book of his verses, a sword,
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ਰਪਦੀਂਧ
I:

a small knife and a small double edged sword.l
Bhai Rup Chand died on Savan Vadi 1,
Sammat 1766, and a village named Bhai Ki
Samadh has grown on the site of his memorial
in F erozepur.
Bhai Rup Chand had seven sons: Bhai
Mahanand, Sada Nand, Bhai Param Singh,
Bhai Soortia Singh, Bhai Dharam Singh, Bhai
Sukhanand and Bhai Karam Chand. Descendants of Mahanand and Karam Chand reside
at Bhai Rupa, Bhai ki Samadh, Nehian Wala
and Thatti etc. The main headquarters and free
kitchen are at Bhai Rupa and Bagrian.
Genealogical tree of Bagrian family is as
under:
,
Bhai Rup Chand d: Sammat 1766

ਰਪਮਾਲਾ

b: 1899 Bhai Aridaman Singh2

|
b: 1920 Bhai Hardhan Singh

Dynasty of Bhai Rupa :
Bhai Rup Chand

|
Bhai Sukha Nand

|
Bhai Dan Chand

|
Bhai Gurbakash

|
Bhai Harsa

|
Bhai Naudh Singh

|

|

Bhai Dharam Singh (1: Sammat 1771

Bhai Sujan Singh

|

|

Bhai Dayal Singh

Bhai J iwan Singh

|

I

Bhai Gudar Singh d: 1823

Bhai Prem Singh

X

|

Bhai Bir Singh

Bhai Dargaha Singh
|
.

|
Bhai Hardas Singh

Bhai Arjan Singh

|

ਰੂਪਦੀਧ [rupdip] prosody written by Jaykrishan, dis-

Bhai Mohar Singh d: 1873
Bhai Bahadur Singh d: 1904

ciple of Kirpa Ram and son of Bhawani Dass in
Sammat 1776, which explains 52 poetical metres.
ਰੂਪਨਗਰ [rupnagar] See Ropar (Roparh). '

|

ਰੂਪਮਾਲਾ [rupmala] a poetical metre which is

X

Bhai Sampuran Singh (1: 1919

|
Bhai Narayan Singh (1: Sammat 1946

X
b: 1874 Bhai Arjan Singh Ji (Now he is

enthroned)

'

also known as madan. It is marked by four
feet, 24 matras in every foot, pauses at the .
14‘h and the 1 0lh matras and one long, one short
matra in the end.
Example:
kuw raja kuro parja, kuru sabhu sésaru,
kuru médap kuru maxi, kuru besanharu

'The sword is now with the ruler ofJind state and other
objects are in the possession othai Sahib Bagrian.

—var asa.
2He is the ﬁrst graduate in the family othai Rup Chand.

ਰਪਰਸ
~,.-
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ਚੂਪਰਸ [rupras] xa salt; a kind of white essence/
flavour. '“kachuk rupras pavan kin.”—GPS.

ਰੂਪਰਾਮ [rupram] possessing attributes of the
Divine. See ਰੂਪ 9. “rupram tIh jan.”—-s m 9.
‘Regard him as embodiment of the Divine.’

ਰੂਪਲਾਲ [ruplal] brother of Misar Beli Ram, a
famous ofﬁcial of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. He
was appointed governor of Jalandhar in 1832.
The people liked Rup Lal very much.

ਰੂਪਵਾਨ [rupvan], ਚੂਪਵੰਤ [rupvét] adj looking elegant. 2 handsome. “rupvét so catur s:ar_1a.”—
gau m 5.

ਰੂਪਵੰਤਿ [rupvétI] beautiful, good looking.
“rupvétI sa sugharI bIckhanI.”—majh m 5.

ਰੂਪਾ [rupa] Skt ਰੂਧ੍ਯ. silver, rupee. “SUIna rupa
phunI nahi dam.”—gaum 5. 2 a village founded by Bhai Rup Chand which falls in Phool
district of Nabha state; its full name is Bhai
Rupa. The descendants of Rup Chand who
live here run free kitchen; their land has been

declared freehold by the state. See ਰੂਖਚੰਦਭਾੲੀ.

ਚੂਪਾਜੀਵਾ [rupajiva] Skt harlot who depends upon
her beauty for livelihood.

ਰੂਪਾਂਤਰ [rupﬁtar] another form, variation.
ਚੂਪਾਭਾਈਂ [rupabhai] a carpenter belonging to Kalsi
subcaste. who was a resident of village Chakk
Raian (tehsil Dasuha, district Hoshiarpur). He
became a follower of Guru Nanak, and his descendants got baptised from the Buddha Dal.
They now reside in village Meghewal Ganjian

(district Hoshiarpur). 2 ਠੰੳੳਰੂਪਚੰਦਭਾਈਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਰੂਪਾ2.

ਰੂਪਾਵਤੀ [rupavati] adj good looking, beautiful.
“urath rahIo sabh 55g anup rupavati.”—phunhe m 5.

ਰੂਪਿ [rupI] due to beauty. See ਦਰਸਨਿ.
ਚੂ'ਖੀ [rupi] in different forms. “sarbi régi rupi
tuhe.”—asa m 1. 2 Skt ਦ੍ਨਧਿਜ੍. adj having a
graceful appearance. 3 comparable, like. “tar-

var-rupi ram he phalrupi beragu.”——s kabir.
ਰੂਪੀਆ [rupia] adj having handsome appear-

ਰਮ

ance. See ਰੂਪ 3.
ਰੂਪੇ [rupe] of beauty. “rupe kame dosti.”—m 1
varmala.

ਰੂਪੋਸ਼ [rupos] P ਪਾਊਂ“ adj who has concealed his
face; hidden, cohcealed.

ਰੂਪੋਪਜੀਵਨ [rupopjivan] who earns his living
through enactment; mimic, comic actor.

ਰੂਪੋਪਜੀਵਿਨੀ [rupopjiVIni] prostitute, harlot.
ਰੂ'ਪਯ [rupy] Skt n which is beaten to render it
beautiful — silver and gold etc. 2 ornaments.
3 rupee, silver coin. adjbeautiful, charming.
ਰੂਪਜਾਧ੍ਯਕ [rupyadhyaks] oﬁcer of the mint,
under whose supervision coins are struck.
ਰੂਥਕਾਰ [rubkar] P A63] 11 face turned to work.
2 paper on which an order is written in the
presence of the ofﬁcer.
ਰੂਬਰੂ [rubru] P ,5“; adv in front of, in the presense of, face to face.
ਚੂ'ਬਾਹ [rubah] P pg); 11 fox.
ਰੂਬਾਹਪੇਚ […ਠਿਗ਼ੀਲ਼ਾੲਞ], P (’34,, who plays tricks
like a fox. deceitful. “na danam k: i marad
rubahpec.”——jafar.

ਰੂਬਾਨੀ [rubani] ਰੂ (face) ਬਾਨੀ (colour) colour of
the face. “dIl khalhalu jake, jarad rubani.”
—-bher1<abir. paleness of the face.

ਰੂਮ [rum] A (:1 Rome. At one time, the empire
of Rome was spread far off around the Mediterranean sea. Afterwards due to the slackness in administration, it got divided into two
parts. One was of eastern Rome, the other
was of western Roman empire. The Muslims
took charge of eastern Rome and Constantinople was declared its capital. It was a part of
Rome, so this empire was also known as Rome.

“karke prem rum lag gayo.”—NP. 2 Capital of
western empire is Rome which is the foremost city ofItaly. Rome is a very old city. The
Pope, chief of the Roman Catholic Church who
is highly revered, lives here. Rome is the capital ofthe present Italy, since 1871. Its popula-
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ਰਸਾਲ

ਰੇਖਤਾ

tion is 590560. 3 cotton wool, processed cotton. “tahi Ik rum dhunakhte laha.”—datt.
ਚੂ'ਮਾਲ [rumal] See ਰੁਮਾਲ.

ਰੇ [re] part vocative 0. hi. “re nar ! Ih saci jia
dharI.”—sor m 9. 2 derogatory word of ad-

Rome. “rumi tale darke lal atlasE.”——krIsan.

ar Covered with sesame seed. 2 a piece of wood
to tie bucket’s string with the Persian wheel.

dress. “re re dargah kahe na kou.”—ba van.
ਰੂਮੀ [rumi] resident of Rome or an article of ਰੇਉੜੀ [reuri] n a small nugget ofjaggery or sug-

ਰੂਮੀਜੰਗੀ [rumi jégi] domicile of Rome and resident of Zang (Zangbar) i.e. of fair and dark
colour. Persian poets use this conjoint word to
denote this very meaning. See ਜ਼ਿੰਦਗੀਨਾਮਾ.
“harkase k0 ba xuda hamrég sud. vasfe ੦ dar

mulke rumo zég sud.” Bhai Gurdas has also

ਰੇਆਨ [rean] A ਪਾਂਧੁ/ gate of heaven.
ਚੇਸ਼ [res] P ﬂ} ‘ n wound, injury, cut. 2 adj
wounded, injured.
ਰੇਸ਼ਮ [resam] P ੴਭੰ/ 11 Silk.

used these words to denote this meaning. “rumi
jégi dusman dara.”

ਰੇਸ਼ਮੀ [resmi] P J: adj silken, made of silk.
ਰੇਸ਼ਾ [resa] P _ਟੁੰ/ n ﬁbre, string, thread. 2 nerve.
3 short for resz in Punjabi.

ਚੂਰ [rur] adj best Skt ਰੁਚਿਤ. “rur mrayad calai.”—

ਰੈਹ [reh] n barren, saline, potassium nitrate.

GPS. 2 Skt hot, warm.

,

ਰੂਰਹਿਕ਼ਿਘਗ਼ੀਗ਼ੁ] mingles into dust. See ਰੁਲਣਾ. “raj
rurahIge.”—k91ki. ‘will be reduced to dust.’
ਰੂਰਾ [rura], ਰੂਹੀ [ruri] beautiful, handsome,
charming. “pare dhar upar lagat rure.”-1<rrsan.

2 manure.

ਰੈਹਲ [rehal] A J: folding bookshelffor keeping
books secure. 2 saddle for camel’s back.
ਰੇਹੀ [rehi] See ਰੇਹ. 2 dust, soil. “hUI durgédh
sugﬁdhahu rehi.”—BG.

ਰੂਲਣਾ [rulna], ਰੂਲਨਾ [rulna] See ਰੁਲਨਾ. 2 mingle

ਰੈਕ [rek] Skt doubt. 2 mean person. 3 to cause

with. “géga kesi dhar cali sato sidhu rulke.”
—aka1. “harI, tudh VInU khaku rulna.”—majh
m 5 driven. “dhar s§gI rulIa.”—gau m 5.

loose motion, to purge the bowels; to give laxative. 4 frog.

ਚੇਕਣ [rekan] Skt gold.

“mati 55g: rule.”—suh1' kabir.

ਰੇਖ [rekh] Skt ਰੇਖਾ. 11 line. “kajal rekh na sahId-

ਰੂੜ [rur], ਰੂੜਉ [rurau], ਰੂੜਾ [rural famous and

excellent. See ਰੂਢ3 and 5. “rurau thakur nan-

Ia.”—s farid. 2 lines on hands, feet etc, which,
according to Samudrik, are regarded auspi-

ka.”—m 1 var maIa. “rare rura harI jiU soi.”

cious and inauspicious. “rup rég aru rekh bhekh

—o§kar. 2 See ਰੂਢ 5. “ghar ka kaju na jani

kou kahI n3 sakat kIh.”—japu.

rura.”—suhi m 5. 3 See ਰੂਢ 6. “ਪਿੰਘ“ …ਨੂ pitat,

ਰੇਖ਼ਤਨ [rextan] P ਕੱਛੂ, v spill, pour. 2 melt.

na gurta k0 bhed pavé.”—aka1."Foolish people
repeat His Name like parrot without knowing

3 attack.
3113*[rekhta] P ;ਟੂ/ adj spilled. 2 melted. 3 n
lime, mortar, cement. 4 poetry in Prakrit language, especially verse in which Persian and
Hindi words are mixed. Per this principle, the
inaugural ‘Kabbit’ (Manhir) has been entitled
as rekhta:
kari he hakikat malum khud devi seti

the latent doctrine.’ 4 See ਰੂਤੋ.
ਰੂੜੀ [ruri] See ਰੂਢਿ. “ruro thakur mahro, ruri

gurbani.”—asa a m I. ‘l‘ruribani harI paIa.”
—oé’kar. 2 Skt ਸਂਸ੍ਯਧਫ਼ place where dung is
spread. Many scholars regard the word rudh
as the root ofru_ri, i.e. which increases daily.

ਚੂੜੇ [ruro], ਰੂਤੌ [rum] See ਰੂਢ. 2 S and Dg. ਚੂੜੇ
beSt, excellent. “rurau kahau, na kahIa jai.”

—asa a m 1. 3 sitting on, ensconced.

lia mahIkhasur hamara chin dham he,

kijs soi mat bat tum k0 suhat, sabh
sevak kadim tak ae teri 5am he,

ਰੇਖਾ
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dijs baz deg hams metie kales les

kijie abhes one bado yah kam he,
kukar ko marat na kou nam lake, tahi

marat hé tako lake khavéd ko nam he.
(b) Bawa Sumer Singh has written in
‘Gurupadpremprakash’ that ‘rexta’ has 48
matras. In fact it is a poetical metre named
fdumani marked by four feet, 48 matras in

each foot, pauses after every twelfth
matra with a long matra at the end of each
pause.
Example:
jahi deg teg hoi, tahi karamat jOI,
man kapat dhar soi, bolét ban pena,
bhajyo tabs sxrédi, jfh jia cah médi,
kayar koput gédi, malmut man rena,
satIguru krIpanIdhana, choryo bhajyo pathana,
nIt harakh sok hana, Ik bIratI CItt dena,

jIh nam let jam ka, nahI rahIt moh bhram ka,
chutat kales ramka, Upjét sétI ena.

(c) Babu Jagannath (Bhanu) has written
that ਰੈ'ਖਤਾ [rekhta] is a variation of the poetic

metre dIgpal.
ਰੇਖਾ [rekha] See ਰੇਖ. “phorI bharam ki rekha.”
—sar m 5. ‘after erasing the line of doubt.’
2 The word ਰੇਖਾ [rekha] has also been used for

ਰੇਣਕਾ
.-

medicines. Lecerta Scincus.

ਰੈਗਮਾਲ [regmal] act of rubbing with sand; cleaning and shining by rubbing with sand-paper.

ਰੇਗਿ [regI] in the way. See ਰੈਗ3 ._ “sudhe sudhe
regI calahu tum. ”—bIIa kabir.

ਚੇਗਿਸ੍ਵਾਨ [regIstan] P ਪਾਂਹੂੰਭੰ 71 sandy country,
desert.
ਰੈਚ [rec] ਚੇਚਕ [recah], ਰੋਚਨ [recon] 71 medicine
having the power to cleanse bowels of waste
matter; laxative. See ਵਿਚ 2. 2 in Yog; blowing
out the stuffed air during the breathing exer-

cise. “purak kObhak rec karehi .”—BG. “recak
purak kObh kare.”—prabha a m 1. 3 in musicology expanding oflimbs during a dance.

ਰੇਜ਼ [rez] P z; imperative of rextan. fall, spill.
2 adj who. causes to fall, who spreads. It is
used as a sufﬁx, as in gahar-rez (who spreads
pearls).
ਚੇਜ਼ਸ [rezas] See ਨਜਲਾ.

ਰੇਜ਼ਗੀ [rezagi] P J21 -71 sense of being blown to
smithreens. 2 change/coins.

ਰੈਜ਼ਦ [rezad] P ੭27 will fell, fells, should fell.
ਰੈਜ਼ਰੇਜ਼ [rez rez] P '4sz broken into pieces, disintegrated.

ਰੈਜ਼ਾ [reza] P 92; n piece, crumb. 2 part, por-

Chitarlekha. “tab rekha kahi’ bol pathaIs.”

tion, section. 3 a small roll of cloth. “sut kat
sOdan Ik reja. mat katayo prem sameja.”—GV

—carItr 142. See ਚਿਤੁਲੇਖਾ.

6. 4 adj a little, slight. “hath pasar na sakat

ਰੇਖਾਗਣਿਤ [rekha ganIt] portion of arithmetic,
theory of which is based on straight lines; Geometry.

ਰੈ'ਖਿਆ [rekhIa] line. “tIsu rup na rekhIa kai.”
—asa chétm 4. 2 adj inscribed. drawn.
ਰੋਗ [reg] line. 2 footpath. 3 path, road. 4 P …ਰੂੰ/
sand.

ਚੇ'ਗਨਾ [régna] to move on all fours. See ਰਿਗਿਣ.
“age hi rég cale hathke bhat.”—.ramav ‘wounded soldiers crawled forward.’

reja.”—-raghu.

ਰੈ'ਜ਼ਿਸ਼ [reZIs] P j-{J dripping. 2 See ਨਜਲਾ.
ਰੇਕ੍ਯਾ [ਫਿ਼ਸਿ਼ਤ੍ਹਾਥ], ਰੈਨਾ [retha] See ਰੀਠਾ.
ਰੈਣ [ren], ਰੇਤ੍ਯਾ [renka], ਰੇਣਾ [rena], ਰੈਣਾਰ [renar],

ਰੇਣਾਰੁ [renaru], ਰੇਣੁ [reno] Skt 71 dust, tiny bits of
sand. “sagal ki ren jaka man hOI.”—sukhman1'.
“nanako jace sét renam.”—dhana m 5. 2 ﬁne
powder formed on ﬂowers; pollen. 3 Dg ਰੇਣਕਾ,

earth, land. This word in Dingal denotes earth.

ਰੇਗਮਾਹੀ [regmahi] a ﬁsh of sand; a kind of liz-

ਰੇਣੁਕਾ [renuka] Skt n dust, tiny bits of sand.
“sadhu ki hohu renuka.”—sri m 5. “sét jana ki

ard. Ayurvedic physicians use its oil in several

renuka, ls: mathe lavau.”—bIIa m 5. 2 earth.

ਰੈੱਠੁਕਾਸੁਤ

ਰੇਬੈਸਾ
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3 daughter of Renu (Prasenjit) wife ofJamdagan and mother of Parshuram. Once
Renuka’s mind was overpowered with erotic
feelings after she found King Chitarrath copulating on the bank ofa river. Jamdagan ordered his sons to cut the head of Renuka.
While the other sons refused to obey the order, Purshuram cut off her head. Pleased

with this, the king told his son to ask for a
boon from him. Parshuram asked for a blessing to make his mother come alive again,
which was granted by Jamdagan.‘ “bhayo
renuka te kavaci kuthari.”—paras. See ਜਮਦਗਨਿ
and ਪਰਸੁਰਾਮ.
4 a subdivision of Nahan (Sirmaur) state
which is sixteen miles away from capital Nahan to the north. There is a lake known by the
name of Renuka, and seats of Parshuram and

meant to measure time. Sand falls into it from
above and when all of it has fallen, an hour
has elapsed; then it is overturned for further

use.
ਰੇਤਣਾਨਿਗਂਸ਼ੁਬ], ਚੇਤਨਾ [retna] v rub a metal with an
iron ﬁle.
ਰੇਤਲਾ [retla] adj sandy.
ਰੇਤਾ [reta] n sand, small particles of rock.
ਰੇਤੀ [reti] n sand covered land, sandy place.

2 river’s sandy bed. “reti majh carItr dIkhavo.”-carItr 297. 3 small ﬁle for rubbing.

ਰੈਦ [red] n heart. 2 Skt ਛੂਥ. pond, tank. “athsathI majanu harI raso red.”—asa m 1. ‘bath
in the heart’s tank, ﬁlled with the water of the
divine Name is like taking bath at sixty-eight
sacred places.’

ਰੇਨ [ren] dust, grit. See ਰੈਣ. “rara ren hot sabh
jaki.”—ba van.
ਰੈਕ੍ਯਾ [renka] See ਰੇਣਕਾ and ਰੇਣੁਕਾ.

sage Jamdagan are believed to be closeby. A
huge congregation is held on the 11th day of ਰੇਨ ਰਵਾਲ [ren raval] honey of dust, dust in the
form of nectar of ﬂowers. “1e gorpag ren
bright half of Kattak. Pilgrims from far and
raval.”—nat portal m 4.
wide come to Renuka. State controls the manਰੇਨਾਇਆ [renaIa] A 8% n beauty, handsomeagement of the temple and the fair.
Jamdagan’s monastery in Jamania is dis: ness. “papi badha renaIa.”—asa m 5. ‘the
trict Gazipur of UP, which is a derivative of world is bound in the charm of mundane
things.’ 2 pitiable, ignoble, careless and young.
‘Jamdagniya’. Renuka has lived all her life at
3 Skt ਨ੍ਯੂਗ੍ਗਜ਼. debtor, indebted, bound due to
that place with her husband, but seven places
debt of sages, debt of gods and debt of ancesof pilgrimage have been identiﬁed in Padam
Puran with the name of Renuka, in which a

place of this name near Nahan has also been
mentioned. 5 a medicinal plant (Oldenlaudia
biflora). 6 L Vitextrifolia.

ਰੇਵ੍ਯਧਾਸੁਤ [renukasut], ਰੇਥੂਨ੍ਯਧਾਦਿਨ [renokanédan]
Renuka’s son Parshuram, and his brothers
Rumnvan etc.
'
ਰੇਤ [ret] n sand, tiny grains of rock. 2 iron ﬁle

etc. 3 Skt ਟੈਰਵ੍ਤ੍. semen. “récak ret khet tanI
nIrmIt.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5. 4 water.
5 mercury.
ਰੇਤਘਡ਼ੀਘਿਲ਼ੀਛੁਯਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਤੋ਼] instrument shaped like tabor,

tors. See full details of these debts in ਮਿਤਾਕਰਾ.
See ਰੈ'ਨਾਈ 4.

ਰੇਨਾਰ [£6ਸ੍ਯਫ਼ਾਂ],ਰੇਨਾਰੁ [renam] dust, grit. 566ਰੇਣਾਰੁ.
“ਗ਼ਟੋਫ਼ੁੲ danu harI sétrenaro.”—m 4 var bIha.

ਰੈਨੀ [reni] See ਰੈਨੀ.
ਰੇਨੁ [renu], ਰੈਨੁਕਾ [renuka] See ਰੇਣੁ and ਰੇਣੁਕਾ.
ਰੇਫ [reph] Skt n the letter [ਰ] See ਦੁਰੇਫ਼. 2 letter
ਰ [rara] written on the top of other letter, as in

ਸਪੰ’. [sarp] 3 music. 4 word, sound. 5 adj despicable.

ਰੈਥ [reb] P .ਰ੍ਭੰਮਾਂ. adj bent, curved.
ਰੇਥੈ'ਸਾ [rebssa] A ਪਾਂਵਿੰ/ n bunch, ear of corn. “tale

ਰੇਰੁ
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rebesa, uparI sula. ”-asa kabir. See ਪਹਿਲਾਪੂਤ.

ਰੇਰੁ [reru] n fast ﬂow; erosion. “kurie kurie ve—
dIa! talI gara mah reru.’ ’—varmaru 2 m 5. ‘0
you going along with the bank of the river, bottom is deep and land is being eroded.’ 2 mahareru as a compound word gives the meaning
of a marsh.

ਰੇਰੂ [reru] a tree Mimosa Leucophlaea. Its ﬂowers are very sweet smelling. Its wood is used
to make frame work to be put under the wall
of the well as foundation.

ਚੇਰੂ ਸਾਹਿਬ [reru sath] There is a village Rampur in tehsil and police station Payal of Patiala
state, which is at a distance of one and a half
miles from Doraha to the north. A gurdwara in
memory of Guru Gobind Singh stands at a distance of half a mile from this village to the west.
The Guru stayed here for some time under the
Reru tree (Accacia leucophlaea) A shrine has
been built here. Near this sanct um sanctorum,
residential houses have been built. At this place
free kitchen”15 being run excellently. 20 vighas
of land have been donated to the shrine by the
village. Acongregation is held on every full moon.

ਰੇਲ [rel] E Rail, Iron bar, metal line. In Hindustani, the train that runs on a rail (line) also

derives its name from it. See ਰੇਲਗੱਡੀ and ਰੇਲਵੇ.

ਰੇਲਗੱਡੀ [rel géddi] railway carriage. 2 row of
coaches, train.
ਚੇਲਨਾ [relana] v push, mix, make, flow, roll.

ਰੈਲਪੇਲ [relpel] act of pushing and driving. “satta satt sele bhai rel pela.”-—GPS.

ਰੇਲਵੇ [relve] E Railway, path made with metal
line on which a train runs. In England it was
started in 1802 forthe ﬁrst time. Now the length
ofrailway lines is 720,000 miles in the world,
ofwhich 33,000 miles is in India.

ਹੈ

“revat bhup Ik hali paI gahe an

revti mam

kanya k0 nam.”—I<rIsan. 3 Skt lemon. 4 Amaltas tree.

ਰੇਵਤਕ [revtak] Skt pigeon.
ਚੇਵਤੀ [revti] daughter of king Revat (Kukudamin) and Balram’s wife. It is stated in Vishnu Puran part 4 chapter 1 that she was so beautiful that her father, not ﬁnding any match equal
to her, approached Brahma and asked to suggest the best match. Brahma was so much
lost in listening to music that he spent many
ages and did not give answer to Revat. When
dance and music came to an end, he told Revat to marry his daughter with Balram, elder
brother of Krishan. After many ages when
Revat returned to the earth, he saw that people had got short in stature; they were weak
and wicked. Obeying the instruction of Brahma, he went 'to Balram and married Revti to
him. Balram seeing Revti taller than him, put
his plough on her shoulder and pressed her so
as to reduce her to his size.
jab pIy tIy ki or nIharyo,
chote ham, Ih badi VIcaryo,

tIh ke ]ੲ hal kédhahI dharyo,
manbhavat téko tam) karyo.—kr1'san.
2 27th lunar position in the orbit, it is a cluster of 32 stars. 3 Durga. 4 cow.

ਰੇਵਤੀਸ਼ [revtis], ਰੇਵਤੀਪਤਿ [revtipatI], ਰੇਵਤੀਰਮਣ
[revtiraman] Revti’s husband, Balram; Balb-

hadar. See ਰੇਵਤੀ.

ਰੋਂਵਰੀ [revri], ਰੇਵੜੀ [revri ] See ਰੇਉੜੀ. “khal kadhe revri ke‘, kou kare tIlva.”—BGK. ‘after removing the husk of sesame seeds.’

ਚੇਵਾ [reva] Skt n river Narmada. 2 country in
which Narmada river flows. 3 wife of Karan.
4 Kam’s wife—Rati.

ਰੇਵਤ [revat] a«caste of Rajputs. “rajput revat ਰੇੜ੍ਹਾਂ [rerha] n cart, wheel-barrow, push
cart

_ vicari.”-BG. This caste is also known as Ra-

which rolls.

vat. 2 Anart’s son, Revti’s father. See ਰੇਵਤੀ. ਹੈ [re] Dg is. “harI rég anupe re.”—I<
an m 5.

ਰੈਣ
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2 Skt ਭੈ. vr make a sound. 3 wealth, money.
4 gold. 5 part at once, immediately. See ਰ੍ਯ 5.
“dur kare tan ke dukh re se.”—krIsan. ‘quickly,
urgently.’

ਰੈਣ [ran] n night. 2 life span, age.
ਰੈਣਹਾ [renha] See ਰੈਨਹਾ.

ਚੈਣਾਇਰ [renaIr] ਰੈਣਾਇਰੁ [renaIrU] Skt ਹ੍ਜ੍ਯਾ.
n ocean. 2 the Creator. “renaIr mahI sabh-

l<Ichu he, karmi pale paI.”—m 3 var ram 1 .
ਰੈਣਾਰ [renar] See, ਦਿਨ ਰੈਣਾਰ.

ਰੈ'ਣਿ [r2111] n night. “renI gavai sclke.”—gau m
1. 2 life span. “sabh mukdi cali renI.”-—sri m 5.

ਹੈਣਿਅੰ’ਧਾਰੀ [renI édhari] dark night, i.e. ignorance. 2 age of immaturity.

ਰੈਣੀ [reni] n dyeing pot, vessel in which prepared colour is stored. 2 slab cfgold, lump of

gold. 3 right. “ape dInasu, ape hi reni.”—maru
solhe m 1. 4 age. “m8 sukh VIhani reni.”—gau
m 4.
'
ਰੈਦਾਸ [redas] See, ਰਵਿਦਾਸ 2.

ਰੈਨ [ran] See ਰੈਣ.

ਰੈਨਹਾ [renha] sun which dispels the night.

See ਮਝੂਚਿ.
ਰੈਨਾੲੀ [renai] at night, during the night. “qu sopna renai.”——sar m 9. 2 related to night.

3 throughout the night, all night. $66ਦਿਨਰੈਨਾੲੀ.
4 indebted. “sakal lok thatke rahe renai lakhpaI.”—carItr 75.

ਰੈਨਾਧਿਪ [renathp] lord of the night — moon.
ਰੈ'ਨਿ [renI] n night. “renI dInaSU prabho sev .

kamani.”—ram m 5. 2 young age when the hair

is black. “ran: gai, mat dIno bhi jaI.”—suh1'
kabir. day means old age with white hair.

ਚੈਨਿਦਿਨੀਅਰੁ [renI dIniaru] day and night; all
the time. “asa pIasi renIdIniaro.”—brha chét
m 5.
ਰੈਨੀ [reni] night. 2 colour pot, vessel containing
colour. “tano reni menu ponrapI karlhau."
—asa kabir. “régrej ki rsni jy6 phutke pheli.”
~c5d1' 1. 3 in Rajputana pure saffron water of
opium dripping through thick cloth is known as
reni which is taken by opium addicts and is
also offered to the guests.
ਚੈਬਰ [rebar] See ਰਹਬਰ.

—sanama. ਰ੍
ਰੈ'ਨ੍ਯ'ਧਰ [renhadhar] sky that assumes the sun.
—sanama.

ਰੈਬਾਰਾ [rebara] adj who leads one to the right

ਰੈਨਚਾਰੀ [rencari] See ਰਜਨੀਚਰ.

ਰੈ'ਬਾਰੀਂ [rebari] See, ਰਹਬਰੀ. “harI mele karI reban'

path, guide. “dharam phIrE rsbarIa.”—m 1 var
mala.
‘

jiu.”—gaum 4. 2 guide; leader. 3 See ਰਬਾਰੀਂ 3.
ਰੈਭਾਣੁ
[rebhano], ਰੈਭਾਨ [rebhan] Skt ਗ਼ੁਸੂਗਜ੍. n
ਰੈਨ੍ਯਤਿਧਰ [ranpatIdhar] sky that holds the

ਰੈਨਖਤਿ [renpatI] lord ofthe night — moon.
moon. —sanama.

ਰੈਨ੍ਯਮਨ [renraman] moon that enjoys the night.
—sanama.
ਰੈਨ੍ਯਮਨਿ [renramanI] river Chandarbhaga,
which is one with the moon that enjoys the
night.—sanama.
ਰੈਨਂਝੀ [ranri] n night. “vadho sukhu renrie, prIa
premU laga.”—bIha chét m 5. 2 sense : age.

ਰੈਨੜੀਐ [renarie] at night, during the night. “renarie camkanI tare.”—asa Chét m 5.

ਰੈਨਾਇਰ [fenaIr] ocean, See ਚੈਣਾਇਰ. “renaIr
bIchorIa, rahu re sékh ! majhurI.”—s kabir.

sun, which holds Ribhugan in its rays. Sayanacharya, the explicator of Rig Ved, explains
while translating the word ਕ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਰਥ: that Ribhu,

Vibhu and Vaj inhere and shine in the rays of
the sun. In Purans, they are mentioned as sons
of Angiras Gotri Sudhnva. “kalI VICI
dhﬁédharo sa carIa rebhano.”—var ram 3.

‘there was pitch dark in Kalyug, the true guru
Ribhuvan emerged like a sun.’ See ਚਿਭੁ. 2 Skt
ਕਛਾਥਜ੍. adj wise, intelligent. 3 skilled, expert.
4 bright, shining. 5 n ﬁre. ﬂame.

ਰੈੱਯਤਸਿ਼ਗ੍ਹਾਗਂ] public, people. See ਰੲੀਅਤਿ.

ਚੈਵਤ
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ਚੈਵਤ [rsvat] adj who is related to Revti;
Revti’s. 2 a mountain in Gujarat, from where
Arjun abducted Krishan’s sister Subhadra.
3 country around Dwarka. 4 Shiv; Rudar.
5 cloud, rain.
ਰੋ [ro] part conjunctive. “hamro bharta bado
bIbeki.”—asa kabir. “tumro duth bIdar ko

pano.”—maru kabir. 2 short for ਰੋਂਦਨ. 3 imper-

ative form of verb ਰੋਣਾ.
ਰੋਂਅਾਇਅਾ [roaIa] caused to weep. 2 wept. “fdr
roaIa.”—m 1 var ram 1.
ਹੋਇ [r01] adehiie weeping; having shed tears.
“manmukh calla rOI.”—-m 3 var ram. 2 after
suffering hardships, after facing troubles. “je
sau saIr melie, tIlu n9 pujavahI rOI.”
—sr1' a m 1 . “gun kau maria r01 .”-5 kabir.

ਰੋਹਲਾ

transfer oftwo ploughs of land to the village.
ਰੋਹਣ [rohan] Skt ride. 2 go up. 3 mountain, upon
which people climb. 4 semen.

ਰੋਹਤਕ [rohtak] a famous old city, headquarters
of the subdivision and district. Its distance from
Delhi is 44 miles to the north. A shrine in memory of Guru Tegbahadur stands outside the
Sitaia gate. The Guru stayed here when he
was on his way to Delhi. The shrine is magniﬂcient. It is managed by a committee. It is at a
distance of two and half miles from railway
station Rohtak.

ਰੋਹਤਾਸ [rohtas] a fort in Jehlum district which

is at a distance often kohs from Jehlum city to
the west. This fort was got constructed by Sher
Shah Suri in 1542 costin g forty lac twenty-ﬁve
ਹੋਈਂ [mi], ਰੋਂੲੀ‘ਤਨਸਿ਼ਗੁੱਠਿਗ਼ਾ] $68ਰੂੲੀ'3 and ਰੂੲੀਤਨ thousand rupees.l The periphery of the fort is
'ਰੋਂਸ [ros] Skt ਰੋਸ. n wrath, anger.
two and a halfmiles. the wall is thirty feet wide
ਰੋ'ਸਣ [rosan] Skt make angry. 2 n mercury.
and thirty to ﬁfty feet high. There are sixtyਰੋਸ਼ਨ [rosan] See ਰੋਸ਼ਨ. 2 Dg right side of the eight towers and twelve doors on the four
army; ﬂank of the army.
sides. The height ofthe main gate is seventy
ਰੋਂਸਨਾਰਾ [rosanara] See ਚੌਸਨਾਰਾ.
feet. The village which is situated within the
ਰੋਸਨੀ [rasni] see ਰੌਸ਼ਨੀ.
fort is also known as Rohtas. Earlier a fort
ਰੌਸਨੀਅਤਪਨਾਹ [rosniat panah] See ਰੋਂਸ਼ਨੀਯਤਪਨਾਹ. ' bearing the same name was got built by
ਰੋਸੁ [rosu] See, ਰੋਸ. “roso na kije, utaru dije.” Shershah in Bengal, which falls in Shahbad dis—srdhgosat;r.
tirct,2 This fort was got built on the same pat-

ਰੋਹ [roh] n anger, wrath, rage. See ਰੋਹ. 2 valley

tern by him. Now it is in a dilapidated condi-

ofmountain Suleman. 3 Ruhelkhand. “roh ke ' ton. A fountain relating to Guru
Nanak Dev is
ruhele.”—aka1. 4 Skt n sprout, shoot. 5 riding,
a holy place here, for pilgrimage to which de-

sitting on a conveyance.

ਰੋਹਟਾ [rohta] a village in Nabha state, subdivision Amloh, police station Nabha which is three
miles away from the city to the east. A metalled road leads up to Rohti bridge. A shrine in
memory of Guru Tegbahadur stands at a distance of one furlong from the village to the
east. The Guru came here from Simbharho.
Formerly there was only a platform. In Sammat 1977 a shrine was built with efforts put in
by the devotees. The state has ordered the

voted Sikhs come from far and wide. See ਚੇਰਾ

ਸਾਹਿਬ 2. 2 See ਸਾਹਿਬ ਕੌਰ ਮਾਤਾ.
ਰੋਹਨੀ [rohni] See ਰੋਹਿਣੀ.
ਰੋਹਲਾ [rohala] adj furious, angry, enraged. “rakes ae rohle.”—c5di 3. 2 n There is a village
'In the history ofDaudi, the cost ofRohtas fort has been
recorded as Dam 8 crore. 5 lac, 5 thousand, two and a

half.
2The root of Rohtas of Bengal is Rohitashav. At this
place Rohitashav (also called Rohit) son of

Harishchandar, founded a city ofthis name.

ਰੋਹੜਾ
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ਰੋਗਰੋਂਗ

named ‘Dane da Chakk’ in tehsil and police staand brown-coloured horse. 4 deer of chestnut
tion B‘athinda, district Bamala of Patiala state. A
colour. 5 a species of ﬁsh; Rohu. 6 bow of
' gurdwara in memory of Guru Gobind Singh stands
Indar. 7 saffron; product of Kashmir. 8 blood.
on the bank of a large pond near this village. A
9 ruhra tree. See ਰਹੂੜਾ.
barber named Rohala, a disciple of a divine Tilka- ਰੋਂਹਿਨੀ [rohIni] See ਰੋਹਿਣੀ.
.ra sacriﬁced his life at this place. That is why ਰੋਹੀ [rohi] n desolate place, forest. 2 Skt doe,
this place is also called Siddh Tilkara.
female deer. 3 Skt ਹੇਫਿਜ੍ਲ਼ਾਕ਼ਧੰ/ who rides, rider.
A platform in memory of the Guru has been
4 n tree. 5 creeper.
built. There is no attendant; it is eight miles ਰੋਹੁ [rohu] S mountain. 2. anger.
away from railway station Sangat (B.B. & C.I. ਰੋਹੂ [rohu] a kind of ﬁsh. See ਰੋਹਿਤ 5.
Railway) to the west.
ਰੋਹੇ [rohe] See ਕੁਕਰੇ. 2 ﬁlled with anger.
ਰੋਂਹੜਾਂ [1'੦}1'ਗ੍8] a village, in district Kama] tehsil ਰੋਹੇਲਖੰਡ [rohelkhécl], ਰੇਹੇਲਾ [rohela] See ਰੁਹੇਲਖੰਡ
Kaithal. Here stands a gurdwara in memory
and ਚੁਹੇਲਾ.
of Guru Tegbahadur.
ਚੋਕ [rok] n obstacle, hindrance. 2 cash. 3 Skt
ਰੋਹਾ [roha] n trachoma; inflamation of the inner
shine, light. 4 hole, slit. 5 boat, canoe.
surface of the eyelids. See ਕੁਕਰੇ. 2 See ਰੋਹ. ਰੋਕਣਾ [rokna], ਰੋਕਨਾ [rokna] v hinder, obstruct,
“5darI bahuta roha.”—varram 2 m 5.
‘
stop.

ਰੋਹਾਞਲਾ [rohavala] ﬁlled with anger. See ਰੁਹਾਵਲਾ.
ਰੋ'ਹਿ [rohI] in anger. “apne rohI ape hi dajhe.”

ਰੋਕੜ [rokar] n cash. 2 cash book, in which ac-

—sava m 3.
ਹੋਹਿੱ [rohi] weep. “mUIa rohi‘.”—m 1 varmala.

ਰੋਂਕਿਨ [rokIn] adj shining. See ਰੋਕ 3. 2 ਜ੍ਯਾ-

ਰੌਹਿਆ [rohIa] got angly. “maIa dukhI mohIa,
haume rohIa.”—dhana Chét m 4.

ਰੋਂਹਿਣ [rohIn] Skt 11 Indian ﬁg tree, peepal, oaktree.

ਰੋਹਿਣੀ [rohIni] King Rohan ’5 daughter,
Vasudev’s wife, who was Balram’s mother.
She burnt herSelf on her husband’s funeral
pyre. 2 Kashyap’s only daughter. 3 daughter

of Daksh and Moon’s wife who is counted
among the twenty-seven lunar constellations.
4 queen of Krishan. 5 lightning. 6 banyan tree.
7 myrobalan. 8 Centratherum. 9 spiteful disease which causes inﬂammation in the throat.
See ਖੁਨਾਕ.

ਰ੍

ਰੋਹਿਣੀ ਸੁਹਾਗ [rohIni suhag], ਰੋਹਿਣੀ ਪਤਿ [rohIni

patI] Balram’s father Vasudev, who was Rohini’s husband. 2 moon.

ਰੋਹਿਤ [rohIt] son of pious and truthful king
Harish Chandar. 2 Skt adj red coloured. 3 red

count is maintained.

silver; gold. “k5can rokIn ke gahIne.”—1<r;rsan.

ਰੋਖ [rokh] anger. See ਰੋਸ. “sarokh sur sajIyé.”
—WV. 2 opposition, enmity. 3 zeal for war, rage.
“namo rokh rokhe.”—japu.

ਰੋਖ-ਚੇਂਖ [rokh rokh] See ਰੋਖ 3.
ਰੋਗ [rog] Skt n disease, illness, pain caused by
disorder of bodily elements. “rog sog tere mItahI sagal.”——sar m 5. 2 costus speciosus.

ਰੋਗਘੂ [rogaghn] Skt adj who/which eradicates
disease. 2 n physician. 3 medicine. 4 the true
Lord. 5 the Creator.

ਰੋਗਨ [rogan] See ਰੋਗਨ. 2 diseases. “rogan te aru
sogan te.”—al<a1.

ਰੋਗਨੀ [rogni] adj sick, ill. “jab vah trIya rogni
bhai.”—carrtr 229. 2 n disease, illness, sick-

ness. “nah bIape man rogni.”—ram m 5.

ਰੋਂਗਬੰਧ [rogbédh] adj sick, diseased, ill. 2 sense
— siezed by ignorance. “rogbédh rahInu rati
na pave.”—bher m 5.

ਰੋਂਗਰੋਗ [rog rog] disease destroyer. “namo rog

|..
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roge.”—japu.
ਚੋਗਵਡਾ [rogvada] See ਵਡਾ ਰੋਗ.

ਰੋਗਾਕੁਲ [rogakul], ਰੋੰਗਾਰਤ [fogarat] adj afﬂicted
with disease.

ਰੋਗੀ [rogi] Skt ਗੇਧਿਜ੍. adj suffering from disease;
ill. “rogi ka prabhu khédahu rog.”——bh£rm 5.
ਰੋਗਜ [rogy] adjsick, afﬂicted with illness. “aro-

is employed on daily basis.
ਚੋਜ਼ਨਾਮਰਾ [roznamca], ਰੋਂਜ਼ਨਾਵਾਂ [roznava‘i] P {Wu ਰ੍

book for record of day to day events; diary.
ਰੋਜ਼ਮੱਰਹ [rozamarrah] P 5})” adv daily, everyday.

ਰੋਜਾ [roja] P „“”/1 (r’ in Islam fasting is regard-

ਰੋਚਾਸਿੰਘ [roca sigh] See ਪੁਣਛ.

ed as sin-destroying; and observing the following fasts is in order :
(a) the whole month of Ramzan. See ਰਮਜਾਨ 2.
(b) the tenth day of Muharram, named
‘asura’. ਸ਼ਿਬਿ. It has been recorded in Mishkat
that fast on this very day destroys sins of the
coming year.
(c) fasting to be observed on six days following the Idulﬁtar is regarded as holy.
(d) fasting on Monday and Thursday every week.
(e) the whole of month of Shabaan. It is
stated in Mishkat that Prophet Mohammad
used to observe fast sometimes for the whole

ਰੌਚੀ [roci] adjdesirous, longing for. “nanak sacc

month and sometimes for a part of it.

gyé maha rogyé, bISImrIte karonamayah.”
—sahas m 5.

ਰੌਚਕ [rocak] Skt adj interesting. 2 appetizer.
3 red onion. 4 hunger, appetite.

ਰੋਚਨ [rocan] Skt adjbeautiful, the si ght of which
enhances interest. 2 which seems very interesting. “kanh katha atI rocan.”-—1<rrsan. 3 onion. 4 amaltas tree. 5 tree, the beans of which

are used in pickles. 6 michka. 7 pomegranate.
ਰੋਚਨਕ [rocnok] Skt n that which increases hunger, lemon. 2 desirous of lineage.

ਰੋਂਚਨੀ [rocni] Skt emblic myrobalan. 2 L bezoar.
3 white nIsoth. 4 mint.

roci thia he.”—JSBB. 2 Skt a herb ho] ho].
Gynandropsis Pentaphylla.

ਰੋਜ [roj] P ,3; day. “sob roj gastam dar hava.”—
tIIégm 1. 2 sun. 3 adv daily. “kIs the rovahI

roj?”—barahmaha majh. 4 S ਰੋਜ਼. sorrow. grief.
“khedu na pan nah phunl roj.”—ram m 5.
“rovanhari roju banaIa.”—bh£r m 5. 5 the
word ਰੋਜ [roj] has also been used for daily expenses. “har dhan 18 anp roj calave.”—carItr
55. 6 the word ਰੋਜ [roj] has also been used for
fasting. “rec roj IkadBSI cédrabraté.”—aka1.
'should observe fast on the 1 1th day of any half
of the lunar month, and accordin g to the moon’s
increasing and decreasing phases.

ਰੋਜ਼ਗਾਰ [rozgar], ਰੋਂਜਗਾਰੁ [rojgaro] P jg)” n age,

(f) thirteenth, fourteenth and ﬁfteenth days
of every month. These are named “ayyamulbiz” ‘j‘ﬁirti that is, shining days.
(g) taking meal on one day and fasting on
the next day is known as daily fast. It is'written in Mishkat that Daud observed this fast.
During the fast, quarrelling, ﬁghting and defaming are regarded despicable acts.
“roja bag nIvaj kateb.”-—varmaru 2 m 5.
ਰੋਜਾਯਤ [rojayat] Dg Musalman, who observes
fast.
ਰੋਜਿ [rojI] advdaily, on’every day, always. “na

bhije sogi kite rojI.”—m 1 var sar. 2 See ਰੋਜੀ.
ਰੋਜੀ [roji] P ਪੰਖਿ. 11 daily food. “rokh ruhan ki

roji na tars.”—aka1.

time. 2 livelihood, subsistence. “khatan kau ਰੋਂਜ਼ੀਦਿਹ [rozidIh] P ”6),, adj who provides
harI harI rojgaru.”—dhana m 5.
ਚੇਜਦਾਰ [rojdar] adj who gets daily wages; who

with means ofliving; who supplies daily food.

ਰੋਜ਼ੀਨਾ [rozina] P „,ਫ਼/‘“ n daily allowance. 2 daily

ਰੋਜ
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wages. 3 daily maintenance.
ਚੇਂਚ [roju] See ਰੋਜ 4.

ਰੋਜ਼ੇ ਅਜ਼ਲ [roze 9291] P Jim] the time without
beginning. 2 P Jig)” day of death.
ਚੋਝ [rojh] n cow; bluebull. “rojh rich bahu bhét

bIdare.”—VN.
ਰੋਟ [rot] thick roti; heavy bread. See ਰੋਟਿਕਾ.
ਰੋਟ ਪ੍ਰਸਾਦ [rot prasad] See ਚੂਰਮਾ 2.

ਰੋਟਿਕਾ [rotIka], ਰੋਟੀ [roti] Skt n roti, chapati.
“harI rukhi roti khaI samale. ”—ma]h m 5.

ਰੋਟੀ ਕਾਠ ਕੀਂ [roti kath ki] dry roti made in an
oven and hard like wood. “roti meri kath ki,‘
lavan meri bhukh. ”—s farid.
ਰੋਡੜੀ [rodri] n nugget ofjaggery. lump ofjaggery. “gIIi gIlI rod:i.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਰੋਡਾ [roda], ਰੋਡੂ [rodu] adj having closely shaven head. totally shaven head with no tuft of
hair left unshorn.
ਰੋਣਾ [rona] n weeping, act of weeping, crying,
lamenting. See ਰੁਦਨ.

ਰੋਤ [rot] adv weeps, laments.
ਰੋਦ [rod] Skt n wailing. See ਰੁਦਧਾ. 2 Dg Musalman; one who has adopted Islam.
ਚੋਦਨ [rodan] See ਰੋਣਾ.
ਰੋਂ'ਦਨ [rodan], ਰੋਂ‘ਦਨਾ [rodna] to crush, tread,
stamp. “gajraj kavigan rodan ayo.”——I<rIsan. ‘a
large elephant has come to trample the poet
(lotus flowers).’
ਚੋਦਾ [roda] See ਰਉਦਾ.
ਰੋਂਦਾ [ਫ਼ਾਂਨੁਧੰਕੈ] adv weeping. “rode marIjahi.”—m
1 var maIa.

ਰੋਦੂ [r5du] adj crying. 2 melancholic.

ਚੋਮਹਰ੍ਯ

ਰੋਧਕ [rodhak] adj obstructive.
ਰੋਂਧਨ [rodhan] n act of obstructing. 2 act of
shutting.

ਰੋਂਪਣ [ropan], ਰੋਂਪਣਾ [ropna], ਰੋਪਨ [ropan] Skt n
sowing a seed or laying a plant. 2 placing.
“gegan médal me rope thému.”—m 2 var ram
1. 3 supposing a thing to be something else;
seeing the possibility ofa thing in something
else.

ਰੋਧਨਾ [ropna] See ਰੋਪਣ. 2 betrothal; engagement ceremony ﬁxing the origin of marriage;
to engage in contract of marriage.

ਰੋਂਪਰ [ropar], ਰੋਪੜ [ropar] Rupnagar, a town
founded by king Rup Chand, which is situated
on the bank of Satluj. Guru Gobind Singh stayed
here while going to Kuruchhetar. Sardar Hari
Singh, the chiefofSialba conquered it in 1763
AD and brought if under his control. Charhat
Singh son of Hari Singh made it the headquarters of his state. A meeting between Maharaja
Ranjit Singh and Lord Bentick was held with
great pomp and show in 1831. Ropar was

annexed into the British domain in 1846.
Sirhind canal was dug from Satluj at Ropar,
which irrigates Phoolkian states and districts
of Ferozepur etc. Now Ropar is also linked by
rail; thejunction is at Sirhind. Ropar is 30 miles
away from Sirhind.
ਰੋਂਬ [rob] A q; n dominance, awe.
ਰੋ'ਬਕਾਰ [robkar] See ਰੂਬਕਾਰ.

ਰੋਂਬਰੂ [robaru] See ਰੂਬਰੂ.

ਰੋਬਾਹ [robah] See ਰੂਬਾਹ.

ਰੋਂਧ [rodh] Skt n act of stopping. 2 covering,
shutting. 3 obstruction, obstacle. “mahapura-

ਰੋਮ [rom] Skt ਵੀੰਸਜ੍. n hair. “rom rom mahI basa-

kh bInrodh.”——kaII<i. 4 embankment to hold
back water.

ਰੋਂਮਸ਼ [romas] Skt adjhaving thick hair; ﬂeecy.

IMany ignorant writers have concocted an anecdote that
Baba Farid used to keep a wooden roti; if some one

ਰੋਮਹਰਸ [romharas], ਰੋਮਹਰਸਣ [romharsan], ਰੋਮਹਰਖਣ

offered him a roti then he would put them off by

with happiness; romance; as if hair has be-

showing the wooden roti that he had.

come happy. 2 See ਲੋਮਹਰਖਨ. “romharkhan tho

hI murarI.”—gau thIti kabir. 2 See ਰੂਮ.

2 ram. 3 pig. 4 See ਲੋਮਸਾ.
[romharkhan] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲੰਰੋਮਹਸੰ-ਰੋਮਹਸੰਣ. n risin g of hair

ਗੈਰਿੰਕੈਂਥੋਂਲਿਕਚਰਚ
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tahﬁ sou an tahi d3r.”—-1<rIsan. 3 myrobalan
tree.

ਰੋਮਨ ਕੈਥੋਲਿਕ ਚਰਚ [roman kethollk carac] Roman Catholic Church; an old sect of the Chris-

tians, among which mother of Christ and many
saints are worshipped. Formerly this sect was
very popular in countries like England etc. Now
Protestantism, which was started by a German citizen, Martin Luther‘, in 1529 AD, has
spread on a large scale. This sect has left no
stone unturned to completely destroy the
former Church, but there are still 300,000,000
Roman Catholics living in the world.
ਰੋਮਪਾਦ [ropad] See, ਲੋ'ਮਪਾਦ.

ਰੋ ਮਰਣਾ [ro mama] v die in distress. 2 suffer

‘roli’2 It is used for putting mark on the forehead especially by women and the Shrivaish-

navs. 2 See ਰੋੜਾ ਰੋੜੀ.
ਰੋਲ [r01] 71 mixture. 2 dispute, quarrel. 3 participation. 4 doubt, suspicion. 5 sense of neglect.

6 act of neglecting. See ਰੋਲਨਾ l.
ਰੋਲਹੰਸਾ [rolhésa] See ਛੱਪਯ 2.

ਰੋਲ ਘਚੋਲਾ [rol ghacola] who diverts attention
from the context by causing rumpus. “sabado
na sunai, bahu rolghacola.”—m 3 var gau 1.

ਰੋਲਣਾ [rolna], ਰੋਲਨਾ [rolna] v to separate mixed
things. 2 to mix, mingle. 3 to churn.
ਰੋਲਾ [rola] See ਰੋਰਾ l. 2 a poetical metre, named
Kavya and Batthu, marked by four lines, with
24 matras in each line. Pauses on the 11th and

for a cause without any fear of death. See

the 13th matras; last four lines of kodlie poet—

ਹੋਇ.
ਰੋ'ਮਰਾਜਿ [romrajI], ਰੋਮਰਾਜੀ [romraji] line of hair.

forms of ‘rola’ poetical metre. In this metre,

row of hair. 2 especially line of hair from navel to chest which is regarded by poets as a
sign of beauty. “subhe romraji.”—saloh.
ਰੋ'ਮਾੲੀ [romai] merely a single hair, a little, a bit.
“baranI na sakahI ek romai.”——bIla m 5.
ਰੋਮਾਂਚ [romac] rising of hair caused by pleasure

. Example:
adbhut atahI anup, rup paras k2 paras,
guru égad mIl 5g, 35g mIl 55g sudharas,
aka] kala bharpur, sutr gatI ot pot mahI,
jag mag jotIsarup, jotI mIl jotI jotI mahI.

or anger. See ਰੋਹਮਰਸ.
ਰੋਮਾਂਤਕ [romﬁtak] n razor, which eradicates hair.

2 hair removing powder. See ਕਚਅਰਿ.
ਰੋਮਾਲ [romal] See ਰੁਮਾਲ.
ਲ਼ੀ ਰੋਮਾਵਲਿ [romavalI], ਰੋਮਾਵਲੀ [romavli] hair in the
collective form; hair of the whole body. “romavalI kotI atharah bhar.”—-bheral<abir. 2 See

ਰੋਂਮਰਾਜੀ2.
ਰੋ'ਮਿ [romI] in the hair. “romI romI manI tanI

Ik bedan.”-bIIa a m 4.

ਰੋਰ [ror], small stone. Seem 2. 2 Dg poverty.
ਰੋਰਾ [rora], ਰੋਰੀ [rori] 11 red colour, made from
saffron etc by mixing turmeric and lime. ‘rola’.

ical metre and ﬁrst four lines of chappay are

every 11‘h matra should be laghu (short).

~BGK.
ਰੋਲਿ [r011] adv after separating. “roll bIrol lia
je makhan.”—ratanmala. ‘who has separated
butter by churning.’ See ਰੋਲਨਾ 3. 2 by making
one cry. “osu bIna tﬁ chutki rolI.”—asa m 5.
‘without self, being is reduced to dust.’

ਰੋਲੀ [roli] See ਰੋਰਾ 1. 2 ruined.
ਰੋਲੁ [rolu] See, ਰੋਲ. 2 partnership, shareholding.
“siv béne rolu nahi.”—m 4 var bIIa. 3 doubt,
suspicion. “te mIle nahi harI rolu.”-—m 4 var
kan. ‘and that one may ﬁnd God, there is no
doubt in it.’ 4 S vagabond. 5 gone astray.

ਰੋਲੰਬ [roléb] ਗ੍ਰੇਰਾਥ. Skt n bee that flies hum-

'Martin Luther (1483-1546). At ﬁrst he himself was a
Roman Catholic, but in 1517 he turned against the

2After putting sourncss of emblem, turmeric and borax
into a small cauldron ﬁlled with water. it is cooked. On

authority of Pope and came out successful in his mission.

drying it is sieved through cloth and kept in the vessel.

ਰੋਂਵਣ
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ming aloud. 2 a large black bee.

ਹੋਵਣ [rovan], ਰੋਵਨਾ [rovna] to weep, wail.
“rovan sagal bIkaro, gaphalu sésaro.”—vad

alahanI m 1. “rovanhars jhuth kamana.”
—asa m 5.
ਰੋੜ [ro_r] n pebble; small stone. 2 grain that remains uncooked and hard even after boiling.
ਰੋੜਾ [ro_ra] See ਰੋੜ. 2. small piece of brick or

ni jadi rahi’.
ਚੌਸ਼ਨੀਯਤਪਨਾਹ [rosaniyat panah] P algaef’u sun.
ਰੌ-ਹਿਣੇਯ [rahIney] son of Vasudev born to R0hini: Balram, Balbhadar, Mushli.

'ਰੌਗ਼ਨ [racen] P ਭੰਤੈ; n fatty substance like butter; oil etc.

stone etc. “ro_ra huirahu bat ka.”—s kabir. 3 a

ਚੌਗ਼ਨਸ੍ਯ'ਹ [racansyah], ਚੌਗ਼ਨ੍ਯਰਦ [racanzarad] P
n mustard oil; cow’s ghee; reﬁned butter.
ਰੌਚਕ [racak] See ਰੋਚਕ.

caste. See ਅਰੋੜਾ.

ਰੌਂਜ਼ਨ [razan] P w” n window. ’2 hole in the

ਰੋੜੀ [ro_ri] n a goblet ofjaggery or brown sugar.
2 land containing pebbles and gravel. 3 an
unburnt nugget that has come out of a burnt
piece of brick. 4 a woman of Arora caste.

roof. “chat bic rajan Ik dharyo.”—carrtr 81.
ਰੋਜਾ [raja] A )3} 11 garden, ﬂower garden around
a grave. 3 tomb.

ਰੌਂਜਾਏ ਚਿਜਵਾਂ [rajae rIjva] A wily” n garden

of Indar. See ਫਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ and ਰਿਜ਼ਵਾਨ 2.
5 See ਰੋੜੀ ਸਾਹਿਬ.
_
/
ਰੋਡ਼ੀਸਾਹਿਥ [ro_ri sath] ’place related with Guru ਚੌਣ [raan] n a hole through which water ﬂows
Nanak Dev in Saidpur (Emnabad) where the
Guru lay on a bedding ofpebbles. “ro_ra di gur

ki-i VIchai.”—BG. 866ਏਮਨਾਬਾਦ(੦). 2 See ਜਾਹਮਣ.
ਰੌ [r3] See ਰਉ.

out. 2 See ਰ੍ਯਣ. 3 See ਰਵਣ. 4 See ਰਾਵਣ.

ਰੌਣਕ [ranak] See ਰੌਨਕ.
ਰੋੰਣਾ [rana] a pallet in a small tinkling bell etc
which causes a rattling sound. 2 buck-shot.

ਰੌਮ [r35], ਚੌ'ਸ [r55] path made in a garden. See ਰੌਣੀ [rani] n irrigation, watering of the ﬁelds.
ਹਵਸ਼. “bic ras jih bani ghani he.”—GPS.

ਰੌਸ਼ਨ [rasan] P cf» adj shining, lustrous. 2 well
known, manifest.

ਰੌਸ਼ਨ ਜ਼ਮੀਰ [rasan zamir] 1’ [Ju adj enlightened; genius; conscientious.
ਰੌਸ਼ਠਦਾਨ [rasandan] opening from which light
comes into the room; ventilator.

2 trench ﬁlled with water. 3 fortress or enclosure etc built for protection.

ਰੌਂਦ [rad] P ”j n it is also pronouced as ਰੂਦ [rud].
stream, drain, water current. 2 string, thread.

3 musical string instrument.
ਰੌ'ਦਨਾ [r5dna] See ਰੋਂ'ਦਨਾ.
ਚੌਦਾ [rada] See ਰਉਦਾ.

. ਰੈੰਸ਼ਨਦਿਮਾਗ਼ਸਿ਼ਤੁਤੁਗ਼ਾਗੁੰਗ਼ੁਸ਼ਾਕੈਧ] P .Cldcﬁl' adjenlight-

ਰੇੰਦ੍ਰ [radr] pleasure of poetry, god of which is

ened person; sagacious man; wise, scientist.
ਰੌਸ਼ਨਾਈ [rasnai] See ਰੁਸ਼ਨਾਈ.
ਰੇੰਸ਼ਨਚਾ [rasanara] |17c},, younger daughter of
emperor Shah Jahan. She used to reveal secrets of the palace to her brother Aurangzeb.
She died in 1669 at Delhi, and was buried in
her garden.
,

Rudar. See ਨਵ ਰਸ, ਭਾਵ and ਰਸ. 2 anger. 3 sun'shine, sun beams. 4 Yam. 5 adjfearsome, horrible. 6 ofRudar (Shiv).

’

ਰੌਨ੍ਯ [ronak] A ਤੂੰ,; n shine. 2 grace, splendour.
3 quality, merit.

ਰੌਰ [rar] See ਚੌੜ. 2 noise, uproar. “bad:```` kare
bartavat hE.”—GPS.

ਰੌਸ਼ਨੀ {rasnil P ਕੰ” n shine, glow, light. 2 row of ਰੌਰਞ [rarav] n a type of hell, on going where
lamps, as ‘khusi VIC sare sahar rasni hoi he.’.

3 wonders of education, as ‘hun navi rasni da
sama he”. 4 eye sight, vision, as ‘akkha di ras-

they weep..2 fearsome, horrible. 3 made of
leather ofred deer; or its skin or horn.

ਰੇੰਰਾ [rara] n noise, uproar. “paryo gram ml: " '

ਰੌਚੇ
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tab-hﬁ.”—GPS.
ਚੌਰੇ [rare] short for ਰਾਵਰੇ (yours). 2 plural of ਰੌਂਰਾ
(noise).

ਰੌਲਾ [rala] n noise, uproar.
ਚੌੜ [ray] n plain ground, bare ground. 2 soil’s

salinity. 3 See ਘੁੱਕੇਵਾਲੀਰੰਕ [rék] Skt ਹ੍ਫ਼੍. adjmiserly, niggardly. 2 foolish. “sadhség rék taran.”——bIIa m 5. 3 poor,
person; beggar. “rék te rau karat khIn bhitarI.”—bIIa m 5.

ਰੰਕਣ ਵੰਕਣ [rékan vékan] See ਚੰਕਾ ਬੰਕਾ.
ਚੰਕਾੲੀ [rékai] n poverty, indigence, penury. “na
chodai rékai nsnah.”—s kabir.

tﬁ manahI adharu.”—gaum 5. 7 P J: colour;
red yellow etc.l “régIrégi ram apne ks.”
—dhana m 5. ‘Immersed in the colour of love;’
colour here has two meanings. 8 game, enjoyment. 9 virtue. 10 sound, healthy. 11 wealth,
property. “rég rup res badI”—var gau 2 m 5.
12 proﬁt, gain. 13 rég has also been used for
rék (poor). “rég raI sécahI bIkhmaIa.”—m 4

varsar.
ਚੰਗਉ [r5gau]'colour, paint.
ਰੰਗਅਖਾੜਾ [rég-akhara] stage for the performace
of plays; a place for a show; theatre. 2 world.
“harI rég-akhara pannU.”—bIha Chétm 5.

ਰੰਕਾ ਬੰਕਾ [réka béka], ਚੰਕਾ ਵੰਕਾ [réka véka] ਹ੍ਫ਼੍

ਰੰਗਸ਼ਾਹ [résah] an Arora Sikh of village Mal-

ਥਵੂਫ਼ੂਗ੍ Ranka was husband, and Vanka was his
wife. Ranka was born at Pandarpur in the south
in Sammat 1348, and Vanka, daugthter of
Haridev Brahmin, was born in Sammat 1351.
They were staunch preachers of Vaishnavism.
, Their renunciation is so well known.
Once Ranka saw some gold coins scattered in his way. He covered them under the
earth lest Vanka should get tempted. Vanka
told her husband that feeling of duality had not
vanished from his mind. When gold and dust
are equal in the eyes of a hermit, why had he
tried to cover the gold coins?
Their combined name is seen in scriptures
like Bhagatmala etc. Now descendants of
Ranka Vanka serve as priests in the famous
temple of Ranka Vanka in Vyavar Nagar near
Kanjivaran.

lupote (district Jalandhar) who became a follower of Guru Amar Dass and established himself as a great preacher of Sikhism. The Guru
authorised him to continue his mission. He tried
his best to spread Sikhism in Doaba. His descendants are now settled in Banga.

‘ ਰੰਗ [rég] Skt??? n pleasure, happiness. “man:
bIlas bahu rég ghana.”—sr1' m 5. 2 a place for
a show; theatre, auditorium. “rég turég garib
masat sabhu lok SIdhasi.”—Var maru 2 m 5.
‘In the theatre (a place of show), and a gaol,
the submissive and the arrogant are all perishable.’ $66ਤੁਰੰਗ4. 3 pewter, quicklime. 4 battle
ﬁeld. 5 love, affection. 6 grandeur. “rég rasa

ਰੰਗਹੁ [r'égahu] put colour on, colour. “rara, régahu

Ia man apna.”—ba van.

ਰੰਗਕੀ [régki] adj merry,jovial. “harIrég mane
r5gki.”—vad ghorié' m 4.

ਰੰਗ ਜਨਨਿ [rag jananI] n which produces colour— shellac. 2 madder.

ਰੰਗਣ [régan], ਰੰਗਣਾ [régana] v colour; influence.
ਰੰਗਣਿ [réganI] pitcher in which dyeing material is prepared. 2 influence. 3 in the pitcher
containing dyeing material. “ape réganI

r5gIono.”—sri m 3.
ਰੰਗਤ [régat] n state of being coloured. 2 love,
attachment. “satynam me hovahI régat.”—GPS.
ਰੰਗਤਰਾ [régtara] P 9/16 n orange, See ਸੰਗਤਰਾ.
ਰੰਗਦਾਸ [régdas] a Bhandari Khatri and resident

of Village Gharuan (district Ambala) who was
a disciple of the Bairagis. He became a follower of Guru Amar Bass and changed into a
'Main colours are seven .- blue. yellow, green, red. orange,
purple, light green with yellowish tinge.

ਰੰਗਨ
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spiritually enlightened person. The Guru appointed him a preacher of Sikhism. His descendants now live in Gharuan.

dyen
ਰੰਗਲ [régal] adj engrossed in pleasure, lost in

joy. “régal bhai manI bha'i.”—sar a m 1.
ਰੰਗਨ [régan] See ਰੰਗਣ.
ਰੰਗਾ [raga] wealthy man, king. “bIapat bhumI
ਚੰਗਨੁ [r‘a‘ganu] n material used for colouring. rék aru r5ga.”—gau m 5. 2 plural of rég; plea2 act of colouring. “lalu he réganu, menu régan sures; enjoyments. “déde totI nahi prabho
kau gor dije.”——kaII a m 4.

r5ga.”—majh m 5.

'

ਚੰਗਪਚੰਗ [rég parég] ਚੰਗ-ਉਪਰੰਗ. Primary colours ਚੰਗਾਨਾ [régana] coloured. 2 with colour. “nehu
and many more made by mixing them. “rég
parég ﬁber tan dhare.”—saloh. “r'ég parég Uparjana.”—m 1 var majh.

ਚੰਗਬਰੰਗਾ [rég baréga], ਰੰਗਬਰੰਗੀ [rég barégi] adj
variegated; in which various colours ﬁgure.

ਰੰਗਭੂਮਿ [rég bhumI] n place of show. 2 battleﬁeld. 3 world.

ਚੰਗਭੰਗ [rég bhég] spoiling the pleasure.
ਰੰਗਮਹਲ [rég mahall 11 building where a show is
organised. 2 gallery for pictures. “ape coj kare
r5gmahli.”——maru soIhe m 1. “régmahal me
gédhan sic.”—GPS. 3 that is, theatre of the world.

ਰੰਗਮਧ੍ਯਾ [rég manna} v enjoy; relish.
ਚੰਗਮਾਂਲਾ ਜੋਂਗਨਿਧਿ [régmala jognIth] See

ਜੌਗਨਿਧਿ4.
ਰੰਗਮੋੜਨਾ [rég morna] v change the colour, bring
change in the behaviour; lessen one’s love.
“kade no more r5g.”—var ram 2 m 5. 2 decay.
ਚੰਗਰਸ [r5g ras] tongue’s pleasure and taste.
“jIh prasadI rég ras bhog.”—sukhmani.

ਰੰਗ ਰਸਾ [rég rasa] adornment of rasa (earth).
“régrasa ਇਥੋ manahI adhar.”—gau m 5.

ਚੰਗਂਰਟਿਅਯਾਂ [régratla], ਚੰਗਰਤਾ [régrata] coloured,
absorbed. “maIa rég ratIa.”—j€t Chét m 5.
2 devoted to the Creator.
'
ਰੰਗਰਲੀ [régrali] merriment, enjoyment.

ਰੰਗਰਵਾਤੋਂ [régravato] makes one indulge in enjoyment; merrymaking.

ਰੰਗਰਾਇ [rég raI] headman of a theatre, chief of
a play house. 2 i.e. the Creator. 3 beggar and
the king, the poor and the wealthy. See ਰੰਗ 13.

ਰੰਗਰੈਜ਼ [régrez] P 2;! one who dyes clothes.

ku_ra lan kasﬁbh r5gana.”—suhi chét m 5.

ਚੰਗਾਮਾਟੀ [régamati] a town in Murshidabad district, situated on the right bank of Bhagirathi.
Bhai Santokh Singh has stated that Guru
Tegbahadur stayed at this place at the time of
winning over Kamrup. See. part 12, Chapter
6. Rangamati is a station on Bengal Nagpur
railway, 163 miles away from Calcutta.
Two other towns named Rangamati are also
situated in Bengal.

ਰੰਗਾਰੇ [régare] adjcoloured, having colour. “nan
hamare prIarégI r5gare.”—j£t chétm 5.
ਰੰਗਾਰੰਗ [régarég] having various colours; multi-

coloured. “réga rég régan ke r5ga.”—kan m 5.

ਰੰਗਾਵਲਾ [régavla], ਰੰਗਾਵਲੀ [régavli] adj merry,
jovial. See ਰੰਗ. “nanak man hi méth
r5gav1a.”—var maru 2 m 5. “gurmukhI saba—
dI r5gavle.”—sr1' a m 1.

ਰੰਗਿ [régI] in love with. “régI hasahI régI
‘rovahI.”—var asa. 2 due to colour, through

colour. See word ਚੰਗ. “ohu dhope nave ks
r5gI.”—japu.
ਚੰਗੀ [régi] Skt ਦ੍ਫ੍ਯਿ. adj lover, merrymaker,
care-free person, pleasure-seeker. See ਰੰਗ
ਸ਼ਬਦ. 2 a poetical metre, marked by four feet,

28 matras in each foot. ﬁrst pause at the 9‘h
letter 2"d and 3rd pause after every seventh
letter and fourth pause after the ﬁfth letter.
with short and long matras at the end.
Example:
kartar dhyan dharie, subh kam karie,

pap patharie, guru ne kahi,

ਰੰਗੀਓ
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sad alas ke tyagie, Uddam me lagie,
premprabhu pagie, SIkkh hvs sahi...

(b) matra based metre is a form of ‘régi
trIbh'égi, the only difference being that its fourth
foot consists of seven matras but the fourth
pause of trIbhégi comes at the sixth matra.
(c) a form of ganIk metre ‘régi’ is this : four
feet, ‘ragan’ in each foot and one long vowel.
Example:
sikh mano. prem thano.
ek pujo. tyag dujo.

ਰੰਗੀਓ [régio], ਰੰਗੀਅੜਾ [régiara] pleasure seeking, See ਰੰਗੀ 1. “jau nghI lalU r§gio aIa.”
—mala m 5.

ਚੰਗੀਸਿੰਘ [régi sigh] See ਘੁੰਮੀ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਚੰਗੀਣਾ [régina] See ਰੰਗੀਨ.

ਚੰਗੀਤਿ [régitI] adj happy, delighted. “jInu mIlIa menu régI r5gitI.”——kan m 4.

ਰੰਗੀਨ [régin] P ਘਾਂਧੂੰ adj coloured. 2 merry-maker, pleasure-seeker.

ਰੰਗੀਨੀ [régini] P 635 sense of being colourful;
habit of pleasure—seeking.
ਰੰਗੀਲੜਾ [régilra], ਰੰਗੀਲਾ [régila] See ਰੰਗੀ.
ਰੰਗੁ [régu] See ਰੰਗ. 2 love. “séta seti régu na

lae.”—majh m 5. 3 pleasure. “régu manIls
pIarIa.”—sri m 1. 4 r5gu has also been used
for rék (poor). “rana rau na 1<੦ rahe, régo na

tOgU phakiru.”—05kar. See ਤੁੰਗ.

ਚੰਗ਼ੁਲ [régUI], ਰੰਗੁਲਾ [੮ਰੌ8018] adj merry. See ਰੰਗ
ਸ਼ਬਦ. 2 delightful. “SUIna rupa r5gula.”—suhi
m 1 kucaji.

ਰੰਗੈਤੜਾ [régetra], ਰੰਗੇਤੀ [régeti] adjjoyful, overjoyed, delighted; infatuated. “gormukhI harlgun gaI régI r5getra.”—suhi a m 1. “prabhu
sace seti régI r5geti.”—dhana Chét m 1.
ਚੰਗੇਰੇ [rogers] due to colour, from the colour.
2 makes happy, delights.

ਰੰਗੋ [régo] See ਰੰਗਉ. 2 to colour. “mano harIrégo
lore.”—todi m 5.

ਰੰਗੋਲੀ [régoli] n king’s servant, who is incharge

of colyrium; lac dye etc.

ਰੰਗਜੋ [régyo] adjcoloured, infatuated. “parmesur
kc régI r5gyo.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਰੰਘ [régh] Skt ਦ੍ਫ਼ਰੁੱਬ੍. vr go with speed, shine,
say. 2 Skt ਹ੍ਫ੍ਥਚ੍. 11 speed, velocity. 3 force,
power. 4 shine, glitter.
ਰੰਘਰ[1'ਟੈ8}191‘] See ਰੰਘੜ.

ਚੰਘਰਾਰੀ [réghrari] adj of Ranghar, pertaining to
Ranghar. 2 town founded by Ranghar. 3 lady
belonging to Ranghar subcaste.

ਰੰਘਚੇਟਾ [réghreta] See ਰੰਘਤੇਟਾ.
.
ਰੰਘੜ [réghar] Rajput converted to Islam.
ਰੰਘੜੇਟਾ [réghreta] son of a Ranghar. 2 Sikh who
belonged to the sweeper caste before adopt-

ing the Sikh faith. See ਮਜਹਬੀ4.
ਰੰਘੀ [réghi] adj speedy, clever. See ਰੰਘ and
ਦੁਸ਼ੂਤ੍ਯਰੱਰਸੇ.
ਚੰਙ [r59], ਰੰਙਣ [régan], ਰੰਙਣਿ [réganI ], ਚੰਡੂ [r5130]

See ਰੰਗ, ਰੰਗਣ, ਚੰਗਣਿ and ਰੰਗੁ. “kaIa régnI je

this: pIare, paie nau majith.”—trlég m I. “harI
r5130 majithe régu.”—suhi m 4. “réganvala je
r598 satho esa régu na dith.”—t115g m 1.
ਰੰਚ [r5c] n particle, speck, mote. “réc m'eru ki

samta karhi.”—-NP. 2 adj a little, 3 bit. “man
leat no r5c.”—gau thIti m 5. 3 equal to a
speck, very little. “réc 1<§c tih rahIn na dino.”
—carItr 176.

ਰੌਚਕ [récak], ਰੰਚਕੁ [récaku], ਰੌਚਿਕ [r5c1k] one
speck, a single particle. very little. “idhanu

athk sakelie bhai, pavaku récak paI .”-501“ a
m 1. “récak ret khet tanI nIrmIt.”—saveye sri
mukhvak m 5. 2 broken into pieces, reduced

to minute particles. “c§d ke khagg gada lag
danav récak récak hve tan ae.”—c5di 1. 3 n

pulverised gun powder in the detonator of a
musket, linked with the gunpowder of a
matchlock having a needle to ignite the gun.
4 récak has also been used for a weight equal
to eight rice grains (one ratti). “dvadas récak

bhar lakh tol.”—GPS.

ਰੰਜ
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ਰੰਜ [1ਟੈ]'] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਜ੍ਯ. vr dye, be absorbed, be fascinated, turn ascetical. 2 P a pain, suffering.
3 anger. 4 disease, ailment. 5 labour.

ਰੰਜਕ [réjak] adj who colours. 2 amusing. 3 n
dyer. 4 according to Aushnasi Simirti, a child
of low caste lover (Shudar) born to the daughter of a high caste person (Khatri).

ਰੰਜਨ [réjan] Skt n act of colouring. 2 pleasing.
“man réjan ki maIa.”—j€t m 5. 3 red sandal
wood. 4 madder. 5 turmeric. 6 friendship, love.
7 adj sentiments of love. 8 pleasing, dyer.

ਰੰਜਿਤ [réth] adj coloured. 2 happy, delighted.
ਚੰਜੀਐ [réjie] let us colour. 2 let us appease.
“harI bISI‘IE kIU trIptave? na mam) réjie.”
~varjet.

ਰੰਜੀਦ [réjid] P ਲ਼ੀਡੂੰ/ adj grieved.

ਰੰਜੀਦਨ [réjidan] P ਪਾਂਭੰਰ੍ਡੂੰ/ v stiffer grief, bear pain.
ਰੰਜੀਦਾ [réjida] P „ਰ੍ਡੂੰ/ adj grieved. 2 angry.

ਰੰਜੂਰ[1ਰੈ]'ਘ],ਰੰਜੂਲ [r5ju1] P „ਭੁੱ, grieved, sick, ill,
sad, sorrowful.
ਚੰਞ [rép] See ਰੰਜ 2.

ਚੰਞਾਣੀ [répani] adj sorrowful, grieved. “hau
dohaganI khari r5pani.”—maru m 1.
ਰੰਞਾਣੈ [réyanel cause pain. cause distress. “tau
karis, je bhulI r5pane.”—bh£r m 5.

ਰੰਡ [réd] Skt ਦ੍ਧਗ਼. widow; “na sohaganI, na
ohI r5cl.”—g5d kabir. “sa dhan réd n9 besai.”

—sr1'am 1.2 clumsy female, unmannerly wom—
an. 3 Skt ਦ੍ਧਛ. wicked, lecherous. 4 without
fruit. 5 disabled. handicapped.

ਰੰਡਾ [réda] See ਰੰਡ 1. 2 one whose wife has
died and who has not remarried; widower is

called réda in Punjabi.

ਰੰਡਾਪਾ [rédapa] n widowhood.
ਰੰਡੀ [rédi] See ਰੰਡ l. 2 ਰੰਡੀ is commonly used
for a prostitute also. “cora jara rédia kotnia di
banu.”—m 1 var suhi.

ਚੰਧਣੁ [rédhanu], ਰੱਧਨ [rédhan] Skt ਹ੍ਵਸ਼੍ਯ. n cooking, baking.

ਰੰਧਾਵਾ [rédhava] a Jatt subcaste which began
from ‘Randhava’ Bhatti born in .Iaisal dynasty. Baba Buddha belonged to this subcaste.
“jitta rédhava bhala bura buddha Il< man th-

ave.”—BG.
.
ਚੰਧ੍ਰ [rédhr] Skt ਹ੍ਵਾਥ. n hole, opening, cavity.
2 defect, fault.
ਰੰਨ[1'ਟੈ11],5'/ਰ੍ਵ!ਗ{ਣੀ./? woman, wife. “r511 kI rOne
hOI?”—sorm 1. 2 wife, bride. “réna hoia bodhiﬁ.”—m 1 var sar. See ਬੋਧੀ.
_
ਚੰਬਾ [réba] n a weeding implement; hoe with a
short handle.

ਰੰ'ਥੀ [rébi] a short-handled hoe. “Ik rébi mojh
dIhU gon-ena.”—NP. 2 shoe maker’s implement to cut and scrape the hide.
ਰੰਭ [r'ébh] Skt ਹ੍ਢ਼ਬ੍. vr make sound. taste, love.
2 n a demon who was killed by Durga. $68ਭਾਗਵਤ

ਸਕੰਧ 5 chapter 2. He was Mahikhasur’s father.
ਰੰਭਣਾ [rébhna] v bellow; sound made by a cow

is ਚੰਭਾ, See ਰੰਭ vr.
ਰੰਭਾ [rébha] 11 sound made by a cow. 2 banana.
“dukhe badarI thg rébha jese.”—NP. “chabI
dhare rébha bhag jIU.”—GV 6. 3 a nymph of
paradise who is believed to have been born
from the churning of the ocean. Her beauty
has been praised profusely at many places.
Once after adorning herself. she was going to
meet Kuber’s son Nal Kubar. Ravan met her
on the way, and tried to possess her by force.
Rambha cursed him saying if he tried to coerce any woman in future his head would burst.
“rébha urvasi ;)… saci so m5dodri.”—I<rIsan.
4 Parvati. 5 northern direction. 6 prostitute.
dancing girl, harlot, slut.

ਰੰਭਾਸੁ'ਰ [rebhasur] giant Rambh. See ਰੰਭ 2.

ਚੰਡੇਪਾ [rédepa] See ਰੰਡਘਾ.

ਰੰਭਾਰਵ [rébharav] sound ofcow’s bellowing.

ਚੰਦਾ [réda] P My n carpenter’s plane, with which
wood is made smooth by scrubbing.

ਰੰਭੋਰ੍ਵ [rébhorU] adj whose thighs are like a banana; having thighs smooth and strong like a

ਰਮ
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banana plant.

‘ ਚੰਮ [rém] beautiful, charming. See ਰੰਮਜ਼ “namsatsatu réme.”—japu. “ਯੰ… kapardInI .”—aka1.

ਰੰਮਕ [rémak] Skt ਰਸ੍ਯਕ. n a part of Jambudveep
which has Sumeru mountain in the south and Svet

in the north. “pahﬁce rémak 1<11ਭੈ<ਠੂ1 gusai.”—NP.
2 China berry. 3 beautiful, charming, attractive.
ਚੰਮਿਅਾ [rémIa] uttered, recited. “badatI jedev,

ਰੰਸ੍ਯਕ [rémyak] See ਰੰਮਕ.
ਗੰਕ੍ਯਾ [rémyata] beauty. See ਰਮਯਤਾ.

ਰ੍ਵਸ੍ਵ [rhasv]' Skt ਹੁਸ੍ਵ. adj small. 2 dwarf, shortstatured. 3 17 short letter, character with one

vowel.
ਰ੍ਹਦ [rhad] H ਹੁਦ. n tank, pond.

ਰ੍ਹਦ ਈਸਰਾਸਭ੍ਰ [rhad isarastra] Varun—lord of the
"tank; his weapon — noose.—sanama.

jedev kau r5mIa.”——maru. See ਚੰਦ ਸਤ. 2 eh- ਰ੍ਹਾਸ [rhas] Skt ਹੁਂ'ਸ਼ n shortage, paucity, decrejoyed, got pleasure from, took delight in.

ment, decrease.

ਰੰਮਿਤਾ [rémIta] beauty. See ਰਮਯਤਾ.

ਦ੍ਹੀ [rhi] Skt ਤ੍ਰੀ. n modesty, shyness.

ਚੰਸ੍ਯ [rémy] Skt adj beaqtiful, charming. See

ਰ੍ਹੇਖਾ [rhekha] Skt ਹੁੰਸਾ. n cry of a horse, horse’s
neighing.
‘

ਰਮਜ਼

'In Sanskrit lcxicography due to ‘rara’ (ਰ) coming under

the letter ‘haha’ (U),,thcsc entries have been given
alphabetically at end of ‘haha’ (ਹ) along with other
combined letters. but according to Punjabi usage attaching

‘haha’ (ਹ) undcrthc letter ‘rara’ has also been written in

the end ofrara (ਰ).

ਲ [1311a] thirty-third letter of Punjabi script. It is
pronounced with the tip of the tongue against
the upper ridge of the teeth.
In Punjabi, ਲ is also used as a subsitute for

ਰ [r]; as in lajj in stead of rajj. As a sufﬁx it

[laodha], ਲਉਢੀ[1ਰਪ<.1111] adjdiminutive, smaller, small, younger. 2 n boy, lad. See E lad; a

girl, lass. 3 slave. “jo lauda prath kia ajati.”
—asa m 5. that is, ‘freed from slavery.’ 4 Skt

ਗੀਫ੍. vr be foolish or turn mad.

gives the meaning of possession, for example,

ਲਉਬਾਲੀ [laobali1A (ਪਿੰ!) adj fearless. 2 indiffer-

gusel. 2 Skt n Indar. 3 a short syllable (one

ent. “laubali dargah VIC man nImana.”—BG.

matra). 4 light; illumination. 5 bliss, delight.

ਲਉਲੲੀ [laulai] adj ﬁckle, changeable. “laulai

6 air.

_

‘

ਲਉ [190] part as far as, upto, until, till. “jau lau
mero mero karto, tau laU bIkhU ghere.”—gaum 5.
2 n one stage of crop’s harvesting — “Is sardi

trIsna.”—sahas m 5.

ਲਉਲਾਕ [laulak] See ਲੌ'ਲਾਕ.
ਲਊ [lau] See ਲਵ. 2 will take.

VICC car lau de mater bije ham.” 3 stage of life,

ਲਊ ਦਾ ਮੰਦਿਰ [lau da médIr] See ਲਹੌਰ.
ਲਇ [laI] adv having taken. 2 See ਲਯ.

age. 4 generation, pedigree, dynasty. 5 fibre,

ਲਇਐ [1912] by taking or uttering. “namI laIe

thread. “130 nari, sua he asti.”—ram m 5. 6 adj

like, similar, equal to. “karanclev‘ praman lau arI
jitke bahu saj.”—gyan. ‘Having won the enemy
like the real warrior Karan.’ 7 engrossed, absorbed or lost in._“raCI maCI tIn ha 130 hasua.”
—gau m 5. 8 imperative of ਇਸੁ, you take. “ram
nam rasna 55g lau.”——saveye sri mukhvak m 5.
ਲਉਕਾ [lauka], ਲਉਕੀ [lauki] Skt ਲਾਵੁਕ. n shell of
gourd or calabash. “raw 5351 laoke, IhU tano

kiguri.”—ram a m 1. ‘the sun and the moon,
i.e. the ‘sun channel’ and the ‘moon channel’.
left and right vessels ﬂowing from the loins to

jahI taréda.”—var asa.

ਲਈ [1੪1] n partiality, favouritism. “jo manukh
manukh ki seva ohU tIs ki lai lai phunI jaie.”
——bI1a m 5. 2 adjabsorbing, destroying. 3 part
for. 4 by taking or uttering. “agh kotI harte
nam lai.”—mala m 5.
ਲਈਂ [lei] part for; to, upto.
ਲੲੀਅਨਿ [laianI] are taken or done completely.
“laianI khare parakhI darI binais.”—m 1 var
majh.

ਲਈਆ [laia] adj who takes, receives. 2 has

the head.’ “lauki athsathI tirathI nhai.”-—sor

applied. “prath anI anI mahidi pisai, ape
ghOII gh01I 5g: laia.”-bIIa a m 4. 3 which

kabir. 2 gourd.

absorbs, which destroys.

ਲਉਗ [laug] clove. See ਲੋਂ‘ਗ. “kInhi laug su- ਲਏ [lae] by taking. “nam lee yambhay nahi”—GPS.
pari.”—keda kabir.

ਲਉਡਾ [190੯18],ਲਉ'ਡ਼ਾ []ਬਧੋਫ੍ਰੀਕ਼],ਲਉ'ਡੀ [19੦ਯੂੰ1],ਲਉੰਢਾ

ਲਏਂਇ [laeI] absorbs, engages. “ape hi 1211 law.”
—m 3 var ram 1.

l'I‘hc traditional excgctcs interpret the word ਕਰਨਦੇਞ as

ਲਏਨਿ [laenI] they absorb. “andInu namu lae-

the number sixty (60). which is a mistake.

nI.”—suhi a m 3.

ਲਸ
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ਲਸ [las] Skt ਜ੍ਯ. vr be clever. 2 ਗਧ੍ਰ. vr wish.
3 ਕਦ੍ਰ. vr hug, play, shine, be happy, work hard.
ਲਸਕਣਾ [lasakna], ਲਸਕਨਾ [lasakna] v shine, glit—
ter. See ਲਸ 3. “sﬁdar samaj kar deh laskayo

he.”——NP.
ਲਸਕਰ [laskar] P lb n army. “bahu laskar
manukh uparI l_<are as.”—sukhmani.

ਲਹਣਾ

prepared by mixing milk with water. “dar dai

lasia aru acchat.”—1<r1’san. 2 See ਲੱਸੀ.
ਲਸ਼ੁਨ [lasun] See ਲਸਨ.

ਲਸੂੜਾ [195ਘ8] n a tree, the berry-sized fruit of

which has glutinousjuice. It is used in various
medicines. Cordia Myxa. 2 ﬂesh around the
roots of the teeth; gum.

ਲਸ਼ਕਰੀ [laskari] adj of or relating to the army,
army man. 2 n a soldier. “laskaria ghar sémh-

ਲਸੂੜੀ [lasuri] n a small lasura. 2 gédni, a me-

le.”—o§kar. 3 a sect of Ramanandi ascetics,
the main headquarters of which are based in
Ayodhya.
_ਲਸਕਾਉਣਾ [laskauna] v bumish. See ਲਸ 3.

ਲੱਸਾਨ [lassan] A ou adj loquacious, garrulous,

ਲਸਕਾਰ [1851<ਪਿੰ],ਲਸਕਾਰਾ [léskara] n a ﬂash, glare.

ਲੱਸੀਵ੍ਯਾ [lassivala] in the States of the Punjab,

See ਲਸ 3. 2 ﬂash of lightning. Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ.

ਲਸਟਿ [lasatI], ਲਸ'ਟਿਕਾ [lastIka] Skt ਯਸ੍ਵਿ n stick,
staff. “ramcéd ki lastIka jInI marIa rogu.”
—bIIa m 5. See ਰਾਮਚੰਦ ਕੀ ਲਸਟਿਕਾ.
ਲਸਣ [lasan], ਲਸਨ [lasan] Skt ਲਸ਼ੁਨ and ਰਸੋਨ1 n
garlic, Ailium Sativum. a bulbous root resembling an onion, which is used with spices and
as a remedy for various ailments. It has a warm
and moistening effect. It kills intestinal worms
and cures dyspepsia, gout, ﬂatulence, cough
etc. It is aphrodisiac.
It is mentioned in the Haravali Kosh that
Vishnu beheaded Rahu while the latter was
taking ambrosia. A few drops of ambrosia fell
from his mouth on the ground and lasun sprang

dicinal tree and its fruit. gordia augustifolia.
talkative.

ਲੱਸੀ [lassi] See ਲਸੀਅਾ. 2 milk. 3 drink left after
curd has been skimmed; lassi.

the ofﬁcial who serves skimmed yoghurt; head
cook; royal steward.
ਲਹ [lah] the Punjabi form of the verbal r'oots
135 and lakh (laks). See ਲਸ and ਲਕ. “lahlahIt
mar.”—aka1. ‘the glittering crown.’ 2 also a

form of the verbal root labh. “lahahI paramgatI jiu.”—saveye 1n 4 ke. “lahé su sajan tolI.”
—sava m 5. “habhe sukh lahau.”—var maru 2
m 5. “In bIth mera harI prabhu lahu re.”
-1<eda m 5.

ਲਹਉ [lahau] behold, see. 2 (you) perceive, apprehend. See ਲਕਖ਼ਾ: 3 (you) ﬁnd, acquire. See
ਲਭਘ‘. 4 (you) alight, dismount.
ਲਹਸਨ [lahsan], ਲਹਸੁਨ [lahsun] See ਲਸਣ.

ਲਹਹਿ [lahahI] See ਲਹ 2.

up there. “sakatu esa he, jesi lasan ki khanI.”

ਲਹਹੁ [lahahu] See ਲਹਉ.

—s kabir. 2 natural blotch on the skin. According to the palmistry, it variously indicates good
and bad luck.

ਲਹਕ [lahak1-adj who perceives, who knows.
2 n glitter, gloss.

ਲਹਗੁ [lahagu] will dismount. “paj lahagu

ਲਸਨੀਆ [lasnia] n precious stone lahsunIyé.

nIdanI.”—bIIa a m 3. 2 will ﬁnd or attain.

See ਨਞਰਤਨ. 2 adj with garlic.
ਲਸਾਵਲਾ [lasavla] adj glistening, glossy. See ਲਸ
3. “nisan lasan lasavle.”—C5di 3.

ਲਹਜਾ [lahja] A 1;! n twinkling (of an eye), an
instant. 2 A j accent, pronunciation.

ਲਸੀਆ [lasia] Skt ਧਾਸਿ. n lassi — a cold-drink

“prabhu, tum te lahna, tﬁ mera gahna.”—majh

'ਰਸ-ਊਂਨ. It is named ਰਜੋਂਨ because, out of the six ﬂavours,

m 5. 2 alight, dismount. 3 n earlier name of
Guru Angad Dev. “lahna jagatguru paraSI mu-

it lacks onc (i.e. the sour) ﬂavour.

ਲਹਣਾ {19}…81', ਲਹਣਾਂ [lahna] v ﬂnd, acquire.

ਲਰਿਣਾਸਿੰਘ
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ਲਹਣ

rarI .”—saveye m 2 ke. “rajujogu lahna ਸ਼ਿਬਿ.”saveye m 2 ke.
ਲਹਣੁ [lahnU] S v ﬁnd, acquire. 2 alight, dismount.

ਲਹਲਣੀ [lahlani] flashed, shone. “kuram SII‘
lahlani.”—c5di 3. ‘Durga’s sword, having

pierced the earth, flashed at the tortoise’s
headf

ਲਹਣੋ [lahno] See ਲਹਣੁ. “jako lahno maharajri ਲਹਾਏ [lahae] helped to locate or obtain. See
gatherio.”—todi m 5. ‘who has to receive from

ਲਹ. “apI lahae kare szu kIrpa.”—m 4 var
mm. 2 got nails pared, e.g. ‘naho lahae.’

the Maharaja’s purse.’
ਲਹਨ [lahan] See ਲਹਣੁ. “prabhu kahan malan

ਲਹਾਇਆ [lahaIa] helped to ﬁnd or achieve.

dahan lahan gur mIle.”—kan m 5. 2 A L}

“jInI harIbhagatI bhédaru lahaIa.”—vad m
4. 2 helped unload, e.g. ‘bhar lahaIa.’

sound, voice. 3 prelude to a musical recitation.
ਲਹਨਾ [lahna] See ਲਹਣਾ and ਲਹਿਣਾ.

ਲਹਾਇਦਾ [lahaIda] helping to achieve or obtain. 2 helping to remove.

ਲਹਨਿ [lahnI] (they) ﬁnd, obtain, get. “Iku la-

ਲਹਾਈ [lahai] brought down or removed from.

khu lahanI bahIthiﬁ.”—asa a m I . “darI dhoa
na lahanI dhavde.”—-var, asa.
ਲਹਨੀ [lahni] n attainment. 2 reward for deeds
performed in the past lives; destiny.
ਲਹਨੋਂ [lahno] get, obtain. See ਲਹਣੁ. “lahno sz
mathanIha.”—asa m 5.
ਲਹਬਰ [lahbar] A ਚਿ n ﬂame of ﬁre. 2 flash of

2 act of getting something carried down.
3 wages or charges for unloading. 4 helped to

ﬁre. “patali akasi sakhni lahbar bujhi khai re.”
—asa m 5. ‘Desire’s ﬁre, not satiated even after consuming terrestrial and celestial objects,
has been satiated.’
ਲਹਮਾ [lehma] an alternative form of lamah. See
ਲਮਹ.

ﬁnd, gain or attain. “bhagatI harI apI lahai.”
—m 4 var vad.

ਲਹਾਤੀ [lahati] get removed or washed off. “pap
lahati.”—m 4 var sri. 2 helps to ﬁnd or attain.
ਲਹਾਨ [lahan], ਲਹਾਮ [laham] get removed or

washed off. “jasu qavat pap lahan.”—1<an partaI m 4. 2 are attained or found.

ਲਹਿ [lahI] adv having seen. “13h: rup apara.”
—c5dr. 2 having alighted, descended; etc.
3 having known or apprehended. 4 having

found or received. 5 part upto, till.

.

ਲਹਰ [lahar] Skt ਲਹਰਿ n a wave, surge. “19hri ਲਹਿਆ [lahIa] saw. 2 dismounted or dispelled.
nalI pacharie.”—sri a m 1. 2 a blaze. “bujhat
nahi 19hre.”—gau m 5.
, ਲਹਰਾਉਣਾ [lahrauna], ਲਹਰਾਨਾ [lahrana] v wave,

be excited.

ਲਹਰਿ [laharI] See ਲਹਰ. 2 adj wavy. 3 capricious, ﬁckle. “manmukhu laharI gharu tajI

VIgucs.”—maru a m 1. 4 n river. See ਵਰਾਹੁ.
ਲਹਰੀ [lahri] adj wavy, whimsical. 2 waves,
surges.

' ਲਹ ਲਹਾਉਣਾ [lah lahauna], ਲਹ ਲਹਾਨਾ [lah lahana] v glitter, enlighten. 2 bloom, blossom.

ਲਹਲਹਿਤ [lahlahIt] adj shining, glittering. See
ਲਹ.

‘

“IahIo sahsa bédhanu gurI tore.”——gau m 5.

3 grasped, fathomed. “tIsu rasu aIa jInI
bhedu lahIa.”—majh m 5.

ਲਹਿੰਗਾ [lahi’ga], ਲਹਿੰਘਾ [lahigha] n ਲੰਕ-ਅੰਗਾ.
round skirt for women to wear round the waist;
.
petticoat.

ਲਹਿਜਾਨੀ [lathani] are removed, get removed.
“pap lathani.”—dhana m 4.
ਲਹਿਣਾ [lahIna] See ਲਹਣਾ. 2 Guru Angad Dev.
“jé sudhosu, t5 lahIna tIhonu.”—var ram 3.

ਲਹਿਣਾਸਿੰਘ [lahInasigh] son of Desa Singh
Majithia, who was an eminent ofﬁcial under
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. He was as efﬁcient in

- ਲਚਿਦਾ
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governance as he was a valiant, intrepid and
wise general. Sardar Lahna Singh knew various languages and was a gifted engineer. Sardar Desa Singh was the ﬁrst person from the
Majitha family to serve Maharaja Ranj it Singh.

ਲਹੌਰ

ble. 3 Skt ਲੋਂਹਿਤ blood.
ਲਹੂੜਾ [lahura] See ਰਹੂੜਾ.

ਲਹੂੜਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ [lahura sath] See ਘਵਿੰਡੀ.
ਲਹੋਗੀਆ [lahogia] was removed or washed off.

“harI SImrat sabh pap lahogia.”—m 4 varkan.
ਲਹੌਰ [lahor] Lavpur; a city, on the bank of Ravi
bhalIke.”—sri m 5 pepaI.
(Eravati), founded by Lav, son of Ram, which
ਲਹਿੱਦਾ [lahfda] adv alighting, descending. 2 n is the capital of the Panjab'. See Vichitar
. west, where the sun sets.
Natak ch 2, 5k 24. For a long time, Lahore
ਲਹਿਨਾ [lahIna] See ਲਹਣਾ and ਲਹਿਣਾ.
was under the control of Solanki, Bhatti and
ਲਹਿਰ [lahIr], ਲਹਿਰੀ [lahIri] See ਲਹਰ, ਲਹਚਿ and
Chauhan Rajputs. Thereafter, it came under
ਲਹਰੀ. 2 with the waves. “lahIri nalI pachar- the control of the Brahmins. After defeating
ie.”—sr1' m 1.
Jaipal and Anangpal, Subaktgin set up the
ਲਹਿਲਾਣੀਂ [lahIlani] flashed, shone. See ਲਹਲਾਣੀ. Muslim rule in 1002 AD. Mahmud, Subaktਲਹਿਲੀ ਕਲਾਂ [lahIli kalé] See ਜੰਡ ਸਾਹਿਬ ਨੰ: 3.
gin’s son, named Lahore as Mahmudpur as is
ਲਹੀ [lahi] descended, got down. 2 knew, perevident from the coins struck by him.
ceived. 3 grasped, comprehended. “gurkIrpa
Taimur conquered Lahore in 1398 AD. For
te lahi.”—guj m 5.
‘ sometime, it remained under the Lodhis as
ਲਹੀਆ [lahia] adj who finds or discovers. well. Having conquered it in 1524 AD, Babar
2 knower. 3 has been found. “turiagunu he established the Moghal rule. During their reign,
gurmukhI lahia.”—bI1a a m 4.
Akbar, Jahangir and Shahjahan got constructਲਹੁ [lahu] See ਲਹ 2. 2 small. See ਲਘੁ. “diragh
ed a fort there. Aurangzeb got a magniﬁcent
gat tIharo, su banan 56 karhé lahu teto.”
mosque erected in front of the fort.
—krIsan.
Having conquered Lahore in 1799 AD,
ਲਹੁਕਾ [lahuka], ਲਹੁਡਾ [lahuda], ਲਹੁਡੀ [lahudi]
Maharaja Ranjit Singh founded the Sikh rule.
adj small, tiny, younger. See ਲਉਡਾ.
The city has intimate relation with the Sikh hisਲਹੁਰ [lahur] See ਲਹੁਰਾ. 2 See ਲਹੌਰ.
tory. On 29‘h March 1849, Lahore came unਲਹੁਰਵਾ [lahurva] adj small, diminutive, pigmyder the control of the English. See ਪੰਜਾਬ.

ਲਹਿਦਾ [lahIda] ﬁnds out. “gurSIkha lahIda

sized. 2 n Lahore. “ਰਿਸ਼ਿ tIne badhe dUI pur-

From Lahore, Calcutta, Peshawar and

va. ek kusur dutiy lahurva.”—VN. ‘Kush
founded Kusur and Lav founded Lavpur.’
ਲਹੁਂਰਾ [lahura], ਲਹੁਰੀ [lahuri], ਲਹੁਰੀਆ [lahuria],
ਲਹੁਡ਼ਾ [1811ਘ8], ਲਹੁੜੀ [1੪11ਘਾਂ] n the younger one,
tiny, small, pigmy-sized. “lahuri ségI bhai ab
mere.”—asa kabir. ‘So is the insight, as compared to which the base thought is the elder
one’, as — “pahIli kurupI kujatI kulakhni.”

Bombay are respectively 1199, 288 and 1146
miles by rail. Its population is 279,558. See
under ਲਾਹੋਰ the explanation of the utterances
of Guru Nanak and Guru Amar Dass about
Lahore, which are found in the salok varé te
vadhik.
'Lau’s temple can even now be seen in the fort at Lahore.
It is located on the Hazuribagh side. There is no proper

“ram bade me ta’nIk lahuria.”—asa kabir. “Ihu

arrangement for its cleanliness or upkeep. The

lahura guru UbarIa.”—sor m 5.

surroundings having been ﬁlled up. the temple looks

ਲਹੂ [lahu] adj small, a little. 2 n a short sylla-

situated in a sunken spot.
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Utter

nak$a lahar
nasan gurdvara ------ .

kIla gujjar sigh

thana mujég
'

nidu hotel

‘ਥੂ

gmdvnra patsahi 6 (7) .
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The following holy places of the Gurus and
the martyrs, are located in Lahore —

(1) There is a gurdwara of Guru Nanak
Dev, near Jawaharmall’s Chauhatta. The Guru
had bestowed discipleship (the Sikh way of
life) on Duni Chand after having forbidden him
from performing the Shraddh ceremony (annual libations and offerings to the spirits of the
dead ancestors). This place is near the Sirian
local ity. A gurdwara stands there; the Ofﬁciant
is a Singh.
(2) There, in the Chuni Mandi, is the birthplace of Guru Ram Dass. The gurdwara has
a magniﬁcent building which has eight adjoining shops. The Ofﬁciant is a Singh.
(3) Near the Janamasthan (birth place),
there is the Dharmsala of Guru Ram Dass.
The Diwankhana oquru Arjan is situated in
its compound. The gurdwara has four adjoining shops and eighteen ghumaons of land in
the village Rana Bhatti, tehsil Shahdara, dis—

trict Shekhupura. This is the place from where
the Guru composed and sent to his father, in
Amritsar, the hymn — “mera menu Ioce gurdar—
san tai”.
(4) In front ofthe fort, there is a shrine of
Guru Arjan Dev, where, on the 4‘h of the

bright fortnight of the month of Jeth, Sammat
1663, he breathed his last. The gurdwara has
a magniﬁcent building; the diwankhana is also
Very attractive where hymns are recited
daily. A Jagir, measuring 589 VIghas, in the
village Nandipur,tehsi1 Daska, district Sialkot
was attached to this gurdwara by Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. A yearly grant ofrupees ﬁfty is
paid by the village Kutba,tehsi1 Kasur and a
sum of rupees ninety is paid by the Nabha
state. A fair is held there on the 4‘“ of the
bright fortnight of the month of Jeth. Singhs
are the Ofﬁciants there. In this gurdwara,

"!

ਲਹਰ

there is an ivory comb oquru Gobind Singh.
The said comb has thirty-eight teeth, two of
which are broken.
(5) About two hundred steps towards the

south from the Lahore fort, there is the “Lal
Kua” 0r “Lal Khuhi”. This well was located
in Chandu’s house. Several times, Guru Arjan
Dev had taken bath with water from this well.
In the small sanctum, Guru Granth is displayed.
This gurdwara has an adjoining shop, and land.
measuring twenty-one kanals and fourteen
marlas, in village Khokhar, tehsil Lahore attached with it. The Ofﬁciant is a Singh. Thirty
to forty dumb persons also live there.
(6) There is a Baowli —- a well with steps
going to the water — named after Guru Arjan
Dev, in the Dabbi Bazaar. The Guru had got it
dug with the money offered by a trader, named
Chhajju. [t was ﬁlled up during the reign of
Shahjahan. Maharaja Ranjit Singh got it restored. There are 1 12 shops attached with it,
which are a source of sufﬁcient income.
(7) There, in Mujang, is a monument ded~

icated to Guru Hargobind, where the Guru had
stayed for a long time. The gurdwara has nine
shops attached with it.
(8) There is a gurdwara, in Bhatti Gate,
Mohalla Chumala, dedicated to Guru

Hargobind. The Guru used to come here from
Mujang to hold congregations. The jujube tree,
with which his horse used to be tethered, still
stands there.
There is a spacious room for the display of
Guru Granth Sahib. There are many rooms for
the visitors to stay. The gurdwara has a house
attached with it in the Bhatti Gate and eightyseven ghumaons ofland in village Khurdpur,
tehsil Lahore. It is managed by a committee.
A fair is held on the occasion of the Basant
Panchmi.

ਲਹੇਂਰਗੁਰੂਕਾ
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(9) To the north of the city, near the fort,
there is the Shahid Ganj of Bhai Mani Singh.

See ਮਨੀਸਿੰਘਭਾੲੀ. The well, which the ruling tyrants had ﬁlled up with the skulls of the Sikhs,
is also there. A shop, in the Chuni Mandi, is
attached with this Shahid Ganj. It is managed
by a committee. It is situated at a distance of
about a quarter of a mile, to the west of the
Badamibagh railway station.
(10) Shahidganj of Bhai Taru Singh is in
the Landa Bazar. In the city, there are various
pieces of land, measuring about six kanals.
attached with it. F mm the time of the Sikh rule,
it has ajagir of income bringing rupees one
hundred yearly, from village Balla Bastiram,
tehsil Lahore. Rent is also received from some

shops. The ofﬁciant is a Singh. See ਤਾਰੂਸਿੰਘਭਾੲੀ.
(11) Shahidganj Singhnian is situated near
the Shahidganj of Bhai Taru Singh. Many Sikh
women had suffered various tortures there. It
is here where their children were cut into pieces
that put in their laps but they did not renounce
their religion.
ਲਹੌਰ ਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ [lahor guru ka] See ਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ ਲਹੌਰ.
ਲਹੋਂਰਾ'ਸਿੰਘ [lahorasfgh] See ਲਾਹੌਰਾਸਿੰਘ.

ਲਹੌਰੀ [lahori] adj of Lahore. 2 n a resident of
Lahore.
ਲਹੋਰੀ ਨਮਕ [lahori namak], ਲਹੋਰੀ ਨੂਣ [lahori nun],

ਲਹੋਰੀ ਲੂਣ [lahari lun] There is a village, called
Khevra, in village Dadnakhan, tehsil and district Jehlum. It is ﬁve and a halfmiles to the
north-east of village-Dadnakhan. There are
salt mines there. Salt worth lakhs ofrupees is
extracted from these mines every year. This
salt is called Lahauri. Salt mining has been
going on here since the reign ofAkbar. Some
progress was made during the Sikh rule, but,
in 1869-70, some skilled engineers introduced
better techniques for the extraction of salt and
since then it has been progressing very well.

ਲਕੁਵਯਾਂ

Now, this salt mine is known as Mayo Mine.

ਲਹੰਗ [1911ਟੋ8] passes, flows. “asman meane
lahég daria, gusal kardan bud.”—t115g kabir.
‘Spiritual thought flows as a river in the mind.’ ਰ੍
2 A ਥੂਨੂਭੰ/ adv certainly.

ਲ਼ਹੰਤਾ [1911ਰੈ੮8], ਲਹੰਥਾ [1911ਰੈਧਿ8] alights, descends.
2 obtains. “lahétha vadkarmanah.”—ga tha.

ਲਹੰਨਿ [1911ਟੋ111] they ﬁnd. 2 they alight, descend.
ਲਕ [lak] 11 waist, loins. 2 P J. a corrupted
form of the Sanskrit word laks; a hundred thousand — 100000.

ਲਕਦ [lakad] P [j n striking with hand or foot;
a kick. 2 a mallet (for exercising the muscles).
“déd lastIk lakad parsa tabar bIchua békuri.”

—sanh.
ਲਕ਼ਬ [lakab] A J n a title, by name, attached
with some one; name as respect or disrespect.
ਲਕਰਾ [lakra], ਲਕਰੀ [lakri] a thick stick, a thin

stick. “lakri bIkharI jari méjh bharI .”—ram m
1.2 cudgel, club. ‘

ਲਕੁਵਾ [lakva] A ”“;] Facial paralysis. ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਗ਼ਥਿੰਰਧ੍ਯ.
In this ailment, the muscles of one side of the
face get atrophied and, consequently, the face
is twisted towards the other side. Due to distortion of the mouth, the patient cannot speak
distinctly; water from the eyes and saliva from
the mouth keeps dribbling, and the eye on the
affected side cannot be closed.
The causes of this ailment are — speaking at
a loud pitch, chewing hard things, yawning with
the mouth gaping, carrying heavy load on the
head, catchin g bad cold, suffering from mental
ailments and syphilis, general debility, etc.
For treating this ailment,
(1) for ﬁve to seven days from its commencement, only honey-mixed water should
be given to the patient.
(2) one tola of garlic be crushed and mixed

with it one masha powder of each of asafoetida, cuminseed, rock salt from Sindh, sanchar

ਲਕੜ
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salt, long pepper, pepper and dry ginger and
given to the patient every morning with the
concoction of Irécj.
(3) soup of chick-peas, gravy of quail and
pigeon should be fed to the patient.
ਲਕੜ [lakar] stick, staff. See ਲਕੁਟ. 2 wood, timber.
ਲਕੜਹਾਰਾ [lakarhara] woodcutter.

ਲਕੜਬਘਾ [lakarbagha] panther, that can climb a
tree.

ਲਕੜਾ [lakra], ਲਕੜੀ [lakri] cane. See ਲਕਰਾ, ਲਕ਼ਰੀ.

ਲਕੜੀਬਾਜੀ [lakribaji] n cudgel-playing, fencing.
2 game of ﬁghting with clubs or maces.
ਲਕਾਰ [lakar] pronunciation of the letter}? [1311a].
2 the letter ਲ. 3 In grammar, that which shows
the tense and the mood of a verb. E Mood and
Tense. The reason for naming it as lakar is that
Sanskrit scholars have accepted ten words, (lag,

hathi phOman.”—m 1 var majh.

ਲਕੀਰ [lakir] 11 line. 2 row, queue.
ਲਕੀਰ ਦਾ ਫ਼ਕੀਰ [lakir da fakir] one who treads
the beaten path; traditionalist.
ਲਕੁ [laku] See ਲਕ ].
ਲਕੁਟ [lakut], ਲਕੁਟਿ [lakutI], ਲਕੁਟੀ [1੪1<ਘਾਂ] Skt
ਲਕੁਟ and ਲਗ਼ੁਡ. n cane, stick, club. “ketan mukat
lakut le tore.”—paras. “me 5dhule harInamU
lakuti tohni.”—suhi a m 1.

ਲਕ [laks] Skt ਕਸ਼ੁਦ੍ਰ. vr observe, remember, perceive, mark. 2 11 mark, sign. 3 pretence.
4 hundred thousand -1,00,000; lakh.
ਲਕਣ [laksan] n that which indicates a thing;
symptom, mark, characteristic, attribute, quality which differentiates one object from the
others; deﬁnition which is free from the three
defects, viz unwarranted extension, non—inclu-

sion or non-existence. Scholars have accept-

ਸ਼ਿ], lug, lat, IIt, lot, let, lot, ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ੂ, lrIt) from

ed two types of laksan : the natural and the

which mood and tense of a verb are known.

neutral. The natural facet is not different from

But, in Punjabi only five lakars are used:

the object itselfas, for instance, Braham’s nat-

ural facet is saty (existence), cetan (conscious(a) svarath lakar (Indicative Mood), as for
ness) and anéd- (bliss). The tetasth (neutral
instance, “mi: IIkhda ha, gréthi path karda
facet stands aside or manifests itself ocasionhe, Uh jade hen.” etc.
ally). It is not natural to the object, as for in(b) anumatyrath lakar (Imperative Mood),
stance, jagatkarta (creator of the world), VIsvas for instance, “me hova, tﬁ javé, uh hon, puja
palak (nourisher or preserver of the world) and
path karo.”
séharkarta (destroyer), etc.
(c) as’ésarath lakar (Subjunctive Mood), as
‘2 Ramchandar’s brother, Lakshman. 3 Infor instance, “je tusimenﬁ sétha parha deo, t5
mé ap da Upkar ménna, je me hﬁda, je tusi dian crane or saras bird. 4 lucky sign.
ਲਕਣਾ [laksna] potential of a word which reBode,” etc.
(d) sédlgadharath lakar (Doubt-express- veals its secondary or the real signiﬁcation as
distinguished from the literal one. See ਅਜਹਤਿ
ing Mood), as for instance, “sayad uh hon tori
ਲੱਛਣਾ, ਜਹਤਾਜਹਤਿ and ਜਹਤਿ.
'
ghar agIra hou. mé hOda, Uh hOde,” etc.
(e) sébhavnarath lakar (Probability exress- ਲਕਮਣ [laksman] Skt ਲਰ੍ਯਣ adj indicating or
bearing a mark. 2 n king Dashrath’s son from
ing Mood), as for instance, “tohanﬁ guru da
his queen Sumitra, who was younger brother
hokam c1116 ménana lorie, sz t6 sarav sukh
of Ram. He is mentioned in the Purans as an
hove, guru di agya t6 VIruddh ਨੈਰੋ… karan t6
incarnation of Sheshnag. His wife was Urmiupadrav hosakda he,” etc.
la (daughter of Janak) by whOm he had tWo
ਲਕੀ [laki] with the waist; the waist. “laki kase

ਲਕ'ਮਣਾ
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sons, named Angad and Chandarketu. 3 Duryodhan’s son, who was killed by Arjun’s son,
Abhimanyu, in the battle of Kurukshetar.
ਲਕਮਣਾ [181<ਤੁਗ਼ਰਸੁਕ]ਵ੍ਯਕ੍ਯਾ. Krishan’s queen, who
was daughter of king of Madardesh. At the
time of his marriage with her, Krishan had
strung together the noses of seven bulls in one
go. 2 Duryodhan’s daughter, who was
snatched away by Samb, son of Krishan.
3 shrub with white thorns.
ਲਕਮੀ [1ਰ1<ਤੁ…1] Skt n splendour, lustre. 2 abun—
dance, surplus. 3 turmeric. 4 goddess of wealth
and prosperity, mentioned, in the Purans, as
wife of Vishnu. She is supposed to have appeared at the time of the churning of the ocean,
and is taken as the mother of Kam. That is
why she is named as Indira and Jaldhija. She
supports a lotus in her hand and is, also famous as Padma.
ਲਕਮੀਸੁਤ [laksmisut] Skt n Kamdev. 2 horse.
ਲਕਮੀਕਾਂਤ [laksmikat] Lakshmi’s husband, Vishnu. 2 lord of Maya; the Creator.
ਲਕਮੀਤਾਤ [laksmitat] Lakshmi’s father — the
ocean. 2 See ਲਕਮੀਸੁਤ.
ਲਕਮੀਦਾਸ [laksmidas] See ਲਖਮੀਦਾਸ.
ਲਕਮੀਧਰਾ [laksmidhara] See ਅਚਕੜਾ. 2 earth.
ਲਕਮੀਨਾਥ [laksminath], ਲਕਮੀਧਤਿ [laksmipatI]

See ਲਕਮੀਕਾਂਤ.
ਲਕ਼ਿਤਾ [lakslta] in poetics, a heroine who can
infer the secret actions of her husband from
the marks on his body. 2 the heroine, whose
love for someone other than her wedded husband, is known to her friends.

ਲਕਸ਼ [laksy] Skt n purpose, thinking. 2 intention. 3 aim. target, manifest feeling, intended
motive. 4 adj capable of being marked.
5 worth-observing.
ਲਖ [lakh] See ਲਕ. many, inﬁnite. “lakh nekia
CégIaié.”——Var asa. 2 See ਲਖਣਾ.
ਲਖਣ [lakhan] See ਲਕਣ. “subh lakhan prath

kine.”—sor m 5.
ਲਖਣਾ [lakhna] v pass by, pass through. 2 know.
“lakhi n3 jai nanak lila.”—sukhman1'. 3 see,

observe. “alakhu na lakhna jai.”—gau m 1.

4 See ਲਕਣਾ.

‘

ਲਖ਼ਤ [laxat] P J piece, portion, segment.

ਲਖ਼ਤਜਿਗਰ [laxathgar] P ,ਨੂਲੂੰਤੂੰ n part of the self.
2 son; born from or begotten by oneself, one’s
own offspring.
ਲਖਨ [lakhan] See ਲਕਣ. 2 See ਲਕਮਣ 2.

ਲਖਨਊ [lakhnau] Lucknow, a major city of
Avadh, in U.P., on the bank ofriver Gomti. In
Sanskrit, its name is Lakshmanvati. Ramchan—
dar’s brother, Lakshman, set up this city. Luc-

know is a busyjunction on the Avadh-Ruhelkhand railway line. It is 666 and 885 miles, by
rail, from Calcutta and Bombay respectively.
It is the largest city in UP. with a population
of243,533 persons.
Lucknow was the major centre of the insurgents during the rebellion of 1857; many
English women and children were mercilessly
killed there.
On 21St March, 1858 this city was fully
annexed to the British territory.
As is evident from the name Baba Hajara
daAsthan, located in the Nivaj ganj locality, in
Lucknow, it is a famous seat of the Udasi
sadhus of the Mihan Singh’s branch of the
Udasi sect. It has property worth lakhs of rupees attached with it.

ਲਖਨੇਤ੍ਰਾ [lakhnetra] xa one-eyed person.

ਲਖਨੌਚ [lakhnar] village, under police station
Ghanaur of Patiala state, which is four miles
to the west of the railway station Ambala Cantt.
On his way from Patna to Anandpur Sahib,
Guru Gobind Singh, along with his mother, had
stayed here for several months. The dervish,
Shah Bhikh came from Thaska to see him
there. See ਸ਼ਾਹਭੀਖ.

ਲਖਪਤ
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There is a well, which Mata Gujri had got

sake jaI.”—bher a m 3. 2 wealth, prosperity.
“lakhmi ketak gani na jaie.”—guj a m 5.

dug. There is also a welI-built congregation hall.
The cots of the tenth Master and Mata Gujri ਲਖਮੀਕੰਤ [1ਰ1<}1ਘਾਂ1<ਰੋ੮] See ਲਕਾ-ਸੇਕਾਂਤ.
have also been preserved there. This place has ਲਖਮੀਚੰਦ ਜੀ [1ਰ1<11ਧ11੮ਟੋ<1 ji], ਲਖਮੀਦਾਸ ਜੀ
a yearly jagir of rupees four hundred from ਰ੍ [lakhmidas ji] younger son of Guru Nanak Dev,
Patiala state; rupees twenty-ﬁve are received
from Mata Sulakhni. He was born on 19th
from village Bara, district Ambala. ApproxiPhaggan, Sammat 1553 at Sultanpur and died
mately sixty vighas of land is in its name in
on 13th Vaisakh, Sammat 1612, at Kartarpur.
villages Bhanokheri, Bahibalpur, Sakrahon, etc.
The Vedis are his descendants. See ਵੇਦੀਵੰਸ਼.
The state has handed over the management ਲਖਮੀਬਰ [lakhmibar] husband of Lakshmi, Vishnu. 2 Master of Maya; God, the Creator. “laofthis place to a committee.
ਲਖਪਤ [lakhpat] See ਲਖਪਤਿ and ਲਖਪ'ਤਿਰਾਇ.
khmibar SIU jau IIV lave.”—gau ba van kabir.

ਲਖਪਤਿ [lakhpatI] adj owning lakhs of rupees,
wealthy, opulent.

ਲਖਪਤਿਰਾਇ' [lakhpatIraI], ਲਖਪਤਿਰਾਯ [lakhpat-

ਲਖਮੀਰ [lakhmir] See ਜੌਧਰਾਇ. 2 See ਮੀਂਹਾਂਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਲਖਵੈਯਾ [lakhveya] adj knowing. 2 observing.
3 passing by.

Iray] a Khatri of Kalanaur who was diwan or

ਲਖਾਉਣਾ [lakhauna], ਲਖਾਨਾ [lakhana] v cause

revenue minister of Yahiya Khan, Viceroy of
Lahore. When the Sikhs killed his foulmouthed
brother, Jaspat, near village Baddoki Gusaian,
he pursued and persecuted them with vengeance. By the orders of Ahmad Shah Durra—
ni, Lakhpat became governor of Lahore. At
last, Mir Mannu arrested Lakhpat and handed

somebody to see or observe. 2 take across.
3 make somebody realise.

ਲਖਾਮ [lakham], ਲਖਾਮਿ [lakhamI] Skt ਵ੍ਯਸ਼੍ਯਸਿਂ. I
see. 2 I know. 3 I write.
ਲਖਾਰੀ [lakhari] has seen, known or realised.

“hIrde alakhu Iakhari.”—sar m 4. 2 adj knowing, perceiving, observing. 3 See ਲੇਖਾਰੀ.

him over to Diwan Kaura Mal, who, in turn,

ਲਖਾਰੇ [lakhare] has caused to perceive. “jInI

handed him over to the Sikhs. Having kept him
imprisoned for six months, the Khalsa killed

mera harI alakhu lakhare.”—m 4 var vad. “gursabadI lakhare.”—m 4 var gau 1.

him in revenge, in Sammat1805. See ਘੱਲੂਘਾਰਾ.

ਲਖਬਾਹਾਂ [lakhbaha] xa crippled in one hand.

ਲਖਾਞ [lakhav] n presentation, display. “karahI
na kachu lakhav.”—NP.
ਲਖਾਞਨ [lakhavan] v show. 2 cause to realise.
“gur pura mIle Iakhavie re.”—1<eda m 4. 3 ex-

2 one lakh arms; Le, a large army, innumerable

press, disclose, make known. “mat kIchu apI

helpers. “lakhbahe 1<Ia kIje?”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਲਖਬੀਰ [lakhbir] See ਜੋਧਰਾਇ.

lakhavhe.”—asa chét m 3. 4 ferry across; en-

Narpatrai was the third brother of Jaspat and
Lakhpat.

ਲਖਮਣ [lakhman] See ਲਕਮਣ 2.

ਲਖਮਣਾ [lakhmana] lakhs of maunds. “nanak
kagad Iakhmana parI parI kice bhau.”—sr1' m
1. 2 See ਲਕ਼ਮਣਾ.
ਲਖਮਣੁ [lakhmanu] See ਲਕ਼ਮਣ. “sita lakhmanu
VIchurI gaIa.”—m 1 var ram 1.
ਲਖਸੀ [Iakhmi] See ਲਕਮੀ. “lakhmi bhau kare, na

courage to transgress.

ਲਖਿ [lakhI] adv having crossed. “18 mudrIka
lakhI barIdhé, jahi si huti tahI jat bhe.”—ramav. 2 having transgressed, observed, seen
or realised. “lakhI hastamal atma.”—GPS.

ਲਖਿਮੀ [lakhImi] See ਲਾਕ਼ਮੀ. “kotI devi jakau
sevahI, lakhImi anIk bhatI.”—asa chét m 5.

ਲਖਿਮੀਬਰ [IakhImibar] See ਲਖਮੀਬਰ.

ਲਖੀਆ
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ਲਖੀਆ [lakhia] adj who sees. 2 who knows.
3 who goes across.
ਲਖੁ [lakhu] a lakh. See ਲਕ. “lakhu lakhu gera

akhie ekU namu jagdis.”—japu. See ਲਕਸ.
ਲਖੂਣ [1੩1<}1੫1.1], ਲਖੂਣਾ [lakhuna], ਲਖੂਨ [lakhun]

adj a hundred thousand times; extremely.
ਲਖੇਸਰ [lakhesar] god of lakhs. See ਲਖਪਤਿ.
2 husband of Lakshmi, Vishnu. 3 ocean.

ਲਖੇਸਰੀ [lakhesri] feminine ਗੰਲਖੇਸਰ 1‘. 2 with
lakhs on the head. “lahri vahanI lakhesri.”
—sava m 1.

ਲਖੋੜੀ [lakhori] adj who owns lakhs of rupees.

ident of this place. A beautiful gurdwara stands
there. Thirty-five ghumaons of land have been
attached with the gurdwara, by the Faridkot
state. The Ofﬁciant is a Singh. A fair is held on
Vaisakhi as well as Dusehra days. Guru
Nanak Dev had also visited this place. It is
located two miles to the west ofGoniana railway station.
3 title bestowed, by Guru Gobind Singh, on
Malwa (wild country), which means ‘thejun-

gle producing immense wealth’. “lakkhijégal
khalsa aI didar kito ne.”—dasamgr5th.

2 lakhs of. “karori lakhori kie besumar.”—mago.

ਲੱਖੂ [lakkhu] a devoted Sikh, who belonged to

ਲਖੰਮੈ [191<11ਰੈ…ਬ] are seen. are observed. “pat

Patoli caste and was a resident of Lahore. As a
result of his remark, the bricks of Buddhu’s kiln

sohne phal lakkh lakhéme.”—BG.

ਲੱਖ [lakkh] See ਲਕ. 2 See ਲਕਜ਼ “lakkh jiv ਰਖਿ

had remained unbaked. See ਬੁੱਧੂ. 2 a righteous,

isur kera. sat CIt anéd eke hera.”—GPS. “lakh
rup vacarath jas kahI.”—GPS. See ਵਾਰ੍ਯ.
ਲਖਣ[1ਰ1<1<11੪11] See ਲਕਣ.
ਲਖਣਾ[191<1<}1੮18] See ਲਕਣਾ.
ਲੱਖਾ [lakkha] a drummer of Guru Hargobind.

chivalrous disciple of Guru Hargobind who was
killed in the battle of Kartarpur. 3 a derogatory

ਲਧ੍ਯ [lakhy] See ਲਕਸ. 2 target. “bathk praharen lakhy avadhah.”—sahas m 5. 3 See ਲਕ.

ਲੱਖਾਸਿੰਘ [lakkhaSIgh] a Singhm Guru Gobind

ਲਖਯਣ [lakhyan], ਲਖਿਯਣ [lakhyIan] See ਲਕਣ.

Singh’s attendance. Sometimes, he used to
carry the ﬂag ahead of the Guru. It was he
who killed Ataulla Khan, brother of Gulkhan,
who had attacked the Guru at Abichal Nagar.

“bhagatI lakhyan karI vaSI bhae.”—sr1' chétm

ਲੱਖੀਜੰਗਲ [lakkhijégai] a dense forest, in the

Lakkhi mountain range, in Kotri taluka of district Karachi, where, at one time, there was a

great facility for breeding horses. The horses
from this place are famous in history.
2 a Village, called. Mehima Sarja, under
police station Nehianwala, in tehsil Kotkapura
of Faridkot state. One mile to the south-east
from here, there is a gurdwara raised in honour of Guru Gobind Singh. Here, the Guru

had named the wild country as lakkhijégal and

name of Lakhpatrai. See ਲਖਪਤਿਰਾਇ.

5. “khat lakhyén puma purkhah.”—sahas m 5.

“prapté dharam lakhyIan.”—sahas m 5.
ਲਗ [lag] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. vr be united, meet, touch,

obtain, taste. 2 n a vowel sign. 3 partupto, till.
4 for. 5 See ਲਗਿ and ਲਗੁ.
ਲਗੲੀ [lagai] connecting, joining. 2 equaling,
matching.

ਲਗ਼ਜ਼ੀਦਨ [laGazidan] P [%./'] v slip, slide. 2 miss,
err.
ਲਗਣਾ [lagna] v get joined or fastened. 2 be
intent or set (on). 3 be effective. “esa dam
lags na bir.”—mala m 1. 4 be related to, be

aligned. 5 copulate with. “lagyo an téko rahyo
téhi garbhé.”—gyan.

recited, in the Malwa strain, the song-“sunks

ਲਗਥੲੀ [188੮11811ਲਗਨ-ਥੀਈ. was stuck on. “haume

sadd mahi da mehi pani ghah mutone.” Dan

melu 13gthai.”—kaII m 4.
ਲਗਨ [lagan] Skt ਜ੍ਯ. n moment of the sun

Singh, .a devoted Sikh ofthe Guru was a res-
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ਲਗਨਾ

entering into a sign of the zodiac. “lagan sagan
te rahIt nIralam.”—cobis. “lagan sagan mane
kese man manie?”—-BGK. 2 surety, guarantor.
3 adj attached, connected. 4 ashamed,
abashed. 5 n fondness, longing: as, for example: “us nu VIdya di lagan he.”
ਲਗਨਾ [lagna] See ਲਗਣਾ. “thU thU lavahu, um
um lagna.”—sukhmani.

ਲਗਨੁ ਗਣਾਉਣਾ [laganu ganauna] v get an auspicious moment, or period, ascertained by an

astrologer. “baba laganu ganaI, hébhi vépa
sahure.”—-suhi chétm 1. i.e., to be convinced
ofdeath being inevitable.

ਲਗਾ [laga] adj attached, related. 2 concerned
with. “sabh kIchu tujhhi he laga.”—maru so]he m 5. 3 n pursuit. “tﬁko laga n9 ਚਿ] tih dyo.”

—carItr 100. 4 See ਲੱਗਾ.

.

ਲਗਾਉ [13880]ਥੂ ਲਗਾਉਟ [lagaut] n attachment,

relation.
ਲਗਾਤਾਰ [legatar] adv continuously, uninterruptedly, without a break.
ਲਗਾਨ [lagan] felt, seemed. “her: man: tanI
mith lagan jiu.”—asa Chét m 4. 2 n rent (payable on land), tax.

ਲਗਾਮ [lagam] P {6 or (W n bridle, reins.
ਲਗਾਵਟ [lagavat] See ਲਗਾਉਣ.

ਲਗਪਗ [lagpag] advnear the foot; approximate-

ਲਗਿ [lagI] adv for. ‘~‘harI SImranI IagI bed

ly, nearly.
ਲਗਭਗ [lagbhag] it is the corrupted form ofਲਗਪਗ.

Upae.”—sukhmani. “khoj roj 1<e het lagI dayo
mIsrju rOI.”—1<ham. 2 havingjoined, in com-

ਲਗਮਾਤ [lagmat] a short syllabic instant; a short
vowel. See ਦੀਰਘ.

pany with. “lagI gurmukhI asthIrU ho: jiu.”
—asa chétm 4. 3 from effect or influence of.

ਲਗਰ [lagar] n branch, shoot. 2 bird of prey.
See ਲਗੜ-

“madhur bacan lagI agam sugam hOI.”—BGK.

ਲਗਰਾ [lagra] See ਲਗਰ 2 and ਲਗੜ. “base ghane

rIa, manmukh lag]: makhi pace pacaI.”—sr1' m

lagra carge.”—1<rIsan. “lagra kahﬁ chorat jat
baki ko?”—1<rIsan. ‘Does a falcon ever spare

4. 5 imperative of the verb lagna. “lagI

a female heron?’
ਲਗ਼ਞ [lacav1A ,4: adj triﬂing, useless. 2 false,
untrue.

,

ਲਗਵਾਰੇ [lagvare] adj those who touch or are
touching. “sevak pagI lagvare.”—na_t a m 4.
ਲਗੜ [lager] a bird of prey, having black eyes. It

is the female of jhagar. Both the male and the
female hunt together. Its height is more than
that of jhagar. The lager hunts throughout the
year and is more faithful than the carag. It is
native to the Punjab and lays its eggs there.

See ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀ.
ਲਗੜਾ [lagra] got attached or absorbed. “lagra
so nehu.”—var jet. 2 See ਲਗੜ.

ਲਗੜੀਆ [198ਤ੍ਹਾਤੋ਼ਕ] intent on. “lagria pIriénI
pekhédia na tIpia.”—varmaru 2 m 5. ‘The eyes,
intent on the beloved, could not be content.’

4 adj like, similar to. “guru mItha maIa pas-

sfétcarni.”—bIha m 5.
ਲ਼ੀ
ਲਗੀ [lagi] got absorbed/connected. 2 n wife,
better-half. “nanak lagi turI mare jivan nahi
tanu. cots seti jo mare lagi sa parvanu..”—sava
m 1.

ਲਗੀ ਬੜਵਾਨਲ ਜ੍ਯੋ= ਬਨ ਮੇਂ [lagi barvanal jyé ban
mel—cédi 1. See ਬਨ 3 and 4.

ਲਗੁ [Iago] See ਲਗ. 2 part as long as, till. “jab
lagu dunia rahie nanak.”—dhana m 1.
ਲਗੁੜ [198ਪਿੰ] See ਲਗੜ. 2 Skt n club, staff, stick.

ਲਗੋਜਾ [lagoja] See ਅਲਗੋਜਾ.
ਲੱਗਾ [lagga] See ਲਗਾ. 2 n equality, comparison,
equivalence, as, ‘05 da lagga koi nahi khéda.’
3 relation, connection. 4 love. 5 long pole for
rowing a boat; oar.

ਲਘ [lagh] See ਲਘੁ. 2 n urine. “lagh ghoran ki
nadia uthI dhave.”—krIsan.

ਲਘਣ [laghan], ਲਘਨ [laghan] See ਲੰਘਨ.

ਲਘਵ'ਜ
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ਲਘਵ [laghva]adjsmall, diminutive, small-sized. ਲਛਣ [1੪੦}191.10] See ਲਕਣ. 2 Skt ਲਛਨ. blemish,
“rup dharyo laghva.”——krIsan.
blot. “osu naII muhu jore, osu bhi lachanu
ਲਘਉਣ [laghauna], ਲਘਵਣ [laghavan] v help laIa.”—m 4 var gau I .
cross, ferry across. “gursabdi parI laghaI.” ਲਛਨ [lachan] See ਲਛਣ. 2 See ਲਛਨ.
—sr1'm 4 vanjara. “sabad laghavanharu.”-sri a ਲਛਨਦ [lachnadI] Lakshman etc. “r01 mlle
m 1.
lachnadI bhayya sab.”-—ramav.
ਲਘਵਣਚਰ

[laghavanharu] i n Olden times, a

ਲਛਮਣ [lachman], ਲਛਮਨ [lachman] See ਲਕਮਣ 2 .

group of sentinels, stationed at various points ਕਸਰ
[lachmanarI] enemy of Lakshhman,
of a road, who helped traders cross risky ar- spear.—-sanama. Hurt by a spear, Lakshman
eas safely. “vanjare SIkh avde sabadI lagha- had fainted. 2 Indarjit; Meghnad, who had
vanharu.”—m 4 var gau I . 2 ferryman.
knocked Lachhman unconscious.
‘
'
of
poet
famous
a
[lachmansi’gh]
ਕ|ਨਸਘ
power--ral
supernatu
a
ਗਆ [laghIma ] Skt n
for assuming excessive lightness at will. See

ਅਸਟਸਧ.
ਲਘ [laghi] n urination, urine.

Rajputana. See ਤਖਰ.
ਲਛਮ [lachmi] See ਲਕਮ.

ਲਛਮਦਸ [lachmidas] See ਲਖਮਦਸ ਜ.
ਲਘ [laghu] Skt adj small, diminutive. 2 not ਲਛਮ ਮਇਆ [lachmi maIa]illusory Maya.
heavy, light. 3 handsome, lovely. 4 adv quick- 2 Wealth and prOSperity. “putr kalatr lachmi
ly. “kéth lagae laghu gahI hatha.”—-NP. 5 11 maIa.”—dhana kabir.
short syllable. 6 short for ਲਘਸਕ; urination.“me ਲਛਮ ਮਤ [lachmi mata] See ਅਮਰਦਸ ਸਤਗਰ.
ab hi laghu ke h I t jehé.”—carItr I8.
ਲਛਮ [lachImi] See ਲਕਮ.
ਲਘਸਕ [laghusékal'n urination. As against it, ਲਛਆ [lachia] See ਲਕਮ. 2 Skt ਲਕ. lac, sheldeﬁcation is called diraghs'éka. “prI thia Iago lac, resin of a particular tree from which a
laghus‘éka kar”—GV 6.
certain red dye is prepared; lac. “lachia grah
ਲਘਹਸ [laghuhast] light-handed, dexterous. 2 a me sot pédu ke ae.”—krIsan. ‘The Kauravs had
quick archer.
arranged to immolate the Pandavs in the lacਲਘਚਤ [laghUCItt] low—hearted, low-spirited.

house.’

ਲਘਤ [laghuta], ਲਘਤ [laghutv] smallness, di- ਲਛਆਗਹ [lachiagrah] house made of lac. See
minutiveness. 2 meanness, baseness. 3 agili- ਲਛਆ 2.
'
ty, cunnin gness. “pad laghuta te kudat bIsal.” ਲਛ [lacch] See ਲਕ. 2 aim, target. See ਲਰ.
“ban jIm lacch par.”—NP. 3 Ramchandar’s
—GPS.
ਲਘਨਚਜ [laghunaraj] See ਨਰਜ ਲਘ.

brother, Lakshman. “ram lacche hari').”—rama v.
vr mark, keep in mind.
ਲਛਣ [lacchan], ਲਛਨ [lacchan] See ਲਕਣ. 2 See

ਲਪਮਤ [laghumatI] of weak understanding, 4 Skt ਕ.

_ stupid.
ਲਚਕ [lacak] ﬂexibility, elasticity.
ਲਚਰ [lacar] See ਲਚਰ.

ਲਛਮਣ. “lacchne 185ਰ8. janki sobh‘ég.”——rama v.
3 lacs of. “lacchan deke pradacchan.”—c5di1.
ਲਛ [lach] See ਲਕ and ਲਛ. 2 Dg goddess Lak- ਲਛ [laccha] n a skein (of thread), a ball of
thread.
shmi, Lachhmi.
ਲਛਣ [lachan] See ਲਕਣ. “nanak I h lachan bra- ਲਛ [lacchi] See ਲਕਮ. 2 kind of grass, found
ham-gIani hOI.”——sukhmani. 2 See ਲਛਣ 2.

ਲਛਣ

[lachna] S e e ਲਕਣ.

on a river-bank, used for making baskets.

ਲਢਦਰ ਗਲ [lacchedar gall] long, unending di-
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ਲਜ

ਲਟਾਪਟਾ

ਲਜ [laj] Skt ਰੱਜੁ. n a rope. 2 Skt ਲੱਜਾ. shame,

ਲਟ [19ਣ੍15/ਢ2ਕਟ੍. vr act or talk like a child. 2 n
lock of hair. “lat chuti varte bIkral.”—bh£r a
kabir. “lat chItkae tIria rovs.”—asa kabir. 3 adj

bashfulness. “sace nam VInU kIse na rahia

stubborn, shameless. “laj ke mare maria n9 mahé

alogue. 2 a long-winded or involved conversation.

laj.”—Var guj 2 m 5. 3 Skt ਰ੍ਯ. vr fry, roast, lat.”—carItr 266. 4 humble, submissive. “sur' patI ਪਿਰੁ so raghupati lat mukh bat kahin.”
feel shy, feel abashed, conceal.
ਲਜਪਤ [lajpat], ਲਜਪਾਤਿ [lajpatI] self-respect. —hanu. 5 to get destroyed. “nam ke let lat jat
- sabhe tan dokh.”——krIsan. 6 See ਲਕਾਰ.
“nanak ki laj patI guru he.”——gau m 4.
ਲਜਯਾ [lajya], ਲਜਾ [laja] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ. n sense of ਲਟਕ[18ਠੁ੪1<];7 act ofhanging, dangling. 2 ﬂexishame, modesty. “nac mat pIta tav lajya.” bility. 3 sudden impulse, longing, sway. 4 enicement, allurement. 5 Skt depraved, base.
—sahas m 5.
ਲਜਾਉਣਾ [lajauna] v be modest, feel shy. 2 put ਲਟਕਣ [latkan] See ਲਟਕਣਾ. 2 a caste among the
Khatris. 3 a subcaste of carpenters. “nano
some one to shame.

ਲਜਇਿ [lajaI] adj being ashamed. “jamu

latkan jatI sujana.”—GPS. He was a devoted

lajaIkarI bhaga.”—so'rm 5. ‘Getting abashed,

follower of Guru Arjan Dev. 4 Bhai Latkan

Yam retreated.’

Sikh, who belonged to Ghura caste. “latkan

~

‘

,

ਲਜਾਨੇ [lajane] they felt abashed.
ਲਜਿਅਾ [laan] n sense of shame. abashment.
“rakhahu harI prabhu laan.”——m 4 var kan.
2 adj abashed, shy. 3 ashamed.

ghura janie gurudItta gurmatI gurbhai.”—BG.
5 an ornament for women.
ਲਟਕਣਾ [latakna], ਲਟਕਨਾ [latakna] v hang by a

ਲਜੀਜ [lajij] A 2} adj tasty, delicious. pleasant.

thread etc; dangle. 2 hang around somebody’s
house out of infatuation for her or him. “tapar

ਲਜੀਲਾ [lajila] adj bashful, shy.

rahi hOI so latkan.”—C9rItr 326.

ਲਜੀਵਦੋਂ [Iajivdo] feels ashamed. “manukh
parthai 13jivdo.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਲਜੁ [laju] Skt ਰੱਜੁ. n rope. “laju tquSI musa,
bhaire!”—gau m-I. ‘Rope is life and rat is
death.’ 2 modesty.

ਲਜੋ [lajo] See ਕਾਜ 3.
ਲੱਜਣ [lajjan], ਲੱਜਣੇਂ [lajjno] v feel ashamed, be
abashed. 2 to abashment (objective case).
“bjjno tajaté naré.”—I<alki.

ਲੱਜਤ [lajjat] A _..ਭੰਭੰ n pleasure, taste. 2 sensual
pleasure.

ਲੱਜਾ [lajja] shame, abashment. See ਲਜਾ.
ਲੱਜਾਤੁਰਲ਼ੀ [lajjatur] adj afflicted with shame,
abashed.

ਲੱਜਾਲੁ [lajjalu] adj shy, modest.

ਲੱਜਿਤ [lajth] adj ashamed.
ਲਜਜਾ [lajya] See ਲਜਾ.
ਲੱਝਣਾ [lajjhna] v be found, obtained or received.

ਲਟਕਾ [latka] n rapture. 2 gait, motion.
ਲਟਨਾ [latna] v move aside, vanish. “garru ke
bal te lati pécmukhi jug sépanI kari.”—c.§di 1.
‘two ﬁve-ﬁngered arms.’ 2 be meek or humble. 3 be tired. 4 lessen or diminish.

ਲਟਪਟਾ [latpata] adj non-chalant, childlike.
2 smart and elegant. “latpati pag $6 lapet man
legayo.”—carItr 12. 3 with untidy turban so
that locks of hair peep out.
ਲਟਭ [latabh] Skt adj beautiful, charming.
ਲਟਰ ਪਟਰ [later pater] n ostentation. 2 embel-

lishment, decoration.
ਲਟਾ [lata] n lock of hair. 2 who hankers for, or

is desirous of. 3 Iiccntious or depraved person.
ਲਟਾਪਟਾ [latapata] accumulated wealth, accessories. “avegi jab kalghata. tab chod jahige
latapata.”—-ma tra carpatna th de sébad di.

ਲਟਾਧਟੀ
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ਲਟਾਪਟੀ [latapati], ਲਟਾਪੱਟ [1੪੮8ਢ਼ਾ9ਠੂਨੂ]ਲ਼ੀ8ਧੰ/' pulling

ing marks of my kicks on your body, the gem:

eachfmh'er’s haii'. “latapatt hoeL”—GPS.
ਲਈ [19੮1] adj having locks or curls of hair. “kI

will not kill you.’ See ਭ੍ਰਿਗ਼ੁਲਤਾ 5A 8” blow or

sarpé lati hs.”—datt. ‘She has serpent~like
locks.’ 2 lessened, diminished, decreased, re-

duced to minimum. See ਲਟਨਾ. “0me na lati

hit given with a foot; kick.
ਲਤਾਫ਼ਤ [latafat] A _..ਭੰਕੂਥਿੰ n neatness, purity.
2 ﬁneness, subtlety. 3 delicacy. 4 deliciousness, ﬂavour.

he.”—NP. 3 inferior. 4 false.
ਲਟੁਚੀ [laturi] adj with tangled, or dishevelled
hair. “laturi madhuri thakuru bhai.”—devm 4.
ਲਟੂਆ [latua], ਲਟੂਹਾ [latuha] 11 top. 2 adj infatuated, besotted. 3 wallowing, revelling. “bhae
latuha hOI akheda.”——NP.

ਲਤਾਭ੍ਰਿਗੁ [latabhrIgu] See ਭ੍ਰਿਗ਼ੁ and ਭ੍ਰਿਗੁਲਤਾ.

ਲਟੂਚੀਆ [laturia] adj having dishevelled hair.

ਪਿੰ aka] latiph.”—s farid. 3 benevolent. 4 gen-

2 an ascetic wearing matted hair.
ਲਠ [lath], ਲੱਠ [latth] 71 staff, club. 2 axle (of a
well, grinding—mill, spinning-wheel, etc).
ਲੱਗ਼ਸ੍ਯ [latthmar] club or staff—wielder, pugnacious rioter.
ਲੱਠਾ [lattha] n rough tough cloth. 2 a wooden

beam. 3 club, staff. 4 M barbarity. 5 adj uncouth, licentious. “rahIn na ganka varIahU
vekarmi latthe.”—BG.
ਲਡ [lad] Skt ਕਰ੍. vr sport, play, loll the tongue,
rear, desire or like.
ਲਡਨਾ [ladna] v load. “sath lade tIn nathia.”

—maru a m 1. See ਨਾਠੀ and ਨਾਠੀਆ. 2 play. See
ਲਡਘਾ.
ਲਡਾਉਣਾ [ladauna] v indulge, love. See ਲਡ vr.

ਲਡੂਅਾ [ladua] See ਲੱਡੂ.
ਲੱਡੂ [laddu], ਲੱਡੂਕ [ladduk] Skt n laddu — a kind
of sweet ball of roasted gramflour, wheat-ﬂour,
etc. 2 xé squash gourd.
ਲਤ [lat] n leg. 2 kick. 3 addiction, bad habit.

ਲਤਖੋਰਾ [latkhora] n threshold (of a room); bottom piece of wood of a door—frame. 2 doormat, sack-cloth.
ਲਤਾ [lata] Skt n branch (of a tree). 2 climber
(plant). “lata bali sakh sabh SImarahI .”~—maru
soIhe m 5. 3 string of pearls. 4 injury mark.
“dekh lata tum kau na badhe.”—krIsan. ‘See-

“5੩1‘58 cakr latabhrI gu ki.”—rama v.
ਲਤਾਰਨਾ [latarna], ਲਤਾੜਨਾ [latarna] v trample,

stamp or tread on. “Iku cthahI, bIa Istaria-

hI.”—s farid.

'

ਲਤੀਫ਼ [latif] A __ਫ਼ੂਥੂਖ਼ੂ adj pure. 2 subtle, ﬁne. “je
tle. 5 n the Creator, the Divine.

ਲਤੀਫ਼ਾ [latifa] A n pleasantry,joke. 2 witticism,
bon mot.

ਲੱਤਾ [latta] Skt ਲਕੁ n dirty and tattered cloth. P
ਗ਼. 2 See ਲਤਾ 5.
ਲਥਣਾ [lathna], ਲਬਨਾ [lathna] v come down,
descend. 2 be freed from. “cit lathi bhete
gobid.”—bas§t m 5.3 vanish. “lathe sath
VIkar.”—m 5 varmala. “guru seVIa bhebhéjan
dukh latha.”—sr1' m 5. “lathIare jagI tapa
ram.”—-vad chét m 4. 4'enter the arena. “mal

lathe lede pheria.”—sr1' m 5 pspaI.
ਲਥਾ [latha] descended. See ਲਥਣਾ.

ਲਥੇਰਨਾ [latherna] v trample; tread on.
ਲਥੇਰ ਪਥੇਰ [lather pather], ਲਥੇਰ ਪਥੇੜ [lather
pather] 11 act ofbesmearing by kneading mud
with feet, trampling on. “jag mahI kari lather
pathera.”—NP.
ਲਥੇੜਨਾ [latherna] See ਲਥੇਰਨਾ.

ਲਥੋੜ ਪਥੇੜ [lather pather] See ਲਥੇਰ ਪਥੇੜ.
ਲਦਜਾਣਾ [ladjana] v See ਲਦਨਾ 3 and 4.
ਲਦਨਾ [ladna] v load. 2 pile (on a beast, cart etc
for transporting). 3 depart. 4 die. “ta pasahu
OI ladIgae.”—s farid.

ਲਦਾਉ [ladau] act of loading. 2 load.
ਲਦਿ [ladI] having loaded. “harI dhanu ladI
calai.”——suhi m 4.

‘

ਲਧ
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ਲਧ [ladh] Sktmadjfound, obtained, attained.
ਲਧਣਾ [ladhna] v be found, be obtained, attain,

get.
ਲਧਮੁ [ladhamu] S adj I obtained or received.
“sathi ladhamu dukh harta.”—var guj 2 m 5.
ਲਧੜਾ [ladhra], ਲਧੜੀ []ਰਧੰਯਿਤੌ], ਲਧਾ [ladha], ਲਧੀ
[ladhi] v found, obtained, got. “harI sajanu
ladhra nalI .”-8੪0… 4 karhale. “nanak ladhar-

ia tInah.”—-var maru 2 m 5. “gur mIlI ladha
ji ram pIara.”—vad chét m 5.

ਲਫੰਗ

ਲਪ [lap] 11 palm turned upward and contracted
to form a cup. 2 palmful (ofsomething). 3Skt
ਗਧ੍. vr speak, weep, make a noise. 4 P ਭੰ 11
large morsel.

ਣਪਿਕ [lapak] n leap, bounce. 2 hot blast of a
ﬂame. 3 grandeur, splendour.
ਲਪਕਣਾ [lapakna] v leap (upon), spring at.
2 rush at, pounce upon. See ਲਪ 4.
ਲਪਟ [lapat] n waft of fragrance. 2 clinging,

embracing. “Im karan lag laptE lavar. jIm

ਲਧੋਵਾਰਾ [ladhovara] ਲਬ੍ਧ-ਅਵਾਰਾ. who has been

jubanhin laptaI nar.”—rama V. 3 act of wrap-

taken as vagrant. “cuni kadhe ladhovare.”—m
4 var gay 1. 2 wild creature.
ਲੱਧੜ [19ਧੰਧੀ181‘] See ਨਿਸ਼ਾਨਾਞਾਲੀ ਮਿਸਲ.

ping. “pardan bic lapat ti’ h lina.”—carItr 3 77.

ਲੱਧਾ [laddha] adj found, received. 2 n monkey.
3 See ਲੱਧਾ ਭਾੲੀ.
,
‘

4 See ਲੰਪਟ. 5 blast of ﬁre.
ਲਪਟਨਾ [lapatna] v be infatuated with. 2 pounce
upon.
ਲਪਟਾਨਾ [laptana] adj infatuated with. 2 v cling

ਲੱਧਾ ਭਾੲੀ [laddha bhai] a Sikh marked by self- _ to.
realisation and benevolence, who was resident ਲਪਟਿ [lapatI] adv getting infatuated. “kure
mohI lapatI .”—suh1' m 5. “lapatI rahIo manu
of Lahore. For denigrating Guru Nanak and
basna.”—bI1a m 5.
renouncing the service at the Guru’s darbar,
Guru Arj an Dev turned Satta and Balwand, the ਲਪਨ [lapan] Skt n mouth with which one
speaks. 2 speech, utterance.
rebec-players out of the religious congregation.
He passed orders that whosoever would inter- ਲਪਰ [leper] adj who babbles, idle-talker. See
cede for the self-willed persons, would be seat- ਲਪ 3.
ed on a donkey, and his face blackened. At this, ਲਪੜ [leper] slap, Spank.
the rebec-players kept on making various ef- ਲਪੇਟ [lapet] n girth. 2 stratagem, trick.
forts for seeking forgiveness but no one came ਲਪੇਟਣਾ [lapetna] v surround, encircle. 2 involve.
to their rescue. At last, they sought the help of ਲਪੇਟੀ [lapeti] fraudulent, crafty.

Bhai Laddha. The benevolent Bhai blackened
his face and riding a donkey came from Lahore
to Amritsar. Rising from his seat Guru Arjan
Dev embraced Bhai Laddha and at his request,
forgave the rebec-players.
ਲਨਤਰਾਨੀ [lantarani] A 3;;‘7’ ‘you cannot see
me.’ This sentence was addressed by the Creator to Moses. “avaz lantarani hardam bagose
dIl. musa magar badidane didar me raved.”—

ਲੱਪਰ [lappar] See ਲਪਰ.
ਲਫਜ [laphaj] A 3;} n word, sentence. “pir laphaj
kamaI.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਲਫਟੰਟ [laphtét] E Lieutenant; representative,
substitute. 2 person serving in place of another; substitute. 3 deputy. 4 army ofﬁcer, lower
in rank to a captain.
ਲਛਣਾ [1ਗ੍ਰ੭}11.18] v resile, bend.

ਲ਼ਫਰਾ [laphra] vagabond. See E loafer.

divan goya. 2 It is now used in the sense of ਲਫਢਾ [laphapha] See ਲਿਫ਼ਾਫ਼ਹ.
bragging. It means bragging about something
that one has neither seen nor properly known.

ਲਫੰਗ [laphég], ਲਢੰਗਾ [1ਗ੍੭11ਟੈ88] P ﬂ n braggart. 2 vagrant, lecher. 3 vagabond.

ਲਬ
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ਲਯਤਾ

ਲਬ [lab] n covetousness, greed, avarice. 2 P

ਲਬੇਰਾ [labera], ਲਬੇਰੀ [laberi] a milch animal.

__2 lip, lips. 3 bank. 4 saliva. This word has
been derived from ਲੁਅਾਬ.
ਲਬਧ [labadh] See ਲਧ.

ਲਬੇੜਨਾ [laberna] v bedaub, smear (with mud,
etc).
ਲਭ [labh] Skt ਕਸ੍. vr get, receive.

ਲਬਥਿ [labath] Skt ਲਬ੍'ਧਿ n gain, achievement.
“labath apni pai.”—sorm 5. 2 (in arithmetic)

ਲਭਣ [labhan] See ਲਭਨ. “labhné sadhségen.”

resultant sum; quotient.

ਲਬਧਿਓ [13})ਰ(1}1ਗ਼ੁ੦],ਲਬਧਿਆ [19ਠਿ96ਧਿ18],ਲਥਧੋ [labadho] found, attained. “harI labdho mItr
sumIto.’ ’.—gatha
ਲਬਧ੍ਯ [labdhy] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adj obtainable. “nanak labdhy5 acut tanah.”—sahas m 5.
ਲਬਲਬਾ [leblaba] A _ਲ਼ਾਫ਼ੂਮਂ n parental love. 2 in
Punjabi, soft (tender) is so termed.
ਲਬਲੋਭ [lablobh] See ਲਬੁ ਲੋਭੁ.

—ga tha.
ਲਭਨ੍ਯ'ਰੁ [labhanharu] adj who receives. 2 who

searches. 3 obtainable, worth obtaining.
“ladhamu labhanharu.”-var guj 2 m 5.
ਲਭਨ [labhan] Skt n act of getting. 2 meeting.
ਲਤ੍ਯ [labhy] Skt adjobtainable. 2 worth meet-

ing.
ਲਮਹ [lamah] A ,ਤੂੰ moment, instant
ਲਮਕ [lamak] Skt n adulterous lover; substitute
husband. 2 libertine, rake. 3 See ਲਮਕਨਾ.

ਲਬਾਂ ਕਟਾਉਣਾ [1ਗੰ੭ਕੋੰ katauna] get moustache

ਲਮਕਨਾ [lamakna] Skt ਰਾਜ੍ਯ. to hang, to swing.

shaved in accordance with the Islamic code.
ਲਬਾਣਾ [labana] n one who deals in salt; a particular caste, among the Khatris, whose members used to sell salt in villages and hence this
name. The Labanas used to go to various lands
with their staple laden on oxen, etc. Their leader is called “naIk”, who gets a sum of rupee
one from everybody on auspicious occasions
such as marriage, etc.

ਲਮਕੰਨਾ [lamkéna] Skt ਲੰਬਕਣੇਂ. adj long-eared;

ਲਬਾਦਾ [labada] See ਲਬੇਦਾ. 2 P cotton cloak, quilt.
ਲਬਾਰ [lobar] See ਲਪਰ. S8813 braggart. 2 gossip monger, ﬁbber.
ਲਬਾਲਬ [labalab] P 5);! adj full, brimming.
ਲਬਾੜ [lobar] See ਲਬਾਰ.

ਲਬੀ [labi] adj greedy. “mIthIa lobh labi.”—guj
m 5.
ਲਬੁ [labu] n greed, avarice. “labu VInahe mansa.”—var ram 3. 2 See ਲਭਜ਼
ਲਬੁਲੋਂਭੁ [labuloth] greed for the obtainable
object. “labu lobhu ahékaru tajI.”—an5du.

ਲਬੇਡਾ [labeda], ਲਬੇਦਾ [labeda] n thick slice of
meat, piece of meat. “kahﬁ mas 1<e gidh lsge
labede.”~CarItr 405. 2 mass of phlegm.
ਲ਼ਾਥੇਰਨਾ [laberna] See ਲਬੇੜਨਾ.

whose ears hang. 2 n billy-goat. 3 donkey.
4 elephant. 5 hare.
ਲਮਛੜ [19ਧਘਿ1ਗ੍] n long—butted gun; long-bar—

relied gun. “top jamur jéjelan lamchar lae
tophégan jalé.”——GPS. 2 long-helved lance.
ਲਮਟੰਗਾ [lamtéga] adj long-legged. 2 stork.
3 camel. 4 long-legged bird.

ਲਮਢੀ'ਗ [lamdhig] See ਢੀ'ਗ. Many have termed
the Indian crane as lamdhig, which is wrong.

ਲਮੇਂਰਾ [lamera] ਕ਼ਧੰ/‘ਲੰਬ-ਤਰ. longer; taller.
ਲਯ [lay] Sid ਗਧ੍ਰ. vr go, mingle. 2 n fusion, merger.
3 deluge. 4 annihilation, extinction. 5 unbroken
ﬂow of music like athin line of oil being poured.

See ਲੈ. 6 God, the Creator. 7 according to the
yog school, absorption of the mind, that enables
one to become oblivious of objects.

ਲਯਚਿੰਤਨ [laycitan] n a type of meditation, in
which, considering the sequential creation of
all objects, their merger in God is visualized in
the same sequence so that after extinction of
all the objects God alone lasts.
ਲਯਤਾ [layta] n absorption, merger. “tahI anad

me layta paI.”—GPS.

ਲਯਾਕ੍ਤ
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ਲਲਾਂਮ

ਲਲਕ [lalak] n craving, longing. 2 habit, nature.
3 launching of an invasion. “lalak lalak kud kud
ਲਚ [lar] n long stick. 2 shoot, branch. 3 stream,
line. “meru ke maddh mano jamna lar.”—c5di bahat bhe sastra astra.”—saloh.
1. ‘The body of Durga’s lion is the mountain ਲਲਕਾਰਨਾ [lalkarna] v raise a battlecry, chal-lenge the enemy. 2 make a loud noise. 3 shout,
of gold and black stripes upon it are streams
‘take him’, (catch him).
of the Yamuna."
ਲਰਕਊਆ [larkua], ਲਰਕਵਾ [larkava] group of ਲਲਕਾਰਾ [lalkara] n war—cry. See ਲਲਕਾਰਨਾ.
boys, boys. “gavat git sabhe larkaua.”—krIsan. ਲਲਚਾਉਣਾ [lalcauna], ਲਲਚਾਨਾ [lalcana] to long
for, crave, hanker after. See ਲਲ.
ਲਰਕਾ [larka] n boy. 2 See ਲਰਿਕਾ.

ਲਯਾਕੁਤ [layakat] A .6391 n ability, merit.

ਲਲਤ [lalat] See ਲਲਿਤ.
word has also been used in place of latkai. ਲਲਤਪਦ [lalatpad] See ਲਲਿਤਪਦ.
ਲਲਤਾ[1ਰ1੮8]5'/ਧਿਲਲਿਤਾ’7 musk. 2 Durga. 3 friend
“larkai cahO dIsan VIsala.”—GPS.

ਲਰਕਾੲੀ [larkai] n boyhood, childhood. 2 This

ਲਰਕਾਧਨ [larkapan] n boyhood, childhood, adolescence.
ਲਰਕੀ [larki] n girl, maiden, lass. 2 intellect. See

ਲਰਜ਼ [laraj], ਲਰਜਾ [larja] P u‘} n shivering, tremor. “ses ke sis dhara larji he.”—c5di 1. “sune

dut 13rj5.”—VN. “larjat jam jIn nam te.”—NP.

ਲਗੰਜ਼ਸ਼ [larzis] P j}; n shivering, tremor, trembling.
ਲਰਜ਼ੀਦ [larzid] P £1) shivered, trembled.
ਲਰਜ਼ੀਦਨ [larzidan] P (94:17 v shiver, tremble.
ਲਰਨਾ [lama] See ਲੜਨਾ.

ਲਰਾਈ [larai] See ਲੜਾੲੀ.
ਲਰਾਜ਼ੀਦਨ [larazidan] See ਲਰਜ਼ੀਦਨ.

ਲਰਿ [larI] adv havin g quarrelled or fought. “sagle larI larI mua.”2—dhana m 5.
ਲਰਿਕਾ [larIka], ਲਰਿਕੀ [larIki] See ਲਰਕਾ and
ਲਰਕੀ. “k0 he larIka becai larIki bece kOI.”

of Radha. 4 wife, woman. “locan tar lalta bIl-

lati darsan pIas.”—mala a m 1. 5 intellect. “lalta lekhanI sac ki.”—sor a m 1.
ਲਲਨ [lalan] Skt n act of playing. play. See ਲਲ
vr. 2 beloved child.
ਲਲਨਾ [lalna] Skt n wife, woman. 2 spouse,

better half. “ghatét lalna sut bhrat hits.”
—sahas m 5. 3 tongue, taste.

ਲਲਾ [131a] the letterE of Punjabi. “191a take lave
na kou.”—ba van. 2 articulation of ਲ. 3 ਠੋੳੳਧੁਨੀ
(e). 4 adjbeloved, darling. 5 playful, Sportive.
6 n son. “nédlal 131a It gavat he.”—1<rIsan.
ਲਲ਼ਾੲੀ [lalai] n sanguineness, redness, ruddi- .

ness. ਲਲ਼ਾਟ [lalat] Skt n forehead, brow; part where
the hair fall.
ਲਲਾਟਾਕ [lalataksl he, who has an eye on his
forehead, Shiv; three-eyed.

—s kabir. Here, larka stands for the mind and ,‘68' ਬਹਿਲੀਮਾ [191a bahIlima] See ਧੁਨੀ (e).
larki for the intellect.

ਲਥੀ [lari] n series; class; string ef beads. “mo—
tIn ki lariﬁ.”——krIsan. 2 attached, connected

with. “sésare ks: 5calI lari.”—g5d kabir.

ਲਰੈਯਾ [lareya] adj belligerent. 2 valiant.

ਲਲਾਬੇਗ [lalabeg] an army commander of Kabul,
who, on orders of Shahjahan, brought his army
and fought against Guru Hargobind at
Gurusar Mehraj, and was killed by the Guru

there. See ਹਰਿਗੋਬਿੰਦ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ.

ਲਲ [181] Skt ਕਰ੍. vr desire, play, wish, loll the

ਲਲ਼ਾਮ [lalam] Skt adj beautiful, charming. 2 n

tongue.
'This is an example of “abhutopama” ﬁgure of speech.

adornment, embellishment. 3 flag, banner.
4 symbol, mark. 5 horse. 6 ornament, decorative piece. 7 precious stone,jewel.

2mrItah, which means dead.

ਲਲਾਰ
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ਲਲ਼ਾਰ [lalar] adj spread-over. See ਲਲ vr. “Iapp
ke lalare.”—c5d1' 2. 2 See ਲਲਾਟ.

ਲਲਿਤ [lalIt] Skt adj beautiful, charming.
“dhunIt lalIt.”—bh€rpartal m 5. 2 wished for,
required. 3 n in poetics, heroine’s gesture —
“bolan hasan bIIokbo calan manohar rup. jese
tese barnIye lalIt hav anurup.”—rasrkprrya.
4 a six—note musical measure of the bherav
scale, in which the ﬁfth note is prohibited; the
fourth and the sixth note remain in concord

with each other. The fourth note is the domi-

"
des kam ki seva kini,

bhayo anath sahai.
(b) Another form of this metre has 27
matras in each foot, with caesuras at the 15'h
and the 12'h matras and ending in a short syliable.
Example:
523th karay ke adI manaI,
jagatnath sukh danak,
SIkkhan k0 Ih din bataI,

kalItaran guru nanak.

nant note and the ﬁrst note is secondary in
comparison. Sharp fourth note is also used
with the trilled one. In the ﬁrst, the third and

ਲਲਿਤਾ [lalIta] Skt n musk. 2 a friend of Radhi-

the seventh notes are pure, second, sixth are

beauty, charm, elegance. “kﬁgu ki kaIa ratna
ki lalIta.”'—sr1' m 1.
ਲ਼ੀ

soft and the fourth is sharp. From dawn to
after sunrise is the time for its singing.

ascending —— n3 ra g9 ma mi ma ga mi dha sa.

ka. 3 In the Kalika Puran, a river that flows

near Bilvakeshvar. 4 See ਲਲਤਾ. 5 Skt ਲਾਲਿਤਜ n

ਲਲਿਤਾਰ [lalItar] adj beautiful, charming. “lall-

descending —ganadhamidhar‘nimamagarasa.
In Guru Granth Sahib, the lalIt is mentioned

tar kalmal dahIn karni.”—saloh.
ਲਲੀਂ [1੪11] See ਚੀਰੀ ਲਲੀਂ. 2 a term of endearment,
beloved, darling etc in cognitive words.

in unison with ਸੂਹੀ [suhi].

ਲ'ਲੂ [181੫] adj scattered, foolish. 2 covetous.

. 5 a poetic metaphor which, instead of verbal utterance employs images to convey the
meaning.
“kathe kachu prathib so, tasu banay su dhir,
alékar varne tahé, lalIt sumatI gébhir.”

See ਲਲ vr.
ਲਲ੍ਹ [lalh] See ਲੱਲ 1.
ਲਲ੍ਹਾ [lallha] stammerer and dumwitted. 2 the
place for playing rustic type of hockey.

—ramc5dr bhusan.

Example:
biu bijI pat]: legae, ab kIu ugvs daII?
—var asa.

6 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 8.
ਲਲਿਤਪਦ [lalItpad] adj comprising sweet-sounding words; elegant form. 2 n a matrIk metre
which has four feet comprising 28 matras, each
with caesura at the 16‘h and the 12‘“ matras
and ending with two long matras. It is another
name of the ਸਾਰ [sar] metre.
Example:
jIn apna kartavy VIcaryo,
VIdya buddhi pai,

ਲੱਲ [1911] a village, in tehsil and police station
Payal, in Patiala state, which is ﬁve miles to
the east of Doraha railway station. Two furlongs to the north of this village, there is a gur-

dwara of Guru Gobind Singh. The Guru came
here from Macchivara. On suspicion, the commander of the royal army stopped the Guru
from proceeding further. It was here that
Sayyad Pirmuhhamad of Nurpur vouched for

the Guru. Reciting “tvaprasadI, bharam ka
nas”, the Singhs took here the food prepared
by the Muslims. A gurdwara stands there.
Thirty VIghas of land have been donated, by
the village to the gurdwara. The Ofﬁciant is a
‘The traditional excgetes interpret lalIta as ‘the tongue’.

ਲੱਲਾ
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Namdhari Singh. 2 In Punjabi, the word 1911 is
also used for vall.

ਲੱਲਾ [1311a] See ਲਲਾ 1 and 2.

ਲੱ'ਲੌ ਪੱਤੇ [lallo patto] something said in false
appreciation; false praise.
ਲਵ [lav] Skt n in tiny quantity, particle. 2 destruction, devastation. 3 cutting, mowing.

4 moment, jiffy. “lavénasureyé lavé kin nasé.”
—ramav. ‘Shatrughan killed Lavanasur in a

jiffy.’ 5 short for ਲਵਣਾਸੁਰ. See ਲਵਅਚਿ. 6 Ramchandar’s son from Sita. Per chapter 66 of
section 7 of Valmiki Ramayan, Sita, abandoned
by Ramchandar, stayed at sage Valmiki’s hermitage, where she gave birth to twins. The
ﬁrst one was named Kush and the second Lav.
The reason behind giving these names was
that the one, whom Valmiki protected from
various troubles through incantations and
sprinkling of watervwith Kush grass, was
named Kush and the other, who was protected through incantations and sprinkling of water with roots of grass was called Lav. Some

have opined that Sita had given birth only to
Lav. One day, while going for a bath, she took
the child with her. Seeing the cradle vacant,
Valmiki thought that some wild animal had
eaten up the child. Therefore, taking some
roots of dry grass in his hands, he, with his
supernatural powers, created another child,

resembling Lav, and this child came to be
known as Kush. A similar tale is found also in
Dasam Granth. See ਰਾਮਾਵਤਾਰ ਅਧ੍ਯ'ਯ 20.

ਲਵਅਚਿ [lav arI] Shatrughan, enemy of demon
Lavan. “brahmrédhra lav arI phun phuta.”
-ramav. See ਲਵਣ 6.

ਲਵਗ [lavag] clove. See ਲਵੰਗ. “amIt gav lavgan
ke bhare.”—datt. ‘Many bullocks laden with
cloves.’
ਲਵਣ [lavan] Skt adj having salty taste, saline.
2 beautiful, charming. 3 n salt. 4 Sindhu re-

ਲਵਾਹ੍ਕੁ

gion. 5 sea. 6 Demon Lavanasur, king of
Mathura son of Madhu from Sumali’s daughter, Kumbhinasi. He possessed a lance, given
by Shiv, with which in possession, he could not
be defeated by anyone. Ramchandar’s brother
Shatrughan killed him at the request of the

sages.
ਲਵਣਾਸੁਰ [lavnasur] See ਲਵਣ 6.

ਲਵਣਾਂਤਕ [lavnﬁtak], ਲਵਣਾਰਿ [lavnarI] enemy of
demon Lavan — Shatrughan. 2 lemon, which
softens the taste of salt. “adhxk lon ki dar me
jyo nfburas dar.”——vrfd.

ਲਵਣੋਦਧਿ [lavnodath] ਲਵਣ-ਉਦਧਿ. sea of salty
water.

ਲਵਨ [lavan] See ਲਵਣ. 2 Skt cutting, whittling.
ਲਵਨਾ [lavna] v take, touch. “pritI s5 kéth karyo
lavna.”—NP. 2 n short for ਲਵਨਾਸੁਰ. See ਲਵਣ 6.

ਲਵਨਾਸੁਰ [lavnasur], ਲਵਨਾਸ੍ਰ [lavnasr] See ਲਵਣ 6.
ਲਞਪੁਰ [lavpur] See ਲਹੌਰ. “]ਗ਼ਾਖ਼ੂਪੀਂ mahf IS ke
55g jaI.”—GPS.

ਲਵਲੇਸ਼ [lavles] Skt small quantity. 2 slight attachment.
ਲਵਾ [lava] n brim, edge, verge. 2 a variety of

quail. Sktwea'P ,y. 3 adj in Punjabi, this word
is also used in the sense of soft or fresh.
ਲਵਾਉਣਾਂ [lavauna] v escort. “legai tahéi lavaI.”
—carItr235. 2 establish kinship. 3 permit give
. and take. “bhane sah lavaIda.”—maru solhe
m 1. 4 get (something) set up. For example.
“khuh lavauna, bag lavauna,” etc.

ਲਵਾਇ [lavaI] adj engrossed; of the like shape.
“rati lal lavaI.”—m 1 varmaru 1.2 advtaking
along. 3 having established a relation. 4 having set up.
ਲਵਾੲੀ [lavai] took along. See ਲਵਾਉਣਾਂ. 2 caused
to be attached. 3 lactating (cow, buffalo, etc).

“vatsan thg jIm dhen lavai.”—GPS. 4 wages for planting, setting up, etc.
ਲਵਾਹਕੁ [lavahak] A £71,! adj plural of ਲਾਹਿਕ਼.
(adjoining, touching) close relations, kindred.

ਲਰ੍ਫਾਜ਼ਿਮ

ਲਾਇ
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ਲਵਾਜਿਮ [lavaZIm] A (j!) n plural ਘੰਲਾਜ਼ਿਮਹ (necessity).
ਲਵਾਰ [lavar] babbler. 2 one who makes false
promises.
jese phaljhare ko bIhég chaddet rukh
mua dekh sua chodé semar ki dar ko,

suman sugédh bIn jese alI chaddet
moti nar chaddet jese ebdar ko,
jese sukhe tal ko kurég chaddet mag
“sIvdas” CI ttphate chaddet yar ko,
jese cakravak des Chaddet paves mé

It is also much used as an ingredient in spices.

2 adj It is a variant of lubdhag; enticed by
parts of the body. “gﬁjat bhri g kapolan uparI
nag lavég rahe lIv lai.”—rama V.

ਲਵੰਗਲਤਾ [1ਗ਼ਾਰੈ81ਬ੮8] branch of a clove-tree.

2 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 32.
ਲਵੰਤੇ [1ਤ੍ਯਾਰੋ੮9] they call out or croak. “dadar
mor 13v5te.”—tukha barahmaha.
ਲਵੰਨਾਸੁਰ [lavénasur] ਲਵਣ-ਅਸੁਰ. See ਲਵਣ 6.

ਲਵੰਨਿ [ਗਿ/ਟੈਪਿੰ] ਲਪ-ਕਰੰਨਿ. (they) call out. “athe
pahar lavénI .”—sava m 5.

progeny of Lav, 2 n_ according to Vichitar
Natak, Sodhis are the descendants of Lav, and

ਲੜ [ਚਿੜ੍ਹਾ] n edge of a skirt (or a garment). “karI
kIrpa larI lehu 1aI.”—bas§t a m 5.
ਲੜਕਾ [larka], ਲੜਕੀ [larki] one who plays; boy,
girl.
ਲੜਨਾ [lama] v loll one’s tongue, quarrel. 2 ﬁght.
3 bite, sting.

Vedis are the descendants of Kush. “lavi raj

ਲੜ ਲੱਗਣਾ [lar laggna] v rely on support or help

tese kaVI chaddet thakur lavar ko.

ਲਢਿਆ [laVIa] babbled, blurted, bragged. “bahu
tirathI thVIa teto laVIa.”—var asa.

ਲਵੀ [lavi] adj belonging to the family of Lav,

d8 bangae, bedian kino raj.”—VN.
ਲਵੇਰਾ [lavera], ਲਵੇਰੀ [laveri] a newly-calved,

(of). 2 accept as husband.

ਲੜਾਈ [larai] n quarrel. 2 battle, war.
ਲੜਾਈ ਦੇ ਢਾਈ ਫੱਟ [larai de dhai phatt] See ਢਾਈ
ਫੱਟਲੜਾੲੀਚੇ.
‘
veri.”—bas§t1<ab1'r. See ਜੋਇ ਖਸਮੁ.
ਲਵੇਂ [lave] babbles, speaks. “sat ks dukhanI kag ਲੜਾਕਾ [1ਗੁੰ81<8] adj quarrelsome. 2 belligerent.
on lave.”—sukhmam‘. 2 adv in comparison, ਲੜਿ [19:1] in the edge of a dupatta or a wrap

milch or lactating animal. “bIn asthan gau la-

matching. “dusar lave n3 1ave.”—var basét.

(of one’s garment). “19:1 line lae, nau nIth

3 near, nearby. “lave na lagan kau he kachue.”

pae.”—sr1‘ chét m 5. 2 having quarrelled or

—dhana m 5.
ਲਵ" [lava] See ਲਵ 6. 2 short for ਲਵਣਾਸੁਰ. See

fought.
ਲੜੀ [1ਗ੍1] n string of ﬂowers, beads, etc. 2 row,
ﬁle. 3 series, sequence.

. ਲਵਣ 6. “tahﬁ ek deté lavé ogre tej§.”—ramav.

ਲਫੰਗ [1ਗ਼ਾਭੈ8] Skt ਕਹਰ੍ਵਡ੍ਰ'ਰ੍. n clove tree Caroisphyl- ਲਾ [1a] inﬁnitive of verb ਲਾਉਣਾ; attach. 2 adv
lus Arramatices and its buds. Clove-trees
abound in J angbar and Malabar. Clove .is warm

and moist in effect.1 It cures diseases of the
mouth and the stomach. It acts as an aphrodisiac and invigorates the heart and the brain. It
is useful in curing ailments like hemiplegia,
palsy, numbness, etc. When used in collyrium

powder, it cures various ophthalmic ailments.
lThe practitioners of the Greek system of medicine
consider it to be warm and dry in effect.

having brought. 3 having attached. 4 A u adj
without, as for example, “1a sarik, 1a dava, la
varIs,” etc. 5 no, not.

ਲਾਉੱ [lab] n thick and long rope. 2 circumam-

bulation at a wedding. See ਵਿਵਾਹ.
ਲਾਉਣਾ [launa] v attach.
ਲਾਉਨੀ [launi] See ਲ'ਵਨੀਂ.

ਲ਼ਾਉ'ਬਾਲੀ [18੦ਮੂ811],ਲਾਓਬਾਲੀਂ [laobali] See ਲਉਬਾਲੀਂ.
ਲਾਇ [IaI] advhaving attached.“1aI écalI nanak tarIenU.”—majh a m 5.

ਲਾਇਕ
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ਲਾਇਕ [laIk] adj who attaches. “gal seti laIk.” ਲਾਸਾ [lasa] n broth, soup. “salan lasahI $6 bahu
-Var maru 2 m 5. 2 866 ਲਾਯਕ.

pino.”—C5c_li 1.

ਲਾਇਚੀ [laIci] See ਇਲਾਯਚੀ-

ਲਾਸਾਨੀ [la-sani] A t)?” adj peerless, unique, in-

ਲਾਇਚੀਦਾਣਾ [laIcidana] See ਇਲਾਯਚੀਦਾਣਾ.
ਲਾਇਚੀ ਬੇਰ [IaIci ber] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ 17.
.
ਲਾਇਣ [laIn], ਲਾਇਣੁ [IaInU] adj imparting, bestowing. “eh ved jia ka dokh IaIn.”—-var ram 2

comparable.
ਲਾਸਯਾ [lasy] Skt n dance, especially one per-

m 5. 2 n match, comparison. “jap tap kotI
Iakh puja, harISImran tulI na 1aIn.”—nat m

5. 3 that which is applied to a roti while eating
meals; a vegetable dish, pulse, etc.

ਲਾਇੰਤਹਾ [la-itaha] adj endless, limitless. 866ਲਾ
and ਇੰਤਹਾ.

formed by women. See ਤਾਂਡਵ.
ਲਾਸ੍ਯ' [lasya] n female dancer, dancing girl.
ਲਾਹ [lah] n gain, beneﬁt. “lahe karanI aIa
jagI.”—05kar. 2 imperative of the verb ਲਾਹਣਾ.
See ਲਾਹਣੁ. 3 A , U the Divine, the Creator.
ਲਾਹਣ [lahn] n fermented mixture of water, jag-

gery, from which liquor is distilled. 2 866ਲਾਹਣਿ
and ਲਾਹਣੁ.

ਲਾਇਤਬਾਰ [la-Itbar] 8ਯੰ/ਲਾ[1੩](ਘੀ੮}1੦ਖ਼ਿ)ਇਅੁਤਬਾਰ

ਲਾਹਣਾ [lahna] 866 ਲਾਹਣੁ.

(trust), not trustworthy. “naki vadhi 1a—Itbar.”—

ਲਾਹਣਿ [lahanI] n pot in which lahan is put to

m I varmala.

distil liquor. “kaIa lahanI, apU mado.”—var
bIha s mardana.
ਲਾਹਣੁ [lahanu] S v swal low, gulp down. “gardhab

.

’

ਲਾਇਤਬਾਗੌ [la-Itbari] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਅਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ. absence of trust,
distrust. 2 backbiting, which leads to distrust.
“nida cfda karahI parai, jhuthi la-Itbari.”
—gau m 1.

vﬁgu lahe petI.”—gau m 5. ‘goes down into
his stomach.’ 2 remove. “jan sxu parda lahIo.”——1<an m 5. 3 See ਲਾਹਣ.
ਲਾਹਨ [lahan] See ਲਾਹਣ.‘

ਲਾਇਲਮ [la-Ilam] adj?“T [la] (without) ਇਲਮ
(knowledge), illiterate. See ਲਾ a_nd ਇਲਮ.
ਲਾਈਕੀ [laiki] n ability, capability. “aver na kI- ਲਾਹਨਾ [lahna] See ਲਾਹਣੁ.
chu laiki.”—asa m 5.
.
ਲਾਹਨਿ [lahanI] See ਲਾਹਣਿ. “kamI lahanI, satu

ਲਾਏ [lae] exercises, practises. “je ko lae bhau
pIara.”—asaim 3. 2 engaged in. “thu kare

kémI ham harI lae.”—gujm 4. 3 brings. “jI
sabatu lae raSI.”—m 2 var sar.

ਲਾਏਹੁ [laehu] (imperative) attach. 2 (impera, tive) employ. “daru ehu laehu.”—m 3 var bIha.
ਲਾਸ [las] 71 thick and long rope. 2 whip mark on
the ﬂesh. “dekhI dekhI lasan ko rove sot rove
mat.”—I<rIsan. 3 sense of ﬂash; glory. “las

cainki cahu or.”——gursobha. 4 streak of light—
ning. 5 Skt gambol, hop. 6 dance. 7 P J1! dead
body, corpse.
ਲਾਸਕ [lask] Skt adj dancer, frolicker. 2 n pea-

cock. 3 acrobat.

ਲਾਸ਼ਗੋਕ [la-sarik] A {)1} adjwithout any associate or partner; who has none to share with.

guru.”—Var bIha, s mardana. “kaIa kalalanI
lahanI melau, gur ka sabadu guru kinu re.”
—ram kabir.
ਲਾਹਨੁਰ [lahnur], ਲਾਹਠੂਚ [lahnur] Lahore,'Lavpur.
Some Persian poets have used this name for
Lahore and from them some Sikh poets have

borrowed it as such. “tab 13 sah lahnur gayo.”

—GV 6. See ਲਹੌਰ.
ਲਾਹਰਾ [lahra] small quantity. “tudhu lepu na
lahra.”—var maru 2 m 5. 2 touching.
ਲਾਹੜਪੁਰ [laharpur] a village, near Toka, in

Kalsia state. Guni Gobind Singh visited this
village. Only one jujube tree stands there as a
memorial to the Guru. Close as it is to his house,
Bhai Chuhar Singh carries out the job of
sweeping the place etc.
‘

ਲਾਹਾ
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ਲਾਹਾ [laha] n gain, beneﬁt. “laha sacu na ave
tota.”—o§1<ar. 2 black—eyed bird of prey of the
size of a kite. It lives in India throughout the
year, and lays eggs in burrows in the hills. Flying in the sky, it starts hovering at one place to
target its prey and then swoops at a sparrow
or a rat, etc. No hunter tames it. 3 a village,
near Toka, tehsil and police station Narayangarh, district Ambala. When the residents of
this village stole Guru Gobind Singh’s camel,
the Guru said that this was not laha (gain) but
tota (loss). Since then this village is also called

when, on his visit to Lahore, he saw that the
administrators and the public there, were engrossed in misdeeds and had forgotten the
Creator; Babar had invaded India, for the
foutth time, in 1524 AD (930 Hijri) and set the
city of Lahore on ﬁre and perpetrated horror
for almost four hours. This episode is reported in the Tuzak-Babri1 and Sayyad Muhammad Latif’s Twarikh Lahore.2
This prophecy of the Guru was comparable to the words uttered by him at Saidpur

tota. 4 fixes. “ape nIrbhaU taxi laha.”—j£tm 4.
ਲਾਹਾਲ਼ਾਭੁ [lahalath] (profit). ‘laha labhu harI-

ratu ka kﬁgu paI ve lalo!”
When, responding to the request of the

bhagatI hs.”—vad chétm 3. 2 the ultimate gain.

congregation, Guru Amar Dev visited Lahore,

ਲਾਹਿ [lahI] adv having removed or taken off.
“lahI parda thakur jau bhetIo.”—gau m 5.

he witnessed that, through the grace of Guru
Nanak, the preaching of hymn-singing and
holding of holy congregations had taken place
there. At this, he said that the city of Lahore
which deserved perpetration of violence and
devastation had become the abode of praise
and the pool of nectar.

ਲਾਹਿਲ਼ੋਂ [lahlle] to eliminate, obliterate, abolish.
“name ke suami lahIIe jhagra.”—asa namdev.

ਲਾਹੀ [lahi] removed. “janam janam ki malu
lahi.”—bIIa m 5. 2 a kind of red dye prepared
from lac.
ਲਾਹੁ [lahu] n gain, proﬁt. “seva suami lahu.”
—barahmaha majh. “SImran saculahu.”—m 4
var bIha.

(Emnabad). “khun ke sohIle gaviahI nanak,

ਲਾਹੋਰ ਸਹਰੁ ਜਹਰੂ ਕਹਰੁ [lahor saharu jaharu ka-

haru] See ਲਾਹੋਰ.

ਲਾਹੌਰ [lahor] See ਲਹੌਰ.

ਲਾਹੋਰ ਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ [lahor guru ka] See ਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ ਲਹੌਰ.
ਲਾਹੂ [lahu] n the Creator, the supreme Spirit. ਲਾਹੌਂਰਾਸਿੰਘ [lahorasigh] He was baby-sitter of
ਲਾਹੁਣਾ [lahuna] See ਲਾਹਣੁ.

See ਲਾਹ 3. 2 adj who beneﬁts. 3 See ਲਾਹਣੁ.

4 gain. See ਲਾਹੂ ਲਾਹਿ.

Guru Gobind Singh’s children. He had borrowed rupees one hundred from Bhai Mala

ਲਾਹੂ ਲਾਹਿ [lahu lahI] nothing but gain; extreme

‘Behar Khan Lodi, Mubarek Khan Lodi, and some other

gain. “kabir dharti sadh ki taskar besahI gahI.
dharti bharI na bIapai, un kau lahu lahI.”—s
kabir. ‘Ifthieves and thugs come and sit in the
congregation of the saints then their presence
is not burdensome but extremely beneficial to

Afghan Amirs, who were still in the interest ofIbrahim,

- the wicked ones.’

or who disliked the arrival of a foreign enemy, collected

a large body of Afghans, and gave him battle as he
approached Lahore, the capital of the province. The

Afghans were defeated, and the conquerors, elated with

their success, and enraged at the obstinacy of the

ਲਾਹੌਰ [lahor] Lavpur, Lahore. See ਲਹੌਰ. “lahor
saharu jaharu kaharu sava paharu.”—sava m 1.

resistance, plundered and burned the bazar and town of

“lahor saharu 5mrItsarU SIphti da gharu.”
-—sava m 3. Guru Nanak Dev uttered this line

(Memoirs ofBabur by Sir Lucas King Vol.1! page 151).

Lahore.

2See, p. 20.
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Singh. When Bhai Mala Singh repeatedly demanded his money back, Lahaura Singh said,

“lekha kOI n3 puchsi ]‘ਕੇਂ guru bakhséda”. His
house was near the residence of the Guru. The

Guru read aloud the line, “haku praIa nanka

us suar, us gaI.” Hearing this, Lahaura Singh
felt ashamed and repaid his debt to Mala Singh.
ਲਾਹੌਲ [lahall A ਪੂੰਨੂ“ there’s no power. No one,
except the Creator; none is omnipotent. It is a
brief of the sentence, ਰੂੰਢੂੰਸ਼ੁਡੌਨੁੂੰਪੰਰੂੰ J51] “lahal vala
quvvat Illa bIllah”, which means; ‘Except the
Almighty none has the strength or power to
undof
ਲਾਕਰੀ [lakri], ਲਾਕੜੀ [lakri] See ਲਕੁਟ. “so harI

édhule ki 1akri.”—g5d namdev. 2 ﬁrewood.

“had jare jIU 1akri.”—s kabir.

ਲਾਖਿਅਾ [1akhIa] perceived, understood. “kIns
VIrle lakhIa.”—m 4 var vad.

ਲਾਖੀ [lakhi] adj of or made of shellac. 2 perceived or understood. “gatI teri jaI na lakhi.”
—sarm 5. 3 shellac-coloured e.g., “1akhi g5”,

i.e. ‘shellac-coloured cow.’
ਲਾਖੀਐ [lakhie] we may perceive or understand.
“alakh prabhu lakhie.”—m 4 var sri.
ਲਾਖੀਣਾ [lakhina] worth lakhs. “adh dam k0

Chipro hOIO lakhina.”—asa dhéna. 2 to lakhs.
“suvasu kare 1akhina.”—BG. ‘makes lakhs fragrant.’
ਲਾਖੁ [lakhu] See ਲਾਖ. 2 Skt ਲਕਸ਼. aim, object.

ਲਾਕਿਨ [1akIn] A ਘੀ but. See ਲੇਕਿਨ.
ਲਾਕਾ [laksa] See ਲਛੀਆ 2 and ਲਾਖ 2.

ਨਾਗਰ

ਲਾਖਿ [lakhI] adv having perceived or seen.
2 having known. 3 having crossed over. “asa:
nadIyé lakhI .”—rama v.

.

ਲਾਖ [lakh] lakhs of; innumerable. See ਲਕ. “1akh

karori bédhan pare.”—sukhmani. 2 Skt ਲਾਕਾ.
lac, shellac. “jese dhoi 1akh.”—s kabir. 3 Skt
ਲਕੜ which is visible; the world. “1akh mahI
alakhu lakhayahu.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਲਾਖਣ ਮਾਜਰਾ [Iakhan majra] a village, in Rohtak
district, tehsil Gohana, police station Mahim,
two miles to the north west of Kharainti
railway station. There is a gurdwara of Guru
Tegbahadur on the bank of a large pond there.
The Guru, on his way to Delhi, visited this place.
The gurdwara owns foxty-four vighas of pur' chased land. The Ofﬁciant there is a Singh.
ਲਾਖਨ [lakhan] See ਲਕਣ. 2 stigma. See ਲਾਂਛਨ.
“kahﬁ 1akhan laveya.”—aka1.

ਲਾਖਨਾ [1akhna] v plaster the inside of a pot
with lac.
ਲਾਖਾ [1akha] perceived, understood. “tIn gharI

“manmukh trIsna bharI rahe man]: asa dah
dIs bahu lakhu.”—maru m 4.

ਲਾਖੈ [lakhs] sees. 2 knows. “taki gatI mItI
kOI na 1akhe.”—sukhmani. 3 lakhs of.
“bhasam kare laskar kotI 1akhe.”—sukhmani.

ਲਾਗ [lag] n touch. 2 adj attached with. “harr—
carni taka menu 1ag.”—b1'1a m 5. 3 n gum, glue,
etc. 4 enmity, hostility. 5 pursuit. “trIy ki lag
anpat hﬁ kari.”~-carItr 55. 6 temper, mordant. 7 love, affection. 8 right of the village
menials for customary payment. 9 parttill, up
to. “lag thS tahﬁ bhag jeh5 jaha.”—-rama v. ‘I
shall go up to that place.’

ਲਾਂਗ [1ਬੈੰ8] 11 end ofa dhoti, which, passed between the legs, is tucked behind. 2 dhoti, waist-.

cloth. “asadi 15g te bodi te janeu rahIn deo.”
—bhagtav1i.

ਲਾਗਤ [lagat] advon being touched or hurt. “lagat
leI usas.”—s kabir. 2 11 cost price. 3 adv immediately on being hurt or touched.

ratanu na 1akha.”—j£t m 4. 2 for lakhs of ਲਾੰਗਤ [légat] adv limping. “tagri
tori lz‘igat légat
rupees. “ratanu bIkano lakha.”—jet m 4. 3 n
jati thi.”—-g5d namdev. See ਲੋਂਧਾ.
lac, shellac. 4 shellac coloured ~ “lakha baled”, ਲਾਗਬਾ [lagba] (it) appears
.

i.e. ‘lac-coloured bullock.’

ਲਾਗਰ [lager] P jg adj thin, lean, feeble.

ਲਾਂਗਰੀ
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ਲਾਂਗਰੀ [18811] cook. See ਲੰਗਰ.
ਲਾੰਗਲ [18891] Skt ਲ਼ਾਟ੍ਰਭ੍ਰ'ਕ. n a plough, an implement to plough the ﬁelds. “ਪਿੰ dhaI dham 1889}

jI an. ab bah bov ChItI ben man..”—NP. 2 Skt
ਲਾਂਗੂਲ tail. “188੪1 hIlaI phur-raI samjhaia.”
——NP.
ਲਾਂਗਲਧ੍ਰਜ [lagaldhvaj] he, whose flag has the
sign of a plough; Balram, Balbhadar.

ਲਾਜ

ਲਾਗੂ [lagu] adj attachable, applicable. 2 who
pursues. “lagu hoe dusmana.”-—sr1' a m 5.
3 enemy. “augun phIrI lagu bhae.”—sr1' m 1.
“hi VIsarahI ta sabhuko 1agu.”—asa m 5.
4 associate, companion.

ਲਾਂਗੂਲ [188੫1] the tail. See ਲਾਂਗਲ 2.

ਲਾੰਗੂਲੀ [188੫11] Skt ਗਫ੍ਰਾਨੂਕਿਜ੍. adj having a tail;
tailed, caudal. 2 n animals like an ape, monkey etc.

ਲਾੰਗਲਿ [légalI], ਲਾਂਗਲੀ [18811] Skt ਕੜ੍ਹਿਚਿਜ੍. adj
having a plough. 2 n Krishan’s elder brother ਲਾਂਘਨਾ [18811118] v overstep, cross; ferry across.
Bhai Balram, who used to carry a plough with

him. “talketu lagalI ucar krIsnagraj pad deh.”
—sanama. “prItham 15in ko nIrakh pun
nIrkhe jaduraI.”—carItr I42. 3 cultivator,
ploughman.
ਲਾਗਾ [1888] n vicinity, neighbourhood. 2 chafe
on the back of a horse, caused by the saddle
rubbing with it. 3 the capitalized part of interest on the amount of loan. 4 adjattached, ﬁxed,

ਲਾਘਵ [laghav] Skt n lightness. 2 deﬁciency,
shortage. 3 swiftness, dexterity. 4 part quickly, swiftly.

ਲਾਘਵਤਾ [laghavta], ਲਾਘਵੀ [laghvi] n dexterity,
smartness. “kar laghavta tir prahare.”—GPS.
2 lightness, insigniﬁcance. 3 meanness, base-

ness.

ਲਾਂਘਾ [188118] n passage, mountain pass, valley,
opening in a fence. 2 subsistence, e.g. ‘i’ni
etc. 5 effective, competent. “guru laga tab jan- thori nakri 1,181 bhi légha hoi jéda he.’
ਲਾਚੜਨਾ [lacama] v be cosseted or pampered.
ie, mIte mohu tan tap.”—s kabir.
`ਲ'ਚਾ [laca] n thick-textured sheet (of cloth),
ਲਾੰਗਾ [1888] n a pile of reaped crop.
with red border of cotton or silk.
ਲਾਗਾਇਤ [lagaIt] group of menials or drudges.

ਲਾਗਿ [1881] n ﬁre. “haume édarI lagI.”—sr1' m ਲਾਚਾਰ [la—car] P ਡਿ“ adj helpless, defenceless.
3. 2 attachment, devotion, love. “bhe bInu

lagI na lagai.”—asa a m 3. 3 pursuit, chase.

ਲਾਚਾਰਗੀ [18-੦81'81],ਲਾਚਾਰੀਂ [la-cari] P J4,” n helplessness, defencelessness.

—sar m 5. ‘Having followed, (they) got liber-

ਲਾਚੀ~[18<:1] short for ਇਲਾਯਚੀ.
ਲਾਚੀਦਾਣਾ [lacidana] See ਇਲਾਯਚੀਦਾਣਾ.
ਲਾਚੀਬੋਰ [laciber] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ 17.

ated.’

ਲਾਛ [lach] Dg Lakshmi, Ramma. '

“tau jamI Chodi mori 1agI.”—j£t m 5. 4 adv

having been attached. “udharahI lag: pale.”

ਲਾਗਿਲਾ [188118] (it) appears, seems. 2 is felt.
“basu te sukh 1agI1a.”—prabha namdev.

ਲਾੰਰਿਲ਼ੀ [188111] See ਲਾਂਗਲੀ.
ਲਾਗੀ [1881] adjbound in love. “lagi pritI na tute
mule.”—majh m 5. 2 n brahmins, barbers,
parchers, etc menials, who depend on householders for their subsistence.

ਲਾੰਗੁਲ [18801] See ਲਾਂਗਲ. 2 Dg sexual organs;
genitals.

ਲਾਂਗੁਲੀ [188011] See ਲਾਂਗਲੀ.

ਲਾਂਛ [18੦11] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. vr mark, stamp.
ਲਾੰਛਨ [lichen] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. 11 sign, mark. 2 stain,
stigma, blemish.
ਲਾਂਛਿਤ [léchIt] Skt adj stigmatised, stained.
2 marked.
ਲਾਫ਼ੈ [lachel See ਮਲੈ 2.

ਲਾਜ [laj] Skt ਲੱਜਾ n shame, modesty. “laj na ave

agIanmati.”—brla chét m 5. 2 short for ਇਲਾਜ.
3 Skt ਲਾਜਾ. parched grain, especially the puffs

of parched rice. “kécan phul so laj bIkherat.”

ਲਾਂਜ
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—GPS.] 4 Skt ਰ੍ਯ. vr parch, blame. 5 See

ਲਾਜੁ 2.
ਲਾਂਜ [laj] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ. vr blame, censure, parch.

ਲਾਂਜਣਾ [lajna] v parch, destroy with ﬁre. 2 sigmatise, censure. See ਲਾਂਜ vr.

ਲਾਜਬਰਦ [lajbarad] See ਲਾਜਵਰਦ.
ਲਾਜ ਬਹਾਘੀ [laj bahaghi] See ਬਹਾਘੀ 3.
ਲਾਜਮ [lajam] See ਲਾਜ਼ਿਮ.

ਲਾਜਲੋਂਨੁ [lajlonu] adj having bashful looks;

ਲਾਡੂਆ

ornament. 4 part of Gujarat and Khandesh.
5 In the Indian languages, it is a transform of
the English word “Lord”. 886ਜੰਗੀਲਾਟ and ਮੁਲਕੀ
ਲਾਟ. 6 ﬂame (of ﬁre). 7 treacle of sugarcane
juice. It is also inferior and semi-solidjaggery,
which is used for distillation of liquor. It is mixed
with tobacco as well. 8 In Punjabi, this word
is also used for ਲੱਠ i.e. pillar, as in, ‘kutab di
lat.’

abashed. “lajlonu hOIjaie.”—sar m 5.

ਲਾਟਾਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ [latanupras] See ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ (d).

coloured precious stone used in various medicines, Lapis Lazuli. 2 sulphur-mixed indigo.
3 Per Nanak Prakash and Janamsakhi, king
of Habash who became a votary of Guru
Nanak Dev. .

jets of gas keep on burning in ﬂames. See

ਲਾਜਵਰਦ [lajvarad] P Mg” Skt ਰ੍ਸ੍ਯਕਰਂ. n rust- ਲਾਟਾਂਵਾਲੀਂ [latavali] Jwalamukhi goddess, where

ਲ਼ਾਜਫੰਤ [18]'\/ਰੋ੮] full of modesty.
ਲਾਜਵੰਤੀ [lajvéti] adjmodest, bashful. 2 n a plant
which fades on being touched. Skt ਹੂਂਧ੍ਯਚੂਗ.
' Mimosa Sensitiva.

ਲਾਜਾ [laja] adj abashed, ashamed. 2 Skt n
parched grain. 3 puffs of parched rice. “laja

puspan bahu barkhai.”—GPS.2

ਲਾਜ਼ਿਮ [lazxm] A (111 adj suitable, proper, ap-

ਜ੍ਹਾਲਅੁਖੀਪਰਬਤ.

ਲਾਟੂ [latu] round toy that spins on a point when
set in motion by unwinding the string; humming top. “latu madhania angah.”—var asa.
2 glass-globes hung from the ceiling for decoration. 3 light—bulb.
ਲ਼ਾਠ [lath] axle of an oil-mill. See ਲਠ. “lath dabave kolu ukh sures nIksavs.”—GPS. 2 column, pillar.

ਲਾਠੀ [lathi] n stick, club.
ਲਾਡ [lad] n love. 2 affection. 3 sport. “ladIle
lad ladaI.”—brla chétm 5. See ਲਡ vr.

propriate. 2 indispensable, obligatory.

ਲਾਂਡ [lad] n male organ, penis. “kIrpalu na bhi-

“partrIa ravanI jahI sei ta lajiahI.”—phunhe
m 5.

ling. 2 dear, darling. See ਲਡਲਾਡਾ [lada] See ਰਾਢਾ 3.

ਲਾਜਿਮੀ [lazxmi] compulsory, obligatory.
jat lad katae.”—WV.
ਲਾਜੀਅਹਿ [lajiahI] are ashamed or abashed. ਲਾਡਲਾ [ladla], ਲਾਡਲੀਂ [ladli] adj sporting, revelਲਾਰ [laju] See ਲਾਜ. 2 rope, string. “laju ghari sxu
tutIpari.”—gau kabir. Here, rajju (string) stands

ਲਾਡਾਵੈ [ladavs] indulges, loves. “khelI khelaI

for life and ghari (a small pitcher), for body.
3 sense — concentration of mind; attentiveness. “tuti laju bhare matIhari.”—-gau kabir.
ਲਾਝਾ [lajha] found, obtained.

ਲਾਡੁਲੀ [laduli] See ਲਾਡਲੀਂ. “sarI dhovan cali lado—
1i.”-bas§t namdev. ‘dear intellect went to
sanctify the body in the pool of the holy congregation.’

ਲਾਂਝਾ [lajha] entanglement, tangle, embroilment.
ਲਾਟ [lat] Skt ਗਜ੍ਹਾਟ੍. vr live. 2 n clothes. 3 antique
‘Scc footnote to ਲਾਜਾ 3.
2In India there is a custom of showering coins, ﬂowers
and ricc-puffs over the bier ofa deceased person.

lad ladave.”—sar m 5.

ਲਾਡੂਅਾ [ladua] a town in tehsil Thanesar, dis-

trict Karnal, which was a Sikh state having an
annual income ofrupees one and a halflakhs.
It was seized by the English in 1846, at the
time ofthe ﬁrst Sikh war.

ਲਾਣਤ

ਲਾਂਭੇ
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ਲਾਣਤ [lanat] 888 ਲਾਨ੍ਯ.

ਲਾਣਾ [lana] n all the employees of an organiszation. 2 pile of reaped harvest. 3 adj with
cleft-lip. 4 v bring, fetch.
ਲਾਤ [lat] n leg. “nek hali nahI 5gad 1atsi.”—NP.

2 kick.
ਲਾਤਿਆ [latIa] attached. 2 (they) hold tightly.

nous food or curry. “puj-hare pahan, cadhaI
hare lapsi.”—aka1.

ਲਾਪਚਚੀ [lapcari] n a ﬂattering conversation.
See ਲਪ and ਆਚਾਰ. “kahi lapcari sabh bat.”

—GPS.
ਲਾਪਣਾ [lapna], ਲਾਪਰਣਾ [laparna] v cut, trim, pare,

Whittle.

“tapat ਪਿਰੋ… galI latIa.”—bIha chétm 5.

ਲਾਪਰਵਾ [la-parva] adj careless, indifferent. See
ਲਾ and ਪਰਵਾ-

gator, inciter, backbiter.

ਲਾਫ਼ [laf] P _ਭੰ‘ਮੁਂ n boast, gossip, casual talk.
“laph na maro bIna gun.”—JSBM

ਲਾਭੋ" ਲਾਵਾਂ [18੮6 lava] adjlame, limping. 2 insti—
ਲਾਥਨਾ [lathna] See ਲਬਨਾ. “harI SImrat dukh
1ath.”—I<eda m 5. “gm: namu dio rInU
1atha.”——jet m 4. -“1athi bhukh trIsan sabh
lathi.”—gau m 4. “lathe sagal VIsure.”—an5du.
ਲਾਦਨ [laden], ਲਾਦਨਾ [ladna] v load, burden.

ਲਾਰੀ [laphi] boastful, conceited. “tum kahe ko
bat karé ras 1aphi?”—1<rrsan. 2 braggart.

ਲਾਫ਼ੀਦਨ [lafidan] P U225” v brag, boast.
ਲ਼ਾਫ਼ੇਮ [lafem] P ੴਰੂੰ“ we brag or boast.

ਲਾਂਬ [15b], ਲਾਂਬਾ [laha], ਲਾਂਬੀ [15bi] long, tall. See
kabir.
ਲਾਦਾਵਾ [ladava] A Lin} not having a claim, not ਲੰਬ and ਲੰਬਾ. “bhava lébe kes karu.”—s
essential.
,
necessary
adj
„ਯੁ!
A
claimed, unclaimed. 2 without claim, not ਲਾਬੁਦ [labud]
ਲਾਂਬੂ [labu] n burning wisp of hay used'to set
claimed by any one.
ਲਾਦਿ [ladI] adv having loaded. “ladI khep ﬁre to a pyre etc.
gain. See ਲਭ vr.
sétahI ségI calU.”—sukhman1'. “ladI khajana ਲਾਭ [labh] n beneﬁt, proﬁt,
“labh mlle, tota hIre.”——gau 'thIti m 5. 2 inter—
gurI nanak kau dia.”—-guj m 5.
2 pack. “laden het su us: pathae.”—GPS.

ਲਾਦੂ [ladu] adj ﬁt to be loaded. 2 beast of burden, e.g. ‘ladu tattu.’ (pony).
ਲਾਧ [18ਧ111],ਲਾਧਾ [ladha] adj obtained, received,

found. “gurmukh ladha, manmukhI gavaIa.”
—sopurakhu. “anIk labh manorath ladhe.”
—gau m 5.

ਲਾਂਧਿ [lath] See ਲਬਂਧਿ. 2 having found.
ਲ'ਧਿਓ [latho], ਲਾਧਿਆ [18੮11118],ਲਾਧੀ [ladhi],

ਲਾਧੋ [ladho] See ਲਬਧ and ਲਾਧਾ. “amol padar—

athu 1atho.”—dev m 5. “z'édarahu hi sacu
1atha.”—m 4 gau var 1. “harI prabhu ladho.”-—1<an partal m 4.
ਲਾਨਤ [lanat] A 9;! n reproach, objurgation.
“lanat tekﬁ aw t‘édi kamai.”—nasihat.

ਲਾਖ [lap] n modulation ofthe voice in singing;
conversation. See ਲਪ vr. “sun ardas ko lap.”
—GPS.

ਲਾਪਸੀ [lapsi] Skt ਗਿ. n kind of sweet gluti-

est. 3 knowledge, erudition.
ਲਾਂਭ [labh] n flank, side, bank.
ਲਾਭਕਾਰੀ [labhkari], ਲਾਭਦਾਇਕ [labhdaIk],

ਲਾਭਦਾਯਕ [labhdayak] adj proﬁtable.
ਲਾਭਨ [labhan] 11 act of getting proﬁt; earning,
etc. “an labhu labhan ks: tai.”-sar m 5.
2 ﬁnding, discovering.

ਲਾਭਾ [labha] found, attained. “gurI pure harI
prabhu labha.”—prabha m 4.

ਲਾਂਭਾ [labha] See ਲਾਂਭ.
ਲਾਭਾਇਆ [labhaIa] adj proﬁtable. “vasatu anup
suni 1abhaIa.”—asa m 5. 2 beneﬁtted, gained.
ਲਾਭੁ [lath] See ਲਾਭ. “labhu harIgun gal.”

—sar m 5. 2 adj attainable, worth obtaining.
“paIa laha labhu namu.”—sri m 5. See ਲਾਭੁਲਾਹਾ. -

ਲਾਤ੍ਵ ਲਾਹਾ [labhu laha] achievable, proﬁtable.
“kahu nanak labhu laha ls calahu.”—sar m 5.
ਲਾਂਭੇ [labhe] adv aside, on the other side.

ਲਾਂਭੋਂ
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ਲਾਲ

ਲਾਭੈ [labhe] ﬁnds, obtains. “gurparsadI ratanu

with the Sikhs. After the death of Major Broadfoot, he was appointed as the Agent of the
harI labhe.”—asa m 1.
Governor General in the Punjab. When the
ਲਾਮ [lam] F A l’arme (to arms), order for troops
Punjab was merged with the English territory,
to march for war., marching orders. 2 P (U n
beggar’s ragged. or patched blanket. 3 deco- , he was made the ﬁrst Lieutenant Governor of
Lahore. He tried assiduously to save Lucknow
ration. 4A alphabet L} ਲਾਮ [1am]. 5 adjcurved,
at the time of the revolt. He died ofa bombcrooked.
ਲਾਮਾ [lama] adj long, tall. 2 a Buddhist abbot. blast in Lucknow, on the 4‘h July, 1857.
During the war between the Sikhs and the
In the Tibetan language ਲਾਮਾ [lama] means ‘a
English,
he hurriedly annexed one-fourth of the
religious leader’. The Lama is not a houseNabha state. Had he proceeded with patience
holder. In Tibet, he is not only a religious leadand farsight, he would have not done so.
er but also the ruler of the country.
Various institutions, founded by Lawrence
ਲਾਮਿਸਹ [1amIsah] A _ਲ਼ੀਰ੍ਮੁਂ touch, contact. 2 tacfor
the education of English children, are run~
tile sense.
ਲਾਮੀਧਾੲੀ [lamidhai] long race, longjoumey, i.e. ning efﬁciently even today and, therefore, his
name is mentioned with respect and regard.
journey to the next world; transmigratory cir2 Sir John Lawrence, who was born in
cle. “jab te hoi 1amidhai.”—guj m 5.
England on 24th March, 181]. He was youngਲਾਯਕੁ [layk] A ﬂiladj able, competent.
er brother of Sir Henry Lawrence. Having
ਲਾਯਕ਼ੀ [layki] A 03’” n ability, competence.

ਲਾਯਚੀ [layci] See ਇਲਾਇਚੀ.
ਲਾਰ [lar] n bevy or ﬂight ofbirds. “dur lo gamne
1ar.”_—GPS. 2 edge of a garment. “Iago lar
thane.”—ramav. ‘I seek your protection.’
3 saliva, spittle, slaver. Skt ਲਾਲਾ. “kItak asor
darat bhua 1ar'é.”—carItr 405. 4 Dg adv with,
in company with, along.
ਲਾਰਾ [lara] See ਲਾੜਾ. 2 caravan of travellers,
line of journeymen. “guru te pur lag laro

paryo.”—GPS. 3 horse-race. “bahuro lara cheran kin.”—GPS. 4 evasion, excuse. e.g. ‘uh
lare laOda he.’

ਲਾਰੀ [lari] See ਲਾੜੀ.
ਲਾਹੈ'ਸ' [1ਪਿੰਏਂ5] Sir Henry M. Lawrence, born in
Ceylon on 28‘h June, 1806, and got recruited in
the Bengal Artillery in 1823. As a deputy to
Sir George Clark, he provided good governance
at various places, such as, Ferozepur, Peshawar, Jalalabad, etc. Lord Harding recalled him
from the Nepal Agency and made good use of
his services in the Punjab at the time of war

been recruited in the civil services, he

reached Calcutta in 1830. He did good work
in various positions in the Punjab. His
services were highly appreciated during the
revolt. He was Governor General of India
from 1863 to 1869 AD. In addition to the
pension of two-thousand pounds, he was
given an extra pension of one-thousand
pounds and was made a LOrd. He died on
27th June 1879 in England and was buried in
Westminster Abbey. His statue is seen on the
Mall Road in Lahore.
ਨਾਲ [181] Bhai LaI, a .Iatt of Dhillon caste, held
the liege-lord of the Patti subdivision. He was
from the fraternity of Chaudhary Langah.
Having become a devotee of .Guru Arjan Dev,
he attained self-realisation. When the city of
Amritsar was founded, he, along with Bhai
Langah, played an active role. “patti odor .

codhari thllo lal légah suhéda.”—-BG. See
ਲੰਗਾਹ. 2 P J” adj red, sanguine. “lal colna t8

ਲਾਲਜ
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tan]: sohIa.”-asa m 5. i.e. bridal dress.
3 madder-coloured. “mOdhe, suha parharahu,

lalu karahu sigaru.”—m 3 var suhi. The
safﬂower colour symbolises love of maya, the
colour of madder stands for immutable love
for the Almighty. 4 beloved, dear. “régula sakhie mera lalu.”——sr1' m 1. 5 n child, son. “bol
uthe nédlal tabs Ih gvar kthhavan mOI nghi
he.”—krIsan. 6 small bird, having red feath—
ers with white spots. F ringilla Amandava. Its
female is called munia. “titar cakor caru das-o
ta-hajar lal, pijre majhar paI dhare patI patI
ke.”~GPS. 7 mute, dumb. 8 ruby, red-coloured

gem. It is also the Persian word ਗੀ]. “lal jvehar ratan padarath.”—-prabha m 1 . “lalu ratanu

harInamu.”——suhi a m 1. 9 ਪਿੰਲੱਲ or ਲੱਲਾ. feed
scattered to catch birds, animals, etc; bait.
“ape machi machuli ape pani jalu. ape jal
mankara ape édar lalu.”—sr1' m 1. ‘The ﬁsh-

ermen throw rice-puffs, dough-balls, etc in
the water to attract the ﬁsh and then catch
them with the help of nets.’ 10 a pir (saint)
from Sindh, who is also variously known as
Amarlal Udero lal, Darya lal, Lal Sahib and

Lalsain. See ਦਰਯਾਪੰਥੀ. 11 sweeper’s saint,
Lalbeg. See ਸਹਾ and ਲਾਲਬੈਗ.
ਲਾਲਸ [lalas] desire. See ਲਾਲਸਾ. “lalas heran tasu

VIsala.”-—NP. 2 P VJ” affection. 3 friendship.
ਲਾਲ ਸਮੁੰਦਰ [lal smodar] Red Sea. The sea between Arabia and Africa, which is 1400 miles
long and has maximum width of 230 miles.
There are coral islands at various places on its
coast. The Suez Canal connects it with the
Mediterranean Sea.
ਲਾਲਸਾ [lalsa] Skt n ardent desire. See ਲਸ vr.
“prabho mIlbe ki lalsa.”—asa m 5. ,

ਲਾਲਸਿੰਘ [lalsigh] A courtier of Guru Gobind
Singh,— who belonged to eastern India, and
whose shield, made of rhino-hide, is very famous in history. 2 Raja Lal Singh, son ofMis-

ਲਾਲਚੰਦ

sar Jassamall. He was a minister of Maharaja
Duleep Singh, who was appointed as such in
1845 AD, after the death of Jawahar Singh.
He became the cause for the destruction of
the Sikh kingdom.l When Maharani J ind Kaur
was arrested, he was also made a state prisoner and sent to Agra, from where he was
transferred to Dehradun. He died, at Dehradun, in 1866. His descendants now live in Dehradun. 3 poet Lal Singh, whose pen-name is

ਦਾਸ [das]. See ਓਜਵਿਲਾਸ and ਫੂਲਮਾਲਾ ਰਾਮਾਯਣ.
4 third son ofBabaAla Singh, ruler ofPatiala.

He was born in 1780 AD and died, in 1805,
during the lifetime of his father. He had no

issue.
ਲਾਲਚ [lalah] P ,… n ﬂower, with deep red colour and a black spot in the centre. 2 See ਲਾਲਾ.

ਲਾਲਕੂਅਾ [lalkua], ਲਾਲਖੂਹ [lalkhuh] See ਲਹੌਰ 5.
ਨਾਲ ਗੁਰੂ [lal guru] See ਲਾਲਬੈਗ.
ਲਾਲ ਗੁਲ [lal gull See ਗ਼ੁਲ ਲਾਲਚ.
ਲਾਲਗੁ'ਲ਼ਾਰੇ [lalgulare], ਲਾਲਗੁਲਾਲੁ [lalgulalu] red

like tulip. “mere lalan lal gulare.”—-nat a m 4.
“lal gulalu gahbara.”—sri m 1.
ਲਾਲਚ [lalac] n avarice, greed. “lalac jhuth bIkar

moh.”—bavan.

ਲ'ਲਚਖੀ [lalcakhi] Dg red-eyed buffalo, buffalo. See ਰਕਤਾਕੀਂ.
ਲਾਲਚਾਂਚ [lalcac] Dg that which has red beak;
parrot.

-

ਲਾਲਚਿ [lalaCI], ਲਾਲਚੀ [lalci] adj greedy, avari-

cious. “jahI lalaCI jagati ghat.”—asa m 5.
ਲਾਲਚੰਦ [lalcéd] son of Bhai Bidhi Chand. 2 an
Arora Sikh of Guru Gobind Singh, who used
to graze cows and buffaloes. He displayed
great valour during the battle of Bhangani. “su
lalcéd anke. kaman ban tanke.”—gursobha.
3 The tenth Master’s confectioher, Behal Khatri by caste, resident of Buria. He also fought
ﬁercely in the battle of Bhangani. It is stated
lSee footnote to ਫਿਰੋਜ਼ਸ਼ਾਹ 2.
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in Vichitar Natak: “kupyo lalcédé kIye lalrup5.”—a 8. Lal Chand got baptized from the
tenth Master and participated in various holy
battles. His descendants now live in village
Nangal‘ of Faridkot state. His genealogical
tree is as under:
Lal Chand (Lal Singh)

|
Gurmukh Singh

|
Chatur Singh

|
Bindra Singh

|

ਲਾਲਾ

ਲਾਲਝੀ [lalti] adjbeautiful, artistic. “tébu palégh
nIvar saraIce lalti.”—m 1 var majh.
ਲਾਲਨ [laln] adj beloved, dear, lovable. “mu lalan SIU pritI bani.”—bIIa m 5. 2 Skt ਲਾਲਨ. indulging; bringing up with love. “lalatmat VIsal

hIt.”—NP.
ਲਾਲਨਾ [lalna] See ਲਾਲਨ 2. 2 (vocative). O my

beloved! “gholI ghumai 1a1r_1a!”—tvkha ché'tm 5.
ਲਾਲਨੀਯ [lalniy] adj worthy ofindulgence; lov—
able.

ਲਾਲਬੇਗ [lalbeg] Bala Shah, saint ofthe sweepers, who is taken to be the incarnation of

Valmiki. See ਸਹਾ.

'ਲਾਲਬੇਗੀ [lalbegi] worshipper of Bala Shah

Bisan Singh

(Lalbeg). The sweepers form majority in this
faith. They are also called Balmiki. According to
their belief, it is a sin to eat hare’s ﬂesh. See ਸਹਾ,

|

ਲਾਲਚੀ [lalri] See ਲਾਲੜੀ. 2 beloved, darling.

Vasakha Singh

‘

|

Narain Singh

“khelahu tahi trIya ség lalri ko.”—krIsan.

|

ਲਾਲ ਰੰਗ [lal rég], ਲੰਲ ਰੰਗੁ [151 régu] colour or

Hira Singh

dye oflove, fast colour of madder, i.e. indeli‘

|

ble colour. “lal régo tIs kau laga, sz ke vacj

Bhagwan Singh
The family is gifted with a pair ofthe Guru’s shoes (having a leather sole and brocade),
an eight-metal alloy bowl, and a blue shirt.
These articles are displayed every Sunday.
Patients, suffering from scrofula, come and
touch this pair of shoes of the Guru. They also
had with them a sword of the Guru, which

bhaga.”—bIIa m 5.

‘

ਲਾਲੜੀ [1a1_ri] shrub with berries.
ਲਾਲਾ [lala] See ਲਾਲਹ. 2 adj beloved, dear. 3 n

honoriﬁc title given to men of Khatri and Vaishy
class. 4 P …] slave, servant, attendant. “satIguru seve, su lala hOI.”--asa m 3. 5 Jatt Sikh,
ofthe Punnu sept, who, according to the Janamsakhi, by orders from Guru Angad, accom-

panied Bhai Bala to Talwandi to fetch Guru
"Nanak
Dev‘s horoscope from Baba Lalooj
ਨੰਗਲ. 4 father—in-Jaw of Guru Tegbahadur and
father of Mata Gujri. “sri tegbahadur dulo. “dini lalu ne kar bala. téhI dai kar pOnu lala.”
—NP. 6 a boy, who became a follower of Guru
sabh age kar anukulo. ghar lalcéd ke ae. gan
Nanak Dev, and whom the latter named
vadIt dhuni uthae.”—GPS.
Subhaga and uttered the hymn: “mol kharidi
‘Nangal is six miles to the cast of Faridkot railway

Maharaja Ranjit Singh took from them.2 See

station.

thai Bisan Singh, with the Guru’s relics in his

' possession. used to live, with Maharaja Ranjit Singh, in
Lahore.

lala gola mera naC) sabhaga.”—maru m 1. 7 a
devotee, of the Sethi caste, who was a follower of Guru Arjan Dev. 8 Skt ਲਾਲਾ slaver;
glutinous saliva dribblin g from the mouth; saliva.

ਲਾਲਾਗੋਲਾ
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ਲਾਲਾ ਗੋਲਾ {lala gola] purchased slave, serf.
“ham hovahI lale gole gurSIkhﬁ ke.”—gujm 4.
ਲਾਲਾ ਭੁੱਲਰ [lala bhullar] See ਜੈਦ ਪਰਾਣਾ.

ਲਾਲਿ [lalI] with or in the beloved. “lall rati lali
bhai.”—o§1<ar.

ਲਾਲਿਤ [lalIt] adj indulged.

ਲਾਵਨੀਂ

of Guru Amar Dev and attained self-realization. The Guru bestowed him with a preaching diocese. He was a skilled physician and
had expertise in curing tertiary fever.

ਲਾਞ [lav] Skt n act of breaking. See ਲੂ vr. 2 a

ਲਾਲਿਮਾ [lalxma] Skt n redness, ruddiness.

circumambulation at the time of the wedding
ceremony, where at the bride, having severed
her connection with her parental house, es-

ਲਾਲੀ [lali] n redness, ruddiness. 2 reputation,

tablishes relation with her husband. “harI pa-

ਲਾਲਿਤਯ [lalIty] Skt n beauty, grace.

prestige. (which brings a glow on the face).

“kavan bani ri teri lali?”—asa m 5 .' 3 Lala’s
wife. 4 female slave, female attendant. “ma

lali pIU lala mera.”—maru m 1. See ਲਾਲਾ 4.
5 beloved, darling. 6 starting from Narayana
(Dadudwara) for Deccan, Guru Gobind Singh

visited village Lali. “lali nagar pahuce jaI. vadi
majal karI gae suthaI.”—GPS.
ਲਾਲੁ [lalu] See ਲਾਲ.

hIh‘i 1av.”—suh1' chét m 4.

ਲਾਂਞ [15v] n thick and long rope. 2 See ਲਾਵਲਾਵਸਿ [lavaSI] (you) paste, put. “ta SIU rag na
lavaSI re.”—maru m 5. 2 will paste, will form.

ਲਾਵਕ [lavak] Skt adj who reaps. 2 n a bird of
the quail species. See ਲਵਾ 2.
_
ਲਾਵਣ [lavan], ਲਾਵਣਾ [lavna] v let, permit. “dusar
lave na lavna.”—maru solhe 111 5. “tom S§gI

lave na lavanIa.”—-majh a m 5. 2 Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ-

ਲਾਲੂ [lalu] n headman of village of Khadur.

salted, salty. 3 vegetable dish; eaten with

Having become a disciple of Guru Amar Dev,
he grew up as a philanthropist. 2 a devotee
from the Bijj sept,' who joined the Sikh fraternity by becoming a follower of Guru Arjan Dev.
He contributed all his resources at the time

bread. “pIrvia sédri bhukh mu lavan thi

when Amritsar was being built. 3 868ਲਾਲੂ ਬਾਬਾ.
ਲਾਲੂ ਬਾਬਾ [lalu baba] younger brother of Baba
Kalu and paternal uncle of Guru Nanak Dev.
He was born in Sammat 1501 and died in Sammat 1599.
ਲਾਲੋ ਭਾੲੀ [lalo bhai] a carpenter, of the Ghataora caste, and resident! of Saidpur (Emnabad),
he was an ardent Sikh of Guru Nanak Dev.
The Guru stayed at Bhai Lalo’s house for many
days. The hymn, in the Tilang Rag, “jesi me
ave khasam ki bani, tesra kari gIan ve lalol”,

VIthra.”—var maru 2 m 5. 4 See ਲਾਵਨ੍ਯ.

ਲਾਵਣਾਚਿ [lavnarI] enemy of the dragon Lavan; Shatrughan.
ਲਾਵਣੀਂ [lavni] See ਲਾਵਨੀ.
ਲਾਵਣੁ [lavanU] See ਲਾਵਣ 2. “lavanu meri

bhukh.”—s farid.
ਲਾਵਨ੍ਯ [lavany] See ਲਾਵਨ੍ਯ.
ਲਾਵਨ [lavan] See ਲਾਵਣ. “an no bio dusar 1avan.”—_tod1' m 5. attractiveness, charm.

ਲਾਵਨੀ [lavani] a matrIk metre. It is a type of
taték. One stanza of it can have four to twenty lines, each of which has thirty matras and
ends with a short matra followed by a long
one. The ﬁrst caesura is at the 16‘h and the

second at the 14'h matra.

was uttered while addressing this devotee.
Bhai Lalo had no son but he had only one
daughter whose descendants now live in vil-

Example:
“sri guru nanak suray pragte,

lage Tatla. See ਭਾਗੋ ਮਲਿਕ. 2 a Sabharwal Kha-

chape pakhédi taragan }')/6,
tam agyan VInas bhaya,

tri, resident of Dalla, who became a disciple

das dIs mahI prakas bhaya,
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sam Uluk jalIm anyai,
tIn ko bIl me bas bhaya,
kami kutIl cakor Udase,

coys to attract birds of the same species. With
such methods the hunters succeed in killing a
large number of birds.

gurumukh kok hulas bhaya,
papi man kumod murjhae,
dharmi kamal VIkas bhaya,
bani kIrari jagat me pheli,
sésay tImIr nIras bhaya,
camatkar sanmukh ne paya,
VImukh adhere pas bhaya,
jIn jan sevi atap seva,
so gun ras ki rasI bhaya,

ਲਾਵਾਚਿਸ [lavarIs] A .ਠੂਭੰਭੰਘਾਂ adj issueless, with-

param anéd moks tIs pai,

ਲਾਵੰਨਿ [1ਗ਼ਾਟੈਸ਼੍ਯ] (they) bring. 2 (they) attach.

jo satI guru k0 das bhaya,
harIvrIjes ke man madhukar k0,
gurupad padamnIvas bhaya.

3 See ਲਾਵਨ੍ਯ.
ਲਾਵੰਨ੍ਯ [lavény] See ਲਾਵਨ੍ਯ.
ਲਾੜਾ [lara], ਲਾੜੀ [lari] Skt ਲਡਹ, ਲਡਹਾ. adj beautiful, handsome. 2 n bridegroom, bride.‘ “lara

2 The second-type of the lavni is with no
restriction of a long matra at the end of first
caesura, eg.:
“sastr sajaI banal bastr tan,
sabh ki sudh gurudev kar‘é,
guruta anpta dou bIth SIdh,
ਰ੍

ਲਿਹਾਜ

bhali bhat athkar dhar'é,

mansa vaca karam jU kou,

premi prabhupad param khara,
harIsumeru so gurugatI samjhat,
nic lakhe kat sumatI hara?”
—gurqpad premprakas.
ਲਾਵਨ੍ਯ [lavany] Skt ਲ਼ਾਕਹਧ. n attractiveness,

charm. 2 beauty, elegance.

. ਲਾਵਮੈਂਤ੍ਰੇਯ [lavmetrey] See ਬਕਦਾਲਭ.
ਲਾ ਵਲਦ [1a valad] adjW [la] (without) ਵਲਦ [valad] (issue), issueless, childless.

out a successor.

ਲਾਵੀ [lavi] a reaper. See ਲਾਞ. “lavi aIa khetu.”
—sri pahre m 1.
ਲਾਵੇਰਾ [lavera], ਲਾਵੇਰੀ [laveri] See ਲਬੇਰਾ ਲਬੇਰੀ.
“gau bhes magau laveri.”—dhana dhé’na.
ਲਾਵੈ [lave] attaches, ﬁxes, applies. 2 brings.
“maIa corti mUSI mUSI lave hatI.”—s kabir.

‘brings by plundering shops.’

dekhan laria caugIrde hoié.”—ca"di 3. 3 This
word is also used in the sense of quarrel. See
ਲਾਡ਼ੀਚਾਡ਼ੀ.
ਲਾਡ਼ੀਚਾੜੀ [laricari] quarrel and ﬂattery. See ਚਾੜੀ.

2 ਠੰ'ਲਾਈਚਾੲੀ. instigation and backbiting; act of
harming somebody. “laricari la-Itbaru.”
-—o§kar. ‘quarrel, ﬂattery and backbiting i.e.,
instigation and backbiting.’
ਲਿਉ [110] n engrossment; mental absorption.

2 concentration of mind, contemplation. “lakhmibar SIU jau IIU lave.”—gau bavan kabir.
“rahe ram 110 la I .”-5 kabir.
ਲਿੱਉ [liu] desire to acquire; I may acquire. “liu
liu karat phII‘E sabhu logU.”—gau ba van kabir.

ਲਿਅਾਕਤ [IIakat] See ਲਯਾਕਤ. .
ਲਿਆਲੀ [lIali] holding, containing. See ਗੋਲਾਲਿਆਲੀ.

ਲਿੱਸਾ [IIssa] adj weak, feeble, lean.
—asa kabir. ‘set his son to recite the name of ਲਿਹ [11h] Skt ਕਿਫ੍. vr lick, taste.

ਲਾਵਾ [lava] set. “bItavahI ram ramaua lava.”

God.’ 2 reaper, mower. See ਲਾਵ. “le 12 dat pahu—

tIa lave karI taiaru.”—sr1' m 5. Here ਲਾਵਾ [lava]

stands for Yam. 3 In the hunting jargon, it
means, a model created by stufﬁng skins of
wild-goose, waterfowl, etc, and used as de-

ਲਿਹਾਜ [IIhaj] A w, n look, glance. 2 concession.
‘In some ofthe Rajput families, the wife continues to be
called lari, even though she may have children and grand-

children.

ਲਿਹਾਜਾ
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ਲਿਹਾਜਾ ‘[11118]'8] A Lg} adv for this reason, therefore. ਰ੍

ਲਿਖਯ

sx.”——sodaru. 3 will get written, cause to be

written. 4 Skt ਲਿਖਸਿ. (you) write.

,.

ਲਿਹਾਫ [lIhaph] See ਲੇਫ.
ਲਿਖ [lIkh] Skt ਕਿਦ੍ਭ੍ਰ. vr go, write, draw a line,

ਲਿਖਾਧਾ [lIkhadha] adj what is got written. “sz

scratch, carve.
ਲਿਖਹ [lIkhah] writes. 2 n a writing, composi-

ਲਿਖਾਰੀ [lIkhari] writer, scribe.

tion. “Choqu jampur ki lIkhah.”—saveye m 3
ke.

ਲਿਖਣ [lIkhan] Skt ਲਿਖਨ n act of writing.
“lIkhan vala jalI balau, jInI lIkhIa dujabhau.”—m 3 var sri. 2 written piece, way of

writing, document. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਲੇਖਨੀ pen.
ਲਿਖਣਸਰ [lIkhansar] a pond, in Damdama Sahib (Sabo Ki Talwandi) in which Guru Gobind
Singh used to throw the reed-pens. When asked
by the Sikhs,-he replied that excellent writers
of Gurmat would appear there. See (e) of

ਦਮਦਮਾਸਾਹਿਬ 1.

hukam lIkhadha.”—var maru 2 m 5. ‘

ਲਿਖਿ [lIkhI] advhaving written. “lIkhI lIkhI
parIa, teta karIa.”—var asa. 2 writing. “Ihu

lekha lIkthane kOI.”—japu. 3 imperative of
the verb ਲਿਖਣਾ.
ਲਿਖਿਓ [lIkhIo], ਲਿਖਿਅੜਾ []:[1<}11918]ਰ੍, ਲਿਖਿਆ
'[1ਗ਼ੁ](}1ਨ੍ਯ] adjwritten. “lIkhIa metI na sakie.”
—m 3 var sri. “lIkhIara saha na tale.”—vad

alahm' m 1. Here ਸਾਹਾ [saha] means the time
of death.

ਲਿਖਿਆਸਾ [lIkhIasa] written. “je thive karamI
lIkhIasa.”——suh1' chét m 5.

ਲਿਖਿਤ [lIkhIt] Skt written. 2 n a writing, document. 3 certiﬁcate, testimonial. 4 the sage

ਲਿਖਣਾ [lIkhna] See ਲਿਖਣ.

who wrote Likhit Simirti.
ਲਿਖਤ [lIkhat] Skt ਲਿਖਿਤ n a script, style of ਲਿਖੁ [lIkhu] imperative of the verb ਲਿਖਣਾ. See
writing, written piece, a writing. “purabI lIkhat
lIkhe guru paIa.”—sohI1a.
ਲਿਖਤਮ [lIkhtam] n written piece, document.
“lIkhtam sabh dIlli ki ségatI, satIgurU 1<e sanmukh ardas.”—GPS. 2 my writing, document.

ਲਿਖ. “lIkhU namu, salah lIkhU.”—sr1' m 1.
ਲਿਖ਼ੇਬਾਝਹੁ [lIkhebajhahu] without knowing.
2 without reading and writing, without getting-

ਲਿਖਤੀ [lIkhti] by, through or while writing.

ਲਿਖੋਂਰਾ [lIkhera] writer, author. 2 painter. 3 a
written piece, a writing. “mastakI bhag

“lIkhti kul tarIa jiu.”—sr1' Chét m 5.

ਲਿਖਤੁ [lIkhatU] See ਲਿਖਤ. “lIkhatumIte nahi.”—
gau a m 1.

ਲਿਖਨ [lIkhan] See ਲਿਖਣ.

education. “lIkhe bajhahu suratI nahi.”—-vad
chétm 1.

lIkhera.”—todi m 4.

ਲਿਖੋਂਈਐ [lIkhoie] has been written. “IIIatI
IIkhoie.”—m 4 var vad.

ਲਿਖਵੈਯਾ [lIkhveya] writer, scribe, author.

ਲਿਖੋਗੁ [lIkhogu] worth writing. “mastakI

ਲਿਖਾ [lIkha] wrote. 2 n a letter, a note. “lIkh

lIkhIa lIkhogU.”—_tod1' m 5.
ਲਿਖੰਤੀ [111<}15੮1] was written. “harI ho ho he

so lIkha mahI yahe pathai.”—carItr 336.

ਲਿਖਾਇ [lIkhaI] adv having got written. “maran lIkhaI mﬁdal mahI ae.”—ram m I.

ਲਿਖਾਈ [lIkhai] n act of writing. 2 fee for writ-

lIkhat lIkhéti.”—nat partal m 4.

ਲਿਖੰਤੈ [111<}1ਰੌ18] according to what has been
written. “karamI lIkhéte pais.”—var basét.

ਲਿਖਤ [lIkhy] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਲੋ'ਖਯ adj worth writing. “nan—
ਲਿਖਾਸਿ [lIkhaSI] adj worth writing. 2 n a par- “ 9k mastakI lIkhyanah.”—-ga tha.
ticular piece of writing, an excellent piece of ਲਿਖਯੁ [lIkhyu] wrote. “lIkhyu achar mastakI
ing/recording.

writing. “tIn dhurI mastakI lIkhIa lIkha-

dhur.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਲਿੰਗ _
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ਲਿੰਗ [lig] Ski ਕਿੜ੍. vr go, embrace, paint, mark.

ru gyan. péc bhut tanmatra jan. man buth

2 n mark, sign. 3 proof, evidence. 4 male organ. 5 phallus as a symbol of Shiv. Per the

satrah tatv jI ehi.‘ In ki hotbhai ligdehi..”
—NP.

Purans, there are twelve maj or ligs. See ਦੁਅਾਦਸ

ਲਿੰਗਨ [1i gen] short for ਅਾਲਿੰਚਰਿੰ [aligan]. See

ਅਾਲਿੰਗਨ.
Besides these, the Sakand Puran mentions ਲਿੰਗ ਪੁਰਾਣ [lfg puran] See ਪੁਰਾਣ.
four more major I: gs: harInesvar, banesvar, ਲਿੰਗ ਬਿਨਾ [135g bIna] See ਲਿਗਿੰ 9.
ਲਿੰਰਫ਼ਾ [ligra] See ਲੂਗਰਾ.
lubadhkesvar and dhanurisvar.
In Devibhagwat it is written that even Brah- ਲਿੰਗਇਿਤ [1ਝੂਥੂਫ਼ੁ1<1੮],ਲਿੰਗਾਯਤ [lfgayat] Brikhabh

ਸਿਲਾ.

ma and Vishnu have not been able to plumb

(qu, who was taken as the incarnation of

the secret of the ‘lfg.’

Shiv’s vehicle, Nandi, was born of Madlambika in about 1142 AD. His father Mahadev
Bhatt Brahmin was a resident ofvillage Bhaag—
wan, district Belgam of Tilang region. It is said

It is mentioned in the Sikand Puran that,

witnessing an objectionable action of Shiv, the
sages cursed him and, as a result, his phallus
fell off and, from that moment, it became a

holy symbol. 6 In grammar, the division of
nouns, etc into masculine, feminine and neuter
gender. There is no such rule that a word should
have the same gender in different languages.
The meaning differs with the change in
language, e.g. the word braham is neuter in
Sanskrit but it is masculine in Punj abi. The word
aganI is masculine in Sanskrit but feminine in
Punjabi, etc. There is no neuter gender in
Punjabi; it has only masculine and feminine gen—

ders. 7 See ਲਿੰਗਸ਼ਰੀਰ. 8 limbs of the body.
9 sectarian or religious mark, dress, etc. “lig
bIna kine sabh raja.”-—VN. Prophet Mohammad removed the sectarian marks of all the
rulers (the eminent persons) and converted

that Brikhabh was born with phallus hanging
round his neck. Having ﬁnished his education,
he roundly refuted Jainism and propagated
Shaivism with vehemence. The followers of
his sect hang phallus round their neck and, that
is why, they are known as the li gayats. They
do not take any food or drink without ﬁrst
touching it with the phallus. The tenth Master
has referred to them in one of his hymns. “kaho
ls lig gare latkayo.”—aka1.
As the Vaishnavs brand their bodies with
the conch, the symbol of Vishnu, the Lingayats

brand their bOdies with phallus and for this
reason, they are also called ligakIt. Brikhabh,
the founder of this sect, died, in 1168 AD, in
Sangameshwar, on the bank of river Krishna.

ਲਿੰਗੀ [1ਝੂਸ਼ਾਂ]ਕਿਛਸਿ਼. adjhaving a mark or sign.
2 hypocritical.
'
‘circumcised’, i.e., without the foreskin. But
history tells us that the ceremony of circum- ਲਿੰਙ [1359] See ਲਿੰਗ. “hove ਸ਼ਿ], jhig nah hove.”

. them to Islam. The words If g bIna also means

cision was not begun by Prophet Mohammad;

—m 2 var‘sar. See ਤਿੰਙ 2.

it had started with Ibrahim. See ਇਬਰਾਹੀਮ and

ਲਿਜੇ [le21 See ਲੀਜੈ.

ਸੁੰਨਤ.

'The ﬁve sense organs, the ﬁve motor organs, the result

ਲਿੱਗਸ਼ਰੀਰ [lfgsarir], ਲਿੰਗਚੇਹ [lfgdeh], ਲਿੰਗਦੇਹੀ

of ﬁve elements and the rajogun — the ﬁve prans. the

[ligdehi] It is also called sukham sarir. It is

mind and the intellect : these seventeen are collectively

this very subtle entity that leaves one physical
body and enters another. “das fdri yah karma-

termed as the ligsrir.

2Vasav, is another name of Brikhabh.

ਨਿਟਨਾ
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ਲਿਟਨਾ [lItna] See ਲੈਟਣਾ.

ਲਿੰਡਿਯਾ‘ [lidIya] adjcoward. See ਲੋ'ਡੀ. “jo lidIya
tIh ko dhan 1yave.”—carItr 65.

ਲਿਤਾ [lIta] adjtook. “kIchu sathI n9 IIta.”——m
3 var suhi.

ਲਿਡ਼ਾਫ਼ [IItaf] A Jug; a variant of latafat. See
ਲਤਾਫਤ.

ਲਿਤੇ [lIte] took. “apne karIlIte.”—m 4 var sor.
ਲਿੱਤਰ [lIttar] a village in police station Raikot,
tehsil and district Ludiaria, which is ten miles
to the south of Mullapur railway station. There
is a gurdwara of Guru Hargobind, at about half
a mile to the north-west of this village. The
Guru visited this place to bless the Malwa region. At times, Guru Granth Sahib is also displayed there. A fair is held on the occasion of

Shivratri; the Officiant is an Udasi Sikh.
2 wom-out shoe, tattered shoe.

ਲਿੱਦ [lIdd] n droppings of a horse, donkey or
elephant, etc.

ਲਿਖ [le] Skt ਯਿਧ੍ਰ. vr plaster, spread, besmear.

ਲਿਧਸਾ [lesa] Skt ਲਿਪ੍ਸਾ. n ardent desire, longing for making an attainment.

ਲਿਪਸੁ [leaSU], ਲਿਪਸੂ [lesu] Skt ਲਿਪ੍ਸੁ. adj de—
sirous of attainin g; greedy.

ਲਿਪਟਨਾ [IIpatna] v cling. 2 dote on.
ਲਿਪਣਾ [lena] v plaster. See ﬁm vr. 2 be plastered.
ਲਿਪਤ [leat] *ਉਂ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਲਿਖੂ. adjbesmeared, plastered.
2 enwrapped. 3 engrossed in. “nanak IIpat
nahi tIh maIa.”—ba van.

ਲਿਪਾਟਿਮਾਨ [IIpaIman] adj besmeared, plastered. 2 tainted, stained. “heme IIpaIman kIm
karE?”——GPS.

ਲਿਪਾਈ [IIpai] act of plastering, besmearing,
etc. 2 wages for plastering.

ਲਿਵਤਰਾ [lehtara], ਲਿਫਤਾ [IIphta] P ਲ਼ਾ/“ਲ਼ਾ adj
mean, low.

ਲਿਫ਼ਾਫ਼ਹ [lIfafah], ਲਿਫਾਫਾ [lehapha] A _;[ਫ਼੍] n
wrapper, envelope or outer cover. 2 sense —
outward show, ostentation, pomp, display.

ਲਿੱਢ [IIpph] J1} Skt ਧ੍ਕੀਛਸ੍ਰਾ. spleen. Spleen is a
part of our body, located in the left side of the
abdomen, under the ribs and opposite the liver. When healthy, it weighs about two and a
halfchatéks, is ﬁve inches long and three inches wide. It produces blood drops which support the body. It helps in digesting food.
When heavy, glutinous, stale and rOtten
things are eaten and intoxicants are overused,
or when precaution is not observed during
fever, then spleen is adversely affected and it
starts getting enlarged. As it grows in size, the
digestion is adversely affected and the skin
becomes yellow like that of a frog. Thirst increases and hunger vanishes. Sometimes, low

fever persists; urine becomes turbid and stools
turn black.
A simple treatment for this ailment is:
(1) Take six mashas of each of iron sulphate, sal ammoniac, rhubarb and aloes. Grind
these ingredients with vinegar or the pulp of
kavar and convert the resultant paste into forty-one tablets of equal size. One tablet is to
be taken with water by the patient on empty
stomach. '
(2) Take one bottle of vinegar, two tolas of
sal ammoniac, two tolas of Kashmir cuminseed, two tolas of sScar salt. Mix these ingre-

dients together and keep twenty-one ﬁgs immersed in it for seven days. One such ﬁg, taken in the morning is helpful.

ਲਿਪਿ [IIpI] Skt 11 act of writing. 2 something ਲਿੱਥਣਾ [libna] v daub or plaster. “sarab sedan
written; a writing. 3 handwriting.

ਲਿਧ੍ਯਤੇ [leyate] gets immersed or engrossed
in. “nanak lep chep na IIpyate.”—-sahas m 5.

ko lib bahori.”—NP.

ਲਿਬਾਸ [lIbas] A at) n dress, attire.
ਲਿਬਾਸੀ [IIbasi] adj disguised, feigning. See

ਲਿਯੇ

ਨੀਂਗ
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ਲਿਬਾਸ. “lakkh lIbasi dagabaj.”—BG. 2 counterfeit, fake. “lIbasi pharman lIkhI.”—BG.

the mace in his hand.’ 2 Skt ਕੀ. vr adhere, be

ਲਿਯੇ [lIye] adv for, for the sake of.

received, liquefy, melt. 3 li; a Chinese unit of
measurement which is equal to one-sixth of

ਲਿਲਾਟ [lIlat] forehead. See ਲਲਾਟ. “lIlat lIkhe

an English mile. See ਯੋਜਨ.

paIa gur.”—ma1i m 4.

ਲਿਲਾਟ ਤਿਲਕ [lIlat tIlak] a kind of dance, in
which a mark is put by the dancer on his or
her forehead with a toe.

ਲਿਲਾਟਿ [lIlatI] on the forehead. “lIkhatu lIlatI lIkhadhe.”—asa m 4.

ਲਿਲਾਧੋ [lIladho] on the forehead. “dhurI ho
ho lIkhe lIladho.”—kan partal m 4.
ਲਿਲਾਰ [lIlar] See ਲਲਾਟ.

ਲਿਲਾਰਿ [lIlarI] on the forehead. “nanak lIlarI lIkhIa SOI.”—-m 1 var majh.

ਲਿਲ਼ਾਰੀ [lIlari] on the forehead. 2 See ਨੀਲਾਰੀ.
ਲਿਲਾਰੇ [lIlare], ਲਿਲੈਰੈ [lIlere] on the forehead.
“lIkhat lIIare.”—m 4 var gau 1. “so pave szu
lIkhatu lIlere.”-—I<an m 5.
ਲਿੱਲਹ [lIllah] A ਪੂਮੂੰ for God, for the Creator.

’ ਲਿਵ [lIv] n derived from Sanskrit ਕਿਧ੍ਯ; love.
“lIv dhatu dUI rah he.”—m 3 var sri. See E
Love. 2 concentration of mind. “lIv churki,
legi trIsna.”-an5du. 3 See ਨਾਮ ਅਤ੍ਯਾਸ.

ਲਿਵਤਾਰ [lIvtar] constant contemplation, uninterrupted concentration of mind. “je laIraha
lIvtar.”—japu.

ਲਿਵਧਾਤੁ [lIvdhatu] love (of God) and illusion

ਲੀਉ [11੦] See ਲਿਵ. “namI lagi liU.”—maru m 5.

ਲੀਓ [lio] adopted, acclimatised to. “ho bhekh
berag.”—s m 9. 2 got absorbed.
ਲੀਅੜਾ [1ਡੌ9ਨੂ8] took, got. “menu liara dita.”—suh1’
chaitm 1. ‘enticed away each other’s mind.’

2 taken. 3 See ਲੀੜਾ.
ਲੀਹ [1th n line. 2 furrow made by the wheels
of a cart, chariot etc, rut. 3 gripe, dysentery.
4 S modesty, bashfulness.

ਲੀਹਾ [liha] See ਲੀਹ 2. 2A ਭੰ adjexcellent, beautiful. “sunahu bat mam liha.”—NP.

ਲੀਕ [lik] n a line. 2 writing, written, piece.
“bhram ki lik mItai.”—-sor kabir.

ya jag jivan k0 he yahe phal
jo chal chad bhaje raghurai,
sodhke sét mahétan hﬁ
“padmakar” bat yahe thahIrai,
hve rahe honi prayas bIna
anhoni na hve sake kotI Upai,

jo VIth bhal me lik lIkhi
su badhai badhe na ghate na ghetai.
3 blot, stigma, blemish. “nak kan kat lik
lagEh‘é.”—carrtr 397. 4 Skt truth, veracity.
5 Dg true word or statement.
ਲੀਂਕ ਲਾਉਣੀ [lik launi] v stigmatize, defame.

ofthe world. See ਧਾਤੁ 8.
ਲਿਵਮੰਡਲ [11vm5d911n domain of love; state of See ਲੀਕ 3.
mind in which everything, except love of God, ਲੀਂਕਾ [lika] Skt n female phantom or wraith,
is forgotten. “man harIlIvmédal méda he.”
demoness.
-—sohIIa.
ਲੀਕੇ [like] to the line. See ਫਾਟਨ 2.

ਲਿਵਾੜਿ [lIvarI] adv having bedaubed, having
coated (with). “e VISU gédlﬁ dhariéi khédu lIvarI.”—s farid. i.e. ‘sensual enjoyment with

another’s wife.’

ਲਿਵੈਯਾ [lIveya] adj who takes, who receives,
etc.

ਲੀ [1i] took. “danav ros gada kar 1i.”—sanh. ‘took

ਲੀਂਖ [likh] Skt ਲਿਕਾ. n a nit.
ਲੀਖਿਆ [likhIa] See ਲਿਖਿਤ. “tIna mIlIa guru
aI, jIn kau likhIa.”—suhi m I.
ਲੀਖੋਂ [likhe] wrote. 2 written. “das-ath likhe

hovahI paSI.”-basa”tm I.
ਲੀਂਗ [Hg], ਲੀਗੁ [ligu] See ਲਿੰਗ 5. “deval madhe
ligu ache.”—todi namdev.

ਲੀਥੀ
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ਲੀਚੀ [lici] an evergreen plant on which fruit ਲੀਂਪਿਐ [lipIe] adv by plastering, from having
been plastered. “lipIe thaI, na suc1 harI
grows in bunches. The fruit has a thin peel,
under which lies white juicy pulp. This plant
came from China and now it grows all over
India, but13 seen in abundance1n Bengal and
Bihar. Nephelium Litchi.

ਲੀਚੈ [lice] please take or receive. “amrIt lice
jiu.”-—majh m 4. 2 clear water with bails. See

ਉਲੀਚਨ.
ਲੀਜੀ [liji] adjworth taking; i.e., beneficial. “jan-

mane.”—bh€r m 5.

ਲੀਂਯੇ [liye] See ਲੲੀ and ਲਿਯੇ.
ਲੀਰ [111] n a shred of clothing, rag.
ਲੀਲ [lil] See ਲੀਲਨ and ਲੀਲਾ. “balaku lil anu_
pu.”—maru a m I .

ਲੀਲਨ [lilan] Skt ਗਿਲਨ v swallow. “lil lae sabh
hve bagula.”—1<rIsan. “jIhba suadi lilIt 10h.”
—sarnamdev.

ਲੀਲਮ [lilam] sapphire. See ਨੀਲਮ. “mukta hire
lilam sabje.”—¥GPS.
ਲੀਜੈ [lije] please take.
ਲੀਂਠਾ [litha] licked up. Skt ਲੀਢ. “ghas: garuru ਲੀਲਾ [lila] Skt n sport, play. “lila kIchu lakhi
amI janamI kIchu liji 1ije.”—asa m I .

sabadu mUkhI litha.”—gau m 4. See ਗਰੁਤੁ 2.

ਲੀਂਡੇਂ [lid], ਲੀ‘ਡੀ [11(;11] Skt ਗਧਫ਼. hardened excre-

ment. 2 See ਲੰਡ.

na jaI.”—ram m 5. 2 heroine’s symbolic gesture or action. 3 erotic gesture. 4 beauty, loveliness. 5 kindness, grace.

ije
ਲੀਢ [lidh] See ਲੀਠਾ. 2 in music, movement of ਲੀਂਲਾੲੀ [lilai] adj Sportive, playful. “pékhi
rahe 1i1ai.”—BG.
body parts with abandon while singing.
tIy 1<0, tIy
ਲੀਣ [lin], ਲੀਣਾ [lina] absorbed in. See ਲੀਨ. “tﬁ ਲੀਲਾਹਾਵ’ [lilahav] in poetics - “pIy
piy 1<0 dhare jU bhusan cir. lilahav bakhanhi
jal thalI mahialI bharIpurI lina, ਪਿੰ ape sarab
samana.”—suhi m I.

ਲੀਤ [lit], ਲੀਤੜਾ [litra], ਲੀਤਾ [lita] accepted, took,
got.“1<arI kIrpa apune karIlit. ”—todi m5. ‘ac—

cepted as his own. ’ “litra lab]: régae. ”—tIIég
m 1. “danu sabhni he lita. ”—vad Ch5t m 5.

ਲੀਤੀਆ [litia] took. “jInI akhi litia, soi saca
deI.”—-m 3 var sri.

. ਲੀਂਦ [lid] See ਲਿੱਦ.
ਲੀਨ [lin] took, enjoyed. “tau n9 harIras lin.”—s
m 9. 2 Skt adj completely absorbed or swallowed up. “nImakh na lin bhan carnan SIU.”
-gau m 9. 3 united with. 4 immersed in, engrossed in. 5 rotten. 6 hidden. 7 In dance, resting of hands on the breast to express a feel-

ing, through their gestures.

ਲੀਪ [lip] See ਲੇਪ. 2 attached to, engrossed1n.
“base ghata ghat, lip 119 chips. ”—kan namdev.

ਲੀਂਪਤ [lipat] See ਲਿਪਤ. 2 adv smearing, daubing. “lipat jiu gan.”-bIIa kabir.

ਲੀਧਨ [lipan] See ਲੇਪਨ.

tﬁhi 1<0 kaVI dhir..”—jagadvrnod.
ਲੀਂਲਾਗਾਰ [lilagér] n. ਲੀਲਾ (enjoyment) ਆਗਾਰ
(house), house or place of luxurious living.
'
2 pleasure house.

ਲੀਲਾਵਤੀ [lilavati] adj amorous woman. 2 n wife

of Bhaskarachary. She was a great scholar.l
3 a treatise on mathematics, in the name of
Lilavati, authored by Bhaskarachary, which
forms the ﬁrst part of the SIddhét sIromanI.
4 goddess Durga. 5 wife of demon May. 6 a
metre, which has four lines, each of which has
32 matras, with pauses at the 18‘h and the 14‘h

and terminates in a sagan IIS.
Example:
pahIle tum puran VIdya SIkkho,
phIr us ka parIcar karo,
kije upkar sarab ke upar,
ver VIrodh na CItt dharo...
1Some have mistakenly mentioned Lilavati as the daughter

of Bhaskarachary.

ਲੀਂਲੀਂ
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ਲਕਿ.

(b) Bawa Ramdas has used one short
matra followed by two long ones, instead of
two long ones followed by a short one, at the
end of lilavati.
‘
Example:

Lukman in the Bible and the Koran. The 13‘h
chapter of the Koran is named as such, where—
in it has been said that God had bestowed him
with wisdom. But there is no mention of Lukman in history. He was a world-famous physibalé he nIkki khédyo tIkkhi,
cian. His three thousand sayings are full of pru~
satI guru ki uttam SIkkhi...
dence. Some scholars regard him as nephew
ਲੀਲੀਂ [lili] swallowed. See ਲੀਲਨ. “jInhu barya- - of Abrahim; and some hold that he was there in
nal lili.”—I<r1'san.
the time of Daud. Some take him as an African
ਲੀਵਨ [livan], ਲੀਵਨਾ [livna], ਲੀਂਵਨਿ [lIvanI] be
slave and others say that he was a tailor, a carrapt or absorbed in. “satségatI mahI livna.” penter, etc. But all agree that he was a great
—maru a m 5. “ramnam S§gI livanI.”—sarm 5.
logician and a wise man. The fables told by him
ਲੀਵਾ [liva] adj loving, devoted. 2 absorbed. fascinate readers even now. European writers
3 took, got. 4 (I) may take or adopt. “émrIt
have said that he was the same person as the
gurmatI liva.”—gau m 4.
Aesop of the Greeks. 2 See ਲੋਕਮਾਨਸ.

ਲੀੜਨਾ [lirna] lick up, eat by licking.
ਲੀੜਾ [lira] licked or sucked, sipped. “5mrItdhar
r951 lira.”—jetm 4. 2 n cloth. garment, dress.

ਲੁਅਾਥ [luab] A ਮ੍ਹਾਖਿ‘ n saliva, spittle. 2 mucilage
(of some medicine).
ਲੁਹ [luh] n a ﬂame of ﬁre. 2 burning, cremating. 3 Skt desire, wish.

ਲੁਹਾਂਗੀ [luhagi] n a stick that has iron as its
part; a club with an iron sleeve or cap at one
end. 2 iron-shafted spear.
ਲੁਹਾਂਡਾ [luhada] n iron pot.

ਲੁਹਾਰ [luhar] Skt ਲੋਹਕਾਰ n blacksmith. “matI
baSI parau luhar ke jars: duji bar.”—s kabir.

_

ਲੁਹਾਰੀ,[10}181'1] blacksmith’s wife. 2 iron chain.
“augan perI luhari.”—bas§t a m 1.

dren’s game of ‘hide and seek’; children’s game
in which one child closes his eyes while others
hide themselves, and then he seeks them out,
and touches them. “to lukmican khel macai.”
—krIsan. In Punjabi this game is also known as
chupanchot, lukanmiti and lukomiti.
ਲੁਕਵਾਂ [lukava] adj hidden, clandestine, covert.

ਲੁਕਾਉ [lukau] n secrecy, concealment.

ਲੁਕਇਿਤ [lukaIt] n people, public, multitude.
2 See ਲੋਕਾਯਤ.
ਲੁਕਾਇਦੜੋ [lukaIdaro] hides, conceals. “szu paSI
lukaIdaro, so vekhi sathe.”—asa chét m 5.

ਲੁਕਾਈ [lukai] See ਲੋਕਾਈ. “$9th kathI kathI
rahi lukai.”—sor kabir.

ਲੁਹਿ [luhI] adv having been burnt or cauterized.
“tapI tapI thI thI hath marorau.”—suhi fan'd.
2 having longed for; having desired. See ਲੂਹਲੁਕਣਾ [lukna] v go into hiding, be veiled; hide
oneself.
ਲੁਕਨਤ [luknat] A J ‘ n stammer, stutter, not

ﬂuent in speaking.

ਲੁਕਮਿਚਾੲੀ [10kacai], ਲੁਕਮੀਚਨ [lukmican] n chil-

*

ਲੁਕਨਾ [lukna] See ਲੁਕਣਾ.

ਲੁਕ਼ਮਾ [lukma] A j n morsel, bite.
ਲੁਕ਼ਮਾਨ [lukman] A UL}! There is mention of

ਲੁਕਾਂਜਨ [lukéjan] See ਲੇਂਕਾਂਜਨ.
ਲੁਕਾਟ [lukat] See ਲੋਕਾਟ.
ਲੁਕਾਨਾ [lukana] disappeared, vanished. 2 hidden. 3 merged or vanished into. “menu manaku
lIv tatu lukana.”—prabha kabir.
ਲੁਕਾਨੀਂ [lukani] hidden, concealed. “ram namu
ratan kothri gar médarI ek lukani.”—bas§tm 4.

2 See ਲੋਕਾਨੀ.
ਲੁਕ਼ਿ [lukI] adv stealthily, secretly. “takahI narI
paraia lukI 5darI thani.”—m 5 vargau 1.

ਲੂਕੇਸ
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ਲੁਕੇਸ [lukes] Skt ਲੋਕੇਸ਼ n ਲੌ'ਕ-ੲੀਸ਼ [lok-is]. Brahma. “tIn dekhI lukes daryo th me.”—c5di 1.

2 quarrel. “murkhe nalI na lUjhie.”—Var asa.

ਲੁਝ'ਰ [lujhar] adj bellicose, truculent. “an base

ਲੁੰਗ [16g] ﬂower—bud of trees like acacia, etc.
2 also used for 15k (lakk). “satIgur dini seli

tab dham lujhara.”—WV. 2 quarrelsome.

—gosatI baba sricéd j1' di srddhé‘ nal.‘
ਲੁਗ਼ਤ [locat] A 0;) 11 word.
ਲੂਗਾੲੀ [lugai] 11 public. 2 woman, female, wife.
“dhai lugai av’é.”—rama V.
ਲੁਗ਼'ਤ [locat] A ow n plural of ਲੁਗ੍ਤ. 2 dict-

then people don’t quarrel to immolate them.’
They don’t force them to immolate themselves.
The religious treatises of the Hindus ordain
that ifa Brahmin takes liquor then he is free
ofthe sin ofdying by taking ﬁre-like liquor.2

ਲੁਝਿ [luth] adv having battled or fought.
2 having quarrelled. “je mad pita bamni lo:
topi, satIgur dini 10g jéjir. kahe sricéd, sun
10th na sare.”—BG. ‘If Brahmins take liquor
gorakh natha. séjam sahIt banai satha.”

ਲੁਝੇ [lujhe] ﬁghts, struggles. 2 quarrels. “manionary.
mukh kamla ragre lujhe.”—sava m 3.
ਲੁੰਗ਼ੀ [lOgi], ਲੁੱਡੀ [109i] P J1 a kind of striped
dhoti or loincloth, worn by Dogars and ਲੁੱਝਰ [lujjhar] adj See ਲੁਝਾਰ.
ਨੁੰਚਨ. “pakre
Pachadhas. “jeha des teha bhes. ter ਹਿਤਾਂ mod- ਲੁੱਞ [1ਗੁ1], ਲੁੱਵੁ [16]…1 866 ਲੁੱਚ and
ਸਲੁੱਵੁ.
See
kalI saleu.”——bas§t m 4.
he khes.”—ratanma1. 2 embroidered or striped
[lot] Skt ਰੁਰ੍. vr harmonize, tremble, roll or
ਲੁਟ
turban.
wallow on the ground, push, shine.
ਲੁੰਚ [10c] Skt ਰੁਙਕ੍. vr cut, split, pluck, peel, pull
ਲੁਟਨਾ [lutna] v lie down. See ਲੁਟ vr. “dItIputr
out, up root, pull out the hair, take away.
dharapar luttahige.”—ramav. ‘Having been
ਲੁੰਚਨ [16੮9ਗ਼] Skt n act of plucking, up rooting,
killed in the battle, the demons will roll on the
pulling out of hair. See ਲੁੱਚ vr.

earth.’ “kahﬁ dhurI lutt‘é.”—c§di 2. 2 See ਲੂਟਨਾ.
(someਲੁੰਚਿਤ [IOCIt] Skt adj split-up, plucked out; of ਲੁਟਾਊ [lutau] adj squanderer. 2 causing

ਲੁੰਚਾਨੀ [1ਪੈ੮81ਪਂ] 866 ਲੇਂਚਾਨੀਂ.

which the hair has been pulled out; its trans-

form is ਲੁੱਜਿਤ. 866 ਲੁੱਚ vr.
ਲੁੱਚਾ [lucca] adj loutish, sinful, libertine, villainous.
ਲੂਜਿਂ [16]] Skt ਰੁਕਜ੍. vr give, become fat, torment, shine, dwell.
ਲੁੰਜਾ [lﬁja] adj armless, crippled in both arms.

ਲੁੰਜਿਤ [leIt] See ਲੁੱਚਿਤ. 2 n one whose hair has

one) to lie down.

ਲੁਟਿਯਾ [lutIya], ਲੁਟੀਆ [lutia] n a small goblet,
tiny utensil.

ਲੁਟੇਨਿ [lutenI] they loot or plunder. “avar lute—
nI su p§c jana.”—gau m 1.
ਲੁਟੇਰਾ [lutera] adj who robs, who snatches. 2 n

robber, plunderer.

been pulled out; Jain ascetic. “16th m6th monI

ਲੁਟੈਯਾ [luteya] adj who squanders. 2 who robs.

celebate (wearing a girdle of rush), and the
one with matted hair.’

ਲੁੱਟ ਦਾ ਮਾਲ [lutt da mal] loot or spoil is prohib-

jatadher.”—asa kabir. i.e. ‘The Jain ascetic, the

ਲੁਝ [lujh] n battle, war.

ਲੁਝਣਾ [lujhna] v battle; ﬁght. “VInU mane jI hori
nalI lujhna, jasi janamu gavaI.”—m 3 var sn'.
'It is written in the matraségrah pothi, a book of the
Udasin sect, that this dialogue took place in Sammat

1666.

ਲੁੱਟ [lutt] n act of snatching, looting, etc. 2 loot,
spoil. See ਲੁੱਟ ਦਾ ਮਾਲ.

ited in Sikhism. “kahijo lutt hOI t5 lutte nahi. '
1<Ise de mal di vall nadar na kare.”—-prem sumarag. The Bible also prohibits booty. See J oshua
ਜ਼ੁਗਂਧੀਗ਼ਾਛਿਯੀਸੀਵ੍ਯਯਿਥਯੀਚ੍ਹਂਧਿਕੇਰ੍!
ਰ੍ਯਜ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਧੇਜਿਵੇਂਢਬੇਥੁਗ਼ਰੰਯਿਕ਼ਿਧ੍ਯਾਥੂਮ

‘

~manuall,$90.
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Chapter 7. According to the Koran, only God
or his Apostle has the right to claim booty. See

ਲਭਤ

is derived from Sanskrit lapIt, which means

produce whistling sound. ‘The whirlwinds of
ਸੂਰਤ 8 ਆਯਤ 1.
dust are raging.’ 2 brimfu1,filled up.
ਲੁਠ [luth] Skt ਰੁਰ੍. vr knock down, roll on the ਲੁਥ [luth], ਲੁੱਥ [lutth] n lifeless
body, corpse.
ground, pilfer, steal.
“tIn ki luth jébuk gidh khae.”—krrsan.
ਲੂਨ੍ਯ [luthan] Skt ਲੁੱਨ੍ਯ. 11 act of wallowing. ਲੁੱਥ ਪਲੁੱਥ [lutth palutth] corpse
upon corpse.
2 tiredness, fatigue, weariness.
“lutth palutth bIthar ghani.”—1<alki.
ਲੂਡ [lud] Skt ਰੁਤ੍. vr stir, tremble, turn, cover, ਲੁਦਕ ਨਗਰ [ludak nagar], ਲੁਦਪੁਰ
[ludpur], ਲੁਦਿਅਾਨਾ
hug, settle.
[ludIana] city, founded by the Lodi Pathans,
ਲੁੰਡਾ [lOda] western side of Kabul river has this
on the bank of river Satluj. It is now a district in
name. See ਫੂਲਾਸਿੰਘਅਕਾਲੀਂ. 2 In Punjabi, a dock- Jalandhar commissionary. During the reign of
tailed animal is also ੦8|]6(]1ਧੇ(,1ਣ1; a 1ibertine,rake.
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, it was the border canਲੂਡਾਉਣਾ [ludauna] v sway, swing. See ਲੁਡ vr.
tonment of the English. This cantonment was
“kahu nanak bah ludaie.”—sr1' m 1. 2 bend,
set up by the English in 1809 AD. The cities of
place. See ਲੁਡ vr. “dorke paIn sis ludayo.” Delhi and Lahore are 194 and 116 miles re-I<rIsan.
.
spectively from Ludiana. Its population is 51000.
ਲੂਡਾਰੀਆ [ludaria] one who shakes or swings. ਲੁੱਧਰ [luddhar] See ਲੋਧਰ.

2 has swung. “bah IUdaria.”—gau a m 5. See

ਲੁਡਘਾ.

ਲੁਡਿ [ludI] adv having shaken. 2 having brandished. 3 having swayed, swung. “tu ludI ludI
dargah v5yu.”—m 4 var kan. See ਲੁਡ vr.

ਲੁੰਡੀ [1ਪੇਚੂ1115/ਢ/ਰੁਧਿਵ੍ਯਾ.“ skein or roll of thread,
hemp-string, etc. 2 In Punjab, a dock-tailed
(lédi) female animal is also called lOdi; also

adulteress, woman of easy virtue.
ਲੁਡੰਦਡ਼ੀ [ludédri] wallowing. SeeEUvr. “dhuri
VICI ludédri sohé.”—sava m 5.

ਲੁੱਡੀ [luddi] n act of causing an uproar while
moving in a circle. See ਲੁਡਅਾ.

ਲੁਣਨਾ [lunna] v reap. See ਲੂ vr, and ਲੂਨ. “lavi
lunIa khet.”—sri m 1 pahre. “jeha radhe, teha

lune.”—sri a m 1. ‘As one sows, so one reaps.’

ਲੁਣਿ [lunI] adv having reaped. See ਲੂ vr and
ਲੂਨ. “hoa hukamv kIrsan da, ta lunI mInIa

khetaru.”—sri m 5.

ਲੁਤ੍ਫ਼ [lutf] A J]; n minuteness, subtlety. 2 kindness. 3 pleasure, enjoyment.

ਲੁਤੇ [lute] ﬂies. “pIr bajhrIahu mere pIare,
aganI dhurI lute.”—asa Chét m 4. This word

ਲੁਠਨਾ [lunna] See ਲੁਣਨਾ. “ij khet krIsan lune.”
—nat m 4.

ਲੁਪ [lup] Skt ਰੁਧ੍. vr err, be bewildered, cut or
reap, destroy, disappear.
ਲੁਪਤ [lupat] Skt ਲੁਧੂ. adj hidden, concealed.
2 destroyed, ruined. 3 (who) is robbed. 4 broken.

ਲੁਪਤੋਂਪਮਾ [luptopma] See ਉਪਮਾ (b).
ਲੁਪਰੀ [lupri] Skt ਗੀਗੀ. poultice.
ਲੁਧੂ [lupt] See ਲੁਪਤ.
ਲੁਬਧ [lubadh] Skt ਲੁਬ੍ਧ. adj greedy, covetous.
“menu lubadh gopal gian he.”—asa Ch5t m 5.
2 infatuated. 3 distracted. 4 n hunter; hunts-

man.
ਲੁਬਧਕ [lubdhak] Skt ਲੁਬ੍ਧਕ. n hunter, fowler.

ਲੁਬਧੋ [lubdho] infatuated, besotted. See ਲੁਬਧ.
ਲੁੱਬੇ ਲੁਬਾਬ [lubbe lubab] A UUJ n essence, prin- ‘
ciple, substance.
ਲੂਭ [lubh] Skt ਰੁਜ੍. vr hope for, desire, covet,
be bewildered, be perplexed.
ਲੁਭਤ [lubhat] adj eagerly desirous, covetous.
“suad lubhat idriras prerIo.”—gau kabir. 2 See
ਲਭਤ.

ਲੂਣਹਰਾ'ਮ
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ਲਭਤੳ

ਲੁਭਤਉ [lubhtau] got desirous or covetous. “lubhtau lobhai.”—asa a m I .

ਲੁਭਤੁ [lubhatu] n hunter. “ajamalu, pfgula, lubhatu, kﬁcaru, gae harI ks: pas.”-—1<eda raVIdas.
2 adj greedy, avaricious.

scorch.
ਲੂਹ [luh] burning, scorched. See ਲੁਹ. “dutia bhau
sabh luh.”—sar m 5. 2 S hot wind.
ਲੂਹਣਾ [luhna] v burn, singe, scorch. “jetho pau

pau luhe.”—var ram 2 m 5. See ਪਉ 2.

ਲੁਭੜਿਓ [101੭11ਗ੍ਗ਼ੁ੦] became covetous. “mahra-

ਲੂਕ [1uk]n shelter, harbour, hiding place to avoid

jro gathu vahu SIU lubharIo.”—todi m 5.
ਲੁਭਾ [lubha] became covetous or avaricious.
“lakhI céd lubha.”—kalki.

the enemy. “drIr karI gahi tumhari 1uk.”—jet

ਲੁਭਾਉਣਾ [lubhauna] v tempt, lure. 2 charm, per-

brand, meteor, astroid.

ségi.”—asa m 5. 3 piece of burning wood, ﬁreਲੂਕਟ [likat], ਲੂਕਾ [luka] n ﬁrebrand, meteor.

‘

ਲੁਭਾਨ [lubhan] lured, enticed, charmed. “bIkhIan

SIU atI lubhan.”-jeja m 9.
ਲੁਭਿਤ [lutht] adj eagerly desirous, covetous.
ਲੁਭਿਭਾ [luthbha] became covetous. “put kalat
mohI luthbha.”—prabha m 4.

ਲ੍ਮੋ'ਸਰ [lumesar], ਲੁਮੇਂਸੁਰ [lumesur] ਲੁੱਬੀ (ਰੁਚੀ)

ਈਸ਼੍ਵਰ. master 0f16bi (fruit) — fruit—tree. “Ik (ਪਿ

bIrakhahu lakkh lakkh phal bia lumesar.”—BG.
‘Lakhs of fruit, seeds and trees result from
one tree.’
ਲੁਰਬਰੇਸਣੀ [lurbresnil' In couplet number 1187
of the Shastarnammala, the author has erro-

neously used the word lurbresni in place of
urbresni. The army of the master of urvara
(the earth); king’s army.

2 burning piece of wood or wisp of hay, used
for i gniting. “tIh mukh dekhat lukat 1ae.”—gau
kabir.

ਲੂਕਿ [lukI] adv secretly, surreptitiously. “lukI
kamano, soi tum pekhIo.”—asa m 5.
ਲੁਕੀ [luki] n ﬁrebrand, ﬂaming torch. “apne
gharI 1uki1ai.”—bas§ta m 4. 2 mosquito; insect. “luki sabadu sunaIa.”——asa kabir. See

ਫੀਲੁ. 3 with a ﬂaming torch. “apuna gharu luki
jare.’7—nat a m 4. 4 hidden, concealed.

ਲੂਗਰਾ [lugra] S ਲੁਗਿਤੇ. garment, tattered dress.
“bhagatjana ka lugra oth nagan n9 hoi.”—bIIa

m 5. 2 ,5'ਲੈੱ'ਕਾਰ. Malwa blanket.‘

ਲੁਝ [lujh], ਲੂਝਨਾ' ilujhna] See ਲੁਝ and ਲੁਝਣਾ.
ਲੂਟ [lut] n loot, extortion. 2 booty.

ਲੂਟਨਾ [lutna] v loot, extort. “kabir lutna he, ta
lutIle ramnam.”-s kabir. “luti léka sis samet.”
ਲੁੜਖਣਾ [lurakhna], ਲੁੜਖੜਾਉਣਾ [1ਪਿੰ91<11ਟ੍ਰਾ8ਘ,18] v
—gau a m I .
stagger, totter. 2 roll. 3 tumble down.
pi]ਲੁੜੇਨਿ [1ਪਿੰ8ਸ਼੍ਯ] (they) seek or desire. “mItrlure—I ਲੁਟਿ [lutI] having looted or extorted. 2 11
lage. “ramnam he 1111;: .”—-s kabir.
M 50 khadhata.”—gau m 1.

ਲੁਲ [lull Skt ਕੁਕੁ. vr stir, move.

ਲੁਤੰਦੜੀ [lurédri] rolling or toppling over. “vahanI lurédri jaI.”—sava m 5.

'

ਲੂ [lu] n hot wind. 2 Skt vr cut, split.

ਲੂੰ [111] 71 small soft hair, trichome.
ਲੂਅ [lua] See ਲੂ 1.

ਲੂੰਅ [163] See ਲੂੰ.
ਲੂੰਈਂ [1119i] n hair.
ਲੂਸਣਾ [lusna], ਲੂਸਨਾ [lusna] v heat up, singe,
l1n some copies. the text reads as lorbresni and lorbhresni.

ਲੂਠਾ [lutha] adj scorched, singed. “brahamagnI ke 1uthe.”—bas§t1<abir. See ਬ੍ਰਹਮ 8 and
ਬੁਹਮਅਗਨਿ 2.
.

ਲੂੰਡੀ [lﬁdi] See ਲੁਡੀ.
ਲੂਣ [lun] Skt ਲਾਞਣ. n salt. “lun khaI karahI

haramkhori.”—maru m 5. 2 See ਲੂਨ 2.
ਲੂਣਹਰਾਮ [lunharam] adj insincere, ungrateful.
“manmukh lunharam, km 113 janIa.”—m 1 var
majh. kIa (favour done by someone).

‘.‘ **“-

plex.

m 5. 2 secrecy, privacy. “tIs sxu luk, jo sad-hi

ਲੂਣਹਾਰਾਮੀ
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ਲੇਇ

ਲੂਣਹਰਾਮੀ [lunharami] adj ungrateful. “gunsh- ਲੂਤੀ [luti] n ﬂaming torch,
ﬁrebrand. 2 backgar Iunhar'ami.”—suhi m 5. 2 n ungratefulness,

disloyalty. i.e. betraying a person after the good
done by him.
ਲੂਣਹਲਾਲ [lunhalal] adj grateful, loyal.

ਲੂਣਨਾ [lunna] See ਲੁਣਨਾ.
ਲੂਣਾ [luna] See ਲੂਨ. “lune khetI hathvarI
kare.”-—asa kabir.

biting that results in a quarrel. 3 A 05,! sodo-

mite; gay. 4 adj concerning or connected with
the prophet. See ਲੂਤ 3.

ਲੂਤੀਅਾ [lutia] adjincendiary. 2 inciter, instigator, backbiter.
ਲੂਨ [1੫11] See ਲੂਣ. “an ghiu S§gI luna.”——sor

kabir. 2 Skt adj severed; moment.

ਲੂਣਾਰੀ [lunari] adj who reaps. 2 saltish. 3 n ਲੂਥਰ [lubar], ਲੂਥਰਾ [lubra], ਲੂੰਬਡ਼
[lﬁbar], ਲੂੰਬੜੀ
salt-maker.

ਲੂਣੀ [luni] adj saltish; saline. 2n alkaline sub-

[lﬁbri] n fox; an animal that is small in size

and has long hair on the tai 1. Skt ਲੋਮਸ਼ਾ. “majar

stance used by goldsmiths for purifying gold.

gadar ਰਿਪ 1ubra.”—bher kabir. See ਲੁਮ and ਲੂਮਰ.

ਲੂਤ [lut] n flaming torch, ﬁrebrand. 2 a herpeslike disease affecting the lips. See ਲੂਤਾਂ 2. 3 A

ਲੂ'ਮ [lum] Skt n tail.
ਲੂਮਰ [lumar], ਲੂਮੜ [1ਪਧ1ਰਿ]ਲੋਮ-ਧਰ, animal with

ਲੂਣੀ ਅਖਤਰ [luni akhtar] See ਲੋਣੀ ਅਖਤਰ.

L! Lot, son of Haran and nephew of Abra-

ham, who was a noble soul. According to the
Bible and the Koran, he is looked upOn as one
of the prophets.
ਲੂਤਾ [luta] Skt spider; organism that weaves a
ti ..p. 2 Herpes Labialis. A skin disease, which
is supposed to erupt from contact with a spider’s urine, called paklut in Punjabi. Present

day scholarly physicians consider the malfunction of the liver and the stomach as the cause
of this contagious disease. Its symptom is the
appearance of small pimples on the lips and
oozing of yellow matter therefrom. And
wherever this yellow matter touches more pimples appear. It is accompanied by itching and
burning sensation.
Its medical treatment is: wash the affected
area with sulphur-soap and spray it with red-

ochre and white led (zinc oxide) powder. Prepare paste by rubbing both the turmerics, Rubia Cordifolia, wood of Caesalpina Sappan,

gajkesar in cold water and apply them to the
affected area. Such diet should be taken as
helps in restoring the proper funCtioning of the
liver and keeping the digestion in normal state.

ਲੁਬਾ [luba], ਲੂੰਬਾ [lﬁba] a caste among Khatris.

a tail which has long hair — fox. See ਲੂੰਬੜ.

ਲੂਲ [1੫1] See ਲੂ'ਲ੍ਹ. 2 P J) adj shameless, brazen.
ਲੂਲਾ [lula] adj maimed, legless.

ਲੂਲੀ [luli] See ਲੋਲੀ.
ਲੂਲੀਆਂ [1੫11ਕੇਂ] See ਲੋਲੀਆਂ.
ਲੁਲੂ [1੫1੫] A ,1; n pearl. “1qu la] bajr manI
manIk.”-saloh.

ਲੂ'ਲ੍ਹ [lulh] n pendant, worn on the forehead or
temple. It is derived from the word ਲੂਲੂ. “1th
hamel sajavan kari.”—GPS.

ਲੂਞ [luv] n hot wind (blowing during the summer seasOn). “luv na lags chaya bIkhs.”

—GPS.

ਲੇ [1e] shOrt for ਅਲੇ. See ਅਲੇ. “sevile gopal raI.”
—mala namdev. 2 adv havin g taken. “1e gurpag
ren raval.”—-natparta1 m 4. 3 beginning from,

extending from, e.g. ‘etho 1e otho tik.’ 4 imperative of the verb lena. (you) take.
ਲੇਉ [leu] )1 layer ofmud plaster; (mud) plaster.
2 act of taking or receiving. “leu hi leu kahe
sabhko.”—saveye 33. 3 have. “leu nIberI aju
ki rati.”—suhi kabir.

ਲੇਇ [leI] adv having taken. 2 takes, gets.
3 withdraws. “harI ape apu upaIda, ape deve

ਲੇਖਣਿ
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1eI.”-sr1‘ vanjara m 4. ‘He creates, sustains
and withdraws.’

ਲੋ'ਹਿ [lehI] (YOU) take. “tIn ki ot lehI.”—sukh-

ਲੋਈ [lei] takes, gets. 2 n a viscous paste (prepared from wheat ﬂour, etc). 3 plaster, liniਭੰ’

ment.

mani.

ਲੋਹੀ [lehi] See ਲੇਹ 1. 2 a caste among the Jatts.
3 takes, charges, (they) take or (they) charge.
“dori puri mapahI nahi, bahu bIstala lehi.”

—suhi kabir.

ਲੇਸ [les] Skt sticky material; stickiness. 2 love,
affection. “les kar'j na kachu dhan ko.”—carI tr

ਲੇਹੁ [lehu] (please) accept. See ਲੋਹ. “1th arti,

ﬁgure of speech, which consists in representing what is usually regarded a demerit as a
‘
merit and vice versa.

ਲੈਰ੍ਯ [lehy] Skt adj worth licking. See ਲਿਹ vr.
2 n eatable as chutney. 3 nectar.
ਲੇਕ [lek] General Lord Lake. He was born in

“jahi varnat gun dos k2, kahs dos gourup,
bhusan téko les kehI gavat sukaVI anup.”
—$Ivrajbhusan.

merit, he became the commander-in-chief

8]. 3 Skt ਲੇਸ਼ adj very little, a trace. 4 n a

This ﬁgure of speech differs from ullas in the
sense that in ullas merits and demerits of one
object are depicted as those of another object
whereas in les merit is depicted as demerit and
vice versa.

Example:
janIa nahi,
kIchu
jInahu
tIn sukhnid bIhaI,

ho purakh nIréjna!”——prabha kabir.

March, 1772 AD. On the score of his own
of the Indian Army. He defeated the Marhattas completely in 1803 AD, and freed
Shah Alam of Delhi from them. He defeated Hulkar on 17'h November, 1804. He was
invested with the title of Viscount on 4th
November 1807. He died in England, on 20‘h

February, 1808.
Lord Lake has a close relation with the his-

tory of Kaithal and Phulkian states. Having

forged friendship with the Sikhs, he beneﬁtted
hamhu jU bujha bujhna,
a lot and the Sikh states also received timely
puri pari bala I .—s kabir.
co-operation from him. “sath larad lek
‘Being ignorant is a blemish but the ignoUdare.”-—PP.
rant have the merit of enjoying a carefree
[lekIn] A U? part its actual form is ਲਾਕਿਨ,
ਲੇਕਿਨ
'
sleep. It is a merit to be a scholar. However,
but through ablaut it has become ਲੇਕਿਨ. but,
the worry of bringing about reformation and
- yet, however.
entangling oneself in various conﬂicts is a deSkt ਰੇਖਾ n line. 2 something written;
merit of being a scholar.’ 5 short for levaSI; ਲੇਖ [lekh]
a writing. 3 an essay, article. 4 destiny, for‘will take.’ “tItyo kal 1es§.”—VN.
nt, reckoning. “varat karahI
ਲੇਹ [leh] n a thorny plant that grows in the tune. 5 accou

summer crop. See ਕੰਡਿਆਰੀਂ. 2 accepting attach-

cédraIna se kI ts na 1ekh§.”—-var maru 2 m 5.

born in the woollen clothes during summer.
ਲੇਹਾਚੇਹ [lehadeh] adv hastily, swiftly “katak

khanI, apI lIkhari.”—sor m 4. “1Ikhbehﬁ ke

ਲੇਖਕ [lekhak] Skt n a copyist, scribe. 2 an aument. 3 Skt act of licking. See ਲਿਹ vr.
thor.
ਲੇਹਜ [lehaj] See ਲੈ'ਰ੍ਯ.
[lekhanI], ਲੇਖਨਿ [lekhanI], ਲੇਖਨੀਂ [lekhni]
ਲੇਖਣਿ
ਲੋਚਨ [lehan] Skt n act of licking. See ਲਿਹ vr.
for writing with; pen. “ape leਲੋਹਾ [leha] See ਉਲੇਹਾ. 2 a kind of worm that is n instrument

moh ko VIkat jo kate lehadeh.”—GPS.

lekhanI kaj bans h6.”— VN. “lIkhbehﬁ 1<e kai
lekhanI bane ho.”

ਲੇਖਨੀਂਯ
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ਲੇਖਨੀਯ [lekhaniy] adjworth writing; worthy of ਲੈਟਣਾ [letna] v lie down, sleep. Seeﬁ‘avr. “anIk
being written.
ਲੇਖਾ [lekha] n written account, enumeration,
calculation sum. “lekha hOI ta IIkhie.”—japu.
2 written. “59 kar bhale. jIni harIjas lekha.”
—majh m 5.
ਲੋਖਾ ਉਠਾਉਣਾ [lekha uthauna] to close the. account. “sabh lekha rakhahu uthai.”—sor m 5.

ਲੋਖਾਰੀ [lekhari] writer scribe, amanuensis. “dhenU lekhari nanka.”—sora m 1. 2 author. “bIkhU
bhule lekhari.”——maru a m 1.

ਲੇਖਾਵਤੀ [lekhavati] gets written. “ਗਿਰੇ… agﬁm
mastakI lekhavati.”—phunhe m 5.

ਲੇਪਿਆ [lekhIa] wrote. “lekhu nanak lekhIa.”
—asa m 5. 2 written: according to the writing.
“taki rajaI lekhIa paI.”—m I varsor.

joni let.”—sarm 5. “phIrI garath na letIa.”

—var guj 2 m 5.

ਲੈਟਣਿ [letanI] n a kind of dance, performed
while lying on the ground. According to musi~
cology, it has six varieties-akﬁcxt, sam,
prasarIt, VIvartan, UdvahIt, and net. “letanI

letI jam: tan suahu.”—asa m 1. ‘In the lying
dance the body felt like dust.’
ਲੌਟਨਾ [letna] See ਲੇਟਣਾ.
ਲੇਟਪੋਟ [letpet] n salutation while lying on one’s
belly; dog-like humility, sycophancy.
ਲੇਟੀ [leti] n a viscous paste prepared from wheat
ﬂour, etc.
ਲੈਡਾ [leda] n dropping of a horse or a camel, etc.
ਲੇਡੀ [ledi] E lady. n a respected woman, begum.

ਲੇਖਿਕਾ [lekhIka] female scribe. 2 authoress.

ਲੋਤੀ [lédi] adj cowardly, timid. “cale bhaj lédi,

ਲੇਖੀਆ [lekhia] writer, author scribe. “duare
CItragupat 1ekhia.”——ma'1a namdev.
ਲੇਖੁ [lekhu] Seem. “lekhu na mItai, he 53khi!”—oa”kar. 2 imperative of the verb 1Ikhna,
(you) write. “prabhu abInasi man mahI lekhu.”—gau m 5.

su jodha garajj'é.
€”—CarItr 102. 2 n sweeper,
outcaste.‘ ‘svan 1<i mrIttu hath lédi ke marhi.”

—carItr 21. 3 stray dog. 4 See ਲੀ'ਡੀ.
ਲ਼ੋਂਥਕ੍ਯਾ [letharna] See ਲਥੇਰਨਾ. 2 bedaub.
ਲੈਦਾ [leda] horse with a reclining back.
ਲੇਨਾ [lena] v take, accept. 2 n money or material

worth receiving.
able. answerable. “parIa lekhedaru, lekha ਲੇਪ [lep] n layer or coat of plaster, etc. 2 plasm3gi€.”—m 1 var maIa. 2 accountant.
tering material. 3 impurity. “lep nahi jagjivan
ਲੇਖੈ [lekhe] sees. “jeha mﬁh kar bhalda, tevho
date.”—majh m 5. See ਲਿਖ vr.
lekhe.”—BG. 2 in reckoning. “nanak lekhe Ik , ਲੇਪਨ [lepan] Skt n act of plastering. 2 mortar,
gal.”—var asa. 3 having reckoned, by reckonplaster ofthick mud. 3 ointment, liniment.
ing. “lekhe katahI na chutis.”—ba van. 4 in con- ਲੇਧ੍ਯ [lepy] Skt adj worth plastering.
sideration. “lekhe sah lavaiahI.”—-sri m 1.
ਲੇਫ [18})}1],ਲੇਫੁ [lephu] A __;[ਟੁੰ n quilted coverlet.
ਲੇਧ੍ਯ [lekhya] Skt adj worth writing, worthy of “na jalu leph tulaia.”—vad alahm' m 1. “lephu
being written. 2 n document.
nIhali pat ki.”—maru a m 1.
ਲੇਜ਼ਮ [lezam] P r/ n weak bow for practisihg ਲੇਮੂ [lemu] P ,3 n lemon. E Lemon. See ਨਿੰਬੂ.
archery.
ਲੇਲਕਲਾਂ [1€1}<ਬ1ਰੇੰ] a village, under police station
ਲੇਜਾਕ [lejak] a short for ਲਲਕਜ਼ੲੀ. a caste among Munak, nazamat and tehsil Sunam of Patiala'
Amazai Pathans. “maham'éd lejak mare.”—car— state, which is three m iles to the north-west of
Itr 96.
Gurna railway station. Two furlongs from this
ਲੇਟ [let] Skt ਗੋਟ੍. vr gamble. 2 sleep. 3 impera- village, there is a gurdwara of Guru Tegbahative of verb lItna. (you) lie down.
dur. Finding a sandy mound, the Guru rested
ਲੇਖੇਦਾਰ [lekhedar], ਲੇਖੇਦਾਰੁ [lekhedaru] account-

ਲੇਲਾ
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there. A farmer, named Arak, who was guarding his crop nearby, took the Guru to be a devout person, bowed before him and asked if

he could do anything for him. The Guru gave
him a sermon about devotion to the Almighty.
After staying there for sometime, the Guru
went to Munak.
A beautiful 'gurdwara, having a golden pinnacle and some residential quarters, stands
there. The said construction was carried out
by the villagers, in Sammat 1940, with the ef—
forts of Mahant Mall Singh of Dhamdhan.
This gurdwara has neither any land attached
with it nor grant from any quarters. A devoted Singh, descendant of Arak, is the ofﬁcient
there.
.

ਲੈਲਾ [lela] Skt ਲੇਲਿਹ. adj who licks. 2 n young
sheep or goat, kid. “lele kau cughe nIt bhed.”

—gau kabir. ‘The sheep sucks its kid.’ i.e. ‘illu-

sion sucks the soul.’ 3 See ਲੈਲੀ 2. “lela majnﬁ
aski cahu caki jati.”~—BG.

ਲੇ'ਲਿਹ [lelIh] Skt n louse, nit. 2 snake.
ਲੋਲੀ [leli] See ਲੈਲੀ.
ਲੇਵਤ[1€ਙ/ਰ੮]ਸ਼ੁਧੀ/ਅਾਮਿੰਫਿ਼ਫ਼ਿਜਿਂਯਬੂ/ਥੂਖ਼ਿਘਿਥੂ.
ਲੇਵਨ [levan] v take. “ape manua levae.”—suhi
chét m 1. “leve deve thI no pai.”—sri m I .
ਲੇਵਾ [leva] adj who takes, who receives. 2 n milch

cattle’s bag, in which milk deposits. Skt ਊਧ.
udden

ਲੇਵਾਦੇਈ [levadei], ਲੇਵਾਦੇਵੀ [levadevi] n buying
and selling, trade, commerce. “kIa kheti, kIa
1evadei?”—b:r]a kabir. “55th 510 meri 1evadevi.”—sor m 5.
ਲੇਵੀ [levi] See ਲੈਟੀ-

ਲੈ [ls] adv having taken. “18 5kI lae harI mIlae.”—j€t Chét m 5. “18 bharI kare viahu.”—var

asa. 2 part as far as, upto. “latthi karag 18.”
—c5d1' 3. ‘the sword pierced upto the rib-cage.’
3 Skt ਲਯ 11 See ਲਯ 7. “nanak lagi tatu le.”—m
3 var maIa. 4 See ਲਯ 2. “uradh tap le gen.”

—dhana m 5. ‘to enter the state of samath
for hearkening eternity.’ 5 See ਲਯ 5. “sat sura
18 ca]e.”—ram m 5. 6 imperative of the verb
lena.

ਲੈਸ [125] A _ਖ਼ੁਡੂੰ n lion. 2 kind of arrow having a
heavy tip. It is not shot at the enemy, but is
used to shoot the sand-dune for practice. “bh:”)h
tanaIke marat lese.”—1<rIsan. “karyo khakto—
da sudhraI. les praves-hf oj lagaI.”—-GPS.
4 This word is also used for a military rank,
called ‘lance’ in English. 5 E lace.

ਲੈਕ [1ੲ1<] See ਲਾਯਕ.

ਲੋਂ ਗੈਨ [ls gen] See ਲੈ 4.
ਲੋਰਿੰਤਨ [lecitan] See ਲਯਚਿੰਤਨ.
ਲੇਟਿਨ [letIn] L Latin language. At ﬁrst, it was
spoken in Italy and was the language of scholars and clergymen in particular. Now, like Sanskrit, it is a classical language. It is taught even
now in European institutions.
ਲੈਣਾ [lama] v take, receive, accept. 2 n worth
receiving money or material.

ਲੈ'ਤੌਲਾਲ [letolal] A Jig.) n deceit, pretext, evasion,di|ly—dallying.

..

"

ਲੈਨ [len] n line, row, class. “lagi turégan len
baderi.”—GPS. 2 straight line. 3 barrack,

rooms for soldiers. 4 See ਲੈਣਾ. “bIkhamu na
jai len.”—dhana m 5. 5 Skt ਲਯਨ. deep concentration, absorption. 6 rest; mental repose.

ਲੈਠਡੋਰੀ [lendori] line, marked on the earth, with
a chord which shows the plan for setting up a
camp. 2 the party, that keeps camp equipment
and accompanies the army.

ਲੋਥ [181੭] to take. “malInI leb karyo res k0.”
—krIsan.

ਲੈਲ [1211A J! n night. 2 misfortune. 3 adj unfortunate, unlucky. “re man 181! Ike] hi kal ke
lagat kahI n9 paIn dhae?”—saveye 33.
ਲੈਲਾ [lela] See ਲੈਲੀ 2 and ਲੈਲਾ ਘੋੜਾ.

ਲੈਲਾਘੋੜਾ [Islaghora] This horse was owned by
Sultan Muhammad Barkzai, ruler of Pesha-

ਲੈਲੀ
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war. Having heard the fame of the said horse,
Maharaja Ranjit Singh made several efforts
to procure it and, at last, he succeeded in his
endeavour in Sammat 1885. CA. Huegel
writes in his travelogue that Laila, the horse,
was very charming and clever. Its colour was
bay, age 13 years and height 16 ﬁsts.
The Maharaja had made very costly and
bejewelled saddle' for this horse and he felt
exalted on riding it.

ਲੋਇਣ [1੦ਗ਼ੁ1)]',5'/ਢ਼£ਲੋਚਨ n eyes. “10m loi dIth.”

ਲੈਲੀ [1811] A ਲੂੰ,“ adj dark-complexioned, swar-

—vad chét m 5. “harI émrIt bhfne lOIna.”

thy. 2 n personnel of Caliph Hasham who became the headman of the Ummya clan in 724
AD. During his rule, the daughter of a rich
man fell in love with a handsome youngman
named Qais, whose love for her was as ardent. When Laili’s father came to know, he
forbade them to meet and ﬁxed her marriage
with a rich man. Hearing this, Qais became
insane and he was given the name of Majnu
(wi). He died insane and, on hearing about
the death of her lover, Laili also killed herself.2
“leli di dargah da kutta majnﬁ dekh lubhana,
kutte de psripava ha; ha: hassan lok VIdana.”

_

—BG. 3 See ਲੈਲਾਘੋੜਾ.

—bh€rm 3. 3 light, brightness. “cahu caki ki—
anu 10a.”—var ram 3.

ਲੇਂਆ [1021] n thick blanket. 2 plural of ਲੋਕ. “ae
tre 10a.”—tukha chét m 4. 3 light. See ਲੋਅ 3.

ਲੋਇ [101] n people, folk. “SIdh sathk tarasahI sabh loI.”—dhana m 3. 2 light. “nam ratanu sabh jag mahI lOI.”—gau a m 3. 3 cosmological region, world. “asanu 101 101 bhadar.”
—japu. 4 (you) perceive; behold; see.

—asa chét m 4.

ਲ਼ੋਂਇਣੀਂ [101m] adjproviding light, illuminating.
2 beholder, i.e., God. “1013) rate lOIni.”—m 1

var maru 1. 3 adv because of eyes, through
beholding.

ਲੋਇਨ [10m] See ਲੋਇਣ.
ਲੋਂਇਨਾ [loxna] with the eyes. 2 11 site, scene.
“gurah-I dIkhan 10Ina.”—asa m 5.

ਲੋਈ [loi] n woollen cloth, |ightblanket.Sk137ﬁUL
2 Kabir’s wife. “sonI édhli loi, bepirI.”—g5d
kabir. 3 public, folk, people. “asa VIC sute kai
loi.”—asa a m 3. 4 world, human race. “10m
loi dIth, pIas na bujhe mu ghani.”——vad Ch5t
m 5.5 adj light-providing, illuminating, i.e., the

ਲੇਂ [lo] n hot wind. 2 light. 3 heat, blaze. 4 ﬂame

Creator. “dunia dosu, rosu he Ioi.”—bh£r ka-

of lamp or ﬁre. 5 part Behold! Take care! See

bir. ‘the fault lies with the people themselves,
‘and they complain against the Creator.’ 6 to

E 10!

'

ਲੋਂਉ [lou] n world, region. 2 people, folk.
ਲੋ'ਊਂ [lou] in the worlds, among the people. “purI
rahIo sabh lou.”—dev m 5.

ਲੋਅ [103] 11 region, world. “sujhte tIn loa.’S
—dhana m 1. “sunIe dip loa patal.”—japu.
2 people, folk. “name Udhre sath thne loa.”
'Miss Eden writes in her book. ‘Up the Country’, that
the price of the bejewelled caparisons of the Maharaja’s
horses was rupees thirty-sevcn lakhs.

or among the people. “patali purai sabh loi.”
—m 4 var bIha.

ਲੋੲੀਅਾ [loia] n ball of dough, made for rolling
into a roti.
ਲੌਸਟ [losat] Skt ਲੇਂਸ੍ਵ n dross of iron, slag. “ram
paras cédan, ham kasat losat.”—dhana m 4.
2 lump of clay, 1ump,clod. “losat ko uthaI tat- .

kal.”—GPS.
ਲੋਸ੍ਵ [lost] See ਲੋਸਟ.

21n the ﬁfth chapter ofthe ﬁfth canto of Suraj Prakash,

ਲੋਹ' [loh] Skt n iron. “gur paras, ham loh.”

Bhai Santokh Singh has erroneously mentioned Laili as

—tukha chéit m 4. 2 ﬁsh-hook. “jIhba suadi'

the daughter ofthe King ofDelhi.

lilat loh.”—sarnamdev. 3 large griddle. 4 iron

ਲੋਹਉ
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pot. 5 metal. See ਤ੍ਰਿਲੋਹ. 6 adj of red colour. iron pot is taken as extremely impure. See
ਮਤ੍ਰਿਸਿਮ੍ਰਿ'ਤਿਸ਼: 150. '
7 See ਲੌਹ.
ਲੋਹਉ [lohaU] n iron. “lohau hoyau lalu nadarI ਲੋਹਪਾਲ [lohpal] incharge of an arsenal. 2 See
ਲੋਕਪਾਲ.
satIguru jadI dhare.”—-saveye m 4 ke. 2 from
ਲੋਂਹਲੰਗਰ [lohlégar] the griddle and the large
iron. '
ਲੋਹਸਾਰ [lohsar], ਲੋਹਸਾਰੁ [lohsaru] 11 steel. “cabe

kettle. The Sikhs always pray in ardas — “10h

ਲੋਹਹਥੀ [loh-hathi] n an iron-shafted lance or a

légar tapde rahIn.” See ਦੇਗ ਤੇਗ ਫਤਹ.
ਲੋਹਾ [loha] See ਲੋਹ. “loha paraSI bhetie.”—m 4

spear whose shaft is made of iron, instead of

var sar. 2 This word is also used for weapon.

tata lohsaru.”-m 4 var gau 1.

See ਲੋਹਾ ਖੜਕਾਉਣਾ and ਲੋਹਾ ਲੈਣਾ.
wood. “pattIs loh—hathi parsé.”—rama V.
.ਲੋਹਾ
ਖੜਕਾਉਣਾ [loha kharkauna] v combat, cross
ਲੋਹਕਲਮ [lohkalam] iron-pen, i.e. which does
not wear off; remaining the same. “kari loh-

kalmé lIkhyo lekh mathé.”— VN. See ਲੌਹਕਲਮ.
ਲੋਹਕਾਰ [lohkar] See ਲੁਹਾਰ.

ਲੋਹਗਢ[1੦}189(.1}1], ਲੋਹਗੜ੍ਹ [lohgarh] impregnable
fort; a martial tower in Amritsar, got construct-

ed by Guru Hargobind. See ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ 18. 2 Guru

swords.

ਲੋਹਾਂਗੀ [lohagi] See ਲੁਹਾਂਗੀ.
ਲੋਹਾ ਘਸਾਂਉਣਾ [loha ghasauna] v prepare the
consecrated pudding, i.e. karah parsad.

ਲੋਹਾ ਬਜਾਂਉਣਾ [loha bajauna] See ਲੋਹਾ ਖੜਕਾਉਣਾ.
ਲੋਹਾਰ [lohar] See ਲੁਹਾਰ. 2 a village. See ਡੇਹਰਾ

ਸਾਹਿਬ.

Gobind Singh’s fort in Anandpur. 3 a place, in
Dina (Kangar) village, where Guru Gobind

ਲੋਹਾਰੀ [lohari] n an iron chain, shackle. “meri

Singh had stayed. See ਦੀਨਾ 3. 4 The Mukhlis—

meri dhari, uha perI lohari.”——maru m 5.

garh fort, fortiﬁed and renamed by Baba Banda, which was located on a hillock by the vil-

lage Pammu. Bahadur Shah himself went
there with a large army to arrest Banda Bahadur. During the reign of Farrukhsiyar, Sayyad Amir Khan invaded this place with a massive force and fought a ﬁerce battle with the

Sikhs. See ਮੁਖਲਿਸਗੜ੍ਹ. 5 fort, near Gurdaspur,
raised by Banda Bahadur in 1712 AD.

ਲ਼ੋਂਹਘੁੱਟ [lohghutt] armoured warrior, who has
impregnable armour on his body. “ghume lohghutté.”—VN.

ਲੋਹਟੀਆ [lohatia] iron dealer.
ਲੇਂਹਟੁ [lohato] dross of iron. See ਲੋਂਸਟ 1. “menu
lohatu he mohIa dujebhaI.”—prabha a m 3.
i.e. hard and slagged.

ਲੋਂਹੱਡਾ [lohéda] iron pot, utensil made of iron.
ਲੋਹਪਾਤ੍ਰ [lohpatra] iron pot. In Sikhism, this pot
is very sacred. The nectar (for the initiatory
rites) is prepared in an iron bowl. In Hinduism

2 See ਲੁਹਾਰੀ. 3 blacksmith’s trade; smithery.

ਲੋਹਾਗੌਪਾ [loharipa] a Gorakhpanthi Yogi, who
entered into a discussion with Guru Nanak
Dev. “gorakhput loharipa bole.”—srdhgosatr.
ਲੋਹਾਲੈਣਾ [lohalena] v to cross swords with, to

size up the enemy. “avni tal p8 as nahI koi.
loha 1eI samukh hve joi.”-GPS.

ਲੋਹਿਤ [lohIt] Skt adj red, copper—coloured. “lohIt bal chute sz pitha.”—NP. 2 n blood. 3 red
coloured sandal wood. 4 ﬁsh of red colour.

ਲੋ'ਹਿਤਾਕ [lohItaks], ਲ਼ੋਂਹਿਤਾਛ [lohItach] adj red—
eyed. 2 n a demon, who was an ofﬁcial of
Ravan. Ravan deputed him to fetch from Ramchandar the axe, which he had got from
Parshuram after vanquishing him. “lohItach
thadho bhayo carnan sis nIvaI, jo lékapatI
kahi hi te sabh kahi sunaI.”—hanu. 3 Indian
cuckoo. 4 Vishnu. 5 male buffalo.

ਲੋਹੀ [lohi] n early dawn; daybreak, when the
sky appears red.

ਲੋਰੀਆ

ਲੋਕਲਾਜ
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“1੦1< patiare kachu n9 paie.”—suh1’ m 5.

ਲੋਹੀਅਾ [lohia] adj who keeps iron. 2 who heats
large griddle (for baking chapatis, etc). 3 one
who eats in (utensils) made of iron. See

ਲੋਕਪਾਲ [lokpal] n the Creator, who sustains all

ਗਿ [1੦ਖਿਰੈ] turns red with rage, gets enraged.

are eight in number, viz. Indar, of the east; Agni,

“samudr-bajI lohié.”—gyan. ‘The sea-born

of the south-east; Yam, of the south; Sun, of

horse reddens its eyes.’

the south-west; Varun, of the west; Vayu (the
wind), of the north-west; Kuber, of the north;

ਲੋਹੂ [lohu] n blood. Skt ਲੋ‘ਹਿਤ. “lohu labu nI—

the beings. 2 king, emperor. 3 one of the regents or the guarding deities of the world, who

katha vekh.”——m 1 var ram 1. 2 See ਲੋਂਹਿਤ 4.

Som, of the north-east. Each of them has an

“lohu phathi jali.”——C5di 3.

elephant. See ਦਿੱਗਜ. 4 In some of the Purans,
the eight elephants themselves are mentioned

ਲੋਕ [lok] Skt ਯੀਕਡ੍ਰ. vr see, speak, shine, be lighted
up. 2 n a division ofthe universe. 866ਸਾਤਆਕਾਸ
and ਸਾਤਪਾਤਾਲ. 3 regions where gods like Brahma etc reside. “idr-lok SIvlokahI jebo.”
—dhana kabir. 4 people, folk. “10k avgana ki
béne g5thri.”—m 1 var maru 1. 5 open space.
6 sacred glimpse. 7 This word is also used for
community or group (of people) e.g.
‘SIkkhlok, hidulok, 5grez lok,’ etc.

as lokpals. 5 as mentioned in the Purans, the
former are the regents or chief gods of brahamlok, idrlok, pItrIlok, suraylok, cédr-lok,

gédhravlok, naglok and yamlok.

.

ਲੋਂਕ'ਧ੍ਯਨੈਸ਼੍ਵਰ [lokpalesvar] the Creator, the master of the Lokpals. 2 Shiv.
ਲੋਕਬੰਧੁ [lokbédhu] Guru Nanak Dev. 2 according to the Purans, sun.

ਲੋਕ ਅਲੋਂਕ [1੦1< alok] this world and the next.

ਲ਼ੋਂਕਮਾਤ [lokmat] the world of the mortals.

2 the visible and the invisible. 3 glimpse ofthe
supernatural. “lok alok bIlokan payo.”—saveye

“kxdho Udu patI hIt ap CIt lokmat taji nabhgatI.”—NP. ‘As if the array of stars, looking
to their own welfare, has come to the earth
after having given up its motion in the sky.’

33. 4 See ਲੋਕਾਲੋਕ.
ਲੋਕ ਸ਼ੁ'ਤਿ [lok srutI] Skt n rumour, hearsay.

ਲੋਂਕਕਥੂ[1੦1<91<] Skt ਲੌਕਿਕ adj worldly, mundane.
“nah cita kachu lok-kah.”—sahas m 5.

ਲੋਂਕਰ੍ਯ [lokagy] ਕੀਰ੍ਯ. adj worldlywise, know-

2 See ਲੋਂਕਮਾਤਾ.
ਲੋਕਮਾਤਾ [lokmata] n Maya, nature. 2 Durga.
3 the Creator, who is the mother of the uni-

verse. “namo lokmata.”—japu.'
ing the ways of the world. Chanakya writes.
ਲੋਕਮਾਨ੍ਯ
[lokmany] Iadj revered by the people,
“ਞਸ੍ਯਕਵੂਸੇਧ੍ਯਗੀਗਾਂਙਸੇ ਜ਼੍ਰ੍ਟੁੰ gm.” [sastragyopylokQ
widely respected.
agyo murkh tulyah].”—sutr 543. ‘Even an expert in the religious treatises is like a fool if he ਲੋਕ੍ਯਾਤ੍ਰਾ [lokyatra] Skt n passing one’s life in
the world. 2 dealings, trade. 3 sojourn of the
does not know how to deal with the people.’
ਲੋਕਨਾਥ [loknath], ਲੋਕਪ [lokap] n the Creator. world.
ਲ਼ੋਂਕਰੀਤਿ [lokritI] n custom of a people; way of
2 king. 3 See ਲੋਕਪਾਲ.
‘
ਲੋਕਪਚਾਰ [lokpacar] Skt ਲੋਕੋਪਚਾਰ n common be- the world.
haviour; popular feeling. “lokpacara kare dInu ਲੋਕਲ[1੦1<ਰ1]£1੦੦8!. adj belonging to a particular place or localhabitation.
ratI .”—sukhmani.

ਲੋਕਲ਼ਾਜ [loklaj] n regard for public opinion. hoਲੇਂਕਪਤਿ [lokpatI] See ਲੋਕਨਾਥ and ਲੋਕਪਾਲ.
ਲੋਕਪਤੀਆਰਾ [lokpati-ara] art of winning conﬁ- nouring the popular ethos.
, dence of the public; art of pleasing the people.

"‘tﬁ mera pIta, {ਪੋ he mera' mata.”—bh£r m 5.

ਲੋਕਲੀਂਕ

ਲੋਂਕੌਕਤਿ
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ਲੋਕ ਲੀਕ [1੦1< lik] way of the world, popular

ਲੋਕਾ [loka] vocative. 0 folks! “loka! mat ko

jako. bahu bIstar janIye tako. cophere dipan ke
sou. tIs te pare na avni kou..”—NP. Its name is
Chakarval in the Buddhist scriptures.

phakarI paI.”——asa m 1.
ਲੋਕਾਈ [lokai] n assembly or crowd of people;

ਲੋਕੀ [loki] the people (collectively). 2 Skt
ਗੇਰਿਜ੍. adj the denizen of the world. 3 n god.

the world. “nIguri ਚੋਥੀ} phIre lokai.”—ram a m 3.
ਲੋਕਾਚਾਰ [lokacar], ਲੋਕਾਚਾਰੁ [lokacaru] n ਲੋਕ-ਆਚਾਰ

“Ik loki horu chamIchari.”—asa m 1. one ball
of rice or flour, etc, for the god and the other

way of living, the living tradition.

[lok-acar]. popular ethos, common way of liv-

for the forefathers. See ਛਮਿਛਰੀ.

ing tradition. “parharu lobho aro lokacaro.”— ਲੋਂਕੀਕ [lokik] Skt ਲੌਕਿਕ adj worldly. “puri sobgaukabir.

ha lokik.”—gau m 5.

ਲੋਕਾਂਜਨ [1੦1<ਫ਼ੁ]'ਗ਼] n a certain collyrium of the ਲੋਕੁ [loku] See ਲੋਕ.
SIdth, which, when applied to the eyes, helps

one see the hidden objects. 2 See ਲੋਪਾਂਜਨ.
ਲੋਕਾਟ [lokat] evergreen tree, brought from China
and Japan, and its fruit. This fruit ripens in the
month of Chet and it has a warm and moist
effect. Eriobotrya Japonica (Loquat). The
loquat ﬂowers have a very sweet smell.
ਲੇਂਕਾਣਾ [lokana], ਲੋਂਕਣੀ [lokani] adj worldly,
mundane, temporal. “sabh cuki kanI lokani.”

ਲੋਕੁਪਚਾਰ [lokupcar] See ਲੋਕਪਚਾਰ.
ਲੋਕੁਪਚਾਰਾ [lokupacara] who believes in formal—

ism. “lokupacara ਰੋਧੀ}… kamaI .”—ram m 5.
ਲੋਕੇਸ਼ [lokes] n ਲੋਕ-ੲੀਸ਼. See ਲੋਕਨਾਥ and ਲੋਕਪਾਲ.
ਲੋਂਕੋਕਤਿ [lokokatI], ਲੋਕੋਕਤੀ [lokokti], ਲ਼ੋਂਕੋਕ੍ਰਿ
[lokoktI] n saying, proverb. 2 literary ﬁgure
of speech, comprising the use of a popular
saying at an appropriate moment.
“kahInavat jo lok ki lokoktI so jan.”

-—sorm 5. “tajI laj lokania.”—asa m 5. 2 hid-

—$Ivraj bhusan.

den, clandestine.
ਲੋਕਾਂਤਰ [lokétar] in the worlds; amongthe peo-

ਲੋਂਕਾਪਵਾਦ [lokapvad] n ਲੋਕ-ਅਪਵਾਦ. public cen-

Example:
1. ਗ਼ਟੈਸ਼ੲ ki gatI kahi na jaI.—japu.
2. ape bijI apI hi khahu.—japu.
3. manI jite jagu jitU.—japu.
4. thU bolIe patI paie,
so bolIa parvanU.—sr1'm 1.
5 . nav jIna sultan khan hode dIthe kheh.
—sr1'm 1.

“ sure, slander, ill-repute.

6. bInU pauri gar]: kIU carau?—sri m 1.

ਲੋਕਾਯਤ [lokayat] Skt n on the people’s tongue;

7. nIt n3 peia hOI.—sri m 1.
8. phahi suratI, maluki ves!—sri m 1.
9. karni bajhahu ghate ghatI.-—sr1'm 1.

pie. “tinI lokétar mohe.”——saveye m 3 ke.
2 Skt n the other world. 3 the next world.

ਲੋਕਾਧਿਪ [lokathp] ਲੋਕ-ਅਧਿਪ. king.
ਲੋਕਾਨੀ [lokani] See ਲੋਕ'ਣੀ 1. “tajI laj lokani.”
—suhi m 5.

popular story. 2 Charvak sect, which does not
believe in the next world. See ਚਾਰਵਾਕ.

ਲੋਕਾਰ [lokar] n lampblack, collyrium. 2 Le.
Maya. “gurumukhé lokar lep n3 laIa.”—BG.

ਲੋਕ'ਲੋਕ [lokalok] Skt 11 per the Purans, a mythical
mountain that surrounds the earth along with
the seven seas, and which is thirteen and a‘half
crore yojans high; according to Vishnu Puran, it

is ten thousand yojans high. “lokalok nam he

10. manmokh 33th na cet-hi,

dubI mue bInu pani.—sri m 3.

11. sOge ghar ka pahona on aIa
tIU jaI jiu.—sr1' m 3.
12. mItha karIke khaIa, kaora uijasadu.
‘

—-sr1' m5.

13. bhulan 5darI sabhuko.—sri a m 1.

ਲੋਕੋਕਤਿ

ਲੋਂਕੋਕਤਿ
14.
15.
16.
17.

sz SIU rata teso hove.~sn' a m 3.
thokI bajaI sabh dIthia.—sr1' m 5 pepaI.
varmi mari sapu n9 marai.—7asa m 5.
media vahI VIchOnia mela séjogi.
—asa chétm 1.

.18. tati vau na lagaijInI manI vutha a1.
—majh a m 5.
19. sacemaragl caldIa ustatI kare jahanu.
—majh barahmaha.
StarI
bahIkE
karam
kamave
20.
so cahu kOdijaniahI.—m 2 var majh.
21. thhs bolanI harie, tIthe cégi cup.
-—m 1 var majh.
22. suru kI sanmukh ran te darpe,
sati kI sacs bhéde?—gau kabir.
23. ab tau jare mare SIth pais
lino hathI $Idhaura.—gau kabir.
24. jIn pat 5darI baharI gudaru,
te bhale sésarI .—Var asa.

25. émrIt 12 15 nim sicai.
kahat kabir ua ko sahaju ਸ਼ਹ jai.—asa.
26. ese s'ét na mo kau bhavahI.
dala SIU peda gatkavahI.—asa kabir.
27. gédhedIa chIa mah, tu_rédIa hIk khIno.
—asa farid.

28. thhe jaI bahie bhala kahi£.—vad Chétm 1.
29. méda kIse na a1<h jhagra pavna.
—vad chétm I.

30. sai vasatu parapet hoi,
sz seti menu laIa.”—suhi chét m 1.
31. ਕਿਰਸ਼ tesa éjie, jesa pIrI bhavs.
~suh1' chét m 1.

32. 5dha agu je this, kIU padharu jane?
— suhi chét m 1.

33. kahI kabir chucha ghat bole.
bharIa hOI su kabahu n9 dole.—g5d.
34. trIn ole lakh chapaIa.—ram m 4.
35. esa kém mule n3 kice,

thu ਰੌਲ਼ਾ pachotaie.—an5du.
36. éjan deI sabhekoi,

tUkU cahan mahI bIdan.—maru kabir.

. jab naci tab ghughatu kesa?
—tukha chét m 1.

38. bIn beri pm: me §bre.—tukha chétm 1.
39. can dIn apni naubatI cale bajaI.
—1<eda kabir.
40. dubI mue bIn pani.—bher m 1.
41 .- khIn tola khIn masa.—bas§t m 1.
42. baldi 5darI telu dubIdha ghatIa.
——m 1 var maIa.
43. apanre gIrivan mahI SIr nivé karI dekh.
—-s farid.
paI
kuhara
marIa
gaphal
apne
hathI.
44.
—s kabir.
45. naubatI apni dIn das lehu bajaI.
—-s kabir.
46. raSI bIrani rakhte khaIa ghar ka khet.
ਰ੍
—s kabir.
47. basanu karo parsis, tau kachu lags dagu. ~
-5 kabir.
48. lagi médarI duar te ab kIa katha jaI?”
7-5 kabir.
49. hath dipu kue para—s kabir.
_ kaci sarsau pelIke na khalI bhai na telu.
‘
-5 kabir.
kIcaru
jhatI
léghaie
ChaparI
tote
mehu?
51.
—s fetid.

50.

.52. kacs bhéde rakhie kIcar tai nir?—s farid.
53. niva jIne, ucera har€.—BG.
54. kutta raj bahalie phIr cakki cattc.—BG.
55. 5dha agu je this sabh sath muhave.—BG.
56. sabhna de SIr gﬁdian géji gurrave.—BG.
57. jan sujan me pritI kari
sahIke jag ki bahu bhﬁtI h‘ésai,
ty6 “harIcéd” ju jo jo kahyo
su karyo cup hvekar kotI Upai,
sou nahi nIb-hi un 56
am torat bar kachu nahI lai,

saci bhai kahnavat ya arI !
uci dukan ki phiki mIthai.

ਲ਼ੋਂਕੋਧਚਾਚ

ਲ਼ੋਂਕੋਪਚਾਰ [lokopacar] See ਲੋਕਪਚਾਰ.

"
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ਰ੍

.

ਲੋਂਦੀਂਅਾਨਾ

desirous, desired.

ਲੋਂਕੰਜਨ []01<ਟੈ]'911] See ਲੋਕਾਂਜਨ and ਲੇਂਪਾਂਜਨ. “lokéjan

ਲੋਚਿ [10CI] with interest, avidly. “10CI 10c:

darat drIg bhai. pargat huti lop hvegai.”
—CarItr 264.

ਲੋਚੀਜੈ [locije] is desired, is wished for. 2 longed

ਲੋਂਗ [log] See ਲੋਕ. “log gyo parlog gavehe.”
—33 saveye. 2 people, folk. “log ਪਿੰਟੋ!) sabh-hﬁ
te tore.”—sor namdev. 3 Skt clod, brick ball.
ਲੋਗਨ [logan] people (did). “logan ram khIlaUna jana.”—bh£r kabir.

ਲੋਗਪਚਾਰ [logapcar] See ਲੋਂਕਪਚਾਰ. “parVIratI
marag jeta kIchU kahie, teta logapcara.”
-sar m 5.

ਲੋਗਾ [loga] people; i.e. public. “ape rajanu, ape
loga.”—majh m 5. 2 vocative, 0 folks! '

khavaIa.”—bher m 5.‘

for. ‘ldhurI sadhu 1<i locije.”—l<aII a m 4.
ਲੋਟ [lot] Skt ਗੀਟ੍. vr gamble, sleep, lie down,
precede. 2 11 method, way.

ਲੋਟਨ [lotan] Skt n waving ofthe head. 2 a kind
of pigeon that writhes like a slaughtered bird.
3 pennant or streamer (of a flag). “lotan ketu
régin apara.”—saloh. 4 See ਲੋਂਟਨਛੰਦ.
ਲ਼ੋਂਟਨ੍ਯਊੰਦ [lotanchéd] In his book, Gurushobha,
poet Sainapati has termed ullas (kalas) metre
as lotanchéd. See ਕਲਸ਼

ਲੌਟਨਾ [lotna] v roll about. 2 rotate; revolve.
ਲੋਗਾਚਾਰ [logacar] See ਲੋਕਾਚਾਰ.
ਲੋਗਾਰੀਤਿ [logaritI] See ਲੇਂਕਚੀਤਿ. “dutia tIagi 3 go back, return.
ਲੇਂਟਪੋਟ [lotpot] adj rolling or tossing on the
logaritI.”—asa m 5.
ground. “hau lot pol; hUIpaia.”—brla a m 4.
ਲੋਗਿਨ [logIn] Login. See ਦਲੀਂਪਸਿੰਘ.

ਲੋਗ਼ੁ [logu] people. See ਲੋਗ 2. “logu jans IhU
gitU he.”—gau kabir.

ਲੋਟਾ [Iota] n a small, pitcher like vessel. “lote
hathI nIbag.”—asa kabir.

ਲੇਂਚ [10c] Skt ਕੀਦ੍. vr see, speak, shine, think.
2 n desire, inclination. “karI kIrpa loc mere

ਲੋਟਾਪੋਟਾ [lotapota] See ਲੋਟਪੋਟ.
ਲੋਠਨ [lothan] Skt n wagging of the head.

man: lai.”—guj m 4. “prabhu puri loc hemari.”—sor m 5. 3 S search, quest.
ਲੋਂਚਣੁ [locanu] v search, explore. 2 wish. 3 see,
look. 4 n eye.

2 See ਲੂਠਨ.
'
ਲੇਂਣ [Ion] n salt. “Ikna nahi lonu.”—s farid.

ਲੋਚਦਾ [locdal adv seeing. See ਲੋਚ vr. “satIgur
no sabhko locda.”—sri m 4. 2 desiring, seek—
ing.
_
,

ਲੋਚਨ [locan] n with which we see — eye. “10can sramahI, buth bal nathi.”—sr1' beni.

ਰ੍ ਲੋਚਨ ਭਰਣੇ [locan bhame] v bring tears into the

ਲੋਣੀ ਅਖਤਰ [loni akhtar] In his Panth Prakash,
Sardar Ratan Singh has given this as name to
Sir David Ochterlony. “loni akhtar jo jarnel.”

—PPP. See ਆਕਟਰਲੋਨੀ.
ਲੇਂਣੁ [lonu] See ਲੋਣ.

ਲੋਥ [10th] 11 lifeless body, corpse. “sas bIna
mIrtak ki lotha.”—sukhmani.

ਲੋਥੜਾ [1੦ਗਿ੍8] n lump or slice of flesh.

eyes; ﬁlling of the eyes with tears. “péthu nIhare kamIni, locanbhari 1e usasa.”—gau kabir.
locanbhari-le—usasa.

ਲੋਚਾ [loda] vaccination, act of vaccinating. 2 See

ਲੋਚਾ [loca] See ਲੋਚ. “harI loca puran maria.”

Mati branch of the Pathans. This clan ruled

~sr1' m 5 pepaI.

ਲੋਚਾਸਮਸਰਿ [locasamsarI] adj viewing without
bias. “locasamsarI IhU quhar.”—gaukabir.

ਲੋਚਾਨੀਂ [locani] adj desirous, desiring. 2 became

ਲ਼ੋਂਧਾ.
ਲੋਦੀ [lodi] 5,) a noble lineage belonging to the
over Delhi from 1450 to 1526 AD. 866ਇਬਰਾਹੀਮ
ਲੋਦੀ and ਦੌਲਤਖ਼ਾਂ.
ਲੋਦੀਅਾਨਾ [lodiana] a city founded by the Lodis.
See ਲੁਦਿਆਨਾ.

ਲੋਧ
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ਲੋਂਧ [lodh] See ਜਲਬਿਲਾ. 2 Skt ਲ਼ੋਂਧੁ. a small tree,
abundantly found in Bengal, Bihar, Assam and
Burma. Its bark is used for dyeing and also
for various medicines. Its effect is cool and
dry. Its concoction gives relief from dysentery
etc. Its fomentation cures various ailments of
the eye. Symplocos Racemosa.

ਲੋਬਾਨ

4. ‘A large quantity of poison of anger and
greed ﬁlls the minds ofthe people.’

ਲੋਨ [lon] n salt. 2 eye. See ਲਾਜਲੋਨੁ.
ਲੋਨਾ [Iona] adj beautiful. See ਲਾਞਨ੍ਯ. 2 salty.
ਲੋਨੁ [lonu] See ਲੋਨ.
ਲੋਪ [lop] Skt n disappearance; becoming invisible. 2 extinction. 3 cutting off. 4 loss.

ਲੋਧਾ [lodha], ਲ਼ੋਂਧੀ [lodhi] agriculturist tribe, found

ਲੋਪਾਂਜਨ [lopajan] n an imaginary collyrium, ap-

in the Punjab and particularly in the settlements
on the banks of the Yamuna. The members of

plying which to one’s eyes, makesone invisible. While he can see others, they cannot see
him. “lopﬁjan drIg de cali.”—n5d-das. See

this tribe, like the Kachis, are competent in

agriculture.
“gaItri lodhe ka kheto khati thi.1£ karI thega tagri tori.”~g5d namdev. Scholars haveinterpreted these lines in two ways.
Gayatri was grazin g (grass) in the field of
Lodha (sin). Sage Vasishth crippled it (that
is, rendered it ineffective.) with the club of
his curse. Having killed Vasishth’s sons,
Vishvamitar was trying to absolve himself of
this sin by reciting the Gayatri hymn. Vashishth
destroyed the sin-destroying power of
Gayatri.
Once Gayatri got puffed up with pride. At
this, Brahma, through a curse, turned her into
a cow. When as a cow Gayatri, was grazing
(grass) in Lodha’s ﬁeld, he lamed her by fracturing one of her legs with his club.l “jsse megh
barkhat harkhat he krIsan, bIlakh badan

lodha.”2—BGK.
ਲ਼ੋਂਧੁ [lodhu] n greed,’ covetousness. “manI

hIrde krodhu maha VIS lodhu.”—asa chét m

ਲੋਕਾਂਜਨ and ਲੋਕੰਜਨ.
ਲ਼ੋਂਪਾਮੁਦ੍ਰਾ [lopamudra] 11 one who can destroy
the pride of women in their beauty — wife of
Agasty. There is a legend that Agasty gathered the essence of the beauty of all the living
beings and forged a woman from it. He kept
her with the king of Vidharbh for her upbringing. He fnarried her when she came of age.

ਲੋਪੋ [lopo] a village in police station Nihal Singh
Wala, tehsil Moga, district Ferozepur. It is ten
miles to the south of railway station Ajitwal.
Near this village, to the south-east, there is a
gurdwara of Guru Hargobind. The Guru visited this place on his way from Madheh. This
gurdwara is also known as Gurusar. The congregation hall and the residential quarters are
there. The ofﬁciant is a Nirmala Singh. This
gurdwara has about 120 ghumaons of land at—
tached with it in various villages since the time '
ofMaharaja Ranjit Singh.

ਲੋਬਾਨ [loban] a tree found in the Madhy Bharat

on the banks of the rivers such as the Yamuna etc. Lodhas

(CP) and on the southern coast of Arabia and
its gum. It is used in incense; its perfume is
fragrant and germicidal as well. It is also used
in the ointment for curing boils and wounds. It
cures various intestinal ailments. Physicians
also use its oil for the treatment of various ill-

lament because the rains wash away the sandy soil along

nesses. It is hot and moist in effect. Boswellia

with the crops thereon.

Glabra.

'See more, about Gayatri. under hcadword ਗਾਯਤ੍ਰੀ.
2Thc exegetes also perceive ‘wcaver’ as the meaning of

the word lodha. During the rains, the starch of the
weavers sags. In fact, ਲੋਂਧਾ here stands for the Lodha of
thc agriculturists. The Lodhas cultivate the sandy soil,

ਲੋਬੀਆ

ਲ਼ੋਂਰੋਨੀਂ
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ਲੋਬੀਆ [1੦51815/ਢਲ਼ਲੋਂਤ੍ਯ/3 y.) a lentil, of the maha

he should (Le. Lomash) get tonsured daily.’

family, harvested in autumn. Dolichos Sineusis. (Kidney Beans).

ਲੋਮਹਰਸਣ [lomharsan], ਲੋਮਹਰਖਣ [lomharkhan] n

“lobh laharI sabhu suanu halak hs.”—nat a m 4.

ਲੇਂਮਗਾਣਿ. bristling of the hair; horripilation. 2 a
sage, who could horripilate people by narrating
stories. He was son of Ugrashrava and disciple

ਲੋਭਨ [lobhan] Skt n allurement, temptation.

of Vyas. He is famous by the name of ਸੂਤਝਿਧਿ].

2 ਰ੍ਉੱ/ਹਿਲੋਭਨੀਯ adjalluring, enticing. “lobhan mahI

ਲੋਭਾਈ [lobhai] entices, was tempted.

He used to narrate Puranic tales to the sages,
in Naimisharany. Once, he did not stand up to
greet'Balbhadar and, for this offence, he was
killed by the latter. Some authors have written
that he died at the hands of Parashar.
ਲੋਮਕੂਪ [lomkup] pore on the skin. See ਮਸਾਮ.

ਲੋਭਾਗੈ [lobhags] entices; gets tempted. “qu aII

ਲ਼ੋਂਮਪਾਦ [lompad] adjhaving hairy feet. 2 11 king

ਲੋਭ [lobh] n covetousness, avarice. See ਲੁਭ vr.

lobhi lobhan.”—sor 222 5.

ਲੋਭ ਲਬ [lObh lab] adj got through avarice.
ਲੋਭਲਬੀ [lobh 18ਹਿ11ਲੋਭ-ਲਬ੍ਧਿ. n acquisition through
greed. “sabh mIthIa lobh labi.”—guj m 5.

kainla lobhage.”—sar m 5.
ਲੋਭਾਨੁ [lobhanu] adj avaricious, covetous. “lob-

he laga lobhanu.”—sr1' m I .
ਲੋ'ਭਿ [10th] due to avarice, because of greed.

“10th graSIo das-hu dIs dhavat.”—asa m 9.

ofAng region, who invited sage Shringi to bring

rain. He has also been mentioned as ਰੋਸ੍ਯਦ.

See ਸਿੰਗੀਰਿਖਿ.
ਲੋਂਯ [loy] See ਲੋ'ਇ.
ਲੋਯਨ [loyan] See ਲੋ'ਇਣ.

ਲੋਭੀ [lobhi] Skt ਕੀਸਿਜ੍. adj greedy, avaricious. ਲੋਰ [lor] n need, desire; inclination “dekhan ki
“lobhi 1<a vesahu na kije.”—sava m 3.

ਲੋਭੁ [loth] See ਲੋਭ. “lobhu mohu tujh kia.”
—Vad m 1. 2 worth coveting. “10th suns manI
sukhkarI mane.”—dev m 5.

CIt me bahu lor.”—GPS. 2 wave, rapture.
3 drowsiness or stupor (caused by intoxication).

ਲੋਚਉ [lorau] (you) desire or seek. 2 I desire,
seek. “so sahu 10rau.”—suh1‘ fan'd. 3 See ਫੀਲੁ.

ਲੋਰਹਿ [lorahI] he seeks. 2 they seek. “jivan
ਲੋਂਮ [lom] Skt n body hair, fur.
ਲੇਂਮਸ [lomas] Skt ਲੋਮਸ਼ adj hairy, hirsute, shag- lorahI bharam moh, nanak teu gavar.”—ba van.
gy. 2 young male sheep, ram. 3 a sage, round
whose neck Parikshit had put a dead snake.
’At this, sage Shringi, a disciple of Lomash,
cursed him that, on the seventh day, the snake
Takshak would bite Parikshit. In Mahabharat,
sage Lomash is shown as immortal. He helped
Yudhishthar in visiting all the places of pilgrimage. “caudah idra VInas kal brahme da Ikk
dIvas VIhave. dhédhe hi brahma mare, lomas

da Ik rom cthave.”—BG.
i.e. ‘In a day of Brahma, fourteen Indars
take birth and die and Brahma lives for a hundred years of such days. At the death of Brahma, sage Lomash pulls out one of his hair think-

ਲੋਰਹੁ [lorahu] you seek. 2 you (plural) seek.
3 I seek, you seek.

ਲੋਰਨਾ [lorana] v desire, seek.
ਲੋਰਬਰੈਸਣੀ [lorbaresni], ਲੋਰਭਰੇਸਣੀ [lorbharesni]

See ਲੁਰਬਰੇਸਣੀ.

,

ਲੋਰੀ [lori] sought, desired. 2 n lullaby to indulge
or lull the child to go to sleep. E lullaby. 3 S
uneasiness, restlessness. 4 longing, craving.
ਲੋਚੈ [lore] seeks, wants. “jo nahi, so lohe.”
—gau m 5.

ਲੋਚੈ [loro] (you) seek, desire. “guru guru karat
menu loro.”—I<an m 5.

ਲੋਰੋਨੀ [loroni] (they) seek, long for. 2 n lullaby.
“sagal paradh dehI loroni.”—bh£r m 5. See

ing that Brahma is dying every day and why - ਲੋਚੀ 2.

ਲੋਲ

ਲੌਨਾ
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ਲੋਲ [1੦1] Skt adj ﬁckle-minded; unstable. See ਲੌਂ [13] See ਲਉ
ਲੁਲ vr. 2 greedy. 3 n tongue. 4 Lachhmi. 5 P
d; adj shameless, unabashed.
ਲੋਲਕ [lolak] n pendant for the ear; pendant
pearl. which keeps dangling all the time. “ruCII‘ gulai Is bani lolak mahI pave.”—GPS.
2 pendant of the nose—ring.
ਲੋਲਣ [lolan] n jester, buﬁoon. 2 pimp, procurer.
ਲੋਲਪ [lolap] See ਲੋ-ਲੁਪ.
~

ਲੋਲਾ [101a] Skt n tongue. 2 Lachhmi. 3 866 ਸੈੱਲਾਂ.
ਲੋਲਾਕ [lolak] See ਲੌਲਾਕ.

ਲੋਲੀ [loli] P Lt; n prostitute, whore. See ਲੋਲੀਆਂ.
ਲੋਲੀਆਂ [1੦11ਫ਼ੁ] P UP; plural of ਲੂਲੀ “kuttnia te

ਲੌਹ [1ਤ੍)}1] Skt adj red. 2 of iron, ferrous. 3 n
iron. 4A (J; tablet, ﬂat slab. The plural ofthis

word is alvah 0,1}. It is believed in Islam that
God has lohulmahfuz 1; AC)” that is, the preserved tablet, on which are recorded the good
and the bad deeds of all the creatures. It is
mentioned in the Koran that this scripture itself has also been written on the God’s tablet.
886ਸੂਰਤਜ਼ੁਖ਼ਰੁਫ਼,ਆਯਤ4 ਟ…ਹਂਸੂਰਤਵਾਕ਼ਿਅੁਹਅਾਯਤ
78-79 . “eh rabbani 13h he lIkhE khud kartar.”

—mago.
ਲੌਹ ਅਦਾਲਤ [1੨}1 adalat] n God’s court, where

the 13h (the tablet) is kept.—mago. See ਲੌਹ 4.
ਲੋਂਲੁਧ [lolup], ਲੋ'ਲੁਭ [lolubh] Skt adj extremely ਲੇਂਹ ਕਲਮ [13h kalam] God’s pen, which is used
greedy, excessively covetous. “kapti nidak
for writing on the 13h.—mago. See ਲੌਹ 4.
lolup nIgure.”—sanh.
ਲੌਹ ਮਹਫੂਜ [13h mahphuj] See ਲੌਹ 4.
loliéi.”—mago.

ਲੋਂਥੂਲਾ [1011a] adj whose tongue, works a lot;'garrulous, loquacious. 2 one who talks without
thinking.
ਲੋੜ []੦ਸ਼੍ਵਾ] n desire, longing. 2 need, necessity.

ਲੋੜਨਾ [loma] v desire, long for. “kita lore su
hox.”—sr1' m 5. 2 search, ﬁnd. “esa satIgurp
lorI lahu.”—sr1' m 3.

ਲੌ'ੜਿ [10ਨੂ1] adv having desired, having longed
for. 2 having searched for or having sought

ਲੈੱ'ਕੜਾ [15km] See ਲੱਕੁੜਾ.
ਲੋਂਕਿਕ [laka] Skt adj worldly, mundane. 2 famous among the people.

ਲੌਕੀ [laki] bottle-gourd. See ਲਉਕ਼ੀ.
ਲੋਂ'ਗ [15g] 866 ਲਫੰਗ. 2 clove—shaped ornament,
worn by women in the nose; nose-pin.
ਲੋਂਜ [13le act ofrolling something in the mouth.
2 A almond. 3 act Oftaking refuge. 4 refuge,
shelter. 5 hugging, embracing.

aﬁer. See ਲੋਂੜਨਾ.
ਲੌਟਨਾ [btna] v return, come or go back, turn about.
ਲ਼ੋਂੜੀਦੜਾ [loridara], ਲੋੜੀਦਾ [lorida], ਲੋੜੀਦੇ [lorido] , ਲੋਂ'ਡਾ [15੮18], ਲੌਡ਼ੀ [lSdi] See ਲਉ‘ਡਾ, ਲਉਂ-ਡੀ.
adj desired, sought after. “loridara sajanu
mera.”—j€t m 5. “lorido habh jaI.”—var maru
2 m 5.

ਲੋਤ੍ਹਾ [lorha] n calamity. 2 damage. 3 tyranny.
ਲੋੜ੍ਹੀ [lorhi] 17 night preceding Magh S5kr5tI,

ਲੋਂਢ ਘਰੀਏ [ladh gharie] descendants of the
younger wife of Baba Phool. See ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.
ਲੌਢਾ [ladha] See ਲਉਢਾ.
ਲੌਢਾ ਵੇਲਾ [ladha vela] n afternoon.
ਲੌਢੀ [ladhi] See ਲਉਢੀ.

the ﬁrst day of the month. The last night of the
month of Poh.l

ਲੌਤੀ [1੨੮1] n roof’s extension, festooned edging.

'lt is mentioned in the tract Vedic Dharam that the root

every third year. There is no S51<r5tI in this
period. See ਮਲਮਾਸ and ਮਾਸ.

of lorhi is tIl-rori. which became tIlOl’i and its transform

ਲੋਂ'ਦ [15d] n additional lunar month that comes

is lorhi. On the day oflorhi tIls (sesamum seeds) and

ਲੌਨ [Ian] n salt. 2 adj saltish.

rori (lump ofjaggery) are thrown into the ﬁre as an

ਲੌਂਨਾ [lana], ਲੈੱਨੀ [lani] adjhandsome, beautiful.
“sujni set chad kar lani.”—GPS.

oblation and are also eaten.
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ਲੋਂਪੁਰ [lopur] lavpur. See ਲਹੌਰ.

ਲੋਂਮਗਿਣੀਂ [lamharsani] son of Lomharshan
(Romharshan). See ਲੋਂਮਹਰਸਣ.‘
ਲੌਂ'ਬਾਲੀਂ [lobali] See ਲਉਬਾਲੀ.

2 Vibhishan.

ਲੰਕਾਚਿ

[15karI] ਲੰਕਾ-ਅਰਿ. Ramchandar.

2 Hanuman.
ਲੰਕੁਰਾ [l5kura], ਲੰਕੁੜਾ [1ਟੈ1<ਪਿੰ8], ਲੰਕੁੜੀਆ [15kuria]
ਲੌਂਲਾਕ [lalak] A J”; had You not been. It is an n ਲਗੁੜ(੦1ਘੰ))ਧਰ([)6ਪਿੰਮਿੰ). club-bearer; a demiabbreviated form of flﬁﬂéﬁb’ftjjuﬁ [13 lak ' god attending on Durga and Bhairav. 2 Hanulama xalqatul aﬂak]. It means that had you not man, who bears a mace. “15kuria phadhe
ayudh b5dhe.”—aka1.
been there, ﬁrmament would not have been
ਲੰਕੁੜੇਸਾ
[15kuresa], ਲੰਕੁੜੇਸੀ [1ਚੇ1<ਘ€81] mistress
created. According to the Muslims, this divine
of Lankura, Durga. “namo 15kuresi, namo saksentence was uttered by God for Prophet
tIpani.”—c5di 2.

Mohammad.

ਲੈੱਨ੍ਯ [laly] Skt n unsteadiness, ﬁckleness.
ਲੰਕ [15k] n waist, lumbar. “keharI 15ke.”—aka1.

2 City of Lanka. “hanov5t 15k pathedae.”
-—ramav. 3 burning stick or wisp of hay. “15k

lay gayo hanum5t bali.”—ramc5drIka. 4 heap,

stack.

'

ਲੰਕਸ [15kas] n king of Lanka, Ravan. “15kas
dhir vajir bulae.’ ’.—ramav

ਲੰਕਨਾਥ [1ਰੈ1<ਸ੍ਯਧਿ],ਲੰਕਪਂਤਿ [lékpatI] See ਲੰਕਾਪਤਿ.
ਲੰਕ੍ਯਾ [15kra] See ਲੰਕੁੜਾ.

ਲਕਿਰਾਇ [l5kraIl'king of Lanka, Ravan.
ਲੰਕਾ [15ka] Skt ਕਰੂਜ਼ Ceylon and its historically
famous capital. Vishavkarma built this imposing city as the residence of Kuber. Seizing it
from Kuber, Ravan made it his capital.

Tamarparni is also its name. “l5ka gadh sone
ka bhaIa.”-bher kabir. 2 a female attendant
of Durga. 3 prostitute, whore. 4 branch (of a
tree), twig. 5 a female demon, named
Lanka, who used to guard the city of the same
name. While entering the city, Hanuman had
encountered her.

ਲੰਕਾਣੀ [l5kani] Durga, in whose attendance is
a female demon, named Lanka. See ਲੰਕਾ 2.
“gIrIja gaytri l5kani.”—datt.

ਲੰਕਾਦਾਹੀ [15kadahi] Hanuman, who burned up
the city of Lanka.

ਲੰਕੂਰੁ [l5kuru] tail. See ਲਾੰਗੂਲ. “hanuv5tu jags
dharI 15kuru.”——b955t1<ab1'r.

ਲੰਕੇਸ [l5kes], ਲੰਕੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [1ਟੈ1<€ਝੁ\/ਹਿ]ਲੰਕਾ-ੲੀਸ਼. Ravan.
2 Vibhishan.

ਲੰਗ [15g] n wall; partition‘ ‘tIn 15g garb ki lei.”
—gurusobha. 2 Skt ਕਰੂੰ“. adj lame. See P J
“karahat hi gIrI se gaj l5ge.’ ’—c5di 1.3 21 vi]lage, under police station Moolepur, tehsil
Sirhind, nazamat and state Patiala, which is
seven miles to the north of Patiala railway station. Two furlongs to the west of this village,

there is a small gurdwara of Guru Tegbahadur. There are some residential houses made
of bricks'and mortar. Before 1940AD, this
gurdwara owned much land, which has been *
lost due to disputes among the Ofﬁciants. Now,
the Ofﬁciant is a Nihang who looks after this
gurdwara.‘

ਲੰਗਰ [15gar] n kitchen, cooking house. “l5gar ki
seva nIt karhi.”-GPS. 2 a yogi, who held dis-

cussion with Guru Nanak Dev. “man 15gar ros _
kIyo sonke.”—NP. 3 adjobstinate; shameless.

“khavat 15gar dekar gari.”—krIsan. 4 unstable,
unsteady. 5 P )7! n anchor. 6 pendulum.
7 tacking two folds of a cloth so as to join
them into one. 8 free kitchen (for the desti-

tute). 9 See ਲੇਂਹ ਲੰਗਰ.

ਲੰਕਾਧਿਧ [l5kathp], ਲੰਕਾਨਾਥ [15kanath], ਲੰਕਾਪਂਤਿ ਲੰਗਰਵਾ [l5garva] 886‘ਲੰਗਰ Sand 4.
[15kapatI] king of Lanka (Ceylon), Ravan. ਨੰਗਿਰਾ [l5gra] adj lame, clubfooted. See ਲੰਗ 2.

ਲੰਗਰਾਤ

ਲਡਾ
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ਲੰਗਰਾਤ [1ਰੋ8੮8੮] adv limping. 2 obstinately.

ਲੰਗਰਿ [légarI] in the kitchen. “légarI daulatI
v5die.”—var ram 3.

ਲੰਗੜਾ [];ਤੁਥੂਨੂਕੈ] See ਲੰਗ 2.
ਲੰਗੜਾਉਨਾ [légrauna] v limp.

ਲੰਗੂਰ [1ਟੈ8ਘ] Skt ਜ੍ਯਨੂਧ੍ਰਕਿਜ੍. blue—faced and longtailed monkey.

ਲੰਗੂਲ []ਟੈਫ਼ੂਘੰ] See ਲਾਂਗੂਲ.
ਲੰਗੋਟ [légot] n an article of dress for covering
the genitals; loincloth.

ਲੰਗਤੋਲੀ [légroli] a village under tehsil and police

ਲੰਗੋਟਬੰਦ [légotbéd] adj who wears a loincloth.

station Una, district Hoshiarpur, which is twenty-two miles to the north of Hoshiarpur railway
- station. To the west of this village, there is a
raised area relating to Guru Gobind Singh. At
times, coming from Saluri, alter crossing Suan,
the Guru used to sit at this place. An ordinary
resting place stands erected there. There is no
ofﬁciant to look after this memorial.

2 who has controlled his passions; ascetic.

3 n girdle of mOj or some metal with which the
loincloth is fastened. “bhagah'é last: vastra
légotbédé.”—datt.
ਲੰਗੋਟਾ []ਚੈਫ਼ੁਧਿਕ], ਲੰਗੋਟੀ [légoti] See ਲੰਗੋਟ. 2 See

ਲੰਗੋਟਬੰਦ 3.
ਲੰਗੋਟੀ ਤੌੜਨੀ [légoti torni] i) take off all clothes
including the loincloth. 2 remove the metallic

ਲੰਗਾਹ [1ਚੈ‘8ਗੀ], ਲੰਗਾਹਾ [légaha] a Dhillonjatt, son

girdle. “calti bar na kachu mIlIo lai légoti

of Abbulkhair‘ who was Chaudhary of Patti
subdivision, and resident of Chubhal (district
Amritsar). Formerly, he was a devotee of Sakhi Sarvar. After turning a disciple oquru Ar-

torI.”—s kabir. The gold or silver girdle is removed from the corpse before cremating it.

ਲੰਘ [1ਰੈ811] Skt ਕਡ੍ਬ੍. vr go, go without food, lessen
or decrease, dry up, go across, transgress. ‘

jan Dev, he became a staunch devotee of the

ਲੰਘਣਾ [1ਟੈ8}11,18] v transgress, leap across. “car:

Creator. With great devotion , he helped in the
construction of Sri Harimandir. He was close
to Mai Bhago as someone like a grandfather.
Bhai Langah remained incarcerated and underwent unbearable torture alongwith Guru
Arjan Dev~ at Lahore. 2 a resident of village
Nanoke, who was a follower of Guru Arjan

légha ji bIkham thIéga.”—-vad ghon'é m 4.
2 pass by, go beyond. 3 infringe or breach a

rule. See ਲੰਘ vr.
ਲੰਘਨ [léghan] Skt n leaping or crossing over.
2'fasting. 3 disaobedience, transgression. See
ਲੰਘ vr.
.
ਲੰਘਾਉਣਾ [léghauna] v help someone get across.

Dev. Guru Hargobind appointed him as the ' Seeﬁulvr. “gunnukhI parI léghae.”—vad ghohead of the Dharamsala of Guru Ram Dass in
Lahore and assigned him the duty of preaching religious teaching. He was also a commander of the army of the sixth Guru. He won
many battles.

ਲੰਗਾਹਾ ਭਾੲੀ [légaha bhai] See ਲੰਗਾਹ.
'He was not a Muslim. In those days, many Hindus had

ria m 4.

ਲੰਙ [lag], ਲੰਬਾ [1੩ਸੁ8] See ਲੰਗ 2. "‘vaad kare
maghva matIléga.”—-I<rrsan. ‘Stupid and'dull.
lndar quarrels.’
ਲੱਜ [léj] Skt ਕਠਗ੍ਰ. vr roast, fry, insult, shine,
torment, traduce, be steadfast, put to shame.

2 n foot. 3 water-spring, fountain.

'

Jasmat. His daughter was named Umri, whose

ਲੰਵੁ [ਗ੍ਰਿਘ] n light, ﬂash. 2 steadfastness. ’. , ਝੰਜ
vr. “satségatI mIlI buth léyu.”——bas§tm 4.

descendants live in village Lalu Ghumman (near

ਲੰਡ [15d] See ਲਾਂਡ. 2 Skt ਵ੍ਯਹਛ. hard excrement.

Muslim names. ”is sons were named Sikander and

Chubhal). Jasmatpura named aﬂcr Jasmat. is in district
Amritsar.

ਗ਼ਲੰਡਮ.
ਲੰਡਾ [léda], ਲੰਡੋਰ [lédor] Skt ਵੰਟ adj tail-“c'

ਲੰਪਟ
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2 ਸੋ.6.` shameless, 3 proﬂigate.

ਲੰਪਟ [lépat] Skt ਕਸ਼੍ਟ. adj addicted to licenticus pleasure. 2 debauched, dissolute. “lépat

cor dut matvare.”—ram kabir.

ਲੰਪਟਤਾ [lépat—ta], ਲੰਪਟਾੲੀ [léptai] n licentiousneSs, debauchery. “chodahu léptai.”—maru

501119 111 1.

ਲੰਬ [15b] Skt ਗਾਕ੍. vr utter, hang down, hang the
head down, delay. 2 n ﬂame of fire, that produces crackling sound in the wind blowing.
3 a subcaste among the Khatris. “maia 15b he,
sadhségatI gave gurbani.”‘—BG.

ਲੰਬਕਰਣ [lébkaran] adj having pendulous ears.
2 n male goat. 3 elephant. 4 donkey. 5 hare.

ਲੱਬਗ੍ਰੀਵ [lébgriv] long—necked; camel.

ਲੰ'ਬੱਤ [lébatt] longitude.
ਲੰਬਨ [léban] Skt n hanging down. 2 long neck‘lace. 3 support, prop.
ਲੰਬਰ [lébar] E number; count.

ਨੰਬਰਦਾਰ [lébardar] village headman.
ਲੰਬਾ [léba] adj long. 2 hanging, dangling. See
ਲੰਬ W. 3 n bitter bottle-gourd or cucumber.
4 bribe. 5 Durga.

ਲੰਬਾਲਿਕਾ [lébalIka] 11 per Yoga philosophy, an

ਲੰਮੇ

ਲੱਭ [13‘9th Skt ਗਾਥੂਸ੍. vr cause pain, show disrespect, be obtained, gain knowledge. 2 n act of
achievement.
ਲੰਭਨ [lébhan] Skt n achieving, receiving.
ਲੰਭਵਾਲੀ [1’ਭੰ1੭11ਧ੍ਯ11] a village, in thejurisdiction of
Kotkapura police station, in the state of F aridkot, which is six miles to the east of Jaito rail-

way station. Two furlongs to the east of this
village, there is a gurdwara of Guru Gobind
Singh; Earlier, Guru Hargobind also visited this
place and offered deliverance to a snake there.
Twenty-two ghumaom of land have been attached with this gurdwara by the state. The
Officiant is a Singh. A fair is held there on the
occasion of M aghi and Vaisakhi. When the tenth
Guru visited this place, he camped in the pur-

lieu ofthe village Dod. See ਡੇਡ 2.
ਲੱਮ [1ਟੈ111] See ਲੰਬ.
ਲੰਮੜਾ [15mm], ਲੰਮਾ [léma] adj See ਲੰ'ਬਾ. 2 long.
' “sohne nak, jIn lémre vala.”—vad chét m 1.
“léma nak kale tere nen.”—mala m 1. 3 See ਲੰਮਾ

ਦੇਸ.

.

ਲੰਮਾ ਤਾਰਾ []ਟੈਧਾਕੈ tara] See ਤਾਰਾ ਲੰਮਾ.
ਲੰਮਾ ਦੇਸ [lama des] north-western area of Peshawar; Attack region. “je SIkh lémedes ma-

aperture in the palate through which nectar trickles from the moon in the forehead. 2 uvula.
jhar.”—GPS. 2 region between rivers Ravi and
ਲੰਬੇ [label a village, in police station Chandi-' Beas. 3 sense: cycle of transmigration; birth
garh, tehsil Kharar, district Ambala, which is 8
and death. “bahut sajaI paIa deSIléme.”
or 9 miles from Chandigarh railway station,
—maru ਕ੍ਰੋਧਿ“ m 5.
four kohs to the west of Manimajra. Two fur- ਲੰਮੀ ਨਦਰਿ [1ਰੈਧ11 nadarI] n farsightedness, forelongs to the east ofthis village, there is Guru
sight. “méda mulI n9 kicai, de léminadarI nIHar Rai’s gurdwara, called Guru Ka Amb. The
halie.”—var asa.
mango tree, under which the Guru stayed, is ਲੰਮੇਂ [1ਟੈਧ16] plural ਘੰਲੰਮਾ (ਲੰਬਾ). 2 to the longest,
still there. There stands the sanctum as well.
t0 the greatest of all. “léme sevahI dam khaThe gurdwara owns 40 vighas of land, wherera.”—var maru 2 m 5. 3 n a village in tehsil.
in mango-trees abound. The district commit- and police station Jagraon, district Ludhiana.
tee has appointed an Akali Singh as the ofﬁIt is eight miles to the south-west of Jagraon
ciant.
.
railway station and one mile from the metਲੰਬੋਦਰ [lébodar] ਲੰਬ-ਉਦਰ. adj pot-bellied. 2 n
alled road to Raikot. There is a gurdwara of
Ganesh.
Guru Gobind Singh in this village. The Guru

ਲੰਮੇ ਜਟਪੁਚੇ
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visited this place on his way from Macchiwara. Bhai Santokh Singh has written that the

also known as Lammejatpure.At one time, its
name was Randhirgarh.

Guru blessed Kalha Rai with a sword at this ਲੰਮੇਂ ਜਟਪੁਚੇ [1ਟੋ1118 jatpure] See ਲੰਮੇ 3.
place. See ਕਲ੍ਹਾਰਾਯ. New construction of the
building is going on. Various villages have donated 40 ghumaons of land to the gurdwara.
The Officiant there is a Singh. This village is

ਨ੍ਰਿ [1rI]Skt?'E. earth. 2 mountain. 3 mother of
gods and demons.
ਲ੍ਹੀ [lri] Skt ਲ੍. wife of a god, goddess. 2 mother
efdemons. 3 Shiv. 4 Vishnu.

..
ਵ! [vavva] thirty—fourth letter of Punjabi script. It

subjugated, got under control. “péce vasgatI

is Iabiodental in pronunciation. Sometimes it is
interchanged with ਮ in Punjabi, e.g. — ਗਵਨ
instead of ਗਮਨ, ਰਵਣ instead of ਰਮਣ, ਭਵਨ
instead ਘੰਭ੍ਰਮਣ etc. 2 Skt n air, wind. 3 arrow.
4 suggestion, consultation. 5 assurance, con‘solation; 6 welfare, benediction. 7 sea.
8 cloth, garment. 9 salutation, obeisance.
10 wolf. 11 tree. 12 liquor. 13 arm. 14lion,
tiger. 15 adj powerful, strong. 16 like, simi-

ae ram.”—bIha Chét m 4. “sabhuko vasgatI
karIIannu.”—sri m 5.
ਵਸਣ [vasan], ਵਸਣਾ [\’95੮18],‘ਵਸਣੁ [vasanU] Skt -

ਵਸਨ. ਲ਼ਾਵਸਣੁ. dwell, reside. SeeEFrZ. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਕਥੰਯ.
rain, pour in torrents. See ਵਸਸੀ 2.
ਵਸਤ [vasat] resides. 2 See ਵਸਤੁ. 3 A }… waist,
loins. 4 middle part.

ਞਸਤਿ [vasatI], ਵੁਸਤੀ [vasti] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਸਤਿ. he dwells.

2 was, were. “harikrIsan tIn 1<e sut vae.”

2 n dwelling, residence. 3 house; place for living. 4 habitation, population. 5 night. ‘6 Skt ਕਸ਼ਿ.
urinary bladder. 7 pelvis. 8 syringe. 9 See ਖਟਕਰਮ
(d) of 2.
ਵਸਤੁ [vasatu] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਤੁ. n that which actually is
there — an object. “vastu 5darI vasatu samave.”-—var asa'. -

——VN. 3 partvocative. hello! hello! hi!

ਞਸਤੁਤਹ [vasatutah] Skt ਕਚ੍ਚੂਗ਼ਾ. part in fact, ac-

lar. 17 A part and, again. 18 also.
ਵਇ [vaI] See ਵਯ. 2 See ਵੈ.

ਵਇਸ [vaIs] See ਵ੍ਯ 2. 2 See ਫੈਸਵਏ [vae] were born, were begotten. “tIn te putr
patr je.vae. raj karat Ih jag k0 bhae”—VN.

tually.
ਵਸਤੁ ਨਿਰਦੇਸ਼ [vasatu nIrdes] See ਮੰਗਲਾਚਰਣ (a).
ਵਸਤੂ [vastr] Skt n cloth, garment. See ਵਸ vr
2. “vastr pakhalI pakhale kaIa.”—m 1 var
majh.
ਵਸਨ [vasan] garment, dress. 2 residing, dwellਞਸਸਿਂ [vasaSI], ਵਸਸੀ [vas-si] will dwell, dwells. ing. See ਬਸਨ. 3 Skt ਕਦ੍ਰ. n wages. 4 salary.
5 wealth. 6 price, value. 7 skin, bark. 8 death.
2 will rain. “apni kIrpa karIke vas-si, vanu
trInu harIa hOI”—m 3 var mala. See ਵ੍ਰਿਸ੍ vr. ਵਸਨੀਕ [vasnik] dweller, denizen. See ਵਸਕੀਨ. ਰ੍
ਵਸਫ਼ [vasaf], ਵਸਥ [vasab] A Hap, n quality, virtue.
3 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਚਿ. you dwell. See ਬਸਸਿ.
ਵਸਕੀਨ [vaskin] adj resident, inhabitant. ਵਸਨੀਕ 2 praise, appreciation. 3 narrative, description.
ਵਸਮਾ [vasma] A ਭੰ“, n powder of indigo leaves
is its transform.
ਵਸਗਤ [vasgat], ਞਸਗਤਿ [vasgatI]Skt€H813. adj used for colouring the hair.
'See footnote t0 the letter ਬ. If some word beginning ਵਸਲ [vasall A ਪਂ”; 11 meeting, union, link.
2 according to the Sufis and the Vedantists,
with ਵ is not found here then it should be searched
the soul’s merger with the Divine.
under ਥ.

ਵਸ [vas] Skt ਥਞਹ੍. vr desire, wish. 2 Skt ਕਚ੍. vr
dwell, wrap round, love, accept, destroy, become static. 3 Skt ਵਸ਼. n control, authority.
4 ownership, authority. 5 adj was overpowered, was controlled. 6 See ਞਸਸੀ2. 7 P j, adj
like, resembling, equal to, equivalent.
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ਵਸ਼ਵਰਤੀ [vasvarti] Skt ਥਞਸ੍ਯਜਿਂਜ੍. adj obedient to
the will of another; submissive; who is obedient.
ਞਸਵਾਸ [vasvas] A my, n apprehension, doubt,
suspicion. 2 tinkling oftiny bells. 3 rustling of
trees.

ਵਸਾ [vasa] Skt n fat. 2 Skt ਵਸ਼ਾ. girl. 3 barren
woman. 4 female elephant. 5 cow. 6 sheep.
ਵਸਾਉਣਾ [vasauna] v come under contrOl, be
subdued. 2 have the power to act. 3 populate.
See ਵਸ vr 2.

ਵਸਾਈ [vasai] has his way. “In ka vahIa kachu
na vasai.”—g5d m 4. 2 populated.

ਵਸਾਖ [vasakh] Skt ਵੈਸ਼ਾਖ. n the month in which
the full-moon day falls on the sixteenth lunar
asterism.
ਵਸਾਚ [vasar] Skt n desire. 2 purpose, aim.

3 See ਬਸਾਰ.
ਲ਼ੀ
‘
'
ਵਸਿ [vasx] See ਵਸ. 2 See ਵਸ਼ਜ਼ “vas: karI lina
gurI bharamu cukaIa.”—suhi m 5.

ਵਸ਼ਿਸ਼ਟ [vaSIsat], ਞਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ [vasxst], ਵਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ [vasIsth]

See ਬਂਸਿਸਟ and ਵਿਸ੍ਵਾਮਿਤ੍ਵ.
ਵਸ਼ਿਤਾ [vasIta], ਞਸ਼ਿਤ੍ਵ [vasItv] Skt n a supernatural yogic power. See ਅਸਟਸਿੱਧਿ. 2 subjection, subjugation, act of subjugating. 3 independence, autonomy.

ਞਸਿਲੇ [vasrle] adv through the agency of, by
means of, through. “idri vaSIls thno.”—gau

m 5. See ਵਸੀਲਾ. 2 having subdued.

ਞਸੁਮਤ
agreement, a bond.

ਵਸ਼ੀਭੂਤ [vasIbhut] Skt adj become subject,
helpless or overpowered.

ਵਸੀਯਤ [vasiyat] A ,...ਲ਼ੀਪੂੰਲ਼ੀ, 'n precept, mandate.
2 will.

ਞਸੀਯਤਨਾਮਹ [vasiyatnamah] P _„ਫ਼ਭੰਲ਼ੀਫ਼ੂਲ਼ੀ, n a written testament; will. See ਵਸੀਯਤ.
ਵਸੀਲਾ [vasila] A ੲੀ, 11 means, intervention,
mediation. 2 relationship, concern.
ਵਸੁ [vaso] Skt n wealth. 2 gem. 3 gold. 4 water.
5 sun. 6 ﬁre. 7 ray. 8 glitter, light. 9 eight
deities which, according to Mahabharat, are
(collectively known as Vasu): Dhar, Dhruv,
Som, Vishnu, Anil, Anal, Pratyush and
Prabhaas.
According to the Bhagvat, they are: Dron,
Pran, Dhruv, Arak, Agni, Dosh, Vaastu and
Vibhavasu.
In the Agni Puran, their names are: Aap,
Dhruv, Som, Dhar, Anil, Anal, Pratyush and
Prabhaas.
10 cognitive of number eight, because Vasu
deities are eight in number. 11 adj omnipresent. 12 all-encompassing.

ਵਸੁਦ [vasud] Skt n wealth-giving, Kuber. 2 adj
generous, beneﬁcient.
.
ਵਸੁ'ਦਾ [vasuda] wealth-giving knowledge. Only
through knowledge are attainable all material
advantages. 2 earth.

ਵਸੀ [vasi] resided, lived. “jIcaru vasi pIta ks ਵਸੁਦੇਵ [vasudev] See ਬਸੁਦੇਵ.
sathI.”—asa m 5. 2 dwells. “vasi rabU hI-

alie.”—s fetid. 3 Skt ਥਬਿਜ੍. one who has subdiied his passions. 4 free, autonomous.
ਵਸੀਅੁ [vasia], ਵਸੀਹ [vasih] A (ਉੱ, adj spacious,
extensive. 2 abundant, vast.
ਵਸ਼ੀਕਰਣ [vasIkaran] Skt n act of overpowering or subjugating, etc. 2 according to the Tantarshastar, an incantation to overcome or bewitch somebody.
ਞਸੀਕ਼ਾ [vasika] A 3;, n a document, deed. 2 an

ਵਸੁੰਧਰਾ [vasﬁdhra], ਵਸੁਧਾ [vasudha] Earth. See
ਬਸੁੰਧਰਾ and ਬਸੁਧਾ. 2 god Varun’s city or stronghold: Vasudha.
ਵਸੁਧਾਧਰ [vasudhadhar] n mountain. 2 the
Creator. 3 Sheshnag. 4 Vishnu.

ਵਸੁਧਾਧਿਪ [vasodhathp] owner of the earth —
king.
ਵਸੁਮਤ [vasumat] or ਬਸਮਤ [basmat] a town in
Prabhani district of the state of Hyderabad
Deccan. Guru Gobind Singh stayed there for

ਵਹਾਂੳਣਾ
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eight days, en route to Nanded. Through sheer
. h'egligence, the Sikhs have so far failed to con"Astrulct a gurdwara there.

ਵਸੰਤੀ [vaséti] lives, resides. “nanak sukhI

ਞਸੁਮਤੀ [vasumati] Skt n earth, land. 2 adj who

ਞਸੰਦਡੋ [vasédro], ਵਸੰਦਾ [\’ਰ5ਟੈ੮18],ਵਸੰਦੋਂ [vasédo]

‘~` “is rich, wealthy.
ਵਸੂਲ [vasul] A J54, n sense of reaching somewhere. 2 receipt.

dwells, resides. “vasédo kU-hathre thaI .”—var
jet. -

ਵਸੂਲੀ [vasuli] n receipt, collection. See ਵਸੂਲ.
ਵਸੇ [vase] See ਹਮਾਰਾ 2 and ਬਸੇ.
ਵਸੇਬਾ [vaseba], ਵਸੇਰਾ [vasera] See ਬਸੇਬਾ and

ਬਸੇਰਾ. “mukatI bhaIa szu rIde vasera.”—majh
m 5. “jiu kare vasera.”-asa a m 3.

vaséti.”—sor m 5. 2 relating to Vasant (spring

season). 3 pale, yellow. 4 See ਵਾਸੰਤੀ.

ਵਸੰਨਿ [ਪ੍ਯਾਡ਼ਭੈਪਿੰ] (thy) live, reside. “tirath méth
vasénI.”—suh1' m I .

ਵਸ੍ਵਿ [vastI] Skt syringe. 2 urinary b1adder.3 pelvis. 4 yogic exercise. See ਖਟਕਰਮ (d) of 2.
ਵਸਤੁ [vastu] See ਵਸਤੁ,

ਵਸ਼੍ਯ [vasy] Skt adj controllable, under control.

“vasyé karotI péc taskarahI .”—sahas m 5. 2 n
servant, attendant, slave.
VICI émrIt vase.”——majh a m 3. 3 may rain.
See ਵ੍ਰਿਸ. “nanak savanI je vase.”—m 3 var maIa. ਵਸ਼੍ਯਤਾ [vasyta] Skt n subjugation; i.e. being unਞਸੋਂਆ [vasoa] n the ﬁrst day of the month of der control.
Vaisakh (when the sun passes into the new ਵਹ [vah] pron that, he, she. 2 Skt ਕਰ੍. vr ﬂow,
carry, take away. 3 n ox’s shoulder. 4 horse.
zodiacal sign). 2 New year’s day. “hove kir5 air, wind. 6 way, path. 7 river, stream.
tan sada vasoa.”—BG. ‘The New year’s day
ਵਹ'ਸ਼ਤ [vahsat] A ਘੀ, n bestiality, barbarity.
never ends.’

ਵਸੈ [vase] resides. See ਞਸਘਾ. 2 (it) rains. “bhane

ਵਸੋਲਾ [vasola] See ਬਸੋਲਾ.

ਵਸੰਤ [vasét] See ਬਸੰਤ.
ਵਸੰਤਸਖਾ [vasétsakha] friend of the spring season — Kamdev; he, whose friend is the spring

season.
ਵਸੰਤਤਿਲਕਾ [vasét—tIlka] a prosodic metre. It
has four lines, each of which consists of ta,

See ਵਹਸ਼ੀ. 2 fear, fright. 3 apathy, indifference.

ਵਹ'ਸ਼ੀ [vahsi] A L5)! nbeast, savage. 2 barbarian. See ਵਹੁਂਸ਼ਤ.

'

ਵਹਣ [vahn], ਵਹਣੁ [vahnu] n ﬂow ofwater, ﬂood.
See ਵਹਘ‘. “dehIr rab rajaI, vahnu tIdau ਬੁਰੋ!)
kare.”—s farid.

ਵਹਦਤ [vahdat], ਵਹੁਦਾਨਿਯਤ [vahdanIyat] A .=»…

bha, ja, ja, ga, ga, 85!, SH, I5l, ISl, S, S and a pause at
the eighth and the sixth matras.
Example:
gyani sadev sz ko, man me vasate,
dhyani akhéd lIv se, nIt jﬁhI dhyate,
he pujy so sabhan ko, yah saty jano,
dujo n3 tuly tIs ke, guru ne bakhano.

- cg!“ n uniqueness. 2 monoism.
ਵਹਨ [vahan] Skt n act of carrying away. 2 transportation. 3 ship, raft, ﬂeet.
ਞਹਮ [vahamlA ਜੁੱਟ, n idea, concept. 2 suspicion,
doubt. 3 superstition.

Vasant (spring) festival is celebrated; the ﬁfth
of bright fortnight of the month of Magh. In

ਵਹਲ [vahal] Skt n boat. 2 adj ﬁrm, strong. 3 n

ਞਹਮੀ [vahmi] adj suspicious, sceptical. 2 superstitious. See ਵਹਮ.

ਵਸੰਤ ਪੰਚਮੀ [vasét pécami] the day on which the ਞਹਮੀਸ਼ਾਹ [vahmisah] See ਛੱਤੇਅਾਣਾ and ਬਹਮੀਸ਼ਾਹ.
the Hindu scriptures, Kam and Rati are worshipped on this day. That is why it is called
Madnotsav.

alacrity, swiftness, briskness. See ਵਹੇਲਾ 2.

ਵਹਾਂ [vahﬁ] adv there.
ਵਹਾਉ [vahau] n ﬂow (of water), Skt ਵਹਾ stream.
ਞਹਾਉਣਾ [vahaona] v cause to ﬂow or ﬂoat in

ਵਹਾਬ
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ਞਹਰਾ

water. 2 seat. 3 hurl, throw.
ਵਹਾਬ [vahab] A 3.4: adj who gives charity, generous; large-hearted. 2 n the Almighty.

‘The world is a well and the means of sensual
pleasure is the rope.’

Abdul Wahab’s son, named Mohammad, who
was born in 1691 AD at Aynah in Najad area
of Arabia. He was taught the tenets of Islam

“1<੦1ਰੈ kotI home VIkhe vahInkodé.”—gyan. ‘ in
the ﬁre-pit.’

ਵਹਿਸ਼ੀ [vahIsi] See ਵਹਸ਼ੀ.
ਵਹਾਬੀ [vahabi] A Qt, n a sect founded by _ਵਹਿਣ [vahIn] See ਵਹਣ. 2 Skt 63%. ﬁre, ﬂame.

in accordance with the practice of_ the Hambali

ਞਹਿਣਕੁੰਡ [vahInkod] Skt ਵਰ੍ਹਿਕੁੰਡ, ﬁre-pit. See
ਵਹਿਣ 2.
'

sect. He went to Medina and other famous

ਵਹਿਣਾ [vahIna] v sit. 2 flow in a stream.

cities of Arabia to pursue his studies under the

3 leak, ooze, drip. “niru vahe vahI cale jiu.”

guidance of great scholars, and he himself
became an outstanding scholar of his time.
Noticing some disorder in the Islamic practices, he started instructing the people not to
equate the prophets with God. He told the peo- '
ple not to worship the grave of prophet
Mohammad and other tombs; nor to pray to any
holy man, nor make an offering or sacriﬁce in
the name of anyone, nor celebrate the birthday of prophet Mohammad, and not to repeat
God’s name with the help of a rosary, etc.
Mohammad’s teachings had a great effect
and the sermon preached by him came to be
known as Wahabi. Contemporary rulers and
-Muslim priests caused much trouble to him.
But many stood up as his followers and his
strength increased day by day. Mohammad
died in 1765 AD. His son, Abdul Aziz, helped

—majh m 4. 4 move, go. “gadirah sadhoség
vahIna.”—BG.

ਵਹਿਦਤ [vahIdat] See ਵਹਦਤ.
ਵਹਿਮ [vahIm], ਵਹਿਮੀ [vahImi] See ਞਹਮ and
ਵਹਮੀ.
ਵਹਿਚ [vahIr] outside; outward. See ਬਹਿਰ 2.

ਵਚਿਰਜੱਖ [vahIrjakkh] See ਬਂਹਿਰਜੱਖ.

‘

ਞਹਿਰਮੁਖ [vahIrmUkh] See ਬਹਿਰਮੁ'ਖ.

ਞਹਿਰਯਕ [vahIryaks] See ਥਹਿਰਜੱਖ.
ਵਹਿਰਲਾਪਿਕਾ [vahIrlapIka] See ਪ੍ਰਹੇਲਿਕਾ.
ਵਰਿਰੰਗ [vahIrég] Skt ਥਛਿਚ੍ਫ਼੍. external limb, wing
or part. 2 adj external, outer; opposite of ਅੰਤਰੰਗ
- internal. 3 one, outside the sect or the group.

ਞਹਿੜਾ [vahIra] grown-up ox (capable of carrying load). 2 See ਬਹੜਾ.

ਵਹੀ [vahi] pron that, the same. 2 See ਬਹੀ. “1ekha rabu mégesia betha 1(3th va ',”—m 1 var
ram 1. 3 A (ਰੂੰ, divine revelation, gospel.

his sect spread but his grandson, Sa’ad, in-

ਵਹੀਂ [vahi] adv at or in that very place; right

creased his strength more substantially. Sa’ad
conquered Mecca and Madina and ruled over

there.
ਵਹੀਰ [vahir] an itinerant grOUp. See ਬਹੀਰ.

there for several years.1 Now, the Wahabis

ਵਹੀਰੀਆ [vahiria] member of an itinerant group.

are seen all over the world. They term themselves as Muv’hid ,5,» (one God’s worship-

ਵਹੁ [vahu] pron he, she, that. “kahu nanak vaho

per) and call other Muslims Mushrik ਰੂੰ?
(worshipper of God among others).

ਵਹਾਰੀ [vahari] causing to flow or move. “0th
dIss khuhri kaun laju vahari?”—gau kabir.
1Now Mecca and Madina have again come under the

control of the Wahabis.

mukat nar.”-s m 9. 2 Skt ਬਹੁ.=’- much, many.
“vahu hati sena danvi.”—saloh.

_

ਵਹੁਟੀ [vahuti] n wife, bride. “ji‘du vahuti,
maranu vam.”—s farid.

ਵਹੁਰਾ [vahora] a caste. See ਬਹੁਰਾ. “tulsa vahura

janie.”——BG.
2ਵਹੁ too is a pure Sanskrit word.‘

ਭੰ
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ਵਰਦਕ

ਵਹੂਦਕ [vahudak] See ਬਹੂਦਕ.

ਵਹੇਲ [vahel] See ਵਹੇਲੀ.

ਵਹੇਲਾ [vahela] adj abundant, copious. 2 S adv
promptly, swiftly, at once. “th0 léghahI vahela.”—suhi m 1.
ਵਹੇਲੀ [vaheli] ﬂirtatious woman who cohabits

ਵਕ੍ਰਿਤ

interlude.
ਵਕੁਰ [vakar] A j, n honour, dignity. 2 authority.
ਵਕਾਸ [vakas] interval, leisure. “akas me vakas
tﬁ, dhara dhrI ti sarup ho.”—NP.
ਵਕਾਸੁਰ [vakasur] See ਬਕਾਸੁਰ. 2 another demon
with this name, who was killed by Bhimsen.

with many men. See ਹੇਲਾ- adultress. 2 depraved ਵਕਾਲਤ [vakalat] A _..ਲ਼ੀਲਿੱ, 72 advocate’s profes-

or wicked woman. “ai papanI putna duhi
thani VIhU laI vaheli.”—BG. See ਪੂਤਨਾ,
ਵਹੰਤ [vahét] Skt 71 air, wind. 2 child, kid.
ਞਹੰਦੜਾ [vahédra], ਵਹੰਦਾ [vahéda] ﬂowing.
ਵਹੰਨਿ [vahfmI] (many) ﬂow. “makhIa nai
vahénI .”-s farid.

ਞਰ੍ਹਿ [vahnI] Skt n ﬁre;

ਵਹੰ [varh] See ਬਹਂ’.

I

ਵਕ [vak] heron; name of a demon. See ਬਕ.
ਵਕ੍ਤ [vakat] A ਨੂੰ„ 72 time, period. 2 A ਅਂ, respect, regard.

ਵਕਤਵ੍ਯ [vaktavy] Skt ਕਥਰਟਧ. adj ﬁt to be said
or spoken about. 2 n speech.
ਵਕਤਾ [vakta] speaker. See ਬਕਤਾ.
ਵਕਤਾ ਦੇ ਗੁਣ [vakta de gun] It is he who has a
pleasing voice. 2 poetic sensibility. 3 capability to expand and condense explanation according to the taste of the audience. 4 truthfulness.
5 expertise in refutation and corroboration.
6 capability to quote according to the context.
7 knowledge of various beliefs or creeds.
8 forbearance. 9 consistency. 10 ability to ex—

pound according to the level of the listener’s
under standing. ll humility. 12 contentment.
13 steadfastness in one’s faith. 14 practitioner of what he preaches.
ਵਕਤ੍ਵ [vaktr] mouth. See ਬਕਤ੍ਵ.

ਵਕਤ੍ਰਿਤਾ [vaktrIta], ਵਕਤ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਵ [vaktrItv] ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਕਥਦ੍ਰਗ.
n expression, speech, oration.
ਵਕਦਾਲਭ [vakdalabh] See ਬਕਦਾਲਭ.

ਵਕੁਫ਼ [vakaf] A .53: 11 act of standing up. 2 un—
derstanding. 3 dedication to public charity.
ਵਕੁਫ਼ਾ [vakfa] A j}, n pause. 2 delay. 3 interval,

sion; emissary. 2 representing a client at the
bar.

ਵਕੀਂ [vaki] See ਬਕੀ.
ਵਕੀਲ [vakil] A J5 n emissary, representative.

2 advocate or pleader (in a court of law) Skt
ਗਟਗ਼ੀਕ. One who, with his arguments, silences the other person.
ਵਕੁਲ [vakul] Skt n molsari; Mimusops Elengi
tree. ਬਕੁਲ is also a correct Sanskrit word for it.
See ਬਕੁਲ.

ਵਕੂਆ [vakula] A L ;33 72 occurrence or happen-

ing (of an event). 2 See ਵਕੂਹਾ 2.
ਵਕੂਹਾ [vakuha] place of occurrence. 2 among the
' Hindus, the pit excavated in the name of the forefathers for their worship. 3 place where something happened to some forefather.

ਵਕੂਫ਼ [vakuf] A J}, n understanding, knowledge.
2 act of standing up. 3 being in the know of.
ਵੱਕੁਲ [vakkul], ਵੱਕੁਲੀ [vakkuli] boiled grains.

2 grain boiled whole. See ਬਕੁਲੀ 3.
ਵਕ੍ਰ [vakr] curved, crooked. See ਬਕੁ.
ਵਕ੍ਰਕੰਟਕ [vakr kétak] Skt n jujube tree which
has curved thorns.

ਵਕ੍ਰਚੰਚੁ [vakr c5cu], ਵਕੁਤੁੰਡ [vakr tad] Skt n having curved beak — parrot.

ਵਕ੍ਰਦੰਤ [vakr ਗੁੰਗੇ] See ਦੰਤਬਕੁ. 2 pig with dry skin,
boar

ਵਕ੍ਰਪੁੱਛ [vakr pooch] Skt n one having a curved
tail — dog.

ਵਕ੍ਰਾਂਗ [vakrag] adj having crooked limbs, bowlegged, bow-armed. 2 n snake. 3 ruddy goose
(that keeps its neck curved).

ਞਕ੍ਤਿ [vakrIt] Skt adj crooked, bent.

,ਵਕ੍ਰੋਕ੍ਰਿ
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ਵਗ਼ਾਲ

ਵਕੁੰਰ੍ਹਿ [vakroktI] (ਵਕ੍ਰ-ਉਕ੍ਰਿ oblique or indirect ਵਖ [vakh] adj separate, different. See ਵਖਿstatement); a ﬁgure of speech which, when
stated straight, tauntingly conveys the opposite meaning.

ਞਖਟ [vakhat], ਞਖਟਕ੍ਰਿਤ [vakhat krIt] See ਬਖਟ
and ਥਖਟਕ੍ਤਿ.
ਵਖਤ [vakhat], ਵਖਤੁ [vakhatu] time. See ਬਖਤ.

arath pher 1<i kalpana sles kaku te thanI,

“vakhatu me pan kadia.”—japu. 2 See ਵੇਲਾ-

alékar vakroktI tahivarnat kaVI gunkhanI.

ਵਖਤੁ.

—ramc5drabhusan.

ਞਖਰ [vakhar] 0੮ਵਖਰੁ [vakharu] Skt ਵਿਕ੍ਰਯਜ਼ adj
sellable. 2 n commodity, goods. “szu vakhar

Example:
bhale dhirmal bhale ji! bhale dhirmal dhir!
—GPS.
‘When Dhir Mal ﬁred at the ninth Guru

tu ghfnahI nahi.”——asa m 5.
ਵਖਰਾ [vakhra] adj separate, odd, strange.

then uttering the words “bhale dhirmal ji!”

ਞਖਰੁ [vakharu] See ਵਖਰ.

meant a curse on him for his (mis) deed.’
tum 1<o kya ham SIkhya devé,
h6 haldhar ke bhai?
It holds, ‘You are like Krishan (i.e., a highly
learned person), how can we instruct you?’
The second meaning of this statement is, ‘You
are the brother of an ox (haldhar, that is, the
plough carrying animal) and, therefore, it useless to argue with you.’
(b) kakuktI is the second form of this ﬁgure of speech, wherein the opposite meaning
of the afﬁrmative, the negative or the interrogative is conveyed through the use of stress.

ਵਖਾਣ [vakhan] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਖਯਾਨ. n utterance, expo-

See ਕਾਕੁ.

Example:
jeti SIrathI Upai vekha
VInU karma kI mIle lai?—japu.
tIn kau kIa Updesie
jIn guru nanak deu?—m 2 var majh.
manmukh saU karI dosti
sukh kI puchahI mIt?—sava m 3.
harInamu chodI duje lage,
tIn ke gun haU kIa kahaU?—saveye m 3 ke.
ਵਕ [vaks] Skt ਕਸ਼ੁਦ੍ਰ. vr increase, be consistent.
2 n Skt ਥਧ੍ਯ. chest, bosom. 3 ﬂank side. 4 ox,

bullock.

,

ਵਗਾਥਲ [vakssthal] Skt Em: ਵ੍ਯਯ. n ﬂank side,
chest, bosom.

kau lenI tﬁ aIa.”—sukhmani. “sasat vakharu

sition, narration. “thhe eko namu vakhanie.”
—sr1' m 1 jogi 5darI.
ਵਖਾਣਿ [vakhanI] having narrated. 2 n speaker,
lecturer. See ਵੇਦ ਞਖਾਣਿ 2.
ਞਖਾਨ [vakhan] See ਵਖਾਣ. 2 praise.
ਵਖਾਠਣਾ [vakhanna] v expound, state, narrate.
“sac sunI akhI vakhannIa.”—majh a m 3.
ਞਖਾਰੁ [vakharu] S storehouse, godown.

ਵਖਿ [vakhI] adv separate, apart, unique. “nghI basanI na dei, vakhI vakhI bharmave.”

—asa m 5. 2 aside, on one side. “cunI vekhI

kadhe jajmalIa.”—Var asa. 3 See ਵਕ and ਬੱਖੀ.
ਵਖਿਆਣ [vakhIan], ਵਖ਼ਿਆਣੁ [vakhIanu], ਵਖਿਆਨ
[vakhIan] n exposition, account, statement.

“akhahI pare karahI vakhIan.”—japu.
ਵਖੇਰਨਾ [vakherna] to scatter. See ਬਖੇਰਨਾ.
ਵਖੇੜਾ [vakhera] See ਬਖੇੜਾ.
ਵੱਖ [vakkh] See ਵਕ and ਵਖ.
ਵੱਖੀ [vakkhi] See ਬੱਖੀ. 2 Skt ਵਕੀਂ. ﬂame of ﬁre.
ਵਗ [veg] See ਬਗ 1. 2 See ਬੱਗ and ਵਗੁ.

.

ਵਗਣਾ [vagna] v move fast. 2 ﬂow, hear, drip.

ਵਗਨਿ [vaganI] ﬂow. “vaganI bahutu tarég.”
—var gau 2 m 5.

ਵਗਰ [vagar] P /: part if, and if.
ਵਗਰਨ੍ਯ [vagarnah] P „.;/ਭੰ part else, otherwise.
ਵਗਲ [vagal] n encirclement; enclosure. 2 See
ਬਗਲ.

ਵਜ੍ਯਤਸਮੀਹਾ
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ਵਗ'ਲਨਾ

ਵਗਲਨਾ [vagalna] v encircle, enclose. See ਵਲਣਾ.
ਵਗਲਵਾੜ [vagalvar] n perimeter of a fence; enclosure fence. 2 fortiﬁcation with thorny
boughs, fort.
ਵਗਾਉਣਾ [vagauna] to cause to move with force.

See ਬਗਾਉਣਾ. 2 to wield with alacrity. “ran mahI
teg vagai.”——asa a m 1.

ਵਗਾਹੁਣਾ [vagahuna] v throw with force, hurl.
2 ﬂing, forcefully.

ਵਗਿ [vagI] in a herd (ofcattle). “na mIlhi veg:

“vacnan ki racnanI so jo sadhe ankaj.
vacanVIdgadha nayIka tahI kahIt kaVIraj..”
`
—-jagadVInod .
ਞਚਨੁ [vacanu] See ਬਚਨ and ਵਚਨ ਦੇਣਾ. “vacanu
dehI, chodI n3 jasa he.”—maru soIhe m 5.
ਵਚਾ [vaca] See ਵਚ 6.
ਵਚੀੜੀ [vaciri] n word formation, hailed statement. “akath katha VIsmad vaciri.”.—TBG.

ਵਛ [vach] Skt ਥਵ੍ਯਾ. n offspring. “kete ach bach
hoI sapach UdjahIge.”—aka1. ‘Many gamrs’

‘

young ones etc, after having become ﬂedged,

ਵਗੀਦ [vagid] moving, going, departing. “jIn

will ﬂy away.’ See ਅੱਛ 2 and 7, and ਵੱਛ 3.
2 adjdarling, beloved.

sagI.”—sava m 3.

hona he I115 sahid. rahe sou, 3r jahu vagid.”—PPP. ‘Others may go away.’
ਵਗੁ [vagu] herd (of cattle).

ਵਗੈ [vage] t0 the herd. “sakta sihu mare pa

ਵਛਲ [vachal], ਵਛਲੁ [vachalu] Skt ਪ੍ਯਾਰ. adj dear;
affectionate, loving. “bhagatIvachal anath-

cetra, the rest, so on.
ਵਚ {vac} Skt ਕਜ਼੍. vr speak, explain, read. 2 n

nathe.”—sahas m 5. “harIjiU data bhagatvachalu he.”—sr1' m 3.
ਵਛੇਰ [vacher] a caste among Khatris. “saidas
vacher he.”——BG. 2 young female horse or
mule, ﬁlly.

utterance, sentence. 3 sun. 4 cause, reason.

ਵਛੇਰਾ [vachera], ਵਛੇਰੀ [vacheri] young one of a

5 parrot. 6 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ- medicine, which is the

horse; colt, young female horse; ﬁlly. .See ਬਛੇਰਾ.
ਵੱਛ [vacch] Skt ਕਧ੍ਯ. n breast, bosom. 2 heart,

vage.”—asa m 1. 2 ﬂows.

ਵਗ਼ੈਰਹ [vacerah], ਵਗ਼ੈਰਾ [vacera1A „ਤੂੰ, part et

root of pater and is also called bac. Its Sanskrit
' names are ugr-gédha, jatIla, méglya, etc. See

ਬਚ 2.
ਵਚਨ [vacan] n utterance, statement. See ਵਚ vr.

2 sentence. 3 In grammar, classiﬁcation of
words by their singular, dual or plural forms;
number. For example: singular, ramah, dual

rams, plural ramah. The dual is not used in
Punjabi.
ਵਚਨ ਹਾਰਣਾ [vacan harna] v break one’s vow;
not to keep one’s promise.

ਵਚਨ੍ਯਰੀ [vacanhari] messenger, message-carrier.

ਞਚਨ੍ਯ'ਰੀ [vacankari] obedient, compliant.
ਵਚਨਦੇਣਾ [vacan dena] to give one’s word, promise. See ਵਚਨੁ.

ਵਰਨਵਿਦਗਧਾ [vacanVIdgadha] a type of heroinelike:

mind. “vocab svacch mahI gunIye.”-—NP.
3 The word vacch has' also been used instead
of vats. “acch vacch hve spacch.”—-aka1. ‘The
young ones of a gamr, having become ﬂedged.’

ਵੱਛਾ [vaccha] See ਬੱਛਾ. 2 See ਵਕ 4.
ਵਜ [vaj] ,ਧੂ/ਢ਼ਟੈੱਵਾਦਯ” a musical instrument. “mucu
vajaInI vaj.”—varguj2 m 5. 2 P j, by' that, by
something else.

ਵਜਅ [vaja] A 5’; n act of placing, ﬁxing. 2 forming, making. 3 inventing. 4 construction, manner. 5A 3, pain, afﬂiction.

ਵਜਹ [vajah] A ..» n wages, employment. 2 reason, cause. 3 countenance, visage. 4 aspect,

appearance, semblance. 5 kind, manner, mode.

ਵਜਹ ਤਸਮੀਹਾ [vajah tasmiha], ਵਜਹ ਤਸਮੀਯਾ [vajah

tasmiya] A _ਫ਼ਾਂਹੂਂ‘ਭੰ, n etymology of words. 2 reason for giving a name (to); for instance — be—

ਞਜਹ
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ing the home town of Guru Nanak, Talwandi
has been named as Nankiana.
ਵਜਹੁ [vajahu] n stipend, allowance. “vajahu

nanak mIle ek nam.”—asa m 5. “vajahu gavae
agla.”—var asa. 2 salary, employment. See ਵਜਹ.
“vapari vanjarIa, ae vajahu IIkhaI.”—sri a m
I. 3 adv as. “bakhsis vajahu mIlI eku

namu.”—gau m 5.

ture.

ਵਜੀਂਹ [vajih] A :42: adj of attractive appearance;
handsome.

ਵਜੀਦ [vajid1A .3: level. 2 See ਬਜ਼ੀਦ.
ਵਜੀਦਖ਼ਾਨ [vajidxan] See ਬਜੀਦਖ਼ਾਨ.
ਵਜੀਦਪੁਰ [vajidpur] See ਬਜੀਦਪੁਰ, ਬਾਜੀਦਪੁਰ.

ਵਜ਼ੀਫਾ [vajipha] A ਵਜੀਫ਼ਹ n stipend, allowance.
_ 2 scholarship. 3 daily worship or prayer.

ਵਜਗਿ [vajagI] will sound. 2 will become fa- ਵਜੀਰ [vajir] or ਵਜੀਰੁ [vajiru] A g): n minister,
mous. “vadi su vajagI nanka.”——var asa.
ਵਜਣਾ [vajna] v be sounded; be played upon.
“duni vajai vajdi, tﬁ bhi vajahI nalI. soi jiU na
vajda, szu alahu karda sar..”—m 5, s farid.

2 be famous. “bhagat bhagat jag]: vaan.”—BG.
“sz0 5darI cugli, cuglo vaje.”—m 4 var gau 1.
‘He who has the habit of backbiting, becomes
known as a backbiter.’
ਵਜ਼ਨ [vazan] A u), n a measure; weight, burden, evidence. 2 reputation, esteem.

ਵਜਨਿ [vajanI] are sounded. “vat vajanI tﬁmak

counsellor. “ape sathu, apI vajiru.”—gau m
3. See 7-'|'ਤ੍ਰੀ.

ਵਜੀਰਸਿੰ'ਘ [vajirsfgh] son of Pahar Singh, raja
of F aridkot, from queen Chand Kaur. He was
a righteous person, who never cast an evil eye
on another woman. His underwear is preserved in the treasure house of Faridkot. The
water, in which the drawstring of the said underwear is washed, is administered to the
women in labour and many people believe that

by doing so the child is born without much tra-

vail. See ਫਰੀਦਕੋਟ.
[vazirxan] Hakim Alim-ud-din, son of
ਵਜ਼ੀਰਖ਼ਾਨ
e.
burdensom
heavy,
ਵਜ਼ਨੀ [vazni] adj weighty,
bheria.”——sr1‘ m 5 pspaI.

ਵਜਾ [vaja] See ਵਜਅੁ and ਵਜਹ. “rav rék praja vaja

‘

Im bhakh—hi sabhko:.”—datt. ‘All say thus.’

ਵਜ਼ਾਂ [ਧ੍ਯਾ2ਕੋੰ] P ਪਾਂ|੭,_ਵ‘-ਅਜ਼-ਆਂ. and by that.
ਵਜਾਉਣਾ [vajauna] v play; produce sound from

a musical instrument. 2 make famous. “gur ki
bani nam vajae.”—asa m 3.

ਵਜਾਇ [vajaI] adv having made (themselves)
known. “dharti uparI kotI gar keti gai vajaI.”—
sor m 1.

ਵਜਾਇਣੁ [vajaInu] v play a musical instrument.
2 make someone play a musical instrument.

ਵਜਾਏ ਜ਼ੰਣਾ [vajae vajjna] v speak when spoken to; act when asked to. See ਵਜਣਾ 1.

ਵਜ਼ਾਂ ਪਸ [vazé pas] P tf-l-UU: ਞ-ਅਜ਼-ਆਂ-ਪਸ.‘ and
after that.
‘
ਵਜ਼ਾਰਤ [vazarat] n ministership. 2 ministry. See

ਵਜ਼ੀਰ.
ਵਜਿਦ [vade] A „‘.’, n longing. 2 ecstasy, rap-

Sheikh Abdul-Latif who was known as Wazir
Khan. He was a resident of Chinot. He was a
trusted ofﬁcial of emperors'Jahangir and Shahjahan; Shahjahan appointed him Governor of
Lahore in 1628 AD. He was loyal to Guru Arj an
Dev and remained in the service of Guru
Hargobind. Wazirkhan’s mosque (Wazir Khandi Masjid), at Delhi Gate, is a famous spot in
Lahore.1 The building that stood in its garden
is now a Public Library. Wazir Khan died in
Agra in 1634 AD. Shahjahan had transferred
him from Lahore and appointed him as the

provincial governor of Agra.

“tab vajirxéi guru hakara.
ਰ੍ ayo lekar bhet Udara.”—GPS.
2 a resident of Kunjpura and subedar of
Sirhind who martyred the two younger sons
lThis mosque was built in 1634 AD.

ਵਜ਼ੀਰਟਿਅਾ
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of Guru Gobind Singh on 13th of Feb, Sammat

1761. Having killed Wazir Khan in the battle
of Chappar Chiri on the 1St of Harh, Sammat

1767, Banda Bahadur conquered Sirhind and
made Sucha Nand and others of his ilk suffer

the consequences of their evil deeds.
Bhai Santokh Singh, Giani Gian Singh, etc
have, erroneously, written his name as Wajid

Khan. See ਬਜੀਦਖਾਨ.

ਵਟਾਂਦਰਾ

tus. 9 according to the writings of sages Apstamb an’d Atri, barley cooked in the urine of a
cow.1 10 kind of mica that does not swell when

heated. 11 adjhard, adamantine. 12 dire, fearsome.
ਵਜੁਤੁੰਡ [vajrtﬁd] Skt n who has a hard-beaked
mouth; garur. 2 mosquito. 3 Ganesh. 4 vulture.

ਵਜੁਦੰਤ [vajrdét] Skt n rat. 2 pig, swine.

ਵਜੀਂਰਟਿਆ [vajiratIa] having a ministerial sta- ਵਜੁਧਰ [vajrdhar], ਵਜੁਪਾਣਿ [vajrapanI ], ਵਜੁ'ਯੁਧ [vatus. “ape bad patsah, apI vajiratIa.”—varram jrayudh], ਵਸ੍ਰੀ [vajri] n he who holds a thunder2 m 5.
bolt -— Indar, king of gods (ਕਰਿਜ੍).
ਵਜ਼ੀਰਾਬਾਦ [vajirabad] a subdivisional town in ਵੱਡਣਾ [vajjhna] be tied, bound or tethered.
Gujranwala district on the bank of river ਵਞਣੁ [\’ਗ੍ਰਾਗ੍ਘ] S departure, going. 2 See ਵੰਚਨ.
Chanab. This town was founded by Hakim
Wazir Khan. On his way back from Kashmir,
Guru Hargobind visited this town. The place
which Khem Chand Khatri offered to the Guru
is known as Guru ka Kottha. Wazirabad is sixtytwo miles from Lahore and its population is

16,450. See ਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ ਕੋਠਾ 2.

ਵਜੀਰੀ [vajiri] n ministership, minister’s post.
2 ministry. 3 a Pathan tribe, branching into two
subtribes, viz. Mahsood and the Darvesh Khail.

ਵਜੂ [vaju] short for ਵਜੂਦ. “husnul vaju he.”
—japu. ‘is an embodiment of beauty.’ 2 plural
of ਵਜਹ; faces, visages. 3 chiefs, leaders. 4 See

ਉਜੂ.

'

ਵਜੂਹ [vajuh], ਵਜੂਹਾਤ [vajuhat] plural of ਵਜਹ.
See ਵਜਹ 2. The plural ਘੰਵਜੂਹ is ਵਜੂਹਾਤ.
ਵਜੂਦ [vajud] A „ਟ, fulﬁlment of an objective.
2 life, life-span. 3 existence, being. 4 body,

torso.
ਵਜੰਤ੍ਰ [vajétr] musical instrument, harmonium.
ਵਜੁ [vajr] Skt n diamond. 2 Indar’s thunderbolt,
. which was formed from Dadhichi’s bones. See

ਦਧੀਚਿ. 3 son of Aniruddh from Usha, whom
Krishan, before dying, appointed as the king
of the Yadavs. 4 thunderbolt, adamant, aerolite. 5 steel. 6 spear—head. 7 sour gruel. 8 cac-

ਵਞਾਉਣਾ [vapauna], ਵਞਾਵਣਾ [vayavna] v deceive,
defraud, entrap. “jhuthi dunia lagI, na apu
vapaie.”—-asa fetid. 2 send. 3 give up, relin-

quish. 4 lose, shed. “ustatI nida nanak ji, me

habh V3J1ai.”—var ram 2 m 5. See ਵੰਞਣੁ.
ਵਟ [vat] Skt ਥਟ੍. vr surround, tie, gather, segregate, speak, pilfer. 2 n banyan tree, Ficus Indica. 3 embankment. 4 stone. 5 crookedness
or complexity of mind. “nahnes me je vat hOI.

satIgurU kahe saga] de khOI.”—GPS. 6 See ਵੱਟ.
7 part as, like. “net val; khele sarIgpanI.”
—gau kabir. See ਨਟਵਟ 2.
ਵਟਕ [vatak] Skt n dried lump of mashed pulse.
2 pakora. 3 a weight measuring eight mashas.
ਵਟਰ [vatar] Skt n thief. 2 quail. 3 bedding.
4 chuming-stick.
ਵਟਵਾਰਾ [vatvara], ਵਟਵਾੜਾ [vatvara] division, part,
divided material. 2 partition. 3 robber, highwayman, predator.

ਵਟਾਉਣਾ [vatauna] See ਬਣਾਉਣਾ.
ਵਟਾਉ [vatau], ਵਟਾਊੜਾ [vataura] wayfarer, traveller. “vat; vatau aIa nIt calda sathu dekhu.”—sri
am 1. “uthI ੴ]… ਪ੍ਯਾਫਿ਼ਘਗ਼ੁਥ!”-੩58 chétm 5.

ਵਟਾਂਦਰਾ [vatadra] n exchange, barter.
lThere is a religious prescription for eating vajr during

the observance of some fasts.

ਵਟਾਲਾ
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ਵਟਾਲਾ [vatala] See ਬਟਾਲਾ.

Some call it dIn da des. Midday and the
second quarter of the night are the time for it
ghate.”—var asa. 2 with a measure of weight.
to be sung.
“pure vatI tolI tulaie.”—m 1 var majh.
Sequentially, it is the eighth among the rags
ਵ'ਟਿਕਾ [vatIka] Sktn pill,tab1et.2 ball of sweet(musical rhodes) in Guru Granth Sahib.
meat. “gupti khavahI vatIka sari.”—gad kaIn Sanskrit books, its name is vad-hésrka
bir. 3 dried lump of mashed pulses as mah,
and it has been termed as ragIni (that is, a
mﬁg, etc.
. musical mode). 2 ﬂamingo. “me janIa vedਵਟੀ [ਪ੍ਯਾਨੂਤੋ਼] n wick, Skt ਵਤਿੰ. lamp’s wick. “bhau hésu he.”——m 3 var vad. 3 discreet or wise
vati Itu tanI paie.”—sri m 1. 2 Skt pill, tablet.
person. “sabadI rate vad-hés he.”—m 3 var

ਵਟਿ [vatI] adv having twisted. “vat: dhage avra

ਵਟੁ [veto] n a twist, twirl. “jatu gédhi, satu veto”

—var asa. 2 Skt boy, lad. 3 bachelor.
ਵਟੁਕ [vatuk] Skt n lad. 2bachelor. 3 form of
Bhairav.

ਵਟੋਰਣੁ [vatoranu] S 1'2 collect, garner.

vad.

ਵਡਗੇ [vadge] thoroughly worth knowing. See

ਗੇਯ. “tum vadpurakh Vadge.”—nat m 4.
ਵਡਨੁ [vadno] adj waxing great. “harI sukhdata vadanu.”—-m 4 var bIha.

ਵੱਟ [vatt] n twist, twine. 2 sultriness, stufﬁness, ਵਡਨੇ [vadne] adj great guide. “tum vadpurakh
tedium. 3 embankment. 4 ridge (of a ﬁeld). ' vadne.”—nat m 4.
5 perplexity.
ਵਡਪਨ [vadpan], ਵਡਪਨਾ [vadpana], ਵਡੱਪਣ [vaਵੱਟਣਾ [vattna] v twine-or twist; as “rassa vettdappan] greatness, prestige, importance. See
na”. 2 earn; gain. 3 barter, exchange.
ਬਡਪਨ.

ਵੱਟਤ [vattat] n return; gain from a sale; income.
ਵੱਟਾ [vatta] n stone. 2 measure of weight;
weight. 3 barter, exchange. 4 discount. 5 blemish, disgrace; as in ‘kul n11 vatta la ditta.’
ਵੱਟੀ [vatti] See ਵਟੀਪੂੰ 2 a measure of ﬁve seers.

3 ﬁve-seer weight. 4 At some places, it is of
two seem.

ਵਡਫਾ [vadpha] very dear. See ਫਾ. “harI japIo
harI prabhu vadpha.”—prabha m 4.
ਵਡਬਾ [vadba] See ਬੜਵਾ.

ਵਡਭਾਗ [vadbhag] good luck. 2 very lucky per-

son.

ਵਡਭਾਗਸਿੰਘ [vadbhagsfgh] a nobleman of Kartarpur, who was a Sodhi from Dhir Mal’s fam-

ily. He exhumed the corpse of Nasir Ali, comf

ਵਨ੍ਯ [vathar] Skt stupid; blockhead. 2 rogue,
licentious fellow.
'
ਵਡ [vad] adj large, great. “vad samrath sadasad sége.”— sarm 5.
ਵਡਹੁਵਡੋਰਾ [vadahuvadera] adj greatest of the
great. 2 n paternal great grand father, maternal great grandfather; ancestor etc.

mander of Jalandhar, who had burnt down the
Thamh Sahib of Kartarpur and burnt it
to ashes. Vadbhag Singh died in 1762 AD
(Sammat 1819). His genealogy is as follows:
Guru Ram Dass

ਵਡਹੰਸ [vad-hﬁs], ਵਡਹੰਸੁ [vad-hz‘isu] It is a hep-

Guru Arjan Dev

tatonic rag of the kamach scale. Both types of
notes (that is, seventh) of the Hindustani gamut are employed. All other notes used are pure.
The ﬁfth note is sonant while the second note
is assonant. It resembles barve very much.

|

|
Guru Hargobind

|
Baba Gurditta
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Dhir Mall

I
Bahar Chan
l

ਰ੍

Niranjan Rai

|
Bikram Singh

|
Ram Singh

|
Vadbhag Singh

ਵਡਾ ਘਰ [vada ghar] a village, under police station Baghewala, tehsil Moga, district Ferozepur,
which is seven miles to the south-west of Dagru

railway station. Having arrived from Daroli,
Guru Hargobind stayed here for ﬁve days at a
place to the south of this village. This gurdwara
owns eight ghumaons of land. The devotees
constructed a magniﬁcent congregation hall in'
Sammat 1978. The Ofﬁciant is a Singh. A fair
is held every new moon night. 2 upper—class
or rich family. 3 (ironical) prison,jail.

ਵਡਭਾਗਣੀ [vaqlbhagni], ਵਡਭਾਗਿਨੀ [vadbhagIni]

ਵਡਾਤੀ [vadati] ਵਡਾ-ਅਤਿ. very great. “ਪਿੰ ape apI

lucky (woman).
ਵਡਭਾਗੀ [vadbhagi] lucky, fortunate. “vadbhagi

ਵਡਾਠੀ [vadani] great leader. See ਨੀ vr top lead-

gur ke SIkh pIare.”—guj m 4. 2 by good luck,
from good fortune, from noble dispensation.
“vadbhagi ségatI mIle.”—bIha chét m 4.
ਵਡਵ [vadav] Skt 11 horse.
ਵਡ ਵਡਨਾ [ved vadna], ਵਡ ਵਡਾ [ved vada] great-

er than the great; sublime.
ਵਡਵਾ [vadva] mare. See ਬੜਵਾ.

ਵਡਵਾਗਨਿ [vadvaganI] See ਬੜਵਾਗਨਿ.
_ ਵਡੜਾ [vadra], ਵਡੜੀ [vadri] great, huge, immense.
“vadri ved 119 tInah.”—sor m 4.
ਵਡਾ [vada] adj old, senior in age. “vada hoa

viahIa.”—m 1 var maIa. 2 vast, expansive.
3 supreme, chief. 4 immense, much. “vada

apI agém he.”— m 5 var sar.
ਵਡਾ ਆਖਣ [vada akhan], ਵਡਾ ਆਖਯਣ [vada akhy—
an] important statement; spiritual discourse.

ਵਡਾਇਣ [vadaxn] S largeness, greatness.
ਵਡਾਈ [Vadai] n praise, commendation. 2 excellence. 3 elderliness. “saca sath amIt vadai.”—Sor 111 5.

ਵਡਾ ਹੋਣਾ [vada hona] (satirical) (of ﬁre) to go
out. “dole vau na vada hOI.”—ram m 1. 2 to

die. “vada hoa dunidaru, galI ségul ghatI calaIa”—var asa.

ਵਡਾਗੀ [vadagi] ਬਯੰ/‘ਵਡ-ਅਗੁਣੀਯ great leader. “tum
vadpurakh vadagi.”—dhana m 4.

sujanu he, vadpurakhu vadati.”—m 1 var majh.

er. “ਪਿੰ vadpurakh vadani.”—dhana m 4.
ਵਡਾ ਫੇਰ [vada pher], ਵਡਾ ਫੇਰੁ [vada pheru] n
transmigratory cycle; cycle of births in the

mundane world. “bInU bujhe vadapheru
paIa.”—m 3 var guj I.
ਵਡਾਮ [vadam] adj great, exalted. “tIsu rup na
rekh vadam.”—kan partal m 4.
ਵਡਾ ਮੇਲ [vada mel] See ਸੂਰਜਮੱਲ and ਬਡਾਮੇਂਲ.

ਵਡਾਰੂ [vadaru] adj old, aged. 2 wealthy. 3 braggart. “naII Iane dosti, vadaru SIU nehu.”—m
2 var asa.
ਵਡਾ ਚੋਗ [vada rog], ਵਡਾ ਰੋਗੁ [vada rogu] incur-

able disease. “haume rogu vada sésarI .”-“1੪1੩
a m 3. 2 leprosy.
ਵਡਾਲਕਾ [vadalaka] radiant; luminous. “tu
samrathu vadalaka.”—maru soIhe 111 5.

ਵਡਾਲੀ [vadali], ਵਡਾਲੀ ਗੁਰੂਕ਼ੀ [vadali guruki] a
village in district, tehsil and police station Amritsar, which is half a mile to the south—west of
Chhiharta railway station. The following
gurdwaras are there.
(1) Chhiharta Sahib. At about one furlong
to the north-west of the village, there is a well,

which was got dug by Guru Arjan Dev, and

whereon six Persian wheels can work at the
same time. Nearby there stands a magniﬁcent

ਵਯਿਜੲੀ
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gurdwara. Guru Granth Sahib is displayed daily. The village has donated 140 vighas of land.
A major fair is held on the ﬁfth of the bright
fortnight of the month of Magh and a minor

one is held every 5th day of the lunar fortnight. The management is in the hands of a
committee.
ਰ੍
(2) Manji Sahib. One furlong to the sduth
of the village there is a place where Guru
Arj an Dev, at times, used to sit supervising the
hardwork of Bhai Sahari, which the latter used
to put in for Guru Ka Langar. The Guru got a
well for a triple Persian wheel dug at this place.
The sanctum is built there. The Ofﬁciants are
devoted descendants of Bhai Sahari.
(3) Attari Sahib or J anam Asthan Guru
Hargobind Sahib. This gurdwara is in the residential area of the village. The sixth Guru was

great. “vadi hﬁ vada aparu tera marteba.”—var
ram 2 m 5.

ਵਡੀਕੋਮ [vadikom], ਵਡੀਕੋਮ [vadikam] high caste
or tribe. 2 a community rich in wealth, power

and‘population. “vadikom vasx bhagahI nahi
muhkam phauj hathli re.”—asa m 5. ‘Those
who have subdued lust’s powerful community etc, do not run away from the battleﬁeld,
They comprise a resolute army.’

ਵਡੀਰਨਾ '[ਝਾਂ9ਗੂੰ11118] v praise, eulogise. See ੲੀਰਣ.
“lakh lakh ram vadiriahI.”—m I bé'no.

ਵਡੀਰਾ [vadira] adj having great authority.
2 exalted one. 3 celebrated one.

.

ਵਡੇਰਾ [vadera], ਵਡੇਰੀ [vaderi] aged (male, female) elder, wealthy ancestor. “jo jo dise vada
vadera, so so khaku ralsi.”—sor m 5.
ਵਡੇ ਵਡੌਨਾ [vade vadona] adj greater than all.
“sabh uparI vade vadana.”—m 5 var kan.

born here on 21"St Harh, Sammat 1652. It has a

ਵਡੋ [vado] See ਵਡਾ.

magniﬁcent hall with a gold-plated pinnacle.
There is a residential house nearby. The ofﬁ-

ਵਡੋਲੀਂ [vaqloli] vastly resourceful; one blessed
with great resourcefulness. See ਓਲ. “tum ved-

ciant is a Singh.

purakh vadoli.”—gau m 4.

(4) Damdama Sahib. At one furlong to the
south of the village, there is the place where
the sixth Guru stayed after having killed a big
boar. Originally, there was an ordinary plat-

ਵਡੌਨਾ [vadona] very progressive. See ਵਡੇ ਵਡੌਨਾ.
2 ਞਡ-ਅਵਨ. who showers great love.
ਵਢਣ [vadhan] n beheading, murdering.

‘form at this spot but now a magnificent

reaper. 2 worth reaping. “paki vedanhar.”——sn'

gurdwara has come up with twenty vighas of

m 5.

ਵਢਣਹਾਰ [vadhanhar], ਵਢਨ੍ਯਰ੍ਵ [vadhanharu] adj

land attached to it. Guru Granth Sahib is dis- ਵਢਿ [vath] adv having assassinated. “asékh
played regularly. The Ofﬁciant is a Singh.
ਵਡਿਆਈ [vadIai] glory. See ਵਡਾਈ. “vadIai sace

nam ki hau jiva sunI .”—Var ram 2 111 5. 2 veneration, exaltedness. “pragat bhai sagle jug étarx
gur nanak ki vadIai.”—sor m 5.
ਵਡਿਸ਼ [vadIsl ﬁsh-hook. See ਬਡਿਸ਼
ਵਡ਼ੀਆਏ [vadiae] may grant greatness or veneration. “sace bhave tIsu vadiae.”—maru 501he m 1.

ਞਡੀਸ਼ [vadis] ਵਡਾ-ੲੀਸ਼. lord, exalted master.
ਵਡ਼ੀਰੂਵਡਾ [vadihuvada] greatest, supremely

gal vath hatIa kamahI .”—japu.
ਵਢੀ [vadhi] n bribe, graft, which renders the

briber helpless. “vadhi lake haku gavae.”—m 1
var ram 1 . “vaddhi lekar nyay na karie. jhuthi
sakha kabahu na bharie”—rahrtnama

desasfgh.
ਰ੍
ਵਢੀਅਹਿ [vadhiahI] are cut. “vadhiahI hath
dalal ke.”—var asa.

ਵਢੀਜੋ [vadhije] cut off. “tIn ghaSI ghaSI nak
vadhije.”—kalr a m 4.
ਵੱਢੀ [vaddhi] See ਵਢੀ. .

ਵਣ
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ਵਣ [van] n jungle. 2 See ਵਣੁ. 3 Skt ਥਾਧ੍. vr utter
or produce a sound.
ਵਣਖੰਡ [vankhécl] woodland, jungle-land.
ਵਣਖੰਡੀ [vankhédi] See ਬਨਖੰਡੀ.

ਵਣੀ [vani] n a small forest. 2 S group of trees.

ਵਣਜ [vanaj] See ਬਣਜ and ਵਣਜੁ. 2 See ਵਣਿਜ.
ਵਣਜਾਰ [vanjar] ਵਾਠਿਯ-ਅਹੰ. commodity. “apI

ਵਣੁ ਤਿਣੁ [vanu tInu], ਵਣੁ ਭ੍ਰਿਣੁ [vanu trInU]

tule, ape vanjar”—gaum 1.

ਵਣਜ਼ਾਰੲੀ [vanjarai] merchants i.e. seekers. “vasatu lai vanjarai.”—m 2 var sar.

ਵਣਜਾਰਾ [vanjara] merchant, trader. 2 seeker
after spiritual knowledge. 3 a particular tribe,
members of which are so called for trade being their vocation. 4 a composition, “harI harI
utamu namu he.”—by the fourth Guru, in Sri
Rag, in which the embodied soul is described
as a trader.
ਵਣਚ [vanaju] See ਬਣਜ. “vanaju karahu vanI-

jatho! ”—sri m 1. “vanjarIa SIU vanaju karI .”
-—sor m 1.
-

ਵਣਤਿਣ [vantIn], ਵਣਤ੍ਰਿਣ [vantrIn] trees and
grass; trees and small plantsf See ਵਣੁ and ਵਨ.

See ਬਨਤ੍ਰਿਣ.
ਵਨ੍ਯ'ਡ਼ੀ [vanvari] n cotton. 2 garden with wild
plants.

ਵਣਾ ਹੰ'ਬੇ [vana hébs] ਞ-ਨਾ-ਹੰਥੈ. va (or) ਸੁਕ (not)
hébe (takes place) or (it) doesn’t happen?
2 Is it right or apt? correct? “anbhau kIne na
dekhIa, beragiare! bInU bhe anbhau hOI,

vanahébe?”—maru kabir. ‘None has seen the
Intrepid with his own eyes. Can anyone experience the Creator without His fear?l

ਞਣਿ [van] in thejungle. See ਵਣਿ ਤ੍ਰਿਣਿ.
ਵਣਿਕ [vanIk] Skt n trader, merchant.
ਵਣਿਜ [vaan] Skt ਕਯਿਗ੍. n trader, merchant.
2 commodity, material for exchange.

ਵਣਿਜਾਰਾ [vaanara] trader, merchant. See ਵਣਜੁ.
ਞਣਿ ਤ੍ਰਿ'ਣਿ [vanI trInI] on the trees and in the
vegetation. “vanI trInI trIbhavanI.”—tukha

chét m 4.
'See ਕਾਕ and ਵਕ੍ਰੋਕ੍ਰਿ.

ਵਣੁ [vanu] See ਵਨ. 2 S tree. “rutI phIri vanu

k5bIa.”—-s fan'd. ‘Here the word vanu means
human body. ’

trees and grass; all the vegetation. “vanu tInu
prabh ségI maulIa.”—majh barahmaha. “vanu
trInU trIbhavanu kitonu harIa.”—majh m 5.
ਵਣੋਟਾ [vanota] See ਬਣੋਟਾ.

ਵਰੰਜ [van5j18ee ਵਣਿਜ਼
ਵਰੰਜਣਾ [vanéjna] v trade (in), deal in. “harInamu vanéjahl rég SIU.”—m 4 var vad.

ਵਠੰਜੜਿਆ [vanéera] dealt in, purchased, traded. “harInamo vanéera.”—asa chét m 1.
2 (vocative) O trader!

ਵਤ [vat] Skt ਕਰ੍. part like, as. “Ihu sésaru bIkhUvat at]: bhauja .”—asa m 1. 2 MI again, next
time, then. “th bet vat mohI sunaI.”—NP.
3 n moistness, moisture; a state when the ﬁeld
is neither too dry nor too wet; proper for sow- .

ing. “vat lagi sace nam ki jo bije so khaI .”—-Var
gauZ m 5.
_
ਵਤਸ [vats] Skt ਕਕਸ਼. adjd‘ear, darling. 2 n child.
3 calf. “vatas brid bahu pust suhae.”—NP.
4 name of a demon. See ਬੱਛ 6 and ਵਤਸਾਸੁਰ.
5 W. year. 6 chest, breast. 7 region surrounding Prayag.
ਵਤਸਰ [vatsar] year. See ਵਤਸ 5.
ਵਤਸਲ [vatsal] loving. See ਵਛਲ.

ਵਤਸਾਸੁਰ [vatsasur] Skt ਥਜ੍ਯਚੂਰ੍. a demon resembling a calf, who was killed by Krishan.

See ਬੱਛ 6. Its tale is to be found in the ਮ….
chapter of the 10th part of the Bhagvat.
ਵਤਣੁ [vatanu] S to wander, loiter, go about.2
“vata habhe lOI.”-—var jet. 2 to pass through,

stroll. “je tu vatahI 59ne.”——varmaru 2 m 5.

ਵਤਨ [vatan] A ਗੰ, n country. “vatan janam hamra he sou.”—NP.

ਵਤਨਗਹ [vatangah] P ft}; abode, dwelling place.
th carries the same meaning in Western Punjabi.

ਵਤਾਉਣਾ
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“ab mohI khub vatangah pai.”—gau ravrdas.

ਵਤਾਉਣਾ [vatauna] v move (a coin etc around
someone’s head and give it to some menial).
See ਵਤਣੁ. “Ihu jiu vatai balI balI jai.”—gaum
5. “hau satIgurU VItahU vataIa jiu.”—majh 111

4. 2 spread (out), expand. “jInI jagu thapI
vataIa jalou.”—vad alahni m 1. “hi ape jalu

ਞਧ

dark half of a lunar month. See ਬਦੀ 1. “ha:
vadi prIthme sukhdavan.”—rama v. 3 in Shahpuri Punjabi it means ‘what happens.’
ਵਧ [vadh] Skt n murder, violence, killing. See

ਬਧ 3. 2 See ਵਾਧਾ and ਢਿੱਧਿ. 3 increase, extension. See ਜਮਾਨਾ 2. 4 See ਬਧ 1.
ਵਧਹਿ [vadhahI] murders, kills. 2 is/are chained,

vataIda.”—m 4 var sri. 3 stretch one’s hand,

fettered. “karam vadhahI ke loa, kh’apI mari-

express one’s affection by caressing with
hand someone’s head, bodyetc. “harI ke sakha sadhjan nike, tIn uparI hathu vatave”
—ram 111 4.
ਵਤਾਰ [vatar] See ਅਵਤਾਰ. “an lInno vatar.”—kal-

jai.”—m 1 var mala. 3 increases. 4 (many)
increase.

ki. ਅਾਨ-ਲੀਂਨੋ-ਅਵਤਾਰ.

ਵਧਣਾ [vadhna], ਵਧਨਾ [vadhna] v increase, get

larger. 2 kill, murder.

ਵਧਰ [vadhar] See ਬਧਰ and ਬੱਧਰ.

ਵਤਿ [vetI] adv again. See ਵਤ 2. “vatI kuari na
thie.”—s farid.

ਵਧਫੀ [vadhvi] adj more, enlarged. “mete vadhvi eh.”—tII§g m I .

ਵਤੀਰਾ [vatira] A M33 n custom, practice. 2 method, manner.

ਵਧਕ [vadhk] Skt murderer, asSassin.

,

ਵਭੈ [vats] roams,"strolls. See ਵਤਣੁ.“\/€੮88 ape
vate.”—var asa. 2 at the time of mist. See ਵਤ
3.“hur_11 vats harI namu na bion.”—-asa chétm 4.
ਵੱਤ [vatt], ਵੱਤਰ [vattar], ਵਤ੍ਵ [vatr] See ਵਤ 3. “re
man, vatr bijan nau.”—maru m 5.
ਞਥ [vath], ਵਥੁ [vathu], ਞਥੂ [vathu] Skt ਞਮੈੱਤੁ. n

thing, object. “5tarI sabh vathu hOI.”—sr1' m 3.
“satIguru data sabhna vathu ka.”—majh a m 3.
ਵਦ [vad] Skt ਕਰ੍. vr say, speak, explain, condemn, salute, answer, argue.
.
ਵਦਕ [vadak] Skt n speaker, spokesman.

ਵਦਤੋਂਵਜਾਘਾਤ [vadtovyaghat] defect/inargumen-

ਵਧਾਉਣਾ [vadhauna] v increase, enhance. “kan-

Ik kamIni SIU hetu vadhthI.”—ram a m 1.
2 In Punjabi 'bidding farewell' and ‘ending
something’ are also called “vadhauna”, as 'to
extinguish' is termed ‘vada karna.’
ਵਧਾਈ [vadhai] n blessings for prosperity, congratulations.
ਵਧਾਣ [vadhan] a caste among the Gil] Jatts.
2 See ਵਧਾਵਣ.
ਵਧਾ'ਣੀ [vadhani] adj superior, excellent.
“méﬁahu hath vadhania.”—suhi a m 5. 2 a
female of the Vadhan caste.
ਵਧਾਵਣ [vadhavan] a caste among the Khatris.
“a‘néta kukko bhale sabh vadhavan han SII‘dara.”—BG. 2 v increase, enhance.

tation; refutation of one’s own étatement. i.e.
saying something that nulliﬁes one’s own stand, ਞਧਿਰ [vathr] deaf. See ਬਧਰ.
as, when one says ‘I have no tongue in my ਵਧੀਆ [vadhia] adj superior (in quality, etc).
mouth.’
ਵਧੀਕ [vadhik] adj excessive, superfluous, adਵਦਨ [vadn] Skt n thatwith which we speak — . ditional. See “ਸਲੋਕ ਵਾਰਾਂ ਤੇ ਵਧੀਕ.” '
mouth. 2 statement, speech.
ਵਧੀਕੀ [vadhiki] n excess, offence. 2 high-handਵਦਾਣ [vadan] See ਬਚਾਣ and ਵਿਦਾਨ,
edness. “kari: vadhiki mIlI balI brid.”—GPS.

ਵਦਿ [vadI] See ਵਦੀ.
ਵਦੀ [vadi] evil, wickedness. 866ਬਦੀ2. “vadi su

vajagI nanka.”—var asa. 2 short for ਬਹੁਲ ਦਿਨ

ਵਧੁ [vadhu] See ਵਧਣਾ. “vadhu sukh renarie.”

—b;rha chét m 5. 2 Skt n bride, daughter-inlaw.
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ਵਧੁੰਸ [vadhos] Skt ਵਿਧੁੰਸ. n destruction, extinc— ਵਨੋੰਕਸ [vanakas] Skt n forester, woodman.
tion.
ਵਧੁਕਾ [vadhuka], ਵਧੂ [vadhu], ਵਧੂਟਿਕਾ [vadhutIka], ਵਧੂਟੀ [vadhuti] Skt n newly-wedded
woman, bride. 2 daughter—in-law.

ਵਧੇਰਾ [vadhera] adj excessive, surplus. “vedhere haumemalu 1avanIa.”—majh a m 3.
2 more (in comparison with the other).

ਵਧੌਣ [vadhan] See ਵਧਾਵਣ. 2 See ਵਧਾਉਣਾ.

ਵੱਧ [vaddh] adj more, excessive. 2 See ਬੱਧ 2.
ਵੱਧਰ [vaddhar], ਵੱਧਰੀ [vaddhri] See ਬੱਧਰ.
ਵਧ੍ਯ [vadhy] Skt adj ﬁt to be slain or killed.
ਵਧ੍ਰ [vadhr] Skt n lead. 2 See ਥੱਧਰ.
ਵਨ [van] Skt ਕਜ੍. vr produce, sound, beg, hurt,
serve, labour. 2 n cluster of trees, that produces sound when the wind blows. 3 water.
4 house. 5 ray (of light). 6 a sect of ascetics.
7 bunch of ﬂowers; bouquet.

ਵਨਸਪਂਤਿ [vanaspatI] See ਬਨਸਪਤਿ. 2 trees like
pIpal or gullar that bear fruit without blossoming. 3 name of a son of Dhritrashtar.

ਵਨ੍ਯਰ [vancar], ਵਨ੍ਯਚੀ [vancari] haunting the
woods, sylvan; aquatic. See ਬਨ੍ਯਰ.

ਵਨ੍ਯ [vanaj] trade. See ਬਨ੍ਯ. 2 water-bom, lo-

tus. 3 damel.

‘

ਵਲਦ [vanad] Skt n ‘water-giver’; cloud, rain,
Shower.
,
ਵਠਦੁਰਗ [vandurag] forest; dense forest which
acts as a fort.
ਵਨਪਤਿ [vanpatI] Varun.
ਵਨਮਾਲਾ [vanmala] See ਬਨਮਾਲਾ.
ਵਨਮਾਲੀ [vanmali] See ਬਨਮਾਲੀ.

ਵਨਰਾਜ [vanraj] Skt n liOn. 2 See ਵਨਧਤਿ.

2 monkey.‘ 3 wild man, orangutan. 4 forestdweller.

ਵਨ੍ਰਿ [vanhI] Skt ਵਰ੍ਹਿ. ﬁre, ﬂame.
ਵਨ੍ਯ [vany] Skt adj wild, of the forest. 2 aquatic.
3 n conch, sea-shell.
ਵਧ [vap] Skt ਥਧ੍. vr sow seeds, produce, weave,
shave.
ਵਧਨ [vapan] Skt n sowing (of seeds), act of
sowing. 2 shaving, shearing. 3 weaving.
4 barber’s house.

ਵਪਾ [vapa] n abdominal membrane. 2 fat. 3 mound
of earth thrown up by white ants; ant—hill; snakehole.
.
'
ਵਪਾਰ [vapar] See ਵਜਾਪਾਰ.

ਵਧੁ [vapu], ਵਪੁਸ [vapus], ਵਪੁ'ਖ [vapukh] body,
torso. See ਬਪੁ and ਬਪੁਖ.
ਵਫ਼ਾ [vafa] A 5, n faithfulness, commitment.
2 act of standing by a friend.
ਵਫ਼ਾਤ [vafat] A as, n dying, expiration. 2 death,

demise.

‘

ਵਫ਼ਾਦਾਰ [vafadar] P 11,5, adjfaithful. 2 one who
stands by one’s friend.

ਵਬਾ [vaba] A ਨੂ, n epidemic. 2 infectious disease, spreading due to contamination in water
or air.
'

ਵਬਾਲ [vabal] A d9, n ruin, devastation. 2 mis-'
fortune, disaster.

ਵਮ [vam] Skt ਕਾਸ੍. vr be ejected from the mouth,

vomit.
ਵਮਨ [vaman] Skt n vomit. 2 rubbing. 3 begging. 4 hemp, the ﬁbre of which is used for

making ropes. 5 adjwicked, lascivious.

ਵਨਵਾਸ [vanvas] residence in a forest; forest
life, away from habitation.

ਵਮਨੀਯਾ [vamniya] Skt fly, which, when swallowed, causes vomiting.

ਵਠਵਾਸੀ [vanvasi] See ਬਨਵਾਸੀ.

ਵਸ੍ਰੀ [vamri] Skt n termite; white ant.

ਵਨਾ [vana] See ਬਨਾ.

ਵਯ [vay] Skt ਕਰ੍. vr go, move (from one place ਰ੍
to another). 2 Skt ਥਧਚ੍. age, or period of life.
3 bird. 4 power, strength. 5 diet, food. 6 health,
freedom from disease.

ਵਨਿ [vanI] in the jungle. 2 Skt n desire, inclination. 3 prayer, request.

ਵਨਿਤਾ [vanIta] wife; better half. See ਬਨਿਤਾ.

ਞਯਨ
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ਵਯਨ [vayan] Skt n weaving, preparing cloth by
joining the threads.

(d) naksatr—This year comprises 324 days
and each month has twenty-seven days.

ਵਯਾਹ [vayah], ਵਯਾਹੁ [vayahu] See ਵਿਵਾਹ.
ਵਯੋ [vayo] was born. 866 ਵਯ vr. “paras nath

2 raining, rain. 3 a part of the earth. See ਨਵਖੰਡ

purakh bhua vayo.”—paras.

and ਵਰਾਹੁ. 4 cloud. 5 art, portion, divison.

ਵਰਸਗ੍ਰੰਥਿ [varasgréthI] See ਸਾਲਗਿਰਹ.

ਵਯੋਵਿੱਧ [vayovrIddh] adj advanced in years, ਵਰਸਣਾ [varasna] to rain. See ਬਰਸਣਾ.
ਵਰਸਾ [varsa] See ਬਰਖਾ‘ਵਰਸਾਉਣਾ
[varsauna] to cause rainfall. 2 to rain.
ਵਯ" [vayé] Skt pron we. See E we.
3 be blessed, get blessing. 4 to take advanਵਰ [var] Skt ਕਦ੍ਰ. vr desire, wish. 2 n desire,
tage. “Isu bhekhe thavahu gIrahU bhala, thhwish. 3 seeking, begging. 4 husband. “var nari

aged, old.

mIlI mégalu gala.”——dev m 5. 5 saffron; a

ahu k0 varsaI”——m 3 var vad. “Isu dhan te sab-

red powder used in making a cosmetic mark,
called bi‘di, on the forehead. 6 perimeter, enclosure. 7 cover, veil. 8 dowry. 9 child.
10 ginger. 11 In verse 14‘h of the 27th section
of the Katyayan Simriti, var is used for a cow

hu jagu varsana.”—asa m 5. “szlzkh athagat
jaI varsate.”—-m 4 var sor. “mUIa un te k0 var—

ਵਰਸਾਨਾ [varsana] See ਵਰਸਾਉਣਾ. 2 See ਬਰਸਾਨਾ.

as well. 12 adjbest, excellent. “hay taj bhage,
raghuvar age”—ramav. ‘13 dear, beloved.

ਵਰਸਾਨੇ [varsane], ਵਰਸਾਵੈ [varsave] 868ਵਰਸਾਉਣਾ
3 and 4.

l4 Bhai Santokh Singh has used this word for
ਵਾਰ (times). “ek var jo bovahI kheti. lunahI

ਵਰਹੀ [varhi] See ਵਹਿੰ-

anIk var hve pun teti”—-NP. 15 P J, adj possessing, having. It is sufﬁxed to a word. “hamu
marad bayad saved sukhanvar.”-—jafar. See
ਨਾਮਵਰ. 16 short for ਞ-ਅਗਰ. 17 866 ਬਰ.
ਵਰਸ਼ [varas] Skt ਵਸੰ. n year. According to San-

sane?”—-gau m 5. “sabhko tumhi te varsave.”
—majh m 5.

ਵਰਕ [varak], ਵਰਕਾ [varka] A J], and 5,, n leaf
of a tree. 2 sheet of paper. 3 gold-leaf, silver-

leaf. Skt ਥਥੰ. 4 Skt garment, cloak. 5 sail (of a
boat). 6 See ਬਰਕ.

ਵਰਕੀ [varki] n letter, epistle. See ਵਰਕ 2. “varki
hath tavan an dhari.”—GV 10. 2 See ਬਰਕੀ.

skrit scholars, a year is of four types.
(a) sar — It has 365 days, 5 hours, 45 min-

ਞਰਖ [varakh] See ਬਰਖ and ਵਰਸ਼ 2 See ਵਰਕ 3.

utes and 46 seconds. This is the time that the

ਵਰਖਾਈਂ [varkhai] n rain. “tInI sabad suratI kini
varkhai.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 rained, caused
rainfall.
~

earth takes to make a complete revolution
around the sun.
(b) cadr — It comprises 354 days, 8 hours,
46 minutes and 36 seconds. During this time

ਵਰਖਾ [varkha] See ਬਰਖਾ.

ਵਰਖਾਪ੍ਰਿਯ [varkhaprIy] Sid ਕਥੀਂਧਿਧ. catak; rain bird.
ਵਰਖੋਂਸ [varkhes] Skt ਥਥੋਂਞਜ੍ਹਾ. master or god of rain

the moon makes 12 revolutions around the

— Indar. 2 in Astrology, the ruling planet of the

earth. Thus the lunar year is shorter than the
solar year by 10 days, and 21 hours. In order
to make up this difference, every third lunar
year has 13 months. See ਮਲਮਾਸ.
(c) savan — This year comprises full 360

yearly horoscope. 3 See ਬਰਖੇਸ.

days and each month has 30 days. This year
was in vogue during the Vedic period.

ਵਰਗ [varag] Skt ਗੀ. class, group, society; e.g.
‘manukkh varag’, mankind. 2 group of sounds
articulated from the same place; for example
kavarag tévarag etc. 3 letter, syllable. “catur

varag da bhavjan taran.”—GPS. four syllables,
—— vahaguru. 4 section or chapter of a book.

ਵਰਗਲਾਂਉਣਾ
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5 rectangle with equal sides; a square; e.g.
400 varag mil, ‘400 square miles.’ 6 multiply-

ing a number with itself, 25 multiplied by 25.
7 See ਬਰਗ.

ਵਰਗਲਾਉਣਾ [varglauna], ਵਰਗਲਾਨਾ [varglana],
ਵਰਗਲਾਨੀਦਨ [varglanidan] P (9,9112), v inveigle,

ਵਰਤਣਿ

2 one who interprets against the intention of
the writer and twists meanings according to
his own will; a wilful interpreter.

ਵਰਣਨ [varnan] Skt ਵਟੰਨ. n statement, description. 2 painting. See ਵਰਣਘਾ.

entice, misguide.
.
ਵਰਗਾ [varga] adj like, similar, equal to. 2 See

ਵਰਣਮਾਲਾ [veranmala] n alphabet. 2 type of a
long poem with stanzas beginning with suc- ‘
cessive letters of the alphabet. 2 alphabet having 52 letters.

ਵਰਜਣਾ [varajna], ਵਰਜਨ [varjan] forbidding. See

ਵਰਣਮੈਤ੍ਰੀ [varanmetri] See ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ.

ਬਰਜਣਾ.

ਵਰਜਾਗਨਿ [varjaganI] ਵਯੰ-ਅਗਿ੍. blazing ﬁre. “lai
bhagauti durag sah varjaganI bhari.”—c§di 3.

2 ਵਚੱਸ-ਆੰਗੂ sparkling ﬁre.
ਵਰਜਿਸ਼ [varZIs] P ਗੰਜੂ.“ n athletic exercise.

ਵਰਜਿਤ [varth] Skt ਥਗ੍ਰਿਕਂਰ. adj prohibited, forbidden.
ਵਰਟ [varat] Skt n swan. 2 male wasp. 3 jasmine ﬂower.
ਵਰਟਾ [varta] female swan. 2 female wasp.
ਵਰਣ [veran] Skt n surrounding, encircling. (See
ਵ੍ਰਿ vr). 2 rampart, wall, protective wall. 3 camel. 4 Skt ਕਗ੍ਰੰ. vr colour, order, describe, extend, shine, toil, grind, extol. 5 n colour, dye.
6 class of men, such as Brahmin, Kshatriy etc.

Such a classiﬁcation of men is based on colour. According to Sanskrit scholars, fair colour is of the Brahmin; red, of the Khatti; yellow, of the Vaish and black, of the Shudar. See

ਵਿਸਨੁਪੁਰਾਣਮਸ਼ਿ2 a 4. See ਚਾਰਵਰਣ. 7 discrimina-

ਵਰਣਾ [varna] v marry, wed. 2 n a river to the

north of Kashi. See ਬਨਾਰਸ.
ਵਰਣਾਸ਼੍ਰਮ [varnasram] varan and asram. See ਚਾਰ
ਆਸ਼੍ਰਮ and ਚਾਰ ਵਰਣ.
ਵਰਣਾ ਕੀ ਦਾਤਿ [varna ki datI] In the Hindu
philosophy, a method of donation according to

the caste. See ਵਰਨਾਂ ਕੀ ਦਾਤਿ.
ਵਰਣਾਵਰਣ [varnavaran] See ਵਰਨਾਵਰਨਪੂੰ
ਵਰਣਿਕ [varnIk] Skt ਕਪਿੰਕਡ. adj syllabic. 2 n
writer, scribe.

ਵਰਣਿਤ [varnIt] Skt ਕਥਿੰਰ. adj expressed, described.

ਵਰਣੀ [varni] expressed, narrated. 2 n worship
for engaging the family priest in the repetition

of the deity’s name, etc. Skt ਵਰਣ.' 3 Skt ਥਥਿੰਜ੍.
celebate, religiOus student.
ਵਰਤ [varat] See ਵ੍ਰਤ. “varat karahI cédraIna.”
—Var maru 2 m 5.
ਵਰਤਣਾ [varatna] v make use of; use. 2 reside,

ਵਰਣਸੰਕਰ [varansékar] n ਕਚਚਿਭੂਰ੍. children from

put up. “thhe jaI tudh varatna, tIs ki cfta
nahI”-sr1' m 5. 3 put to use. “varte sabthChU tera bhana.”—majh m 5.
ਵਰਤਣਿ [vartanI] n amount of money used for
daily expenditure. “harI meri vartanI, harI meri

the inter—marriage of persons of the four dif-

raSI”—ram m 5. 2 way of living, ethical disci-

ferent castes of the Hindus; hybrid. See ਦਸਅਠ

pline, traditional norm. “vartanI jake keval

ਵਰਨ. 2 blending ofcolours.

nam.”—asa m 5. “SIkkhé di esi vartanI hﬁdi

tion; difference. 8 letter, syllable. 9 praise,
appreciation. 10 gold. 11 quality. 12 saffron,
vermilion.

ਵਰਣਚਿਤ੍ਰ [veranCItr] See (a) of ਚਿਤੁ ਅਲੰਕਾਰ.

ਵਰਣਦੋਖੀ [verandokhi] adj ਕ'ਧਗਿੱਧਿਜ੍. opponent
of one’s caste or class, enemy of one’s family.

he.”—bhagta v11'.
lFrom this the muttering of an incantation came to bc
known as ਵਰਣੀ [vami].

ਵਰਤਣੀ
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ਵਰਤਣੀ [varatni] n material, stuff. “ete jia jace
varatni.”—m91a namdev. 2 See ਵਰਤਨੀ.
ਵਰਤਨ [vartan] Skt ਵਤੰਨ. n sustenance, livelihood.
2 abode, residence. 3 means of livelihood.
4 pot, utensil, trough.

ਵਰਤਨਿ [vartanI] See ਵਰਤਣਿ. “thakurnamu kio

unI vartanI.”—gau m 5. 2 See ਵਰਤਨੀ.
ਵਰਤਨੀ [vartani] Skt ਵਤੰਨੀਂ. way, path, road.
ਵਰਤਮ [vartam], ਵਰਤਮਨ [varatman] Skt ਕਚਿਜ੍. n
path, way. 2 track of a cart-wheel. 3 eyelid.

4 support, prop, help.
ਵਰਤਮਾਨ [varatman] n present (tense). “varatman bIbhuté.”—-asa in 1. ‘Being happy in the
present state is like smearing the body with
ashes.’
.
ਵਰਤਾਉ [vartau] n dealing, behaviour, exchange.
ਵਰਤਾਉਣਾ [vartauna] v distribute, apportion.

2 bring into effect. “progat‘partapu vartan.”
—sr1' m 1 jogiédarr. “maIa amaru vartaIa.”
—an5du.
ਵਰਤਾਰਾ [vartara] account of the present state,

ਞਰਨ੍ਯ

ਵਰਤੁਲਾਕਾਰ [vartulakar] of round shape. 2 round-

shaped, globular.
ਵਰਤੋਂ [vartol use, usage. 2 way of mutual dealings.

ਵਰਤੰਤ [ਪ੍ਯਾਸਂਗੌ] adv happening, taking place. “ohu
sabhu kIchU jane, jo vartéta.”—gau m 5. See

ਢਿੱਤਾਂਤ.
ਵ‘ਰਦ [varad] Skt adj who confers a boon; who
fulﬁlls a desire. 2 See ਬਰਦ. 3 n the Almighty,
the Creator. 4 A … rose ﬂower. 5 warrior,
hero.

ਵਰਦਾਤਾ [vardata] adjdesire - fulﬁlling.“na11kut’ébu
sathI vardata brahma bhalan ersatI gaIa.”

—asa m I. See ਨਾਲਿਕੁਟੰਬ. 2 Vishnu. 3 Shiv.
ਵਰਦੀ [vardi] n soldier’s uniform. It has been
derived from the English word ‘order’.
ਵਰਧ [vérdh] Skt ਥਗ੍ਰੰ. vr shear, clip, ﬁll, complete, enhance.

ਵਰਧਕ [vardhak] adj ਕਟ੍ਫ਼ੁੱਟਙ. which completes.
2 who cuts, who clips. 3 who enhances. “bal- ,
vardhak bhojan acvéte.”—GPS.

narration. “matlok VICC kIa vartara?”—BG.

ਵਰਧਨ [vardhan] n ਕਵਂਜ੍. act of cutting or clip-

2 dealings, relationships. “fadha jagatu, 5dh vert-

ping. 2 to complete. 3 to enhance.
ਵਰਧਮਾਨ [varadhman] adj increased, enhanced.
2 n castor-oil plant. 3 earthen pot. The word
ਬਧਣਾ has been formed from it. See ਬਧਣਾ 3.
4 cup. 5 Vishnu. 6 twenty-fourth Tirathankar
of Jainism, who is also called Mahavir. He was

ara.”—sor m 3. 3 mutual dealings, commerce.

4 natural phenomenon. “chIkk padd hIdki
vartara.”—BG. 5 share, portion.

ਵਰਤਾਵਾ [vartava] adj who distributes. 2 n behaviour, dealing.

ਵਰਤੀ [varti] Skt ਕਰੀਂ. n lamp’s wick. 2 written

born in Vaishali and died in 'Pawa (district

piece, a writing, an account. 3 wick used for

Patna). He lived there around 437 BC.
7 varatman is the earlier name of Bardhman.
ਵਰਨ [varan] See ਵਰਣ. 2 colour. “varan CIhan

applying medicine in the eyes. 4 Skt ਥਕਿੰਜ੍. adj
residing, staying. It is used at the end of a compoUnd word, e.g., nIkatvarti — living or situat-

ed near. 5 See ਵ੍ਰਤੀ.
ਵਰਤੀਜਾ [vartija] put to use, brought about. “apan
khel apI vartija.”—sukhman1'.

najaI lakhIa.”—vad chétm 5. 3 classiﬁcation
i nto castes. “care varan akhs sabhukoi.”—bher
m 3.
ਵਰਨ. ਅਵਰਨ [varan avaran] adj indescribable,

ਵਰਤ੍ਵ [varatu] fast or austerity. “varatu tapanu

through the use of words. 2 high and low

karI menu nahi bhije.”——ram a m I .
ਵਰਤੁਲ [vartul] Skt ਵਤੁੰਲ. adj round, spherical.
,2 n carrot.

castes. 3 free from caste-pride.
varan avaran hOI .”—BG.
ਵਰਨ੍ਯ [varnah] See ਵਰਨਾ.

“gurmukh

ਵਰਨਨ
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ਵਰਨਨ [varnan] See ਵਰਣਨ.
ਵਰਨਾ [vernal P …ਤੈ” adv otherwise, else. 2 See
ਵਰਣਾ l.
ਵਰਨਾਂ ਕੀ ਦਾਤਿ [varné ki datI] See ਵਰਣਾ ਕੀ ਦਾਤਿ.

“purbi nave varna ki datI.”——bas§t m 1.
ਵਰਨਾ ਵਰਨ [varna veran] See ਵਰਨ ਅਵਰਨ 2. “varna-varan n9 bhavni jI kIS€ vaqla kareI .”—sr1' a
m 1. ‘The Creator does not like lauding someone by discriminating between the high and
the low castes.’ For Him, all are equal.1
ਵਰਨੀ [varni] I describe. “kIu varni, 1<IU

that demon Hiranyaksh, having made the
earth sink, took it away to the netherworld.

Varah, after having fought for a thousand
years, killed the demon and restored the earth
to its place. In the second chapter of the
eighth section of the Devibhagvat, it is stated
that Varah was born from the nose of Brahma. See ਦਸ ਅਵਤਾਰ.

ਵਰਾਹਮਿਹਿਰਾਚਾਰਯ [varahthIracaray] a famous

ਵਰਭੰਡ [varbhécl] universe. See ਬਰਭੰਡ. “apI khéd

Sanskrit Scholar and astrologer. He is believed
to have been born in 505 AD and died in 587
AD. Varahi Sahinta, a famous book, was authored by him.
ਵਰਾਹੀ [varahi] female of ਵਰਾਹ, female boar.
ਵਰਾਹੁ [varahu] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਛੂ. n wind especially that

varbh‘éd kare.”—m 4 var bIha. “gavahI khéd

which brings rains; the monsoon. “sagar laha-

modal varbhéda.”—japu.

rI samﬁd sar velI varas varahu.”——m 1 var suhi.

jana?”—japu. 2 See ਵਰਣੀ 2.

ਵਰਫ [varaph] See ਬਰਫ. “pala kakaru varaph
varse.”—suhi a m 4.

ਵਰਮ [varam] Skt ਵਮੰਨ੍'. n armour. 2 A (A inflammation.

ਵਕ੍ਯਾ [varma] See ਬਰਮਾ. 2 ਵਸੀ. affix added to
the names of the Kashtris. See ਚਾਰਵਰਣ.

ਵਗੀ} [varmi] Skt ਵਲਕ਼ਿ and ਵਸ੍ਰੀਕੂਟ. n ant hill.
The white ant is mentioned as varmi in the

Nirukat. “varmi mari sapu na marai.”—asa m

‘Innumerable seas, waves, bays, lakes, eras,
parts of the earth and the monsoon etc have
been created by the Divine.’

ਞਰਾਂਗ [varag] Skt n ਵਰ-ਅੰਗ. forehead, head.
2 vagina, vulva. 3 elephant. 4 Vishnu.

ਵਰਾਂਗਨਾ [varagna] woman having beautiful features; beautiful, buxom woman.

“

,

5. ‘Here varmi (anthill) stands for the human ਵਰਾਂਗੀ [varagi] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਥਜ੍ਯਥਿਜ੍. adj having beauti-

body and sarap (snake) for the mind. See ਵਲਮੀ.
2 Skt ਕ'ਥਿੰਜ੍. adj who wears armour, armoured.
“tuk tuk bhe varmi yodha.”—sa]oh.

ਵਰ੍ਯ [varay] Skt ਞਯੰ. adj worthy of being chosen for marriage. 2 excellent, sublime, best.
ਵਰਯਾਤ੍ਰਾ [varyatra] Skt n marriage party.

ਵਰਯਾਮ [varyam] See ਵਰੀਆਮ.

ful limbs. 2 n elephant.
ਵਹਾਟ [varat] Skt n cowrie. 2 rope, string.

ਵਰਾਟਕ [varatak], ਵਰਾਟਿਕਾ [varatIka] cowrie. See
ਵਰਾਟ.

ਵਰਾਟੀ [varati], ਵਰਾੜੀ [varari] a ragIni. See ਥੈਰਾੜੀ.
ਞਚਿਆਈ [varIai] forcibly. See ਬਰਿਆੲੀ.
ਵਰਿਆਮ [varIam], ਞਰਿਅਾਮੁ [varIamu] brave,

ਵਰਾ [vara] See ਵਰ, ਵਰਸ਼ and ਵਰ੍ਹਾ. 2 excellent,
sublime. 3 Skt n turmeric. 4 liquor.
ਵਰਾਹ [varah] Skt n boar. 2 The boar is incarnation of Vishnu. There is a mythological tale

valiant, heroic. 2 a warrior, of the Brar family,
who was father of Mehraj. He and his father,

lThe castes do not like each other; i.c. men of one caste

western area of Delhi. He was killed, in 1560

do not like those belonging to some other caste. If God
elevates (men of) one caste then (those belonging to)
the other castes do not like it.

Sanghar2 helped Babar in the battle of Pani—
pat in 1526 AD. He was chief of the southAD, while ﬁghting against the Bhattis.
2There has been another Sanghar in the Brar family, who

was father of Bhallan. See ਫਰੀਦਕੋਟ.

ਗੰਗਥੂ
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ਵਚਿਸ੍ਵ [varIst], ਵਰਿਸ੍ਰ [varIsth] adjpre-eminent.
2 excellent. 3 n partridge.

ਞਲਮੀਂਕ

ਵਚੰਗਨਾ [varégna], ਵਰੰਗਨਿ [varéganI], ਵਰੰਗਨੀਂ
[varégni] See ਬਰੰਗਨ and ਵਰਾਂਗਨਾ.

ਵਰੀ [vari] married. 588 ਵਰਣਾ. 2 Skt ਵਤੁੰਧੋਂ n gar-

ਵਰੰਚ [varéc] Skt part lest. 2 but, nevertheless.

ments, jewellery, etc sent by the bridegroom
to the bride at the time of their marriage; costly wrap for women.
ਵਗੌਅ [varIa] See ਵਰੀਯ.

ਵਚੰਨਿਅਾ [varénIa] described. “apI varénIa.”—

ਵਰੀਅਾ [varIa] many times. “varI jai lakh
varia.”—majh m 5. 2 See ਵਰੀਯ. 3 bridegroom.
ਵਗੌਆਮ [varIam], ਵਰੀਆਮੁ [varIamu] adjbrave,
valiant. “so sura variamu.”—m 3 var sri.

ਵਚੀਯ [variy] Skt ਗ਼ੀਧਚ੍ਜ੍. adj excellent, remarkable.
ਵਰੁ [varu] See ਬਰੁ. 2 See ਵਰ.

ਵਰੂਣ [varun] Skt n regent god of the waters. In
the Purans, he is mentioned as son of Kardam
and a crocodile-rider. He uses the hood of a
snake as an umbrella over his head. The city
of Vasudha is his abode; and the noose is his
weapon. Being the regent of the western direction, Varun is also counted among the
guardian deities of the regions of the compass.
He is also mentioned as Kashyap’s son from
Aditi. 2 water. 3 sun.
ਵਰੁਣਾਸ੍ਰਤ੍ਵ [varunastr], ਵਰੁਣਾਯੁਧ [varunayudh]

Varun’s weapon — noose. See ਬਰੁਣਾਯੁਧ.

ਵਰੁਣਾਲਯ [varunalay] n abode of Varun — sea.

var ram 2 m 5.
ਵਰ੍ਹਣਾ [varhna] to rain. “juthI na mihu varhIe
sabh thai.”—m 1 var sar.
ਵਰ੍ਹਾ [varha] ਞਸੰ. year. See ਵਰਸ. “vareh mah var
tthti karI.”—maru soIhe m 3.

ਵਰ੍ਹਾਊਂ [varhau] cloud ready to rain; nimbus.
ਵਰ੍ਹੇ [varhe] plural of ਵਰ੍ਹਾ. 588 ਵਰ੍ਹਾ. 2 a sept of
the Jatts. 3 a village set up by the Jatts ofthe
Varha subcaste.

ਵਰ੍ਹੇਗੰਢ [varhegédh] See ਸਾਲਗਿਰਹ.
ਵਰ੍ਯਉ [varyau] blessed, granted a boon. “gurI
nanakI 5gadu varyu.”—saveye m 5 ke. 2 See ਲ਼ੀ
ਞਰਯ.

ਵਲ [val] twist, turn. 2 bend, kink. 3 trick, trickery. 4 strength, might. “jab ans val véc karI.”
—tII§g m 4. 5 Skt ਥਕ੍. vr cover, enclose, go,
rear. 6 n cloud. 7 name ofa demon, killed by

Vrihaspati. Havin g stolen the cows of the gods,
the demon hid himself in a cave ofa mountain.
ਵਲਕ [valk], ਵਲਕਲ [valkal] bark of a tree; a gar-

ment made of it. See ਬਲਕ and ਬਲਕਲਭੰ
ਵਲਗਣ [valgan], ਵਲਗਨ [valgan] n boundary, enclosure. 2 an enclosed space, precincts. See
ਵਲ vr and ਵਲਣਾ. 3 Skt ਕਲਾਜ. act of jumping or
'leaping. 4 gallop of a horse. 5 non-sensical talk.

2 abode of god Varun — the city of Vasudha.
See ਵਰੁਣ.
ਵਚੂ'ਥ [varuth] Skt n group, multitude. 2 fence
or fender of a'chariot. 3 coat of mail, armour.

ਵਲਗਾ [valga] rein. See ਬਾਗ 3.

ਵਰੂਥਿਨੀ [varuthIni] Skt n army, comprising

ਵਲਣਾ [vaina] v surround, enclose. 2 wind. Skt

groups of warriors armoured army. See ਵਰੂਥ3.

ਵਲਨ.

ਵਰੋ'ਸਾਉਣਾ [varosauna] to be blessed. 588ਬਰੋਸਾਉਣਾ ਵਲਦ [vald] A ,.], n offspring,son or daughter
and ਵਰਸਾਉਣਾ 3-4.
ਵਰੋਲਨਾ [varolna] See ਬਿਰੋ'ਲਨਾ.

ਞਲਢੀਯਤ [valdiyat] n parentage. See ਵਲਦ.

ਵਰੋਲਾ [ਙ/9੮੦18]5/ਯੋੰਵਾਤਾਲੀਂ. n whirlwind. 2 a horse

ਵਲਨ [valn] See ਵਲਣਾ 2.

in the stable of Guru Hargobind, given to

Painde Khan for riding. “bhayo lakh mola so
namz’é varola.”—GPS.

(of).

ਵਲਮੀ [valmi] Skt ਕਰਬੀ. n white ant, termite.
ਵਲਮੀਕ [valmik] Skt ਵਲਕ਼ਿ. n moundlike nest
built by the termite etc; ant hill. 588 ਵਗਜੋ.

ਵਲਮੀਕਭਞ

ਵਲਮੀਕ ਭਵ [valmik bhav] Skt born of an ant
hills — sage Valmiki.

ਵਲਮੀਕੂਟ [valmikut] See ਵਲ਼ਾਜੋਕ.
ਵਲਯ [valay] Skt n encirclement, enclosure.

'
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of God. “gaus kutab valiulleh jane.”—BG.
ਞਲੀਂਅਹਦ [valiahad] A ਆ.], ruler of the time.
2 viceregent. 3 heir-apparent, crown-prince.
ਵਲੀ ਅੱਲਾ [vali alla] See ਵਲੀਉੱਲਹ.

2 bracelet, armlet, bangle. See ਵਲ vr.
ਵਲਵਲਾ [valvala] A _ਮੁਂ, n noise, hue and cry.
2 passion, provocation. 3 lamentation, resentment. 4 ethusiasm, eagerness.

ਵਲੀ ਕੰਧਾਰੀ [vali kédhari] Seem ਅਬਦਾਲ.
ਵਲੀਖ਼ਾਨ [valixan] son of Abdullakhan, governor

ਞਲਵੰਚ [valvéc] forcible grabbing; dacoity. 2 theﬁ

ਵਲੀਨਿਆਮਤਿ [valinIamatI] A 92"}, lord of
beneﬁcence, benefactor. “valinIamatI bIradra.”——t115g m 5.
ਵਲੀ ਮੁਹੰਮਦਖਾਨ [vali muhémadkhan] See

committed through deception. “valvéch karI
Udaru bharahI murakh.”—asa chét m 5.
ਵਲਾਉ [valau] excuse. See ਬਲਾਉ. “nahi valau
karan ko jane.”-~GPS. 2 act of surrounding.

ਵਲਾਉਣਾ [valauna] v surround, wind. See ਵਲ vr.

of J alandhar, who died ﬁghting against the sixth

Guru in the battle of Hargobindpur.

ਨਾਹਰਖਾਨ.

ਵਲਾਇਤ [valaIt] See ਵਲਾਯਤ.

ਞਲੀਮੁਖ [valimukh] See ਬਲੀਂਮੁਂਖ.
ਵਲੁ [valu] repression, aggressiveness. “IkI valu
chalu karIke khavde.”—m 4 var sri. 2 stratagem, subterfuge.
ਵਲੂੰਦਰਨਾ [valﬁdarna] See ਬਲੂੰਦਰਨਾ.
ਵਲੈਟਨਾ [valetna] v wind, fold. See ਵਲਨ.

ਵਲਾਈਂ [valai] I should or may spend time. See

ਵਲੇਟਿਆ [valetIa] Skt ਵਲਯਿਤ. adj encircled, en-

“bithula ! le bahri valaI.”—sri trIIochan.

2 pass, spend time. “tau prasadI prabhu, sukhi
valai”—asa m 5 .'3 inveigle as in, “us nu valake
legIa.”

ਵਲਾਉਣਾ 2.

ਵਲਾਹਕ [\ਟੈਗੰਗ਼ੀਗੀ] 866 ਬਲਾਹਕ.
ਵਲਾਦਤ [valadat] A call; birth.
ਵਲਾਯਤ [valayat] A “u, n region, country. 2 a
part of the earth having settlement. 3 Indians
conventionally use this word for England.

ਵਲਾੜ [velar] S whining and wailing. See ਵਿਲਾੜ.
ਵਲਿ [valI] See ਬਲਿ. 2 in favour of or in support
of. “]‘ਬੋ karta vaII, t5 sabhu k0 valI.”—m 4 var

gau 1. 3 again, then. “vesva jonI valI valI autrs.”—guj trIIocan. 4 See ਵੱਲੀ. 5 Skt wrinkle

veloped, wound. '
ਵਲੇਵੱਲ [valevall] part bravo ! excellent ! “valevall sai, jivijugé ta'i.”—rama v.

ਵਲੇਵਾ [valeva] See ਬਲੈਵਾ. 2 (social) interaction.
“Ihu valeva sakat sésar.”—gau m 5.

ਵਲੰਦਾ [ਪ੍ਯਾ1ਚੈ618] time-serving, passing time. “cakar
hOI valéda.”—BG.

ਵਲੰਦੇਜੀ [valédeji] a branch of the Walizai Pathans
which descends from the Haidarzai dynasty.
2 The Persians term the Dutch as val‘édezi.
“valédejIyan jitI, agrejln ko maryo”—carItr

(on the skin). 6 line, streak.
ਵਲਿਹਾਰ [vallhar] See ਬਲਿਹਾਰ.

21 7.
ਵੱਲ [vall] n creeper, climbing plant. 2 skill,

ਵਲਿਤ [vaIIt] adj enclosed; surrounded. 2 wrapt.

knack, ability; as for example, ‘03 n6 lIkhan
da vall nahi’ 3 side, direction, as ‘uh gurdvare
vall gun he.’ 4 adj healthy, hale and hearty,
robust. See E well.
ਵੰਲਕੀ [vallki] Skt n lute; musical instrument

3 bent.

ਵਲੀ [vali] See ੲਲੀਂ. 2 Skt fold or wrinkle on the
skin. See ਤ੍ਰਿਥਲੀ. The word wall is also correct
here. 3 A ਨੂਂ, friend. 4 master, owner. “vali
nIamatI bIradra.”—t115g m 5.
ਵਲੀਉੱਲਹ [valiullah] A ,‘ਘਾਂ, beloved or friend

with two hollowed-out gourds. See ਵੀਣਾ 2.
ਵੱਲਭ [vallabh] See ਬੱਲਭ. 2 a great scholar of

ਵਲਭ?
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the Vaishnav thought, who was foster son of
Lakshman Bhatt. He was born in 1479 AD
and died in 1531 AD. It was this venerable
person who propounded the Vishuddhadvait
philosophy. A famous devotee of his was

Surdas. See ਥੈਸਨਵ (e).
ਵੱਲਭਾ [vallbha] adj beloved, dear. 2 n bride,
wife, better half.

ਵੱਲਭਾਚਾਰਯ [vallbhacaray] See ਥੈਸਨ੍ਯ (e) and
ਵੱਲਭ 2.
ਵੱਲਰੀ [vallri] Skt n climbing plant; creeper.
2 corn’s ear or spike. 3 fenugreek.

ਵੱਲਾ [valla], ਵੱਲਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ [valla sath] avillage in
district, tehsil and police station Amritsar, which
is four miles to the south-east ofAmritsar railway station. To the west of this village, adjacent to the residential area, there is a gurdwara
of Guru Tegbahadur. When the Guru came
from Bakala to visit the Harimandir, the
masands, thinking that the Guru might occupy
the holy place, shut the (10ch of the Harimandir,
and hid themselves in their homes. The Guru
remarked, “nahI maséd tom amrItsarie. trIs-

naganI se 5dar sarie.” Then he retired to Valla, where he sat under a peepal tree. Now

devotion.
With the touch of the Guru’s holy feet, the
house of Mai Harian came to be called Kotha
Sahib. A magniﬁcent gurdwara graces the
said place. Guru Granth Sahib is regularly displayed there. The gurdwara owns seven
ghumaons of land and has a free. grant of
rupees forty-one since the time of the Sikh
rule. A largely attended fair is held on the full
noon day of the month of Magh. The
Ofﬁciant is a Singh.

ਵੱਲਾਲਮ [vallalam] A H‘IJJ, God knows. God is
far wiser than we.

ਵੱਲਿਕਾ [vallxka], ਵੱਲੀ [valli] Skt n climbing plant,
creeper.
ਵੱਲੋਂ= [vallé] part from, on behalf of, from the
side of.

ਵਲ੍-ਲ [valval] See ਬਲਲਿ.
ਵਵਾ [vava] the letter ‘ਞ’. “vava bar bar bIsan

samarI ;”-gau ba van kabir. 2 pronunciation or
sound of the letter ਞ.
ਵੜ [var] Skt'e’e‘. banyan tree. 2 S method, manner. 3 wealth, prosperity. 4 ability, capability.
5 kindness. 6 imperative of verb, vama.
ਵੜਨਾ [varna] v enter, penetrate, stick into. 2 be

there stands a gurdwara at that place. Guru
Granth Sahib is regularly displayed there; the
Ofﬁciants are Nirmala Singhs. Twenty vighas

equal to, compare with. “gochha ho: dhrIko-

of land has been attached with the gurdwara

3 to laud, extol. _ ,
ਵੜਵਾ [varva], ਵੜਵਾਗਨਿ [varvaganl] See ਬੜਵਾ and

since the time of Maharaja Ranj it Singh. The
gurdwara also owns some shops, the rent from

which forms a part of its incOme.
There is another gurdwara in the residential area of the village, which is known as
Kotha Sahib. Mai Harian, a resident of this
village, brought the Guru to her home and
served him with deep reverence. Women from
Amritsar came to this place and atoned for
the offence of the masands. The Guru blessed
the women to be the embodiments of love and

nIé kIU varie dakhe?”—BG. “tu kartapurakhu

agému he kIsu nalI ਪਿੰ varie?”—m 4 vargau 1.

ਬੜਵਾਗਨਿ. Sanskrit words ਵਡਬਾ as well as
“ਵੜਵਾਗਨਿ” are also correct.
,
ਵਤੇਮਾ [varerha], ਵਡੇਵਾਂ [varevé] 11 cotton seed.
ਵਾ [va] n short for ਵਾਯੂ. 2 proh he. “CItvau va
aosar man mahI.”-—sar m 5. “va kao bIath
na kai.”——jet m 5. “vaks rIde base bhagvan.”
—g3d kabir. 3 Skt ਵਾ. vr go as fast as the wind,
blow, hurt, get extinct, be blown out. 4 partor.

5 P a, with, alongwith. 6 n ﬁre. 7.gap, distance. 8 A part'— ah! alasl.
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ਵਾਂ

ਵਾਂ [v5] n well with steps. 2pr0n him, that. “50
v5 tull dujo bIdhate na saja.”—carItr 286.

3 See ਝਾੜਸਾਹਿਬ 2. 4 See ਤਾਰਾਸਿੰਘ. 5 ﬁrst person
present ‘be’; as for example, “me tenﬁ pIar
karna v5.”

ਫਾਉ [vaU] Skt ਵਾਯੁ- air. “tati vaU na lagai.”—bI1a
m 5. 2 Skt adj pleasing to the mind, acceptable. “nanak bstha bhakhe vau.”—var maru 2
m 5. ‘utters the name of the beloved one.’

ਵਾਈ

and sieve the powder through a piece of ﬁne
cloth. Levigate the sieved powder for one day
each in the juice of ginger, that of bijare and of
the amalved; dry it and store it in a tightly closed
glass bottle. Keeping in mind the age and the
strength of the patient one to four mashas of
it should be given to the patient with tepid water
on empty stomach. This medicine cures all

3 ineffective, useless, ineffectual. “jo jia hOI

types of the gulam disease.
“végesvar ras” is also an excellent medi-

su Ugve, muhka kahIa vau.”—m 2 var asa.

cine for curing of the vaugole.

ਫਾਉਗੋਂਲਾ [vaugola] Skt ਗ਼ਰਹੂਂਰ੍ਯ. a disease caus- ਵਾਉਣਾ' [vauna] v play a musical instrument. “jog
ing ball-like sensation in the belly due to the
imbalance of the wind; phantum tumour. Physicians have mentioned ﬁve types of it — vatgulam, pItthlam, kaphgulam, trIdosgulam
and rakatgulam.
The symptoms of the phantum tumour are
a sensation of a ﬁxed or mobile tumour-like
nodule in the belly, decrease of hunger, retention of urine, rumbling in the intestines, belching, indigestion, bellyache and occasional fe-

ver, etc.
This ailment is caused by taking meals
without vegetable dishes, overeating, retention
of urine and the faeces, frequent fasting, excessive sexual indulgence, sedentary mode of
living, too much taking of intoxicants, grief and

worry, over-exertion in wrestling or weightlifting, constant constipation, etc.
The treatment of the phantum tumour consists of taking myrobalan powder with a mixture of cow-milk and castor-oil, keeping in
view the age and strength of the patient.
Take, in equal quantity, asafoetida, root of

long pepper, coriander seeds, both cuminseeds,
bac (sweet ﬂage), piper cab, the three salts,
titarik,‘c1tra, patha, kacur, trIkuta, anardana,
harar myrobalan, both the khars, saph, ajmod,

pohkarmu], javaIn. Grind these ingredients

n9 sigi vaie.”—suhi m 1. See ਵਾਵਣਾ.

ਵਾਉ ਦੁਆਉੰ [vau duau] hollow supplication, ineffective benediction. “édha akhar vao duau.”
—gau m 1. ‘Prayer of a person blinded by the
vanity ofhis knowledge is hollow.’

ਵਾਉਰ [vaur], ਵਾਉਰੀਆ [vauria] See ਬਾਉਰ and

ਬਾੳਰੀਅਾ
ਵਾਯੂੰ [vau] air. See ਵਾਊਂ ਸੰਦੇ.

ਵਾਊੰਸੰਦੇ [vauséde] Skt ਵਾਯੁ'ਸਾਂਦ੍. adj delicate like
air; light as gossamer. “vaoséde kapre pahIra—
hI garabI gavar.”—var gauZ m 5.

ਵਾਅਜ [vaaj]A ];” n sermon, oration. 2 advice,
exhortation. 3 A gm preacher, orator.

ਵਾਇ [vaI] air, wind. “apu teju vaI prIthmi
akasa.”—maru 501119 In I. 2 Skt ਵਾਤ. wind, a

humour of the body. “vaI pItt kaph.”—BG.
3 advhaving sounded or played a musical instrument. “kIs no vaI sunaie.”—sr1' a m 1. “bethe vaI vadhai.”——ca"d1' 3. 4 P Ly, alas! ahl.

ਵਾਇਅਾ [vaIa] sounded or played a musical instrument. See ਵਾਉਣਾ.

ਵਾਇਸਰਾਯ [vaIsray] E Viceroy; king’s representative or deputy.
ਵਾਇਦਾ [vaIda] See ਵਾਦਾ.
ਵਾਇਨਿ [vaInI] they play a musical instrument.
“vaInI cele nacanI gur.”—var asa.

ਵਾਇਮੰਡਲ [vaImédal] atmosphere, space.
ਵਾਈ [vai] sounded. See ਵਾਉਣਾ. 2 n air, wind.
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“tresat' 5gul vai kahis.”—srdhgosatI. In the

ਵਾਸਵ [vasav] Skt adj belonging to or concerned

yog philosophy, the breath (vital air) is supposed to go out of the body to the extent of
ten ﬁngers only. 3 vitiation of the windy humour (of the body). 4 A (51, make a promise,
give an undertaking. 5 to stand bail for, take
responsibility of. “vedo na vai bheno n9 bhai.”
—maru 5qu1’ m 5. ‘Neither the physician nor
the sister, nor brother, etc is a protector.’ The
word ਵਾਈ is syntactically related to the pre- .
ceding and following words here.
ਵਾੲੀਐ [vaie] we should or let us play a musical

with Vasu. 2 n a god in the family-line of

Vasu. 3 Indar. See ਬਾਸਞ. 4 See ਲਿੰਗਾਯਤ.
ਵਾਸਵੀ [vasavi] See ਬਾਸਵੀ.
ਵਾਸਵੇਸਣੀਂ [vasvesni] of lord of Indar (Kashyap) — the earth.—sanama.
ਵਾਸਾ [vasa] residence, abode. See ਬਾਸਾ.

ਵਾਸਾੲੀਐ [vasaie] let us cause to stay (or reside). “manI vasaie saca soi.”—asa m 5.

ਵਾਸ਼ਿ [mm] in the control of, enslaved by. “janamu jara mIratu szu vaSI.”—gau m 5. “das
idri karI rakhe vaSI.”—gau a m 5.

ਵਾਸਿਆ [vasxa] resided.
ਵਾਸ [vas] Skt ਗਹ੍ਜ੍. vr spread aroma, impart in- ਵਾਸਿਕੁ [vaSIk] A ਮੂੰਹ, adj determined, unyieldinstrument. See ਵਾਉਣਾ.

cense. 2 n apparel, dress. 3 scent, perfume. . ing, ﬁrm.

“c5dan vas banaspatI.”—BG. 4 house. 5 resi-

ਵਾਸਿਲ [vaSIl] A J41, adjjoined, received.

dence, abode.

ਵਾਸੀ [vasi] n abode, residence. “vasi nam puch

ਵਾਂਸ [vas] Skt ਵੰਸ਼. bamboo. “cédan vas 11:; V55
samave.”—BG.

ਵਾਸਣੀ [vasni] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵਾਸਨੀ. n aytube-like long purse,
tied to the waist after putting cash in it. “mohar vasnI me samudai.”—GPS.
ਵਾਸਤਵ [vastav] Skt ਵਾਸ੍ਵਵ. n real thing, material
thing. 2 reality. 3 part in truth, in fact.
ਵਾਸਤਾ [vasta] A .szt: n between, intermediate.

2 relationship, concern. 3 mediator.
ਵਾਸਤੇ [v_aste] adv for the sake of, for.
ਵਸ੍ਰਿਦੇਉ [vasdev], ਵਾਸਦੇਞ [vasdev] See ਵਾਸੁਦੇਵ.
ਵਾਸਨ [vasan] Skt n act of fumigating or perfuming. 2 incensing. 3 clothes, dress. 4 house,
home. 5 receptacle, vessel, utensil.
ਵਾਸਨਾ [vasna] wish, desire. See ਬਾਸਨਾ. “vasna
samani.”—an5du.
'

ਵਾਸਪ [vasap] See ਭਾਪ.
ਵਾਸਰ [vasar] a day. See ਬਾਸਰ.

ਫਾਸਰਮਣਿ [vasarmanI] sun.
ਫਾਸਲਾ [vasla] adj who gives pleasant smell. 2 n
censer. 3 adj what is collected (revenue, etc),

received. See ਵਾਸਿਲ.
l3 and 7, that is, ten.

sabh 1ino.”—GV 10. 2 ਥਇਿਜ੍. adj inhabitant.
“ghat ghat vasi sarab nIvasi.”—suhi chét m 5.

3 is in control. “59th kale vasi.”—varmaru 2
m 5. 4 lives, (they) live. “se jan jog mahI sukh

vasi.”——sopurakhu. 5 See ਬਾਸੀ.
ਵਾਸੁ [vaso] abode, residence. “Ihu jagu sacs ki
he kothri, sace ka VICI vasu. ”…!/੩1“ asa. 2 See

ਬਾਸ and ਵਾਸ. 3 Skt ਵਿਸਨੁ. 4 the Creator, who
pervades everywhere.

ਵਾਸੁਕਿ [vasukI], ਵਾਸੁਕੀ [vasuki] a serpent. See
ਬਾਸਕ 3.
ਵਾਸੁਚੇਉ [vasudeu], ਵਾਸੁਦੇਵ [vasudev] He who is
the abode of all and who pervades all; the Cre-

ator.2 “vave vasudeu parmesaru.”~asa pati m
1. “vasudev sarbatr me, un ha katahu thaI”

—bavan. 2 Vasudev’s son, Krishan. 3 See

ਪਉਡਰੀਕ.
_ਵਾਸੁਲਾ [vasula] See ਵਾਸਲਾ. “guna ka hove vasu—
la, 1(9th vasu laije.”—suhi chét m 1.

ਵਾਸੂ [vasu] adj resident. 2 fragrant. “jehi vasna
!ਚਰੇੰਕਿਯੀਜ੍ਯਾਕਧ੍ਯਗ਼ਢੇਰਿਖੈਧ੍ਯਮਂ

ਰਰਪਿੰਗ਼ਚੂਵੇਹੇਰਿਥਿਛਟ੍ਰਸਿਞਧਘਿਰ੍ਯਰੇਮ
—VI$nupuran ch 1 a 2 and ch 6 a 5.
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pae tehi vartetvasu vasu janavnIa”—majh a m
3. 3 Skt n maiden.
ਵਾਸੇਰਾ [vasera] residence, home. “jia laIa vasera.”
—m I var maIa.

ਵਾਸੰਤੀ [ਪ੍ਯਾ5ਰੈ੮1] Skt n yellowjasmine. 2 one who
is worshipped during the spring season -

goddess Durga. 3 the ‘erotic festival’ which
falls on the day of the Vasant Panchmi.
ਵਾਸ੍ਵਵ [vastva] See ਵਾਸਤਵ.

ਵਾਸ੍ਵ [vastu] Skt n living place, house. 2 ਬਾਬੂ

[ਮੂੰਕਧਿਪ], a wild leafy plant and its dish.
ਵਾਸ੍ਵ ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ [vastu VIdhya] n knowledge that
h5lps in building elegant houses of wood, stone
and metal. architecture.
ਵਾਹ [vah] n power, strength. 2 channel, rivulet.
“nadia ate vah, pavahI samOdI na janiahI.”

—japu. “nadia vah VIchGnIa.”—asa chét m 1'.
3 job or act of ploughing. 4 pron he, that.
5 Skt ਗ਼ਫ਼੍. vr try, labour, carry, transport. 6 n
conveyance. 7 horse. 8 bull. “bahur ban battis

so vah prabaryo.”—-carrtr 142. ‘injured Shiv’s
bull with thirty-two arrows.’ 9 air, wind.

10 boat. 11 P „, part excellent ! well done !
Skt ਧ੍ਯ'. 12 A wonderful ! marvellous ! “vah
nam acaraj ko hoi. acaraj te par UkatI n9 koi”
——NP. 13 very well ! well done !
ਵਾਹਕ [vahak] adj conveyor. 2 porter. 3 ploughman. 4 See ਬਾਹਕ.

ਵਾਹਗੁਰੂ [vahguru] The most exalted one, who
is beyond the grasp of the mind and the intellect; the exalted Creator. “kia khelo bad melo

ਵਾਹਨ

ਵਾਹਿਗੁਰੂ.
ਵਾਹਗੁਰੂ ਜੀ ਕੀ ਫਤਹ {vahguru ji ki phatah] Greeting exchanged by the Sikhs as a salutation while
meeting each other. “victory to the Creator.”
Bhai Mani Singh writing about the instructions given by Guru Gobind Singh about the

use of this salutation, tells. “jo koi sxkha m1
aggode vahguru ji ki phate bulada he, us vall
mera mukh hﬁnda he, or jo pIchho bulavda he,
us vall mera sajja modha hﬁda he, or jo pIChh5
holi bulavda he, us val] mera bavéi modha hﬁda

he, jo nahI bulavda, us vall meri pIthh hﬁdi

he.”—bhagatratna VIi.
bhai manisfgh ju ko phate k0 brItéit brfd
apne mukharbid nath ju sunayo he,
gajke agari sé mrIgédr s5 bulay joi
rakh-hS sadev sShé pyaro moh bhayo he,
manto pramod hve barabri: rasilo bol
dahIne bItharS so divan bic ayo he,
nek si bimar jyo kabulto so bav‘é 5g
patki pachoh‘é mﬁd mue so luthayo he.
kahﬁ to narayan jo car bhuja varo dev
véiko var var namo lok se karai he,

kahﬁ je ucari ramcédr ki pratit badh
kahﬁ dhenucari ki VIcari js sunai he,
kahﬁ kath mati dhatu pahan sajile caru

poc pac murti banai je gajai he,
vahguru ji ko péth khalsa sajayo nath
vahguru ji ki phate gajke bulai he.
—kaVI nIhaIsfgh ji.
ਵਾਹਣ [vahan] See ਬਾਹਣ.

tamasa vahguru teri sabh racna.”—saveye m 4

ਵਾਹਣਾ [vahna] See ਬਾਹਣਾ.

ke. 2 The basic credo of the Sikhs. “satIgoru

ਵਾਹਦ [vahad] See ਵਾਹਿਦ.
ਵਾਹਨ [vahan] Skt n vehicle for carrying the

purakh dIal hUI vahguru sac métr sunaIa.”—
BG. In the ﬁrst-half of Guru Nanak Prakash,
Bhai Santokh Singh has explained the mean-

ing of ‘vahguru’ as —- “vah nam acaraj ko hoi.
acaraj te par UkatI na koi. go tam agyan anItt.

ru parkas kIyo jIn CItt.” The pronunciation
of this word as vahIguru is also correct. See

gods. The different vehicles of the gods are
mentioned in the Purans. Thus Brahma, as
well as Sarasvati, have a swan; Vishnu, a
heron; Shiv, a bull; Ganesh, a rat; Indar, an
elephant and a horse; Yam, a buﬂ‘alo; Kartikey, a peacock; Kamdev, a parrot; Suraj, a
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seven horse driven chariot; Chandarma, a char-

iot to which ten horses are yoked; Agni, as
well as Mangal, a ram; Shani (Saturn), as well
as Rahu, a vulture; Budh, as well as Durga,
a lion; Kuber, a nar'; Bhairav, a dog; Shitla,
a donkey; goddess Mansa, a snake and
Lachhmi, a centipede.
ਵਾਹਮ [vaham] See ਵਹਮ. “na zara kun vaham.”

—I<rrsan. See ਜੰਗ ਦਰਾਯਦ. 2 See ਬਾਹਮ-

ਵਾਹਯਾਤ [vahyat] See ਵਾਹਿਯਾਤ.
ਵਾਹਰ [vahar] See ਬਾਹਰ.
ਵਾਹਲਾਉਣੀਂ [vahlauni] v exert oneself fully, use
one’s physical and mental strength to do one’s
best.
ਵਾਹਵਾ [vahva], ਵਾਹਵਾਹ [vahvah] P „!,… part
excellent ! splendid ! 2 blessings (on you) !
3 well done ! bravo !
ਵਾਹੜ [vahar] arable land, worthy of cultivation.
2 alpine tree, leaves of which are used as fodder for the cattle and bark of the sticks of
which is used for making ropes. “kIt vahar

gen khare pakhana.”—GPS.
ਵਾਹੜਾ [vahra] S ਵਾਹੁਡੁ. runnel, rivulet. “tut: na
thivahI vahra.”—s farid. ‘Having separated
from Brahm, the great river, you will not be-

come a runnel."
ਵਾਹਾ [vaha] runnel. 2 spring.

ਵਾਰਿ [vahI] having ploughed. 2 See ਵਾਹ and
ਵਾਹੁ- 3 See ਵਾਹਜ਼

ਵਾਕ

shipper of the One. 2 n disciple of Guru
Nanak Dev.

ਵਾਰਿਨੀ [vahIni] army. See ਬਾਹਿਨੀ.
ਵਾਹਿਯਾਤ [vathat] P .»ਪੂਖਿ plural of ਵਾਹੀ [vahi];
useless talk, inane talk. 2 worthless or useless
things; trifles.

ਵਾਹੀ [vahi] n ploughing, tilling. 2 agriculture.
3 pron the same; the very (thing or person).
4 to him; to the same or very (thing or person). “vava vahi janie.”—gau ba van kabir. 5 A
L5": adj weak. 6 lazy. 7 tom. 8 worthless. 9 S
n watchman, guard.

ਵਾਹੁਂ [vahu] See ਵਾਹ. 2 short for ਵਾਹਗੁਰੂ “vahu
vahu gurmukh sada karahI.”—m 3 var guj 1.
3 the Creator. “vahu vahu ve parvahu he.”—m

3 var guj 1. Guru Amar Dev has lauded the
Creator particularly through the repetition of
the word vahu. “gurI amardaSI kartaru kiau.
vaSI vahu vahU karI dhyaIyaU.”—saveye m 4

Ice. 4 Hail ! bravo ! “tIs kau vahu vahu jI vat
dIkhave.”—gau a m 1. “vahu mere satha,

vahu.”—suh1‘ a m 3. 5 water channel. 6 See

ਬਾਹੁਂ.

,

ਵਾਹੁਣਾ [vahuna] See ਬਾਹਣਾ.
ਵਾਹੁਵਾਹੁ [vahuvahu] See ਵਾਹੁ.
ਵਾਹੁੜਾ [vahura] See ਵਾਹੜਾ.

ਵਾਹੂ [vahu] pron that very (person or thing),
the same. 2 with that; with the same. “vahu
5130 at laIu.”——tod1‘ m 5.

ਵਾਹਿਆ ['ਸ੍ਯਪੀਗ਼ੁਕ] exerted, strove. “In ka vahIa .ਵਾਹੇਦੜ [vahedar], ਵਾਹੇ‘ਦੜ [vahédar] wielder of a
kachu na vasai.”—g5d m 4. See ਬਾਹਣਾ.
weapon. See ਜਾਣੁ 5. 2 tiller, ploughman.

ਵਾਹਿਗੁਰੂ [vahIgurU], ਵਾਹਿਗੁਰੂ [vahIguru] See ਵਾਹੈ [vaha] pron they. “vahe kIni bati sahu
ਵਾਹਗੁਰੂ. “adeurakhU sada tuhi vahIguru va-

paie?”—t1'15gm 1.2 ploughs. 3 wields or plies

hIguru vahIguru vahI jiu.”—saveye m 4 ke.

a weapon.

ਵਾਹਿਦ [vahId] P M: adj one, unique. 2 n the
Creator.
ਵਾਕ਼ਿਦਪਰਸ੍ਵ [vahIdparast] P ‘:'/ਟੂਮਾੰ, adj wor-

ਵਾਰਸ਼ [vahy] Skt n worthy of plying; horse, char-

iot, vehicle. 2 monkey. 3 adj external, outer.
4 adv outdoors.

'Many opine that here nar means man, but nar is a kind of

ਵਾਰ੍ਲੀਕ [vahlik] See ਬਲਖ and ਬਾਹ੍ਲੀਕ.

god. Being a leper, Kuber is unable to walk, and, therefore,

ਵਾਕ [vak] Skt n word, saying. 2 ﬂight ofcranes.
3 adj related to the crane.

rides on the shoulders of mar.
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ਵਾਕ਼ਈ
ਵਾਕ਼ਈ [vakai] A ਥੀ], adj real, actual, true. ਵਾਗੀਸ਼ [vagis], ਵਾਗੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ [vagisvar] adj master of

language or speech. 2 n Vrihaspati, Va2 part really, truly, infact.
chaspati.
ਵਾਕਨ੍ਯ‘ਪੈੱ [vaknati] n Sarasvati, goddess of
_ ਵਾਗੀਸ਼੍ਵਰੀ [vagisvari] n goddess of speech, Saspeech.
rasvati.
ਵਾਕਪਟੁ [vakpatu] Skt adj skilful in speech; eloਵਾਗੁ'ਰਾ [vagura] See ਬਾਉਰ.
quent and relevant.

ਵਾਕਪਤਿ [vakpatIlSkt n Vrihaspati, teacher of ਵਾਂਗੂ [vagu] part like, as. “core végu pakrie.”
—asa a m 3.
the gods. 2 Vishnu. 3 orator. 866 ਵਾਗੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ.
ਵਾਕ਼ਿ [vakI] part like, similar to. “kace de va- ਵਾਘ [vagh] ਵ੍ਯਾਘੁ. lion. 2 wolf. 3 866 ਵਾਘੂ.
parie vakI.’,’—suh1' m 4.

ਵਾਘੂ [vaghu] S crocodile, Nihang.

ਵਾਕ਼ਿਅੁ [vakIa] A ਨੁੂੰ], adj existing, prevailing. ਵਾਂਙ [V513] 866 ਵਾਂਗੂ. 2 866 ਵਾਂਙਮਯ.
ਵਾਕ਼ਿਫ਼ [vakIph] A 45,, adj acquainted (with). ਵਾਂਡ੍ਮਯ [végmay] erudition that is dialogic in
2 siding with.

nature.

ਵਾਕ਼ਿਫ਼ੀਯਤ [vakIfiyat] A 4.4.3:, n acquaintance.
ਵਾਕ਼ਿਯਾਤ [vakIyat] A .99", plural ਧਿਵਾਕ਼ਿਅ.

ਵਾਚ [vac] Skt ਕਹਂਚ੍. n speech. 2 statement.
3 language. 4 Sarasvati. 5 organ of speech.

ਵਾਕੁ [vaku] Skt sentence n joining words to
express meanings. 2 statement or saying. “jan
ka kino puran vaku.”—bIIa m 5.

6 See ਵਾਰ੍ਯ. “vac Upasak lakthat 501.”—GPS.
7 In Punjabi, vac is used in stead of vacak also.

ਵਾਚਸਪਤਿ [vacaspatI] See ਵਾਗੀਸ਼੍ਵਚ.

ਵਾਕੇ [vake] through precept or sermon. “jap ja- ਵਾਚਕ [vacak] adj who speaks or declaims.
pIo satIgurmatI vake.”—maru solhe m 1.

2 pron his, her.
ਵਾਕੈ [vake] See ਵਾ 2. 2 See ਵਾਕ਼ਿਅੁ. 3 his, her.
ਵਾਰ੍ਯ [vaky] See ਵਾਕੁ.

ਵਾਖਿ [vakhI] adj separate, apart, distinct. “sasu
te pIrI kini vakhI.”—asa m 5. ‘The Lord
spared her from ignbrance.’

ਵਾਗ [vag] See ਬਾਗ 3. 2 part like, similar to. “oh
balak vagi palie.”—maru éjuli m 5.

ਵਾਂਗ [vag] like. 866 ਵਾਗ 2. “barIk vagi hau sabh
kIchu méga.”—majh m 5. 2 See ਬਾਂਗ.
ਵਾਗ੍ਮਯ [vagmay] 866 ਵਾਂਙਮਯ.
ਵਾਗਮੀ [vagmi] Skt ਥਸ਼ਾਯਿਜ੍. adj talking ﬁne; elo-

quent. “prItham vagmi sﬁdar bani.”—GPS.
2 n Vrihaspati, teacher of the gods.

ਵਾਗਿ [vagI] partlike, similar to. “pale balak vagI,
deke apI kar.”——var ram 2 m 5.

ਵਾਗੀ [vagi] cowherd. “jo vagi gaiéi ate mahié
carévda si.”—JSBM. 2 like, as. See ਵਾਗਿ. “bheda vagi SII‘ khohaInI.”—m 1 var majh.

ਵਾਂਗੀ [vigil 866 ਵਾਗਿ and ਵਾਗੀ 2.

2 who reads. “sut vacak bhayo buléde.”—GPS.
3 11 real meaning of a word. 4 See ਉਪਮਾ.
ਵਾਚਕਲੁਪਤਾ [vacaklupta] See ਉਪਮਾ.
ਵਾਚਣਾ [vacna], ਵਾਚਨ [vacan] to, read, express,
read out. “vacahI pustak ved purana.”—maru
solhe m I .
ਵਾਰਾ [vaca] Skt n speech, exposition. 2 Sarasvati.

ਵਾਚਾੲੀ [vacaI] got articulated/read out. “padhe a111, pati bahI vacaia.”-suhi Chét m 4.
ਵਾਚਾਰਥ [vacarath] denotative meaning. “lakh

rup vacareth jas kahI.”—GPS. See ਲਕਸ਼ and
ਵਾਰ੍ਯ.

ਵਾਚਾਲ [vaca]] Skt adjtalkative. 2 garrulous, noh
sensical.

ਵਾਚੀ [ਧ8੦115/ਢ2ਕ1ਥਿਜ੍.8ਯੱ/ਘੀਮਂ੦11 signiﬁes, which
denotes. 2 feminine past tense of verb vacna,
as “us me chIthhi vaci.”

ਵਾਰਸ਼ [vacy] Skt n denoted meaning of a word.
for example, “ghora” signiﬁes a quadruped.
2 that what is described through speech. “is-

ਵਾਚਜਾਰਥ
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var vacy aha sarvagy.”—GPS. 3 description,

ਵਾਜਿਹ [vajIh] A 5‘", adj evident, manifest.

narration. 4 blame. 5 adj worthy of description. 6 blameable, condemnable.
ਵਾਰ੍ਯ'ਰਥ [vacyarath] See ਵਾਰ੍ਯ l.
ਵਾਛ [vach] n revenue collection. 2 See ਵਾਂਛ.
ਵਾਂਛ [vach] Skt ਧ੍ਯਬ੍. vr desire, wish.
ਵਾਛੜ [vachar] heavy shower. See ਬਾਛੜ.
ਵਾਂਛਾ [yé’xcha] See ਥਾਂਛਾ.
ਵਾਂਛਿਤ [vachIt] See ਬਾਂਛਤ.

ਵਾਜਿਨੀ [vajIni] cavalry mounted army.
-sanama. 2 girdle of tiny bells. 3 Skt mare.

pakhavaj bhau.”—asa m 1. See ਪੰਚਸਬਦ. 2 in mu-

(a) Earlier, we used to call the Ved-recit-

sicology the followin g six kinds of musical instruments are mentioned :
ek-hast — which is played with one hand;
single-stringed instrument; tanpura.
dVIhast — which is played with both the
hands like mrIdég; pakhavaj, Vina etc.
kudyaghat — which is played with a stick
like nagara, dhol etc.
dhanuraghars —which is played with a hairstringed bow like sarégi; saréda; taus etc.

ing Brahmins and get relevant portions of the
Veds readout before the solemnization of a
marriage, but now the Sikhs1 contend to solemnise the marriage ceremony by recitingAnand
and do not invite the Brahmins for this purpose. 0 True King, now you issue orders in
this regard.
The Guru signed the injunction — F irst recite the Anand and offer the ardas. Thereafter, solemnise the marriage as you have been
doing before. Don’t harbour any doubts in your
mind.
(b) The Master has ordered that the Sikhs
should not have any dealings'with the people

4 a medicinal herb, asgédh. See ਅਸਗੰਧ.
ਵਾਜਿਬ [vaij] A val: adj obligatory. 2 just, reasonable.

ਵਾਜਿਬੁਲ ਅੁਰਜ [vaijul araj] A ਰ੍/‘ਲ਼ੀ/ਸ੍ਟਿਗੀ repre-

sentation; written petition; application. 2 In Bhai
Mani Singh’s Bhagtavli, a petition containing
ਵਾਜ [vaj] Skt n food. 2 clariﬁed butter. 3 water. ‘ ten queries, was submitted by the Sahajdhari
Sikhs, to the tenth Guru.
4 sacriﬁcial rite. 5 feather of an arrow. 6 speed,
From the perusal of the vajbularaj, it aprapidity. 7 power, strength. 8 profit, gain.
pears that neither had it been written in Bhai
9 horse. 10 battle, war. 11 See ਬਾਜ. 12 short
Mani Singh’s hand nor had the Guru given any
for ਆਵਾਜ਼. 13 See ਵਾਅਜ ].
sanction. For the information of the readers,
ਵਾਜਬ [vajab] See ਵਾਜਿਬ.
however, its text is given in this book.
ਵਾਜਾ [vaja] n a musical instrument. “vaja matI,

hutkar —— which is played with wind from
the mouth like naphiri; murli etc.
bahurégik —which is played by striking to-

gether like jhajh; khartal etc. See ਸਾਜ.

ਵਾਜਾ ਨੇਜ਼ਾ [vaja neja] kettle-drum and ensign.

of ﬁve categories —the followers of Dhir Mal,

“vaja neja patI SIU pargat.”—sri m 1. ‘To be

the followers of Ram Rai, the Minas (that is,
the followers of Prithi Chand), Masands (the

known for the honour earned through good
c‘onduct is our kettle-drum and ensign.’
ਵਾਜਿ [vajI] See ਵਾਸੀ.

ਵਾਜਿਅ [vaan] A (jg, adj who establishes, who
keeps, who possesses, who invents. 2 See

ਵਾਜਿਹ

preacher-cum-collectors of the offerings) and
the sxr—gom’s. Who is a Sirgum?

The Master said that the atheists “sarevare’s” are the Sirgums, and those belonging
‘Thosc who take Amrit (or baptism) of the double-edged

[vaan] adj deprived, debarred.

sword 8ਝਾ6ਕੇਸ਼ਾਧਾਰੀਂ (hair bearing) Sikhs. ,

ਵਾਜਿਬੁਲਅੁਰਜ
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to Nand Chand Sangha are also Sirgums and
a Turak is surely a Sirgum.

now the Sikhs forbid us to do so. Now your

The Sikhs prayed - Some are traders, and
some are ofﬁcials and in day-to-day dealings
they come in contact with all sorts of people.

The orders were signed — If you can you
may send the ashes of the dead there, otherwise wherever a Sikh breathes his last, be in

At this the speciﬁc orders were given ——

the battleﬁeld, the same place is sacred for

orders are awaited.

‘

Have dealings with the people only after hav-

him. Else the ashes may be mixed with the

‘ ing made enquiries about them. However, if

dust of the feet of the sadh-ségatx (the holy

one deals inadvertently with the said people
then let the prayer be offered up.
(c) 0 True King ! We, the Sahajdharis, who
are your Sikhs, previously used to perform, as
per practice of the society, the tonsure ceremony on the occasion of death of a parent.
And, now the Sikhs hold that the Khalsa has
been set up by the Almighty the wonderful
Lord, you should now give up all these worldly
rites. 0 True King ! may pass the orders on
this as you wish.
Then it was affirmed and speciﬁc orders
were passed — you should not practise the tonsure ceremony. The other ceremonies in vogue,
may be performed and foregiveness sought
thereafter. '
(d) 0 True King ! at the time of marriage
and death we used to feast the Brahmins; now
the Sikhs assert that only the Sikhs should be
feasted on such occasions.
It was ordered — you should feast both the
Sikhs, the Brahmins as well as the other guests
properly.
.
(e) 0 True King ! at the time of the investiture of the sacred thread, we used to tonsure
our sons. Now we will follow whatever are

congregation) and scattered on all sides of
Amritsar. Thereby the departed souls shall get
emancipated.
(g) We, who have to attend courts and ofﬁces, used to get our hair and beards levelled
with a pair of scissors. we will follow your

your orders in this regard.
The Guru signed the orders — the sons of
the Sahajdharis should be administered
pahuL
(f) 0 True King ! Earlier, we used to send
the ashes to the Ganges for immersion, and

orders .
The orders were signed — It is good if you,

the Sahajdharis, keep the hair intact like the
Keshdaris, otherwise, if need be, you may get

your excessive hair levelled and then apologise for this lapse. The Kesdhari who does so
shall no more be a Sikh.
(h) 0 True King ! you have ordered that
none of us should have any dealings with the
Sirgums (apostates) and the persons from the
said ﬁve categories. But, while moving, if

someone comes face-to-face with a person
of the said categories then what are your instructions in_ that case?
The orders were passed — The heart should
be honestly attuned to the Guru, and if, in the
normal course of life, one happens to face any
of the said persons then how does it matter?
you should not have any dealings with the said

persons.
(i) When the Sikhs, who have gone to bathe
in the Ganga, return, how should we deal with
them?
It was ordained — Deal with them with love
and affection; don’t be rude to them. 0 Sikhs!
these are my orders for you. Have no deal-

'ਵਾਜਿਸੇਧ
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ings with persons belonging to the said five
categories because any truck with them diminishes one’s faith in the Guru. If any one of
them wants to join you, accept him; impart the
Guru’s instructions to him, meditate on the
Creator’s Name, do honest labour and share
your earnings with others; this is the Sikh way

sans. See ਬਾਝ and ਬਾਝਹੁ. 2 See ਵਾਹਜ.
ਵਾਟ [vat] Skt n path, way. “so jam) jam ki vat na

paie.”-asa m 5. “mera sisu kije gurvat.”—ma1i
m 4. 2 custom, usage. “qu laha tota tIve, vat

caldi ai.”—asa a m 1.
ਵਾਟਪਾਰ [vatpar] dacoit, highwayman. See ਬਾਟਪਾਰ.

ਵਾਟਬੰਧਨਾ [vatbédhna] v block the way. “her:

of life.

her: namujapétla, kOI na badhe vat.”~varram
(i) 0 True King ! previously, whenever … 2 m 5.
someone breathed his last we used to call in ਵਾਟ ਵਟਾਉਣਾ [vat vatauna] v take an alternative
or different path. “gharI jasan val; vataIa.”
the Pandits to read out the Garurh Puran and
—sr1'm 5 pepaI. 2 transmigrate, be reborn as
get the dasgater performed. but now the Pandifferent human/animal being. “cale calanhar
dits do not come for the said purpose; they
vat
vataIa.”—asa a m I.
ask us to wear the sacred thread and the loin
cloth to perform the dasgatar as a precondi- ਵਾਟਵਟਾਊੰ [vatvatau] adj who is always on the
move; who goes to and fro. “vat vatau ave
tion for their participation. Now as you instruct,
jaa.I ”—o§kar. Here it stands for the individual
we will follow.
soul.
It was ordained … Remain steadfast in your
faith. Get the whole Granth Sahib recited. Lis- ਵਾਟਡ਼ੀ [vatri] n footpath, path, road. “bhuli vatriasu jiu. ”—suhi m 1 kucaji.
ten to the discourse by the Sikhs, on the Sahaskriti Sloks of Guru Arjan Dev. The de- ਵਾਟਾਉ [vatau] wayfarer, traveller, journeyman.
“jete jia tete vatau.”——m 1 var ram 1.
parted soul will reside amongst the Khalsa
and you will also attain spiritual knowledge. ਵਾਟਿ [vatI] in the way.
Nothing compares with belief in the divine ਵਾਟਿਕਾ [vatIka] Skt n small garden, kitchen
garden. 2 building.
Name.

ਵਾਜਿਮੇਂਧ [vajImedh] n horse sacriﬁce. See ਵਾਟੀ [vati] lamp’s wick. See ਬਾਤੀ 2. 2 See ਬਾਟੀ.
3 Skt building. 4 dwelling place.
ਅਸ਼੍ਵਮੇਧ.
ਵਾਜਿਰਾਜ [vajIraj] king of the horses ucehsrava. ਵਾਟੁ [vato] way, path, road. 2 manner, custom.
ਵਾਜੀ[ਪ੍ਯਾ]‘1]}1੦ਢ਼ਾ58.888ਬਾਜੀ2.1111ਸ਼(1ਝੂ811 poetics,a

particular class of men. See ਪੁਚੁ'ਖਜਾਤਿ.
ਵਾਜੇ [vaje] sounded. See ਵਜਣਾ. 2 closed, shut.
“nau dar vaje, dasve mukta.”—majh a m 3.
‘when the nine doors were closed, i.e. when
the door opening to depravities was shut, then
the tenth door got opened.’ 3 was played or

See ਵਾਟ.
ਵਾਡਞ [vadav] See ਵਾੜਵ.

ਵਾਢ [vadh] See ਬਾਢ. 2 Skt part accepted, ac-

sounded. “vaje bajhahu si‘gi baje.”—suh1' m 1.

ceptable. 3 adj very much, excessive.
ਵਾਂਢ [védh], ਵਾਂਢਾ [vadha] See ਥਾਂਢ and ਬਾਂਢਾ.
ਵਾਢੀ [vadhi] See ਬਾਢੀ. 2 See ਵਾਂਢੀ. “vadhi kIu
dhireu.”—-maru a m I . ‘How can I be patient,
when I’m away from home?’

‘without playing.’

ਵਾਂਢੀਂ [vadhi] adj who is alien. 2 separated; dis-

ਵਾਜੰਗਾ [vajéga] was played or sounded. “anhad
sabad manI vajéga.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਵਾਝ [vajh], ਵਾਝਹੁ [vajhahu], ਵਾਝੁ [vajhu] without,

tressed by separation. “dhan vadhi, prIy des
nIvasi.”—ma]a a m 1. “jhurI marahu se
v5dhia.”—suhi a m 5.

ਫਾਰ੍ਯ
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ਵਾਤ੍ਵਲ

ਵਾਵ੍ਯ [vadhy] See ਬਾਢਯ and ਬਾਢਜ਼

water.’ 3 adj having; possessing. “akhutt; nadi

ਵਾਣ [van] See ਬਾਣ. 2 twine of reed-ﬁbre, used
for stringing cots, etc. “SIr par jiran van porana'.”—GPS. 3 Skt arrow. 4 fire. 5 In the
Purans, a demon, who was elder son of Bali.
He is also called Viarochi. He was king of
Shonitpurz. He had one thousand arms. Vanasur was Shiv’s proponent but was Vishnu’s
opponent. His daughter, Usha, was enamoured
of Aniruddh, grandson of Krishan. Usha called

sz sﬁmevanI.”—PPP. ‘The flow of the river
that rises from a spring never ceases.’ 4 Skt

Aniruddh to her home. When Van came to
know of it, he arrested Aniruddh. The Yadavs
like Krishan, Pradyuman, Balram, etc reached
Shonitpur to free Aniruddh. Van faced them
valiantly. Shiv and his son Kartikey supported
Van. In the battle, Van’s many arms got amputated and Shiv’s army also suffered a heavy
defeat. At last, Shiv sought forgiveness from
Krishan and got Vanasur’s life spared.
Aniruddh, alongwith Usha, returned happily
to Dwarka.3 6 a celebrated Sanskrit poet, son
of Rajyadevi, who was a gem of the court of
Harsh, king of Thanesar and Kannauj. Van
wrote Harshcharit in 620 AD. Kadambari is
also ascribed to him. His son, Bhushan Bhatt,
was also an excellent poet, whom some have
mentioned as Baan. See ਬਾਣ 8.
ਵਾਣਾ [vana] See ਬਾਣਾ. 2 Skt ਵਾਨ. weft, woof.
“Ikk sut kar tana vana.”—BG.
ਵਾਣਾਸੁਰ [vanasur] See ਵਾਣ 5.

ਵਾਟਿਜਯ [vaany] Skt n commerce, trade. Its
variantE‘fa—rm also belongs to Sanskrit.

ਵਾਣੀ [vani] n shade, colour. “udak géga vani.”
—vad chétm 1. i.e. clear. 2 water. “51m kho—

haI piahI mal vani.”—m 1 var majh. ‘dirty

n word, sound. 5 statement, description, edict.

“babar var_1i phIrgai.”—asa a m 5. 6 Sarasvati.
7 See ਬਾਣੀ.
ਵਾਣੁ [vanu] S string made of reed-ﬁbre, etc.
“Cit khatola, vanu dukhu.”—s farid. 2 See ਬਾਣੁ.

ਵਾਤ [vat] Skt ਵਾਦਿਤ੍ਵ. musical instrument. “vat
vajanI témak bheria.”—sri m 5 pepaI.
2 tidings, news. “ta vat na puche ke.”—japu.

ਲ਼ੀ3 face, visage. See ਵਾਤਿ and ਵਾਤੁ. 4 Skt ਗਚ੍. vr
to be happy, gather, serve. '5 n element with
the quality of touch — air. 6 a humour of the

body — wind. 7 See ਬਾਤ. 8 See ਵਕਾੱਤ.
ਵਾਤਸਨ੍ਯ [vatsaly] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਯਾ. n affection (for
the offspring), tenderness. The Bhagats
(devotees) have regarded this emotion more
important than the other nine ones of a poetic
composition. SeeEIFr9.
ਵਾਤਸੁਤ [vatsot], ਵਾਤਪੁਤ੍ਵ [vatputr] Hanuman.

2 Bhimsen.

ਵਾਤਡ਼ੀ [vatri] tidings, news. “pIru vatri na pochai.”—s farid.

'

ਵਾਤਾਪਿ [vatapI] See ਇਲ੍ਲ.
ਵਾਤਾਰਿ [vatarI] ਵਾਤ-ਅਰਿ. ‘enemy of the winddisease’ — castor oil plant. 2 Yam. 3 cactus.
4 carum seeds.

ਵਾਤਿ [vatI] in the mouth. See ਸਿਪੀਂਤੀ. “dIl kati,
gum vatI”—s farId. ‘sweetness in the mouth.’
“hau baIIhari tIn kau SIphatI jIna dc vatI.”
-—m I suhi var. 2 Skt n air, wind. 3 sun.
4 moon.

ਵਾਂਤਿ [van] Skt n vomit, spew.
ਵਾਤੀਸਰ [vatisar] See ਵਿਰਤੀਸਰ. 2 See ਵਾਚਸਪਤਿ.

lold and worn out. decayed.

ਵਾਤ੍ਵ [vatu] S mouth. 2 tidings, news.

2This place is at a short distance from Guptkasi, on the

ਵਾਤੁਲ [vatul] Skt n gale, gust of wind. 2 adj
afflicted with an abdomenal ailment. 3 insane,

bank ol‘Kedarganga (Mandakini) in Komaon, which is
six miles from Ushamath.

3See ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥਕ੍ਰਿਸਨਾਵਤਾਰਅੰਗ 2183 to 2241.

crazy.
ਵਾਤੂਲ [vatul] Skt adj insane, crazy.

ਵਾਦ
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ਵਾਦ [vad] and ਵਾਦੁ [vadu] Skt ਗੜ. n discussion,

argument. “vad vakhanahI, tatu n3 jana.”
—maru soIhe m 1. 2 doctrine; for example,
parInamvad (pragmatism); advetvad (doctrine
of non-duality). 3 disputation, quarrel. “vada
kia karanI kahania.”—var maru I m 3. 4 P ,1,
son, 5 See ਬਾਦ.

ਵਾਦਨ [vadan] Skt n musical instrument. 2 act
of playing a musical instrument.
ਵਾਦਰਾਯਣ [vadrayan] See ਬਾਦਰਾਯਣ.
ਵਾਦਾ [vada] A w: vow, promise, commitmeht.

ਵਾਦਾਣ [vadan] See ਬਦਾਣ, ਵਦਾਣ and ਵਿਦਾਣ. “bemukh loha sadhie vagdi vadanI .”—BG.

ਵਾਧਿ [vath] adjexcessive, extra, increased. “kIshi vath, ghatI kIs-hi pahI”—dhana m 5.
ਵਾਧੂ [vadhu] adj surplus, extra.

ਵਾਨ [van] adj possessive sufﬁx. for example,
ਗੁਰ੍ਯ'ਨ.-2 866 ਬਾਨ. 3 See ਵਾਣ. 4 Skt forest—like,

wild.
ਵਾਨਪ੍ਰਜਥ' [vanprasth] See ਚਾਰ ਆਸ਼੍ਰਮ (c).
ਵਾਨ੍ਯ [vanar] See ਬਾਨ੍ਯ.

ਫ਼ਾਨੀ [vani] adjcoloured, dyed. “bhae kes dudhvani.”—sor bhikhan. ‘The hair turned milk-

white.’ 2 See ਵਾਣੀਂ 4, 5, and 6. 3 See ਵੰਨੀ.
ਵਾਪ [vap] Skt n weaving. 2 sowing. 3 shearing
shaving.

ਵਾਦਿ [vadI] in the dispute. “janamu bIhano ਵਾਪਸ [vapas] See ਵਾਪਿਸ.
ahékarI aru vadI.”—ram m 5. 2 See ਵਾਦੀ 4.
“Ik veri sabh vad1.”—var ram 2 m 5. 3 Skt
scholar, savant.

ਵਾਚਿਤ੍ਰ [vadItr] Skt n musical instrument. See

ਪੰਚਸਬਦ and ਵਾਜਾ.
ਵਾਦੀ [vadi] 866 ਬਾਦੀ- 2 Skt ਗਫਿਜ੍. adj speaker,
asserter. 3 disputant. “sasura vadi.”—var ram
2 m 5. 4 opponent. 5 plaintiff. 6 key note,
without which a ਰਾਗ [rag] cannot take shape,
as rIsabh is the key note of $ri rag. 7 in disputations. “vadi dharanI pIarU.”—m 3 varmaru
1.8 A L5», n low land. 9 valley. 10 wilderness,
barren land. 11 course of a river.
ਵਾਦੁ [vadu] See ਵਾਦ3. “tItU tanI haume vadu.”—

sri a m 1.

ਵਾਦਸ਼ [vady] Skt n musical instrument. 2 speech,
statement. 3 adjworth saying. 4 playable, wor-

thy of playing. '
ਵਾਧ [vadh] n increase, expansion, augmentation. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਬ੍. vr pain, prevent. 3 a kind of
fallacy.
ਵਾਧਾ [vadha] n excess, unjust treatment, of-

fence. 2 increase, progress. 3 Skt hindrance,

hurdle. 4 suffering, pain. See ਵਾਧਘਾ.
ਵਾਧਾੲੀ [vadhai] See ਵਧਾਈ. “mIlI sétjana
vadhai.”—-vad ghoria m 4.

ਵਾਪਰਣਾ [vaparna], ਵਾਪਰਨਾ [vaparna] to happen.

2 to affect, be effective. 3 to pass, elapse.
“ketarIa jug vapre.”—s farid.
ਵਾਪਾਰ [vapar] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਪਾਰ. n trade, commerce.

“saca vapara.”—vad a m 3.
ਵਾਪਾਰੀ [vapari] Skt ਵ੍ਯਾਪਾਰੀ. trader. “dhanu vapari nanka bhai, melI kare vaparu.”—sora m 1.

ਵਾਪਿ [vapI] See ਵਾਪੀਂ. 2 adv having sown.
ਵਾਪਿਸ [vapIs] P Lﬁu, adj withdrawn, turned
back. 2 adv behind.

ਵਾਪਿਕਾ [vapIka] Skt n a well with steps. “bhai
vapIka puran abe.”——GPS. 2 tank with steps;
brick and mortar pool.

ਵਾਪੀ [vapi] Skt 11 well with steps. All the three
words. vapI, vapIka and ਵਾਪੀ [vapi], have the
same meaning. 2 See ਅਨਾਦ 5.
ਵਾਪੁਰ [vapur] n sowing instrument, plough. See
ਵਾਪ. “vapurdhar ballbha bakhano.”——sanama.
river Yamuna,‘ beloved of the ‘plough-man’
(Balram).
ਵਾਪੁਰਧਰ ਬੱਲਭਾ [vapurdhar ballbha] Yamuna.
See ਵਾਪੁਰ.

ਵਾਫ਼ਿਰ [vafIr] A )1, adj very, much. 2 extra.
'Jamuna is the beloved wife of Krishan. Since the time

Balram brought Jamuna by pulling it with the help ofhis

plough, it has become known as the “haldharballbha”.

ਵਾਮ
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ਵਾਮ [vam] Skt n wealth. 2 Kamdev. 3 Shiv.

ਵਾਰ

ਵਾਯਵੀ [vayvi] See ਉਪਦਿਸ਼ਾ, ਦਿਸ਼ਾ and ਬਾਇਵ.

4 teat, nipple. 5 Varun, master of sea. 6 adj

ਵਾਯੁ' [vayu] Skt n that which keeps on moving

beautiful. 7 crooked. 8 left. 9 opponent.
10 low, base. 11 See ਸਵੈਯਾ 25. 12 P (l: debt,

- air. Sanskrit Scholars have hypothesised seven types of air. The air spread on the surface

‘ of the earth and upto twelve yojan in the sky,
that supports the clouds and the lightning, is
ਵਾਮਨ [vaman] Skt adj short-statured, dwarf- known as the bhuvayu. The air called avah is
obligation. See ਬਾਮ for examples of ਵਾਮ.

ਵਾਮਚੇਞ [vamdev] See ਬਾਮਦੇਞ.

ish. 2 n See ਦਿੱਗਜ. 3 Vaman — incarnation of

Vishnu. See ਬਲਿ and ਭਰੋਂਚ. 4 See ਪੁਰਾਣ.
ਵਾਮਮ'ਰਗ [vam-marag], ਵਾਮਮਾਰਗੀ [vam-margi]
path of Vam (Shiv) a creed founded by the
worshippers of Shiv on the Tantric system, in
which the use of meat, wine, etc are a part of
their religious practice. In the opinion of the
Vaishnav Hindus, this creed is a crooked path.
In fact Vam Marg has a different meaning. The religious treatises of the Hindus have
accepted one such image of Shiv in which his
‘ right half is that of a male person and the left

one of a female. The worshippers of his right
side are called daksIn and those who worship
the left side are called Vam-Margis. See

ਅਰਧਨਾਰੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ.
Some of the codewords of the followers
of the Vam-Marg are : suddh (meat), tirath
(wine), padam (wine-cup), vyas (onion),
sukdev (garlic), diksIt (distiller of spirits), prayagsevi (frequenter of prostitutes), kasisevi
(frequenter of outcaste women), yogi (adul-

terer), etc. See ਪੰਚਤਤ੍ਵ 2 and ਪੰਚ ਮਕਾਰ.
ਵਾਮਾ [vama] Skt a beautiful woman. 2 Lachhmi.
3 Durga.
ਵਾਮਾਚਾਰ [vamacar] ਵਾਮ-ਆਚਾਰ. See ਵਾਮਮਾਰਗ.

ਵਾਸੀ [vami] Vam Marg. 2 Skt n mare. 3 female

jackal. 4jenny. 5 female came]. 6 Skt ਥਇਿਜ੍.
adjvomiting.
ਵਾਮੋਰੁ [vamoru] woman with beautiful thighs.

ਵਾਯਸ [vayas] Skt adj long living. 2 n crow.

3 fragrant tree. 4 See ਬਾਇਸ 2.
ਵਾਯਦਾ [vayda] See ਵਾਦਾ.

above it. avah is succeeded by pravah, udvah,

suvah, parIvah and paravah as layer above
the preceding.
In the commentary on the seventh act of
the Shakuntala Natak, it is mentioned that avah
impels the clouds and the lightning, pravah
moves the sun, sévah moves the moon, udvah

impels the stars, suvah rotates the seven planets, VIvah supports the seven sages (that is,
the constellation called ursa major) and the
heavens, and parIvah supports the dhruv.
2 one of the humours of the human body, which
pervades it as the ten vital airs or life-winds.
See ਦਸਪ੍ਰਾਣ.
ਵਾਯੁ'ਸਖ [vayusakh], ਵਾਯੁ'ਸਖਾ [vayusakha] n friend

of the air, ﬁre.
ਵਾਯੁਸੁਤ [vayusut], ਵਾਯੁਤਨਯ [vayutanay], ਵਾਯੁਪੁਤ੍ਵ

[vayuputr] son of the wind, Hanuman. 2 Bhimsen.
ਵਾਯੁ ਮੰਡਲ [vayu mﬁdal] atmosphere. 2 whirlwind.

ਵਾਰ [var] See ਬਾਰ. 2 besieging, surrounding. Its
root is ਹੂ [vrI]. 3 battle. See E war. 4 war poetry; martial poem; for example, “var sri

bhageuti ji ki.”——dasamgr5th. 5 Now it has also
come to mean pari (nIh stem) metre because
majority of the Punjabi poets has eulogized the
valour of the ﬁghters in this very metre. See
the text at the beginning of Asa Di Var — var
saloké nalI. Here ਵਾਰ [var] means pari metre.
6 Numinous poetry, recorded in Guru Granth
Sahib, lauding the Creator, and written in the
pori metre along with the sloks, is known as

ਫਾਰਸ
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26 delay, tardiness, slackness. “manas te devte
‘ ਵਾਰ [var]. There are twenty-two such vars; one
each in Sri Rag, Majh, two in Gauri Asa, two
kie, karat na lagi var.”—var asa. 27 adj good,
in Gujri Bihagra, Vadhans, Sorath, Jaitsari,
nice. 28 Skt ਕਸ਼ਾਦ੍ਰ. water. 29 P “, adj possesSuhi, Bilawal, three in Ramkali';two in Maru,
sive suﬁ‘ix; as, for instance, sazavar, xatavar
Basantz, Sarang, Malar and Kanra.
etc. 30 worthy, capable. 31 like, as, equal.
Where, at the beginning of a var, Mahla 1- ਵਾਰਸ [varas] See ਵਾਰਿਸ.
3-4 or 5 is written, it means that all the paris in ਵਾਰਸਸ਼ਾਹ [varas-sah] Sayyad Waris Shah. This
famous Punjabi poet was resident of Jandiala
that var have been written by that particular
Sherkhan (district Gujj ranwala). He wrote the
Guru as, for instance, in the Var Majh all the
paris are by Guru Nanak Dev, in Var Rag of romance of Beer and Ranjha in 1180 Hijri Ramkali, all the paris are by Guru Amar Dev; “san yarﬁ se assio nabi hajrat léme des de VICC
tIar hoi. sal tharé 58 bai si raI bIkram lol< akhin the var of Sri Rag, the paris are by Guru
de bhakhde sar hoi.” Although many poets
Ram Dass, etc. In case, there is any pari by
have written about the romantic folk-tale of
another Guru then it has been speciﬁed there
Heer and Ranjha in Punjabi, none has been
itself; as, for instance, in the ﬁrst Var Rag
able to match Waris Shah.
Gauri, there are some paris by Mahala 5.
7 end, at last. “lekhe var na avai, ਪਿੰ bakhaSI ਵਾਰ ਸਤ [var set] period of seven days. There is
a composition of Guru Amar Dev in the BilamIlavanharu.”—sava m 3. 8 fence. 9 t0 sacriwal Rag, with this caption wherein are given
ﬁce, dedicate. 10 the nearer bank, shore, etc.
“tum karo var v‘ah par utrat he.”—sIvdya1. spiritual instructions for the days of the week.
Here the word var has two meanings— a blow ਵਾਰਸ਼ਿਕ [varSIk] See ਵਾਰਖ਼ਿਕ.
and this side. 11 this world, which is the oppo- ਵਾਰ ਸ੍ਰੀ ਭਗੌਤੀ ਜੀ ਕੀ [var sri bhagati ji ki] The
site of ਪਾਰ [par] -the other world. 12 unculti- tale of warrior goddess Bhagvati (Durga) in
the pari metre. There are two vars with this
vated land, wilderness. l3 blow, strike, injury.
“karlIhu var pretham bal dharke.”-—GPS. name. One is a delightful Punjabi composition
following the two Chandi Charitars in the
14 Skt chance, opportunity, moment. “nanak
Dasam Granth. It has 55 stanzas. It contains
SIth Iveha var.”—var maru 2 m 5. “bInaSI
a gist of the Durga Saptshati of Markanday
jaI khIn var.”—sava m 3. 15 turn, spell. “IkI
cale IkI calasahI sath apni var.”—bIIa m 5. Puran. The second one is found in a particular
“phunI bahurI na avan var.”——prabha m 1. version of Dasam Granth which contains
16 time, turn. “je soci lakh var.”—japu. “1੭੪1:- additional compositions such as Sukhmana,
Malkaus Ki var, etc. Its text reads as —
hari gur apne dIuhari sad var.”—var asa.
ﬁg‘sri vahI guru ji ki phate
l7 door, gate. 18 aggregate, total. 19 Shiv.
var sri bhagati ji ki patsahi lO
20 moment, second, instant. 21 day of the
dohra
week (when one planet is in power). “p5drah
bhagat bhagati tIsah ki jo jan dhir dhare.
thIti ts sat var.”—bIIa m 3 var 7. 22 vessel
ég 55g hat”) lag-hﬁ pache pag na kare.
used in a sacrificial rite. 23 hair of the tail.

24 treasure. 25 warding off; restraining.
‘The third var in the Ramkali Rag has no slok.
2The: var in the Rag Basant has no slok.

saveya
bhagat bhagati sajke
prabhu jag arébh racthe.
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ਵਾਰਕਨ੍ਯਕਾਂ

ranbhumI bhabhut carhaIke

daph dauru dék bajthe.

kal narad her her haSSIa

ran sabat jujjh macthe.
duldul khig bIgaSSIa
ran ruhar kahar barakhaI he.
ghar sutta sigh jagaIa
khar dharti hak calthe.

manukh pakar bhakkalIa
kar jagg ghaméd macthe.
bhakal bhagati durjana
phat thﬁthur mfjh kadhthe.

hath khappar phatkan damarcu
kadh kégal kholI balthe.

uth phutthal ghOman ghor kar
bhakarulah dhﬁdh macthe.
lutth palutth dhar nal dhar
pijar kﬁtak khthe.
lapel; jhapat 1e tegna
lar sura ghan ghatthe.
khacak khapan jahi jamdhare
ran lutth palutth luththe.

jagg arébh tfh jugg hon
mas manukh VICC ghatthe.
rakat khapar bhar jogm'
ran masat mégal gun ga Ihe.
1<es bIna SIr katie

cfghave kavan chodthe.
hukam mime prabhu bakhasle .
nIguréi nﬁ Iho sajthe.
phate jég gobidsi‘gh

'

dal kotak kot khepthe.

dohra
asa na karu brahmana na parse peg jaI.
prabhu tayag duje lage 1(6th narak mahI paI.

ਵਾਰਕਨ੍ਯਕਾ [varkanyka], ਵਾਰਕੰਨਿਅਾ [varkénIa]
wife of many persons without marriage; pros-

titute, harlot. See ਵਾਰਵਧੂ.

ਵਾਰਖਿਕ [varkhIk] Skt ਵਾਸਿੰਕ. adj belonging to
rain, rainy. 2 yearly; annual.

ਵਾਰ ਗੁਰੂ ਗੋਬਿੰਦਸਿੰਘ ਜੀ [var guru gobfdsi‘gh ji]
See ਜੰਗਨਾਮਾ 3.
ਵਾਰਣ [varan] forbidding, restraining. See ਬਾਰਣ.
ਵਾਚਣਾ [varna] See ਬਾਰਨਾ.

rakat paleti jogni hun
durjan khet khapthe.

ਵਾਰਣੇ'ਦ੍ਰ [varnédrl king of elephants; an excel-

rﬁd mﬁd ghamsan khet ran ‘

ਵਾਰਤਾ [varta] Skt ਵਾਤੰਥਾਂ. n narration, report.
2 conversation. 3 context, subject.

jébuk gIrajh aghthe.
dhamak dhamake jabarjég

lent elephant. 2 Airawat. See ਬਾਰਣੇਸ.

ਵਾਰਤਿਕ [vartIk] Skt ਵਾਤਿੱਕ. 11 book that explains

sajje bohIth dhakkIa
kar khabbe kharag macthe.

the meaning of aphorisms, commentary.
2 prose.
ਵਾਹਦ [varad] See ਵਾਰਿਦ.
ਵਾਰਦਾਤ [vardat] A 91,11, plural of ਵਾਰਿਦ. 2 vicissitudes (of life).
ਵਾਰਨ [varan] See ਬਾਰਣ and ਵਾਰਣ.
ਵਾਰਨਾ [varna] See ਬਾਰਨਾ. “nanak V5J1€ varna.”—
ram 9 m 5. “van na java ek var.”—japu.
ਵਾਰਨਾਥੀ [varnari] wife of several men — harlot,
prostitute.
ਵਾਹਨੀ [varni] See ਬਾਰੁਣੀਂ. 2 See ਵਾਰੁਣੀ.

nIbera hidu turak—da

ਵਾਰਪਾਰ [varpar] across; the nearer and the far-

garh kotan kotak dhthe.
k3: dharde parsan bher kar
selahI 58] thrthe.

gagan kerakki bijuli
parlau parlok khapthe.
utlak dhumétal dha Ianu

bahu madak mﬁd thrthe.

tharhar képe dharamraI

ran sura ghan ghatthe.

ran maddhe kharag cukthe.

ther bank; shore, etc. 2 this world and the next.

ਵਾਰਮੁਖਾ
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ਵਾਰਮੁਖਾ [varmukha], ਵਾਰਮੁਖੀ [varmukhi], ਵਾਰਮੁਂਖਸਾ

ਵਾਰਣੀ

ing. 3 manifested.

[varmukhya], ਵਾਰਯੁਞਤਿ [varyuvatI], ਵਾਰਯੋਸਾ ਵਾਰਿਧਿ [varith], ਵਾਰਿਨਾਥ [varInath], ਵਾਰਿਨਿਧਿ
[varyosa], ਵਾਰਯੋ'ਖਿਤਾ [varyokhIta], ਵਾਰਵਧੂ [var- [varInIth] sea. See ਬਾਰਿਧਿ and ਬਾਰਿਨਿਧਿ.
vadhu], ਵਾਰਵਿਟੋਢ਼ਾ [varvanIta] claimed by many; ਵਾਚਿਪਤਿ [varIpatI] Varun.
wife of many men — prostitute.
ਵਾਰਿਯੰਤ੍ਰ [varIyétr] fountain.
ਵਾਰਾ [vara] See ਬਾਰਾ. 2 end, ultimate. “kahanI
kathanI vara nahi ave.”—asia m 1. 3 who does

ਵਾਰਿਵਾਹ [varIvah] rain cloud.
ਵਾਰੀ [vari] See ਬਾਰੀ. 2 sequential order, tum.

or acts. “ever 113 kou maran vara.”—asa m 5.

“vari apo apnI kOI na bédhe dhir.”—o§kar.
3 I am willing to do all for you ! “vari mere

“am hakara calan vara.”—sadu. 4 the near
bank; the close side of a river, etc. 5 See
ਵਾਲਾ.

'

ਵਾਰਾਂਗਨਾ [varégna] prostitute. See ਬਾਰਾਂਗਨਾ and

gobida, vari mere pIarIa!”—gaum 4. 4 time,
turn. “vari Ik, dhar dve tarvari.”—GPS.
5 checked, warded off, prevented. “vari sa-

ਵਾਰਵਧੁ

trusen balvari.”—GPS. 6 water. See ਵਾਰੀਧਰ.

[varanaSI], ਵਾਰਾਣਸੀ [varanasi] Kashi.
See ਬਨਾਰਸ.

7 having; possessing. “dhunI sukhvari.”
—GPS. 8 Skt a place for herding the elephants.
9 tether for an elephant. 10 small metal pitcher.

ਵਾਰਾਂ ਤੇ ਵਧੀਕ [vara te vadhik] See ਸਲੋਕ ਵਾਰਾਂ ਤੇ
ਵਧੀਕ.
ਵਾਰਿ [varI] adv having restrained or warded
Off. 2 during the day. “sukr-varI prabhu rahIa
samai

chanIchar varI saun sasat bicaru.”—

' ੜਿਗ਼ੁ/ਕੋ'ਪ੍ਯਾਲ਼ਾ 7 m 3. 3 n small garden, kitchen garden. 4 fence, barricade. “sacdharam ki karIdini varI.”—asa a m 5. 5 Skt water. 6 tether
for an elephant. 7 Sarasvati. 8 small metal

pitcher.
ਵਾਰਿਆ [varIa] See ਵਾਰਣ and ਵਾਰਨਾ. 2 put be' 'hind, concealed. “je me hoda varIa mIta aIr-

Ia.”—s farid. ‘Had I concealed anything on
the arrival of friends! ’
ਵਾਰਿਸ [varIs] A J31, heir, master.
ਵਾਰਿਸਸ਼ਾਹ [varIssah] See ਵਾਰਸਸ਼ਾਹ.

ਵਾਚਿਚਰ [varIcar] adjaquatic. 2 n creatures like
ﬁsh, etc.
ਵਾਰਿਚਰਕੇਤੁ [varIcarketu] he who has alligator’s
symbol on his banner — Kamdev.

. ਵਾਚਿਜ [vajIj], ਵਾਰਿਜਾਤ [varIjat] adj born or produced in water. 2 n lotus. 3 sea salt. 4 (male)

ﬁsh. 5 shell. 6 conch. See ਬਾਚਿਜ.
ਵਾਹਿਦ [varId] palanquin-bearer; water-carrier. See ਬਾਰਿਦ. 2 A „ਥਾਂ, adj descending, reach-

ਵਾਰੀਆ [varia] stopped, restrained. “karah'I
bhagatI dInu ratI, na rahani varia.”—m 1 var
majh. 2 restrainer, stopper.
ਵਾਰੀਸ਼ [varis], ਵਾਰੀਂਦ੍ [varidr] Skt )1 sea, ocean.
2 Varun.
ਵਾਰੀਧਰ [varidhar] cloud, rain. “varidhar sam
dhunI sukhvari.”—GPS.
ਵਾਰੁ [varu] See ਵਾਰ. 2 turn, sequential order.
“bohIthI carat) ja ave varu.”—gau m 1.
ਵਾਹੁਣ [varun] Skt n water. 2 Shatbhikha asterism: name of the 22"°' or the 24‘h asterism naksatar, containing 100 stars, one of which is
Aquarius. 3 orpiment. 4 adj of or relating to
Varun. 5 aquatic.
ਵਾਰੁਣੀ [varuni] Skt n direction presided over
by Varun; western quarter. 2 kind of grass.
3 liquor 4 Shatbhikha asterism. 5 Varun’s wife.
6 13‘h of the dark half of the month of Chet
when the moon is in; the Shatbhikha asterism.
If this lunar date falls on a Saturday, it is termed
as mahavaruni. Its peculiar virtue is explained
in the Sakand Puran. It is mentioned that if
on this auspicious occasion a person seeks
someone by the Ganges, then, for him, its ben-

ਵਾਰੇ
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f?

eﬁt will be equal to that of one crore solar
eclipses.

ਵਾਲੋਕਮ ਸਲਾਮ [valekam salam] “va alekumasslam.” See ਸਲਾਮ 4.

ਵਾਰੇ [vare] sacriﬁced. 2 permitted, admitted in.

ਵਾਲੇਵਾ [valeva] See ਵਲੇਵਾ. “namo vartanI, namo

“daIa dharamu sacu Ih apune grah bhitarI

vare.”—asa m 5. 3 in comparison. “tIn 56 nahI
vare ai.”—-PP.
ਵਾਰੇਸ਼ਾਹ [varesah] See ਵਾਰਸਸ਼ਾਹ.

ਵਾਰੋਲਾ [varola] See ਵਰੋਲਾ 1. ‘ਲ਼ੀ‘ਧਿਗੰ varole bahutu
anétu.”—var asa.
ਵਾਲ [val] n air, wind. 2 Skt hair. “khénIahu
tIkhi valahU nIki, etu maragI jana.”—an5du.
3 hair of the tail. 4 tail. 5 Skt child, baby.

ਵਾਲਕ [valak] Skt n tail of a horse or an elephant. 2 bracelet; arm-ring. 3 ﬁnger-ring.
4 See ਬਾਲਕ.

ਵਾਲਖਿਨ੍ਯ [val~khIly] See ਬਾਲਖਿੱਲ.
ਵਾਲਮੀਕ [valmik] Skt ਵਾਲ-ਕ਼ਿ. Valmiki’s Ramayan. See ਬਾਣਾਯੀਕ ਰਾਮਾਯਣ and ਰਾਮਾਯਣ.
ਵਾਲਮੀਕਿ [valmikI] Skt ਵਾਲ'ਜੋਕ. author of the
Ramayan — a sage. See ਬਾਲਮੀਕਿ.

valeva.”-—sor m 5.

ਵਾਲੱਟਿਯਰ [valétIyar] ਠੋੳੳ'ਬੱਲਮਟੋਰ.
ਵਾਵ [vav] Skt part indeed, no doubt.
ਵਾਵਸੀ [vavasi] will play a musical instrument.
“vaja vavasi.”—saveye m 1.
ਵਾਵਰਿ [vavahI] plays a musical instrument.
2 they play musical instruments. 3 Skt properly driven, moved etc.
ਵਾਵਣ [vavan], ਵਾਵਣਾ [vavna], ਵਾਵਣੁ [vavanu]

sounding or playing (a musical instrument).
“kete vavanhare.”—japu. “akhI akhI menu
vavna.”—sr1‘ a m 1. ‘singing in the praise of the
Creator with one’s mouth and playing the
musical instrument of one’s mind alongwith.’
2 make public; go about announcing. “jo deI
sahna manahI kahna, akhI nahi‘vavna.”—Vad

chét m 1.

ਵਾਲ ਵਿੰਗਾ ਹੋਣਾ [val viga hona], ਵਾਲ ਵਿੰਗਾ ਨਾ ਹੋਣਾ ਵਾ ਵਰੋਲਾ [va varola] whirlwind. See ਵਰੋਲਾ.
[val vfga na hona] undergo adversity and af-

ਵਾਵਾ [vava] the letter ਞ. “vava vahi janie.”

ﬂiction without incurring any harm whatsoever.
During illness and adversity the hair become
crooked. Leave aside any limb getting harmed,

…ਵਾਵੈਲਾ [vavela] A ਲਿਖਿ bewailing, lamentation.

not even a hair turns crooked. “VICI kartapum—
khu khaloa. valu na viga hoa.”—sor m 5.

—bavan. 2 pronunciation of the letter ਞ.

ਵਾੜ [var] See ਬਾਡ਼.
ਵਾੜਨਾ [varna] See ਬਾੜਨਾ. “gurI 5darI vara.”
—varmam 2 m 5. ‘let the mind remain — calm.’

ਵਾਲਾ [vala] n large ear—ring. Skt ਵਾਲਿਕਾ. 2 adj ਵਾੜਞ [varav] adj related to or concerning a
who has or possesses. 3 P m, high, eminent.

This word written as ਬਾਲਾ is also correct.

mare. 2 submarine ﬁre.l
ਵਾੜਾ [vara] See-H'S’T.

ਵਾਲਿਦ [valId] A “ਹੂੰ!, n father.
ਵਾੜਿ [varI] Skt n orchard, garden. “nanak phula
ਵਾਲਿਦਾ [valIda] A “„“, n mother.
sédi varI.”—var maru 2 m 5. 2 fence. “ts: sahI
ਞਾਲਿਦੈਨ [valxdén] A «£14: plural of valxd; moth- dIti varI, nanak khetU na cthai.”—var guj 2
er and father; parents.
ਵਾਲੀ [vali] ear-ring. See ਵਭੰ'ਲਾ. 2 adj having, possessing. “lakh chabI bali atI dutIvali.”—datt.
3 A ਨ੍ਹੀਂ, owner, master. 4 ruler.
ਵਾਲੁ [valu] See ਬਾਲ, ਬਾਲੁ and ਵਾਲ. 2 hair. “valu na
viga hoa.”—sor m 5.
ਵਾਲੂ [valu] sand. See ਬਾਲੁ.

m 5. 3 adv having thrust; having inserted.
ਵਾੜੀ [vari] garden, orchard. “Ihu jagu vari, mera
prabhu mali.”—majh a m 3.

ਵਿ [VI] two, second, another. “bInu nave mukatI
na hovai, vekhahu ko VI UpaI.”—guj m 3. an‘The words ਬਾਡਞ lbadav] and ਬਡਵਾ [badva] are also correct

Sanskrit words.

ਵਿਤੋ਼
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other attempt or measure. 2 Sktpreﬁx - while
preﬁxed to the words it expresses distinction,
determination, separation or disj unction, cause,
diminution, purity, movement etc as for exam-

})|6,ਵਿਰ੍ਯ'ਨ,ਵਿਗਤ,ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ,ਵਿਘਨ,ਵਿਨਯ,ਵਿਪਕ,ਵਿਪਥ,
ਵਿਵਸ਼, ਵਿਵਾਦ etc. 3 n food. 4 sky. 5 eye.
ਵਿਉ [VIU] Skt part decay, destruction. 2 cost,
expenditure.

ਵਿਆਵ੍ਰਿਤਿ [vxavrItI] See ਵ੍ਯਵ੍ਰਿ‘ਤਿ. ‘
ਵਿਆੜ [VIar] n fruit ripened for seed. 2 calcu-

lation, reckoning. “agh VIar kar pOn VIsekh.”
~GPS. 3 deduction from an account. “pap
VIar kar pi’m bhogaite hE.”—bhagta V111

ਵਿਸ [VIs] Skt ਬਿਧ. vr enter into (be inserted or
thrust in), spread, rest, experience, faint, live

or reside. 2 Skt ਕਿਧ੍ਰ. vr pervade, be irrigated.

ਵਿਉਹਾਰ [vzuhar], ਵਿਉਹਾਰੁ [VIuharu] conduct,
behaviour. See ਬਿਉਹਾਰ. “ਬ5ਪੋੰ1ਕੋੰ ka VIuharu na
pave. ”—m 1 var majh.
ਵਿਉਂਤ [VIut] See ਬਯੋੰ'ਤ.

ਵਿਸ਼. n human being; man. 5 stalk of a lotus.
6 silver. 7 according to the Hindu belief, the

ਵਿਉ'ਮੁ [VIumu] Skt ਟਧੀਸਜ੍. sky. 2 heaven. 3 ﬁr-

third caste; agriculturist and trader. 8 Skt ਵਿਸ.

mament. “szahI dharyau dharatI aru VIU-

poison, venom. 9 water. 10 ﬁlament of a lotus.

mu.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ll stem of a lotus. Here VIS is also correct.

3 Skt ਬਿਚ੍. vr cast, throw, place before. 4 Skt

ਵਿਓਗ [VIog], ਵਿਓਗੀ [VIogi], ਵਿਓਗੁ [VIogu] See ਵਿੰਸ਼ [vfs] Skt ਬੀਸਵਾਂ, twentieth.
ਵਿਸਇ [VIsaI] See ਵਿਸ਼ਯ.
ਬਿਓਗ, ਬਿਓਗੀ and ਬਿਓਗ਼ੁ.
ਵਿਅਕਤ [VIakat], ਵਿਅਕਤਿ [VIakatI] Seeﬁgand
ਵਜ਼ਕ੍ਰਿ.
ਵਿਆਉਣਾ [vxauna] v come out, grow, take birth.

2 give birth to. “eka mai jugatI VIai.”-japu.
‘futbhuju khel karI jagat VIaI .”—ng m 5.
ਵਿਆਈ [VIai] 866'ਬਿਆੲੀ and ਵਿਆਉਣਾ.

ਵਿਸਈ [VIsai] sensualist. See ਬਿਖੲੀ.
ਵਿਸਹਣੁ [ਢ15-ਇਿ130], ਵਿਸਹਨ [VIs-han] Skt ਕਿਤ੍ਧ੍ਯਜ੍.
n act of trusting, reposing conﬁdence. “putt
kalatr na VIsahahI, bahu pritI lagaIa.”—m 4
var sar. “manmukha no ko na VIs-hi.”-—m 3

varsor.
ਵਿਸਹਰਾ [Vls-hara] See ਮਨਸਾ 5.

ਵਿਆਹ [vxah] See ਵਿਵਾਹ.
ਵਿਆਜ [VIaj] Skt ਵਾਧੁੰਸ੍ਯ interest. In the Bible and ਵਿਸਕਗ-[ਧਾ [VIskarma] See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਕਰਮਾ.
the Koran, usury is prohibited. See jabbur 15, ਵਿਸਕਨ੍ਯ' [vxskanya] See ਵਿਖਕਕ੍ਯਾ.
ayat 5 and Proverbs chapter 28, ayat 8 and

ਵਿਸ਼ਟ [vxsat] See ਵਿਸਟੁ.

Koran surat baker, ayat 275. See ਸੂਦ 8. 2 Skt

ਵਿਸਟਾ [VIsta] See ਬਿਸਟਾ. “VIsta kagu khavai.”

ਵ੍ਯ'ਜ. pretext, pretence. 3 deceit, deception.

—m 4 var sor.

ਵਿਸਟਾਕਰਿ [VIStakarI] in dirt, in the vortex of

ਵਿਆਧਿ [VIath] See ਬਿਆਧਿ 2.
ﬁlth. “VICI VIstakarI VIkra .”—sr1' m 4.
ਵਿਆਪਕ [VIapak] See ਬਿਆਪਕ.
ਵਿਸਟਿ
[VIsatI] Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਵਿ. n unpaid labour. 2 one
“ਵਿਆਪਤ [VIapat] See ਬਿਆਪਤ. “tine loa VIapat
he, athk rahi laptaI”—-sri a m 3.

who works unpaid; forced labour. “VIsatI VIrodhi ketre.”—BG. 3 Bhadra — a female as-

ਵਿਅਾਪਨਾ [VIapna] to spread, pervade, be complete. 2 to be engaged in or intent on. “sadhujan ki n1 da vxape, jasanI janamu gavai.”—sor

ਵਿਸਟੁ [VIsatu] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ. adj distinguished, emi-

m 3. 3 to refute, cut. “dusman hate, dokhi sab-

nent. “VIsatu guru me mm. ”-m 4 var gau 1.

hI VIape.”—mala m 5. “Sajan rahése, dusat

' VIape.”—gau chétm 1.
ਵਿਆਵਣਾ [VIavna], ਵਿਅਾਵਣੁ [VIavanU] See

cetic. 4 See ਵ੍ਯ'ਸ੍ਵਿ.

“satIguru VIsatu melI mere govIda!”-—gaum 4.

ਵਿੰਸ਼ਤ' [visat] Skt ਵੀਹ. twenty.

ਵਿਸਤਾਰ [VIstar] expanse. See ਬਿਸਤਾਰ.

ਵਿਸਤਾਰੀ
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ਵਿਸਤਾਰੀ [VIstari] spread out, expanded. 2 expelled poison, freed from poison. See ਬਿਸਤਾਰੀ
2. “kalikal bhari j_an SIkkhi VIstarian, VIse

VIstari satynam de VIses kar.”—GPS. 3 Skt

ਬਿਰ੍ਗਯਿ. adj extensive. 4 n banyan tree; oak.

ਵਿੰਸ਼ਤਿ [vi‘stI] twenty. 2 numeral representing
number twenty — 20. See ਬਿੰਸਤਿ.
ਵਿਸਤੀਰਣ [VIstiran], ਵਿਸਤ੍ਰਿਤ [VIstrIt] vast. See

ਬਿਸਤੀਰਣ. “VIstrIt ahe jahéi la avni.”—NP.
ਵਿਸਦ [VIsad] white, bright. See ਬਿਸਦ.

ਵਿਸ਼ਨ੍ਯਕਰਣੀਂ

ਵਿਸਮਯ [VIsmay] See ਬਿਸਮਇ.
ਵਿਸਮਾਦ [VIsmad], ਵਿਸਮਾਦੁ [VIsmadu] causing
astonishment or wonder. See ਬਿਸਮਾਦ. “VIsmadu

rup VIsmadu rég.” and “vekhI VIdanu rahIa
VIsmadU.”—var asa.

ਵਿਸ਼ਯ [VIsay] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਯ. n doubt, misturst, apprehension. 2 Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਯ. objects apprehended
through the ﬁve senses. Form, sound, touch,
taste and smell correspond to the eye, ear, skin,
tongue and nose. 3 subject matter. 4 kingdom

ਵਿਸਨ [VIsan], ਵਿਸਨੁ [vxsnu] the Creator. See~ country.
ਬਿਸਨੁ 4. “VIsan mIle sabh hi sacu pave.”—gau ਵਿਸ਼ਯਕ [VIsyak] Skt part concerning,
about.
ba van kabir. 2 Vishnu.
ਵਿਜਯੀ [ਧ੍ਯਾਤ੍ਵਨੁੂੰ’ਫ਼ੋ] See ਬਿਖੲੀ.

ਵਿਸਨੁ ਸਹਸ੍ਰਨਾਮ [VIsanU sehasranam] the book

ਵਿਸਰ [VIsar] See ਵਿਸਰਣਾ. 2 Skt n multitude.

that contains one thousand names of Vishnu.
The Vaishnavs regard its daily recital as
meritorious.
ਵਿਸਠੁਗ਼ੁਪਤ [VIsnugUpat] See ਵਿਸ੍ਣੁਗ਼ੁਪੁ.

ਵਿਸਰਗ [VIsarag] Skt ਵਿਸਗੰ. 71 giving up or re-

ਵਿਸਨੁਪਦ [VIsnupad1fEWNEs'tanza having un-

pronouneed like a halfU [ha]; for example ਨਮਰੂੰ

ਵਿਸਨ੍ਤਨਯ [VIantany] saints. See ਬਿਸਨਤਨਾ.

equal lines. See ਬਿਸਨੁਪਦ. 2 ਵਿਸ੍ਨੁਪਦ, so named
hill near Delhi. In the 4‘h century AD, king

3 expanse. 4 Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਰ. slaughter, destruction.

nouncing. 2 gift, donation. 3 emancipation,
deliverance. 4 dissolution. 5 In grammar, the
graph (:) used to denote voiceless aspiration,
[namah]. 6 death. 7 separation, departure.

ਵਿਸਰਜਨ [VIsarjan] departure. See ਬਿਸਰਜਨ. “kat-

Chandarverma had set up there the banner of tusah VIsarjan karyo.”—GPS.
Vishnu (the world-famous iron pillar) which is ਵਿਸਰਜਿਆ [VIsaran] (m) gave up. “man
moh
of metal. It is now situated near the Kutab
VIsaran.”—asa a m 1.
Minar. The British Government got Urdu, Hindi ਵਿਸਰਜੀ [VIsarji] (f) gave up. “buth
VIsarji,
and English versions of Sanskrit couplets, ingai SIanap.”—srj m 1 pahre.
scribed thereon, etched on the marble plates, ਵਿਸਰਣ [VIsran], ਵਿਸਰਣਾ [VIsarna], ਵਿਸਰਣੁ
[VIs-

got the said plates ﬁxed on the walls of a nearby
house. 3 lotus. 4 sky, ﬁrmament.
ਵਿਸਨੁਪਦੀ [VIsnup'adi] born of Vishnu’s feet —
the Ganges.
.
,
ਵਿਸਨੁਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ [VIanprIya] Vishnu’s beloved,

Lachhmi.

ਵਿਸਪ੍ਰਸੂਨ [VIsprasun] water-ﬂower — lotus.
ਵਿਸਫੁਲਿੰਗ [VIsphulfg] Skt ਵਿਸ੍ਫੁਲਿੰਗ. n spark
ofﬁre. 2 small glittering particle.

ਵਿਸਫੋਟ [VIsphot] boil, ulcer. See ਬਿਸਫੋਟ.

ਵਿਸਮ [VIsam] See ਬਿਸਮਇ.
ਵਿਸਮਣਾ [VIsamna] v have a breather, relax.

ranu], ਵਿਸਰਨ [VIsran] forgetting, not remem-

bering. See ਬਿਸਰਣ. “VIera jInI namu, te thI

bharu.”—asa farid. “VIsri tIse parai tata.”—gau
m 5. “VIsaru nahi, dataru!”—suh1' m 5.

ਵਿਸਰਾਮ [VIsram] rest, repose. See ਬਿਸਰਾਮ.
ਵਿਸਰਿ [VIsarI] having forgotten. 2 n forgetfulness, oblivion.

ਵਿਸ਼ਨ੍ਯਕਰਣੀ [VIslyakami] a herb that heals the
wounds. See Valmik Ramayan, Lanka Kand

sarag 102. Its name is mentioned as mrItséjivm
in the Padam Puran. See ਪਾਤਾਲਖੌਡ chapter 44.
868ਸਰਬੌਸਧਿਪ੍ਯਾਬਤ,ਸੁਖੋਣ5 8ਘਾਂਬਿਸਂਲਿ2.

ਵਿਸਵਾ
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ਵਿਸਵਾ [VIsva] See ਬਿਸਵਾ.

ਵਿਸਵਾਸ [VIsvas] See ਵਸਵਾਸ. n worry, anxiety.
‘asﬁ n11 rat dIn una da VIsvas rahfda he.’

—JSBM. 2 Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ. belief, certainty, reliance;
faith.

was expert in making sketches, and puppets.

4 adj excellent. 5 famous.
ਵਿਸਾਰਿ [VIsarI] having forgotten. “khasamu
VIsarI khuari kini.”—maIa m 1.
ਵਿਸਾਰਿਅਨੁ [VIsarIanu] he forgot. “hoa apI

ਵਿਸਵਾਸਘਾਤ [ਧ੍ਯ18ਢ858ਖ਼ਗ਼ੀ],ਵਿਸਵਾਸਘਾਤੀ [VIsvasghati] treachery, treacherous. See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸਘਾਤਕ.
ਵਿਸਾ [VIsa] n time equal to ﬁﬁeen blinks of the
eye. See ਕਾਲਪੁਮਾਣ. 2 intermediate point of the
compass. “jatr tatr dIsa VIsa hUI.”-—japu.

3 See ਵਿਸ਼ਯ. 4 Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਾ. girl, lass. 5 Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਾ.
intellect, understanding. 6 bitter gourd or loofah.

ਵਿਸ਼ਾਸ [VIsas], ਵਿਸਾਸੁ [VIsasu], ਵਿਸਾਹ [VIsah]
belief, reliance, assurance. “gvrbacanI na karahI VIsasu. ”—sava m 3.

ਵਿਸਾਹਧੁੰਹ [VIsahdhroh], ਵਿਸਾਹਧੁੰਹੀ [VIsahdhro-

hi] See ਵਿਸਵਾਸ ਘਾਤ, ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸਘਾਤਕ.
ਵਿਸਾਹਨ [VIsahan] See ਬਿਸਾਹਨ. “tesi vasatu VIsahis, jesi nIbahe nalI.”—sr1' m I . 2 to believe, to
trust (in).
'
ਵਿਸਾਹੁ [VIsahu] belief. 2 trade, commerce, ex-

change. “kavanu bapari, jaka uha VIsahU.”

daIalU, manahu na VIsarIanu.’ —Var gu]'2 m
5. ‘did not drop out ofhis mind.’

ਵਿਸਾਲ [VIsal] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਾਲ. adj large. See ਬਿਸ੍ਯ.
2 A UL” n meeting, union, friendship. 3 death.

ਵਿਸ਼ਾਲਾਕ [v'Isalaks], ਵਿਸਾਲਾਖ [VIsalakh], ਵਿਸਾਲਾਖੀ
[VIsalakhi], ਵਿਸਾਲਾਛ [VIsalach] whose eyes are
large.

ਵਿਸਿਸ੍ਵ [VISIst] See ਬਂਸਿਸਟ. 2 866 ਵਿਸ਼ਣੁ.
ਵਿਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵਾਦ੍ਰੋਤ [vststadvet] a doctrine expounded
by Ramanuj, according to which the individual .
soul and the world, even though they appear
to be different from Braham, in reality, are not

so. ਵਿਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ means Braham with attributes.
In both, the causal state (when the soul and
the Prakriti are in a subtle state) and the caused

state (that is, when the Prakriti takes gross ,

3 Kartikey; Shiv’s son, Khadanan. 4 Shiv.

form and the souls reside in the bodies), Braham remains unaffected and is different from
the soul and the Prakriti. This non-dualism is
diiTerent from the non-dualism of Shankar. This

5 See ਵੈਸਾਖ.

is also called ਭੇਦਾਭੋਂਦ ਵਾਦ [bhedabhed vad] and

—gau m 5.

'

ਵਿਸ਼ਾਖ [VI$akh] adj branchless. 2 n beggar.

ਵਿਸਾਖਾ [VIsakha] sixteenth of the twenty-seven lunar mansions.

ਵਿਸਾਖੀ [vxsakhi] See ਵੈਸਾਖੀ.
‘ ਵਿਸਾਣ [VIsan'] horn. See ਵਿਖਾਣ.
ਵਿਸਾਦ [VIsad] See ਬਿਖਾਦ and ਵਿਖਾਦ.
ਵਿਸਾਰਣ [vxsaran], ਵਿਸਾਰਣਾ [VIsarna] forgetting.
2 to cause to forget. “sath dukh VIsaranhara.”—sopurakhu. ‘He who causes us to forget
our worties and sorrows. By pondering over
Him all sorrows are forgotten. ’ 3 ਦੂਖ [dukh]
also means fault. See ਦੂਖ 2. He who1gnores
our faults.
ਵਿਸ਼ਾਰਦ [VIsarad] Skt learned, wise. 2 a Sanskrit
examination. 3 a disciple of demon Maya, who

davetadvetavad.

ਵਿਸ਼ਿਖ [VIsIkh] arrow. See ਬਿਸਖ 2.
ਵਿਸੀਰਣ [VIsiran] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ਟਿੰ. adj shrunk, withered. 2 assailed by age, decrepit. 3 tom, tat-

tered. See ਸ਼ੀਰਣ.
ਰ੍
ਵਿਸੁ [VIsu] See ਵਿਖ. 2 866 ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ. 3 See ਵਿਸੁ ਸੰਸਾਰ.
ਵਿਸੁਏ [VIsue] plural of ਵਿਸਾ. See ਵਿਸਾ. “VIsue
caSIa gharia pahra.”—sohi'la.
ਵਿਸ਼ੁ ਸੰਸਾਰੁ [vxsu sésaro] VIS (the whole or entire) sésaru (world). “th VISU sésaru tum
dekhde, ehu harI ka rup he.”——an5du.
ਵਿਸ਼ੁ ਗੰਦਲ [VISU gédall ﬂowering shoot of poison i.e. delightful sensual indulgence, which is

fatal. 2 another’s wife. 866‘ਗੰਦਲ.

ਵਿਸ਼ੁਵਤ ਰੇਖਾ
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ਵਿਸ਼ੁਵਤ ਰੇਖਾ [\ਸ਼੍ਰਨੁੂੰਪਾ/ਰਿ rekha], ਵਿਸ਼ੁਵ ਰੇਖਾ [vxsuv

rekha] In astrology, that imaginary equinoctial
line towards the north of which there are six
zodiacal signs from Aries to Virgo and towards
the south of which are the other six zodiacal
signs from Libra to Pisces. VIsuv is that point
of time when there is VI$U (equinox) of the
day and the night. This happens twice a year.
F irst, according to the solar calculation, on the
ninth day of the month of Chet or the 21St
March and the second on the ninth solar date

of the month of Assu or the 24th or 25th September. See ਅਯਨ.

ਵਿਸੂ [VIsu] poison. “janu VIsu ki vari.”—majh
m 5.

ਵਿਸ਼ੂਚਿ [VIsuCI], ਵਿਸੂਚਿਕਾ [VIsuCIka], ਵਿਸੂਚੀ
[VIsuci] Skt ਕਿਧਰਬਿਧ੍ਯ. ailment that pricks like a
needle—cholera. “VIsuCI pari tIn pejan sovan
khavan pan VIsaryo.”—-PP. See ਹੈਜਾ. 2 Some
scholars regard VIsuCIka as different from
cholera. According to them it arises from
. indigestion and is not a contagious disease.

ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਣ

Example:
sri satIguru ki sabha me phul jaIke aj,
keval pet bajaIke lino desan raj.
(b) Describing simultaneous presence of
an object at various places is the second form
of VIses.
jahé ek k0 than anek,
varne SOI VIses VIbek.—garabga”jni.
Example:
jalI thalI mahialI purIa suami SIrjanharu,
anIk bhﬁtI hUI paera nanak ekékaru.
——gau thIti m 5.
(c) Stating of the prop without any support
is the third form of VI$€$.
jahﬁ adhey bakhanIye bIn praSIddh adhar.
—Ialr tlalam.
Example:
sidhu parbat medIni bIn théma gagan rahaIa.
—c§di 3.

Here the existence of the ﬁrmament, i.e. the
sun, the moon, the planets, etc is mentioned
without any support.

ਵਿਸੂਰਣ [VIsuran], ਵਿਸੂ'ਰਨ [VIsuran] See ਬਿਸੂਰਣ. ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਕ [VIsesak] adjdistinguishing, distinctive.
“utre sagal VIsure.”——an5du.
ਵਿਸੂਰਿ [VIsurI] advremorseﬁilly, contritely, penitently. “maranI VIsurI VIsurI.”—asa m 5.

ਵਿਸੂਲਾ [vxsula] adjthomy, prickly. “m5th VIsu-

2 11 mark on the forehead. 3 literarry ﬁgure of
speech; description of difference between two
similar objects only because of time, is also
VIsesak alékar.

1a bagu.”—Var ram 2 m 5. See ਅੰਚ3. 2 poison-

samay bhed sam vasatu me karto bhed VI$€$,

ous, venomous. 3 indignant. 4 painful, pierc-

téhI VIsesak kahIt hi: je matIvan vrIjes.

ing. “ap VIsula hOIa tIhu loka te khunsaIke.”—c5d1° ‘3 .
ਵਿਸੇਸ [VIses] Skt ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ. n distinction, difference.
2 kind, sort, mode. 3 rule, method. 4 essence,
substance. 5 abundance, excess. 6 thing, object. 7 sesamum plant. 8 species. 9 adj abundant, excessive. 10 particular, distinct. 11 n
literary ﬁgure of speech; describing a great
result from a small effort is called VIses alékar.

“laghu arébhahI te jahéi athk $Iddh hvejat.”
~ramc5drbhusan.

Example:
cakar sabhi sadafde sathdarbare,

nIVI nIVI karan juharia sabh sehathIare,
majlas bahI baphaide bol bolan bhare,
galIé tore nacaide gajgah savare,
ran VIC p315 janian jodh, bhajjanhare,
{ਡਿਪੋ 55g SIJiapan sanmukha, bemukh hatIare.

—BG.
ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਣ [VIsesan] n a word that particularizes
or qualiﬁes another word; an attribute or adjective.

ਵਿਸ਼ੇਜਰੂਪਕ

ਵਿਸ੍ਲੈਸ
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ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ ਰੂਪਕ [VI$e$ rupak] See §ﬂ6r(b).
ਵਿਸੇ [VISE] See ਵਿਸ਼ਯ. 2 like that. See ਰਿਤੁ 2.
ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸਿਤਾ [VIsesIta] n particularity; distinctive ਵਿਜੋਆ [VIsoa] See ਵਸੋਂਆ.
characteristic.
ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸੋਰ੍ਹਿ [VIsesoktI] a literary ornament of sense.
(VIses — excessive, ukatI -— mention). The description of the absence of the result despite
the presence of the cause is also VIsesoktI.
karan te karay hUI nahI,

ਵਿਸ਼ੋਕ [VIsok] adj without anguish or sorrow.
2 n Asoka tree.

ਵਿਸੰਕ [VIsék] adj doubtless. 2 fearless.
ਵਿੱ'ਸਾ [VIssa] a Bhardwaj Brahmin who, on tum-

ing a devotee of Guru ArjanDev, became a
religious preacher.

ਵਿਸ੍ਵਧ [Vistap] Skt cosmological region. See

kahE VIsesokti budh tahi.

~garabg5jm‘.
Example:
‘ soce soc: n3 hovai, je soci lakhvar,
cups cup 113 hovai je laIraha lIvtar,
bhukhIa bhukh na utri je béna puriabhar.
—japu.
dInu dInu karat bhojan bahu bfjan
taki mIte n9 bhukha.—dhana m 5.
5dar sabha dusasne mattheval dropti Edi,
duté nﬁ phurmaIa, négi karo pécalibﬁdi,
kapparkot usarIanU thakke dutt, na parvasédi.

—BG.

ਤ੍ਰਿਵਿਸ੍ਵਪ.
ਵਿਸ੍ਵਰ [VIstar] See ਬਿਸਤਰ.
ਵਿਸ੍ਵਿ [VIstI] See ਵਿਜ਼ਿਟ.
ਗਿਠੁਗ਼ੁਧ੍ਰ [VIsnugupt] prime minister of Chandargupt, also famous by the names of Kutil
and Chanakya. He is the author of Arthshastar,
a book of political philosophy, which has 15

topics and 150 chapters. in addition, it contains 571 aphorisms on the basis of which
many people have written excellent political

treatise books. See ਸੈਨਾਪਤਿ 2 and ਚਾਣਕਯ.
ਵਿਸੂ- [VIsnu] See ਬਿਸਨੁ.

Despite the perfect cause to strip Draupati of

ਵਿਸੂੰਗ਼ੁਪਤ [VIsnugupat] See ਵਿਲ਼ਾਣੁਗ਼ੁਪੂ.

her clothes the desired result could not be obtained.

ਵਿਸ਼ੇ੍ਮਰਣ [VIsmaran] See ਬਿਸਰਣ.
ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰਬਧਨਵੋਢਾ [VIsrabdhanvodha] newly-wed her-

(b) Where if the result could not be achieved
though the cause was present, the VIsesokti is
termed as the ukt nImItta.
(c) If the cause is not mentioned then it is
the anuktnImItta fomi of the VIsesoktI.
(d) Where it cannot be ascertained why

oine in poetics who begins to dote upon the hero.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰਵਾ [VIsrava] Skt ਕਿ‘ਸ੍ਯਚ੍. adj famous, wellknown. 2 n son of Pulsatya from Havirbhu.
He fathered Ravan, Kumbhkaran, Vibhishan

and Surpnakha from his wife Keshini (N iksha)
and Kuber, from his wife Ilvida.

the result could not be achieved despite the

ਵਿਸ਼ਾਂਤ [VIsrat] adjcalm, composed. 2 laid-back.

cause being there, the form of VI$€$0kti is
called aci‘tnImItta.

3 rested, poised in.
ਵਿਸ਼ਾਂਤਿ [VIsratI] n relief, rest, repose.

ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ੍ਯ [ਧ੍ਯਾਝੁੳਡੁਲ਼ਾ] adjparticular, speciﬁc.

ਵਿਸੇਖ [VIsekh] See ਵਿਸੇਸ. “krIya VIsekh puja
kareI .”—bas§t a m 1.

_

ਵਿਸੇਖਣ [VIsekhan] See ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਣ.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰਚੌਂਤਿ ਘਾਟ [VIsratI ghat] n a wharf beside
the river Yamuna, near Mathura, where Krishan rested after having killed Kans.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਮ [VIsram] See ਬਿਸਰਾਮ.

ਵਿਸੇਖੁ [VIsekhU] See ਵਿਸੇਸ. “majanu danu cégIaia ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰ'ਮਨਿਧਿ [VIsramnIth] See ਬਿਸ੍ਰਮਿੰਨਿਧਿ
bhai, dargah namu VIsekhU.”—sor a m I .
2 See ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸਯ.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰਤਿ [VIsrutI] See ਸੁਹਰਤ.
,
ਵਿਸ਼ੁੰਲੋਜ [VIslesl Skt n disunion, separation.

ਵਿਥ
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2 slackness.
ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ [VIsv] Skt n world, universe. 2 arrogant
deities of Shradh, who are sons of Dharam
from Vishva, daughter of Daksh. They are ten

in number. 588ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਦੈਵ2. 3 individual soul, which
is proud of its waking state. 4 Vishnu. 5 Shiv.
6 (human) body. 7 adj all, whole, entire.
8 many, much.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਸ੍ਵ [VIsvast] adjtrusted, reliable, credible.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਕਸੇਨ [VIsvkasen] Skt ਕਿਧ੍ਯਰ੍ਜੇੰਜ੍. n he whose
army is holy — Vishnu. “gun janardan VIsvkasen."’—GPS. 2 According to the Vishnu Puran,

thirteenth Manu. 3 a name of Shiv.
ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਕਰਮਾ [VIsvkarma] Skt ਕਿਞਕਥਕ਼ਾਥੱਜ੍. creator of
the world. It is mentioned in two hymns of the

Rig Ved that Vishavkarma has his face, arms
and feet active in all the directions. He uses
his arms to create the universe and he has the
knowledge of all the worlds. 2 Brahma. 3 sun.
4 a deity, mentioned in the Purans and the
Mahabharat as the chiefengineer of the gods.
He constructs not only houses of the gods but
also manufactures their weapons. Sthapatya
Upved (the secondary Ved of architecture),

of various other gods. The idol of Jagannath is
also a marvel of this craftsman. See ਜੰਗਨਾਥ.
As mentioned in books on Hinduism, the
day for the worship of Vishavkarma is when
the sun enters into a new sign of the zodiac in
the month of Bhadon.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਦੇਵ [VIsvdev] the deity revered by the entire world, the Creator. According to the
Purans, ten gods in particular have this epithet
— Vasu [vasu], Satya, Kratu, Daksh, Kal, Kam,
Dhuri, Lochan, Pururava, and Ardrava. See
ਲਿਖ਼ਿਤਸਿਮ੍ਰਿ'ਤਿਸ. 47. “asunl kumar su VIsvedeva.”—GPS. In some Purans, Dhriti instead of
Dhuri, Kuru in stead of Lochan, and Madrava
in place of Ardrava are mentioned. The Agni
Puran gives these names as -— Kartu, Daksh,
Vasu [vasu], Satya, Kam, Kal, thani, Rochak,

Adrav and Pururava.l See ﬁg 2.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਨਾਥ [VI$Vnath], ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ'ਪਤਿ [VIsvpatI] Master
of the world, the Creator.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ'ਮਾਤਾ [VI$V mata] mother of the entire world,
Maya. 2 Lachhmi. 3 Bhawani, Durga. 4 See

ਲੋਕਮਾਤਾ 3.
ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ [VIsvas] trust, faith. See ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਸ਼

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸਘਾਤਕ [VIsvasghatakL ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸਘਾਤੀ [VIsvasghati] he who deceives a trusting person;
authored by him. The Mahabharat says about

which explains the skill of craftsmanship, was

him, “master of the gods, forger of ornaments,
excellent artisan, who manufactured chariots
for the gods, due to whose art, the earth stands
there, and who is worshipped ever.”
The Ramayan says that Vishavkarma was
son of Prabhas, eighth Vasu [vasu], from Lavanyamati (Yogasiddha). His daughter Sanjana was married to the sun. But when she could
not endure the sun’s heat, Vishavkarma put
the sun at his lathe and whitted off its oneeighth part. This reduced the sun’s heat.
Vishavkarma used the scrap of the one-eighth
part of the sun to manufacture Vishnu’s disc,

Shiv’s trident, Kartikey’s javelin and weapons

treacherous person. Chanakya writes that a

betrayer is never redeemed. “VIsvasghatIno
n9 nIskritIh.”—sutr 523.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਦੇਞ [VIsvadev] See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰਦੇਞ. “VIsvadev
maharIkhI ghane.”—GPS.

ਵਿਸ੍ਰਾਨ [VIsvan] See ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਨ'.
ਵਿਸ੍ਵਾਨ੍ਯ [VIsvanar] See ਵੈਸ੍ਵਾਨਰ.
ਵਿ'ਸ੍ਵਾਮਿਤ੍ਰ2 [VIsvamItr] According to the Rig Ved,
lIn many books the number of these gods is thirteen.

2It is mentioned in the Aitrey Aranyak that being a friend
of every body, he was named Vishvamitar. In accordance

with the aphorism ਸਿਕੈੰਜਥੀਂ. the terminal vowel ‘a’ of the
word vxsv has lengthened the effect of the word “mItr”
following it.
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he was son of Kushik. But, according to the
books such as Mahabharat etc, he is shown
as son of Gadhi, resident of Kanyakubaj, an
illustrious sage and scion of the Puru family.
Despite being a Khatri, he attained the status
of a universal sage. His actual name was
Vishavrath. Many have written that he belonged to the family of Kushak and therefore,
he is also called Kaushik. Vishvamitar was
Ram’s archery teacher and took him along with
him for the protection of ﬁre-rituals. Sage
Vishvamitar was highly antagonistic towards
Sage Vishisht. The reason for this antagonism,
as mentioned in the Purans, was that both of
them were contenders for becoming the family priest of king Saudas. So they kept on quarrelling among themselves. The Markandey
Puran mentions him as the family priest of raja
Harish Chandar. The Purans also mention the
cause of his antagonism for Vishisht, which
was that Vishvamitar wanted to snatch from
Vishisht the latter’s cow, called Nandini, which
could grant any asked for boon. Some have
written that Vishisht did not accept Vishvamitar as a Brahamrikhi and this was the cause
of their quarrel.
About the birth of Vishvamitar, it is written
in the Mahabharat that raja Gadhi gave his
daughter, Satyavati, to sage Richik. Once,
Richik prepared two meals through the power
of magical incantation capable of begetting
progeny. He handed over one meal to his wife
Satyavati and asked her to take one herself
and give the other to her mother. He told her
that, as a consequence, she would bear a son
with Brahminical qualities and her mother
would beget a son having qualities of a Kashatri.
Placing both the meals before her mother,
Satyavati told her about their respective qual-

ਵਿਹਾਰ

ities. The mother ate her daughter’s meal and
gave the other to her daughter. Consequently,
Jamadagan, who possessed the qualities of a
Kashatri was born to Satyavati and Gadhi’s
queen gave birth to Vishvamitar having quali-

ties of a Brahmin. See ਗਾਲਵ, ਬਸ਼ਿਸਟ and ਰਿਚੀਕ.
ਵਿਸ੍ਵੈਸ਼ [VIsves], ਵਿਸ੍ਵੈਸ਼੍ਵਰ [VIsvesvar] ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ-ੲੀਸ਼, Lord
of the world; the Creator, God.

ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰੋਦੇਞ [VIsvedeV] See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ 2 and ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਦੇਞ 2.
ਵਿਥੰਭਰ [ਪ੍ਯਾਝੁਕ੍ਯਾਟੈਠਿਖ਼ਰਿ] 888 ਬਿਥੰਭਰ.

ਵਿਸ਼ੁੱਭਰਾ [vxsvébhra] that which feeds the whole
world; earth.
ਵਿਹ [VIh] Skt ਆਕਾਸ਼. 2 air, wind, breeze.

ਵਿਹਗ [vxhag] that which moves in the sky. See

ਬਿਹਗ.
ਵਿਚਰਣ [VIhran], ਵਿਹਰਨ [VIhran] Skt n act of
moving, roaming. 2 separation. “VIhran sabh

sak.”—BG. “VIhre hovan sass VIgoi.”—BG.
ਵਿਹਵਲ [VIhval] 888 ਬਿਹਬਲ.

ਵਿਹਾਉਣਾ [VIhauna] See ਬਿਹਾਉਣਾ. “ratI na bIhavi sakta.”—m 5 var mala.

ਵਿਰਾਗ [VIhag] 888 ਬਿਹਾਗਵਿਹਾਝਣਾ [VIhajhna], ਵਿਹਾਝਣੁ [VIhajhariu], ਵਿਹਾਝਨਾ [VIhajhna] 888 ਬਿਹਾਝਨਾ.
ਵਿਹਾਣ [VIhan] n dawn. See ਬਿਹਾਨ 2. “vanu trInU
trIbhavanu tujhe thaIda andInu sada VIhan.”——sava m 3.

ਵਿਹਾਣਾ [VIhana], ਵਿਹਾਣੀ [VIhani] passed,
elapsed. “renI VIhani pachutani.”—majh
barahmaha.

ਵਿਹਾਦੀ [VIhadi] passing, elapsing. “cali renI
v1hadi.”—$r1' m 4 pahre.

ਵਿਹਾਨਾ [VIhana] passed, elapsed. “dhédha kartIa andInu VIhana.”—-gau m 3.

ਵਿਹਾਯ [VIhay] Skt part leaving behind. 2 despite. 3 contrary to, opposed to. 4 Skt @3166.
n sky. 5 adjmighty.
ਵਿਹਾਰ [vxhar] Skt n roaming, wandering. 2 play,
sport. 3 sexual intercourse, coitus. 4 monastery per books on Buddhism. 5 the state of

ਵਿਕਲਪ
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ਵਿਹਾਰੀ

Bihar. Its name, Bihar, became famous because of the large number of Buddhist mon-

instance, and the practice of the saints, is an
ordinary one, Bhrigu’s episode is again a par-

ticular instance.
ਵਿਕਚ [vxkac] Skt ਵਿ-ਕਚ. hairless, bald. 2 full,
blossoming.
ਵਿਹਾਵਣਾ [VIhavna] 866 ਬਿਹਾਉਣਾ.
ਵਿਕਟ
[VIkat] See ਬਿਕਟ.
ਵਿਰਿਤ [VIhIt] Skt adj prescribed, ordained,
ਵਿਕਣ [VIkan], ਵਿਕਣਾ [VIkna], ਵਿਕਣੁ [VIan] be
proper for doing.
ਵਿਹਿਤਹਾਞ [VIhIt-hav] In poetics, a type of co- sold. 2 Skt ਵਿਕੁਯਣ. selling, sale. “gun ségrahI,
quettish gesture. “bolan ke samye VIkhe bolan avgan VIkanahI.”—vad ch5t m 3. “gun VI-

asteries there. See ਬਿਹਾਰ 1.
ਵਿਹਾਰੀ [VIhari] See ਬਿਹਾਰੀ.

dey na laj. thIt-hav tésé kahé kesav kav:

kaVIraj.”——rasrkprIya. See ਹਾਵ and ਭਾਵ.

ਵਿਹੀਨ [vxhin] See ਬਿਹੀਨ.
ਵਿਹੁ [VIhu] n poison, venom.
ਵਿਹੁਲਾ [vxhula] adj poisonous.

ਵਿਹੂਣ [VIhun], ਵਿਹੂਨ [VIhun], ਵਿਹੂਨੜਾ [VIhunra] without, sans. 866 ਬਿਹੂਣ. “nam VIhuana,
.
se maranI VIsurI.”-—asa m 5.

ਵਿਹੰਗ [ਧ੍ਯਖ਼ਟੋ'ਥੂ], ਵਿਹੰਗਮ [VIhégam] ਵਿਹ (sky) _ਗ

hajhahI, augan VIkanahI.”—asa a m 3.

ਵਿਕਰ [VIkar] See ਬਿਕੁਦਾ. 2 Skt n disease, ailment.

ਵਿਕਰਸਨ [VIkarsan], ਵਿਕਰਖਨ [VIkarkhan] Skt

ਵਿਕਸੰਣ. act of dragging forcefully. 2 drawing
the bow—string. 3 scraping and drawing the
earth (from the higher level to the lower level
of the ground) with help from a levelling im-

plement.

impi(going). that which moves in the sky — bird. ਵਿਕਰਮ [vxkaram] Skt ਕਿਕਨ੍ਯਜੰ. n unlawful,
kaVIkram
1
ous or prohibited act; “581<8੮5ਟੈ8
2 sun. 3 arrow. 4 See ਬਿਹੰਗ.
mae.”—majh m 5.
ਵਿਹੰਗਰਾਜ [VIhégraj] king of birds, gamr.
wicked.
ਵਿਕਉਰ੍ [VIkau] Skt ਵਿਕ੍ਰਿਯਾ. n contrary result or ਵਿਕਰਮੀ [VIkarmi] ਬਿਥਝਾਸਿਂਜ੍. adjvicious,
ਫੋਧੰ/‘ਕਰਾਲ very
consequence. “jugatI VIhuni VIkau jaI .”-ਰਿੰ- ਵਿਕਰਾਰ [VIkrar], ਵਿਕਰਾਲ [VIkral]
“kam krodh
ਬਿਕਰਾਲ.
See
tanmala. 2 Ski ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮ. prowess, heroic valour. dreadful, formidable.
VIkral.”—m 3 var mala.
3 Skt ਵਿਕੁਯ. sale, selling.
ਵਿਕਲ [VIkal] See ਬਿਕਲ.
ਵਿਕਸ [VIkas] See ਬਿਕਸਨਾ. 2 Skt n moon.
ਵਿਕਲਪ [VIkalp] Skt ਕਿਕ੍ਯਾ. (alternative ideas)
n
2
luminous.
ਵਿਕਸ਼੍ਵਰ [vxksvar] Skt adj shining,
a literary device. If a particular instance is

corroborated with an ordinary one and then
the ordinary instance is corroborated with a
particular one, it is VIksvar ﬁgure 'ofspeech.

_

jahI Vlses pad par saman,

it distinct idea, doubt, suspicion. 2 divergent
thought. 3 a literary device to mention doing
‘this’ or ‘that’ of the two alternatives.
ks vah k2 yah kijIye jahi kahnavat hoy,
tﬁhI VIkalap bakhanhibhusan kaVI sabhkoy.
—$Ivrajbhu$an.

bahur VI$e$ su pad k0 an,

Ih bIth tin su pad jahf avahi,
VIksvar so sétokhsIgh gavahf.
—garabg5jni.
' Example:
datu ki sahari lat sri guru amardev,
sétan ki ritI yahI, jese thI go ko praség.

Enduring a kick from Datu, is a particular

Example:
dhumra nan gIrIraj tat uce kahi pukar,

ks bar sﬁbh anpal k0, ke lar céd sébhar.
~c5d1' 1.
1<£ ham 55g laro taﬂ<£ dar,

1<€ apne sabh ayudh claro.

-1<rIsan.

ਵਿਕਾਂਊਂ
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ਵਿਕਾਊ [VIkau] See ਬਿਕਾਊਂ.

ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮੀ ਸੰਵਤ

ਵਿਕ੍ਰ'ਮਣ [VIkraman] Skt n act of marching ahead

ਵਿਕਾਇ [VIkaI] is sold. 2 See ਵਿਕਾਇ ਲਏ.
ਵਿਕਾਇਲਏ [VIkaI lae] purchased, bought. “Ihu

or going forward. 2 stepping over, transgressing. 3 assault, attack.

tan veci be kari, je ko lae VIkaI.”-suh1' m 1.

ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮਾਜੀਤ [VIkramajit], ਵ੍ਰਿਕੁਮਾਦਿਤ੍ਯ [vrIkrama-

ਵਿਕਾਸ [VIkas] Skt n expansion, diffusion. 2 blos-

dIty] There have been many rajas with this

soming. 3 growth, development. 4 radiance.
5 sky. ‘
ਵਿਕਾਣੇਂ [VIkane] were sold. “gur ks sabadI VIkane.”—-dhana chét m I .

ਵਿਕਾਂਦਤੇ [vxkadre] being sold, on sale. “kh5bh
v1k5drejelah5.”—sava m 5.

,

ਵਿਕਾਰ [VIkar] See ਬਿਕਾਰ. “th0 khadhe tanu pirie, man mahI calahI VIkar.”—sr1' m 1.

ਵਿਕਾਰੀ [VIkari] See ਬਿਕਾਰੀ.
ਵਿਕਾਰੁ [vxkaru] See ਬਿਕਾਰ. 2 without work,
worthless. 3 fruitless, useless. “seje kétu na an.
eve bhaIa VIkaru. ”—m 3 var suhi. ‘The
whole make-up proved futile.’

ਵਿਕਾਲ [VIkal] See ਇਕਾਲਵਿਕੀਰਣ [vxkiran1Skt'n wild plant of sandy re-

gion. 2 Skt ਵਿਕੀਣੇਂ. adj thrown away. 3 scattered. “égan pare VIkiran soh'é.”—GPS. 4 famous, well-known.

ਵਿਕੁੰਠ [VIkOth] Skt adj not blunt (ਕੁੰਠ), sharp.
2 See ਬੈਕੁੰਠ.

ਵਿਕੁੰਨੀ [Vkami] adjbewildered,perplexed. “hau
bhalI VIkﬁni hoi.”—m 1 var majh.

ਵਿਕੇ [VIko] See ਵਿਕਉ.

ਵਿੱਕੋਲਿਤ੍ਰਾ [VIkkolItra] Skt ਵਿਕਲਿਤ. adj scattered, sporadic. 2 miscellaneous.

ਵਿਕ੍ਤਾਨਨ [VIkratanan] whose face is deformed;
such a demon who was Kurup’s brother. He
sided with the Yadavs and fought against

J arasandh. “v1:kratanan nam kurup k0 bﬁdhav,
kop bhayo asnpan gahyo.”—I<rrsan. 2 adjparalytic, havin g facial paralysis.

name. Celebrated rajas used to be given the
title of Vikramadity, but the most famous of
them all was raja of Ujjain, Garadbhil’s son
who started his own calendar 57 years before
the Christian era. He was himself a great scholar and he valued scholars and erudite persons.

His court was decOrated with gem-like persons. Worthy of mention were Kalidas,
Varruchi, Amar Sinh, Dhanvantri, Kshapnak,

Vetalbhatt, Ghatkarpar, Shanku and Vrahmihir as nine gems of his court. But this is a mere
conjecture because these scholars were not
contemporaries.
Vikramadity vanquished the Shak tribe, so

he is exalted as Shakaari in some Sanskrit
books. He carried bitter enmity against
Shalivahan.
Various scholars are of the opinion that the
Vikrami calendar was started by king
Kanishak, who had Vikramadity as his title.
Many hold that Yashodhar—named Vikramadity
was the initiator of the Vikrami calendar. There
are many scholars who conjecture that the
Vikrami calendar began when on the score of
his valour Gautami-putar defeated the Shaks.
2 Samudargupt’s son, Chandargupt II, who
was ruler of Surashtar (Kathiawarh) in 390
AD, is also famous in history as Vikramadity.
3 Ranadity’s son, 'raja of Kashmir, who
ruled in the beginning of the seventh century,
is also known as Vikramadity.

ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮੀ [vxkrami] adj of or belonging to Vikra—- Vishnu. 2 ਵਿ-ਕ੍ਰਮਣ, act of taking a step. madity, as, for instance, Vikrami Sammat. See
_ 3 valour, prowess. 4 See ਵਿਕੁਮਾਦਿਤਜ਼
ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮਾਦਿਤ੍ਯ. 2 valiant, daring. 3 n lion.
ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮਿ'ਸੰਘ [VIkramsi‘gh] See ਬਿਕੁਮਸਿੰਘ.
ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮੀ ਸੰਵਤ [VIkrami sévat] See ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮਾਦਿਤ੍ਯ. In
ਵਿਕ੍ਰ'ਮ [vxkram] Skt who has lot of enthusiasm

ਵਿਕ੍ਰਯ
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this book the word sémat is used for the Vikrami
Sammat.

ਵਿਕ੍ਰਯ [VIkray], ਵਿਕ੍ਰਯਣ [VIkrayan] Skt ਵੇਚਣਾ.
selling, trading. See ਕ੍ਰਯ.

ਵਿਕ੍ਰਿਤ [VIkrIt] Skt ਬਿਥਫ਼ੂ-ਯੰ. adj got deformed.
2 diseased, sick. 3 dirty, soiled, ﬁlthy. 4 In music, the note which is modiﬁed, and is either
higher or lower than its actual level.
ਵਿਕ੍ਤਿ ਸ੍ਵਰ [VIkrIt svar] See ਸ੍ਵਰ 4.

ਵਿਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ [VIkrItI] Skt ਕਿਥਝੂਰਿ. n deviation from
the natural state, deformity. 2 sickness, disease. 3 perturbation, bewilderment.

ਵਿਕ੍ਰੀ [VIkri] act of selling, sale, buying and selling.

ਵਿਕਿਪੂ [VIkstt] Skt adjthrown away, cast off.
2 distracted, bewildered. 3 insane, maniac.

ਵਿਕੇਪ [VIksep] Skt n ਵਿ-ਕੇਪ. act of throwing
away. 2 bewilderment, distraction. 3 abandonment, renunciation

ਵਿਕੇਪਣ [VIksepan] ਵਿ-ਕੇਪਣ. act of throwing
away, hurling. 2 scattering, dispersing.

ਵਿਖ [VIkh] S n a step, pace, stride. “Ik VIkh n3
calahI sathI.”—gau var2 m 5. “je Ik VIkh agahé
bhare, t5 das VIkhEi pIchaha jaI.”—m 4 var sar.

2 Skt adj noseless. 3 Skt ਵਿਸ. n poison. “VIkh
VICI 5mrItu pragatIa.”—m 3 var sor. S ਵਿਖੁ.
4 water. 5 lotus stem. 6 stamen of lotus ﬂower.

ਵਿਖਇ [VIkhaI] See ਵਿਸ਼ਯ.
ਵਿਖੲੀ [VIkhai] See ਬਿਖਈ.

ਵਿਖਕਕ੍ਯਾ [VIkhkanya] Skt ਕਿਧ੍ਯਾ. 11 As mentioned in the ancient books, a beautiful girl,
supposed to have been fed on poisonous
substances, and who was sent to destroy the
enemies. A man who had sex with her used to
die of the effect of poison.

ਵਿਖਧਰ [VIkhdhar] venomous snake. 2 See

ਬਿਖਧਰ੍.
ਵਿਖਮ [VIkham] Skt ਵਿਸਮ. See ਬਿਖਮ. 2 literary
device to depict relationship between incompatible objects is called VIkham ﬁgure of speech.

“jaha na hvé anurup dve tIn ki ghatna soy,

VIkham taha vaman karat kaVI kOVId sabhkoy.
-—IaIIt131am.
Example:
harI ke das SIU sakat nahi ségu,
ohU bIkhai, 050 ram k0 r5gu.—gau m 5.
ham nivi prabhu atI uca,
kIUkarI mIlIajae ram?
-—suh1' chét m 5.
ham avgun karahI asﬁkh nitI,

tum nIrgun datare,.;.
tum devahu sathkIchu daIadharI ,

ham akIratghnare.—brla m 5.
toso nahi data kou moso na thkhari din,

toso na dayalu, dukhi moso na alaIye,
moso nahi krItghan, toso Upkari nahI
moso na anath, nath toso na bataIye,
aguni n3 moso kou, gunvan toso nahi
jap tap vrat mo me e1< nahI paIye,
ayo he saran kaVI dhayke caran gahe
tarantaran anhath de bacaIye,
—NP.
(b) The second form of VIkham is where

the cause has a colour different from that of
the effect.
karan k0 kachu 3r rég karaj k0 kachu 3r.
—ka vyprabhakar.
Example:
des ke VIrodhi mar ruthr bahai nadi

$ri gobfdsigh yas svet pragtayo he.
(c) The third form of VIkham is where effort is made to cause good effect but the result is painful.
or bhalo Uddam kIye hot buro phal ay.
-—ka vyprabhakar.
Example:
beye ne bédar n0 SIkhya ghar racne hIt gaI,
Ulta apna ghar bhi dekho, betha mul gavai.

ਵਿਖਮ ਸੂਕਮ [VIkham suksam] See ਸੂਕਮ (b).
ਵਿਖਮਜ੍ਰ [VIkhamjvar] Skt ਬਿਧਧ੍ਯਾਰ੍. In the
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Indian system of medicine, it is a fever that
has no particular time for a person to get and
the temperature keeps on fluctuating. The
body-heat and the pulse-rate do not remain uniform. It denotes deterioration of common fever. It is caused by taking unwholesome diet
after suffering from fever, overwork despite
weakness of the body? and untimely taking of
meals. Fever recurring every third and fourth
day is called remittent. See ਤਾਪ.

ਵਿਖਮੁਂ [v1khamu]difﬁcult. Seefaﬁyf‘gave k0
VIdIa VIkhamU vicaru. ”—japu.
ਵਿਖਯ [VIkhay] See ਵਿਸ੍ਯ.

Example:
kalbut ki hastani, man baura re!

calat raCIo jagdis,
kam suaI gaj bBSI pare, man baura re!
skasu sahIo sis,
market musti anaj ki, man baUra re!

lini hathU pasarI,
chutan k0 sahsa parIa, man baura re!
naCIo ghar ghar barI.
—gaukabir.
baba kalu soce ab dhan ko kamave sut,

Itne me suny6 guru modikhana tayagdin.

ਵਿਖਾਦਨ [VIkhadan] See ਬਿਖਾਦ 2.

ਵਿਖਾਂਦੀ [VIkhadi] See ਬਿਖਾਦੀ.
ਵਿਖਲੀਪਤ [VIkhlipat] adj attached to sensual ਵਿਖਾਨ [VIkhan] See ਵਿਖਾਣ.
pleasures. See ਬਿਖਲੀਂਧਤਿ. “IkI kucal kucil ਵਿਖਧ੍ਯ [VIkhanan] Skt ਵਿਮਾਨਨ. n one whose
ਵਿਖਰਨਾ [VIkharna] See ਬਿਖਰਨਾ.

VIkhlipate.”'—asa a m 3.
ਵਿਖੜਾ [VIkhra] uneven, difﬁcult See ਬਿਖੜਾ.
“bhaujal maragu VIkhra.’ ’—o§kar.

mouth contains poison — snake.

ਵਿਥਿਆ [VIkhIa] See ਬਿਖਿਆ.
ਵਿਖਿਆਤ [VIkhIat], ਵਿਖਿਆਤਿ [VIkhIatI] See

ਬਿਖਿਆਤ and ਬਿਖਿਅਾਤਿ.
mera guru dhare VIkha.”—m 4 varsor. 2 for a ਵਿਖੀ [VIkhi] Skt ਕਿਧਿਜ੍. adj poisonous, venom-

ਵਿਖਾ [VIkha] plural of VIkh (a step). “thhe

moment. “satIgur ka Updesu sunI tﬁ VIkha.”—

asa patI m 3. 3 I may see, I may witness.

ous. 2 n snake.
ਵਿਖੇ [VIkhe] in, within. 2 See ਵਿਸਯ2.

ਵਿਖੇਪ [VIkhep] See ਵਿਕੇਪ.
me, so that I may ﬁnd the cause.’ 4 See ਚੰਦ੍ਰਹਸ੍ਯ ਵਿਖੋਂਰਣਾ [VIkhema] to scatter. See ਬਿਖੇਰਣਾ.
4 and ਵਿਸਾ 4.
ਵਿਖੈ [VIkhE] See ਵਿਸ਼ਯ 2 and ਬਿਖੈ.
“das VIkha me karan.”—-ram var 2 m 5. ‘tell

ਵਿਖਾਸਤ੍ਰ [v1khastr]SktﬁW. n poisoned weapon. 2 snake.

ਵਿਖਾਣ [VIkhan] Skt ਵਿਸਾਣ. n animal’s horn.
2 tusk of an elephant or a boar.

ਵਿਖਾਦ [VIkhad] See ਬਿਖਾਦ. 2 VI$ad is also a
literary device. Description of some happen» ing taking place against one’s will is denoted
as VI$ad (or vxsadan) ﬁgure of speech.
jahf CItcahe 1<aj té upjat kaj VIruddh,
tahI VIkhadan kahIt hE bhusan budth

VIsuddh.
-$Ivra1bhusan.
'ਥੁਥਯੀਧਰੇੰ- More foul and dirtier than the Brahmin husband

of Vnshl1, the Shudar—woman.

ਫਿਖੋਂਆ [VIkhoa] poisonous. 2 saw, was seen.
3 gone astray.

ਵਿਖੋਟਿ [VIkhotI] n dispute, discord. “lobh moh

SIU gai VIkhotI.”—prabha a m 5. See ਬਿਖੋ'ਟਿ.
ਫਿਖੰਮ [VIkhém] See ਬਿਖਮ. “5ਰੌ1ਪਂ denI VIkhém
thaI.’ ’——paur1' m 5 var gau 1.
‘

ਵਿਪ੍ਯਾ [VIkhya] See ਬਿਖਿਆ and ਵਿਖਾ. 2 poisongiving swindler.‘ ‘vxkhya adI’ucarke ayudh ਭੈਣੇ
ucar.”—sanama. ‘robber’s weapon — noose.’

ਰ੍ਵਿਪ੍ਯਾਤ [VIkhyat], ਵਿਪ੍ਯਾਤਿ [VIkhyatI] See
ਬਿਖਿਔ'ਤ and ਬਿਖਿਅਾਤਿ.
ਵਿੰਗ [vfg] See ਬਿੰਗ.
ਵਿਗਸਣਾ [VIgasna], ਵਿਗਸਨਾ [VIgasna] to develop,
blossom, open up. 2 to be delighted.

ਵਿਗਸਾਤ
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ਵਿਗਸਾਤ [VIgsat], ਵਿਗਸਾਵਦੋਂ [VIgsavdo], ਵਿਗਸ਼ਿਆ

bharamI VIgucis.”-—sor a m 1.

[VIgSIa], ਵਿਗਸੀਤਾ [VIgsita], ਵਿਗਸੇਤ [VIgset], ਵਿਗੁਤਾ [VIguta] See ਬਿਗੂਤਾ. “aI VIguta jagu

ਵਿਗਸੈ [VIgSE], ਵਿਗਸੰਦਾ [ਪ੍ਯਾਛੁਡ਼ਟੋਯੱਕ਼] blooms, opens
up. 2 feels delighted, becomes happy. “kare

apI ape VIgsita.”—m 3 var guj 1. “vekhe
bIgse karI vicaru.”——japu.

jampéthu.”—o§1<ar.
ਵਿਗੋ'ਇ [VIgOI] adv having merged or got im-

mersed. See ਬਿਗੋਨਾ. “Ikman ho: VIgOI dUCIta.”
—BG.

ਵਿਗਤ [VIgat] Skt adj gone by. 2 destroyed. ਵਿਗੋਇਆ [VIgOIa] defamed, slandered. See
3 dead. 4 gone away. 5 cautious, alert.

ਵਿਗੜੀ [VI gti] n dire condition or miserable plight.
“ahﬁkarl mue, se VIgti gae.”—m 3 var maru 1.

ਵਿਗੜਨਾ [VIgama] See ਬਿਗਰਨਾ.

ਬਿਗੌਨਾ. “bhag mukhI janamu VI gOIa .”-511“ beni.
ਵਿਗੋਣਾ [VIgona], ਵਿਗੋਨਾ [ਢ18੦118],ਵਿਗੋਵਨ [VIgOvan] See ਬਿਗੋਣਾ. “aganI jalavahI 5gu, apu
VIgovhi.”-m 1 var maIa.

ਵਿਗੜਿਆ ੜਿਗਭਿਅਾ [vxnga tInga] See ਬਿਗੜਿਆ ਵਿਗੰਧ [VIgédh] odour, stench. See ਬਿਗੰਧ.

ਬਿਗੜਿਆ.
ਵਿੰਗਾ [\'ਝੂਫ਼ੁਕੈ] 866 ਬਿੰਗਾ. “valu n3 viga hoa.”—sor
m 5.

ਵਿੰਗ [VIgg], ਵਿਰ੍ਯ [VIgy] Skt ਕਿਛ. adjspecialist,
learned. 2 n a wise, learned or skilful man.

ਵਿਗਯਪਤਿ [VIgypatI] Skt ਕਿਰ੍ਹਯਿ. n thorough

knowledge. 2 notiﬁcation, poster.
ਫਿਗਾਸ [VIgas] 866 ਬਿਕਾਸ and ਵਿਕਾਸ.
ਵਿਗਾਸਨਾ [VIgasna] v blow, open up. 2 feel de- ਵਿਗਜਾਨ [VIgyan] ਕਿਦੁਸ੍ਯ. n thorough knowledge.
2 self-knowledge.
lighted. 866 ਵਿਕਾਸ.

ਵਿਗਾਸੁ [VIgasu] Skt ਵਿਕਾਸ. opening up. 2 happiness, delight. “nanak bhagta sada VIgasu.”

ਵਿਜ੍ਯਾਨਮਯਕੇਸ਼ [VIgyanmaykosl 866 ਪੰਚ ਕੋਸ਼.

ਵਿਗਸਾਪਨ [VIgyapan] ਥਿਗ਼ਧ੍ਯ. 11 act of inform-

VIgaSIa.”—sr1' a m 1. 4 S part enough, no more.

ing, notifying. 2 educating, tatoring. 3 notice,
information. 4 poster.

ਵਿਗਾੜਨਾ [VIgarna] See ਵਿਗਾਰਨਾ. 2 to oppose,
resist, combat.

“lagyo dusat ke udar VIghat.”—GPS. 2 obstacle, impediment. 3 destruction.

-—japu. 3 Skt ਵਿਕਾਸ਼. light, glare. “dipaku sabadI

ਵਿਗਾਨ [VIgan] slander, defamation. 866ਬਿਗਾਨ2. ਵਿਗਯੇਯ [VIgyey] ਬਿਫ਼ੁੱਧ. adj worth knowing.
ਵਿਗਾਰਨਾ [VIgarna] v deform, deface, spoil. ਵਿਗ੍ਰਹ [VIgrah] battle, strife, discord. See ਬਿਗ੍ਰਹ.
“prahladI sath cane VIgare.”—bh£r a m 3. ਵਿਘਨ [VIghan] 866 ਬਿਘਨ.
ਵਿਘ'ਤ [VIghat] Skt n blow, stroke, wound.
ਵਿਗਾੜ [vxgar] See ਬਿਗਾੜ.
ਵਿਗਾੜਿ [VIgarI] advhaving spoilt or soiled. “kaIa ਵਿਚ [VIC] See ਬਿਚ and ਵਿਚਿ.
kurI VIgarI, kahe naIe?”—vad chétm 1.

ਵਿਗੁਰਣਾ [VIgucna], ਵਿਗੁਚਨਾ [VIgucna] to contract.
2 wither, fade. 3 be dejected or distressed.

ਵਿਚਉ [VIcau], ਵਿਚਹੁ [VIcahu] from within.
“VIcahu apu gavaIke.”—m 3 var sri.
ਵਿਚਕਾਰ [VIckar] See ਬਿਚਕਾਰ.

“phIka boll VIgucna.”—sr1' m 1. “baharI
dhﬁth VIgucie.”-—sr1' a m 1.

ਵਿਚਕਣ [ਧ੍ਯਾਧਫਿ਼ਤੁਗਿ੍], ਵਿਚੱਖਣ [VIcakkhan], ਵਿਚੱਛਣ
[VIcacchan] See ਬਿਚਖਣ.
‘

v1guta.”—majh a m 3. “day: VIgoe phIrahI
VIgute.”—m 1 var majh.

ਵਿਰਲ [VIcaI] Skt adj unsteady, restless, vola-

ਵਿਗੁਣ [vxgun] adj unworthy, worthless. 2 See ਵਿਚਦੋਂ [Vcho] from within, through. “nadri VICdo kadhe.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਨਿਰਗੁਣ.
ਵਿਗੁਤਾ [VI‘guta] See ਬਿਗੂਤਾ. “namu VIsarI ਰੈਨਿ]: ਵਿਚਰਣਾ [ਪ੍ਯਾਧਰ1118],ਵਿਚਰਨਾ [VIcarna] See ਬਿਚਰਣਾ.
tile.

ਵਿਗੂਚਨਾ [VIgucna] See ਵਿਗੁ'ਚਨਾ. “gur bInu ਵਿਚਲਨਾ [VIcalna] See ਬਿਚਲਨਾ.
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ਵਿਚਾਰ [VIcar] See ਬਿਚਾਰ.

ਵਿਚਾਰਾ [VIcara] See ਬੇਚਾਰਾ. “OI VIcare kIa karahI?”—m 4 var gau 1.

ਵਿਚਾਰਾਲਯ [VIcaralay] place for pondering over,
law court, tribunal.

ਵਿਚਾਰੀ [VIcari] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਯੂੰਬਿਜ਼ਾਯਿ. adjthinking, thoughtful. 2 wandering, roaming.

' ਵਿਚਾਲਾ [VIcala] n middle part or central portion.

ਵਿਚਾਲੇ [VIcale] advin the middle, midway.
ਵਿਚਿ [VICI] inside, within. “VICI ségatI harI
prabbhu varatda.”—m 4 var kan. “VICI upae
saIra, tIna th sar kareI.”—-m 2 var ram 1.

2 Skt wave, billow, ripple; The word ਵੀਚੀ [vici]
is its transform.

ਵਿਚਿੱਤ [VICItt] Skt adj capricious, fickle.
2 unconscious.

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ [VICItr] adj multicoloured, motley.
2 strange, wonderful. 3 n a literary device
where the aim is the description of the effort
opposed to the effect of the action, i.e.
jahﬁ karat Uddam kachu phal cahat VIprit,

varnat taha viCItr hE je kaVItras pritI.

—IaIItIaIam.

Example:
bhe bIn nIrbhaU kIu this,

gurmukhI sabadI samaI.—sri m 1.
apas kau j.o jane nica,
sou ganIe sabh te uca.—sukhmani.
‘Harbouring fear, getting fearless and turning

humble to attain a high position is to end up in _
the reverse direction.’

garibi gada hamari,
khéna saga] ren chari,
tIsu age ko na tIke vekari.—sorm 5.
. ‘Attaining victory, adopting poverty and becoming the dust of others’ feet is an effort of
the opposite kind.’
pharida, lore dakh bIjauriﬁ kaarI bije jatu,
hédhe On kataIda pedha lore petu—s farid.

ਵਿਚਿੜ੍ਸਿਂਘ

ਵਿਚਿਭ੍ਰਸਿੰਘ [VICItrs‘Igh] son of Mani Ram
Rajput and a real brother of Uday Singh. He
was a devout follower of Guru Gobind Singh.
In Sammat 1758, the hill chiefs laid siege to
Anandpur and instigated an intoxicated elephant
to rush forward to break open the door of the
Lohgarh fort. By the orders of the tenth Master, the valiant Vichitar Singh hit with a lance
the forehead of the elephant so forcefully that
it entered the forehead of the elephant. Consequently, the elephant rushed back and trampled the army of the hill chiefs. Bhai Santokh
Singh writes thus about this episode:
.
tab VICItr sigh rIde VIcaryo,
Ih avsar ab mera,

haté matég 5g me barcha,
karke oj ghanera,
carbat othan lal bIlocan,

pharkat much uthai.
bhrIkuti cadhi kutIl, mukh lali,

‘
samas mahﬁ chabI chai.
pag k0 bal rakab par karke,
ucharyo asan chora,
sabh sarir k0 oj sébhar ke,

hay phédhyo gaj ora,
seph bacaI calaI so barcha,
tava phuladi phora,
dhasyo jaI gaj mastak me jab,
pun kar jug kar jora,
karyo dhasavan praVIsyo ese,
Upma kahc') banai,
kr5c 581 me janu $Ivn§dan,
barchi mar dhasai,

vasukI 1(1th beg kar diragh,
VIntasut ke trasa,

dekh rédhr gIrI VIkhe pravesyo,

nahI pun badan nIkasa.
—GPS.
Vichitar Singh used to change his appearance several times a day, with d iferent guises

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਤਾ

and, therefore, the Guru used to’ call him bahu-

rupia. See ਉਦਯਸਿੰਘ.
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.

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਤਾ [VICItarta] n variety, diversity. 2 strange' ness,uniqueness.

various elements together is air’s mediation.
3 acrobat’s assistant.

ਵਿਛੜਨਾ [VIchama] See ਬਿਛੁਰਨਾ.
ਵਿਛਾਵਣ' [VIchavan], ਵਿਛਾਵਣਾ [VIchavna] act of

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਨਾਟਕ [VICItr natak] a wonderful play.

spreading (a piece of cloth, etc). “sej su kétI

porates the story of tWenty-four incarnations
(of Vishnu) and in which various historical
events have been written in a dramatic way.
3 a particular writing of fourteen chapters,
which is, found in the Dasam Granth. It con-

for spreading, bedcloth, bedding. “nena pIri

2 that portion of Dasam Granth, which incor- . VIchais.”—phunhe m 5. 2 11 piece of cloth ﬁt

tains some events from the life of Guru Gobind
Singh.

VIchavna.”—varmaru 2 m 5. “bIrahI VIcha-

van 1ephu.”—s farid. ‘Separation is the bedding and wrapper is the quilt.’

ਵਿਛੁੱਨਾ [VIchfma] adjdetached, separated, parted. “CIri VIchfma harI prabhu paIa.”-bIha
chét m 4. “CIri VIci’Jne melIanu.”-sr1'm 3.

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਪ੍ਯਾ [VICItI‘ pada] This metre is the ﬁrst ਵਿਛੁਰਨਾ [VIchurna], ਵਿਛੁੜਨਾ [VIchurna] See
' form of the CItr pada and each line contains ਬਿਛੁਰਨਾ to be separated "ਖਿ/ਛੁਟ. “gunnukhI mItwo bhagans and two gurus, SH S" 55. See ਚਿਤ੍ਰਪਦਾ. lie, manamukhI VIchure.”—majh a m 5. ‘Devotion for the Guru results in union; apostasy
ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਵੀਰਯ [VICItr VIray] See ਪਾਂਡਵ. _
leads to alienation.’

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਾ [VICItra] See ਨਚਾਚ 2.

ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਾਗ [VICItrag] Skt n peacock, i. e. one ਵਿਛੁੜਿ [VIchurI] having parted with or sepahaving motley feathers.
ਵਿਚੁ [um] 11 mediation, arbitration. “nu; ma

koi karIsa .”-—majh baréhmaha. 2 in, within.
‘ਵਿਚੁਚੇ [VIcude] adv from within, from in-between.
“menu asthulu he kIUkarI VICUde jaI?”—m 3
var gu11.

rated from. “manmukh VIchurI dukh pae.”

—prabha m 1.

ਵਿਛੇਪ [vIchep] See ਵਿਕੈਪ.
ਵਿਛੋਹ [\'ਗ਼ੁਘੀ੦11],ਵਿਛੋਹਾ [VIchoha] See ਬਿਛੋਹ. “VIchohe jébur, khave n9 vépanI gakhre.”—var guj
2 m 5. See ਖਵਣੁ.

“v1
ਵਿਰ੍ਵਰਣਾ [VIcurna] v grind thoroughly. 2 M ਵਿਛੋੜਾ [VIchora] n separation, disjunction.
comb; disentangle the hair. 3 pick up, select.
“pasu paretahu dev VIcure?”—BG.

ਵਿਚੇ‘ਸਿ਼ਗ਼ੁਢ਼ਫੋ] in the midst of, amidst. “VIce ngh

chora bhau visre.”—maru a m 1.

ਵਿੱਛਿੰਨ [VIcchi‘n] severed. 2 separate, apart.
3 crooked, bent.

ਵਿੱਛੈਦ [VIcched] ਵਿ-ਛੋਦ separation, severance.
sada rahe Udasi.”—maru solhe m 4.
ਵਿਚੇਤਨ [VIcetan] adj unconscious. 2 thought- ਵਿਜ [VIj] Skt ਬਿਗ੍. vr sepaiate, break, discrimless, inane.

ਵਿਚੋਂ [v1c6] See ਵਿਚਹੁ.

_

inate,tremb1e (with fear), be overwhelmed by
misfortune or disaster, come to grief.

ਵਿਚੋਲਾ [VIcola] mediator. 2 advocate. “gholI

ਵਿਜਈ [VIjai] See ਵਿਜਯੀ.

ghumai tIsu mItr VIcole.”—var ram 2 m 5.
“pavanu VIcola karat -Ikela.”—ram m 5. The

(place). 2 (hand) fan.

import of this hymn is that the wind gathers

the male and the female seeds from far off
places and then, with the help of water,
various things come into being. Gathering of

ਵਿਜ਼ਨ [VIjan] free from people; solitary, lonely

ਵਿਜ੍ਯ [VIjay] n ਵਿ-ਜ੍ਯ. victory, triumph, conquest. 2 Arjun. 3 airship. 4 Yamraj. 5 Vishnu’s courtier. See ਪਾਰਖਦ 2.

ਵਿਜ੍ਯਸਾਰ [VIjaysar] See ਭੰਗਰਾ.

ਵਿਜਯਕੁੰਜਰ
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ਵਿਜ੍ਯਕੁੱਜਰ [VIjayki'Jjar] elephant that a kin g rides
while invading the enemy.

ਵਿਟਾਰਣੁ

cies, castes or tribes

ਵਿਜਿਗੀਖਾ [VIjIgikha] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਵਿਜਿਗ਼ੀਸਾ. n will or de-

ਵਿਜ੍ਯਦਸ਼ਮੀ [VIjaydasmi] See ਵਿਜ੍ਯਯਦਸ਼ਮੀ.
sire to conquer.
ਵਿਜਯਾ [Vija] Skt n hemp. 2 madder. 3 jédi, a ਵਿਜਿਤ [VIth] adjwon, conquered,
subdued.

tree. 4 Durga. 5 12‘h day in the light half of ਵਿਜਿਤਿ {VIthI] Skt
n victory, conquest.
Savan. 6 matras metre having four lines, each ਵਿਜੇਤਾ [VIjeta] Skt ਕਿਯੇਰ੍.
adjvictorious, triumof 40 matras with a pause at every tenth matra
phant
‘ and terminating in a ragan, SIS.
ਵਿਜੇ [VIjE] See ਵਿਜ੍ਯ.
Example:
ਵਿਜੌਹਾ [VIjoha] See ਬਿਰਾਜ.
prI them madhuket mad, mathanI mahIkhasure,
man mardan karanI, taranI barb5dIka,

dhumradrI g dharanI dhar, dhur dhani karanI,
céd aru mﬁd kar, mﬁd kh'édkhédIka,
raktbijardani, rakt bhacchankaranI ,
daranI anI sObh ran, rar rIsmédIka,

sﬁbh baldhar séghar karvar kar
sakal khal asur dal, jetI je cédlka.

“bemukh hoe ram te, IaganI janam VIjog.”

—majh barahmaha. See ਜਨਮਵਿਜੋਗ.
ਵਿਜੋਗਿ [VIjogI] due to separation. “suraju care
VIjogI sabhse ghate arja.”—m 1 var sar. ‘with
sunrise and sunset, one’s age is decreasing.’

2 See ਬਿਜੋਂਗੀ.
ਵਿਜੋਗੀ [VIjogi] separated or departed from. See
—C5di 1.

prItham tékor jhuk jhar sésar mad,
déql kodécl rahI méd navkhéd k0,

cal acla acal ghal dIgpal bal,
paII rIkhIraj ke bacan parcéd k0,
sodh de is kobodh jagdis k0,

krodh Upjay bhrIgunéd barbéd k0,
bﬁdh bar svarg k0 sadh apvarg dhanu—
bhég k0 sabd gayo bhed brahméd k0.

-—ramc5drIka.

ਵਿਜਯਾਦਸ਼ਮੀ [Vijadasmi] 10th day of the bright
half of the month of Assu. In books on Hinduism, this day is regarded auspicious as oftriumph over evil.1 Ramchandar leﬁ for his vic¥
’tory over Lanka, on this day. See ਦਸ਼ਹਰਾ 2.

ਵਿਜਯੀ [v1jyi]ﬁﬁﬁ'ﬁj.adjtriumphant, victorious.

ਵਿਜਾਤਿ [VIjatI] 11 different species, castes or
tribes. 2 adj belonging to a different species,
castes or tribes.

ਵਿਜਾਤੀਯ [VIjatiy] adj belonging to different spe‘thn there were no good roads or viable transportation,

attacks on the enemies were launched after the rain water
hadrccedcd.

ਵਿਜੋਗ [VIjog] separation, departure. See ਬਿਜੋਗ.

. “VIjogi dukhI VIChure.”—srim 1.2 due

to or through separation. See ਬਿਓਗੀ.
. ਵਿੱਜ [VIjj] n lightning. 2 one ofthe ﬁve Khatri

castes. “ham garu VIjj VIcare.”—BG.
ਵਿੱਜੁਲ [VIjjul] Skt n skin, rind, bark. 2 cinnamon. 3 lightning.

ਵਿਝਣ [VIjhan], ਵਿਝਵਣ [VIjhvan] to get separated, depart. 2 to be extinguished or put out.
“VIjhan kalah na dévda.”-m 4 var gau 1.
“bhahI balédi VIjhvi.”—sri m 1.
ਵਿਝੜ [VIjhar] n lack of rains, scattering of the

clouds; clear sky. Skt ਵੀਧ੍ਰ.
ਵਿਟ [VIt] See ਬਿਟ.

’ਵਿਟਹੁ [VItahu] part from, over. “kurbanu kita
guru VItahU.’ —an§du.

ਵਿਟਪ [VItap] tree, plant. See ਬਿਟਪ.

ਵਿਟਪੀ [VItpi] Skt ਕਿਗਂਧੇਜ੍. tree having new shoots
and sprouts. 2 ﬁg tree. 3 banyan tree.
ਵਿਟਰਣਾ [VItarna] See ਬਿਟਰਨਾ.

ਵਿਟੜਿਅਰੁ [ਧ੍ਯਾਠੁਗ੍ਗ਼ੁਗ਼ੀਘ] from, over. See ਵਿਟਹੁ.
“gur VItarIahU hau gholi.”—asa Chét m 4.

ਵਿਟਾਰਣੁ [VItarnU] S v contaminate by eating.

See ਬਿਟ'ਰਣਾ.ਰ੍

ਵਿਟੰਗ
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ਵਿਟੰਗ [vxtég] See ਬਿਟੰਗ.
ਵਿੱਠਲ [VItthall See ਬੀਠਲ.
ਵਿੱਠੜ [VItthar] See ਸ੍ਵਾਮੀਦਾਸ.
ਵਿਡਾਣ [VIdan], ਵਿਡਾਣਾ [\11618118],ਵਿਡਾਣੀ [VIdani],
ਵਿਡ'ਣੁ [\11618110],ਵਿਡਾਨ[\1ਗ਼ੁ(.1811]8/੯1ਬਿਛਸ੍ਯ. 866
ਬਿਡਾਣ. “bahuta ehu VIdanU.”—japu. “ja sahu
bhaIa VIdana.”—V3d m I. “seva karahI
VIdani.”—sr1' m 3.
‘

jabi, it is also used in the sense of kadar [samrath]

—— competence, capacity. See ਬਿਤ 2.
ਵਿਤਸਤਾ [VItsata] 866 ਜੇਹਲਮ and ਪੰਜਾਬ.

ਵਿਤਤਿ [VItatI] Skt n expansion, expanse.
ਵਿਤਨੁ [VItanu] See ਬਿਤਨੁ.
ਵਿਤਰਕ [VItarak] n ਵਿ-ਤਕਂ’. frivolous argument,
carp. 2 doubt, scepticism.

ਵਿਤਰੈਕ [VItrek] See ਵ੍ਯੜਿਰੈਕ.
ਵਿਡਾਕ੍ਯਾ [VIdanra] adj showy, sham. “barI ਵਿਤਲ [VItaI] See ਸਪਤ ਪਾਤਾਲ.
'

VIdanre hﬁmas dhﬁmas.”4—var guj 2 111 5.

sense -— ‘house of the conjurers’. 866ਰੁੰਮਸਧੁੰਮਸ.
ਵਿਡਾਰਣ [VIdaran] See ਬਿਡਾਰਨ. 2 to ward off,
remove.
`
ਵਿਡਾਰਣਿ [VIdarnI] for warding off or remov-

ing. “loku VIdaran'I jaI .”-5 farid.

ਵਿਤਾਸ [vxtas] See ਬਿਤਾਂਸੁ. 2 Skt ਕਿਜ੍ਯਰ੍ਜ੍. adj free
from darkness.
ਵਿਤਾਨ [VItan] Skt 11 arch, canopy. 2 expanse.
3 oblation, sacriﬁce. 4 opportunity, occasion.
5 hatred, contempt.

ਵਿਤੀਤ [VItit] past. See ਬਿਤੀਤ.

elephant.
ਵਿਡਾਲ [VIdal], ਵਿਡਾਲੀਂ [VIdali] cat. See ਬਿਡਾਲ ਵਿਤੁੰਡ [VItGd] having a long trunk,
“parat VItOdan pe kal k0 patasi he.”—$ekhar.
and ਬਿਡਾਲੀ.

ਵਿਡੂਰਯ [VIduray] See ਵੈਡੂਰਯ.
ਵਿਡੰਬਨ [VIdéban] See ਬਿਡਾਣ.
ਵਿੱਢ [VIddh] See ਬਿਢ.

ਵਿਣ [VIn] part without, sans. See ਵਿਣੁ.
ਫਿਣਸਣਾ [vmasna] See ਬਿਨਸਨਾ. 2 adj perishable,
destructible. “sésaru jhutha vmasna.”—-asa m 5.
ਵਿਣਸੁ [VInasu] See ਬਿਨਸ. 2 indigent, penurious.

ਵਿਣਾਸ [vmas], ਵਿਣਾਸੁ [vmasu] 866 ਬਿਨਾਸ. “1ekhe hOI VInaSU.”—japu. “bInU gun janamu
VInasu.”—sr1' a m I .

ਵਿਤੰਡਾ [ਪ੍ਯਾਛਿਟੈਗੂੰਕ] 5/ਢ1ਕਿਗ਼ਾਗ਼. 11 a kind of discussion; refutation of another’s argument or as—

sertion without putting forth one’s own point
of view.

ਵਿੱਤ [VItt] Skt n wealth. 2 adj known. 3 famous. 4 pondered over.

ਵਿੰਤਿ [VIttI] Skt n achievement, gain. 2 knowledge, learning.

ਵਿਤ੍ਰੈਕ [VItrek] See ਵ੍ਯਤਿਰੇਕ.
ਵਿਥ [VIth] interstice, gap. See ਬਿਥ.

ਵਿਣ'ਹ [VInah], ਵਿਣਾਹੁ [VInahU] Skt ਵਿਨਾਸ਼. de-

ਵਿਥਰ [VIthar] 8/61ਵਿਸ੍ਵਰ.8ਧੰ/' expanded. 2 n

struction, ruin. 2 S murder, assassination.
3 ﬁerce battle. 4 damage, loss.

“ham kIa gun tere VItharahI?”—asa chétm 4.

ਵਿਣਾਹੇ [\112118}16]‘ਧੰ65੮10)/8, ruins. “13th vmahe mansa.”—var ram 3.

ਵਿਣੁ [vmu] without, sans. See ਵਿਣ. “tudhu VInu
SIdhi kIne na paia.”—sodaru. “VInU gahak gun
vecie.”—m 1 var maru I.

ਵਿਤ [VIt] Skt ਵਿਚ੍. vr donate, give in charity.
2 Skt ਵਿੱਤ. 11 wealth. “her: VIt CIt dukhahi.”
~asa penal m 5. ‘by pilferin g wealth, they cause
pain to the heart.’ 3 adj knowing, conversant

ਘੀ1|1.(5/੮1ਵਿਦ੍)85ਅਾਤਮਂਵਿਤ੍ [atamVIt]. 4 In Pun-

multitude, concourse. 3 expanse, expansion.

ਢਿਥਾ [VItha] See ਬਿਥਾ.
ਵਿਥਾਰ [VIthar], ਵਿਥਾਰੁ [VItharu] extension, expansion. See ਥਿਥਾਰ. “jIni calanu janIa, se kIU
karahI VIthar?”—var suhi m 2.

ਵਿਥਿਆ [VIthIa] See ਵ੍ਯਥਾ.
ਵਿੱਥ [VItth] gap, interstice.
ਵਿਦ [VId] Skt ਕਿਟ੍. vr understand, comprehend,
be with, afﬂicted, give attention (to), reside,

present or dedicate. 2 n scholar, learned per-

son.
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ਵਿੰਚ [vi‘d] Skt ਕਿ'ਵ੍ਰ. vr obtain. 2 n achievement, gain. 3 See ਬਿੰਦੁ.

ਵਿਚਰ

medicine that death lurks in edibles which irritate the digestive system.‘

ਵਿਦਸਤਾ [VIdsata] Sktﬁ-Bg’river Jehlum. “punah ਵਿਦਾਗਸ਼ੂ [VIdagast] See ਵਿਦਾਅੁਗਸ਼੍ਵ.
VIdsata te hUI par.”—GPS.
ਵਿੰਦਕ [vidak] Skt knower. 2 obtainer, receiver. 3 See ਵਿੰਦਿਕ.
ਵਿਦਕਨਾ [VIdakna] See ਬਿਦਕਣਾ. “tras kare vahan tih VIdke.”—GPS.

. ਵਿਦਗਧ [VIdgadh] Skt ਬਿਦ੍ਹਂਥ. adj burnt up.
2 seasoned, sharp. 3 clever, shrewd.

ਵਿਦਾਣ [VIdan], ਵਿਦਾਨ [VIdan] implement for
breaking, splitting, etc. See ਥਦਾਣ. “he manakcéd,

lehu VIdan.”—GPS. 2 Skt ਵਿਦਾਨ- splitting, tearing.

ਵਿਦਾਯਗੀ [VIdaygi] sending off, send-off.
2 parting giﬁ.

ਵਿਚਾਰਣ [VIdaran] See ਬਿਦਾਰਣ.

ਵਿਦਗਧਾ [VIdgadha] Skt ਚਿਰਾਗ਼. In poetry, a her-

ਵਿਚਾਰੀ [VIdari] Skt ਬਿਗ਼ਯਿ. adj tearing, rend-

oine, who is very shrewd and clever. SuCh a
heroine is of two types:
(a) vacan VIdgadha - one who expresses
her cleverness through words.
(b) krIya VIdgadha — one who expresses
her emotions through actions.
,

ing. 2 n See ਬਿਦਾਰੀਕੰਦ.
ਵਿਦਿਆ [VIdIa] n knowledge, learning. See
ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ. “VIdIa vicari t5, par Upkari.”—asa m 1.

ਵਿਦਰਭ [VIdarbh] Skt ਵਿਦਤੰ. place where there
is no spear grass. 2 Nagpu'r and its surrounding areas. Bairar. 3 natives of Vidarbh.

A person is regarded educated only‘ if he is

'
benevolent. 2 See ਵਿਦਾ.
ਵਿਦਿਸ਼ਾ [VIdIsa] See ਬਿਦਿ'ਸਾ. 2 old name of
Bhilsa. This city is in Gwalior state of central
India.

ਵਿੰਦਿਕ [vidIk] ਵਿੰਦ-ਇੱਕਮਿੰਮਿੰਜੳਸ਼ਿ, instant. 2 drop.
ਵਿਦਰਭਜਾ [VIdarbhja] Damyanti, daughter of ਵਿਦਿਤ [VIdIt] Skt adj known, understood.
king Bhishmak and wife of raja Nal, who was

born in Vidarth

2 famous, renowned.

ਵਿਦੁ [VIdU] See ਵਿਦੁਸ਼ਵਿੰਦੁ [vfdu] See ਬਿੰਦੁ.

ਵਿਦਰਭਪਤਿ [VIdarabhpatI], ਵਿਦਰਭਰਾਜ [vxdarabhraj] King Bhishmak, father of Damyanti, who
was the ruler of Vidarbh.

ਵਿਦੁਸ [VIdus], ਵਿਦੁਜੀਂ [VIdusi], ਵਿਦੁਖ [VIdUkh]

ਵਿਦਲ [VIdaI] Skt n red-hued gold. 2 dry pome-

ਵਿਦੁਰ [VIdur] adj wise, sagacious. 2 n Vyas’s

granate-seeds. 3 chick-pea, gram. 4 adj leafless.

son from Sudeshna, the slave-girl of king
Vichitarviray. He was a highly talented, prudent,
godly and truthful person. He imparted valuable advice to both the Kauravs and the
Pandavs. At ‘the time of the Mahabharat War,
he was on the side of the Kauravs. Enamoured
of his virtuous conduct, Krishan preferred his
house to that of Duryodhan for stay.

ਵਿਦਵੰਤ [VIdvét] adj learned, scholarly. 2 present,
existent. “dares det VIdvét so:£.”—GV 10. '
ਵਿਦਾ [VIda] A U” n departure, leave-taking.

2 farewell, adieu. “ape VIda karave.”—m 4 var
brha. 3 Skt ਵਿਦਾ. intellect, intelligence.
ਵਿਦਾਅੁ ਗਸ਼ੂ [VIdaa gast] P J5.” departed, took
leave.

ਵਿਦਾਹਿ [VIdahI], ਵਿਦਾਹੀ [VIdahi] Skt ਕਿਗਵਿਜ੍. n

Skt ਵਿਦੁਸ੍ scholar, ਵਿਦੁ'ਸੀ - scholarly woman.

'ਕ੍ਯਾਥੂਯੂੰਰੇ ਚੂੜੇ ਵੀਹੀਂ ਰ੍ਗ੍ਰੀਂਗੇ WI
ਗ਼ਾਵੀੰਧਾਬਂ ਕਦ੍ਰ, ਰਿਗੇਧੂ ਕਰ“ ਸਚਿ ਧਧ੍ਯਬ੍ਰੂਕ! |

substances like dry, stale food and wine, etc.

Life lurks in ghee, disease in jaggery, death in irritant

which, when eaten, produce burning sensation

foodstuffs, health in bitter and acrid food and vigour in

in the stomach. It is written in books on Indian

meat and milk.

'

ਵਿਦੁਰਨੀਤਿ
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There is a story in the Mahabharat that the
righteous Animandavay was a sage. Once a
gang of thieves, having committed theft, took

shelter in his hemlitage. When the trackers
came, the thieves ran away, leaving the stolen
goods behind. Taking the sage for a thief, the
soldiers presented him before the raja who
passed orders for his impalement. The impaled
sage went to Dharamraj and asked him the
reason for this outrage. Dharamraj told the sage
that he (the latter), during his childhood, had
himself impaled .a grasshopper. At this,
Mandavay drew up the rule that any action done
by a person, before he is fourteen, should not
be taken into account for retribution, and cursed
Dharamraj to be born as a Shudar. Consequently,

Dharamraj was born as Vidur. See ਬਿਦਰ 2.
ਵਿਦੁਰਨੀਤਿ [VIdumitI] The book of deontology
authored by Vidur, on the subject in Sanskrit
which is very famous. Its text comprises chapters 32 to 39 of the ﬁfth part of the Mahabharat.

ਵਿਦੂਸ [VIdus], ਵਿਦੂਖ [VIdukh], ਵਿਦੂਖਕ [VIdukhak]
Skt ਵਿਦੂ'ਸਕ. on the subject adj highly censorious. 2 n buffoon, jester. 3 juggler, acrobat.

4 See ਬਿਦੂਸਕ.
ਵਿਦੂਰ [VIdur] Skt adj far off, far away.
ਵਿਦੂਰਥ [VIdurath] See ਬਯਦੂਰਥ.
ਵਿਦੇਸ਼ [VIdes] foreign countiy, another country.

See ਬਿਦੈਸ਼

ਵਿਚੇਹ [VIdeh] See ਬਿਦੈਹ.
ਵਿਚੇਹੀ [VIdehi] See ਬਿਦੇਹੀ.
ਵਿਰ੍ਯਮਾਨ [VIdyaman] Skt adj present, evident,
existent, extant.

ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ [VIdya] n learning, knowledge. 866ਵਿਦ੍

(1) vxgyan (Philosophy) —It has the following
branches:
(a) manvi v1 gyan (Psychology).
(b) nayay (Logic).
(c) carca VIdya (Dialectics).
(d) sadacar VIdya (Ethics).
(e) dharam VIdya (Religion).
(f) braham VIdya (Theology).
(g) atam VIdhya (Metaphysics).
(h) bhut VIdya (Spiritualism).
(i) jotIs VIdya (Astrology).
(j) ramal VIdya (Geomancy).
(k) samaj VIdya (Sociology).

Its intermediate branches are - samajganIt (Statistics), nItI (Political Science), séjam

VIdya (Economics), gharogi séjam VIdya (Domestic Economy), talim (Education) etc.
(2) safs (Science) — It has the following
branches:
(a) ganIt (Mathematics) Its intermediate branches are:
hIsab — Arithmetic,
rekhaganlt — Geometry,

map VIdya — Mensuration,
aljabra — Algebra, etc.
(b) khagolv1dya (Astronomy).
(0) padarath VIdya (Physics);
(d) rasaIn VIdya (Chemistry).
(C) bhugarabh VIdya (Geology).
(f) ijan VIdya (Biology). Its parts are:
vanaspatI VIdya (Botany).

jivjétu VIdya — Zoology.
Its intermediate branch is.

péchi VIdya — Ornithology.

vr. Knowledge is endless, but people have,
according to their own understanding, con-

(g) dhatu v1dya(Mineralogy).
(h) dravi VIdya (Hydrostatics).

ਕਲਾ,ਕਲਾ11,ਚਉਦਹਵਿਦਜਾ,ਚੌਸਠਕਲਾ8ਘਾਂਦਸਚਾਰਚਾਰ.

Its intermediate parts are:
manav CIkItsa - Human Pathology,

trived various types of it. See ਅਠਾਰਹਿਂਵਿਦਜਾ, ਸੋਲਹ
At present scholars have accepted the following branches of knowledge:

(i) vedy VIdya (Medicine).

pasucxkltsa — Veterinary Science,

ਵਿਦਯਸਾਗਚ
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jarrahi - Surgery, etc.
(i) 5g VIdya (Anatomy).
(k) sarir VIdya (Physiology).
(1) Ijaniari (Engineering).
(m) kheti bari (Agriculture).
(n) purane kh‘éd-haré di khoj (Archeology).
(o) sabad vxdya (Acoustics),.etc.
(3) ItIhas VIdya (History or Chronology).

(4) bhugol VIdya (Geography).
(5) hunar ate karigari (Arts and crafts).
They comprise:
(a) rag VIdya (Music).
(b) crtarkari (Painting).
(0) nakkasi (Drawing).
((1) akas VIdya (Photography).
(e) ukkarna (Engraving).
(f) ségtrasi (Sculpture).
(g) sIlap (Architecture).
(h) kasida (Embroidery), etc.
(6) sahIty VIdya (Literature). It has the following parts:
(a) bhasa gyan (Languages).
(b) bhasy VIdya (Philology).
(c) vaky VIdya (Phonetics).
(d) vyakaran (Grammar).
(e) chad VIdya (Prosody).
(f) alékar VIdya (Rhetoric), etc.

ਵਿਦਜਸਾਗਰ [VIdysagar] occean of knowledge,

ਵਿਧ

ਵਿਦਸਾਧਰ 2.
ਵਿਰ੍ਯ'ਨਿਧਿ [VIdyanIth] See ਵਿਦਜਾਸਾਗਰ ]„

ਵਿਦਯਾਰਥੀ [VIdyarthi] Skt ਬਿਟ੍ਰਧਬਿੱਜ੍. student.
ਵਿਦਯਾਲਯ [VIdyalay] ਵਿਤ੍ਯਾ-ਅਾਲਯ, house of leaming, school, college etc.

ਵਿਦਗਿਵੁੱਧ [VIdyavrIddh] advanced or senior
in learning. See ਵਿੱਧ. ‘
ਵਿਦਯੁਤ [VIdyut] n ਵਿ-ਦਯੂੰਤ [VI-dyut]. lightning,
electricity. 2 evening.
ਵਿਦਯੂਤਮਾਲ਼ਾ [VIdyutmala], ਵਿਦਯੁਨ੍ਹੀਜ੍ਯਾ [VIdyunmala] a poetic metre having four lines, each of
.which has two short matras followed by two
long ones. SSS, 555, 55.
Example:
SIkkhi dharo tyago mane”).
kije seva dije dame”).
mIttha bolo palo premé.
ho $raddhal_u pao khemé.

ਵਿਦ੍ਰ [VIdr] Skt n hole, ﬁssure.
ਵਿਚੂਤ [VIdrut] Skt adjfleeing, on the run.
2 melted, liqueﬁed.

ਵਿਦੂਮਸਿ਼ਗ਼ੁਯੱਪਿਘੀਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਇਿਵਿ-ਚੂ'ਮ. apeculiar tree, coral
reef. 2 coral.

ਵਿਦੂਮਵੇਲੀਂ [VIdrumaveli] See ਬੇਲੀ ਬਿਚੂਮ.
ਵਿਦ੍ਰੋਹ [VIdroh] n animosity, enmity.

ਵਿਦ੍ਰੋਹੀ [VIdrohi] ਬਿਗੇਵਿਜ੍. foe, enemy.
ਵਿਦ੍ਸ [vxdvas] Skt ਬਿੜੂਚ੍. adj erudite, learned;
savant. 2 possessing self-knowledge.

great scholar. 2 See ਬਵੰਜਾ ਕਵਿ. 3 a title.

ਵਿਦੁੱਤਾ [v1dvatta],f€ﬁ‘[v1dvatv] n being very
ਵਿਤ੍ਯਾਗ਼ੁਰੁ [VIdyaguru] teacher, instructor.
learned, erudition.
ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ ਦੇ ਚਾਰ ਭੂਖਣ [VIdya de car bhukhan] ਵਿਦ੍ਵਾਨ [VIdvan] adj learned, erudite. 2 n an
composition (ofpoetry), oratory, humility and
liberality are the four modes for disseminating

education. “VIdya bhukhan car.”—gvrusrkhya
prabhakar.
ਵਿਦਜਾਧਰ [VIdyadhar] adjpossessing knowledge,
scholarly. 2 n a class of demi-gods dwelling in
space between the earth and the heaven. The

region is also known as kamrup and khecar.

ਵਿਦਜਾਧਰੀ [VIdyadhari] scholar’s wife. See

examination in Punjabi language.
ਵਿਦ੍ਰਿਸ [VIdVIs] Skt ਕਿਛਿਧ੍ਰ. adjhostile, inimical.
2 n enemy, foe.
.

ਵਿਵੇਸ [VIdves] n enmity, rivalry, animosity.

ਵਿਦ੍ਹੇਸੀ [VIdvesi] Skt ਬਿਛੇਥਿਜ੍. adj inimical, hostile.
ਵਿਦੁੱਸ [VIdvfis] See ਵਿਦ੍ਸ.

ਵਿਧ [VIdh] Skt ਬਿਬ੍. vr pierce, lord it over.
2 Brahma. See ਵਿਧਿ. 3 See ਵਿੱਧ.

ਵਿਧੂਪ
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ਵਿੰਧ

ਵਿੰਧ [vidh] See ਬਿੰਧ and ਵਿੰਧ੍ਯ.

VIdha.”—asa chét m 4.

ਵਿਧਉਸ [VIdhaus] Skt ਵਿਧੁੰਸ. n destruction,
devastation.

ਵਿਧਉਸਿਂਆ [VIdhaUSIa] destroyed, ruined,
devastated. “sabadu bicarI kalu VIdhaUSIa.”
—m 1 var majh.

ਵਿਧਾਤਾ [VIdhata] Skt ਕਿਬਹਂਰ੍ਵ. adj creator, maker.
2 Brahma. 3 Kamdev, god of love. 4 Brahma,
the Creator.
ਵਿਧਾਨ [VIdhan] See ਬਿਧਾਨ.

ਵਿਧਾਯਕ [VIdhayak] Skt adj law-making, legistat-

ਵਿਧਣ [VIdhan] Skt ਵ੍ਯਧਨ. piercing, perforating.

ive. 2 creating. 3 prescribing measures, etc.

2 adj without money, poor,- penniless. 3 where
there is no woman; sans woman. “v1 dhan khuhi madh Ike '.”—suh1' fan'd. ‘a desolate well, from
where no other woman (than the spirit) draws
water.” Here mOdh stands for the human soul.

ਵਿਧਿ [VIth] Skt n method, manner. 2 reli-

ਵਿਧਰ੍ਯ'ਰ [VIdhankar] adj piercing, perforating; she who pierces her husband’s heart with
words and deeds. “pIr chodIari VIdhankare.”—vad alahani m 1.

ਵਿਧਣ ਖੂਹੀ [VIdhan khuhi] See ਵਿਧਣ 3.

ਵਿਧਣ ਰਾਤ [VIdhanrat], ਵਿਧਣ ਰੈਣੀ [VIdhan reni]

gious command, injunction or law. 3 Brahma,
who created the world. 4 a literary device,
attributing a quality to an object.
SIddh-arath k0 sadhe pher,
' bhusan VIth téko th her.

—-garabg5jni.
Example:
jahI jahI kaj kIrat sevak ki,
tahé taha uthI dhave
sevak kau nIkti ho: dIkhave.

—asa m 5.

traumatizing night. 2 night of widowhood.

ਵਿਧਣਾ [VIdhna] See ਬਿਧਣਾ.
ਵਿਧਣੀਆ [VIdhnia] without husband, i. e. without the soul. “sa dhan chuti muthi jhuthI VIdhnia mIrtakra éganre bare.”—vad alahani m 1.

2 piercing, perforating. See ਵਿਧਣਕਾਰ.
ਵਿਧਨ [VIdhan] adjpenniless, penurious.
ਵਿਧਨਾ [VIdhna] See ਬਿਧਣਾ and ਬਿਧਨਾ.
ਵਿਧਰ੍ਯ [VIdharam] Skt ਵਿਧਮੰ. n irreligion. 2 injustice, inequity. 3 another religion, religion other
than one ’s own.

ਵਿਧਰਮੀ [VIdharmi] ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਬਿਬਸਿਂਜ੍. renegade, apostate. 2 unjust.

ਵਿਧਵਾ [VIdhva] husbandless, widow, strumpet.

See ਪੁਨ੍ਯਵਿਵਾਹ, ਪੌਨ੍ਯਭਞ and ਬਿਧਵਾ.

'

man base qu nIt bhaudIa.
—suhi chét m 4.
ਵਿਧਿਨਾ [VIthna] (nominative case) Brahma
(did); because of Brahma. 2 according to or
because of VIth (destiny).

ਵਿਧਿਵਾਹਨ [VIthvahan] swan. See ਬਿਧਬਾਹਨ.
ਵਿਧੁ [VIdhu] Skt n moon. 2 air. 3 camphor.
4 Brahma. 5 Vishnu. 6 weapon.
ਵਿਧੁੰਸ [VIdhﬁs] See ਵਿਧੁੰਸ.
ਵਿਧੁਸ਼ੇਖਰ [VIdhusekhar], ਵਿਧੁਚੂੜ [VIdhucur] He
who has the moon in his crown or in his topknot — Shiv.

ਵਿਧੁੰਤੁਦ [VIthtod] ਵਿਧੁ-ਤੁਦ moon’s tormentor
-— Rahu.

ਵਿੰਧਵਾਸ਼ਿਨੀ [vidhvasmi] dwelling in the Vindhya
mountain, Durga. See ਵਿੰਧ੍ਯ.

ਵਿਧੁਬੇਨੀ [VIdhubeni] See ਬਿ'ਧੁਥੈਨੀ 2.
ਵਿਧੁਵਦਨੀ [VIdhuvadni] Skt n woman with moon-

ਵਿਧਵਾ ਵਿਵਾਹ [VIdhva VIvah] See ਅਪਰ ਸੰਯੋਗ
and ਪੁਨ੍ਯ-ਵਿਵਾਹ.

like face; woman with a beautiful face. “VIdhovadni sabh bhétI savari.”—-tulsi.

ਵਿਧੜਾ [VIdhra], ਵਿਧੜੋ [VIdhro] pierced, strung.

ਵਿਧੂਨਨ [VIdhunan] Skt n tremor, act of shak-

“VIdhro sac thokI .”—varj£t.
ਵਿਧਾ [VIdha] pierced. “mera menu tanu

ing or winnowing.
ਵਿਧੂਧ [VIdhup] See ਬਿਧੂਪ.

ਵਿਧੂਮ
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ਵਿਧੂਮ [VIdhum] adj smokeless, cloudless.

ਵਿਨੀਤਾ [VInita] See ਧੂਵ.

ਵਿਧੇਯ [VIdhey] adj methodically explained.
2 worth doing.

ਵਿਨੀਤਿ [VInitI] Skt n humility, modesty. 2 re-

ਵਿੱਧ [VIddh] Skt ਕਿਛੁ. adj pierced, penetrated,

ness.
ਵਿਨੋਕ੍ਰਿ [VInoktI] a literary device; wherein the

perforated. 2 cast away, thrown away. 3 beaten, whipped.

gard, reverence, honour 3 reﬁnement, gentle-

ਵਿਧ੍ਯ [VIdhy] Skt adj perforatable, penetrable.

description of an object without which the
other objects lose their shine and turn useless.

ਵਿੰਧ੍ਯ [vIdhy], ਵਿੰਧ੍ਯ'ਚਲ [vidhyacal] range of

It is VInoktI al'ékar.

mountains which separates northern India from
the Deccan. 2 a village, near Mirzapur (UP),
where stands the temple of the Vindhyavasini

prastut vamaniy he jOI,
ek vasatu bIn nyun jI hOI,

Durga.

kaVI sétokhsi gh kare ucar.
—garabg5jan1’.
Example:

ਵਿਧੁੰਸ [VIdhvés] n destruction, ruin. 2 insult,
disrespect. 3 enmity.

ਵਿਨਸ [VInas] Skt adj noseless, shameless.
2 See ਵਿਨਾਸ.
ਵਿਨਸ੍ਵ [vxnast] adj destroyed, perished. 2 was
lost.

ਵਿਨਸ਼੍ਵਰ [VInasvar] adjdestructible, perishable.
ਵਿਠਤ [VInat] Skt adjbent down, humble, modest.
ਵਿਨਤਾ [VInta] adj hunch-backed (woman). 2 n

gamr’s mother. See ਬਿਨਤਾ.

ਵਿਨਤਿ [VInatI], ਵਿਨਤੀ [izInti] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਵਿਨਤਿ. n obeisance, nod, genuﬂection. 2 humility, modesty.

ਵਿਨਯ [VInay] Skt n humility, modesty. 2 obeisance, genuﬂection. 3 one who practises to
control his senses.
ਵਿਨਾ [VIna] See ਬਿਨਾ.

ਵਿਨਾਸ [VInas] extinction, destruction. See ਬਿਨਾਸ.
ਵਿਨਾਸੀ [VInasi] See ਬਿਨਾਸੀ.
ਵਿਨਾਹ [VInah] destruction, ruin. 2 Skt a cover.
for a well’s mouth.

tahI VInokatI kah‘é VIcar,

coa cédano 5k: caravau,

pat patébar pahIrI hadhavau,
bInU harInamU kahé sukhu pavau?
kIa pahIraU kIa oth dIkhavaU?
bInU jagdis kahé sukhu pavao?
kani kﬁdal gall motion ki mala,

lal nIhali phul gulala,
bIn jagdis kaha sukhu bhala?
nan saloni sﬁdar nari,

khor sigar kare atI pIari,
bInU jagdis bhaje nIt khuari.
dar ghar mahla sej sukhali,
ahInISI phul bIchave mali,
bInU harInam su deh dukhali.
hsvar gevar neje vaje,
laskaxf neb khavasi paje,
bInU jagdis jhuthe dIvaje.
SIth kahavau rIth SIth bulavau,

ਵਿਨਾਯਕ [VInayak] n Ganesh. “varun kuber

taj kulah sirI chatr banavau,

samir VInayak.”—NP. 2 garur. 3 See ਬਿਨਾਯਕ.
ਵਿਨਾਯਕਕੇਤ੍ਵ [VInayak-keto] n Vishnu; one who

bInu jagdis kaha’i sacu pavao?

has the image of garur as insignia.

ਵਿਨਿਮਯ [VInImay] Skt. n barter, exchange.
2 pledge, security. 3 a literary device. See

ਪਚਿਵਿੱਤਿ3.
ਵਿਨੀਤ [VInit] See ਬਿਨੀਤ.

.

khanu maluku kahavao raja,
abe tabe kure hi: paja,
bInU gursabad n3 savarasx kaja:
—gau a m 5.
an sﬁdar kulin catur
mUkhIgIani dhanvét,

ਵਿਨੋਦ
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mIrtak kahiahI nanka
jIh pritI nahi bhagvét.—ba van.
. je sau céda ugavahI suraj carahI hajar,
ete canan hodIa gur bInU ghor-édhar.
—m 2 var asa.
jagan hom pﬁn tap puja
deh dukhi nIt dukh sahe,

ramnam bInu mukatI na pavaSI
mukatI namI gurmukhI lahe.
ramnam bInU bIrthe jagI janma,
bIkhU khave bIkhu boli bole,

bInU nave nIhphalumarI bhramna.
pustakpath bIakaran vakhane

sétha karam trIkal kars,

bInu gursabad mukatI kahé prani?
ramnam bInu urath mare.
déd kamédal SIkha sutu dhoti

tirathIgavanu atI bhramanu kare,
ramnam bInU sﬁtI n3 ave"
japI hat: harI namu su parIpare.
jatamukatu tanI bhasam lagai

bastr chodI tanI naganu bhaIa,
ramnam bInU trIpatI na ave
kIrat ks badhe bhekhu bhaIa.
—bh£r m I .
sakhi ! kajalu har tébol sabhekIchU saan,
solah kie sigar ki 5janu paan,
je gharI ave kétu, ta sathkIchU paie,
hatha, kéte bajhu sigaru sabhu bIrtha jaie.
~phunhe m 5.
sabh karamphokat jan,
sabh dharam nIhphal man,
bIn ek nam adhar,

sabh karam bharam bIcar.—aka1.
satI bIn séjamu n3 patI bIn puja hOI
sacu bInU soc n9 janeu jat-hin he,
bIn gurdikhIa na gyan bInU darsdhyan
bhau bIn bhagatI na kathni bhebhin he,
satI na sétokh bIn sukh na sath bIn
sabad suratI bIn prem n3 prabin he,

ਵਿਪੱਖ

braharnb Ibek bInu hIrde n9 ek tek

bIn sadhségatl na rég lIv lin he.
—-BGK.
gun bIhin puja kaha’i,
VIdya bIn mana?
jit kaha bIn surta,
menu thIt bIn dhyana?
bIn sétokh ur sukh kahﬁ,

tap bIna na raju?
gyan kahﬁ bIn satIguru,
sobha bIn laju?
bIn jahaj tarbo kahéi
sagar asgahu?
bhagatI kahﬁ bIn prem ke
pagpékaj mahu?
keVIta bIn kiratI kahéi,

jas bIna na dana?
mukatI kahé bIn prabhu ke,
sur bIna n3 gana?
bIn SIkkhi tarbo kahé
jagsagar bhara?
dyos kahﬁ suraj bIna?
ms: ev bIcara.—GPS.
des bIn bhupatI dInes bIn pékaj
phanes bIn manI 3r bIn saSI yamIni,
dip bIn geh a sugeh bIn sépatI ty6
dehI bIn deh ghan meh bIn damIni,
kaVIta su chéd bIn malti malid bIn
sar ਤਦਿਪਿ bIn hot chabI chamIni,

“das” bhagvét bIn sét gurmét bIn
latIka basét bIn 1<ਟੋ੮ bIn kamIni.

ਵਿਨੋਦ [VInod] 888 ਬਿਨੋਦ.

ਵਿਨੋਦਸਿੰਘ [VInodsigh] See ਬਿਨੋਦਸਿੰਘ.
ਵਿਨੋਦੀ [VInodi] 888 ਬਿਨੋਦੀ.
ਵਿੰਨ੍ਹਣਾ [vfnhna] to pierce, perforate. 888 ਬਿੰਨ੍ਹਾਣਾ.
ਵਿਪ [VIp] Skt ਕਿਧ੍. vr tremble, shiver. 2 retreat,

Withdrawal.
ਵਿਪਸਚਿਝ [VIpaSCIt] Skt ਬਿਧਯਿਰ੍. adj highly
learned, sagacious. 2 n sage, savant.

ਵਿਪੱਖ [VIpakkh], ਵਿਪੱਛ [VIpacch] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਵਿਪਕ. adj

ਵਿਖਣ
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opponent, adversary. 2 n enemy. 3 antagonist.
4 Wingless.

ਵਿਖਣ [VIpan] Skt n sale: 2 See ਵਿਪਿਨ.
ਵਿਪਣਿ [VIpanI], ਵਿਪਣੀਂ [VIpni] n shop. 2 market place, trading place. See ਬਿਪਨੀ.

ਵਿਪੰਚੀ [VIpéci] Skt n ﬁve-stringed Indian lute
having two bottle-gourd shells and a fixed ar—

rangement of frets. See ਵੀਣਾ 2.

ਵਿਪ੍ਰ [VIpr] Skt n Brahmin. According to the
Atrisimriti, verse 138, one becomes a dVIj
(twice-bom) through séskar impulse (dispositions), and a VIpr through learning. 2 sage.

ਵਿਪਤਿ [VIpatI], ਵਿਪਦ '[VIpad], ਵਿਪਦਾ [VIpda]
See ਬਿਪਤ and ਬਿਪਦ.
3 peepul tree. 4 acacia tree. 5 adj learned,
ਵਿਪਨ [VIpan] See ਬਿਪਨ and ਵਿਪਿਨ.
ਵਿਪਰਜਇ [VIparjaI], ਵਿਪਰਜੈ [VIparjE], ਵਿਪਰਯਯ wise.
[viparyay], ਵਿਪਰਯੇ [vxparye] Skt ਕਿਧਣਬੰਧ. adj ਵਿਪ੍ਰਚਿੱਤਿ [VIp'raCIttI] Kashyap’s son from
reverse, contrary. 2 n contrariety, reversion.

Danu [danu]; who was king of the demons.

See ਬਿਪ੍ਰਚਿੰਤਨ.
ਵਿ'ਪ੍ਰ'ਤਿਪੱਤਿ
[VIpratIpattI] Skt n opposition.
ing description of an object as the reverse of

3 VIperyéy alékar is a literary device forwardwhat it actually is.
Example:
khote kaU khara kahe, khare sar na jane,
'édhe ka nau parkhu kalikal VIdane,

2 doubt. 3 flaw, change of form or nature.
4 self-conradiction. 5 disputation.

ਵਿ'ਪ੍ਰਲਬਧਾ [VIpralbadha] In poetics, a heroine —
“prIy VIhin 851<€੮1੪1<ਲ਼ਿ jo tIy atI akulay. tahi

VIpralbadha kahIt su kaVIn ke samuday.”

sute kau jagat kahe, jagat kau suta,
jivat kau mua kahe, mue nahi rota,
avat kau jata kahe, jate kau aIa,
par ki kau apni kahe, apuno nahi bhaIa,

ਵਿਪ੍ਰਲਾਧ [VIpralap] Skt n seif-contradictory

mithe kau kaura kahe, karue kau mitha,

ਵਿਪ੍ਲਾੰਭ [ਧ੍ਯਾਖ਼ਾਕੀਭੈਗ਼ਸ਼] Skt n dispute, quarrel, dis-

—jagadVInod.
statement. 2 dispute, conﬂict.

rate ki nIda karahi, esa kalI mahI ditha,

putation. 2 deceit. 3 separation, disunion. 4 In

ceri ki seva karahI, thakuru nahi disc,

poetics, a facet of the “srigar” (erotic emotion). “VIchurat pritam pritma hot ju res tIh

pokharu nirU VII‘OliE makhanu nahi rise.
—gau a m 1 .

ਵਿਪਰੀਤ [vxprit] opposite, contrary. See ਬਿਪਰੀਤ.

ਵਿਪਲ [VIpall Skt n 1/60th of a pal — a moment. See ਬਿਪਲ and ਵਿਪੁਲ.

ਵਿਪਲੀਂਸਣੀ [VIplisani] extensive earth; its
Raja’s army.—sanama. 2 earth — which has‘
the Himalayas; the army of its king.——sanama.

thar. VIpralébh téso kahé kesav kaVISIrmor.”
—rasrkpr1'ya.
ਵਿਪ੍ਰੋ [VIpre] See ਵਿਪਰਯਯ.

ਵਿਪ੍ਲਵ [VIplav] Skt n tumult, commotion.
2 uprising, revolt. 3 calamity, misfortune.
4 flood. 5 capsizing or sinking of a boat.

ਵਿਫਲ [ਧ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਾੰਰਿਪੌਂਕ਼ਧੰ/ fruitless, ineffectual. 2 use- ,

less, vain. 3 gelded, castrated.
ਵਿਪਾਸ਼ [VIpasL ਵਿਪਾਸ਼ਾ [VIpasa] See ਬਿਆਸ 2.
ਵਿਥਲ
[VIbaI] Skt adj powerless, weak. See
ਵਿਪਾਕ [VIpak] See ਬਿਪਾਕ.
ਵਿਪਿਨ [VIpIn] that which shakes with the wind ਬਿਥਲ. 2 powerful, strong.
ਵਿਬੁ'ਧ [VIbudh] adjwise, learned. 2 n a learned
—jungle. See ਵਿਪ vr. See ਬਿਪਨ 1.
ਵਿਪੁਲ [VIpUI] Skt adj abundant. 2 spread out. person, scholar. 3 moon. 4 Shiv. 5 god, deity.

3 deep. 4 n Mount Sumer. 5 the Himalaya.
ਵਿਪੁਲਾ [VIpula] n earth, which is very exten-

swe.

See ਬਿਬੁਧ.
ਵਿਬੁਧਪ'ਤਿ [VIbudhpatI] king of the gods, Indar.

ਵਿਬੁਧਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ
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ਵਿਬੁ'ਧਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ [vxbudhprIya]See ਚਚਰੀਆ. 2 dancing girl of Indar’ s court; god’ s wife.

ਵਿਭਾਵਨਾ

ਵਿਭਾਵਨਾ [VIbhavna] (VIruddh bhavna) a literary device representing an effect, the cause

ਵਿਬੁ'ਧਵਨ [VIbudhvan] garden of the gods.

of which is absent.

ਵਿਥੁਧਾਲਯ [VIbudhalay] abode of the gods,

jahi karan bIn karay hOI,

heaven.

ਵਿੰਚ [vibh] n trick, stratagem. “dibh vibh ka-

tahf VIbhavna pahIli jOI.—garabg5jni.
Example:

chu nek na karc”). ”—VN. 2 Skt ਵਿਭ੍ਰਨ. adj clever,

akhi bajhahu vekhna, VInU kéna sunna

skilful.

peré bajhahu calna, VInU hathé karna.

ਵਿਭਉ [VIbhaU] See ਬਿਭਉ.

jibhe bajhahu bolna IU jivatmarna,

ਵਿਭਕੂ [VIbhakt] adjdivided, partitioned. 2 shar-

nanak hukamo pachanIke tau khasme mIlna.

er, partner.

ਵਿਭਕ੍ਰਿ [VIbhaktI] Skt division, partition. 2 In
grammar— case, termination. sup tIg pratyay.
See ਕਾਰਕ.
ਵਿਭਚਾਰ [VIbhcar] See ਬਿਭਚਾਰ.

ਵਿਭਤਸ [VIbhtas] See ਬੀਭਤਸ.
ਵਿਭਵ [VIbhav] See ਬਿਭਉ.

ਵਿਭਾ [vIbha] Skt n lustre, radiance. 2 ray.
3 charm, beauty.
ਵਿਭਾਸ [VIbhas] See ਬਿਭਾਸ.

ਵਿਭਾਸਕ [VIbhasak] Skt adj radiant, luminous.
ਵਿਭਾਕਰ [vxbhakar] n sun. 2 fire. 3 king.
4 mentor, spiritual guide.

ਵਿਭਾਗ [VIbhag] n share. 2 part, portion. 3 chapter or section of a book.

ਵਿਭਾਜਨ [VIbhajan] Skt n division, apportionment. 2pot, utensil.

ਵਿਭਾਂਡਕ [VIbhédak] Skt ਕਿਸ਼ਾਧਵ੍ਯਜ਼. See ਸਿੰਗੀ
ਰਿਖੀ.
ਵਿਭਾਂਡਞ [VIbhadav] For some writers, it is the
name of sage Vibhandak. See ਵਿਭਾਂਡਕ.
ਵਿਭਾਤ [VIbhat] Skt n day-break, dawn.

ਵਿਭਾਵ [VIbhav] impulse that produces or develops a particular state of the body. “jIn te
jagat anek res prakat hot anyas. tIn $6 VImatI
“vibhav” kahI varnat kesavdas.”—rasrk-

prIya. See ਭਾਵ ਸ਼ਬਦ.
ਵਿਭਾਵਸੁ [VIbhavasu] n one whose rays shine
brightly — sun. 2 ﬁre. 3 moon. 4 wild plant. 5 a
demon, son of Narkasur.

—m 2 var majh.
maIa mamta mohni jInI
VInu déta jagu khaIa.

—m 3 var sor.
murakh budgeyo bIn pani.—NP.
(b) The second form of VIbhavna is where
the effect is represented as complete even
though the cause remains incomplete.
jahﬁ hetu puran nahi upjat he par kaj.
—$Ivrajbh user).

Example:
mendét nIkse gurbacni,
saru cab: cabI harIrasu pije.
—kaII a m 4.
(c) The third type of VIbhavna is one where
the effect is represented as complete despite
the presence of obstacles.
prathédhak ke hot hi karaj puran man.
——garabg5jni.
Example:
léka sa kotu, samOd si khai,

tIh raven ghar khabarI na pai.

—asa kabir.
(d) The fourth type of VIbhavna is where
the effect is comes from what is not its cause.
jabs akaran vastu te karaj pragat hot.
—garabg5jni.
Example:
kita pasau eko kavau .—japu.
‘An utterance is not the cause of thegen-
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ਵਿਭਾਵਰੀ

esis of the world.’
det, sut bhagat pragat prahIlad bhae
devsut jag me sanicar bakhanIye,
sagar gébhir VIkhe bIkhIa pragas bhai
ahI mastak manI ude 'anumanie.

—BGK.

ਵਿਭੂ-ਖਣ [vxbhukhan] See ਬਿਭੂਖਨ.
ਵਿਤੂਤ [VIbhut], ਵਿਭੂਤਿ [VIbhutI] $68ਬਿਭੂਤ and
ਵਿਭੇਦ [VIbhed] See ਬਿਭੇਦ.

ਵਿਭੇਦਨ [VIbhedan] Skt n ਵਿ-ਭੇਦਨ, breaking,
snapping. 2 piercing, perforating. 3 causing

dissension or separation.
(e) The ﬁfth type of VIbhavna is where
the effect is represented as the opposite of ਵਿਭੋ [VIbho], ਵਿਭੇਂ [VIth] See ਬਿਭਉ.
ਵਿਭੰਗ [VIbhég] Skt n bend, curve. 2 portion,
the cause.
fraction. 3 discord, split.
kahﬁ karan te jabs karay hot VIrUddh.
ਵਿਤ੍ਰਮ
[VIbhram] n doubt,'apprehension.
—1<a vyprabhakar.
2 roaming or wandering about. 3 In poetics, a
Example:
female coquettish gesture which causes so
jete re tirath nae ahébuth melu lae.
much confusion that one loses the .sense of
~dhana a m 5.
discrimination between a proper and an imgurbani padh kar némarta na ai man
proper action. 4 a literary device. See ਭ੍ਰ'ਝਾਂਤਿ (b).
Ulta hékar ne nIvas CItt kino he.
(f) The sixth type of VIbhavna is where
the cause happens as a result of the effect.
pun kachu karay té jabs upje karan rup.
—1<a vyprabhakar.
Example:
gurudev arjan mukhcédr ਦਿ prakasyo
gurubani ko samudr gréthraj gréth he.
The moon has risen from the ocean, but
here the ocean is said to have appeared from
the moon.

ਵਿਮਨ [VIman] See ਬਿਮਨ.
ਵਿਮਰਸ਼ [VImaras] Skt ਵਿਮਸ਼ੰ'. ਵਿ-ਮਸ਼ੰ n thought,

ਵਿਭਾਵਰੀ [VIbhavari] star-lit night, night of the

ਵਿਮਲਾ [VImla] In the Yog philosophy, stream of

clear sky. 2 night (in general). 3 turmeric.

amrItdhara, nectar of immortality dripping

4 procuress. See ਬਿਭਾਵਰੀ.
ਵਿਭੀਸਣ [VIbhisan], ਵਿਭੀਖਣ [VIbhikhan] Ravan’s
brother, Vibhishan. See ਭਭੀਖਣ. 2 adj horrible,
ghastly.

deliberation. 2 test, examination. See ਮਰਸ.

ਵਿਮਰਦਨ [VImardan] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਾਵਿਮਦੰਨ act of crushing
or pounding. 2 battle, ﬁght. 3 massage.

ਵਿਮਲ [VImal] clean, pure. See ਬਿਮਲ.
ਵਿਮਲਮਤਿ [VImalmatI] See ਬਿਮਲਮਤਿ.
ਵਿਮਲ ਵਿਵੇਕ ਵਾਰਿਧਿ [VImal VIvek varIth] It
is another name of the book called Bibekvari-

dhi. See ਰਹਿਤਨਾਮਾ.

from the dasam-davar (tenth opening), is called
VImla nadi. 2 goddess near Jagannath.
3 Sarasvati.

ਵਿਮਲਾਠਦੀਂ [VImlanadi] See ਗਿਸ੍ਰਾਲ਼ਾਟ'ਫ਼ੀ.

ਵਿਭੀਤ [VIbhit] adj frightened, terriﬁed.

ਵਿਮਾਤਾ [VImata] Skt ਬਿਸ਼ਾਰ੍. step-mother.

ਵਿਭੀਤਿ [VIbhitI] n fear, dread. 2 apprehen-

ਵਿਮਾਨ [VIman] Skt n measurement. 2 seven-

sion, doubt.
‘
ਫਿਰੂ [VIbhu] Skt adj pervading all forms, exist-

storeyed house. 3 horse. 4 conveyance in general. 5 heavenly car of the gods.' 6 disrespect.
7 festooned bier of an aged or great person,
accompanied by a musical band is also called

in g every where, all-pervasive. 2 n mind, heart.
3 omnipresent God. 4 soul. 5 lord, master.
6 Shiv. 7 Vishnu. 8 sky. 9 time, death.

ਵਿਭੂ [vxbhu] See ਵਿਭੂ-

‘Balloon, aeroplanes, zeppelin. etc are all vxmans

(aircraft).
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VIman. It symbolises the idea that the deceased is proceeding towards heaven in an

aerial vehicle. 8 adj humble.
ਵਿਮਾਨ੍ਯਸ਼ਾਤ [VImangat] god. See ਬਿਬਾਨ੍ਯਤ.

ਵਿਰਤੰਤ
Hargobind. The Guru arrived here from
Sidhwan. An Akali Singh of the village looks
after the gurdwara.

ਵਿਰਕਤ [VIrkat] See ਥਿਰਕਤ.

ਵਿਮਾਨਗੜ੍ਹ [ਧ੍ਯਾਗ਼ਗ਼ਾਛੁਕ਼ਘੀ] a gurdwara in Kirat- ਵਿਰਕਣਾ [VIrakna], ਵਿਰਕਨਾ [VIrakna] v articupur. See ਕੀਰਤਪੁਰ 12.

ਵਿਮਾਨਚਾਰੀਂ [VImancari] gods who travel in aerial
vehicles.

ਵਿਮਾਰਗ [VImarg] evil path. 2 evil conduct, immorality.

ਵਿਮ੍ਹਕੂ [VImukt] adv boundless, free. 2 abandoned, given up.

ਵਿਮੁਖ [VImUkh] adjwith face turned in the opposite direction. 2 opponent, enemy. 3 extrovert, self-oriented.
ਵਿਮੋਹਾ [VImoha] See ਬਿਰਾਜ.

ਵਿਮੋਚਨ [VImocan] See ਬਿਮੋਚਨ.
ਵਿਯ [VIy] adj ਦ੍ਰਿ, two. 2 second.
ਵਿਯਤ [VIyat], ਵਿਯਦ [VIyad] Skt ਬਿਧਰ੍'. n sky,
ﬁrmament.

ﬁg? [VIyukt] adj separated, severed. 2 coalesced.

‘

ਵਿਯੋਂ- [VIyo] adj second.

-

ਵਿਯੋਗ [VIyog] n absence 'ofunity, disunion, separation.

late, utter. “uc hadi venu VIrhonU.”—varram
3 ‘. ‘A high ranking spiritual guide gave the sermon aloud.’
ਵਿਰਚਣਾ [VIracna], ਵਿਰਚਨ [VIrcan] See ਬਿਰਚਨਾ
3. “VIrc5n nari ta sukkh kehe?”—rama V.

ਵਿਰਜ [VIraj] See ਬਿਰਜ.
ਵਿਰਜਾ [VIrja] Skt n wild grass. 2 a river which,
as presumed by the Vaishnavites, flows in
Vishnu’s heaven. 3 According to the
Brahamvaivarat, a dear beloved of Krishan,
who, due to fear of Radha, changed into a
river. When Krishan was very much distressed
due to the absence of Virja, she again assumed .
her real s.elf

ਵਿਰਣਾ [vxma] to be assuaged. 2 to stop weeping.
.
ਵਿਰਤ [vIrat]. See ਬਿਰਤ.
ਵਿਰਤਿ [viratI] See ਬਿਰਤਿ. See ﬁaﬁmﬁ.

ਵਿਰਤਿਪਖ਼ਿ [VIratIpakhI] adj abstracted from
the world; those who are called ascetics, re-

ਵਿਯੋਗਵੰਤ [VIyogvét], ਵਿਯੋਗੀ [VIyogi] separated nouncers, etc. “VIratIpakhI,1<arminace,mUfrom the 1੦\/8੮(ਬਿਧੀਧਿਜ੍).
anan gIanbicari.”—guj a m 3.
ਵਿਰਸ [VIras] adj tasteless. 2 n distaste, dis- ਵਿਰਤੀ [VIrti] See ਬਿਰਤਿ and ਵ੍ਰਿਤਿ. 2 came into
cord, estrangement.

ਵਿਰਸਾ [VIrsa] A ,ਕਿ, n inheritance, heritage.
“tahé hamari VIrsedari.”-GPS.

ਵਿਰਸੇਦਾਰੀ [VIrsedari] See ਵਿਰਸਾ.

use, happened.‘ ‘szu gharI VIrti, soi jane.”—

suhi m 4. 3 Skt ਵਿਰਾਤ੍ਵ daybreak, dawn. “nanak suti peie jam) VIrti sénI.”—sri m 1. _‘She
has been burgled during daylight.’

ਵਿਰਹ [VIrah] See ਬਿਰਹ.
ਵਿਰਚਿਤ [VIrhIt] See ਬਿਰਰਿਤ.

ਵਿਚਤੀਸੁ'ਰ [VIrtisur] provider of livelihood; pa-

ਵਿਰਕ [VIrak] a caste among the Jatts, also
called bIrak. 2 a village in district Ludhiana,
tehsil and police station J agraon, situated about
four miles to the north—west of Chaukiman
railway station. One furlong south of this village, there is a gurdwara in memory of Guru

came the patron of the menials.’
ਵਿਰਤੀਹਾਣ [VIrtihan], ਵਿਰਤੀਹਾਣੀਂ [VIrtihani] n

tron, host. “VIrtisur lagaIt hoe.”—BG. ‘Be-

present state, contemporary scene. “VIrtihan
vakhanIa.”-BG. 2 adj detached, indifferent.
“bhai bhana VIrtihani.”—BG.

ਵਿਰਤੰਤ [VIrtét] See ਵਿੱਤਾਂਤ.

ਵਿਰਥ
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ਵਿਰਥ [VIrath] adj without chariot or vehicle. ਵਿਰਾਜਮਾਨ [VIrajman] adj splendid, radiant.
2 luminous. 3 splendidly displayed or ensconced.
See ਬਿਰਥੀ 2.
ਵਿਰਾਜੀ [VIraji] See ਬਿਰਾਜੀ. 2 adj unhappy. “karyo
ਵਿਰਥਾ [VIrtha] See ਬਿਰਥਾ.
ਵਿਰਥੀ [VIrthi] See ਬਿਰਥੀ.

ਵਿਰਦ [VIrad] Skt adj toothless. 2 See ਬਿਰਦ.
ਵਿਰਮਣ [VIrman] See ਥਿਰਮਣ.
ਵਿਰਲ [VIraI], ਵਿਰਲਾ [VIrla] Skt adjwith gaps,
not dense. 2 unmixed, separate. 3 rare, very

few, chosen. “VIrla ko pae gursabad vicara.”—gau m 3. “ese jan VIrle sésare.”—maru
solhe m I.
ਵਿਰਲਾਪ [VIrlap] See ਬਿਰਲਾਪ and ਬਿਲਾਪ.

ਵਿਰਵਾ [VIrva] adj deprived. 2 needy, dependent. “sanbédhi us ke VIrve the.”—JSBM. 3 n
plant, tree. 4 judgement, decision. 5 information, account, narration.

ਵਿਹਾਉਣਾ [VIrauna] to assuage. See ਬਿਰਾਉਣਾ.

has tIs bhayo VIraji.”—GPS.
ਵਿਰਾਟ [VIrat] n the whole region around Jaipur
and Alwar. 2 a major city of the Virat region,
which is 105 miles to the south of Delhi towards Jaipur. After getting defeated in gambling, the Pandavs ,lived there in hiding for
one year. 3 king of the Virat region. 4 a sec-

tion of the Mahabharat. 5 888 ਬਿਰਾਟ. 6 adj
very large, expansive.
ਵਿਰਾਧ [VIradh] See ਬਿਰਾਧ.

ਵਿਰਾਨ [VIran] P UL” adj unpopulated. “bIn seva
thal rahyo VIran.”—-GPS.

ਵਿਰਾਨਾ [VIrana] See ਬਿਰਾਨਾ. 2 P ‘;'.ੴ’ n deserted
or desolate place,

2 to cheer one up, persuade to stop weeping.

ਵਿਰਾਮ [VIram] See ਬਿਰਾਮ. “chuvte hath sama-

ਵਿਰਾਇਣਿ [VIraInI] inimical female. 2 causing
(one) to weep, tormenting. “sasu VIraInI.”
—varram 2 m 5. i.e. spiritual ignorance.

dhi VIram.”—GPS. ‘meditation came to an
end.’ 2 cessation, end. See ਕਵਨ. 3 pause,
stop. 4 caesura; pause; for example: “dohe

ਵਿਰਾੲੀ [vxrai] wife of Mahima Jatt, of Khahira

_da VIram terﬁ matré p'ur'he.” ‘The caesura

caste, resident of Khadur, who was a devout ' of the couplet is'at the thirteenth matra.’ 5 a
sign in writing that indicates a pause to the
woman. She used to serve Guru Angad Dev.
reader; full stop; etc.
As directed, she used to prepare daily a saltless chapati weighing quarter-seer of flour, ਵਿਚੁਜ [VIruj] adj free from disease, healthy.
which the Guru used as his daily meals. Sev- ਵਿਰੁੱਧ [VIrUddh] See ਬਿਰੁੱਧ.
eral writers have shown Bhirai as her name. ਵਿਚੂਧ [VIrup] adj having many forms, multiformed. 2 deformed, ugly. 3 charmless. 4 of a
See ਭਿਰਾਈਂ.
different shape, dissimilar.
ਵਿਰਾਸਤ [VIrasat] A _..ਲ਼ੀਢੂੰਸ੍ਵਿ n inheritance.
ਵਿਰਾਗ [VIrag] Skt n absence of attachment or ਵਿਚੂਪਾ [VIrupa] adj deformed, ugly. 2 n Yam’s
wife.
'
love, indifference to worldly objects. 2 adjunਵਿਰੂਪਾਛ [VIrupaksL ਵਿਰੂਪਾਛ [VIrupach] adjhavattached.
ਵਿਰਾਗਵੰਤ [VIragvét], ਵਿਰਾਗੀ [VIragi] ਥਿ-ਜ੍ਯਾਕਜ਼੍ਹ- ing deformed eyes. 2 n a minister of Ravan.
ਕਿਗ੍ਜਿਜ੍. adj indifferent (to worldly objects); “VIrupach man me kahyo nIrakh raj ki or.”—

ascetic.

ਵਿਰਾਜ [VIraj] Skt ਬਿਚ੍ਗਿ੍. who looks glorious; a
Kshatri. 2 the'proud deity of the universe. 3 a

prosodic metre. See ਬਿਰਾਜ.
ਵਿਰਾਜਣਾ [VIrajna] See ਬਿਰਾਜਨਾ.

hanu. 3 See ਬਿਰੂਪਾਛ.
ਵਿਰੇਚਨ [VIrecan] Skt (ਵਿ-ਰਿਚ੍) act of tearing or
cleaving. 2 purging.

ਵਿਰੋਂਰਨ [VIrocan] Skt adj interesting, acceptable to the mind or the soul; amiable. 2 n sun.

ਵਿਰੋਧ
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3 moon. 4 father of king Bali. 5 son of ਵਿਲ [v11] Skt ਬਿਕ੍. vr perforate, throw, urge,
Prahlad. 6 ﬁre. 7 Vishnu. 8 a plant of the sandy
region.

ਵਿਰੋਧ [VIrodh] See ਬਿਰੋਧ. 2 literary device. that

cover. 2 See ਬਿਲ. ,
ਵਿਲਸਨ [VIlsan] See ਬਿਲਸਨ. Doctor H. H.

shows a result as reverse of the effort, object
or quality.
dravy krIya gun se jahé Upjat kaj VIruddh,

Wilson. He came to India in 1808 AD.
Becoming a Sanskrit scholar, he translated
various books and compiled an excellent
Sanskrit—English dictionary.

téko kahIt VI rodh h'é bhusan sukaVI sabuddh.

ਵਿਲਕਣਾ ['ਸ੍ਯ1ਰ1ਵ੍ਸ੍ਯ] to get agitated, cry. See

——_sIvrajbhusaI).

Example:
tudh bIn rog rajaia da odhan,
nag nIvasa da rahIna.

ਬਿਲਕਣਾ.
ਵਿਲਕਣ [VIlaksan], ਵਿਲੱਖਣ [VIlakkhan] adjhaving a peculiar characteristic, with peculiar
mark. 2 distinct, extraordinary, strange,

—hajare 10.
satI guru arjan l<e prembhare satben
sune jab cédu, rIde krodh ag camki.

ਵਿਲਗ [VIlag] adj not connected or attached,

ਵਿਰੋਧਾਭਾਸ [VIrodhabhas] reflection or sem-

pIkhahu pritI ki ritI bhal. VIlag hoy res jay,

blance of a paradox; a literary device used in
a poetic composition to show a paradox that in
fact, is not there.
jahf VIrodh so laget he boy 11;) sac VIrodh,
kahItVIrodhabhas tahi budhjan budth VIbodh.
-191It191am.
Example:
min mare jal ke parse
kab-hu n3 mare par pavak pae,
hathI mare mad ke parse
kab—hu na mare tan tap ke ae,
tiy mare patI ke parse
kab-hu na mare pardes SIdhae,
gudh ms: bat kahi deraj
VIcar sake na bIna CIt lae.

kapat khatai parat hi.”—tulsi.
ਵਿਲਗਾਨਾ [VIlgana] v separate, differentiate.

unusual.

detached, separate. “jal pay saras bIkay,

2 adj got detached or separated.

ਵਿਲੱਛਨ [VIIacchan] See ਵਿਲਕਣ.

ਵਿਲ਼ਾਪਿਨਾ [VIlapna] to wail, lament. See ਬਿਲਪਨਾ.
ਵਿਲਮ [VIlam], ਵਿਲਮੁ [Vllamu] delay. “Isu pariti
tutdi VIlamu n3 hovai.”—m 3 var vad.

ਵਿਲਯ [VIlay] Skt adj merged, dissolved. 2 n
disappearance. 3 death. 4 dissolution (of the
world).

ਵਿਲਲਾਉਣਾ [VIl-launa] v lament, wail. See
ਬਿਲਲਾੳਣਾ.
ਵਿਲਾਉਣਾ [VIlauna] v cause disappear or vanish. 2 pass. 3 beguile, divert, console. “mardane nﬁ VIlaide mesa mesa 5da.”—JSBM.

—bhai dhénasfgh, dasmes da hajuri kavI.

ਵਿਲਾਇ [VIlaI] See ਵਿਲਯ. “5ਟੈ58 gaIa VIlaI.”

There is an apparent paradox in this stanZa.
But, if the phrase “kab-hu me” is read with the
ﬁrst part of each line, then there is no para-

ਵਿਲਾਇਤਿ [VIIaItI] See ਵਲਾਯਤ. “chodI vxlaIr

_dox. For instance, ‘min mare jalke parse kabhu

ਵਿਲਾਸ [VIlas] See ਬਿਲਾਸ. 2 In poetics, a femi-

na, mare par pavak pae, ’ etc.

ਵਿਰੋਧੀ [VIrodhi] See ਬਿਰੋਧੀ.

—m 3 var ram 1..
tI des gee. ”—asa m 1.

nine gesture indicative of amorous feeling. “jo
tIy pthf rIjhavai pragat kart: bahu bhav.

ਵਿਰੋਲਨਾ [VIrolna] See ਬਿਰੋਲਨਾ.

sukaVI VIcar bakhanhi so VIlas nIth hav.”

ਵਿਰੰਚ [ਧ੍ਯਾਫ਼ਾਂਟੈਧ] Brahma. See ਬਿਰੰਚ.

—jagadVInod.
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ਵਿਲਾਸੀ [VIlasi] See ਬਿਲ਼ਾਸੀ.

1 var majh.

ਵਿਲਾਹੀ [VIIahi] passes off. 2 merges. 3 a sept ਵਿਲ੍ [vxlv] See ਬਿਲ 4.
of the Khatris.
ਵਿਞ [VIv] adjtwo. 2 second.
ਵਿਲਾਪ [VIlap] See ਬਿਲਾਪ.
ਵਿਵਸਥਾ [VIvastha] See ਬਿਵਸਥਾ 3-4-5.
ਵਿਲਾਯਤ [VIlayat] See ਵਲਾਯਤ.
ਵਿਵਸ੍ਵਤ [VIvasvat] Skt ਥਿਟਸ੍ਯਚ੍. adjshining forth,
ਵਿਲਾਵ [VIlav] n pretext, evasion. “Im VIlav de luminous. 2 n sun. 3 sun’s charioteer, Arun.
karat payana.”—NP. 2 See ਬਿਲਾਵ.
ਵਿਲਾੜ [VIlar] S wailing lamentation. 2 loud protest, outcry. 3 running-about, hard effort.

4 scurry, ﬂurry. See ਵਿਲਾੜਿ.

4 ﬁre. 5 god.

ਵਿਞਹਿਤ [VItht] See ਵ੍ਯਵਹਿਤ.
ਵਿਵਧਾਨ [VIvdhan] See ਵ੍ਯਵਧਾਨ. 2 brilliant, bright.
3 glittering object, i.e. gem. “dev surasur khir

ਵਿਲਾੜਿ [ਧ੍ਯਾਗਿ੍'ਗ਼ੁ] adv scurrying, hunying. 2 la-

mathyo, caturadas kadhliye VIvdhana.”—GPS.

menting, wailing. 3 complaining, whimpering.

- ‘took out the fourteen gems.’
'
ਵਿਵਰ [VIvar] Skt n hole. 2 ﬁssure. 3 cave, cav-

“jo dIh ladhe ganve, gae VIlarI VIlarI.”—s

farid. 4 smartly, quickly. ‘Fvéphu dhrukI
VIlarI.”—maru a m 1.

ਵਿਲੀਨ [VIlin] Skt adj completely merged.
2 extinct. 3 invisible.

ਵਿਲੇ [Vile] See ਵਿਲਯ.
ਵਿਲ਼ੋਂਯਾ [vxleya] adjwhich vanishes. 2 annihilator, destroyer. 3 See ਬਿਲਈਂਆ.

ਵਿਲੋਈ [VIloi] See ਬਿਲੋਟੀ.
ਵਿਲ਼ੋਂਕਨ [VIlokan] See ਬਿਲੋਕਨ.

ਵਿਲੌਚਨ [VIlocan] Skt n act of seeing. 2 having
a sight (of). 3 eye. 4 act of gouging out the
eyes (of some body).
ਵਿਲੋਡਨ [vxlodan], ਢਿਲੌਨਾ [Vllona] churning. See

ern.
,
ਵਿਵਰਜਨ [VIvarjan] act of forbidding, prohibit-

ing. See ਬਿਬਰਜਨ.
ਵਿਵਰਜਿਤ [VIvarth] See ਬਿਬਰਜਿਤ.
ਵਿਵਰਤ [VIvarat] Skt ਕਿਥਰਂ. n dance. 2 collection, multitude. 3 turning away, diversion. 4 in
Ve-dant, cause appearing as effect in another
form; appearance in another form without giving up the real nature; e.g. appearance of scraper as silver, rope as snake, and the supreme
Soul as the universe.

ਵਿਵਰਤਵਾਦ [Vivaratvad] description of the doctrine of vivarat. See ਵਿਵਰਤ4.

ਬਿਲੋਨਾ.
ਵਿਵਾਹ [VIvah] Skt act of carrying away a womਵਿਲੋਮ [VIlom] Skt adj reverse, opposite. 2 n an ' from her father’s house to one’s own;
reading in the reverse order. According to the
Tantarshastar, incantation of a sacred verse
or word etc in the reverse order. For example,

reading ਨਾਰਾਯਣ as ਣਯਰਾਨਾ. 3 chain of the Petsian wheel. 4 snake. 5 dog.

ਵਿਲੋਲ [vxloll adj tremulous, unsteady, shaky.
2 beautiful. 3 necklace (hanging on the breast).
4 pearl used as an eardi‘pp. 5 pendant of the

_nose-ring. 6 pendant, pennon.
ਵਿਲੌੜਨ੍ਵ [Vlloranu] S chumihg. See ਬਿਲੋਨਾ.
ਵਿਲੱਬ [VIléb], ਵਿਲੰਮ [VIlém], ਵਿਲੰ'ਮੁ [VllémU]

delay. See ਬਿਲੰਬ. “muhatu na casa v11§mu.”—m

marriage, wedding, matrimony. Sages, like
Manu, etc, have enumerated eight types of
marriage.‘
1. brahm — havin g invited the bridegroom
to one’s house, the bride is bestowed on him
alongwithjewellery, clothes, etc.
2. dev—the bride is bestowed on the priest
ofﬁciating at the sacriﬁce.
3. ars — the bride’s father receives a pair

of oxen from the bridegroom before bestowing the bride on him.
'866ਮਨੁ93, $21.

ਵਿਵਾ'ਹਿਤਾ
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4. prajapaty—the bridegroom and the bride ਵਿਵ੍ਰਿ‘ਤੌ'ਕ੍ਰਿ [VIvrIttoktI] open statement or ex—
marry, through mutual consent, for begetting
children.l
5. 85ਪਿੰਰ੍ ~ the girl is given in marriage in
exchange for money.
6. gadharav—the marriage proceeding from
the love of a youth and a maiden for each
other.
7. raksas — in which the girl is forcibly

pression; a literary device in which someone’s

seized and carried away after defeating her

-—asa Chét m I .
Here the young man is clearly asked why

relatives in a battle.

8. pesac — in which the sobbing girl is tak-

secret is expressed through the use of paronomasia or double entendre, i.e. word with two
meanings.
vacan sales bakhanke gupat bat VIdtay,

VIvrIt ukatI bhusan taha sfghvrIjes batay.
Example:
ਪਿੰ sun: harna kalIa! ki varie rata?

he is enamoured of another’s wife.
thake unide rahIt-ho ci‘ca athojam,

en away by force.

ਵਿਵਾਰਿਤਾ [VIvahIta] adjmarried, lawfully married woman.
ਵਿਵਾਦ [VIvad] See ਬਿਬਾਦ.

nIrbalta pratIdIn badhe ky6kI athk he kam.
Such a condition can result from overwork
but here a lustful person has been clearly re-

ਵਿਵਾਦੀ [VIvadi] Skt ਥਿਗਥਿਜ੍. adj quarrelsome.

minded that his said condition is due to over-

2 n in music, a note that spoils the shape of a
ਰਾਗ [rag] or its use gives the semblance of

indulgence in sex.
(b) The second form of VIvrIttoktI is

another ਰਾਗ [rag]; dissonant note. 888ਬਿਬਾਦੀ2

where an inevitable happening, regarded by

and 3.

someone as impossible, is unambiguously expressed as unavoidable.
Example:
to tan tyagat hi, sun re jarh!
pret bakhan trIya bhaj jehe,
putr kalI tr sumItr sakha Ih
beg nIkarahU ayes dehe,
ban bhédar dhara garh jetak
chadat pran bIgan kahehe,

ਵਿਵਿਕੂ [VIVIkt] 'Skt adjjudicious, thought out.
2 decided, settled. 3 pure, clean. 4 detached,
disjointed. 5 lonely, secluded.

ਵਿਵਿਧ [VIVIdh] See ਬਿਬਿਧ.
ਵਿਵੇਕ [VIvek] See ਬਿਬੇਕ.
ਵਿਵੇਕੀ [VIveki] See ਬਿਬੇਕੀ.
ਵਿਵੇਚਨ [VIvecan] Skt n deliberation, consideration. 2 act of discrimination. 3 scrutiny; analysis. 4 decision, settlement.

ਵਿਵੇਰ੍ਯ [VIvecy] Skt adjjudicious or decisive.
ਵਿੱਵੋਕ [VIvvok] In poetics, an affectation or
blandishment.
“rup prem ke garav te kapat anadar hoy.
tahi Upjat VIvvok res yah jam: sabkoy.”

ਭੰ

—rasrkprIya.

'Some sages have held that the marriage in which the
bride is bestowed on the bridegroom with the condition
that the bride’s father will adopt her son because he

himself has no son, is called Prajapaty.

cet re cet acet maha pasu!

ਚੇਦਿ ki bar akeloi jehe.

-33 sayeye.
(c) The third form of VIvrIttoktI is where
one's inner feelings are clearly expressed without any doubt.
Example:
bhukhe bhagatI na kije,
yah mala apni lije...
madho! kesi bane tum sége?
apI n9 dehu,' ta levau m5ge,—

ਵਿੜਕ
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dUI ser magau cuna,
pau ghiu ségI luna,
adh serU magau dale,
mokau donau vakhat ijale,
khat magau caupai,

ਵੀਟਿਕਾ

ਵੀਹ ਵਿਸਵੇ [vih VIsve] part surely, assuredly.
2 completely, exactly; hundred percent. See

ਸੋਲਾਂ ਆਨੇ.
ਵੀਹੀ [vihi] n lane, street. 2 score, a set or group

of tweny (houses). ਰ੍
ਵੀਕ [viks] Skt n eyesight.
ਵੀਕਣ [viksan] act of seeing;- looking at. See

SIrhana aver tulai,

upar kau magau khidha,

teri bhagatI kare jan thidha'

ਵੇਖਣ.
~sorkab1'r.

ਵਿੜਕ [vnak] See ਬਿੜਕ. 2 a caste among the
Jatts. It is different from “Virak”.
ਵਿੜਤੇ [VIrte] have earned or realised. “me lakh
VIrte satha! je bid buolaiea !”—Varmaru 2 m 5.
ਵਿੜਾ [VIra] See ਬਿੜਾ.

ਵਿੜਾਲ [VIral], ਵਿੜਾਲੀਂ [VIrali] ਬਿਡਾਲ and ਬਿਡਾਲੀਂ.
tom cat; female cat.

ਵੀਗਾ [viga], ਵੀ'ਗਾ [viga] adj awry, astray. “vat
na pavau, viga jau.”—asa m 1.

ਵੀਚ [Vic] See ਬੀਚ.
ਵੀਚਾਰ [vicar] See ਬਿਚਾਰ.
ਵੀਚਾਰਿ [vicarI] after due consideration, judiciously. “vicarI mars, tare tare.”——dhana chét

m 1. 2 in thinking. “joru na surti gIanI vicarI.”—japu.

ਵੀ [vi] n short ਧਿ1ਵੀਜ [vij] ਬੀਜ [bij]. seed. 2 part ਵੀਚਾਰੁ [ vicaru] See ਬਿਚਾਰ. “gave ko VIdIa VIkhaIn Punjabi, it is used as a substitute forEﬁ [bhi].

3 It is also used in place of ਕਾ, ਕੀ, ਦਾ, ਦੀ (of).
See ਦਰਵੇਸਾਵੀ. 4 Skt ਵੀ. vr go, surround, send,

ਵੀਆਹਣੁ [viahanu] See ਵੀਆਹਣ.

ਵੀਆਹੁ [viahu] See ਵਿਵਾਹ. “la bharI kare viahu.”
—Var asa. “guruduare hamra VIahu jI hoa.”
—asa m 1.

ਫੀਸ [vis] adj twenty. “lakh hovahI lakh vis.”
—japu.

paIda.”——maru 501119 In I .
ਵੀਛੁੜਨਾ [vichurna] v separate from, depart.
“sarpar vichurna, mohe pachtane ram.”——bIha
chét m 5.
ਵੀਛੁ'ੜਿ [vichurI] advhaving parted with. “sojhi
na pave, vichurI cota khaI.”——sri m 1.
ਵੀਜ [vij] Skt 71 cause, means. 2 semen. 3 sprout.

4 'See ਵੀਜਨ.
ਵੀਜਣਾ [vijna] sow (seeds); scatter seeds.

ਵੀਸਰਣਾ [visarna] v slip out of memory; be forgotten. “ram'ram visarI nahi jaI.”—g5d m 5.
“matu dekhI bhula, visre tera cItI na ave

'

‘

ਵੀਹ [vih] adj twenty. “gali su sajan vih.”—s
ਰਿਸ਼ੀ. ‘8੦0185’ of persons verbally claim to be
'Scc footnote of ਥੀਂਧਾ.

ਬੀਤੀ.

has a garland of waves — sea.
ਵੀਛੜਿ [vicharI] having parted. “na vicharI dukh

ਵੀਆਹਣ [viahan] v marry.
ਵੀਅਾਹਣਿ [viahanI] for marrying. “viahanI aIa
gurmukhI harI paIa.”——suhi Chétm 4.

'friends.’

ਵਿਚਿ [VICI], ਵਿਚੀ [VIci] Skt n wave, ripple. See

ਵੀਚੀਮਾਲੀਂ [vicimali] Skt ਥੀਯਿਗਿ. n that which

throw, desire, eat, conceive. 5 n light.
ਵੀਉ [viau] n seed.
.
'
ਵੀਆਹ [viah] See ਵਿਵਾਹ.

nau.”-—sr1’ m 1.

mu vicaru.”——japu.

ਵੀਜਨ [vijan] Skt n fan. (Skt ਥੀਗ੍ vr fan). 2 ﬂywhisk. See ਬੀਜਣਾ.
ਵੀਟਣਾ [vitna] spill, pour (out). See ਬੀਟਨਾ.
ਵੀਟਾ [vita] Skt n small piece of wood tapered
at both ends, struck with a stick in the game is
called tip-cat.

ਵੀਟਿਕਾ [vitIka] Skt n folded betel-leaf, with
slacked lime, catachu, etc.

ਵੀਟੀ

ਵੀਰ
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ਵੀਟੀ [viti] See ਬੀਟੀ and ਵੀਟਿਕਾ.
ਵੀਠਲ [vithal], ਵੀਠਲੁ [vithalu], ਵੀਨੁਲ [vithul] See

ਬੀਠਲ..
ਵੀਣਾ [Vina] See ਬੀਣਾ 2. 2 stringed musical instrument having various shapes. It is made of
a hollowed-out gourd and a long hollow stem,
which has pegs for tuning the notes produced
by the strings. It is of six types:
(a) nakuli — two-stringed. dutara
(b) trItétrI -— three-stringed. SItar

(c) ਰਾਜਧਾਨੀ [rajdhani] —- four-stringed. tébura

that employs for anger, sorrow or joy the same
word repeatedly, in the same utterance, to conﬁrm the same feeling. It is free from the blemish

of repetitiveness.
Example:
parI parI gadi ladiahI,
parI par: bhariahI sath.——var asa.
hau harI japI bhai nIhal nIhal nIhal.
—1<an portal m 4.
bin bin baré barégan dar dar phulel.
~c5d1' 2.
'

(d) VIpéci — ﬁve-stringed; madhyam etc. ਵੀਭਤਸ [vibhtas] See ਬੀਭਤਸ.
ਵੀਰ [vir] Skt ਥੀਚ੍. vr be valiant, display heroism.
(e) sarvari — six-stringed.
2 n chilli pepper. 3 lotus-root. 4 root of grass(f) parIvadIni — seven-stringed, which has
plant. 5 husband. 6 son. 7 ln poetics, one of
three strings of steel and four of brass. Each
the nine rasas (aesthetic pleasures). Poets have
side of the stem has a large hollowed-out
enumerated four types of vir ras:
gourd-shell. Sarasvati and Narad, etc use this
(a) yuddhvir — “jabs ban lagyo. tabs ros
very veena and their veenas have different
jagyo. karé le kamané. hone ban tam”). sabhs: bir
names — Mahadev’s Vina is called 15bi,
dhae. saroghé calae. tabs: tak bané. hanyo ek
Sarasvati’s kacchapi, Narad’s mahti, Tumbru’s
jvané. haricéd mare. su jodha latare.”- VN.
kalavati. 3 lightning.

ਵੀਣਾਪਾਣਿ [vinapanI], ਵੀਣਾਵਤੀ [vinavati] Skt
n. one who carries a Vina in her hand —-

Sarasvati. See ਵੀਣਾ (f).
ਵੀਣੀ [vini] woman’s arm (decorated with ban-

gles like the stem of a Vina).
ਵੀਤ [vit] Skt adj past, gone-by. 2 hidden, secret. 3 wished for, desired. 4 n desire, wish.

ਵੀਤਰਾਗ [vitrag] adj free from worldly attachment, indifferent. 2 Mahatma Buddh; Hermit
of the Shakia clan.

ਵੀਤਿ [vitI] Skt n motion, speed. 2 lustre, glitter.
3 sacriﬁcial rite, sacriﬁce. 4 horse.

ਵੀਥਰ [vithar] expansion, expanse.
ਵੀਥਚੈ [vithre] spreads, expands. “gunvfati gun
vithre.”—sr1' a m I .
ਵੀਥਿ [vithI], ਵੀਥਿਕਾ [vithIka], ਵੀਥੀ [vithi] lane,

street, road. See ਬੀਥਿ.

ਵੀਪਸਾ [vipsa] Skt ਥੀਸ੍ਯ. n pervasiveness, expansion. 2 ardent desire. 3 a literary device

(b) dayavir — “the saranI jehé. tItyo rakh

leh'é.”— VN.
“thakur tumh samai aIa,
dukh nathe sukh sahaj]: samae,

anad anad gun gaIa,
béih pakarI kathline apune,
grahI édhkup te maIa,
kahu nanak gurI bédhan kate
bIchurat anI mIlaIa.”—sar m 5.
(c) danvir — “dada data eku he sabh kau
devanhar. déde totI na avai aganat bhare
bhédar.”—ba van.

“dindayalu dayanIth dokhan
dekhat he, par det na ham”...
“roz hi raz bIlokat raZIk,
rokh ruhan ki rozi n3 tare.”—aka1_.

(d) dharamvir -— “sadhan het Iti jIn kari.
sis dia par si no ucri. dharam het saka jIn kia.

sis dia par sxraru na dia.”—-VN. 8 demigods as

ਵੀਰਹਾ

ਵੇ
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attendants of gods. 9 Thursday. “virvarI vir
bharam bhulae.”—bIIa m 3 var 7. 10 brave

ਵੀਰਾਨ [viran] See ਵਿਰਾਨ. 2 objective case of
plural of ਵੀਰ [vir]; to the warriors.
ਵੀਰਾਰਾਧਨ [viraradhan] worship of ਵੀਰ [vir] gods.
2 worship of 52 virs. “viraradhan jogni.”—BG.

warrior, hero. 11 In Punjabi the word ਵੀਰ [vir]
also means brother. 12 See ਬੀਰ.
ਵੀਰਹਾ [virha] See ਬੀਰਹਾ.
ਵੀਰਜ [viraj] See ਵੀਰਯ.

ਵੀਰੇਸ਼ [vires] master or king of the valiant, Guru
Gobind Singh.

ਵੀਰਣ [viran] Skt n wild grass, wild vegetation.

ਵੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ [viro bibi] See ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ.

2 grass.
ਵੀਰਤਾ [virta], ਵੀਰਤ੍ [virtva] bravery, heroism.

ਵੀਵਾਹ [vivah], ਵੀਵਾਹੁ [vivahu] marriage. See

ਵਿਵਾਹ. “vivahu hoa sobh seti.”—suhi chét m 1.

See ਬੀਰਤਾ,ਬੀਰਤ੍ਵ.

2 relation, union. 3 act of taking away.
ਵੀਰਭਦ੍ਰ [virbhadr] a terriﬁc demi-god, Shiv’s ਵੁ'ਸਅੁਤ [vusat], ਵੁਸਤ [vust] A w, n affluence.
attendant said to have been begotten from the. 2 opulence, riches. 3 capacity, competence.
latter’s mouth.I His mien has been described ਵੁਕੂਅੁ [vukua] A 5?; n act of being rooted,
established. 2 occurrence of an incident.
in Vayu Puran as follows. “He has a thousand
heads, two thousand eyes, as many arms, equal ਵੁਕੂਫ਼ [vukuf] See ਵਕੁਫ
number of feet, and carries one thousand mac- ਫੁਠਣਾ [vuthna] v inhabit or settle. “votha ghughI
gIraU jiu.”—sr1' m 5 pepai. “sabh sukhali
es and as many bows. He carries the moon on
his forehead. He is wrapped in lion-skin drip? vuthia.”—sr1' m 5 pepaI. “so rIda suhela, thU
rIde tﬁ votha”—-majh m 5. 2 rain, pour. “mihu
ping with blood. He has a large belly, wide
vutha sahaszubhaI.”—var gau 2 m 5. “vuthe
mouth and protruding teeth.”
Emu kamadu kapaha.”—m 1 var majh.
The purpose of creating this demi-god was
ਵੁਨਿ
[\ਘਿਲ਼ਿ] n rain.
to disturb Daksh’s sacriﬁcial rite and to punish
the gods who had gathered there. He is much ਵੁਠੇ [ਪ੍ਯਾਧਿੲ] because of the rain. See ਵੁਕ੍ਯਾ 2.
worshipped in Maharashtar territory and his ਵੁਣਨਾ [vunna], ਵੁਣਾਉਣਾ [vunauna] See ਬੁਣਨਾ and
eight—armed idols are seen in the Elephanta ਬੁਣਾਉਣਾ. “velI pIpaIa, katI vunaIa.”—m 1 var
ram 1.
and the Ellora caves. See ਬੀਰਭਦ੍ਰ. 2 horse for

sacriﬁce at sacriﬁcial asvmedh yagy. (horse sacrifice).

ਵੀਰਮਣਿ [virmanI] n Guru Gobind Singh.

ਵੁੜਨਾ [vuma] v flow, move. 2 attempt, run. “sabh-

na lIkhIa vuri kalam.”—-japu. “jesi kalam vurI
he mastakI, tssi jiare paSI.”—sr1' m 5 pahre.

ਵੀਰਯ [viray] Skt ਵੀਯੰਜ਼ n semen. 2 valour, prow- ਵੂਠਾ [vutha] dwelt. “ghat ghat 5tarI mera suami
ess. 3 splendour, lustre.

ਵੀਰਵਾਰ [virvar] Thursday. See ਵੀਰ 9.

'

. vutha.”-vad m 5. 2 rained, poured. See ਵੁਠਣਾ
2. “vutha sarab thai mehu.”—sar m 5.

ਵੀਰਾ [vira] O brother! 2 n a woman having hus-

ਵੇ [ve] pron they, those. See ਵੈ. “marehI su ve

band and son. 3 grape. 4 long pepper. 5 rosewood tree.

jan haume bIkhIa.”—suhi ch5t m 4. 2 part
(vocative) ()!”2 “mere man pardesi ve pIare!

ਵੀਰਾਸਨ [virasan] See ਬੀਰਾਸਨ.
ਵੀਚਾਂਤਕ“ [virétak] adj capable of killing a war-

au ghare.”—asa cha'tm 4. 3 without, sans. “vet-

rior. 2 n arrow.—sanama.
'It is also said that Virbhadar was created when Shiv had

pulled out his hair in anger.

ga ape vats.”—var asa. “vedina ki dosti vedina
ka khanu.”—m 1 var suhi. 4 prep base, bad.
2It is used in particular, by women, while addressing
men.

ਵੇਈਂ
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“bapu dIse, vejatI na hOI.”—bI1a m 1. ‘He,
whose father is known, cannot be regarded
as illegitimate.’

ਵੇਕਾਰ

three deeds your consort will come under your
control.’

ਵੇਸਟਨ [vestan], ਵੇਸਟਿਤ [vestIt] See ਬੋਸਟਨ and

ਵੈਈ [vei] pron surely those, deﬁnitely they.

ਬੇਸਟਿਤ. 866 ਵੇ'ਸ੍ਵ vr.
ਵੇਈਂ [veI] Skt ਹੇਯਿ. reservoir of water; ﬂow, ਵੇਸਣ [vesan], ਵੇਸਨ [vesan] 866 ਬੇਸਣ.
stream, river. 2 a particular river, which has
two streams, the one, known as Kali Vein and
the other Chitti Vein.
Kali Vein rises from a shallow lake in
village Terkiana of tehsil Dusuha, district
Hoshiarpur. Passing through the state of
Kapurthala, it flows by Sultanpur to merge into
river Satluj (at about ten miles upstream from
Harike barrage). During his stay at Sultanpur,
Guru Nanak Dev used to bathe in this stream.

See ਸੰਤਘਾਟ.

.

Chitti Vein issues from near Garhshankar,
a town in district Hoshiarpur. Meandering
through the borders of the districts of Hoshiarpur and J alandhar, it passes through Kapurthala
territory to merge into river Satluj in the territory of district Jalandhar.

ਵੇ'ਸ [ves] and ਵੇਸੁ [vesu] (See ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ and ਵਿਸ੍ਰ vr)

ਵੇਸਰ [vesar] See ਏਸਰ.
ਵੇਸਵਾ [vesva] 866 ਬੋਸਵਾ and ਵੇਜ੍ਯਾ.
ਵੇਸਾਸ [vesas], ਵੇਸਾਸੁ [vesasu] Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ. n belief,
faith. “CUkIgIa vesasu.”—m 3 var sor.
ਵੇਸਾਹ [vesah], ਵੇਸਾਹੁ [vesahu] n belief, faith. “satIgur ka vesahu.”—-sr1° m 1. 2 conﬁdante. “sz0
paSI bahIthIa sohie, sabhnﬁ da vesaho.”
—sava m 5. 3 business, trade. “gurmukhI vasatu vesahie.”—sr1' m 1. ‘We should deal in or
purchase.’ 4 capital, principal amount.
“nIrdhan ka nam vesaha he.”—maru solhe m 3.
ਵੇਸੀ [vesi] due to, through or with veils or dress-

es. “jIni vesi sahu mIle.”—s fetid. 2 through

deeds. See ਵੇਸ 9.
ਵੇਸੁ [vesu] See ਵੇਸ 9. 2 evil deed. “chodahu
vesu bhekh caturai.”——sor m I . See ਵੇਸ 4.

ਵੇਸੁਆ [vesua] Skt prostitute, harlot. “qu vesuaputu nInaU.”—sr1' m 4 vazy'ara.

Skt ਕੇਵਿ- n entry, entrance. 2 dwelling plaoe, ਵੇਸੁ'ਆਪੁਤੁ [vesuaputu] harlot’s son. See ਵੇਸੁ'ਆ.
house, tent. 3 mind, which is dwelling place ਵੇਸ੍ਵ [vest] Skt ਕੇਦ੍- vr wrap, enclose.
for thoughts, feelings, etc. “pharida, kale made
kapre, kala meda vesu‘. gunahi bharIa me
phIr5 loku kahe darvesu.”-s farid. 4 bad or
evil habit. “chodahu vesu bhekh caturai.”——sor

m 1. 5 harlot’s house. 6 trade, commerce.

ਵੇਸ੍ਵਨ [vestan], ਵੇਸ੍ਵਿਤ [vestIt] See ਬੋਸਟਨ and

ਬੇਸਟਿਤ. 866 ਵੇਸ੍ਵ vr.
ਵੇਜ੍ਯਾ [vesya] She who adorns her body with
various dresses — harlot, courtesan, prostitute.
ਵੇਹ [veh] See ਥੇਹ.

7 Skt ਕੇਧ. apparel, dress. “IkI bhagva vesu ਵੇਹਾ [veha] adj like that, of that sort. “veha nehu
karI phIrahI jogi sénIasa.”—m 1 var majh.
8 demeanour, mien, look. “nanak karte 1<e kete
ves.”—sohIIa. 9 actions, deeds. “nIvanU su

Iavna.”—carItr 228. 2 See ਬੋਹਾ.
ਵੇਕ [vek] Skt ਵਿਵੇਕ. n diversity, difference. va-

akharu khavanu gun, jIhba mania méto. e tre

riety. S ਵੇਕੁ. “nanak ape vek kitIanU.”-Vad m
3. “apI Upae nanka, ape rakhe vek.”—m 2 var

bhene ves karI, t5 vaSI‘avi k5t.”—s fan'd. ‘Make
humility amulet, foregivness thread, sweet
tongue the telling of beads. If you perform these

sar. “tudh veki jagatu upaIa.”—var asa. “veki
veki jétu upae.”—maru solhe m I . '
ਵੇਕਰਮੀ [vekarmi] adj wicked. 866 ਲੱਠਾ 5.

'In Gurbani as well as in Punjabi poetry words such as

ਵੇਕਾਰ [vekar] ਕੈਧੰ/‘ਬੇ-ਕਾਰ [be—kar]. unemployed,

ਘਰ [8}1੪੮],ਮਹਲ [mahal], etc are used for mind/conscience.

idle. 2 Skt ਕਿਥਜ੍ਯ. n ﬂaw. “manu vekar'i verIa,

ਵੇਕਾਰੀ
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vekara karam kamaI.”—m 3 var sri. “VInU

ਵੇਚਿ [\’661]ਵੇਚਕੇ.

nave vekar.”—sr1' m 1. 3 Skt ਵੈਂਕਾਯੰ. adj which

ਵੇਚੇਲੀ [vecoli] mediator, pleader. “mIlI satIg-

debases or vitiates or perverts. 4 n degeneration, perversion.

ur gur vecoli.”—gau m 4. 2 mediation, plead-

ਵੇਕਾਰੀ [vekari] See ਬੇਕਾਰੀ. 2 See ਬਿਕਾਰੀ. 3 in

ਵੇਛੋੜਾ [vechora] separation, parting. “kaIa hés

perversions, in depravities. “menu vekari verIa.”—-m 3 var sri.
ਵੇਕਾਰੁ [vekaru] See ਵੇਕਾਰ.

ਵੇਕੁ [vekU] See ਵੇਕ.

ing.
thia vechora.”——vad alahani m 1 .

ਵੇਜਾਤਿ [vejatI] different caste or class. 2 low
caste; birth in a low caste family. See ਵੇ 4.
ਵੇਡ [ved] Captain. C.M. Wade. He was an as-

ਵੇਕੋਵੇਕਾ [vekoveka] varied, diverse. See ਵੇਕ. “jia

sistant political Agent at Ludhiana. Captain
Upae vekoveka. ”—bIla m 1 thIti.
Wade went to Maharaja Ranjit Singh at
ਵੇਖ [vekh] See ਵੇਸ. 2 See ਵੇਖਣ.
Amritsar, in 1827 AD as leader of the mission,
ਵੇਖਣ [vekhan] Skt ਵੀਕਣ and ਵੇਕਣ. seeing, looksent by the Governor General.‘ And, in 1831,
' ing at, sight, inspection. See ਵੀਕ.
he carried a letter from Lord Bentick to
ਵੇਖਣਿ [vekhanI] by seeing or looking at. 2 Skt Maharaja Ranj it Singh.
ਥੀਬਸ੍ਰਾਧ‘ਸੇਧ. adjworth seeing. “~ਪਿ113 vekhanI.”—- ਵੈਣ [ven] Skt ਕੇਧਜ਼੍. vr understand, remember,
japu. ‘There is no end to worth--seeing obj ects.’
take, play a musical instrument, reﬂect upon.
ਵੇਖਣੁ [vekhanu] See ਵੇਖਣ. “vekhanu sunna
2 n a low caste whose members live by manjhuthu he, mUkhI jhutha alau.”—sava m 1.
ufacturing articles of bamboo and stalks of
ਵੇਖਨ [vekhan] See ਵੇਖਣ.
rush plants. 3 king Ang's son. It is written in
ਵੇਖਾਲਨਾ [vekhalna] v show, point out, explain. the Mahabharat that on becoming the king,
“na duja vekhalI.”—suh1' a m 5.
he issued a proclamation —— “No one should
ਵੇਖਿਆ [vekhIa] saw, witnessed, observed.
offer oblation, perform any sacriﬁce and
ਵੇਖੋ [vekhe] partlook! take care! “vekhe! chI- make any offerings to the gods. Only I am
tarI thivdo.”——var maru 2 m 5.
the god worthy of worship and offerings.” At
ਵੇਗ [veg] flow. 2 high speed. 3 force. See ਬੇਗ. this, the sages humbly requested him not to
ਵੇਗਵਾਨ [vegvan] adj swift, rapid.
do so, but he turned a deaf ear to their reਵੇਗਾਚ [vegar] unpaid or forced labour. See quest. So the sages killed him with the blades
ਬੈਗਾਰ.
of the consecrated wild grass. Ven had no
ਵੇਗਾਰਿ [vegarI] unremuneratively, for nothing.
son. Therefore, the sages, after deliberatiohs
See ਬੈਗਾਰ. “bahut vegarI dukh pae.”—majh a m ' among themselves, rubbed the thigh (and,
3. ‘i‘vegarI phII‘E vegaria, SII‘I bhar uthaIa.”— lWade writes that on this occasion he had an opportunity
gau m 4.
to visit the Harimandir (Amritsar), where he made an
offering of rupees 525/- and that he was given a robe of
ਵੇਗ਼ਾਰੀ [vegari], ਵੇਗਾਰੀਆ [vegaria] See ਬੇਗਾਰੀ and

ਵੇਗਾਚਿ.
…
ਵੇਗੀ [vegi] Skt ਕੇਜਿਂਜ੍. adj rapid, swift. 2 n hawk.

honour and the following supplicatory prayer was

ਵੇਗੁ [vegu] See ਵੇਗ.
ਵੇਚਣਾ [vecna], ਵੇਚਨਾ [vecna] v sell, vend. “1
term veci sét pahI, pIare!”—asa bIrhare m 5U

Khalsajee and the British Government, Captain Wade has

ਵੇਚਾਰਾ [vecara] See ਬੇਚਾਰਾ.

(The Punjab as a Sovereign State).

offered — “There is a peace and unanimity between the
arrived from the Governor General to strengthen the bonds

of amity, may the union of the two States be perpetual.”

'
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according to the Harivansh, the right arm) of ਵੇਤ੍ਰਧਰ [vetradhar] staff-bearer, door—keeper.
Ven’s dead body. As a result, a black, ﬂat- ਵੇਭ੍ਰਧਾਰਾ [vetradhara] female staff-bearer, female door—keeper.
faced and short-statured boy was born. The
sages uttered the word, nIsid, which means ਵੇਤ੍ਰਪਾਣਿ [vetrapanI] See ਵੇਤ੍ਰਧਰ.
sitting down, and therefore, he was named ਵੇਤ੍ਰਵਤੀ [vetravati] See ਵੇਤ੍ਵਧਾਰਾ.
Nishad. He became the progenitor of many ਵੇਭ੍ਰਿ [vetrI] Skt ਕੇਰ੍. adj acquainted, knowing,
wise.
Nishads, who live in the southern mountains.
After this the sages rubbed the right thigh of ਵੇਦ [ved] Skt n knowledge, learning. See ਵਿਚ੍
Ven’s dead body and the majestic Prithu vr. “ved n3 jane ved kIhu.”—BG. 2 Primary
scriptures of Hinduism, which were originally
sprang from there. See ਪ੍ਰਿਬੁ 5.
three in number but became four with the
It is written in the Padam Puran that Ven
addition of the Athrav. At ﬁrst, they were not
began his reign well, but subsequently he fell
in written form and were memorized through
into the trap of Jainism. So the sages beat him
oral
transmission. So they Were called smtI,
so severely that Nishad came out from his
and the one who memorized them was known
thigh and Prithu from his right arm. His sins
as a $rotrIy.
were washed off with the birth of Nishad and
The Veds were not authored by any one
he went to river Narmada where he engaged
person.
They contain mantars (hymns) comhimselfin penance. See ਬੇਣ 2.
ਵੇਣ ਵਿਹਾਣਾ [ven VIhana] adj'ugly, hideous. “5g posed by many sages like Vashishath, Vish'rasauli ven VIhane.”——BG.

vamitar, Bhardwaj, etc, in praise of gods, such

ਵੇਣਾ [vena] per Mahabharat, a river. 2 See ਵੇਈਂ.
ਫੇਣਿ [venI], ਵੇਣੀ [veni] Skt n a braid (of hair).

as Sun, Fire, Air and Indar, etc. Many books
describe them as the exhalations of the Supreme Being. According to Manu, the Veds
were provided by fire, air and sun.‘
The Rig Ved is the oldest of the four. The
word rIC means ‘praise’. The word ‘Rig’ has
been derived from this very verbal root. The
scripture containing praise of the gods is called
RigVed. It has ten divisions (madal) 1028
hymns (sukt) and 153826 words.

2 ﬂow of water, stream. 3 conﬂuence of Ganga,

Yamuna and Sarasvati. See ਬੈਣੀ 3.
ਵੇਣੁ [veno] Skt n bamboo. 2 ﬂute made of bamboo stick.

ਵੇਤਗਾ [vetga] devoid of the sacred thread. “vetga ape vats.”—var asa. 2 devoid of spiritual
knowledge. See ਤਗਜ਼
ਵੇਤਨ [vetan] Skt n wages, remuneration. 2 pay,
salary.
ਵੇਤਾ [veta] See ਬੇਤਾ. Tiwari Brahmin who, became a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev, and turned
into a philanthropist.

ਵੇਤਾਲ' [vetal] See ਬੇਤਾਲ.
ਵੇਤੇ [vets] conversant, acquainted. 2 knows. See

ਬੈਤੈ.
ਵੇਤ੍ਰ [vetr] Skt n cane, twig, flexible creeper
with knots from which cane is made. See ਬੈਤ.
ਵੇਤ੍ਦੰਡ [vetradéd] See ਬੈਤਾਂ ਦੀ ਸਜਾ. 2 cane-stick.

The verbal root yaj means ‘to worship’,
‘to make an oblation’. Therefore, the scripture which contains texts relating to the sacriﬁces, is Yajur Ved. It comprises two com-

pendiums: One is called the ‘ftettIriy” and the
other, “vajasneyi.” There is a story in Vishnu
Puran that Vaishampayan taught Yajur Ved
to Yagyavalaky. Once a son of Vaishampayan’s sister was suddenly killed due to a kick
'SceH‘Q‘al,sZ3.

'
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from him. Vaishampayan directed his pupils
tojoin him to atone for the sin. Yagyavalaky
said that he could alone perform the sin—destroying ritual. Hearing this Vaishampayan got
enraged. He called Yagyavalaky a vain being
and ordered him to disgorge the knowledge
imparted to him by the former.Yagyava1aky
vomited out all the mantars of the Yajur Ved.
Vaishampayan’s pupils transformed themselves into partridges and picked up the vomited mantars. Therefore, the said branch (of
the Yajur Ved) is known as the Taittir‘iy.
Yagyavalaky worshipped the sun to imbibe
Vedic knowledge. Transforming himselfinto
a horse, the sun taught the Vedic mantars to
him. Thus, the second branch was named as

the Vajasney. The Taittiriy is known as the
Krishan and the Vaj asney as the Shukal
Yajur Ved. Some scholars are ofthe opinion
that these names were given after those of
the sages, Tittir and Vajasney. Krishan
Yajur Ved has 2198 ,kédIka and the Shukal,

1975.
The word saman means equivalent (coequal), and the book that contains such
mantars as have similar rhythm, when sung, is
called the Sam Ved. The Brahmin singers sing
the mantars of the Sam Ved on auspicious occasions such as the sacriﬁces, etc. It has 1549
mantars, in all.
, The word atharvan means, ‘a person who
offers oblations’. Thus, the scripture that explains the duties of a sacriﬁcer and the types
of the sacriﬁces is called the Athrav Ved. This
Ved is replete with various forms of imprecations and magical formulae. It has 760

is called adhvrayu, and the reciter of the mantars of Sam Ved is called odgatrI. One who recites the mantars of all the Veds and instructs in
the performance of rituals is called the Brahma.
Each Ved has three parts Viz. the ‘Mantar’, the ‘Brahmin’ and the ‘Aranyak’. The
Mantar portion contains the old, original
hymns; the Brahmin, the explication of the
mantars and the rules for their use at various
scriﬁces, etc. That portion of the Ved which

contains the Upanishad is termed as the
Aranyak.
According to the books on Hinduism, only
the Brahmins, Kashatris and the Vaishs have
the right to read the Veds. The Shudar and
the low—caste people have no right even to

listen to the Veds being recited, leave aside
reading them.‘ “ved kahahI vakhIan 5m na
pavna.”—m 1 var majh.
The colours of the Veds are mentioned, in
the ﬁfth “petal” (chapter or section) of the
Gayatri-tantar —the Sam is diamondlike, Rig
is yellowish white, Yajur, red and Atharav like
the grinded antimony. A similar view about the
colour of the Veds is to be found in sage
Katyayan’s Charanavyuh.
In the 189th chapter of the vanparv of the
Mahabharat, the Lord has mentioned his colours according to the ages or eras as white in
Sat Yug, yellow in Treta, red in Dwapar, and

black in Kal Yug.2 “baga rata piala kala beda
kari pukar.”+-m I varmajh.
Some scholars have mentioned these colours in a different order, as Bhai Gurdas has

stated in this verse. “rIgnilébar jojar pit svet‘ébar
kar sam sudhara.”—BG. 3 The Supreme Bra-

mantars.

'For this, see parasarséhIta a 2 and vasIsthsahIta

The priest who recites the mantars of the
Rig Ved at a sacriﬁce, is called the hotrI and
he who recites the mantars of the Yajur Ved,

2ਥੂਕੇਰ: W ਹਥੀਂ: mam: ਬ੍ਰੂਧੇ mu

a 18.

ਚ੍ਕਗੇ ਗ਼ਧ੍ਯਾਜ੍ਯਾਸਗ gm: ਟਙਕਿਹੂਧੇ ਕ੍ਯਾ! |
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ham, the Creator. 4 a broom made of thick
straw, especially the one made of Kusha straw.

ਵੇਦਕ [vedak] adj who educates, who enlightens.

ਵੇਦਰ੍ਯ [vedagy] Skt ਕੇਦ੍ਰ੍ਹ. one who is versed in
the Veds. 2 one who has the knowledge of
Braham.

ਵੇਦਾਂਤਸੂ'ਭ੍ਰ [vedatsutr] 555 aphorisms, authored
by Vyas, are the source of the Vedant Philosophy. Shankar’s Sharirak Bhashy, a commentary on these aphorisms, is a major writing on the Vedant philosophy. The Vedant Sutar has four chapters and each chapter has
four parts.

ਵੇਦਜਲ਼ੀ [vedjanni] mother of the Veds, Savitri ਵੇਦਾਂਤੀ [vedéti] Skt ਕੇਗਂਜਿਜ੍. follower of the Ved(Gayatri).
ਵੇਦਣ [vedan], ਵੇਦਨ [vedan], ਵੇਦਨਾ [vedna] Skt

ਵੇਦਨਾ S ਵੇਧਣੁ. n pain, agony, torment. “saibajhahu apne vedan kahie kIsu?”—-s fan'd. “vadri

vedan tInah.”—sorm 1. 2 Sktéi'ﬁknowledge,

ant philosophy, Vedantist, non-dualist.
ਵੇਦਾਂ ਦੇ ਰੰਗ [veda de rég] See ਵੇਦ 2.

ਵੇਦਾਰ [vedar] Skt n chameleon. 2 See ਬੇਦਾਰ.
ਵੇਦਾਵਾ [vedava] See ਬੇਦਾਵਾ.
ਵੇਦਿ [vedI], ਵੇਦਿਕਾ [vedxka] See ਬੈ'ਦਿਕਾ.

learning. 3 feeling of pleasure and pain, sen—
sation. 4 P ਖ਼ਾਂਰ੍ਪੂ, treatment of an ailment; rem-

ਵੇਚਿਤਵ੍ਯ [vedItavy] Skt adj worth-knowing,

edy. “eha vedan soi jane, avaro kI jane, kari

ਵੇਦੀ [vedi] See ਬੇਦੀ. 2 a Chhatri (Kshatriy) caste,

jiU?”—maru a m 3.

ਵੇਦਨੀਯ [vedniy] adj worth-knowing, knowable.

worth-grasping.
in which Guru Nanak was born. Vedpath, the
perusal of the Veds, is the root of this appella-

tion. “jIne ved pathyo su vedi kahae.”— VN.

2 painful, agonizing.

ਵੇਦਮਾਤਾ [vedmata] Skt ਕੇਦ੍ਰਾਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਵ. n Veds’ mother,
Gayatri. 2 Sarasvati.

ਵੇਦਵਤੀ [vedvati] See ਸੀਤਾ 8.
ਵੇਦਵਣੇਂ [ਪ੍ਯਾਯੱਟ੍ਰੇ/ਰਿਸ਼ੁ] colour of the Veds. See ਵੇਦ 2.

ਵੇਦਵ੍ਯਯ [vedvyas] See ਬਿਆਸ 4 and ਪਰਾਸ਼ਰ 3.
ਵੇਦਵੇ [vedve] short for vedveta.
ਵੇਦੜੋਲ [vedrol] sept of the Rajputs. “cale nﬁglu

According to Vichitar Natak, the Vedis are
descendants of Kush, son of Ramchandar.
“lavi raj de ban gee, vedIn kino raj.”—- VN a 4 ._
3 a sacriﬁcial altar or platform. “vedi rUCII‘
raci mIl devan.”—~sa]oh. 4 in the Veds. “juthI
na ragi juthI na vedi.”—m 1 var sar.

ਵੇਦੀਨ [vedin] irreligious. See ਬੇਦੀਨ. “vedina ki
dosti vedina ka khan.”—m 1 var suhi.

piglu vedrolé.”—VN.

ਵੇਦਾ [veda] having knowledge, knowledgeable.

ਵੇਦੀਵੰਸ਼ [vedivés] Guru Nanak’s elder son,

“manhath kIne me pan, puchaho veda jaI.”
—m 4 var sri. 2 a wild Ceylonese tribe.

Yogiraj Baba Shrichand, had no issue because
he was a celebate. The lineage of the Vedi
Sahibzadas began with his younger son,
Lakhmi Dass.l
Members of the Vedi family are settled in
Amritsar, Simba1i(districtAmbala), Subhagpur (Kota state), in district Hoshiarpur, (Una,
Ajnoha, Anandpur, Kitha, Gopali, Jassowal,
Daulatpura, Pindori, Posi, Panjora, Balaspur,
Barhian, Birrhon, and Mola), Hoti Mardan, in

ਵੇਦਾਂਗ [vedag] parts of the Ved. See ਖਟ ਅੰਗ 4.
ਵੇਦਾਣ [vedan] hammer. See ਬਚਾਣ. “sam vedan
gada SIr lagi.”-—saloh.

_

ਵੇਦਾਂਤ [vedét] See ਖਟ ਸ਼ਾਸਤ੍ਰ. There are eighteen
verses of ultimate knowledge at the end of the
Shukal Yajur Ved on which various scholars
have composed their commentaries. As they
appear at the end of the Ved, they come to be
known as the Vedant. 2 the essence of the
Ved, the doctrine of the Ved.

'All Vedi Kshatris are not called the Sahibzadas. Only

the descendants of Baba Lakhmi Dass are Sahibzadas.

ਵੇਦੀਵੰਸ਼
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number 417 (Layalpur), Chakk Bedian num-

(Gunachor, Jalandhar, Phalaur, Banga,
Malsihan, Malla Bedian, and Muchrow'al),
Nabha, Peshawar, Kullar and Rawalpindi in
district Rawalpindi, etc. But the most famous
is the Kaladharis’ branch, the family tree of

ber 61 (Shekhupura), in district Jalandhar -

which is as under:

the state of Kapurthala (Phagwara and Lakhpura), Kabul, Kotli'(district Sialkot), in district
Gurdaspur (Sanghar, Gurdaspur Khas, Dehra
Baba Nanak, Dharamkot and Batala), Chakk

Baba Ram Narayan

b: sémat 1417 Baba Shivram (or Shivnarayan)
b: sémat 1497 Baba Kalyan Chandar (Kalu) d: sémat 1579
b: sémat 1526 Guru Nainak Dev d: sémet 1596
b: sémat 1553 Baba Lakhmi Dass d: sémat 1612

i

b 559th 1580 Baba Dharlam Chand d: sémat 1675

Baba Mehar Chand

Baba Daiar Chand
Baba Pahilrh Chand

Baba Harkaran Chand
Baba Nihlal Chand
Baba Kaladhari d: 1738 AD

Baba Jit Singh (Ajii Singh) (1: 1773 AD
b: sémat 1813 Baba Sahib Singh (1: sémat 1891 (AD 1834)

Baba Bishan Singh d: 1839 AD
Baba Atar Singlh d: 1839 AD

.Baba Sir Kherii Singh d: 1904 AD
b: 1861 AD raja Sir Gurbakhsh Singh

Baba Bikram Singh d: 1863 AD

b: 1845 AD Baba Sujan Singh d: 1919ADl
b: 1874 AD Baba Ramkisan Singh

b: 1898 AD Tikka Sanwal Singh

b: 1897 AD Tii(ka Surendar Singh

Una (district Hoshiarpur) is the headquarters of Baba Bikram Singh’s family and Kallar

(district Rawalpindi) that of Baba Bishan Singh’s. See ਊਂ'ਨਾ 3 and ਸਾਰਿਬਸਿੰਘ 4.
‘4"I phaggan sémat 1976.
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ਵੇਮੁਖ [vemukh], ਵੇਮੁ'ਖੀਆ [vemukhia] See ਵਿਮੁਖ.
Guru’s teaching. “shranI matI, vedu hathia- ‘ “vemukh hoe ram te.”—majh barahmaha.
rU.”—japu. 2 See ਵੇਦ. 3 888 ਵੇਦਜ਼
“manmukhI vemukhia.”—majh a m 5.
ਵੇਦੈ [vede] Ved’s, of the Ved. 2 to the Ved. ਵੇਰ [ver] n delay. 2 time, occasion. 3 Skt body.
3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਵੇਦੈ: because of the Veds; the Veds (nom4 saffron.
inative case).
ਵੇਰਕਾ [verka] See ਨਾਨ੍ਯਸਰ 5.

ਵੇਦੁ [vedu] knowledge, spiritual knowledge,

ਵੇਵ੍ਯ [vedy] Skt adj worth-knowing. 2 praise- ਵੇਰਵਾ [verva] 888 ਬੇਰਵਾ.
worthy. 3 worth-acquiring.

ਵੇਧ [vedh] See ਬੋਧ. 2 contagious disease microbic disease. 3 aphid, rust, insects, etc diseases
of the crops. 4 a parasitical plant such as dod—
der, etc.
ਵੇਧਕ [vedhak] See ਬੇਧਕ.

ਵੇਧਨ [vedhan] See ਬੇਧਨ.
ਵੇਧਨੀ [vedhani] Skt n gimlet for boring holes in
the gems.

ਵੇਧਾ [vedha] Skt ਰੰਧ੍ਯ. n Brahma. 2 Vishnu.
3 Shiv. 4 sun. 5 Pandit.

ਵੇਧੀ [vedhi] Skt ਕੇਕਿਜ੍. who perforates.
ਵੇਧ੍ਯ [vedhy] adj perforating.

ਵੇਨ੍ਯ [veny] Skt adj beautiful, charming. 3 decorated, adorned.

ਵੇਧਰਵਾ [veparva], ਵੇਪਰਵਾਹ [veparvah], ਵੇਪਰਵਾਹੁ
[veparvahul See ਬੇਪਰਵਾਹ. “veparvah akhut
bhédare.”—maru soIhe m I . “veparvahu agocaru apI.”—ram m 5.

ਵੇਰੜਾ [verra] See ਬੇਰੜਾ.
ਵੇਰਾ [vera] n time, occasion, chance. “harIravan vera.”—bIIa chétm 4.

ਵੇਰਾਉਣਾ [verauna] SeefHHTBE'and ਵਿਹਾਉਣਾ. “jIn
édarI pritI nahi harI keri, se kIcarku veraianI.”—m 4 var gau I.

ਵੇਰਾਸਿ [verasx] adj incorrect, wrong. “je 1k adh
cégi kare, duji bhi veraSI.”-m 2 var asa.
ਵੇਰਾਵੇਚਿ [veraverI], ਵੇਰਾਵੇਰੁ [veraveru] partagain
and again, repeatedly. 2 continuously. “nanak
akhanu veraveru.”—asa m 1.

ਵੇਰੋਧੁ [verodhu] See ਬਿਰੋਂਧ. 2 ਕ਼ਧੰ/ਵਿ-ਰੋਂਧ, without
restraint, unrestrained from depravities. “vmu
nave verodh sarir.”——oa”1<ar.

ਵੇਲ [vel] See ਬੈਲ. 2 time, occasion. “ja tau khatan vel.”——s farid. “vel na paia p5dti.”—-japu.
3 climbing plant. 4 sense - continuity of the
lineage, posterity.‘ “pIr mIII dhan vel
vadhédi.”—sr1‘ chét m 4.

ਵੇਪਾੜਾ [vepara] reverse, opposite, contrary. “cale ਵੇਲਣ [velan], ਵੇਲਣੁ [velanu] See ਬੋਲਣ.
nahi k0 vepara.”—maru solhe m 5.

ਵੇਪੀਰ [vepir] adj sans mentor. “marl kadh-hu
vepir.”—sorm 1. See ਬੈਪੀਰ.

ਵੇਲਡ਼ੀ [velri] climbing plant. 2 time, occasion.
3 moment. “sa velri parvanu.”—varjet.

ਵੇਲਾ [vela] Skt n boundary, limit. 2 sea—shore.

ਵੇਬਾਣ [veban] See ਬੀਆਬਾਨ. 888 ਵਿਮਾਨ.
ਵੇਬਾਣੀ [vebani] See ਬੈਬਾਣੀ. “ape vebani nIr'ékari.”

3 time, occasion. 4 day. 5 moment. “kavanu

—maru sohIe m I .
ਵੇਮ [vem] Skt n weaver’s shuttle. 2 weaving
frame, loom.

and ﬂow. 7 time of death. 8 ﬁxed or appointed time.

ਵੇਮਾਰਗ [vemarg] wrong or deviant path.
ਵੇਮਾਰਗਿ [vemargI] in the wrong path. “vemaragI muse métrI masanI.”—5Idhgosatr.

ਵੇਮੁਂਹਤਾਜ [vemuhtaj], ਵੇਮੁਹਤਾਰ [vemuhtaju] See
ਬੋ'ਮੁਹਤਾਜ. “vemuhtaj pura patIsahu.”—ram m 5.

su vela, vakhatu kavanu?”—japu. 6 flood, ebb

ਵੇਲਾ ਵਕਤ [vela vakat], ਵੇਲਾ ਵਖਤੁ [vela vakhtu]
When this compound word ﬁgures in Gurbani,
'On the occasion of birth and marriage. etc rewards,
given to the singers, jesters, etc are also called ਵੇਲ [vel]
in Punjabi. Their source also lies in the custom of reciting

the family-trce.

ਵੇਲਿ
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it means ‘the time ﬁxed by the Hindus and the
Muslims’. “kavanu su vela vakhatu kavanu
vel na paia pédti
vakhtu me pan kadia.”

tunnel therein, a very small temple has been

constructed. Fruit, pudding, etc are offered but
killing (of animals) does not happen. 5 sacred
basil plant. 6 earth.

—japu. and “je vela vakhatu vicarie ta kItU vela
bhagatI hOI?”—sr1' m 3. i.e., the times ﬁxed

ਵੈਸਨਵੀ ਦੇਵੀ [vesnavi devi] See ਫੈਸਨਵੀ 4.

for evening prayer of the Hindus and namaz

ਵੈਂਜਠਵਜ਼ [vasnavy] adj relating to Vishnu.

ofthe Muslims.
ਵੇਲਿ [velI] Skt ਵੱਲਿ and ਵੱਲੀ. n climbing plant,
creeper. 2 bloodline, posterity. “vadhi veII bahu
piri cali.”—asa m 5. 3 woman, who yields fruit
in the form of progeny. “velI parai johahI
jiare!”—gau m I. 4 adv having ginned. “velI
pipaIa katI vunaIa.”—m 1 var ram 1.
ਵੇੜ [veg] See ਬੇੜ. 2 siege, encirclement. “paIa
vex maIa.”—bIIa m 5.

ਵੈਸ਼ਨੋ [vesno] See ਬੈਸਨਞ.

ਵੈਸਾਖ [vesakh] Skt ਵੈਸ਼ਾਖ month of the Hindu
lunar year, on whose full-moon day the moon
is in the VIsakha lunar mansion. “vesakh suhava ta lags: ja sétu bhete.”—majh barahmaha.
2 churning stick.

ਫੈਸਾ'ਖਿ [vesakhI] during the month of Vaishakh. “vesakhI dhiranI kIu vadhia?”—majh
barahmaha.

ਵੇੜਨਾ [vema] envelopment, wrapping round. See

ਵੈਸਾਖੀ [vssakhi] n Vaisakhi full-moon day when

ਬੇੜਨਾ.
ਵੇ'ਤਿਓ [verIo], ਵੇੜਿਅਾ [verIa], ਵੇਡ਼ੀ [veri] besieged,

the moon is in the vxsakha lunar mansion.

engrossed, wrapped round. “menu vekari ver-

Ia.”-—m 3 var sri. “cédan vasu thIégam
veri.”—1<aII a m 4.

ਵੇੜ੍ਹ [\’ੳਟ੍ਰਾਧ] See ਵੇੜ.

ਵੇੜ੍ਹਮੀ [verhmi], ਵੇੜ੍ਹਵੀਂ [verhvi] See ਬੇੜ੍ਹਮੀ.
ਵੇੜ੍ਹਾ [verha] See ਥੋੜ੍ਹਾ.
ਵੇੜ੍ਹੀ [verhi] adjwrapped in, surrounded by. “her:
harI vasatu maIa garI verhi.”—-I<an m 4.

ਵੈ [vs] P “ਔ…” they, those. “vs sot, ve bIt, ve
pur patan.”-keda kabir. 2 Skt ਕਹਰ. partn age;

stage of life. “bad sarup bad ve.”—-gyan.

2 the ﬁrst solar date of the month of Vaishakh; the gathering of the people, from far and
wide, for having a sight of the Guru on the
ﬁrst day of the month of Vaishakh; the Vaishakhi fair, which, ﬁrst of all, was organized, with
the permission of Guru Amar Dev by Bhai
Paro Paramhans, a resident of Dalla. It is also ’
the birthday of the Khalsa Panth and, therefore, a great day for the Sikhs.

ਵੇਸਾਖੀਂ [vesakhi] through or because of the
month of Vaishakh. “nanak vesakhi prabhu
pave.”—tukha barahmaha.

ਵੈਸ [ves] Vaish. See ਬੈਸ. “khatri brahman sud ਵੈਂਸਾਖੁ [vesakhu] See ਵੈਸਾਖ. “vesakhu bhala sa-

ves, Updes cahu varna kau sajha.”—suhi m 5.
2 S‘kt ਵਯਸ੍ਰ stage of life; age;
ਵੈਸ਼ਨਵ [vesnav] See ਬੈਸਨਵ.

kha ves kare.”—tukha barahmaha.
ਰ੍
ਵੈਂਸ਼ਿਕ [vesIk] Vadj whoremonger. 2 n In poetics, a kind of adulterous hero.
~

ਵੈਸਨਾਵੀ [vesnavi] ਕੇਧ੍ਯਾਧੀ. concerned with or relat- ਵੈਸੀ [vesi] adj like that, such as that. 3 short for
ing to Vishnu. 2 female worshipper of Vishnu.
3 n Lachhmi. 4 a particular goddess known in
Jammu state. A railway train goes to Jammu
from Wazirabad Via Sialkot. Aﬁer an arduous
hilly terrain of 15-16 kohs, there is a cave with a
very narrow entrance. Having excavated a

vépsi — will go. “malu jobanu choqu vesi.”
—asa ch5t m 5. “habh vssi, sun: pardesi.”
—suh1’ ਗੀਤੋਂ!“ m 5.

ਵੈਸ਼ੇਸਿਕ [vesesIk] See ਖਟ ਸ਼ਾਸਤ੍ਰ.

ਵੈਂ'ਸ਼ੰਪਾਯਨ [vssépayan] a pupil of Vyas and also
the narrator in the Mahabharat. The Ashvmedh

ਵੇਸ਼੍ਯ
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Parv, authored by him is an excellent book.
He narrated the Mahabharat to Janmejay.

ਵੈਸ਼੍ਯ [vesy] See ਚਾਰ ਵਰਣ.

ਵੈਜ੍ਯਾ [vesya] woman of the Vaishay caste.
2 turmeric.

ਵੈਸ਼੍ਵਾਨ੍ਯ [vesvanar] which resides in the bellies
of all men, god Agni (F ire). 2 the Creator, the
Almighty.

ਵੈਂਦਿਕਦੇਵਝੇ

ਵੈਂ'ਤ੍ਵਰਾ [v‘etura] General Ventura. He was a French
military ofﬁcer. After the end of the reign of
Napoleon Bonaparte, he, alongwith Allard,
came to Lahore in 1822, in search of employ-

ment. After having obtained a written undertaking from Ventura, Maharaja Ranjit Singh
employed him for the training of his army. He,
along with Prince Sher Singh, vanquished

ਵੈਹਣ [vehan] See ਬੈਹਣ.

Pathans of the F rontier, in 1829 AD. See ਐਲਾਰਡ.

ਵੈਕੁੰਠ [vekﬁth] See ਬੈਕੁੰਠ.

The Maharaja used to give many awards
to Ventura in addition to his monthly salary of
rupees 2500/-. TWO villages were given as a
ﬁef to his daughter, Victorine. After the de-.
mise of the Maharaja, he stayed in Lahore for
some time, but, feeling dejected, he returned
to France and passed the rest of his life in
Paris. Murray and Princep have mentioned hi m
as Italian. Wolfholds him to be a J ew and gives
his name as Reuben Ben-toora.

ਵੈਕ੍ਰਿਤ [ਘਾ£1<1^ਗ਼ੁ੮]^5’/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਥੈਜ੍ਯ. adjdisﬁgured, altered.
ਵੈਂਖਰੀ [vekhri] See ਚਾਰ ਵਾਣੀਆਂ.

ਵੈਖਾਨਸ [vekhanas] See ਥੈਖਾਨਸ.

ਵੈਜਯੰਤ [vejyét] Skt n of Indar’s banner. 2 Indar’s palace.

ਵੇਜਯੱ'ਤਿਕਾ [vejyétIka], ਵੈਜਯੰਤੀ [vejyéti] Skt n
Indar’s banner. 2 ﬂag heading a victorious
army. 3 garland of victory; garland bestowed
at the time of victory. 4 necklace of Vishnu
comprising ﬁve gems (pearl, ruby, emerald, sapphire and diamond)..

ਵੈਦ [ved] and ਵੈਦੁ [vedu] Skt ਵੈਰ੍ਯ. learned person, pandit, physician, scholar, doctor. 2 eru-

ਵੈਵੁਰਯ [veduray] Skt ਥੈਰ੍ਬੰ or ਕੇੜ੍ਹੀ. n gem like

dite physician, who cures all the diseases. “rogu

cat’s eye. Some poets call emerald (green

gavthI apna, ta nanak vedu sadaI .”—m 2 var
mala.

stone) as veduray, but, in fact, it is the name of

cat’s eye.

ਵੈਦਕ [vedak] See ਬੈਦਕ, ਵੈਦਿਕ and ਵੈਂਦਯਕ.

ਵੈਣ [van] n utterance, speech. “kéni suns na

ਵੈਂਦਗੀ [vedgi] n medical profession, physic.

ven.”—sri m 1. 2 lamentation, wailing. 3 Skt
bamboo-work. 4 maker of bamboo-work.

ਵੇਦਾ [veda] going, goes. 2 vocative. O physi-

ਵੈਣੀ [veni] through words or speech. “5mrItu
bole sada mukhI veni.”—majh a m 3.

“vedu bulaIa vedgi.”——m 1 var mala. '
cian! 3 A w: n undertaking, promise.

ਵੈਦਿਓ [vedIo] perishable, destructible. “sacu jam:

.ਵੇਣੁ [venu] S speech, statement.
kacu vedIo.”—V.ar maru 2 m 5. ‘The perishਵੇਤਰਣੀ [vetarni], ਵੈਤਰਨੀ [vetarni] (river) which ' able one regards unreal objects as the real
is crossed by paying in charity. In the Purans,
a river that flows on this side of Yam ’5 world,
and which is two yojans wide. It overﬂows
with ﬁlth and seethingly hot water that has
horriﬁc ﬂows. For transportation over this river, the Hindus donate cows, etc. It is said to
have arisen from tears shed by Shiv for his
wife, Sati. 2 a sacred river in Orissa.

ones.’ 2 O, the going or departing ones!
ਵੈਦਿਆ [vedIa] O the going or parting one! “kurie kurie vedIa!”—var maru 2 m 5. 2 going,

proceeding, departing.

‘

ਵੈਦਿਕ [vedIk] adjrelating to or concerning the
Ved. 2 one who is versed in the Veds. 3 See

ਵੈਜ੍ਯਕ.
ਵੈਦਿਕ ਦੇਵਤੇ [vedIk devte] Yaasak, the com-

ਵੈਦ
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mentator of the Veds, classiﬁes the gods in
the Rig Ved, as Agni (ﬁre), that lives on the
earth; Vayu (wind), that lives in the air and
Surya (sun), that lives in the sky, these being
the three major gods. As these gods have different functions, they have various names. In
the Rig Ved itself, they have been counted as
thirty-three, out of which eleven reside in the
sky, the air and on the earth respectively. They
are believed to be countless and it is not known
where these thirty-three gods are because they
have been given different names at different
places. Though these gods are immortal, they
are not formless and, in some situations their
families have also been mentioned. But such
descriptions are not consistent. It is said that
Agni and Savitri made other gods immortal. It
has also been stated that Indar attained immortality by performin g rituals like oblations.
The Shatpath Brahmin states that in the
beginning, all those gods and demons were
mortal; all of them had equal power and were
the progeny of Prajapati. In order to attain
immortality, they performed enormous oblations and penances. But, until Prajapati instructed them to perform a new type of oblation,
they could not attain immortality. When they
acted on Prajapati’s instructions, they achieved
success. For attaining a status higher than that
of the demons, they started speaking the truth.
When they started telling fewer lies, the demons turned out bigger liars. At last, the gods
attained a higher status than the demons.
Thereafter, from amongst the gods, Agni, Indar and Surya longed for a higher status than
the others and their desire was fulﬁlled through

ਵੇਮਨਸਯ

desire, Agni performed many oblations, etc.
Similarly, Indar and Surya enhanced their authority. These three gods constitute the Vedic
triad. During the Puranic age, the number of
gods grew innumerable, and their idols were
also raised. During the Vedic age, only natural forces were assumed as divine and
worhsipped as gods.
Some scholars have mentioned only seventeen major gods viz. — Brahma, Vishnu,
Shiv, Sarasvati, Lakshmi, Parvati, Indar, Varun,
Pavan, Agni, Yam, Kuber, Kartikay, Kam,
Surya, Chandrama and Ganesh. See ਤੇਤੀਸਕੋਂਟਿ.
ਵੈਦੁ [vsdu] See ਵੈਦ and ਵੈਦਗੀ.

ਫੈਦੂ'ਰਥ [vedurath] Vidurath. See ਬਯਦੂਰਥ.
ਵੈਦੁਰਯ [veduray] See ਵੈਡੂਰਯ.

ਵੈਚੇਹ [vedeh] adj concerning or relating to
Videh (Mithila) region. 2 born in the Videh
family. 3 n king Janak. See ਜਨ੍ਯ 5.

ਵੈਦੇਹੀ [vedehi] daughter of Videh (J anak), Sita,
Janki. See ਵੈਦੇਹ.
ਵੈਜ੍ਯ [vedy] learned person, scholar, physician,
doctor. 2 physician. See ਵੈਦ 2. 3 adj concerning the Ved, Vedic.

ਵੈਰ੍ਯਕ [vedyak] book written for the physicians,
Ayurved; medical science and the books about
it; medicine.

ਵੈਦਯਨਾਥ [vedynath] n Dhanvantri, who is the
leader of all physicians. 2 Shiv_. 3 a shivling,

. which is located at Devgarh in the eastern part
of Jharkhand Bihar. See ਦੁਅਾਦਸ ਸਿਲਾ 5.

ਵੈਦਯਰਾਜ [vedyraj] kin g of the physicians, Dhanvantri. 2 a title of the Indian physicians.

ਵੈਂਧਵ੍ਯ [vedhvay] Skt n widoWhood.
ਵੈਨ [van] See ਬੇਨ and ਵੈਣ. 2 son of Ven —- Prithu.
ਵੈਨਤੇਯ [ventey] progeny of Vinta, gamr. 2 Arun.

. the performance of rituals like oblations, etc.
In the beginning, the flames of ﬁre were not

ਵੈਭਵ [vebhav] wealth, prosperity. 2 glory, great-

as they appear now. Agni desired that its
ﬂames rise high and, for the fulﬁlment of this

ਵੈਮਨਸ੍ਯ [vemanasy] Skt n dejection. 2 enmity,

ness. 3 power, might.

animosity.

'
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ਵੈਮਾਨਿਕ [vemanIk] who travels in an aerial car,
god. 2 airline passenger,

ਵੋਂਪਦੇਞ

ਵਿਰਾਟ. 2 expansive, elaborate, huge.
ਵੈਂਚਾਨ [veran] P ਪਾਂਝੂ, adj uninhabited, barren.

ਵੈਯਾਕਰਣ [veyakaran] grammarian. 2 relating ਵੈਰੀ [veri] enemy. See ਬੈਰੀ.
to grammar.
ਵੈਂਚੀਸਾਲ [verisal] adj who pierces the enemy.
ਵੈਰ [ver] enmity, rivalry. “ver kare nIrver
nalI.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਵੈਰਵਿਰੋਧ [verVIrodh] rivalry and animosity,
opposition, enmity. “gurmukhI ver VIrodh
gavave.”—srdhgosatr.

ਵੈਰਾੲੀ [verai] enemy, person mustering ill-will.
“na ko kétak verai.”——m 3 var vad. 2 enmity,
animosity.

See ਸਾਲ 5.

ਵੈਰੋਕੇ [veroke] a village, in tehsil Ajnala, district
Amritsar. There is a gurdwara, named Ber
Baba Nanak, in memory of Guru Nanak.

ਵੈਰੋਵਾਲ [veroval] old town in tehsil Tarn Taran,
district Amritsar, near Khadur and Goindwal.
It is owned by the Bhalla and the Trehan
sahibzadas. Now it has two inhabited areas.

ਵੈਰਾਹ [verah] adj concerning Varah (pig). ਵੈਲਜ਼ਲੇ [velzale] Richard C Wellesley. Born on
2 wrong path or course. See ਬੈਂਰਾਹ.
ਲ਼ੀ
20“1 J une, 1760, in England, he was elder broth—
ਵੈਰਾਗ [verag] See ਥੈਰਾਗ. lack of attachment to er of the Duke of Wellington.l Having served
the world, indiﬁ‘erence to the worldly pleasures;

asceticism. Scholars have accepted four types
of asceticism:

1. yatman — taking the world as the source
of pain and trying to attain sublime truth
through service Ofthe saintly people.

in various capacities in England, he came to
India, as a commissionerz, in 1793. He was
Governor General of India from May, 1798 to

30th July 1805. He implemented in various

2 vyatIrek — giving up harmful objects

ways the policy ofmaking English rule as the
dominant one. He attained great success in
reducing the French power in India. The

through discrimination and acceptance of use-

British ministers appreciated his sefvices and

ful ones.

conferred various titles on him. Marquess
Wellesley died on 26th September, 1842. He is
also called Lord Momington.

3 ek'édriy - feeling aversion for the sensual objects and harmonising all the senses in
the mind.
4 vasIkar—controlling the mind to such an
extent that the idea of worldly objects does
not arise.

ਵੈਲਿੰਗਟਨ [velfgtan] Duke of Wellington. See
ਵੈਵਸ੍ਰਤ [vevasvat] n son of the Sun — Yamraj.
2 Saturn. 3 Manu. 4 adj solar. 5 sun-worship-

ਵੈਰਾਗੀ [veragi] See ਬੈਰਾਗੀ.
per.
ਵੈਰਧ੍ਯ [vsragy] indifference to the world, ਵੋਹਿਥ [vohIth] See ਬੋਹਿਥ,
asceticism.
ਵੋਪਦੇਞ [vopdev] celebrated scholar of Sanskrit, who
ਵੈਰਾਰ੍ਯਸ਼ਤਕ [veragysatak] Bhartrihari’s book,

was son of Keshav and pupil of Dhaneshwar.

containing 100 verses about indifference to the
world. It has been nicely translated into Hindi
by poet Hardyal. 2 a book, authored by Appaya yadikshit, which contains excellent instructions about detachment from the world.
ਵੇਰਾਟ [verat] relating or belonging to Virat. See

‘He is the same warrior who had imprisoned Napoleon
Bonaparte, emperor of France, after having vanquished

him in the battle of Waterloo. As a mark of respect to

him, his statues have been installed at various places in
England.

2Commission for the affairs of India.

"
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He is the author of various books, such as
Mugadhbodh, Kavikalpadrum etc. He is said
to have been a gem of the court of Hemadri,
king of Devgiri (Daulatabad), in the later half
of the thirteenth century.

ਵੰਸ [v55] See ਬੰਸ.
ਵੰਸ਼ਕਪੂਰ [vésakpur], ਵੰ'ਸ਼ਲੋਂਚਨ [\’ਰੋਤੁ10੮911] See ਤਬਧਾਸ਼ਸੇੰਰ.
ਵੰਸ਼ਾਵਲੀ [vésavli] See ਬੰਸਾਵਲੀ.
ਵੰਸੀ [vési] See ਬੰਸੀ.

ਵੰਚ [véc] See ਬੰਚ. “jab am: he] véc karI .”—tII§g
m 4.

'

ਵੰਚਕ [vécak] a cheat. See ਬੰਚਕ.
ਵੰਚਨ [vacan] Skt ਕਕ੍ਜ੍ਯ. cheating, deceiving.
2 deprivation.

ਵੰਦਨਾ [vécna] Skt n cheating, thuggery.

ਵੰਚਿਤ [vécxt] See ਬੰਚਿਤ.
ਵੰਚੀਆ [vécia] adj deceitful, deceptive. “ham

papi balvécia.”—bIIa chét m 4. See ਬਲਵੰਚੀਆ.
ਵੰਛਾ [vécha] See ਬਾਂਛਾ.

ਵੰਸੀਧਰ [v‘ésidhar] See ਬੰਸੀਧਰ.
ਵੰਸ਼ੀਵਟ [vésivat] See ਬੱਸੀਬਟ.

Its dosage is from half a ratti to two rattis.

~

ਵੰਛਿਤ [\’ਟੈਢਲ਼ਿਨਿ] wished for, desired, requisite.

ਵੰਜ [véj] See ਬੰਚ and ਵੰਞਣੁ.
ਵੰਜਿਆ [véan] to deprived, deceived.
ha.”—sor m 4.
ਵੰਸ਼੍ਯ [vésy] Skt adj made of bamboo, bamboo- ਵੰਜੀਐ [véjie] remain deprived of. “tIs ka kahu

ਵੰਸੁ [vésu] See ਬੰਸ. 2 ﬂute, pipe. “ape vésu vaja-

made. 2 n backbone, spine.

ਫੰਕ [vék] Skt ਕਫ੍ਟਨ੍. vr become crooked, bend,
behave crookedly. 2 adj bent, crooked, awry.

3 n bend of a stream. 4 See ਬੰਕ.
ਵੰਕਾ [véka] See ਬੰਕਾ and ਵੰਕ. 2 Skt ਹਤ੍ਯਾ. pommel (ofa saddle).

ਵੰਗ [vég] See ਬੰਗ.

,

ਵੰਗਜ [végj] adjproduced or born in Bengal. 2 n
red-coloured lead. 3 brass.

ਵੰਗਾਰਨਾ [végarna] See ਬੰਗਾਰਨਾ.

kIa jatan, sz te v5jia?”—varjet. 2 we may go,

let us go. See ਵੰਞਣੁ.

ਵੰਜੁਲ [véjul] See ਕਕ੍ਯੁਗ. n Tinish tree. See ਬ੍ਰਿਦਲ.
2 cane tree. 3 Ashok tree. 4 a kind of bird that
lives near water. 5 cow that yields abundant

milk. adjcrooked, bent.
ਵੰਜੇ [véje] was or were deprived of. “danahu te
Isnanahu v5je.”—m 1 var majh.

ਵੰਝ [\’ਟੋਸਿ਼] See ਬੰਝ.
ਵੰਝਲੀ [véjhli] segment of bamboo; flute.

ious colours. See ਬੰਗ. “na maniaru na curia, na

ਵੰਝੀ [véjhi] one who holds a pole in his hands;
boatsman. 2 oar, scull. “véjhi hath: no khev-

se v‘éguriaha.”—ved m 1. ‘Neither the bangle-

tu.”—maru a m 1. ‘neither the oar, nor the rud-

ਵੰ'ਗੁੜੀ [véguri] bangle made of lac. It is of var-

der, nor the boatsman.’
maker, nor the metal bracelets nor the glass
ਵੰਞਣ
[vépan], ਵੰਞਣੁ [\ਲ਼ਾਟੈਂਮ੍ਹਾਂਗਹੂਂਧ] S Skt ਵਿਗਮਨ. debangles are of any use.’ In other words, all
types of decorations and adomments are use- . parting, going away. “bhagti nam VIhunIa
avahI yéphI pur.”—sn‘ m 5. “hau vari Véfla
less.ਵੰਗੋਸ਼੍ਵਰ [végesvar] See ਬੰਗੇਂਸ਼੍ਵਰ. a metallic salt or khénie v5pa.”—vad m 1. “dunia na salahI jo
sublimate good to cure ﬂatulence (vaugole). marI v5psi.”—suhi a m 3. “0th: vépu vatau-

rIa.”—asa chét m 5.

'

The procedure for its preparation is: Take 8
tolas of the calx of mercury, 8 tolas of the calx
of tin, 32 tolas of the calx of copper and 32

ਵੰਵਾਏਂ [\’ਟੋਂਮ੍ਹਾਂਕੈੲ] should lose. “apu vépae, ta sabh-

tolas of sulphur. Soak these ingredients in the
sap of calotropis gigantea and burn it in a fur-

ਵੰਞਾਏਂਨੀ [ਰ੍/ਰੈੱਹਾਕੲਸ਼ੀ] they take away. “tahu. khare

nace of cow-pats to prepare the Vangeshwar.

sojan véjiaeni kapri.”—sava m 1. ‘The clever

kIchu pae.”—majh a m 3. ‘should drop ego or
selﬂiood.’

ਵੰਵਾਞਣਾ
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ones lead into the ravine.’ Sense — having been

misled, they meet with ruin.
ਵੰਞਾਵਣਾ [vépavna] lose. “soi ho: jI karte bhave,
kahIke apu v5pavna.”—maru solhe m 5.

improving the colour of the skin. 3 any of the
ﬁve objects of sense. “gun gahak Ik v5n.”—m
2 varmajh. ‘Object of each enjoyment draws
upon the sense-organs.’

ਵੰਵੁ [véyu] go! avaunt! See ਵੰਞਣ. “vépu mere ਵੰਨਾ [véna] See ਬੰਨਾ. 2 bridegroom. S ਵੰਨ੍ਹਾਤੋ਼.
alsa.”—asa ch5t m 5.
ਵੰਨਿਆ [vénIa] coloured. 2 narrated.
ਵੰਵੈ [vépe] passes away, elapses. “jo jo véye
dihra.”—s farid.

ਵੰਨੀ [véni] caste, colour. “véni care caraI.”—m
3 var guj 1. 2 bride. 3 S pupil (of the eye).

ਵੰਟ [vét] Skt ਥਧਟ੍. vr partition, apportion, divide.
2 adj tail-less. 3 unmarried. 4 n share, portion.
ਵੰਟਨ [vétan] Skt n apportionment, distribution.
ਵੰਡ [véd] Skt ਕਧਫ੍. vr partition, apportion, cov-

ਫੱਨੂਂ [vénu] caste, colour, hue. See ਵੰਨ. “\’ਰੈਸ਼ਪ

er. 2 n share, portion. “tIsu harIdhan ki véd

gaIa, rup VInSIa.”—m 1 var mala. 2 taste,

hath: ave.”—m 4 var bIIa. See ਕਾਠੀਵੰਡ, ਚੂੰਡਾਵੰਡ,
ਪੱਗਵੰਡਗ਼ਾਹਂ ਮੱਲਵੰਡ. 3 bran, husk, left in the sieve.

ਵੰਡਣਾ [vagina] v divide, apportion, distribute. See
ਵੰਡ vr.
ਵੰਡਾ [Veda] n share, portion. Skt ਵੰਟਕ. See ਵੰਡ
vr. 2 Skt ਕਧਗ. unchaste woman.

ਵੰਤ [vét], ਵੰਤਾ [véta], ਵੰਤੁ [vétU] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ- having,
possessing. It comes at the end of a compound

word as — “ohu dhanvétu kulvét patvétu.”
—-sul<hmani.

ਵੰਦ [véd] See ਬੰਦ and ਵੰਦਨ. 2 See ਵੰਤ. P p. It is
used at the end of other words, as — akalvéd.
See ਵੰਦੁ. 3 P ,c, possessor, owner. It comes at
the end of other words, as — xudavéd.

ਫੰਨੀਸ [vénis] n touchstone for judging the purity
of gold. “nadarI saraph vénis carau.”—-051<ar.
“nadarI saraph vénis caraIa.”—maru soIhe m 5.

' relish. “5bhe ke ségI nika v5nu.”——g5d kabir.

ਵੰਨ੍ਹੀ [vénhi] ﬁre. See ਵਰ੍ਹਿ.
ਵਯਸਨ [vyasan] Skt n misfortune, calamity.
2 downfall, decline. 3 sense of sin arising from
sexual pleasure, anger, etc. 4 addiction to any

sensual object; vice. Manu has mentioned ten
vices arising from lust or sex and eight from
angenh
kamaj (arising from lust) — hunting, gambling, sleeping by day, censure, indulging in sex,
drinking, dancing, singing, instrumental music2

and loitering.

‘

tation. ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਥਵ੍ਰ. vr praise, salute, greet, respect”.

krodhaj — back-biting, thoughtless action,
treachery, jealousy, indignation at somebody’s
merits, burglary, foul-speech and physical
violence. 5 ﬂair, fondness as — “us n11 lIkhan

ਵੰਗ਼ੀਯ [védniy] adj worthy of salute. 2 ador-

paran da vysan he.” 6 Skt ਵ੍ਯਸ਼ਨ. disagreeable

ਵੰਦਨ [védan], ਵੰਦਨਾ [védna] n obeisance, salu-

able, praiseworthy.

ਵੰ'ਦਾ [véda] See ਬੰਦਾ 1 and ਵੇਧ 3-4.
ਵੰਦੁ [ਢਟੋਧੰਪ] See ਵੰਤ and ਵੰਦ. “dukhia daradvédu
darI aIa.”—suhi raVIdas.

ਵੰਰ੍ਯ [v5dy] Skt adj worth-saluting. 2 praiseworthy.

food or special food or going without food. ,

ਵ੍ਯ'ਸਨੀ [vyasni] ਟਧ੍ਯਜਿਜ੍. addicted to vice;
vicious. See ਵ੍ਯਸਨ.

ਵ੍ਯਸ੍ਵਿ [vyastI] adj different, separate, apart.
'ਟ੍ਗਂ ਕਜ੍ਯ Wm ਰਧ੍ਯਾੲੀ ਜ੍ਯੋਪ੍ਯਾਜਿ ਕ |
ਟਧ੍ਯਗਜਿ ਬ੍ਰੂਰ੍ਗੀ ਧ੍ਯਰ੍ਜੇੰਥ ਬਿਥਯੰਧੇਰ੍ | |

ਵੱਧ [védh] See ਬੰਧ.

—manu a 7, s 45.

ਵੰਧ੍ਯਾ [védhya], ਵੰਧ੍ਯ'ਪਨ [védhyapan] barren

2Vocal and instrumental music is an excellent art, but

(woman), barrenness. See ਬੰਥਿਆ 2 and ਬੰਧ੍ਯਘਨ.

having given up all other pursuits and being engrossed

ਵੰਨ [vim] n caste, colour. 2 paste applied for

in it is a vice.

ਞਜਾਕਰਣ
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ਵ੍ਯਸ੍ਵ

ਵ੍ਯਸ੍ਵ‘ [vyast] adj agitated, perplexed. 2 divided.
3 reversed, contrary.

ਵ੍ਯਕ੍ਰ [vyakt] adj manifested, displayed. 2 evident, visible. 3 gross, thick. 4 n person. 5 work,
job. 6Vishnu.
,

ਵ੍ਯਰ੍ਹਿ [vyktI] n person, individual. 2 body.
3 material, thing. 4 manifestation.
ਵ੍ਯਗ੍ਰ [vyagr] Skt adj distracted, bewildered.
2 frightened, alarmed.

versed, contrary.
ਵ੍ਯ'ਥ [vyath] Skt ਠਧਗ੍ਰ. vr tremble, go astray, be

vexed, pine for, be angry, fear.
ਵ੍ਯਥਾ [vyatha] n pain, agony, anguish. 2 per-

plexity. See ਵ੍ਯਥ.
ਵ੍ਯਧ [vyadh] Skt ਟਰ੍ਧਬ੍. vr kill, pierce, vex.

ਵ੍ਯਭਿਚਾਰ [vyathcar] ਕਯੱ/‘ਵਿ-ਅਭਿਚਾਰ n improper
conduct, depravity. 2 inﬁdelity, (wife’s or husband’s illicit affair).

ਵ੍ਯਜਨ [vyajan] n fan.

ਵ੍ਯਭਿਚਾਰੀ [vyathcari] Skt ਗਂਸਿਗਾਂਕੈਂਜ੍. adulterous.

ਵ੍ਯਤਿਕ੍ਰਮ [vyatIkram] adj contrary, reverse.
2 violation, breach. 3 impediment, obstruction.
ਵ੍ਯਤਿਰੇਕ [vyatIrek] n separation, difference,
disunion. 2 exception, exclusion. 3 parsing,

this applies to a buffalo, a goat, etc as well.
ਵ੍ਯਭਿਚਾਰੀ ਭਾਵ [vyathcari bhav] See ਭਾਵ (e).

word-analysis. 4 ﬁgure of speech in which two
objects are compared and the upman (object
of comparison) is skilfully shown to be superi-

or to the upmey (subject of comparison).
jahﬁ hot Upman te atI Upmey vxsekh,
vahﬁ kahIt vyatIrek he kaVI jan mat Ullekh.
—IaIItlaIam.
satn chavaan duhun me jahi varnat bad ek,
bhusan kaVI kovztd sabhe tam: kahIt vyatIrek.

—$Ivrajbhu$an.

Such words as IS IIye, yate, par, parétu
etc are employed in this ﬁgure of speech.
Example:
gurubani he sudha si bhari madhur Updes,
janam maran bédhan hare yéte ahe vxses.
raj'e sur hvé to Ihﬁ sadhu sur raje sada
sudha he vahé to hyéi sudha sar dares he,
.pan kIye vﬁke hot amar su marhﬁke '
, ijanmUkat yahI sabh ko paras he,
gval keVI yogIn k0 dulabh kaha he vah
yogi bhogi doun ko hot hyéi hares he,
hvé he harImédIr hyé harI guru m'édIr he.
yéte gurupur surpur ਦਿ saras he.
—-gva1kav.r.

ਵ੍ਯਤੀਤ [ਘਾ9੮1੮]ਵਿ-ਅਤੀਤ. adj gone by, past.

ਵ੍ਯਤ੍ਯਯ [vyatyay] ਵਿ-ਅਤ੍ਯਯ. adj inverted, re-

See ਵ੍ਯਭਿਚਾਰ. 2 inconstant, shifting. 3 variant
characteristic — calling a cow ‘homed’, since

“bhav ju sabh hi rasan me Upjat kesavray.
bIna nIyam tIn sc') kahe vyathcari kaVIray.”
'—rasrkprIya.
ਵ੍ਯਯ [vyay] n expenditure, outlay. 2 renunciation, abandonment. 3 donation, alms.

ਵ੍ਯਥੰ [vyarth] ਵਿ-ਅਥੰ. adj meaningless, useless,
vain.

ਵ੍ਯਞਸਥਾ [vyavastha] See ਬਿਞਸਥਾ 3.
ਵ੍ਯਞਹਾਰ [vyavahar] n ਵਿ-ਅਞਹਾਰ. business, pro-

fession. 2 transaction, commerce. 3 behaviour, conduct.

ਵ੍ਯਵਹਾਰਿਕ [vyavaharIk] adj relating to custom;
practical.

ਵ੍ਯਵਹਾਰੀ [vyavahari] See ਬਿਉਹਾਰੀ.
ਵ੍ਯਵਹਿਤ [vyavahIt] Skt adj obstructed, veiled
from view.

ਵ੍ਯਵਧਾਨ [vyavadhan] ਵਿ-ਅਵਧਾਨ. n prohibition,
restriction. 2 obstruction. 3 cover, lid.

ਵ੍ਯਯ [vyas] See ਬਿਆਸ 4. 2 expansion, extension.
ਵ੍ਯਯਪੂਜਨ [vyaspujan], ਵ੍ਯ'ਸਪੂਜਾ [vyaspuja] 15lh
day of the bright fortnight of the month of Harh.
In the Hindu religion, Vyas Dev and the teachers are woshipped on this day.

ਵ੍ਯ'ਕਰਣ [vyakaran] Skt ਵਿ-ਆ-ਕ੍ਰਿ. n analysis,
separation. 2 The treatise that imparts knowl-

ਵ੍ਯਢਾਂਕੁਲ
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edge of verbal roots of the words and by which
their correct forms and usages are known. A

ਸਰਫ਼ੋਨ੍ਯਞ. E Grammar. See ਅਸਟ ਸਾਜਿ ਸਾਜਿ 3.
ਵ੍ਯ1ਕੁਲ [vyakul] ਬਯੱ/‘ਵਿ-ਆਕੁਲ, bewildered, perplexed, distressed.

ਵ੍ਯ'ਖਜਾ [vyakhya], ਵ੍ਯਞਾਖਯਾਨ [vyakhyan] n ਵਿਆਪ੍ਯਾ, ਵਿ-ਆਪ੍ਯਾਨ. narration, relation. 2 exposition, commentary.

ਵਯਾਜ ਉਸਤਤਿ [vyaj ustatI], ਵ੍ਯ'ਜ੍ਯਤੁ'ਤਿ [vyajstutI]
dissembling or ironical praise. 2 a ﬁgure of speech
where praise is implied by apparent censure.
vyajahI nida ke jahﬁ ustatI bhav améd.
—ramc5drbh user).

It is also known as “nfdavayaj satutI”; a
kind of censure.

Wllvyaghatl n ਵਿ-ਆਘਾਤ. blow, stroke, injury. 2 obstacle, impediment. 3 a ﬁgure of
speech, in which effects, opposite to the natural ones, are shown to arise from the same

cause or agency.
jo jeso kartar, so VIruddhkari jaha,
varnat somatI Udar, taha kahIt vayaghat he.
—IalItIaIam.
Example:
jam te ulatI bhae he ram,

Example:
nican ko adar sada rajan 1<੦ trIskar,
kalgidhar ki sabha me pédIt bhae gavar.
nIgun VIhino laj nIsék samaIa,
jahf kahi dhith ਸ਼ਿਬਿ… kare na lajaIa.

,

—GPS.

Mohan replies to Guru Arjan, “You are free
from the three qualities of worldliness [maya],
swayed by your devotees you tolerate disrespect, you are the master of worldliness, etc.”

ਵ੍ਯ'ਜਨਿੰਦਾ [vyajnida] dissembling censure. 2 a

dukh bInse sukh kio bIsram,

beri ulatI bhae he mita,

ﬁgure of speech where censure is implied by
apparent praise. It is also called “vyajnfda”

sakat ulatI sujan bhae cita.

—gaul<ab1'r.
gaI sigh ko dudh leave,
sigh gau ko ghas cugave,
cor karat dhan 1<i pratIpara,

or “stotIvyaj nfda”.
ustatI me jhalke jaha nifda ker prabhav.
‘

tras mar ko hath no Clara.

’
raje pap kamavade

ਬਿਅਾਜ.

—raghu.

UltI bar khet 1<੦ khai,

sevak bethan ghara VICCh
guru uth ghari tInare jai,
kaji hoe rIsvati
vaddhi leke hakk gavai.

—BG.
ਵ੍ਯ'ਘੁ [vyaghr], ਵ੍ਯ'ਘੁੱਸੈੱ [vyaghri] adj which
searches for its game, after thorough smelling; panther and its female. 2 wolf— she-wolf.
3 lion-lioness.

ਵਜ਼ਾਜ [vyaj] ਵਿ-ਅਜ੍ n deception, fraud. 2 pretext, pretence. 3 impediment, hindrance. 4 See

—ramc5drbh user).

Example:
jag karta he gIrIdhar nath,
vrIj ko svami yasudha 1<੦ sot
radhapat; he murli hath.
Terming the Creator of the universe as the
owrier of a particular place and the husband

and the son of someone is censure.
jéke ek phanI agrabhag he dharanIdhari

tahf gIrIdhar kahe konsi vadai he?
jako ek bavro hﬁ VIsvnath nam kahe
tahf brIjnath kahe kon athkai he?
anIk akar o‘ékar ke VIthar tahI
néd k0 nédan kahe kon prabhotai he?
jane ustatI ar karat hf: nfda murh

ese hi aradhbe te man sukhdai he.

—BGK.
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ਵ੍ਯਾਜ਼੍
ਵ੍ਯ'ਜ਼ੁ [vyaju] interest—bearing; borrowed on in- sive; pervading everywhere.

ਵਜੋਮਧ੍ਯਾ

ਵ੍ਯਾਪਾਰ [vyapar] ਵਿ-ਆ-ਪ੍ਰਿ. 27 activity, action.

terest.

ਵ੍ਯਾਜੋਰ੍ਹਿ [vyajoktI] ਵ੍ਯ'ਜ-ਉਕ੍ਰਿ dissimulating statement. 2 Thinking that one’s secret misdeeds
may not have a bad effect on the people, and
in order to conceal one’s misdeeds, inventing
and conveying some such facts as help to avoid

the blame is vyjajoktI.
an hetu 56 apno jaha chIpave rup,
vyaj UkatI tﬁko kahIt bhusan sukaVI anup.

2 trade, commerce.

ਵ੍ਯਾਪਾਰੀ [vyapari] merchant, trader.
ਵਜਾਪੂ [vyapt] adj spread out, diffused.

ਵ੍ਯਾਪ੍ਰਿ [vyaptI] n diffusion, pervasion. 2 In the
Nyay, the invariable inherence of cause and
effect; concomitance. Smoke and ﬁre are concomitant.

ਵ੍ਯ'ਮ [vyam] Skt n measure of two extended

It differs from ਛੋਕਾਪਨ੍ਹੂੰਤਿ [chekapanhutI] that

arms from the tip of the middle ﬁnger of the
right hand to that of the left hand.

in the chekapanhutI a fact is concealed

ਵ੍ਯ1ਯਾਮ [vyayam] n ਵਿ-ਆ-ਯਾਮ. act of dragging

—sIvrajbhusan.

through denial, in the vyajoktI concealment is
done without denial.
Example:
,
dunicéd ségatI me bhakhe, suno mere bhai!
tag meri tuti yaki cfta nah: man me,
par jasvalie ko hathi mar pheryo aru
mere hath soe veri anIk nIdhan me.
Out of fear, Duni Chand ﬂed from the battle of Anandpur. While’skipping the wall during the night, he fractured his leg. But before
being questioned by the people, he told them
that his leg was fractured in his ﬁght against
the elephant of the enemies and he was not
worried about it because he had done his duty
as a warrior and at his hands many enemies

had met with death in the battle ﬁeld.
ਵਸੱਹਂਤ [vyyat] adjbroken. 2 open, wide. 3 spread

and expanding. 2 bodily exercise. 3 labour, toil.

ਵਸਾਲ [vyal] ਵਿ-ਅਡ੍ 27 snake. 2 intoxicated elephant. 3 beast of prey. 4 lion, 5 king. 6 See '

ਦੋਹਰਾ 1. 7 wicked person.

ਵ੍ਯਾਲਗ੍ਰਾਹੀ [vyalgrahi] snake-catcher, snakecharmer. 2 garur.

ਵ੍ਯਲ਼ੀ [vyali] female snake.
ਵ੍ਯਾਢਿੱਤਿ [vyavrIttI] ਵਿ-ਆਢਿੱਭਿ. 27 warding off,
prevention, prohibition. 2 relinquishment, abandonment. 3 distinction.

ਵਯੂੰਤਪੱਤਿ [vyutpattI] ਵਿ-ਉਤਪੱ'ਤਿ. 27 origin. 2 capability, learning. 3 act of arriving at the meaning of a word with the help of verbal roots,
afﬁxes, sufﬁxes, etc; derivation.

ਵਯੂਹ [vyuh] n ਵਿ-ਊਹ host, multitude. 2 body,
physique. 3 military array.

ਵਯੂ'ਤ [vyut] adjWoven, interwoven.

. ਵਜੋਂਮ [vyom] Skt ਗ਼ੀਸਜ੍. 27 sky. 2 water. 3 name
ਵਜਾਧ [Vyadh] (See ਵ੍ਯਧ vr) n hunter.
of a demon. See ਬਿਜ੍ਹਾਸੁਰ.
ਵ੍ਯਾਧਿ [vyath] n ailment, disease. 2 calamity. ਵਟ੍ਰਾਂਸਿ਼ਰਾਰੀ [vyomcari] Skt ਗ਼ੀਸ੍ਯਥਾਯਿ adj moving
ਵ੍ਯਧਾਧਿਹਰ [vyathhar] physician. 2 medicine. in the sky. 2 n bird. 3 god. 4 heavenly body,
out.

3 the Creator. 4 name of the Divine.
ਵ੍ਯ1ਨ [vyan] ਵਿ-ਅਨ੍ਵ. 27 wind which is diffused
throughout the body; a kind of vital air. See

ਦਸਪ੍ਰਾਣ. 2 mixing of the pram and the apan has
also been mentioned as vyan in the Upnishads.

ਵਯਾਪਕ [vyapak] ਢਿ-ਆਪ੍. adj spread, out, perva-

planet. 5 arrow. 6 air. 7 aerial vehicle.

ਵਜੋਮਜਲ [vyomjal] rain-water. 2 dew.
ਵਜੋਮਬਾਨੀ [vyombani], ਵਯੋਮਵਾਣੀ [vyomvani] voice
from heaven; oracle.

ਵਯੋੰਮਬਾਲਾ [vyombala] celestial damsel; fairy;
nymph.

ਵਯੋੰਮਾਸੁਰ
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ਵਸੋ'ਮਾਸੁਰ [vyomasur] See ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਸੁਚ.
ਵਯੰਗ [vyég] adj handicapped, deformed. 2 See

ਵਯੰਗਜ਼

`

.

ਵ੍ਰਝ

ਵ੍ਰਣ [vran] Skt ਕ਼ਾਸ੍. vr make sound, wound. 2 n
wound, hurt, slash. 3 boil, tumour.

ਵ੍ਰਣੀ [vrani] Skt ਕ਼'ਯਿਜ੍. adj wounded. injured.

ਵਸੰਰ੍ਯ [vyégy] meaning as indicated by a ﬁgurative expression; ﬁgurative, implied or sug-

2 who has ulcer.
ਵ੍ਰਤ [vrat] n practice, rule, solemn vow. 2 com-

gested meaning. “sahure dhoi na lahe peie nahi

mand, ordinance. 3 religious practice. 4 fast,

thau. pIr vatri n3 puchai dhan sohaganI
nau!”—s farid. ‘wonderful! How excellent as

going without food for a particular period of
time. It is called vrat because the person undertakes that he would not eat a particular

a married woman she is! ’ “ek gada un kar me
dhari. sabh bhupan ki puja kari.”——1<rIsan.
‘thoroughly drubbed the kings.’

edible for a speciﬁc period of time.
No one can count the number of fasts ob-

ਵਯੰਜ [vyéj] Skt ਟਧਜ੍ਯ. to decorate, to plaster, to

served in Hinduism. There is no such date or

reveal or to manifest.
ਵਯੰਜਨ [vyéja ] n manifestation. 2 decorating,

, month when some sort of a fast is not prescribed.
Fasts on the days of ekadasi, etc are the most
famous. They are valued in other religions as
well. The Bible and the Koran also mention
various fasts. But major fasts are forty among
the Jews and 30 among the Muslims. During
these fasts, food and water are avoided
throughout the day and only dinner is taken.
In the Gurmat, such fasts are shunned and
leading a virtuous life is prescribed as a vrat.
“sacu varatu, sétokhu tirathu, gIanu thanu
Isnanu. daIa devta, khIma japmali, te manas
pardhanu.”—m 1 var sar. “Emu na khahI dehi
dukhu dije. bInu gurgIan trIpatI nahi thije.”
-ram 9 m I .
.
Observance of fast for curing stomach ailments is not forbidden in Sikhism and frugality in eating is ordained.

embellishin \. 3 mark, sign. 4 vowel-less letter; consonant, letters from _‘ਸ’ to ‘ੜ’. 5 any
thing used in preparing food, vegetables, condiments, cereals, etc. 6 cooked food.

ਵਯੰਜਨਾ' [vyéjna] an expression that suggests
meaning different from the one denoted. For
’“ example, if someone says, “Foolishness lurks
at your face”, and in response the other one
retorts, “My face is indeed a mirror”. Here,

with the help of the vyéjna, it is suggested that
in the mirror of the latter, the former is seeing

his own folly.
ਵ੍ਰਜ [Vraj] Skt ਕਗ੍. vr wander, go, prepare. 2 n
host, multitude. 3 cow-shed. “dudh vadhave
vrajan me.”—GPS. 4 way, road. 5 area of 84
kohs around Mathura.
'
ਵ੍ਰਜਨ [vrajan] Skt n wandering, travelling. 2 path,
road.

ਵ੍ਰਜਨਾਥ [vrajnath] lord of Vraj land, Krishan.
ਵ੍ਰਜਭਾਸਾ [vrajbhasa], ਵ੍ਰਜਭਾਖਾ [vrajbhakha] language current in the Vraj. See ਵ੍ਰਜ 5. It is the
poetic language of the old Hindi poets.

ਵ੍ਰਜਮੋਹਨ [vrajmohan], ਵੁਜਰਾਜ [vrajraj], ਵ੍ਰਜਲਾਲ [vrajlal], ਵ੍ਰਜੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [vrajesvar] Krishan.
ਵ੍ਰਜਜਾ [vrajya] wandering, patrolling. 2 march,
invasion. 3 stage. theatre; site for recreation.

oni dunia tore bédhna

“ 5n pani thora khaIa.—var asa.
alap ahar sulap si nidra,
daya chIma tan pritI.—hajare 10.
ਸ਼ਿਪ tIsu gholghumaIa,
thora savé thora hi khave.—BG.

hamre guru ke SIkh h’é jei.
alap ahar vrati nIt sei.
kam krodh k0 séyam sada.
prabhu SImran me lagyo rIda.——GPS.

ਵ੍ਰਤੀ

ਵ੍ਰਤੀ [vrati] ਥਰਿਜ੍. vower or observer of fast.

the zodiac, which resembles a bull; Taurus.

2 who renounces meals for a particular duration of time.
ਫ੍ਰਾਤ [vrat] Skt n multitude, host. 2 marriage
procession (accompanying the bridegroom),
marriage party.

3 Indar. 4 religion. See ਵ੍ਰਿਖਲ 1. 5 Kamdev.
6 peacock’s plume or tail. 7 In poetics, one of
the four classes into which men are categor-

ised. See ਪੁਰੁਖਜਾਤਿ. 8 adj strong, mighty.
ਵ੍ਰਿ'ਖਕੇਤ੍ਵ [vrIkh—ketu], ਵ੍ਰਿਖਧੁਜ [vrIkh-dhuj], ਵ੍ਰਿਖਧੁਜ

ਫ੍ਰਾਤਯ [vraty] one who has lost caste by not

[vrIkhdhvaj] he, whose ﬂag bears the sign of

observing the prescribed rites. 2 concerning a
fast.
ਵ੍ਰਿ [vrI] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂ. vr cover, conceal, encircle, restrain, choose, approve, complete, ward off,
respect, worship.

a bull — Shiv.

ਵ੍ਰਿ'ਖਭ [vrIkhabh] Skt ਰ੍ਵਧ'ਸ਼ੁ bull. 2 ear’s oriﬁce,
through which the sound is heard. 3 See
ਪੁਚੁਖਜਾਤਿ. 4 adj excellent.

ਵ੍ਰਿਖਭਕੇਤੁ [vrIkhabhketU], ਵ੍ਰਿਖਭਧ੍ਰਜ [vrIkhabh-

dhvaj] Shiv. See ਵ੍ਰਿਖਕੇਤੁ.

ਵ੍ਰਿਸ [vrIs] Skt ਰ੍ਵਬ੍. vr rain, irrigate. 2 See ਵ੍ਰਿਖ.
3 See ਪੁਰੁ'ਖਜਾ'ਤਿ.

ਵ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਸੁ'ਰ [ਧ੍ਯਾਗ਼ੁਵ੍ਰਿਖ਼-ਠਿੴਫ਼ਝਪਿ] See ਬ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਸੁਰ.

ਵ੍ਰਿਸਭਾਨੁ [vrIsbhanu] See ਵ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਨੁ.

ਵ੍ਰਿ'ਖਭਾਨੁ [vrIkhbhanu] ਰ੍ਵਧਾਜਜੂ. Radhika’s father,

ਵ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿਕ [vrIsCIk] ਕ੍ਰਯਿਕਜ਼. n scorpion. 2 a sign

who was son of Surbhanu from Padmavati. At
ﬁrst, he was a resident of village Raval, and
later on, fearing Kans, he settled in Barsana.
ਵ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਨੁਸੁਤਾ [vrIkhabhanusuta], ਵ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਨੁਕਕ੍ਯਾ

of the Zodiac that resembles a scorpion.

ਵ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ [vrIstI] Skt ਰ੍ਵਇਿ. n rain. See ਵ੍ਰਿਸ vr.

ਵ੍ਰਿਹਸਧਤਿ [vthaspatI] See ਬ੍ਰਿਹਸਪਤਿ.
ਵ੍ਰਿਹਤ [vthat] Skt ਰ੍ਵਫ਼ੁਗ੍. adj large, weighty, great.

[vrIkhbhanUkanya], ਵ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਨ੍ਹਾਜਾ [vrIkhabhanU-

' ਵ੍ਰਿਹਦ ਗਰਭ [vthad garabh] See ਸ਼ਿਢਿ 2.
ਵ੍ਰਿਹਦਰਥ [vthadrath] Skt ਕ੍ਰਫ਼੍ਧ੍ਯ. adj having a

ja],f§u81§3m[vr1khbhanutanya], ਵ੍ਰਿਖਭਾਨੁਨੰ'ਦਿਨੀ
[vrIkhabhanunédIni] Varishbhanu’s daughter,
Radha, Krishan’s beloved milkmaid, Radhika.
“It te harI khelat ras bIkhe vrIkhbhanusuta

large chariot. 2 n Indar. 3 Jarasandh’s father,

who was an attendant of sage Chandrak.
4 last king of the Maurya dynasty.

ਵ੍ਰਿਹੱਨਲ [vthannall See ਬਿਹੰਡੜਾ.
ਵ੍ਰਿਧੀ [vthi] Skt ਥੀਵਿ. n reddish rice having
'
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black husk. 2 rice of all kinds.

karI pritI nIhari.”—krIsan.

ਵ੍ਰਿਖਲ [vrIkhaI] Skt ਰ੍ਵਥਗ. one who renounces
his religion'; apostate. 2 Shudar. 3 horse.
4 turnip. 5 carrot.

ਵ੍ਰਿਕ [vrIk] Skt ਧ੍ਰਗ. n ﬁre of the stomach. ਵ੍ਰਿਖਲੀਂ [vrIkhli] ਬ੍ਹਧਕੀ. low-caste woman. 2 wom2 wolf. 3 plough. 4 crow. 5 jackal. 6 thief.

} an of low-caste. 3 slave woman.

7 Khatri. 8 See ਭਸਮਾਸੁਰ.

ਵ੍ਰਿਘੀਰਿ [vrIkhlipatI] husband of a low-caste

ਵ੍ਰਿਕੀ [vrIki] she-wolf.

woman. See ਵ੍ਰਿਖਲੀ.

ਵ੍ਰਿਕੋਦਰ [vrIkodar] ਵ੍ਰਿਕ-ਉਦਰ. one who feels _ ਵ੍ਰਿ'ਖਵਾਹਨ [vrIkh-avahan] one whose vehicle is
the bull — Shiv.
ﬁerce sensation in the stomach; Bhimsen.
ਵ੍ਰਿਖਾਕਪਿ
[vrIkhakapI] Skt ਕ੍ਰਥਖ਼ਾਧਿ. adj who does .
2 having belly as ofa wolf.
ਵ੍ਰਿਕ [vrIks] ਰ੍ਵਧੋਸ੍ਰਾ. that which grows even after not shake off his religion; having unshakable '
faith. 2 n Shiv. 3 Vishnu. 4 ﬁre. 5 Indar.
. having been chopped off; tree.
ਵ੍ਰਿਕਾਦਨੀ [vrIksadani] that which eats away a 'ਹ੍ਧੀ ਵਿ ਸਧ੍ਯਾਜ੍ਯਜੰਵ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ ਧ: ਗੂਗੀ ਗਰਜ!
ਧ੍ਰਧ੍ਯ' ਰਂ W ਜ ਕੀਧਧੇਰ੍ ||
tree. See ਅਮਰਬੋਲ, ਬੰਦਾ 1 and ਵੇਧ 3-4.

ਵ੍ਰਿ'ਖ [vrIkh] Skt ਬ੍ਹਧ. n bull. 2 second sign of

—manu a 8 $16.

ਵ੍ਰਿਜ
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6 long—tailed, black-faced monkey.

ਵ੍ਰਿਜ [vrIj] See ਵ੍ਰਜ.
ਵ੍ਰਿਜਨਾਥ [vrIjnath], ਵ੍ਰਿਜਭਾਸਾ [vrIjbhasa], ਵ੍ਰਿਜਰਾਜ
[vrIjraj] See ਵੁਜਨਾ'ਥ, ਵ੍ਰਜਭਾਸਾ and ਵ੍ਰਜਰਾਜ.
ਵ੍ਰਿਤ [ਜਿਨਿ] Skt ਕੂਰ੍. vr behave, dwell, speak, shine,
revolve, envelop, attend on. 2 adj borrowed.
3 accepted. 4 covered.
ਵ੍ਰਿਤਾਸੁਰ [vrItasur] ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਰ-ਅਸੁਰ. See ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਵ 4.

ਵ੍ਰਿਤਾ'ਤ [vrItat] Skt ਰ੍ਵਗ਼ਸ੍ਯ. 11 report, news, tidings. 2 discussion, dialogue.

_ ਵਿੱਤ [vrItt] ਕੂਰ. n a poetic metre, especially
one containing a ﬁxed number of matras.
2 mercy, pity. 3 purity, sanctity. 4 virtuous conduct like truthfulness, etc. 5 ﬁg. 6 tortoise.
7 tidings, news, account. 8 adj past, gone,
dead. 9 surrounded, enclosed. 10 ﬁrm, strong,
determined. 11 covered.

ਵਿੱਤਿ [vrIttI] ਰ੍ਹਰਿ. n means of subsistence, live-

through an insinuation, it is suggested, “You
are seeing your own foolishness in the mirror
of my face”. 5 a kind of poetic composition.
Keshav Dass has mentioned four types of it.
“pratham kasIki bharti arbhati manIbhatI.
kahI kesav subh satVIki catur catur VIth

jatI.”—rasrkprrya.
(a) The composition that expresses the
sentiments of love, mirth and pity and is straight
forward and beautiful is called kosIki.
(b) The composition which expresses the
sentiments of herosim, wonder and mirth and
conveys the meaning excellently, is termed
ਭਾਰਤੀ [bharti].
(c) The composition which contains the
sentiments of fury, terror and disgust and carries repetition of words or syllables similar in'
sound but different in meaning, is called

lihood. 2 mood, state of mind. 3 attention, con-

arbhatI.

sciousness. 4 relation between a word and its

(d) The composition which is couched in
sentiments of wonder, heroism and love in a
balanced way, is called satVIki. 6 pause or
caesura in the line of a metre. 7 meaning written in the margin, gloss.

meaning. Scholars have mentioned its three
types —— s'akatI, lacchna (laksana) and vyéjna.
sakatI vrIttI is the power of a word by
which its meaning is immediately perceived
after hearing it. For example, on hearing the
word — ghora (horse), its meaning immediately comes to mind.
_ In the lacchna vrIttI we have to imagine
the meaning other than the one denoted by the
Word. Through it the secondary or the indirect
meaning of a word is grasped. If someone
says. ‘I live in the sea’, its indirect meaning is
that the said person lives on an island or a ship
which is surrounded by the sea, or water. Only
acquatic animals live in the sea.

vyéjna is one that makes us understand the
meaning through cover, allusion or insinuation.
For example, if someone said, “your face re-

ﬂects foolishness” and the other person replied, “as if my face were a mirror.” Here,

ਵ੍ਰਿ‘ਤੀ [vrItti] See ਵਿੱਤਿ.
ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਯਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ [vrItyanupras] See ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ (b).

ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਰ [vrItr] Skt ਕੁਕ. darkness. 2 enemy, foe.
3 cloud. 4 Trishta’s son, a demon, whose sto-

ry is given in Devibhagvat. In the Rig Ved, he
is mentioned as the god of drought. So he is

always in clash with Indar. See ਵ੍ਰਿਤੁਹਨ.
ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਹਨ [vrI trahan], ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਘਨ [vrItraghan], ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਵ-

ਰਿਪੁ [vrItrarIpu], ਵ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਰਾਰਿ [vrItrarI] Vritar’s
enemy, Indar. There is a myth that Vritar was
a Brahmin. Having killed him, Indar became
accused of the murder of a Brahmin and consequently his glory vanished. The gods performed horse-sacriﬁce and attributed the
crime to various places i.e. foam in the river,
salinity in the earth and menses among the

ਵ੍ਰਿਥਾ

women, etc. This way Indar'was absolved of
the said crime.
ਵ੍ਰਿਥਾ [vrItha] ਰ੍ਵਟੈਂਸ੍ਯ. n in vain, useless, fruitless.
ਛਿੰਦ [vrid] Skt ਰ੍ਹਾਂਥ. n multitude, host. 2 one
hundred crore, one arab (one thousand million, one billion.) 3 a poet, whose drIstat satsai is very fascinating.l

ਵ੍ਰਿ'ਦਾ [vrfda] ਰ੍ਵਢ਼ਾ. n Radhika, Radha. 2 basil.

3 See ਸ਼ੰਖਚੂੜ 2 and ਜਲੰਧਰ.
ਵਿੰਦਾਬਨ [vridaban] See ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਬਨ.

_

ਦਿੰਦਾਰਕ [vri‘darak] ਵੁਦ੍ਸ੍ਯ. n deity, god. 2 adj
chief, eminent. 3 beautiful, handsome.

wealth.

(c) VIdyavrIddh — one who is superior in
knowledge.
(d) acarvrIddh — one who is superior in
conduct
(e) balvrIddh —— one who is superior in
strength.

ਵਿੱਧ ਦਲ [vrIddh dal] See ਤਰੁਣ ਦਲ.
ਦਿੱਧਾ [vrIddha] feminine ofvrIddh; old woman, aged woman. 2 gradmother, mother—in-law,
etc.

ਵ੍ਰਿ‘ਥਿ [vrIdth] ਭ੍ਫ਼ਿ. n increase, progress.

ਵ੍ਰਿ'ਦਾਰਨ੍ਯ [vridarny], ਵਿੰਦਦ੍ਨ [vri‘davani for-

2 wealth, afﬂuence. 3 in grammar, the three

est wherein Radhika used to frolic or play.
2 forest abounding in holy basil, forest of holy
basil.

ਫ੍ਰੀਹਿ [vrth], ਫ੍ਰੀਹੀ [vrihi] ਥੀਵਿ. n a kind of rice,

ਵ੍ਰਿਧ [vrIdh] ਹ੍ਗ੍. vr increase, become large,
shine. 2 See ਵਿੱਧ.
ਵਿੱਧ [vrIddh] ਰ੍ਵਫ਼ੂ. adj increased, superior, elder.
Scholars have mentioned ﬁve vrIdhs:
(a) avastha vrIddh —the one who is senior

in age.

ਲ ਼ਾ

'

(b) dhanvrIddh —— one who is richer in

'This Shatsai was written in 55th 1761 — “sébat sasx
ras var mahI katak sud: sasrvar.” Vrind had been

attending the court of the tenth Master and he regarded
.

ਫ੍ਰੀੜ"
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the Guru as his mentor. That is why he has written thus

in the invocatory couplet of the said work:
“sri guru nath prabhav te hot manorathsxddhx,

ghan te }‘)/(~) taru be]: do] phul phalan ki vrIdth.”

vowels — ਆ [a], ਐ [ੲ] and ਔ [:)].
known as satthi (which is ready for harvest_ ing in sixty days). 2 rice. 3 any kind of paddy.
This word written as ਵ੍ਰਿਹੀ is also correct.

ਫ੍ਰੀਹੀਭੇਦ [vrihibhed] Skt ਕੀਂਭਿਜੇਥ. common millet.

ਫ੍ਰੀਡ [vrid] Skt ਕ਼ੀਫ੍. vr feel shame, get abashed.
ਫ੍ਰੀੜਾ [vrira] ਕ਼ੀਗ. n shame, modesty, bashfulness. See ਫ੍ਰੀਡ.

ੜ [para] The thirty-ﬁfth letter of the Punjabi

“rarakI mue jIU trIkhavét.”—ba van.

alphabet. It is pronounced from the roof of ੜਾ [ra] suf at the end of a word, it expresses
the mouth. In Punj abi, it is used in many words,

the sense of possession, superiority, inferiori-

as a substitute for the Sanskrit ਟ [t], ਡ [d]

ty, diminution, etc. “jo dise gursxkhra.”—suhi
m 5 gunvéti. ‘He who has adopted Sikhism is
a gursikh.’ “soi das Updesra.”—suhi m 5
gunvéti. ‘excellent spiritual instruction.’ “me
chadIa sabho dhédhra.”—sri m 5 pepaI. ‘ gave

and ਢ [dh] as, for example — vat-bar, badva -—
barva, drIqlh — drIrh etc. 2 as a sufﬁx, at
the end of the words, it gives the meaning of
ਵਾਨ [van] (vala) that is, having, possessing as
in_ — bhullar, bujhar, khutthar etc. 3 indicating a relation, for instance — related to the

ੜਾੜ [rar] See ੜਾੜਿ.

mother’s sister, masar. 4 showing contempt

ੜਾੜਾ [rara] the letter ‘ੜ’. “ਗੂ‘ੲਪ‘ਕ, rarI mIte 35g

— as kathakkar from kathak. 5 denoting a
group, etc, as a multitude of aja (goats), ajjar.

sadhu.”—bavan. 2 the pronunciation of the

6 denoting expansion, as, paggar from pagg,
etc.
ੜੜਕ [rarak] n rankle, prick. 2 pain.

'

ੜੜਕਿ [ਟ੍ਰਾਗ੍ਬਗਿ੍] adv being distressed or grieved.
M49
„,": _’

up all worthless activities.’ See ੜ2 to 5.

letter ‘ੜ’.
‘
ੜਾੜਿ [rarI] n quarrel, wrangle. “rarI karat sakat
gavara.”—ba van.
ੜੀ [ri] the feminine of ‘ra’, as — balri. See ੜ 2
to 5.

